


A. S. WATSON AND CO.,
jS S. ^ 5J

FAMILY AND DISPENSING

CHEMISTS,
WHOLESALE AND PET A IL

DRUGGISTS,
PERFUMERS,

PATENT MEDICINE VENDORS.

DRlitieiSTS’ SUINDRIMEIV,

CIGAR DEALERS,
AND

AEEATED WATEE MAKEES.

THE HONGKONG DISPENSARY

# ^ A ^
IGSTAlBLISHED

A.. S. Ac Co.
The Hongkong Dispensary, Hongkong.
The Shanghai Pharmacy, 24, Nanking Road, Snangnai.

Botica Inglesa, 14, Eseolta, Manila.
The Canton Dispensary, Canton.
The Dispensary, Foochow.

22101436674



IT ^

THIS

FIRST GLASS HOTEL
Is situated on the Queen’s Road and Praya Central, having entrances

from both thoroughfares, and faces Pottinger Wharf. It has Forty

Commodious and Well Furnished BEDROOMS, with Bathrooms, a

most Spacious DINING ROOM looking on the Harbour, together with a

smaller Private Room for Parties, Sitting Rooms, and Reading

Rooms, The Building has been greatly enlarged and the Establishment

fitted up at great outlay with every requisite for the comfort of visitors.

As the building covers an immense area, it only consists of two stories,

and is therefore easily accessible.

THE BAR AND BILLIARD ROOMS
Are on the Ground Floor, and are fitted up in SUPERIOR STYLE,

THE TABLE D’HOTE
Is supplied with every delicacy of the Season.

Willi All ummn
Of the BEST QUALITIES and BRANDS only are kept.

PUBLIC DIllERS, TIFFINS, AND BALL SUPPERS
SUPPLIED ON SHORT NOTICE.

DORABJEE & HINGKEE, Proprietors,
LATE LESSEES OF THE HONGKONG HOTEL.
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MEAN-TIME OF SUNRISE AND SUNSET, 1885.

DATE.
SUNRISE. SUNSET. 1

date.
SUNRISE. SUNSET.

HOUBS MINUTES HOUES ^ MINDIES.
1

aouBS
1

MINUTES. HOUB8
.j
MINUTES.

January. July.
1st 6 43 5 25 1st 5 24 6 42^
Sth 6 45 5 27 5th 5 25 6 43

10th 6 46 5 30 9th 5 26i 6 43^

15th 6 45| 5 33i 13th 5 27i 6 43i

20th 6 45 5 37 I7ih 5 29 6 42i

25th 6 44i 5 40i 21st 5 31 6 41

30th 6 43i 5 43i 25th 5 32i 6 39^

i
29th 5 34| 6 371

February.
4th 6 41 5 47

August.
2Sd 5 361 6 35i

9th 6 391 5 49| 6th 5 38 6 33

14th 6 35i 5 53i 10th 5 39 6 31

19th 6 32 5 56 14th 5 40

1

6 29i

24th 6 29. 5 58 18th t; 43 6 25

28th 6 24| 6 00| 22nd 5 43 6 23

26th 5 6 m
March. 30th 5 45^ 6 15t

5th 6 21i 6 01^ September.
10th 6 16^ 6 05i 3rd 5 461 6 12

15th 6 12“ 6 06 7th 5 48 6 08

20th 6 06| 6 08i 11th 5 49^ 6 03i

25th 6 03 6 09 15th 5 51 6 00

30th 5 58i u lOi 19th 5 52 5 56

23rd 5 52| 5 52i

April. 27th 5 53 5 49

4th 5 53 6 13 October.
9th 5 48i 6 14i Ibt 5 54i 5 45j

14th 5 46| . 6 15i 5th 5 56i 5 40j

19th 5 41 6 17 9th 5 57i 5 37i
24th 5 37 6 19 13th 5 59 5 Si

29th 5 34 6 21 17th 6 00| 5 31 j

21st 6 01| 5

May. 25th 6 04i 5 24y

2nd 5 31 6 23 29th 6 C5f 5 21

1

6th 5 29 6 24 -November.
10th 5 27 6 25 2nd 6 08| 5 18f

14th 5 25 6 27 6th 6 lOf 5 16*

18th 5 23 6 29 10th 6 12 5 16

22nd 5 21 6 31 14th 6 15 5 14*

26th 5 20 6 33 18th 6 m 5 13

30th 5 19 6 35 22nd 6 20i 5 12*

26th 6 m 5 11 j

June. 30th 6 27 5 Ilf

3rd 5 19^ 6 36 December,
7th 5 6 37 4th 6 28i 5 12i

11th 5 20 6 38 8th 6 31 5 13

15th 5 20i 6 39| 12th 6 33 5 15

19th 5 21 6 41 16th 6 3^ 5 IbJ

23rd 5 22 6 42 20th 6 37f 5 17}

27th 5 22i 6 42i 24tb 6 39| 5 19}

28th 6 41* 5 21}



THE CALENDAR FOR 1885.

Adjustment of the Calendar.

Julius Caesar was the first to attempt to adjust the length of the year with any
degree of accuracy, and fixed it at 365 days 6 hours

;
introducing a day every fourth

year (called leap year), which accordingly consists of 366 days, while the three others

have only 365 days each.

From him it was called the Julian Year, and it continued in general use till the

year 1582, when Pope G-regory XIII. undertook to rectify the error which then existed

between the Juhan year of 365|^ days and the solar year of 365.2422013 days. At.

that time the difference amounted to ten days
;
he accordingly commanded the ten

days between the 4th and 15th October in that year to be struck out, so that the 5th

day was called the 15th. This alteration has been introduced throughout Europe,

oxcept in Kussia and by the Greek Church, and the year was afterwards called the

Gregorian Year, or New Style.

In England the method of reckoning after the New Style was not admitted into

the Calendar till the year 1722, when the error amounted to nearly eleven days, which
were taken from the month of September, by calhng the 3rd of that month the 14th,

and it was settled by Act of Parliament (24 Geo II., 1751), that the years 1800, 1900,

2100, 2200, 2300, and every hundredth year of our Lord which shall happen in time
to come, shall be computed as each consisting of 365 days only, excepting every fourth
himdredth year, whereof the year 2000 should be the first.

By the same Act of Parhament the legal beginning of the year was changed from
the 26th of March to the 1st of January, so that the succeeding months of January,
February, and March up the 24th day, which by the Old Style would have been
reckoned part of the year 1762, were accounted as the three first months of 1763,
which is the reason we sometimes meet with such a date as :—

March 10th, 1774-75.

That is, according to the Old Style it is 1774, according to the New 1775.

Golden Number 5

Epact 14
Solar Cycle 18

Dominical Letter D
Roman Indiction 13
Julian Period 6598

The Solar Cycle, or Cycle of the Sun, is a period of 28 years, after which all the
Dominical Letters return in the same order as they did during the 28 years before.

The first year of the Christian Era is the tenth of this Cycle.

The Lunar Cycle, or Cycle of the Moon, commonly called the Golden number,
and sometimes the Metonic Cycle (from Meton, an Athenian philosopher, who invented
it about 432 years before the birth of Christ), is a revolution of 19 years, in which
time the conjunctions, oppositions, and other aspects of the Moon are within an hour
and a half of being the same as they were on the same days of the months 19 years
before. The Prime, or Golden number, is the number of years elapsed in this Cycle.

Before the birth of Christ two years of this Cycle had elapsed.

The Roman indiction is a period of 15 years, and used by the Romans for the
time of taxing their provinces. Three years of one of these Cycles had elapsed before
the birth of Christ.

The Julian period contains 7980 years, and arises from multiplying together 28
19, and 15, being the Cycles of the Sun, Moon, and Indiction. This was contrived
by Joseph Juste Scahger, in 1583, for Chronological purposes, and is assumed as a
fixed Era in calculations by all Astronomers and Chronologers throughout the
Christian world. Its beginning is placed 710 years before the usual date of the
creation of the world, or 4714 before the commencement of the Christian Era.

TIME.
DAYS. Hre. Mim. Se?.

A Solar (average) day is -24 00 O'00
A Sidereal day is 23 56 4’09

A Lunar (average) day is 24 52 O'OO
An average Tidal day is 24 48 0*00



4 ECLIPSES—FESTIVAL DAYS.

MONTHS. Days. Hrs. Min Sec

A Lunar sidereal month is . .. 27 7 43 11-5

„ synodic „ ...29 12 44 2-87

„ tropical
,,

...27 7 43 4-7

„ anomalistic „ ...27 13 18 37-4

„ nodal „ ...27 5 5 36-

Moon’s inclination to the Ecliptic ...00 50 8 47-9

„ Excentricity 0'0548442

„ Distance from the earth in radii 60-67

YEAES. Days. Hr; Min. Sec.

The anomalistic year is g 13 d9’3

A sidereal year is 365 6 9 13-7

A common, or tropical year, is 5 48 49-7

A lunar year is 8 48 34-44

ECLIPSES IN 1885.

In the year 1885 there will be four Eclipses, two of the Sun, and two of the Moon,
I.—March 16th.—An Annular Eclipse of the Sun, invisible from Greenwich ;

the Central Eclipse
begins in long. 1.'6 deg. 4,' min. W. of Green^vich, and lat. 35 deg. 51 min. N., at 40m. after 4h. p.m.,
and ends in long. 15 deg. 7 min. W. of Greenwich, and lat. 71 deg. 20 min. N., at 52m. after 6h. p.m.

II.—March 30th .—

A

Partial Eclipse of the Moon, not visible from London. The Eclipse begins
at 59m. after 2h. p.m., the middle of the Eclipse will be at 34jn. after 4h. p.m., and the Eclipse wiU end
at lorn, after 6h. p.m. The Moon will rise at 6h. 30m. p.m. after the Eclipse is over. At the time of
the middle of the Eclipse, nearly nine-tenths of the Moon’s diameter will be obscured.

III.—September 8th.—A Total Eclipse of the Sun, invisible from England. The Central Eclipse
will begin at 57m. after 7h. p.m., in long, 154 deg. 55 min. E. of Greenwich, and lat. 41 deg. S., and
the Central Eclipse will end at 48m. after 9h. p.m., in long. 77 deg. 40 min. W. of Greenwich, and lat.

74 deg. J S.

IV.—A Partial EcKpse of the Moon on the morning of September 24th. It will begin at 15m. after
6h. a.m. (about half an hour after the Moon has set at London). The middle will be at 48m. after 7h.

a.m., and it will end at 22m. after 9h. a.m. At the time of the middle of the Eclipse, about three-

fourths of the Moon’s diameter will be obscured.

EXILES FOE ASCEETAININa DATES OF MOVEABLE FEASTS.
Easter day is the first Sunday after the first Ecclesiastical full moon following

the 21st March, or if the moon happens on a Sunday, Easter Day is the Sunday
following. Advent Sunday is the neaieSu S^v^uay to St. Andrew’s Day, whether
before or after. Rogation Sunday is Five weeks after Easter Day. Ascension Day
is Forty days after. Whit Sunday is Seven weeks after. Trinity Sunday is Eight

weeks after.

FIXED AND MOVEABLE FESTIVALS, ANNIVERSARIES,
ETC.,

Epiphany Jan. 6 i

Septuagesima Sunday Feb. 1

Quinguagesima—Shrove Sunday. ..Feh. 15

Ash Wednesday Feb. 18

\st Sun . in Lent Feb. 22

St. David Mar. 1
j

St. Patrick Mar. 17
j

Lady Day Mar. 25

Palm Sunday Mar. 29

Good Friday April 3

Easter Sunday April 5

Loiv Stmday April 12

St. George April 23

Rogation Sunday May 10

ETC.

xtsvaviMu Auy ; Holy Thursday . .'M.aj l4

Pentecost— Whit Sunday May 24
Birth of Queen Victoria May 24
Trinity Sunday May 31

Corpus Christi June 4
Accession of Queen Victoria June 20
Proclamation June 21

St. John Bapt.—Midsum. Day . .June 24

St. Michael—Michaelmas Day . . Sept. 29

Birth of Prince of Wales Nov. 9

1«< Sunday in Advent Nov. 29

St. Andrew Nov. 30

St. Thomas f ,Dec. 21

Christmas Day Dec. 25



LAW AND UNIVERSITY TERMS, 1885—JEWISH CALENDAR. 5

INNS OF COURT AND UNIVERSITY TERMS, 1885.

Inns oe Coubt. Begins. Ends. OXFOED. Begins. Ends.

Hilary
Easter ...

Trinity

Michaelmas

January 11
April 14
June 2
November 2

January 31

May 11

June 22
November 26

Lent
Easter ...

Trinity

Michaelmas

January 14
April 8

May 23
October 10

March 28
M ay 22
July 11

December 17

Cambeidge Begins. Ends.

Lent ... ... ... ...

Easter ... ... ...

Michaelmas ... ... ...

January 8
April 18

October 1

March 27
June 24
December 19

JEWISH CALENDAR.

1885. 5645. 1885. 5645.

Jan. 1, Th Ausr. 12, W New Moon ...Elul 1

» 17, S New Moon 5646.
Feb. 16, M New Moon Sept. 10, Th New Year

„ 26, Th Fast of Esther ... ... „ 11 „ 13, S Fast of Guedaliah ... „ 4
Mar. 1, 2, S M. Little Purim ... „ 14, 15 „ 19, s Kipur ... „ 10

17, Tu New Moon „ 24, 25, Th F Tabernacle .Tisri 15, 16

„ 31, Tu Apr. 1 W Passover „ 30, W. Hosana Raba „ 21
Apr. 16. Th New Moon Oct. 1, 2, ThF Feast of the 8th Day

„ 29, W Second Passover... ... „ 14 Tisri 22, 23
May 3, S 33 of the Homer ... ... ,. 18 „ 10, S New Moon
f „ 15, F New Moon Nov. 9, M New Moon

„ 20, 21, W Th Sebuot ... „ 6,7 Dec. 3, Th Hanuca ... „ 25
June 14, S New Moon W New Moon ...Tebet 1

„ 30, Tu Fast of Tamuz .. ... „ 17 „ 18, F Fast of Tebet ... „ 10
July 13, M New Moon ...Ab 1 1886.

„ 21, Tu Fast of Ab 9 Jan. 7, Th New Moon

BIRTHDAYS OF THE ROYAL FAMILY.
Date of Birth and Age of each in 1885.

Queen Victoria May 24,
Piiace Consort, birn A.ug. 26,

1819, died Dec. 14, 1861.

Princess Royal Nov. 21,
(Married January 25, 1858, to

Crown Prince Frederic < Wil-
liam of Prussia) 8 children.

Prince of Wales Nov. 9,

(Married March 10, 1863, to

Alexandra Princess of D’mark,
born Dec. 1, 1844.) Issue

Their son, Prince Albert Victor
Christian Edward .Tan. 8,

Their son, Prince George Fred.
Ernest Albert June 3,

Their da., Prs. Louise Victoria
Alexandra Dagmar Feb. 20,

Their da., Prs. Victoria Alex.
Olga Mary July 6,

Their da., Prs. Maud Char-
lotte Mary Victoria Nuv. 26,

Princess Alice Maud Mary Ap.25,
(Married -Tuly 1, 1862, to Prince

Louis of Hesse, died Dec. 14,

1878) 7 children.

Prince Alfred Ernest Albert (Duke
of Edinburgh) Aug. 6,

1819 66 yrs.

1840 45 „

1841 44

1864 21

1865 20

1867

1868

1869

1843

IS „

17 „

Ifi
>.

1844 41

(Married, January 23, 1874, to

Grand Duchess Marie Alex-
androvna of Russia) 5 children.

Princess Helena Augusta Victoria
May 25, 1846

(Married July 5, 1866, to Prince
Christian of Schleswig-Hol-
stein) 6 children.

Princess Louise Caroline Alberta
March 18, 1848

(Married March 21, 1871, to John,
Marqu's of Lome).

Prince Arthur William Patrick Al-

bert (Duke of Connaught)...May 1, 1850
(Married Mar. 13, ’79, to Princess

Louise ( f Prussia) 2 children.

Prince Leopold George Duncan Al-
bert (Du'.; e of Albany) ...April 7, 1853
(Married April 27, 1882, to

Pe nce s H’clen of Waldeck-
Pyrmoi.t,), di-d March 28,

1881, 2 child.

Princess Beatrice Mary Viet. Feodore
April 14, 1857

Duke of Cumberland Sept. 21, 1845
Duke cf Cambridge Mar. 26, 1819
Duchess v.- Cambridge July 25, 1797
Duchess of Mecklenburg July 19, 1822
Duchess of Teck Nov. 27, 1833

39 yrs.

37 >j

35

28
40
66
88
63
52



6 THE CALENDAR FOR 1885.

JANUAIlY-31 DAYS.
Moon’s Phases.

(For Civil Mean Time at Hongkong.)

New Moon 16

Apogee, 13 dt

1

DAYS DAYS DATS

OF THE

WEEK.

OF THE

MONTH

OF THE

llthiiath

MOONS.

Thur. 1 16

Prid. 2 17

Sat. 3 18

Sun. 4 19

Mon. 5 20

Tues. 6 21

Wed. 7 22

Thur. 8 23

Prid. 9 24

Sat. 10 25

Sun. 11 26

Mon. 12 27

Tues. 13 28

Wed. 14 29

Thur. 15 30

Prid. 16 1

Sat. 17 2

Sun. 18 3

Mon. 19 4

Tues. 20 5

Wed. 21 6

Thur. 22 7

Prid. 23 8

Sat. 24 9

Sun. 26 10

Mon. 26 11

Tues. 27 12

Wed. 28 13

Thur. 29 14

Prid. 30 15

Sat. 31 1 16

m. sec. d. h. m. sec.

12 46 A.M. Pirst Quarter 24 9 2 43 A.M.

12 45 P.M. Pull Moon 30 11 45 42 P.M.

6 hours, P.M. Perigee, 29 days. 10 hours. A.M.

Chronology of Remarkable Events.

Hiogo and Osaka opened, 1868. Overland Tel grai h through Russia opened, 1872,

The Emperor Kang-hi sends as his Envoy to the Pope the Jesuit Father Bouvet, 1706.

Imperial Decree disgracing Ch’ung How issued, 1880. First election by the Hongkong
Chamber ot Commerce of a member of the Legislative Council, 1884.

• ^

Lin Tsi-hsu appointed Commissioner, 1839. Li Sing-yuen appointed Imperial Commis-
sioner in Kwangsi, 1851.

27id after Christmae. Gieat Fire at Tokio, 1870. First election by the Hongkong Justices

of the Peace of a raeinber ol the Legislative Council, 1884.
^ ^

Decree of Emperor Tao-kwang .prohib ting trade with England, 1840. Commissioner
Yeh captured, 1858.

Epiphany

.

Fearfu fire at Tientsin, 1,400 famine refugees burnt to death, 1878.

Forts at Ohuenpi taken with great slaughter, 1841.

Ice one-fourth inch thick at Canton, 1852. Gunner of the ** Lady Hughes** strangled

at Canton, 1785. Execution of Li Yung-choi, the rebel leader in Kwangsi, 1880.

Murder of Mr. Holworthy at the Peak, 1869. Marriage of the Mikado of Japan, 1869.

Several chest'' of Opium forcibly taken by the Mandarins from an English resident in

Canton, 1838.

1«# after Epiphany

.

Sir R. Alcock left Hongkong for England, 1870. Seamen 8 Church,

West Point, opened, 1872.

Tung-chi, Emperor of China, died, in the nineteenth year of his age, 1876.

Ki-ying, Viceroy of Kwang-tung and Kwang-si, issues a proclamation recommending
moderation in dealing with foreigners, and intimating the intention of opening up
Canton according to the Treaties, 1846.

Secretary of American Legation murdered at Tokio, 1871.

Bread poisoning in Hongkong, by Chinese baker Alum, 1857. Telegraph cable between

Japan and Corea opened to traflSc, 1884.

2nd affe 7' Evipha^iy. Great Gunpowder explosion in Hongkong harbour, 1867.

Elliot and Kishen treaty, ceding Hongkong, 1841. Sailors’ Home at Hongkong formally

opened. 1863. The “Frederic” burnt by the Coolies, 1870. Chung How and Suit©

returned to China from France, 1872.

Attack on Lieut. Kerr and the boat of the “Cockchafer” at Swatow, 1869.

The Chinese Ambassadors arrived in London, 1877.

P. & O. steamer “ Niphon ” lost off Amoy, 1868.

Matheus Ricci, the Jesuit Missionary, enters Peking, 1601. U.S. corvette ** Oneida** lost

through collision with P. & O. steamer “ Bombay,” near Yokohama, 1870.

ZrdafterEpi hany. Instructions from Lord Palmerston to Lord Napier, superintendent of
British Trade in China, 1834. Ho^kongtaken possession of, 1841. St. Paul's Church at

Macaoburnt, 1835. Terrific fire at Tokio; 10,000house8 destroyed and many lives lost,1881,

Establishment of Amoy Chamber of Commerce, 1876. British str. “Carisbrooke” burned
and scutt'e*. in Hongkong harbour, 1883.

HuaDg-t9ung-han appointed Imperial Commissioner at Canton, 1856.

Decree from Yung-ching forbidding, nnder pain of death, the propagation of the

Christian faith in Chin®, 1733. Wreck of the steamer “ Chinkiang ” near Quemoy,
with loss ofh're, 1884.

Lord Saltoun left China with $3,000,000 ransom money, 1846.

Loss of the C. M. Co.'s str! “Howsang** off pod4 Island, near Amoy, 1878.
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JANUARY—31 DAYS.
HONGKONG

1883.

Maximum 71
Minimum 84

TEMPERATURE.
1884.

Maximum 73

Minimum 51

BAROMETER, 1884.

Maximum 30.492
|

Minimum 30.04S

1883.

0.06 inches.

BATS

OF THE

WEEK.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.
Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

DATS

OF THE

MONTH.

DATS

OF THE

lUh&12th

MOONS.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

RAINFALL.

Memoranda.

1884.

None.
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FEBRUARY—28 DAYS.
Moon’s Phases.

d. h. m. sec. d. h. m. sec.

Last Quarter 7 6 13 46 A.M. First Quarter 22 6 7 40 p.M.

New Moon 15 9 57 48 A.M. Full Moon 29 11 36 44 A.M.

Apogee, 10 days, 8 hours. A.M. Perigee, 26 days, 6 hours, A.M.

DATS

OF THE

WEEK.

DAYS

OP THE

MONTH.

DATS

OF THE

1 2th & 1st

MOONS.

Sun. 1 17
Mon. 2 18

Tues. 3 19
Wed. 4 20
Thur. 6 21
Frid. 6 22

Sat.
7 23

Sun. 8 24

Mon. 9 26
Tues. 10 26
Wed. 11 27
Thur, 12 28

Frid.
13 29

Sat. 14 30
Sun.

15 1
Mon.

16 2
Tues.

17 3
Wed.

18 4
Thur,

19 5

Frid, 20 6
Sat.

21 7

Sun. 22 8

Mon. 23 9

Tues. 24 10

Wed. 25 11

Thur.
26 12

Frid. 27 13
Sat. 28 14

Chronology of Remarhable Events.

fJeptuacfesima, Inhabitants of Hongkong declared British subjects, 1841.
Letters from the Imperial Commisuoner Lin to H.B.M- the Queen, complaining of the
persistency of her subjects in sending Opium to China, 1840. The new German Club
at Hongkong opened, 1872.

Great robbery in the Central Bank discovered, 1865. Outrage on Boreigneps at Kobe.
Japan, 1868.

The Spanish brig ** Huevo Lepanto,” on her way from Hongkong to Macao, was taken
by two pirate junks near Lantao, 1865.

The Spanish Envoy Halcon arrived at Macao to demand satisfaction from the Chinese
for the burning of the Spanish brig Bilbaino,” 1840.

The "Therese,** 62 days alter her departure, while in sight of land, was taken by the
coolies, who killed the officers and crew, 1868.

Sexagesima. The Spanish fleet leaves the port of Cavite, by order of the Governor of

M inila, for the purpose of taking Formosa, 1626. Great fire at Foochow, 1868.

The ** Henrietta Maria ** was found drifting about in the Palawan Passage, captain, crew#
and 250 coolies missing, 1857.

Death of Emperor Kien-lung in the 60th year of his reign, 1795. Ki-chen received
at Canton a decree from Emperor Tao-Wang rejecting the conditions of peace agreed
upon by him with the English, 1841.

The Allied Commissioners at Canton send a letter to the Secretary of State at Peking
recommending the advisability of appointing a Plenipotentiary to settle the difficulties

at Shanghai, 1858.
Outbreak of Convicts in Singapore Gaol, 1876.

St. Valentine'aday. TungWah Hospital, Hongkong, opened by Sip R. G. MacDonnell, 1872.
Loss of Messrs. D. Lapraik & Co.*8 steamer ** Taiwan," in the Formosa Channel, 1879.

Quinquagesima. Ports of Hongkong and Tinghai declared free, 1841. Telegraph cable
between Japan and Corea opened to traffic, 1881.

Insurgents evacuated Shanghai, 1855. Stewart scholarship at Central School, Hongkong,
founded, 1884.

Shrove Tuesdag,

Ash W'ednesdag. The U. S. p iddlo man-of-war “Ashuelot" wrecked on the East Lam-
mock Rock, near Swatow, 1883. Telegraphic communication Uetweeii Haiphong and
SaJgon established, i884.

Lord -Vraherst’s Embassy, returning from China, was shipwrecked in the Java Sea, 1817.

Outrage on Sir Harry Parkes in Japan, 1868.

Medical Missionary Society organised at Canton, 1833. Mr. A. R. Margary, of H.B.M.'s
Consular Service, was murdered at Maowyne, Yunnan, by Chinese, 1876.

laf in Lent. The Emperor Tao-kwang died, 1850 (reigned 30 years).

Several ch ’ists of Opium publicly burnt at Canton, 1835. Hostilities between England and
China recommenced, 1841. Steamer "Queen” captured and burnt by pirates, 1857.

First stone of the Hongkong City Hall laid, 1367.
Chusan evacuated by the British troops, 1841. Explosion of boiler of the str. ‘‘Totsai**

beCAceu liongkoug and Macao; six Europeans and th rteon Chmeje killed and vessel

destroyed, 1881,

Captain Da Costa and Lieut. Dwyer murdered at Wong-ma-kok, in Hongkong, 1849.

Rewards Oifered for Englishmen by Lin, 1811.
Bogue For. 8 (Canton) destroyed by Sir Gordon Bremmer, 1811. A Chinese Opiu m
merchant was executed by order ot Viceroy of Canton before the factories. Th« foreig a
Co isuls hauled down their flags, 1811. Hongk.mg police chop burnt, 1884,

Treaty of peace between Japan and Cores signed at Rokwa, 1876,

Capture of the SuUi capital by the Spaniards, 1876.
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FEBRUARY—28 DAYS.
HONGKONG TEMPERATUKE.

1883. 1884.
Maximum Maximum

.

Minimum Minimum

.

BAROMETER, 1884.
Maximum Minimum.

1883. RAINFALL. 1884.
0.12 inches.

1

3.423 inches.

DATS

OF THE

WEEK.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues,

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

DATS

OF THE

MONTH.

DATS

01 TIB

12th & let

MOONS.

1 17

2 18

3 19

4 20

5 21

6 22

7 23

8 24

9 25

10 26

11 27

12 28

13 29

14 30

15 1

16 2

17 3

18 4

19 6

20 6

21 7

22 8

23 9

24 10

25 11

26 12

27 13

28 14

M.amoranda,
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MAIlCH-31 DAYS.
Moon’s Phases.

d. h. m. sec. d. h. m. sec.

Last Quarter 9 2 30 41 A.M. First Quarter 24 0 59 41 A.M.

New Moon 17 1 12 49 A.M. Full Moon 31 0 16 40 A.M.

Apogee, 10 days 5 hours A.M. Peeigee, 24 days, 5 hours. A.M.

DATS

OF THE

WEEK.

DATS

OF THE

MONTH

DATS

OF THE

let & Znd

MOONS.

Sun,. 1
' 15

Mon. 2 16

Tues. 3 17

Wed. 4 18

Thur. 5 19

Prid. 6 20

Sat. 7 21

Sun. 8 22

Mon. 9 23

Tues. 10 24

Wed. 11 25

Thur. 12 26

Frid. 13 27

Sat. 14 28

Sun. 15 29

Mon. 16 30

Tues. 17 1

Wed. 18 2

Thur. 19 8

Frid. 20 4

Sat. 21 5

Sun. 22 6

Mon. 23 7

Tues. 24 8

Wed. 25 9

Thur. 26 10

Frid. 27 11

Sat. 28 12

Sun. 29 13

Mon. 30 14

Tues. 81 15

Chronology of Remarlcahle Events.

2ftd in Lent. St. David’s day. H.M. steamer “ Inflexible,” with Viceroy Teh on board
arrived at Singapore en route for Calcutta, 1868.

First Dutch Embassy left China, 1657.

Great Fire in Foochow, 1877. Imperial Decree sentencing Ch’ung How to death by
decapitation, 1880.

Collision between the ‘‘Ocean” and “Fusing,** and loss of the latter with many lives,

1875.

Expulsion of Chinese Custom House from Macao by Governor Amaral, 1849.

Hostilities at Canton recommenced. Fort Napier taken by the Engli^^h, 1841.

Departure of Governor Sir J. P. Hennessy from Hongkong, 1882.

ZrdinLeni. Commercial treaty concluded between the United States and Japan, 1864

The “ Jeddo,** after passing Ai'jer, was burnt at sea by the cOolies, 1867.

Utack on Messrs. Farnham and Eohl at Shanghai, 1872.

Lin arrived in Canton, 1839. 12,000 Chinese troops attacked the English in Ningpo and

Chin-hai and were repulsed with great slaughter, 1842.
' ^ ‘

Gov. MacDonnell arrived in Hongkong, 1866.
Imperial Commissioner Hi-cben. degraded by the Emperor, Vft Canton as a prisoner

1841. Open ing ofnew German Bethesda Chapel, Hongkong, 1881. Capthre of Bacninh,

Tonquin. by the French, 1''84.

Chinese Custom House closed at Macao, 1849.

8,000 Chinese troops route^l by the English at Tze-hi, with great slaughter, 1842 Ont*

rage on French Sailors in Japan, 1868.

4fA in Lent. Governor Robinson left Hongkong for Ceylon, 1865.

Chinese Envoy Ping and suite left Shanghai for Europe, 1866.

St. Patrick's Day. Lord Macartney's Embassy left China, 1794. The “Napoleon
Canevaro ” burnt at sea by the coolies, 1866.

Governor of Canton accedes to the request of Captain Elliot to reside in that city, 1837.

Edict of Commissioner Lin to surrender all opium in Canton, 1839.

Gov. Bonham landed at Hongkong, 1848. Mutiny on board the coolie sTiip “Robert
Brown,'* captain and part ofthe crew murdered, 1852.

British ship “Sarah,** first free-trader, sailed from “Whampoa, 18.34. H.M.S.
“Salamis" and H.M. gunboat “Opossum,** with the Shanghai Chamber Deputies,
left Hankow to explore the Upper Yangtsre, 1869,

6M in Lent.
Captain Elliot forced his way to Canton, 1839. Death of Major-General Brunker,
commander-in-chief of H.M.'a forces in China and Japan, 1869. Death of Mr. “W. P.

Mayers, Chinese Secretary of H.B.M.’s Let^ation at Peking, at Shanghai, 1878,

C^tain Elliot demands passports for himself and all the British subjects imprisoned in
Canton, 1839.

Great Flood at Foochow, 1874.

Death of the widow of the Emperor Tung-chi, 1875.
“Whampoa, C.M.G., M.L.C., at Singapore, 1880.

20,289 Chests of Opium burned by Lin, 1839, Wreck of
Amoy, 1876.

Talm Sxtnday. Memorial of Shanghai Chamber of Commerce to Lord Elgin, 1858.
Attack upon the British hark “ Elizabeth Childs.*’ by Chinese pirates out 40 miles from
Hongkong, 1879. Arrival of Governor Sir George Bowen, G.C.M.G., in Hongkong,
1883.

Inau^ration of new British Consulate at Shanghai, 1873. Abolition of the Coolie trade
at Macao, 1874. Great Fire at Fooohow; 600 houses destroyed, 1879.

Death of the Hon. H. A. R*

the “ Tuen-tze-fee** near
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MARCH-31 DAYS.
HONGKONG

1883.

Maximum 73
Minimum 54

TEMPERATUEE.
’ 1884.

Maximum
,

Minimum ......
75

58

BAROMETER, 1884.
Maximum 30.288

|

Minimum 29.884

1833. RAINFALL. 1884.
9.88 inches.

|

5.827 inches.

DATS

OF THE

WEEK.

DATS

OP THE

MONTH.

DATS

OF THE

1 St & 2nd

MOONS.

Memoranda.

i

Sun. 1 15
'

1 ;

Mon. 2 16

Tues. 3 17 ,
,

, ; : I

^

Wed. 4 18

Thur. 5 19

Frid. 6 20

Sat. 7 21

Sun. 8 22

Mon. 9 23

Tues. 10 24

Wed. 11 25

Thur. 12 26

Frid. 13 27

Sat. 14 28

Sun. 15 29

Mon. 16 30

Tues. 17 1

Wed. 18 2

Thur. 19 3

Frid. 20 4
Sat. 21 5

Sun. 22 6

Mon. 23 7

Tues. 24 8

Wed. 25 9

Thur. 26 10

Frid. 27 11

Sat. 28 12

Sun. 29 13

Mon. 30 14

Tues. 31 15
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APRIL—30 DAYS.

Last Quarter

New Moon

d.

7

15

m.

Moon’s

sec.

Phases.

d. h. TO. see.

18 45 P.M. First Quarter 22 6 56 42 A.M.

27 44 P.M. Full Moon 29 1 47 43 P.M.

Apogee, 6 days, Midnight. Perigee, 18 days, 11 hours, p.m.

DAYS

OF THE

WEaEK.

DAYS

OP THE

MONTH.

DAYS

OF THE

2nd & 3rd

MOONS.

Wed. 1 16

Thur. 2 17

Frid. 3 18

Sat. 4 19

Sun. 5 20

Mon. 6 21

'Foes. 7 22

Wed. 8 23

Thur. 9 24

Fri. 10 25

Sat. 11 26

Sun. 12 27

Mon. 13 28

Tues. 14 29

Wed. 15 1

Thur. 16 2

Frid. 17 3

Sat. 18 4

Sun. 19 5

Mon. 20 6

Tues. 21 7

Wed. 22 8

Thur. 23 9

Frid. 24 10

Sat. 25 11

Sun. 26 12

Mon. 27 13

Tues. 28 14

Wed. 29 15

Thur. 30 16

Chronology of Remaricahle Events,

The port of Hoihow, Hainan, opened, 1876. Hongkong joins the Postal Union, 1877.
The ports of Pakhoi, Wenchow, Wuhu, and Ichang opened, 1877.

Prince Kung degraded by the Empress Dowager, 1866.

Good Friday, The steamer “ Hailoong ” struck on Hailoong Rock, 1872.

Tung-chi, late Emperor of China, born 1867.

Faster Sunday. Bogue Forts destroyed by General D’Aguilar, 1817. Coolie mutiny OB
board the Italian ship" Therese,” 1868.

Convention between Sir John Francis Davis and the Viceroy Ki-ying for the admission

of Europeans into the city of Canton, within two months, 1812.

Hongkong Mint opened, 1866.

Ki-ying appointed Imperial Commissioner, 1842. Extraordinary fraud on the Comptoir
D’Esoompte de Paris at Tokohama, 1876.

Terrific tornado in Canton; 2,000 houses destroyed, and 10,000 lives lost, 1878.

ow Sunday. 37,000 Christians butchered in Japan, 1733. Loss of M. M. steamer " Nil,”

1874. Arrival of the King of Hawaii in Hongkong, 1831.

Tih-shan, Lung-wan, and Ki-kung arrived in Canton to command Chinese troops, 1841.

Loss of C. C. S. N. steamer “Haining” on a rock off Kooshan, 1878.

St. Francis Xavier left Goa for China, 1562.

Sir Arthur Kennedy arrived in Hongkong, 1872. Collision near Ookseu between the

British gunboat "Lapvring” and the Chinese steamer “Hochung;” total loss of the

latter, 1881. ou
elegraphto Shanghai opened, 1871. Arrival of Prince Heinrich of Germany in Shang-

hai, 1830.

2nd after Faster,
1830.

' Sir Charles Forbes,” the first steamer in China waters, arrived.

H.M.S. " Salamis” returned to Hankow from Upper Yangtsze, 1869.

East India Co. ceased trade withChina, 1334. Arrival of Governor J. Pope Hennessy in

Hongkong, 1877.

St. George’s Day.

Revolt on board the “ Tamaris,” captain killed by the coolies, 1870.

St. Mark’s day. Capture of the citadel at Hanoi, Tonquin, by the French forces, 1882.

rd after Easter. The second Dutch Embassy arrived at Canton from Peking, 1799 .

National Exhibition at Bangkok opened by the King of Siam, 1882. Foundation stone

of JSew Central School, Hongkong, laid, 1881.

Ratifications of Corean treaty with England exchanged, 1884.

Arrival of General Grant in Hongkong, 1879, The Great Wu Shih Shan case opened at

Foochow, 187*.
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APRIL—30 DAYS.

HONGKONG TEMPERATHRE.
1883. 1884.

Maximum 86 Maximum
Minimum 62 Minimum

.

BAEOMETEE, 1884.

Maximum 30.224 Minimum. 29.826

1883. EAINFALL. 1884.

6.37 inches.
1

5.261 inches.

DAYS

OF THE

WEEK.

DAYS

OE THE

MONTH.

DAYS

OETHE

2nd & 3rd

MOONS.

Wed. 1 16

Thur. 2 17

Frid. 3 18

Sat. 4 19

Sun. 5 20

Mon. 6 21

Tues. 7 22

Wed. 8 23

Thur. 9 24

Fri. 10 25

Sat. 11 26

Sun. 12 27

Mon. 13 28

Tues. 14 29

Wed. 15 1

Thur. 16 2

Frid. 17 3

Sat. 18 4

Sun. 19 6

Mon. 20 6

Tues. 21 7

Wed. 22 8

Thur. 23 9

Frid. 24 10

Sat. 25 11

Sun. 26 12

Mon. 27 13

Tues. 28 14

Wed. 29 15

Thur. 30 16

Memoranda.
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MAY—31 DAYS.

Moon’s Phases.

d. h. m. sec. d. h. m. sec.

Last Quarter 7 4 19 40 p.sf. First Quarter 21 1 21 41 p.M.

New Moon 14 10 53 45 p.M. Full Moon 29 4 6 49 A.M.

[Apogee, 4 days, 6 hours, p.M. Pekigee, 16 days, 6 hours. p.M.

DATS

"of THE

W'EEK.

DATS

of the

MONTH

DATS

OF THE

3rd b dth

MOONS.

Frid. 1 17

Sat. 2 18

Sun. 3 19

Mon. 4 20

Tuesr 5 21

Wed. 6 22

Thur.‘ 7 23

Frid. 8 24

Sat. 9 25

Sun. 10 26

Mon. 11 27

Tues. 12 28

Wed. 13 29

Thur. 14 1

Frid. 15 2

Sat. 16 3

Sun. 17 4

Mon. 18 6

Tues. 19 6

Wed, 20 7

Thur. 21 8

Frid. 22 9

Sat. 23 10

Sun, 24 11

Mon. 25 12

Tues. 26 13

Wed. 27 14

Thur. 28 15

Frid. 29 16

Sat. 30 17

Sun, 31 18

Chronology of JRemarkable Events.

St. Phil p and St. James’s day. First > umber of Jlongko^ig Gazette published, 1841
Prince Heinrich of Germany visits Hongkong, 1880. Telegraphic communicatwn
established between Hongkong and the Phibppines, 1880,

4M after Eatiter. Announcement of the appointment of Sir Harry Parkes as Minister
to China, 1883. Suspension of Oriental Bark, 1884,

Riot in French Concession at Shanghai, 1874. Roman Catholic Cathedral at Peking in-
augurated, 1884.

Borlase raid at Swatow, 1861. British troops evacuated Ningpo, 1842. Ihe “Bolore
Ugarte," coobe ship, burnt near Macao, 1871.

Attack on Mr. "VVood at the British Legation at Tokio, 1874.

British ship “Hunmail*' wrecked entering Hongkong harbour, 1870. Prince £uBg*a
honours restored, 1865.

Eogation Sunday. Colonel Gordon with the Imperial troops captured Chang-chow, the
rebel city, 1864.

Arrival in Hongkong of Prince Thomas, Duke of Genoa, 1880,
East India Co.’s garden at Canton destroyed by the Msndarins, 1831. Foo-^en and
Hoppo forcibly enter the Company’s factory at 7 a.m., 1831. Signing of the Li-Fonmier
Convention, 1884.

A corporal of the British Legation barbarously murdered by Chinese soldiers at Peking,
1864.

Aeceneion Day. Assassination in Tokio ofMr.Okubo Toshimichi, Minister of the Home
D^artment, 1878.

Ratincation at Peking of the amended Treaty between Russia and China, 1881.

jS'wn. after Aeceneion. Loss off Amoy of the French war steamer “ Izere,” 1860. Ar-
rival of General Grant ki Shanghai, 1879.

The city of Chapu taken by the British troops, 1842.
The Select Committee issued a notice that the British trade would be suspended on the

first of Aimust, 1831. Disastrous surprise of a French sortie in Tonquin led by Com-
mandant Riviere, and death ofthe latter, 1883.

Forts at mouth of Peiho captured by British and French forces, 1858. Germai
barque ** Lesmona ” captured by pirates in the China Sea, 1868.

Delivery of 20,283 chests Opium completed, 1839. Tornado at Taiwan, Formosa, 1878.

Foreign factories at Canton pillaged, 1841. Treaty between the United States and Korea
signed at Rensan, 1882.

U. 8. A. Legation at Tokio burned down, 1863. P. & 0. steamer ‘‘Benares” lost on
Fisherman’s Group, 1868.

WhitSunday. Queen Victoria born, 1819. Captain Elliot and all the British subjects

left Canton for Macao, 1839.

The city of Canton invested by British troops, 1841. Imperial decree for opening of

Yunnan mines, 1884.
Murder of Mr. Blacklock on board the steamer “ Douglas** at Foochow by Chinese snn^*

glers, 1875. Death of Grand Secretary Wen-siang, 1876.

Canton ransomed for $6,000,000, 1841. Loss of steamer “Posang” near Fisherman’s
Group, 1884.

Mr. Lindsay delivered the keys of the Company’s factory at Canton to Kwan-Heep, 18lfl.

H.B.M. screw sloop “Reynard** lost on the Pratas shoal in trying to rescue remainder
of crew of “Velocipeae,** 1851. “ Opossum,’* with Ysngtsse Exploring Expeditiaa,

returned to Hankow, 1869.

I
Trinity. T^hoon at Hongkong and Macao; loss of the “Poyang,’* with 190 Itree

near Macao, 1876. ,
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MAY—31 DAYS.

Maximum
Minimum

.

Maximum

1883.

HONGKONG TEMPERATURE.
1884.

87 Maximum....
71 Minimum . . .

.

BAROMETER, 1884.

30.100
j

Minimum

f
IS

85
67

.29.764

1883. RAINFALL. 1884.

17.50 inches.
|

9.039 inches.

DAYS DATS DATS

OP THE
OFTHE OF THE

3rd & 4th
Memoranda.

WEEK. MONTH j

»

j

MOONS.

Frid. 1 17
Sat. 2 18
Sun. 3 19
Mon. 4 20
Tues. 5 21
Wed. 6 22
Thur.

7 23
Frid. 8 24
Sat. 9 25
Sun. 10 26
Mon. 11 27
Tues. 12 28
Wed. 13 29
Thur. 14 1

Frid. 15 2

Sat. 16 3

Sun. 17 4
Mon. 18 6

Tues. 19 6

Wed. 20 7
Thur. 21 8

Frid. 22 9

Sat. 23 10
Sun. 24 11

Mon. 25 12

Tues. 26 13

Wed. 27 14
Thur. 28 15

Frid. 29 16

Sat. 30 17

Sum.. 31 18
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JUNE—30 DAYS.
Moon’s Phases.

d. h m. sec. d. h. m. sec.

Last Quarter 6 7 40 48 A.M. First Quarter 19 9 24 45 P.M.

New Moon 13 6 18 41 A.M. Full Moon 27 6 53 49 P.M.

Apogee, 1 day, 8 hours, a.m. Perigee, 13 days, M iduight.
Apogee, 28 days, 2 hours, p.m.

DATS

OF THE

WEEK.

DATS

OP THE

MONTH.

Mon. 1

Tues. 2

Wed. 3

Thur. 4

Frid. 5

Sat, 6

Sm. 7

Mon. 8

Tues. 9

Wed. 10

Tliur. 11

Frid. 12

Sat. 13

Sun. 14

Mon. 15

Tues. 16

Wed. 17

Thur. 18

Frid. 19

Sat. 20

Sun. 21

Mon. 22

Tues. 23

Wed. 24

Thur. 25

Frid. 26

Sat. 27

Sun. 28

Mon. 29

Tues. 30

DATS

OP THE

4th & 6th Chronology of Remarhahle Events.

I

I

MOONS.

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

i
15

16

17

18

Attempt to blow up the Hongkong Hotel, 1868.

Hongkong connected with London by wire, 1871.

Earthquake at Manila destroying the town and killing more than 2,000 persons, 1863»
Eatification of Treaty between Brazil and China, 1882. Death of Sir Arther Kennedy,
1883.

Corpus Christi.

Departure of the first teanier of the Occidental and Oriental Co.*e line from Hongkong
to San Francisco, 1876.

Heavy rains in Hongkone, property to the value of $500,000 destroyed, and many liveslcet
1864. Amended French treaty with Annam signed, 1884.

l^t after Trinity. British ship ** Tricolor** lost on the Pratas, 1868.

Attempt to destroy by fire the British fleet in Canton river, 1849.

Typhoon at Formosa
j
loss of several vessels, 1876.

8t. Barnabas. Portuguese prohibited trading at Canton, 1640.

Opening of the first Railway in Japan, 1872. Loss of steamer Marlborct gh** near
Hainan Head, 1884.

British steamer ** Carisbrooke ** fired into'and captured by Cl incee CusltniS cruiser, 1876

2wtf after Trinity. Russian and Chinese treaty, 1728.

British bark “ Caesar*’ and Danish schooner “Carl** taken by pirates, ofl* Pedro Branca,
1866. Hope Dock opened at Aberdeen, 1867.

Woosung taken, 1842

Loss of the M. M. steamer “Meikong** on Ras Hnffoon, near Cape Guardafui, 1877.
French Supplementary Convention with Cambodia signed. 1884,

Explosion of the “Union Star*’ at vShanghai, 17 persons killed, and 10 wounded, 1862,
Disastrous inundation at Foochow, two thousand lives lost, 1877

Shanghai occupied by British forces, 1842.

Macartney’s embassy arrived, 1793.

Zrd after Trinity. Massacre at Tientsin, 1870.

Canton blockaded by English forces, 1840.

Ki*ying visits Hongkong, 1843. Shock of Earthquake in Hongkong, 1874. French troops
surprised by Chine e near Lang^ou, 1884.

St. John the Baptist. Midsummer day. Chinese merchants in Hongbong sent petition to
Her Mnicsty. with referetice. to the Blockade of the Colony by Customs cruisers, 1874.

Treaty of Nanking exchanged, 1843. Attack on British Legation at Tokio, 1862. Treaty
between China and Peru, also Convention for China Commission to Peru. 1874.

Treaty between England and China signed at Tientsin, 1858. Decree reppiting Ch’ung
How, 1886.

Treaty between France and China signed, 1858. Confiscation of the str, “Prince Albert"
by the British Consul and Customs at Canton, 1866.

Mh after Trinity^

Tbe Foreign Ministers admitted to an audience of the Emperor of China at Pekirg, 1673
Tv^hoon at Taiwan-fu. 1884.

British expedition to China arrived, 1840. Opening of a section of the Shanghai and
W'ooaung railway, 1876.
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JUNE—30 DAYS.

HONGKONG
1883.

Maximum 90
l^linimum .73

TBMPEEATURE.
1884.

Maximum 89
Minimum 76

BAEOMETEE, 1884.

Maximum 30.005
|

Minimum 29.715

1883. EAINFALL. 1884.

12.57 inches.
|

11.035 inches.

DAYS

OF THE

WEEK.

DAYS

OF THE

MONTH.

DAYS

OF THE

4th & 6th

MOONS.

Memoranda.

Mon. 1 19

Tues. 2 20

Wed. 3 21

Thur. 4 22

Frid. 5 23

Sat. 6 24

Sun. 7 25

Mon. 8 26

Tues. 9 27
Wed. 10 28

Thur. 11 29

Frid. 12 30
Sat. 13 1

Sun. 14 2

Mon. 15 3

Tues. 16 4
Wed. 17 5

Thur. 18 6

Frid. 19
7

Sat. 20 8

Sun. 21 9

Mon. 22 10
• s ^

Tues. 23 11
Wed. 24 12
Thur. 25 13
Frid. 26 14
Sat. 27 15

Sun. 28 16
Mon. 29 17
Tues. 30 18
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JULY—31 DAYS.
Moon’s Phases.

d. h, m. sec. d. h. m. sec.

Last Quarter 5 8 1 46 p.M. First Quarter 19 7 55 48 A.M.

New Moon 12 0 61 48 p.M. Full Moon 27 9 58 48 A.M.

Perigee 12 days 8 hours, A.M. Apogee, 25 days, 5 hours. p.M.

DAYS

OF THE

WEEK.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Bun.

Mon.

Tues_

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Suri.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.
Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

DAYS

OF THE

MONTH.

DAYS

OF THE

6th & 6th

MOONS.

1 19

2 20

3 21

4 22

5 23

6 24

7 25

8 26

9 27

10 28

11 29

12 1

13 2

14 3

16 4

16 6

17 6

18 7

19 8

20 9

21 10

22 11

23 12

24 13

25 14

26 15

27 16

28 17

29 18

30 19

31 20

Chronology of Remarkable Events.

Hakodate, Kanagawa, and Nagasaki (Japan) opened to trade, 1857.

Amoy forts and many junks destroyed by H.M.S. '* Blonde,” 1840, French Expedition
from the Hoongkiang arrived in Hongkong, 1873.

Treaty of Wanghia with the United States signed, 1844. Colonel Gordon arrived in
Hongkong on his way to visit the Grand Secreta^ Li Hung-chang, 1880,

American Independence declared, 1776. Telegraph cable laid between Hongkong and
Macao, 1884.

6th after Trinity. Tinghai first taken, 1840. Attack on British Embassy at Tokio, 1861.

Order of nobility instituted in Japan, 1881.

Canton factories attacked by Chinese, 1846. Typhoon in Tonquin, 1884,

First Dutch embassy arrived at Tient-^in, 1658. Incendiary fire on board the American
ship ” Benefactor” in Hongkong Harbour, 1872.

Portuguese fleet left Malacca for China, 1522, The rang-tsze-kiang blockaded by Britiek
fleet, 1840.

b & j

Engagement between the American Naval Forces and the Koreans ; the Expedition
leaves to await instructions, 1871- Amherst’s embassy arrived in China, 1816.

6th ^ter Trinity. Foreign Inspectorate ot Customs established in Shanghai, 1854 8tr,
“Fohkien” wrecked on Fisherman’s Group, 1865.

First English ship reached China, 1636.

Lord Napier and Suite arrived in China, 1834. Shimonoseki forts bombarded by tba
English, French and American squadron, 1873.

British trade with China re-opened, 1842. The King of Cambodia arrived on a visit to
Hongkong, 1872.

Dutch envoy Goyer, as bearer of tribute, received in Peking, 1656.
The passage to the Imperial Canal (Tang-tsze) blockaded by the British fleet, 1842.
Terrible earthquake at Manila; ten lives lost, fifty people injured, damage estimated
at $1,000,000, 1880.

7ih after Trxniijy. Nanking captured by the Imperialists, 1863. Ratification at Peking of
the new treaties of commerce and emigration oetween the United States and China, 1881.

Amer. str. ** Hankow” destroyed by fire at Canton, 1866. Typhoon at Tamsui, 1884.

The ” Providenza,’* coolie ship, discovered off Hakodate with only 42 coolies on board
and no Europeans, 1868. Steamship ” Esmeralda ” lost on Philippine Islands, 1873.

Armed attack on Japanese Legation at Seoul, Korea, and eight of its members killed, 18S2

British trade prohibited at Canton, 1834.

6t. James. Defeat of British forces at Takn, Admiral Hope wonnded, 1859.

8fft after Trinity.

Canton opened to British trade, 1843. Terrific typhoon at Canton, Macao, Hongkong,
and Whampoa; loss of life estimated at 40,000 persons, 1862.

Nanking re-taken by Imperialists, 1864.

Treaty between United States and Japan signed, 1868.

Severe typhoon at Macao, 1836.

Fleet of China Merchants' S. N, Co. sold to Messrs. Russell A Co., 1834.
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JULY—31 DAYS.
HONGKONG TEMPEEATURE.

1883. 1884.
Maximum Maximum
Minimum ,

,

IVTiniTriTiTin 79

BAEOME'lEE, 1884.
Maximum Minimum

1883. RAINFALL. 1884.
19.yu inches.

1
13.076 inches.

DAYS

OP THE

WEEK.

DATS

OP THE

MONTH.

DATS

OP THE

6th & 6th

MOONS.

Wed. 1 19
Thur. 2 20
Frid. 3 21

Sat. 4 22

Sun. 5 23

Mon. 6 24

Tues. 7 25

Wed. 8 26

Thur. 9 27

Frid. 10 28

Sat. 11 29

Sun. 12 1

Mon. 13 2

Tues. 14 3

Wed. 15 4

Thur. 16 5

Frid. 17 6

Sat. 18 7

Sun. 19 8

Mon. 20 9
Tues. 21 10
Wed. 22 11
Thur. 23 12
Frid. 24 13
Sat. 26 14
Sun. 26 15
Mon. 27 16
Tues. 28 17
Wed. 29 18
Thur. 30 19

Frid. 31 20

Memoranda.
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AUGUST--31 DAYS.
Moon’s Phases.

d. h. m. sec. d. h. m. sec.

Last Quarter 4 5 31 43 A.M, First Quarter 17 9 22 48 P.M.

New Moon 10 7 50 40 P.M. Full Moon 26 1 1 42 A.M.

Perigee, 9 days, 6 hours, p.m. Apogee, 22 days. 2 hours, A.M.

DATS

OF THE

WEEK.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.
Thur.

Frid,

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.

Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

Tues.

Wed.
Thur.

Frid.

Sat.

Sun.

Mon.

DATS

OF THE

MONTH.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

DATS

OF THE

6th & 7th

MOONS.

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

1

2

3

4

6

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

Chronology of Remarhable Events.

Mr. T. F. Wflde. C.B., appointed H.B.M. Minister at Peking, 1871. Peh-tang occupied
by the Allied forces, 1869.

Sih after Trinity.

Victims of Massacre at Tientsin buried, 1870.

British fleet arrived before Nanking, 1842.

Macartney’s Embassy entered Peiho, 1796. Bombardment of Kelung by French, 1884.

Serious Flood at Tientsin. 1871. Loss of the British steamer '* Hongkong" at entrance to

Haitan Straits, 1882.
British squadron arrived off the Peiho, 1840.

Assassination of Mr. Haber, German Consul at Hakodate, 1874.

loth after Trinity. British troops landed at Nanking, 1842.

Sir H. Pottingerand Admiral Parker arrived, 1841.

First public meeting of British merchants in Canton, called by Lord Napier, who sug-

gested the establishment of a Chamber of Commerce, 1834.

Imperial decree ordering release of Ch’ung How out of deference to Eussia, 1880. Fracas

between Customs oflBcers and Chinese at Honam; a Chinese boy shot by Logan, 1883.

174 British prisoners executed in Formosa, 1842. Death of Sir John Smale, lato Chief

Justice of Hongkong, in London, 1882.

Tong-nr-ku taken, 1860.
.

Vicerov of Canton tried to starve the foreigners in China, 1839. Kagoshima burnt

by Admiral Kuper in the “ Euryalus,” 1863. Great Fire on French Concession,

Shanghai ; 991 houses destroyed ;
loss Tls. 1,600.000, 1879.

. v
Wth after TrivHv. Second public meeting of British merchants in Canton. British

trade stopped by Hong merchants, 1834. French treaty with Siam signed, 1868.

Lord Napier ordered by the Viceroy to leave Canton, 1834. Dutch treaty with Japan

signed, 1858. Great fire in Hongkong, 1868.

First conference between Sir Henvy P"ttinger and Ki-ying on board the •* Cornwallis,”

at Nanking, 1842. Tabu forts taken by the Allied forces. 1860.

Emperor Hien Fung died, 1861. Treaty between Japan and Peru signed at Tokio,

1873. Typhoon at Nagasaki, 1874.

Governor Am.sral fMacno) assassinated, 1849. Ma Viceroy of h anking, stabhed, 187U.

Seizure of steamer “ Spark " by pirates between Canton and Macao, 1874. Telegraph

line to Pehii'ff opened, 1884. Typlioon at Amoy, 1884.
^ ^ ^

nth after Trinity. Large meeting in Hongkong to protest against the militaiy contribu-

tion, 1864. Chinese fleet at Pagoda Anchorage destroyed by French, 1884.

St. Bartholomew. Burning of the P. M. S. S. “ An.er ea,’ at Tokohama, 18/2.

British Chamber of Commerce established at Canton, 1834. Treaty between Great Britain

and Jat an signed, 1858. Typhoon in Southern Japan, 1884.

BritisTi left Macao, 1830.

Amoy talten by the English, 290 guns captured, 1841.

Lord Amherst’s Embassy left for Tuen-miiig-yuen. 1816 Slavery abolished in British

possessions, 1833. Kimpai forts silenced by French, 1884.

Treaty of Nanking signed, 1842.

13tA after Trinity. Conference at Tientsin with Ki-shen, 1840.

Severe tvphoon on Coast of China, many lives lost, and much damage done to shipping

at Hongkong, Macao, and Whampoa, 1848. Typhoon m China Sea, 1861.
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AUGUST—31 DAYS.

Maximum
Minimum

Maximum

HONGKONG TEMPERATURE.
1883.

91 Maximum,
76 Minimum,

BAROMETER, 1884.

30.100
I

Minimum,

1884.
,91

79

29.688

1883. RAINFALL. 1884.
24.45 mches.

|

10.815 inclies.

DATS

OF THE

WEEK.

DATS

OF THE

MOK H

DATS

OF THE

6th & 7th

MOONS.

Memoranda.

Sat. 1 21

Swn. 2 22
*

Mon. 3 23

Tues. 4 24

TVed. 5 25

Thur. 6 26

Frid. 7 27

Sat. 8 28

Sun. 9 29

Mon. 10 1

Tues. 11 2

Wed. 12 3

Thur. 13 4

Frid. 14 5

Sat. 15 6

Sun, 16 7

Mon. 17 8

Tues. 18 9

Wed. 19 10

Thur. 20 11

Frid. 21 12

Sat. 22 13

Sun. 23 14

Mon. 24 15

Tues. 25 16

Wed. 26 17

Thur. 27 18

Frid. 28 19

Sat. 29 20

Sun. 30 21

Mon. 31 22
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SEPTEMBER—30 DAYS.

Moon’s Phases.
d. h. m. sec. d. h. m. see.

Last Quarter 2 0 50 48 P.M. First Quarter 16 1 50 48 P.M.

New Moon 9 4 19 42 A.M. Full Moon 24 3 30 47 P.M.

Perigee, 6 days, 10 hours, p.m. Apogee, 18 days, 6 hours, p.m.

DATS

OF THE

week.

DAYS

OF THE

MONTH.

DAYS

OF THE

7th & 8th

MOONS.

Tues. . 1 23

Wed. 2 24

Thur. 3 25

Frid. 4 26

Sat. 6 27

Sun. 6 28

Mon. 7 29

Tues. 8 30

Wed. 9 1

Thur. 10 2

Frid. 11 3

Sat. 12 4

Sun. 13 5

Mon. 14 6

Tues. 15 7

Wed. 16 8

Thur. 17 9

Frid. 18 10

Sat. 19 11

Bun. 20 12

Mon. 21 13

Tues. 22 14

Wed. 23 15

Thur. 24 16

Frid. 25 17

Sat. 26 18

Bun. 27 19

Mon. 28 20

Tues. 20 21

Wed. 80 %%

Chronology of Remarhable Events.

Ma, Viceroy of Nanking, died of the wounda inflicted by an assassin, 1870,

Treaty with Austria signed at Peking, 1869. Arrival of the ** Vega” at Yokohama,
after having discovered the North-East Passage, 1879.

Treaty ofpeace between America and England signed, 1783.

Porta in Canton river garrisoned by Chinese troops, 1841. Loss of the Indo-China Com-
pany’s steamer ** Europe,*’ near the mouth of the Min, 1882.

•A^ttack on the forts at Shimonoseki, Japan, by the allied fleets under Adml. Kuper, 1864,
H.M 8. ” Zephyr ’* fired on by Chinese in Kimpai Pass, 1884.

14#A after Trinity, H.R.H. Prince Alfred received by the Mikado of Japan, 1869.

'*Imogene” and "Andromache” passed the Bogue, 1834, H.E. Count Rochechouart,
Minister for France, left for Europe, 1872,

Great typhoon in Hongkong, 1867.

Sir Hercules Robinson assumed the government of Hongkong, 1869,

Riot by Chinese mob at Canton
;
great destruction of houses and property on Shameen,

1883. Typhoon in Hongkong, steamer " Taisang” driven shore, 1884.

Ihth after Trinihf. H.T.H. the Grand Duke Alexis of Russia risited Hongkong, 1872.
ronvention signed at Chefoo by Sir Thomas Wade and Grand Secretary Li Hung-ohang,
1876.

Public Meeting in Hongkong, with reference to the blockade of the port by the Chinese
Customs* cruisers, 1874.

Tvnhoon at Vokohama and ToVio, 1884.
New convention between Germanv and China ratified at Peking, 1881. Public meeting at
Shanghai on Fr^’nco-Chinese diflBculty, 1884.

Pier and Godown ^o. closed, 1873.

after Trinifir. P.&O. Company's steamer ** Singapore ” lost on her voyage to
Hakodate 1867. .Tames Henry Logan, Customs officer, tried at Canton for causing
death of Chinese hoy at Honam, and convicted ofmanslaughter, 1883.

St. Matthew. Steamer Miramar” foundered in ty'phoon, all hands but two lost, 1884.

Terrific tjrphoon at Swatow, 1868.

Am. Brig " Lnbra” taken by pirates, 1866. Terrific typhoon in Hongkong and'Maoao;
many thousands of lives lost, 1874.

H.M.S. "Rattler” lost off Japan, 1868. Piratical attack on the German barqn© ^Apcn-
rade,” near Macao, 1869. The Satsuma rebels in Japan routed with great slaughter^
their leader. Saigo, killed, and the insurrection suppressed, 1877.

Land Regulations for Canton passed, 1871. Daring attack upon a Chinese shop ia Wing
Lok street, Hongkong, hy armed robbers, 1879.

Lord Napier arrived at Macao dangerotisly ill, 1834,

\7th after Trinity. Commissioner Lin degraded, 1840.

Rules and Regulations of the Morrison Education Society approved, 1836,

Michaelmas Dnv. Hurricane at Manila, causing immense damage to shipping, 186^.

All the Bogue forts destroyed by the British fieet, 1941. Heavy typhoon in Formosa
Channel, 1874.
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SEPTEMBER—30 DAYS.

1883.

Maximum
Minimum

HONGKONG TEMPEEATHEE.

87 Maximum.
75 Minimum .

.

1884.

BAEOMETEE, 1884.
Maximum 30.124

|

Minimum

88
77

29.200

1883. EAINFALL. 1884.

22.76 incEes.
j 12.370 inches.

DAYS

OF THE

WEEK.

DAYS

OF THE

MONTH

DAYS

OF THE

7th & 8tl

MOONS

Memoranda.

Tues. 1 23

Wed. 2 24

Thur. 3 25

Frid. 4 26

Sat. 5 27

Sun. 6 28

Mon. 7 29

Tues. 8 30
Wed. 9 1

Thur. 10 2

Frid. 11 3

Sat. 12 4

Sun. 13 5

Mod. 14 6

Tues. 15 7 i

Wed. 16 8

Thur. 17 9

Frid. 18 10

Sat. 19 11

Sun. 20 12

Mon. 21 13

Tues. 22 14

Wed. 23 15

Thur. 24 16

Frid. 25 17

Sat. 26 18

Sun. 27 19

Mon. 28 20

Tues. 29 21

Wed. 30 22
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OCTOBER—31 DAYS.
Moon’s Phases.

d. h. m. sec. d. . h. m. sec.

List Quarter 1 1 5 41 P.M. Full Moon 24 4 58 46 a.m.

New Moon 8 3 7 44 P.M.

First Quarter 16 8 56 47 A.M. Last Quarter 31 1 33 48 a.m.

Perigee, 4 days, 7 hours, A.M. Apogee, 16 days, 2 hours, p.m.

Perigee, 29 days, 4 hours, a.m.

DAYS

OF THE

WEEK.

DAYS

OF THE

MONTH.

DAYS

OF THE

8th & 9th

MOONS.

Thur. 1 23
Frid, 2 24
Sat. 3 25
Sun. 4 26
Mon. 5 27

Tues. 6 28

Wed. 7 29

Thur. 8 1

Frid. 9 2

Sat. 10 3

Sun. 11 4
Mon. 12 5

Tues. 13 6

Wed. 14 7
Thur. 15 8
Frid. 16 9

Sat. 17 10
Sun. 18 11
Mon. 19 12
Tues. 20 13
Wed. 21 14
Thur. 22 15
Frid. 23 16
Sat. 24 17
Sun. 25 18
Mon. 26 19
Tues.

27 20
Wed. 28 21
Thur. 29 22
Frid.

30 23
Sat.

81 24

Chronology of Remarkable Events.

T'iie" Daily Frets" started, 1858. Ting-hai captured bjthe English, 1841. Earthquake
at Manila, 1869. French landed at Eelung, 1884.

Great Landslip in Tai-ping-shan, 1867. Confucius born, B.O. 662, Tamsui bombarded
by French, 1881.

Treaty betvreen Brazil and China signed at Tientsin, 1881. Serious riot at Hongkong,
1881.

18^4 c^ter Trinity. Attack on foreigners at Wenchow, 1881.

Loss oftheO.S.S. steamer “Hector," near Amoy, 1876. German steamer “Quinta” driren
ashore at Taichow Island and afterwards destroyed by Are, 1881.

French expedition left Chefoo tor Korea, 1866.

H.R.H. Prince Alfred visited Poking, but not received by the Emperor, 1869. Great
public meeting at Hongkong to consider the increase of crime in the Colony, 1878,

Supplementary treaty signed at the Bogue, 1818, Severe gale in Hongkong, 1878.
French landing party at Tamsui repnlsed, 1881.

Shanghai captured, 1811. Chinhai taken, 1811. Fire at Canton, property destroyed
worth$l,090,000,1851. Steamer “• Keelung" lost on Dodd Island, 1881.

Lord Napier died at Macao, 1831.

VdtK after Trinity

.

The first Chinese merchant steamer (the “Meifoo”) left Hong-
kong for London with passengers to establish a Chinese firm there, 1881.

Revolt in the Philippines, 1872.

Ningpo occupied by British forces, 1811, Railway in Japan officially opened by the
Mikado, 1872.

“Flora Temple" lost in the China Sea, with upwards of 800 coolies on board, 1859.
Outrage on foreigners in Formosa, 1868. Wedding of the Emperor of China, 1872.

British schooner “Lech Bulig" lost on Lambay Island, S. W. Coast of Formosa, 187 6.

Khanghoa, in Cores, taken by the French, 1866,

St. John’s Cathedral, Hongkong, dedicated, 1812.

20th after Trinity.

Great fire in Hongkong, 1859. Great typhoon at Formosa, 1861.

Terrific typhoon at Manila; enormous damage to property, I8r2.

The Shanghai and Woosung railway closed by the Chinese Government, 1877.

H.R.H. Prince Alfred arrived at Shanghai, 1869. Cosmopolitan Dock opened, 1875.

58 piratical vessels destroyed by Captains Hay & Wilcox, H. M. Ships “Columbine”
and “ Fury,” 1849.

Rebellion of Samurai at Kumamoto, Japan; 490 soldierskilledhy the insurgents, 1876.

Loss of the steamer “ Paladin" off the coast of Hainan, 1882.

21»< after Trinity. Treaty of Whampoa between France and China signed, 1844.

Kahding recaptured by the allies, 1862.

In Canton 1,200 houses and 3 factories burnt, 1843.

St. Simon and St. Jude. Terranova executed by the Chinese, 1822,

Portuguese frigate " D. Maria II. ’’ blown up at Macao, 1850. Collision on Yangtsze be-
tween steamer “ Hanyang ’’ and lorcha " Annie ’’ and loss of the former, 1882,

Great fire in Hongkong, 1866.

H.R.H. Prince Alfred arrived at Hongkong, 1869. Settlement of the Formosa difflonlty

between Japan and China, 1874.
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OCTOBER—31 DAYS.
HONGKONG TEMPEEATUEE.

1883. 1884.

Maximum 82 Maximum. 85
Minimum 71 Minimum

,

BAEOMETEE, 1884.

Maximum
1

Minimum. 29.975

1883. EAINFALL. 1884.

0.40 incli
1

3.085 inches.

DAYS

OP THE

WEEK.

DAYS

IP THE

MONTH.

DAYS

OF THE

3th &9th

MOONS.

Thar. 1 23

Frid. 2 24

Sat. 3 2.5

Svm. 4 26

Mon. 5 27
Tues. 6 28

Wed. 7 29
Thur. 8 1

Frid. 9 2

Sat. 10 3

Sun. 11 4
Mon. 12 5

Tues. 13 6

Wed. 14 7

Thur. 15 8

Frid. 16 9
Sat. 17 10
Sun. 18 11
Mon. 19 12
Tues. 20 13
Wed. 21 14
Thm-. 22 15
Frid. 23 16
Sat. 24 17
Sun. 25 18
Mon. 26 19
Tues. 27 20
Wed. 28 21
Thur. 29 22

Frid. 30 23
Sat. 31 24

Memoranda,
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NOVEMBER—30 DAYS.

Moon’s Phases.

d. h. m. see. d. h. m. sec.

New Moon 7 4 38 47 A.M. Full Moon 22 5 5 42 P.M.

First Quarter 14 5 35 46 A.M. Last Quarter 29 9 33 41 A.M.

Apogee, 13 days, 10 hours, a.m. Perigee, 25 days, 5 hours, a.m.

HAYS

OF THE

WEEK.

DAYS

OF THE

MONTH.

DAYS

OF THE

9th & 10th

MOONS.

Sun. 1 25

Mon. 2 26

Tues. 3 27

Wed. 4 28

Thur. 5 29

Prid. 6 30

Sat. 7 1

Sun. 8 2

Mon. 9 3

Tues. 10 4

Wed. 11 5

Thur. 12 6

Prid. 13 7

Sat. 14 8

Sun. 15 9

Mon. 16 10

Tues, 17 11

Wed. 18 12

Thur. 19 13

Prid. 20 14

Bat. 21 15

Sun. 22 16

Mon. 23 17

Tues. 24 18

Wed. 25 19

Thur. 26 20

Prid. 27 21

Bat. 28 22

Bun. 29 23

^on. 30 24

Chronology, of Bemarlcahle Events.

2ind after Trinity. All Saints. The port of Quin-hon, Annam, opened to foreign trade,

All Souls. Chinese lighthouse tender “ Fei-hoo ’’ captured by French, 1884.

Great Britain oommeneed the first war with China by the naval action of Chnen-pee, 1839.

HoDgliong Jockey Club formed, 1884.

Great fire at Macao, 600 houses burnt, 1834, Peking evacuated by the Allies, 1860.

English and French treaties promulgated by the Peking Gazette^ 1860.

Capt. Garcia v Garcia and Dr. Elmore appointed by the President of Peru on a Special

Mission to Japan and China, 1874.

2Zrd after Trinity.

The French repulsed at Korea, 1866. Loss of steamer “Glengyle’* on Namoa Island,

with the captain and several of the crew, 1875.

H.M.S. " Hacahorse ** wrecked off Chefoo, out of a crew of 108 only 9 saved, 1864.

Hongkong first lighted by gas, 1864.

Earthquake at Shanghai, 1847.

I/oss of Messrs, D. Lapraik & Co.’s str. '‘Douglas” in the Haitan Straits, 1880. Conven-

tion signed between Russia and China, 1860.

after Trinity. H. M. gunboat ‘‘Gnat” lost in the Palawan, 1868. News received

in Hongkong of ontbreak of a serious rebellion in Hunan, 1870.

H.B.H. Prince Alfred left Hongkong, 1869.

Shanghai opened to foreign commerce, 1843.

Great Fire in Hongkong, 1867. Ch’ung How arrived in Hongkong en route for France
as special Ambassador, to explain the Tientsin Massacre, 1870.

Collision on the Yangtsze between the strs. “Kungwo” and “Hanyang;" both
vessels lost, 1880.

Portuguese Custom hou'e at Macao closed, 1846. Lord Elgin died 1863. Gunpowder
explosion at Hankow, 1867.

Major Baldwin and Lieut. Bird, of H.M.’a 20th Ecgt., murdered in Japan, 1864.

after Trinity

.

Great fire at Canton, 1,400 houses destroyed, 183.5. Terrible boiler

explosion on board the steamer " Tesso” in Hongkong harbour, 86 lives lost, 1877.
Arrival of the Princes Albert Victor and George of Wales in the “Bacchante” at
Wooaung, 1881.

Ship “ Omar Pacha ” lost in China Sea, 1867.

Tremendons fire at Yokohama, 1866. Capture of Anping, Formosa, 1868. H.E.
Marquis Tseng, Chinese Ambassador to England, arrived in Hongkong, on his way
to London, 1878.

Edict issued by the Viceroy of Canton forbidding trade with British ships, 1839.

M. Thiers accepts the apology of Ch’ung How, the Chinese Ambassador, for the murdep
of the French at Tientsin. June 21st, 1870-1871.

Foreign factories burnt at Canton, 1856. Great fire in Hongkong, 1867.

Advent. Murder of the capt.'in and four men of the British barque "Crofton,” oeae
Ku-lan, 1869. Sir George Bowen iypointed Governor of Hongkon g, 1882.

St. Andrew’s day. St. Joseph’s Church, oooseorated, 1878,
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NOVEMBER-30 DAYS.

HONGKONG TEMPEKATUEE.
1883.

Maximum 84
Minimum. ,67

1884.

Maximum 80
Minimum 55

BAEOMETEE, 1884.

Maximum 30.288
|

Minimum 29.930

1883. EAINFALL. 1884.

1.78 incEes.
1

0.77 incE.

DATS DAYS DATS

OF THE
OF THE OF THE

9th & 10th
Memoranda.

WEEK. MONTH. MOONS.

Sv/n. 1 25

Mon. 2 26

Tues. 3 27

Wed. 4 28

Thur. 5 29

Frid. 6 30

Sat. 7 1

Sun. 8 2

Mon. 9 3

Tues. 10 4

Wed. 11 5

Thur. 12 6

Frid. 13 7

Sat. 14 8

Sun, 15 9

Mon. 16 10

Tues. 17 11

Wed. 18 12

TEur. 19 13

Frid. 20 14

Sat. 21 15

Sun. 22 16

Mon. 23 17

Tues. 24 18

Wed. 26 19

Thur. 26 20

Frid. 27 21

Sat. 28 22

Sun. 29 23

Mon. 30 24
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DECEMBER—31 DAYS.
Moon’s Phases.

d. k, m. sec. d. h. tn. sec.

New Moon 6 8 52 47 p.M, Full Moon 22 4 34 46 A.M.

First Quarter 15 1 57 48 A.M. Last Quarter 28 7 57 48 P.M.

Apogee, 11 days, 6 hours, A.M. Perigee, 23 days, 9 hours. A.M.

DAYS

OF THE

WEEK.

DAYS

OF THE

MONTH.

DAYS
OF THE
10th &
11th

MOONS.

Tues. 1 25

Wed. 2 26

Thur. 3 27

Prid. 4 28

Sat. 5 29

Sun. 6 1

Mon. 7 2

Tues. 8 3

Wed. 9 4

Thur. 10 5

Frid. 11 6

Sat. 12 7

Sun. 13 8

Mon. 14 9

Tues. 15 10

Wed. 16 11

Thur. 17 12

Frid. 18 13

Sat. 19 14

Sun. 20 15

Mon. 21 16

Tues. 22 17

Wed. 23 18

Thur. 24 19

Frid. 25 20

Sat. 26 21

Sun. 27 22

Mon. 28 23
Tues, 29 24
Wed. 30 26
Thur. 31 26

Chronology of RemarTcahle Events,

St. Francis Xavier died on Sanohoan, 1662.

First census of Hongkong taken, population 16,000, 1841.
-ehuh-ki, 1847. Sooehow re-t
loss of the Douglas steamer “ Kwangtung ” in the Kimpai

Six foreigners killed at Wang-ehuh-ki, 1847. Sooehow re-ta^n by the Imperialist^aadet
General Gordon, 1863. Lo

- - — -

Pass, River Min, 1881.

2nd Sunday in Advent, East India Co.'s last servant left China, 1836. Confucius died,

B.C.490.

European factories at Canton destroyed by a mob, 1842.

Ningpo captured by the Taipings, 1861.

Indemnity paid by Prince Satsnma, 1863. Admiral Bell, U.S.N., drowned at Osaka
1867.

The N. T. L. & C. Co ’s steamer " Mongol ” ran on a sunken rock near the Nine Pins and
sank in 6 minutes

; 17 lives were lost, including Captain Flamank and his wife, 1874.

3rd in Advent. French flag hauled down from the Consulate at Canton by Chinese, 1832.

All Catholic Priests (not Portuguese) ezpellad from Macao, 1838.

Loss by fire of the American ship “ Horatio,” at Shanghai, 1874,

The P. M. 8. S. Co.’s steamer “Japan” burnt, 1 European passenger, the cook, and 389
Chinese drowned, $368,608 treasure lost, 1874.

Earthquake in Formosa, 1867.

Sir Hugh Gough and the Eastern Expedition left China, 1842,

ith in Advent, Arrival of Princes Albert Victor and George of Wales at Hongkong in

the “ Bacchante,” 1881.

St. Thomas. Steam navigation first attempted, 1736.

Two Mandarins arrived at Macao with secret orders to watch the movements of Plenipo-
tentiary Elliot, 1836.

British Consulate at Shanghai destroyed by fire, 1870.

Christmas Eve.

Chrietmas Day. Great Fire in Hongkong
; 368 houses destroyed, immense destmotton

of property, 1878. The steamer " Bombay ” burned at Woosung, 1880,

Great fire at Tokio, 11,000 houses destroyed, 263 lives lost, 1879,

1st ajier Chrietmas, Dedication of Hongkong Masonic Hall, 1866.

Canton bombarded by Allied forces of Great Britain and France, 1867.

Prince Enng received Captain Garcia y Garcia, Peruvian Minister, 1874.
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DECEMBER—31 DAYS.

Maximum
Minimum

HONGKONG TEMPEEATUEE.
1883.

. . . 72 Maximum .

...57 Minimum.

1884.

BAKOMETER 1884.

Maximum
|

Minimum

1883. RAINFALL. 1884.
0.25 inch. 1

DATS

OF THE

WEEK,

DAYS

OF THE'

MONTH.

DAYS
OF THE
10th &
nth

MOONS

Memoranda.

Tues. 1 25

Wed. 2 26

Thiir. 3 27

Frid. 4 28

Sat. 5 29

Sun. 6 1

Mon. 7 2

Tues. 8 3

Wed. 9 4

Thur. 10 6

Frid. 11 6

Sat. 12 7

Sim. 13 8

Mon. 14 9

Tues. 15 10
Wed. 16 11

Thur. 17 12

Frid. 18 13

Sat. 19 14
Sun. 20 15

Mon. 21 16

Tues. 22 17

Wed. 23 18

Thur. 24 19

Frid. 25 20

Sat. 26 21

Sun. 27 22

Mon. 28 23

Tues. 29 24

Wed. 30 25

Thur. 31 26



EASTERN FESTIVALS, FASTS, AND OBSERVANCES

FOE THE YEAE 1885.

CHINESE
1885 Kap-sun Year.
Jany. XI. Moon.

8 23 Tauist feast day of Cliang Sin, extensively worshipijed for male issue.

14 29 Festival of the Angel of Sunlight.

XII. Moon.
16
20
23
29
Feby.
4

1

5

8
14

20

First day of the twelfth moon.
The Emperor Tung Chi died, 1875.

Great Buddhistic Festival.

The Great Cold.

7

8
14

15
16
17
21
24
27

Festival of Lu Pan, the patron saint of carpenters and masons. He is

said to have been a contemporary of Confucius. Among the many stories

related of his ingenuity, it is said, that on account of his father having been
put to death by the men of Wu, he carved the ej0&gy of one of the genii with
one of its hands stretched towards Wu, when, in consequence, drought pre-

vailed for three years. On being supplicated and presented with gifts from
Wu, he cut off the hand, and rain immediately fell. On this day carpenters

refuse to work.
23 Worship of the god of the Hearth at night fall.

24 The god of the hearth reports to heaven.

30 Fete of the Bodhisattva, Padma Vyuha. All the Buddhas descend to

search out the merits and demerits of mankind.
Yut-yau Year.

I. Moon.
1 China New Year’s day. First day of the first moon.
2 Festival Che Kimg, a minor Chinese deity.

3 The Emperor Kienlimg died, 1796.

7 The Emperor Shunche died, 1662.

10 Fete day of the Spirits of the Ground.
13 Fete day of Wen and Hii, deified warriors worshipped at Fatshfin, the

well known manufacturing centre near Canton.
14 Death of the Emperor Taokwang, 1850.28

March.
1

2
15 Feast of Lanterns, Fete of Shang yuen, ruler of heaven.

16 Fete of Shen and Ts’ai, the two guardians of the door. Auspicious day
for praying for wealth and offspring.

II. Moon.
17 1 First day of the second moon. Fete day of the Supreme Judge in the

Courts of Hades.
18 2 Mencius bom B. C. 371. Spring worship of the gods of the land and grain.

19 3 Fete of the god of literature, worshipped by students.

29 13 Fete day of Hung-shing, god of the Canton river, powerful to preserve

people from drowning, and for sending rain in times of drought.

31 15 Birthday of Lao Tsze, founder of Tavdsm, B. C. 604. The fete of Yoh
Fei, A.D. 1103-1141. A canonized statesman of the Sung dynasty. He
was a celebrated commander in the civil wars of the Sung Kao Tsung,
and was an inflexible opponent of the Tartars of the Kin dynasty. As
he would never consent to make peace with these “barbarians;” he was
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removed from liis command, committed to prison, and subjected to a trial ’

wbich only served to demonstrate tbe falsity of the charges brought against
him. Nevertheless his enemies succeeded in obtaining an Imperial mandate
for his execution, which was forthwith carried into effect. This act has been
attended by the undying execration of the historians and of the Chinese
people.

April. II. Moon.
4 19 Fete of Kwanyln, goddess of mercy

;
for a full description of the dogmas

connected with this goddess, see Eitel’s Hand Book, page 18.
13 28 Tsing Ming, or Tomb Festival.

III.

15
17

18
29

May.
2

7

10
12
13

Moon.
1 First day of the third moon.
3 Fete of Hiuen T’ien Shang-ti, the supreme ruler of the Sombre heavens,
or Peh-te, Tauist god of the North Pole.
4 Fete of Chang Fi (see 29th August).
15 Fete of I-hng, a deified physician, and of the god of the Sombre Altar,
worshipped on behalf of sick children.

18 Fete of Hen Tu, the goddess worshipped behind graves
;
of the god

the Central mountain, and of the three brothers.
23 Fete of Tien Heu, Queen of Heaven, Holy mother, goddess of sailors,
26 Fete of Tsz-sun, goddess of progeny.
28 National Festival of Ts’ang Kieh, inventor of writing.
29 Summer sets in.

TV. Moon.
1 First day of the fourth moon.
4 Ffite of the Bodhisattva Mandjushri, worshipped on behalf of the dead.
8 Fete of San Eai, ruler of heaven, of earth, and of hades ; also a fete of
Buddha.
10 Fete of the dragon spirits of the ground.
14 Fete of Lii Sien, Tauist patriarch, worshipped by barbers.
15 Fete of Chung Li-kien, discoverer of the elixir vitoe.

17 Fete of Kin Hwa, the Cantonese goddess of parturition.
18 F5te of Wa-to, a deified physician, and of Tsz-mi, the star god of
malaria.

20 Fete of the goddess of the blind.

23 Fete of Samanta Bhadra, patron of monasteries.
28 Fete of Yoh Wong, the Tauist god of medicine.

V. Moon.
13 1 First day of the fifth moon. Fete of the god of the South pole.

17 5 National fete day. Dragon boat festival and boat races. On this day the
Cantonese frantically paddle about in long narrow boats much ornamented,
In each boat is a large drum and other musical instruments used to incite

the crew to greater exertions. The festival is called Pa Lung Shun or Tiv
Wat Hen, and is held to commemorate the death of the Prince of Tsoo, who,
neglecting the advice of his faithful Minister Wat Hen, drowned himself

about B.C. 500.

23 11 National fete of Sheng Wang, the tutelary god of walled towns.

25 13 National fete of Kwan-ti, god of war, and of his son Heneral Kwan.
28 16 Fete of Chang Tao-ling, (A.D. 34.), ancient head of the Tauist sect.

Hifl descendants stiU continue to claim the headship. It is said “the
succession is perpetuated by the transmigration of the soul of each successor

of Chang Tao-ling, on his decease, to the body of some youthful member of

the family, whose heirship is supematurally revealed as soon as the miracle

is effected. Fete of Shakyamuni Buddha, the founder of Buddhism.

14
17
21

23
27
28
30
31

June,

2
5

10
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June. V. Moon.
80 18 Summer solstice.

July VI. Moon.
12 1 The first day of the sixth moon.
24 13 Fete of Lu Pan, the god of carpenters and masons.

30 19 Fete of the goddess of mercy.

August.
1 21 Fete of the god of horses.

4 24 Anniversaiy of Kwan-ti’s ascent to heaven. Fete of Chuh Tung, the
spirit of fire

;
and of the god of thunder.

VII. Moon.
10 1 First day of the seventh moon. During this moon is held the festival of

all souls, when Buddhist and Tauist priests read masses to release souls

from purgatory, scatter rice to feed staiwing ghosts, recite magic incanta-

tions accompanied by finger i^lay imitating mystic Sanskrit characters which
are su^jposed to comfort souls in purgatory, bum paper clothes for the
benefit of the souls of the drowned, and visit family shrines to pray on
behalf of the deceased members of the family. Exhibitions of groups
of statuettes, dwarf plants, silk festoons, and ancestral tablets are combined
with these ceremonies, wliich are enlivened by music and fireworks. Fete
day of Lao Tszu, the founder of Tauism.

15 6 Autumn sets in.

16 7 Fete of the god of Ursa Major, worshipped by scholars, and of the seven
goddesses of the Pleiades, worshipped by women.

24 15 Fete of Chung Yuen, god of the element eai-th.

26 17 Death of the Emperor Hien Feng, A.D. 1861.

27 18 Frfe of the three gods of heaven, of earth, and of water, and of the five

attendant sacrificial spirits.

28 19 Fete of the ruler of the planet Jupiter, and of the sixty year gods.

29 20 Fete of Chang Fi, A.D, 220. A leader of the wars during the Three
Kingdoms. He is said to have been at first a butcher and wine seller.

After many heroic exploits, he perished by the hand of an assassin.

SI 22 Fete of the god of wealth,

feept.

2 24 Another fete of Sheng Wang, the tutelary god of walled cities, and of

Chang Sien, the patron of child-bearing women.
3 25 The Emperor Kia K’ing died A.D. 1821. Fete of Hu Sun-piug, a Tauist

eremite.

8 30 Fete of Ti Ts’ang Wang, the patron of departed spirits.

VIII. Moon.
9 1 First day of the eighth moon. Fete of Hii Sun, a deified physician, wor-

shipped by doctors, and of Kin Kiah (god of the golden aimour) worshipped
by the literati.

10 2 Fete of the gods of land and gram.

11 3 Descent of the star god of the northern measure, and fete of the God of

the Hearth.

17 9 The Emperor T’ien Tsung died A.D. 1644.

19 11 The Emperor T’ien Miug died A.D. 1627.

23 • 15 National fete day. Worship of the moon, and Feast of Lanterns.

Oct.
1 23 Autumnal equinox. The Emperor Yung Ching died A.D. 1735.

8 25 Fete of the god of the Sun.

5 27 Fete of Confucius (bom 551 B.C.), the founder of Chinese ethics and
pohtics.

IX. Moon.
1 First day of ninth moon. Descent of the Star gods of the northern and
southern measures from the 1st to the 9th day iuclusive.

8
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Oct. IX. Mooii.

16 9 Fete of Ewan Ti, the god of war; Mte-flying day. Fete of Tung, a ruler

in Hades.
18 11 Fete of Ten Hwui, the favourite disciple of Confucius.

22 15 National fete of Chu Hi (A.D. 1130-1200), the most eminent of the later

Chinese philosophers whose commentaries on the Chinese classics have

formed for centuries the recognized standard of orthodoxy.

23 16 Fete of the god of the loom.

24 17 Fetes of the god of wealth; of Koh Hung, one of the most celebrated of

Tauist doctors and adepts in alchemy
;
and of the golden dragon king.

25 18 Fete of Tsii Sheng, one of the reputed inventors of writing.

Nov.
4 28 Fete day of Hwa Kwang, the god of fire, and Ma, a deified physician.

X. Moon.
7 1 First day of the tenth moon. Fete of the god of the Eastern Mountain.

9 3 Fete of the three brothers San Mao.
12 6 Fete of the inferior celestial spirits.

15 9 “ Winter sets in.”

21 15 Fetes of Ha Yuen, the god of water
;
of the god of small-pox

;
and of the

god and goddess of the bedstead.

Dec.

3 27 Fete of Tsz-mi, god of malaiia..

XI. Moon.
6 1 First day of the eleventh moon.
9 4 National fete of Confucius (born 551 B.C.), the founder of Chinese

ethics and politics.

11 6 Fete day of Tuh Hwang, the higher god of the Tauist pantheon.

18 13 The Emperor Kanghi died A.D. 1723.

31 26 Fete of the Genius of the North (one of the five evil genii).

JAPANESE.
New Year’s Day.

—

First of January.
Gen-shu-sai.—The festival of opening all public business.

Ki-gen-setsu.—The 11th February; the Commemoration
the first emperor of the present dynasty.

Ten cho-setsu.—The 3rd of November, the birthday of the

of Jimmu-Yenno,

reigning Emperor.

JEV71SH.
The festivals of the Jews are held weekly, monthly, and yearly. Each seventh

and fiftietli year, moreover, is kept with pecrdiar solemnities.

The weekly festival is the Sabbath, a day consecrated to rest and cheerful devo-
tion. It was instituted when God rested, on the seventh day, from the work of crea-

tion, and the precept was renewed to the Hebrews in the wilderness of Sin (Ex.
XVI.), ere yet the Decalogue had been given from Sinai. It is kept from sunset on
Friday to sunset on Saturday.

The monthly festival is held on the day of the new moon, or the first day of

every month, which is proclaimed by sound of tnimj' t; the law, however, did not
obhge the people to rest on these days, though it appom cd particular sacrifices.

lie I'east of the Passover, of Pentecost, and of Tabernacles, were the three
principal festivals observed under the law, and they were times of real festivity.

The Passover was instituted to commemorate the departure out of Egypt, because
on the night preceding that departure the destroying angel who slew the first-born

of the Egyptians passed over the houses of the Hebrews, they being marked with the
blood of the lamb, which, for this reason was called the Paschal Lamb. It was cele-

brated on the fourteenth day of the first month of the ecclesiastical year. It com-
mences on the evening of the 30th of March and lasts seven days. A lamb, or a kid,

without blemish, is kiUed, roasted, and eaten with unleavened bread and bitter herbs.
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The Feast of Peni’Iscost, or Weeks, is celebrated on the fiftieth day after the

Passover, and is a feast of thanksgiving to the Lord, wherein they acknowledge his

dominion over their country and their labours, by offering to him two loaves as the
first fruits of all their harvest. It also commemorates the giving of the law from
Mount Sinai. The Hebrews counted seven weeks from the Passover, beginning on the
second day of that solemnity, and hence called it the Feast of Weeks; biit by the
Christians it is called Pentecost, a name which signifies the Fiftieth Hay.

The Feast of Tabernacles was instituted as a memorial of their fathers having
dwelt in tents for forty years, during the passage through the wilderness. It is kept
in the first month of the civil year, falls on the evening of the 23rd September, and
finishes on the evening of the 2ud October.

The Feast of Trumpets is celebrated on the first day of their civil year [10th

Sept.], its commencement being proclaimed by sound of tnimpet, and the day is kept
solemn, all business being forbidden and certain sacrifices appointed to be ottered.

There are also two other feasts, though not appointed by law, which require

notice, as they are often mentioned in Jewish history. The feast of Dedication was
appointed to celebrate the re-establishment of Divine worship in Jerusalem, after

Autiochus Epiphanes had been vanquished and the ternpie purified. It is observed
for eight days, from the 25th of the third month (commences on the evening of the

2nd December]
,
and is also called the Feast of Lights.

Poorim falls on the 14th and 15th of the sixth month [commences on the even-

ing of the 28th Felnuary], and commemorates the defeat of Haman. On these days
they give alms to the poor and presents to their friends on account of the lives of all

the Jews having been saved by Esther, (it is therefore called “Feast of Esther”)
which happened on the 13th of the 6th month (civil year)—March.

The 10th of the first month of the civil year is the day of Atonement, on which
they observe a fast from 6 p.m. of the 9th to 7 p.m. of the 10th, and ask forgiveness

for their sins. Other fasts were also instituted in later times, connected with the

siege of Jerusalem (iOth of tenth month), the capture of the city (17th of the fourth

month), the burning of the temple (9th of the fifth month), and the death of Gueda-
liah (3rd of the first month) of the civil year.

Every seventh year is to the Jews a Sabbatical year; and we find that Alexander

the Great granted them an exemption from tribute in that year.

After seven weeks or Sabbdth of years, that is, after seven times seven years,

the great Festival of the Jubilee was celebrated; and during the whole year they

neither sowed nor reaped. On this fiftieth year every one resumed possession of his

inheritance, whether it were sold, mortgaged, or ahenated in any way. Houses and
edifices in walled towns were the only kind of property that did not return to the

original owner in the year of the Jubilee.

MAHOMEDAN.
Ramazan.

—

The Mahomedan fast commences each day throughout the month of

this name, when the first streak of light borders the eastern horizon, and continues

until the stars are clearly discerned in the heaven.-j. Dining the whole of these

hours not the slightest particle of food, not one single drop of water nor any other

liquid, or smoke ever passes the lips. Each day during the fast is passed in occa-

sional prayer, besides the usual nimaz, and in reading the Koran or lives of the pro-

phets. The fast is broken by dates, in remembrance of the Prophet’s family, whose

great luxury was supposed to be the date of Arabia, and some cooling draught is

added if required. The conclusion of the month Ramazan is celebrated as an Eed
festival and is hailed with great rejoicing and merriment.

Eed Korean.

—

In commemoration of Abraham offering up Ishmael
;
and this

is the day on which they annually perform the Haj at Mecca. The followers of

Mahomed claim to be descendants of Abraham through his son Ishmael, who, they

aver, was chosen as the offering to the Ahuighty, and not Isaac, thus differing from

the Jews and Christians, grounding their assertions on traditions which they d^m
conclusive evidence on the subject, in opposition to the authority of the Bible,
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The ofi’ermg thus made is annually commemorated by the sacrifice of animals, such

as camels, sheep, goats or lambs, according to each person’s means, which answer the

purpose of honouring the memoiy of Abraham and Ishmael.

Moharbam.

—

A celebrated mourning festival held annually in remembrance of

the first martyrs of Mussulmans—^Hassain and Hossein, the two sons of Fatima
and A1i—from whom the .whole race of Syads have descended. Hassain was poisoned

by an emissary of the usurping Kalipha, and Hossein, the last victim of the descen-

dants of the prophet’s family. King Yazid’s (son of Maviah) fury, suffered a cruel

death after 1 he most severe trials on the plain of Kurbala, on the tenth day of the

Arabian mouth of Moharram, the anniversary of which catastrophe is solemnised

with the most devoted zeal, and forms the subject of the ten days’ bewailing during

the Moharram. The Mahomedans are divided into distinct sects, called the Sunis

and the Shias. The former regard Ali and his descendants as the lawful leaders

after Mahomed, and the latter the Kahphas. The festival begins on the first day o

the moon (Moharram), and tazias (a term signifying grief, and applied to a repre-

sentation of the mausoleum erected over the remains of Iman Hossein at Kurbala),

made of every variety of material, according to the rtink and wealth of the party, are

exhibited in every direction, and convoyed in procession through the streets. Mourning
assemblies are held morning and evening in the Imanbares during the Moharram,
and the head priest recites a subject for each day’s service from the various books
composed on the subject descriptive of the lives and sufferings of Hassain and
Hossein.

PAESEE.
The Parsees of India are divided into two sects—the “Shaushahis” and

the “ Kudmis,” the former of whom constitute the largi r portion of the

race. This division originated only about a hundred and sixty years ago, when
a learned Persian priest, named jamasp, arrived in India, and found that his

co-rehgionists differed from their brethren of Iran in them calculation of time by a full

month, and in other minor points relating to their liturgy. Serious disputes arose

in consequence, which ended in the formation of the two sects, the Shanshahis
adhering to their own views, and the Kudmis adopting the opinions imported by
Jamasp, thus agreeing with their Persian brethren. Notwithstanding this division,

no estrangement exists between them in their social intercourse. The difference lies

only in their computation of time, and in some slight variations in their form of prayer.

Intermarriage is allowed as well as admission to each other’s places of worship.

The festivals of the Parsees are celebrated with .little or no outward jjomp. Their
holidays are mostly occupied in prayer in the morning, and festivities and rejoicing

during the rest of the day. Some of their religious institutions are traced to a very
ancient period. The festival of the Nowroz dates from upwards of three thousand
years before Christ, and is kept to this day by most of the nations of Western Asia,

notwithstanding the difference of creed. The Emperor Akbar adopted the “ Nowroz ”

and fourteen other festivals of the Parsees for the observance of those who were
attached to his favourite doctrines of the “ Ilahi faith, ” or the “ Religion of God, ”

which he fruitlessly endeavoured to introduce among the people.

Papeti, or New Year’s Day.

—

Among the festivals observed by the Parsees,

the first and most universally kept is the Papeti, or new year’s day. On this day the
Parsees rise early, and dress themselves in new suits of clothes, and tlj ^se piously

disposed say their prayers in their fire-temples or piavate residences, <• eisit their

friends and relatives, when the “ Hama-jor” or joining of hands is performed; this

ceremony is a sort of greeting corresponding to the European fashion of wishing each
other a happy new year. Alms are given to the poor in the course of the day, and
new suits of clothes presented to servants and dependents.

The ancient Persians reckoned a new era from the accession of each successive

monarch, and as Yezdizird, of the Sassanian dynasty, was their last King, when
dethroned by Cahph Omar, about a.d 640, the date of his accession to the throne has
been brought down to the present time, thus making their current year 1254-55.
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In their calculation of the year only 365 days are allowed; leap is nnknown
to them, though there are records which prove that in every 120 years one month
was added to make it correspond with the solar year.

The year is divided into twelve months, of 30 days each, and five days, or

“Gathas” as these are named, added at the end to make up the deficiency. These
five Gatha days are held as the most sacred iu the year, and those piously disposed

spend them solely in prayers.

Khurdad-Sal.—The second of the Parsee festivals is the “Ediurdad-Sal” day,

or the anniversary of the birth of their prophet Zoroaster, who, they say, was bom in

the city of Eeh, in the North of Persia, in the reign of Darius Hystapis, about 520
years before Christ. Heeren places the bu-th of this celebrated personage about 1,200

years anterior to this. Parsees themselves dilfer as to the exact time of the birth of

their prophet; a part of them fix the period at b.c. 389, others at b.c. 638.

AMUiiDAD Sal.—Tlris holiday, wliieh falls on the day immediately after the

preceding festival, apjjears to have no origin in +he books of the Parsees. It is

merely kept up as the continuation of the “Kliurdad Sal;” no religious ceremonies

are required, and the day is always sj)ent in festiviti.js.

Faruhardin Jasan.—This day is set apart for the performance of ceremonies

for the dead, “Faruhar” meaning soul or spirit. The religious portion of the people

attend on the hills at Chaopatty (Bombay), where their “dockmas,” or “towers of

silence” are situated, and there perform prayers for Ihe dead, iu honour of

their memory. The Parsees are enjoined by their religion to preserve the memory of

their dead by annual religious ceremonies performed in the house
;
but such of their

friends as die on long voyages or in unknown places, and the date of whose death

cannot be positively ascertained, are, according to the terms of their religion,

honoured by sacred rites on this day. The ceremony consists in a man or woman
preparing small round pieces of Ijaked bread, called darans, which are put on a

copper vessel, along with fruits and flowers, over which the priest performs the

prayers of the Baj, or “Vaj,” as it is called by M. Anquetil du Perron in his “Zend
Avesta.”

Ardibehest Jasan.

—

This festival, as its name implies, is maintained in honour

of Ardibehest Amshaspund, the angel controlling the sacred fire, that element being

one of the wonders of divine creation. The fire-temples are crowded on this day,

sandalwood is offered to the sacred flame, and players offered to the Supreme Deity.

The Nowroz.

—

The fifth on the list is the cerebrated Nowroz, called by some the

Nowfoz-i-Jamshid or the Nowroz-i-Sultan, the King’s day. This celebrated festival

falls generally about the 21st day of March, and corresponds with our Vernal

Equinox. This day is observed by the modern Persians, the Arabs, the Turks, and

several other Asiatic nations for the computatio’ of the solar year, and for State

purj)Oses, such as the collection of revenue, and the arrangements for the agriculhiral

operations of the year. Eastern writers date the origin of this festival from the time

of Jamshid, the third King of the Peshdadian dynasty of Persia. Jamshid is sup-

posed by Bailly to have flourished 3,209 years before Christ; the Sbah Namab cele-

brates him as the first King of lus race, who introduced civilisation an '^.g mankind and

established the computation of time.

Ava Ardui Sor Jasan. Ava, in the Zend lo.vt, is the name of the angel who
presides over the sea, and this “Jasan,” or festival, is held in his lionour. Tlie

Parsees are I'equired on this day to approach the sea shore, or any stream of Avater,

and chant the Zend prayers, but oAving to theii- long residence in Iir fa they have

borrowed many Hindu rites in the obseiwance of this holiday, and offcj mgs of sugar,

cocoanuts, flowers, Ac., to the sea, are not uncommon. The better-informed portion

of the community, however, do not join in these superstitious acts.

Adar Jasan

—

Adar, another synonym for fire, is the name by which the ninth

month of the Parsee year is called. This is the most sacred of the twelve months,

and the ninth day of that month is held in great respect and sanctity.

Besides the above, there are the festivals of Meher Jasan, the Bahman Jasan,

and a few others of less importance, all of which are partially observed.
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LIST ,0F FOREIGN RESIDENTS
IN CHINA, JAPAN, COREA, WLADIWOSTOCK, THE PHILIPPINES,

BORNEO, COCHIN CHINA, Al.NAM, TONQUIN, SIAM, AND

STRAITS SETTLEMENTS FOR 1885.

In the following List the occupation and residence are both given so far as ascertained.

Where the Name of the Place is omitted, Hongkong will be understood.

Aaresti'up, A., steward, Internafiouiil Hospital, Hiogo
Atiad, J. M., agent, Singer Manufacturing Co., Manila
Anad, V., assistant, adminis. colecciones y laliores, Manila

Abarca, R. M., (Ayala & Co.) merchant, Manila
Abbas, S., clerk. Registration department, Singapore

Abbey, R., customs agent, Yokohama
Al bc'y. Rev. R. E., mist-ionary, Nanking
Abbott, E., broker, Yokoln-ma
Abbott, R. II. manager, Sau and Rigging Co., Yokohama
Abbott, R. J., Maritime Customs assistant, Amoy
Abdooia, A., (A. Abdoola&Co.) manager, Sliangliai (absent)

Abdoolally, Abd lo hoosen, merchant, Graham street

Alxloolally, Dawoodb ihy, (AbdO‘ tally Ebrahiin Sc Go.) clerk, Shanghai

Abdoolhoosein, E., (A. M. Essabhoy) clerk, Yokohama
Abdo Iraliim, A. S., (Hakiinjee Rajbhoy & Co.) manager, Singapore

Abdulcader, E., (Abdulcader Esmaljec) manager. Gage street

Abdulrahman, Iinaun, niagi.strate of native courts, San lakan

Abedin, Abdoolcarrim, (Nnjmoodin Jerwakhan) merchant. Peel street

Abegg, F., (Sieber- Waser) mere ant, Yokol ama
Abegg, H., (Si' her & Brennwald) clerk, Yokohama
Abel, W., second officer, P. and O. steamer Thibet, Hongkong and Japan
Abell, J. C., broker, and secretary ('ham''er of Commerce, Hiogo
Abella y Casariego, E., engineer, inspect rate of mines, Manila
Aberdein, Alex., sergeant, H.B.M. Li gallon escort, Tokio
Abesser, R., (Ed. Schellhass & Co.) clerk, Praya
Aboitez, F., (Birchal, Robinson & Co ) clerk, C' bu
Aboitez, P., (Riicbal, Ro'diison & Co.) cicik, Manila
Abonnel, A., professor, Saigon Seiriinmy, r-aigon

Aborn, Geo., engineer, H.B.M.S. ludccionx

Abraham, A. E. J., j.-orcbmit, Shanubai
Abraliam, A., inspector o! police, Perak
Abrahamson, E. E., (YV. F. Garland & Co.) surveyor, Sandakan
Abrams, A. (H. Abrams) assistant, Singapore

Abrams, C., (Blaze, Rt idel Sc Co.) clerk, Penang
Abrams, H., bo se dealer, Singapore
Abreu, J., sobrestarite mavor, lyuntamicnro, Manila
Abubaker, H. H., G.C.M.G., K C. S. I

, &c., Mavabajah of Jobore
Acevedo, A., assistant, Sjianish Royal mail steamers office, Manila
Acha, A. de, (Perez & Acha) assistant, Iloilo

Acha, M. de, (Perez & Acha) storekeep^ r, Iloilo
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Achav I, F. H., (Knmpei-s & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Acheson, J., Mai itime Custonis, assit^tanJ, Can'on
Achina, (Earnshaw & Co.) boilermaker, Manila
Ackers, T., matron, lock hospital. West point
Ackroyd, E. J., registrar. Supreme Court
Adaa, A., (Jolm Wilson) cl rk, Sbarigiiai

Adair, Lieut. G. L. W., H.B.M.S. Audacious
Aflair, H., snh-lieufeiiant, H.B.M.S. Sappidre
Adair, J., captain, Ki do Utr. u Kaislia str. Higo-marii, J.ipan

Adam, O sman Haj e, (H. A. Esmail & Ci'.) clerk, I’« el street

Adam, R., assistant, (.'hina Snear R fininvr Co., East, point

Adam, T. B., M.D., (Rennie & Adam) medical practitioner, Foochow
Adam-jee, Allyi hoy, (Hakinj e Rajl'liov & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Adams, A. P., (VV. Miinshehl & Co.) cierk, ''in jajtore

Adams, Rev. J. S., mis-ionary, Kinghwa, iSingpo
Adams, .Job, boatswain, H.M Naval Yard
Adams, K B., (Birley & Co.) merchart. Canton
Adams, M., (M. Adams & Co.) compradore, Nagasaki
Adams, T. S., third engineer, steamer Kiangtung, Shanghai and Hankow
Adams, W. Stanley, M I).., n^edical practitioticr and liealtli officer, Caine road
Adamson, G. F., (Gilfillati, Wood Co.) clerk, Sinoa))ore

Addis, C. S., (Hongkong and l^ltanohai Bank) clerk, Qiteen’s road
Addis, Hon. G. T., mai.ager, Chartered Mei'cantile Bank, Singapore
Addosio, Rev. P. d', Komstn Catholic missionary, Peking
Aderjee, P., (P. F, Daver) assistant, Lymlhnrst terrace

Adkins, J., chi-’f officer, steamer Kwong-lee, China coast

Adler, M.,_(R iss & Co.) merchant, Sliaimhai

Adolph, Bro., teacher, St. Joseph’s College, Robi.ison road

Adrian, I., (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Adriano, J. de D., ecclesiastical department, Manila
Adumjee, A., (G. A. Moognl) merchant, Singapore
Adumjee, Allibhoi, (Feezoolabh i Abdoolali) manager, Singapore

Aenlle, K., manager, “Maria Cristina” cigar manufactory, Manila

A' nlle, R., assistant, S ci dad d-' Seguros M :ritimos Mtituos, Manila

Aeria, A. H., first clerk. Municipality, Province Wellesley

Aeiia, L. S., clerk, T’ost Office, Penang
Aeria, S. P., chief clerk, treasury office, Penang
Aeria, S. S., clerk. Police Court, Penang-
Aeria, W. L., chiei clerk. Police Court, Province Wellesley
Aeria, Z. C., clerk. Marine department, Penang
Agabeg, A. L., (E. Cassumbhoy) assistant, Bcaconsfield arcade

Agassiz, A. R., Maritime Customs watchei', Whampoa
Agostin

', P. d’, (Easiern Extension, A. & C. Tel graph Co.) operator, Queen’s road

Agthe, K., (H. Muller & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Aguilar, M. R., Governor oi [imvinee, Iloilo

Aguire, H., chief officer, steamer Emuy, Hongkong and Manila
Aguirre, L., (J. M. Tuason & Co.) elmk, Manila
A'.'Ustino, C., (liiector Infantry School, Manila
Ahbadie, J. d’, (E. Constantin) clerk, Haiphong
Ahlmann, J. A., (P. & O.S.N. Co.) niermaster. West point

Ahmed, C., (A. Abdoola Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Ahrens, A., (H. Ahrens & Co.) clerk, K be
Ahrens, H., (Ahrens & Co.) mei’chant, Yokohama
Ahrens, H., (H. Ahrens & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Aichberger, von, consul for Germany, Amoy
Ailiou, J. A., (R. Isaacs & Bros.) merchant, Hiogo
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Air, Alex., second engineer, steamer Kianghcrin, Sliangbai and Hankow
Aird, W., eecond engineer, steamer Hanhov), Canton river

Aitchisun, W., (Jardine, Mat.heson & Co.) clerk, Queen’s road

Aitken, A. Or., (Hongkong & Whanifioa Dock C".) engineer in harbour
Aitken, Mrs. L., Bible Socit iy’s Hej ository, Singapore
Aitketihead D., (Ciiina Sutrar Refining Co ) su >'

t

boiler’. East Point
Aitkin, W. K., medical missionary, Kaiyunu’, Tientsin

Aitkinson, E. S. G., assistant, Selangor Tin Mining Co., Selangor

Ajne, G. T., chief officer, steamer Taisang, Hongkong and Calcutta

Akeis, Miss Stella, M.D., missionary, Tientsin

Alabaster, C., corsul ior Great Britain, &c., Hankow and Ichang
Alabor, J., (G. R. Lam inert) clerk, Praya
Alarakia, M., assistant, Hongkong Observatory, Kowloon
Albarel, J., wine merchant, Saigon

Alberoni, C., pintor escenografo, Manila
Albers, G., (Kunst A Albers) merchant, Wladiwostock (absent)

Albertini, inspector of police, Saigon
Alberts, C., (j. H. Langeliitje) clerk, Wladiwostock
Alborado, A., constable, British consulate, Takao
Albuquerque, A., clerk, commissariat, Singapore
Albuquerque, J. T., vaccin itor, govt medical department, Penang
Alburu, R., (E M. Barrett o & Co.) cErk, Manila
Alcala, A., surgeon, army medical department Manila
Alcalde, E. G. tie, inspector, “ Maria Cristina ” cigar manufactory, Manila
Alca.zar, J. de, contad r. Tribunal de Cueiitas, Manila
Alconzar, J. C., oficial, tesoreria general, Manila
Alenas, Y., ecclesiastical department, Manila
Alcuaz, B. de, vice-secretary. University, Manila
Alcu'iz, C. S. de, “La Puerta del Sol” storekeeper, Manila
Aldagaser, M., carriage keeper, Iloilo

Aldana, J. V. de, treasurer, Ayuntamento, Manila
Aldeanueva, R., ayndante, Estad Mayor de la Plaza, Manila
Allecoa y Olake, M. de, magistrat

,
Manila

Aldecoa, Z. I. de, (Aldecoa & Co.) meichant, Manila
Aldegner, M., (Aldegner & Sons) merchant, Iloilo

Aldon, A., billiard room proprietor, Iloilo

Aldrich, A. S., secretary, Government railwtiy service, Yokohama
Aldridge, B. A., Maritime Custoiiis assistant, and medical officer, Hoihow
Alemao, H., (Brandao & Co.) cletk, Wellington street

Alexani'ei’, F. M., (Patterson, Simons & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Alexander, M., boarding officer, marine department, Malacca
Alexander, T., professor of civil engineering, Engineering College, Tokio
Alexander, Kev. T. T., mis>irnary, Osaka
Alexander, Miss C. T., missiimaiy, YokoSia na
Alexis, Rev., Russian Gre k Orthoaox mission, Peking
Alfaro, J ,

capitan-teniente. Horse Guards, Manila
Alford, E. E., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Queen’s road central

Alguier, brickmaker, Haiphong
Alguier, surveillant, Customs, Haiphong
Alier, Rev Ramon, Roman Catholic missionary, Amoy
Alix, brigadi r. Excise department, Cambodia
Allan, G., (Hongkong Ice Co.) assistant, East point

Allan, H. T., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Allan, J., (Sandilands, Buttery & Co.) merchant, Penang (absent)

Allan, W., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Shanghai ,

Allan, W., chief officer, steamer Kong Beng, Hongkong and Bangkok
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Alliinson, Wm., (D)'ce & Co.) clerk, Siiangliai

Allard, (E. Baud & Co.) etigitieer, Saigon
Allard, It v. M. J. F., Frencli Catholic Mission, Pulo Tikus, Penang
Allchin, Rev. Geo., missionary, Osaka
Allcock, G. H., silk inspector, Yokohama
Allcott, G., Maritime Customs examiner, Chinkiang
Allemao, A. E., (Melchers & Co.) clerk, Pcdder’s Wharf
Allen, A. E., (Robt. Anderson & Co.) clerk, & act. vice-consul for Netherlands, Kiukiang
Allen, C. M., (John Fisher) manager, Singaratre

Allen, E. L. B., assisiant, British Consular service

Allen, I. W., (Mackenzie & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Allen, J. F., Inland sra pilot, Nagasaki
Allen, J. H. B., (Geo. Oliver & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Allen, J., inspector of police. Province Wellesley

Allen, Jas., gunner, H. B. M. gun-vessel Swift
*

Allen, R. B., (Geo. Oliver & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Allen, T, W., storekeeper and harbour master’s assistant, Sandakan
Allen, W. J. M., assessor and collector. Municipality, Province Wellesley

Allen, Whitworth, bill broker, commission agent, &c., Penang
Allen, R(>v. y. J., D.D., LL.l)., .Tiissionarv, Shanghai
AUene, Mme. E., proprietrix “ Hotel de 1’ Europe,” Saigon
Allene, sanitary inspector, French Municipal Council, Shanghai
Allimahomed, A., (AbdooUlly Eliraliim & Co.) clerk. Gage street

Allin, L., (Corna' e & Co.) clerk, Chefoo
Allinson, J. M., (W. R. Scott & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Allison, A., miner, quick-ul ver mines, Sarawak
Allshorn, F. J., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Ningpo
AUum, W. E., (Jardine, M ithesou & Co.) clerk, Sitanghai

Aliy, Akber, auctioneer and commission agent, Singapore
Ally, H. M. M., (Hajee Mirza Mahomed Ally & Co.) manager, Lyndliurst terrace

Ally, Mahomed (Hajee Mirza Mahomed Ally & Co.) clerk, Lyndliurst terrace

Allybhoy, E. S., (Hikimjeo Rajbboy & Co.), clerk, Singapore

Almada e Castro, J. T. d’, (D. E. Caldwell) clerk. Queen’s road

Almada e Castro, L. G. d’, clei'k. Colonial Secretary’s office

Almario, F. S., Daily Press, foreman, Wyndham street

Almirio, H. (E irnshaw & Co.) clerk, Mmili
Almech, E., (Compania General de Tabacos) agent, Ylagan, Philippines

Almeida, A. J. d’, clerk. Water Works Co., Shanghai
Almeida, A. J. d’ (Chartered Bank) clerk, Shanghai
Almeida, A. M. d’, (Holme, Ringer & Co.) clerk, N igasaki

Almeida, C. M. de, (E. Millot A Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Almeida, E. d’, merchant, Singapore
Almeida, E. F, d’, (A. Campbell) clerk, Kiukiang
Almeida, Rev. F. A. d’, aciing vicar of St. Laurence’s church, Macao
Almeida, F. A. M. d’, (Geo. McBain) clerk, Shanghai

Almeida, G. H. d,’ (Almeida & Son) broker, Singapore

Almeida, J. A. d’, retired lieut.-colonel, Macao
Almeida, J. d’, compositor, N. (J. Herald office, Shanghai
Almeida, J‘ d’, (Evans, Pugh & Co.) clerk, H.iukow
Almeida, J. d’, (11 K.C. & M.S.B. Co.) wh irhinrer, Praya
Almeida, J. E. d’, (Melchers & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Almeida, J. E. d’, merchant, Macao
AlmeMa, J. K. d’, student interpreter, procurador’s depariraeitt, Macao

Almeida, J. R. G. d’, (Donaldson & Bmkinshiw) managing clerk, Singapore

Almeida, J. d’, broker, and consul for Brazil, Singapore

Almeida, J. D. d’, (Russell & Co.) clerk, Praya
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Almeida, Rev. M. F. do Rozario e, chaplain, Hospital de San Rafael, Macao
Almonte y Muriel, E. d’, assis'ant, inspectorate of mines, Manila
Alonso, J., (Hongkong Gas Co.) clerk, West point

Alon5o, L., (Hongkong Gas Co.) clerk. West point
AlotjQo, T. F. da S., (Siemssen & Co.) Queen’s road

^10090, V.y (Hongkong Gas Co.) cleik, West point

Alonso, J., auxiliare de foinento, civil government, Manila
Alonso, J. M., ayudante, itispeccion de montes, Lingayen, Philippines
Alonzo, A., pharmacist, army medical department, Manila
Alonzo, 0 ., restaurant keeper, Manila
Aloysius, Rev. Bro., principal, St. Xavier’s Institution, Penang
Alsagoff, S. M. b. S. A., (Ann Bee & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Alsing, A. K., hulk keeper in charge, Indo-China S. H. Co., Kiukiang
Alva, V., clerk. Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila
Alvares, E. M., medical practitioner, Shanghai
Alvares, P. J., assistant, tribunal de cuentas Manila
Alvares, J. J. F., first surgeon, police guard, Macao
Alvarez, M. F., Macao
Alvarez, L. R., lieutenant, carabineros, Manila
Alves, A. F., accountant. Colonial Treasury
Alves, J. L. de S., clerk, Harbour Master’s office

Alves, J. M. S., first clerk. Colonial Secretary’s office

Alves, P. M., sharebroker, Hongkong
Aly, pfarrer, H. I. German M. S. Elisabeth
Alzas, telegraphist, Mytlio, Cochin China
Amaral, D. G., ensign, third battalion, Macao
Ambrose, J., (Iveson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Amelunxen, E. A. von., mercLant, Shanghai
Ament, Rev. W. S., mi sionary, Peking
Amerman, Rev. J. L., missionary, Tokio
Ames, S. J. B., commissioner of l^oiice Force, Bingkok
Aminoff, Jno., colporteur, American Bible Society, Foochow
Ammann, chief engineer, Compagnie Francaise Rice Mill, Saigon
Amoore, H. E., broker, Shanghai
Amor, R. F., alferez, carabineros, Cebu
Amphilochius, Rt. Rev., Russian Greek Church Mission, Peking
Amy, commis., Customs, Haiphong
Amy, C. G., lightkoeper in charge, Shan*ung lighthouse, Chefoo
Amy, J., chief officer, steamer Wingsang, Hongkong and Calcutta
Anatoly, Rev. A., Russian mission, Tokio
Anaya, C., racioiiero, ecclesiastical dept., Manila
Andersen, H., (Japan l^hot 'graphic Association) photographer, Yokohama (absent)

Andersen, L. A., marine surveyor, and vice-consul for Sweden and Norway, Amo_\
Andersen, N., proprietor. Oriental Hotel, Bangk k
Andersen, N. P., captain. Customs revenue crui.si-t liua-hsing, Shanghai
Andersen, P., proprietor. Oriental Hotel, Bangkok
Anderson, A., (David Gilmour) silk inspe ctor, Shanghai
Anderson, Alexr. (H. G. Brown) ass s tan t, Laguimanoc, Tayabas, Philippines

Anderson, Anton, missionary, Fatshan, Canton
Anderson, C., captain, Kio lo Unyu J>'iisha steamer Kosuge-maru, Japan
Anderson, C. L., clerk, Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, Hiogo
Anderson, I)., accountant, China Sugar Refining Co., Swatow
Anderson, Rev. D. L., missionary, Soochow
Anderson, F., (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Anderson, G., chief officer, steamer Namvian, Haiphong and ^longkong
Anderson, G. C., marine surveyor, 4

,
Praya central
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Afi >et'On, H., chief en^iDee)', steamer Taichiow, Hongkong and Bangkok
Anderson, J., (J. Reyna) engineer, Iloilo

Atjdef'Son, J., locTinotive inspector, Government railw iy service, Yokohama
AvdeTBon, Jas., (MacEsven, Frickel & Co.) storekeeper. Queen’s road east

A lid ofson, John, (Guthrie <%, O '.) merchant, Singapore

As Jerson, J. H., (Robt. Anderson & Co ) merchant, Shanghai and Kiukiang (absent)

-AriderS' n, P., medical nvssioi ary, Taiwanfoo

liiderson, R. A. J., Pilot Company, Shnngbai
AiKterson, R., ch’of engineer, steamer Diamante, Hongkong and Manila
Anderson, R., (Howartli, Eiskine & Co.) engineer, Singapore
\t)deison, T., engineer, II ilo

Anderson, T. J., snb-accotm’ant, Chartered Bank of Tnlia &c., Qii en’s road
Anderson, W., carpenter, Yokohama
iiiderson, W., chief ch-rk. Supreme Cour!, Singapore

•inderson, W. C. C., (Collins & Co ) merchant, Tientsin, (abseid)

Anderson, W. H., (Primrose & Co.) commi.ssion agent, Soangliai (absent)

4hderson, Miss J. E., missionary, Chefoo
Aijdrade, C. L. da. C. e, ca; tain, miliiary department, Macao
Andrade, E. T. d’, assistant, pub ic works department, Manila
.4pdr^, conductor, public works dejiarlmciit, Saigon
.4ndr(, sub-ch ef, Direction of the li.t rio:

,
Saigon

Anif^-, teacher, Adran’s College, Saigon

Andr^, A., (Melchers&Co.) mer.&con.gen. Anstria-Hungarv, Pedder’s wharf (absent)
Andf4, C ,

telegraph clerk, Perak

An Ireae, Ad., (J. H. Langeliitje) clerk, Wladiwostock
An 'refF, A., assistant, telegraph offic', Wladiwostock
An Ir^is, sous brigad'er. Excise department, Saigon

An *reu, J., professor. University, Manila
An "Ireu, J. San, teacher, serainario c mciliar da Jaro, Iloilo

.Andrew, G., agent Scudai Brick & Tile Works, Singapore
Atidfcw, G., clerk, Municipality, Penang
a\«'row, G., China Inland missionary, Kweiyang
Ml Irew, J., (Schaar & Co.) merchant, and Consul for Sweden and Norway, Swatow
Ab fpew, P. M., clerk. Marine department, Penang
An Vew, R. Jun. captain, steamer Kwomj-lee, China coast

tmlreu-g, A. J., assistant rn igistz-a.te and collector, Kinta, Perak
Aiicfew.s, H. J., (H. J. Andrews A Co.) merchant, Manila (absent)

Afidrews, J. W., Maritime Customs boat officer, Can'on
AlM^fews, P. A., (Robinson & Co.j assistant, Singapore
Afidtews, R. M., captain, steimer Haean, China coast

Aftdrews. Rev. W., missionary, Hakodate
Andrews, Miss M. E., missionary, T’ung-chau
Andnes, E., (L. Caudrellier) assistant, Yokohama
An'Meu, contractor, Pnom-penh, Cambodia
AfiJujar, (Javega & Andujar) apothecary, Manila
Angjr, L., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Kumamoto-maru, Japan
Ah;din, J. R., proprietor, Japan Gazette, Yokohama
Angnita, A., ministro, tribunal de cuentas, Manila
Anguitola, E., chief engineer, steamer Emvy, Hongkong and Manila
Angulo, J., telegraph clerk, Manila
Aftou'o, A., restaurant keeper, Manila
Aogtjg, J. M., (Chartered Mercantile Bank) clerk, S ngapore
Angus, J. W., manager, Budoo Cocoannt E,state, Singapore

Asgus, W., chief officer, steamer Milton, Hongkong and Canton
Angus, W. R., apothecary. Medical department, Malacca
Aftnand, J., (Annand & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
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Annesley, Major O. F. S., cojimanding Royal Artillery, Singapore

Anofc, Rev., Roman Catholic missionary, Kiiukiaug

Anson, A. J. G., postmaster’, Penang (nbs'^nt)

Anstruther, R. H., sub-Keutenant, H.B.M.S. Champion
Antelo, Dr J., Civil Governor’s depa' t., and proiessor of melicine, Univers’^y, Manila
Anthoine, P., tavernkeeper, Saigon
A thonisz, J, 0., cadet studying Tamil, olonial secretary’s office, Singapore

Anthony, G., advocate and solicitor, Peiiing

Anthony, J. M., (A A. Anthony & Co.) merchant, Penang
Anthony, John, clerk. Gas Co ,

Sin^airnre

Anthony, M., lessee, Railway hob l, Thaiping, Perak
Anthony, Seth, (A. A. Anthony & Co.) mc-rciiant, Penang
Antia, N. K., (Tata & Co.) clerk, Hollywood road
Anton, C. E., clerk, Associated Wharves, Shanghai
Anton, J. Ross, bill and bullion broker (absent)

Antonette, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon
Antonio, A., (Noronha & Co.) com lositor, Zetland street

Antonio, E., (Dennys & Mossop) clerk, Queen’s road
Antonio, F., captain of police, Macao
Antonio, L., Maritime Customs’ lightkeeper, Shanghai
Antunes, E., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. T degraph Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Antunes, J. do C. e C. S., guar a Mariuh.n, Aomiguese corvet e hlstephania

Anty, P. Bons d’, inperprete-chanceUer, French Consulate, Tientsin

Anz, Otto, manager, Chefoo Filanda, Chefoo
Anzardo, P. D., captain of Carabiner^s, Manila
Apcar, A. G., Jr., (A. M. Apcar) clerk, Gage street

Apcar, A. M., merchant and cummissiou a'jreiit. Gage stre. t

Apenes, R. A., (Russell & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Aphalo, sous-commissaire, naval department, Bacninh
Appert, G., councillor-at law, Shihosho, Tokio
Appleton, Rev. G. H., missionary, Hiogo
Aquino, A. M. d’, composito'*, CdesHal Empire office, Shanghai
Aquino, E. H. d’, clerk. Stamp Revenue office

Aquino, J. C. d’, (Russell & Co.) clerk. Shanghai
Aquino, J. F. D., (Fonseca & Co.) printer, Shanghai
Aquino, T. J. d’, (Maitland & Co.) clerk, S aughai
Aragao, M. C., guarda marinha, P irtuguese oivette Estcphania

Aragon y Dominguez, F., oficial, contadniia ue hacienda, Manila
Aragon, M., (Birchal, Robinson A Co.) clerk, Manila
Araneta, A., trader, Iloilo

Araneta, H., trader, Iloilo

Aranjo, B. E. d‘, clerk, Medical department, Singapore
Aranjo, J. d’ clerk, public works department, Singapore
Aranjo, P.D., telegraph clerk, Perak
Aranllo, J., alcayde, Bilibid gaol, Manila
Aranllo, M., reporter. Supreme Court, Manila
Araud, directeur de 1’ exploitation, Massageries Fluviales, Saigon
Arbuckle, J., assistant master. Raffles’ Institution, Singapore
Arbuthnot, E. O., (Rdd, E^ans & Co.) merchant, Shat.ghai

Arceo, J., writer. Supreme Court, Manila
Archer, W. J., student interpreter, British Consulate, Bangkok
Archibald, John, agent, National Bible Society of Scotland, Hankow
Arcillon, warehouseman. Excise department, Chandoc, Cochin-China
Ardenne, J. van, (Ma3mard & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Arduzer master, M. F. steamer Francis Gamier, Saigon
Arellano, L., master of works, ayuutamiento, Manila
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Arellano, R. de, vice-secretary, Junta de Arancelos, Manila
Arendt, C., secreLary-interf-r tor, German L^gatioi’, Peking
Arenosa, M. L. de, (R. de la Vara & Go.) niercliant, Manila
Arevalo, B., dentist, Manila
Arevalo, G., assistant, Post-office, II 'i’ )

Arevalo, J., dentist, Manila
Argence, Captain d’, Haipkong
Ari, Lala, proprietor, “Prencb Hotel,” Manila
Arias, E., professor. University, Manila
Arlegui, R., Manila
Arlegui, S., City of Manila cigar store, manager. Queen’s Road Central

Arlington, Ij. L., engineer. Saw Mills Co., Joliore

Armistead, S. W., cadet, IJ.S.S. Trenton
Armitage, J. L., lieutenant, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Penang
Armour, J., Maritime Customs tidesurveyor f nd harbour master, Wuhu
Armstrong, A., headmaster. High School, Malacca
Armstrong, G., broker, Manila
Armstrong, G. F., (H. J. Andrews & Co.) clerk, Manila
Armstrong, J. M., Govern ment auctioneer and c nnmission agen% Queen’s road central

Armstrong, John, gunner, H.B.M.S. Victor Emanuel
Armstrong, O., (S. C. Farnham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Armstrong, R., Labuan
Arnasalem, M., dresser, Bertain District Ho-pital, Province Wellesley

Arnault, assistant Treasurer, Saigon
Arnedo, C., (Gsell & Co.) clerk, Manila
Arnhold, J., (Arnbold, Karberg & C >.) mere' ant, Praya (absent)

Arnhold, Ph., (.\rnliold, Karbeig & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Arnold, E., thir l engineer, steamer Monghut, Hongkong and Bangkok
Arnold, Id., gunner, H.B.M.S. Champion
Arnold, T., secretary, H., C., and M. Steamboat Co., Queen’s road

Arnous, H. G., assistant. Customs, Seoul, Corea
Arnoux, G. d’, assistant. Maritime Customs, (absent)

Aroozoo, J. J., (Powell & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Arquia, J. B., (Inchausti J!" Co.) clerk, Manila
Arranger, J., (Comptoir d^Iscompte) agent, Prava
Arranz, Rev. C., Roman iiolic missionary, Lochucheng, Formosa
Arrinz, P., interventor, i

'

.'inis, de Hacie- da publica, Manila
Arrivet, J. B., teacher of i?rei ch, foi eiuu language school, Tokio
Arrobas, A. dos S., master. College of the Rosa, Macao
Arroja, T., trader, Iloilo

Arthur, A. F., lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Albatross

Arthur, T., (Taikoo Sugar Refining Co.) assistant. Quarry Bay
Arthur, Wm. M. B., third master. Central Sehool, Gougli street

Artindale, Ti TL, (Ivesin t Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Aschenborit, captain, H. . German M. S. hautilvs

Asga -, M. E., (H. A. Asgar & H. Esmail) merchant. Gage street (ab.tent)

Ashb'y, C. J., sail mak. r, Shanghai
Ashmore, Rev. Wm.. D.D., miss onary, Swatow
Ashmore, Rev. Wm., Jr., missionary, Swatow
A.sbness, E. N. M., clerk, p .blic work.s de|it,, Sandakan
Ashness, Jas., draftsman, Surveyor-General’s ofhee, Singapore

Ashton, F., captain, steamer Folcien, Cbii:a Coast

Ashton, H., (Holl'day, Wise & Co.) clerk, Mnoila
Ashton, J., secivtary, Siianghai Club, SnangLai
Ashton, S., captain, stea, L^nglas, Honykongand Foochow
Asmus, H., engineer, A Markwald & Co.’s rice mill, Bangkok
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Assis, F. d’, boardinsr-house keeper, Square street

Assomull, Wassiamall, dealer in Indian goods, Queen’s road central

Assuinp9ao, 0. A. E. d’, student interpreter, Procurador’s department, Macao
Assumpcao, J., foreman, Honghony Telegraph, office, Pedder’s Hill

Assump9ao, J. 0. d’, first clerk, revenue office, Macao
Assump9ao, J. 0. P. d’, secretary, revenue office, Macao
As tier, clerk, Treasury, Saigon
Astill, E. W., foreman engineer. Water Works Co., Sbanglai
Aston, W. G., British consul general, Seoul, Corea
Astorga, L., trader, II >ilo

Astrock, L. J., light keeper, Malacca
Astrom, C., pilot, Bangkok
Asverus, Otto, marine surveyor, Swatow
Athenius, clerk. Excise department, Saigon
Atkins, M., foreman of magazines, Ordtiance store department
Atkinson, B., (Thos. W. Kingsmiil) assis jcint, Shanghai
Atkinson, Eev. J. L., missionary, H ogo
Atkinson, Miss A. P., missionary, Tokio
Atkinson, Miss J., missionary, Shanghai
Atterbury, B. C., medical missionar\r, Peking
Atwater, C. N., ensign, IJ.S. sloop Unterjmse
Atzenrotli, G., (E<l. Scliellliass & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Aubeaud, Annamite interpreter, Sdgon
Aubert, F. B., (Butterfield & Swire) assistant, Shanghai
Audonin, conductor, public works depar in iil, Saigon
Auduager, G. F., interventor, adminis. de colecciones de labores, Manila
Augis, Villeroi d’, civil engineer, Haiphong
Augrain, cL-rk, Treasury, Saigon
Augustin, S. W., inspector, Ciiinese immigration department, Penang
Aurimitis, Eev., Eoman Catholic missiona.rv, Biroshima, -Japan

Aurioles, J. M. G,, abogado fiscale. Supreme Court, Manila
Austen, W. T., missionary to seamen, Yokohama
Austin, E., (Harris, Goodwin Co.) agent, Singapore
Austin, B. W., boatswain, H.B.M. receivi: g ship Victor Emanuel
AveriU, J. O. Jr., (Middleton & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Avetcom, J. L., commission agent, Iloiliow "

Avila, A. J. L. d’, lieuiemint, third battalion, Macao
Avila, J. A. d’, commander, Portuguese guohoat Tamega
Avrard, captain, M. F. steamboat Jff lo, Saigon
Awdry, Eeginald, magistrate and private secretary to H. H. The Eajah of Sarawak
AylC'bury, H., proprieter, Batukawan Snga>' Estate, Provinco Welle.Bey
Aymonier, administr.itor of nitive alfab’s, Sa gon
Ayoob, A. 15.. (A. Alidoola A Co.) assistant, Sleanghai
Ayre, A. F., snperinterd'mt of works. Survey deparuneut, Malacca
Ayres, C. A. S.. (C. Gerard & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Ayres, Pi. dip B. C.. Col iiial .surgeon and i ispector of hospitals, Caine road
Azais, J., (A. Sp'ioiier, Ed, E-maid A Co.) tnenai'ei, .'t;;!

. n

Azaola, V. G., i.j' ng abogado fiscal, Supreme Court, Manila
Azevedo, F. d’, (Deacon & Co.) clerk, lanton arul M.cao
Azevedo, P. H., (Jardine, Ma'he.-^ou & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road central
Azevede, J. J. d’, retired civil sirvaiit, Macao
Azevedo, L d’, Maruime Customs clerk, Swatow
Azevedo, M. d’, (Wotton & Deacon) clerk. Queen’s road
Azner, M. (J. Zebel) assist aur, Iloilo
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Baber, E. C., Chinese soretarv, Briti4i Legal on, Poking (absent)

Babb, J., (John Litth' & Co.) clerk, Singai ore

BabintzofC, V., (Tscburen & Co.) merchant, Wladiwostock
Bacbelier, clerk, Governor’s office, Sai.on

Bachelor, J., dresser, medical dopartmeiit, M-lacca
Bachracli, O., ag' nt, Au tro-Hungarian Lloyd’s S. bT. Co., Praja central

Backhouse, Cajdain J. B., “ The Buffs” East, Kent Ki giment
B.icoti, Ed., a|i|>reiitice, iiiuiiicipol works rlepar: incur, >iiigapore

Bicoii, H. C., senior overseer, public works de|)artiiient, Penang
Ba IhI, j., trad' r, II. ilo

Badillo, P., al erez, Carabi; eros, Manila
Badinan, H. A., sioreke p' r, Bangk k
Badolato, L., contadoi'. trihiiiial de cueiitns, Manila
Badrudden, S. H., clerk. Land office, Penang
Baehr, II. (C. Eoh'le & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Baelz, Dr. E., |irofessor. Medical College, Tokio (absent)

Baenzige.r, G. A., assistant, Luzon Sugar Refinery, Manila
Baer, G. A., (Baer tk Suiuu) morci ant. Manila (a' seiu)

Bier, S., (Baer S uior & Co.) uierolian', Miui;a (absent)

BaessU r, j., freight and ship broker, Shan bar

Bagga, B., (Ramsay & Co.) assist nt, Bangkok
Baggalley, H. L., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Yokohama
Baggs, E., boatswain, H.B.M. corvette Curacoa
liagnall, B., bihle colporteur, American Bible Societ\', Peking
Bailey, J., accountant and estate agent, Shanghai
Bailey, O. E., Mari' imc Cu-toms examiner, S anghai
Bailey, W. W., (Halldev, Goido.n & Co.) lailway contractor, Selangor
B.dllou, E. de, assistant, Messageries Maritirnes, Praya central

Baily, H. M., harrister-at law, & acting secretary, chambi i of commerce, Queen’s road
Bain, A., manager, Hongkong S earn Laundry Co., Bowrii gton
Bain, A. W., (Bain & Co.) men bant, and con ul for hJetherlands, Taiwanfoo
Bain, E., (VV. Hall & Co.) clerk. Pen ng
Bain, G., chief clerk to Collector, Krian, Perak
Bain, G. M., pn prietor China Mail, Wyndham street

Bain, John, engii.eei. Saw Mihs 0 ., .Johoie

Bain, W. B., Pilot Company, Shanghai
Bain, W. N., manager, Hongkong b e Co., East point

Baird, A., lightkeeper. Cape D’Agn: Inr lighthouse

Baird, C. W., (Union Insuranc ."o iety of Can on) acting agent, Shanghai
Baird, J., (China and Japan Tra Lug Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Baird, Miss M. A

,
missionary. Canton

Bajot, teacher, Chasseloup Lauhat's College, Saigon
Baker, H., lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Flying Fish

Baker, H., (Butterfield & Swire) tea i; spec-tor, Shalighai

B-aker, Jno. W., assistant surgeon, U.S.S. Jmiiata

Ba er, L. J., engineer, Surveyor General’s office, Singapore
Baker, M., (Moses & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Balabio, A., consular agent for Italy, Chefoo (absent)

Belauzat, F., secrerary. Artillery Sehool, Manila
Balavendrum, H. T., clerk. Post office, Penang
Baibas, E., printer, Manila
Baibas, V., clerk, Sociedad de Segnros Maritimos Mutuos, Manila
Baibas, V. (R. de la Vara & Co.) clerk, Manila
Baibas y Ageo, J., (Hijos de Baibas & Co.) merchant, Manila
Balbernie, P., second engineer, steamer Fuyew, China coast

Baldasano y Topete, A., consul for Spain, Singapore (absent)
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Baldwin, Eev. C. C.. D.D., missionary, Foochow
Baldwin, C. H., Kioto, Japan
Baldwin, Gr., Maiitime Oust ms tidewaiter, Ningpo
Baldwin, H. E., (Eastern Extension, A. & 0. Telegraph Co.) operator, Penang
Baldwin, Miss, missionary, Soochow
Balia, J., cnemist, Iloilo

Balet, A., inspector of the line, Tramway Company, Saigon
Balette, Eev. J., Eoman Catholic missionary, Niigata
Baltour, A., (Siam Ice Co.) baker, Bangk' k
Balfour, A., >uperinii'ndei!t, engineer, Naval department, Bangkok
Baltour, F. H., editor, A. 0. Herald, Sbang lai

Balfour, L. C., (llo.igkoiig and Sminghai Bank) asst, aceonntint, Shanghai (abson )
Balfietc .et, VV., Ma ay interpreter. Supreme Co irt, Penang
Ball, J. Dyer, interpreter. Supreme Cour; (absent)
Ballagl), Eev. J. tb, missionary, Tokio
Ba.Iagh, Eev. J. H., if.issionary, Yokohama
Badauc", T. F., (IJallance & Cm) mercliant, Hankow
Ballandier, conductor, public works depiirtmeiit, Suigon
Ballard, E., third officer, steamer Meifoo, China coast
Ballard, J. A., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Bailauf, H., (S, Meyer & Co.) cl rk, Tientsin
Ball, r, Rev. F. W., China Inland missionary, (Jhefoo

Balmonet, brigadier, Ex-ise department, Cambodia
Baltao, D., (E. Garcbitor'na & Co.) assistant, M mila
Baltazar, N., (Barlow & Wilson) assistant, Manila
Baubazar, Captain, comui'ia dug in litary post, Pnompenh, Cambodia
Balthis, H. H., cadet, H.S. sloop Enterprise
Bamford, Eev. A. J., minister. Union Chapel, Shanghai
Bampfylde, C. A., officer in charge of Upper Sarawak
Bamsey, W. S.dney, (Hongkong Cas Company) foreman of works. West point
Bance, H., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore.
Baudier, sub-inspector. Excise deparimei.t, Pr.ompenb, Cambodia
Bandier, (E. Baud & Co.) plumber, &c., Saigon
Bandin .l, J. J. F., mercbanr, au l consul lor U.S.A., Germany, &c., Newcliwaog
Bandon, IVI., hotel keeper, Hiogo
Bania, S. del, proprietor “Cuidad de Cebu,” Cebu
Banister, C. J. F., (John L ttle & Co.) warehouseman, Singapore
Banis er, Eev. W., missionary, Focchow
Banker, VV. S., pilot, Newchwang
Bankin, C., second officer, steamer Eiamante, Hongkong and Manila
B.mks, C. W., (John Little & Co.) ass.stant, Singapore
Banks, M., pilot, Nagasaki
Bannelos, E. E., assistant. Custom House, Manila
Banuerman, J., chiel engineer, Tugboat Association, Shanghai
Baptist, F. G., storekeeper, Survey department, Perak
Baptista, A. M., (Sharp & C".) cl rk. Queen’s road
Baptista, J., in charge Leprous Asylum, Macao
Bapii.-ta, L. J., memi or ot Mu dcipal Chamber, Council of Province,[Macao
Baptista, Joao, retired major, M.i.cao

Baptista, L. M., (Eussell & Co.) clerk, Praya
Baptista, M. A., drawing master, Victoria Boys’ School, Hollywi od road
Baptists., M. A., Jr., (Sunrp JohuS'm & Stokes) cmrk, Supremo Court House
Baptista, 0., (Dennys & MO'Sop) clerk, Queen’s road
Baptism, assistant. Grand Ho'el, Yokohama
Baptiste, regisnar, Jnstke ot tlie peace office, Saigon
Baptiste, (A. E. Marty) assistant, Kelnng
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Bararda, J. S. d(*, engineer, Forestry department, Manila
Barbara, J. E. S., first lieutenant, Portuguese corvette Estephatiia

BarbOj de, adminisM-ator of native afiairs, Saigon

Bar' e, de, second judge, tribunal of first instance, Saigon (absent)

Barbeito, J. F., contador, tiibunal de cm ntas, Manila
Barber, Eev. W. T, A,, M. A., missionary, Hankow
Barbier, Eev. P. N., French missionary, Ban-uok kuak, Siam
Barbosa, A. F. da M., contador, revenue ofiice, Macao
Ba r ' osa, A. T. das M., contador de Junta da Fazenda, Macao
Barboza, A. T., ajmlante, Intendencia Militar, Macao
Barcbet, S. P., M.D., missionary, Niugpo
Barclay, C. J., commander, U. S. sloop Alert

Barclay, J. E., (J. M. Lyon & C '.) eng iiecr, Sii gaptu’e

Barclay, E. S., second engineer, steamer Amoy, Shanghai and Hongkong
Parc’av, Eev. T., M.A., missi.inaiy, Taiwanloo

B.uff, C- S., (Gibb, Livings on & Go.) clerk, Lombard street

Barff, F. W., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) assist. ac?ountaut, Foochow-

Buff, S., deputy registrar and accountant. Supreme Court
Barfoot, P., captain, steamer Fu-yetv, China Coast

Bargen, J. von, (Eautenberg, Schmidt & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Barguero, Eev. I., Eoman Catholic mission."* ry, Haiphong
Baringue, commis, Messageries Fluviales, Sargon

Barker, Coni' r. A. S., commanding officer, U.s.S. Enterprise

Barker, J. E., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Swatow
Barkham, T. W., (T. Weeks & C*'.) assistant, Shanghai

Bat low, G. P., government nsident. Third Division, Sarawak -

Bar'ow, H., mere' ant, Yokohama
Barlow, J. S„ (Bo low & Wilson) engineer, Manila

Barmin, J., (Kunst & Albers) assistant, Wladiwostock

Barnard, A., merchant, Yokohama
Barnes, A., constable, British Consulate gaol, Shanghai

B-arnes, C. I., (Hongkong an*! Shangh ii li.mk) agent, Manila

Barnett, C. W., municiiial engineer, Penang
Baron, A., assistant, har! our master’s office, Manila

B<«.rradas, A. C., (Chartered Bank of I. A. & C.) clerk, Yokohama
Barradas, A. M., (Meyer & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Ban-ad s, C. M., clerk. Post office

Barradas, 1'., clerk, Post-office

Bai-radas, V. F., (Chartered Bank of India) clerk, Yokohama
Ban a. las, Z. M., supdt. money oi-d.-r offic ,

Po-t-office

Bariados, E. C., clerk, China Traders’ Insurance Co., Queen’s road

Rai’-ados, M. F., clerk. Union Insurance Society, Praya

Ban antes, H. E., V., civil govcinoi, Manila

Birre, F., (Laui.s ami .R.a< sloop) clerk, Taiua; foo

Barrera, E., clerk, (i!oveinor-Gener il i ffice, Manila

B-arrett, Lieut. F. W., H.B.M. corvette Cleonalra

Barrette, A. L
.
share broker, Hongkong

Barrette, A. Y., merchant, Manila

Barretto, A. M., (A. V. Barretto) clerk, Manila

Barn tto, E. M., (E. M. B rrmto & Co.) merchant, and Ital'an consul, Manila

Barretto, J. A., ( Birchal, Eobinson & Co.) clerk, Manila

Barrelt* ,
L., (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Birretto, L. A., (Findlay, Eicbardson. Son & Co.) deik, Manila

Barretto, L. L., lieutenant. National Battalion, Macao (absent)

Barn tto, L. L., writer, H.M. Naval Yard
Barrettes M., organist, St. Joseph’s Church, Singapore
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Barretto, R. E., (Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Manila
Barrie, W., assist, superintending en^^ineer, (Miisu Bishi M.S.S. Co.), Yokohama
Barriere, Ch., Roman Catholic mhsionary, Shanghai
Barrios, J. de, accountant, Banco Espanol Filipino, Manila
Barron, A., assist, accoimtant, Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, Singapore
Barros, A. A., captain, third Battalion, Macao
Barros, E., clerk to Registrar, Supreme Court
Barros, F. J., (Oriental Bank) clerk. Queen’s road

Barros, J. F. E., (B. de S. Fernandes) clerk, Macao
Barrows, Miss M. J., missionary, Hiogo
Barry, house-owner, Saigon
Barry, J. J., P. A. Engineer, U.S.S. Trenton

Barry, Jiis., boatswain, H.B.M.S. Champion
Barry, R., (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Bartell, Miss L., assistant, Eopp’s Hotel, Koolangsoo, Amoy
Bartenstein, F., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Amoy
Bartlett, H. A., captain marine corps, U.S.S. Trenton
Bartolome, M., ecclesiastical department, Manila
Bart(.n, Lieut.-Colonel G., assistant military secretary, Hongkong
Barton, Captain Z., British Government marine surveyor, Shanghai
Barwell, H. E., (Findlay, Ric hardson, Son & Co.) clerk, Manila
Barzaghi, G., (Siemssen & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Basa, E., (J. M. Basa) clerk. Queen’s road Central

Basa, J. M., merchant and proprietor City of Manila Cigar Store, Queen’s road central

Basa, S., (H. J. Andrews & C.).) clerk. Man ia

Bascett, T., captain, steamer Kiangfoo, Shanghai and Hankow
Basil, A. G., assistant masier. Raffles Institution, Singapore
Basilisse, Bro., director West point Reformatory
Basoormanoff, N. K., (Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co.) clerk, Hankow
Basso, Rev. Roman Catholic missionary, Foochow
Bast, L., (Pasedag & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Basterrechea, I. M., (J. M; Fleming) clerk, Manila
Bastiani, J., fruit preserver, Singapore
Bastiani, P., fruit preserver, Singapore
Bastide, A. H. de la. Maritime Customs assistant (absent)

Bastide, L., assistant interpreter, French Consulate, Yokohama
Bastien, surveyor of works, French Municipal Council, Shanghai
Bastien, E., architect and builder, Yokohama
Basto, A. A. J. de A. F. P., guarda mannha, Portuguese corvette Estephania

Basto, H. M., (Siemssen & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Basto, J., (Drysdale, Ringer & Co.) clerk, Hankow
Bastos, A. J., Junr., lawyer, Macao
Basuiau, Rev. Fr.,S. J..,Roman Catholic missionary & superior St. Xavier School, S’ghai

Bataille, administrator of native affairs, Saigon
Bataille, chief surveyor, Saigon (abs nt)

Batavus, Ed. (Langfeldt & Mayers) agent, Hiogo
Batchelor, J., missionary, Hakodate
Batchelor, J. W., proprietor “ Colonial Hotel,” Yokohama
Batchelor, T, proprietor “ Colonial Hotel,” Yokohama
Bateman, F., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bink Corpoi-ation) clerk, Singapore
Bateman, F. G., inspector of dangerous goods, Singapore
Bateman, H., teacher. Government School, Singapore
Bates, Rev. J., missionary, Ningpo
Bathgate, J., Jnr. (Bathgate & Co.) merchant, Foochow
Bathurst, H., second officer, steamer Hailoong, China Coast
Baticle, commis, M. F. str. Aigrette, Saigon
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Batliwalla, B. L., (N. Mody & Co.) clerk, Queen’s road
Batteke, G., merchant, Osaka
Batten, G. G., proprietor Penang Times, Penang
Batten, W. T., engineer and secretary. Gas Company, Singapore
Battesti, sui-veillant. Customs, Haiphong
Battle, hi., (Battle Hermanos & Co.) mcrcliant, and consul for Mexico, Manila
•Battle, J., (Battle Hermanos & Co.) merchant, Manila
Baud, A., (C. & J. Favre Brandt) assistant, Yokohama
Baud, Em., (E. Baud <% Co.), conti'actor, Saigon
Bauermeister, A., (Speidel & Co.) agent, Haiphong
Baumann, A., (Sieber-Waser) merchant, Shanghai
Bauuigartcu, C

, advocate and solicitor, Singapore
Baumgarten, H. A., advocate and solicitor, Malacca
Bausili, R., professor of pharmacy. University, Manila
Bautista, A. J., carriage keeper, Iloilo
Bauy, member of municipal council, Saigon
Bavier, Ernest de, (Bavier & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)
Bavier, Ed. T. de, (B ivier & Co.) merchant Yokohama
Bavier, V. de, (Bavier & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Baxter, A. G., pilot, Taku (absent)
Baxter, J., (Baxter & Fittock) marine surveyor, Singapore
Bayfield, G. (Smith, Baker & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Bayley, F., manager Rest House, Kudat, British North Borneo
Baylis, Mrs., propriettix. Hotel d’Europe, Penang

Capt. J. C., R. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Singapore
Bayne, W. G., agent. North China Insurance Company, Singapore
Baynes, G., overseer of works. Surveyor-general’s department
Bazangeon, counsellor. Court of Appeal, Saigon
Bazangour, Serre de, director. Customs, Haiphong
Bazing, M., (C. & J. Trading Co.) manager tea department, Yokohama
Beadon, R. J., barrister-at-law, Tokio
Beal, J. P. B., (Robinson cS; Co.) manager, Penang
Beale, J. E., manager, Japan Mail, Yokofiama
Bean, W., merchant, Chinkiaug
Beart, E., secretary, Hongkong Club
Beato, F., merchant, Yokohama
Beattie, J., (Ilbert & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Beattie, J

., (Maynard & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Beattie, R., (Kildoyle & Robertson) assistant, Yokohama
Beatty, Tho.s. E., (Impeilal Naval Yard) boilermaker, Hiogo
Beatty, W. N., (Forrester & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Beau, C., (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Sourabaya
Beauchamp, I. W., (P. M. S. S. Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Beauchamp, R. H., (North China Insurance Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Beauchef, P., S. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai
Beauger, accountant, Excise department, Saigon
Bcaujais, surveiUant, Customs, Haiphong
Beaumont, E., secretary, subinspeccion grab del Ejercito, Manila
Beaumont, H. N., surgeon, U.S.S. Enterprise
Beaunier, clerk. Direction of the Interior,, Saigon
Beauperthuis, storekeeper, Messageries Maritimes, Saigon
BeauTais, superintendent of Customs, Namdinh
Beaux, J. de, fourth officer, steamsr A. Apcar, Hongkong and Calcutta
Beck, F. C., van der, public vaccinator, govt, medical dept., Singapore
Beck, H., (Max Slevogt) clerk, Shanghai
Beck, J. M., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Penang
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Becke, P. G., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Hankow
Beckel, P., (M. Martin) photographer, Singapore
Becker, sub-lieutenant, H.I. German M.S. Stosch

Becker, E., (Sander & Co.) assistant. Queen’s road
Beckhoff, Jas., overseer of roads. Municipal Council, Shanghai
Bedia, P. M. Garcia, intendente, military administration, Manila
Beer, A. de, Hiogo
Beer, G. de (Geo. Whymark & Co.) assistant, Hiogo
Begg, C., medical practitioner, Hankow
Begley, C. W., (Foochow Ice Co.) manager, and agent river steamers, Foochow
Begot, drawing master, Military College, Tokio
Behn, P.. (Kunst & Albers) assistant, Wladiwostock •

Behnke, H. A., Maritime Customs signalman, Taku
Behr, Max, (Katz Bi'others) merchanl, Singapore
Behr, Meyer, (Katz Brothers) assistant, Singapore
Behre, E., special agent, German Steamship Company of Hamburg, Queen’s road
Beidek, O., (Falk & Beidek) merchant, Bangkok
Belfield, H. C., acting chief magistrate, Selangor
Beins, J., clerk, Kesident Councillor’s office, Malacca
Beins, J. M., inspector of burial grounds. Municipality, Singapore
Beins, L. E., second clerk. Municipality, Malacca
Beins, M., (Borneo Co.) clerk, Singapore
Beiabrc, de, second commis, French consulate, Shanghai
Belam, H., lieutenant, surveying service, H.B.M.S. Audacious
Belan, T., (“ La Puerta de Sol ”) assistant, Iloilo

Belbin, E., Maritime Customs tidfewaiter, Shanghai
Belciier, E., second officer, steamer Wingsang, Hongkong and Calculta
Belden, Lieut.-Coradr. S., executive officer, tl.S.S. Juniata
Bfliard, E., Director of the Interior, Saigon (absent)
Belilins, E. E., (Belilios & Co.) merchant, Lyndhurst terrace

Belilios, J. E., merchant, Singapore
Bellen, chief. Direction of the Interior, Saigon
Bellios, Pati’icio, Manila
Belliot, Eev. J. M., Eoman Catholic missionary, Singapore
Bell, E. H, superintendent of police, Penang
Bell, F. H., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Bell, Eev. Jos. missionary, Teh-ngan, Hankow
Bell, T

,
chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Shario~maru, Japan

Bellamy, A., (Mourilyan, Heimann & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Bellamy, H. P. superintendent of public works, Selangor
Bellaud, storekeeper, public works department, Saigon
Bellido y Bona, P., chief engineer, inspeccion de montes, Manila
Bellier, telegraphist, Cholon, Cochin China
Bello, J. C., lieutenant, third battalion, Macao
Belogolovy, A. A., merchant, Tientsin
BelokopitofE, J., (Skolnicoffi) storekeeper, Wladiwostock
Beltran, P. E., clerk, Spanish Consulate, Praya
Benard, clerk, court of appeal, Saigon
Bender, Eev. H., missionary, Basil Mission, Kia yin chu. Canton
Benedict, Bro., teacher, St. Joseph’s College, Eobinson road
Benedicto, E., trader, Iloilo

Benedicto, J., trader, Iloilo

Benedictsen, A. Th., master mariner, Bangkok
Beneitti, Eev. A., Eoman CathoEo missionary, Wellington street

Bengough, A. W., (Eastern Extension, A. and C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore
Benilde, Bro., teacher, St. Joseph’s College, Eobinson Eoad
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Benjamin, B. D ,
merchant, Shanghai

Benjamin, S. S., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) apent, Ningpo
Bennet, W., chief engineer, steamer Greyhound, Hongkong and Southern ports

Bennett, Rev. A. A., missionary, Yokohama
Bennett, C. C., (Mustard & Co.) storekeeper, Shanghai
Bennett, C. D., third officer, P. & O. steamer Thibet, Hongkong and Japan
Bennett, E. F., student, British Legation, Peking
Bennett, H., teacher, government school, Singapore

Bennett, J. A., captain, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Singapore

Bennett, J. W., (Mustard & Co.) assistant, Sliaiighai

Bennett, W. E., surgeon, H.B.M.S. Audacious

Bennett, W. R., (Bennett and Steele), bill and bullion broker, Yokohama
Benning, A. H., captain, steamer Kiukiang, Hongkong and Macao
Benning, T. T., captain, steamer Honam, Canton river

Benois, captain, M. M. steamer Menzaleh, Hongkong and Japan
Benskin, J. W., assistant master. Raffles’ Institution, Singapore

Benson, D., second officer, steamer Danube, Hongkong and Bangkok
Bentley, A. J. M., M.D., surgeon, Johore

Bentley, H. E., in charge of postal department, Johore

Benton, Miss E. J., missicnary, Yokohama
Benton, O. N., Am. Presbyterian mission college, Tokio

Berard, E., (Walsh, Hall & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Berendt, A. F., master mariner, Bangkok
Beretta, P., merchant, Yokohama
Berge, inspector of roads, Saigon

Bergen, Rev. Paul D., missionary, Tsinan-loo

Bergen, Mrs., milliner, Hiogo
Berger, E., Yokohama
Bergholz, Leo. A., U.S. vice-consul, Chinkiang and Wuhu
Bergmann, G., (M. Perez) assistant, Manila

Berigny, T. H., assistant, Russell & Co.’s Kin Lee Yuen & Hongkew Wharves, S’hai

Bering, L. van, clerk. Chartered Mercantile Bank, Malacca

Berkeley, G. A., confectioner, &c., (Siam Ice Co.) Bangkok
Borland, head master, school at Vinhlong, Cochin-China

Borland, L., accountant, telegraph department, Bangkok
Berlin, A. P., foreman, China Sugar Refining Co., East point

Berlioz, Rev. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Hakodate
Bermejo, V. M., timber merchant, Iloilo

Bernabe, J. P. de, secretary, civil Governor’s office, Manila

Bernard, conductor, public works department, Saigon

Bernard, telegraph overseer, Chaudoc, Cochin China

Bernard, Rev. Bro., sub-director, St. Joseph’s College, Robinson road

Bernard, C., chief engii eer, steamer Kiangyung, Shanghai and Hankow
Bernard, C. B., (Bernard & Wood) merchant, Yokohama
Bernard, F. C., bill broker, Singapore

Bernard, J., captain. Military Engineers, Manila

Berner, I., (Great Northern Telegraph Co.) superintendent. Queen’s road

Bernhardt, R., constable, German Consulate, Hiogo
Bernieres, A. M. de, deputy commissioner of Customs, Shanghai (absent)

Bernis, V., ayudante. Division Forestal, ilieos Norte, Luzon
Bernom, Rev. A., French missionary, Swatow
Bemord, clerk. Direction of native affairs, Hanoi
Berre, chief, fiftli office. Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Berre, Mrs., teacher, Chasseloup Laubat’s College, Saigon

Berrick, G. B., (Berrick Brothers) stationer, Yokohama
Berrick, J., (Berrick Brothers) stationer, Yokohama
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Berriz, M. R., gefe de negociado, Contadurio Gl. de Hacienda, Manila
Berruier, P., acting Treasury paymaster, Hamdinh
Berry, C. G., inspector of police, Perak
Berry, J. C., M.D., missionary, Okayama, Japan
Berry, Lieut. A. G., U.S. gunboat Palos
Berry, Miss M. L., missionary, Cliefoo

Bert, A., procureur general, administration of justice, Saigon (absent)

Berteaux, G., (Denis freres) clerk, Saigon
Bertbaut, Capt., instructor. Military College, Tokio
Bevthault, Mile., tavernkeeper, Saigon
Bertbelier, C., secretary. Telegraph department, Bangkok
Bertbelier, F., auctioneer and broker, Saigon
Bertbelot, C., sub-cbief, Fiencb Municipal police, Shanghai
Bertbon, L., assistant, French Post-office, Shanghai
Bertin-Davesneo, administrator of native affairs, Saigon
Berlin, French Resident General, Banum, Cambodia
Bertoluci, M., assistant, Sociedad de Seguros Maritimos Mutuos, Manila
Bertran, J., assistant, public -works department, Manila
Bertrin, Jo<6, (Marcaida & Grai ados) clerk, Sorsogon, Philippines

Bertrand, telegraph o-»"e; Vinblong, Cochin-China
Beruete, R., contador, tr. ..aul de cuentas, Manila
Bes d’Albaret, adminis .rator of native affairs, Saigon
Besse, mechanic, Cholen Rice Mill, Saigon
Best, C. H., (Tail & Co.) agent, Tamsui
Best, H. R., assistant engineer, public works department
Best, J. It., (Tail & Co.) clerk, Takao, Formosa
Best, L., trader, Haiphong
Bethell, T. H., (Nicolle & Co.) merchant, Hiogo
Bethje, C., secretary and interpret or to minister for posts and telegraphs, Bangkok
Betts, J. A., Imperial Torpedo department, Whampoa
Betts, T., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Chefoo
Beurtnann, C., CArnhold, Karberg & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Bevan, W. J., engineer, H.B.M.S. C/iamjnon
Beveridge, R., second engin’e'-, steamer Kruvjpai, China coast

Bevilaqua, captain, M. M. steamer Arefhuse, Haiphong and Saigon
Bevis, H. M., (Hongkong & Siianghai Bank) acting chief accountant. Queen’s road

Beyer, L
,
(El. Schellbass & Co.) merchant (absent)

Bezaure, Vte. G. de, French vice-consul, Foochow
Bhabha, S. B., ship broker, Elgin street

Bhaisama, B. P., merchant, Canton
Bhassania, C. O., (Cursedjee Ookerjee Bhassania & Co.) merchant. Peel street

Bhuggut, R. R., commission agent. Gage street

Biagioni, F., (Dell’ Oro & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Bianchi, A., (Dell’ Oro & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Bickford, A. K., commander, H.B.M. sloop Pegasus
Bicknell, W. A., assistant master. Raffles’ Institution, Singapore
Biddle, C., P.A. surgeon, U.S.S. Monocacy
Biddnlpb, R. E., surgeon, H.B.M despatch vessel Vigilant

Bidet, secretary, French residency, Krattie, Cambodia
Bidwell, H. S., merchant, Shanghai
Bieber, Dr. E., German consul, Singapore (absent)

Bieber, Th., (Justus Lembke & Qo.) merchant, Shanghai
Biehl, J. C., (H Sietas & Co.) stort keeper, Chefoo
Bielfeld, A

,
(A. & F. Bielfeld) auctioneer and broker, Shanghai

Bielfeld, F., (A. & F. Bielfeld) auctioneeer and broker, shanghai
Bierbrauer-Brennstein, von, lieutenant, H. I. Gennan M. gunboat litis
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Biggs, Eev. L. C., M. A., chaplain, Malacca
Bigoteau, surveillant, Customs, Haipliong
Biguglia, de, warehouseznan. Excise department, Hatren, Cochin China
Bilbatua, B., (H. G. Brown) assistant, Pitogo, Philippines
Billequiu, A., professor of chemisti'y, Peking
Bing, A. C., marine surveyor and pilot, Singapore
Bing, W. C., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Bingham, J, A., United States Minister, Tokio
Binh, Paul, clerk. Municipal Council, Saigon
Biot, telegraph clerk, Pnompenh, Cambodia
Birch, E. W., second assistant colonial secretary, Singapore
Birch, J. K., magistrate. Province Wellesley
Birchal, E. P., (Birchal, Eobinson & Co.) merchant, Manila
Bircham, W., (Eastern Extension A. & C. Telegraph Co.) cable jointer, Singapore
Birck, V., (Lohmann & Co.) assistant, Yokohama'
Bird, A. J., (Boustead & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Bird, E. A., (Biid & Co.) draper, Yokohama
Bird, S. C., (Bu’d & Palmer) architect, 2, Seymour terrace

Birrell, Jas. W., (Wm. McKerrow & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Birt, W., (W. Birt & Co.) hide merchant, Shanghai
Bisbee, A. M., coast inspector and harbour master, Shanghai
Bischoff, J. J., merchant, Iloilo

Bischoff, J. S., (J. J. BischofE & Co.) m:^rchant, Iloilo

Bishop, Eev. C. H., missionary, Tokio
Bishop, E., gunner, H.B.M.S. Audacious

Bishop, F. C., manager. Chartered Mercantile Bank, Yokohama
Bishop, J. D., C.E., telegraph engineer, & gl. manager, C. & J. Telephone Co., S’hai

Bisset, J., (Bisset & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Bissey, telegraphist, Cape Saint James, Cochin China
Bittley, F., third engineer, steamer Zafiro, Hongkong and Manila
Bizard, teacher, school at Cholon, Cochin-China
Bjelaeff, N., (Kunst & Albers) clerk, Wladiwostock
Bjui'ling, A., (A. Bjurling & Co.) merchant, Bangkok
Blacas, L., sailmaker, Yokohama
Black, D. T., (S. C. Farnham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Black, J. K., (Pho Chin Soo’s Eice Mill) engineer, Bangkok
Black, Miss, China Inland missionary, Hanchong
Black, Miss L., China Inland missionary, Nganking
Black, Miss H., China Inland missionary, Hanchong
Blackburn, Lieut. H., “ The Buffs

”

Blackledge, Eev. Jas., missionary, Aoyama, Japan
Blackmore, J., merchant, Hiogo
Blackmore, Jos., captain steamer Nanshan, China Caast

Blair, E. T., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Blair, John, manager and seer tavy, Tanjong Pagar Dock Co., Singapore

Blaise, head master, Cha^seloup-Laubat College, Saigon

Blake, John, (Taikoo Sugar Eeiining Co,) assistant, Qnarry Bay
Blanc, A., agent, Messageries Fluviales, Pnom-penh, Cambodia
Blanchard, A., smith, H.M. Naval Yard
Blanchard, W., pilot, Taku
Blanchet, Eev. C. T., missionary, Tokio

Blanchy, P., timber and stone merchant, and president Colonial Council, Saigon

Blanco, F., contador. Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila

Blanco, F., captain, steamer Emuy, Hongkong and Manila

Blanco, Fr. M., cura parraco, Iloilo

Blanco, M., inspector, Intendencia de Hacienda, Manila
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Blanco, E., interpreter, Secretary G-eneral’s ofiSce, Manila
Bland, J. O. P., Maritime Customs assistant, Hankow
Bland, R.N., passed cadet, colonial secretary’s office, Singapore
Bland, T., cable jointer, Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co., Singapore
Blankenbeim, F., foreman bookbinder, Grovernment printing office, Singapore
Blankenbeym, A, C., clerk, magistracy, Singapore
Blatcbford, B. F., pilot, Hewchwang
Blau, W., (Melcbers & Co.) clerk, Pedder’s Wbarf
Blaze, D. S., fBlaze, Eeidel & Co.) druggist, Penang
Bleifus, E., (H. Grauert) clerk, Yokohama
Blesky, P., (Carlowitz & Co.) cl rk, Shanghai
Blethen, G. C., chief officer, str. Yeltsin, China coast

Block, J., (H. Sietas & Co.) assistant, Chefoo
Blockley, Mrs., proprietrix “ Occidental Hotel,” Yokohama
Blodgett, E. W., (Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Manila
Blodgett, Eev. H., D.D., missionary, Peking
Blom, J., (Eautenberg, Schmidt & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Blondin, G., engineer, French municipal department, Shanghai
Bloume, civil engineer and architect, Haiphong
Blounie, proprietor of market, Haiphong
Blow, H., (H. Blow & Co.) storekeeper, Tientsin

Blowey, Alht., chief storeman, Naval Yard
Blum, H., (Oppenheimer Fieres) agent, Yokohama
Blum, M., (Oppenheimer Freres) clerk, Kobe
Blunn, W., (John Little & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Bluntschli, G., (Cozon & Giraud) merchant, Shanghai
Boad, W., pilot, Taku
Boad, W., Customs watcher, Shanghai
Boag, J. T., (McDonald and Boag) bill broker, Yokohama
Boag, T. L., (Cocking & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Board, W. K., shipwright, Hiogo
Bocharoff, A., clerk, government telegraphs, Wladiwostock
Bocquet, stagiaire, Saigon
Bode, second lieutenant, H. I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Boden, J., assistant, Taikoo Sugar Refinery, Quarry Bay
Bodereda, F. de P., Manila
Bodestyne, A. B., forest ra.nger, land office, Singapore
Bodestyne, J. H., storekeeper, Surveyor-General’s office, Singapore
Boeddinghaus, C. E., merchant, Nagasaki
Bcehrer, Eev. J. E., Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki
Boerner, G., (M. Perez) assistant, Manila
Boffey, Wm., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) tailor. Queen’s road
Bogaardt, T. C., (Mansfield, Bogaardt & Co.) merchant, Singapore and Penang
Bogaert, surveillant, Customs, Haiphong
Bogel, F. N., (Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Co.) ship’s constructor, Tokio
Bdger, H., (Kirchner & Boger) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Bogei', H. 0., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Audacious
Bogert, E. S., fleet medical inspector, IJ.S.S. Trenton
Bohlens, W., Osaka
Bohm, P., merchant, Yokohama
Bohnen, C., (Dufour Brothers & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Boie, E., (P. Sartorius) chemist and druggist, Manila
Boin, E., tavern keeper, Saigon
Bois, Ed., (Welsh, Lewis & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Bois, J. C., (Butterfield & Swire) cleric, Swatow
Boissonade de Fontarabie, G., legal adviser. Privy C juncil, Tokio
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Boitard, commander, Frenc.h gunboat Escopette, Saigon
Boix, C., (J. Zobel) assistant, Capiz, Philippines

Bolens, W., mercliant, Hiogo
Boll, E., draper, Iloilo

Boil, Ih, “ La Casa de Berlin,” Manila
Boll, R., (Sajle & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Bollhalcler, E., (Priederichs & Co.) clerk, Penang
Bollhorst, H., (C. Fressel & Co.) clerk, Manila
Bolliet, bookkeeper, Messageries Fluviales, Saigon
Bolton, F., (Ker & Co.) merchant, Manila
Bolton, Miss, missionary, Osaka
Bouianjee, F., (Cawasjee Pallanjee & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Bompard, (A. Lacaze) assistant, Haiphong
Bonabean, ,J., secretary, French Municipal Council, Shanghai
Bonar, H. A. C., senior assistant, British Consulate, Hiogo
Bonardel, (Sailer & Bonardel) hairdresser, Saigon
Bond, C. W., lightkeeper, Shanghai
Bond, E. T., (Herbert Dent & Co.) assistant. Canton
Bond, I. S., M.L.C., (Bond and Drew) barrister-at-law, Singapore

Bondfield, Rev. Gr. H., missionary, Amoy
Bondville, J. J., apprentice, govt, medical department, Penang
Bondville, R., fitter, Prye River Dock, Penang
Bonaville,.W. H., scavenging overseer. Municipality, Penang
Bone, Rev. C., missionary. Canton
Bonesse, J., Hiogo
Bonet, interpreter. Colonial Council, Saigon
Bonger, E., manager. Club Concoia ia, Hiogo
Bonger, W. C., architect and surveyor, Hiogo
Boniface, second engineer, M. M. steamer Volga, Hongkong and Japan
Bonifacio, clerk, Direction of the Interior, Saigon
Boning, G. D., (Arnhold, Karberg & Co ) clerk, Piaya
Bonnal, French Resident, Sontay
Bonne, Kev. F., Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki
Bonneau, controleur. Excise de])artment, Mytho, Cochin-China
Bonneau, schoolmaster, French protectorate, Pnom-penh, Cambodia
Bonnell, Rev. W. B., missionary, Shanghai
Bonnet, head storekeeper, railway work'-, Saigon
Bonnetete, receiver, land registry, Saigon
Bonnifay, entreposeur. Excise department, Cochin-China
Bono, C, V., Maritime Customs a sistant examiner, Kiukiang
Bono, J. F., trader, Iloilo

Bonsey, Rev. A., missionary, Hankow
Bonshin, J., apothecary, Krian, Perak
Boodilin, W. J., merchant, 'rientsin

Boone, Dr. H. W., mis.sionary, in charge of Himgkew hospital, Shanghai

Boone, Rev. W. J., D.D., Bishop of Am. Frot. Episcopal Ch., Shanghai

Booth, A. J., commander, revenue cruiser Feihoo, Amoy
Booth, Rev. E. S., missionary, Yokohama
Booth, G., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Booth, G., (Rottmann, Strome & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Booth, J., (Whitfield & Co.) assist nit, Yokohama
Boothby, W O., midshipman, il.B.M.S. Cleopatra

Boralho, M., accountan' and dislr butor, judicial department, Macao
Borchardt, F., (Gas Company) clerk, and chancelier, Netherlan Is Consulate, Shanghai

Borioni, F., examiner. Customs, Jenchuan, Corea

Borius, surgeon in charge of hospital, Haiphong
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Borja, M., (Singer Manufacturing Co.) clerk, Manila
Borkowsky, P., (Overbeck & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Borodin, J., (Steinbach & Co.) clerk, Wladiwostock
Borrero,_E., oficial, Ayuntaiiinento, Manila
Borres, J., (Birchal, Kobinson & Co.) storekeeper, Cebu
Borthwick, J. L. D., P. A. engineer, U.S. sloop Alert
Borton, Gr., (Hotel des Colonies) assistant, Shanghai
Boscat, Roman Catholic missionary, Kiukiang
Boschajeff, Attorney G-eneral, Wladiwostock
Bose, surgeon, M. M. steamer Ilissus, Haiphong and Saigon
Bose, C. W. B. von, (Carlowitz & Co.) merchant. Canton (absent)
Bosse, master, school at Benti’e, Cochin China
Bostholm, A., assistant engineer, Nico sk flour mill, Wladiwostock
Boswell, J. B,, captain, str. Yehsiii, China coast
Boswell, R. V., assistant supt. of works, Surveyor-G-eneral’s office, Penang
Boteler, H. H., lieutenant and commander, H.B.M. gunboat Cockchafer
Botelho, A. A., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Botelho, A. C., clerk. Harbour Master’s office

Botelho, B. M., (Wisner & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Botelho, D., lightkeeper, Tsing-seu lighthouse. Am. y
Botelho, P. de S., (Chinese Insurance Co.) clerk, Queen’s road
Botelho, G. S., foreman, Oidn^nce Store department
Botelho, J. M., (Noronha & Sons) compositor, Shanghai
Botelho, J. M., (Adamson, Bel! & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Botelho, R. p., (China Traders’ Insurance Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Bottomley, C. D., (Douglas Lapraik & Co.) merchant, Praya
Boucart, sous-commissaire, naval department, Haiphong
Bouche, deputy proeuxeur de la Republic, Saigon
Boucher, H., S. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai
Bouchez, chief accountant, Messageries Pluviales, Saigon
Boudon, M., hotel keeper, Hiogo
Boudonnet, Lieut. T. G. A., comdr. of guard of honour, French Residency, Hue
Bouet, General, commander of troops, Saigon
Bougenot, president of court, French protectorate, Pnompenh, Cambodia
Bougoiiin, Capt., military attache, French Legation, Tokio
Bouillet, clerk. Treasury, Saigon
Boukhovetsky, W., student interpreter, Russian Legation, Tokio
Boulanger, chief of section, railway works, Mytho, Cochin-China
Boulanger, counsellor. Court of Appeal, Saigon
Boulle, sub-commissioner, marine approvisionuements, Saigon
Boultbee, F. R., proprietor of tile works, Johore
Bourchier, Geo. L., assistant supt. of works, public works dept., Singapore
Bourdafs, clerk, Treasuiy, Saigon
Bourdiu, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon
Boui'din, Mme, wine and spirit merchant, Saigon
Bourelle, Rev. F. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki
Bouret, Mme., tavernkeeper, Saigon
Bourgarel, accountant, Messageries Maritimes, Saigon
Bourguet, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Boui-gueil, inspector of telegraph lines, Bangkok
Bourke, F. J." gaoler, Selangor
Bourne, F. S. A., Biitish Consular r s dent, Clmngking
Bourne, VVnr., (Bourne & Co.) public tea inspocicr, Yokohama
Bourseau, controleur. Excise department, Sai on
Bouser, Hon. J. W., attorney- general, Singapore
Bous.sac, Rev. J. M., French missionary, Swatow
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Bcussion, counsellor, Court of Appeal, Saigon

Bouteiller, Mine., sub-mistress, municipal girls’ schools, Saigon

Bouveret, clerk. Treasury, Saigon

Bo^et) A., (Bovet Bros. & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Bovis, P. de, (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) agent, Tientsin (absent)

Bowden, Eev. F., missionary, Hankow
Bowdler, E., assistant surveyor-general

Bowen, Sir Geo. Ferguson, G.C.M.G., Governor of Hongkong
Bowen, M. G., (Katz Bros.) assistant, Singapore

Bowler, T. I., merchant and commission agent. Queen’s road

Bowles, C. E., (Wotton & Deacon) solicitor. Queen’s road

Bowling, Cy-Sergt. Major F., foreman of works, Eoyal Engineers

Bowman, J., constable, British Consulate Gaol, Shanghai
Bowman, A. E., (Kali & Holtz Co-operative Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Bowring, C. T., Maritime Customs assistant, Foochow
Boyce, J., (H. & W. Dock Co.) engineer, Kowloon
Boyd, C., chief constable, Labuan
Boyd, J. G., (Boust ad & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Boyd, T. D., (Boyd & Co.) merchant, Amoy (absent)

Boyd, W. A. (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk, Singapore

Boyd, W., superintendent of gaol, Malacca

Boyer, E., private secretary to Governor, Saigon

Boyer, J,, proprietor “Grand Hotel,” Yokohama
Boyes, F., (Boyes & Co.) m reliant, Yokohama
Boyle, A., (Wilks & Boyle) engineer, Ac., Manila

Boyol, H. V., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Boyol, J. M., (Brown & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Boyol, J. S., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Shanghai

Bozier, G., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Nagasaki

Brace, W. H., clerk of works. Public Works department, Selangor

Bradbery, E., deputy shipping master, marine department, Singapore

Braddell, E. W. L. (Braddell and Joaquim) barrister-at-law, Singapore

Braddell, T. de M. L., (Braddell & Joaquim) barrister-at-law, Singapore

Braddock, A. D., chief clerk, collector’s officer. Lower Perak
Bradfield, J., proprietor, Shanghai Medical Hall, Shanghai
Bradfoot, S., fourth engineer, steamer laisang, Hongkong and Calcutta

Bradford, E. E., lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Sapphire

Bradford, Lieut. Comdr. E. B., U.S.S. Trenton

Bradley, D. B., printer and publisher, Bangkok
Bradley, E., second officer, Indo-China steamer Taisang, Hongkong and Calcutta

Braess, C., (Meyer & Co.) merchant, and con. for Netherlands and Denmark, Hiogo

Braga, F. A., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Braga, F. X., (Hunt & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Braga, J., assistant, Spanish Eoval mail steamers office, Manila
Braga, J., (A. S. Watson & Co) assistant, Manila

Braga, J. C., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Brake, J., constable, river police, Shrnghai
Bramfitt, Eev. T., missionar}’, Wusueh, Hankow
Branco, J. A. V. C. C., lieutenant, Portuguese corvette Estephania

Brand, D., (Brand Brothers & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Brand, E., ihlot, Shanghai

Brand, Wm., (Brand Bros. & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Brandao, A. C., merchant, Macao
Brandfio, A. J., lieutenant. National battalion, Macao
Brandao, A. J., secretary, tax office, Macao
Brandao, A. J., (China Sugar Eefining Co.) clerk. East point
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Brandon, E. E., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Hankow
Brandrara, Eev, J. B., missionary, Nagasaki
Brandt, D., (D. Brandt & Co.) merchant, and consul for Austria-Hungary, Singapore

Brandt, M. von, German Minister Plenipotentiary, Peking
Brandt, 0., broker, Shanghai
Brandt, Miss L

,
teacher, Berlin Foundling Hospital, High street

Branson, E. J. W., clerk. Police Court, Penang
Branson, J. E., chief clerk. Treasury, Malacca
Branzell, A., contractor, Saigon
Brass, (Vve. Marrot) assistant, Pnompenh, Cambodia
Braun, R. Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Hankow
Brauss, H., (Puttfarcken, Rbeiner & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Bravo y Goday, J., vice-secretary, Soc. Econ. de Amigos del Pais, Manila'

Bray, Roman Catholic bishop, Kiukiang
Bray, H. W., (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk, Manila
Bray, R. 0., paymaster, H.B.M. sloop Wanderer
Braysher, C. Deighton, Maritime Customs assistant Harbour master, Shanghai
Brazier, H. W., Maritime Customs assistant, Chinkiang
Brazier, J. R., Maritime Customs assistant, Shanghai
Brea, C. L., professor of medicine, Hniversity, Manila
Brearley, D. S., merchant, Yokohama
Bredenberg, A. T., wateho’, Maritime Customs, Shanghai
Bredon, M. B., Maritime Customs assistant in chatge, Hoihow
Bredon, R. E., commissioner, Maritime Custuins, Hankow
Breeks, Lieut. R. W., Royal Artillery, Hongkong
Breen, J., pilot, Nagasaki
Bregegere, teacher, Adran’s school, Saigon
Breilet, registrar, archives office, law courts, Saigon
Brejard, A., chancelier, French consulate, Manila
Bremand, military surgeon, Haiphong
Bremner, D., inspector of police

Bremner, J., chief officer, steamer Foohsang, China Coast
Bren, librarian and stationer, Manila
Brenan, Byron, H.B.M. consul, Chefoo
Brenan, E. V., Maritime Customs harbour master, Newchwang
Brennand, Jas., general broker, Singapore
Brenner, R., (Rautenberg, Schmidt & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Brennwald, C., (Siber ABrennwald) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Brent, A., (Flint Kilby & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Brent, W., auctioneer, &c., and agent Ice Co., Hiogo
Brenton, R. 0. B. C., lieutenant and commander H.B.M. gunboat Merlin-

Brereton, Rev. W., chaplain, British Legation, Peking
Bret, J. B., Roman Catholic missionary, Ningpo
Bret, Rev. L. E. A., teacher. College of Pulo Penang, Penang
Bretfeld, C., chief pilot, steamer KiangTcwan, Shanghai and Hankow
Breuer, O., (A. R. Marty) assistant, Kelung
Breuninger, H., (Siam Dispensary) manager, Bangkok
Brevin, W., second officer, steamer PeJcing, Hongkong and Shanghai
Brewer, H., chief engineer, steamer Amoy, Hongkong and Shanghai
Brewer, Rev. J. W., missionary, Wuchang
Brewer, J. S., Government marine surveyor, Harbour Office

Brewer, W., bookseller. Queen’s road
Brewer, W. J., inspector of police, Perak
Brewitt, P., (Siemssen & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Brewster, E. J., deputy magistrate, Salama, Perak
Brewster, F. W., clerk, collector’s office. Lower Perak
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Brias, E., medical practitioner, Iloilo

Bride, E., boatswain, H.B.M. sloop Daring
Bridie, Eev. W., missionary, Paishau, Canton
Bridson, J. E., sub-lieutenant, H.B.M. gunboat Merlin
Brien, agent, Messageries Pluviales, Battambang, Siam
Brien, O., chief telegraphist, Phrulabong, Siam
Bri^re, administrator of native affairs, Saigon
Briffaut, J., Union restaurant, Xagasabi
Briffaux, trader, Haiphong
Bright, W., Maritime Customs, proof reader, Shanghai
Brigstocke, A. H., assistant paymaster, H.B.M.S. Sapphire
Brinckmann, H., (D. Brandt & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Brinkley, Capt. F., E. A., proprietor and editor, Japan Mail, Yokohama
Brinkmann, J. G., (Brinkmann & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Brinkworth, B. J. S., (Kelly & Co.) bookseller, &c., Yokohama
Brinkworth, Geo., (Kelly & Walsh) assistant, Sh ingliai

Briones, F., (Llanos, Tapia & Co.) clerk, Manila
Brioso, E. E., (Larrinaga & Echeit.i) merchant, Manila
Brissander, F. A., chief officer, Kungpai, China coast

Brisse, clerk, Direction of the Interior, Saigon
Bristow, H. W., chief cleik. Assistant Eesidency, Perak
Bristow, J. W., clerk. Land offic.', and postmaster, Selangor

Britanico, L
,
rice merchant, Iloilo

Britto, A. de, (Jardine, Matheson C >.) clerk. Queen’s road central

Britto, C. A. de, (Enssell & Co.) clerk. Canton
Britto, Major C. J. de, publ c works depar'menf, Macao
Britto, J., clerk. Catholic Cercle, Pottinger street

Britto, J. de, (Herbert Dent & Co.) assistant. Canton
Britto, J., (China and Japan Trading Co )

clerk, Shanghai

Britto, J. L., de, assistant. Silk Condition House, Canton

Britto, J. M., clerk. Chamber of Commerce
Brilto, L. de, (Arnhold, Karherg A C.>.) ch rk, Pr. ^'i

Britto, P. J., assistant. Canton Hotel, Canton
Broadbent, J. P., (Hongkong & Shanghai ihink) accountant, Yokohama
Broadbent, J. W., (Harris, Goodwin & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Brock, John, boatswain, H.B.M.S. Curacoa

Brock, E. A., lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Audacious

Brock, W., third engineer, steamer KicDUjteen, Shanghai and Ningpo

Brockdor., H. J., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Hoihow
Biockelmann, F. A., (Pustau A Co.) clerk. Canton

Brockett, G. T., commission agent, and proprietor Foochow Hotel, Foochow

Brocktnann, C., (Windsor, Eose & Co.) clerk, Bangkok

Brockmann, G., (C. Heinszen & Co.) clerk, Manila

Brodersen, C., (Siemssen A Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Bioin, seoretarv. Service Anministratif, Hanoi '

Brokaw, Miss M. E., missionary, Nagasaki

Broker, Kapitain-lieutenant, H.I. German hl.S. Stoscli

Bromley, A. C. B., commander, H.B.M. ^n-yessel Sxvift

Bromley, G. T., United States Consul, Tientsin

Brondeau, Thos., warehouseman, Excise d partm nt, Cambodia

Bronkhurst, J., manager Letty brook estate, Johore

Brooke, H. H. Charles, Eajah of Sarawak, Kuching, Borneo (abseni

)

Brooke, J. H., proprietor ami editor, Japan Herald, Yokohama
Brooking, E. girnner, H.B.M. gunboat Firebrand

Brooks, W. P., Agricultural College, Sapporo, Japan

Brosche, H., Maritime Customs assistant, Ningpo
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Brost, H., foreman carpenter, H. & W. Dock Co., Kowloon
Brotelaude, Rev. C., Roman Catholic missionary, Tokio
Brou, sub-chief of Cochin China telegraph service, Saigon
Broumton, J. F., China Inland missionary, Kwei-yang
Brousse, surveillant. Customs, Haiphong
Brower, T. L., (C. & J. Truriing Company) clerk, Yokohama
Browhill, J., second engineer, steamer Powan, Hongkong and Canton
Brown, A., second engineer, str, Kiang-yu, Shanghai and Hankow
Brown, A., (Kido Unyu Kaisha) cijief supervising engineer, Yokohama
Brown, A. D., superintendent, Shanghai Electric Co., Shanghai
Brown, A

.

R., assistant superintendent, marine department, Tokio
Brown, C., underground manager, Takasima Colliery, Nagasaki
Brown, C., proprieto

,
Imperial Hotel, Nagasaki

Brown, Ch., “ Hotel des Colonies,” Shanghai
Brown, E. A. B., manager, Prye Sugar Estate Co., Province Wellesley
Brown, D., (Brown & Co.) merchant, Penang (absent)
Brown, D., (Taikoo Sugar Refining Co.) assistant. Quarry Bay
Brown, F. J., captain, Kiodo Unyu Kaisha str. Kii-maru, Japan
Brown, C. S., assistant master. Raffles Institution, Singapore
Brown, G-., second engineer, str. Yehsin, China coast

Brown, G., third engineer, str. CMntung, China coast

Brown, H., sergeant. Naval Yard police

Brown, H., third engineer, steamer Danube, Hongkong and Bangkok
Brown, H. D., managing director of Dock, Amoy
Brown, H. G., timber merchant, Laguimanoc, Tayabas, Philippines

Brown, J., (Lee Yuen Sugar Refining Co.) assistant, Bowrington
Brown, J. A., (Brown & Co.) assistant, Penang
Brown, J., proprietor. Star taveru, Hiogo
Brown, J., second engineer, steamer Mongkut, Hongkong and Bangkok
Brown, J., (Ker & Co.) clerk, Hoilo

Brown, J. I., foreman collector, H.K. Steam Laundry Co., Bowrington
Brown, J. L., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Hankow
Brown, J. McLeavy, Maritime Customs, commissioner, Amoy
Brown, L. C., (Brown & Co.) merchant, Penang
Brown, M. Jr., (C. & J. Favre-Brandt) assistant, Yokohama
Brown, Rev. N., D.D., missionary, Yokohama
Brown, R., (J. R. Belilios) clerk, Singapore
Brown, R. M., (Engineering and Mining Co.) secretary, Tientsin

Brown, R. P., third engineer, P. & O. steamer Thibet, Hongkong and Japan
Brown, R. W., sub-accountant. Chartered Bank of India, &c.. Queen’s road
Brown, T., (Kelly & Walsh) bookseller, &c., Shanghai
Brown, T. McC., clerk, Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, Shanghai
Brown, W. C., M.D., New Medical Hall, Penang
Brown, Wm., second engineer, str. Fu-shun, China coast
Brown, Miss E. M., missionary, Kobe
Browne, H. St. John, (Brovrae & Co.) merchant, Hiogo
Browne, S. C., surgeon, H.B.M. gunboat Cockchafer
Browne, S. D., lieutenant. Royal Artillery, Singapore
Browne, W. C., inspector of nuisances, Singapore
Brownlow, C. W., lieutenant. Royal Artillery

Brownlow, M. F., maritime customs assistant, Tamsui
Bru, second captain, M. M. steamer Ilissus, Haiphong and Saigon
Bruce, constable, British Legation, Peking
Bruce, F. G., third engineer, steamer Kiangyung, Shanghai and Hankow
Bruce, F. W., (Tait & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Bruce, J. R., apothecary. Government medical department, Penang
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Bruce, J. E., sub-postmaster, Balek Pulan, Penang
Bruce, R. E., commission agent, Kiungchow
Bruce, E. H., (Tait & Co.) merchant, Amoy
Bruhn, L., master mariner, Bangkok
Bruine, J., cook, “ Hotel des Colonies,” Shanghai
Brun, warehouseman. Excise department, Soctrang, Cochin-Chioa
Brim, H., (Brun & Chauvin) farrier, Saigon
Brun, J., Upper Tangtsze pilot, Shanghai
Brunat, P., manager, Eussell & Co.’s silk filature, Shanghai
Brunner, Cbas. A., (Jas. Hirsbrunner) assistant, Tientsin
Brunner, J. G., (C. Lutz & Co.) clerk, Manila
Bruno, pilot, Saigon
Brunt, G. H., (A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant. Canton
Bryan, Eev. A. V., missionary, Tokio
Bryant, A. T., cadet studying Malay, Colonial Secretary’s ofiice, Singapore
Bryant, N. E., Maritime Customs clerk, Canton
Bryer, A. C

,
(Fearon, Low & Co.) tea inspector, Amoy

Bryuer, J., shipping agent, Wladawostock
Bnai'd, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon
Buchanan, A., (J. Smith) clerk, Cebu ^

Buchanan, G., captain, steamer Kungpai, China coast

Buchanan, Jas., (J. P. Bisset & Co.) land agent and broker, Shanghai
Buchanan, W., (J. P. Bisset & Co.) land agent and broker, Shanghai (absent)

Buchanan, W. W., ensign, U.S. sloop Alert

Buchanan, Mrs., head mistress, Homan Catholic Girl’s School, Singapore
Bucher, H., engineer, Chefoo Fihnda, Chefoo
Buchheister, J. J., merchant, Shanghai
Buck, H., (Buck & Ramsay) tailor, Shanghai
Buck, M., (Labhart 8c Co.) clerk, Manila
Buck, Q. A., superintendent of police, Kuching, Sarawak
Buckley, C. B., (Rodyk 8c Davidson) solicitor, Singapore
Buckley, H. P., (Alfred Dent & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Buckmaster, G W., reserve engineer, Mitsu Bishi S. S. Co., Hakodate
Buckow, A., (Medical Hall) assistant. Queen’s road
Budd, Eev. Chas., missionary, Amoy
Budd, H. E., (Eastern Extension, A. <fc C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore
Budd, J. C., manager. Chartered Bank of India, &c., Penang
Budler, H., vice-consul, German consulate, Jenchuan, Corea
Buenaventura, J. C., (Garchitorena & Co.) assistant, Manila
Bueno y Chicoy, P., medical practitioner, and professor. University, Manila
Buhle, H. P., (Behn, Meyer & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Buitrago, G., professor of philosophy, University, Manila
Bukow, P., (E. Meyer & Co.) clerk, Tientsin

Bula y Vazgulz, I. L., comandante general, naval forces, Manila
Bulgin, Jas., editor, China Mail, Wyndham street

Bulharry, A., Maritime Customs salt watcher, Hankow
BuU, F., second officer, steamer Marie, Hongkong and Manila
BuU, F. H., (W. M. Strachan & Co.) silk inspector, Yokohama
Bull, M., maritime customs tidewaiter, Canton
Bullard, W., superintendent. Telegraph office, Macao
Bullock, T. L., first assistant, British Consulate, Shanghai
Bulmer, W., (Engineering and Mining Co.) boiler maker, Tientsin

Buubury, Lieut. V. T., “ The Buffs,” East Kent Eegiment
Bunda, A., (Battle Hermanns & Co.) clerk, Manila
Bunker, C. G., (Linstead & Davis) clerk. Queen’s road

Bunt, W., marine engineer,' Kiangnan Arsenal, Shanghai
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Bunting, J., merchant, Yokohama
Buquet, acting inspector of police, Cholon, Cochin China
Burbe, (H. Pere) assistant, Saigon
Burbidge, W., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore
Burchardi, F. A., (Gipperich & Burchardi) merchant, Shanghai
Burdis, G. S., (Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Co.) superintending captain, Yokohama
Burdou, Right Rev. J. S., D.D., Bishop of Victoria, St. Paul’s College
Buren, J. S., van, (P. M. S. S. Co.) clerk, Queen’s road
Burge, F. J., medical practitioner, Shanghai
Burgermeister, E., teacher of German, foreign language school, Tokio
Burghignoli, Very Rev. G., pro- vicar apostolic, Roman Catholic church, IVellington st,

Burgoyne, G., (Geo. F. Maclean) clerk, Chefoo
Burgoyne, J. W. fl., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Burjorjee, Dadabhoy, broker, Shanghai
Burke, A., (J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk, Manila
Burke, J., warder, gaol, Singapore
Burke, J., M.D., surgeon to British consulate, &c., Manila (absent)
Burkill, A. R., public silk inspector, Shanghai
Burkinshaw, J., (Donaldson & Burkinshaw) attorney, Singapore
Burman, A., (Dyce & Co.) mei chant, Shanghai (absent)
Burmeister, Emil, (Schmidt & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Burner, W. H., chief engineer, H.B.M.S. Cleopatra
Burnet, R., agent National Bible Society of Scotland, Wuhu
Burnett, J. H., merchant, Hankow
Burnett, T. G., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Amoy
Burnett, T. S., fleet surgeon, H.B.M.S. Audacious
Burnett, W. E., China Inland missionary, Faucheng
Burnett, Miss M. A., missionary, Shanghai
Burnie, Ed., marine surveyor, Praya
Biirno, Rev. F. G., procurator, Dominican Mission, Caine road
Burns, J., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Newchwang
Burns, Sergt.' J., corp of artificers. Ordnance Store department
Burnside, P., (Busch, Schraub & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Buroi, L., (Hongkew Toilet Club) assistant, Shanghai
Burr, W. A., pilot, Shanghai
Burrell, T., (Martin & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Burridge, C., clerk, H. B. M. naval yai’d, Yokohama
Burrows, A., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai
Burrows, H., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Wuhu
Burrows, T. D., Maritime Customs boat officer, Hankow
Burstow, H., chief engineer, H.B.M. sloop Daring
Burton, W. M., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Amoy
Bury, A. J., (Wilkinson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Busch, H., (Simon, Evers & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Busch, H., (Moller & Meisner) shipchandler, Bangkok (absent)
Busch, L., (Kunst & Albers) clerk, Wladiwostock
Buschendo^, A. W., proprietor. Beach Hotel, Chefoo
Buschmann, J., pilot, Amoy
Buschmann, R., (Ed. Schellhass & Co.) clerk, Praya
Buschmann, R., (Ed. Schellhass & Co.) merchant, and consul for Netherlands, Praya
Buse, J

., merchant, Shanghai
Bushby, G., (Maitland & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Bush, F. D.j (Russell & Co.) merchant. Canton
Bush, H. A., (Bush Brothers) clerk, Newchwang
Bush, Henry E., (Bush Brothers) merchant, Newchwang
Bush, Capt. John, harbour master, and managing director of Dock Co., Bangkok
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Busb, L. L., manager, Pootung Wharf and Godown Co., Shanghai
Bushell, S. W., M.D., physician to British Legation, Peking
Busheli, Miss, missionary, Foochow
Busquet, G., (Marcaida & Grauadds) clerk, Manila
Bussy, Kev. Fr. de, S. J., Eoman Catholic missionary, Shanghai
Bustamante, A., (Tillson, Hermann & Co.) clerk, Manila
Bustillo, J. de F., presidents de sala, real audiencia, Manila (absent)

Bustillos, V. P., contador decano, tribunal de cuentas, Manila
Busto, M. del, engineer. Forestry Department, Manila
Buswell, W. J., inspector of police, Thai| ing, Perak
Buswell, Walter, sub-inspector of police, Perak
Buthmann, C. J. B., captain, steamer Dicky, Bangkok
Butland, Geo., undertaker, Yokohama
Butland, Miss, China Inland missionary, Chentu
Butler, A., assistant, collector’s office. Lower Perak
Butler, A., military instructor, &c., Kiangnan Arsenal, Shanghai
Butler, Geo., public tea inspector, Shanghai
Butler, J. M,, overseer of works, Surveyor-General’s Office

Butler, Eev, John, missionary, Ningpo
Butler, T. S., steward. Sailors’ Home, Singapore

Butler, Thos., secretary, Straits Insuiance Co., Singapore

Butler, Miss E. M., missionary. Canton
Butt, G. W., (Hongkong & Shangtiai Bank) acting accountant, Singapore
Buttanshaw, Lieut. E. T., “ The Buffs

”

Butterworth, A. H., (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk, Manila
Buttles, E. M., (Engineering and Mining Co.) electrician and chemist, Tientsin

Bux, S. E., (D. Nowrojee) clerk. Queen’s road

Buxton, Major J. W. F., E. InniskiUing Fusiliers, Singapore

Buyers, A., manager, Prye Eiver Dock, Penang
Buyers, C. B., second engineer, steamer Yungching, China coast

Buyers, W. B., chief engineer, steamer Fungshun, China coast

Buzzell, Miss M. A., missionary, Swatow
Byramjee, Bomanjee, broker, Old Bailey

Byres, G. M., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) assistant accountant, Shanghai
Byrne, E., broker and marine surveyor, Hiogo
Byrne, E., (Hall & Holtz Co-operative Co.) manager, Shanghai (absent)

Bywater, Eev. M. J., missionary. Banting and Sebetan, Sarawak
By worth, D. C., Maritime Customs chief examiner. Canton
Byworth, L. A., Maritime Customs examiner, Swatow

Cabahas, N., ministro letrado. Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila
Cabarrus, J. B., teacher arithmetic. Nautical academy, Manila
Cabeldu, P. S., tailor & outfitter, Hiogo

Cabo, C., gefe de negociado. Civil Governor’s office, Manila

Cabral, F. A. C., commander, Portuguese corvette Fstephania

Cabral, J. A, E., professor of Latin, St. Joseph’s College, and acting treasurer, Macao
Cabrera y Alvarado, F., ensign, civil horse guards, Manila

Cacho, F., sub-delegado de farmacia, Iloilo

Cada, T., (Singer Manufacturing Co.) clerk, Manila

Cadell, A. J. E., (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk, Manila

Cadell, G. E. A., (Smith, BeU & Co.) clerk, Manila

Cadell, W. A., (Borneo Co.) assistant manager, Singapore (absent)

Cadenas, J., (Innes & Keyset’) clerk, Iloilo

Cadien, Wm., assistant, Luzon Sugar Eefinery, Manila
Cadilhac, Eev. H., Eoman Catholic missionary, Tokio

Cady, Eev. C. M., missionary, Kioto, Japan
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Caffort, cadet, native affairs department, Saigon

Cagigas, J. de las (Ayala & Co.) merchant, Manila
Caillie, ergineer-in-chief of Public Works, Saigon

Cain, J. W., (H. & W. Dock Co.) clerk, Cosmopolitan Dock
Caimcross, A., second engineer, steamer Haeshin, China coast

Cairns, J., engineer, Tan Kim Cheng rice mill, Bangkok
Caldaroia, Mile. A., assistant, Russell & Co.’s Silk Filature, Shanghai
Caldas, A., adjutant. National Battalion, Macao
Caldas, A. A. de S., ensign, third battalion, Macao
Caldbeck, E. J., (Caldbeck, Macgregor & Co.) wine merchant, Shanghai
Calder, J. F., (Nagasaki Dockyard) manager, Nagasaki
Caldicott, H., clerk of works, Surveyor General’s department, Singapore

Caldwell, D. B., solicitor, 50, Queen’s road
Caldwell, G. A., (H. & W. Dock Co.) bookkeeper, Praya central

Calero, F. E., auctioneer and commission agent, Manila
Calixto, E,, (Marcaida & Granados) clerk, Manila
Calixto, S., (Marcaida & Granados) clerk, Manila
Calkins, Lieut. C. G., U.S.S. Trenton

Callaghan, F. G., magistrate in charge, Darrel Bay, Silam, Sabah
Callaway, F. A., (Bonstead & Co.) clerk, Penang
Callaway, J. W., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai
Callcott, J. H., C.E ,

supdt. of works. Surveyor General’s office, Singapore

Calver, E. V., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Newchwang
Calvo, A., assistant, “La Pueita del Sol,” Manila
Calvo, L., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Praya
Calvo, M., (Diaz Puertas & Co.) assistant, Manila
Calvo y Mcnoz, F., jefe de seccion, liquidadora de colleciones y labores, Manila
Camajjee, H. D., (D. N. Camajee & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Camara, A. de la, engineer, puidic works department, Manila

Camara, J. de la, surgeon, army medical department, Manila
Camara, M. de, assistant, j)Hblic works department, Manila
Camara, P. S., (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk, Cebu
Cameron, A., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Cameron, A., engineer, Sadong coal mine, Sarawak
Cameron, E. C., (Guthrie & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Cameron, Ewen, (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) manager, Shanghai (absent)

Cameron, H., pilot, Shanghai
Cameron, J. B., chief inspector of police, Shanghai
Cameron, Capt. M. A., R.E., deputy col. engineer and surveyor-general, Penang.
Cameron, P. E., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Yokohama
Cameron, R., boiler-maker, Tanjong Pagar Dock Co., Singapore
Cameron, Mrs. J., proprietrix, Straits Times, Singapore
Camino, A., alferez, Carabineros, Iloilo

Camino, F. P. de, oficial, contaduria de hacienda, Manila
Camouilly, chief registrar of lands, Saigon
Campagne, warehouseman. Excise department, Travinh, Cochin-China
Campana, D. Bottler, Yokohama
Campana, controleur. Excise department, Saigon

Campbell, Alexander, merchant, Kiiikiang

Campbell, C. W., student, British Legation, Peking

Campbell, D. C
,
pilot, Shanghai

Campbell, H., hairdresser. Queen’s road

Campbell, J. A; G., collector and magistrate, Lan gat Jugra, Selangor

Campbell, John, (Campbell, Heard & Co.) engineer, Singapore

Campbell, M., third engineer, steamer Kong Beng, Hongkong and Bangkok
Campbell, R. M., (Agra Bank) acting accountant, Shanghai
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Campbell, S., Maritime Customs assistant, Chefoo
Campbell, T., engine driver, fire brigade department
Campbell, T. M., Maritime Customs, assistant examiner, Shanghai
Campbell, Rev. Wm., missionary, Taiwan-foo
Campion, commander, gunboat. Alouette, Saigon
Campos, A. P., (Cozon & Giraud) clerk, Shanghai
Campos, A. H. de, master mariner, Bangkok
Campos, B. P., (Noronha & Co.) foreman, Zetland street

Campos, E. P., (P. & O.S.N. Co.) eler-k, Praya
Campos, E. N. de, (Messageries Maritimes) clerk, Shanghai
Campos, J. M., general foreman. Ordnance Store Department
Campos, L. P., clerk, P. & O.S.N". Co., Praya
Campos, L. P., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Canal, clerk to registrar of Courts ot Appeal and first instance, Saigon
Canal, Rev. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Foochow
Canavarro, J. de S. C., ensign, third battalion, Macao
Cance, W., broker, Shanghai
Candalija, A., ordenador, civil administration, Manila
Candelas, J. A., civil doctor, and health officer of port, Manila
Candlin, Rev. G. T., missionaiT, Tientsin
Cane, A., (Butterfield and Swire) clerk, Shanghai
Cane, Geo, (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Cauet, director of works, Saigon-Mytho railway
Cnuizares, E., captain, military engineers, Manila
Cann, W., (McAlister & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Cantillo, J. G., telegraph official, Manila
Cautley, N., superintendent Botanical Gai’dens, Singapore
Canty, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon
Capagorry, C., “Resta nant de Paris,” Manila
Capdevila, M. A., hotel keeper, Iloilo

Capel, A. C., barrister-at-law, Penang
Capel, H., inspector of nuisances, Singapore
Capel, J. B., (A. C. Capel) managing clerk, Penang
Capelo, F.. professor ot medicine, University, Manila
Ca^jerton, Lieut. W. B., U.S.S. Ossipee
Caplen, storekeeper, Messageries Fluviales, Saigon
Cappeletti, G. V., Tokio
‘-(apper, A. H., passed cadet. Colonial Secretary’s office, Singapore
Capua, J. S. Andreas, postmaster and inspector of telegraphs, Manila
Capuli, F., (Llanos, Tapia & Co.) clerk, Manila
Carabelli, B,, proprietor Restaurant de Prance, Cholon, Cochin China (absent)

Carabelli, R., lawyer, and acting mayor, Saigon
Carapiet, Sandakan, S ibah
Carapiet, M. J., merchant, Singapore
Carbajal, J. G., clerk, tribunal de cuentas, Manila
Carballo, J. P., (“La Puerta del Sol”) assistant, Manila
Carballo, J., (Q. van P. Petel & Co.) cLA, Manila
Carbon, clerk, immigration department, Haiphong
Carbone], Vve., cafe keeper, Haiphong
Cardenas, J., (Genato & Co.) assistant, Manila
Cardi, J., member of municipal council, Saigon
Cardinot, A,, chief engineer, M. M. steamer Tanais, Hongkong and Japan
Cardoca, V. IJlecia y, aide-de-camp to Go/ernor General, Manila
’ 'ardoso, A. M., immediate), Portuguese gunboat Tamega
Cardu, S., architect and contractor, Bangkok
Cardwell, J. E., missionary, Ta-ku-tang, Kiukiang
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Carew, W. E. H., sterift, Singapore
Carey, C. E. B

,
midshipman, H.B.M.S. Champion

Carion, F. F., assistant, Hall and Holtz Co-operative Co., Shanghai
Carl, F. A., assistant. Maritime Customs, Newchwang
Carlassare, Et. Eev. Fr. V. B., Eoman Catholic bishop, Hankow
Carles, pilot, Saigon
Carles, W. R., British vice-consul, Jencbuan, Corea
Carlier, headmaster, Adran’s College, Saigon
Carlill, A. J, H., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Slmaghai
Carlos, B

,
pilot, Newell v. ang

Carlson, F., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) Woosung Station, Shanghai
Carlson, W., first berthing officer, Harbour Master’s office, Stianghai

Carlson, F., chief pilot, str. Kianghmg, Shanghai and Hankow
Carmelo, E., assistant, Inspeccion de Monte-', Manila
Carmichael, Jas., proprietor Straits Intelligence, Singapore
Carnegy, F., apothecary, govt, medical department, Penang
Carneiro, E., (A. E. Marty) assistant, Kelung
Cameiro, F. X., acting clerk and marshal, United States consulate, Amoy
Carneiro, J. V., (H. J. Holmes) clerk. Queen’s road
Carneiro, J. L., writer. Naval Yard
Carneiro, J., ward-master. Small Pox Hos[)ital, West point

Carnelli, G., assistant examiner, Maritim'- Customs, Shanghai
Carnie, F., commission agent, Chinkiaiig

Caro, R., telegraph official, Manila
Caroll, C., overseer of road^. Municipality, Penang
Carolp, blacksmith, Haiphong
Carr, P., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk. Queen’s road
Carr, R A,, Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Shanghai
Carr, R. P., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Shanghai
Carr, S. E., (John Little & Co.) warehouseman, Singapore
Carr, W., (New Harbour Hock Co.) assistant engineer, Singapore
Carr, Miss, (Rose, Sayle & Co.) assistant. Queen’s road
CaiTall, J. W., acting deputy commissioner of customs, Foochow
Carrasco, E., assistant, Ceinpania General de Tahacos, Manila
Carrere, clerk, Direction of the Interior, S’igoa
Carreterro, B. V., oficial, tesoreria genera' Manila
Carrew, H. C., captain, Mitsu Bishi steam-.;!' Tohai-Maru, Japan
Carrier, inspector of schools, Saigon
Carroll, J., (Henry Cook) assistant, Yokohama
Carroll, J. D., Hiogo
Carson, Eev. J., missionary, Newchwang
Caret, Captain Jan, manager. Salvage Company, Yokohama
Carswell, E., (New Harbour Dock Co.) assistant engineer, Singapore

Carter, J., pilot, and storekeeper, Shaughai
Carter, Thos., shipwright and blacksmith. Tank Lane
Carter, W. H., (Carter & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Cartman, F. A., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Wuhu
Cartuyvels, F. J., consul-general for Belgium, Manila
Cartwell, Miss M. J., missiouar}', Tokio
Carvajal, F. (Carlos Plitt) assistant, Manila
Carvalho, A., procurador’s department, Macao
Carvalho, C. F., clerk, Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, Queen’s road

Carvalho, C. C., (Amoy Dock Co.,) accountant, Amoy
Carvalho, E. A. de, clerk. Colonial Treasury
Carvalho, F., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Carvalho, F. A., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Queen’s Eoad
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Carvalho, G. M. de, (Jardine, Matbeson & Co.) clerk, Queen’s road

Caivalho, H. de, (Union Insurance Society,) clerk, Pedder’s Wuart
Carvalho, J. A., (Chartered Bank of India, &c.) clerk, Queen’s road

Carvalho, J. A. de, first clerk and cashier. Colonial Treasury

Carvalho, J. J. dos P., clerk, colonial secretary’s office, Macao
Carvalho, J. J. C., consul general for Portugal, Shangkai

Carvalho, J. J. T. d’A., guards marinha, Portuguese corvette Estephania

Carvalho, J. M., (Carlowitz Co.) clerk. Icehouse lane

Carvalho, L. F., writer, H.M. Naval Yard
Carvalho, M. de, (Turner & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Carvalho, P. M. de, (New Oriental Bank) clerk, Shanghai

Cary, Rev. O., Jr., missionary, Okayama, Japan

Casademunt, F., secretary. New Port Works department, Manila

Casas y Marty, T., sub-inspector, Saiiidad inilitar, Manila

Casbron, Rev. C., Eoinan Catholic missionary, Singapore

Cascarosa, R., oficial. Civil Governor’s offic", Manila

Case, E. J., boatswain, H.B.M.S. Cleopatra

Casement, Lieut. J., H.B.M.S. Audacious

Cashim, J. W., (Braddell & Joaquim) chief clerk, Singapore

Cashim, N. W., clerk. Stamp office, Singapore

Caspari, Miss Y., missionary, Osaka

Cass, F., (Russell & Co ) clerk, Amoy
Cassumbhoy, E., furniture dealer, Beaconsfield Arcade

Cassumbhoy, M., (Jairezbhoy Peerbhoy & Co.) clerk, Wellington street

Cassumbhoy, S. E., (E. Cassumbhoy) furniture dealer, Beaconsfield Arcade

Castano, G., teniente fiscal, real audiencia, Manila

Castel Branco, F. V. C. E., lieutenant, third battalion, Macao
Castel, Cte. R. de Viel, secretary, French Legation, Tokio

Castella, N., proprietor “ La Esperanza ” Hot^l, Manila

Castellon, M., commandant of civil guard, Iloilo

eastern, pilot, Saigon

Castilla, L. de, apprentice, Municipal Works department, Singapore

Castillo, S. P. de, purser, receiving ship Corea, Shanghai

Castillo y Trigueros, L. del, minister resident, Spanisli Legation, Yokohama
Castollote y Villal'ranca, R., magistrate, Manila (absent)

Castro, A. F. de, engineer. Division Forestal, Albay, Luzon

Castro, A. G. de, reporter. Supreme Court, Manila

Castro, C. C. de. Maritime Customs examiner, S.oinghai

Castro, C. M., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Castro, G. B. A., Maritime Customs examiner, Tientsin

Castro, G. F. de, surgeon, Portuguese corvette Estephania

Castro, H. de, assistant, agencia maritima y de aduanas, Manila

Castro, J. de, secretary, Mili ary Enginuer.s, Manila

Castro, M. P. de S., secretary general, Macao

Castro, N., (Earnshaw & Co.) engineer, Manila

t 'astro y Gabalda, M., engineer. Forestry department, Manila

Caswell, W., “ La Casa de Berlin,” Iloilo

Catala y Alonso, E., second chief of naval forces, Manila

Catani,' surgeon, M. M. steamer Saigon, Haiphong and Saigon

Cathcart, W. F., assistant engineer, U.S.S. Ossipee

Catoire, A., timber merchant, Saigon

Cattell, Lt.-Colonel E., district paymaster, Army Pay de^.artment (absent)

Caudrelier, L., storekeeper, Yokohama
Caulfeild, C., contractor, stone quarries, Bukit Gantang, Perak

Caulfeild, F. St. Geo., state engineer and stirveyor, Perak

Caunter, A., clerk. Resident Councillor’s office, Penang
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Cavagliani, E., fireworks manufacturer, Manila
Cavanna, J., alferece, Guardia Civil veterana, M: rj- a

Cavard, chief engineer, M.M. steamer Menzaleh, _tjiigkong and Japan
Cave, H. W., (A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant, Sh::.nghai

Cavelty, trader, Haiphong
Cawasjee, E., (Cawasjee Pallanjee & Co.) clerk, Gage street

Cayol, chief, second office. Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Cazaban, F. J. L., chancelier, French consulate, Singapore

Cecealdi, trader, Haiphong
Centeno y Garcia, J., inspector general of mines, Manila
Center, A., agent, P. M. S. S. Co., Yokohama
Cereal, Baron de, (A. A. DeMello&Co.) merchant, & consul for Italy, Ac., Macao
Cereceda, E., lieutenant of caribineros, Albay, Philippines

Cereso, A., dentist, Manila

Cerruti, G., manager, Malay Fruit Preserving Co., Singapore
C^spedes, L., architect, Public Works department, Manila
Chaalons, conductor. Public Works department, Saigon

Cbabaud, captain, M. M. steamer Ilissus, Haiphong and Saigon

Chacon y Silva, F., third secretary, Spanish Legation, Yokohama
Chagas, M. J., inspector of cargo boats and junks, Harbour Master’s department

Chalant, F., (Shaw & Chalant) timber merchant, Bangkok
Challet, A., “ Eestaurant de Paris,” Manila
Challons, A., foreman platelayer, railway service, Yokohama
Chalmers, A. M., student interpreter, British Legation, Tokio
Chalmers, J. L., Maritime Customs assistant in charge, Ichang
Chalmers, Rev. J., LL.D., missionary, London Mission, Staunton street

Chaloner, J. F., boilermaker, Prye River Dock, Penang
Chamberlain, B. H., professor of English, Naval School, Tokio
Chamberlain, C., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Formosa
Chambers, H. J. J., (John Gittins & Co.) merchant, Foochow
Chambodut, Rev. C. M., French missionary, Swatow
Champeaux, de, inspector of native affairs, Saigon

Champeaux, G. de, agent, Messageries Maritimes, Praya central

Champeville, de, clerk, Tre.isury, Saigon
Champon, butcher, Saigon
Champon, clerk, excise department, Saigon
Chandler, R. G., paymaster, H.B.M.S. Curacoa
Chape, Geo., acting assistant master. Central School

Chapelet, accountant, Messageries Fluviales, Saigon
Chapelle, ensign, French cruiser Parceval, Haiphong
Chapgur, S. D., (Framjee Hormusjee & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Chapin, Rev. F. M., missionary, Kalgan
Chapin, Rev. L. D., missionary, Tung-cfiau (absent)

Chapin, Rev. 0. H., missionary, Nanking
Chapin, Miss J. E., missionary, Peking
Chapman, J. J., aciing senior head turnkey, Victoria Gaol
Chajtman, J., lightkeeper, Ockseu, Amoy
Chapplle, Mrs., proprietrix “ Restaurant du Louvre,” Yokohama
Chapsal, J., agent Messageries Maritimes, Shanghai
Chapuis, Rev. IT., vice procureur, French Catholic Mission, Staunton street

Chariot, conductor. Public Works department, Saigon
Charlesworth, G., (Kelly & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Charley, J. F. W., lieutenant, R, Inniskilling Fusiliers, Singapore

Charnaux, Rev. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Osaka
Charrier, Captain, commanding troops, Haiphong
Charrier Jugnet, counsellor, Court of Appeal, Saigon
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Cba^rot, teacher, school rt, Binhoa, Cochin-China
^barters, J., inspector of n nnicipal police, Hongkew station, Shanghai
^harton, J., (D^molis) assistant, Saigon
^harvain, commissaire adjoint, naval department, Hanoi
phase, J. E., engineer, H.B.M. gunboat Cochchafer
plTasles, Eoman Catholic missionary, Kiukiang
pliasseriau, L. Es., proprietor, tapioca plantation, Singapore
phasseriau, L., (Chasseriau Esta e) assistant, Singapore
phaster, J. W., assistant paymaster in charge, H.B.M. gunboat Zephyr
phatelain, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon
phater, C. A., (Powell & Co.) assistant, Singapore
phater, C. P., bill and bullion broker, Bank Buildings
phater, J. T., (Chater & Vernon) share broker, Bank Buildings
phater, L J., broker, Singapore
phatron. Rev. J., Reman Catholic missionary, Hiogo
phaumont, M., draughtsman, Maritime Custoins engineer’s office, Shanghai
phausse, Rt. Rev. Aug., Roman Catholic l)isho,'>. Canton
phauvin, (Bren & Chauvin) farrier, Saigon
phavagneux, secoed engineer, M. M. steamer Saigon, Haiphong and Saigon
pbavassienx, adini^iistrator of native affairs, Saigon
pheek, M. A., n.pclical missionary, Chiang Ma', Siam (absent)
pbeerkoff, S. A., (Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co.) clerk, Foochow
pheetham, J. F., (Turner & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
pbemeux, cadet, native affairs department, Saigon
pbemin, warehouseman, excise department. Camtho, Cochin-China
pbenoweth. R., second officer. Customs revt Mie cruiser Feihoo, Amoy
pheon, teacher, School at Mytho, Cochia-Cbina
pheredotF, P. H., (Piatkoff', Molchanoff & Co.) clerk, Foochow
pherry, Grco. H., lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Sa/ppJiire

pheshire, F. D., Chinese secretary, United States Legation, Peking
pbesney, J. H., chief eng' e^r, steamer Powan, Hongkong and Canton
phevalier. Rev. Fr., Roman Catholic missionary, Chinkiang
phiene, C. M., (Ker & Co.) clerk, Manila
phild, Thos., gas engineer. Maritime Customs, Peking
phiuchilla, J., intendente general de hacienda, Manila
phiuchon, Rt. Rev. D. A., Roman Catholic bishop, Amoy
piling, Lawrence, commander, H.B.M. sloop Baring
phinoy, A. H., commission agent, Graham street

chit, F., photographer, Bangkok
Chofre, printer, Manila
pbolmondeley, Lt. R. H., R.Inniskilling Fusiliers, aide-de-campto Governor Weld, S’pore

phomley, F., (Brown & Co.) merchant, Amoy
^hopard, B., clerk, Supreme court, Singapore

Qhopard, H. D., chief clerk. Import and Export office, Singapore

Chopard, H. A., (Rodyk & Davidson) clerk, Singapore
(jhopard, J., clerk, marine department, Singapore

Chopard, W., lightkeeper, marine department, Singapore
Christensen, A. F., captain, Mitsu Bishi str. Wakanoura-maru, Tokio

Christensen, L., (G. Domoney & Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Christensen, L., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Hankow
Christensen, T. A., (Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Co.) receiving ship Kozahi-maru, Nagasaki

Christiaens, Rev. Fr. B., Roman Catholic missionary, Ichang
Christian, A. H., sub-lieutenant, H.B.M., dispatch vessel Vigilant

Christian, A., chief officer, steamer Nanshan, China Coast

Christiansen, A., colporteur for Bible Society, Singapore

Christiansen, A., assistant tax collector. Municipal Council, Shanghai
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Christian-en, A., superintendent, Sailor’ Eests, Singapore

Christie, A. L., surgeon, H.B.M. receiving ship Victor Emanuel
Christie, C. T., engineer. Dock Co., Bangkok
Christie, D., medical missionary, Moukden
Christie, Jas., chief engin'^er, sti'atner Hankow, Hongkong and Canton
Christiensen, L., assistant, Grand Hotel, Yokohama
Christy, Wilfred, (Douglas Lapraik & Co.) agent, Tamsui
Church, W., (Purdon & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Churchill, O., commander, H.B.M. sloop Wanderer
Churchill, H. W., (Hedge & Co.) assistant, Foochow
Ciceri, Rev., Roman Catholic missionary, Kiukiang
Cienfuegas, J. A., professor, UniTersity, Manila
Cifuentes, L., assistant. Forestry department, Manila
Cimper, sub- engineer, public works department, Saigon
Cinatti, D., harbour master, Macao
Circulado, E., (J. J. Reyes) godown kcep.er, Bohol, Philippines

Ciri, engineer, Tamhoi rice mill, Saigon
Civilini, J. P., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Fiisan, Corea

Clair, J. B., prof ssor, Saigon Seminary, Saigon

Clark, C. B., surveyor. Municipal Council, Shanghai
Clark, C. W., assistant master. High school, Malacca
Clark, G., second officer, steamer Kmngyu, Shanghai and Hankow
Clark, G. W., second officer, steamer Zafiro, Hongkong and Manila

Clark, H. J., (Fergusson & Co.) clerk, Chefoo

Clark, H. R., (Lee Yuen Sugar Refining Co.) assistant, Bowrington

Clark, J. D., commission merchant, and proprietor Shanghai Mercury, Shanghai

Clark, J., Maritime Customs watcher, Shanghai

Clark, L. J., ensign, TJ.S.S. Enterprise

Clark, R., (Imperial Naval Yard) shipwright, Hiogo

Clark, R., (Mourilyan, Heimann & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Clark, T., second engineer, steamer Honam, Hongkong and Canton

Clarke, A. S. C., paymaster, H.B.M. sloop Albatross

Clarke, E. W., chief inspector of nuisances, Municipality, Singapore

Clarke, Brodie A., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Hankow
Clarke, C. C., Maritime Customs assistant, Shanghai

Clarke, F., livery stable keeper, Siugaitore

Clarke, Fred., proprietor, Bangkok Si-w Mills, Bangkok
Clarke, Rev. G. M., China Inland missionary, Tali-foo

Clarke, Robt., bread and biscuit baker, Yokohama
Clarke, S. R., missionary, Chentu

Clarke, W., clerk. Audit office, Singapore

Clarke, W. E., chief officer, steamer Honam, Canton river

Clarke, W., Jr., chief engineer, steamer Namoa, Hongkong and Foochow
Clarke, W. J., bill and bullion broker, Shanghai

Claro, J., (La Puerta del Sol) assistant, Manila

Clataud, trader, Haiphong
Clataud, J., storekeeper, Shanghai

Clayso.i. E., Maritime Customs assistant. Canton

ClaysoD, W. H., deputy commissioner of Customs, (absent)

Clearey, J., captain, Kiodo Unyu Kaisha str. Ise-marii, Japan
Cleaver, H. T., P.A. Engineer, TJ.S.S. Trenton

Clemance, J. L., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Tientsin

CRment, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Clement, H. M., (Ahrens & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
CRment, Rev. M. D. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Tokio
Clement, Mme., grocer and wine dealer, Saigon
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Clemente, M., chantre, ecclesiastical department, Manila

Clements, A. B., ensign, TJ.S. sloop Alert

Clements, E. W
,
cliief engineer, steamer Haeting, China coast

Clement*, J. J., chief engineer, steamer Yung-ching, China coas

Cl^onie, registrar in chief of Courts of Appeal and first instance, Saigon

Clerc, P., commis. of archives and library. Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Clerc, Mme., tavernkeeper, Saigon
Clerihew, J. J., inspector of nuisances, sanitary department
Clervoy, conductor, public works department, Saigen
Clifford, C. F., chief offic.-r, steamer of Yungning, China coast

Clifford, H. C., cadet, H.B M. Eesidency, Perak
Clifford, W. W., (Hall & Holtz Co operative Co.) secretary, Shanghai
Clifton, A. S. T., (Httrth China Insurance Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Clifton, F., foreman plumber. Water Works Co., Suanghai
Climent, J. M., secretary, ecclesiastical department, Iloilo

Cloess, survedlant, Customs, Haiphong
Closs, A., (Kunst & Albers) clerk, Wladiwostock
Clough, B., Upper Yangtsze pilot, Shanghai
Clunis, J., Government architect, Bangkok
Clunis, J. E., government architect, Bangkok
Clutton, W,, (Presgrave & Glutton) advocate and solicitor, Penang
C'lyma, H., (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk, Foochow (absent)

Coates, O., broker, Manila
Coates, J. E., pilot, Shanghai (absent)

Coatwal, D. M., merchant, Canton (absent)

Cobban, A. W. E., chief officer, steamer Zafiro, Hongkong and Manila
Cochran, Eev. G., D.D., missionary, Tokio
Cochran, E. P., lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Cleopatra

Cochrane, Major W. F. D., brigade major, Hongkong
Cochrane, Lieut. T. E., H.B.M.S. Audacious
Cock, A. C., (Agra Bank) assistant, Shanghai
Cockburn, Eev. Geo., M.A., missionary, Ichang
Cockburn, H., assistant, British Consulate, Amoy
Cocker, T. E., maritime customs deputy coast inspector, Amoy
Cocking, Eev. C., missionary, Tokio
Cocking, S., Jr

,
(Cocking & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Codina, E., auditor, naval department, Manila
Coe, F. E., (Eogers & Perkins) dentist, Shanghai
Coelho, H., piano tuner, Singapore
Coffey, Major F. , E. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Penang
Coffey, J. J., United States deputy consul general, Shanghai
Coffignal, surveillant, Customs, Haiphong
Coffin, F. M., lightkeeper, Shanghai
Coffin, J. A., (Hedge & Co.) assistant, Foochow
Coffin, Lieut. F. W., U.S.S. Trenton
Coffman, Miss Sarah, missionary, Petcbaburi, Siam (absent)

Coghlan, J., (Eastern Extension, A. &C. Telegraph Co.) cable foreman, Singapore

Cohen, A. E. S., (Cohen & Sons) auctioneer, Penang
Cohen, A. S., (Cohen & Gubbay) broker, Queen’s road
Cohen, E. H. E., (Cohen & Sons) assistant, Penang
Cohen, E. S., (Cohen & Sons) auctioneer, Penang
Cohen, C. C., (Cohen & GeoruQ broker. Queen’s road
Cohen, S. E., (Cohen & Sons) auctioneer, Pc-’ang
Colas, J., carpenter, Saigon
Colby, Miss A. M., missionary, Osaka
Cole, C., (Purdon & Co.) tea inspector, Foochow
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Cole, C. J., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph & Co.) clerk in charge, Soanghai
Cole, G. 3., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Penang
Cole, Re.. J. T., missionary, Tokio
Cole, Miss E., missionary, Chiang Mai, Siam (absent)
Coleman, C., first secretary, United States Legation, Peking
Colgan, T. H., reporter, Shanghai Courier, Shanghai
Colla90 ,

A., (China Traders’ Insurance Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Collage, P. C., in charge of signal station, Victoria Peak
Collago, P. X., retired major, Macao
Collago, J. M. J. P., storekeeper, Macao
Collage, J. M., lightkeeper, Shanghai
Collage, J. J., inspector of cargo boats & junks. Harbour Master’s department
Collago, J. P. P., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Yokohama
Collage, L., (Messageries Maritimes) storekeeper, Praya central

Collaco, M., assistant collector, H.K. Steam Laundry Co., Bowrington
Collaco, T. J., proprietor West Point Iron Works, Hongkong
Collago, V. A. P., (Hongkong \nd Shanghai Bank) clerk. Queen’s road
Collada, C., assistant. Tribunal do Cuentas, Manila
Collasatler, second engineer, M. M. s' earner Ilissus, Haiphong and Saigon
Collier, A. J., Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co., superintendent, Malacca
Collinge, H. B., head master, St. Joseph’s institution, Singapore
Collingwood, G., (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk, Gubat, Philippines
Collins, Cornelius, gunnery instructor, Azama, Yokohama, Japan
ColHns, D. J., surveying department, Bangkok
Collins, G. W., (Collins & Co.) merchant, 'L'ientsin (absent)
Collins, H., foreman, Japan Herald ofiice, Yokohama
Collins, John, I. Haval training ship, Tokio
Collis, W. J. P., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) chiefclerk, Haiphong
Collyer, J. F., “Exchange Maiket,” Yokohama
Colman, C. A., colporteur, American Bible Society
Colnand, plumber &c., Saigon
Coloin, F. R., cadet, U.S.S. Trenton
Colomb, von, lieutenant, H. I. German M. S. Elisabeth
Colomb, J., (J. Colomb & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Colomb, P., (J. Colomb & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Colomb, R., dresser, medical department, Teluk Anson, Perak
Colombel, Rev. F. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Hanking
Colombert, Monseig' 3ur, bishop of Samosate, Saigon
Colombet, E. A., French missionary, Bangkok
Colombier, gardener, Saigon
Colombo, L., (Bell’ Oro & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Colomer, Rev. A., Roman Catholic vicar apostolic, Haiphong
Colomer, Rev. R., Roman Catholic missionary, Soalun, Formosa
Colquhoun, Wm., (Macleod h Co.) merchant, Cebu (absent)
Combaz, Rev. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki
Combe, manager, excise department, Sadec, Cochin-China
Comber, A. P., midshipman, H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra
Comber, R., (Herbert Dent & Co.) assistant. Canton
Combes, commis, M. F. steamboat Cantonnais, Saigon
Comi, C., dr’illmaster, Siamese Army, Bangkok
Comins, C., broker, Shanghai
Commes, surgeon, French cruiser Hamelin, Haiphoug
Coinminet, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Compagni, C., assistant, public works department, Manila
Compegnon, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon
Compton, J., constable, British Consulate, Wenchow
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Comrie, T>., (W. Hall & Co.) assistant, Penan«-

Concannon, K. P., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co) operator, Singapore
Concei^ao, A. de, (Gilfill in, Wood & Co.) cleik, Singapore

Corcei9ao, C. de, clerk, Tanjong Pagar Dock Co., Singapore

ConceiQao, D. D., (Straits Insurance Co.) clerk, Singapore
Conceicjao, J. F. de (“Hotel de I’Enrope”) assistant, Singapore
Concei9ao, P., (J. M. Cazalas & Sons) filter, Singapore

Conceicao, P. de, clerk, magistracy, Singapore

Concur, J., (E. H. Powers & Co.) assistant, Nagasaki
Conder, J., professor of architecture, Enonjeering CoTege, Tob'o
Coney, F. E., (W. F. Stevenson & Co.) clerk, Manila

Conklin, D., assistant tidesurveyor. Maritime Customs, Whampoa
Connell, W., chief engineer, H.S.M. steamer Jfegent, Bangkok
Conner, G. W., captain, Mitsu Bislii steamer Genkai-maru, Japan
Conner, T. W., pilot, Taku
Connolly, Lieut. W. H., Royal Artillery

Connor, Lieut. E. R., R. N., portmaster and mai-ine surveyor, Sandakan
Conort, P., Hiogo
Conrandy, Jr., clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigcu

Conrandy, Sr., clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Constable, R., second engineer, steamer Ranee, Singapore and Sarawak
Constantin, C., (E. Constantin) clerk, Haiphong
Constantin, E ,

merchant, Haiphong
Consuuji, vice-secretary, Eccle>i istical depaitinent, Manila
Contreras, Manuel de, Spanish Consul, Saigon

Conui, I., proprietor, Ho])e & Charity coal mines, Cebu
Couway, Lieut. W. P., navigator, U.S.S. Palos

Cook, A., treasurer and auditor general, Sandakan, Sabah

Cook, Henry, shipbuilder, Yokohama
Cook, Rev. J. A. B., missionary, Singapore

Cook, J., proprietor. Stag Hotel, Queen’s road central

Cook, Mat. H., sail maker, Shanghai

Cook, Neil, manager, Ayer Etain Coir Co., Penang
Cook, E. Home, (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) agent, Amoy
Cooke, R., (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) assistant manager, Praya Central

Coombs, H. E., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) acting sub-accountan:. Queen’s road

Cooper, C. H., storekeeper, Jenchum, Corea amoci

Cooper, F. P., (Bush Brothers) clerk, Newchwang
Cooper, F. W., (John Little & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Cooper, H., (Associated Wharves) wharfinger, Shanghai

Cooper, H. N., (H. N. Coojier & Co.) merchant, Pottinger street and Canton

Cooper, J., (Cumine & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Cooper, J. C., sub inspector and clerk, police dept.. Province Wellesley

Cooper, J. W., (Galton & Co.) tea inspector, Foochow
Cooper, E. H., R. N., engineer. Naval Yard
Cooper, W., China Inland missionary, Nganking
Cooper, W. M., British consul, Ningpo

Cooper, Miss L., teacher, Berlin Foundling hospiital, High street

Cooverjee, P., (Cawasjee Pallanjee & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Cope, A. E., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) agent, Saigon

Copeland, W., Spring Valley Brewery, Yokohama
Copp, A., bible colporteur, American Bible Society, Chinkiang

Coqset, Rev. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Tientsin

Coqni, controleur. Excise dejiartment, Saigon

Corbach, W. van. Pilot Company, Shanghai

Corbett, Rev. H., missionary, Chefoo
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Corbett, W., lieutenant, H.B.M. gun-vessel Linnet

Corcoran, J., inspector of police

Cordeiro, A. A., (Tj[)ographia Mercantil) compositor, Macao
Cordeiro, A., (Russsell & Co.) clerk, Praya
Cordeiro, Flor., teacher, Assumption school, Bangkok
Cordeiro, J. A., (Siemssen & Co.) clerk, Canton
Cordeiro, L. M., (Crane Bros.) assistant, Singapore

Cordeiro, M. F., boatswain, Harbour department, Macao
Cordeiro, P. A., (Eastern ^tension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Cordeiro, R. B., (Chariered Bank of India) clerk, Manila
Corder, A., acting first engineer, revenue cruiser Feihoo, Amoy
Cording, E., assistant, British consulate, Bangkok
Cordova, A., assistant. Custom House, Manila
Corey, Miss Kate A.., M.D., missionary, Foochow
Corkery, P., chief officer, steamer Danube, Hongkong and Bangkok
Cormell, M., second engineer, str. Phra Chula Chom Klao, Hongkong and Bangkok
Cormillon, surveillant. Customs, Haiphong
Cornabe, W. A., (Cornabe (fe Co.) merchant, Chefoo (absent)

Cornelius, A. F., apprentice, public works dept., Singapore
Cornelius, A. N., fourth clerk, general post office, Sinerapore

Cornelius, B, M. A., clerk. Straits Times office, Singaj)ore

Cornelius, F. J., clerk. Municipality, Singapore
Cornelius, J. M. L., (Drummond, Gaggin.) & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Corner, Geo. R., accountant., sec. Cb. of Corn., and agent Reuter’s Telegram Co., S’ghai

Comes, F., (Comes & Co.) merchant, Tokohaina (absent)

Cornilsen, G., (Viuda de Jahrling) Naval storekeeper, Cebu
Cornish, C. A., reporter. Daily Press office, Wyndham street

Cornu, A., manager, Cholen rice mill, Saigon

Cornu, Ed., (A. Spooner, Ed. Renard & Co.) merchant, Saigon (absent)

Corolles, F. C., ayudaute, luspeccion de Montes, Manila
Coroneo, G., (S. Cardu & Co.) contractor, Bangkok
Corrales, J., assistant, Ayuntamiento, Manila
Corre, Rev. J. M., Roman Catholic missi')navy, Nagasaki
Correa, A. J., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Correia, J. L., continuo, revenue depa tment, Macao.
Corrie, C. H., Thaipeng, Perak
Cort, Miss Mary L., missionary, Petchaburi, Siam (absent)

Cortazar, E. de, acting accountant, custom-house, Manila
Cortega, C., trader, Iloilo

Cortella, Rev. F. X., deacon, ecclesiastical department, Macao
Cortella, F. de V., member of municipal council, Macao
Cortes y Samit, J., secretary, naval arsenal, Manila
Corvell, Rev. J. H., missionary, Aoyama, Japan
Corveth, C. C., (Messagefies Maritimes) clerk, Praya central

Corveth, C., (Messageries Maritimes) clerk, Praya central

Corwine, J., P. A. paymaster, H.S.S. Monocacy
Cory, J. M., architect, Shanghai
Cosin y Martin, A., magistrate, Manila
Costa, clerk. Colonial Treasury, Saigon

Costa, A. P. da, (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Praya central

Costa, B., captain, river steamer Tonquin, Haiphong
Costa, D. A. da, marine officer, Post-office

Costa, F. da, Jr., sub-inspector. Customs, Bangkok
Costa, F. G. da, (Noronha & Sons) compositor, Shanghai
Costa, G. G. da, (Siber-Waser) clerk, Shanghai
Costa, G. H. M. de clerk. Chartered Bank of India, Queen’s road
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Costa, J. A. da, (Gilman & Co.) clerk, D’Aj^uilar street

Costa, J. A. da, retired major, Macao
Costa, J. C. da, compositor, if. G. Herald office, Shanghai
Costa, J. F. M. da, chief inspector, Cusloins, Bangkok
Costa, J. M. da, clerk and notary public, Macao
Costa, J. M. de, first lieutenant, Portuguese corvette Estephania
Costa, J. P. da, (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road central
Costa, J. P. da, Jr., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road central

Costa^ Rev. J. V., Roman Catholic missionary, Kiungchow
Costa, Jos^ director of telegraph department, Manila
Costa, P. E. da, proprietor. Cosmopolitan store, Wellington street

Costa, R. G. da, (Carlowitz & Co.) clerk, Canton
Cost.a, T. A. da, (Melchers & Co.) clerk, Pedder’s Wharf
Costensckjold, J. de, lieutenant. Palace Guard, Bangkok
Coston, H. H., first lieute.,ant marine corps, U.S.S. Juniata
Cetd, teacher, Schiool at Mytho, Cochin-China
Cotew.al, H. E., (Tata & Co.) broker, Hollywood road

Coton, C., assistant, public works department, Manila
Cotta, A. da, clerk, import and export office, Singapore
Cotta, A. de, assistant master, Raffles Institution, Singapore
Cotta, R. de, (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) accountant, Singapore
Cottam, P. M., assistant engineer, H.B.M. corvette Champion
Cottam, J. P., (Hall & Holtz Co-operative Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Cottard, sub-chief of telegraph office, Saigon

CotteU, A, B., surgeon, army medical department
CotteR, Eev. J., Roman Catbolic missionary, Foochow
Cotter, E., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore
Cotton, E. A., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk, Tientsin

Couffinhal, teacher, Adran’s College, Saigon
Coughtrie, J. B., (China Fire Insurance Company) secretary, Queen’s road

Coujanday, distributor, Post Office, Saigon
Coulson, J. B., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Coulfhard, J, J., China Inland missionary, Shanghai

Coulthard, J. E., assistant, British Legation, Peking
Coatvegelonge, clerk, Supreme Court, Saigon

Court, J
,
clerk. Treasury, Hanoi

Courtau, A., Maritime Customs assistant

Courteaud, receiver, land registry, Saigon
Courthez, director. Government printing office, Saigon
Court.ois, telegraphist, Saigon
Cousin, Eev. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Osaka
Cousing, V., trader, Iloilo

Cousins, A. W. V., magistrate, Singapore
Cousins, E., (Jardine, Matheson & Co) cloi'k, Tientsin

Cousins, Jas., storeroom artificer. Naval Yard
Cousland, P. B., medical missionary, Swatow
Couto, E. J. de, (Jardine, Matheson & Co) clerk, Shanghai
Coutts, G. W., bill broker, Shanghai
Couvreur, Eev. N. J., French Catholic missionary, Singapore

Coveney, A., apprentice. Public Works department, Singapore

Covil, T., (Boyd & Co.) merchant, Amoy
Cowan, W., assistant, Chinese immigration office, Perak

Cowan, Mrs., jiroprietrix, Tanjong Katong Hotel, Singapore

Cowdell, H., engineer, Batukawan Sugar Estate, Province Wellesley

Cowie, A
,
(Cowie Brothers) merchant, Labuan

Cowie, F., English interpreter, Saigon
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Cowie, W. C

,
(Cowie Brothers) merchant, and manager, Muara Coal Co., Labuan

Cowles, J. P., Jr., U.S. Vice Consul and interpreter, Foochow
Cowling, H., assistant master, Frt'e School, Penang
Cowper, C. V. de M., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Audacious

Cox, E., sergeant of municipal police, Tientsin

Cox, G. C., sub editor, JDaily Press olfice, Wjndham street

Cox, J. F. D., cadet, Go^rernment service, Sarawak
Cox, J. H. (Turner & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Cox, John S., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) storekeeper. Queen’s road (absent)

Cox, E. C. C.; lieutenant, E. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Singapore

Cox, W. D., instructor, Imtierial Univereity, Tokio
Coxon, A., bill and bullion broker, and consul for Belgium, Seymour terraco

Coxon, E. J., (Chartered Mercantile Bank) assisir t accountant, Yokohama
Coxon, G. S., bill and bullion broker, Seymour t^ race

Coye, A., (Dell’ Oro & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Cradock, J., inspector of police. Central station

Craig, J. F., (Syme & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Craig, E., (Boustead & Co.) clerh, Singapore
Craig, Eobt., special agent for Jardine, Mat^jeson & Co. and con. for Denmark, Swatow
Cramer, C. H., overseer, public works department, Penang
Cramp, J., clerk of works, surveyor- general’s office

Crampon E., French consul, Manila
Crane, C. E., (Crane Bros.) auctioneer, Singapore
Crane, H. A., proprieter, Hermeline Tapioca Estate, Singapore
Crane, W. A., (Frazar & Co.) clerk, Yukohama
Cranston, D., (S. C. Farnlmm & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Craven, T., (Hyde, Hertz & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Crawlord, chief engineer, steamer Milton, Hongkong and Canton
Crawford, A., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Niigata-maru, Japan
Crawford, A., second officer, steamer Fungshun, China coast

Crawford, A., third engineer, steamer Haeting, China coast

Crawford, A., third engineer, P. & O. steamer Teheran, Hongkong and Japan
Crawford, C., E. A., armourer sergeant. Ordnance Store department
Crawford, C. K., accountant. Treasury, Perak
Crawford, D. E

,
(Lane, Crawford & Co.) storekeeper. Queen’s road

Crawford, Lt.-Coi. G. A., commanding Eoy il Artillery in China and Straits

Crawford, H., (Laiie, Crawford & Co.) assistant, Queen’s i‘oad

Crawford, E 'V. T. P., D.D., missionary, Chefoo
Crawley, staff sergt. C., clerk to principal medical officer, army medical department
Creagh, C. V., H.B.M. assistant Eesident, Perak
Creaeh, E. F., Maritime Customs assistant, Ichang
Creagh, J., solicitor, and editor Hiogo Netcs, Hiogo
Creejens, Ch., second engineer, steamer Esmeralda, Hongkong and Manila
Creek, W., Mari' irae Customs assistant examiner, Foochow
Crenan, surveillant, Customs, Haiphong
Crescini, D., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Manila
Crescini, E., (A. Eoensch) ass stant, Manila
Crespigny, Hon. C. C. de, Eesident, '! hird Division, Sarawak
Crespo, V., telegrat>h operator, Manila
Crespo y Liberio, E., captain. Carat dneros, Manila
Crestien, clerk. Municipality, Pnompenh, Cambodia
Cretin, baker, &c., Haiphong
Crettier, F., (Crettier & Co.) bookseller and stationer, Saigon
Creus, C., (Ker & Co.) ch rk, Manila
Crevich, J., proprietor. Universal Saloon, Nagasaki
Crichton, A., (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) fitter, Singapore
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Cricbton, F., captain, Mitsu Bishi barque Awajishima-maru, Japan
Crigiiton, R. T., master, light ship Tungsha, Sluinphai

Cristobal y Portas, F., engineer, public works dept., Manila
Croad, A., captain, steamer Fu-slmn, China coast

Croal, R. W., commander, receiving ship /iriel, Shanghai
Crochet, clerk, Messageries Maritimes, Saigon
Crochet, J., S. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai
Ciochet, Y., pilot, Haiphong
Crocker, E. A., (Geo. Oliver & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Crogar, J., third officer, steamer Kianfoo, Sha: ghai and Hankow
Croix, J. E. de la, director, Societe des Mines d Etain de Perak, Perak
Croize, A., (Denis Freres) clerk, Saigon

Crolius, V. F., chief engineer, str. Chint/mg, China coast

Cromie, Chsis., public silk inspector, Shanghai
Cromminet, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Cronin, J. B., clerk to Admiral’s secretary, H.B.M. Squadron
Crookshank, A. C., proprietor, Sampadian Estate, Sarawak
Cropley, G. E., clerk, H.B-M. Residency, Perak
Crosby, Miss J. N., missionary, Toffi hama
Cros<, J. J., first inspector of police, Selangor

Cross, S., missionary, Bangkok
Crotte, Mme., milliner and dressmaker, Saigon
Crouzat, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Crouzet, A. du, (Ogliastro & A. du Crou^ct) merchant, Saigon (absent)

Crouzet, O. du, clerk, Mont de Pi^te, Saigon
Crow, W. E., apothecary and analyst. Government Civil Hospital
Crowe, D., (Nagasaki Dockyard) engineer, Nagasaki
Crowley, Jas., surgeon, H.B.M. gunvessel Linnet

Crowlie, H., pilot, Taku
Cruickshank, W. A., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Cruickshank, W., chemist, Victoria Disiiensarv, Pedder’s street

Cruickshank, W. J., (Mourilyan, Ileimann & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Cruise, W., reporter, Hongkong Telegraph, Pedder’s li ’I

Crutch, S. J., (Reiss & Co.) tea inspector, Shanghai
Cruys, C., (Netherlands Trading Society) clerk, Singapore

Cruz, A. A. da, (G. Falconer & Co.) assistant, Queen’s road

Cruz, B. A. da, (Hussell & Co.) clerk. Canton
Cruz, C., (Battle Hermanns & Co.) clerk, Manila
Cruz, F. X. da, (Eastern Extension, . & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Cruz, F. A. da, (A. A. de Mello & Co.) clerk, Macao
( Tuz, J. A. da, engineer, Portuguese corvette Estephania

Cniz, J. M. da, (Russell & Co.) clerk. Canton
Cruz, M., (“ La Puerta del Sol ”) assistant, Iloilo

Cruz, M. da, (Impnmerie C nunerciale) compositor, Saigon

Cruz, M. de, assistant. Gas Co., Singapore

Cruz, 0. A. da, (China Traders’ Ins. Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Cruz, P., surgeon, army medical deparimeot, Manila
Cruz, P. de la, clerk, Inspecciou des Montes, Manila

Cruz, P. de la, chief of police, Pnompenh, Cambodia
Cruz, S. M. da, (Thomas, Rowe, & Smith) clerk. Canton and Macao
Cruz, T. da, clerk. Club Lusitano, Shelley street

Cruz, Z. A. J. da, clerk, marine office, Singapoi’e

Cruz, Lydia F. da Sta., mistress, College de Sta. Roza, Macao
Cruze, M. de, (Behn, Meyer & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Cruze, B. N., de, clerk, post office, Singapore
Cruze, J. da, (New Harbour Dock Co.) time keeper, Singapore
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Cruze, T. A. da boarding and emii.;ration officer, import and export office, S’pore
Cruze, T. A. da, clerk, public -works department, Singapore
CuadiMs, F. ass.staiit, department of lorests, Manila
Cuadrado, A., assistant, public works d ‘p-irtment, Manila
Ouadrado, M., surgeon, Naval department, and professor, University, Manila
Ouartero, M., bishop; Iloilo
Cuejilo, L., (Genato & Co.) assi'tant, Manila
Cuellar, J.. assistant, Cornpania General ile Tabaeos, Manila
Cuesta, A., assistant, public works department, Manila
CuR, J. 0., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) electrician, Singapore
Cullin, VV. A. B., proprietor, Penang Gazette, Penang
Cuuy, A., hairdresser, Yokohama
Cumine, A. G. T., (Cumine <& Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Cuuiiue, Chas., (Cumine & Co.) merchant, Shangh ai (absent)
Gumming, Jas., assistant. Saw Mills Co., Johore
Cummings, W., (Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Manila
Cumroodin, M. M., (Abdoolally Ebrahim & Co.) clerk. Gage street
Cundall,^C. H., (H. J. Andrews & Co.) clerk, Manila
Cun ha, F. da, proprietor hair dressing saloon, Hi('go
Cunha, P. M. da, Jr., merchant, Macao
Cunha, F. M. da, merchant, Macao
Cunha, J. da, writ u’, H.M. Naval Yard
Cunha, Eev. J. P. yti. A nna da, manager Roman Catholic girls’ school, Singapore
Cunha, P. de, clerk, Chinese sub-post office, Singapore
Cuniac, acting president, Tribunal of first instance, Saigon
Cunnifiy, P., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Wenchow
Cunningham, D. S., clerk, Borneo Company, Singagore
Cunningham, H. H., pilot, Shanghai
Cunningham, J. K,, (Pear n. Low & Co.) merchant, and consul for Belgium, Hiogo
Cunningham, T., lightk 'eper, Shang ai

Cunningham, T. B., (Russell & C >.) agent, and vice-con. for Sweden, Canton (absent)
Curet, chief engineer, M. M. steamer Ilissus, Haiphong and Saigon

Rev. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Singapore
Curreem, V., (W. G. Humphreys & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Currie, A., M.L.C., (15 cneo Co.) manager, Singapore
Currie, R., second engineer, stemior Diamante, Hongkong and Manila
Currie, W., engine driver, fire brigade
Curry, N., maritime customs tidewaiter, Tamsui
Curtis, A. W., (M.B.M. S. S. Co.) assistant, stores dept., Yokohama
Curtis, Lieut. C. K., U. S. sloop Alert
Curtis, J. H., (Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Curtis, W., (Nagasaki Dock Yard) . lerk, Nagasaki
Curtis, Rev. W. W., missonary, Osaka
Cuni,, Mrs., (Leslie & C urtis) millim-r and dressmaker, Yokohama
Curtius, J. H. Honker, merchant, Yokohama
Cuscaden, W A., acting assistant superinieadont of Police, Penang
Cushman, Miss Clara M., missionary, Peking (absent)
Cushny, Alex., Jr., (J. P. Bisset & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Cubhbortson, J. R., (Boustead & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Cuthbertson, T., (Bous ead & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Cutter, J. C., M. D., agricultural department, Sapporo, Tesso, Japan
Cuzlcnburg, C. M. van, senior overseer. Public Wotks department, Singapore

Cuyugan, V., notario, ecclesiastical department, Manila

Daae, 0., acting second officer, revenue cruiser Kuashing, Shanghai

Daae, J. M., commissioner. Maritime Customs, Chefoo
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Dabbs, J. F., (T. C. Loveridge) assistant, Penang

Dabin, G. A. M., Pjcman Catholic Mission, Mu’ang Prom, Siam

Dabos, telegraph clerk, Benluc, Cochin-China

Dade, John, senior clerk, army commissariat department

D’Aelh, Lieut. G. G. H., “The BuiFs,” East Kent Regiment

Daetb, John, (Lucas & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Daffa, C. R., commissiv 11 agent. Peel street

Dag^s, chief engineer, M. F. steamboat Cantonnais, Saigon

Dagregorio, (E. Baud & Co.) lightfitter, plumber, &c., Saigon

Daguin, Rer. L. A., French Catholic missionary, Singapore

Dahirel, teacher. School at Vinhl mg, Cochin-China

Dain, clerk, Suf)reme Court, and acting Justice of the Peace, Saigon

Dainty, J. Imperial Naval Yard, foreman moulder, Hiogo

Daland, W. A., (Pcelc, Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Manila

Dale, C. T., second officer, steamer Kungpai, China coast

Dale,' H. W., (Waters & Dale) civil engineu-, Shanghai

Dalg'arno, H., chief engineer, steamer Ni/u/po, Hongkong and Shanghai

Dalgliesh, W. H., (Carter & Co.) silk broker, Shanghai (absent)

Dallas, A. A., cleik, surveyor’s office. Municipal Council, Shanghai

Dallas, Barnes, bill broker, and secretary Race Club, Snanghai

Dallas, C. H., public accountant, Yokohama

Dallas, F., (Hall & Holtz Co-operative Co.) as^istant, Shanghai

Dalleu, master, Chasseloup-Laubat’s College, Saigon

Dalmann, C. B., (Dalmann & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Dalrvmple, G. 0 ., Pilot Company, Shaiighai

Dalrvraple, H. L., (Birley, Dalrympie & Co.) merchant. Queen’s road

Dalrymple, S. E., secretary, government residency, Sandakan

Dalton-Ha-wkins, H., (Hoskyn & Co.) clerk, Iloilo

Daly, D- D., private secretary to Governor of Br, North Borneo, Kudat

Daly, S., broker, Shanghai (absent)

Damazio, J., (Gt. Northerii Telegraph Co.) pupil, Shanghai

Damazio, J. S., (D. Nowrojee) assistant. Queen s road

Damm, O., (Boyes & Co.) clerk, Yokonama

Dampney, J-, (A-. S. Watson & Co.) assistant, Manila

Danby, S. J., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Danby, W., (Danby & Leigh) civil engineer and architect, Praya ceitral

Dandan, P., ecclesiastical department, Manila

Dando, W., (Robinson & Co.) assistant, Penang

Danenberg, C., (Reiss & Co.) clerk, Lombard street

Danenberg, H., writer, H.M. Naval Yard

Danenberg, J., (Drysdale, Ringer & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Danenberg, V., wiiier, H.M. Naval Yard

Danenberg, Thereza da A., reg' nta. College of Sta. Roza, Macao

Daniel, H. W., (Gil b, Livingston & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Daniel, J., ecclesiastical department, Manila

Daniells, Miss C. H., M.D., missiona'y, Swatow

Danker, M., clerk, 'I'anjong Paear D^ck Co., Singapore

Danthouard, acting archiviste. Chamber of Commerce, Saigon

Darbier, J- P-, (Whitfield & Co.) engineer, Yokohama

Darby, W. H. F., (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk. Ice House lane

D’Arcy, Judge, midshipman, H B.M.S Sapphire

Dardart, inspect ir of tdegiaph lines, Bangkok

Dare A. H., (Hongkong and Sbanghai Bank) assistant accountant, Yokohama

Dkrgenc^, second deputy, administration of justice, Saigon

Darke, F. -'L, pilot, Singapore

Darling, D. A., (Barlow & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
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j)arnell D. C., assistant, Temperance Hall, Shanghai
j)art, F. H., assistant engineer, H.B.M.S. Audacious
Dai'tige du Pournet, ensign, French cruiser Furceval, Haiphong
Dattan, A., (Kunst and Albers) merchant, Wladivostock

J) lubenj, official, tldid division, Sarawak
Daudo, J. W., (Robinson & Co.) assistant, Penang
Haughaday, Miss A., missionary, Osaki
Dautremer, interpreter, French Legation, Tokio

Dauver, H. R., (Dauver & Co.) merchant, Amoy
Hauvi rchain, Roman Catholic missionary, Kiiikiang

D’Auxais, sub-chief, first ofl&ce. Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Davault, Rev. E. E., missionary Chefoo

Davenport, A., H.BM consul, Tientsin

Daver, P. F., storekeeper, Lyndhurst terrace

Davey, C., (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Davey, J., (A. S. Watson & Co.) manager, Shanghai

David, D., assistant master. Raffles’ Institulion, Singapore

David, D. M., merchant, Chinkiang

David, E., (Chasseriau Estate) assistant, Singapore

David, J, I'lacksmith and engineer, Saigon

David, -L E., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Drtvid, chief gaoler, Saigon

Davidson, A., third engineer, steamer Haean, China coast

Davidson, C., (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Davidson, C. J. L., lieutenant, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Singapore

Davidson, P. Gr., (P. & O. S. N. Co.) chief assistant, Singapore

Davidson, Geo. (Davidson & Co.) assistant, Ningpo
Davidson, Rev. J. C., missionary, Yokohama
David.«on, J. G., (Rodyk & Davidson) advocate and attorney, Singajiore

Davidson, Patrick (Davidson & Co
) merchant, Ningpo

Davidson, Robert M.,^ (Davidson & Co.) merchant, Niugpo
Davidson, Rev. Robt.,* missionary, Tokio

Davidson, T., (Kelly & Walsh) assistant. Queen’s road

Davidson, T., (A. L. Johnston & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Davidson, Rev. W. C., missionary, Yokohama
Davidson, W., (China Sugar Refining Co.) assistant, Swatow
Davidson, Wm., (Davidson & Co.) merchant, Ningpo (absent)

Davies, A., (Japan Dispensary) assistant, Yokohama
Davies, C W., Maritime Customs assistant, Tientsin

Davies, C. J., (Guthrie & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Davies, D., shipchandler, Singapore

Davies, D., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Amoy
Davies, G. L., government assistant resident, Gaya, Br. North Borneo

Davies, G. W., assistant. Sanitary department. Municipal Council, Shanghai

Davies, J. C., pilot, Singapore

Davies, T. E., (Douglas Lapraik & Co.) clerk, Pray'a

Davies, T. L., captain, Indo-China steamer Taisang, Hongkong and Calcutta

Davies, T., storekeeper, Newchwang
Davies, W., (G. J Morrison) dtaftsman, Shanghai

Davieson, J., (Mit-u Bishi M.S S. Co.) clerk, Nagasaki

Daviot, clerk. Treasury, Saigon

Davis, B. J-> clerk of works, surv y and works department, Penang

Davis, Rev. D H., ra ssionary. Si. Catherine’s Bridge, Shangliai

Davis, E. H. M., commander, H B.M. receiving ship Victor Emanuel
Davis, Ed., (Wisner & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Davis, Rev. G. R., missionary, Tientsin
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Davis, H. W., (Linslead & Davis) merchant, Queen’s road
Davis, Rev. J. D., D.D., missionary, Kioto, Japan
Davis, J. K., (North China Insurance Co.) secretary, Shanghai
Davis, Admiral John Lee, commanding U.S. Naval Squadron
Davis, Rev. R. H., missionary, Niigata
Davis, W., second officer, steamer Fokien, China coast
Davis, Miss A. K., missionary, Tokio
Davis, Mrs. E., milliner, Yokohama
Davis, Miss A. Y., missionary, Kioto, Japan
Davolo, mechanic, Cholen Rice Mill, Saigon
Davoust, warehouseman. Excise department, Soctrang, Cochin-China
Davnr, J. B., (Framjee Hormusjee & Co.) clerk, Queen’s road
Davydow, A., Russian minister, Tokio
Da^es, G. W. W., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Campion
Dawkin, J., third engineer, steamer Taisang, Hongkong and Calcutta
Dawson, C. P., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Chefoo
Day^ E, A., midshipman, H.B.M.S Cleopatra
Day^ W., captain, Kiodo Hnyu Kaisha steamer Sagami-maru, Japan
Deacon, E., (Deacon & Co.) merchant. Canton and Macao (absent)

Deacon, V. H., (Wottou & Deacon) solicitor. Queen’s road
Deakin, E. H., (Deakin Brothers & Co.) fancy goods dealer, Yokohama
Dealy, T. K., assistant master. Central School, Gough street

Dean, H. Y., (H. J. Andrews & Co.) clerk, Manila
Dcane, A. S., Maritime Customs assistant, and medical officer, Wuhu
Deane, H. S., district surveyor, Larut
Deane, W. M., captain superintendent of police

Dear, E. E., (Jardine, Mathtsjn & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Deas, G. P., (Boyd & Co.) clerk, Amoy
De Ath, A., merchant, Hiogo
Death, A. D., (Iiane, Crawford & Co ) assistant Queen’s roa^d

De Biere, Mine, restaurateur, Hanoi
De Chauvet, telegraphist, Thudaumo+, Cochin-China.

Dechevrens, Rev. Marc., R. C. missionary, & director of observatory, Shanghai
Deck, A., engineer, French Gas Company, Shanghai
Deck, H. C., (Sieber-Waser) clerk, Yokohama
Decoppet, H., steward, “ Hotel des Colonies,” Shanghai
De Cotta, J. L., pianoforte instructor, Singapore
De Couljeans, administrator adjoint, Kamput, Cambodia
Decustlne, assistant paymaster. Treasury, Haiphong
Deeguria, E. J., (C. 0. Bhassania & Co.) merchant. Peel street

De Forest, Rev. J. H., missionary, Osaka
Degteretf, T., teacher. Gymnasium, Wladiwostock
Deichen, liglitkeeper. Maritime Customs, Shanghai
Deighton-Braysher, 0., Maritime Customs assistant harbour master, Shanghai
Deitz, G., master of revenue cruiser Hwa-shu, Newcliwang
Dejardin, L., consul for Prance, Arbuthnot road

De Jong, Dr. C. G., Yokohama
Dejoux, clerk, Treasury, Saigon
Delacamp, H. O., (Delacam]>, Maegregor & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Delaney, E. F., pay clerk, U.S.S. Juniata

De Laroziere, commissioner of Customs, Haiphong
Delban, H., (A. R. Marty) assistant, Queen’s road

Delebarre, S., Roman Catholic missionary, Peking
Delechapt, brigadier, French government opium farm, Pnompenh, Cambodia
Delemasure, Rev. J. B., Roman Catholic missionary, Peking
Deleschamps, commander, French gunboat La Framee, Saigon
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Delestre, J. E., Maritime Customs examiner, bliaughai
Delf, (Skipworth, Hammond & Co.) assistant, Hiogo
Delgado, P., alcayde, Bilibid gaol, Manila
Delgado, R., canon, ecclesiastical department, Manila
Delgrado, M., (I. M. Matti) clerk, Manila
Delhoibe, L., sub-accountant, Banque de I’lndo-Chine, Saigon
DeUiard, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon
DeLissa, B. C., planter, Sandakan, Sabah
DeirOro, I., (Dell’Oro & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)
Deimage, J. M. second officer, steamer CM-yuen, China coast
Delmas, second class police agent, Haiphong
Delmas, (A. Lacaze) assistant, Hanoi
Delonetfe, Rev. E. F., manager, French Catholic Mission, Malacca
Delpino, clerk. Excise department, Saigon
Delprato, telegraph clerk, Baclien, Cochin China
Demarest, Rev. H. H., missionary, Nagasaki
Dem^, C., (Geo. Fenwick & Co.) clerk, Wanchai
Demee, F. L., (Kruse & Co.) assistant. Queen’s Road
De Mello, L. T. (De Mello & Kudus) broker, Penang
Demetrius, Rev., Russian missionary, Hakodate (absent)
Demetrius, G., purser, steamer Arratoon Apcar, Hongkong and Calcutta
Demianoff, A., (A. Bjurling & Co.) merchant, Bangkok
Demolis, timber merchant, Tayninh, Cochin China
Dempster, Capt. T. C., paymaster. Army Piy department, and adjutant of Police
Dempster, J., engineer, Penang Ice Works, Penang
Denfeld, Geo. W., ensign, U.S. slooji yllert

Denholm, H., (E. d’Almeida) clerk. Singapore
Dening, Rev. W, missionary, Tokio
Denis, A., (Denis Freres) merchant, and consul for Siam, Saigon
Denis, E., (Denis Frdres) merchant, Saigon (absent)
Denis, G., (Denis Freres) merchant, Saigon (absent)
Denison, A., (Danby & Leigh) assistant, Praya central
Denison, Hon. H. A., lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Audacious
Denison, N., su[)eriutendent and collector. Lower Perak
Denklau, C

,
(Pustau & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Denman, Wm
,
naval architect, Kiangnan Arsenal, Shanghai

Dennemont, pilot, Saigon
Dennys, H. L., (Dennys & Mossop) solicitor. Queen’s road
Dennys, N. B., Ph.D., magistrate, Singapore
Denson, H. E.,. (Lane, Crawfoid & Co.) assistant. Queen’s road
Dent, A., (Alfred Dent & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)
Dent, H. F., commission agent. Canton (absent)
Dent, V. E. J., Maritime Customs assistant, Chefoo
Denlice, M., proprietor, Provencal baki-ry, Yokohama
Depierre, J. M., professor, Saigon Seminary, Saigon
Derdos, clerk. Direction of native affairs, Hanoi
Dermer, T. M., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Dermon, ensign, cruiser Parceval, Haiphong
D^robert, grocer and wine dealer, Saigon
Derrick, C. P., (Powell & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Derrick, G., chief engr., E. E., A. & C. Telegraph Co.’s str. Sherard Osborn, Singapore
Derrick, G., chief engineer, Shanghai Electric Co., Shanghai
Derrick, W. H., (Powell & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Derrien, telegraph clerk, Bentre, Cochin-China
Dert, sub-commissioner, marine approvisionnments, Saigon
De Rusett, W., clerk, P. & O.S.N. Co., Yokohama
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Derzewski, lieuterant, German gunboat litis

Desanges, surveillant, Customs, Haiphong
Hes Grois, lawyer, Saigon
Heshameaux, clerk. Supreme Court, Saigon

Deslion, H. F., aide-de-camp to H.H. The Rajah of Sarawak
Hesker, A., (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) clerk, Singapore

Desker, A. W., clerk, Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, Singapore

Desker, E. H ,
clerk, Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, Singapore

Desker, H. F., (Desker & Co.) butcher, Singapore

Desker, J., apprentice. Pul.lie Works department, Singapore

D^sormeaux, telegraphist, Saigon

D’Eiplanter, (Jos. Bastiani) assistant, Singa[)ore

Dessaignes, deputy judge, Saigon

Dessalles, Rey, E., French missionary, Bangkok
Dessey, agent of public works, Haiphong
Dethleffsen, P. J. S., master mariner, Bangkok
Detraering, W., (W. G. Hale & Co.) merchant, Saigon

Detmers, W., (Riidecker & Co.) merchant, Wyndham street

Detring, Gustav, commissioner of Customs, Tientsin

Deuntzer, S., M.D., medical practitioner, Bangkok
Devenet, C., accountant, Compagnie Francaise Rice Mill, Saigon

Devesa, M., trader, Iloilo

Deville, W. N., pilot, Shanghai

Devine, W. H., (Nagasaki Dock Yard) assistant, Nagasaki

Devise, soap manufacturer, Saigon

Devjee, Rehnitoola, merchant. Peel street

Dew, A. T., acting superintendent Dingdings, Province Wellesley

Dewar, A., chief engineer, steamer Phra Chom Klao, Bangkok and Hongkong
Dewar, W., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) s cretary clerk, Queen’s road

De Wind, A. A., (De Wind, Neuhronner & Co,) planter, Malacca

Dewitt, A. W., clerk. Registration dept., Malacca

De Witt, C. W., dresser, medical department, Selangor

Dexter, R H., warder. Gaol, Singapore

Dhalla, N. P., (N. Mody & Co.) manager. Queen’s road

D’Henouville, teacher, school at Bienhoa, Cochin China

Diack, J., architect and civil engineer, Yokoliama

Dickson, C. W. (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Diament, Miss N., missionary, Kalgan

Dias, E. A. P., (C. W. Rodyk) cleik, Malacca

Dias, J. C. A., dresser. General Hospital, Selangor

Dias y Dumoulin, M., inteiventor. Naval department, Manila

Diaz, C., administrator, “ La Flor de la Isabela ” cigar factory, Manila

Diaz, Fernandez C., solicitor, Iloilo

Diaz, J., oficial, Seccion de Orden Publico, Manila

Diaz de la Quintana, M., presidente, Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila

Diaz y Puertas, F., (Diaz Puertas & Co.) printer and puldislier, Manila

Dick, A. (Gt. Northern Tel. Co.) chief engineer, repairing str. Store Nordiake, S’hai

Dick, H., China Inland missionary, Shashi

Dick, J., (S. C. Farnham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Dicki n, E., chief inspector of police, Perak

Dickie, J., (China Sugar Refining Co.) assistant, Swatow

Dickinson, J. M., (Geo. W. C'dlin; & Co.) stor keeper, Tientsin

Dickinson, W. W., (Collins & Co.) merc.iaut, Tientsin

Dickson, A., (Taikoo Sugar Refining Co.) assistant. Quarry Bay
Dickson, D. L., lieutenant and commander, H.B.M. gunboat Firehrand

Dickson, John, clerk, Brigade office
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Dickson, J. M., third engineer, revenue steamer Feihoo, Amov
Dickson, W., sub-accountant. Chartered Bank of I. A. & C., Singapore
Diego, V. de, sub-director of telegraphs, Manila

Diel^res, engineer, M. F. steamer Oriental, Saigon

Diercking, A., Maritime Customs watcher. Canton
Diercks, F., Maritime Customs chief examiner, Hankow
Dierx, L., (Banqiie de I’lndo Chine) sub-manager, Saigon

Dietrich, Rev. W., missionary, Fukwing, Canton
Dietshelm, W. H., (Hooglandt & Co.) mer. and vice-consul for Russia, Singapore
Diez, R. R., acting Spanish consul, Singapore

Dilger, Rev. T., missionary, Basil Mission, Facliukphai, Canton
Dill, R., (Kaltenbach, Fischer & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Dillere, process server, Saigon

Dillon, Col. Sergt. C., commissariat department
Dillon, E., constable, British Legation escort, Tokio
Dillwitz, master mariner, Bangkok
Dimalinag, T., Ecclesiastical department, Manila
Dimitrief, M., (Kunst & Albers) clerk, Wladivvostock

Dimitry "estaurant keeper, Haifihong
Dimock, C. W., (American Trading Co.) acting agent, Hiogo
Diniz, A., (Chartered Bank) clerk, Shanghai
Diniz, A. J., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Shanghai
Diniz, S. J., (Chartered Bank) clerk, Shanghai
Dios, Luisa de, “ Bstablecimiento de Tejidos,” Manila

Dipner, G., chief of telegraph department, Wladivostock

Dipple, R. P., (Gilman & Co.) clerk, D’Aguilar street

Diss, G. H. (John Little & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Disse, Dr. T., professor of anatomy. Imperial University, Tokio

Dissmeyer, G. A., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Hoihow
Dithlefsen, P. A. captain, Kiodo Unyu KaisSa str. Owari-maru, Japan
Divers, E., M.D., principal. Engineering College, Tokio

Dixon, A. E., proprietor. Hotel de Vienna, Penang
Dixon, H., writer, Naval Yard
Dixon, J. M., secretary. Engineering College, Tokio
Dizon, J., assistant, mint, Manila
Dmitrevsky, P. A., consul for Russia, Hankow
DmitrielF, W. W., (Tokmakotf, Molotkoff & Co.) clerk, Tientsin

Doberck, W., Pb.D., Government Astronomer, Kowloon
Dobson, W. H., (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Praya
Dodd, J. R., surgeon, army medical dejiartment

Dodd, John, (Dodd & Co.) merchant & consul for Netherlands, &c., Tamsui
Dodds, Jas., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Yokohania
Dodwmll, Fred., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk in charge. Queen’s road

Dodwell, G. B., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Doebbeling, W., (Langgaard, Kleinwort & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Doel, P., police inspector, Nagasaki
Doenhoff, Count, German Minister, Tokio
Doering, J. G

,
piano manufacturer and tuner, Yokohama

Doffe, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Doheny, (Fraser, Farl ey & Co.) clerk. Yokobama
Dolakevvich, Paul, stevedore, Wladivostock
Dolan, W., shipchandler and sailmaker, Praya central

Dole, pilot, Saigon
Domenech, A., recandador. Custom House, Manila
Domenjod, A., (A. Spooner, Ed. Renard & Co,) accountant, Saigon
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Domingo, B., (G. van P. Petel & Co.) clerk, Manila
Domingo, T., fitter. Municipality, Penang
Dominguez, E., director, Fabrica de Tabacos “La Insular,” Manila
Domiui’uez, J., surgeon, army medical department, Manila
Dominguez, J. M., (Singer Manufacturing Co.) clerk, Manila
Dominguez, B., alferez, Carabineros, Manila
Dominguez, S., assistant, Custom house, Manila
Donald, J., (M. B. M. S. S. C '.) foreman, sail loft, Yokohama
Donaldson, A. L., (Donaldson & Burkinsliaw) attorney, Singapore
Donaldson, C. P. M., clerk, H.B.M. Works department, Shanghai
Donaldson, R., (Rose, Sayle & Co.) assistant. Queen’s road
Donelan, J., medical practitioner, Iloilo

Donelan, J., medical practitioner, Manila
Donnelly, A. R., (Cornabe & Co.) merchant, Cbefoo
Donno, F., (Moller & Meisner) assistant, Bangkok
Donohoe, J., barrack sergeant, commi.ssariat, Tanglin, Singapore
Donohu, R. W., assistant engineer, H.B.M.S. Cleopatra

Donop, L. B. von, superintendent of agriculture, Silam, North Borneo
Donough, J., (Gilfillan, Wood & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Donough, W., assistant master. Free school, Penang
Donovan, J. M., (Eastern Extension, A. &C. Telegr iph Co.) electrician, Singapore
Donovan, J. P

,
Maritime Cu.stoms Postal clerk, Shanghai

Dopfeld, telegraphist, Saigon
Dorabjee, D., (D. Nowrojee) assistant. Queen’s road
Dorabjeo, F., (Framjee Hormusjee & Co.) clerk, Queen’s road
Doral, A. C., chief clerk. Municipality, Penang
Doral, B. C., clerk. Supreme Court, Penang
Doral, E. N., (Brown & Co.) clerk, Penang
Doral, J. E., (Brown & Co ) clerk, Penang
Doral, J. P., (Behn, Meyer & Co.) clerk, Singa|)ore

Doral, M. P., (Brown & Co.) clerk, Penang
Doral, P. R., clerk, Hongkong
Doral, P. R., clerk. Municipality, Penang
Dorall, H. J., assistant master. High school, Malacca
Dorasamy, V., draftsman, public works department, Penang
Dorda, D. M., commander. Artillery, Manila
Dores, R. das, captain commanding cavalry section police, Macao
Doriani Bouillac, Mme., milliner, Saigon
Dorrinck, J. C., (Schmidt, Kusterraann & Co ) clerk, Penang
Dorward, A. C., China Inland missionary, Shashi

Dosselaere, J. van, S.J., Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai
Dougall, R., (New Harbour Dock Co.) assistant engineer, Singapore

Dougier, H., storekeeper, “La Vascongada,” Manila
Douglas, Lieut. H. H., surveying'service, H.B.M.S. Audacious

Douglas, J. H., manager, Dock Co., Bangkok
Douglas, J. B., cadet, government service, Sarawak
Douglas, R., (A Fong) photographer. Ice House street

Douglas, W. W., superintendent of Police, Sungei Ujong
Dougal, Wm., manager. Chartered Bank of I. A. & C., Singapore

Dougherty, W., (H. & W. Dock Co.) clerk, Aberdeen
Dourville, P., public silk inspector, Yokohama
Douthwaite, Rev. A. W., China Inland missionary, Chefoo (absent)

Douville, secretary. Colonial Council, Saigon

Douzans, commander, gunboat Carabine, Haiphong
Dow, W. N., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Amoy
Dowdall, C., (Myburgh & Dowdall) solicitor, Shanghai
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Dowdall, W., A.E.I.B.A., architect, Shanghai

Dowell, Sir W. M., K.C.B., vice-admiral, in chirge H.B.M, Naval Squadron
Dowley, E. B., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai

Dowling, Emma, laundress, H.K. Steam Laundry Co., Bowrington
Dowm.in, Miss, China Inland missionary, Chungking
Down, St. V. B., (Borneo Co.) clerk, Singapore

Downes, L., (Eu^sell & Co.) clerk, P.-aya

Downie, A., (Innes & Keyser) clerk, Iloilo

Downie, W., (John Little & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Downman, Kev. E. C., chaplain, Christ Church, Canton

Dowsley, Eev. A., missionary, Ichang

Doyle, P., clerk, Or lnance Store department

Doyle, W. H., superintendent, China Paper Mill Co., Shanghai

Drage, E. S., Magistrate, Third Division, Sarawak

Dragon, W., chief clerk. Resident Councillor’s office, Penang
Dragon, W., Jr., (A. C. Capel) clerk, Penang
Drennan, Miss A. M., missionary, Osaka
Drew, A. H., (Bond and Drew) solicited, Singapore

Drew, E. B., Maritime Customs, statistical secretary, Shanghai
Drewell, A., (Holme, Ringer & Co.) clerk, Nagasaki

Drewes, J. A., second officer, str. P/ira Chom Klao, Bangkok and Hongkong
Dross, R., auctioneer, Yokohama
Droiiart de Lezey, Rev. Lucien, Roman Catholic missi mary, Niigata

Drude, H., (Melchcrs &, Co.) clerk, Pedder’s Wharf
Druitt, Lieut. E., Royal Engineers

Drum, M., inspector of police. Province Welle sley

Drummon, W. E., (Paul Heinemann & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Drummond, J., captain, Mitsu Bishi str Kumamoto-maru, Hongkong and Japan
Drummond, M., (Drummon l, Gaggino & Co.) shipchandler, Singapore
Drummond, W. V., (Drummond and Latham) harrister-at-law, Shanghai
Dubail, Mgr., Roman Catholic bishop, Newchwang (absent)

Dubarry, P. R., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Swatow
Duberby, E., acting first assistant. Collector’s office, Krian, Perak
DuBois, C., (C. & J. Favre Br.mdt) assistant, Yokohama
Dubois, J. F., Maritime Customs boat officer, Anping, Formosa
DuBois, L., (C. & J. Favre Brandt) assistant, and consul for Belgium, Osaka
Duch, H., (Great Northern Telegraph Co.) electrician. Queen’s road
Ducos, counsellor. Court of Appeal, Saigon
Dudgeon, C. J., (Selangor Tin Mining Co. of Sbanghai) secretary, Shanghai

Dudgeon, John,M.D., missionary, & professor of anatomy & physiology, Peking
Dudgeon, P. C., lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Wanderer
Dudley, Miss J. E., missionary, Hiogo
Due, P., constable, French consulate, Bangkok
Duenas, M., ayudante, naval forces, Manila
Duer, Yeend, agent, M. B. M. S. S. Co. and Takasima Colliery, Shanghai
Dueso, B., assistant, public works department, Manila
Duff, Alex., (Cameron, Dunlop & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Duff, C. M., clerk, M. B. M. S. S. Co., Tokio
Duff, Thos. W., commission agent, Chinkiang
Duffus, Rev. Wm., missionary, Swatow (absent)

Dufrenil, ministre public, French residency, Hanoi
Duggan, C. W., first clerk. Central Police Station
Dukes, Rev. Dr., missionary, Nantsiang, Shanghai
Dulberg, F. W. E., clerk. Customs Statistical department, Shanghai
Dultin, H., (Hongkew Toilet Club) assistant, Shanghai
Dumant, storekeeper, public works department, Saigon
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Dumas, J. A., professor, Saigon Seminar}", Saigon
Dumelin. A., (Siber & Brennwald) clerk, Yokohama
Dumonteil Lagreze, G., agent princijial, Messageries Maritimes, Saigon
Dunajefsky, G., (Steinbach & Co.) c'erk, Wladivvostock
Dunbar, G. H., (Mitsu Bishi M S.S. Co.) barge keeper, Hiogo
Duncan, A., Maritime Customs assistant, (absent)
Duncan, A., clerk, British consulate. Canton
Duncan, Chesney, assistant, Maritime Customs, Jencliuan, Corea
Duncan, J., sugar boiler, China Sugar Refining Co., East point
Duncan, R. P., (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk, Manila
Duncan, W., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Yokohama-maru, Japan
Dungan, J. S., medical director, U.S. Naval Hospital, Yokohama
Dunlap, Rev. E. P., missionary, Petchaburi, Siam
Dunlop, C., (Powell & Co.) auctioneer, Singapore
Dunlop, C. G., (Findlay, Richardson & Co.) merchant, Manila
Dunlop, D. J., (Russell A Co.) clerk, Praya
Dunlop, Jas., chief engineer, Penang Sugar Estate Co., Penang
Dunlop, Col. S., Inspector General of Police, Singapore (absent)

Dunlop, W., (Windsor, Rose & Co.’s Rice Milt) engineer, Bangkok
Dunman, R., secretary, Tanjong Pagar Land Co., Singapore
Dunman, T., proprietor. Grove Cocoanut Estate, Singapore
Dunman, Wm., broker, Shanghai
Dunmore, D., storeman, H.M. Naval Yard
Dunn, C. A. L., (Thurburn and Dunn) stock broker, Shanghai
Dunn, Rev. E., Roman Catholic missionary, Rejang river, Borneo
Dunn, H. 0., ensign, gunboat TJ.S. Palos
Dunn, J., third engineer, steamer Wingsang, Hongkong and Calcutta

Dunn, Thomas, (Hedge & Co.) merchant, Foochow (absent)

Dunn, W,, thii’d engineer, steamer Kowshing, China coast

Dunne, J. J., (American Trading Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Dime, P., professor, Saigon Seminary, Saigon
Dupen, J. W., chief engineer H.B.M. sloop Albatross

Duponhet, clerk, Direction of the Interior, Saigon
Dupont, telegraphist, Saigon
Dupont, clerk, post office, Saigon
Dupont, second engineer, M. M. steamer Ilissus, Haiphong and Saigon

Dupont, trader, Haiphong
Dupont, Geo., proprietor Sam Saan Saw Mill and Timber yard, Bangkok
Dupr^, chief of office, railway works, Saigon
Duraffour, E., (H. Ludwig & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Durand, M., (Oppenheimer Freres) clerk, Hollywood Road
Durand, U., (Durand & Co.) saddler, Yokohama
Duranton, surveillant, Customs, Haiphong
Duran y Aparicio, J., oficial, contadoria de hacienda, Manila
Durazzo, counsellor, Couit of Appeal, Saigon

Durnford, F. G., contractor an 1 surveyor, Pengkalan Kampas, Sungei Ujong
Diirr, Ed., (Diirr & Co.) merchant, Manila
Durr, 0., (Diirr & Co.) merchant, Manila

^

Durran, W., superintendent. Eastern Extension, A. & C. I'eb'graph Co., Queen 8 road

Durrie, Miss M., teacher, Romm Citholic Girls’ School, Sing.ipore

Durslev, Viscount, middiipmin, H.B.M. S. Sapphire

Dussol^ H., contractor, Saigon
Dussol, CO unsellor. Court of Appeal, Saigon

Dussutour, A., auctioneer and broker, Saigon

Dussutou r. Mine., mistress. Municipal Girls’ School, Saigon

Dutras, Rev. Jose, Roman Catholic missionary, Amoy
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Dutronquoy, S., bowling saloon keeper, Hiogo
Duns, E. H., ( Mitsu Bislii M.S.S. Co.) clerk, Tokio
Duus, J. H., mercliaut, and consul for Denmark, Hakodate
Duval, A. T., (Deacor & Co.) tea inspector, and chairman municipal council, Canton
Duval, V., clerk, “Hotel des Colonies,” Sliangliai

Dyan, J. M., reader, Jewish Synagogue, Shanghai
Dyce, C. M., (Dyce & Co.) merchant, Snangliai
Dyck, Rev. A. S. van, missionary, Amoy
Dyer, H., (Hall & Holtz Co-operative Co.) manager, Shanghai
Dyer, S., (British and Foreign Bible Society) agent, Shangliai
Dyson, C. W., cadet, U.S.S. Trenton
Dzionk, M. F., (Astor House Hotel) clerk, Shanghai

Eagles, F. H., lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Wanderer
Eagling, E., apothecary, H.S. Naval Hospital, Yokohama
Earle, T. B., (Gilfillan, Wood & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Earnshaw, D., (Earnshaw & Co.) engineer, Manila
Easterbrook, S. T. F., (Geo. Oliver & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Eastlack, R. F., (Prazar & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Eastlack, W. R., (C. & J. Trading Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Eastlacke, W. C., dentist, Yokohama
Eason, A., Ciiina Inland missionary, Tunanfoo
Easton, A. J., (Union Insurance Society) clerk, Shanghai
Easton, Rev, G. F., missionary, Hanchong
Eaton, C. P., cadet, U.S.S. sloop Alert
Eaton, J., (Wilkin & Robison) clerk, Yokohama
Eaton, Rev. L. A., missionary, and U.S. Consular chaplain, Bangkok
Eber, A., (Paterson, Simons & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Eber, P. W., clerk. Supreme Court, Singapore
Eber, J. L., (Rodyk & Davidson) clerk, Singapore
Eber, S. J., clerk. Education department, Singapore
Eberweiu, J., chief officer, steamer Ranee, Sarawak and Singapore
Bberwein, W., clerk, St. Andrew’s Cathedral, Singapore
Ebrahim, E., (Abdoolally Ebrahim & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Ebrahim, Esoofally, (A. M. Essabhoy) clerk, Singapore
Ebrahim, Mirza, (H. M. M. Ally & Co.) clerk, Lyndhurst terrace
Eby, Rev. C. S., missionary, Tokio
E9a, D. A. d’, purser, steimer Kiuhiang, Hongkong and Macao
Ebell, H., (E. A. Raven) assistant, Canton
Ecalle, con luctor, public works department, Saigon
Eccles, J., lightkeeper in charge, Houki lighthouse, Chefoo
Eccleston, G., master mariner, B uigkok
Ecclestone, J., assistant examiner, Maritime Customs, Tientsin
Echeita, J. M., (Larrinaga & Echeita) merchant, Manila
Echevarria, A., ayudante. Forestry department, Manila
Echevarria, E. T., “ Los Catalane.s,” Manila
Echavarria, F., captain of steamer Aguila, Iloilo

Echavarria, P., assistant, Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila
Echevarri i, P. G., rector of the University, Manila
Eckford, A. M., (Cornab^ & Co.) merchant, and consul for Netherlan.is, Onefoo

Eckhert, F., professor of music, naval school, Tok’o
Eckhold, M., iVIaritime Customs assistant examiner, Shanghai
Ede, C. M., clei’k. Union Insurance Society, Praya
Ede, George, missionary, Taiwanfoo
Ede, J. M., (H. J. Andrews & Co.) merchant, Manila
Eie, N. J., secretary. Union Insurance Society, Pelder’s wharf
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'Kcldowes, sergeant, municipal police, Kiukiang
Edelmann, W., (Behn, Meyer & Co.) clerk, Singa])ore

Edgar, Gr., (Edgar & Co.) merchant, Sinoapore

Edgar, H., commissioner of Customs, China (absent)

Edgar, J., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Newellwang
Edgar, J., (Edgar & Co.) merchant, Souraha\a
Edge, "Rev. J. C., missionary, London Mission, Staunton street (absent)
Edkins, J., D.D., Maritime Cu.stoms, translator, Peking
Edlefsen, C., post office agent, British consulate, Bangkok
Edmonds, J., chief engineer, H.B.M.S. Audacious
Edmund, Bro., teacher, St. Josejih’s College, Robinson niad

Eduljee, Aderjee, (C. O. Bhassania & Co.) assistant. Peel street

Edulji, Kavasji, clerk. Daily Press office, Wyndham street

Edward, W. W., dispenser, Royal Naval Hospital
Edwards, E., carpenter, H.B.M.S. Audacious

Edwards, F. H., (Malcampo & Co.) clerk, Au.oy
Edwards, F. W., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapora
Edwards, J., third engineer, steamer Thales, China coast

E 1 wards, J. Kennedy, quartrrmastev, ordnance store office

Edwards, 0. E., (Peele, Hubbell & Co.) merchant, Manila and Iloilo

Edwards, T., assistant inspector of brothels

Edwards, Th., (Speidel & Co.) clerk, Saigon
Edwards, W., (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Edwards, W. E., manager Bj^an Estate, Penang Sugar Estates Co., Penang
Efford, Capt. J. J., (Kiodo IJnyu Kaish i) chief inspec.or, Yokohama
Efseyeff, A., councillor, civil administration, Wladiwostock
Egerton, W., police magistrate, Penang
Egville, L, D’, master, steamer Amoy, Hongkong and Shanghai
Ehlers, Aug., merchant, Shanghai
Ehlert, F., gunnery instructor, naval college, Tokio
Ehmer, H., (Meyer & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Ehrart, commissaire de police, French residency, Hanoi
Eicbler, Rev. E. R., missionary, Canton
Eichmann, O., (Rautenberg, Schimdt & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Eickstedt, von, Kapitain lieutenant, H.I, G-erman M.S. Elisabeth

Eidner, W., chemist, Manila
Eilers, C., (Windsor, Rose & Co.) clerk, Bangkok
Eitel, Rev. E. J., M.A., Ph.B., inspector of schools. Queen’s road

Eitter, J., overseer of roads, Municipal Council, Shanghai
Eizmendi, S., marmolista, Manila
Ekstrand, J. W., captain, Mitsu Bishi barque Kanagawa-mam, Japan
Ekstrand, T. A., (Mitsu Bishi M. S. S. Co.) assistant, Hiogo
Elcum, J. B., cadet studying A alay, colonial secretary’s office, Singapore

Elder, A. G., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Chefoo

Eldridge, G. B., third officer, steamer Namoa, China coast

Eldridge, Stuart, M.D., physician. General Hospital, Yokohama
Elera, C. de, professor. University, Manila
Elias, E. E., (Moses & Elias) broker, Hongkong
Elias, J. B., (Belilios & Co.) merchant, Lyndhurst terrace

Elias, R. H., (R. S. Raphael) clerk, Shanghai

Elie, justice of the peace, Saigon

Elizaga, J. S. de. Maritime Customs lightkeeper,Tutnabout lighthouse, Amoy
Elizaide, E. de, assistant, Sociedad de Seguros Maritiinos Mutuos, Manila
Elizalde, J. M., (Inchausti & Co.) merchant, Manila

Elizaide, L. R. de, bookkeeper, public works dept., Manila

Ellert, A., (Schmidt & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
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Ellerton, H. B., (G il'on & Co.) clerk, Food ow
Ellerton, J., engineer, Hiogo
Elliott, F. H., (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Elliott, J. E., (Hellyer & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Elliott, Lieut. H. V. W., H.B.M. sloop Daring
Ellis, H., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) assistant. Queen’s road

Ellis, H., master attendant and shipping master. Marine department, Singapore
EUis, H. P., third officer, steamer Kiang-Jcwan, Shanghai and Hankow
Ellis, H. M., s'aff surgeon, H.B.M. sloop Pegasus
Ellis, L. R., (Forbes, Munn & Co.) clerk, Manila
Ellis, M. W., engineer, H.B.M.S. Sapphire

Ellistou, W. L., China Inland missionary, Chefoo
Elmer, G. W., colporteur, American Bible Society, Yokohama
Eloriaga, B., (Genato & Co.) assistant, Manila
Elseffer, H. S., assistant engineer, U.S. sloop Monocacy
Elvaim, F. P. M. F., ensign, police, Macao
Elvins, H. V., apprentice, govt, medical department, Penang
Elwin, Rev. A., missionary, Hangchow (absent)

Elzingcr, watchmaker, Manila
Emery, D. A., (Wadliegh & Emery) merchant, and TJ.S. interpreter, Chinkiang
Emmerson, Miss A., proprietrix of Emmerson’s tiffin rooms, Singapore
Emonet, Rev. N., Reman Catholic missionaiy, Newchwang
Emuang, M., dresser, govt, medical department, Penang
Encarnagao, F. X., (Arnhold, Karberg & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Encarna9ao, L. d’, (A. Robinson) clerk, Shanghai
Encarna9ao, P. d’, clerk. Club TJniao, Macao
Encarnacio, S. J. d.’, clerk, military department, Macao
Encinas, C. G., magistrate, Manila
Enciso, E., asesor, Auditoria de guerra, Manila
Endicott, H. B., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai
Eudicott, R. R., (Douglas Lajmaik & Co.) clerk, Praya
Endicott, S., (Comes & Co.) clerk, and vice-consul for Hawaii, Hiogo
Endtner, A., (F. Eugler & Co.) clerk, Saigon

Engelhardt, H., (E. Whittall) clerk, Yokohama
Engert, M., (Walsh, Hall & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
England, C. R., commission agent and auctioneer, Shanghai
England, E. H., ( 1\ H. England & Co.) merchant, Foochow
England, McHenry, merchant, Foochow
Engler, A., (F. Engler & Co.) clerk, and Consul for Austria, Saigon
Engler, E., (Behn, Meyer & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Enomotto Takeaki, Vice Admiral, Japanese Minister, Peking
Enriquez, A., clerk, accountant general’s office, Manila
Enriquez, D., ayudante, Estad Mayor de la Plaza, Manila
Enriquez, D., (G. van P. Petel & Co.) clerk, Manila
Enriquez, F., judge, Quiapo district, Manila
Enslie, J. J., British consul, Nagasaki
Ephraums, clerk, H.B.M. Residency, Perak
Epper, J., (Germann & Co.) clerk, Manila
Eranee, B. A., commission agent. Gage street

Eranee, B. B., (Barjoijee, Khodadad & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Erbreish, F., (Lambert Bros.) assistant, Singapore

Erdmann, C., (Carlowitz & Co.) merchant, Ic house lane and Canton
Erhard, assistant engineer, H.I. German M.S. Stosck

Erior, J., smelter, Soci^te des Mines d’Etain, Perak
Ernisian, Bro., teacher, St. Joseph’s Colleg.>, Robinson road

Ernst, H., (G. R. Lambert & Co.) assistani, Singapore
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Erskine, C. H., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Amoj
Erstine Jas., lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Champion
Erskine, S., (Howaith, Erskir.e & Co.) engineer, Singapore
Esbran, D., sub-foreman. Government Printing office, Singapore
Escalera, R., chief of trade, Contaduria gl. de hacienda, Manila
Escande, ensign, French cruiser Hamelin, Haiphong
Escassi, Viuda E. G., printer, Iloilo

Escobar, J., chief accountant, Compania general de Tabacos, M.-nila

E&cobar y Garcia, E., Gefe de Negociado, Contadaria Gl. de Hacienda, Manila
Eseondrillas, D., architect, Cebu
Escosura, N., inspector general de montes, Manila
E^oubet, administrator of native affairs, Saigon
Escribano, Rev. E., Dominican missionary, Tonquin
Escribano, F., (Ker & Co.) clerk, Iloilo

Escudier, commander, cruiser Parceval, Haiphong
Esdale, C., (Mitsu Bishi Mail S.S. Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Esdale, J. T-, (W. M. Strachan & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Esmail, H. M. S., (H. A. Asgar & H. Esmail) merchant, Gage street

Esmail, Oosman, (Hajce Hained Hajee Esack) manager. Gage street and Canton
Espana, L., oficial, secretary-general’s office, Manila
Espanal, L., (J. Smith) clerk, Cebu
Especkerman, B. H., proprietor, Mercantile Press, Singapore
Especkerrnan, S., chrk, Hongkong and Shangliai Bank, Singapore

Especkerman, S., clerk, Tanjong Pagar Dock Co., Singapore

Espeland, C., third engineer, steamer Marie, Hongkong and Manila
Espino, M., constable, Spanish Consulate, Amoy
Espinosa de los Monteros, P., clerk, accountant general’s office, Manila
Espirita, B., (Llanos, Tapia & Co.) clerk, Manila
Ess, J. M., assistant, works drpartment. Municipality, Singapore

Essabboy, Abdoolkader M., merchant, Cochrane street (absent)

Essabboy, Abdoolkyum M., (A. M. Essabboy) merchant, Cochrane street

Essalhoy, M. M., (A. M, Essabboy) manager, Singapore

Essex, F., share broker, Shanghai
Ehson, D., (New Harbour Dock Co.) boilermaker, Singapore

Estanislao, E., (Barlow & Wilson) assistant, Manila

Estorges, telegraph clerk, Longuyen, Cochin China
Estrada, Dr. A., secretary, Universidad de Filipinrs, Manila

Estrada, L., clerk, Supreme Court, Manila
Estrada, J. de oficial, consejo de administracion, Manila

Estrada, S., clerk. Supreme Court, Manila
Estruch, A., assistant. Mint, Manila

Eti*^une, flag lieutenant, Geiman Squadron

Etiennes, chief clerk. Excise department, Saigon

Eugster, J., (Gsell & Co.) merchant, Manila

Eugster, P., (Gsell & Co.) merchant, Manila

Eustace, F. O., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Evans, A. M. A., acting accountant, Associated Wharve.s, Shanghai

Evans, E. M. H., (Hill & Rathhome) planter, Selangor

Evans, H., constable, British Consulate, Canton
Evans, H., inspector of immigrants, Penang
Evans, H., (Evans & Co.) baker, and prO|>rietor of “ Empire Brewery, ” Shanghai

Evans, H. A., assistant engineer, H.B.M. despatch vessel Vigilant

Evans, J., cable jointer, Ea-tern Extension, A. & C. Tel graph Co., Singapore

Evans, J. H., (Evans, Pugh & Co.) merchant, Shangliai and Hankow (absent)

Evans, M. P., (Reid, Evans & Co.) mei chant, Shanghai (absent)

Evans, S., lieutenant of Ordeilies, Army Hospital Corps, Singapore
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Evans, W., passed cadet, Colonial secretary’s office, Singapore
Evans, W^, sub inspector of nolice, Perak
Evans, master mariner, Bangkok
Evans, Miss J. G., missionary, T’ungchau (absent)

Evans, Miss M., China Inland missionary, Nganking
Evatt, P. F., assistant accountant. Chart red Mercantile Bank, Singapore
Eveillard, director. Tan Dinh printing office, Saigon

Eveleigh, J., inspector of Municipal Police, Central station, Shanghai
Everall, H., (Hall & Holtz Co-operative Co,) manager, Shanghai
Everard, C. W., acting assistant Chinese Secretary, H.B. I\J. Legation, Peking
Everett, A. H., Labuan
Everett, E. E., wine and spirit merchant, Singapore
Everett, H. H., superintendent. Government Mines, Sarawak
Everingham, Rev. W., Seamen’s Mission Chaplain, Singapore
Evers, A., (Simon, Evers & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Evers, H. C., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Evington, Rev. H., missionary, Osaka
Evrard, Rev. F., Roman Catholic missionary', Tokio
Ewart, H., (Macleod & Co.) clerk, Cebu
Ewens, Creasy, solicitor. Queen’s road
Ewing, A. J., professor of Engineering, Imperial University, Tokio
Eychenne, telegraphist, Pnompenh, Cambodia
Eykman, professor, medical dept.. Imperial University, Tokio
Eymard, C., (Bavier & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Eyre, F. G., sub-lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Wanderer
Eyti l, W., (Ahrens & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Eyton, J. L. O., (Japan Gazette office) assistant, Yokohama
Ezekiel, F., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Praya Central

Ezekiel, J. S., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co )
raer<-hant, Shanghai

Ezekiel, N. D., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Praya
Ezra,E. M., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk, S anghai

Ezra, I., (Isaac Ezra & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Ezra, I. A., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Ningpo
Ezra, N. IN. J., merchant, Wellington street

Fabaurel, clerk, service administratif, Hanoi
Faber, F. P., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) telegraphist, Shanghai
Faber, Eev. H., missionary. Mosque street

Faber, H., (Faber and Voigt) merchant, Hiogo
Fabian, A., (Baer Senior & Co.) clerk, Manila
Fabian, N. C., marmolista, Manila

Fabre, assistant architect, public buildings department, Saigon

Fabre, captain, M. M. steamer Meinam, Saigon and Singapore

Fabre, A., propri tor, Easdolny steam saw mill, Wladiwo.stock

Fabregas, I). C., assistant professor of notoriado. University, Manila
Fabrice, E., druggist, Jaro, P.iilippiues

Fabris, E. A., assistant, Municipal Council offices, Shanghai
Fachtmann, R.. (H. Ahrens & Co.) clerk, Yokohama (absent)

Faciolle, warehouseman, Excise department, Mvthn, Cochin China
Eaesy, G. A., manager, Emmcrson’s tiffin rooms, Singapore

Faffa, J. A., (A. G. Gordon & Co.) engineer, Bowrington
Faga, V., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Fairall, Miss, (Gate & Pairall) dressmaker, Q men’s road

Fail-burst, Thos., (Newman & Co.) tea inspector, Foochow
Fairley, J. W., quarterina ter, “ The Buffs,” East Kent Regiment
Faizally, A., broker, Graham street
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Falaventour, warehouseman, Excise department, Longxujen, Cochin China
Falch, W., (Langfielut & Mayers) clerk, Yokohama
Falck, C., (C. lilies & Co.) godownkeeper, Yokohama
Falck, G., (Falck & Beidek) merchant, B:ingkok

Falcken, E., (O. W. Lindholm & Co.) manager Nicolsk flour mill, Wladiwostock
Falconer, Alexander, acting superintendent, Victoria Gaol
Falconer, G. A., asst, manager. Gold n Grova Est ile, Penang Sugar Estate Co,, Penang
Falconer, I. B., (G. Falconer & Co.) watchmaker. Queen’s road
Falconer, M., (G. Falconer & Co.) watchmaker. Queen’s road

Falconer, T. W., magistrate, second division, Sarawak
Falkner, E. C., acting assist, superintendent of Police, Province Wellesley

Falls, W. T. B., colonial surgeon, Malacca
Falls, Miss E. F., missionary, Tokio
Falque, P., clerk, Messageries Maritimes, Yokohama
Faiago, E., Maritime Customs commissioner, Tamsui
Farewell, F, A. S., lieutenant, H.B.M. gun-vessel Midge
Faria, A. L. de, (W. G. Hale & Co.) clerk, Saigon

Faria e Silva, J. A. G. de, first lieut., Portuguese coiwette Estephania
Fariuha, Eev. M. J., prefect, Seminario de S. Jos^ Macao
Farley, Gus., Jr., (Fraser, Farley, & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Faniham, Eev. J. M. W., D.D., missionary, Shanghai

Farquhar, A. M., Flag-lieutenant, H.B.M. Squadron
Farrant, H., operator. Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co., Penang
Farrell, H. A., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Chinkiang

Farsari, A., (A. Farsari & Co.) newsagent, Yokohama
Farwell, Chas., paymaster, H.B.M. gun-vessel Midge

Fasceto, H., third engineer, M. M. steamer Tanais, Hongkong and Japan
Fauboumet de Montferraird, lieutenant, cruiser Parseval, Haiphong
Fauchet, telegraph overseer, Longxuyen, Cochin-China

Faulds, H., medical missionary, Tokio

Fauque, Eev. J. A., French missionary, Ban-nok-kuak, Siam
Faure, (Eeyraud & Faure) commission agent, Haiphong
Faurie, Kev. U., Eoman Cuthdic missionary, Hakodate
Favier, Eev. A., Eoman Catholic missionary, Peking

Favre, C., fruit preserver, Singapore

Favre-Brandt, C., (C. & J. Favre-Brandt) w'atch importer, Yokohama (absent)

Favre-Brandt, J., (C. <£ J. Favre-Brandt) watch importer, Yokohama
Fawcett, John, engineer, H.B.M. g-unboat Espoir

Fawcus, W., chief officer, E. E., A. & C. Telegraph Co.’s steamer Agnes, Singapore

Fawkes, A. W., registrar. Supreme Court, Malacca

Fazulally, Mahomedally, (Shaikhally Fazulally) assistant. Peel street

Fazulallv, Shaikally, milliner and draper. Peel street

Peak, W. M., chief engineer, H.B.M. sloop Pegasus

Fearon, C. H., (Fearon, Low & Co.) clerk, Slianghai

Fearon, G. B., (Deacon & Co.) clerk. Canton and Macao
Ftaron, J. S., (Fearon, Low & Co) merchant, Shanghai

Fearon, W., (Feaion, Lo\v & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Featherstone, W. B., assistant engineer. Gas Comi)aiiy, Singapore

Featherstonhaugh, J., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Chinkiang

Featherstonhaugh, M. H., (Geo. Oliver & Co.) clerk, Foochow

Federoff, M., jtroprietor of Eichnoy steam saw mill, Wladiwostock

Fedoroff, J., assistant. Telegraph office, Wladiwostock

Fee, R. M. M., French Catholic missionary, Penang
Feindel, Ch., interpreter, German consulate, Tientsin

Feitch, J., bandmaster to the Second King, Bangkok
Feklin, A., (Tschuren & Co.) clerk, Wladiwostock
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Peldhausen, H. E. Admiral, Governor,. Wladiwostock
Felemez, Mme., tavernkeeper, Saigon
Felician, first engineer, M. M steamer Volga, Hongkong and Japan
Feliciano, J., (Tntuban Rope Factory) assistant, Manila
Jeliciano, M., (Tutuban Rope Factory) agent and manager, Manila
Felisardo, J., (.Wilks & Boyle) clerk, Manila
Felix, F., sub-postmaster, Bn.terwor b, Penang
Felizardo, J., (Earnshaw & Co.) clerk, Manila
Fellonnean, agent principal. Service administratif, Hanoi
Feliaan, B., proprietor, Germania Bowling Saloon, Nagasaki
Felraan, Mrs. E., propiietrix. Eureka Hotel, Nagasaki
Pelonneau, cluef of commissariat service, Hanoi
Felsentberg, trader, Haiphong
Felton, E., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Shanghai
Fenaillon, chief secretary, public works depirtment, Saigon
Fencott, F. C., overseer of roads, Municipali y, Penang
Fenner, A. W., clerk, British Residency, Selangor
Fenning, W., Maritime Customs assistant tide-surveyor, Amoy
Fenollosa, E. F., professor of ]ihilosophy. Imperial University, Tokio
Fenton, R. B., (Boyd & Co.) clerk, and secretary Chamber of Commerce, Amoy
Fentum, G. B., professor of music, Shanghai
Fenwick, Geo., (Geo. Fenwick & Co.) engineer, Wanchai
Ferand, L., assistant, Pharmacie Normale, Saigon
Feraud, clerk, direction of the interior, Saigon
Ferand, harness maker, Saigon
Ferbracke, W., gunner, H.B.M. sloop Pegasus
Ferebee, N. McP., P.A., surg' on, U.S.S. Trenton
Ferguson, A., chiefengineer, str. Kiangkwan, Shanghai and Hankow
Ferguson, A., share broker, Shanghai
Ferguson, G., (China Sugar Refining Co.) chief engineer. East point

Ferguson, G. H., chief engineer, str. Haeshin, Cliina coast

Ferguson, J. C., C.E., consulting engineer, Shanghai
Ferguson, J. H., Netherlands minister, Peking
Ferguson, J. H., R.N., inspector of machinery, Naval Tard
Fergiisson, R., (Morriss & Fergussc i) bill and bullion broker, Shanghai
Fergnsson, T. T., (Fergusson & Co.) merchant, & Belgian consul, Chefoo
Ferlie, W. R., chief officer, steamer Haean, China coast

Fernandes, storekeeper. Imperial Naval Yard, Hiogo
Fernandes, A. M., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Singapore
Fernandes, B. de S., merchant, and consul for Siam, Macao
Fernandes, F. H., clerk and usher. Supreme Court
Fernandes, J C., (Tvpographia Mercantil) assistant, Macao
Fernandes, J. V., (T;pographia Mercantil) compositor, Macao
Fernandes, N, T., proprietor, Boletim de Macao e Timor, Macao
Fernandez, A., clerk, audit office, Singapore
Fernandez, C., assistant, Spanish Royal Mail Steamers office, Manila
Fernandez, D., lightkeeper, Laraocks lighthouse, Amoy
Fernandez, F., assistant surveyor, Sandakan
Fernandez, P. G., medical practitioner, Manila
Fernandez, H., ministro letrado, tribunal de cueutas, Manila
Fernandez, H., third engineer, steamer Nanshan, China coast
Fernandez. J. A., asustant master. Raffles Institution, Singapore
Fernandez, J. A., Forestry de|>artment, Iloilo

Fernandez, J. C., clerk, Protectorate of Chinese, Singapore
Fernandez, J. V., (J. B. Roxas) clerk, Manila
Fernandez, K. C., overseer, survey department, Malacca.
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pernandpz, L., assistant, “La Puerta del Sol,” Manila
pernandez, L., second boarding offic* r, Protectorate of Cl)inese, Singapore
pernandez, Eev. M., Roman Catholic missionary, Haiphong
pernandez, M., restaurant keeper, Manila
pernandez, N. T., Macao
pernandez, O., (Carlos Plitt) druggist, Tuguegarao, Philippines

pernandez, O., (Compania General de Tabacos) agent, Tuguegarao, Philippines
pernandez, E., chemist, Manila

pernandez. Rev. V., Roman Catholic missionary, Haiphong
.

pernandez, V., (J. B. Rozas) clerk, Manila

p rnantez, V., (P. Sartorius) assistant, Manila
pernier, assistant paymaster, Treasury, Hanoi
pernter, J., third engineer, steamer Taichow, Hongkong and Bangkok
perrae, J., assistant, Maynard & Co., Penang
perral. E., Jr. (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk, Cebu

p- ri al y Mateo, P., medical practitioner, Ctbu
perrand. Rev, Pr., S. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai
perrand, P. L., Roman Catholic missionary, Ningpo
terrando, government architect, Bangkok
peirando, C., drill master, Siamese army, Bangkok
perrao, J., clerk. Land office, Peiak
perrari, E. lightkeeper, Dodd Island, Amoy
perree, accountant, railway works, Saigon
perreira, A. M., clerk, China Sugar Refining Co., East Point
perreira, Rev. J. G., superior of Portuguese niis.sion, Timor
perreira, J. M., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Queen’s road
perreira, L. A., lawyer, Macao
perreira, V., (China Sugar Refinery) assistant, Swatow
perrer, M., clerk, tribunal de cueiites, Manila
perrero, W., (Maynard & Co.) assistant, Singapore

perrie. Rev. J. B., Roman Catholic missionary. Nagasaki
perrier, J., chief engineer, steamer Kiangyu, Shanghai and Hankow
penis, P. P., (N. C. Herald Office) clerk, Shanghai

pesca, Dr. Max., professor of agriculture, Agricultural College, Tokio
pesigny, de, commander, gunboat Sagarie, Saigon

p^vre, clerk, Direction of the Interior, Saigon
peyerabend, E. R., (H. C. Morf & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
pield, A. W., Maritime Customs Boat officer, Shanghai

pielde. Miss A. M., missionary, Swatow (absent)

pielder, John, engineer, H.B.M.S, Cleopatra

p‘gg, F. G., assistant, Hongkong Observatory, Kowlocn
p;guereido, A. de, (Russell & Co.) clerk, Amoy
pigueroido, A. de, enfermeiro, military hospital, Macao
pigueiredo, F. de, clerk, China and Japan Trading Co., Nagasaki
pjgueiredo, F. X., de., (Herbert Dent & Co.) clerk, Canton
pigueiredo, H. C. V. de., (Peaion, Low & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

pigueiredo, J. M. V. de Jr., (Carlowitz & Co.) clerk, Icehouse lane

pilippi, Rt. Eev. Pr. A.M., Roman Catholic bishop, Ichang
pillette, T. G., second lieutenant marine corps, U.S.S. Enterprise

pjneham, C., engineer, Selangor Tin Mining Co., Selangor

pjneham, H G., deputy assistant commissary general of ordnance

pjndlay, J., (Major Bros.) clerk, Shanghai

pinlayson, J., (Boustead & Co.) meichant, Singapore

pjnlayson, J., China Inland missionary, Honan
pinney, W. J., second officer, steamer Ningpo, Hongkong and Shanghai

pinzi, Vito, consul for Italy, Shanghai
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Fioritti, Eev. J. B., Koman Catljolic missionary, Peking
Fischel, Kapitain lieutenant. H. I. German M. S. Elisabeth

Fischer, jdlot, Saigon
Fischer, tavernkeeper, Saigon
Fischer, G., (E. Meyer & Co.) merchant, Tientsin

Fischer, H., secretary, German Consulate, Singapore

Fischer, H., (Behn, Mayer & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Fischer, ()., (Baer Senior Co ) clerk, Isabela, Philippines

Fischer, S., (G. R. Lammert) assistant, Praya
Fisher, Rev. C. H. D., missionary, Tokio
Fisher, E., bill and bullion broker, Hankow
Fisher, H. J., assistant. Maritime C'^stoms, Kiukiang
Fisher, H. K. C., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Foochow
Fisher, Dr. J. Charles, medical practiticmer, Shanghai
Fisher, J., rice merchant, Singapore

Fisher, J. W., M.D., fleet surgeon in charge H.B.M. naval hospital, Yokohama
Fisher, John, deputy inspector general. Royal Naval hospital

Fisher, T. R., (Sayle & Co.) assistant manager, Singapore
Fisher, Miss L. M., missionary, Foochow
Fisler, L. F., photographer, Shanghai
Fitch, Rev. Geo. F., missionary, Soocbow
Fittock, C., (Baxter & Fittock) marine surveyor, Singapore

Fitzgerald, M., (Japan Mineral Waters Manufactory), Hiogo
Fitzgibbon, W. B., student, British Legation, Peking
Fitz-Henry, D., agent, Comptoir d’ Escompte, Yokohama
Flack, F. F., chiel oflicer, steamer Japan, Hongkong and Calcutta

Flanagan, J., sub-inspector of police, Perak
Flayol, captain, M.F. steamboat Jean Dwpuis, Saigon
Fleith, B., (Fleith & Laplace) broker and auctioneer, Saigon
Fleming, D. M., (W. F. Sievenson & Co.) clerk, Manila
Fleming, J., inspector of municipal police. Central station, Shanghai
Fleming, J. M., mei chant and cigar manufacturer, Manila
Flemming, L., (Siemssen & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Fletcher, A., cleik, marine department, Penang
Fletcher, J., (China Sugar Refining Co.) sugar boiler. East point
Fletcher, J., (McAlister & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Fletcher, J., (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) chief wharfinger, Singapore
Fletcher, T. H., (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) superintendent engineer, Singapore
Fleury, J. J. M., secretary, Netherlands Consulate, Penang
Flores, B., (L. Genu) clerk, Manila
Flores, C., (S. S. Flores) assistant, Manila
Flores, D., (S S. Flores) assistant, Manila
Flores, J. F., (Birchal, Robinson & Co.) clerk, Manila
Flores, M., (J. M. Fleming) clerk, Manila
Flores, P., (S. S. Flores) assistant, Manila
Flores, S., (S. S. Flores) assistant, Manila
Flores, S. S., siik weaver, Manila
Flores, V. L., (S. S. P’lores) assistant, Manila
Flores, V., (S. S. Flores) silk weaver, Manila
Flothow, C., (Siemssen & Co.) clerk, Shaugbai
Flynn, T., warder. Gaol, Singapore
Fochs, commission agent, Manila
Focken, F. W., pilot, Swatow
Focken, Miss, (F. C. Brown, & Co.) assistant, Amoy
Fogarty, T. W., surgeon, army medical department
Fold, E., warder, gaol, Singapore
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Foley, W., usher, magistracy, SingJipore

Folker, H., overseer, mountain roads, Perak
Follenius, lieutenant, H. I. German M. S. Elizabeth

Follet, officer of Ordnance, Saigon
Folts, H., third officer, steamer Esmeralda, Hongkong and Manila
Foiisacu, A., assistant, Hongtong Hotel, Queen’s road
Fonse9a, E., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore
Fonsales, A., (Denis Pieres) clerk, Saigon
Fonseca, A. J. da, commission agent, lieut. National battalion, Macao
Fo nseca, A. IVl. E. da, major, military department, Macao
Fonseca, F. J., (Evans, Pugh & Co.) clerk, Hankow
Fonseca, F. V da, (Evans, Pugh & Co.) cleik, Shanghai
Fonseca, J. A. da, (W. M. Strachan & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Fonseca, J. B., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai
Fonseca, V. P., purser, receiving shij) Wellington, Shanghai
Fonseca, W. C., clerk. Collector’s office. Lower Perak
Font, N., marine inspect. m, Spanish E yal Mail steamers, Manila
Font, Eev. S., professor of arts, Manila
Fontaine, A. M. de, chief inspecttjr of police in charge, Kudat, Br. North Borneo
Fontaine, sub-inspector, opium and spirit larm, Pnompenh, Cambodia
Fontaine, teacher, municipal boy’s school, Saigon
Fontan, receveur comptable, telegraph office, Saigon (absent)
Foote, L. H., rainist r for United Sates, Seoul, Corea
Forbes, C., (Eastern Extension, A. C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore

Forbes, H. M., (t'orbes, Munn & Co.) merchant, Manila
Forbes, G. H. (Hatch, Forbes & Co.) clerk, Tientsin

Forbes, H. deC., (Russell ifeCo.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Forbes, W. H., (Eussell & Co.) merchant, and acting c. nsul fer Sweden, Ac., Praya
Forbes, W. H., (Hatch, Forbes & Co.) merchant, Tientsin

Forbes, Win., merchant and Belgian consul, Tientsin

Ford, A. G., clerk to acting chief justice, Singapore
Ford, C. M., vice-consul, British Consulate, Shanghai
Ford, Chas., superintendent, botanical and afforestation dept.

Ford, J., third officer, steamer Zafiro, Hongkong and Manila
Ford, J., (Boyd & Co.) assistant, bhanghai
Ford, R. A., stevedore, Nagasaki
Ford, T., assistant engine driver, fire brigade
Ford, T

,
(Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai

^ord, Theodore T., acting chief justice, Singapore
Ford, Miss, (Eose, Sayle & Co.) assistant, (Queen’s read

:Loreshaw, E., (Hyde, Hertz & Co.) clerk, -Shanghai

ifiorestier, administrator of native alfaii'S, Saigon

ormentos, V., (Singer Manufacturing Co.) clerk, Manila

Fornander, M., apothecary. General Hnspital, Klang, Selangor

Fpronda, Eev. A. L. de, Eoman Catholic missionary, Tonquin

:r,oronda, Eev. I. L. de., Eoman Catholic missionary, Tonquin
orresr, E. J., H.B.M. consul, Amoy

:f prrester, Wm., (Forrester & Co.), merchant, Shanghai

:fiors. A., contador, tribunal de cuentas, Manila
Forsaith, G. A

,
Maritime Customs boat officer, Foochow

Forster, John, (J. Forster & Co.) merchant, Foochow (absent)

:pOrster, E- N., assistant accountant. Oriental Bank, Singapore

pOrsytb, J. E., apothecary, general hospital, Sungei Ujong
ipOss, H

,
(Borneo Co.) manager. Queen’s road

*^oss. Rev. H. J., missionary, Hiogo
Fossarieu, De Lucy, interpreter, French Legation, Tokio
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Foster, Eev. A., missionary, Hankow
Foster, F. B., (P.M.S.S. Oo.) general agent for China, Queen’s road
Foster, F. T. P., (Linstead & Davis) merchant. Queen’s road
Foster, Jas., (Mackenzie & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Fostei*, P., Maritime Customs watcht-r, Canton
Foston, H., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore
Fougei'at, J. H., Maritime Customs assistant, Chinkiang
Foulhoux, architect in chief of public buildings, Saigon
Foulkes, W., storeman, Naval Yard
Foulon, acting c def gaoler, Sa gon
Pouque, P., teacher (f French, foreign language school, Tokio
Foures, administrator of native affairs, Saigon
Foures, acting representative of French protectorate, Pnompenh, Cambodia
Fournel, J., (Schouhard & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Fournier’, H., storekeeper’, Queen’s road
Fowke, R. W., planter, Johore
Fowler, Rev. C. W., missionary, Quop and Batuk, Sarawak
Fowler, S., second officer, str. Phra Chula Gliom Klao, Hongkong and Bangkok
Fowler, W'., inspector of municipal police, Hongkew station, Shanghai
Fowles, Miss, China Inland missionary, Shanghai
Fox, Alex., (Robinson & Co.) assistanr, Singapore
Fox, Ca,., t. T. A., harbour master, Penang
Fox, T. J., chief engineer, H.S.M. steamer Siam Supporter, Bangkok
Fox, W., assistant superintendent, B 'tanical Gardens, Singapore
Fox, W. R., (hobinson & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Fragosa, S. R., assistant. Custom House, Manila
Fragoso, F., secretary general, Man da
Frahm, P., captain, Miisu Bishi str. Suminoye-maru, Japan
Fraineau, Rev. T. P., Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki
Frainhein, 0. H. (Hesse & Co.) clerk, Praya
Francis, C. A., (Singapore and Straits Aerated Water Co.) clerk, Singapore
Francis, E., fitter. Municipality, Penaug
Francis, J., chief engineer, steamer Amatista, Hongkong and Manila
Francis, J., clerk. Chartered Bank of India, Queen’s road
Francis, J. J., barrister-at-law. Bank Buildings
Francis, John, assistant. Medical de’>artnjeni, Larut
Francis, R., (R. Francis dr- Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Francisco, D., manager. Reliance C 'coa and Coffee Estate, Singapore
Francisco, I., (W. F. Stevenson & Co.) clerk, Manila
Francisco, Pedro, (J. B. Roxas) clerk, Manila
Franciscovitch, M., Maritime Customs tidewaiter. Canton
Franckeiss, J. S., carpenter, H B.M. sloop Aliatross

Franco, Bento de, secretary, public works department, Macao
Franco, C., liquidator, estate A. Franco & Co., Manila
Franco, C-, restaurant keeper, Manila
Franco, C. F., clerk, U.S. Consulate, Caine road
Franco, F. M., (Guedes & Co.) compositor, Wellington street

Franco, J., (Guedes & Co.) compositor, Wellington street

Franco, J., professor of medicine. University, Manila
Franco, J., surgeon, army medical department, Manila
Franco, L. A., substitute judge, justice of peace, Macao
Franco, Dr. L. U., member, board of health, Macao
Franco, O., (Noronha & Co.) compositor, Zetland street

Franco, T., clerk, Post-office

Frandon, H., interpreter, French Legation, Peking (absent)

Frandsen, H. A., mate, lightship, Taku
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Frank, H., (G. Hieber & Co.) mercliant and commission agent, Singapore
Frankfuit, J. J., inspector. Customs, Bangkok
Frankfurter, O., Ph. D., secretary, Customs, Bangkok
Franks, J., second pilot, steamer Kiangfoo, Shanghai and Hankow
Franz, lieutenant, H. I. German M. S. Elisabeth

Franzenbach, L., metallurgist, Shanghai
Franzoin, Rev. Fr. G., Roman Catholic missionary, Ichang
Fraser, A., inspector of police, Malacca
Fraser, A., assistant surveyor of Public Works, Sungei Ujong
Fraser, D., (New Oriental Bank) accountant, Yokohama
Fraser, E. L., acting assistant and postal agent, British consulate, Foochow
Fraser, E. J., (Mollison, Fraser & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Fraser, J. A., (Fraser, Farley, & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Fraser, J., proprietor, Singapore and Straits Printing office, Singapore
Fraser, John, bill broker, Singapore
Fraser, M. F. A., interpreter, British consulate, Swalow
Frater, A., British consul, Tamsui
Frazer, John, medical practitioner, Tientsin

Frazier, R. T., cadet, IJ.S.S. Trenton

Frederick, F. M., clerk, Lana revenue department, Sungei Ujong
Fredericks, D, compositor. Government Printing office, Singapore

Fredericks, J. A., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Fredricksen, A. F., pilot, Newchwang
Freeman, E. R., assistant engineer, IJ.S.S. Trenton

Freeman, G. W., assistant, Hongkew Hotel, Shanghai
Ft eese, W. H., mar ager, Theohroma estate, Johore

Freeth, G. J., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Hankow
Freire, F. V., clerk. Chartered Bank of India, &c.. Queen’s road

Freitas, T. J. de, (J. M. J. P. C0IIH90) assistant, Macao
French, E. H., assistant, Br itish consulate, Bangkok
French, W., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Taku
Fresigny, de, commander, gunboat Sagaie, Saigon

Fressel, Carl, (C. Pressel & Co.) merchant, Manila

Frewin, Henry, pilot, Swatow
Freynet, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Fricken, H.(Wilson, Balfour & Co.) bookkeeper, Bangkok
Friebe, Erman, artist, Tokio
Friederichs, F. H., (Friederichs & Co.; merchant, and consul for Italy, &c., Penang
Friedrich, G., (Brinkmann & Co ) clerk, Singapore

Friedrich, lieutenant, H. I. German M. S. Nautilus

Friedrichs, F., (B. Grimm & Co.) assistant, Bangkok
Friend, Thos., third officer, steamer Rory, China coast

Friere, F., clerk, auditor general’s office

Fries, L. von, Maritime Customs assistant (absent)

Fright, J.; snpdt. of works. Survey department, Penang
Fritz, J., assistant, Russell & Co.’s Kin Lee Yuen and Hongkew Wharves, Shanghai

Frodin de Bellsoler, chancelier, French Residency, Sontay

Frogier, O., chief of naval department, Hanoi
Frois, A., foreman. Straits Times office, Singapore

Frois, A. L., (Bond & Drew) clerk, Singapore

Frois, B. S., (Edwin Koek) clerk, Singapore

Frois, C. P., teacher, government school, Singapore

Fi ois, F. R. K., (Braddell and Joaquim) clerk, Singapore

Frois, John, compositor. Straits Times office, Singapore

Frois, R. A., (E. Koek) clerk, Singapore

Fry, R. S., field assistant. Public Works department, Penang
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Fryer, H., (P. & O.S.N. Co.) gunner, Shanghai
Fryer, John, scientific translation department, Kiangnan Arsenal, Shanghai
Fuentas, J., surgeon, army medical department, Manila
Fuente, M. de la, Fabrica “ La Insular,” clerk, Manila
Fuentes, Eev. F., Spanish missionary, Haiphong
Fuentes, J. M. de, assistant, public works department, Manila
Fuerto, Z., surgeon major army medical department, Manila
Fuholler, Joh., (Siemssen & Co.) cleik. Queen’s road
Fuhrmann, fl., (Justus Lembke & Co.) clerk. Club Chambers
Fukeera, A., interpreter, army commissariat and transport department
Fulford, H. E., acting assistant-, British Consulate, Shanghai
Fuller, Rev. A. K., missionary, Shaouhying, Ningpo
Fuller, W. E., aichitect, storekeeper, &c., Clietoo

Fulton, Rev. A. A., missionary, Canton
Fulton, Miss M. H., M.D., missionary. Canton
Fuos, T., (Carlos Plitt) assistant, Cavite, Philippines
Furber, W. G., master mariner and United States Vice-consul, Nagasaki'
Fusco, M., bandmaster, Bangkok
Fusco, Roman Catholic missionary, Kiukiang
Fus-’^ier, L. H., telegraphist. Custom House station, Bangkok
Futtcikia, S. E., merchant. Canton (absent)
Fuynel, conductor, public works depaitment, Saigon
Fuzier, conductor, public works di partment, Saigon
Fuzulab, N., (Fezoolabhoi Abdoolali) clerk, Singapore
Fyfe, W. S., (Smith, Beir& Co.) clerk, Iloilo

FyfFe, Rev. E. T., chaplain, and nav. instructor H.B.M.S. Sapphire
Fyffe J., third engineer, sir. Pautah, China coast
Fyson, Rev. P. K., missionary, Tokio

Gabai'etta, E., “The Relief Fire Brigade,” Yokohama
Gabica, F., third engineer, steamer Mmuy, Manila and Hongkong
Gabriel, H., Hr. jur., German vice-consul, Shanghai
Gabriel, J., (Noronha & Co.) compositor, Zetland street

Gabriel, J., teacher. Government school, Singapore
Gabriel, P., teacher, Govt rnment school, Singapore
Gace, Rev. F. A. J., chaplain. Royal Naval Hospital
Gaederlz, P. M., (Baer & Suhm) clerk, Manila
Gaffer, H. A., clerk, police department, Sungei Ujong
Gage,^ Lieut. M. M. B., “The Buffs,” East Kent Regiment
Craggino, G., (Drummond, Gaggino & Co.) shipchandler, Singapore
Gahagan, A. T., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore
Gaillande, de, chief commissioner of marine re-vnes, Saigon
Gaillande, de, clerk, direction of the interior, Saigon
Gaillard, administrator ot native affairs, Saigon
Gaine, E., chief officer, steamer Kiungchow, Hongkong and Canton
Gaines, Rev. M. R., missionary, Kioto, Japan
Gale, S. E., (L. Moore) assistant, and librarian, Shanghai Library, Shanghai
Galemhert, G. de. Maritime Customs assi.«tant, Shanghai
Galetzki, M., |>roprietor Hotel Gil tzki, Wladiwostock
Galiano, A., (Eamii-ez & Giraiidier) assistant, Manila
Galindo, L., ayudante, Inspeccionde Montes, Manila
Gallagher, F., Maritime Customs tide-surveyor, (absent)

Gallagher, J., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer TaJeasago-maru, Japan
Gallegos, Y., assistant. Civil Governor’s department, Manila •

Galles, F. W., (S. C. Farnham & Co.) shipwright, Shanghai
Galles, G., (S. C. Farnham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
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Gnlletti, N. J. B., Maritime Customs tide-waiter, Pagoda, Foochow
(jalmel, Eev. L., vicar of St. Peter and St. Paul’s Church, Singapore
Qalpii', Eev. F., missionar}', Ningpo
Qalstaun, M. N., (Galstaim & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Qalton, W. P., ( G.alton & Co.) public tea inspei-tor, Foochow
Q.atna., M. F. P. da, guarda mariulia, Portuguese guuboat Tamega
(jama, J., (Cliff Dairy) clerk, Yokohama
(Jamhle, D. A., lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Victoi- Emanuel
(jamhle, E. H., lieuteuant and commander H.B.M. gunboat Espoir
(jamero, J., professor of topography, nautical academy, Manila
(jamewell, Eev. F. D., missionary, Chungking
(jamir, S ,

chief of Estado Mayor, Manila
(jamman, E., (Gamman & Co.) Shangliai

(jandart, P. H., (F. Clarke & Co.) clerk, Singapore
(jande, J. W., (Caldbeck, Maegregor & Co.) assisiant, Shanghai
(janno, J., inspector of nuisances, Singapore
(janno, J. W., gaoler, civil prison, Singapore
(jarceau, A., cajjfain, steamer Nam-vian, Haiphong and Hongkong
(jarcerie. A., timber mt reliant, Pnom penh, Cambodia

°

(jarcez, Eev. A. C. da S., missionary, Timor
(jarcliitorina, Vte. M., agei t, Compania gl. de Tabacos, Nueva Caceres, Philippines

f5 architorena, A. M., (E. Garchitorena & Co.) carriage builder, Manila
(jflrcldtorena, J. C. de, (E. Garchitorena & Co.) carriage builder, Manila
(jarcia, A., assistant. Mint, Manila

(Jarcia, B., teacher. University, Manila

(jarcia,, 0., oficial, Seccion de Orden Publico, Manila
(Jarcia, Col. A. J., inspector of war stores, Macao
(j^rcia, F., surgeon, army medieal department, Manila

(Jai'cia, F., ayudante, inspeccion demontes, Bulacau, Luzon
(Ja^cia, P., (Baer Senior & Co.) clerk, Isabela, Phihppines
Garcia. Gr., druggist, Manila

Garcia, H., contador, Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila
GHrcia, J., oficial. Civil Governor’s office, Manila
Garcia, J., surgeon major, army medical dejrartment, Manila
Garcia, J., telegraph clerk, Manila

Garcia, J. M., professor of theology. University, Manila
Garcia, J. M. interventor, adminis. central de Eentas, Manila

Garcia, L., pha rmacist, army medical department, Manila
Garcia, M., cad tain of civil guards, Iloilo

Garcia, E., ayudante. Botanical depaitment, Manila

Garcia, E., chem’st, Manila

Garcia, V., penitenciario, ecclesiastical department, Manila

Garcia y de Arias, A., director, nautical academy, Manila

Garmon, brigadur. Excise department, Cambodia

Gardes, conductor, public works department, Saigon

Gardes, (H. Pere) assistant, Saigon

Gardiner, (Birley & Co.) clerk. Canton

Gardiner, Geo. E. J., (Birley A Co.) tea iusj ector, Foochow
Gardiner, J. McD., Toissionary, Tokio (absent)

Gardiner, W. A., clerk, Comjiania General de Tabacos, Manila

Gardner, C. T., British Consul, Newchwang
Gardner, G., cable foreman, E. E., A. & C. Tel. Co.’s storesbip Southern Cross, Singapore

Gardner, J., inspector of police, Butterworth, Province Wellesley

Gard’ner, J. P. Wade, (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) acting agent, Foochow
Gardner, T. S., captain, steamer Japan, Hongkong and Calcutta

Gardner, W ,
engineer, Hongkong Eope M-inufacturing Co., Belcher’s Bay
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Gardner, W. A E., (Gardner & Co.) baker and grocer, Chefoo (absent)
Gardner, Mrs. F. E., baker and hotel keeper, Chefoo
Gardner, Miss F. A., missionary, Osaka
Garfit, A. S., (China Traders’ Insurance Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Gaiikoff, J., (Lindholm & Co.) clerk, Wladiwostock
Garland, W. F,, civil engineer, Singapore and Johore
Gai’nier, A., (De Vigan & C( .)

nierchanl, Yokohama
Gamier, Mgr. V., S. J., Ttoman Catholic bishop & Vicar Apostolic of Kiang-nan, Shanghai
Gamier Laroche, sub-chief. Direction of the Interior, Saigon
Garrels, J, H., (Meyer & Co.) merchant. Queen’s road
Garretson, Miss E. M., missionary, Foocnow
Garrigues, Eev. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Peking
Garrique, pilot, Haiphong
Garvin, Miss A. E., missionary, Osaka
Gaskell, J. M., (Forbes, Munn & Co.) clerk, Masiila
Gaskell, W. H., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk. Queen’s ro.id

Gasnier, Rt. Kev. Dr. E., French Catholic bishop, Singapore
Gaspar, Enrique, consul for Spain, Praya
Gaspar, J., (J. M. Cazalas & Son) turner, Singapore
Gaspar, L., clerk, Tanjong Pagar Dock Co., Singapore
Gasper, M. A., apprentice, govt, medical department, Penang
Gassier, (Gassier fieres) tavernkeeper, Saigon
Gastaud, second captain, M. M. steamer Meinam, Saigon end Singapore
Gate, Miss, (Gate & Fail all) milliner, Queen’s road
Gatti, C., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Gattier, restaurant keeper, Haiphong
Gaudaubert, trader, Haiphong
Gauld, W., sergeant of police, Stanley

Gauthier, C., agent Compagnie Francaise du Tonkin et de I’Indo-Chine, Haiphong
Gauthier, Rev. J., French missionary, Sw-atow

Gauthorne, J., clerk. Supreme Court, Penang
Gauton, P. J. B., French missionary, Bangkok
Gavelle, G., (E. Constantin) clerk, Haiphong
Gavieres, F. G., acting magistrate, Manila

Gavierez, A. G., clerk, auditOria de guerra, Manila

Gavini, pilot, Saigon

Gavito, M., clerk, Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, Manila

Gawtborne, J., chief ck rk. Court of Requests, Penang
Gawthorne, S. J., apothecary. General Hospital, Penang
Gawthorne, T., (G. Anthony) clerk, Penang

Gay, A. 0., (Walsh, Hall & Co.) merchant, Hiogo

Gay, V., assistant. Governor’s office, Iloilo

Gayena, F., clerk, Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila

Gaynor, B., sub-treasurer, H.B.M. Residency, Perak

Gazan, chief engineer, M. M. steamer Meiruim, Saigon and Singapore

Gearing, J. G. W., (Gearing & Co.) merchant, Chirikiang (absent)

Gebauer, R., interpreter, German consulate, Yokohama
Gebhardt, F., (H. M. Schultz & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Geddes, Jno., sergeant of Police, Singaiiore

Geffeney, C- H., hair-dresser, Yokohama
Geiger, "H. W., agent, P. & 0. S. N. Co., Singapore

Gein, second engineer, M. M. steamer Meinam, Saigon and Singapore

Gelston, Major A. W. H., staff paymast r, “ The Buffs” East Kent Regiment

Genahr, Rev. I., missionary, Fukwing, Canton
Genato, M., (Genato & Co.) auctioneer, and commission agent, Manila

Genato, Yte. A., (Genato & Co.) auctioneer and commission agent, Manila
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Gendre, Em., contractor, Saigon
Gendre, (Cazanx et Bertrand freres) assistant, Saigon
Generosa, A., (Gseil & Co.) clerk, Manila
Gennevoise, P. T. F., French missionary, Bangkok
Genoux Prachee, H., acting paymaster, French Treasury, Thuanan, Hue
Gentle, Alex., secretary Singapore Exchange, Singapore
Genu, L., merchant, Manila
Geoghegan, E, J., (Butterfield & Swire) tea inspector, Yokohama
Georg, E., (Cohen <fe Georg) broker. Queen’s road
George, (Moller & Meisner) assistant, Bangkok
George, C., (Holme, Ringer & Co.) clerk, Nagasaki
George, E., agent Reuter’s Telegram Co. (absent)
George, J. C. F., (Orient.tl Bank) manager, Singapore
Georges, assistant, Grand Hotel, Yokohama
Georges, T., superintendent of [lolice, Municipal Council, Osaka
Gerard, J. 0., chief officer, steamer Esmeralda, Hongkong and Manila
Gerardin, Rev. J., Roman Catholic missionaty. Canton
Geiaud, Mme. Vve., baker and grocer, Saigon
Gercke, I., lieutenant, H.I. German M.S. Stosch

Gerick, lieutenant, H.S.M. steamer Regent, Bangkok
Gerick, paymaster aspirant, H. I. German M.S. Nautilus
Gerlach, C., M.D., medical practitioner, Alexandra terrace

Gerlings, Miss C. J., school teacher, Hiogo
Germain, J., chief inspector of nuisances, sanitary department
Germanicus, conductor, municipal department, Saigon
Germann, A., (Germann & Co.) merchant, Manila (absent)

Germann, C., (Germann & Co.) merchant, Manila
Gemot, 0. J., pi’ovicar-general. Catholic mission, Saigon
Gerona, B., trader, Iloilo

Gers des Rivieres, receiver, registry of lands, Saigon
Gervais, lighthouse-keeper, Haiphong
Geslien, H., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Geslin, sub-accountant, Excise department, Saigon
Gesseit, A., broker, Shanghai
Gesseit, F. A., (A. Gesseit) assistant, Shanghai
Gestel, Rev. Fr. G. van, Roman Catholic missionary, Ichang
Getley, A., pilot, Shanghai
Geyer, E., (G. Raynal) clerk, Stanley street

Geyzel, E. J. A. van, clerk, Chartered Mercantile Bank, Singapore

Gheer, Miss J. M., missionary, Nagasaki
frhisi, E., (Dufour Brothers & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Giat, teacher, Chasseloup-Laubat’s College, Saigon
Gibarta, Rev. M., Roman Catholic missionary, Bangkok
Gibb, R. G., (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Gibbs, H. J., apothecary, general hospital, Singapore

Gibbs, J. B., proprietor, “ Gibb’s Saloon,” Yokohama
Giboin, (Denis Freres) clerk, Saigon
Gibson, 0. L., land surveyor and planter, Johore
Gibson, Jas., (Sandilands, Buttery & Co.) clerk, Penang
Gibson, Rev. J. C., M.A., missionary, Swatow
Gil, J. de., cai't.iin inspector, Compania General de Tabacos, Manila

Gil de Uribairi, R., first secretary, Spanish Legation, Peking
Gilbert, G., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Gilbert, Wm. (John Forster & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Gilby, H. H., (Eastern Exten.sion, A. and C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Shanghai

Gilce van der Pals, A. van, (D. Brandt & Co.) clerk, Singapore
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Gildemeister, B., (Brinkmann & Co.) clerk, Singapore (absent)

Giles, Capt. G., E.. A., assistant commissioner of police, Thaiping, Perak
Giles, H. A., H.B.M. Vice-Consul, Shanghai
Giles, W. H., clerk. Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co., Cape St. James
Giles y Gomez, P. de, assistant, harbour office, Manila
Gill, E. H., (Browne & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Gillanders, A., (S. C. Famham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Gillett, B., merchant, Yokohama
Gillett, F., (Bisset & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Gillies, D., secretary, Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co., Praya
Gillingham, A. W., (Mourilyan, Heimann & Co.) merchaur, Hiogo
Gillingham, J., commission agent, Hiogo
Gillison, Thos., M. B-, medical missionary, Hankow
Gillouin, chief engineer, Messageries Fluviales steamboat Norodom, Saigon
Gilmore, F. P., stalf lieutenant, U.S. Naval Squadron
Gilmour, D., public silk inspector, Shanghai (absent)

Gilniour, Eev. J., M.A., missionary, Peking
Gimemo, Eev. M., Eoman Catholic missionary, Foochow
Gimeno, M., interventor, adminis. colecciones y labores, Manila
Ginard, E., civil doctor, and professor, University, Manila
Giner, J., magistrate, Manila
Ginsburg, M., merchant, Nagasaki
Gipperich, E., (Gipperich & Burchardi) merchant, Shanghai
Gipperich, G., assistant, Chefoo Pilaiida, Chetoo
Giquel, P., director. Imperial Arsenal, Foochow (absent)

Girard, chief inspector of police force, Pnumpeuh, Cambodia
Girard, clerk. Excise department, Saigon
Girard, Eev, J. J. J., teacher, college of Pulo Penang, Penang
Girard, U., Yokohama
Giraudier, B., (Ramirez & Giraudier) printer, Manila

Giraudier, L., (Eamirez & Giraudier) assistant, Manila
Girardin, surveillant. Customs, Haiphong
Giry, second engineer, M. M. steamer Meinam, Saigon and Singapore
Gisbart, H. E. Lope, administrator general, Compauia General de Tabacos, Manila
Gisbart y Eoig, J., oficial, Contaduria de Hacienda, Manila
Gittins, J., (John Gittins & Co.) merchant, Foochow (absent)

Gittins, Thos., Jr., (John Gittins & Co,) merchant, Foochow
Giudicelli, T., comptable, French Municipal Council, Shanghai
Giussani, C., silk inspector and broker, Yokohama
Givan, W., inspector of machines. Survey department, Perak
Glanville, H. G., tidewaiter. Customs, Jenchuan, Corea
Glass, C. C. N.

,
(McAlister & Co.) ship broker, Singapore

Glass, D., manager. Associated Wharves, Shanghai (absent)

Glass, L. J. U., (Guthrie & Co.) merchant, Singapore (absent)

Glass, Thos., engineer, Hongkong Fire Insurance Co.’s Engine, Praya Central
Gleizes, he id master, school at Bienhoa, Cochin China
Gleizes, sub-commissioner. Marine Secretariat, Saigon
Gl^nat, L., (Comptoir d’ Escompte) sub-accountant, Shanghai
Glenck, C., chief officer, str. Fung-shun, China coast

Glennie, A. W., merchant & public tea inspector, Yokohama
Gleaves, A., ensign, U.S.S. Monocacy
Globig, Dr., surgeon, H. I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Gloim, G., (E. Gotte) assistant, Bangkok
Gloria, C., (F. L. Eoxas) clerk, Manila
Glotz, S., (F. Ullmann) assistant, Manila
Glover, A. B., (Holme, Einger & Co.) clerk, Nagasaki
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Glover, Geo. B., commissioner of Customs, Wiihu
Glover, T. sergeant, Naval Yard police

Glower, T. B., manager, Takasima Colliery, and consul for Portugal, Nagasaki
Goodard, P. D., captain, steamer Eailoong, China coast
Goddard, Eev. J. R., missionarj', Ningpo
Godding, C. C., staff surgeon, H.B.M.S. Curacoa
Godfrey, M. J., deputy assist, commissary general, Singapore
Godina, M., second officer, steamer Emuy, Hongkong and Manila
(Jodment, J., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Takao
Godwin, A. A., Maritime Customs examiner, Slianghai
Goetz, lieutenant, H. I. Gennan M.S. Elisabeth
Goggin, S. W., captain, steamer White Cloud, Hongkong
Gois, H. E., princijial clerk, coramissariat, Singijpore
Goldcnberg, H., proprietor. City of Hamburg Tavern, Nagasaki
Goldensffidt, C., horticulturist and navy conti'actor, Wlacliwostock
Goldman, S., storekeeper, Nagasaki
Goldsboroiigh, W, E., United States consul, A.raoy
Goliath, telegraph overseer, Saigon
Gomard, master mariner, Bangkok
Gomboyeff, N., postmaster, Ru'isian Legation, Peking
Gomes, A. clerk, municipal works oi p.irtment, Singapore
Gomes, A., (A. A. de Mello & Co.) clerk, M acao
Gomes, A. J., (Brnnclao & Co.) merchant, Wellington street

Gomes, A. S., M.t)., medical practitioner, Elgin street

Gomrs, C. J., (Lambert Bros.) assistant, Singapore
Gomes, C. W., tuiner and fitter, Taujong Pagar Hock Co., Singa|iore
Gomes, F., (Hongkong and Wham[oa Hock Co.) storekeeper, Kowloon
Gomes, F. A., (Brandao & Co.) merchant, Wellington street

Gomes, F. H., manager, Quedah Dispensary, Penang
Gomes, H., lightkeeper, Malacca

Q.omes, H. V., assistant. Cosmopolitan store, Wellington street

Q.omes, J. (W. Powell & Co.) assistant. Queen’s road
polities, J. A. K., quartermaster, third Battalion, Macao
(jomes, J. B., merchant, Macao
/qomes, J. B., Jr., (Brandao & Co.) merchant, Wellington street

Qomes, J., proprietor, “ Welcome Tavern,” Queen’s road central

Qomes, J. J-, (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock C > ) storekeeper, Kowloon
(5.omes, M. A., (Hongkong & Wham])oa Dock Co.) clerk, Kowloon
(jomes, M. J., assistant master. High School, Malacca
.Qomes, N. J., (Belilios & Co.) clerk, Lyudhurst terrace

Q.omes, P., alferece, seccion de archive, Manila
(^omes, Eev. W. H., missionary, Singapore

.(jomez, F., assistant. Government Office, Iloilo

(jomez, J. A., professor de derecho civil, university, Manila

(jornez, J. B., restaurant keeper, Manila

{qomez, J. G., oficial, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Gomez, J., colonial physician, Iloilo

Gomez, M., captain of arfiller}', Manila

Gomez, M., professor. University, Manila

Gomez, N., (Carlos Plitt) assistant, Manila

Gomez y Gomez, F., vacunador general, civil government, Manila
Gomsiakoff, Rev., teacher of religion. Gymnasium, Wladiwostock

Gonzalves, A., (Ed. Schellhass & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Gonsalves, B. F., (Deacon & Co.) clerk. Canton and Macao
Gonsalves, O J., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk. Queen’s road

Gonsalves, P. M., (Rozario & Co.) merchant, Statile}' street
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Gonsalves, Rev. F: P., missionary, and vice- rector, Seminario de S. Jos^, Macao
Gonsalves, J. B., adjutant ensign. Police, Macao
Gonsalves, J., surgeon, military hospital, Macao
Gonsalves, N. P„ clerk, tax office, Macao
Gonsalez, A., trader, Iloilo

Gonzales, A., arcediano, ecclesiastical department, Manila
Gonsalez, L., photographer, Iloilo

Gonzalez, A. V., acting abogado fiscale, Supreme Court Manila
Gonzalez, E., (Birchal, Robinson & Co.) clerk, Manila
Gonzalez, F., (Aldecoa & Co.) clerk, Manila
Gonzalez, J., surgeon, army medical department, Manila
Gonzalez, M., assistant treasurer, ayuntamiento, Manila
Gonzalez, R. C., pawnbroker, Manila
Gronzalez, S., teniente, Seccion de Archivo, Manila
Gonzalez, Victor, perfume dealer, &c

,
Cebu

Gonzalez y Gordoncillo, A., director, Maria Cristina cigar manufactory, Manila
Goodall, Mrs. E., missionary, Nagasaki
Goode, C. E., steward P. & O. steamer Teheran, Hongkong and Japan
Goodfellow, W., (Gas Co.) foreman fitter, Shanghai
Goodison, F. S., (Comes & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Goodlad, R., (G. Falconer <& Co.) assistant. Queen’s Road
Goodman, Miss, China Inland missionary, Hanchong
Goodrich, A. M., lieutenant, R. Inniskilling’ Fusiliers, Penang
Goodrich, Rev. C., missionary, 'J'’ung-chau

Goodridge, R., Maritime Customs examiner, Ningpo
Goodwin, John, clerk. Brigade office

Goodwin, S., assistant, Malacca Dispensary, Malacca
Goodwin, W., (A. Fabre) assistant, Wladiwostock
Goodwyn, C. S., Jr., (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk. Icehouse lane

Goosmann, J., (Melchers & Co.) clerk, Peddar’s wharf
Gordes, A., (Gordes & Co.) photographer, Nagasaki

Gordes, H., (Gordes & Co.) photographer, Nagasaki
Gordo, F. J. P., retired civil servant, Macao
Gordo, G. F., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Yokohama
Gordon, A. D., (Halliley, Gordon & Co.) railway contractor, Selangor

Gordon, A. G., engineer, Bowrington
Gordon, Captain C. H, “The Buffs,” East Kent Regiment
Gordon, C. W., (A. L. Rodionoff & Co.) clerk, Hankow
Gordon, E. G., lieutenant, Carabineros, Manila
Gordon, H. L., (China & Japan Trading Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Gordon, Jas., assistant manager, Caledonia Estate, Penang Sugar Estate Co., Penang
Gordon, Rev. M. L., M.D., missionary, Kioto, Japan
Gordon, W., (Delacamp, Macgregor & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Gordon, W. G., (Gordon Bros.) commission agent, Hankow
Gordon, W. L., M.D., deputy inspector general. Royal Naval Hospital

Gore-Booth, E. H., broker, Shanghai
Gore-Booth, R. H., broker, Shangliai

Gore-Brown, G., sub-lieutenant, H.B.M. gunboat Firebrand
Goreif, W., (O. Spengler) clerk, Wladiwostock
Gorham, C. L., (P. M. S. S. Co.) chief clerk. Queen’s road central

Gorham, J. F., (P. M. S. S. Co.) supt. of coal depot, Yokohama
Gorman, H. J., furniture dealer, Yokohama
Gomez, F., (Seeker & Co.) assistant, Manila
Gorostiza, A. de, contador, ayuntamiento, Manila
Gortz, Lieut. Nilson, flag officer to governor Feldhausen, Wladiwostock
Gorukhram, (N. Sodutroy) manager, Elgin street
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' Qosano, L., ensig’n of police, MaCiio
'Gosling, T. L., (P. J. Seth) clerk, Singapore
Gostelow, B., chief clerk, land office, Malacca
Gotla, C. D., (P. D. Gotia <5; Co.) shopkeeper. Peel street

Gotla, H. C., (N. Mody & Co.) clerk. Queen’s ri'ad

Gotia, P. D., (P, D. Gotla & Co.) shopkeeper, P el s'reet

'Gott, D. W., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) superintendent, Penang
<^^G6tte, E., merchant, Bangkok
-Gottlieb, F. H., advocate, and vice-consul for Belgium and France, Penang

t Gottlieb, F. H. V., acting chief clerk, general post office, Singapore
t-Gottlinger, L., storekeeper, Hiogo
'“^iJottschalk, Eev. F., missionary, Fukwing, Canton
'Gottsche, Dr. C., professor of geology. Imperial University, Tokio
'lGoIz, F., (Amhold, Karberg & Co.) clerk, Praya
^Gbtz, J. G., (N. Moalle) assistant, Amoy
tGouault, clerk, French consulate, Haiphong
< Goudareau, G., wine merchant, Yokohama
' Gough, Eev. F, F., M.A., missionary', Ningpo (absent)
Gough, Miss, missionary, Foochow
Gouix, French Eesident, Hamdinh
Goularte, D., secretary in charge, Portuguese consulate-general, Bangkok
Goule, veterinary surgeon, Bangkok
(Gounioud, L., (Eussell & Co.) silk inspector, Shanghai
' Gould, E. B., British vice-consul, Cbiengmai, Siam
^ Gould, J., assistant tax collector. Municipal Council, Shanghai
' Goulding, J. W., (Engineering and Mining Co.) engine winder, Tientsin
Gouldy, Miss M. E., missionary, Osaka
Gourdier, clerk. Supreme court, Saigon
Gourdin, A. O’D., (Chinese Insurance Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

^ Gourg, accountant and cashier, railway works, Saigon
Gourlaonen, ensign, gunboat Alouette, Saigon
Goumail, telegraph overseer, Saigon

- Goursand, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon
vGourvenncc, telegraphist, Cape St. James, Cochin-China
<Gousselin, warehouseman. Excise department, Tl^adaumot, Cochin-China
Gouvea, Rev. M. L. de, dean of the Cathedral, Macao (absent)

Gove, C. A., ensign, U.S. sloop Enterprise

Gove, F., (Wheelock & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Gow, J., (Hongkong and Whampoa Dock Co.) draughtsman, Praya
'Gowan, P., M.D., surgeon and physician to H.M. the King, Bangkok
Goward, G., secretary. United States Legation, Tokio
Gower, S. J. secretary, Chinese Insurance Co., Queen’s road
Gowing, L. F

, {N. C. Herald Office) sub-editor and reporter, Shanghai
Gowland, T. G., (Russell A Co.) clerk, Amoy
Gowland, Wm., F.C.S., chemist and assayer, Mint, Kawasaki, Japan
Goyzueta, Chev. F. de, consul for Italy, Singapore
Grabe, Otto, (Otto Grabe A Co.) merchant, Tientsin
Gra^a, F. M. de, commission agent, Macao
Grace, C. F., dentist, Maynard A Co., Penang and Singapore
Grace, C. H., (Eastern Extension, A. A C. Telegraph Co.) assit. supdt.. Queen’s road

Gracias, C. J., Macao
Gracias, J. A., second engineer, steamer Activ, Hongkong and Southern Ports

Gra< ias, V. J., member of Mimici[)al Chamber, Macao
•Grage, W., (E. Kldpfer A Co.) clerk, Manila
Graham, G. C., chief officer, steamer Fu-shm, China coast

•Graham, J. W., (Wm. Forbes) ckrk, Tientsin
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Graham, J., watchmaker, jeweller, &c ,
Singapore

Graham, Jas., M. L. C., (Syme & Co.) mercliant, Singapore

Graham, M., chief engineer, steamer Japan, Hongkong and Calcutta

Graliam, W., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi str. Takachiho-maru, Japan
Graham, Wm., (W. L. Hunter) tea inspector, Foochow
Grain dorge, telegraph clerk, Saigon
Grainger, S. J., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Ichang
Gram, C. C., Maritime Customs godown keeper, Pi>otung, Shanghai
Granados, C., (Marcaidas & Granados) mercnaut, Sorsogon, Philippines

Granados, G., (J. B. Roxas) clerk, Manila
Granados, J., (J. B. Roxas) clerk, Manila
Grand, Rev. J. P., French missionary, Hanburi, Siam
Grandguillaume, A. (L. Vrard & Co.) as'iistam, Shanghai
Grandon, master, Tugboat Association, Slianghai

Granger, administrator of native affairs, Saigon
Granier, administrator of native affairs, Saigon
Grant, Alex,, missionary, Singapore
Grant, C. E., paymaster, H.B.M. covetie Sapphire
Grant, C. Lyall, (Adamson, Bell & Co.) mercliant, Shanghai (absent)

Grant, Chas., (Kelly & Walsh) manager, Queen’s road
Grant, D., chief engineer, steamer Ranee, Sarawak and Singapore
Grant, D. B., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) acting accountant, Batavia

Grant, D., medical missionary, Amoy
Grant Dalton, H., sub lieutenant, H.B.M. gunboat Merlin
Grant, Geo., cUrk, H.B M.S. Champion
Grant, Lt. G. G., R. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Singapore
Giant, J., (Douglas Lapraik & Co.) clerk, Praya
Grant, J., (McAlister & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Grant, L. M. F., (Gilman & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Grant, P. McGregor, (Robt. Anderson & Co.) merchant, Shanghai and Kiukiang

Grant, P. V., (Boyd & Co.) engineer, Shanghai
Grant, R., Maritime Custon s tidewaiter, Tamsui
Grant, W., (New Harbour Dock Co.) blacksmith, Singapore
Grant, W., superintendent shipwright. Naval yard, Taku
Grassi, A., (Grassi Brothers & Co.) builder, contractor, &c,, Bangkok
Grassi, J., (Grassi B.-others & Co.) builder, contractor, &c., Bangkok
Gratton, F. M., (G. J. Morrison) assistant, Shanghai
Grauert, H., merchant, Yokohama
Grauert, Henri, (H. Grauert) clerk, Yokohama
Hraves, Lt.-Colonel S., commanding “ The Bufis

”

Graves, Rev. R. H., missionary. Canton
Gray, B. C. T., (North China Insurance Co.) acting agent, Yokohama
Gray, G. E., (Thomas, Rowe, & Smith) clerk, Macao
Gray, J., (Ker & Co.) clerk, Iloilo

Gray, J. L., assistant manager, Muara Coal Mines, Brunei, Borneo
Gray, J. W., (Findlay, Richardson & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Gray, J., fitter. Government railway service, Yokohama
Gray, R. M., (Reiss & Co.) silk inspector, Lombard street

Gray, W. T., cadet, U.S.S. Juniata
Grayson, T

,
chief officer, str. Haeshin, China coast

Grayston, B. R., (Hall A Hobz Co-operat ve Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Greathead, A., (.\. C. Herald) manager, Shanghai
Greaves, A. R., (Turner & Co.) tea inspector, Foochow
Greeley, H. St. Clair, mana-.'er, Hongkong Hotel, Queen’s road

Green, A. G., (Shanghai Me lical Hall) assistant, Shanghai
Green, C. J., (Campbell, Heard & Co.) clerk, Singapore

10®’
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Green, C. M., second officer, str. Meifno, China coast

Green, Rev. 0. W., missionary, H<ikodate

Green, E., engineer, Socicte des mines d’Etsiin, Peark

Green, E. J., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Green, Geo., Hiogo
Green, J., (Fearon, Low & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Green, J., sergeant of police, Hiogo

Green, S. A. H., (Great Northern Telegraph Co.) accountant, Shanghai (absent)

Green, Mrs., milliner, Shanghai

Greenberg, proprietor. Oriental 'lavern, Nagasaki

Greene, Rev. D. C., D.H., missionary, Kioto, Japan

Greene, J. L., teacher, Thai] eng, Perak

Greenfield, W., third officer, steamer Japan, Hongkong and Cakutta

Greenwood, Rev. M., missionary, Lliefoo

Giefi'e, process server, Saigon

Gregoire, harbonr-master, Saigon (absent)

Gregorio, A., telegraph operator, Jlanila

Gregory, E. J., clerk, medical department, Penang

Gregoi V, E. J., clerk. Public Works dept., Penang

GregorV, G. E., English and French teacher. Gov. telegraph school, Tokio

Gregory, J., purser, steamer Japan, Hongkong and Calcutta

Gregory, J. M., second engineer, steamer Arratoon Apcar, Hongkong and Calcutta

Gregory’ P. A. clerk. Resident Councillor’s office, Penang

Gregory, "Wm., Hritish consul, Takao ami laiwanloo

Greig, third engineer, steamer l^amoa, Cliina coast

Greig, M. W., (ILissell & Co.) tea inspector, Foochow

Greig, R., (Peacon & Co.) t. a inspector. Canton and Macao

Greig, W., (Boustead & Co.) clerk, Penang
Greig, W. G., (Hongkong & Slianghai Bank) manager, Singapore

Grein, F., (Viuda de Jahrling) clerk, Cebu

Gielier, E., assistant. Grand Hotel, Yokohama
Gremillet, engineer, Compiagnie Fi'ancaise Rice Mill, Saigon

Greminger, H., (Hooglaudt & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Gremouin, archiviste, Chamber of Commerce, Saigon (absent)

Grenard. L., (Pharmacif; de I’Union) assistant, Shanghai

Grendle, G. H., pay clerk, U.S.S. Alert

Grenfell, J. E, P., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Sapphire

Grenfell, J. S. W., marine surveyor, Saigon

Grenier, Rev. C. A. Ch., French Catholic missionary, Penang

Grenier, w'arehouseman. Excise department C.imbodia

Greterin, accountant, excise department, Saigon

Grevenitz, C., chief engineer, steamer Marie, Hongkong and Manila

Greville, A. B. E., midshipman, H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra

Grevot, first class police agent, Haiphong

Grrey, T., inspector ol police. Central station

Grev, Major W^. R., inspector of prisons, Singapore

Grey y Ramos, F., reporter. Supreme court, Manila

Gribble, H. (Middleton & Co.) merchant, Yokohama

Griffin, J. T., (Griffin & Co.) silk merchant, Yokohama

Griffin, Miss, missionary, Chang Mai, Siam

Griffin, Geo., head master. Free Sclnol, Penang
i, j *

Griffith, D. K., photographer and aerated water manufactory, Lombard street

Griffiths, E. A., student interpreter, British Legatioi^ Tokio

Grill, L. F., purser, steamer Sanlcow, Hongkong and Cantou

Grill’s. W., warder, Gaol, Singapore

Grimani, E. H., Maritime Customs assistant in charge, Wenchow
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Grimble, P., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Praya
Grimble, J. R., inspector of nuisances, sanitary department
Grimble, P., cliief foreman. Ordnance Store department
Grimm, B., (B. Grimm & Co.) druggist and importer, Bangkok
Grimm, J., (J. Zobel) assistant, Manila
Grimmer, Jas., pro|)rietor, Tem|)i-rance Hall, Shanghai
Grimshaw, T., (Maynard & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Grindrod, J. H., (Ker & Co.) clerk, Manila
Gring, Eee. A. D., missionary, Tokio
Gritton, W. H., superintend nt, Hongkong Glass Works
Grobien, P. A. P., (Just & Grobien) bill broker, Shanghai
Groleau, clerk. Privy Council, Saigon
Gronemann, assistant paymaster, H. I. German M. S. Elisabeth
Groom, A. H., (Vlourilyan, Heimann &, Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Gros, J., (H. Ludwig & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Gros, L., (W. M. Strachan & Co.) silk inspector, Yokohama
Grosclaude, E., (Guieu Preres) agent, Hanoi
Grosclaude, U., (E. & TJ. Grosclaude) watchmaker, Hiogo
Grose, F., (Hewett & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Groshaeuy, overseer, opium excise, Saigon
Grosse, M. A. S., clerk, import and export office, Singapore
Grosser, E,, (Grosser & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)
Grosser, P., (Gro'ser & Co.) mercbant, Yokohama
Grossetete, director of municipal boys’ schools, Saigon
Grossmann, C. P., (Grossmann &, Co.) merchant, d’Agnilar street

Grote, M., (Melchers & Co.) mer., & act. con.-gl. fur Austro-Hungary <fec., Peddar’s gt^
Groth, A., (E. Klbpfer & Co.) mercbant, Manila
Groundwater, S., chief engineer, steam'T Honam, Hongkong and Canton
Groutes, de, ensign, gunboat Surprise, Haiphong
Groves, Rev. W. L., M.A., missionary, Ningpo
Grubitz, E., (Justus Lembke & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Gruebel, (Diin- & Co.) clerk, Manila
Gruebel, E.. (Labhart & Co.) clerk, Manila
Grumme, sub lieutenant, H. I. German M. gunboat litis

Grunauer, Louis, (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Swatovv
Griinberg, P., (Grunberg Bros.) merchant, Singaj'ore
Griinberg, G., manager, Naval club, Wladiwostock
Grunberg, M., (Grunberg Bros.) merchant, Singapore (absent)
Grundy, A., (Holliday, Wise & Go.) merchant, Manila
Grundy, Rev. J., missionary. Canton
Griinenberg, Mme. (Mme. Moscovich) tavernkeeper, Saigon
Griinfeld, M. A., (Tokmakoff, Mdlotkoff & Co.) clerk, Tientsin
Grunvvald, F., (H. C. Morf & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Grupe, E., (J. Zobel) assistant, Manila
Grupe, H., (J. Zobel) assistant, Manila
Gsell, H. A., (Gsell & Co.) merchant, Manila
Gsell, Chs., (Gsell & Co.) clerk, Manila
Guantini, J., baker, Yokohama
Gubbay, B. S., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Gubbay, R. A., broker, Shanghai
Gubbay, R. E., (Cohen & Gubbay) broker. Queen’s road
Gubboy, Y. A., (E. D. Sass ion & Go.) agent and act. vice-con. for Sweden, Ningpo,
Gubbins, J. H., acting assistant Japanese secretary, H.B.M.’s Legation, Tokio
Guidon, pilot, Saigon
Guedes, P. D., (Guedes & Co.) printer, and wine merchant, Wellington street

Guedes, J. M., auctioneer, broker and house and land agent, Wellington street
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Guegan, surgeon, French gunboat Alouette, Saigon
Guego, F. X., French missionary, Muang Ubon, Siam
Gueidan, G., assistant, Parisian Saloon, Shanghai
Gneneau, Rev. P. G., teacher. College of'Pulo Penang, Penang
Guenec, J., chief clerk, public works department, Perak
Guenin, Rev. J., Eon an Catholic missionary, Yokohama
Guerin, proprieter “ Pharniacie Normale,” Saigon
Gueritz, E. P., assistant government resident in charge, Kudat, Sabah
Gueritz, G., resident. Third Division, Sarawak
Guerra, J. A., fiscal, Supreme Court, Manila

Guerra, T., comisario, adminis. del Ejercito, Manila
Guevan, V., printer, proprietor of “ L i Industria,” Manila
Guevara, F., (Incliausti & Co.) clerk, Manila
Guevara, J., oficial, ayuntami- nto, Manila
Guiberteau, staff officer, flagship Tilsitt, Saigon
Guieu, C., (Guieu Freres) storekeeper, Shanghai
Giiieu, L., (Guieu Freres) storekeeper, Shanghai
Guignon, P., assistant, French Municipal Council, Shanghai
Guijarro, J., contador. Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila
Guijarro, J., pagador, public works department, Manila
Guild, T., warder, gaol, Singapore

Giiilhaumot, assistant treasurer, Saigon

Guilland, C., proprietor, Impriinerie Commercial', Saigon
Guillelmi y Coll, J., engineer, Foresttl department, Manila
Guillen, J. A., inspector, intendencia de hacienda, Manila
Guillieu, third interpreter, French Legation, Peking
Giiillot, A. R., Roman Catholic missionary, Ning-po

Gnillot, R., secretary, Messageries Maritimes, Saigon

Guinness, R. C., acting accountant, Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, Penang
Guiomar, juge suppliant, French residency, Hanoi
Guirao, R., assistant, public works department, Manila
Quirro, Rev. T., Roman Catholic missionary, Haiphong
Guitard, M., (L. Genu) clerk, Manila
Guixa, Rev. Nicolas, Roman Catholic provincial vicar, Amoy
Gulick, Rev. J. T.. missionary, Osaka
Gulick, Rev. L. H., agent American Bihle Society, Shanghai
Gulick, Rev. O. H., missionary, Niigala

Gulick, Theo. W., dentist, Yokohama
Gulick, Miss J. A., missionary, Niigata

Gulland, W. G., M.L.C., (Paterson, Simons & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Gulliver, W. H., chief engineer, H.B.M. gun-vessel Linnet

Giiltzow, A., (Siemssen & Co.) merchant. Queen’s road

Gultzow, A., (Paul Heinmann & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Gumpert, O., (Brinkmann & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Gunet, teacher, Mytho College, Cochin-China
Gunn, A. J., exchange broker, Singapore

Gunn, G. S., lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Flying Fish

Gunn, R. J., public accountant, Singapore
Gunther, J. H. C., Maritime Customs tide-surveyor and harbourmaster, Kiukiang
Guntzel, G., (Puttfarcken, Eheiner & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Gurney, J., assistant. Hall & llobz Co-operative Co., Slianghai

Gusano y Cuevax, M., Gefe de Negociado, Contaduria de Hacienda, Manila

Gussmann, Rev. G. A., missionary, Basil Mission, (absent)

Gutbrod, H., secretary, German consulate, Hiogo
Gutcher, Wm., manager, Singapore Oil Mill, Singapore

Guterres, A. P., deputy superiutendeut. Mercantile Marine office, West point
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Guterres, F. F., (Mourilyan, Heimann & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Guterres, N. Q., (Hellj'er & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Gutierrez, A., (Jose Keyes) clerk, Calbalogan, Pkilijjpiiies

Gutierrez, A. A., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk. Queen’s road

Gutierrez, A. 0., (Ciiina Fire Ins. Co.) assistant, Queen’s road

Gutierrez, D., (Battle Hermanos & Co.) clerk, Manila
Gutierrez, F. J., cadet. Secretary-General’s office, Macao
Gutierrez, F. M., (Bussell & Co.) clerk, Praya
Gutierrez, G. M., (Sclilund & Jackson) clerk, Duddell street

Guiierrez, J. A., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Praya
Gutierrez, J. M., oficiale, civil governor’s office, Manila
Gutierrez, J. M. T. B., cadet. Military Secretary’s office, Macao
Gutierrez, J. G., clerk, Surveyor-General’s office

Gutierrez, J. M., clerk, Colonial Secretary’s office

Gutierrez, M., first clerk. Surveyor-general’s office

Gutierrez, P. G., captain of Cai'abineros, Iloilo

Gutierrez, P., restaurant keeper, Manila
Gutierrez, Q. J., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Praya
Gutierrez, R. F., printer, Wyndham street

Gutierrez, R. F., clerk, Post-office

Gutierrez, T. M., (Margesson & Co.) clerk, Macao
Gutierrez, V., assisfant, audit department, Manila

Gutterres, D. M., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Shanghai

Gutterres, L. M,, (Co-operative Cargo Boat & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Guttierrez, A. M., lieutenant. National Battalion, Macao
Guy, chief engineer, M. F. st' amboat Mouliot, Saigon
Guy de Perrieres, president, court of appeal, Saigon
Guyomar, chief commissioner, marine approvisionnements, Saigon
Guzder, Dadabhoy D., (Nowrojee & Co.) clerk, Gage street

Guzder, F. D., (Nowrojee & Co.) manager. Gage street

Guzman, C. C. de, assistant. Custom-house, Manila
Guzman, D., (Compania General de Tabacos) agent, Cabayan, Philippines

Guzman, P. de, adjutant to Governor General, Manila
Guzman, R., oficial, Civil Governor’s office, Manila
Gwynn, G. S. P., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Audacious

Haalcke, J., (Gipperich and Burchardi) clerk, Shanghai
Haalcke, W., (H. A. Petersen & Co.) clerk, Amo}"
Haas, J., Austro-Hungarian Vice-consul, Shanghai
Hab, Rev. F. H., F'rench Catholic missionary, Penang
Habana, M., trader, Iloilo

Habighurst, C. J., P.A. engineer, U.S.S. Enterprise

Hacche, J., (H. & W. Dock Co.,) manager, Aberdeen
Haddow, P., (Martin & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Hadley, A. J., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Amoy
Hadley, E. D., assistant paymaster, H.B.M.S. Sapphire

Haefker, J., proprietor “Haefker’s Hotel,” Yokohama
Haenni, C., (Siber & Brennwald) clerk, and chan, of Swiss consulate, Yokohama
Haeseler, F. J., aid ensign, U.S.S. Naval squadi’on

Haesloop, F. H. L., (Lauts & Haesloop) merchant, Taiwanfoo
Haffeiiden, W. B., (Borneo Co.) assistant wharfinger, Singapore

Hagart, H. W., (Hagart & Co.) merchant, Hiogo
Hagemann, J., (A. Roensch) manager, Iloilo

Hagemann, W., merchant and commission agent, Wladiwostock
Hagemeyer, C. H., merchant, Wladiwostock
Hagemeyer, F., (C. H. Hagemeyer) assistant, Wladiwostock
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Hagen, C., (Crasemanu & Hagen) merchant, & vice-consul for Germany, Chetoo
Hagen, J. S., (A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant. Queen’s roai
Hagens, A., (Stacbelin & Stahlknecbt) merchant, Singapore
Hagens, E., (Bacharach, Oppenlnimer & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Hager, Eev. C. R., missionary. Bridges street
Hagerty, D. J., New Medical Hall, Penang

H., (Schmidt & Co.) merchant, Tientsin
Haggitt, J. R., (New Oriental Bank) acting accountant, Shanghai
Hague, P., tea inspector, Shanghai
Hahn, A., piano tuner, Beaconstield Arcade
Hail, Rev. A. D., missionary, Osaka
Hail, Rev. J. B., missionary, Osaka
Haimovich, M., proprietor, London Hotel, Nagasaki
Haines, H., iliantiine Customs tidewaiter, Swatow
Hake, i’., (Ahrens & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Hakimjee, T., (Hakimjee, Rajbhoy & Co.) clei'k, Singapore
Haider, D., (Germann & Co.) clerk, Manila
Halderman, Gen. J. A., LL.l)., U.S. minister resident and consul-general, Bangkok
Hale, W. P., clerk, colonial secretary’s office, Singapore
Hales, Lieut.-Colouel A., commanding R. Inniskiilmg Fusiliers, Singapore
Hall, A. D., merchant, Yokohama
Hall, C. B., Prye River Dock, clerk, Penang
Hall, C. P., (Walsh, Hall & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Hall, F., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) cable foreman, Singapore
Hall, H. E., veterinary surgeon, French concession, Shanghai
Halt, J., second engineer, steamer Douglas, Hongkong and Foochow
Hall, J., (Burterheld A. Swire) clerk, Shanghai
Hall, J. C., act. Japanese secjetary, Britisu 1-egation, Tokio
Hall, J. W., auctioneer, and agent Reuter’s Telegram Co., Yokohama
Hall, J. Ward, surgeon dentist, Shanghai
Hall, J., running foreman. Railway department, Kobe
Hall, R. D. W., clerk to puisne

j
idge, Penang

Hall, S., (Gray & Co.) godowukeeper, Yokohama
Hall, T., ctiiei officer, steamer Douglas, Hongkong and Foochow
Hail, W. W. P., assistant ireasurer, Perak
Hailrfax, J. W., secretary Mrmicipality, Penang
Haiiiiax, T. E., professor. Royal College, Seoul, Corea
Hadifax, Miss E., organist, St. George’s Church, Penang
Haluley, J. (VY. F. Garland & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Haiiman, J. H., second officer, steamer Fautah, China coast
Halton, E.j (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Ham, jj. R, Yf

^
gunner, H.B.M. gunbi at Espoir

Hambiing, H. W., head master, Hongkong public school
Hamel, P. S., Netherlands consul-general, Bangkok
Hamilton, Hon. A. S., Lieut. R.N., Colonial Treasurer, Labuan
Haiujlton, Major C. J., “Ihe Buffs,” East Kent Regiment
Hamilton, Geo., (Mollison, Fraser & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Hamilton, R., assistant, China Sugar Refining Co., Swatow
Hamilton, R., chief engineer, Mitsu Bislii steamer Tamaura-maru, Japan
Hamilton, R., engineer, Rawang Tin Mine, Selangor
Hamilton, Miss D., missionary, Shanghai
Hamhn, T., master, steamer Amatista, Hongkong and Manila
Hamistai, Miss F. N., M.D., missionary, Hakodate
Hauii^n^ J. G., Maritime Customs examiner, Kiukiang
Hamuiaren, J. H., light keeper, lightship, Newchwang
Hammond, F. W., gunnery instructor, Naval College, Tokio
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Hammond, J. L., (Morris & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Hampshire, F. K., M.B., senior medical olScer, I’enang
Hampshire, G. F., c'tiel officer, steamer Meifoo, China coast
Hampson, C. S., student interpreter, British Legation, Tokio
Hampton, Mis.s M. S., missionaiv, Hakodate
Hams, Mrs., (F. C. Brown & Co.) milliner, Amoy
Hams, Miss (F. C. Brown & Co.) assistant, Amoy
Hance, H. F., British vice-consul, Whampoa
Hance, T. A. W., Maritime Customs assistant, (absent)
Hancock, A., bill and bullion broker (absent)

Hancock, S., Maritime Customs tidewaifer, Taiwanfu
Hancock, S., engineer, Fi. K., A. & C. Tele. Co. store ship Southern Ocean, Singapore
Hancock, Sidney, bill and bullion broker, Hongkong —
Hancock, W., Maritime Customs assistant, (al)seut)

Hancock, Wm. St. J. H., land surveyor, public works department
Handro, C. E. R., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Newcuwang
Hanggi, Wm., (Hermann & C.) assistant, Manila
Hanisch, S., Maritime Customs clerk, Wenchow
Hanlon, J. M., head master, Victoria Boys’ School, Hollywood road
Hanmer, Captain J. G. J., commanding H.B.M S. Oura zoa

Hannah, J. B., shipwright. Government Works, Hio'/o
Hannah, W., third engineer, steamer Fung Shun, China coast
Hannan, If., clerk, medical department, Lirut
Hannen, C., commissioner of Customs, Foochow
Hannen, N. J., judge, H.B.M. Court, Yokohama
Hansaemon, H., chief engineer, Mitsu Bis li tug Yenoshima-maru, Japan
Hansen, A., stevedore, Hiogo
Hansen, Ad., (H. Sietas & Co.) storekeeper, Chefoo
Hansen, C., Maritime Customs watcher, Canton
Hansen, G. J., (Kunst & Albers) assidant, Whidiwostock
Hansen, H. A., (H. Sietas & Co.) assistant, Chefoo
Hansen, J., master mariner, Bangkok
Hausen, J., (Great ISrortbern Telegraph Co.) electrician, Gutzlaff, Shanghai
Hansen, J. A., (Hansen & Co.) and proprietor Straits Intelligence, Singapore
Hansen, J. F., proprietor, “ Commercial Press,” Singapore
Hansen, P., proprietor, Alexandra Ho el, Singapore
Hansen, T. J. G., manager, “ Commercial Press,” Singapore
Hansen, V. H., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) accountant, Shanghai
Hanson, C., matron, lock hospital, Singapore
Happenden, J., agent, British and Foreign Bible Society, Singapore
Happer, A. P., acting assistant Chinese secretary. Maritime Customs, Peking
Happer, Kev. A. P., D.D., missionary, and president Chi. Religious Tract Society, Canton
Happer, Miss A. C., missionary. Canton
Harcomb, W., third officer, steamer Wingsang, Hongkong and Calcutta
Hardacre, J. 'I'., second officer, steamer Powan, Hongkong and Canton
Hardie, John, manager, Borneo Company, and British vice-consul, Sarawak
Harding, J., signal sergeant, marine department, Singapore
Harding, J. R., Maritime Customs, as.sistant engineer, Amoy
Harding, J. W., (Turnbull, Howie & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Hardoon, E. A., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Hardouiu, C., chancelier interprete, French consulate, Bangkok
Hardy, E. C., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Audacious
Hardy,Harris, S., (W. F. Garland & Co.) assistant, Sandakan
Hare, A. J., Tokio
Hare, F. S. C., deputy assist, commissary-general
Harford, A. E., lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Sapphire
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Hargreaves, Rev. G., missionnry, Canton
Harkness, T. G., (Boyd & Co.) clerk, TaiwanfLO
Hailey, F., (More & Seimund) assistant, Praya
Harley, W. T., (Imperial Naval Yard) drauglitsman, Hiogo
Harling, G., (E<i. Schellbass & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Harling, W. G., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Hankow
Harlow, L., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Hiroshima-maru, Japan
Harman, C. D., (P.M.S.S. Co.) plerk, Yokohama
Harman, Geo., auctioneer and commission agent, Foochow
Harman, T., warder, gaol, Penang
Harniand, A., (Walsh,, Hail & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Harmer, Capt. H. J., ofScer in chargee, post office, Malacca
Harmon, Mrs. J. Rose, (Rose, Sayle & Co.) miliiner. Queen’s road
Harms, H., (Schaar & Co.) clerk, Swatow
Harp, J., lightkeeper in charge. South East Promontory lighthouse, Cbefoo
Harper, A. H., surveyor, Public Works department, Penang
Harper, A. S., (Chartered Bank of India) sub-accountant, Manila
Harper, A. W., postmaster, Klang, f'elaugor

Harper, Rev. H. B.,- chaplain, H.B.M.S. Auclacio2is

Harper, J., assistant surveyor, Sandakan
Harper, S. E., inspector of police, Selangor

Harper, W., pilot, Nagasaki and Kobe
Harrell, F. W., medical missionary, Tokio
Harrington, D.. warder, gaol, Singajmre

Harrington, Comdr. P. F., commanding officer, U.S.S. Juniata
Harras, H.. (Bacharach, Oppenheimer & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Harris, manager. Temperance Hall, Queen’s road east

Harris, A. H., Maritime Customs as.'is'ant, Peking
Harris, H. C., chief officer, steamer Fohien, China coast

Harris, Rev. H., missionary, Nagasaki
Harris, H ,

lieutenant, H.B.M. s\oo\) Flying Fish

Harris, J. E., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Kiukiang
Harris, L., pilot, Hiogo
Harris, M. H. R., (Mourilyan, Hcimann &, Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Harris, R., engineer, H.B.M. gunboat Merlin

Harris, R., boatswain, H.B.M. sloop Pegasus

Harris, R., (Mackenzie & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Harris, R. O., (W. G. Humplu-eys & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Harris, T., (China & Japan Trading Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Harris, T., (P. & 0. S. N. Co.) gunner, Shanghai

Harris, W,, shipwright and blacksmith, Swatow
Harris, W. F., (S. Moutrie) assistant, Shanghai
Harris, Wilmer, public aicountant, Shanghai

Harrison, G. L., Saiidak.an

Harrison, M ajor H. IJ., “ The Buffs,” East Kent Regiment
Haiu’ison, Wm., (Tillson, Heimann & Co.) clerk, Manila

Harrocks, T. W., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Shanghai

Hart, C. H., (H. D. Richards) civil engineer, Singapore

Harr, G. M., assistant. Municipal Council offices, Shanghai

Hart, J. H., Commissioner of Customs, China (al)sent)

Hart, J. W., engineer-in-chief. Water Works Company, Shanghai

Hart, P. surgeon, army medical department, Penang
Hart, Sir Robert, C. B., K.C.M.G. inspector-general, Maritime Customs, Peking

Hart, Rev. V. C., missionary, Chinkiang

Hartigan, W. McK., medical practitioner, Caine road

Hartmann, Pastor F. E. W., superintendent, Berlin Foundling Hospital
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Hartmann, J., mercbant, and acting vice-consul for Germany &c., Ningpo
Hartmann, T., baker and storekeeper, Tientsin

Harton, C. F., (Fearon, Low & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Hartshorn, J. L., (Hedge & Co.) assistant, Foochow
Hartwell, Eev. Charles, missionary, Foochow (in city)

Hartwell, C. S., assistant and marshal, IT. S. Consulate, Foochow
Hartwell, Miss Emily, missionary, Foochow (in city)

Hartwig, F. von, shipchandler, Singapore

Hartzler, Eev. J., missionary, Tokio
Harvey, fourth engineer, steamer Rory, China coast

Harvey, A., (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) foreman moulder, Kowloon
Harvey, B., (J. M. Lyon & Co.) fitter, Singapore
Harvey, J., (Taikoo Sugar Ee:^mg Co.) assistant, Quarry Bay
Harvey, E. S. chief engineer, steamer Kiangteen, Shanghai and Kingpo
Harvie, J. A., merchant and commission agent, Shanghai
Harvie, W. M., commission agent, Shanghai
Harwood, H. G., (E. E. Wainewright) clerk, Shanghai
Harwood, J. A., registrar. Supreme court, Penang
Haselwood, A. 11. C., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) agent, Hiogo
Haskell, F. E., (China & Japan Trading Co.) manager, Shanghai
Haskell, F. H., (China & Japan Trading Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Haskell, H. B., (Takasitna Colliery) shipping clerk, Nagasaki
Haslam, T., fitter. Municipality, Penang
Haslett, J. C., surgeon, anny medical department, Singapore
Hassell, J. G. T., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Hassumbhoy, A., (Jairazbhoy Peerbhoy) manager, Shanghai
Hastings, E. J., (Eussell & Co.) clerk, Formosa
Haswell, E. W., captain, Mitsu Bishi steamer YoJcohama-maru, Japan
Hatch, John J., (Hatch, Forbes & Co.) merchant, and Portuguese consul, Tientsin

Hatcher, Jas., chief storeman. Naval Yard
Hatherly, W., (P. & O.S.N. Co ) assistant piermaster. West point

Hauenstein, G., pilot, Amoy
Haughton, F., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Ningpo
Haughton, H. T., passed cadet, colonial secretary’s office, Singapore
Haupt, A., (Melchei’s & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Hauschild, L., (Dock Co.) bookkeeper, Praya Central, and secretary, H’kong Hotel Co.

Hausser, P. F-, assistant, H.B M. Consulate, Taiwanfoo
Haven, Miss A., missionary, Peking
Hawes, J. A., (Evans, Pugh & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Hawkins, F., assistant master. Free School, Penang
Hawkins, H. H., examiner. Maritime Customs, Fusan, Corea
Hawkins, H. J., (Delacamp, Macgregor & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Hawkins, L. S., assistant master. Free School, Penang
Hawkins, V. A. C., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk. Queen’s road
Hawkshaw, C. B., (Wm. iVJcKerrow& Co.) clerk, Singapore
Hay, B., miner, gold and silver mines, S trawak
Hay, C. W., (Boyd & Co.) engineer and shipwi'ight, Shanghai
Hay, Drummond, (Wheelock & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Hay, Geo., foreman, Bangkok Saw Mills, Bangkok
Hay, E., reporter, Japan Mail office, Yokohama
Hayden, G. W

,
cliief liglitkeeper, Shanghai

Hayes, Eev. J. N., missionary, Soochow
Hayes, Eev. W. M., missionai’y. Tun gchow-foo, Shantung
Haygood, Miss L. A., missionary, Shanghai
Hayllar, H. F., inspector of building.s, public works department
Haynes, H. S., (Eobiiison & Co.) assistant, Penang
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Hayward, W., (Hall & Holtz Co-operative Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Hazafias, B., advocat.', and professor, University, Manila
Hazeland, F. A., clerk fo chi f justice. Supreme Court
Haze'and, J., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk. Queen’s road
Heard, R. H., (China Sugar Refining Co.) clerk. East point
Heard, Wm., (Campbell, Heard & Co.) engineer, Singapore
Hearn, R, H., (A. Dent <fe Co.) mei chant, Shanghai
Heath, A., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Heath, A. H. (Rodewald & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Heath, C. A. B., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Heather, H., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Hoihow
Heaysman, D. S., (Victoria Hotel) assistant, Praya
Hebert, sub-commissioner, marine revues, Saigon
Heck, C., engineer, Bangkok Saw Mill, Bangkok
Heck, C. E., (A. G. Gordon & Co.) engineer, Bowriugton
Heckmann, A., Roman Catholic missionary, Ningpo
Hecquard, J., cbancelier, French Legation, Peking
Hector, administrator of native afifairs, Saigon
Hedding, G., (Kaltenbach, Fischer & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Hedenus, V., (P. Sartorius) assistant, Manila
Hee, C. T., M.D., ])liysician to the Siamese Armv, Bangkok
Heermann, C., (C. J. Gaupp A: Co.) watchmaKer, Queen’s road
Heermann, P., (C. J. Gaupp & Co.j assistant. Queen’s road
Heidegger, Rev. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Kuching, Sarawak
Heiderich, F. J., Maritime customs watcher, Whampoa
Heim, J., (Katz Bi others) manager, and U. S. consular agent, Penang
Heimann, Chas. A., (Mourilyan, Heimaim & Co.) mercliant, Yokohama (absent)
Heinemann, Paul, (Paul Heineman & Co.) mercliant, Yokohama (absent)

Heinszen, C., (C. Heinszen & Co.) merchant, Manila (absent)

jjeinszen, N., (C. Heinszen & Co.) merchant, Manila (absent)

Hcitkemper, H., Osaka
jjeitmann, H. W., (Kimst & Albers) merchant, Wladiwostock (absent)

Heitor, A., architect. Public Works department, Macao
Helbling, L. PI., (Butterfield & Swire) assistant, Foochow
H'ldt, C., proprietor “ International Bowling Saloon,” Yokohama
Heifer, W., Maritime Customs watcher, Whampoa
Hellequin, telegraphist, Vinhlong, Cochin-China
Hellyer, F., (Hellyrr & Co.) merchant, Hiogo
Hellyer, T. W., (Hellyer & Co.) merchant, Hiogo
Helm, j., proprietor. Cliff Dairy, Yokohama
H^lonry, assistant commissioner of revues. Marine department, Saigon
Hember, S., merchant and commission agent, Wuhu
Hemon, C., acting treasury paymaster, Bacninh
Henares, D. M., administrador, administracion local de Aduanas, Manila
Henderson, superintendent of works, Messageries Fluviales, Saigon
Henderson, A., second engineer, steamer Peking, Hongkong and Shanghai
Henderson, D. M., engineer-in-chief. Maritime Customs, Shanghai
Henderson, Ed., M. 1)., medical practitioner, & municipal officer of health, Shanghai
Henderson, F., (Kuss^ell & Co.) clerk, Praya
Henderson, G., (A. R. Burkill) assistant, Shanghai
Henderson, I., (Boustead & Co.) merchant, Singapore (absent)

Henderson, J., chief engineer, str. Phra Chula Chom Klao, Hongkong and Bangkok
Henderson, J., conductor of stores. Ordnance Store department
Henderson, J., Jr., arsenal foreman. Ordnance Store department
Henderson, Jas., merchant, Tientsin

Henderson, P., (Oriental Bank) acting accountant, Singapore
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Henderson, W., superintendent of roads, Sarawak
Henderson, W., (Sayle & Co.) manager in charge, Soiirabaya

Henderson, W. A., medical praciitioner, Chefoo
Hendricks, F. A., (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) clerk, Singapore

Hendricks, G., (Paterson, Simons & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Hendricks, J. A., clerk, police department, Perak
Hendricks, J. W., interpreter, Lord Mayor’s department, Bangkok
Hendricks, L., assistant, medical department, Larut
Hendricks, L. L., (“Colonial Press”) compositor, Singapore
Hendriks, A. W., chief clerk, magistracy, Malacca
Hendriks, P. O., chief clerk. Public Works department, Singapore
Hendriks, N. T., resident chief clerk, postal department, Bangkok
Hendriks, E.., intei jneter, German consulate, Bangkok
Hendry, J. C. C., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk, Queen’s Road
Hendry, R., (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Hennessy, Geo., sergeant of police

jjennessy, J. L., inspector of police, Sungei TJjong

Henningsen, J., K. D., (Gt. Northern 'IVlegrapli Co.) general manager, Shanghai
Hennion, A., (A. Mayer) conductor of works, Saigon
Henriod, Rev. A. S., teacher. College of Pulo Penang, Penang
Henriqnes, W. H., (Cobb & Co.) carriage builder, Yokohama
Hnnry, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Henry, (pere) acting engineer, public works department, Saigon

Henry, (fils) conductor, public works d partment, Saigon
Henry, Bro., assistant. West point Ed'ormatory
Henry, A., Maritime Customs assistant and medical officer, Icbang
Henry, A., Sandakan
Henry, Rev. B. C., missionary. Canton
Henry, M., agent, Messageries .Mari times, & consul for Biazil, Manila
Hens, J. Ph., (G. van P. Petel & Co.) merchant, and consul for Netherlands, Manila
Hensler, C. H., manager, Sig Hill estate, Johore
Henson, H., (Henson & Co.) clerk, Hakodate
Henson, J., (Henson & Co.) merchant, Hakodate
Hepburn, J. C., M.D., LL.D., missionary, Yokohama
Hepburn, S. D., Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Go., agent, Yokohama
Heras, M., (E. M. Barretto & Co.) clerk, Manila
Heras, R. T., clerk. Chartered Bank of India, Manila
Herb' rt, H. A., (New Oriental Bank) manager, Hiogo
Herbert, W. C., cadet, IJ.S.S. Juniata
Herbst, E., (Heuermann, Herbst & Co.) storekeeper, (fee.. Queen’s road
Heres, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Hermoso, E. L., assistant, waWr works, Manila
Hernaez, J., trader, Iloilo

Hernanciez, A., professor. University, Manila
Hernandez, E. B., Manila
Hernandez, V., Eabrica “La Insular,” assistant, Manila
Herranz, M., comisario, adminis. de ejeroito, Manila
Herrera, Engracia, “Establicimiento de Tejido,” Manila
Herrera, F., (F. L. Eoxas) clerk, Manila
Herrera, Pelipa, “ Establecimiento de Tejido,” Manila
Herrera, Trinidad, “ Esiablecimiento de Tejido,” Manila
Herrero, A. S., assistant, botanical deparmenr, Manila
Herrero, J. L., lieutenant, Canibiueros, Cebu
Herring, R. D., acting sergeant, British Legation Escort, Peking
Herrmann, Ed., (Till^on, Herrmann & Co.) clerk, Manila
Herrmann, M. A., (TilLon, Herrmann & Co.) merchant, Manila
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erroii, H., (Robinson & Co.) assistant, Singapore
erton, E., (Herton & Co.) merchant, Hoihow and Pakhoi

^ertz, H., (Hyde, Hertz & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
ervas, J. J., architect, ayuritamiento, Manila
erve, commander, gunboat Massue, Haiphong
erve, pilot, Haiphong

^erve, telegraphist, Saigon
ervel, Rev. Roman Catholic missionary, Swatow
ervey, Hon. D. F. A., Resident Councillor, Malacca

^ervey, W. G. E., acting magistrate, &c., Malacca
esnard, Dr., physician and surgeon, Yokohama
esse, J. C., cashier. Treasury, Sandakan

j^esser. Miss M. K., missionary, Niigata
euckendorfF, J. J., (!'. A. Schultze & Co.) storekeeper, and marine surveyor, N’ohwang

^euermann, F. W., (Henermann, Herbst & Co.) storekeeper, &c.. Queen’s road
euerinann, G., captain, steamer I'ekituj, Hongkong and Shanghai
ewat, H., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Shanghai

Jewett, E. A., (P. & O. S. N. Co.) clerk, Shanghai
^ev ett, G., assistant Resident, Sandakan (absent)

ewett, R. D., acting magistrate, Lower Perak
Hewett, W. M., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) storekeeper, Shanghai
Hewett, W J., Maritime Customs tide.vaiter, Kiukiang
^ew'tt. A., fourth engineer, steamer A. Apear, Hongkong and Calcutta
:^ewitt, J. R. S. 0., captain. Royal Artillery, Singapore
^ewitt, Miss E. J., missionary, Hakodate
;^ewlett, A. R., H.B.M. comsul, Canton

E., broker, Shanghai
^eyde, E. von der, (C. Rohde & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)
:^eyde, O. von der, (Schriever & Co.) merchant, Haiphong and Hanoi
:^eyde, Th. von der, (Sander & Co.) assistant (absent)
:||eydeman, T., assistant, t degraph office, Wladiwostock
eymann, C., (Oppenheimer Freres) clerk, Hollywood road

:^6jmann, J., (Baer Senior A Co.) merchant, and Russian vice-consul, Manila
eyn, lieutenant, H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth
ibler, T., proprietor “Hotel do Paris,” Singapore

:^ickens, F. D., (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Singapore
ickey, P. S., Upper Yangtsze pilot, Shanghai
jckley, J. D., sub-lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Audacmis

-^icks, C. P. G., Commander H.B.M. sloop Albatross
“icks, F. G., marine surveyor, Bangkok

icksou. Rev. F. H., missionary. Canton
•^‘dalgo. A., manager, Spanish Royal Mail steamers, Manila
•J^idalgo, A. F., printer, and consul for Portugal, Manila
':|^idrio, telegraph overseer, Saigon
“lepaeck, trader, Haiphong
“ieras, H., (Germann & Co.) clerk, Manila
“jiggin, J. L. B

,
timber merchant, Iloilo

•^igginson, Comdr. F. J., commanding officer, U.S.S. Monocacy
:^ilado, C., trader, Iloilo

ildebrand, Justignath, geschwader-auditeur, H.I. German M.S-. Stosch

^ildesley, W. S., missionary, Chefoo (absent)

Rev. D.., missionary, Hankow
ill, E. C., in"p)ector of schools, Singapore
ill, F. W., inspector of mines, Selangor

•^ill G. W., commander, H.B.M. gun-vessel Linnet
J., (Nagasaki Dockyard) engineer, Nagasaki
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Hni, J . C., lightkeeper, Hoiiki liglitkouse, Chefoo
Hill, J. 0., (Taku Pilot Co.) pilot, Taku
Hill, Robt. H., (Bradley & Co.) mercliant, and acting consul for Netherlands, Swatow
Hill, T. H., (Hill & Rathborne) planter, Selangor
Hillebrandt, M. J., (Gt. Northern Tel. Co.) chief officer, str. Sfore Nordis^e, Shanghai •

Hillier, E. G., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Tientsin
Hillier, W. C., acting Chinese secretary, British L*^gatiou, Peking
Hills, F. 'VV. (H. MacArthnr) clerk, Yokohama
Hiltermann, T., (Bi-inktnann & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Hilty, J. R., (Maack & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Hincelot, F., assist, accountant, Comptoir cl’Bscompte, Shanghai
Hinds, Ri^v. J

,
missionary, Kaiping, Tientsin

Hinnekindt, E., (E. (fe H. Hinnekindt) clerk, Singapore
Hinnekindt, Eug. (E. & H. Hinnekindt) clerk, Singapore
Hinnekindt, H.,(E.&H. Hinnekindt) merchant, h consul for Belgium, Singapore
Hinnekindt, H., Juni-., (E. & H. Hinnekindt) clerk, Singapore
Hinnekindt, M., (E. & H. Hinnekindt) clerk, Singapore
Hinrichs, J. H., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Amoy
Hippisley, A. E., Maritime Customs, Chinese secretary, Peking
Hippisley, Captain H. N., H.B.M. corvette Cleopatra
Hirabe, Giro, clerk, Japanese Consulate, Caine road.

Hirauo, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Hirsbrunner, John, (Hirshrunner & Co.) watchmaker, Shanghai
Hirsbrunner, J., merchant & commission agent, Shanghai and Tientsin
Hirst, C. J., (Stolterfoht & Hirs t) merchant, Praya
Hirth, P., Maritime Customs assistant statistical secretary, Shanghai
Hirzel, F,

,
accountant, Societe des mines d’Etain, Perak

Hitchcock, F. A., (Windsor, Rose & Co.’s rice mill) enguieer, Bangkok
Hjousbery, E. H., pilot, Shanghai
Hoag, Miss Lucy H., M.E)., missionary, Chinkiang
Hoar, J. H., pilot, Shanghai
Hoar, Miss A., missionary, Tokio
Hoaram Desmisseanx, sub-commissioner, marine subsistences, Saigon
Hoare, Rev. J. C., M.A., missionary, Ningpo
Hobart, Rev. W. T., missionary, Peking
Hobbs, J. G., paymaster H.S.S. Juniata
Hobbs, John, chief engineer, H.B.M.S. Wivern
Hobson, Lieut.-Colonel, “ The Buffs,” E. Kent Regt.
Hobson, H. E., commissioner of Customs, Shanghai
Hobson, R. M., Maritime Customs assistant, Tientsin

Hochreuter, A., captain, steamer BangTcoh, Bangkok and Singapore
Hocken, T., assistant engineer, H.B.M.S. Victor Emanuel
Hocquard, P., missionary, Singapore
Hodder, R. C., paymaster, H.B.M.S. Audacious
Hodge, J., head turnkey, Victoria Gaol
Hodge, J. W., clerk of works. Surveyor-general’s office, Malacca
Hodges, B. W., ensign, H.S.S. Ossipee
Hodges, G., ac ting usher, British Court, Yokohama
Hodges, Lieut. H. M., H.S.S. Enteiprise
Hodges, S. C., (Drummond, Gaggino & Co.) shipchan Her, Singapore
Hodges, Mrs., millinm', Yokohama
Hoesli, C., (Luchsinger <fe Co.) clerk, Iloilo

Hoffmann, P., (Ed. Schellhass & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Hoffregan, A., (C. Hlies & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Hoflich, A., (Gronner & Co.) commission agent, Shanghai
Hofman, Rev. Fr. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Hankow
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Hofmann, A., (Jiicker, Sigg & Co.) cle'k, Bangkok
Hogan, H., notary public and estate agent, Penang
Hogan, H. C., (J. M. Cazalus & Son) engineer and contractor, Singapore
Hogan, J. E., chief surveyor. Surveyor-general’s office, Singapore
Hogan, J. W. W., resident apothecary, Snngai Bai ap Hospital, Province Wellesley

Hogan, N. E., (Imperial, Naral Yaid) bookkeeper, Hiogo
Hogan, N. E., (J. M. Cazalas & Son) foreman, Singapore
Hogan, E. A. P., barrister-at-law, Penang

Hogg, A., (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) head watchman, Kowloon
Hogg, E. J., merchant, Shanghai

Hogg, Geo., boatswain, H.B.M.S. Audacious

Hogg, H. W., captain, steamer Fooksang, China coast

Hogge, E., acting superintendent of police, and marine dept., Malacca
Hohlmann, J., caj)tain, steamer Marie, Hongkong and Manila
Hbhnke, F. H., (F. Blackhead & Co.) assistant, Praya
Ho Kai, Dr., barrister-at-law. Bank Buildings

Holbrook, Miss M. J., missionary, Tokio

H' Ibrook, Miss M A., M.D., missionary, T’ungchow, Peking
Holburn, R., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Shinagatoa-maru, Japan
Holcomb, Eev. N. W., missionary, Chefoo
Holcombe, J. H. L., ensign, U.S.S. Monocacy
Holdinghausen, F., (A. & F. Bielfeld) assistant, Shanghai
Hole, W., private secretary to H. H. the Maharajah of Johore

Holkar, H., gaolei', Labuan
Holl, M., second officer, steamer A. Apcar, Hongkong and Calcutta

Holland, C. P., secretary. Masonic Club, Shanghai
Holland, W., interpreter, British Consulate, Tientsin

Holliday, C. J., (Holliday, Wise & C >.) merchant, & commandant S. V. Corps, Shanghai

Holliday, Cecil, (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Praya (absent)

H IImann, G., (Hollmann & Co.) merchant, Manila (absent)

Holloway, C. B., collector of customs, Sungei TJjong

H'dloway, H., cdiief clex'k, police department, Singajiore

Holloway, H. N., clerk, audit office, Singapore

Holm, A., (Carlowitz & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Holm, J., (C. lilies & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Holm, T., (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) timekeeper, Kowloon
Holmberg, B. H

,
boarding officer, Chinese immigration office, Singapore

Holmberg, J. M., clerk. Marine department, Malacca
Holmberg, L. J., assistant, water supply dept.. Municipality, Singapore

Holmberg, P. J., forest ranger. Land office, Malacca
Holme, J., (H. & W. Dock Co.) engineer, Kowloon
Holme, E., agent for Jardine, Matheson & Co., Naoasaki
Holmes, C., ca])tain, steamer Kiangping, Canton and Macao
Holmes, E. E., assistant, Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Co., Shanghai

Holmes, G., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) assist, electrician, Singapore

Holmes, G., ship broker, Queen’s road

Holmes, H. J., solicitor. Queen’s road

Holmes, Mrs. J. L., missionary, Chefoo (absent)

Holmyard, E., detective inspector of police, Penang
Holst, J. M., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) i ngineer and electrician, Shanghai
Holt, Eev. W. S., missionary, Shanghai

Holway, W. O., chaplain, tf.S.S. Trenton

Holwill, E. T., Maritime Customs first class assistant, Shanghai
Holworthy, C. E., clerk, to ijuisne judge, Supreme Court
Holz, J. C. A., Maritime Customs assistant examiner. Canton
Honey, G. A. K., (Smith, Bell A Co.) merchant, Manila
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Honkelt, O., (C. G-erard & Co.) dork, Amoy
Hont, Eev. A. d’, French missionary, Bangkok
Hood, A. N., (Kobt. Anderson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai and Kinkiang
Hooker, A., (H. A. Badman) assistant, Bangkok
Hooley, W., blacksmith, Prye Eiver Dock, Penang
Hooper, C. F., (Jardir.e, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Hooper, F. H., clerk. Chartered Bank, Yokohama
Hooper, W., (Medical Hall) proprietor, Nagasaki
Hooper, W. J., constable, British Consulate, Hiogo
Hooper, W. E., (A. L. Johnston & Co.) c’erk, Singapore
Hooper, M!ss F., missionary Kioto, Japan
Hoosenally, Abdoolhoosen, (Nnjmoodin Jeewakhan) clerk. Peel street

Hope, C. K., lieutenant and commander H. B. M. gunboat Zephyr
Hope, E. R., (Rose, Sayle & Co.) assistant. Queen’s roa'l

Hopkins, D. B. L., clerk to Admiral’s secretary, H.B.M. -Squadron
Hopkins, F., tidewaiter, Customs Maritime, Shanghai
Hopkins, G. G., broker, Shanghai
Hopkins, G. T., manager, Scottish Oriental S. S. Co., Queen’s road

Hopkins, L. C., assistant, British Legation, Peking
Hopkins, W. B., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Hopkins, W. L., constable, British Consulate, Jenchuan, Corea
Hopkins, Mrs. Lavinia, butcher and cattle dealer, Shanghai
Hopper, Eev. E. C., missionary, Tokio
Hopper, W., Maritime Customs watcher, Canton
Hoppius, H., (Siemssen & Co.) merchant. Queen’s road

Hore, Thos., chief usher, Supreme Court, Shanghai
Hcrgan, A., (Eastern Extension, A & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapoie

Hormusjee Pestonjee, commission agent, Singapore
Horn, R. E., inspector of locomotive.s. Railway department, Kioto
Hornibrook, F., boatswain, H.B.M. sloop Albatross

Homing, J., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Chefoo
Horsburg, Rev. J. H., missionary, Hangchow
Horsley, L., Prince of Wales Inn, Hiogo
Horspool, G., chief inspector of police, Central station

Hort, H., (Hughes & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Horton, W., inspector of brothels, Wanchai
Horuigan, P. W., ensign, U.S.S. Trenton
Hose, E., government cadet, third division, Sarawak
Hose, Rr. Rev. G. F., D.D., Bishop of Singapore, Lebuan and Sarawak, Singapore
Hosey, J., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Province Wellesley

Hosking, R., fitter, Government railway service, Yokohama
Hoskyn, D. T., surgeon, H.B.M. sloop Wanderer
Hoskyn, G. A., assistant paymaster in charge, H.B.M. gunboat Cockchafer
Hoskyn, E. F., (Hoskyn & Co.) merchant, Iloilo

Hoskyns,,P., lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Daring
Hossumbhoy, C., (E. Pabaney,) clerk, Lyndhurst terrace

Hostalot, sub-chief, second office. Direction of the Interior, Saigon
Hotham, E., commander, H.B.M. gnn-vessel Midge
Houdayer, chancelier, French Residency, Bacninh
Houdinet, L„ member of Municipal Council, Saigon
Hough, R., Maritime Customs first class assistant, Shanghai
Hough, T. F., commander, receiving ship Yuen fah, Shanghai
Houghton, E. P., princijial medical officer, Sarawak
House, professor of English Literature, Dn versity, Tokio
Houssin, teacher, school at Mytho, Coibin China
Houstin, accountant, Municipal Council, Saigon
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Houston, F., manager, Rochore Saw Mill, Singapore
How, A. J., broker, Shanghai
How, Gr. T., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) assist, accountant, Shanghai
Howard, F., (H. MacArthur) clerk, Yokohama
Howard, G-., inspector of municipal police, Lowza station, Shanghai
Howard, J. J., (Russell & Co.) clerk, and U.S. vice-consul. Am 03^

Howard, Thos., merchant. Bank Buildings
Howard, W. C., chief tidesurveyor. Maritime Customs, Shanghai
Howard, W. V. S.. lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Flying Fish
Howard, Miss L. A., M.I)., medical missionarj", Tientsin

Howarth, Major W. C., “The Buffs,” East Kent Regiment
ffowatt, H. R., (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) turner, Singapore
Howe, H. A., (Mit.su Bishi M.S.S. Co.) clerk, Tokio
Howell, C. P., P.A. Engineer, U.S. sloop Alert

Howell, J., bailiff. Supreme Court
Howell, J., inspector, river police, Shanghai
Howell, John, boatswain, H.B M.S. Sc(p2>hire

Howell, Rev. W., missionary, Undup, Sarawak
Howes, Lieut. A. G. S., professor of English, Naval College, Tokio
Howes, J., inspector of nuisances, &c.. Municipal Council, Shanghai
Howes, J., third engineer, steamer Kungpai, China coast

Howie, Robt., (Deacon & Co.) silk inspector. Canton and Macao
Howie, W., (Turnbull, Howie & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Howman, J., quartermaster, Perak Sikhs, Perak
Howroyd, J. E., clerk of works, Surveyor-General’s office

Hoynck van Papendrecht, P. C., (Hooglandt & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Huart, C. Imbault, interpreter, French Consulate, Shanghai
Hubbard, Rev. Geo., missionary, Foochow
Hubbard, J. C., captain, Mitsu Bishi steamer Niigata-maru, Japan
Hiibbe, P. G., (Siemssen A Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Huber, A., commissioner of Customs, China (absent)

Huber, H., (Kaltenbach, Fischer & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Hubert, commissaire adjoint, naval department, Hanoi
Hubert, J., merchant, Saigon

Hue, interpreter of Annarnese, direction of the interior, Saigon

Huchting. F., (Rodewald & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Hudson, C. A., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Hudson, (k J., superintendent of police, Tanjong Pagar Dock Co., Singapore

Hudson, Miss R. J., missionary, Tokio
Hughes, E. H., assistant, medical department, Kinta, Perak
Hughes, E. J., broker and auctioneer, Pedder’s street

Hughes, Geo., commissioner of Customs, China (absent)

Hughes, H., teacher, mission school, Hiogo
Hughes, J. C., (^Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Praya
Hughes, J. Isaac, broker. Queen’s road

Hughes, P. J., H.B.M. consul general, Slianghai

Hughes, P. T. M., assistant paymaster, H.B.M.S. Cleopatra

Hughes, R., (Hughes & Co.) merchant, Hiogo
Hughe.s, S., (Reiss & Co.) tea inspector, Lombard street

Hughes, T. F., deputy commissioner of Maritime Customs, Can' on
Hughes, Thos, chief engineer, H.B.M. gun-vessel Swift

Hughes, W. Kerfoot, agent, Wanchai Godo • n Company, Queen’s road

Hughesdon, E., China Inland missionary, Kweiyang
Huguenin, surveillant. Customs, Haiphong
Huguenin-Hainard, watchmaker, Saigon
Huguy, secretary Chamber of Commerce, Haiphong
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Hullett, E. W., principal, Eaffles’ Institution, Singapore
Hiilsz, Emil, (Hiiisz & Co.) mercliant, Manila
Hiilsz, J. H. N., (Hiilsz & Co.) inei-diant, Manila
Humbert, F., professor, Saigon Seminary, Saigon

Humblot, Eev. A., Eoman Catholic missionary, Peking
Humby, J., proprietor, “London Inii,” Queen’s road central

Hummel, E., (Steinbacli & Co.) clerk, Wladiwostock
Hummel, G. L., Maritime Customs acting tide-surveyor, Tanisui
Humphreys, A. M., chemist, China Sugar Eefining Co., F st point
Humphreys, J. D., pioprietor, Hongkong Dispensary, Queen’s road
Hu mphreys, W. G., commission agent. Queen’s road
Hungerford, Dy. Surgeon General R., principal Army m-'dioal officer

Hiinerfanth, F., (H. Campbell) assistanf. Queen’s road
Hunnex, Eev. W. J., missionary, Chinkiang
Hunt, A. T., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Cleopatra

Hunt, E., (Hunt & Co.) merchant, Hiogo
Hunt, H. J., (Hunt & Co.) merchant, Hiogo
Hunt, J., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk. Queen’s road
Hunt, J., (Mollison, Fraser & Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Hunt, J. H., assistant. Maritime Customs, China (absent)

Hunt, L., assistant paymaster, TJ.S. sloop Alort

Hunt, W. H., China Inland missionary, Kansuh
Hunt, Wm. E., public silk inspector, Shanghai
Hunter, A. C., (Russell & Co.) cleric, Shanghai
Hunter, E. H., (Hunter & Co.) merchant, Hiogo and Osaka
Hunter, F. H., (E. H. Hunter & Co.) clerk. Os ika

Hunter, H. E. E., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Shanghai
Hunter, J., second engineer, steamer Taichiow, Hongkong and Bangkok
Hunter, J. M., Maritime Customs, tidewaiter. Pagoda, Foochow
Hunter, E., government interpreter, Pnom-penh, Cambodia
Hunter, Rev. S. A. D., M.D., missionary, Tsinan-foo

Hunter, W. L., merchant, Foochow (absent)

Huntoon, T. A., ensign, IJ.S.S. Trenton

Huot, C., (C. & J. Favre-Brandt) assistant, Yokohama
Hurst, L. S., clerk, Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co., Cape St. James, Saigon
Hurst, E. W., assistant, British consulate, Foochow
Hussey, P., captain, Mitsu Bishi steamer Tsuruga-maru, Japan
Hutchings, C. H., general broker, Shanghai
Hutchinson, Eev. A. B., missionary, Nagasaki
Hutchinson, Miss, (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Hutchison, J. D., merchant. Queen's road

Hutchison, J. D., (W. M. Strachan & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Hutchison, W. D., acting assist. ])ostmaster-general and master. Central School
Huteau, L. A., (Banque de ITndo-Chine) cashier, Saigon
Huttenbach, Aug., (Katz Bros.) merchant, Penang (absent)

Huttenbach, E., (Katz Bros.) manager. Export dept., Penang
Huttenbach, L., (Katz Bros.) merchant, Penang
Hutton, W., (John Little & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Hvilsted, A. E., second engineer, steamer Chintung, China coast

Hyde, W. P., captain, steamer Ban Yong Seng, Bangkok and Singapore

Hyde, W. W., (Hyde, Hertz & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Hykes, Rev, J. E., missionary, Kiukiang
Hyndman, E. M., (China Sugar Refining Co.) clerk. East point

Hyndman, H., (Noronha & Son) printer, Shanghai
jSyndmau, H., Jr., (Geo. Fenwick & Co.) clerk, Praya East
Hyndman, Joao, judge’s clerk, Macao
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larilofE, I., (Steinbacli & Co.) clerk, Wladiwostock
Ibanez, .F. B., (Diaz Putvtas &, Co.) assistant, Manila
Ibanez, Rev. I., Roman Catholic missionary, Foochow
Ibanez, P. B., (Diaz Poertas & Co.) assistant, Manila
Ibarruthy, B. L., Roman Catholic missionary, Ningpo
Iberico, L. G-., lieutenant c'f Carabineros, Iloilo

Iburg, C., (Iveson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Iburg, J. C. H., music teacher and j)iano tuner, Shanghai
Iburg, Mrs., proprietrix. Hotel-game, Shanghai
Icaza, I. de, lawyer, Manila
Idatte, Jos., chancelier, French Residency, Hu^
Iffland, A., Mariiime Customs assistant tidesurreyor, Chinkiang
Iglesia, A., assistant, Compania General de Tabacos, Manila
Iglesia, C., sub-director-general, Compania General de Tabacos, Manila
Igonel, clerk. Direction ol the Interior, Saigon
Ilbert, A., (Ilbert & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Ildrio, surveyor of telegraph line, Pnompenh, Cambodia
Tllescas, L M., inspector of works, Com])ania General de Tabacos, Manila
lilies, C., (C. lilies & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)
Ilhng, R., armourer sergeant. Ordnance store department
Imbault-Huart, C., interpreter, French consulate, Shanghai
Imbeck, C., (P. Kierulff) assistant, Peking
Imbeid, paymaster, flagship Tilsitt, Saigon
Imbert, C., commission agent, Haiphong
Imbrie, Rev. W., missionary, Tokio
Inchausti, J. J., (Inchausti & Co.) clerk, Manila
Incbausti, J. J. de, (Inchausti & Co.) inerchan%& director Banco Espanol Filipino, Manila
Inchausti, R. C., (Inchausti & Co.) clerk, Manila
Inchausticta, E., captain of steamer Cahanhanan, Iloilo

Inchbald, C. C., (Comptoir d’Ese 'm])te) sub-accountant, Shanghai
Infante, L., (R. C. Gonzalez) assistant, Manila
Ingenohl, C., director “ El Oriente ” tobacco manufacturing Co., Manila (absent)

Ingham, Chas., military clerk, Ordnance oflice, Singapore
Ingl is, G., chief engineer, steamer Danube, Hongkong and Bangkok
Inglis, R. (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Inglis, R., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Wakmtoura-maru, Japan
Inglis, W. F., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) assistant, Swatow
Ingram, C. W. W., lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Cuiacoa
Innes, N. G. Mitchell, assistant registrar g< neral

Innes, T., (Innes & Keyscr) merchant, Iloilo

Innocent, G. M., missionary, Tientsin

Innocent, Rev. .1., missionary, Tientsin

Innoeent, J. W., Mar.time Customs assistant, Niugpo
Inveen, Miss E

,
missionary, Ningpo

Inverarity, A. J. M., (C!;artered Bank) manager, Shanghai

Irens, F., (Crasera mn & Hagen) clerk, Chefoo

Irvine, D. J., (Ker & Co.) clerk, Manila

Irvine, Lieut. J. C., U.S. sloop Alert

Irving, Hon. C. J., C.M.G., resident councillor, Penang
Irving, J. Bell, (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) merchant. Queen’s Road
Irving, J. J. Bell, (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Irwin, Andrew, medical practitioner, Tientsin

Irwin, R. W.. (Kiodo IJnyu Kaislia) actirg director in charge, Yokohama
Irwine, Rev. E. C., incumbent of Christ Church, Yokohama
Isaacs, Israel, (R. Isaacs & Brother) merchant, Yokohama
Isaacs, M., (R. Isaacs & Brother) clerk, Yokohama
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Isaacs, K.j Isaacs & Brother) iiieichant, Yokohama (absent)
Iscauoiioer, Hon. E. E., net n^ colonial treasurer, Singapore
Isidore, clerk, Direction of the Interior, Saigon
Isidore, coatroleur. Excise department, Saigon
Isidore, H., bill collector, Saigon
loinael, S. A., (Victoria Hotel) assistant, Praya
Ismail, M., clerk, police dept., Province Wellesley
ismer, (J., (H. Milder & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Ismiel, H., clerk. Resident Councillor’s office, Penang
ivauovicu, G. A., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Iverson, Lieut. A. J., executive officer, H.S.S. Mo/tocacy
Iveson, Egbert, (Iveson &Co.) merchant, Shang-hai (absent)
Iwanoff, clerk of court. Circuit Court of Justice, Wladiwostock
iwanojf, W., director, building department, Wladiwostock
Iwersen, H., merchant and consul tor Germany, iNag.isaki
Izat, J., second engineer, steamer Ohi-yuen, China coast
Izqaiordo, M., assi>tant, Custom-h.use, Manila
Izquierdo, M. G., assistant, Tiibunal da Cuentas, Manila
Izquierdo y Pozo, A., presidente de sala, real audiencia, Manila (absent)

Jacinto, M., (Louis Genu) clerk, Manila
Jacinto, T., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Iloilo
Jack, W. C., chief engineer, steamer Saltee, Hongkong and Haiphong
Jackson, Major A. C., “ The Buffs

”

Jackson, A. J., acting third engineer, revenue steamer Feihoo, Amoy
Jackson, A. H., (Schlnnd & Jackson) meri hant, Duddell street
Jackson, D., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) acting agent, Hankow
Jackson, J., p;iot, Bangkok
Jackson, Rev. J., missionary, Wuhu
Jackson, R.-v. J. A., miS'ionary, Wenchow
Jackson, H. F., storekeiper, Singapore
Jackson, O., chief engineer, steamer Kiuhiang, Hongkong and Macao
Jackson, Hon. Thos., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) chief manager, Queen’s road
Jackson, Very Rev. Thos., Roman Catholic missionary, Labuan
Jackson, W. H., captain, steamer Kwongsang, China coast
Jackson, W. S., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Jacob, A., overseer, Trafalgar Tapioca estate, Singapore
Jacob, M., lourth engineer, steamer Japan, Hongkong and Calcutta
Jacob, R. J.j assistant surveyor of public works, Sungei Ujong
Jacobi, C., second officer, steamer Kiangteen, Shanghai and Ningpo
Jacobs, G., (R. H. Powers & Co.) assistant, Nagasaki
Jacobs, J. A., (Singapore and Straits Aerated Waters Co.) assistant, Singapore
Jacobson, J.. second officer, steamer Greyhound, Hongkong and Southern Ports
Jacobson, R., superintendent. Education department, Penang
Jacome, J. A. A., ensign. Police force, Macao
Jacquemain, clerk. Director of the Interior, Saigon
Jacquemet, surgeon, hospital, Haiphong
Jacquemin, Rev. C., French missionary, Swatow
Jacqnes, J., assistant. Maritime Customs, Tamsui
Jacquet, J., (E. Constantin,) clerk, Haiphong
Jacquey, acting registrar. Justice of the peace, Saigon
Jacquot, chef d’atelier, opium excise, Saigon
Jaffray, R., (Bank Exchange) Yokohama
Jago, P. E., (Boustead & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Jahrling, Viuda de, naval storekeeper, Cebu
Jaime, J., procurador, Seminario Consiliar de Jaro, Iloilo
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Jnlancloui, M., trader, Iloilo

Jallay, P., clerk, Police Court, Province Wellesley

Jalleh, P., clerk, Eesident Councillor’s ofHce, Penang
,

ja’.on, J. M., assistant. Custom Louse, Iloilo

Jamasjee, J., cotton and yarn broker, Hollywood road

Jamba, A. G., clerk, Police Court, Penang
J’nuibu, J., clerk. Chartered Mercantile Bank, Singapore

Jambu, J. J., clerk. Supreme Com-t, Penang '

- Jiime, G., notary public, Saigon

J,„mes, Rev. F., missionary, Chefoo

James, F. S., (Fraser, Failey, & C .) merchant, Yokohama
James, S. L., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) senior clerk, Qu een’s road

James, T., assistant engine driver, fire brigade

James, W., constructor. Naval Yard
James, W. J., captain, Kiodo Unyu Kaisha steamer Onu-marn, Japan
Jameson, J. W., superintendent'engiueer, Messageries de Cocbinchine, HaiphoMg
Jamieson, C., Maritime Customs Commissioner, Swatow
Jamieson, G., British Consul, Kiukianir

Jamieson, Rev. J., missionary, Tamsui
Jamieson, P. Alex., M.D., consulting physician to Maritime Customs, Shanghai
Jamieson, W. B., broker, Shanghai

Janimes, teacher, school at Cbolon, Cochin Ch'na

Jamsetjee, Framjce, broker. Peel street

Jamset’jee, P., broker. Peel street

Jinin, R., ayudante. Division Forestal, Manila

Janns, H., (Carlowitz & Co.) clerk. Canton

Jmsen, A. E., field assistant. Survey department, Penang
Jansen, J. E., assistant, Astor House Hotel, Shanghai

Jansen, L. P., clerk, colonial trearury, Singapore

Jansen, Max, (A. Liebert) assistant, Penang
Jansen, P., (C. W. Rodyk) clerk, Malacca

Janson, J. L., husbandry depart., & professor of veterinary. College of Agriculture, Tokio

Janssen, E-, (P. Sartorius) assistant, Manila

Jantzen, assistant engineer, H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Jantzen, C., (Melchers& Co.) merchant, and consul for Netherlano’s, Shanghai (absent)

Jarmain, J. J., merchant, Yokohama
Jarrett, Lieut. H. St. D., “ The Buffs,” East Kent Regiment
Jarvis, M., (Chinese Engineering & Mining Co.) locomotive driver, Tientsin

Jauffret, process server, Saigon

Javaud, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Javega, V., professor of pharmacy. University, Manila

Javier, J., (Tillson, Herrmann <fc Co.) clerk, Manila

Javier, M., assistant, tribunal do cuentas, Manila

Javier y Rodriguez, P., (F. L, Roxas) clerk, Manila
jayesuria, D., assistant, survey department, Larut

jayesuria, L. S., clei’k, H.B.M. Residency, Perak

jaVme, F., civil doctor, Manila
jeanneret, telegraphist, Saigon

jeanrenaud. Ad., (Chs. Jeanrenaud) assistant, Peking
jeanrenaud, C., commission agent, Shanghai

Jeanrenaud, Chs., curio dealer, Peking

jebsen, Herm., merchant, Penang
jeewakhan, Nujmoodin, merchant and commission agent, Peel street (absent)

Jeffrev, J- A., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Yokohama

J» ffreys, E., assistant surveyor, Saudakan

Jeffreys, E. A., acting assistant engineer, State railway dept., Selangor
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Jelovis, storekeeper, Haiphong
Jencks, Dewitt C., M.D., missionary, Hiogo
Jenkins, E. N., (Ice and Aerated Water Co.) assistant, Amoy
Jenkins, Eev. H., missionary, Shaoshing, Niiigpo

Jenkins, M. A., interpreter, United States Consulate, Hankow
Jennings, A. F. K., inspector of police, Singapore

Jennings, G. S.. gunner, H.B.M. gunboat Cochchafer

Jennings, T. C., Maritime Customs tide-surveyor and harbour master, Chefoo

Jennings, Rev. W., colonial chaplain

Jensen, J., comdr, M. B. M. S. S. Co.’s hulk Kagosldma-maru, Hakodate
Jensen, J. L., (Iveson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Jensen, J. M., (China & Japan Trading Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Jensen, O. P., (H. Sietas & Co.) assistant, Chefoo

Jerdein, P., (Jerdein & Co.) merchant, Hankow
Jerdein, M. S., merchant and commission agent, Chinkiang

Jeremiah, E., temporary clerk, public works department, Penang
Jeremiah, J., clerk, land office, Krian, Perak
Jeremiah, J. E. V., sub-postmaster, Bukit Tamboon, Penang
Jeremiah, J. W., clerk, marine department, Penang
Jeremiah, N., (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) clerk, Singapore

Jeremiah, P., overseer, Batukawan Sugar Estate, Province Wellesley

Jeremiah, P. E., overseer, Prye River Dock, Penang
Jeremiah, E. H., chief clerk, land office, Krian, Perak
Jeremiah, R. P., bailiff, court of requests. Pen mg
Jeremiah, Y. E. J., clerk, police court. Province Wellesley

Jeremiassen, C. C., missionary, Hainan
Jernando, L., (Battle Hermauos & Co.) clerk, Manila

Jesena, D., trader, Iloilo

Jesus, A. F. de, interpreter. Foreign Office, Bangkok
Jesus, F. V. de, (Grassi Brothers & Co.) clerk, Bangkok
Jesus, F. X. de, clerk, H.K. Steam Laundry Co., Bowrington

Jesus, F. X. de, (Hongkong’ & Whampoa Dock Co.) assistant. Cosmopolitan Dock
Jesus, J. E. M., clerk. Dock Co., Bangkok
Jesus, J. J. de, (Hongkong and Whampoa Dock Company) clerk, Aberdeen

Jesus, J. M. de, (Hongkong and Whampoa Dock Company) clerk, Cosmop. Dock
Jesus, J. V. de, teacher “ Escola Central,” Macao
Jesus, J. V. de, (Hongkong and Wha'mpoa Dock Co.) head clerk, Kowloon
Jesus, J. Y., substitute judge, Macao
Jesus, J. Y. P. de, (A. G. Gordon & Co.) accountant, Bowrington
Jesus, L. de, (Inchausti & Co.) clerk. Mania
Jesus, M. de, lieutenant, police force, Macao
Jesus, R. T. de, manager, Sociedad de Escultores, Manila
Jewell, Mrs. C. M., missionary, Peking
Jewell, Miss C. J., missionary, Foochow
Jewett, J. H., (Bavier & Co.) clerk, Yokoh: ma
Jex, S. C., assistant, Hongkong Disp-nsary, Queen’s road

Je3’es, H. 0., (Fearon, Low & Co.) merchant, Amoy
Jezewski, J. von. Maritime Customs, assistant tidesurveyor, Foochow
Jhler de St. Hilaiie, sub-commissioner, marine equipment office, Saigon

Jimenez, C., assistant, Compania General de Tabacos, Manila
Jiminez, I. G., ayiuiante, inspeccion de montes, Manila

Jinks, W., boatswain, H.B M.S. OJiampion

Joakim, J., (Gilfillan, Wood & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Joakim, S., (Edgar & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Joaquim, Joaquim P. (Braddell and Joaquim) barrister-at-law, Singapore

Joaquim, J. P., clerk, Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, Singapore
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Joergens, J., (Caiiowitz & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Johansen, C. H., M.D., physician, Tamsui
Johannsen, L., (Kunst & Albers) assistant, Wladiwostock
Johansen, M., constable, British Consulate, Pakhoi
John, Rev. Griffith, missionary, Hankow
John, M. H., pilot, Singapore
obnes, Evan, captain, Kiodo TJnyu Kaisha str. Safsicma-maru, Japan
ohnes, Jas., captain, Kiodo Unyu Kaisha str. Yetchiu-maru, Japan
ohnke. Alb., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
ohns, J. H., carpenter, H.B M.S. Curacoa
ohnst'ord, A., tax collector. Municipal Counc.l, Shanghai
ohnson, A., Maritime Customs ticlewaiter, Kiukiang
ohnson, A. B., (Sharp, Johnson & Stokes) solicitor, Supreme Court house
obnson, C. W., assistant bailiff, assessment department, Municipality, Singapore
ohnson, F. B., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) merchant, Queen’s road (absent)
ohnson, H., lightkeeper, Maritime Customs, Shanghai
ohnson, J. J., proprietor “Brooklyn Free and Easy,” Nagasaki
ohnson, 0., acting British Consul, Pakhoi
ohnson, P., master, steam launch Kinta, Perak
ohnson, W., quartermaster. Ordnance Store Department

jOhnson, W. G., proprietor Hiogo News, and Hiogo Hotel, Hiogo
ohnson, W. P., chief pilot, steamer Kiangyn, Shanghai and Hankow
ohnston, master. Tugboat Association, Shanghai
ohnston. A., boatswain, H.B.M. despatch vessel Vigilant
ohnston. A., (Guthrie & Co.) merchant, Singapore (absent)

jOhnston, A. W., architect,. Manila
jOhnston, And., superintendenb Lee Yuen Sugar works, Bowrington
ohnston, D. M., second engineer, steamer Haeting, China coast
ohnston, D. T., third engineer, steamer Fhra Chom Klao, Bangkok and Hongkong

jOhnston, F. H. A., staff commander. Naval Yard
jOhnston, H. C., superintendent, water supply, Singapore
jOhnston, Jas., (Boyd & Co.) engineer and shipwright, Shanghai
jOhnston, J. C. acting deputy commissioner, Maritime Customs, Hankow
jOhiaston, R., third engineer, steamer Amoy, Hongkong and Shanghai
T ohnston, R. '1'., bailiff, assessment department, Municipality, Singapore
jOhnston, T., assistant, Selangor Tin Mining Co., Selangor
jOhnstone, J., (M.B.M.S.S. Co.,) store department, Yokohama
jOhnstone, R., (Findlay, Richardson, Son & Co.) merchant. Yob
jOhnstone, W., school master, Amoy
.pOhnstone, Miss, manager, Baxter Girls’

Yokohama

school
jOiner, Rev. J. M., missionary, Chefoo
jOkhee, P. B., (Mehta & Co.) clerk, Amoy
.jOliot, telegraphist, Sadec, Cochin China
jOily, Thus. F., (Tillson, Herrmann & Co.) clerk, Manila
jOly, H. B., assistant, British Consulate, Hanko v
jOnas, F. M

,
Osaka

ones, Qf-Mr. Sergt. A., foreman of works. Royal Engineer department
Jones, A. C., consul for United States, Nag-asaki
Jones, A. E., local postmaster, Shanghai
Jones, Rev. A. G., missionary, Tsing Cheu-foo, Shatttung (absent)

Jones, C. H., (John Little & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Jones, D., (Union Insurance Society) agent, Shanghai
Jones, D. W., chief engineer, steamer Bory, China coast

Jones, E. B., (MitsuBishi S.S. Co.) agent, Nagasaki
Jones, F. C. T., lieutenant, H.B.M. gunboat Zephyr
Jones, F. S., (Smith, Bell & Co,) clerk, Iloilo
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Jones, J., warden, Victoria Gaol
Jones, J., (China & Japan Trading Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Jones, J. C. D., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) electrician, Singapore

Jones, J. H., constable, British considate, Whampoa
Jones, J. H. D., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. TelegrapE Co.) assistant electrician, S’pore

Jones, L. E., second officer, steamer Kioangtung, Hongkong and Foochow
Jones, M., clerk. Supreme Court, Shanghai
Jones, fl., captain, steamer Kong Beng, Hongkong and Bangkok
Jones, S. C., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. 'Felegraph Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Jones, T., (Kussell & Co.) clerk, Prava
Jones, W. H., second enginei r, public works department. Lower Perak
Jones, Miss, missionary, Kansuh
Jonson, A., watchmaker, Wladiwostock
Jooma, Khamisa, draper, Wellington street

Jordan, A., (Great Northern Telegraph Co.) assistant. Queen’s road
Jordan, J., captain, steamer Taichiow, Hongkong and Bangkok
Jordan, M., assistant. Sanitary department. Municipal Council, Shanghai
Jordan, P., (C. P. Chater) clerk. Queen’s road

Jorge, A., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk. Queen’s road

Jorge, C., lawyer, Ma ao
Jorge, E. A., (Eemedios & Co.) clerk. Pray a

Jorge, F. J. V., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Praya
Jorge, G., (Turner & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Jorge, H., (Comptoir d’Escompte) clerk, Shanghai
Jorge, P., (Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Manila
Jorgensen, A., pilot, Newchwang
Jorgensen, E. J. F., master mariner, Bangkok
Jorgensen, H. P. C., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Canton
Jorgensen, J., pilot, Newchwang
Jornales, F., restaur int “ De San Vicente,” Manila
Joseph, A., (Rodyk & Davidson) clerk, Singapore
Joseph, Bro., teacher, St. .loseph’s College, Robinson road
Joseph D., (N. H. J. Ezra) clerk, Wellington street

Joseph, E. H,, (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Praya Central

Joseph, E. S., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Praya Central
Joseph, H. H., (P. & O.S.N. Co.) chief clerk, Shanghai
Joseph, I., commission agent, Shanghai
Joseph, S. A., (Joseph & Kelly) broker. Bank buildings

Joseph, S. S., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Josephs, J., time-keeper. Tan

j
ong Pagar Dock Co., Singapore

Josbee, Gopal V., clerk, Cliarterea Bank of India, Queen’s road
Josselme, teacher, Cha'seloup-Laubat’s Co lege, Saigon
Josserand, (Ragon & Josserand) hairdresser, Saigon
Joubert, A. J., director, Taberd School, Saigon
Joublin, surveillant. Customs, Haiphong
Jourdan, Ch., lawyer, Saig m
Jourdan, P., assistant, Messageries Maritlmes coal depot, Yokohama
Jourden, ensign, gunboat Alouette, Saigon
Jouslain, J., consul for France, Yokohama (absent)

Jouvet, A., commission agent and public accountant, Saigon
Jouvet, A., Jr., (A, Jouvet) clerk, Saigon
Jouvet, clerk, Messageries Maritimes, Saigon
Jouy, P. L., assistant. Maritime Customs, Fusan, Corea
Jove, S., assistant, public works department, Manila
Jovellar y Solar, J., Governor-General of the Philippines, Manila
Jovino, F., constable, Italian consulate, Shanghai
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Joy, C. E., gunner, H.B.M. sloop Daring
Joyce, A. K., staff surgeon, H.B.M. sloop Daring

Joyce, W., conamander, steamer Ranee, Sarawak and Singapore
Joyeus, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Juan, A. San, acting accountant. Mint, Manila
Jubin, C., (Jubin & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Jubindo, E., secretary, provincial sanitary dept., Manila
Jubiot, E., first clerk and cashier, Messageries Maritimes, Saigon
Jiicker, A., (Jucker, Sigg & Co.) merchant & consul for Italy, Bangkok
Judah, J. J., (A. E. J. Abraham) clerk, Shanghai
Judah, J. S., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Praya Centr.al

Judah, E.. S., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Judd, Eev. C. H., missionary, CInnkiang
Judd, W., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) sup.u’intendent, Shanghai
Judson, Rev. J. H., missionary, Hangchow
Juin, H. F. L.. commander, French gunboat Gogah, Saigon
Jujanon, surveillant. Customs, Haiphong
Jules, E. J., Maritime Cus'oms tidewaiter, Newchwang
Julian, Bro., teacher, St. Joseph’s College, Eobinson road

Julian, M., lieutenant, Carabineros, Manila
Jung, Eev. I., secretary, French mission, Bangkok
Jurgens, H., broker and auctioneer, Shanghai
Jurgensen, H., (Dalmann & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Jiirgensen, J., pilot, Shanghai
Jury, engineer, public works department, Saigon
Just, H. Z., (Just & Grobien) bill and bullion broker, Albany road
Justice, surveillant. Customs, Haiphong
Juvelius, Chs., (M. Federoff) assistant, Wladiwostock

Kader, Peermahomed, (H. A. Esmail ife Co.) manager. Peel street

Kaderdena, Abdulla, (Hajee Hamed Hajee Essack) clerk. Gage street

Kahler, W. F., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Ichang
Kahler, W. E., reporter, N. C- Herald, Shanghai
Kalischer, storekeeper, Hanoi
Kaltenbach, G. (Kaltenbach, Fischer & Co.) merchant, Singapore (absent)

Kamer, A., (C. Lutz & Co.) clerk, Manila
Kammerer, Eev. P., missionary, Basil Mission, Chhonglok, Canton
Kanzler, M., sub-marager, “El Oriente” tobacco manufacturing Co., Manila
Kapudia, E. M., merchant, Wyndnam street and Cantou
Karabenikoff, J. P., (J. H. Langelutje) clerk, Wladiwostock
Karanjia, B. P

,
merchant. Canton

Karanjia, S. D., (B. P. Bhaisania) manager. Canton
Karberg, C. P., (Arnhold, Karberg & Co.) clerk, Praya
Karl, E., assistant protector of Chinese, Penang
Karmany, L., second lieutenant Marine corps, H.S.S. Trenton

Karsoheit, 0., chemist. Geological survey, Tokio

Kasarinoff, N., director, hydrographic department, Wladiswostock

Kasi, Ca])t-Lieut., director, floating dock, Wladiwostock
Kassambhoy, M., (E. Pabaney) clerk, Lyndhurst terrace

Katrak, M. H., (S. E. Futtakia) assistant, Cautou

Katz, L., (Katz Bros.) clerk, Singapore

Katz, Sig. (Katz Bros.) clerk, Singapore

Kaufmann, A., (Skolnicoft') storekeeper, Wladiwostock
Kaufmann, M., (Simon, Evers & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Kauppe, S., nurse. General hospit.il, Yokohama
Kavarana, B. F., merchant. Canton
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Kavarana, S. F, merchant and coiumission agent, Canton and Hongkong
Kay, C. E., manager, Pioneer estate, Johore
Kayser, Th., (Mitsu Bishi M.S.S. Co.) clerk, Tokio
Keasbury, surveyor, Sandakan, Br. North Boimeo
Keaughran, T. J., Government printer, Kudat, Br. North Borneo
Keeble, G., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Tientsin

Keeble, W., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Swatow
Keeka, P. C., (D. D. Ollia & Co.) merchant, Foochow
Keekabhoy, A., (F. Kavarana & Co.) merchant. Canton and Hongkong
Keekabhoy, N., (Shaikally Fazulally) assis:ant. Peel street

Keetch, J. Z., manager. Union Dray & Lighter Co., Yokohama
Keey, E. W., R.N., secretary to commodore, Naval yard
Kehrberg, P. von. Maritime Customs assistant, Hankow
Keigwin, S., nav. lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Victor Emanuel
Keil, O., secretary. Chamber of Commeice, Yokohama
Keiser, J., (C. J. Gaupp & Co.) watchmaker. Queen’s road
Keizer, Rev. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Rejang River, Borneo
Keller, E. A., (Lutz & Co.) merchant, Manila (abseni.)

Keller, U., (Friedericks & Co.) clerk, Penang
Kellmann, E., (A. Liebert) manager, Penang
Kellner, Dr. O., prolessor of chemistry, Aoricullural College, Tokio
Kelly, E. S., (Joseph & Kelly) broker, Bank buildings
Kelly, J. W., chief engineer, steamer Nanshan, China coast
Kelly, M. S., broker and commission agent, Shanghai
Kemna, G. (Steinbach & Co.) merchant, Wladiwostock
Kemna, O., (Steinbach & Co.) assistant, Wladiwostock
Kemp, A. H., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) assistant. Queen’s road
Kemp, Jas., chief engineer, steamer Tangtsze, Hongkong and Shanghai
Kemp, R. W., boilermaker, Naval Yard
Kemp, W. F., (Grassi Brothers & Co.) accountant, Bangkok
Kempermann, P., consul for Germany, Manila
Kempf, H., compradore and navy contractor, Newchwang
Kempton, N. W.,- pay clerk, U.S.S. Ossipee

Kennedy, D., assistant, Horse Repository, Garden road
Kennedy, J,, proprietor. Horse Repository, Garden road
Kennedy, J., (Howarth, Erskine & Co.) foreman, Singapore
Kennedy, J. Y., agent, Perak Tin Mining Co., &c., Penang
Kennedy, R., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Kenney, E. H., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Kenny, W. J., assistant, British consulate, Yokohama
Kent, G. F. M., paymaster, H.B.M. sloop Pegasus
Kent, W. J., (Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Iloilo

Ker, T. R., proprietor of tile works, Johore
Kergaradec, Comte de, French commissioner and consul, Bangkok
Kermath, J. S., (Howarth, Erskine & Co) clerk, Singapore
Kerr, A., engineer, 11. M. Naval Yard
Kerr, J. D., second engineer, steamer Kwongsang, China coast

Kerr, J. G., M.D., secretary. Medical Missionary Society, Canton
Kerr, Major J. M., paymaster, R. Inniskdling Fusiliers, Singapore
Kerr, T. S., colonial surgeon, Penang
Kerr, W., (Nicolle & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Kerr, W. G., accountant and cashier, postal department, Bangkok
Kershaw, T. H., (Logan & Ross) barrister-at-law, Penang
Keslar, G. W., printer. Post office, Singapore
Kessler, A., (Kumpers & Co.) manager, Singapore
Keswick, J. J., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) merchant, and actg. Danish consul, Shanghai
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Keswick,Hon. W., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) merchant and Danish consul, Queen’s road
Ketteler, Baron von, secretary, German Legation, Peking
Keun, N. A., clerk, P. & O. S. N. Co., Singapore
Keun, R. M., proprietor. Eastern Dispensary, Singapore
Keyser, A., (Innes & Keyser) merchant, Iloilo

Keyt, Thos., chief clerk, H.B.M. Eesideucy, Perak
Kew, C. W., (D. K. Griffith) clerk, Lombard Street

Kew, G., third engineer, steamer Hailoong, China coast
Kew, J. W., third engineer, str. Bory, China coast
Khanh, Kev. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Taiwan-foo
Khetsey, Jafferbhoy, (J. Peerblioy & Co.) manager, Wellington street
Khimjee, E. (E. Pabaney) clerk, Lyndhurst terrace

Khrass, Jehangeerjee Pestonjee, merchant, Victoria Hotel
Kidder, Miss A. H., missionary, Tokio
Kiddle, E. B., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Sapphire
Kiehl, insti-uctor in fencing. Military college, Tokio
Kkrulff, H., constable, German Legation, Peking
Kierulff, P., commission agent and storekeeper, Peking
Kilby, E. Elint, (Flint Kilby & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Kildoyle, Ed., (KilJoyle & Robertson) engineer, Yokohama
Kilgour, J., commander, Mitsu Bisbi steamer Shinagawa-maru, Japan
Kik’our, Jas., third engineer, str. Chiyuen, China coast

Killen, T., (Hongkong and Whami^oa Dock Co.) sawmiller, Kowloon
Kilty, Rev. D., Roman Catholic missionai-y, Papar River, Sabah
Kimber, John, chief engineer, H.B.M. gun-vessel Midge
Kimmell, H., ensign, U.S.S. Monocacy
Kinaham, R. G., captain, H.B.M. corvette Sapphire

Kindblad, A. W., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, (absent)

Kinder, C. W., (Chinese Engineering and Mining Co.) engineer in chief, Tientsin

Kinder, Chas., (A. Markwald & Co.) clerk, Bangkok
Kindledine, T. S., captain, Kiodo Unyu Kaisha str. Ycchujo-maru, Japan

King, Rev. A., missionary, Tientsin

King, C., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Foochow
King, C. H., (Brand Bros. & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

King, Geo., missionary, Hauchong
King, G. J. W., clerk, police department. Central station

King, J., chief clerk. Land office, S.ngapore

King, P. H., Maritime Customs assistant, Shanghai

King, W. W., commission agent, Hankow
King, Y., (W. G. Hale & Co.) clerk, Saigon

King-Harman, Lieut. G. L., H.B.M.S. Audacious

Kingdon, N. P., (Kingdou, Schwabe & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Kingsell, F., printer, Yokohama
Kingsley, T. H., Mari.ime Customs tidewaiter, Ningpo
Kingsmill, Thomas W., civil engineer and architect, Shanghai

Kingston, J., surveyor. Royal Engineers

Kinnear, H. R. (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk, Shanghai-

Kinones, F. S., compositor. Celestial Empire office, Shanghai

Kiblseth, Theo., chief officer, steann r Bory, China coast

Kip, Rev. L. W., D.D., missionary, Amoy
Kirby, A., (Imperial Naval Yard) superintendent, Hiogo

Kirby, H,, assistant. Hall & Holtz Co. Operative Co., Shanghai

Kirby, R. J., agent J. Birch & Co., Hiogo
Kirciiberg, Kapitaiu-lieutenant, H. I. German M. S. Nautilus

Kirchhoff, E., (Speidel & Co.) agent a! Battambang, Siam

Kirchmann, L., proprietor, “ Land we live in ” tavern, Queen’s road
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Kii'cliner, A., (Kii’chner & Boger) merchant, Shanghai

Kirganowsky, Beacon, Russian mission, Tokio

Kiriloff, teacher, Gymnasium, Wladiwostock
Kirk, J., second engineer, steamer Kiangteen, Shanghai and Ningpo
Kirkland, Miss Helen, missionary, Hangchow
KirkiDatrick, M. C., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) assistant accountant, Singapore

Kirkwood, M., harrister-at-law and H.B.M. crown advocate, Yokohama
Kiry, Mile. L., tavernkeeper, Cholon, Cochin-China

Kishinsky, Th., assessor. Circuit Court of Justice, Wladiwostock
Kisseleff, M.G., (Tokmakoff, Molotkoff & Co.) clerk, Kiukiang

Kitchin, Rev. W. C., missionary, Nagasaki
Klampermeyer, F., hair dresser and nurse, Shanghai

Klassen, J., (Cameron, Dunlop & Co) clerk, Singapore

Klassen, J., (Powell & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Klaussan, J., clerk, Tanjong Pagar Dock Co., Singapore

Klein, W., (Gipperich and Burchardi) clerk, Shanghai
Kleinwort, O. A., (Langgard, Kleinwort & Co.) merchant, Hiogo

Kliene, A., Maritime Customs tide-surveyor and harbour-master, Ningpo
Kliene, R. clerk. Naval Yard, Taku
Klinck, C., engineer, Santa Mesa rope factory, Manila

Klinger, F., (Speidel & Co.) clerk, Saigon
Klobukowski, A., chief of the Cabinet, Saigon

Kldpfer, E., (E. Kldpfer & Co.) merchant, Manila

Klopp, H., merchant, Bangkok (absent)

Kliinder, E., (Rantenberg, Schmidt & Co.) merchant, Penang (absent)

Kluth, 0., inspector of municipal police. Central station, Shanghai
Klyne, F. C., second clerk. Treasury, Malacca

Klyne, G. C., clerk, Netherlands India Postal Agency, Singapore

Klyne, J. F., clerk. Gas Company, Singapore

Klyne, J. H,, surveyor, public works department, Selangor

Klyne, J. R., (New Harbour Dock Co.) clerk, Singapore

Knaff, J., manager. Silk Condition house. Canton
Knaggs, W., proprietor and manager, Trafalgar Tapioca Estate, Singapore

Knapel, F., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Amoy
Knight, A., chief clerk. Auditor general’s office, Singapore

Knight, A. T., naval instructor, H.B.M.S. Audo,cions

Knight, H., (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Knight, Captain H. R., “ The Buffs,” East Kent Regiment
Knight, W., butcher, Chefoo
Knight, W., lightkeener, lightship, Taku
Knights, A. E., captain, steamer Kiangyu, Shanghai and Hankow
Knipping, E., meteorologist. Meteorological office, Tokio
Knobbe, M., (Arnhold, Karberg & Co.) clerk, Praya
Knohloch, K., assistant, Taikoo Sugar Refining Co., Quarry Bay
Knoepfler, J. L., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Chinkiang
Knopp, G. E., (Jas. Hirsbrumier) assistant, Shanghai
Knott, Dr. C. H., Tokio
Knott, J., examiner, customs, Yuensan, Corea
Knott, R., pilot, Shanghai
Knowles, J. S., (S. C. Farnham & Co.) a-sistant, Shanghai
Knox, D. E., manager. Stoke Rochford esta'e, Johore
Knox, Rev. G. W

,
missionary, Tokio

Knox, H., second engineer, steamer Japan, Hongkong and Calcutta
Knox, H., (H. Blow & Co.) assistant, Tientsin

Koch, Alex., (G. R. Lambert & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Koch, F., (Russell & Co.) clerk. Canton (absent)
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Koch, Pr. W., (Siemssen & Co.) clerk, Queen’s road
Koch, H., (H. Koch & Co.) merchant, Niigata
Koch, I., sub lieutenant, H. I. German M. S. Elisabeth

och, J. G., surveyor, Revenue Survey department, Singapore
Kock, J., (E_ Kl6{)fer & Co.) clerk, Manila
Kock, M., Usher, German consulate, Shanghai
Koe, P. W. B., lieutenant of mai-ines, H.B.M.S. Audacious

R., chief officer, steamer Peking, Hongkong and Shanghai
Koek, E., solicitor, Singapore
Koeneig, assistant surgeon, H. I. German M. S. Elizabeth
Koenig, Eug., merchant, Hanoi and Saigon
Koeppe, C., (M. Raspe & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Koiod, p, A., Pilot Company, Shanghai
Kotod, J.j charge hulk Sultan, Kiukiang
Kofoed, N". C., acting harbour master, Yuensan, Corea
Kofoed, P. J., master mariner, Bangkok
Koger, W., (G. Hieber & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Kohiar, C. B., (D. D. Ollia & Co.) clerk, Poochow
Kohlhaff, P., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore
Kohrmann, W., (Herm. Jebsen & Co.) clerk, Penang
Kokovin, (Tokmakoff, Molotkoff & Co.) agent, Kalgan
Koleuko, A., teacher of Russian, foreign language school, Tokio
Rolling, W., secretary, Gern)an consulate, Shanghai
Koorn, B., shipping master, German Consulate, Singapore
Koorotchkin, teacher of history and geography. Gymnasium, Wladiwostock
Koosnetzofif, B. M., (Piatkofif, Molchanoff & Co.) clerk, Kiukiang
Kooznetsolf, A. N., (Tokmakoff, Molotkotf & Co.) clerk, Tientsin
Kopp, Mrs E., (C. Gerard & Co.) shipchandler, &c., Amoy
Kopp, G., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Chinliiang
Koppelow, von, sub-lieutenant, H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth
Kopsch, H., commissioner of Maritime Customs, NTingpo
Korff, A., (Melchers & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Korn, P., (Butterfield & Swire) assistant. Queen’s road
Komer, F., (Crasemann & Hagen) clerk, Chefoo
Kostileff, V., Russian Consul, Nagasaki
Kossow, C., clerk. Tug & Lighter Co., Taku
Kotwall, D. R., (N. Sodutroy) clerk, Elgin street

Kraal, H. E., bailiff. Sheriffs department, Sing.ipore
Kraal, J., writer. Naval Yard
Kraal, S. A., (N. Moalle) assistant, Amo}'^

Kraffzeff, T. T., assistant, telegraph office, Wladiwostock
Kriigenbrink, E., (B. Schwob) clerk, Manila
Kragh, Lt. C. H., (Gt. Nortliern Telegraph Co.) superintendent, Nagasaki
Krall, W. E. B., inspector of police, Malacca
Kramer, J., (Arnhold, Karberg & Co.) silk-inspector. Canton
Krapfenbauer, A., (J. Zobel) assistant, Manila
Krause, A., fourth engineer, steamer Peking, Hongkong and Shanghai
Krauss, A., (Carlowitz & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Ki’ebs, C., assistant. Customs, Pusan, Corea
Krebs, F., director M.B.M.S.S. Co., Tokio
Krecker, Mrs. F., missionar}', Tokio
Krencki, H. von, German consul, Bangkok
Kreuzer, W., assistant, Tele.;raph office, Wladiwostock
Krey, W., Maritime Customs assistant, (absent)

Krieb, p., (Katz Bros.) clerk, Singapore
Krien, p., interpreter, German Legation, Tokio
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Krishnasamy, T., overseer, Public Works department, Province Wellesley
Krivoschapkin, E., chief of government treasury, Wladiwostock
Krivoschapkin V., (Lindholm & Co.) clerk, Wladiwostock
Krohn, Werner, (Schoufeld & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Kroncke, E. A., pilot, Takao
Krug, A., watchmaker, Amoy
Kriigcr, A., (La Casa de Berlin) assistant, Manila
Kriiger, J., (L. Vrard & Co.) clerk, Tientsin
Kruse, A. L. B., master mariner, Bangkok
Kiichler, L. W., acting registrar and interpreter, British Court, Yokohama
Kudus, H., (De Mello & Kudus) broker, Penang
Kugelraann, G., farrier, Singapore
Kiigler, Dr., statF surgeon, German Naval hospital, Yokohama
Kuhlmann, H., (Kruse & Co.) storekeeper, &c.. Queen's road
Kuhlmann, J., assistant, telegraph office, Wladiwostock
Kuhn, M. M., curio dealer, Yokohama
Kuhnell, M., chemist, Manila
Kiiltzau, G., (Wider & Co.) clerk, Praya
Kumpers, E. N., (Kumpers & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Kunst, G., (Kunst & Albers) merchant, Wladiwostock (absent)

Kupfer, Kev. C. P., missionary, Kiukiang
Kurtzhalss, A., (A. Markwald & Co.) merchant, Bangkok
Kurz, H., (Speidel & Co.) clerk, Saigon
Kurz, O., (Speidel & Co.) clerk, Saigon
Kiiss, Dr., surgeon, M.M. steamer Memaleh, Hongkong and Japan
Kuster, J., proprietor, Askolt gold mine, and brick-kiln, Wladiwostock
Kutter, sub-lieutenant, H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth

Kutter, Rev. E., missionary, Lilong, Canton
Kydd, G., third engineer, steamer Peking, Hongkong an ' Shanhgai
Kyle, J., (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock) foreman turner, Kowloon
Kyshe, J. W. M., deputy registrar. Supreme court, Penang

Laachmanu, E., (A. Roensch) assistant, Manila
Labadens, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Labadia, J., surgeon major, army medical department, Manila
Labedan, J. B., proprietor, “ Restaurant de Paris,” Manila
Laberdure, M., medical practitioner, Iloilo

Labhart, J. C., (Labhart & Co.) merchant, and consul for Austria-Hungary, Manila
Labordery, controleur. Excise department, Saigon
Lacalle, J. M., profesore de Notoriado, University, Manila
Lacan, stagiaire, Saigon
Lacaze, clerk. Supreme Court, Saigon
Lacaze, A., storekeeper, Saigon, Haiphong, and Hanoi
Lacaze, G., (A. Lacaze) assistant, Saigon
Lachapelle, teacher, School at Bentre, Cochin-China
Lachemal, A., (Wilks & Boyle) foreman, Manila
Lachenal, J., (Barlow & Wilson) assistant, Manila (absent)

LachrevrotiCTe, de, [ulot, Saigon
Lacoste, de, sub-commissioner. Marine subsistences, Saigon
Lacote, administrator of native affairs, Saig'on

Lacouture, telegraphist, Gocong, Cochin China
Lacueva, J. A., ensign, third battation, Macao
Lacy, E. E., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Audacious
Ladage, A., Customs acting examiner, Jenchuan, Corea
Ladyjusky, P., first secretary, Russian Legation, Peking
Laffont, government cadet, Saigon
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LafPont, secretary, Privy Council, Saigon (absent)

Lafitte, L., assistant, Pbarmacie Normale, Saigon

Lafont, F., assayer, Mint, Manila _ -

Lafont, J., administrator, “.La Oceania Esj anola,” Manila .

Lafont, M., captain, M. M. sieamer Vokja, Hongkong and Japan
Laforgue, agent d’affaires, Saigon

Laforgue, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Lafrentz, C. J., (Herbert Dent & Co.) clerk. Canton
Lagarde, Kev. P., chaplain, French Legation, Peking

Lagarde, Roman Catholic missionary, Kinkiang

Lagerheim, 0. de, acting vice-consul for Sweden, &c., Shanghai

Lagnel, assistant treasurer, Saigon

Laheir, E. S., (D. D. Ollia & Co.) merchant and commission agent, Hongkong
Lahora, M., inspector, intendencia de hacienda, Manila
Lahujrpe, teacher, Chasseloup-Laubat’s College, Saigon

LaidlaAv, W., (Boyd & Co.) tea inspector, Amoy
Laidler, T. W., Maritime Customs tidewaifer, Shanghai

Laidrich, A., (L. Vrard &Co.) storekeeper and w^atchmaker, Shanghai
Laigi’e-Filliatrais, Rev. J. M. M., superior. College of Pulo Penang, Penang
La Iloz, H., merchant, Iloilo

Laime, aide-commissaire, naval department, Haiphong
Laine, sous-commissaire, naval department, Haiphong
Laine, Silva, watchmaker, Manila

Lajeat, G., (Cczon & Giraud) clerk, Shanghai

Lake, Edward, (G. W. Lake (fe Co.) shipchandler, Nagasaki

Lake, G. W., (G. W. Lake & Co.) shipchandler, Nagasaki (absent)

Lalandes, L. de, acting French consul, Yokohama
Lalcaca, E. P., broker, Shanghai

Laloy, telegraphist, Saigon

Lalrousse, aide-commissaire. Naval department, Hanoi
Lamache, P., surgeon dentist, Saigon

Lamadrid, G. P., mayor of prisons, Manila

Lamarque, surgeon, M. M. steamer Volga, Hongkong and Japan
Lamas, F. promofor fiscal, Pototan, Philippines

Lamb, J. H., warder, gaol, Penang
Lamb, T. H., gaoler, Penang
Larabart, Lieut. Hon. A., act. adjutant E. A. in China and Straits, Hongkong
Lambert, secretary, police department, Saigon

Lambert, G. R., (G. E. Lambert & Co.) photographer, Singapore

Lambert, R., (Lambert Brothers) coach builder, Singapore

Lamberte, M, (Jose Reyes) clerk, Facloban, Philippines

Lambuth, Rev. J. W., D.D. missionary, Shanghai

Lambuth, Rev. W. R., M.D., missionary, Soochow
Lamke, J., ship broker, Praya central

Lammert, C. H., (G. R. Lammert) assistant, Praya
Lammert, G. P., (Siemssen & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Lammert, G. R., auctioneer, &c., Praya
Lamond, H., assistant, Hongkong and Slianghai Bank, Manila
Lamond, J. B., chief engineer, steamer Fuyew, Ch’na coast

Lamond, W., (Carter & Co.) clerk, Shanghai .

Lament, J., third engineer, steamer P. C. C. Klao, Hongkong and Bangkok
La Montagne, D., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Lamothe de Carrier, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Lamour, assistant commissioner. Marine hospital, Saigon
Lampe, L., pilot, Bangkok
Lamperx, L. J., captain, Kiodo Unyu Kiisha str. Totomi-maru, Japan
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Lampolide, J. L., alferez, CaraLineros, Manila
Lan9a, Eev. E. F., military chaplain, Macao
Lancelot, F., lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Wanderer
Land, J. M., Maritime Customs assislant tidesurvej or, Kiukiang’
Landeira, M., lefrado, Consejo de Administracion, Manila
Landes, acting Secretary-Greneral, Direction or the Interior, Saigon
Landesberg, Mrs., miliiner and dressmaker, Singa|>ore
Lane, Chas., E. N., engineer, H.M. Naval Yard
Lane, N. J,, (T. C. Loveridge) assistant, Penang
Lane, E. A., (Peele, Hubbell& Co.) merchant, and consul tor Sweden & Norway, Manila
Lane, Lieut. S. W., Eoyal Artillery, Singa])ore

Lang, A., chief engineer, steamer Wmgsang, Hongkong aud Calcutta
Lang, J., superintendent engineer. Government ship yard, Hiogo
Lang, J., chief engineer, steamer Ckeang Koch Kian, Singapore and Hongkong
Lang, E., tailor and outfitter, Queen’s roa I

Lang, W., (Butterfield & Swire) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Lang, W. H., lieutenant in charge, H.S.M. stenner Coronation, Bangkok
Langan, C. D., librarian, Penang Library, Penang
Langan, P., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegra])lj Co.) operator, Penang
Langden, W. C., chief clerk. Eastern Extension, A. & C. Tel. Co., Cape St. James
Lange, A. E., in charge land department, Saraw'ak
Lans’e, C., master mariner, Bangkok
Lange, H. H., clerk, Chinese S. L. Farming Co., Sandakan
L’Angellier, E., (A. L. Johns' on & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Langeliitje, J. H., merchant, Wladiwostock
Langfeldt, A., (Langfeldt & Mayers) storekeeper, Yokoliama
Langgaard, T., (Langgaard, Kleinwort & Co.) merchant, Hiogo (absent)

Langlais, administrator of native affairs, Saigon
Langmazino, sous-commissaire, naval department, Honghoa, Tonquin
Langridge, J., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Suminoye-maru, Japan
Langslow, E., assistant surveyor, L irut

Laning H., M.D., missionary; Osaka
Lat'iuing, Geo., headmaster, Anglo-Chinese school, Shanghai
Lansdale, P. V., ensign, U.S.S. Ossipee

Laplace, E., (Fleith and Laplace) broker, Saigon

Laplace, S., (Denis freres) assistant, Saigon
Laporte, E., asnstant. Customs, Jenchuan, Cor a
La Porte, M. V., apothecary, pauper hospital, Singapore
Lapostolet, commis, Messageries Fluviales, Saigon
Lapraik, John S., (Douglas Lapraik & Co.) merchant, Praya (absent)
Lara, J. G., ayudante. Division Forestal, Manila
Larcen, C., third officer, steamer Kiangyu, Shanghai and Hankow
Larcina, J., (Dunn, Melbye & Co.) clerk, Praya
Larcour, A., third secretary, British Legation, Tokio
Laredo, J. M., seci-etary, fiscal. Tribunal de Cuentas
Large, B. W., surgeon, army medical depanment, Penang
Large, I. F., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Swatow
La Eividre, clerk. Treasury, Saigon
Larken, M., manager, Castlewood estate, Johore
Larkin, W. J., pay clerk, U.S. sloop Monocacy
Larnaudie, Eev. F. L., French missionary, Siam (absent)

L irnaudy, usher, municipal boy’s school, Saigon
Laroche, telegraphist, Saigon
Laroche, G., chief, first office. Direction of the Interior, Saigon
Larosiere, de, commis. Customs, Haiphong
Larrinaga P., (Larrinaga & Echeita) merchant, Manila
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Larue, proprietor, Saigon Ice Works, Saigon

Laserna, J. G. de, assistant, Compania General de Tabacos, Manila
Lasnier, banker, Saigon
Laspe, Ad., (Bebn, Meyer & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Lasserre, vice-president. Court of Appeal, Saigon

Last, A. F., assistant. Temperance Hall, Shanghai
Lataste, G., (Denis Freres) godownkeeper, Saigon
Latham, master, Tugboat Association, Shanghai
Latham, T.; (Drummond and Latham) l)aiTister-at-la\v, Shanghai
Latour Marliac, telegraphist, Saigon

Laucaigne, Mgr., Roman Catholic bishop, Osaka
Lauchheimer, C., second lieutenant marine corps, IJ.S.S. Ossipee

Laucht, W., acting mate of lightship, Newchwang
Laucht, W. H., Customs examiner, Fusan, Corea
Laudais, French misaionai’y, Hanoi
Laughlin, Eev. J. H., missionary, Weihien, Chefoo
Laugie, warehouseman. Excise depaitment, Tayninh, Cochin-China
Laumonclais, Rev. M. C., teacher. College of Pulo Penang, Penang
Laurence, Miss, missionary, Ningpo
Laurent, purveyor, Messageries Maritimes, Saigon
Laurent, Rev. F., French missionary, Swatow
Lants, J. T., (Lauts & Haesloop) merchant, Takao
Lavacry, V., (Oppenheimtr Freres) clerk, Yokoliama
Laval, proprietor of “Hotel Laval,” Saigon

Laverdet, conductor, public works department, Saigon

Lavers, E. H., (Lavers & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Lavers, P. F., (Cornabe & Co.) clerk, Chefoo
Lavino, G., consul for Aetiierlancls, Penang
'I'' aw, D. R., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
aw, R., (Associated Wharves) acting manager, Shanghai

Law, W. C., commander, r( ceiving ship Corea, Shanghai

Lawder, F. W., acting Collector, Bernam, Perak
Lawder, T. M. L., deputy commissioner of Police, Perak

Lawford, Lieut. A. J., R. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Singapore

Lawless, Geo., paymaster, H.B.M. sloop Flyincj Fish

Lawrence, J., chief officer, steamer Powan, Hongkong and Canton
Liiwience, J., (China Sugar Refining Co.) loreman. East point

Lawrence, S. F., constable, British Consulate, Nagasaki

Lawrence, Mrs. (Sea View House Hotel) assistant, Chefoo

Lawroff, Capt.-Lieut., port captain, Wl.idiwostock

Lawson, J., (Campbell, Heard & Co.) moulder, Singapore

Lawson, J. J., clerk, Foreign office, Bangkok
Lawson, W., (Jas. Motion) watchmaker, Singapore

Lawson, Miss S. E., missionary, Shanghai
Lawton, Sergt. R., M. S. C., compounder, army medical department

Lay, A., Maritime Customs assistant, Swatow
Lay, W. G., Maritime Customs assist ant, Ningpo
Lay, W. T., Maritime Customs commissioner, (absent)

Layard, R. de B. M., student interpreter, British Legation, Tokio

Layco, J., padre sacristan, ecclesiastical department, Manila

Laynez, P.M., professor. University, Maiula

Jjayton, B., (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk, Ice House lane

Layton, De Westley, (Bain & Co.) mercharrt, Taiwanfoo

Lazaroo, F., clerk, Post office, Malacca
Lazai-oo, P., (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) clerk, Singapore

Leach, A. W., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Shanghai
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Leach, P., P.A. surgeon, U.S, gunboat Polos
Leach, W. A., (Clyde Saw Mills) engineer, Bangkok
Learmonth, F. C., midshipman, H.B.M. corvette Champion
Learned, Eev. I). W., Ph. D., missionary, Kioto, Japan
Leask, J. T., M. B., Singapore Dispensary, Singapore
Leask, Wm. G-. G., second officer, str. Kwongsang, China coast
Lealham, J., (New Harbour Dock Co.) moulder, Singapore
Leatherbarrow, T. M., boarding officer, Harbour Master’s department
Leavitt, Miss Julia, missionary, Osaka
Lebedeff, J. B., (a. L, Bodionoff & Co.) merchant, Hankow
Lebedeff, N. B., (A. L. Bodionoff & Co.) clerk, Hankow
Lebedeff, W., (A. L. Bodionoff A. Co.) clerk, Hankow
Le Bi’eton, L., assistant examiner. Maritime Customs, Ichang
Lebrun, administrator of native affairs, Saigon
Leburv, J., (P. & 0. S.N. Co.) gunner. West point
Lecaudey, clerk, Direction of the Interior, Saigon
Lechler, Bev. B., missionary, Basil Mission
Leckie, Chas. S., (Borneo Company) manager, and Danish Consul, Bangkok
Leclerc, commis, M. F., steamboat Norodom, Saigon
Lecocq, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Lecomte, Bev. D., Boman Catholic missionary, Tokio
Lecoog, pilot, Haiphong
Lecoq, captain, M. F. steamboat Aigle, Saigon
Lederer, F., (Katz Brothers) assistant, Singapore
Ledesena, P., merchant, Iloilo

Ledesma, C., coadjutor, cura parroco, Iloilo

Ledesma, F., trader, Iloilo

Lee, A. W., chief officer, steamer Ningpo, Hongkong and Shanghai
Lee, H., proprietor, Penang Horse Eepository, Penang
Lee, H. B., proprietor, Shanghai Steam Flour Mill, Shanghai
Lee, J. B., sub -accountant. Chartered Bank of India, Manila
Lee, J. C., supdt. Maxwell HiU Garden, Larut
Lee, John, assistant inspector of brothels

Leech, H. W. C., LL.D., B.L., collector and magistrate, Krian, Perak
Lees, E. B., (Geo. W. Colhns & Co.) clerk, Tientsin

Lees, E., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Sapphire
Lees, Henry, clerk. Government service. Second Division, Sarawak
Lees, Bev. J., missionary, Tientsin

Lees, Bobt., chief engineer, steamer Kwongsang, China coast

Lees, W., pilot, Nagasaki and Kobe
Leete, Miss J. L., missionary, Tokio
Leete, Miss L., missionary, Tokio
Lefavour, G. B., captain, steamer Powan, Hongkong and Canton
Lefebre, secretary, French residency, Banurn, Cambodia
Lefebre, Rev., Boman Catholic missionary, Kiukiang
Leffmann, J. H., commission agent, Shanghai

Lefroy, G., clerk of works, public works department, Perak
Le Gambier, head master, school at Bentre, Cochin-China
Legarda, T. P., (J. M. Tuason & Co.) merchant, Manila
Legat, conductor, public works department, Saigon

Legendre, clerk. Treasury, Saigon
Le Gendre, General C. W., Tokio
Legg, J. A., apothecary, Larut
Legge, W., broker, Queen’s road

LeGoaziou, telegraphist, Baria, Cochin China
Legrand, surgeon, French cruiser Hamelin, Haiphong
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Legrand, A., harbour master, Haiphong
Legrand, secretary, railway works, Saigon
Legraud, clerk, Direction of the In'erior, Saigon
Legris, L., telegraphist, Custom House station, Bangkok
Legros, E. A., chief officer, steamer Saltee, Hongkong and Haiphong
Lehmann, R., teacher of German, Foreign Language school, Tokio
Leicester, A. B., apothecary, lock hospital, Singapore
Leicester, E. C., clerk. Supreme Court, Kuching, Sarawak
Leicester, H., clerk, Tanjong Pagar Dock Co., Singapore
Leicester', H. S., goveinmeut travelling clerk, Klang, Selangor
Leicester, R. B., first clerk, audit office, Singapore
Leicester, S

,
chief clerk. Police Court, Penang

Leicester, W. S. N., sub-inspector of hackney carriages, Singapore
Leigh, R, K., (Danby & Leigh) civil engineer and architect, Praya Central
Leigh, T., chief officer, P. & O. steamer Teheran, Hongkong and Japan
Leighton, J., chief engineer, H.B.M. sloop Wanderer
Leiria, A., clerk, Post-office

Leiria, J. J., chancelier. Port, and Brazilian consulates, Stanley street

Leisk, W. R., (E. & H. Hinnekindt) merchant and acting Consul for Belgium, Singapore
Leitfio, M. F., attorney general, Macao
Leitas, F. F., first clerk. Secretary general’s office, Macao
Leitas, T. J., bookbinder, Seminairo de S. Jose, Macao
Leite, E. P., clerk, procuridor’s aej)artment, Macao
Leite, L. P., clerk and notary public, Macao
Leite, Mrs. S, teacher. Government Girls’ School, Macao
Leites, C., assistant, telegraph office, Wladiwostock
Leithen, R. von der. Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Whampoa
Leitz, R., (E. Meyer & Co.) clerk, Jenchuan, Corea
Lejard, Captain A. J., commander of corps of occupation of Thuanan, Hue
Lejemble, president, tribunal of first instance, Saigon (absent)

Lelandois, telegraph clerk, Traviuh, Cochin-China
Lelauren, Mile. H., proprietrix “ Cafe de le Rotoude,” Saigon

L'day, controleur, excise department, Saigon
Lemaire, G., Minister for France, Hue
Leman, Rev. C., missionary, Nanking
Lemarchand, F. J., Tokio
Lemarchand, F. W., (Agra Bank) manager, Shanghai
Lemarie, conductor pubhc works department, Saigon

Lembke, G., pilot, Taku
Lembke, Justus P., merchant and comtnission agent. Club Chambers
Le Mee, Abbe, H., curate of Saigon

Lemercier, E., assistant draftsman. Municipal Works department, Singapore
Lemercier, E., wine merchant, Singapore
Lemercier, L., assistant warehouseman, Tanjong Pagar Dock Co., Singapore

Le Mesurier, T. A., A.C.G., senior commissariat officer

Lemiere, Em., “ Pharmacie Francaise,” assistant, Tokohama
Lemke, F., (Meyer & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Lemon, G., boarding house keeper, Queen’s-road west

Lemonnier, Rev. E., procureur general, French Roman Catholic Mission, Staunton street

Lemos, A. P. T. de, surgeon, military department, Macao
Lemos, Jose de, retired civil officer, Macao
Lemos, Dr. Tovar de, member of Board of Health, Macao
Lemos, V. de P. C., eufermeiro, military hospital, Macao
Lemonnier, H., second officer, M. M. str. Tanais, Hongkong and Japan
Lenejeu, surveillant. Customs, Haiphong
Le Nest our, brigadier, excise department, Cambodia
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Lenny, Win., manager, Government Iron Works, Wladiwostock
Lent, R., chief engineer, steamer CJiiyuen, China coast
Lent, E., (B lyd & Co.) assistant, Sh inghai
Lent, E. J., assi taut. Maritime Customs, Shanghai
Leny, A. C., “La Estrela del Norte,” Manila
Lenz, Dr., interpreter, German consulate, Amoy
Lenz, T., (Faber & Voigt) merchant, Hiogo
Leon, I. F., town clerk, H.K. Steam Laundry Co.
liCon, J,, (J. Tuason & Co.) clerk, Manila
Leon, L. de, (E. C. Gonzalez) assistant, Manila
Leon, M., assistant bailiff. Supreme Court
Leon, M., (F. Blackhead & Co.) clerk, Praya
Leonard, J. T., second engineer, str. Kivonglee, China coast
Leonardi, engineer. Government service, Bangkok
Leonhardt, Eev. J., Basil Mission, Nyenhangli, Canton
Leopold, E., (Ahrens & Co ) clerk, Yokohama
Lepidi, warehouseman, excise department, Caib6, Mytho, Cochin-China
Lepissier, E. L., Maritime Customs assistant, Shanghai
Leproux, acting first clerk. Governor’s office, Saigon
Lera, Eev. Fr. D., Eoman Catholic missionary, Hankow
Lerch, E. L., cadet, U.S. sloop Enterprise
Leroux, Lieut., Director, Port de Guerre, Saigon
Leroux, music instructor, military school, Tokio
Leroy, clerk. Governor’s office, Saigon
Leroy, manager “Restaurant de France,” Cholon, Cochin-China
Le Seur, P., second officer, Indo-China Co.’s steamer Fooksang, China Coast
Lesimple, (Cretin) assistant, Haiphong
Leslie, B. S., Maritime Customs assistant, (absent)
Lesde, J., chief engineer, steamer Arratoon Apcar, Hongkong & Calcutta
Leslie, Jas., second engineer, steamer Hailoong, Hongkong and Formosa
Leslie, Mrs., milliner and dressmaker, Yokohama
Lesoin, J., Eoman Catholic missionary, Ningpo
Lesslar, D. E., surveyor, public works department, Malacca
Lesslar, E. E., (W. Hall & Co.) clerk, Penang
Lesslar, H., (Boustead & Co.) clerk, Penang
Lessler, Paul, (A. Markwald & Co.) merchant, Bangkok (absent)

Lester, H., architect, &c., Shanghai
Letessier, Rev. C., French Catholic missionary, Pulo Tikus, Penang
Le Treis, clerk, excise depai’traent,Saigon
Leupold, E., secretary, German consulate, Manila
Leutz^ Lieut. E. H. C., navigator, U.S.S. Juniata

Levashoff, K., (J. H. Langeliitje) clerk, Wladiwostock
Levesque, J., (A. E. Marty) assistant, Kelung
Levie, druggist, Saigon
Levy, Alex., mercliant. Club Chambers
Levy, M. G., (F. UUmaim) assistant, Manila
Levy, S. E., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Praya
Lewes, Wm. F., Shanghai
Lewis, Bro., teacher, St. Joseph’s College, Robinson road
Lewis, Eev. Bro., director, St. Joseph’s College, Robinson road
Lewis, A., assistant, Emmerson’s tiffin rooms, Singapore
Lewis, A., chief clerk, Perak Sikhs, Perak
Lewis, A., (W. F. Garland & Co.) surveyor, Sandakan, Br. North Borneo
Lewis, A., Maritime Customs clerk. Returns Office, Shanghai
Lewis, B., hghtkeeper, Chefoo lighthouse, Chefoo
Lewis, Capt. D. F., “ The Buffs,” aide-de-camp to H.E. the Governor
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Lewis, F., gunner, H.B.M.S. Sapphire

Lewis, F. E., (Welsh, Lewis & Co.) public tea inspector, Shanghai
Lewis, G., ship broker, Shanghai

Lewis, H., storeman. Naval Yard
I.ewis, J., chief officer, steamer Kwangtung, Hongkong and Foochow
Lewis, J., (Eamsay & Co.) assistant, Bangkok
Lewis, W., constable, British Consulate, Amoy
Lewis W., fourth officer, steamer Japan, Hongkong and Calcutta

Lewds, Miss H., missionary. Canton
Ley burn, F., (Odell & Leybui n) merchant, Foochow (absent)

Leynard, F. H. J., clerk, marine office, Singapore
Leyenherger, Rev. J. A., missionary, Chefoo
Leys, A. K., private secretary to Governor of Labuan
Leys, H.E. P., acting governor, Lahuan (absent)

Leyser, A
,
captain, H.S.M. str. Siamese Crown, Bangkok

Lezatm, F., assistant. Custom house, Manila

Liaigre, J., Maritime Customs examiner, Shanghai
Liardet, E. A. M., captain of marines, H.B.M.S. Audacious
Lichtensteiger, J., (Geimann & Co.) clerk, Manila
Lichtentein, L., merchant, Yokohama,
Liddell, C. 0., (W. Birt & Co.) hide merchant, Shanghai

Liddell, J., (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Liddell, J., (China Sugar Befining Co.) assistant, Swatow
Liddelow, J., (Halliley, Gordon & Co.) railway contractor, Singapore
Liddelow, R., (Sayle & Co) general manager, Singapore
Lidstone, J. P., clerk of works, public works’ department
Liebert, AMred, merchant, Penang (absent)

Liedcke, L., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Hankow
Lieder, Ph., (R. Telge & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Lieutard, teacher, school at Socttang, Cochin-China

Liger, econome, Ctasseloup-Laubat’s College, Saigon

Light F., clerk, H. B. M. Residency, Perak
Lightwood, captain, steamer Phra Chula Chom Klao, Bangkok and H ongkong
Ligneul, Rev. F., Roman Catholic missionary, Tokio

Litna, E. B. da, lieutenant, third battalion, Macao
Limby, H. J., (Lavers & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Linares, E., interventor, Ordenacion General de Pages, Manila
Lincoln, J. H., Tamil interpreter. Supreme Court, Penang
Lincoln, R., captain, Yungching, China coast

Lind, A., agent, P. & 0. S. N. Co., Shanghai
Lind, G. A., (Lind, Seth & Co.), Singapore

Lindberg, C., superintendent of Municipal police. Canton
Linde, A. de, consulting civil engitieer, government service, Bangkok
Linde, E. D., proprietor, “ Star Hotel,” Queen’s road Central

Lindley, Lieut. G. R., H.B.M.S. Curacoa
Lindholm, O. W., (Lindholm A Co.) merchant, Wladiwostock
Lindsay, G., (Myburgh & Dowdall) clerk, Shanghai
Lindsay, G. A., (P. Maclean & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Lindsay, H., fitter. Naval Yaid
Lindsay, J., inspector of police. Central Station

Lin<lsay, Rev. '1'., missionary, Tokio

Lindsley, John, (Frazar & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Lindstrom, E., chief pilot, steamer Kiangfoo, Shanghai and Hankow
Lines, A. J., (China & Japan Trading Co,) clerk, Yokohama
Linnaco, F., (J. Witte & Co.) machinist, Manila
Linossier, J., (Speidel & Co.) clerk, Saigon^
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Liot, E., Maritime Customs, private secretary, Peking
Liparelli, lieutenant, M. M. str. Saigon, Haiphong and Saigon
Lippmann, deputy judge, Sa gon
Lissitzin, A., secretary. Gymnasium, Wladiwostock
Lissitzin, J., postmaster, Wladiwostock
Lister, Hon. A., col. treasurer, postmaster-general, and collector of Stamp Revenue
Litchfield, H. C., harrister-at-law, Yokohama
Little, Archd. J., merchant, Shanghai and Ichang

I’Hle, L. S., M.D., physician to General Hospital, Shanghai

Little, R., assistant master. High school, Malacca

Little, R. McE., cadet in charge, Papar, Br. North Borneo
Little, E., M.D., Singapore Dispensary, Singapore

Little, R. W., secretary Shanghai Electric Co. and land and house agent, Shanghai

Tiittle, W. D., (Carter & Co.) clerk, Shano’hai

Littlejohns, A., storeroom artificer. Naval Yard
Livesey, J., in charge gunjjowder depot. Stonecutter’s Island

Livingston, J., sergeant, river police. Pagoda, Foochow (absent)

Livingston, R. F., liglitkeeper. Maritime Customs, Shanghai
Lizarraga, T., merchant, Iloilo

Llado, J., teniente, seccion de archivo, Manila
Llamas y Canas Trujillo, R., sub-inspector. Naval Medical dept., Manila
Liana, A D., captain of artillery, Manila
Llano, C. R. de, assistant. Custom House, Manila
Llanos, J. S., teniente ayudante, carabineros, Manila
Llanos, P. S., contador, tribunal de cuentas, Manila
Llanos, R. G., (Llanos, Tapia & Co.) merchant, Manila
Llaser, J. M., judge, Alcaldias mayores, Iloilo

Llewellyn, J., (Primrose & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Llopis, J., (Jose Reyes) clerk, Manila
Lloyd, Rev. A., missionary, Tokio
Lloyd, Lieut. C.P., “The Buffs,” Ea&t Kent Regiment
Lloyd, Major E. M., Royal Engineers
Lloyd, J. L., (Ker & Co.) clerk, Manila
Lloyd, John, (Powell & Co.) auctioneer, Singapore

Lloyd, P. A., sub-lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Guracoa
Lloyd, Rev. L., missionary, Foochow
Lloyd, T. H., assistant surveyor, Sandakan
Loam, W. B., clerk, engineers’ dept.. Maritime Customs, Shanghai
Loane, A. J., lieutenant, H.B.M. gun-vessel Swift

Lobato, A., secretary, Italian Consulate, Singapore

Lobb, W. H., storekeeper and accountant, Naval Yard
Lobel-Mahy, R. de, premier commis, French Consulate, Shanghai
Lobo, E., assistant, public works department, Manila
Lobo, M., captain, Mitsu Bisbi steamer Saikio-maru, Japan
Lochhead, John H., M.D., Elgin sti'eet

Locke, John, superintendent of public works, Sungei TJjong

Lockhart, J. H. Stewart, assistant colonial secretary, Hongkong
Loehr, Rev. G. R., missionary^ Shanghai
Loercher, Rev. J., missionary, Basil Mission, Lilong, Canton
Loff, J. D

,

“ Hotel de la Paix,” pro[)rietor, Singapore
Loff, P. H., captain, steamer Moncjknt, Hongkong and Bangkok
Loft, L., Maritime Customs boat officer, Newchwang
Loft, T. F., superintendent postal and telegraph department, Perak
Loftus, A. J., Government surveyor, Bangkok
Loftus, R. H., assistant to H.M. private secietary, Bangkok
Loftus, W. K., photographer, Bangkok
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Logan, C., (E. G. van Someren) barrister- at-law, Penang
Logan, D., (Logan and Ross) barrister- at-law, Penang
Loher, Anna, teacher of piano, Naval training school, Tokio
Lobtnann, H., (Lohinann & Co.) tailor, &c., Tokohanxa
Loiseau, engineer, Saigon
Lolo, Eev. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Haiphong
Lombard, telegraph overseer, Saigon
Lomm^ telegraphist, Tanan, Cochin China
Long, Rev. C. S., missionary, Nagasaki
Longden, Rev. W. C., missionary, Chinkiang
Longford, J. H., acting vice-consul, H.B.M. Consulate, Tokio
Longman, A., China Inland missionary, Yangchow
Loomis, Rev. H

,
agent, American Bible Society, Yokohama

Looser, V., (Germann ife Co.) clerk, Manila
Lopes, C. j., (Wotton & Deacon) clerk, Queen’s road
Lopes, C. V., cai'tain. National Battalion, Macao
Lopes, E., Procurador’s department, Macao
Lopes, J., sachristao, St. Joseph’s college, Macao
Lopes, L. J., (Noronha & Co.) clerk, Zetiand-street

Lopes, L. L., compositor. Daily Press office, Wyndham street

Lopes, L. L., lightkeeper. Cape d’Aguilar
Lopes, 1'. M., usher and process server. Police court

Lopez, A., alinacenero, adminis. colecciones y labores, Manila
Lopez, C., consul for Portugal, Iloilo

Lopez, E., clerk, Procurador’s department, Macao
Lopez, E. C., lieutenant, Carabineros, Iloilo

Lopez, J., surgeon, army medical department, Manila
Lopez, M. G., alferez, Carabineros, Manila
Lopez, P. E., assistant, Custom house, Iloilo

Lopez, R., (A. Millar & Co.) clerk, Beaconsfield Arcade
Lopez, R., (Baer Senior & Co.) clerk, Isabela, Philippines

Lopez, R. F., ensign, U.S. gunboat Palos
Lopez e Ibanez, F., assistant. Civil Governor’s department, Manila

Lopez y Puig, A., ayudante, naval department, Manila
Lopez y Sanchez Meto, M., inspector, Sanidad militar, Manila
Lord, C. A., Maritime Customs assistant, (absent)

Lord, Rev. E. C., D.D., missionary, Ningpo
Lord, F., gunner, Chinese gunboat Chen-to, Canton
Lorentzen, J. J. C., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Hankow
Lorenzana, E., clerk, Supi-eine Court, Manila
Lorenzen, Captain, assistant. Roads and Bridges depaidment, Bangkok
Lorgeou, E., cbaucelier-interprete, French consulate, Bangkok
Lory, W. M., surgeon, H.B.M. gunboat Zephyr

Lormier, surveillant. Customs, Haiphong
Losado, F. L., comisario, adminis. del ejercito, Manila
Losano y Galindo, A., habilitado de la plana mayor, Naval Adminis., Manila

Louail, J., S. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai
Louden, A., (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) fitter, Singapore

Louis, H., foreman shij)wright. Dockyard, Yokoska, Japan
Loup, A., (L. Vrard & Co.) merchant and commission agent, Tientsin

Loup, P., (L. Vrard & Co.) merchatit and commission agent, Tientsin

Loureiro, E., (Messageries Maritimes) clerk, Praya central

Loureiro, H., clerk. Marine department, Penang
Loureiro, J. da S., consul-general for Portugal, Yokohama '

Loureiro, Mrs. Jessie W., mistress, College de Sta. Roza, Macao
Louren 9o, F., boatswain. Water police, Macao
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Lourme, chief of Cochin-China post and telegra|jh service, Saigon
Lourtis, paymaster, French cruiser Parcevnl, Haiphong
Lovatt, W. Nelson, Commissioner of Maritime Customs, Fusan, Corea
Eove, D. H., (Love & Co.) tea inspector, Foochow
Love, J. H., (Love & Co.) merchant, Foochow
Lovelius, Chs., (M. Federoff) assistant, Wladiwostock
Lovell, D. W., (Win.*McKerrow & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Lovell, M., (Comes & Co.) clerk, Yokohama (absent)

Loveridge, T. C., draper, Penang
Low, Brooke, Resident, Second Division, Sai’awak
Low, E. G., (Fearon, Low & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Low, E J., secretary, Sugar Cultivation Co., Perak
Low, Sir Hugh, K. C. M. G., H.B.M. Resident, Perak
Lowdell, E. L., lieutenant, H.B.M. gun-vessel Swift
Lowder, E. G., Marilime Customs assistant, Peking
Lowder, J. F., barrister at law, counsel to Japanese Customs, Yokohama
Lowe, R., commission agent. Pagoda, Foochow
Lowe, S. S. (Harris, Goodwin &C6.) manager, Stanley street; residence, Pokfulura
Lowndes, R. W., (Norton & Co.) clerk, Queen’s road Central

Lowrie, Rev. J. W., missionary, Peking
Lowrie, Miss M. J., missionary, Peking
Lowry, Rev. H. H., missionary, Peking
Lowry, J. H., Maritime Customs assistant and medical officer, Pakhoi
Lowson, J., lieutenant, Chinese gunboat Chen-to, Canton
Loxley, H. H., (W. R. Loxley) clerk, Praya
Loxley, W. R., commission agent, Praya
Loxton, W., livery stable keeper, Yokohama
Loyer, ensign, French cruiser Hameliu, Haiphong
Lozano, F., (H. G. Brown) assistant, Guinayangan, Philippines

Lubb^, G., assistant. Telegraph office, Wladiwostock
Lubeck, H. C., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Lubeck, L. A., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Luc, C., (A. R. Marty) assistant, Keltmg
Luca, Count F. De, Italian Minister Plenipotentiary, Peking
Lucas, C., (Lucas & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Lucas, G., lightkeefer. Marine department, Singapore
Lucas, H. B., constable, Biitish consulate, Hakodate
Lucas, Henry, merchant, Hiogo
Lucas, Jas. S., proprietor “Rose, Shamrock and Thistle” hotel. Queen’s road
Luccumsey, Jairazbhoy, (R. Habibbhoy) manager, Shanghai
Lucciana, cadet, administration of native affairs, Saigon
Luce, officer of ordnance, Saigon
Luce, G. W., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Shanghai
Luchsinger, F., merchant, and vice-consul for Germany, Iloilo (absent)
Luchsinger, R., (Luchsinger & Co.) clerk, Iloilo

Liicke, G., (Melchers & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Lucy-Fossarieu, de, interpreter, French Legation, Tokio
Ludlam, T. E., (Tait & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Ludwig, H., merchant, Yokohama
Lueders, A., (Baer Senior & Co.) clerk, Manila
Lugo, C., (F. Eng'ler & Co.) clerk, Saigon (absen*)
Liihrsen, J., Dr. jur., German consul-general, Shanghai
Liihrss, G. F. A., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Canton
Luke, Wm., sergeant of police, Singapore
Lumsden, W., midshipman, H B.M.S. Audacious
Luna, F. S., magistral, ecclesiastical department, Manila
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Lunberg, J. H., manager, Deli and Langkat Cigar Co., Penang
L'lnd, J., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) assistant, Wladiwostock
Lundholm, B., captain, tug boat Heron, Shanghai
Liineau, A. M. C., Roman Catholic missionary, Hiogo
Lungair, W., third engineer, steamer Kwonglee, China coast

Lunt, W., captain, steamer Meifoo, China coast

Luperne, pilot, Saigon

Luret, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Luther, C. F., sergeant, river police, Shanghai
Luther, H., (Langgaard, Kleinwort & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Liitjens, J., (Behn, Meyer ife Co.) merchant, Singapore

Lutz, C, (Lutz & Co.) merchant, Manila (absent)

Lutz, J., (F. Engler & Co.) clerk, Saigon

Lutz, Theo., (Arnhold, Karberg & Co.) clerk, Praya
Lnz, F. M. da, (Hongkong & Shangliai Bank) clerk. Queen’s road

Luz, J., (Arnhold, Kaiherg & Co.) clerk, Praya
Luz, J. A. da, proprietor. Commercial Piinting office, Wellington street

Luz, L. J. A. de, lightkeeper, Shanghai
Luz, M. da, printer, St. Joseph’s College, Macao
Luz, S. da, (Paul Heinemann & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Luz, S. J. da, clerk. Treasury department, Macao
Luz, V. E. da, Procurador’s department, Macao
Luz, Joaquina da, mistress. College de Sta. Roza, Macao

Luzia, S. G., sub-intendente hacienda, Manila

Lvousky, P., Russian mission, Tokio

Lyall, Alexr., medical missionary, Swatow
Lyall, Capt. H., R. A., inspector of warlike stores

Lyall, H., Maritime Customs assistant, Peking

Lyall, Jas., broker, Singapore

Lyall, R., (Norton & Co.) merchant. Queen’s r’oad central

Lyell, T., marine surveyor, and manager waterboat Co., Chefoo

Lyle, R., second officer, steamer FusJmn, China coast

Lyman, C. H., lieutenant, U.S.S. Juniata

Lvnborg, C P. C., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Tientsin

Lyne, W. O., sub-lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Flying Fish

Lynn, S. H., deputy assistant commissary general, Penang

Lyon, Albert, (J. M. Lyon & Co.) accountant, Singapore

Lyon, G. A., fleet paymaster, U.S.S. Trenton

Lyon, J. M., (J. M. Lyon & Co.) engineer, Singapore

Lyons, A. H. suh-lieutenant, H.B.M. gunboat Cockchafer

L3 ons, J., (Langfeldt and Mayers) assistant, Yokohama
Lyra, Rev. Lucas, vicar of St. Lazare’s Church, Macao
Lysaught, W., inspector in charge of Naval Yard Police

Maack, H. F., (Maack & Co.) mm-cliaut, and Italian vice consul, Singapore

Maack, J., (Ahrens & Co.) clerk, Y’okohama

Mabeu, G. B., carpenter, H.B.M. S. Victor Emanuel

McAlister, A., second engineer, str. Kiangyuen, Shanghai & Hankow
MiicArthur, H., sliip broker, Yokohama
Macaulay, T. F., (Win. F. Garland, & Co.) surveyor, Saudakan, Br. North Borneo

MacBain, Geo., merchant and shipowner, Shanghai

Macbean, J. J., (Taujoug Pagar Dock Co.) outdoor foreman, Singapore

MacBean, T. R., usher and bailiff, and Hindustani interpreter, Supreme Court

Macbeth, J. R., broker, Shanghai

MacBreen, J., clerk. Ordnance Store department

MacCallum, A., (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
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MacCallum, H., sanitary inspector

McOailum, Hon. Captain H. E., acting colonial engineer, Singapore
McCallum, J., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) assistant, Queen’s road

McCance, R., deputy marshal, U. S. Consulate, Yokohama
McCappin, A., Upper Tangtsze pilot, Shanghai
McCarthy, surveying department, Bangkok
McCarthy, J., inspector of police, Lowza station, Shanghai
McCaslin, A. A., master, steamer Ghi-yuen, Cliina coast

MacCaslin, C., marine superintendent, Tug-boat Association, Shanghai
McCaslin, C., commission merchant, Ningpo
MacCaslin, R. J., Pilot Company, Shanghai
MacCauley, Rev. J. M., missionary, Tokio
McClatchie, Rev. T., M.A., canon of the Cathedral, Shanghai (absent)

McClatchie, T. R. H., first assistant and interpi’eter, British Consulate, Yokohama
McClo.skey, J. H., colonial surgeon. Province Wellesley

MacClymont, A., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road central

Maccoll, A., agent, Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, Batavia

MacColl, J. A., third engineer, steamer Kivcmgtung, China coast

McConachie, A., (Gilman & Co.) merchant, d’Aguilar street

MacCormick, P. J., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Tokio-maru, Japan
McCoy, Rev.

'
'

’ missionary, Peking
McCracker, T., engineer, steamer Meifoo, China coast

McCreath, D., engineer. Antimony Mures, Sarawak
McCreath, J., second engineer, steamei' Namoa,. China coast

MacCulloch, D., (Turner & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

McCulloch, E., third engineer, steamer Diamante, Hongkong and Manila
MacCully, J., warder, gaol, Singapore
McDonald, A , third officer, steamer A. Apcar, Hongkong and Calcutta
MacDonald, D., ci.ief engineer, steamer Fooksang, China coast

Macdonald, Rev. D., M.D., missionary, Tokio
MacDonald, J., merchant and commission agent, Tientsin

MacDonald, J., chief engineer, steamer Thales, China coast

MacDonald, J., manager, Caledonia Estate, Penang Sugar Estate Co., Penang
MacDonald, J., second engineer, steamer Kiang-foo, Shanghai and Hankow
MacDonald, Rev. N. A., D.D., missionary and IJ.S. vice-consul, Bangkok
MacDonald, ISTeil, assistant, Taikoo Sugar Refinery, Quarry Bay
MacDonald, Rev. R., M.D., missionary, Fatshan, Canton
MacDonald, W., broker, (McDonald and Boag) Yokohama
McDonald, W., (Barlow & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
MacDonald, Miss M. H., missionary, Bangkok
McDonough, M., steward, general hospital, Singapore

McDougal, John, attorney, Penang Sugar Estate Co., Penang
MacDougall, H., M.B., physician, Amoy
McEasson, T., second officer, steamer Esmeralda, Hongkong and Manila
MacElroy, P., chief engineer, steamer Yungning, China coast

MacEIroy, Geo. W., assistant engineer, U.S.S. Enterprise

McEuen, J. P., R.N., captain superintendent of police, Shanghai
MacEwan, H. D., chief engineer, U.S.S. Enterprise

McEwan, R., postmaster, Sandakan
MacEwen, A. P., (Holliday, Wise & Co.) merchant, Praya
MacEwen, D., surgeon major in charge station hospital Meeanee
MacEwen, J. T., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Macedo e Conto, E. A., guarda marinha, Portuguese gunboat Taniega
McFarland, G. B., assistant teacher of English, the King’s School, Bangkok
McFarland, S. E. H., teacher of English, the King’s school, Bangkok
McFarland, Rev. S. G., superintendent of education, Bangkok
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Macfarlano, D., engineer, Lee Yuen Sugar Refinery, Bowiington
McFarlaue, E. P., medical practitioner, Hiogo
McParlane, J., chief engineer, steamer Taisang, Hongkong and Calcutta

MacFarlane, J. E., inspector, protectorate of Chinese, Singapore

McFarlane, P.. second engineer, steamer Taisang, Hongkong and Calcutta

McFarlane, W., third engineer, str. Amatista, Hongkong & Manila
McFarlane, Walter, superintendent Sadong coal mine, Sarawak
Macfarlane, Walter, marine surveyi.r, Manila
MacFarlane, W., supt. of scavenging. Municipality, Singapore

McGavin, J. D., (Forbes, Munn & Co.) clerk, Manila
MacGibbon, T., merchant, Iloilo

McGillavray, F., manager, Victoria Estate, Penang Sugar Estate Co., Penang
McGilliwray,, J. A., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
MacGilvary, Rev. D., missionary, Chiang Mai, Siam
McGlashan, P. B., district surveyor, Kinta, Perak
McGlensey, Comdr. J. F., captain, U.S.S. Ossi^pee

Macgowan, D. J., M.D., Customs assistant and medical officer, Wenchow
Macgowan, Rev. John, missionary, Amoy
McGrath, J. J., Maritime Customs fidewaiter, CLinkiang

McGrath, T. F., manager, China & Japan Trading Co., Yokohama
Macgregor, A. M., protector of Indian immigrants, Penang
MacGregor, A., inspector of police, Penang
MacGregor, A. P., (Turnbull, Howie & Co.) clerk, Shangbai
MacGregor, C., carpenter, H.B.M.S. Sapphire

MacGn gor, G. H., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Penang
Macgregor, H., (Delacamp, Macgregor & Co.) merchant, Hiogo
Macgregor, J., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) mei chant. Queen’s road

Macgregor, J., (M. B. M. S. S. Co.) engineer, Yokohama
MacGregor, John, (Hirsbrnnner & Co.) assistant, Shangbai

Macgregor, R., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Tamsui
Macgregor, Robt., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai (absent)

MacGregor, Rev. W., M.A., missionary, Amo}'^

Machado, A. D., clerk, Victoria Gaol
Machado, F., clerk. Harbour-master’s office

Machado, F. G., postmaster, British Post-office, Shanghai

Machado, J. M. E., clerk, Post-office

Machado, J. H. E., (Ilbert & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Machado, M., (Guedes <fe Co.) compositor, Wellington street

Machaffie, D., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

j^acHardy, J., (New Harbour Dock Co.) assistant foreman shipwright, Singapore

]Vi;achida, S., acting Japanese consul, Caine road

]y[achuca, E. de Vargos, sub-director, adminis. civil, Manila

]VfacInnes, H. A., Maritime Customs assistant tidesurveyor, Shanghai

Macinnes, J., third engineer, steamer FoTcien, Cliina. coast

Macintosh, J., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Amoy
Macintosh, W. F., chief engineer, steamer Kwangtung, China coast

MclJityre, A., chief engineer, steamer Fokien, China coast

McIntyre, A. J., (Boustead & Co.) clerk, Singapore

MacIntyre, G. 1)., clerk, audit office, Singairore

MacIntyre, J., blacksmith, Tanjong Pagar Dock Co., Singapo’e

MacIntyre, J. J., dresser, Sungai Bacap Hospital, Province Wellesley

MacIntyre, Rev. John, missionary, Newchwaiig

MacIntyre, J., (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) assistant wharfinger, Singapore

McIntyre, M., general agent, Penang
McIntyre, V., (Boustead & Co.) clerk, Singapore

MacIntyre, Wm., second engineer, steamer Wingsang, Hongkong and Calcutta
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McTver, A-, (P. & 0. S. N. Co.) superintendent, Praya
Maclver, Rev. Donald, M. A., missionary, Swatow
Mack, A., detective insj)ector, municipal police, Shanghai
Mackay, A., constaVde, river police, Shanghai
Mackay, A., manager. The Dispensary, Singapore
Mackay, Rev. G. L., missionary, Tamsui
Mackay, J. A., (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Manila
Mackay, T., (Cobb & Co.) assistant, Y kohama
McKean, A. B., manager. Chartered Mercantile Bank, Penang
Mackean, E., barrister-at-law, Bank Buildings
McKean, J. J., assistant master. Free School, Penang
McKechnie, A., third officer. Customs cruiser Kua Shing, Shaiighai

McKechnie, J., captain, Kiodo Unyu Kaislia str. Idzumo-maru, Japan
McKechnie, W., second engineer, steamer Fokien, China coast

McKechnie, Miss E. M., missionary, Shanghai
MaoKee, Pev. W. J., missionary, ]Ningj)o

McKeige, F., (China and Japan Trading Company) assistant, Shanghai
Mackenzie, inspector of police, Penaga Station, Province Wellesley
Mackenzie, Rev. H. L., M.A., missionaiy, Swatow
McKenzie, J., second engineer, steamer Meifoo, China coast

Mackenzie, J. W., (Jardine, Mathenson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Mackenzie, J., (M. B. M. S. S. Co.) engineer, Yokohama
Mackenzie, J. K., medical missionary, Tientsin

Mackenzie, Jas., (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Mackenzie, R., (Mackenzie & Co.) storekeeper, Shanghai
Mackenzie, R. M., accountant, Treasmy, Sarawak
MacKenzie, S. G., (P. Heinemann & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Mackenzie, W. H., temporary surveyor, public works department, Penang
McKeon, Jas., inspector of police, Perak
McKeon, Jos, sub-inspector of police, Perak
MacKerrow, W., (Wm. MacKerrow & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Mackertoom, J. G., commission agent, Singapore

Mackey, Jas., Maritime Customs deputy commissioner, (absent)

McKibben, Rev. W. K., missionary^ Swatow (absent)

Mackie, A. Grant, (Hill & Rathborne) manager, Perak
Mackie, A., inspector of police

McKie, C. F., assistant accountant. Oriental Bank in Liquidation, Queen’s road

MacKie, J., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Mackie, J., pilot, Singapore
Mackie, L., (New Harbour Dock Co.) supdt. engineer, Singapore

Mackie, W. D., (Hill and Rathborne) assistant, Selangor

Mackintosh, D. H., assistant, Hongkong & Shanghai Bank, Queen’s road

Mackintosh, E., (Butterfield & Swire) merchant. Queen’s road

McKnight, W. McG. S., assistant, Luzon Sugar Refinery, Manila
MacLagan, R., engineer, Government mint, Kawasaki, Japan
Maclagan, Miss G. J

,
missionary, Amoy

McLahlan, J., second engineer, P. & O. steamer Teheran, Hongkong and Japan
MacLaren, D., (W. M. Strachan & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
MacLaren, J. H., assistant accountant, Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, Singapore

MacLaren, Rev. S. G., M. A., missionary, Tokio (absent)

MacLaren, Mrs., missionary, Bangkok
Maclay, R. H., (Pethick, Maclay & Co.) merchant, Tientsin

Maclay, Rev. R. S., D.D., missionary, Aoyarna, Japan
Maclean, A., (Maclean & Co.) timber merchant, Bangkok
Maclean, A. H. H., Maritime Customs assistant, Kiukiang
MacLean, C., chief engineer, steamer Yehsin, China coast
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Macleati, G. F., merchant, Chefoo
Maclean, H, C., (Jardine, Maiheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road central
McLean, J., manag-er, saw mill, Sandakan
Maclean, J., (Maclean & Co.) timber merchant, Bangkok
MacLean, John, clerk, Windsor House Hotel, Yokohama
Maclean, J. C. B., staff surgeon, H.B.M.S. Champion
MacLean, L

,
(Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) boilermaker, Singapore

Maclean, P., broker, Shanghai
Maclean, W. P., clerk. Eastern Extension. A. & C. Telegraph Co., Cape St. Jam e s
Maclear, J. F. L. P., captain, H.B.M. sloop Flying Fish

aclehose, J., (MacEwen, Frickel & Co.) assistant. Queen’s road east
Macleish, A. L., M. A., medical missionary, Amoy
McLeish, S. M., (Mactavish & Lehmann) druggist, Shanghai and Tientsin
Maclellan, J. W., commercial editor, N. C. Herald, Shanghai
McLennan, J., assist, accountant, Hongkong & Shanghai Bank, Singapore
MacLeod, A., (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Macleod, A. S., (Macleod & Co.) merchiint, Manila
McLeod, A. W., surgiton. Royal Naval Hospital
Macleod, E., overseer of works, public works department

acleod, H. A., (Macleod & Co.) clerk and acting vice-consul for Germany, Cebu
Macleod, J. T. B. M., (Macleod & Co.) clerk, Cebu
i^acleod, J. F., (Macleod & Co) clerk, Manila

acleod, M. C., (Jardine, Mathcson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Macleod, N,, (Macleod & Co.) merchant, Manila
MacLeod, N., curio dealer, Yokohama

acleod, Neil, (Henderson, Macleod, and Milles) medical practitioner, Shanghai
McLesh, Pat., assistant, Taikoo Sugar Refinery, Quarry Bay

acmillan. A., (M. B. M. S. S. Co.) superintending engineer, Tokio
McMillan, A., assistant, Luzon Sugar Refinery, Manila

cMillan, J., second engineer, steamer Amatista, Hongkong and Manila
McMinamin, W., second engineer, steamer Rory, China coast
cMorran, J., accountant, Chartered Bank of India, &c., Shanghai

McMullan, J., China Inland missionary, Chungking
MacMunn, J. A., surgeon. Royal Naval Hospital
MacMurray, J., supdt. engineer and chief engineer, tug Gem, Taku
Macnab, A. F., inspecting engineer, marine department, Tokio
MacNab, J., (Hongkong & Slianghai Bank) agent, Iloilo

MacNair, Hon. Major J. P. A., R. A., C.M.G., colonial engineer, Singapore
MacNalley, Miss (Occidental Hotel) assistant, Yokohama
Macomber, W. H., merchant, Shanghai
Macphail, T., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Ningpo
MacPhee, Rev. A. S., minister, Presbysteriaii Church, Singapore
Macpherson, A., shipwright, Nagasaki
Macpherson, A. J., (Bisset & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (a’ sent)

Macjjherson, Alex., (John Frazer & Co.) tea inspector, Foochow
MacPherson, H. A., (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk, Manila
MacPherson, H. M., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegi-aph Co) clerk in charge, P’chow
Macpherson, M. I’. B., (Browne & Co.) clerk Hiogo
McPh un, J. F., medical missionary, Swatow
MacQnire, F., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Ichang
MacRae, D., (China Sugar Refining Co.) foreman. East point

Macrae, J., second engineer, steamer Koiv-shing, China coast

Macray, H. A. J., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Foochow
MacRitchie, Jas., engineer to Municipality, Singapore
Mactaggart, W. C., (Rodyk & Davidson) managing clerk, Singapore
Mactavish, A. B., captain, steamer Arraioon Ap'car, Hongkong and Calculta
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Mactavisb, A. D., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Queen’s road
actavish, Jas. W. (Mactavish & Lehmann) druggist, Shanghai and Tientsin

McThorn, H, pilot, Newchwang
Madar, A. E., clerk, Colonial Treasm v

adar, I. p., (Victoria Hotel) clerk, Praya
adar, M. H., clerk. Army Commissariat and Transport department
adaus. Miss (Schlichtmann & Madaus) dressmaker, Shanghai

^adden, W. B., manager, Patent Paint Co., Singapore
adeira, A. B., engineer, Portuguese corvette Estephania

J • B-j lieutenant, police force, Macao
£idge, C. 0., commander, E. E., A. & C. Telegraph Co’s steamer Agnes, Singapore
adge, P., chief oflSicer, E. E. A. & C. Tel. Co.’s steamer Sherard Osborn, Singapore

Madrigal, I., professor de Parmacia, Uuiveisidad de Pilippinos, Manila
adson, P,, second officer, steamer Alwine, China coast
aerowitsch. A., (C. Goldenstadt) assistant, Wladiwostock

Maestric, ensign, gunboat Surprise, Haiphong
Magahlaes, p. da Silva, medical pract., & prof, of French &c., Seminario de S.Jose, Macao
Magalhaes, J. d’ O., adjutant, third Battalion, Macao
w agdalena, S., pri visor, ecclesiastical department, Iloilo
Maglivla, G-. B., drillmaster, Siamese Army, Bangkok
Magiian, B., “ Parisian Saloon,” Shanghai
Magness, J., (Penang Foundry Co.) timekeeper, Penang
Magno, P., (Earnshaw & Co.) moulder, Manila
Maguire, E., private secretary to H.E. the Governor
Mahe, clerk. Supreme Court, Saigon
Maher D., (Shanghai Mercury office) compositor, Shanghai
Maher, D., (Celestial Empire office) compositor, Shanghai
iialier, P., (Shanghai Mercury office) compositor, Shanghai

aher, J. A., (Brown & Co.) clerk, Amoy
& Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Maher, M. M., (M. A, dos Eemedios) clerk, Macao
Mahlmann, pilot, Yokohama
Mahnz, H., Hiogo
Mahomed, Curmally Jan, (E. Pubaney) clerk, Shanghai
Mahomedazum, G., Mahomedan priest, Shanghai
Mahometano, D

,
timber m.n’chant, Iloilo

Mahon, E. E., staff surgeon, H.B.M.S. Sapphire
aigre, E., (Maigre & Co.) engineer, Yokohama
aillar, T., S. J., Eoman Catholic missionary, Shanghai

Maillis, Miss M., missionary, Osaka
lain, H., medical missionary, Hangchow
am, D., ovei’seer. Waterworks Company, Shanghai
ain, E. J.^ (H. & W. Dock Co.) harbour engineer. Cosmopolitan Dock

Main, J. pilot, Bangkok
Main, Eev. J., M.A., missionary, Taiwanfoo (absent)
Mamfroy, (p. Crettier) agent, Hanoi
Mainwaring, C. V., lieutenant, E. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Singapoi’e
Maisou, Blanche de, clerk. Treasury, Saigon
Maisonneufve-Lacoste, acting procuieur general, Saig’on
Maistre Montbrun, Le, second offic.r, M. M., steamer Menzaleh, Hongkong and Japan.
Maitland, P. J., (Maitland & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Maitland, H., (Jardine, Mathesoii & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Maitland, J., (J. Maitland & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Maitland, J. A., (Maitland ct Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)
Maitland-Heriot, P., (W. P. Stevenson Co.) merchant, Manila
I'lajor, Ernest, (.Major Bros.) merchant and director, Shun-pau office, Shanghai
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Maior, F., (Major Bros.) mercliant, Shanghai and Hankow (absent)
Makepeace, W., assistant master, High school, Malacca
Makotfsky, J., chief of Government Store department and mayor, Wladiwostock
Malantic, R., (J. Zobel) assistant, Batangas, Philippines

Malaval, second lieutenant, M. M. steamer Volga, Hongkong and Japan
Malcampo, J., (Malcampo & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Malcampo, J., (Malcampo & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)
Malcolm, J. D., sub-accountant, Tanjong Pagar Dock Co., Siug ipore

Maldonado, A., chief of prison guar-d, Manila
Maldonado, M., comandante, Estado Mayor, Manila
Malein, W. von, (Dalmann & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Malenda, A., dragoman, Russian Legation, Tokio
Malherbe, R. de, (Bovet Bros & Co.) cbrk, Shanghai
Malhome, teacher, school at Bmhoa, Cochin-China
Malibran, A., clerk, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Maligin, A. P., (Tokmakoff, Molotkoff, & Co.) clerk, Hankow
Maligin, N., (Kunst & Albers) assistant, Wladiwostock
Mallard, chief engineer, M. F. steamboat Jean Dapuis, Saigon
Mallord, staff sergt., clerk, army medical department, Singapore
Mallory, L., proprietor, Hongkong Timber Yard, Wanchai
Malpas, Miss L., China Inland missionary, Nganking
Malsch, C. C., clerk of works, pubhc works department
Manacoff, S., storekeeper, Wladiwostock

Mauano, R., medical practitioner, Iloilo

Manasseh, S., (Manasseh & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Mandl, H., (R. Telge & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Mangin, L. A., surgeon, French Residency, Hue
Manicam, clerk. Municipal Council, Saigon
Manicus, C. F. E., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) operator, Amoy
Manley, E. H. R., (P.M.S.S. Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Mauley, J. T., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Swatow
Mann, F., manager, Kiangsoo Acid works, Shanghai
Mann, Rev. G., Roman Catholic missionary, Foochow
Mann, W., (Whitfield <fc Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Mann, Miss, missionary, Swatow
Manners, T. N., Maritime Customs tide surveyor and harbour master, Swatow
Mannheimer, E. P., tidewaiter, Yuensan, Corea

Manotoc, C., (Battle Hermanns & Cn.) clerk, Manila
Mansbridge, J., diver, M.BM.S.S. Co., Nagasaki

Mansfield, J. J., (S. Moutrie) assistant, Shanghai

Mansfield, R. W., first assistant, H.B.M. Consulate, Canton
Manson, P., M.D., medical practitioner, Bank Buildings

Mantelin, Mme., proprietrix “Hotel de I’Univers,” Yokohama
Mantell, H. M. M., assistant. State railway department, Selangor

Mantel], T., assistant surveyor, Sandakan

Many y Conierma, J., assistant, Cornpania General de Tabacos, Manila
Mapa, V., solicitor, lioilo

Marcaida, A., (Marcaida & Granados) merchant, Manila
Marcaida, J. J. de, (Llanos, Tapia & Co.) clerk, Manila

Marcaida, C. B. Viuda de, pawnbroker, Manila

Marcaillou, telegraphist, Cantho, Cochin China

Mai'Qal, A. A., proprietor and publisher, Amoy Gazelle, Amoy
Marcal, A. A., (D. E. Caldwell) clerk. Queen’s road

Marcal, D., (Guedes & Co.) compositor, Wellington street

Mar9al, E. M., chief clerk, Colonial Treasury', Macao
Marcal, F. de P., ajudante, tax office, Macao
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Marcal, G., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Mar9al, J. F., foreman, Amoy Gazette office, Amoy
Mar9a], S. A., (Guedes & Co.) compositor, D’Aguilar street

Marcelli, (A. Lacaze) assistant, Hanoi
Marcellot, cadet, native affairs department Saigon

Marchie, J., second engineer, Indo-China Co.’s steamer Foolcsang, China coast

Marcks, E. E. A., agent, Dutch postal agency, Penang
Marco, M., padre sacristan, ecclesiastical department, Manila

Marcos, A., guarda almacen, Adininis. Central de Rentas, Manila
Marcus, E., hoarding officer, import and export office, Singapore

Marcus, E., (S. Marcus & Co.) importer, Yokohama
Marcus, F. H., clerk, Alexandra powder magazine, Singapore

Marcus, M., lightkeeper. Marine department, Singapore

Marcus, P. F. J., chief clerk, Resident’s office, Sandakan
Marcos, S., (S. Marcus & Co.) importer, Yokohama (absent)

Marcus, S. E., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Marcus, W. I. J., (P. & O.S.N. Co.) godown clerk, Singapore

Mar&hal, surveyor, public works, Pnompenh, Cambodia
Maree, M., commission agent, Haiphong
Marense, E., boarding officer, marine department, Singapore

Mareseaux, A. E. H., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Ohamjpioii

Margaritoff, W., teacher of tuathematics. Gymnasium, Wladiwostock
Margenout, J. E ,

apothecary, medical department, Johore
Margotin, lime-kiln, Pnom-cau-long, Cambodia
Marguet, conductor, public works department, Saigon

Marir'ns, J., merchant, Yokohama
Marin, J. P., telegraph official, Manila
Marin, P,, sugar manufacturer, Iloilo

Marin, pilot, Saigon
Marin y Roldan, J., clerk, tribunal de cuentas, Manila
Marina y Espartero, J., teniente-coronal, Estado mayor, Manila
Mariot, L., S. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai
Mariz, Lieut. A., secretary, H.S. Squadron
Markham, W. H. W., assistant paymaster in charge, H.B.M. gunboat Espoir
Markwick, R. Jr., first class assistant, Maritime Customs, Canton
Marliac, Latour, telegraphist, Saigon
Marmand, Rev. J. F., Eonaan Catholic misnonary, Nagasaki
Marmande, J. P., hairdresser, Queen’s road

Maron, T., engineer and contractor, Haiphong
Marples, E. M., Treasurer, Perak
Marques, A., (Katz Bros) assistant, Singapore
Marques, A. O., student interpreter, Procurador’s department, Macao
Marques, A. M. P., teacher. Government school, Macao
Marques, D. P. d’A, clerk. Public Works department, Macao
Marques, E., interpreter, procurador’s department, Macao
Marques, E. J., (New Oriental Bank) clerk, Yokohama
Marques, E. Pio, (L. Marques) clerk, Macao
Marques, F. M. P., student interpreter, Procurador’s department, Macao
Marques, J. P., (Austro-Hungarian Lloyd’s S. N. Co ) clerk, Praya Central
Marques, L. J. M., captain, National battalion, Macao
Marques, L. P., superintendent, lock hospital. West Point
Marques, Louren90, merchant, Macao
Marques, M. (Sharp, Johnson & Stokes) chrk. Supreme Court House
Marques, Mrs. C., teacher. Government girls’ school, Macao
Marqueti, M. P., merchant, Manila

Marquis, administrator of native affairs, Saigon
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Marrable, J., chief engineer, telegraph department, Bangkok
Marraeas, C. A., assistant paymaster, Portuguese gunboat Tamega
Mai-rhem, captain, M.P. steamboat MouJiot, ^igon
Marrot, Jr., storekeeper, Pnom-penh, Cambodia
Marrot, Vve., storekeeper, Pnom-penh, Cambodia
Marsden, R. C., cajdain, steamer Rory, China coast
Marsh, S., (Tokmakoff, Molotkoff & Co.) clerk, Hankow
Marsh, Hon. W. H., C.M.G., colonial secretary, Hongkong
Marshall, A. C., (Chartered Bank of India) agent, Foochow
Marshall, D., Mantime Customs tidewaiter, Chefoo
Marshall, F. J., assistant, Russell & Co.’s Kin Lee Yuen & Hongkew Wharves, S’hai

Marshall, F. L
,
(J. M. Cory) assistant, Shaugbai

Marshall, F. Julian, surveyor, H.B.M. Works department, Shanghai
Marshall, F. W., accountant. Chartered Bank of India, Manila
Marshall, H. A., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Saigon
Marshall, J., second engineer, steamer Namvian, Haiphong and Hongkong
Marshall, Jas., moulder, Tanjong Pagar Hock Co., Singapore
Marshall, J. W., harbour master, Hiogo
Marshall, W., assistant. Horse Repository, Singapoie
Marteaux, telegraph elerk, Hatien, Cochin China
Martel, director, excise department, Saigon
Martell, A., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Shanghai
Marten, K., (Arnhold, Karberg & Co.) clerk, Praya
Marten, W. S., assistant, Hall and Holtz Co-operative Co., Shanghai
Martens, A., (Melchers & Co.) clerk, Hankow
Martens, J., agent, Netherlands Trading Society, Singapore

Marti, B., “Los Catalanes,” Manila
Marti y Correa, F., magistrate, Manila
Marti, V., (J. Zobel) chemist, Gungua, Philippines

Martia, D. M., chief draftsman and surveyor. Municipality, Singapore

Martignohs, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Martin, agent for Guieu Freres, Hanoi
Martin, accountant, opium excise, Saigon

Martin, lieutenant, M.M. steamer Saigon, Haiphong and Saigon

Martin (Vergonjeaune) blacksmith, Saigon
Martin, A., clerk, forestry de|iartment, Manila
Martin, A. M., (John Little & Co.) wareliouseman, Singapore

Martin, C., (Martin & Co.) merchanr, Yokohama
Martin, C. S. S., (Ker & Co.) clerk, Iloilo

Martin, Ch., first lieutenant of ti'oops, Saigon

Martin, H., pilot, Shanghai
Martin, E. M., (Whitfield & Cc.) assistant, Yokohama
Martin, F. R., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Wenchow
Martin, G., (Butterfield A Swire) tea inspector, Foochow
Martin, H. R. H, manager. Gas Works, West point

Martin, I., premier commis, Messageries Maritimes, Shanghai
Martin, J., oficial, tesoreria general, Manila
Martin, J., liglitkeep* r in charge, Lanjmocks lighthouse, Amoy
Martin, Rev. J., missionary, Hok NTing Foo, Foochow
Martin, J., (Martin A Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Martin, J., Junr., (Martin & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Maitin, J. M., assistant, tiil)unal de cuentas, Manila
Martin, Rev. J. P., French missionary, Bangkok
Martin, M., photngrapln r, Singapore

Martin, T., lanndryman, H.K. Steam Laundry Co., Bowrington
Martin, W. A. P., LL.H., president. College of Peking, Peking
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Martin, W. J., superintendent of public works, Larut
Martin-Lanciarez, Cav. E., Cliaige cl’Aflfaires, Italian Legation, Tokio
Martinelli, B., (L. Caudrellier) assistant, Tokobama
Martinet, Eev. J. B., Eoman Catholic missionary, Shanghai
Martinez, A., (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk, Ih ilo

Martinez, E., assistant, public works department, Manila
Martinez, F. de P., contador, tribunal de cuentas, Manila
Martinez, P. F., promotor fiscal, ecclesiastical dept., Manila
Martinez, E. S. J., (F. L. Eoxas) clerk, Manila
Martinez, E., Euiz, director general, adminis. civil, Manila
Martinoff, G., teacher of English and Gorman, Gymnasium, Wladiwoslook
M rtinon, C., proprietor, " Imprimerie Commerciale,” Saigon
Martins, 0. F. F., ensign of police, Macao
Martins, J. A. Eodrigues, consul general for Brazil, Shanghai
Martins, J. P. d’A., paymaster, Portuguese corvette Estephania

Martins, Eev. J. dos E., missionary, Timor
Martins, E., clerk, Comptoir d’ Escompte, Shanghai
Martins, E. F., (Celestial Empire office) overseer, Shanghai
Martinson, W., lightkeeper. Maritime Customs, Shanghai
Martsinkeviecz, G. G., (Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co.) clerk, Hankow
Marty, A. E-, merchant and commission agent. Queen’s road
Marty, P., (A. E. Marty) assistant, Haiphong
Martyn, E. W., cadet. Government service, Sarawak
Marzal, J. de L., interpreter, Spanish Legation, Peking
Marzano, B., regidor secretario, ayuntamiento, Manila
Marzano, Dr. M., abogado, Ayuntamiento, Manila
Marzo, B

,
agent, Compania general de Tabacos, Pampanga, Tarlac, Philippines

Mas y Otzet, F. de, teacher of French, nautical academy, Manila
Mascarenhas, J. S., exchange broker, Hiogo
Masco, J. E. P., assistant. Botanical department, Manila
Masferrer, J., surgeon, army medical department, Manila
Masius, F., (A. Markwald & Co.) merchant, Bangkok
Mason, A., mechanic. Maritime Customs engineer’s office, Shanghai
Mason, Eev. G. L., missionary, Ningpo
Mason, W., (Imperial Naval Yard) foreman shipbuilder, Hiogo
Mason, W. B., clerk. Government telegraphs, Nagasaki
Masot, Eight Eev. Dr. Salvador, Eoman Catholic missionary, Foochow
Massa, Y., abcgado, Iloilo

Massang, P. N., inspector. Customs, Bangkok
Masse, H., Treasury paymaster, Hanoi
Masselot, clerk. Treasury, Saigon
Massie, J. S., International Hotel, Nagasaki
Masso, Eev. S., Eoman Catholic missionary, Haiphong
Masson, chief engineer, Messageries Fluviales ^teamer Phnoc-Jcien, Saigon
Master, G. C. C., (Sharp, Johnson, & Stokes) solicitor. Queen’s road
Masters, Eev. F. J., missionary. Canton (absent)

Mata, M. F., esciibano, Alcaldias Mayores, Pototan, Philippines

Matchitt, H., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk. Queen’s road
Mateer, Eev. C. W., D.D., missionary, Tung-chow-foo, Shantung
Mateer, Eev. E. M., missionary, Wei Hien, Chefoo
Mateling, G., secretary, German consulate, Amoy
Mather, 11. L., lightkeeper. Green Island lighthouse (absent)

Matheu, F. J., acting magistrate, Manila
Mathewson, J. M., medical missionary, Weihien, Chefoo (ab«ent)

Mathie, J., maritime customs watcher. Canton
Mathie, John, chief engineer, gunboat Adeh, Sarawak
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Tvlatliieson, A., (S. C. Farnham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Mathieson, J., inspector of police, cer.ti’al station

Mathien, J., proprietor, Cohnan’s tiffin rooms, Penang
Maihieu, P. E., proprietor, Colman’s tiffin rooms, Penang
Mathiez, C., (Imprimerie Commerciale) foreman, Saigon
Mathis, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Matbisen, Wm., general broker, Haiphong
Matrat, Rev. R. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki
Matson, J. Melvdie, manager. New Oriental Bank, Queen’s Road
Matta, J. de la, secretary, sanitary department, Manila
Matthews, D. J., (W. Mansfield & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Matthews, J. E., clerk, magistracy, Singapore
Matthews, G. A., (Dyce & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Matthews, W. A., clerk. Land office, Penang
Matti, F. G., watchmaker’, Iloilo

Matti, I. M., watchmaker, Manila
Mattice, A. M., P. A. engineer, U.S.S. Juniata
Maturin, Capt. C. E., Royal Artillery

Malzen, F., assist, pilot, str. Kiang-yung, Shanghai and Hankow
Maud(', C. T., second secretary, British Legation, Peking
Maughan, Alf., sergeant of police, Singapore
Manndrell, Rev. H., missionary, Nagasaki (absent)

Maureli, J., surgeon, army medical department, Manila
Mauss, overseer of quays, Saigon
Maussion-Miramond, de, lieutenant colonel, Saigon
Maver, J., chief officer, steamer Halting, China coast

Maw, D., (John Little & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Maxwell, Hon. F. R. O., Resident of Sarawak Proper
Maxwell, J., sergeant. Naval Yard Police

Maxwell, J. B., (Comes & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Maxwell, J. L., M.A., M.D., missionary, Taiwanfoo
Maxwell, T. E., lieutenant and commander H.B.M. despatch vessel Vigilant

Maxwell, R. W., acting inspector general of police, Singapore
Maxwell, Hon. W. E., commissioner of lands, Singapore

May, A. J., assistant master. Central school, Gough street

May, C., ligl.tkeeper, in charge, Dodd Island, Amoy
May, F. H., Hongkong Colonial Cadet, Peking
May, F. N., assistant. Maritime Customs, Shanghai
May, G., storeman, H.M. Naval Yard
May, J. C., (Hunter & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
May, J. H., Maritime Customs tidesurveyor, Shanghai

Mayer, A., contractor and timber merchant, Saigon

Mayer, A. N., ensign, U.S.S. Juniata

Mayer, R
,
photographer, Manila

Mayers, Jos. L., (Langfeldt & Mayers) clerk, Yokohama
Maynard, H. O., (Straits Dispensary branch) manager, Selangor

Maynard, H. R., general manager, Maynard & Co., Penang, Singapore, &c.

Mayne, Lieut. J. G., R. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Singapore

Mazarredo, C., engineer. Forestry department, Manila
Mazeiy, Rev. C., French Catholic Mission, Larut

Mazsing, IT., director. Gymnasium, Wladiwostock

Mazurier, superintendent of French police, Sontay
Meacham, Rev. G. M., D.D., missionax-y, Tokio (absent)

Meade, H. J., Maritime Customs chief tide surveyor, and harbour master, Amoy
Meadows, J. J., missionary, Shaohying, Ningpo
Mears, C. B., gas engineer. Inspectorate of Customs, Peking
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Mecre, Dr. physician, French Legation, Tokio
Medeiros, A. J. de, bishoj) of the diocese, Macao
Medicus, L. 0 ., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Shanghai
Medina, J., master of works, ayuntaiuiento, Manila
Medina, M. G., notario, Alcaldias Mayores, Iloilo

Meech, Kev. S. E., missionary, Peking
Mees, K. A., (J. Ph. vonHemert) clerk, Yokohama
Mehonas, second captain, M. M. steamer Volga, Hongkong and Japan
Mehta, B. S., (Meh’a & Co.) merchant and commission agent, Amoy
Mehta, C. E., (Mehta & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Mehta, D. C., (Mehta & Co.) clerk, Taiwanfoo
Mehta, D. M., (Framjee Hormusjee & Co.) merchant, Queen’s road
Mehta, D. N., (Mehta & Co.) clerk, Takao (absent)

Mehta, E. N., (E. N. Mehta & Co.) merchant and commission agent, Canton.
Mehta, H. M., (Framjee Hormusjee & Co.) merchant. Queen’s road
Mehta, K. B., broker. Queen’s road
Mehta, H. F., (Mehta & Co.) clerk, Takao
Mehta, S. P., (E. IST. Mehta & Co.) merchant, Canton
Meier, A., merchant, Yokohama
Meier, H., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) telegraphist, Shanghai
Meier, J., (Badeckcr & Co.) clerk, AVyudham street

Meier, O., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) assistant, Wladiwostock
Meiklejohn, E., printer, Yokohama
Mein, P. W., (Chartered Bank of India) agent, Manila
Meira, F. X., lightkeeper. Breaker Point, Amoy
Meisner, C. F., (Moiler & Meisner) shipchandler, Bangkok
Meisterhans, C., (Kaltenbach, Fischer & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Mekelsen, F. M., chief officer, steamer Activ, Hongkong and Southern porta

Melbye, E. H., (Dunn, Melbye & Co.) merchant, Praya
Melchers, H., (Melchers & Co.) merchant, Pedder’s wharf (absent)

Meldrum, E. D., (Mactivish & Lehmann) assistant, Hongkew, Shanghai
Meldrum, Jas., pro[)rietor. Saw Mills, Johore
Melendez, A., assistant, public works department, Manila
Melhuish, G, J., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Melliere, J., Eoman Catholic missionary, Nanking
Melliza, C., auctioneer, Iloilo

Mello, Eev. F. X. de, missionary, Timor
Mello, J. F. de, (Boustead & Co.) clerk, Penang
Mello, J. J. de, clerk. Surveyor-general’s office, Singapore
MeUo, L. T. de, (E. F. Thomas) managing clerk, Penang
Melson, F., overseer, Public Works dep irtment, Malacca
Melson, J. S., senior overseer, public works department, Malacca
Melson, J. V., surveyor. Surveyor-general’s office, Penang
Mena, F. A. de, magistrate, Manila (absent)
Menard, A

,
baker and contractor, Wladiwostock

Mencai'ini, A., Spanish consul, in charge of consulate-general, Amoy
Mencarini, J., Maritime Customs assistant, Amoy
Mendelson, J., (Mendelson Brothers) merchant, Yokohama
Mendelsou, S., (Mendelson Brothers) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Mendes, A. N., (Turner & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Mendez, E., (Germann & Co.), clerk, Manila
Mendieta, M. G., chemist, Manila
Mendon9a, F., (Linstead & Davis) clerk. Queen’s road
Mendon9a, H. A. M. de, clerk & wardmaster. Hospital de San Eafael, Macao
Menetrd, clerk, Treasury, Saigon
Menguy, hfad teacher. College at Binhoa, Cochin-China
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itiennie, W., (New Harbour Dock Co.) foreman shipwright, Singapore
Menzies, A. B., Maritime Customs cleik, Tientsin

Menzies, T., chief engiceer, steamer Nam-vian, Haiphong and Hongkong
Mercier, C., engineer, Tamhoi rice mill, Saigon

Mercier, teacher, Adran’s School, Saigon

j^eredith, Lieut. H. W., H.B.M. gun-vessel Midge
j^jeredith, J., garrison sergeant-major, Hongkong
jjjeredith, Venble. T., archdeacon and colonial chaplain, Singapore

^eregalli, E., (Fraser, Earley & Co.) Yokohama
Ty[eienguel, A., chemist, Manila

j^jerewether, E. M., deputy commissioner of lands, Singapore

^erian, J. B., (Ziegler & Co.) merchant, Yokohania

j^reric, master, school at Mytho, Cochin-China

tyjerlande, administrator of native affairs, S.ugon

^erle, J., clerk, Banque de I’lndo Chine, Saigon

j^jermier, hotel keeper, Pnompenh, Camliodia

]y];errells, A. E., inspector. Water Works, Singapore

Tyrerrilees, A. G., proof reader, printing office. Maritime Customs, Shanghai
^erriman, C. H., (Walsh, Hall & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
3y[erriman, J., provision dealer, Yokohama
J^erriman, W. L., clerk. Post office, Yokohama
Merritt, C., sergeant-major. Volunteer Corps, Shanghai

Merthoud, engineer, Tamhoi rice mill, Saigon

Merwanjee, S., broker. Peel street

Merz, Dr., student interpreter, German Legation, Peking

Mesnager, Mme., proprietrix “ Cafe du Commerce, Saigon

Mesney, Venble. Archdeacon, chaplain, Sarawak

Mesny, J. W., Maritime Customs salt watcher, Hankow
Mesny, W., major-general in Chinese Service

Mesquita, E., merchant, Shanghai

Mesrope, J. A., (Zorah, Mesrope & Co.) merchant, Sourabaya

Mess, M., (M. Ginsburg) clerk, Nagasaki

M' ss, N., (M. Ginsburg) clerk, Yokohama
Messier, commis. Customs, Haiphong

Metge, Eev. A., teacher. College of Pulo Penang, Penang
Mettlerkamp, F,, (Moller & Meisner) shipchandler, Bangkok
Metze, hospital inspector, German Naval hospital, Yokohama
Meugniot, Ph., Eoman Catholic missionary, Shanghai

Meuser, O., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Slianghai

Mex, trader, Haiphong
Meyer, A., secretary, “ Magain Aboth,” synagogue, Singaj^ore

Meyer, A. A., (Mey r & Co.) merchant, Hiogo (absent)

Meyer, C. A., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Kiukiang

Mever, C. E., vvatchtr. Maritime Customs, Shanghai

Meyer, E., tailoi', Manila

Meyer, E., (E. Meyer & Co) merchant, Tientsin (absent)

Meyer, E. L., (Behn, Meyer & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Meyer, F. A., “Commercial Academy,” Tokio

Meyer, G. A., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Tamsui

Meyer, H., Maritime Customs, tidewaiter, Tientsin

Meyer, I. B., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Praya central

Meyer, M., (Meyer Bros.) merchant, Singapore

Meyer, O., (Eottmann, Strome & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Meysr, Th., consul for France, Singapore (absent)

Meyer, Th., (J. Zobel) chemist, Manila

Meyer, W., (C. Lutz & Co.) clerk, Manila
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Meyer, master mariner, Bangkok
Meyerdircks, Th., (Ahrens & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Meyeren, H., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) telegraphist, Shanghai
Meyerink, W., (Wm. Meyeiink & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Meynet, Q., professor of medicine. University, Manila

Mezger, A., professor of Mining and Metallurg'y, University, Tokio

Michae, M. J., assistant. Hall & Holtz Co-operative Co., Shanghai

Michael, Isaac E., (H. Sassoon Sons & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Micliaelsen, St. C., (Melchers & Co.) merchant, and act. con. for Netherlands &c., S’hai

Michaelsen, master mariner, Bangkok
Michaelson, Capt. G. H., E. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Singapore

Michel, A., assistant lightkeeper. South East Promontory lighthouse, Chefoo

Michel, clerk. Supreme Court, Saigon
Michel, instructor in French, military college, Tokio
Michel, pilot, Saigtn
Michel, C., secretary interpreter, Belgian Legation, Peking
Michelot, foreman, Messageries Fluviales, Saigon
Michelot, L., (Banque de ITndo Chine) manager, Saigon (absent)

Michelsen, C. A., (H. A. Petersen & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Michelsen, L. P., (H. A. Petersen A Co.) merchant, Amoy
Middleton, John, (Middleton <fe Co.) m' rchant, Yokohama
Middleton, O., assistant, Eussell & Co.’s Kin Lee Yuen & Hongkew Wharves, Shanghai
Middleton, P., writer. Government service, Sarawak
Midon, Eev. F., Eoman Catholic provicar apostolic, Yokohama
Mielenhausen, J. W., (Wilck & Mielenhauseu) tailor, Shanghai
Migieu, de, warehouseman, excise department, Baclieu, Cochin-China
Migieux, Mm('. de, dressmaker, Saigon
Mignel, Eev. L., Eoman Catholic missionary, Haiphong
Migueis, T. d’A., substitute judge, Macao
Milcck, T., constable, German Consulate, Tientsin

Miles, H. W., senior clmk. Ordnance Store department
Miles, E. A., proprietor. Colonial Dispensary, Singapore
Miles, E. A., Jr., (Colonial Dispensary) manager, Singapore
Miles, T. R., clerk. Marine department, Singapore
Millie, E.., Maritime Customs tidcwaiter, Shanghai
Milhikoff, J., (Tschuren & Co.) clerk, "\Wadiwostock
Milian y Martinez, captain of Carahineros, Manila
Milisch, C., (Miiisch &Co.) merchant, and vice-consul for Austria, &c., Macao
Milla, V., restaurant keeper, Manila
Milian, R., surgeon major. Army Medical department, Manila
Millar, A., plumber & gas titter, Beaconsfield Arcade and Queen’s road east

Millar, H. G., (Guthrie & <lo.) clerk, Singapore
Millar, J. J., Malay interpreter. Magistracy, Singapore
Millarkey, Jas., (Hongkong and Whampoa Dock Co.) diver, Kowloon
Millat, Manuel, “Los Catalanes,” Manila
Miller, A., chief engineer, str. Haean, China coast

Miller, C. B., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Audacious
Miller, E

,
(Siernssen & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Miller, Eev. E. E., missionary, Tokio
Miller, G., second officer, steamer Nanslian, China coast
Miller, G. W., (C. F. Eeimers A Co.) clerk, Hakodate
Miller, J., (Gilfillan, Wood & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Miller, J. I., (White & Miller) bill broker, Shanghai
Miller, J. M., (Eestern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) electrician, Singapore
Miller, J., assistant steward. General Hospital, Yokohama
Milles, W. J., (Henderson, Macleod, & Milles) physician and surgeon, Shanghai
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Millet, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Milligan, Lieut. F. J., U.S.S. Ossipee
Maine, F. A., staff sergeant, Volunteer Corps, Shanghai
Millon, chief accoimtant. Treasury, Saigon
Millot, E., (E. Millot & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)
Mills, A., third officer, steamer Amatista, Hongkong and Manila
“ills, Kev. C. E., D.D., missionary, Tung-chow-foo, Shantung
Mills, Eev. F. V., missionary, Hangchow
Mills, H., proprietor. Falcon Hotel, Nagasaki
Mills, J. F., lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Pegasus
^ills, Jos., (J. M. Cazalas & Son) assistant foreman, Singapore
Mills, Lieut. D., Eoyal Engineer
Milne, A., (Walsh, Hall & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
“line, J., professor of mining. Engineering College, Tokio
Milner, J, L. H., professor. Commercial School, Macao
Mffigaux, aerated waters manufacturer, Hanoi

fngledortf, Eev. O. Gr., missionary, Nantsiang, Shanghai
A., (Campbell, Heard & Co.) storekeeper, Singapore

.|^^njoot, A. A., clerk of works. Surveyor- General’s office, Singapore

J:|njjot, A. G. L., supdt., “ Imprimerie Commerciale,” Singapore
injoot, A. W., (Katz Brothers) assistant, Singapore

^}njoot, F., (Boustead & Co.) clerk, Singapore
'njoot, J. W., bailiff, water rate dept,. Municipality, Singapore
ffijoot, J., clerk, public works department, Malacca

^ffijoot, J. J., clerk, audit office, Singapore
j^|njoot, J. J., (Lind, Seth & Co.) clerk, Singapore

^J’jnjoot, T. J., clerk, marine department, Singapore
j^'oux, Rev. E., director of Eoman Catholic Orphanage, Canton
Mirabel, M., physician, French Legation, Peking
j^iralda, J., vice-rector, Seminario Conciliar de Jaro, Iloilo

Miranda, S. F., assistant, inspectorate of mines, Manila
^iranda y Cresini, M., assistant. Custom-house, Manila
Miranda y Sidoncha, J. S., engineer. Forestry department, Iloilo

^itchel, Chas. W., missionary, Hanyang, Hankow
^itchell. A., clerk to Attorney-General, Singapore
Mitchell, A., (Curnow & Co.) storekeeper, Yokohama (absent)

^itchell, C. E., marine sorter and first clerk, Post office, Singapore
^itchell, E., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Canton
^^itchell, E. W., (Thomas, Rowe & Smith) clerk. Canton and Macao
jyj^itchell, G., chief warder, gaol, Singapore
jj^itchell, G., pilot, Taku (absent)

jj^itchell, H. W., second clerk. Post office, Singapore
jy^itcheil, J. C., deputy registrar. Supreme court, Singapore

^yj^itchell, J. F., shipbuilder, Pootung, Shanghai
j^^itchell, Jas., (Forbes, Munn <& Co.) clerk, Manila
jyj^itchcll, R., lieutenant, IJ.S.S. Juniata
jj^^itchell, R., (H. & W. Hock Co.) draughtsman, Praya central

jyj^itchell, R. H., chief clerk. Police de|iartment, Penang
jj^itchell, S., (Engineering and Mining Co.) sinker, Tientsin

jj^itchell, W., steward, Windsor House Hotel, Yokohama
jyj^itchell, W. H., surveyor. Revenue Survey department, Singapore

..itchell, chief engineer, steamer Peking, Hongkong and Shanghai
^^itford, Lieut. B. E., “ The Buffs,” East Kent Regiment

oalle, N., shipchandler and pilot, Amoy
Moan, P., inspector of hackney carriages. Police depai’traent, Singapore

Moberly, E. G., (Chartered Bank of I. A. & C.) agent, Yokohama
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Mobey, first adjutant, Municipal Council, Saigon
Mobsby, Gr., pilot, and librarian Temperance Society, Shanghai
Mody, H. N., auctioneer and broker. Bank Buildings
Mody, P. C., broker, Shanghai
Mody, S. K., broker, Shanghai
Moeller, B., master mariner, Bangkok
Moffat, J., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Shanghai
Mogra, R. S., merchant. Canton
Mohamedally, S., broker, Graham street

Mohlen, M. von der, (Kaltenbach, Fisher & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Mohn, B. E., (Jucker, Sigg ife Co.) assistant, Bangkok
Mohsen, Mirza, (H. M. M. Ally & Co.) clerk, Lyndhurst terrace
Moir, A., assistant, antimony mines, Sarawak
Moisan, Rev. Fr., S. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai
Mojica, J., clerk, audit department, Manila
Molchanoff, J. M., (Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co.) merchant, Hankow
Molchanoff, N. M., (Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co.) clerk, Hankow
Molchanoff, (Tokmakoff, Molotkoff & Co.) agent, Kalgan
Molin, A., teacher, school at Mytho, Cochin-China
Molin, J., teacher, school at Mytho, Cochin-China
Molina y Martell, A., oficial, consejo de administracion, Manila
Molina, M., assistant, Spanish Royal Mail Steamer’s office, Manila
Molina, N., notario, ecclesiastical department, Iloilo

Molins, J., ayudante, sub-inspeccion general del Ejercito, Manila
Molins y Lemanz, E., sub-inspector del Ejercito, Manila
Mollendorf, master mariner, Bangkok
Mbllendorff, Dr. O. F. von, vice-consul for Germany, Praya east

Mbllendorff, P. G. von, vice-president. Foreign Office, and chief of Customs, Seoul
Moller, Chrys., (Nils Mbller) assistant, Shanghai
Moller, Nils, shipowner and agent, Shanghai
Mollison, J. P., (Mollison, Fraser & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Molloy, E., Maritime Customs boat officer, Wuhu
Molotkoff, N. J., (Tokmakoff, Molotkoff & Co.) clerk, Hankow
Molotkoff, O. J., ( i'okmakoff, Molotkoff & Co.) merchant, Hankow
Momsen, E., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Hoihow
Monalits, S. W., (B. Velozo) clerk, Cebu
Monasterio, A., assistant, tribunal de Cuentas, Manila
Moncada, A., surgeon, army medical department, Manila
Mouceaux, medical practitioner, Saigon
Moncet, A. (A. Fabre) assistant, Wladiwostock
Moncur, N., second officer, steamer Chintung, China coast
Mondini, Ph., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Ningpo
Mondlsgorra, J., assistant. Custom House, Manila
Monro, J. D., (Bradley & Co.) clerk, Swatow
Monsarrat, F. G., chief officer, P. & O. steamer Thibet, Hongkong and Japan
Monsenares, S., keeper of hulk Cadiz, Chinkiang
Montague, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Montaignac, de, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon
Montaignac de Chanvance, de, commis. Customs, Haiphong
Monteggio, B., assistant. Grand Hotel, Yokohama
Moutegut, tavernkeeper, Saigon
Monteiro, A. J., (P. A'uy) assistant, Singapore
Monteiro, A. J., lightkeeper, Malacca
Monteiro, A. J., clerk, court of requests, Singapore
Monteiro, C. P., clerk. Treasury, Penang
Monteiro, F., clerk. Municipality, Singapore
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Monteiro, H., apprentice, govt, medical department, Penang
Monteiro, J., keeper of powder magazine, Singa])ore

Monteiro, John, (Gilfillan, Wood & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Monteiro, J. J., clerk, Medical department, Penang
Monteiro, J. P., messenger, Secretary-Greneral’s office, Macao
Montero, E., oficial, tesoreria general, Manila
Monteiro, T. J. B., a.«sistant, Lisbon Dispensary, Macao
Monteiro, V. C., clerk, Tanjong Pagar Dock Co., Singapore

Montejo y Robledo, F., interventor. Admin. Central de Rentas, Manila
Montell, H. H., Maritime Customs tidewait. r, Tamsui
Montella, J. R., lieutenant, Carabineros, Manila

Montero, R. B., assistant, Compania General de Tabacos, Manila

Montes, J. de, ayudantc of Prisons, Manila

Montgomery, G. F., Maritime Customs assistant. Canton
Montgomery, P. H. S., Maritime Customs assistant, (absent)

Montojo, S., ayudante, naval forces, Manila

Montojo, V., ayudante, naval forces, Manila

Montojo, V., major-general, naval forces, Manila

Montvenoux, Mine. Eug., wine mercliant and storekeeper, Saigon

Moomeen, A., (E. Pabaney) manager, Lyndhurst terrace

Moon, Miss Lottie, missionary, Chefoo "’i

Mooney, C ,
(China Traders’ Insurance Co.) assistant. Queen’s road

Mooney, J., master mariner, 15, Wyndham street
’

Mooney, J., third engineer, steamer Douglas, Hongkong and Foochow
Moonshee, S. D., broker, Queen’s road

Moore, B., clerk. Associated Wharves, Shanghai

Moore, C. F., photographer and auctioneer, Peking

Moore, C. S., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Praya

Moore, E., sergeant. Naval Yard police

Moore, J., Maritime Customs tide waiter. Canton

Moore, Rev. J. P., missioimry, Tokio

Moore, L., broker and auctioneer, Shanghai

Moore, L. P., merchant, Yokohama
Moore, T. E., carpenter, H.B.M.S. Cleopatra

Moorehead, T., Maritime Customs tidesurveyor and harbour master, Hankow
Moorehead, J. H. M., Maritime Customs assistant, Tientsin

Moorhead, R. B.; Commissioner of Customs, NewchVang
Moos, P., captain, steamer Alwine, China coast

Moosa, C., draper, Macao
Moosa, J., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Moosa, S., clerk, Post-office

Moosabhoy, Abdulkader, (Abdoolally Elirahira & Co.) manager. Gage street

Moothia, P., sub-postmaster, Niebong 'I'abal, Penang
Moquin-Tandon, acting director of Botanical Gardens, Saigon

Morales, E., alferez, Carabineros, Iloilo

Morand, J
,
(J. Colomb & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

Morandiere, engineer in-chief, railway company, Saigon

Morandini, butcher, Haiphong
Morant, Commodore G.D., R.N., Naval Yard
Morden, J., (Lane, Crawford Co.) assistant. Queen’s road

More, A. C., (China Sugar Refining Co.) clerk, East Point

Moreau, chief engineer, M. P. steamboat Attalo, Saigon

Moreau, ensign, French gunboat Surprise, Haiphong

Moreau, superintendent of public gardens, Saigon

Moreira, Rev. A. M., missionary, Timor
Moreira, J. C. P., guarda marinha, Portuguese corvette Estephania
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Morel, L., chief of section, railway works, Saigon

Morelos, A., (J. M, Tuason & Co.) clerk, Manila
Morelos, C., (J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk, Manila

Morelos, J., (J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk, Manila
Morelos, N., (J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk, Manila
Moieno, A., agent, Compania Greneral de Tabacos, Caudon, Ylocos Sur, Philippines

Moreno, G-., secretary. Municipal Sanitary department, Manila

Moreno, L. K., secretary -general, Philippines General Tobacco Co., Manila

Moreno, M., clerk. Supreme Court, Manila
Moreno, IST., clerk. Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila
Moreno, V,, assistant, Mint, Manila
Morf, H. C., merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Morgado, Jr., Rev. P. A., chief treasurer. Ecclesiastical dept., Macao
Morgan, P. E. W., lieutenant, H.B.M S. Ciiracoa

Morgan, E. H., surveyor. Revenue Survey department, Singapore

Morgan, S., ensign, ij.S.S. Juniata
Morgan, W. M., (Morgan & Stokes) broker, Queen’s road
Morgenroth, Rev. G., missionary, Basil Mission, Chonghangkang, Canton
Morin, contractor, Saigon
Morinigo, E., assistant, Governor’s office, Iloilo

Morison, M., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore

Moritz, A., (Schmidt & Co ) dork. Sham, hai

Moi’itz, C., (Seeker & Co.) hat manufacturer, Manila

Morney, A. L. de, assist, manager, Penang Plant auons Co., Penang
Momey, C. P. de, assiT. manager, Malakotf Estate, Penang
Momey, P. de, demarkation officer, Krian, Perak
Morney H., manager, Malakoff Estate, Penang
Moron, J. Garcia, engineer, public works department, Manila

Morrell, Lieut. H., U.S.S. Monocacy
Morris, A., third officer, steamer Thales, China coast

Morns, A., (A. De Ath & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Moriis, A. G., (Morris & Ray) ship broker. Bank Buildings

Morris, Rev. A. R,, missionary, Osaka
Morris, J., (Morris & Co.) commission agent, Shanghai
Morris, John, (Kelly & Walsh) manager, printing office, Shanghai

Morris, S. J., (Morris & Wright) broker, Manila
Morris, S J., C.E., (Waters & Dale) civil engineer, Shanghai
Morris, T. J., (C. & J. Trading & Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Morrison, G. James, civil engineer, Shanghai
Morrison, J., manager, Chinese Sabah Land Parming Co., Sandakan
Morrison, Jas., third engineer, steamer Yehsin, China coast

Morrison, W., medical practitioner, Kewchwang
Morriss, E., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) acting manager, Yokoha,ma
Morriss, Henry, (Morriss & Pergusson) bill & bullion broker, Shanghai
Morse, P. S., (Smith, Baker & Co.) merchant, Hiogo
Morse, H. B., Maritime Customs assistant, Tientsin

Morse, J. R., (American Trading Co.) manager, Yokohama
Morse, W. H., (Smith, Baker & Co.) merchant, Hiogo
Morsel, P. H., boat officer. Customs, Jenchuan, Corea

Morstadt, R., (Schmidt, Kustermann & Co.) clerk, Penang
Mortimore, F. W., assistant paymaster in charge, H.B.M. gunboat Firebrand

Murtimore, R. H., acting assistant, British Consulate, Shanghai
Morton, A., (New Harbour Dock Co.) foreman engineer, Singapore
Morton, C. H., tavernkeeper, Hiogo
Morton, W. W., second officer, steamer Kwong-lee, China coast

Mortreux, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon
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j^osby, B. C., United States vice and deputy consul, Caine road

^osby, John S,, United States consul, Caine road

j^oscovish, Mme., tavernkeeper, Saigon

j^josely, J. A., (U. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Praya central

;f^joses, A. C., (Sarkies & Moses) merchant, Singapore

J^foses, Catcbick, (Sarkies & Moses) merchant, Singapore

]y[oses, E. J., (A. E. J. Abraham) clerk, Shanghai

]y[oses, Gr. G-., (M. J. Carapiet) assistant, Singapore

}^ijoses, Eev. Hillel, rabbi, “Magain Abcth ” synagogue, Singapore

]^oses, J. S., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk, Queen’s road

Mo.ses, M. C., (Moses & Co.) watchmaker and photographer, Singap* re

j^oses, M. J., (Moses & Elias) broker, Shanghai

\loses, M. M., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Moses, N. C., (Sarkies & Moses) clerk, Singapore

Moses, S. M., (Meyer Bros.) clerk, Singapore

Mosle, G. R., (Ahrens & Co.) clerk, Yokohama

]yjoss, A. Spence, engineer, state railway department, Selangor

Moss, C. D., chief clerk, British court, Yokohama
]yfoss, E. J., furniture wa!'eh< use, Yokohama

Moss, Sergt. E. P., steward, army medical department, Siugap re

Moss, E. W., merchant, Shanghai

Moss, E-> (Hooglandt & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Moss S., (H. & W. Dock Co.) draughtsman, Praya central

Moss, T., (D. Musso & Co.) clerk. West point

Mossop, W. H. R., (Dennys & Mossop) solicitor, Queen’s road

Motabiioy, H., (Abdoolally Ebrahim & Co.) clerh, Gage street

Motabhoy, T., (A. M. Essabhoy) clerk, Cochrane street

Motion, J.j watchmaker, Singapore (absent)

]\fottu. A., (Schone & Mottn) merchant, Yokohama

]\joubray, B. St. J., lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Champion

Mougeol, forester, Municipal department, Saigon

Moucreot, medical practitioner, Saigon

Moufe, Yen. Archdeacon A. E., B.D., secretary. Church Missionary Society, Shanghai

Moule,' Et. Rev. Geo. E., D.D., Bishop in Mid-China, Hangchow

Mouly, Y., S.J., Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai

Mouien’e, M., merchant, Pottinger street

Mourente, B., merchant, Pottinger street

Moutrie, S., piano warehouse, Slianghai

Movizen, hotel proprieter, Hakodadi

Mowat, R. A., assistant judge, H.B.M. Supreme court, Shanghai

Mowe,’s., assistant master. Raffles’ Institution, Singapore

Mowjee, Soomar, (Ebrahimbhoy Pubaney) manager, Shanghai

Moya, J., alfererce, horse guards, Manila

Mudd Jno. A., assistant paymaster, U.S. Naval Hospital, Yokohama

Mudie, J. R. (H. & W. Dock Co.) cleik of works. New Dock Works, Kowloon

Mudie’, W. D., captain, P. & O. steamer Thibet, Hongkong and Japan

Muenster, Tokio
_ , v

Mugaburo, Rev. P., Roman Catholic mis.sionary, lokoharna (absent)

Mngliston, T. C., medical practitioner and coroner, Singapore

Mufruruza, E., assistant. Forestry department, Manila

Muhlensteth, H. J., (Gt. Northern T. legraph Co.) operator, Shanghai

Muhry. 0., (Behn, Meyer & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Muir,“ Jas., (W. E. Scott & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Muir, John, secretary, Rawang Tin Mine, Selangor

Muir, W. C. P., ensign, U.S. gunboat Palos

Muir Wm., (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) coppersmith, Singapore
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Muir, Miss, China Inland missionary, Hancbong
Muirhead, H., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk in charge, Singapore

Muirhead, J., second engineer, steamer Ningpo, Shanghai and Hongkong
Muirhead, Kev. W., missionary, Shanghai

Mulder, A. T. L. R., government civil engineer, Tokio

Muldoor, J., (Taikoo Sugar Refining Co.) assist uit. Quarry Bay
Mulla, Jamsetjee, (D. Nowrojee) godownkeeper, Bowrington
Muller, A., (M. Raspe & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Muller, A., (Carlos Plitt) assistant, Manila

Muller, B. J., pilot, Shanghai
Muller, C., proprietor, “Eureka Hotel,” Hiogo
Muller, C. B., broker, Shanghai
Muller, B., (H. Klopp) assistant, Banglok
Muller, E., (B. Grimm & Co.) druggist and importer, Bangkok
Muller, E. W., Butch translator. Resident Councillor’s office, Malacca
Muller, G. F., Maritime Customs assistant, Foochow
Muller, H., (Aruhold, Karberg & Co.) clerk. Canton
Muller, H. C., Maritime Customs tide surveyor (absent)

Muller, J., (W. F. Garland & Co.) surveyor, Sandakan, Br. North Borneo
Muller, J. B., (Staehelin & Sta': knecht) merchant, Singapore

Muller, J. E., (Birchal, Robinson & Co.) clerk, Manila
Muller, W., consul for Sweden and Norway, Bangkok
Mullins, D., Maritime Customs, assistant examiner, Kiukiang
Mumbux, E., (H. A. Badman) assistant, Bangkok
Miinch, Otto, (Simon, Evers & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Miinchau, C., master mariner, Bangkok
Mundy, G. H. B., lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Cleopatra

Mungal, A., (Cohen & Sons) manager, Larut
Munn, B., (Forbes, Munn & Co.) mercliant, Manila
Munoz, F., alferez, Seccion de Ai'chivo, Manila
Munoz, Jcse, Jr., clerk, Sociedad de Seguros Maritimos Mutuos, Manila
Munoz, Juan, proprietor, “Bazar Oriental,” Manila
Munoz, J. P., alferez, Carabineros, Manila

Munro, J. M., second engineer, steamer Saltee, Hongkong and Haiphong
Munsch, chief engineer, M. F. steamboat Francis Gamier, Saigon

Mur, J. M., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Muracur, P., proprietor “ Grand Hotel,” Yokohama
Murat, J. P. de, (Logan & Ross) managing clerk, Penang
Murcia, A. G., captain on staff, Carabineros, Manila
Mureau, charge du service du g^uie, Haiphong
Murdock, Miss V. C., M.B., missionary, Kalgan
Murgmaldy, G., ayudante. Bivision forestal, Visayas, Philippines

Murillo, J. S., assistant, adminis. colecciones y labores, Manila

Murphy, B., chief engineer, steamer White Cloud, Hongkong and Macao
Murphy, P., wardmaster. Lunatic Asylum, Bonham road

Murra}^, A. J., lieutenant, R. Inniskilling Fusilieis, Singapore

Murray, B., sub-agent, British and Foreign Bible Society, Shanghai
Murray, E. B., (Mollison, Fraser & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Murray, G., (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Sourabaya
Murray, G. T., Maritime Customs tide waiter, Chefoo

Mun\y, G. C., A. C. G. O., senior Ordnance Store officer

Murray, G. P., assistant, Penang Horse Repository, Penang
Murray, Rev. John, missionary, Tsi-nan-foo

Murray, J. W., (Ker & Co.) clerk, Manila
Murray, M. E., (Margesson & Co.) merchant and vice consul for Great Britain, Macao
Murray, T. A. L., (Borrreo Company) assisi ant, Bangkok
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Murray, W. H., a^ent, National Bible Society of’ Scotland, Peking
Murray, W. C., (Iveson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Murray-Aynsley, J. F., luidsliipman, H.B.M. corvette Champion
Murton, C. Hall, sub-manager. Chartered Bank of I. A. & C., Singapore
Muse, Miss A. J., missionary, Shanghai
Musgrave, F., second engineer, steamer Thales, China coast
Muspiere, second lieutenant of troops, Haiphong
Musso, Chevr. D., (D. Musso & Co.) merchant and consul for Italy, West point
Mustan, E., inspector of police, Penang
Mustard, K. W., (Mustard & Co.) commission agent, Shanghai
l^ustel, C. E., Roman Catholic missionary, Ningpo
Myburgh, A., (Myburgh & Dowdall) barrister-at-law, Shanghai
Myers, C., merchant, Tientsin
Myers, H. S., (Crasemann & Hagen) merchant, Cbefoo
Myers, W. W., M.B., medical practitioner, Takao

Nachtigal, G., (Langfeldt & Mayers) manager, Yokohama
Hachtrieb, A., (Bavier, Meyer & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Nachtrieb, A., (Sclionhard & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Hachtrieb, G., (Schonhard & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Nachtrieb, G., (Schonhard & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)
Nahapiet, Rev. D. S., vicir of Armenian Church, Singapore
Nahapiet, M. D., clerk of Court, KuUat, Br. Nor'th Borneo
Nail, C. H., (Forrester & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Nainby, second officer, steamer Yangtsze, China coast

Naismitb, G., (Hongkong and Whampoa Dock) foreman boilermaker, Kowloon
Nalda, C., medical practitioner, and professor. University, Manila
Nalda, P., medical practitioner, and surgeon to prisons, Manila
INankivell, G., foreman smith. Government railway service, Yokohama
Nano, J., (Smith, Bell & Co.,) clerk, Cebu
Nansou, E. J., (Rodyk & Davidson) solicitor, Singapore
Nansot, administrator of native affairs, Saigon
Nantes, N. J., captain, P. & O. steamer Teheran, Hongkong and Japan
Naranjo, S., surgeon, army medical department, and professor. University, Manila
Naranjo y Gomez, S., secretary, army medical department, Manila
Narro, P. M.,profesor de derecho canonico, and presdt. S. Juan de Letram College, Manila

Nartus, acting Harbour Master, Saigon
Nasch, E., (Chasseriau Estate) engineer, Singapore
Nash, Rev. C. B., missionary, Hangchow (absent)
Nash, Major E. W., Royal Artillery

Nash, W. J., paymaster, H.B.M. gun-vessel Swift
Nasse, L., conductor. Pioneer estate, Johore
Natermann, G., (Grosser & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Nathan, E., broker, Malacca
Nathan, S. A., (B. D. Sassoon & Co.) raerebant, Shanghai
Nathan, S. J., (S. Manasseh & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Natherou, chief engineer, M. M. steamer Saigon, Haiphong and Saigon

Natividad, C., clerk, Hongkong and S'aanghai Bank, Manila
Naudin, F., (Kirchuer & Boger) clerk, Shanghai
Naudin, J. (Boyes & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Naumann, Dr. jP. E., director of Geological Survey ofJapan, Tokio

Nauta, J. M., photographer, and proprietor cigar factory, Penang
Navaria, A., reporter, Shanghai Mercury office, Shanghai
Navarro, H., preparador conservador, botanical department, Manila
Navegaute, M.', engineer and boilermaker, Iloilo

Navelle^ administrator of native affairs, Saigon
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Naylor, J., (Engineering and Mining Co.) overman, Tientsin
^Jazer, J. S., (Geo. McBain) clerk, Shangliai
Neal, E. C. St. J. B., lieutenant, H.B.M. gun-vessel Linnet
Neal, J. B., M.D., medical missionary, Tungcliow-foo, Shantung
Neave, D. C., manager, Singapore and Straits Printing office, Singapore
Neave, J. S., (McAllister & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Nebot, Kev. J., Roman Catholic missionary. Ban Kim Cheng, Formosa
Nedelajeff, M., (Kunst and Albers) clerk, Wladivostock
Negre, A. P., exchange broker, Yokohama
Negro, M., assistant professor of pharmacy. University, Manila
Neil, E., Kidsugama Cotton Mill, Osaka
Neilson, C., second captain, steamer Namvian, Haiphong and Hongkong
Neithardt, E,, (Katz Bros.) manager, import dept., Penang
Nelligar, E., chief clerk. Protectorate of Chinese, Penang
Nello, J., (Hollmann & Co.) clerk, Manila
Nelson, A., chief pilot, steamer Kiang-yimg, Shanghai and Hankow
Nelson, H., manager in charge, Maynard & Co., Penang
Nelson, H., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Kiukiang
Nelson, J. W. S., chief officer, steamer Yung-cliing, China coast
Nelson, M., pilot, Shanghai
Nelson, P. J., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Penang
Nelson, Lieut.-Comdr. T.^ commander U.S. gunboat Palos
Nelson, V. S., ensign, U.S.S. Ossipee
Nelson, Mme. Vve., tavernkeeper, Saigon
Nelson, Miss, head mistress. Raffles’ Institution Girls’ School, Singapore
Nembrini-Gonzaga, C. de, (Russell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Nemirovitch-Dantcheuko, P., teacher of Greek and Latin, Gymnasium, Wlaiiwostocl?
Nesbitt, D., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai
Nesbitt, J. E., manager, Dockyard, Foochow
Nethersole, H., aerated waters manufacturer, Singapore
Netter, E., dean, ecclesiastical department, Manila
Neubourg, Aug., (A. Neubourg & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Neubronner, A. D., consul for Siam, Penang
Neubronner, A., Malay interpreter. Supreme Court, Malacca
Neubronner, A. W., (Borneo Co.) clerk, Singapore
Neubronner, Ed., (De Wind, Neubronner & Co.) planter, Malacca
Neubronner, E. W., clerk. Government Printing office, Singapore
Neubronner, J. C., clerk. Magistracy, Singapore
Neubronner, J. L., (Borneo Co.) clerk, Singapore
Neubronner, L. A., (Borneo Co.) clerk, Singapore
Neubronner, L. E., clerk of the court, Sandakan
Neves, O. A., assistant collector, H.K. Steam Laundry Co., Bowrington
Neves, Rev. J. H. das, vicar of St. Anthony’s church, Macao
Nevile, H. I. W., midshipma'i, H.B.M. S. Audacious
Neville, A. J. W., staff-commander, H.B. M.S- Audacious
Neville, F., (R. H. Powers & Co.) assistant, Nagasaki
Nevius, Rev. John L., D.D., missionary, Chefoo
Newbold, S., warder. Gaol, Singapore
Newbury, J., Maritime Customs examiner, Amoy
Newham, H. L., second officer, steamer Haeaii, Cuina coast

Newland, C. C., acting chief inspector of police. Penang
Newland, C. F., surgeon, H.B.M. gun-vessel Midge
Newland, H. O., acting superintendent of jiolice, Singapore
Newland, R. B., lieutenant, H.B.M. S. Curacoa
Newman, E. S., Chefoo Family Hotel, Chefoo
Newman, Geo., gunner, H.B.M.S. Cleopatra
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Newman, Lieut.-Comdr. W. B., TJ.S.S. Ossipee

Newman, Walter, (Newman & Co.) public tea inspector, Foochow (absent)

Newman, W. H., British consul, Bangkok
Newman, Mrs. E., proprietrix, Chefoo Family Hotel, Chefoo

Newton, H., assistant engineer to Municipality, Singapore

Newton, J., captain, steamer Danube, Hongkong and Bangkok
Newton, W., superintendent moulder, Kiangnan Aisenal, Shanghai

Newton, W., (Eastern Erxtension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore

Newton, Miss Ella J., missionary, Foochow

Neyra, A., (I. M. Matti) assistant, Manila

Neyret, chief, fomdh office. Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Nichol, F. E., (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Nichol, E., inspector of Police, Pi rak

Nicholas, E. T., (Corues & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Nicholas, F., forest ranger, land office. Province Wellesley

Nicholas, F- W., diesser. Medical department, Kinta, Perak

Nicholas, J., (Ptwell & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Nicholls, A., boatswain, H.B.M.S. Audacious

Nicholls, B., (Wilson, Nicholls & Co.) sliijmhandler, Amoy
Nichols, Lieut. F. W., navigator, U.S.S. Monocacy

Nicholson, C. S., lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Peejasus

Nicholson, J. C., (Hongkong ifi, Shanghai Bank) assistant accountant, Shanghai

Nicholson, J. F., (Syme & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Nicholson, J. J., assistant master. Free School, Penang

Nicholson, W. D., senior lighikieper, Malacca

Nickel, C. T. M., stevedore and customs agent, Hiogo

Nickels, M. C., broker, Shanghai

Niekelsen, E. C., town inspector. Municipality, Penang

Nicol, A. J., clerk, Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, Shanghai

Nicol, W., captain, H.S.M. steamer Regent, Bangkok
Nicolai, Et. Etv. Bishop, Eussian mission, Tokio

Nicolai, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Nicolas, surveillant. Customs, Haiphong
Nicolas, surgeon, gunboat Surprise, Haiphong

Nicolas, D., foreman shipwright, govt. Dockyard, Yokoska, Japan

Nicolas, Eev., Eussian Greek Orthodox mission, Peking

Nicoll, Eev, G., China Inland missionary, Chungking

Nicolle, P. A., (P. A. Nicolle & Co.) merchant, Hiogo

Niedhardt, E., proprietor, Medical Hall, Queen’s road

Nielsen, F. G., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) telegraphist, Shanghai

Nielsen, J., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) operator, Shanghai

Nielsen, O., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) clerk, Amoy
Nielsen, W. H., assistant, “ Hotel de la Paix,” Singapore

Nienkey, J., clerk, Penang Foundry Co., Penang
Nienstead, F. J. H., marshal, U.S. Consulate, Hingo

Nieto, L., pharmacist, army medical department, Manila

Nieto, E., assistant. Mint, Manila

Nightingale, J. H., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Hankow
Niles, Miss M. W., M.D., missionary. Canton

Nilsen, J. P., (Kuster’s brick-kiln) assistant, Wladiwostock

Nimmo, E., overseer of roads, municipal woiks department, Singapore

Ninault, clerk. Direction of native affairs, Hanoi

Niobey, E., lawyer, Saigon

Nissim, M., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk, Ningpo

Nissle, E., (Moller & Meisner) assistant, Bangkok

Nisted, master mariner, Bangkok
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Niven, J. C., second engineer, steamer Phra Chom Klao, Bangkok and Hongkong
Nobert, interpreter and secretary. Direction of native affairs, Hanoi
Noble, A. K., (G. Domoney & Co.) storekeeper, Yokohama
Noble, E., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Oenhai-maru, Japan
Noble, G. E., sub- manager, Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, Queen’s road
Noble, J., lightkeeper in charge. Middle Dog, Amoy
Noble, W. C., treasurer, American Board of Missions, Peking
Nocentini, L., secretary interpreter, Italian Legati.m, Peking
Nocht, Dr., assistant surgeon, H.I. German M. gunboat litis

Noel, G. W., (Maitland & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Noel, W. W., clerk, China Traders’ Insurance Co., Shanghai
Nogueira, V., (H.C. & M.S.B. Co.) wharfinger, Macao
Nolan, N., head turnkey, Victoria Gaol
Nolting, J., (Taumeyer & Co.) clerk, Slianghai

Nonis, F., foreman. Government Printing office, Singapore
Nonis, G. B., (A. A. Anthony & Co.) clerk, Penang
Nonis, A., (J. M. Lyon & Co.) fitter, Singapore
Nonis, J., apprentice, jmblic works d >pt., Singapore
Nonis, J., clerk. Surveyor-general’s ofiice, Singapore
Nonis, J., (Guthrie & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Nonis, H., clerk. Laud office, Malacca
Nonis, W. H., clerk, land office, Malacca
Noodt, J. H. M., Maritime Customs tide-waiter, Swatow
Noodt, Oscar, (Herton & Co.) clerk, Hoihow
Nooroodin, B. M., (Abdoolally Ebrah'm & Co.) clerk. Gage street

Nordhorst, O., (A. Cordes & Co.) clerk, Tientsin
Nordin, V. M., Penang
Noren, Oscar, (Nils Mbller) assistant, Shanghai
Norfleet, E., P. A. Surgeon, IJ.S. naval hospital, Yokohama
Norman, A., manager, Rising Sun office, Nagasaki
Norman, A. C., assistant superint -ndent of public works, Selangor
Noronha, A. J., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai
Noronha, D., (Noronha & Co.) printer, Zetland street

Noronha, F. de P., member of municipal council, Macao
Noronha, H. D., clerk, Government printing office, Singapore

Noronha, H. L., superintendent. Government Printing office, Singapore
Noronha, J., clerk. Chartered Bank of India, Australia & China, Shanghai
Noronha, L., (Noronha & Co.) printer, Zetland street

Noronha, S. A., (Noronha & Co.) compositor, Zetland street

Norrington, E., chief engineer, H.B.M. dispatch vessel Vigilant

Norris, C. V., apothecary, lock hospital, Penang
Norris, G., assist, treasurer and collector of stamp I’evenue, Penang
Norris, Lieut. Geo. A., executive officer, U.S.S. Enterprise

Norris, R. C., overseer, public works dept., Penang
Norris, E.. O., (Netherlands Trading’ Society) clerk, Singapore
Norris, W., registrar of burials, Singapore
Norris, W., clerk, import and export office, Singapore
Norris, W. W., clerk, marine department, Singapjore

Norris, Wm., chief clerk, Colonial Treasury, Singapoi’e

North, C. J., Er.N., engineer. Naval Yard
North, John, (Medical Hall and Dispensary) chemist, Yokohama
North, Rev. T. E., missionary, Teh-ngan, Hankow
Northcote, G. S

,
cleik. Registrar-general’s office

Northey, H. A., (Galton & Co.) tea inspector, Foochow
Norwood, Miss Sophie, missionary, Swatow
Nostitz, von, captain, H.I. German M.S. Stosch
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Nottle, John, instructor of gunnery, Sarawak Kangers, Sarawak
Nonet, acting inspector of native affairs, Direction of the Interior Saigon
INoury, captain, M. F. steamboat Norodom, Saigon
Noval, J., profesor. University, Manila
Novellas, J. Gr., (Compania General de Tabacos) agent, San Ysidro, Philippines

Novelles, J. Gonzales, sub-inteudente, military administration, Manila
Novion, A., Maritime Customs commissioner, Chinkiang (absent)

Nowrojee, D., merehant and baker, and proprietor of Victoria Hotel, Praya
Nowrojee, Dinshaw, (Mehta & Co.) merchant, Hollywood road
Noyes, 0. H., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Noyes, Eev. H. V., missionary. Canton
Noyes, Miss H., missionary, Canton
Nozaleda, B., vice rector and professor. University, Manila
Nubia, E. M., (Genato & Co.) assistant, Manila
Null, C. R., captain, steamer Haetincj, China coast

Nully, E. de. Maritime Customs assistant, Shanghai
Nunes, A., teacher, St. Francis School, Malacca
Nunes, A., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Nunes, F. S., guarda marinha, Pertuguese corvette Estephania
Nunes, G., printer, Shanghai
Nunes, I. S., compositor, N. 0. Herald office, Shanghai
Nunes, J. S., (China and Japan Trading Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Nunes, M. J., Jr., chief officer, steamer Kiulciang, Hongkong and Macao
Nunis, B., boarding officer. Marine de| artment, Malacca
Nuiiis, F., dresser, medical department, Malacca
Nunis, F. F., sub-ward( r of gaol, Malacca
Nunn, Charles, constable, British consulate, Chinkiang

Nutter, Geo., Maritime Customs clerk, Canton

Nuy, P., architect and contractor, Singapore

Nye, C., captain, Mitsu Bishi steamer Takachilio-matm, Japan

Nj'e, Gideon, United States Vice-consul, Canton

Nygaard, P. N., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) operator, Shanghai

Oastler, W., (Oastler & Co.) sliipbuilder, Hiogo
Obadaya, E. J., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) cleik. Queen’s road

Obadaya, I. E., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Oberlein, C. F., clerk, China and Japan Trading Co., Nagasaki

Oberly, A. S., fleet surgeon, U.S.S. Eichnond

Obregon, M. E. de, judge, Intramuros district, Manila

O’Brien-Butler, P. E., acting assistant, British Consulate, Canton

O’Brien, H. A., acting British Resident, Sungei Ujong

Ocampo, H., (J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk, Manila

Ocampo, M., (Ocampo & Arevalo) druggist, Manila

Ocampo, M. de, assistant. Custom-house, Manila

Ocampo, M. de, coffee house kee])er, Manila

Ocampo, V., (Birchal, Robinson & Co.) clerk, Cebu
Ocampo, V. E. de, wine merchant, Cebu
O’Conner, N. R., secretary, H.B.M. Legation, Peking

O’Conner, E.. S., senior magistrate, Singapore

Odell, John, (Odell Sl Leyburn) merchant, Foochow
Oeikeis, H., (Nils Moller) shipwright, Shanghai

Oestmann, A., commission merchant, Hiogo
Otstmann, C., (Craseman & Hagen) clerk, Chefoo

Oestmann, C., (Simon, Evers & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Oestmann, E., (Simon, Evers & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Ogden, John, (Birchal, Robinson & Co.) merchant, Manila
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O^Hastro, A., (Ogliastro & A. dii Crouzet) merchant, Saigon
O’Gorman, D. A., (Birchal, Robinson & Co.) clerk, Manila
Ogston, J., captain, steamer Hankow, Hongkong and Canton
O’Hashi, T., (Russell & Co.) clerk. Praya
Olilinger, Rev. Franklin, missionary, Foochow
Ohlmer, E., deputy commissioner of Maritime Customs, Canton
Oiesen, J. F., Maritime Customs assistant, Swatow
O’KeetFe, S. A., apothecary. Govt, medical department, Penang
O’Kelly, assist, commissioner of marine fonds, Saigon
O’Kelly, clerk, Direction of the Interior, Saigon
Olagner y Felui, R., oficial, tribunal de cuentas, Manila
Olaguer, R., (“ La Puerta del Sol ”) assistant, Iloilo

Olano, A., assistant, Spanish Royal Mail steamers’ office, Manila
Olano-, V., (Battle Hermanos & Co.) clerk, Manila
Olca, G., jiharmacist, army medical department, Manila
Oldfield, A., (Maynard & Co.) manager, Thaiping, Perak
Oldfield, M. E. L, surveyor. Land office, Selangor
O’Leary, T. S., cadet, U.S. sloop Alert
Olivas, G. L., engineer, inspeccion de montes, Cagayan, Luzon
Olive, P., (Geo. Polite) assistant, Shanghai
Oliveira, A. M. d’, (Oliveira & Co.) broker & interpreter, Spanish consulate, Shanghai
Oliveira, A. M., procurador, Macao
Oliveira, A. M. d’, (American Ti ading Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Oliveira, F. A. P. d’, retired major, Macao
Oliveira, F. M. de, chancelier, Portuguese consulate, Shanghai
Oliveira, F. S., printing manager, JV. G. Herald office, Shanghai
Oliveira, J. B. d’, clerk, Prye River Dock, Penang
Oliveira, J. F. d’, retired major, Macao
Oliveira, V. d’, porter, revenue department, Macao
Oliveiro, D. P. d’, clerk, Butterworth General Hospital, Province Wellesley

Oliveiro, E., draftsman. Municipal Works department, Singapore
Oliveiro, G. H. d’, clerk. Public Works department, Penang
Oliveiro, J. C. d’, clerk to engineer, Municijiality, Penang
Oliveiro, J. J., assistant master. High School, Malacca

.'Oliver, C. H., M.A., professor of English, College of Peking
Oliver, E., overseer (Trafalgar Tapioca estate), Singapore
Oliver, Geo., (Geo. Oliver & Co.) merchant, Foochow and Shanghai (absent)

Oliver, J., overseer, Trafalgar Tapioca estate, Singapore
Oliver, R., boatswain, H.B.M. sloop B'lying Fish

Olives, J. Pregd, sargento-mayor de la Plaza, Manila

Olivier, (Cretin) assistant, Haiphong
Ollard, H. J., assistant paymaster, H.B.M. receiving ship Victor Emanuel
Ollerdessen, H., (Morris & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Ollerdessen, J., clerk, N. C. Herald office, Shanghai
Ollia, D. D., (1). D. Ollia & Co.) merchant and commission agent, Taiwanfoo

Ollia, J. K., (N. D. Ollia) clerk, Amoy (absent)

Ollia, K. D., merchant, Amoy
Ollivier, pilot, Saigon
Ollivier, proprietor. Hotel de I’llnivers, Saigon

Olmedo, Jose de, vice-consul for Spain, Shanghai
Olmo, R. A. del, land inspector, Compania General de Tabacos, Manila

Olmsiead, Miss L. A., mission. iry, Bangkok
Olmsted, F. H., (Smith, Baker & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Olona, A., assistant. Custom House, Manila
Olona, A., agencia maritima y de aduanas, Manila
O’Loughlin, H., chief clerk, public works department, Selangor
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Olsen, A., undertaker, Shanghai
Olsen, A. T., manager, “ German and Scandinavian Sailors’ Home,” Shanghai
Olsen, Alfred, (H. G. Brown) assistant, Laguirnanoc, Tayabas, Philippines

Olsen, E., second officer, steamer Cheang Hock Kian, Singapore and Hongkong
Olson, J,, proprietor, “ National Hotel,” Queen’s road

Olson, J., stevedore, Hiogo
O’Malley, Hon. E. L., attorney-general, Supreme Court
Ommanney, F. S., lieut'^nant, H.B.M. sloop Daring
Onate, J., (Malcampo & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Ondaro, J., second engineer, steamer Emuy, Manila and Hongkong
O’Neale, J. M., oficial, tesoreria general, Manila
O’Neil, J., jailer, TJ.S. Consulate, Shanghai
Onslow, H. A. W., lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Champion
Oppel, J., lithographer, Manila
Oppeln-Bronikowski, von, sub-lieut., H. I. German M. S. Stosch

Oppen, E. G., trader, Iloilo

Oppenheimer, T., (Oppenheimer Freres) merchant, China and Japan
Oraa, E., contador, tribunal de Cuentas, Manila
Orani, W. A., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Yokohama
Orbeta, A., comisario, adminis. del Ejercito, Manila
Ord, C. H., acting assistant supt. of police, Singapore
Ord, J. W., manager, Boyd & Co.'s dock, Shanghai
Ord, E., second engineer, steamer Yangtsze, China coast

Ordaz, S., medical practitioner, Iloilo

Orduna, E. de, magistrate, Manila
Orfeur, W. W., master, light vessel, Newchwang
Oriou, M. J., French postmaster, Shanghai
Orley, G., inspector of markets. Central Market
Orm^lise, storekeeper, telegraph department, Saigon

O’Eourke, D., (Hall & Holtz Co-operative Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Orozco, E. del Saz, secretary general, Consejo de Administracion, Manila

Orozco, P.jhatmaker, Iloilo

Orr, W. S., (Boyd & Co.) merchant, Amoy
Orr, Miss Alice M., missionary, Osaka
Ortega, A., assistant, adminis. colecciones y labores, Manila

Ortells, F. D., secretary. Mutual Marine Insurance Co., Manila

Orth, E., (M. Easpe) & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Orth, H., (C. lilies & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Ortige, acting assistant harbourmaster, Saigon

Ortin, F., carriage builder, Iloilo

Ortiz, A., clerk, Sociedad de Seguros Maritimos Mutuos, Manila

Ortiz, A., liquidator, estate A. Franco & Co., Manila

Ortiz, A., restaurant keeper, Manila (absent)

Ortiz, J., trader, Iloilo

Ortiz, L., gefe de negociado, secretary- general’s office, Manila

Ortlepp, O., (Stachlelin & Stahlknecht) clerk, Singapore

Orton, G. W., assistant collector of Customs, Luiggi, Sungei Ujoug

Ortuonte, P., gefe de negociado, Secretary-General’s office, Manila

Ortwin, "Win., chief engineer, steamer Kungpai, China coast

Orville, H. S. d’, Malay interpreter. Supreme court, Penang

Ory, A. M. de, captain of the port, Iloilo

Osborn, E., captain, Kiutoan lightship, Shanghai

Osborn, P., foreign secretary, Eanagawa Kencho, Yokohama

Osborne, E., (P. & O.S.N. Co.) clerk, Praya

Osborne, H., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Hankow
Osborne, J. H., (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
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Osborne, W. McC., assistant, Maritime Customs, Newchwang
Osmena, T., (Osmena, Rita & Co.) hosier, Cebu
Osmena, V., (Osmena, liita <fc Co.) hosier, Cebu
Osmond, C. E., (North Chiua Insurance Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Osmond, J. H., (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk, Manila
Osmout, administrator adjoiut, French protectorate, Pnompenh, Cambodia
Osmund, C., first clerk, Registrar-General’s office

Osout, Mgr. Pierre Marie, Roman Catholic Bishop, Tokio
Ossorio, M., (Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Manila
Ust, Rev. J. B., missionary & military chaplain. Church Mission House, West point
Osten, L. von der, interpreter, German Legation, Tokio
Osterhaus, Lieut. H., navigator, IJ.S.S. Enterprise
Osterholm, C. A., light keeper Chapel Island, Amoy
Ostermayer, M., (C. Rhode & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
O’Sullivan, A. W., collector of land revenue, Sungei Xljong
Oswald, R. R., (S. C. Parnham & Co.) assistant, Slianghai
O’Toole, J., sergeant. Naval Yai’d police
Ott, Rev. R., missionary, Basil Mission, Fuchukphai, Canton
Ott, T., (Labhart & Co.) clerk, Manila
Ottaway, E. P., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Tientsin
Otte, H., (Pustau & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Otten, J., master mariner, Bangkok
Ottomeier, P. A. W., (Siemssen & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Oughton, J., second officer, steamer Monghut, Hongkong and Bangkok
Ousbye, C., second officer, steamer Thales, China coast
Outerbridge, A. W., chief officer, str. Phra Chom Klao, Bangkok and Hongkong
Outrey, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon
Overbeck, Cuas., (Overbeck & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Overbeck, H., (Overbeck & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Overhotf, G., (Hooglandt & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Overin, M. S., (Tokmakoff, Molotkoff & Co.) clerk, Tientsin
Oviedo, J. M., assistant. Custom House, Manila
Owen, C. H., clerk. Supreme Court, Singapore
Owen, G. P., (Gilfillan, Wood &, Co.) clerk, Singapore
Owen, Rev. G., missionary, Peking
Owen, Rev. W., missionary, Wuchang
Owens, Thos., gimner, H.B.M.S. Curacoa
Owston, A., (Owston, Snow & Co.) importer, Yokohama
Owston, P. captain, steamer Will-o’-the- Wisp, Hongkong and Haiphong
Oxenham, E. L., British consul, Chinkiang
Oxlad, Miss, Society for promoting female education, Osaka (absent)

Oziol, conductor, pubUc works department, Saigon
Ozorio, C. E., (W. Dolan) clerk, Praya central
Ozorio, C. F., (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk. Ice house lane
Ozorio, 0. J., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Praya
Ozorio, E. C., (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

^

Ozorio, F. A., (Hongkong, Canton, and Macao Steamboat Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Ozorio, F. X., (H. & W. Dock Co.) clerk, Praya
Ozorio, J., (Wm. Forbes) clerk, Tientsin
Ozorio, L. C., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Praya
Ozoux, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon

pabalan, E., (Genato <fc Co.) assistant, Manila
pacheco, A. A., lawyer, Macao
pacheco, D. C

,
(B, de S. Fernandes) clerk, and vice-consul for Siam, Maoao

Pacon, H. C. J., overseer. Public works department, Penang
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Padday, A. C., (W. Hall & Co.) roerchant, Penang (absent)

Padday, R-, (W. Hall & Co.) mercliitnt, Penang (absent)

Padel, H-, agent for Guien Freres, Haiphong

Padilla, J. S., tesorero, Cabildo Eclesiastico, Manila

Pagaduan, captain, Estad Mayor de la Plaza, Manila

Page, Eev. H. D., missionary, Tokio

Page, Rev. 1j., French Catholic missionary, Balek Pulao, Penang

Page, T., (Guthrie & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Page, W. F., traffic manager. Government railway service, Kobe
Pages, Rev. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Haiphong
Paglar, L. P., engineer. Government launch, Malacca

Pailhes, lieutenant judge, French protectoi ate, Pnom-penh, Cambodia
Pailloux, clerk. Excise department, Saigon

Paja, F., provisor, Ecclesiastical department, Manila

Palacini, J., assistant agencia maritima y de aduanas, Manila

Palacios, G., engineer, Water Works, Manila

Palamountain, B., printing office manager. Maritime Customs, Shanghai

pale, French Government Resident, Bacninh

Pal^olock, Capt., ch.ef of naval department, Wladiwostock

Palin, W. G., assistant. Hall & Holtz Co-operative Co., Shanghai

Pallas, pilot, Saigon

Palli^res, Martin des, agent, Mssegeries Marifimes, Yokohama
pallister, E., (Milsii Bishi M.S.S. Go.) clerk, Tokio

pallunjee, M., (Rodyk & Davidson) clerk, Singapore

Pallanjee, Byramjee, (C. K. E. Woods) clerk, Singapore

Palm, J. L. E., Maritime Customs deputy commissionej’. Returns Office, Shanghai

Palmer, A. E., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) mechanician, Singapore

Palmer, C. (Bird & Palmer) architect, Queen’s road

Palmer, C. H., harbour- master, and tide-surveyor. Canton

Palmer, F. A., chief clerk, stamp office, Pena.cg

Palmer, G., clerk, P. & O. S. N. Co., Yokohama
Palmer, G., clerk, audit office, Singapore

P.ilmer, H. N., (Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Manila

Palmer, J., chief clerk, court of requests, Singapore

Palmer, J. B. K., clerk. Magistracy, Singapore

Palmer, Rev. Dr., missionary, Amoy
Palmqvist, A., chief officer, steamer Pautah, China coast

Pampel, G., clerk, German Legation, Peking

Pan, E. del, clerk, Contaduria de hacienda, Manila

Pan, J. F. del, director, “ La Oceania Espauola,” Manila

Panade, F., timber merchant, Iloilo

Pandelian, clerk of works, railway works, Saigon *

Pander, E., Ph. D., professor of German and Russian, College of Peking

Panez, S., trader, Iloilo

Panlev, W. E., gunner, H.B.M. gun-vessel Midge

Panoff, J. K., (Piiitkoff, Molchanofl & Ccn) clerk, Hankow
Panomaroff, W., (Kunst & Albers) clerk, Wladiwostock

Pantoja, k., acting sub-inspector of artillery school, Manila

Pape, C., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Sv.mtow

Papon, counsellor, Court of Appeal, Saigon

Papps, Wm., (H. Evans & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Paquin, M., (Carlowitz & Co.) cleik. Icehouse street

Para, V., judge alcaldias rnayores, Pototan, Philippines

Paradis, conductor, public works department, Saigon

Pardo, M., captain of artillery, Manila

Pardo, R., agent Curapania General de Tabacos, Albay, Philippines
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Pardon, W., (North China Insurance Company) clerk, Shanghai

Pareja, F., oficial, Secretary General’s office, Manila

Parfitt, W., (P. & O.S.N. Co.) clerk, Praya

Paris, Vy. Pev. P., provicar, French Catholic Mission, Singapore

Paris, Rev., Fr. S. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai

Paris, first clerk, French Protectorate, Pnompenh, Cambodia
Parizet, clerk. Treasury, Saigon

Park, P-, chief officer, str. Kiang-piau, Shanghai and Hankow
Park, Robt., manager. Ice Manufactory, Singapore

Park, W. H., M.D., missionary, Soochow
Parker, Rev. A. P., missionary, Soochow
Parker, C., pilot, Taku
Parker, E. H., acting British Consul, Wenchow
Parker, F., third engineer, str. Kiang-yu, Shanghai and Hankow
Parker, Geo., missionary, Kansuh
Parker, Rev. H. J., missionary. Shin Chau-foo, Canton
Parker, J., (John Frazer & Co.) tea inspector, Foochow
Parker, J. H. P., commander, receiving ship Wellington, Shanghai

Parker, Jas., first clerk. Magistracy

Parker, M. 0., (Syn e & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Parkes, Sir Harry S., K.C.B., G.C.M.G., British minister plenipotentiary, Peking

Parkhill, S., Maritime Customs tide-surveyor, and harbour master, Pagoda, Foochow
Parkin, W. H., gunner, H.B.M. sloop Wanderer
Parkinson, J., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Parkinson, R. J., manager, Sugar Cultivation Co., Perak

Parlane, Wm. chief engineer, Hongkong Ice Co., East point

Parmelee, Miss H. F., missionary, Kioto, Japan

Pirr, J., torpedo dept., Yokosuka Arsenal, Japan

Parreau, administrateur principal, French Residency, Hanoi
Parrott, Rev. A. G., missionary, Tangchow (absent)

Parry, Lieut. E. C. M., “ The Buffis
”

Parry, T., manager, Johore Tea Co., Johore

parseval, de, warehouseman. Excise department, Rachgia, Cochin-China

Parsons, Geo., engineer, H.B.M.S. Curacoa

partridge, Rev. S., missionary, Shanghai

partridge. Rev. S. B., missionary, Swatow
pasayali, A., assistant. Mint, Manila

Paschen, Commodore, Commander of German Squadron

Pascoal, J. P., (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Praya

Piiscual, M. de, assistant. Custom House, Manila

pascual, P., assistant, Hope & Charity coal mines, Cebu
pascuel y Alfaro, A., ayudante, naval forces, Manila

Pasley, B., clerk. Police deparlmi nt, Penang
Pasqual, C., fitter. Municipality, Penang
Pasqual, E. clerk, Malakoff Estate, Penang
Pasqual, J. W. B., dresser. Pauper Hospital, Selangor

Pasqual, P., clerk. Customs, Krian, Perak

Pasqual, S., overseer ot roads. Municipality, Penang
Pass, S. C., accountant, and teacher Parsonage School, Yokohama
Passmore, R. C., acting first officer, revenue cruiser Feihoo, Amoy
Passes, M., compositor. Celestial Empire office, Shanghai
Pastor, B., coffee house keeper, Manila

Pastor, N., commandante, Estado Mayor, Manila

Pastor y Bedoya, M., secretary, Spanish Legation, Yokohama
Pastors, Jose, admiuistrador de hacienda, Iloilo

Pate, inspector of police, Saigon
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Penang

Pate, Mme., milliner and dressmaker, Sai<?on
P- C., commission agent, Honain, Canton

atenotre, J., French Minister Plmipotentiary, Peking
atenotre, L., third secretary, French Le^ ation, Peking

Paterno^ N. A. M., restaurant keeper, Manila
Paterson^ Alex., engineer, Penang Sugar Estate Co.,

atersoji^ Major A. M., brigade major, Singapore
aterson^ C. G., (Paterson, Simons & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Paterson^ R. J., (Ker & Co.) merchant, Manila
Paterson^ W., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) mer., and con. for Denmark, Shanghai (absent)
Pacersson, J. W., second berthing oflBcei, harbour master’s office, Woosung, Shanghai
aton, Jl., engineer, Hiogo Gas Company, Hiogo
aton, Thos., agent, British and Foreign Bible Society, Amoy
aton, cldef engineer, steamer Esmeralda, Hongkong and Manila
aton, “VV., second engineer, P. & O. steamer, Thibet, Hongkong and Japan
aton. Win., missionary, Swatow

Patriat, Rev. C. E., French Mission Sanatorium, Pokfulum
atrickj D., second engineer, steamer Zafiro, Hongkong and Manila
atteii, Miss (Mrs. E. A. Vincent) milliner, Yokohama

Patterson, A., (Mitsu Bishi S.S. Co.) manager, engine works, Yokohama
Patterson, J., (Lee Yuen Sugar Refining Co.) assistant, Bowrington
atterson, M. F., proprietor Astor House Hotel, Shanghai

p^^'tton, T. McF., consul for United States, Hiogo
phoicke, lieutenant, H.I. German M.S. Nautilus

p^ul, A., captain, M. M. steamer Tanais, Hongkong and Japan
p^ul, F. J., compositor, Amoy Gazette office, Amoy
puul, H. H., compositor, Amoy Gazette office, Amoy
paid, H. M., prolessor of Astronomy, Imperial university, Tokio

paul, M., assistant. Grand Hotel, Penang
puul. Rev. J., bible colporteur. Canton and Singapore

aul, R., sliipchandler, Shanghai
Paul, S., clerk. Maritime Customs, Shanghai
Paul, W. F. B., British Resident, Sungei Ujong (absent)

Paulsen, W., (Amoy Dock Co.) general and dock manager, Amoy
Paulus, H. W., (Netherlands Trading Society) clerk, Singapore

Paves, F. de P., administrador, hospital de S. Juan de Dios, Manila

Paves, P., contador, audit department, Manila

Pavillier, engineer, public works department, Saigon

Paviot, telegraphist, Chaudoc, Cochin China

Payet, clerk. Supreme Court, Saigon

Pavo, I. P., arzobispo metropolitano, Gobieruo Eclesiastico, Manila

Peacock, P., inspector, British Legation escort, Tokio

Peake, L.. superintendent of roads, Sarawak
Peake, R, T., (Gilfillan, Wood & Co.) clerk, Penang

Pearce, Chas. S., Government treasurer, Sarawak
Pearce, E. C., (Geo. Oliver & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Pearce, G., second engineer, H.S.M. steamer Siam Supporter, Bangkok

Pearce, R., chief officer, steamer Chi-yuen, China coast

Pearce, Rev. T. W., missionary. Canton

Pearce, W., chief engineer^ steamer Pautah, China coast

Pearse, Rev. E., China Inland missionary, Hanchong
Pearson, H. L., captain, H.B.M.S. Audacious

Pearson, J. H., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Hankow
Peccio, M., trader, Iloilo

Peche, H., assistant master. Raffles’ Institution, Singapore

Peck, A. P., M.D., missionary, Pau-ting-tbo
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Peck, H. W., acting commandant, militnr}' department, Sarawak
Pedersen, A., (Kuster’s brick-kiln) assistant, Wladiwostock
Pedersen, P. M., pilot, Ningpo
Pedro, J., enfermeiro, commissao do hospital militar de S. Januario, Macao
Pedro, W., compositor, Amoy Gazette office, Amoy
Peet, Mrs. H. L., missionary, Foochow
Peilicer, E., merchant and agriculturist, Bohol, Philippines
Pein, G. E. von, lightkeeper in charge. Turnabout, Amoy
Pelaes, E., ayudunte, Estad Mayor de la Plaza, Manila
Pelikan, A., Russian consul, Yokohama
Pelissier, M., grocer and wine merchant, Saigon
Pelldram, A., consul for Germany, Tientsin
Pelletier, school master, French protectorate, Pnompenh, Cambodia
Pellot, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Pelly, H. B., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Sapphire
Peltzer, J., (Lohmann & Co.) tailor, &o., Yokohama
P^lu, Rev. A. C. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki
Pemberton, H. L., chief assistant. Survey depart raent, Larut
Pemberton, T., (Wheelock & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Pena, A. de la, (Peiia & Co.) clerk, Manila
Pena, J. de la, (Pena & Co.) merchant, Manila
Pena, M., assistant. Mint, Manila
Peua, M. de la, adjutant to Governor-General, Manila
Peha y Galvez, fiscal, naval department, Manila
Pender, J., chief engineer, Chinese gunboat Ghen-to, Canton
Pender, R., capain, Kiodo TJnyu Kaisha steamer Mutsu-maru, Japan
Penegir, W., senior warder, gaol, Penang
Pennefatber, A. P., clerk, Collector’s office, Krian, Perak
Pennefather, J. P., district surveyor. Surveyor-general’s office, Penang
Pennefather, W., assistant master. High School, Malacca
Penney, G. J., (Imperial Naval Yard) shipwright, Hiogo
Pennington, C. A., Maritime Customs assistant, (absent)

Penny, G. J., (Halliley, Gordon & Co.) bookkeeper, Selangor
Penzig, A. F. C., lightkeeper, Tungsha lightship, Shanghai
Peoples, Rev. S. C., M.D., missionary, Chieng Mai, Siam
Pequignot, M., French livery stables, Yokohama
Peralta, R., comandante. Military engineers, Manila
Peralta, S. M., inspector of police, Malacca
Perbet, Rev. J. F., Roman Catholic missionary, Petrew, Siam
Percebois, D., Maritime Customs clerk, Shanghai
Perchel, pilot, Saigon
Percival, L. H, (Crane Bros.) assistant, Singapore
Percival, R. H., (Reiss & Co.) silk inspector, Shanghai
Percival, W. S., clerk, H.B.M. Supreme Court, Shanghai
Perdijeon, warehousi man. Excise department, Cambodia
Pere, H., painter and contractor, Saigon (absent)

Pereira, A., {Shanghai Mercury office) compositor, Shanghai
Pereira, A. C., engineer, Portuguese corvette Estephania
Pereira, Rev. A. C. B., curate of cathedral, Macao
Pereira, Rev. A. J. G., chaplain of St. Augus'ine’s church, Macao
Pereira, A. J. G., (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Praya
Pereira, A. M. R., (0. & O.S.S. Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Pereira, A. P., clerk. Chartered Mercantile Bank, Shanghai
Pereira, B., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Pereira, B. P., usher, police court, Penang
Pereira, C., compositor. Colonial Press, Singapore
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Pereira, D. B., assistant, Medical department, Larut
Pereira, D. J., second clerk, Supreme Court, Singapore
Pereira, E. Z., (Chartered Mercantile Bank) clerk, Queen’s road
Pereira, E., (Ed. Schellhass & Co ) clei'k, Praya
Pereira, E. A., (New Harbour Dock Co.) clerk, Singapore

Pereira, E. F., (Maitland & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Pereira, E. J., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Yokohama
Pereira, F. L., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Pereira, F. N., (Bond & Drew) clerk, Singapore
Pereira, G. T., (M. J. D. Stephens) clerk. Bank Buildings
Pereira, G. G., clerk. Imperial Treasury, Singapore
Pereira, H. A., interpreter, Portuguese consulate, Shanghai
Pereira, H. A., manager, SJiun-pau office, Shanghai
Pereira, J., chief clerk, Chartered Bank of I. A. and C., Singapore
Pereira, J., clerk, Land office, Penang
Pereira, J. B., (P. Nuy) assistant, Singapore

Pereira, J. F., clerk, (Chartered Mercantile Bank, Shanghai
Pereira, J. G., (Wm. Meverink & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Pereira, J. L., cashier. Municipality, Singapore

Pereira, J. L., clerk, Snrveyor-Generars office, Singapore
Pereira, J. L., (New Oriental Bank) clerk, Shanghai
Pereira, J. M. G., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road central

Pereira, J. P., teacher, Government School, Macao
Pereira, J. P., (John Gittins & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Pereira, J. V., Jr., printer, Seminario de S. Jose, Macao
Pereira, L., assistant. Public Works department, Manila
Pereira, L. A. 1., judge, justice of peace, Macao
Pereira, M., surveyor. Public Works department, Malacca
Pereira, M. E. S., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Praya
Pereira, N., (C. M. Cazalas & Son) fitter, Singapore

Pereira, P. B., (Logau & Ross) clerk, Penaug
Pereira, P., (D. Nowrojee) assistant. Queen’s road

Pereira, P. A., clerk. Military department, Marao
Pereira, R. A., clerk, Chinese Insurance Co., Queen’s road

Pereira, R. G., clerk, Municipality, Singapore

Pereira, T. A., clerk, Assistant Residency, Perak
Pereira, T. D. S., second lieutenant, Portuguese gunboat Tamega
Pereira, T. S., (Noronha & Sons) compositor, Shanghai

Pereira, V. S., lawyer, Macao
Pereira, Wm., professor. Commercial School, Macao
PereUo, J., (H. G. Brown) assistant, Binajian, Philippines

Perequet, N., clerk. Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila

Peres, J. M., lieutenant quarter-master. National Battalion, Macao
Peres, Roman Catholic missionary, Kiukiang

Pereyra y Pereyra, J., treasurer, M.ut, Manila

Perez, M., (J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk, Manila

Perez, M., (M. P. Marqueti) clerk, Manila

Perez, M., Jr., lithographer, Manila

Perez, M. M., archivero, ecclesiastical department, Manila

Perez, P. J., (Perez & Acha) stoiekeeprr, Iloilo

Periz, R., assistant, Philippines General Tobacco Co., Manila

Perham, Rev. J., missionary, Banting and Sebetan, Sarawak

Periam, J., captain, Kiodo Unyu Kaisha str. Nagato-maru, Japan

Perim, J., manager, Askolt gold mine, Wladiwostock
Perkins, G., constable, British Consulate, Wuhu
Perkins, H., (Medical Hall) manager, Singapore
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Perkins, H. M., (Rogers & Perkins) dentist, Shanghai
Perkins, Rev. H. P., missionary, Tientsin
Perkins, J. A., boarding officer. Immigration office, Penang
Perkins, J. A., captain, steamer Kiang-kwan, Shanghai and Hankow
Perks, A. J., collector and magistrate, Klang, Sela ngor
Peroni, Rev, R., Roman Catholic missionary, Wellington street

Perpetuo, E., (P. & 0. S. N. Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Perraux, Rev. R. N., French missionary, Ayuthia, Siam
Perreau, A. M., chief clerk, stamp office, Singapore '

Perrin, A., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Saigon
Perrin, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Perrin, restaurateur, Hanoi
Perrin, tavernkeeper, Saigon
Perrin, Mme., milliner and dressmaker, Saigon
Perrott, E. S., (Reid, Evans & Co.) clerk, Siianghai
Perry, I. S., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) agent, Foochow
Perry, M. S., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Perry, N., inspector of police

Pertierra, L., contador, tribunal de cuentus, Manila
Pertile, G., (D. Brandt & Co.) clerk, Singaiwre
Pcssoa, I. C. da Costa, aide-de-camp to Governor of Macao
Pestana, A., clerk, Singapore Exchange, Singapoi’e

Pestana, A. S., boarding officer, import and export office, Singapore
Pestana, F. A. C., (John Little & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Pestana, J. C., chief clerk. Supreme Court, Penang
Pestana, P., teacher. Government Schools, Singapore

Pestonjee, P., (Burjorjee Khodadad & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Pestonjee, R., (Buijorjee Khodadad & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Pestonjee, Rustomjee, broker, Shanghai
Petchatnoff, S. A., (Piatkoff, MolchanofP & Co.) clerk, Hankow
Petel, A., Senior, sugar estate owner, Porac-Pampanga, Philippines

Petel, A., Junior, sugar estate owner, Porac-Pampanga, Philippines

Peter, C., (W. R. Scott & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Peter, Bro., assistant. West Point Reformatory
Peters, F., assistant, sanitary department. Municipal Council, Shanghai
Petersen, captain, steamer Budolph, Bangkok
Petersen, A. C., (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) foreman shipwright, Singapore
Petersen, F., overseer, Ayer Etain Coir Co., Penang
Petersen, F., second engineer, steamer Marie, Hongkong and Manila
Petersen, F. B., (Chinese Engineering and Mining Co.) mining student, Tientsin

Petersen, H. A., (H. A. Petersen & Co.) merchant, Amoy (absent)

Petersen, J. V., K. W., (Great Northern Telegraph Co.), electrician, Nagasaki
Petersen, N. C. K., (Gt. Noi thern Telegraph Co.) chief clerk, Shanghai
Petersen, P. M., Upper Yangtsze pilot, Shanghai
Patersen, P. W., constable, British consulate, Tamsui
Petersen, R., captain, steamer Haeshin, China coast

Peterson, C. F. W., boarding-house keeper. Queen’s road west

Peterson, C. M., lightkeeper, Ockseii Island, Amoy
Peterson, H., (Grass! Bros & Co.) overseer, Bangkok
Peterson, H. H., Jr., (W. Hall & Co.) clerk, Penang
Peterson, J., steward. Club Concordia, Shanghai
Petherbridge, W. S., general manager, Ayer Etain C'dr Co., Penang
Pethick, W. N., (Pethick, Maclay & Co.) merchant, and U.S. vice-consul, Tientsin

Petit, C., French missionary, Vat-Phleng, Siam
Petit, chief engineer. Tramway Company, Saigon
Petit d’Hesincourt, sub-commissioner of Fonds, Marine department, Saigon
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Pettee, Rev. J. H., missionary, Okayama, Japan
Pettersen, G., master mariner, Bangkok
petterson, C. F., second officer, steamer Haeshin, China coast]

pettier, Rev. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Yokohama (absent)

pettigurra, D. J., (D. D. Ollia & Co.) ch rk, Taiwanfoo
peypoch, M., assistant, Spanish Royal Mail Steamers office, Manila
peyre, E., (Pyre Preres) pastry cook, Yokohaii a
peyton, A. D., surgeon, H.B.M. gunboat Firebrand
peyton, F. H., sub-heutenant, H.B.M. gunboat Zephyr
pfaff, L., (H. Muller & Co.) watchmaker, Shanghai
pfaff, R., (L. Vrard& Co.) assistant, Shanghai
pfankuchen, A. E., Maritime Customs tidewaiter. Pagoda, Foochow
pfiitzner, G., (Baer Senior & Co.) clerk, Manila
phelps,. T. E., assistant paymaster, H.B.M.S. Champion
philip. Miss, missionary, Peking
philips, G. J. A., Maritime Customs assistant, Kiukiang
phillippo. Sir Geo., chief justice, Hongkong
phillipps, J., third officer, steamer Douglas, Hongkong and Foochow
phillipps, W. G., clerk. Colonial Secretary’s office

phillips, (A. R. Marty) assistant, Haiphong
phillips, C., preacher, Christian Institute, Singapore
phillips, C., inspector, protectorate of Chinese, Singapore
phillips, C., superintendent, Sailors’ Home, Singapore
phillips, F. H., (A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant. Queen’s road
phillips. Geo., H.B.M. consul, officiating atSwatow
phillips, L., assistant examiner. Maritime Customs (absent)

phiUips, R., (Holme, Ringer & Co.) clerk, Nagasaki
phillips, R. K., cadet. Government service, Sarawak
phillipps. Miss L. E., missionary, Soochow
philhps. Miss M., M.D. missionary, Soochow
phipps, A. L., (Phipps, Phipps & Co.) merchant, Foochow (absent)

phipps, A. J’., chief clerk, public works dej^artment, Malacca
phii)ps, H. G., (Phipps, Phipps & Co.) merchant, Foochow
phipps, W. T., merchant, Shanghai
phythian, Capt. R. L., chief of staff, U.S.S. Trenton

piankoff, W. P., (Tetjukoffi & Co.) manager, Wladiwostock
piatkoff, M. F., (Piatkoff, MolchanotF & Co.) merchant, Hankow (absent)

piau, E. P., French missionary, Ban-nok-kuik, Siam
piazzoli. Rev. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Wellington street

picavet, clerk. Treasury, Saigon
pichon, L., M.D., medical practitioner, Shanghai
pickenpack, O., (Moller & Meisner) assistant, Bangkok
pickering, W. A., protector ot Chim se, Singapore
pickford, C. R. B., (Smith, Bell & Co.) mer.,ife vice-con. forGt.Britain,U.S.A.&Italy, Cebu
piehl. A., (Pasedag & Co.) clerk, Amoy
piequet, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon

piercy, G., Jr., master. Diocesan school, Bonham road

pierre, J. B., director of botanical gardens, Saigon (absent)

piersdorff, A. L., pilot, Swatow
pierson, master, M. F. steamer Cantonnais, Saigon
pierson, Kev. I., missionary, Pau-ting-foo

pierson. Miss L. B., missionary, Paa ting- Too

pierson. Miss L. H., missionary, Yokohama
pi^tri, warehouseman, excise department, Saigon
pignatel, C., (Pignatel Jc Co.) storekeeper, Nagasaki (absent)

pignatel, V., (Pignatel & Co.) storekeeper, Nagasaki
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Pigott, H. C., (Mourilyan, Heimann & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
PigTieras, J., magistrate, Manila
Pike, J., Pilot Company, Shanghai
Pike, W., chief oflBlcer, steamer Hankow, Canton and Hongkong
Pike, W, W., surgeon, army medical department
Pila, L., (Ulysse Pi!a & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Pila, U., (Ulysse Pila & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Pilalte, purser, M. M. steamer Menzaleh, Hongkong and Japan
Pilcher, Kev. L. W., missionary, Tiemsin (absent)

Pilishowsky, physician, Russian Lega'ion, Peking
Pnias, treasui'er, Saigon

Pillay, A. I). IST., clerk, police court, Penang
Pillay, F. A., clerk, land office, Penang
Pillay, J. A., Tamil interpreter, Indian immigration department, Penang
Pillay, J. P. C., Tamil interpreter. Supreme Court, Singapore

Pillet, warehouseman, excise department, Bentre, Cochin-China
Pillon, F., carpenter, Yokohama
Pillot, purser, M. M. steamer Volaa, Hongkong and Japan
Pirn, T., (Bathgate & Co.) merchant, and consul for Netherlands, Foochow
Pinckvoss, J. H., (Lucas & Co.) merchant, Sh; jhai

Pineau, E., (Pequignot & Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Pineda, C., solicitor, Iloilo

Pineda, E., Liberia Espahola, Manila

Pineda, J., second overseer, “ El Oriente” tobacco manufacturing Co., Manila

Pinel, John, (Geo. Oliver & Co.) merchant, Foochow and Shanghai (absent)

Pinelli, warehouseman, excise department, Bienhoa, Cochin-China

Pinn, J. F., manager, Japan Herald office, Yokohama
Pinna, F. F., (Noronha & Co.) compositor, Zetland street

Pinna, J. de, writer, H.M. Naval Yard
Pinson, C., drillmaster, Siamese Anny, Bangkok
Pinto, Rev. N. J. T., vicar of Portuguese mission, Singapore

Pinto, R., organist, Roman Catholic Church

Pinzon, I), del R., judge, Tondo district, Manila (absent)

Piper, G. S., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Piqueras, J., ayudante, Inspeccion de Montes, Manila

Piquot, warehouseman, excise department, Camau, Cochin-China

Pires, J. S., assistant engineer, Portuguese gunboat Tamega
Pirie, H. R., writer and teacher of English, Yokohama
Phkis, A. E., accountant, British Legation, Peking

Pirla, J., commairder of engineers. Naval arsenal, Manila

Piron, E., professor ot singing, piano, &c., Queen’s road

Piron, L., professor of French and piano, Queen’s road

Piry, P., Maritime Customs assistant, (absent)

Piry, T., Maritime Customs assistant, (absent)

Pita, A., vice-consul for Spain, Amoy (absent)

Piterskey, V. J., (Tokmakoff, Molotkoff & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Pitman, G. I)., captain, steamer Namoa, Hongkong and Foochow
Pitman, John, captain, steamer Milton, Hongkong and Canton

Pitman, John, Tokio and Hongkong
Piton, Rev. C. P., missionary, Basil Mission, Lilong, Canton
Piton-Bressant, conductor. Public Works department, Saigon

Pittar, Rev. Fr., S.J., Roman Catholic missionary, & manager St. Xavier School, S’hai

Pitts, W., foreuian, locomotive dept.. Government railway service, Yokohama
Pittsfrude, J. H., warder, gaol, Singapore

Pivert, chanceher, French Residency, Namdinh
Pla, Rev. C., Roman Cathohc missionary, Foochow
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Plac^, A. M., marine officer, Post-office
Place, C. de S., writer, procurador’s department, Macao
Place, F., compositor, Typographia Mercantil, Macao
Place, F L., (Comptoir d’Escompte) clerk, Shanghai
Place, J, E., pilot, Newellwang
Place, J. L., (Turner & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Place, L. de S., (Syme & Co.) clerk, Singapore
lEjage, M., second engineer, str. Cheang Hock Kian, Singapore and Hongkong
:^lage, P., (China Sugar Kefining Co.) foreman, Swatow
A janey, V. C. de, acting French consul-general, Shangliai
Plante, trader, Haiphong
Planter, A., surgeon major, army medical department, Manila
Plate, F., (Mitsu Bishi Mail S.S. Co.) agent, Hiogo
Platt, A. R., medical practitioner, and U.S. consul, Chefoo

latt, Jos., (A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant. Queen’s road
layfair, F. W. W., assistant, British Consulate, Nagasaki
layfair, G-. M. H., interpreter and pro-consul, British consulate, Amoy
layfair, G. W. F., (New Oriental Bank) manager, Yokohama
lenderleath, C. W. M., suh-lieutenant, H.B.M. gunboat Firebrand
lesnewich, L. A., (Tokmakoff, Molotkoff & Co.) clerk, Hankow

Plessis, Rev. M. P. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Osaka
lettner, F., master mariner, Bangkok
Utt, C., chemist & druggist, Manila
livard, sous-commissaire, naval dejiartment, Hanoi
lumb. Rev. Nathan J., missionary, Foochow
lumbe, J. H., lieutenant of maiines, H.B.M.S. Victor Emanuel
lunkett, Hon. F. R., H.B.M. Minister plenipotentiary, Tokio
oate, H., surgeon dentist, Wyndham street

Poate, Rev. T. P., missionary, Yokohama
Poate, W., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk. Queen’s road
Poate, W. H., (Mackenzie & Co.) storekeeper, Shanghai
Pocock, T. G., captain, steamer Thales, China coast
Poell, Rev. Fr. M., Roman Catholic missionary, Hankow
Poesnecker, L., (Arnhold, Karberg & Co.) merchant, Praya
Pohl, H., (Pohl Freres & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Pohl, J., (Pohl Freres & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Pohl, S., (Pohl Freres & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Poignand, W., wharfinger. Associated Wharves, Shanghai
Pointer A., assistant, Horse Repository, Garden road
Poirier, Mile., (Mme. Pate) dressmaker, Saigon
Poirrier, V., (J. Tournier) assistant, Saigon
Poitevin, L., proprietor, “ Sweetmeat Castle,” Shanghai
Pokrofsky, j., assistant. Telegraph office, Wladiwostock
Polder, L. van de, sec. interpreter, Netherlands, Swedish, & Danish Legations, Yokohama
Pole, Rev. G. H., missionary, Osaka
Poletti, P., Maritime Customs clerk, Tientsin

Polglase, J., assistant secretary. Municipality, Singapore
Poli, G. D., Maritime Customs clerk, Shanghai
Polishwalla, M. B., cotton and yarn broker, Abei’deen street

Polite, Geo., proprietor, “ Toilet Club,” Shanghai
Pollard, E. R. H., staff surgeon, H.B.M. sloop Albatross
Pollard, T., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Pollet, conductor, public works dejaartment, Saigon
Pollitt, J. S., (Barlow & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Pollock, John, medical practitioner, Swatow
Pollock, W., Maritime Customs examiner, Wuhu
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Pombo, A. L., commandante of carabineros, Manila
Pommayrac, J. de, chancelier, Fn neb consulate, Shanghai
Ponce, E., agent, Compania General de Tabacos, Batangas, Philippines
Poncet, telegraph overseer, Mytho, Cochin-China
Ponchon, administrator of native affairs, Saigon
Pond, J. A., accountant. Municipal Council offices, Shanghai
Pons, Colonel of troops, Saigon
Pont Bellanger, de, deputy judge, Saigon
Pontes, Jr., M. da S., vice-consul for Brazil, Shanghai
Pontillon, commander of cruiser Parceval, Haiphong
Pook, sub-lieutenant, H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth
Poole, G., (Gilfillan,, Wood & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Pooles, E., (John Little & Co )

assistant, Singapore
Poonegur, H. E., (H. Mody & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Poons, E. L., dresser, Bukit Muniah Hospital, Province Wellesley
Pope, C., (M.B.M.S.S. Co.) godownkeeper, Yokohama
Popoff, A., (Kunst & Albers) clerk, Wladiwo-tock
Popoff, F., secretary. Governor’s office, Wladiwostock
Popoff, P., interpreter, Russian Legation, Peking
Popoff, P. (A_ A. Belogolovy) clerk, Tientsin
Popoff, S., Russian Minister, Peking
Popp, B., Upper Yangtsze pilot, Shanghai
Popp, E., (M. Raspe & Co.) mrrehant, Yokohama
Pors, M., (Paul Heinemann & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Portaria, E. V. P., compositor. National Printing Press, Hollywood road
Portaria, Y. P. M. de, {^Shanghai Mercury office) compositor, Shanghai
Porte, B., (Messageries Maritimes) second commissaire, Shanghai
Portell, Rev. M., Roman Catholic missionary, Haiphong
Porteous, W., inspector of police, Penang
Porter, Rev. H. D., M.I)., missionary, P’ang Cilia, Shantung
Porter, Rev. J. B., missionary, Kanazawa, Japan
Porter, Miss F. E., missionary, Kanazawa, Japan
Portes, Rev., Roman Catholic missionary, Kiukiang
Portier, E., assistant, French Municipal department, Shanghai
Portley, W., cadet, colonial secretary’s office, Singapore
Portman, B., assistant magistrate, Perak
Portnagin, P., (Kunst & Albers) clerk, Wladiwostock
Posch, W., (China and Japan Trading Co.) acting manager, Hiogo
Positano, Cav. V., consul for Italy, Yokohama
Posnett, constable, British Legation, Peking (absent)
Posthumus, 0. P., harbour master, Fusan, Corea
Pot, J. J, van der, minister for Netherlands, Sweden & Norway, & Denmark, Yokohama
Potteaux, Aunamite interpreter, Saigon
Potts, Wm., captain, steamer iVmgfiio, Hongkong and Shanghai
Pouget, Rev. L., French Roman Catholic mission, Singapore
Poulin, surveillant. Customs, Haiphong
Poulter, Thos., assistant, Luzon Sugar Refinery, Manila
Pounstone, H. C., ensign, U.S.S. Treuton
Pourchez, professor of music, municipal girl’s school, Saigon
Powell, C. S., (Brown & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Powell, F., assistant protector of Chinese, Singapore
PoweU, R. H., assistant commissary general, Singapore
Powell, W., (W. Powell & Co.) draper. Queen’s I'oad

Power, A. J., superintendent engineer, Prye river Dock, Penang
Powers, R. H., (R. H. Powers & Co.) storekeeper, and marshal U.S. consulate, Nagasalt
Powlett, A. T., captain, H.B.M.S. Champion
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Pownall, C. A. W., resident engineer, Railway department, Kobe
Powvs, E., (Berrick Bros.) assistant, Yokohama
Poyan Belle Isle, de, director of Marine Artillery, Saigon
Poymiro, second deputy, administration of justice, Saigon

Poynter, J., Maritime Customs tide surveyor and harbour master, Chinkiang
pozas, E-, agent, Laguna and other steamers, Manila
pozo, J. del, assistant. Custom House, Manila

Prado. H., del, professor of philosophy, University, Manila

Prat, G-., (Russell & Co.) silk inspector. Canton

Pratt, B. H., assistant, Japan Gazette office, Yokohama
pratt. Geo., cliief officer, steamer Yangtsze, Hongkong and Shanghai
pratt, H., captain, steamer Kiavgteen, Shanghai and Ningpo
Preciado, T., wine merchant, Iloilo

prengei’. Rev. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Sandakan
Prentice, J., (Boyd & Co.) engineer and shipwright, Shanghai

Presgrave, D. G., secretary to municipality, Singapcre

presgrave, E. W., (Presgrave & Clutton) advocate and solicitor, Peuang
Presgrave, P. O. M., paymaster, H.B.M.S. Avdacious

Preux, Le, paymaster, cruiser Hamelin, Haiphong
Prevost, F., chief engineer,. steamer Kiangfoo, Shanghai and Hankow
Preysler, G., (Jose Reyes) assistant, Manila

Preysler, J., (Jose Reyes) assi-^tant, Manila

Price, A. F., surgeon, U.S.S. Ossipee

Price, Alex., bill broker, and secretary of Chamber of Commerce & H’kow Club, Hankow
Price, B. J., (B. J. Price & Co.) storekeeper, Chefoo

Price, C. J., Maritime Customs assistan. tidesurve3'or, Amoy
Piice, G. U., (Tait & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Price, H. I., (North China Insurance Co.) cl rk, Shanghai

Price, Hon. John M., F.G.S., F.R.G.S., surveyor-general

Price, John, surgeon, H.B.M. sloop Flying Fish

prichard, A. T., (Smith, Baker & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Prichard, G. H., (Smith, Baker <fe Co.) clerk, Yokohama
prieto, L., (Baer Senior & Co.) clerk, Manila

Primrose, Lieut. G. A., H.B.M. (orvette Cleopatra

Primrose, W. M., (Primrose & Co.) commission agent, Shanghai

Prinet, third secretary, French Legation, Tokio

Prior, J. 0., (G. Domoney & Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Pritchard, H- L. L., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Tientsin

Pritchard, G. H., (Ramsay & Co.) assistai.t, Bangkok

Pritty, Miss B. M., missionary, Moukden
Pritzsche, Rev. C., missionary, Basil Mission (absent)

Procacci, D. V., Roman Catholic missionary, Ningpo

Prodeau, chief of permanent way construction, railway works, Saigon

Prodhomme, J. B., French missionary, Muang Ubon, Siam

Piodbomme, secretary to Bishop, Saigon

Proenca, P. A. A., surgeon, gunboat Tamega, Macao

Pronck, E. J., second clerk, M.igistrate’s court, Sandakan

Prosch, G., (Ed. Schellhass & Co.) clerk, Praya

Prosch, Gustav, (Bush Brothers) clerk, Newchwang

Pros])er, Bro., teacher, St. Joseph’s College, Robinson road

Protheroe, Thos, hible colporteur, American Bible society, Chinkiang

Provost, A., Roman Catholic missionary, Peking

Provost, P., professor, Taberd school, Saigon

Prowse, F., accountant, Japan Mail office, Yokohama

Pruen, W. L., China Inland missionary, Chefoo

Piuitt, Rev. C. W., missionary, Chefoo
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Pryer, H., (Bisset & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Pryer, W. B., government resident, Sandakan
Puech, third engineer, M. M. str. Volga, Hongkong and Japan
Puente, A. de la, restaui’ant keeper, Manila
Puente y Olea, L. de la, lelrado consultor, intendencia de hacienda, Manila
Puertas, P. Diaz y, (Dias Puertas & Co.) printer, Manila
Puetz, J., secretary, German consulate, Yokoliama
Pugh, W., (Evans, Pugh & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Puhlmann, A., proprietor, “ Adelphi Hotel,” Singapore
Puigdollers, E., apothecary, Manila
Pullen, H., (Drysdale, Ringer & Co.) tea inspector, Kiukiang
Pundleider, Rev. B., Roman Catholic missionary, Sandakan
Purcell, G. H., (W. Birt & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Purcell, J., (Engineering & Mining Co.) overman, Tientsin

Purcell, P. H., Maritime Customs examiner, Shanghai
Purcell, S. (Engineering and .Mining Co.) sub-overman, Tientsin

PurceU, W., (Kelly & Walsh, assistant, Shanghai
Purchas, Chas., D.A. commissary general of Ordnance, Singapore

Purdon, Jas. Jr., (Purdon & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Pm ’

', John G., (Maitland & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Pi. .1, J. M., assistant, commr. of lands, Kudat, Br. North Borneo
Purkis, E. H., gunner, H.B.M. gunboat Zephyr
Purple, Miss J. A., missionary, Shanghai
Purvis, A. B., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Atodacious

Purvis, J. M., broker, Singapore

Pustau, T. J. E. von., merchant, Hongkong and Canton
Puttfarcken, M., (Puttfarcken, Rheiner & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Puyols, F., telegraph clerk, Manila
Pye, Chas., (Odell & Leyburn) clerk, Foochow
Pye, R. H., (Fearon, Low & Co.) merchant, and consul for Denmark, Amoy
Pyke, Rev. J. H, missionary, Peking
Pym, E. T., Maritime Customs assistant, Hankow

Quade, E., (A. Roensch) assistant, Manila
Qubick, Rev. J. T., missionary, Japan
Quelch, C. B., (Quelch & Co.) shipchandler, Swatow
Quententi, A. H., capitan-tenie.ite, horse guards, Manila
Quero, F., assistant, adminis. coleccioncs y labores, Manila
Querolo, C., third officer, M. M. str. Tanais, Hongkong and Japan
Qu^roux, E., telegraphist, telegraph department, Bangk. k
Quick, Jno. C., clerk. Hall & Holtz Co-operative Co., Shanghai
Quin, Jas., sergeant of police, Sing-apore

Quincey, W., inspector of police

Quinton, A. W., reporter, China Mail, Wyndham street

Quioga, J. Malcampo, (Malcampo & Co.) mercbant, Amoy

Rabadan, M., surgeon, army medical department, Manila

Rackley, J. S., warder, gaol, Malacca
Radamelle, F., assistant, Messageries Maritimes, Praya
Radcliffe, F. J., clerk, chief office. Treasury, Perak
Rademacker, captain, steamer Sury Wonpsee, Bangkok and Singapore

Radiguet, Captain R. L. J., commandant at Thuau-an, Hue
Rae, Geo., inspeetur of nuisances, sanitary department

Rae, J., resident engineer, pumping station. Municipality, Singapoi'e

Rae, W., Maritime Customs tidesurveyor and harbour master, Hoihow
Rae, W., (North, Thompson & Co.) chemist, Yokohama
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Sae, W., sergeant of police, Hiogo
Eago, A. de, (Union Insurance Society) clerk, Shanghai
Eago, billiard setter, Shanghai
Eagon, (Eagon & Josserand) hairdresser, Saigon
Eagotsky, assessor, Circuit Court of Justice, Wladiwostock
Eaguet, Eev. E., Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki
Eahamin, A. J., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Shang-hai
Eahimtoolabhoy, M., (Jairazbhoy Peeibhoy) clerk, Wellington street
Raimondi, Eight Eev. T. J., D.D., vicar apostolic, Roman Catholic bishop
Eainford, T., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Kiushiu marti, Japan
Rainier, J. L., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk, Malacca
Eklston, J., (New Oriental Bank) assist, accountant, Yokohama
Eamasse, A., Maritime Customs tidewaiter. Canton
Ramirez de Ai-ellano, E., solicitor, Manila
Samirez, F., (F. Ramirez & Co.) merchant, Iloilo

Siimirez, J. F., “La Puerta del Sol,” storekeeper, Manila
Ramirez, M., inspector-general of public works, Manila
Ramirez, S., doctoral, Cabildo Eclesiastico, Manila
Eamonda, E. R. (J. P. Marmande) assistant. Queen’s Road
Ramos, J. A., proprietor, bazaar “ La Gran Bretana,” Manila
Samos, A. M. y., assayer, mint, Manila
Ramos, C., sugar manufacturer, Iloilo

Ramos, H., alcayde, Bilibid Gaol, Manila
Eampendahl, H., (Tillson, Herrmann • Co.) clerk, Manila
Eamsay, C. A., (Buck & Ramsay) tailor, Shanghai
Ramsay, C. H., (Ramsay & Co.) commission agent, Bangkok
Eamsay, G. E. 0., inspec'.ing engineer, Marine department, Tokio
Eamsay, H. F., merchant, Hankow
Ramsay, E., (F. H. England & Co.) tea inspector, Foochow
Eamsay, R. H., (Eamsay & Co.) commission agent, Bangkok (absent)

Eamsay, T. C., assistant, Russell & Co.’s Kin Lee Yuen & Hongkew Wharves, S’hai

Ramsey, Wm., supdt. engineer, Scottish Oriental S. S. Co., Queen’s road

Eanchot, chancelier, French consulate, Haiphong
Randolph, Mrs. A. E., missionary, Hangchow
Eanfaing, Eev. J. B., French missionary. Chant’aboon, Siam
Eangel, A., retired civil officer, Macao
Rangel, J. M., (A. & F. Bielfeld) clerk, Shanghai
Eangel, J

,
broker and Portuguese master, Victoria boys’ school, Hollywood road

Eangel, S., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Hiogo
Eangel, S. J., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Shanghai

Rankin, Miss D., missionary, Nantsiang, Shanghai
Rankin, Miss L., missionary, Nantsiang, Shanghai
Rankin, T., chief engineer, steamer Zafiio, Hongkong and Manila
Eiinking, H. L., auditor of state accounts, Perak
Rapalje, Eev. D., missionary, Amoy (absent)

Raphael, E. S., merchant, Shanghai
Rapp, F., auctioneer and commission agent, Zetland street

Eappa, G., apprentice, government medical department, Singapore

Rappa, Geo., chief clerk. Magistracy, Singapore

Rapjia, H., apprentice, government medical department, Singapore

Eappa, H. C., apprentice, public work-s department, Penang
Easbbrooke, H. S., engineer, H.B.M.S. Sapphire

Rasmussen, C., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) telegraphist, Shanghai

Rasmussen, P. W., lightkeeper, Kiutoan lightship, Shanghai
Easpe, M., (M. Raspe & Co.,) merchant, \okohama
Rath, E., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore
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Rathborne, A. B., (Hill & Eathborae) manager, Malacca
Rathgen, C., prof, ot public law and statistics, Imperial university, Tokio
Eathje, baker, government service, Bangkok
Ratbsam, Tb., student interpreter, German Legation, Peking
Rattanjee, H., manager, Family store, Queen’s road
Eattinon, clerk. Excise department, Saigon

Rauch, C. A., (Kautenberg, Schmidt & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Raven, E. A., commission agent. Canton (absent)

Ravenhill, Lieut. E. E., “The Buffs,” East Kent Regiment
Rawlins, E., warder, gaol, Singapore

Eawlinson, C. J., (Hall & Holtz Co-operative Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Eawlinson, R. H., (A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant, Queen’s road

Rawstborne, F. W., (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Raxworthy, C., paymaster, H.B.M. sloop Baring
Ray, A., second officer, steamer Bory, China coast

Ray, E, C., (Morris & Ray) shipbroker. Bank Buildings
Ray, R., mai.ager Golden Grove Estate, Penang Sugar Estate Co., Penang
Ray, W. H., secretary, China Traders’ Insurance Co., Queen’s road
Raynal, G., merchant, Stanley street

Eaynal, T., hairdresser, Saigon

Read, A. C., (Jardine, Matbeson & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Read, H. H., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) assistant. Queen’s road

Read, Thos., constable, Biitish consulate. Pagoda Anchorage, Foochow
Read, Hon. W. H. M., (A. L. Johnston & Co.) merchant, <fe Netherlands Consul-gl. S’pot®

Real, C. G. del, assistant, Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila
Eearick, P. A., chief engineer, U.S.S. Juniata

Rebbeck, J. K., (Geo. Fenwnk & Co.) engineer, Wanchai
Reboul, E., chief telegraphist, B.aucbauburee, Siam
Reboul e Tsasi, E., ayudante mayor, arsenal, Manila
Rebufat, first lieutenant, M. M. steamer Volga, Hongkong and Japan
Rebullida, C., alfererce, Guardia Civil Veierana, Manila
Recker, A., proprietor. Hotel de I’Europe, Singapore

Reddelien, A., (A. Reddelien & Co.) mert., & con. for Netherlands, Sweden, &c.,NagasaM
Reddelien, G., (C. lilies & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Reding, J. E., agent, China Traders’ Ins. Co., and consul for Russia, Shanghai
Reed, A. J., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) clerk, Queen’s road
Reed, W., (W. Brewer) assistant, Queen’s road
Reeks, A. J., Maritime Customs clerk, Shanghai
Rees, C. A., (David Gilmour) silk inspector, Shanghai
Rees, Rev. W. H., missionary, Peking
Reeves, Geo., Maritime Customs boat officer, Chefoo
Reeves, W., master mariner, Bangkok
Reeves, W., (Wilfred Reeves & Co.) engineer, &c., Swatow
.Regagnon, surveillant. Customs, Haiphong
Regalado, J., trader, Iloilo

Regidor, R., secretary, telegraph department, Manila

Rego, A. A. do, captain, police force, Macao
Rehders, E., (A. Cordes & Co.) merchant, Tientsin

Reichardt, T., hide inspector, Birt’s Wharf, Shanghai
Reid, Rev. G. F., missionary, Soochow
Reid, D., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Hiogo-maru, Japan
Reid, D., Maritime Customs boat officer. Canton
Reid, F., broker, Shanghai
Reid, Rev. G., missionary, Chetoo
Reid, J. P., (W. M. Strachau & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Reid, W., clerk of works. Public Works department, Penang
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Eeidel, K. A., (Blaze, Reidel & Co.) i1ru<>-gist, Penang
Eeidy, P., foreman, Ordnance Store department, Singapore
EeifiF, E., (Boyes & Co.) mei'cliant, Yokohama
Eeifsnyder, Dr. E., medical missionary, Shanghai
Eeilhac, clerk. Supreme Court, Saigon
Eeilly, P. E., proprietor “ Central Hotel,” and “ The Point ” Hotel, Shanghai
Eoimer, G., (Eautenberg, Schmidt & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Eeimer, J., (Eautenberg, Schmidt & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Eeimers, C. F., merchant and commission agent, Hakodate
Eeimers, Otto, (P. Heinemann & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Et-ir.a, E. B., manager. Universal Hotel, Bangkok
Eeinfeldt, E., (Sander & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Eeinsdorf, F., student interpreter, German Legation, Peking
Eeis, F. J., dos, chief engineer, Portuguese corvette Estephania
Eeis, S. A. de, chief clerk. Post office, Penang
Eeis e Cunha, Eev. J. dos, missionary, Timor
Eemedios, A. dos, (Hongkong and Whampoa Deck Co.), clerk, Kowloon
Remedios, A. dos, (Eemedios & Co.) clerk, Praya
Remedies, A. A., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Eemedios, A. F. dos, (Douglas Lapraik & Co.) clerk, Praj^a

Eemedios, A. M. dos (Chartered Bank) clerk, Queen’s road

Eemedios, A. F. dos, Jr., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk. Queen’s road

Eemedios, A. F. dos, (Eussell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Eemedios, A. G. dos, (Douglas Lapraik & Co.) clerk, Praya
Eemedios, B. F. S., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road central

Eemedios, C. C. dos, (Eussell & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Eemedios, C. C. dos, (Eussell & Co.) clerk, Praya
Eemedios, E. A. dos, writer. Royal Naval Hospital

Eemedios,E.F.X. dos, (Hongkong&WhampoaDock Co.) draughtsman, Praya

Eemedios, E. G., clerk. Chartered Bank of India, &c., Foochow
Eemedios, F., (Wotton & Deacon) clerk. Queen’s road

Eemedios, F. dos, chief clerk. Land office, Perak
Eemedios, F. dos, clerk, Hongkong and Shanghai Bank, Hiogo

^

Eemedios, F. A., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph. Co.) accountant, Queen’s road

Eemedios, F. dos, (Union Insurance Society) clerk, Pedder’s wharf

Eemedios, F. J. dos, (Douglas Lapraik & Co.) clerk, Praya
Eemedios, F. X., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk, Queeti’s road

Eemedios, G. dos, (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road central

Eemedios, G. F. dos, (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Eemedios, J. M. dos, (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk. Queen’s road

Eemedios, Jose A. dos, (Eemedios & Co.) merchant, Praya

Eemedios, J. C. dos, (Eemedios & Co.) clerk, Praya
Eemedios, J. M. dos, (J. J. dos Remedios & Co.) clerk, Stanley street

Eemedios, Luis, secretary, Clero Catedral, Manila

Eemedios, M. A. dos, merchant, Macao
Eemedios, E. J. dos, (Chartered Mercantile Bank) clerk. Queen’s road

Eemedios, E. A., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Hiogo

Eemedios, E. G., writer. Naval Yard
E imedios, S. V. dos, (Cohen & Georg) clerk. Queen’s road

Eemedios, S. A. d' S, (Macleod & Co.) clerk, Manila

Eemedios, S. B., (Hall and Holtz Co-operative Co.) assistant. Shanghai

Eemedios, T. dos, fAmerican Trading Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Eemedios, V. dos, (J. M. Armstrong) clerk. Queen’s road

Eemusat, J. L., Maritime Customs assistant. Canton

Henard, Ed., (A. Spooner, E l. Eenard & Co.) merchant, Saigon (absent)

j^enard, L., (A. Spooner, Ed. E'^nard & Co.) merchant, Saigon (absent)
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Benard, M
,
(De Vigan & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Keuauld, Il’rench Eesident General, Krattie, Ciiinbodia
Eenault, administrator of native affairs, Saigon
Rennie, Sir R. T., judge, H.B.M.’s Supreme Court, Shanghai
Rennie, T., M.D., (Rennie & Adam) medical practitioner, Foochow
Renny, J . B., Roman Catholic missionary, Kiuldang
Rentzsch, F. J., (Eas‘ern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) superintendent, Foochow
Kenwick, W., physician & surgeon, Nagasaki
Repenn, J. A., steward. Club Germania, Yokohama
Retz, F., merchant, Yokohama
Reuberfc, E., (P. Sartorius) assistant, Manila
ReuchUn, usher, municipal boys’ school, Saigon
Reuclilin, G., slaugliter house foreman. Municipal Council, Saigon
Reusch, Rev. C. G., missionary, Basil Mission (absent)
Rcuss, A., (Wladiwostock Brewery) brewer, Wladiwostock
Reutens, G. S., clerk. Marine department, Singapore
Reutens, J., clerk, court of requests, Penang
Reutens, P., (Boustead & Co.) clerk, Penang
Reutens, P. A., (Chartered Mercantile Bank) clerk, Singapore
Reuteus, P. A., (W. R. Scott & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Reutens, Y., clerk, Penang Club, Penang
Reutens, V., (Presgrave & Clntton) managing clerk, Penrng
Reuter, A., (Pustau & Co.) clerk, Queen’s road
Reuter, E. L., (Pustau & Co.) merchant. Queen’s road
Revertegat, second engineer, M. M. steamer Saigon, Haiphong an l Saigon
Reveilere, commander of Marine, Saigon
ReviUa, F., ecclesiastical department, Manila
Revilliod, j., chief secretary, Munici[)al Council, Saigon
Revsbeck, N. C., captain, steamer Activ, Hongkong and Southern ports
Rex, A. B., (Iveson &Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Rey, purveyor, Messageries Maritimes, Sa-gon

R-j assistant, Ru.ssell & Co.’s Silk Filature, Shanghai
Rey, Rev. J. P., Roman Cat nolle missionary, Tokio
Reyes, A., (A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant, Manila
Reyes, A., (Jose Reyes) clerk, Calbalogan, Philidpines
Reyes, A. C., (Battle Hemianos & Co.) clerk, Manila i

Reyes, B., (Birchal, Robinson & Co.) clerk, Cebu
Reyes, C., naval effects manufacturer, Manila
Ee3’^es, F. O., (Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Manila
Reyes, G., (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk, Cebu
Reyes, J., (Genato ife Co.) auctioneer, Manila
Reyes, J. J., merchant, Bohi l, Philippines
Reyes, J. N. C., carriage builder, Manila
Reyes, Jose, shipchandler, Manila
Reyes, Jose, (Birchal, Robinson & Co.) clerk, Manila
Reyes, Jose M., shipchandlei', Manila (absent)
Reyes, M., (C. Re^’es) assistant, Manila
Reyes, M. de las, (E. M. Barretto & Co.) clerk, Manila
Reyes, M., (Genato & Co.) assistant, Manila
Reyes, N., (L. Genu) cleik, Manila
Reyes, P. F., (Chartered Bank of India, Ac.), clerk, Manila
Reyes, R., (Jose Reyes) assistant, Manila
Reyes, V,, “La Puerta del Sol,” storekeeper, Manila
Reyes y Gabriel, J., escribano, real audiencia, Manila
Raymond, J. B., Hotel d’Europe, Hiogo
Reyna, J., foundry, Iloilo
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Reynaud, (Reynaud & Faure) commission agent, Haiphong
Reynaud, J. Yokohama
Reynaud, N., Saigon

Reynaud, P. M,, Bishop in charge, Roman Catholic mission, Ningpo
Reyne, M., contador. Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila
Reyne, S. B. R., assistant surveyor, Public Works department, Selangor
Reynell, A. E., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Reynell, H. E., merchant, and consul for Portugal, Hiogo
Reynold, H. A., assistant. Customs, Pusan, Corea
Reynolds, M., (Macleod & Co.) clerk, Manila
Reynolds, T. J., broker, Manila

Reynolds, T. J. R., (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Manila
Reynolds, master mariner, Bangkok
Rhees, Rev. H. H., missionary, Hiogo
Rhein, Gr., storekeeper, Shanghai

Rhein, J., secretary interpreter, Netherlands Legation, Peking
Rheinart, inspector of native affairs, Saigon

Riach, J., (Boyd & Co.) engineer, Shanghai

Riano, Rev. M., Roman Catholic vicar apostolic, Haiphong
Ribail, brigadier, Excise department, Saigon

Ribeiro, A. A. V., foreman, Daily Press office, Wyndham street

Ribeiro, A. A. R. A., first lieutenant, Portuguese gunboat Tamega
Ribeiro, A. F., (Borneo Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Ribeiro, A. J. Y., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road central

Ribeiro, A. J. V., clerk, revenue department, Macao
Ribeiro, A., Jr., (Ed. Schellhass & Co,) clerk, Praya

Rib’ iro, D., (Noronha & Co.) compositor, Zetland Sr.

Ribeiro, F. C. V., (Langfeldt & Mayers) clerk, Yokohama
Ribeiro, F. F., (Borneo Company) clerk. Queen’s road

Ribeiro, F. I., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk, Queen’s road

Ribeiro, F. V., clerk. Auditor-general’s office

Ribeiro, F. V., recebedor, Recebedoria das Decimas, Macao
Ribeiro, F. X. V., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road central

Ribeiro, J., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk. Queen’s road

Ribeiro, J. M. V., tiiogo News office, Hiogo
Ribeiro, J. M. V., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Ribeiro, J., storeb’eper, Macao
Ribeiro, M., consul for Portugal, Singapore

Ribeiro, R. V., (Kelly & Walsh) compositor. Queen’s road

Ribeiro, S., assistant, Taikoo Sugar Refining Co., Quarry Bay
Ribeiro, V., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk. Queen’s road

Riber, J., (Kunst & Albers) clerk, Wladiwostock

Ricardo, A. D., lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Champion

Riccard, H. J. H., superintendent of police, Singapore (absent)

Ricco, E., clerk, French Municipal council, Shanghai

Rice, E. W., commission agent, Shanghai

Rice, G. E., United Stales vice-consul general, Yokohama
Rice, H. G., deputy assistant commissary general

Ricetti, B., (A. Mayer) engineer, Saigon

Richard, J., ecclesiastical department, Manila

Richard, Rev. T., missionary, Taiyuen-foo, Shansi

Richard, clerk. Treasury, Saigon

Richards, C. P., detective inspector of police, Singapore

Richards, C. W., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Richards, F. E., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Richards, F. M., chief officer, receiving ship Wellington, Shangha i
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Richards, G. C., pilot, Newchwang
Richards, H. D., civil engineer, Singapore

Richards, J. F., (Gilfillan, Wood & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Richards, P. apprentice, public works dept., Singapore
Richards, T., (Piatkoff, Molchanoff 8f Co.) clerk, Hankow
Richards, W. H., (J. Witte & Co.) engineer, Manila
Richards, Miss C. B., missionary, Nagasaki
Richardson, A., (Howarlh, Erskine & Co.) foremm, Singapore
Richardson, F., third engineer, steamer Kiangfoo, Shanghai and Hankow
Richardson, R. L., (Bradley & Co.) clerk, Swatow
Richardson, T. W., (Bradley & Co.) merchant, Swatow (absent)

Richelieu, A. de, captain, H.S.M. yacht Vesatri, Banekok
Richelieu, Jr., lieutenant, government service, Bangkok
Richerolles, engineer, railway works, Saigon

Richmond, T. G., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Richter, A., hat manufacturer, Manila
Richter, B., (A. Richter) assistant, Manila

Richter, R., (A. Richter) assistant, Manila

Richter, staff paymaster, H.I. German M.S. Stosch

Richter, Dr., assistant surgeon, H.I. German M.S. Stosch

Rickerby, A., (Mourilyan, Heimann & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Ricki-rby, C. D

,
(Browne & Co.) clerk, Hiogo

Rickett, C. B., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) acting agent, Penang
Rickett, J., (P. <& O. S. N. Co.) agent, Yok.)hama
Ricketts, O., superintendent of roads, Sarawak
Ricketts, Miss C. M., missionary, Swatow
Rickman, C. Le Bas, Maritime Customs assistant, Swatow
Ricon, W., (Speidel <fc Co.) clerk, Haiphong
Riddell, Rev. W., medical missionary, Swatow
Riddick, Miss S. L., missionary, Tokio

Riddock, R., chief engineer, str. Kong Beng, Hongkong and Bangkok
Riechmann, J. J., (A. Markwald & Co.) merchant & Austrian consul, Bangkok
Rief, J., (Siemssen & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Rigoreau, J., chanceRer, French consulate, Arbuthnot road
Rijayran, surveillant, Customs, Haiphong
Riley, J. H., missionary, Chentu

Ringer, B. S-, physician, Amoy
Ringer, F., (Holme, Ringer & Co.) merchant, and consul for Belgium, Nagasaki
Ringer, J. M., (Drysdale, Ringer & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Rioja, R., commissary, army administration, Manila
Riotaud, cruiser Hamelin, Haiphong
Ristelhuehei-, P., French C( nsul, Tientsin

Ritchie, H. A., (P. & O. S. N. Co.) cleik, Shanghai
Ritchie, J., (Griffin & Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Ritcliie, W., chief officer, steamer Amoy, Hongkong and Shanghai

Ritter, E., (Putlfarcken, Rh iner & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Ritter, G., proprietor, Astor House Hotel, Ti ntsiu

Ritter, G., (Puttfarcken, Rheiner & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Ritter, M., director, Cai Nhum Minor "Seminary, Saijou

Riva, A., assistant, Russell & Co.’s Silk Filature, B.,anghai

Rivera, J
,
clerk, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Rivera, J. G., telegraph clerk, Manila

Rivera, J. P. de, Sdministrador de hacienda puhlica, Manila (absent)

Rivera, T. master of school, San Josd hospital, Manila
Rivero, E. T., linguist, British Consulate, Shanghai
Rivers, W., inspector of police
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ivet. Rev. F., French Roman Catholic mission, Singapore
ivet, warehouseman, Excise department, Cambodia
iviere, commissaire, M. F. steamer Francis Gamier, Saigon

Riviere, B., chief officer, M. M. steamer Tanais, Hongkong and Japan
iviere, H., (J. A. Riviere & Co.) clerk, Saigon

Riviere, J. A., merchant, Saigon
ivilla, J., professor of theology, University, Manila
ivington, Chas., share broker and proprietor Shanghai Mercury, Shanghai

*!• M., Roman Catholic missionary, Ningpo
oach, J. S., chief officer, steamer Namoa, China coast
obarts, C. M., (W. Powell & Co.) assistant. Queen’s road
obarts, J. A. T., linguist, Piocurador’.s department,. Macao
obarts, J., (Grate & Fairall) assistant, Queen’s road

R^bb
^ Livingston tfe Co.) clerk, Icehouse street

obb, W., (New Harbour Dock Co.) assistant engineer, Singapore
obeck, J. sub-lieutenant, H.B.M. gunboat Espoir
obertos, J. compositor, “Imprimerie Comnierciale,” Singapore

^oberts, A.^ (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
oberts, C.^ assistant purser, receiving ship Corea, Shanghai
oberts, ^ ^

Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Swatow
oberts, j] j, ^ manager, Penang Plantation Co., Penang
oberts,

p] ^ manager, Penang Plantation Co., Penang
oberts,

Gt., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Chetoo
Roberts, h. M., (J. D. Carroll & Co.) assistant, Yokohama
oberts, Rgv. J. H., missionary, Kalgan

Roberts, j ^
diver, Maritime Customs, Shanghai

oberts, Malay interpreter, Magisuacy, Singapore
Roberts, Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Shanghai
Roberts, j, marine surveyor, snpt. of Russell & Co.’s steamers, Shanghai
Roberts,

j., master. Tugboat Association, Shanghai
Roberts, J. g., turnkey, British Consular gaol, Yokohama
Roberts, Cy. sergt.-major M., sub-marine mining storekeeper, R. E. department
Roberts, R. G., (Ahrens & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Roberts, Rev. Thos., chaplain, H.B.M.S. Curacoa
Roberts, W., chief engineer, steamer Hailoong, Cliina coast
oberts, W., assistant, sanitary department. Municipal Council, Shanghai

Robertson, A., second engineer, steamer Haean, Cliiua coast

Robertson, A., (S. C. Farnham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Robertson, A. L., (Drysdale, Ringer & Co.) clerk, Hankow
"Cibertson, U. F., (Kildoyle & Rjbertson) engineer, Yokohama
"Obertson, H. J., architect and builder, Foochow
Robertson, J., assistant surveyor, Sandakan
•“Obertson, J. B, (Straits Insurance Co.) clerk, Singapore
Robertson, J. H., M.D., medical practitioner, Singapore
Robertson, J. S., (Mev Harliour Dock Co.) cL rk, Singapore

, tt i

Robertson, R. J., third engineer, steamer Cheany Hock Kian, Singapore and Hongkong
Rob.rison, R. A., merclianr, Yokoham i

J^Obertsoii, Russell B., consul for Great Bi itaiu, Yokohama
•"obertson, W., foreman of engineer shop, Tmjong Pagar Dock Co., Singapore

•"ohertson, W., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Toyoshima-marii, Japan
^

•^obertson, W. B., assistant accountant. Chartered Mercantile Bank, Queen s road

^ooertson, Wm., (Boyd & Co.) enginet^r, Shanghai (absent)

"obins, M., (M. Robins & Co.) exchange office, Shanghai

obiuson. A., solicitor, Shanghai
^obinsou, A L., (W. M. Strachan & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
^^obiuson, Ed., barrister-at-law, Shanghai
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Eiobinson, G. G., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Yokohama
Robinson, G. T., assistant engineer, Rawang Tin Mine, Selangor
Robinson, H. R., lieutenant, H.B.M. gunboat Espoir
Robinson, J., Upper Tangtsze pilot, Shanghai
Robinson, J., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer Nagoya-maru, Japan
Robinson, Rev. J., missionary, Tientsin

Robinson, L. W., chief engineer, U.S.S. Ossipee

Robinson, Surgeon-Major J., senior army medical officer, Singapore
Robinson, N. J., (Birchal, Robinsnn & Co.) merchant, Manila and Cebu
Robinson, S. R., (Robinson & Co.) manager, Singapore
Robinson, W. J., (Butterfield & Swire) tea inspector, Foochow
Robinson, Miss Mary B., missionary, Chinkiang
Robison, Richard D., (Wilkin & Robison) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Robles, Z., inspector, Intendencia de Hacienda, Manila
Robles, Z., milliner, Iloilo

Robles, Z., veterinary surgeon, Iloilo

Robless, E. H., clerk, police department, Penang
Robless, R. R., clerk, court of requests, Penang
Rocca, clerk, direction of the intei ior, Saigon
Roch, surveillant. Customs, Haiphong
Rocha, A. A. da, purser, steamer Powan, Hongkong & Canton
Rocha, A. da, clerk. Telegraph Office, Macao
Rocha, A. L., marine surveyor, and pi'cfessor, nautical academy, Manila
Rocha, C. J- de, (Holliday, Wise & Co.,) clerk, Praya
Rocha, F. da, clerk, cominissao do hospital militar de S. Januario, Macao
Rocha, F. de P. M. da, clerk, revenue office, Macao
Rocha, J. G., member of adminis. council, & director Banco Espanol Filipino, Manila
Rocha, J. G. da, accountant, Post-office

Rocha, V. C., share broker. Queen’s road
Roche, tide-surveyor. Customs, Haijdiong
Roche, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Rocher, E., Maritime Customs assistant, Shanghai
Rocher, Ls., deputy commissioner. Maritime Customs, Hankow (absent)

Rochet, L., chancelier, French consulate, Singapore
Rockhill, W. W., second secretary. United States Legation, Peking
Roda, M. L., civil doctor, Manila
Rodd, P., boatswain, H.B.M. S. Stppliire

Rode, H., chief engineer, steamer Activ, Hongkong and Southern Ports

Rodeck, L., third engineer, steamer Ningpo, Hongkong and Shanghai
Rodewald, J. F., (Rodewald & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Rodger, A., (China Sugar Refining Co )

chief sugar boiler. Bast point

Rodger, H., second engineer, steamer Kiangpiau, Shanghai and Hankow
Rodger, J., (China Sugar Refining Co.) sugar boiler. East Point

Rodger, J. P., chief magistrate, and acting British Resident, Selangor

Rodgers, Lieut. J. A., navigator, U.S.S. Ossipee

Rodil, S., (J. B. Roxas) clerk, Manila
Rodoredo, F. de P., marmolisfa, Manila

Rodrigo, V., assistant, public works department, Manila

Rodrigues, A., bailiff, judicial department, Macao
Rodrigues, A., trader, Iloilo

Rodrigues, A. A., clerk. Marine department and post office, Malacca

Rodrigues, A. H., (C. W. Rodyk) clerk, Malacca
Rodrigues, A. J., marine officer, Post-office

Rodrigues, B., (Typographia Mercantil) foreman, Macao
Rodrigues, B. S., warden. Water Pohee, Macao
Rodriguez, D., (Schaar & Co.) clerk, Swatow
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Rodrigues, D. J., Government printer, Sarawak
Rodrigues, E., second engineer, steamer KiuTciang, Hongkong and Macao
Rodrigues, E., clerk, commissariat, Singapore

Rodrigues, E. A., (Gilfillan, Wood & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Rodrigues, E. H., (Gilfillan, Wood & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Rodrigues, E. N., boarding ofBcer, marine department, Singapore
Rodrigues, F., resident apothecary, Bukit Meniah Hospital, Province Wellesley
Rodrigues, F., (Noronba & Co.) compositor, Zetland Street

Rodrigues, G., Government clerk, third division, Sarawak
Rodrigues, H. J., house and commission agent. Bridges street

Rodrigues, J., assistant, “La Puerta del Sol,” Manila
Rodrigues, J., chief clerk. Court of Requests, Malacca
Rodrigues, J., retired civil ofl&cer, Macao
Rodrigues, J., (Stiven h Co.) clerk, Singapoie

Rodrigues, J., (Rautcnberg, Schmidt & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Rodrigues, J. J., (M. Kirkwood) clerk, Yokohama
Rodrigues, J., Jr., warden, water poMce, Macao
Rodrigues, J. M., (P. & O.S.N. Co.) clerk, Singapore

Rodrigues, J. S., first clerk. Stamp Revenue office

Rodrigues, J. S., clerk, army commissariat, Singapore

Rodrigues, L. F., (Giifilhm, Wood & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Rodrigues, M., thinl engineer, steamer Japan, Calcutta and Hongkong
Rodrigues, N. C., cleik, Post-office, Singapore

Rodrigues, P., assistant overseer. Municipality, Penang
Rodrigues, S., bailiff. Administrative Municipal Council, Macao
Rodrigues, T. secretary, A ylo dos Pobres, Macao
Rodrigues, T., b acber, Escola C ulral, Maca >

Rodrigues, Rev. V. V., chaplain of ex-convont of Sta. Clara, Macao
Rodrigues, W., fitter. Municipality, Penang
Rodriguez, P. V., (Melchors & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Rodriguez, TJ., i-rofessor of pharmacy, Manila

Rodyk, B., (Rodyk & Davidson) advocate and attorney, Singapore

Rodyk, C., (R. G. van Someien) clerk, Penang
Rodyk, J. R. D., sheriff. Supreme Ctnirt, Penang
Rodyk, Jas., secretary. Municipality, Malacca
Roeder, C. T. H., assistant engineer, Portuguese gunboat Tamega
Roehr, Victor, (C. lilies & Co.) merchant, Hiogo
Roensch, A., hat mauufactnrer, Manila and Iloilo (absent)

Roensch, E., (A. Roensch) hat manufacturer, Manila

Roensch, G,, ( G. van P. Petel <Si Co.) mercliant, Manila
Roensch^ 0., (A. Roensch) hat manufacturer, Manila

Roeseler, J., assistant, “El Oriente” Tobacco Manufacturing Co., Manila
Roeser, P., Osaka
Roesing, G., (Baer Senior 8c Co.) clerk, Manila
Roger, Rev. M., Roman Catholic missionary, Osaka
Rogers, A. E., assistant, Hall & Holtz Co-operative Co., Shanghai

Rogers, Ed., (China and Japan Trading Co.) manager, Nagasaki

Rogers, F. R., assistant, Pootung Wharf and Godown Co., Shanghai
Rogers, G., steward, Civil Hospital

Rogers, G. O., surgeon dentist, (absent)

Rogers, H. Skerrett, (F. H. England & Co.) merchant, Foochow
Rogerson, J. M., (Gas Co.) as>istant engineer, Slianghai

Rogge, C., (Melchers & Co.) clerk, Pe<lder’s wharf
Rogge, C. G.,'(Speidel & Co.) agent at Pnompenh, Cambodia
Roggers, Miss, Bellevue, Race Course, Shanghai
Register, A. C. H., Maritime Customs tide-waiter, Chinkiang
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Rohde, C., merchant and Peruvian consul, Yokohama
Rohde, M., (Wm. Meyerink & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Rohde, R., (Kunst & Albers) clerk, Wladiwostock
Rohlk, H., (Hai'twig & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Rohrbacher, J. H., ensign, TJ.S. sloop Enterprise
Roland, E,, (Jucker, Sigg & Co.) assistant, Bangkok
Roldan, B. D

,
capitan-teniente, Horse Guards, Manila

Roldan, R. de, assistant. Mint, Manila
Rolfe, H. N., lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Albatross
Roliz, J. G., ensign, police, Macao
RoUet, Mme., proprietrix. Cafe d’Ormay, Saigon
Rollin, J. P., acting Treasury paymaster, Honghoa, Tonquin
Remain, W. P., warder. Gaol, Singapore
Romaiiet, E., ])rece|)ieur, French .llunicipal Council, Shanghai
Romaney, J. Er, (Mansfield, Bogaardt & Co.) clerk, Penang
Romano, A. G., (J. J. dos Remedies & Co ) mercliaut, con. gen. for Portugal & Brazil

Romanoff, E., (Manacoff) assistant, Wladivostock
Rome, J., first officer, reyenue cruiser Kwishing, Shanghai
Romer, A., assistant. Local Post-office, Shanghai
Romero, B., abogado, Iloilo

Romero, E., acting administrador de impuestos, Manila
Romero, J. R. de, interventor, hacienda puidica, Iloilo

Romero, M., clerk. Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila
Romero, M., (Jose Reyes) assistant, Manila
Romero, R., secretary, i)ublic works department, Manila
Romero, R., assistant, water works, Manila
Romieux J., (Jos. Bastiani) assistant, Singapore
Romillo, V., surgeon. Army medical department, Manila
Rondel, J. A., French missionary, Muang IJbon, Siam
Roope, J., third officer, steamer Taisang, Hongkong and Calcutta
Rooper, H. E., lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Flying Fi^i

Roosmale, H.S., (W. F. Garland and Co.) assistant, Sandakan
Roque, H., (Roque Freres) merchant, Haiphong
Roque, V., (Roque Freres) merchant, Haiphong
Ros, E., (Marcaida & Granados) clerk, Manila
Rosa, C., (Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Manila
Rosa, D. C. da, assistant, S[)anish Consulate, Foochow
Rosales, Jose, assistant, Compania General de Tabacos, Manila
Rosario, A. del, (Rosario & Perez) chemist, Manila
Rosario, A., (Typographia Mercantil) compositor, Macao
Rosario, B. del, ecclesiastical department, Manila
Rosario, B. del, (Diirr & Co.) clei'k, Manila
Rosario, B. G. del, captain of guard, botanical gardens, Manila
Rosario, C. del, capellan de Presidio, Manila
Rosario, F., (Typographia Mercantil) compositor, Macao
Rose, C., (Windsor, Rose & Co.) merchant, Bangkok
Rose, E., overseer of water works, Surveyor-general’s department
Rose, E. N., (Boyd & Co.) merchant, Amoy
Rose, T., engineer, Yokohama
Rose, T. I., (Borneo Co.) assistant, and consul for Siam, Queen’s road
Rose, W. H, (Borneo Co.) wharf superintendent, Singapore
Rosello, B., secretario de causas, cuerpo juridico, Naval department, Manila
Rosenbaum, J., proprietor, Corean Glass works, Shanghai
Rosenbaum, S., Customs assistant, Yuensan, Corea
Roslin, E., superintendent of works, Societe des Mines d’ Etain, Perak
Rosmussen, lieutenant, government service, Bangkok
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Rosnet, L., clerk, Banque de 1’ Indo-Ckme, Saigon

Boss, A., (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Boss, A., (North China Insurance Co.) aiient. Queen’s road

Boss, A. J., (Guthrie & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Boss, F. J. C., (Logan & Ross) barrister-at-!aw, Penang

Boss, H., (Sayle & Co.) assistant, Singapore

Boss, H.S., P.A. engineer, TJ.S.S. Monocacy.

Boss, Staff Paymaster J. C., (hon. major) district paymaster, Singapore

Ross, J., second officer, steamer Amatista, Hongkong and Manila

Boss, J. E., cleik, Municipality, Singapore

Boss, J., Maritime Customs examiner, Shanghai

Boss, Rev. John, missionary, Moukden
Boss, K. McK., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Queen’s road ceqtral (absent)

Ross, W., (G. Falconer & Co.) assis ant. Queen’s road

Bosse, J.R., pay clerk, U.S. sloop Enterprise

Bossigneux, French resident, Haiphong

Bost, W., (Carlowitz & Co.) merchant. Canton (absent)

Bosthorn, A. E. von, Maritime Customs assistant, Peking
Botenstrom, (O. W. Lindholm and Co.) clerk, flour mill, Wladisvostock

Bdtger, captain, H.I. German M. gunboat litis

Both, B., merchant, Tokoham i

Bothdauscher, A., (H. Rothdauscher) assistant, Cebu
Bothdauscher, 11., chemist, Cebu

BStschke, C. A., (H. J. Andrews & Co.) merchant, Manila (absent)

Boltmann, A., (Rottmann, Strome & Co.) uirrchant, Yokouama

Botz, Rev. M. M. de, Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki

Bcnchaud, telegiaphi-t, Tayninh, Cochin China

Bcncoules, head teacher, Mytho College, Cochin China

Bonet, attendant, Messageries Maritimes, Saigon

Rougeot, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Rouger, Rt. Rev., Roman Catholic Bishop, Kiukiang

Roughton, J. C., lieutenant, H.B.M S. Champion

Rougon, commissioner of marine, Saigon

Rousseau, Rev. P. L., French missionary, Bang-pla-soi, Siam

Boussier, (Roussier & Silvin) contractor, Saigon

Roussin, clerk, Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Roustan, L., (Jardine, Matheson & Co,) clerk, Shanghai (absent)

Bouth, H. P., lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Albatross

Roux, pilot, Saigon

Roux, surveiUant, Customs, Haiphong

Rovira, F., ministro letrado. Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila

Row, W. J. C., secretary to Admual, H.B.M. Squadron

Rowan, W., (Taikoo Sugar Refining Co.) assistant. Quarry Bay

Bowband, C. F., manager, Chartered Mercantile Bank, Malacca

Bowe, Alfred, commission agent, Canton

Rowe, C., constable, British Consulate, Kiukiang

Rowe, Miss, London Mission, Staunton street

Rowell, T. I., M.D., ])rincipal medical officer, Singapore^

Rowland, A., clerk, receiving ship Wellington, Shanghai^

Rowland, E. J. 0., (R. E. Wainewright) clerk, Shanghai

Roxas, F., professor de dibujo. University, Manila

Roxas, F. L., merchant, Manila

Roxas, J. B., merchant, Manila

Roxas, P. P., (J . B. Roxas) merchant, Manila

Royall, Rev. W. W., misuonarv, Shanghai

Roza, A. A. da, (Birley & Co.) clerk. Canton
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Eoza, A. B. da, (Birley & Co.) clerk, Canton
Boza, A. M. da, opium dealer, Macao
Roza, B. M. N. d’ A., surgeon, Police force, Macao
Rosa, C.B. da, (H. J. Holmes) clerk. Queen’s road
Roza, D. da, (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Roza, F. da, retired judge, Macao
Roza, F. da, (He Ath and Co.) assistant, Hiogo
Roza, F. X. da, clerk, revenue office, Macao
Roza, F. S. da, bedel, St. Joseph’s College, Macao
Roza, J. F. C. da, broker, Boulder Lodge
R( za, J. M. da, escrevente, St. Joseph’s College, Macao
Roza, Joao da, hairdresser, Potlinger street

Roza, L. d’A., (Chartered Bank) he.ad cli^rk, Queen’s road

Roza, M. M. da, share broker, Boulder Lodge
Roza, P. B. da, clerk, import and export office, Singajaore

Roza, P. da, (Mustard & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Roza, S. da, ensign. National Battalion, Macao
Roza, S. B. de, clerk. Marine department, Singapore

Roza, T. de S., Portuguese Minister to Clnna and Japan, and Governor, Macao
Rozano, A. A. do, (Great Northern Telegraph Co.) coun' clerk, Shanghai
Rozario, A. C., clerk. Marine department, Penang
Rozano, A. M., timekeeper, H.K. Steam Laundry Co., Bowrington
Rozario, A. H., assistant, water works, Singapore

Rozario, A. C. do, master of Governor’s galley, Macao
Rozario, A. do, (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Rozario, A. F. do, proprietor, “Canton Hotel,” and auctioneer. Canton
Rozario, A. J. do, (Rozario & Co.) merchant, Stanley street

Rozario, A. J. do, (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Praya central

Rozario, A. del, assistant. Custom House, Manila
Rozario, Art. do, compositor. Celestial Empire office, Shanghai

Rozario, Aug. X., (Fonseca & Co.) printer, Shanghai

Rozario, C. do, clerk, Municipality, Malacca

Rozario, C. do. (H. A. Baumgarten) clerk, Malacca
Rozario, C. M. do, (Mi Ichers & Co.) clerk, Pedder’s wharf

Rozario, H. do, (D. Rozario & Co.) commission agent, Foochow
Rozario, H. A. do, clerk. Water Police Station, Macao
Rozario, D. F., (Cameron, Dunlop & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Rozario, F. do, clerk. Government Office, second Division, Sarawak
Rozario, F. do, lightkeeper, Malacca
Rozario, F. do, (Schonbard & Co ) clerk, Shanghai
Rozario, F. F. do, clerk, harbour department, Macao
Rozario, F. H., (MacKenzie & Co.) auction clerk, Shanghai
Rozario, F. J. do, (M. A. dos Remedios) clerk, Macao
Rozario, F. P. do, foreman. Celestial Empire office, Shanghai
Rozario, F. R., (Victoria Dispensary) assistant, Pedder’s Wharf
Rozario, F. X., (Meyer & Co.) cleik. Queen’s road

Rozario, H. G., clerk. Colonial Secretary’s office

Rozario, I. F., assistant collector, H.K. Steam Laundry Co., Bowrington
Rozario, J. do, clerk, survey department, Malacca
Rozario, J. do, guardian of Stadt House, M'.lacca

Rozario, J. de, dresser, general hospital, Sungei TJjong
Rozario, J. D., (New Harbour Dock Co.) clerk, Singapore
Rozario, J. D., (New Harbour Dock Co.) overseer, Singapore
Rozario, J. F. do, (North China Insuiance Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Rozario, J. M., (Chartered Bank) clerk, Queen’s road
Rozario, L., compositor. Daily Press office, Wyndham street
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Rozario, L., (J. Eibeiro) assistant, Macao
Eozario, L., (Sharp, Johnson & Stokes) clerk. Supreme Court House
Rozario, L., (Shanghai Mercury office), compositor, Shanghai
Rozario, M., (A. Millar & Co.) assistant. Queen’s road
Rozario, M. do, clerk. Supreme court, Siiiga|)ore

Rozario, M. P., (C. W. Rodyk) chii f clerk, Malacca
Rozario, P. A. do, clerk, colonial treasury, Singapore
Rozario, P. A. do, (Pustau & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Rozario, P. P., (Meyer & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Rozario, P. H. do, clerk, Colonial Secretary’s office

Rozario, R. do, assistant wardmaster. Hospital de San Rafael, Macao
Rozario, R. N. P., forest ranger. Land office, Malacca
Rozario, V. O,, (TyiJOgrapliia Mercantil) compositor, Macao.
Roze, E., accountant, Muara Coal Mines, Brunei, Borneo.
Roze, conductor. Public Woi'ks department, Saigon
Roze, J., superintendent captain, Mes.-,ageries de Cochin-Cnine, Haiphong
Rozelle, P., clerk, police court. Province Wellesley
Rozelle, R., overseer, Trafalgar Tapioca estati^, Singapore
Rozells, B. B. J., clerk, colonial secretary’s office, Singagore
Rozells, J. Gr., overseer, stonccrushers, Bukit Gantang, Perak
Rozells, N. J., senior clerk. Supreme Court, Malacca
Rozells, R., storekeeper, public works department, Perak
Rozells, R. R., clerk, magistracy, Singapore
Ruas, A. J., retired major, Macao
Rubery, W. G., (M. G. Sbeveleff and Co.) clerk, Wladiwostock
Rubio, A. M., capitan-teninete, horse guards, Manila
Rubio y Amor, R., clerk, accountant general’s office, Manila
Rudland, W. D., missionary, Taichow, Ningpo
Rudolph, Ch., (Sieber-Waser) clerk, Shanghai
Ruefif, J., administrator, Messageries Pluviales, Saigon
Ruegg, E., broker, Shanghai
Ruel, J., wine merchant, Yokohama
Ruff, J., (Siemssen & Co.) silk inspector. Canton
Ruff, Th., (Carlowitz & Co.) clerk, Shaimhai
Ruffah, overseer, excise department, Cambodia
Ruffier, E., second engineer, M.M. str. Tanais, Hongkong and Japan
Ruiz de Arana, M., clei’k, tribunal de cuentas, Manila
Ruiz, Coronel A. Monroy y, aide-de-c.amp to Governor General, Manila
Ruiz, A., (MacLeod and Co.) clerk, Cebu
Ruiz, B., (Larringa and Echeita) clerk, Manila
Ruiz, G., comandante, Estado Mayor, Manila
Ruiz, J., surgeon, army medical department, Manila
Ruiz, J., clerk, Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila
Ruiz, R., assistant, public works department, Manila
Rul, general director, Government scboolsj Saigon
Rumjahn, A., assistant usber. Magistracy
Rumjahn, U., (Wotton & Deacon) clerk, Queen’s road

Rumjohn, B., (Ramsay & Co.) clerk, Bangkok
Rump, C., (E. Meyer & Co.) clevk, Tientsin

Rumpeter, Rev., piistor, Lutlieran church, Wladiwostock
Rumsey, Retired Comdr. R.M., R.N,, assistant harbour master

Ruppaner, J., (Labharl & Co.) clerk, Manila
Ruscoe, G., inspector of police, Province Wellesley

Rush, R., lieutenant, U.S.S. Juniata

Rushtrat, E. K. A., maritime customs assistant, Taiwanfu
Russel, H., importer of opium, Battambang, Siam
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Russell, A. C. H., P.A. Surgeon, TJ.S.S. Ossipee
Russell, E. S., (John Little & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Russell, H., (Curnow & Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Russell, H. C., Maritime Customs tidewaitei-, Anping, Formosa
Russell, Hon. J., puisne judge. Supreme Court
Riisseli, J. C. C., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) operator, Shanghai
Russell, M., (Curnow & Co.) storekeeper, Yokohama
Russell, S. M., M.A., professor of astronomy and mathematics, College of Peking
Russell, W. B., Maritime Customs acting assistant secretary, Peking
Russell, Mrs., missionary, Ningpo
Russell, Miss E., missionary, Nagasaki
Rustant, Wm., chancelier, French residency, Hanoi
Rustomjee, C., (Cawasjee Pallanjee & Co.) manager, Shanghai
Rutlakin, D., (O. W. Lindholm) assistant engineer, flour mill, Wladiwostock
Rutnagur, L). C., (Burjorjee Khodadad & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Rutter, E. W., (Oriental Bank in Liquidation) assistant accountant, Queen’s road
Ruttonjee, B., shopkeeper. Peel street

Ruttonjee, B., (Hongkong’ and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Shanghai
Ruttunjee, D., (D. Ruttunjee & Co.) merchant, Hollywood road
Ruttonjee, E., shopkeeper. Peel street
Ruttonjc.'-, M., (D. Nowr'jee) assistant. Queen’s road
Ruyter, J. L., (Langgaard, Kleinwort & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Ryder, C., third officer, P. & O. steamer Teheran, Hongkong and Japan
Ryke, J. de, engineer, government engineering bureau, Tokio
Rylander, J. G., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Chefoo
Ryrie, Hon. Phineas, (Turner & Co.) merchant, Queen’s road

sa, A. F. de, (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Sa, F. de, (Lane, Crawford & Co.) clerk, Queen’s road
ba, H. de, assistant, Foreign office, Bangkok
Sa, L. J., (Jardine, Matheson A Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Saavedra, A. de, (Messageries Maritimes) chief assist., act. vice-con. for Spain, Singapore
Sahapathy, R., draftsman. Survey department, Perak
Sabathier, clerk, direction of the interior, Saigon
Sachaii, G., (Arnhold, Karberg & Co ) clerk, Shanghai
Sachse, A. O., civil engineer, Sandakan
Sachse, P., (Carlowitz & Co.) clerk. Canton
backermann, E., (Tillsun, Herrmann A Co.) merchant, Manila (absent)

Sacomant, clerk. Treasury, Saigon
Sadewasser, T. C., second officer, steamer Fu-yew, China coast
Sadler, Rev. J., missionary, Amoy
Saez, F., assist.int secretary. Banco Espahol Filipino, Manila
S lez, F., professor of civil law, TTniversity, Manila
Saez, T., trader, Iloilo

Sage, H., constable, British Consulate, Swatow
Sagel, M., merchant, Yokohama
SagUes, L., accountant, and acting director of Mint, Manila
Sailer, (Sailer & Bonardel, hairdresser, Saigon
St. Bois, J. A., Boulangerie Fnincaise, Sh.ingliai

Sta. Catharina, Very Rev. V., vicar general, Malacca
Ste. Croix, A. de, captain, steamer Winysang, Hongkong’ and Calcu'ta
St. Croix, C. W. de. Maritime Customs assistant, Foochow
St. Croix, G. C. de, (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) acting agent, Tientsin
St, Croix, W. de, (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Kiukiang
St. John, R. N., bill broker, Yokohama
fet. Julian, Rev. Fermin de, vice procurator, Dominican Mission, Caine road
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Sta. Maria, A. J., office keeper, Eesident Councillor’s office, Malacca
St. Maria, A. J. de, clerk, colonial treasury, Singapore
Sta. Maria, A. J., clerk, marine department, Singapore
St. Maria, V. J., (V. Nuy) assistant, Singapore

St. Mariya, C. H., clerk. Customs, Sungei IJjong

Sta. Marina, J., proprietor, Fabrica de tabacos “La Insular,” Manila
Sainti noy, clerk. Supreme Court, Saigon
Saiiiz, Ben., (V. Stiinz) pawnbroker, Manila
Sainz, Rev. P. Roman Catholic missionary, Amoy
Sainz, F., oficiale, tesoreiia general, Manila
Sainz, V., pawnbroker, Manila
Saiton, master, M. F. steamer Plmoc-kiang, Saigon
Saklatwalla, D. N., (Mehta & Co.) merchant, Hollywood road
Salaan Penquer, commander, gunboat Coutelas, Saigon
Salabelle, L., clerk, Comptoir d’Escompte, Yokohama
Salabelle, S., proprietor, L’ Echo du Japan, Yokohama
Salamanca, A., (J. Zohel) chemist, Cavite, Philippines

Salamanca, Gr., (J. Zobel) chemist. Laguna, Philippines

Salamanca, P., (V. Sainz) assistant, Manila
Salamon, M., assistant, Ilonghong Telegraph, Pedder’s Hill

Salas, F. C., teniente auditor, Auditoria de Guerra, Manila
Salazar, P., alferez, guardia civil veterana, Manila
Sale, C. V., (Holme & Co.) clerk, Yokdjama
Sale, Geo., (Holme & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Sale, G., (Holme & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Saleilles, Rev. C., French Catholic mission, Sirangoou, Singapore
Sales, F., lawyer, Macao
Sales, P. M., clerk, register department, Macao
Sales, V. A., interprete-chancelier, French consulate, Canton
galelte, J

,
Roman Catholic missionary', Peking

galiege, third engineer, M. M. steamer Menzal^i, Hongkong and Japan
galin, E., photograpiher, Saigon

Salinger, P., (Carlowitz & Co.) silk inspector. Canton
Saliro, A., almacenero, hacienda pnblica, Iloilo

Salisbury, Geo. R., assistant engineer. H.S.S. Juniata

Salmon, Rev. M. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki

Salmon, P. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Ban-nok-kuak, Siam
Salmon, R. M., (Guthrie & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Salmond, W., chief officer, steamer Amatista, Hongkong and Manila
Salonga, N., clerk. Custom house, Manila
Salter, A. E., agent for Russell & Co., Chinkiang and Wuhu
Salter, G. H. Colton, M. D., education department, Nagasaki
Salvadores, J. R., interventor. adminis. central do Impuestos, Manila
Salvery, M., baker, Nagasaki
Salwey, E A., midshipman, H.B M.S. Audacious

Salzmann, E., organist, St. Andrew’s Cathedral, Singapore

Sambet, princif>al conductor. Public Works department, Saigon

Sambrook, A. W., China Inland missionary, Honani
Sarnie, L., second clerk, French consulate, Yokohama
.Sampaio, F. L. de M., ensign, police force, Macao
Sampson, A. F., boarding officer, Harbour-master’s department

Sampson, H. W., share broker, Hongkong
Sampson, Jas. A., acting supt. of public works, Sandakan
Sampson, Theo., bead master. Government School, Canton
Samson, J., (Reid, Evans & Co.) merchant, Shanghai

Samuel, S., compositor. Government printing office, Singapore
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Samuels, F. V., (P.M.S.S. Co.) assistant, Yokohama
San, E. de, (De San & Co ) merohant, Hiogo
San Augiis'.ine, J., carriage builder, Iloilo

Sanches, C. A., compositor, N. 0. Herald office, Shanghai

Sanches, E., (Dauver & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Sanchez, A., teniente, carabineros, Cebu
Sanchez, Eev. E., Eoman Catholic missionary, Foochow
Sanches, E., alferez, carabineros, Manila
Sanchez, E., (Diaz Puertas & Co.) compositor, Manila

Sanchez, F., ecclesiastical department, Manila
Sanchez, F., (Sinoer Manufacturing Co.) clerk, Manila

Sanchez, J., capitan, Seccion de Archive, Manila

Sanchez, Dr. J., professor of civil law, Dniversity, Manila

Sanchez de Teba, P. P., contador, tribunal de cuentas, Manila

Sancho, A., surgeon major. Army medical department, Manila

Sancho, J., assistant. Mint, Manila
Sandberg, A. M., lightkeeper. South Cape, Amoy
Sandell, C. M., sub-inspector. Customs, Bangkok
Sandeman, W. C., second officer, steamer Yungching, China coast

Sander, F. ' nder & Co.) merchant, Queen’s road (absent)

Sanders, L. . F. A., adjutant, K. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Singajiore

Sanders, H., (Carlowitz & Co.) clerk. Icehouse street

Sanders, L. F. W., midshipman, H.I3,M. corvette Cleopatra

Sandersen, B. H., master mariner, Bangkok
Sanderson, J. L. P., (Birley & Co.) merchant, Foochow
Sanderson, W., chief engineer, str. Kiang -ping, Canton and Macao
Sandford, B., staff clerk, army pay department
Sandilands, F. B., (Sandilands, Buitery & Co.) clerk, Penang
Sandilanrls, G. M

,
(Sandilands, Buttery & Co.) merchant, Penang

Sandret, administrator of native affairs, Saigon
Sands, Miss C. A., missionary, Yokohama
Sandsted, E., chief officer, str. Kiang-yu, Shanghai and Hankow
Sandys, E. E. S., paymaster, H.B.M.S. Victor Emanuel
Sangster, C. F. A., deputy registrar. Supreme Court
Sangster, T., signalman. Harbour Master’s office, Shanghai
San Juan, E., assistant. Public Works department, Manila
San Juan, P., (A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant, Manila
San Miguel, P., (Barlow & Wilson) assistant, Manila
Sanson, T. C., sub-accountant. Chartered Bank of I. A. & C., Singapore

Santald, F., commandant of artillery. Naval arsenal, Manila
Santa Maria, (J. M. Cazalas & Son) fitter, Singapore

Santamarina, J., oficial, Secretary General’s office, Manila
Sant’Amna, J. A. de, chaplain, Portuguese corvette Estephania
Santi, warehouseman. Excise department, Vinh-long, Cochin-China
Santiago, T., restaurant keeper, Manila
Santillan, E., (F. L. Eoxas) clerk, Manila
Santisteban, A., interventor, Adminis. de Eentas, Manila
Santisteban, F. A., secretary, tribunal de cuentas, Manila
Santos, A., (Guedes & Co.) compositor, Wellington street

Santos, A. M. dos., lightkeeper, Fisher Island, Amoy
Santos, D. F. dos, comj ositor, Shanghai Mercury office, Shanghai
Santos, D. F., compositor. Celestial Empnre office, Shanghai
Santos, E. C. dos, photographer, Takao
Santos, F. F., clerk, Hongkong Eope Manufacturing Co., Belcher’s Bay
Santos, J. M., compositor, Japan Gazette office, Yokohama
Santos, J. P., (J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk, Manila
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Santos, S. J., (Wotton & Deacon) clerk, Queen’s road
Santu’cci, restaurant keeper, Hanoi
Sanz y Urtarun, Miguel, presidenle, Eeal Audiencia, Manila
Sapinaud, de, clerk, inspectorate of sckools, Saigon
Sapooijee, E., (P. & O.S.N. Co.,) clerk, Praya
Saraziu, F., teacher. Foreign Office, Tokio
Sardinlia, F. P., captain, police force, Macao
Sargent, E. A., (American Trading Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Sargent, Lieut. -General J. N.,C. B., commanding H.M. forces inChiaa& Straits, H’kong
Sarkies, J. S., (Edgar & Co.) merchant, Batavia

Sarkies, T., proprietor. Eastern Hotel, Penang
Sarlabus, M., official, Ayuntamiento, Manila
Sarratt, G. H. D., clerk, H.B.M.S. Audacious
Sarrazin, telegraph clerk, Saigon
Sarthoii, Rev., Roman Catholic missionary, Peking
Sartorres y Serano, vice-consul for Spain, Macao
Sassi, Rev., Roman Catholic missionary, Kiukiang
Sasso, A., Roman Catholic missionary, Wellington street

Sassoon, D. E., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Sassoon, E. E., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Sassoon, Hon. F. D., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) merchant, Praya central

Sassoon, M. E., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) merchant. Queen’s road

Sathasivam, J. R., teacher, Government school, Singapore

Sato, N., contador. Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila
Satow, E. M., C. M. G., British politi ai agent and consul general, Bangkok

Satow, L. de W., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Audacious

Saubiac, L., assistant, Parisian Saloon, Shanghai
Sauer, W., superintendent of refinery, Penang Sugar Estate Co., Penang
Sauger, P. M., (Dauver & Co ) clerk, Amoy
Saul, G. M., (Hoskyn & Co.) clerk, Iloilo

Saunders, J. C., marine surveyor, I’agoda Anchorage, Foochow
Saunders, R., (H. MacArthur) clerk, Yokohama
Saunders, W., artist and photographer, Shanghai

Saunderson, S., captain, steam tug Cajie Clear, Bangkok
Saura, P., surgeon, army medical department, an(i professor. University, Manila

Sauret, Rev. M., Roman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki

Sauvage, Lieut. A. A., acting director of public works, Macao

Sauvage, port-master, Saigon

Sauvaget, su.-geon, French cruiser Parceval, Haiphong

Sauvlet, G., teacher of music, Wyndham street

Savage, T. E., warder, gaol, Malacca

Saverinada, G., draftsman. Municipal Works department, Singapore

Saverlacouty, distributor, Post-office, Saigon

Savory, Goo., (Loxton& Co,) assistant, Yokohama
Sawyer, F. H., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk. Queen’s road

Sawyer, F. H., consulting oigineer, Manila

Saxtoiph, V., master mariner, Bangkok
Sayle, T. H., (Rose, Sayle &. Co.) draper, Queen’s road

Sayres, Rev. W. S., missiouarv, Cbinkiang

Saz-Orozco, E. del, sindico. Banco Esj^anol Filipino, Manda
Scagliotti, A., Maritime Ciistom.s tidewaiter, Chinkiang

Scarborough, Rev. W., missionary, Hankow
Scarlet, J., second officer, steamer Taichiow, Hongkong and Bangkok

Scarnichia, A. V., adjutant to the Governor, Macao
Sceti, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Schaaf, J., lightkeeper. Middle Dog, Anroy
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Schaal, registrar, French protectorate, Pnompenli, Cambodia
Schaar, B., (Schaar & Co.) merchant, Swatow (absent)

Schaefer, Lieut. H. W., IJ.S.S. Trenton
Schafer, W. J., chief officer, steamer Marie, Hongkong and Manila
Schaible, Eev. D., missionary, Basil Mission, Nyenhangii, Canton (absent)

Schatig, Eev. C., Roman Catholic missionary, Chefoo
Scharenquivel, J., clerk of works. Public Works department, Penang
Scharfe, E., ober lazareth gehiilfe, German Naval Hospital, Yokohama
Schau, G., lieutenant, government seiwice, Bangkok
Sebaub, Eev. M., missionary, Rasil Mission, Lilong, Canton
Scheele, A. (H. Klopp) assistant, Bangkok
Scheerder, J. L., (Chartered Mercantile Bank) clerk, Singapore

Scheerer, O., (F. KloiilFer & Co.) clerk, Manila
Scheffer, J. F., shipcbandler, Pottinger street

Schelkis, C. L., forest ranger, Land Revenue department, Malacca
Scbeppelmann, C., (Gas Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Scberesoliewsky, Rt. Eev. S. I. J., bishop of Am. Prof. Episcopal Church, S’hai (absent)

Schering, captain, H.I. German M.S. Elisabath
Scherzer, F., French consul. Canton
Schiern, J., (Gt. Northern Tel. Co.) electrician, repairing str. Store Nordishe, S’hai
Schiff, F., (H. C. Morf'& Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Schiller, E. G., (M. H. Cook) assistant, Shanghai
Schi loff. A., superintendent of revenues, Wladiwostock
Schinzinger, A., secretary, German consulate, Bangkok
Schjoth, F., Maritime Customs assistanr, (absent)

Schlatter, Th., (M. Raspe & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Schlemming, C., master mariner, Bangkok
Schlesser, N., merchant, Hiogo
Schlichting, H., (Max. Slev gt) assistant, Shanghai
Schlichtmann, Miss (Schiicbtinann & Madau-i) milliner, Shanghai
Schliebner, sub-lieutenant, H.I. German M.vS. Stosch

Scblopke, kapi'ain-lieutenant, H.I. Gennan M.S Stoich

Schlotke, J., (C. Gerard & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Schliiter, F. H., (Delacainp, Macgivgor & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Schlund, H., (Schlimd & J ckson) merchant, Duddell street

Schlur, A. A., second mate, Tiingsha liglitship, Shanghai
Schmacker, B., (Carlowitz & Co.) merchant. Icehouse street

Schmid, S. H., manager. Central Hotel, Shanghai
Schmidt, A., Maritime Customs tidewaiter. Pagoda, Foochow
Schmidt, A. W., (Boustead & Co.) clerk, Penang
Schmidt, C., (Bisset & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Schmidt, Gust., (Carlowitz 8c Co.) clerk, Ice House street

Schmidt, H., (W. G. Hale & Co.) clerk, Saigon
Schmidt, J., (Schmidt & Co.) clerk, Tient-in
Schmidt, J. Meinhard, public accountant and commission agent, Shanghai
Schmidt, P., assistant tax collector, Munici| a! Council, Shanghai
Schmidt, W., Customs tidewaiter, Fusan, Corea
Schmidt, W., (W. Schmidt & Co ) gunsmith, Beaconsfield Arcade
Schmidt, sub-lieutenant, H.I. German M.S. Stosch
Schmiegelow, master niaiiner, Bangkok
Schmitt, Rev. F. J., French missionary, Patrew, Siam
Schneebeli, Miss A., teacher, Berlin Foundling hospital, High street

Schneegans, (Denis Freres.) clerk, Saigon
Schneer, M., (S. Sclineer y Hermano) jeweller, Manila
Schneer, S., (S. Schi.eer y Hermano) jeweller, Manila
Schneider, overseer. Opium excise, Saigon
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Scibnepel, H., gunner, revenue cruiser Feihoo, Amoy
Schoenke, I’., watchmaker and photographer, Foochow
Scbomherg, A., commander, H.B.M.S, Audacious
Schomburg, A., merchant, Hoibow
Schomberg, Ad., (A. Schomburg) clerk, Hoibow
Schoiiberger, E., (Kruse & Co.) storekeeper, Queen’s road
Schone, F., (Schdne & Mottu) merchant, Yokohama
Schonfeid, F,, (Schonfeld & Co.) merchant, Foochow
Schdnicke, J. F., Maritime Customs assistant in charge, Hoibow
Schoning, H., (Hunt & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Schoop, Ed., (C. Fressel & Co.) clerk, Manila
Schotte, Dr., staff-surgeon, H.I. German M S. Stosch

Schoultz, O., councillor. Civil administration, Wladiwostock
Schraub, E., (Busch, Schraub & Co.) shipchandler, Yokohama
Schrene, T., agent, Netherlands India Postal Agency, Singapore

Schriever, W., (Schriever & Co.) merchant, Haiphong and Hanoi
Schroder, Miss I\, teacher, Berlin Foundling hospital, High street (absent)

Schroeder, A., (Pharmacie de 1’ Union) assistant, Shanghai
Schroeder, A., (Schroeder Freres) proprietor saw mills, Saigon and Hanoi (absent)

Schroeder, K., (Schroeder Freres) proprietor saw mills, Saigon and Hanoi
Schroeder, W., interpreter, telegraph department, Bangkok
Schroers, A., (Dufour Brothers & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Schroeter, H., (Siemssen & Co.) clerk. Canton
ScLroter, J. G

,
(Meyer & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Schryne, D., assistant government storekeeper, Sandakan
Schufeldt, Geo. A., mar.shal, U.S. consulate, Shanghai
Schultz, C. A., secretary for Chinese affairs, Perak
Schultz, Carl, pi otograpber, Wladiwostock
Schultz, H. M., merchant, Shanghai
Schultz, E., (Grossmann & Co.) clerk, d’ Aguilar street

Schultze, A., merchant, Yokohama
Schulz, F., captain, steamer Yangtsze, Hongkong and Mianghai

Schulze, F. W., harbour masti r, Jeuchuan, Corea

Schulze, J., overseer, “ El Oriente” tobacco manufacturing Co., Manila

Schulze, Eev. O., Basil mission, Kayinchow, Canton

Schnmacker, L. G., master mariner, Bangkok
Schumann, F., (Moses & Co.) photographer, Singapore

Schuster, P., chemist, Manila
Schwabe, li. S., (Kingdon, Schwabe & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Schwarzkopf, P., (F. Blackhead & Co.) shijichandler, Praya (absent)

Schwarzkopf, F., (F. Blackhead & Co.) assistant, Praya

Schweig, B., (Ed. Sch. llbass & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Schwi iger, H., Maritime Customs ticewaiter, Tientsin

Schwemann, D. W., (Siemssen & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Schwenger, A., (J. Witte & Co.) ice manufacturer and engineer, Manila

Schw. nger, H., (J. Witte & Co.) assistant, Manila

Schwilp, C. A., second engineer, steamer Alwine, China coast

Schwob, B., merchant, Manila

Scidmore, G. H., U.S. Coi sular clerk, Yokohama

Scipioni, captain, M. M. steamer Saigon, Haiphong and Saigon

Scott, B., inspector of police, Singapore

Scott, B. C. G., H.B.M. acting consul, Wuhu
Scott, Et. Eev. C. P., D.H., Bishop in North China, Peking

Scott, D., captain, steamer Greyhound, Hongkong and Southern porta

Scott, D., (Mitsu Bishi M. S. S. Co.) assistant, Yokohama

Scott, F. W., (Donaldson & Burkinshaw) clerk, Singapore
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ocott, P. W, E., manager, “Oli Singapore” hotel, Singapore
ocott, G., (Boyd & Co.) t'‘a inspector, Tamsni
bcott, G. D., acting accountant, Chartered Mercantile Bank, Queen’s Eoad
bcolt, H S., (Brown & Co.) assistant, P nang
Scott, J. B., (A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant. Queen’s road
Scott, Jas., millwright and machinist, Hakodate
Scott, J. H., (Butterfield & Swire) merchant, Shanghai
Scott, J. L., (Turnbull, Howie & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Scott, P., (Maynard & Co.) assistant, Singapore
Scott, R., (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Scott, R. ^ J Trading Co.) assistant, Nagasaki
Scott, S., assistant, Maynard & Co., Penang
Scott, T., proprietor, Scott’s Hotel, Singapore
Scott, (Geo. W. Lake & Co.) assistant, Nagasaki
Scott, T., (Guthrie & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Scott, T., (J. M, Lyon & Co.) foreman, Singapore
Scott, T., proprietor, “Old Singapore” hotel, Singapore
Scott, Thos., Singapore and Straits Printing Office, superintendent, Singapore
Scott, T. J., Maritime Customs assistant examiner. Canton
Scott, W., Hiogo
Scott, W„ inspector of mines, Perak
Scott, W., (Hongkong Ice Company) assistant. Ice House street
Scott, W. B., assistant surgeon, TJ.S.S. Trenton
cott. Miss, mi;;sionary, Swatow

Scriba, J., professor. Medical department. Imperial University, Tokio
cribe, P. consul for Belgium, Yokohama
ctidder, C. L., secretary. United States Legation, Seoul, Corea

^cudder, B., M.D., missionary, Niigata
^cudder, J. M., superintendent, Hongkoirg Rope Manufacturing Co., Lap Sap W an,

cudder. Miss R., missionary, Niigata
^cully, A. A., Malay interpreter, Supreme Court, Singapore
Scully, apprentice. Public Works department, Penang
Scully, C. S., clerk. Municipality, Province Wellesley
^cuily, Jj. 0., clerk. Supreme Court, Penang
Scuiiy, E. P., (Sandilands, Buttery & Co.) clerk, Penang
Scully, J. E., country inspector. Municipality, Penang
Scully, M. M., Malay interpreter, jjolice court, Penang
Scully, R. S., clerk. Police court, Penang
Seaman, John P., (Wisner& Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Searles, Miss S. A., missionary, Hiogo
Seal’s, Miss Annie B., missionary, Peking
Seatons, Wm. A., bailiff. Supreme Court, Penang
Seaward, H., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) superintendent, Saigon
Sockendorff', Baron von, German vice-consul, Swatow
Seeker, J., (.Seeker ifc Co.) assistant, Manila
Seckiuger, Rev. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Wuhu
Sedge, B. H., (Eohinsoii & Co.) assistant, Penang
Sedgwick, Rev. J. H., missionary, Hangchow (absent)

Seethambaram, A., (H. & W. Hock Co.) draughtsman’s apprentice, Praya
Segardal, J. N., Maritime Customs tide-waiter. Pagoda, Poochow
SjgoDzao, E. H. de, merebaut, Elgin street

Segovia, V., (MacLeod & Co.) clerk, Cebu
assistant treasurer, Saigon

Seier, J. F. J., Maritime Customs tidew alter. Pagoda, Foochow
Seiler, A., (Puttfarcken, Rheiner & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Seiler, P., (Speidel & Co.) clerk, Saigon
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Seimund, C. H. E ,
(More & Seimund) shipchandler, Praya

Seip, F., (Ed. Scbellhass & Co.) clerk, (absent)

Seisson, A., proprietor, “ Hotel des Colonies,” Shanghai (absent)

Seitz Chr., (M, Perez) assistant, Manila

Seitz C. L., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Hankow

Selck H. F. W., chief officer, steamer Alwine, China coast

Selhtr T. H., chief officer, steamer KowsJiing, China coast

Sellier, sub-chief, third office. Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Sells J., third engineer, steamer A. Apcar, Hongkong and Calcutta

Semin, A., (Tschuren & Co.) clerk, Wladiwostock

Semionoff, J- F., merchant, Wladiwostock

Senfft, H., (Behn, Meyer & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Senin foreman, “ Imprimerie Commerciale,” Singapore

j5’r.na, A. P., assistant, Hongkong Sodawater Manufactory, Hollywood roal

qenna C. M. de, (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

genna, E. F. de, (Agra Bank) clerk, Shanghai

Qenna F. P., (Margesson & Co.) clerk, Macao

genna, J. F. de, Jr., (Eeuter’s Telegram Co.) clerk, Shanghai

genna, J. F., compositor, Amoy Gazette office, Amoy
genna,' R. M., compositor, A. C. Herald office, Shanghai

genna' V. F., (Harris, Goodwin & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

gensinolf, S., (M. G. ShevelefE & Co.) clerk, Wladiwostock

gens-Oliv’e, J. M. B., clerk. Treasury, Hanoi

gentance, W. V., merchant, Shanghai

gepulveda, L. F. G. L., guarda marinha, Portug-uese gunboat Tamega

gequeira, B., baililf, judicial department, Macao

geqneira,' E. P-, reader. Daily Press office, Wyndham street

gequeira’ G. J., (A. E. Marty) clerk. Queen’s road

gequeira, J. M., compositor. Daily Press office, Wyndham street

gequeira’ N., overseer, China Mail office, Wyndham street

gequeira,’ P. A., pianoforte tuner. Mosque street
_

g. queira, S., (Typographia Mercantil) compositor, Macao

g queirai Eev. S. C. D. de, Portuguese Mission, Singapore

gequera, alfererce, horse guards, Manila

gequera, M., camisero, Manila

gequera y Lopez, J. de, capitaii-teniente, horse guards, Manila

gerdel Eev. L., Eoman Catholic missionary, Swatow

S^re, keeper of records. Municipal Council, Saigon

Sere’din-Sabatin, A., customs tidewaiter, Jeuchuan, Corea

Seredkin, F., assistant, telegraph office, Wladiwostock

Sergei, V., (Brinkmann & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Sergen’t, A., (Denis Freres) clerk, Saigon

Serghe, G., (M. G. ShevelefE & Co.) clerk, Wladiwostock

Serpa, E., clerk, procuiad-r’s dep artment, Macao

Serrano, D., (M. P. Marqueli) clerk, Manila

Serrano, E., (Marcaida & Granados), clerk, Sorsogon, Phihpinnes

Sers, assistant com.nissioner of inmine suhsistanees, Saigon

Servallonga, S., rector, seminario conciliar de Jaro, Iloilo

Servando, S., trader, Iloilo

Sesma, A., captain of steamer Lola, Iloilo

Seth, A., chief clerk. Col. Secretary’s office and clerk of councils

Seth, A. P., (Cornabe & Co.) clerk, Chelbo

Seth’, P. A., (Edgar & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Seth, P. J., (Lind, Seth & Co.) Singapore
, ^ ,

Betna H. C., (Cawasjee Pallanjee & Co.) merchant. Gage street

Setna’ M. C., (Cawasjee Pallanjee & Co.) clerk. Gage street
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Sotna, S. T>., (Cawasjee Pallanjpe & Oo.) clerk, Gage street

Severim, S., (Sieber and Brennwald) clerk, Tokokama
Severin, A. B., (Associated Whurves) clerk, Snanghai
Seville, clerk. Direction of tlie Interior, Saigon

Sewell, Lieut. W. E., D.S.S. Ossipee

Se^'raonr, Cbas., United Stales Consul, Canton
Seynaour, J. H., surgeon, H. B. M. S. Victor Emanuel
Shackleford, Miss R., mistress. Girls’ school, Malacca
Shall, engineer, Compagnie Francaise Rice Mill, Saigon
Shallow, Miss E., (Robinson & Co.) milliner, Singapore
Shand, W. J. S., raerchnnt, Yokohama
Shangam, E., (Dunn, Melbye & Co.) clerk, Praya
Sltannon, A. J., superintendent, gold and silver mines, Sarawak
Shapcote, F. J. P., paymaster, H.B.M.S. Champion
Sharland, Mrs., China Inland missionary, Chel'oo

Sharnhorst, G. C., inspector of nuisances, Malacca
Sliarnhorst, G. D., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Wenchow
Sharp, A., second officer, steamer Amoy, Hongkong and Shanghai
Sharp, C. S., (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk, Sitanghai

Sliarp, Ed., (Sharp, Johnson & Stokes) solicitoi'. Sup. Ct. House (absent)

Sharp, Granville, (Sliarp & Co.) estate agent. Queen’s road
Sharp, J., (Wheelock & Co.) broker, Shanghai
Sharp, W. F., (Russell & Co ) clerk, and secretary to the Municipal Council, Hankow
Sharpe, E. V., assistant paymaster in charge, H. B. M. despatch vessel Vigilamt

Shaw, Rev. A. C., missionary, Tokio

Shaw, A., (Birchal, Robinson & Co.) clerk, Apazzi, Philippines

Shaw, Rev. C., missionarv, Foi'chow

Shaw, H., fourth engineer, P. & O. steamer Teheran, Hongkong and Japan
Shaw, R. S., accountant. Chartered Bank of India A. <k. C., Queen’s road

Shaw, R. W., first engineer. Customs revenue cruiser Kua-hsing, Shanghai
Shaw, S. L., (Dobie & Co.) clerk. Pagoda Anchorage, Foochow
Shaw, S. L., (Shaw & Chalant) tiinlier merchant, Bangkok
Shaw, Capt. S. L., marine surveyor. Pagoda Anchorage, Foochow
Shaw, Rev. W. H,, missionary, Hewchwang
Shaw, Mrs. J. M., missionary, Tungchowfoo, Shantung (absent)

Shaw, Miss, nurse, St. Barnabas Hospital, Osaka
Shea, John, gunner, H.B.M.S. Wivern
Sliearer, A., second engineer, steamer Pautah, China coast.

Shearer, Jas., chief engini er, steamer Fu-shun, China coast

Sheerazi, H. A. H., broker. Gage street

Sheffield, Rev. D. Z,, missionary Tung-chow
Shekury, G. I., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Ningpo
Shelford, T., (jPaterson, Simons & Co.) merchant, Singapore (absent)

Shelmerdine, G., (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk, Iloilo

Shepard, General I. F., United States consul, Hankow, Kiukiang and Ichang
Sheperdson, J., clerk, survey department, Perak
Shepherd, A., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Queen’s road

Shepherd, B., clerk, of dee i registry. Supreme court

Shepherd, E. B., librarian. Supreme Court
Shepherd, J., assistant. Sailors’ Home, West Point

Shepherdson, A., clerk. Land office, Malacca
Shepherdson, L. J., clerk, land office, Malacca
Shepherdson, R. J., bailiff. Sheriff’s department, Malacca
Sheppard, F. C., manager, Selangor Tin Mining Co., Selangor

Sheppard, H., (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Sheppard, H. H., surgeon, medical department, Perak
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Slieppat d, L. R., second officer, steamer Haeting, China coast
Sherepanoff, N., chief judge, Circuit Court of Justice, Wladiwostock
Sherifl, B. M., (Donaldson and Burkinshaw) clerk, Singapore
Sheriff, M., clerk, 1 md office, Penang
Sheriflbhoy, K, (R, Habilffiboy) clerk. Peel street

Sherman, C. B., pilor, Takii
Sheveleff, M. G., (M. G. Sheveleff & Co.) mer. and owner str. Baikal, Wladiwostock
Sbewan, A., (Turner & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Shewan, R., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Praya
Sbewan, W., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Praya
Shields, A., third engineer, steamer Haeshin, China coast
Shields, J., lightkeeper in charge, Su^ar Loaf lighthouse, Amoy
Shirkoonoff, L. P., (A. L. Rodionoff & Co.) merchant, Hankow
Shishmarew, M. P., acting consul for Russia, Tientsin
Shooisky, NT. A., acting consul for Russia, Foochow
Shooker, A. S., merchant, Singapore
Shoolingin, C. N., (M. G. Sheveleif & Co.) merchant, Wladiwostock
^hoolingiu, P. N., (Tokmakoff, Molotkoff & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Shorrock, L., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph) operator, Singapore
fc’hort, W. H., (Hall & Holtz Co-operative Co.) manager, Shanghai
Shroff, C. F., (D. D. Ollia & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Sliruhb, H. A. B., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Champion
Shuckfoid, T., inspector of police, Penang
Shurufally, A., (Ahdoolcader Esmaljee) clerk. Gage street

Shuster, J. F., (China Sugar Refining Co.) assistant. East point

Sfiuttlewood, J. B., assistant, Hongkong Dispensary, Queen’s road
Siber, H-, (Siber & Brennwald) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Sjeard, apprentice pilot, Saigon
Siddon, T., apprentice. Public Works department, Penang
Siddous, T. W.

,
(Tanjong- Pagar Dock Co.) warehouseman, Singapore

Siddous, W., clerk. Chartered Mercantile Bank, Singapore
Sidebottom, J. N., (Smith, Bell & Co.) cleik, Cebu
Sfilgreaves, Sir T., ch'ef justice, Singapore (absent)

Sfdoroff, K. A., (W. J. Boodilin) clerk, Tientsin
Siebert, Dr., chief government medical adviser, Wladiwostock
Siebold, H. von, secretary, Austro-Hungarian Legation, Tokio
Sjebs, N. A., (Sieinssen & Co.) merchant, Queen’s road
Siegel, Kapitan-heutenant, H.I. German M.S. Elisabeth
Siegert, O., (P. Sartorius) assistant, Manila
Sjegert, S., (P. Sartorius) assistant, Manila
“ifcgfried, C. W., (Overbeck & Co.)) merchant, Shanghai
Siegfried, W. H. L., proprietor, Hotel de I’Europe, Singapore

Siemers, C., (Schmidt, Hustermann & Co.) clerk, Penang
Siemsen, F. H., maritime customs tidewaiter. Pagoda, Foochow
Siemssen, G., (Si^mssen & Co.) tea inspector & vice-consul for Sweden, Foochow
Siemssen, H. T., (Siemssen & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Sienkiewicz, A., French Minis'er, Tokio
Sierich, O., (Puttfarcken, Rheiner & Co.) e'erk, Singapore
Sierra, S., postmaster, Iloilo

Sievers, O., A. (Roensch) assistant, Iloilo

Sigg, H., (Jucker, Sigg.& Co.) merchant, Bangkok
Silas, A. S., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) agent, Tientsin

Silas, D. H., commission agent, Shanghai
Silas, M. S., (E. D. Sassoon & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Silk, E. E., assistant paymaster, H.B.M.S. Audacious

Sillem, H., (L. Vrard & Co.) storekeeper and watchmaker, Shanghai (absent)
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Silos, U., clerk, Hongkong & Shanghai Bank, Manila
Silva, A. A. da, (Chartered Mercantile Bank) clerk. Queen’s road
Silva, A. A. da, Macao
Silva, A. A. E9a da, commission agent and broker, Queen’s road
Silva, A. J. da, boatswain, water police, Macao
Silva, A. M. da, clerk, Post-ofSce

Silva, A. M., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk. Queen’s road
Silva, A. E. M. da, (Russell & Co.) clerk, Praja
Silva, A. M. da, (China and Japan Trading Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Silva, A. H. M da, (Siemssen & Co.) clerk. Queen's road

Silva, A. T. G-. da, (Belilios & Co.) clerk, Ljndhurst terrace

Silva, B. V. de, clerk, magistracy, Malacca
Silva, C. J. da, captain, National battalion, Macao
Silva, C. J. da, clerk, court of requests, Singapore
Silva, C. J. P. da, retired major, Macao
Silva, C. M. da, Shanghai Mercury office, compositor, Shanghai
Silva, E. da, (Hewett ife Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Silva, E. E. da, (China Sugar Refining Co.) clerk. East point
Silva, E. E. da, (G-eo. McBain) clerk, Shanghai
Silva, E. M. da, broker, Elgin street

Silva, E. M. da, lawyer, Macao
Silva, Rev. E. S. da, missionary, Timor
Silva, F. A. F. da, colonel, commanding police, Macao
Silva, F. X., clerk, auditor-general's office

Silva, F. F. da, (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) operator, Amoy
Silva, F. A., assistant. Medical Hall, Hiogo
Silva, F. D. da, engineer, Portuguese gunboat Tamega
Silva, Rev. F. F. X. da, deacon, ecclesiastical department, Macao
Silva, Rev. F. X. A. da, deacon, ecclesiastical department, Macao
Silva, F. R. da, (Wagim Freres) assistant, Yokohama
Silva, G. F. da, apothecary, government medical department, Singapore
Silva, Rev. Canon G. F. da, chaplain of St. Domingo's church, Macao
Silva, H., de, (Imprimerie Commfrciale) compositor, Saigon
Silva, J., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Silva, J. da, (Boustead & Co.) clerk, Penang
Silva, J. da, clerk, Singapore Club, Singapore
Silva, J. F. da, clerk, Misericordia, Macao
Silva, Dr. J. J. da, judge, Macao
Silva, J. M. A. da, clerk, Auditor-general’s office

Silva, J. M. E9a da, clerk. Chartered Mercantile Bank, Shanghai
Silva, J. M. da, Jr., fourth clerk. Magistracy
Silva, J. M., de S., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Yokohama
Silva, J. P. N. da, manager, “ The Farm,” Shanghai
Silva, J. P. da, (Alfred Dent & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Silva, Jose da, lawyer, Macao
Silva, J. da, (Grass! Brothers & Co.) draughtsman, Bangkok
Silva, Dr. J. G. da, president, board of health, Macao
Silva, L. C. da, (Chartered Bank) clerk. Queen’s road
Silva, L. C. da, (Thoma*, Rowe, & Smith) clerk, Canton and Macao
Silva, L. da, (B. de S. Fernandes) clerk, Macao
Silva, L. de, clerk. Municipality, Singapore
Silva, L. de, (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) storekeeper, Singapore
Silva, M. da, draftsman, public works department, Penang
Silva, M. A. da, Macao
Silva, M. F. da, commission agent. Canton
Silva, M. J, M. G. da, secretary, Portuguese Mission, Macao
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Silva, Rev. M. M. A. Ha, raissioufiry, Timor
Silva, P. da, assistant ma'^ter. Raffles’ Institution, Singapore

S'ilva, P. da, (Russell & Co.) clerk, Shangliai

Rilva, P. da, (Tanjcng- Pagar Dock Co.) clerk, Singapore

gilva, P. N. da, interjireter, Prociu’ador’s department, Macao
gilva, S. de, land surveyor, Penang
gilva, S., (Noronha & Co.) compositor, Zetland street

gilva, Rev. S M. A. da, missionary, Timor
gilva, S. S. da, clerk, Misevicordia, Macao
gilva, T. da, chief cleik, Colonial Secretary’s office, Macao
qilva, T., financial clerk, public works denartment, Perak

cjilva, W. H., draughtsman. Land Office, Selangor

Qilva, clerk, archives office, law couits, Saigon

^ilva, Mrs. M. Marques da, mistress, College da Sta. Roza, Macao
^ilvano, A. M., major commanding third Battalion, Macao
^ilveira, A. A. B. da, clerk, register department, Macao
^ilveira, A. da, (Union Insuiance Society) clerk, Pedtier’s wharf
jjilverlock, J., Jnnr., (John Sib eilock & Co ) merchant, Foochow
^ilvestre. Director of native affairs, Hanoi

pilvin, (Rousgier & Silvin) contractor, Saigon

‘jjilvin, F., chancelier, Russian Consulate, Yokohama
Qim, A. C., (Medical Hall) druggist, Hiogo

^imard, inspector of police, Saigon

^imeao, Rev. Cam n, Macao
Qimeao, Rev. J. M. da C., professor of Portuguese, Seminario de S. Jose, Macao
qimron. A., acting agent, Messag ries Maritimes, Yokohama
Qimeon, K. S

,
dre-^ser, Butterworih General Hospital, Province Wellesley

Simmons, M., matron, lunatic asylum, Bouham road

Qiramons, Rev. E. Z., missionary. Canton

‘jjimoens, B. P., interpreter. International court, Bangkok
^imoens, J. R,, (Comptoir d’Escompt') clerk, Shanghai

~imoes, ensign, commanding Barra Fort, Macao
’^intoes, B., Procurador’s dejiartment, Macao
pjmoes, C. P., clerk, British consulate, Amoy
jjimoes, D. P., clerk, revenue department, Macao

^imoes, M. P., clerk, administrative council, Macao

qimon, lieutenant, French gunboat Alouette, Saigon

qimon, engineer, Tamhoi rice miU, Bangkok

oimon, F. M., surgeon dentist, Singapore

oimon, J-, (Simon, Evers & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

^imon, M. F., M.D ,
colonial surgeon, Singaimre

oimon, S., (J. J. Reyes) bookkeeper, Bohol, Philippines

cimoiidant, clerk, Treasury, Sa’gon

’monin, L., S. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai

' imons, H. M., P.A. Surgeon, U.S. sloop Alert

‘ impsi^ih C. L., Maritime Customs commissioner, Kiukiang
_

Qimpson, Jas., (S. C. Fa.rnham & Co.) shipwright, Shanghai

'mpson, W., gunner, H.B.M. gunboat Tweed

^'ms A. R-, oa})t:iin, H.S.M. steamer Siam Supporter, Bangkok

^•rmlaii’j -A-> <hief engineer, steamer Kow-shing, China coast

olnclaif” A. W., r- sident surgeon, Selangor
'

-nclaif, C. A., British consul, Foochow

^Midair, G., assistant, Luzon Sugar Rt-finery, Manila

^•nclair, Jas., second engineer, Cliinese gunboat Chen-to, Canton

cl air' W. H., clerk, post and shipping office, Sarawak

lair’ W., (Samsen Rice Mill Co.) proprietor and manager, Bangkok
Si
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Sineriz, J. M., director, San Jose hospital, Manila

Sinnatamby, overseer, excise department, Sai^;’on

Sinnot, P. W., Maritime Customs examiner, Shanghai
Sintas, deputy Judge, Saigon
Sisi, A., assistant, Custom House, Manila
Sitchon, M., trader, Iloilo

Sitchon, S., trader, Iloilo

Sites, Kev Nathan, missionary, Foochow
Sivertsen, C., (O. W. Lindholm & Co.) engineer, Nicolsk flour mill, Wladiwostock
Sjogren, J. A., Maritime Customs boat officer, Swatow
Sjoluncl, P. O., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Wuhu
Skeggs, C. J., (C. J. Skeggs & Co.) silk inspector, Shanghai
Skene, H. M., sub-accountant. Chartered Bank of India, &c.. Queen’s road

Skene, J., (New Harbour Dock Co.) coppersmith, Singapore
Skilling, J., chief officer, steamer Mongicut, Hongkong and Bangkok
Skinner, Hon. A. M., Colonial treasurer, and acting col. secretaiy, Singapore
Skinner, C. P., paymaster, H.B.M.S. Cleopatra

Skinnei’, G. L., assisiant tax collector, Municipal Council, Shanghai
Skinner, J. J., (Mourilyan, Heimann& Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Skipworth, F., third officer, steamer Chiyuen, China coast

Skipworth, W. L., (Skipworth, Hammond & Co.) tailor, Hiogo (absent)

Skolnicoff, K. A., storeke?per, Wladiwostock
Skottowe, E. B., (Chartered Bank) sub accountant, Slianghai

Skrimshire, E. W., (Dodd & Co.) assistant, Tamsui
Slackwood, W. J., chief officer, steamer Kiangfoo, Shanghai and Hankow
Slade, G., (Gilman & Co.) merchant, Foochow
Slaghek, F. H., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Sledge, B. H., (Robinson & Co.) assistant, Penang
Sledge, W., gunner, H.B.M. gunboat Hs/c

Sledge, W. H., temporary overseer. Public Works department, Penang
Slevogt, Max., merchant, Shanghai
Sliedenburg, O., (Grassi Brothers & Co.) assistant, Bangkok
Shmmon, J. A., China Inland missionary, Honan
Sloan, Jas., broker, Manila
Sloan, E. J., medical practiti ner, Shanghai
Sloane, J., captain, lightship, Taku
Small, A., chief engineer, E. E. A. & C. Telegraph Co.’s steamer Agnes, Singapore

Smerdeley, N., chief lightkeeper, Shanghai
Smidt, C., storekeeper, Shanghai
Smith, A., clerk, audit office, Singapore
Smith, A., pilot, Shanghai (absent)

Smith, A., Maritime Cu.-,toms tidewaite*', Swatow
Smith, Alex., engineer, steam tug Cape Clear, Bangkok
Smith, Alex. F., (MacEwen, Frickel & Co.) storekeeper. Queen’s road east

Smith, Rev. A. H., missionary, P ang chia. Shantung
Smith, A. J. M., (Owston, Snow & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Smith, A. L. E., pilot, Newchwang
Smith, C., assistant fax collector. Municipal council, Shanghai
Smith, C., nurse, General Hospital, Yokohama
Smith, Hon. C. C., C.M.G., colonial secretary, and actg. Gov ernor, Straits Settlement

Smith, C. D., (Phipps, Phipps & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Smith, C. V., (Russell & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Smith, D., second engineer, steamer Kong Beng, Hongkong and Bangkok
Smith, D. Warres, manager. Daily Press office, Wyndham street

Smith, E. C., (Turner & Co.) merchant. Queen’s road (absent)

Smith, E. E., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Shanghai
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Smith, E. J., Maritime Customs clerk, Eeturns Office, Shanghai
Smith, E. J., (Borneo Company) assistant, Sarawak
Smith, E. E., (Smith, Baker & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Smith, E. U., (Eussell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Smith, E. W. H., (China and Japan Trading Co.) assistant, Nagasaki
smith, P. A,, (Turnbull, Howie & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
gmith, F. B., (Thomas, Rowe, & Smith), Canton and Macao
gmith, F. P., assistant paymaster in cbasge, H.B. V]. gunimat Merlin
gmith, F. J., Maritime Customs assistant, Tie ntsin

gmith, Eev. F. E., M. A., cliaplain, the Cathedral, Shanghai
gmith, Eev. G., M.A., missionary, Swatow
gmith. Geo., surgeon, H. B.M. gunboat Merlin
gmith, H., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai
gmith, H., (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) superintendent. Cosmopolitan Dock
gmith, H. L., commission agent, and secretary Prye Eiver Dock Co

,
Penang

gmi'h, H. R., M.D., missionary, Wei Hien (absent)

gmith, Herbert, (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
gmith, Jas., commission ag nt, Cebu
gmith, Jas., (S. C. Farnham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
gmith, Jas., (J. M. Cizalas & Son) turner, Singapore
gmith, Eev. .J. A., missionary, Kiukiang
gmith, J., (Chefoo General Supply Association) assistant, Cijefoo

gmith, J., (Hongkong and Whampoa Dock Co.) foreman carpenter, Kowloon
gmith, J., (New Harbour Dock Co.) assistant engineer, Singapore
gmith, J., audit secretary, Maritime Customs, Peking
gmith, J., pilot, cutter ('rplinn, Ningpo
gmith, J. C

,
(Holme, Einger & Co.) merchant, and consul for Denmark, Nagasaki

gmith, J. D., Maritime Customs examiner, (absent)

gmith, John, chief officer, steamer Cheang Hock Kian, Singapore and Hongkong
gmith, John, proprietor, Clarendon Hotel, Penang
gmith, John Grant, (J. G. Smith & Co.) commission agent, & con. for Peru, Queen’s road

gmith, Jos., manager, Tasseet Brick Works, Province Wellesley
Smith, J. H., field overseer, Trafalgar Tapioca Estate, Singapore
gmith, J. H., (F. Blackhead & Co.) shipchandler, Praya
Smith, J. M. P., (Brown & Co.) assistant, Penang
Smith, Eev. J. N. B., missionary', Shanghai
Smith, J. E. M., (Hongkong & Shat ghai Bank) clerk, Shanghai
Smith, J. T., (Kelly dt Walsh) assistant, Shanghai
Smith, J. U., marine surveyor, Nagasaki
gmith, L., chief officer, steamer Greyhound, Hongkong and Southern Ports

gmith, L., (Paterson, Simons <fe Co.) clerk, Singapore

gmith, M., locomotive inspector, railway service, Osaka
gmith, N. F., (Smith, Baker & Co,) clerk, Yokohama
gmith, 0 ., ])ilot, Nagasaki and Hiogo
gmith, Oscar, merchant, Wladiwostock
gmith, P. Y., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Foochow
gmith, Eobt., reporter, Straitii Times office, Singapore

gmith, E. B., (Smith, Baker & Co.) mercliant, Yokohama
gmith, E. C., (Peele, tlubbell & Co.) clerk, Manila
gmith, E. Fraser, proprietor and editor, Hongkong Telegraph, Pedder’s Hill

gmith, E. M., (Holme, Ringer & Co.) clerk, Nagasaki

gmith, Eev S. J., missionary, and proprietor Siam Weekly Advertiser, Bangkok
Smith, S., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Kiukiang
gmith, S., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Shanghai

Smith, T. G., chief clerk and private secretary. Supreme Court, Shanghai

Smith, T. S., Hongkong civil service cadet, Peking
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Smith, Thos., (Borneo Company) clerk, Sarawak
Smith, W., clerk, post and shipping office, Sarawak
Smith, Wm., second engineer, steamer Kiangtung, Shanghai and Hankow
Smith, W. B., bill and share broker, and secretary Singapore Club, Singapore
Smith, W. E., accountant, Chartd. Mercantile Bank, Penang
Smith, W. G. C., surgeon, H.B.M.S. Cleopatra

Smith, W. H., clerk of works, Kudar, Br. North Borneo
Smith, W. H., reporter, Japan Herald office, Yokohama
Smith, Miss, missionary, Peking
Smith, Miss S. C., missionary, Tokio
Smithers, E. J., U.S. and Jap nese consul, Cliinkiang and Wuhu
Smorodinoff, (O. W. Lindholm & Co.) engineer, flour mill, Wladiwostock
Smyth, Bev. G, B., missionary, Foochow
Smythies, Lieut. E. P., H.B. Vl. gun vessel Lumet
Snelling, G., (Stag Ho el) assistant. Queen’s road central

Snethlage, H., broker and commission agent, Shanghai
Sneyd-Kynnersley, C. W., first magistrate, Penang
Snow, H. J., (Owston, Snow & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Snowden, J., Pilot Company, Shanghai
Snyder, G. W., assistant engineer, TJ.S. gunboat Palos
Soares, A. F. de J., broker, Hongkong
Snares, A. G. B., (Belilios & Co.) clerk, Lyndhurst terrace

Soares, E. E., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) clerk, Shanghai
Soares, F. A., (Pustau & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Soares, F. E. L., (Harris, Goodwin & Co.) clerk, Stanley street

Soares, F. P., (Oriental Dispensary) manager, Stanley street

Soares, F. S. de B., first lieutenant, Portuguese corvette Estephania
SobennikoflF, P. A., (PiatkoflF, Molchanoff & Co.) clerk, Hmkow
Sobrailoo, E. clerk, Municijiality, Singapoi-e

Soderburg, A. N. N., clerk. Great Northern Telegraph Co., Nagasaki
Soederstroem, C., master mariner, Bangkok
Soelberg, C. G., lightkeeper. Cape of Good Hope, Amoy
Sohst, Th. (Puttfarcken, Ehenier & Co.) merchant, Singapore

Solis, E-, professor of medicine. University, Manila

Solis, J., surgeon major, army medical department, Manila
Solomon, E. A., merchant, Singapore

Solomon, lightship keeper. Harbour department, Bangkok
Solomon, F., chief inspector of police, Bangkok
Solomon, E., general broker, Elgin street

Solomon, E. J., (Solomon Bros) merchant and commission agent, Shanghai

Solomon, S. J., (Solomon Bros.) merchant and commission ag nt, Shanghai

Sombreuil, H. de. Maritime Customs assistant, Amoy
Someren, E. G. van, advocate and solicitor, Penang
Somers, W. E., lightkeeper, Dodd Island, Amoy
Somerset, Captain, aide de-camp to General Sargent, “ The Buffs”

Somerville, E., official, third division, Sarawak
Somerville, F. G., acting accountant. Chartered Bank of India, &c., Penang
Somoza, E., (La Puerta del Sol) assistant, Manila
Sonderburg, A. N. N., (Gt. Northern Telegrajffi Co.) clerk, Wladiwostock
Sonne, C., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) acting agent, Wladiwostock
Sonsini, Eev. Fr. L., Eoman Catholic missionary, Hankow
Soothill, Eev. W. E., missionary, Wenchow
Soper, Rev. J., missionary, Yokohama,
Sopher, J. A., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk. S' anghai
Sopher, M. A., (D. Sassoon, Sons & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Sorabjee, Nowrojee, (Sorabjee Mancherjee & Co.) clerk. Peel street (absent)
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Soriano, J., assistant, public works department, Manila
Soriano, Eev. P., Koman Catholic missionary, Haiphong
Sorin, Kev. H., Roman Catholic missionary, Swatow
Sorin, Rev. P. p., French Catholic niissionaiy, Piovince Wellesley
Sorin, Rev., procurator, French Mission, Canton
Sotelo, M., port surgeon, Manila
Soto y Cahao, I., assistant, Compania General de Tabacos, Manila
Sonias, clei’k, Treasurj', Saigon
Soulie, second engineer, M. M. steamer Menzaleh, Hongkong and Japan
Southcott, W. E., Maritime Customs fidewaiter, Saatow
Southern, F. R., (Mourilyan, Heimann & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Southey, T. S., clerk. Harbour Master’s Department, Shanghai
Souza, A. de, apothecary, Lock Hos]htal
Souza, A. de, boarding officer, import and export office, Singapore
Souza, A. de, bailiff, judicial department, Macao
Souza, A. E. de, (A. L. Johnston & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Souza, A. F. de, bailiff, court of requests, Singapore
Souza, A. F. de, librarian, Malacca library, Malacca
Souza, A. J. de, senior bailiff. Sheriff’s departini nt, Singapore
Souza, A. M. de, interpreter, Brazilian consulate, Shanghai
Souza, A. R. de, (Chartered Mercantile Bank) oleik, Singapore
Souza, A. S., book-keeper, China Mail office, Wyndham street
Souza, B. de, (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Shanghai
Souza, C. C. D., (R. A. P. Hogan) managing clerk, Penang
Souza, C. C. de, clerk,. Municipality, Province Wellesley
Souza, D. de, assistant master. High School, Malacca
Souza, D. M. de, assistant “ The Farm,” Shanghai
Souza, E., apprentice, Battu Kawan Sugar Estate, Province Wellesley
Souza, E. A. de, chief clerk. Ordnance office, Singapore
Souza, E. A. de, (Guedes & Co.) compositor, Wellington street
Souza, E. F. de, surgeon, military hospital, Macao
oouza, E. F. de, commission agent, Wyndham street
Souza, E. J. de, draftsman, put'lic works department, Malacca
Souza, F., (Great Northern Telegraph Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Souza, F. de, chief clerk. Resident’s office, Malacca
Souza, F. S. de, clerk, army commis>ariat, Singapore
Souza, F. S. de, clerk. Central Police Station
Souza, G. C. de, (Rodyk & Davidson) clerk, Singapore
Souza, G. de, clerk, (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) Singapore
Souza, J. A. de, clerk, Municipality, Singapore
Souza, J. I)_ (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) clerk, Singapore
Souza, J. J, Q de, yStiven & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Souza, J. de, compositor. Government Printing offic'^, Singapore
Souza, J. de, lieutenant, H.S.M. steamer Siam Supporter, Bangkok
Souza, J. de, (Eastern Extension, A. & C. IVlegraph Co.) clerk, Singapore
Souza, J. de, (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Shanghai
Souza, J. de S., clerk, Spanish consulate, Amoy
Souza, J. F. de, (China Sugar Refining C ).) clerk. East point
Souza, J. F. de, warden, St. Micoael’s cemetery, Macao
Souza, j_ de, editor “ Ech > da Chin!i,” and consul for Venezuela, Hongkong
Souza, J, ]y[_ de, clerk. Municipality, Penang
Souza, J, Neves e, (Lisbon Dispensarv) chemist, lieut. National Battalion, Macao
Souza, J, porter, public cemetery, Macao
Souza, Justinian de, teacher, St. Francis’ school, Malacca
Souza, de, clerk, Resident Councillor’s office, Malacca
Souza, de, clerk, Chartered Mercantile Bank, Malacca
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Souza, M. de, (Hall & Holtz Co-operative Co.) clerk, Shano'liai

Souza, M. A. A. de, (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) clerk, Praja Central
Souza, M. de, (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) cashier, Praya central
Souza, M. de, (Selangor Tin Mining Co. of Shanghai) clerk, Shanghai
Souza, M. C., writer, Naval Yard
Souza, Rev. M. de, first teacher, St. Francis’ school, Malacca
Souza, M., (Mustard & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Souza, M. C. de, (Frazar & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Souza, M. J. de, clerk, U. S. Consulate, Si ngapore
Souza, M. S. de, overseer, Battu Kawan Sugar Estate, Province Wellesley
Souza, P. de, compositor, “ Imprimerie Commerciale,” Singapore
Souza, P. C., (Wotton & Deacon) clerk. Queen’s road
Souza, Capt. P. Z. de, inspector, fire department, Macao
Souza, R. de, postmaster, Macao
Souza, R. Gr. de, (Carlowitz & Co.) clerk, Canton
Souza, R. L. de, clerk. Municipality, Penang
Souza, Rev. R. L., missionary, Malacca
Souza, S. A. de, (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Souza, S. P. de, chief clerk, police department, Malacca
Souza, S. R. de, (Taujong 1 agar Dock Co.) clerk, Singapore
Souza, Rev. S. S. de, lit)rarian, Seminario de S. Jose, Macao
Souza, T. de, public vaccinator, Malacca
Souza, V. S. de, (Reiss & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Sowdon, A. M., Maritime Customs assistant, (absent)
Sowerby, Rev. A., missionary, Talyuenfoo, Shanse
Spahn, R.. wine and beer depot, Yokohama
Spalding, C., (Hill & Rathbome) engineer, Selangor
Spalding, F., agent, Compania General de Tabacos, Zamboanga, Philippines
Spears, Wm., chief engineer, steamer Meifoo, China eoast

Specht, Chrs., (Brinkmann & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Specht, F., head turnkey, gaol, Perak
Speidel, F. W., (Speidel & Co.) merchant, and consul for Belgium and Denmark, Saigon
Speidel, P., (C. J. Gaupp & Co.) assistant, Queen’s road
Speidel, T., (Speidel & Co.) merchant, and consul for Netherlands, Saigon
Spencer, Rev. D. S., missionary, Tokio
Spencer, Rev. J. O., missionary, Aoyama, Japan
Spencer, R., third officer, steamer Hailoong, China coast
Spencer, master mariner, Bangkok
Spencer, Miss M. A., missionary, Tokio (absent)
Spencer, Miss E. A., missionary, Shanghai
Spengler, 0., merchant and commission agent, Wladiwostock
Speyer, A. de, secretary, Russian Legation, Tokio
Spinney, W. F., Maritime Customs assistant, China (absent)

Spooner, A., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Spooner, A. (A. Spooner, Ed. Renard & Co.) merchant, Saigon (absent)

Spooner, F. C., (J. D. Carroll & Co) commission agent, Yokohama
Sprague, Rev. W. P., missionary, Kalgan
Spring, C. A., (Spring & Co.) draper, Manila
Spring, Miss, (Spring & Co.) assistant, Manila
Springmiihl, W., (Speidel & Co.) clerk, Saigon
Spriingli, E., (Lutz & Co.) merchant, and vice-consul for Switzerland, Manila
Squier, Rev. L. W., missionary, Hakodate
Stack, F. J., captain, steamer Diamante, Hongkong and Manila
Stahel, J., consul general for United States, Shanghai
Stahlberg, R., (C. J. Gaupp & Co.) assistant. Queen’s road

Stahlknecht, C. G., (Staehelin & Stahlknecbt) merchatit, Singapore (absent)
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gtainfield, E. L., third engineer, steamer Yangtsze, China coast

gtainforth, P., major, K. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Singapore

gtanford, G. A., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) storekeeper, Shanghai
gtanford, J. W., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) sron keeper, Shanghai

gtange, H., manager, National Hotel, Queen’s Eoad Central

gtanley, Eev. C. A., missionary, Tientsin

gtannius, H., LL.D., consul for Germany, Enssia, Italy and Switzerland, Hiogo
gtapt, E., (Friedericks and Co.) clerk, Penang
gtarkey, E., (Gearing & Co.), Chinkiang

gtarkey, E. £)., (North China Insurance Co.) assistant secretary, Shanghai
gtarkweather. Miss A. J., missionary, Okyama, Japan
gtartzeff, A. D., (Tokmakofl', Molotkoff& Co.) merchant, Tientsin

Steadman, J., captain, Kiodo TJnyn Eaisha str. Yamashiro-maru, Japan
gtean, H., constable, British Consulate, Tientsin

gtehbins, W., Maritime Customs examiner, Canton
gtedman, Miss, missionary, Tokio

Steel, W., second engineer, steamer NansJian, China coast

gteele, H., (Bt nnett & Steele) bill broker, Yokoliama

gteele, E. L. B., lieutenant, E. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Singapore

glegen, L. van der, customs watcher, Shanghai

gtz-ger, J. E,, (Luchsinger & Co.) merchant, and act. vice-consul for Germany, Iloilo

gteglich, Oscar, (Great Northein I'elegraph Co.) mechanician, Shanghai

gtehmeyer, J., master mariner, Bangkok

Steil, E., ship broker, Praya central

Stein, A., assistant, stores dept- M.B.M.S.S. Co., Yokohama
Stein, G., (Kunst & Albers) clerk, Wladiwostock

Stein, Miss S. E., missionary. Canton

Sleiuam, clerk. Direction of the Interior, Saigon

Steinbrlng, master mariner, Bangkok
gteinbach, G., (Steinbach & Co.) merchant, Wladiwostock (absent)

Steinbach, I., proprietor, Britannia Hotel, Nagasaki

Steinch, W., lazareth gehulfe, German Naval Hospital, Yokohama
Stella, Mother M., lady superioress of Convent, Caine road

Stellingwerf, P. J., lightkeeper, in charge, Fisher Island, Amoy
Stenbouse, D., M.D., missionary, Tientsin

Stepanoff, secretary, civil administration, Wladiwostock

Stephanitz, F., shoemaker, Singapore

Stepharius, C., (J. J. Buchheister) clerk, Shanghai

Stephen, second officer, steamer Yehsin, China coast

Stephen, Jas., (Victox'ia Dispensary) assistant, Pedder’s wharf

Stephens, C. E., (W. M. Strachan and Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Stephens, J., chief engineer, P. and O. steamer Teheran, Hongkong and Japan

Stephens, M., (Edgar & Co.) merchant, Sourabaya

Stephens, M. J. D., solicitor. Bank Buildings

Stephenson. A., (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) accountant, Singapore

Stephenson, G. H., (“ Straits Dispensary ”) chemist, Singapore

Stephenson, Walter, pepper planter, Klang, Selangor

Sternberg, G., (Macleod & Co.) clerk, Manila

Steven, F. A., China Inland missionary, Tali-foo

Stevens, D. W., official, Foreign Office, Tokio

Stevens, E., consul for United States and Germany, Ningpo
Stevens, G., inspector of police, Singapore

Stevens, J., (Chinese Engineering and Mining Co.) mining engineer, Tientsin

Stevens, E., (Lambert Bros) assistant, Singapore
Stevens, T., constable, British consulate, Hankow
Stevenson, O., China Inland missionary, Yunnan-foo
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Slevecson, W. F., Maritime Customs assistant tidesurveyor, Taku
Stevenson, W. F., (W. F. Stevenson & Co.), merchant, Manila (absent)

Stewart, A., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Stewart, C. de B., assistant paymaster in charg-e H.B.M. Naval Yard, Yokohama
Stewart, Chas. J., clerk. Hall & Holtz Co-operative Co., Shanghai
Stewart, C. E., chief engineer, H.B.M. corvette Curacoa
Stewart, Hon. Fred., LL.D., registrar general

Stewart, G., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk. Queen’s road

Stewart, G. R., (China Sugar Refining Co.) chief clerk. East Point
Stewart, J., overseer, Takasima Colliery, Nagasaki
Stewart, J., (Imperial Arsenal) superintendent engineer, Tientsin

Stewart, J., clerk, telegraph service, Yokohama
Stewart, J. A., assistant. Hall and Holtz Co-operative Co., Shanghai
Stewart, J. W. Y., chief officer, steamer Fu-yew, China Coast.

Stewart, Jas., commander, Chinese gunhoat Ghen-io, Canton
Stewart, N. B. O., (Eastern Extension, A. and C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore
Stewart, R., overseer, Takasuna Colliery, Nagasaki
Stewart, R. B., (Rodyk and Davidson) clerk, Singapore
Stewart, Rev. R. W., M. A., missionary, Foochow (absent)

Stewart, W. G., lieutenant, H.B.M. corA'^ette Curafoa

Stewart, Mrs. J. A., m lliner, Shangb;
'

Stibio, clerk, Treasury, Saigon
Stibolt, Mrs. N., undertaker, Tok )bama
Stiebel, C-, (Reiss & Co.) merchant, Lombard street

Stiefel, W., (Hooglandt & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Stiles, Geo. W., (J. Bailey) clerk, Shanghai
Stillfried, Baron F, von, “Japan Photographic Association,” Yokohama
Stingelin, P., (Ziegler & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Stirling, Capt. J. W., Royal Artillery, Hongkong
Stiven, A. W., (Stiven & Co.) merchant, Singapore
Stiver!, R. G., (Stiven & Co.) merchant and consul for Denmark, Singapore
Stockhausen, F. W. G. von, secretary, German consulate and German Club
Stockwell, Jas., (Adams & Stockwell) medical practitioner, Lc wer Mosque terrace

Stoddart, J. M., (Takasima Colliery) chief mining engineer, Nagasaki
Stoecklin, telegraph clerk, Kampot, Cochin China
Stohr, (Diirr & Co.) merd ant, Manila
Stokes, A. G., (Moi'gan & Stokes) broker. Queen’s road

Stokes, A. P., (Sharp, Johnson & Stokes) solicitor. Queen’s road
Stokes, R., Maritime Customs assistant, Chinkiang
Stdlker, T., (Grass! Bros. & Co.) architect, Bangkok
Stoll, E., (Hollmann & Co.) clerk, Manila
Stolterfoht, H., (Stoltcrfoht & Hirst) merchant, Praya
Stone, C. W., lightkeeper, Shanghai (absent)

Stone, F. H., assistant, Hongkew Hotel, Shanghai
Stone, E., (RusseU & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Stone, F. G., (C. & J. Trading Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Stone, F., (Takasima Colliery) mechanical engineer, Nagasaki
Stone, W, H., secretary. Government telegi’aph service, Tokio
Stoneham, C., second officer, steamer Kong Beng, Hongkong and Bangkok
Stonehold, chief officer, receiving ship Corea, Shanghai
Stonehouse, G., warder, gaol, Singapore
Stonehouse, Rev. J., missionary, Shanghai
Stopani, A., (H.K. & W. Dock Co.) captain, steam tug Fame
Stopford, F. G., lieutenant, H.B.M. corvette Cleop'itra

Storer, E. G., (American Trading Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Storie, C. M. G., medical officer, Sarawak
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Stormoutb, P., (New Harbour Dock Co.) assistant engineer, Singapore
Stornebrink, H., chief engineer, Mitsu Bislii steamer Tsuruga-maru, Japan
Stornebiink, L., manager, Yokohama Ice Works, Yokohama
Storr, F., S. J., Koman Catholic missionary, Shanghai
Stott, Rev. G., missionary, Wenchow
Stout, Rev. H., missionary, Nagasaki
Strachan, A. D., sub- accountant. Chartered Bank of I. A. & C., Singapore
Strachan, B., (Mortb China Dispensary) chemist, fehangiiai

Strachan, W. M., (Strachan & Co.) merchant, Yokohama (absent)

Strachan, W. W., chief officer, steamer Diamante, Hongkong and Manila
Strahler, F., (Bavier & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Strange, F. W., instructor, Impei;ial University, Tokio
Strangman, R- H., tidewaiter, maritime customs, Kiukiang
Stratton, H., captain, steamer Phra Chom Elao, Bangkok and Hongkong
Strauss, S., merchan:', Yokohama
Streich, K. J., int noreter, German consulate, Shanghai
Streiff, H., (Ltichsinger & Co.) elerk, Iloilo

Stribling, W. S., engineer, H.B.M. gunboat Zephyr
Stringer, C., (Paterson, Simons & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Stripling, A. B., commissioner of customs, Jenchuan, Corea
Strom, G. B., (Great Northern Telegraph Co.) clerk, Nagasaki
Strom, M. B. J., Maritime Customs assistant examiner. Canton
Strome, C. J., (Rottmann, Strome & Co.) mercliant, Yokohama
Strong, F. W., second secretary, British Legation, Peking
Strong, J. P., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Newchwang
Strong, Miss, F., missionary, Peking
Stroud, Miss, China Inland missionary, Chmitu
StrugneU, R., signal sergeant, marine department, Singapore
Strugnell, W., nav, lieutenant, H.B.M. S. Sapphire
StrugneU, W., (Gilfillan, Wood & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Stschukin, J., (J. H. Langelutje) clerk, Wladiwostock
Stuart, C. U., (Union Insurance Society) clerk, Pedder’s Wharf
Stuart, J. D. C., clerk. Magistracy, Singapore

Stuart, Rev. J. L., missionary, Hangchow
Stuart, J. P., (Hill and Rathborne) civil engineer, Selangor
Stucken, E., merchant, Hiogo
Studer, A. G., United States consul, Singapore

Stulz, E., (C. Heinszen & Co.) cleik, Manila
Sturge, E. A., M.D., missionary, Petchaburi, Siam
Sturman, J. H., China Inland missionary, Faucheng
Sturrock, J. P., accountant, Chartered Mercantile Bank, Singapore
Styan, F. W., (Robt. Anderson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai and Kiukiang
Styles, A., gunner, H.B.M. sloop Albatross

Suarez, A., surgeon, army medical department, and professor. University, Manila

. Suarez, F. (L. Genu) clerk, Manila
Such, F. W., (Hewett & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Such, H. J., (Hewett & Co.) mercliant, Shanghai
Suenson, A., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co.) sujierit.tendent, Amoy
Suenson, E., (Gt. Northern Telegraph Co,) cajitain of steamer Store Nordishe, Shanghai
Suffield, R. H., second officer, P. and 0. steamer Teheran, Hongkong and Japan
Sugden, A. H., maritime customs assistant, Swatow
Sugden, C., (Borneo Company) iissi.stant, Singapore
Suhm, 0. von W., (Baer & Suhm) meichant, Manila
Suhr, G., (Kunst and Albers) clerk, Wladiwostock
Siiidter, L., (Arnhold, Karberg & Co.), silk inspector, Shanghai
^ulivan, A. 0., superintendent of public works, Sarawak
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Sulliyan, H. E., assistant paymaster, tF.S. sloop Enterprise
Sullivan, J., third officer, steamer Kwangtung, China coast
Sullivan, Jno. A., share broker, Shanghai
Sullivan, W., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) baker, Yokohama
Summers, E. .H., lieutenant, Chinese gunboat Chen,-to, Canton
Summers, U., cashier, Banco Espanol ihlipino, Manila
Summers, E., fourth engineer, steamer Wingsang, Hongkong and Calcutta
Suna, J. de, agent, Compania G-eneral de Tabacos, La Hnion, Philippines
Sunderniann, F., (F. Engler & Co.) clerk, Saigon
Suppanci, second engineer, H. S. M. steamer Siamese Crown, Bangkok
Surin, Gr. A., (Eastern Extension, A & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk, Penang
Snrin, J. A., assistant m ister. Free School, Penang
Surth, M., (H. AJirens & Co.) assistant, Yokohama
Sus, E, Moureal y, aide-de-camp to the Governor-General, Manila
Susemilil, J. H. J., maritime customs tidewaiter, Cliinkiang

Siiss, Miss L., teacher, Berlin Foundling hospital. High street

Sutcliffe, E., (W. F. Stevenson & Co.) assistant, Iloilo

Sutherland, A
,
Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Swatow

Sutherland, A. M., (A. S. Watson & Co.) manager, Manila
Sutherland, F. G., (Baxter & Fittock) clerk, Singapore

Sutherland, Hugh, (J. Forster & Co.) merchant, Foochow
Su'herland, J., sugar boiler, China Sugar Eefining Co., East point

Sutherland, J. W., (Cobb & Co.) carriage builder, Yokohama
Sutter, Eev. L., Eoman Catholic missionary, Tokio
Sutter, W., ('I'homas & Co.) clerk, Yokohama '

Sutton, G., (M. Adams & Co.) assistant, Nagasaki
Sutton, H., chief officer, steamer Kiangteen, Shanghai and Ningpo
Suvoong, V. P., M.D

,
sde.itific translation department, Kiangnan Arsenal, Shanghai

Svendsen, M. A., second officer, steamer Activ, Hongkong and Southern ports
Swain, E., captain, Mitsu Bishi steamer Tokio maru, Jajtan

Swainston, G., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Anping, Formosa
Swales, G., (Lane, Crawford & Co.) assistant. Queen’s road
Swallow, Eev. R., missionary, Ningpo
Swanston, J. C., inspector of police

Swanstrom, C. A., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Wuhu
Sweemoh, 0., (A. Markwald & Co.’s rice mill) assistant, Bangkok
Swettenham, F. A., British Resident, Selangor (absent)

Swift, Lieut. W., navigator, TJ.S. sloop Alert

Swinburne, W. T., lieutenant, H.S.S. Trenton

Swinuey, E. F., M.D., missionary, St. Catherine’s Bridge, Shanghai
Swinney, Geo., chief engineer, H. B.M.S. Champion
Sword, Jas., (Gilfillan, Wood & Co.) merchant, Singapore (absent)

Sydenstricker, Eev. A., missionary, Hangchow
Syers, H. C., superintendent of police and pri.sons, Selangor

Sylva, H., (Mirsu Bishi Mail S.S. Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Symes, J., inspector of police, Perak
Symes, P. S., clerk, M.B.M.S.S. Co., Yokohama
Svmes, E. L., (Chartered Mercantile Bank) accountant, Shanghai

Symons, H., pro|>rietor, Shanghai Horse Bazaar and Central Livery Stables, Shangha
Symons, J. A., public vaccinator, Butterworth General Hospital, Province Wellesley

Syner, J., armourer, Perak Sikhs, Perak

Tablaren, conductor, railway works, Mytho, Cochin-China
Tabor, H. P., cornpradore, and proprietor Hiogo Dispensary, Hiogo
Tahouriech, hairdresser, Saigon

Tagle, F. E., alterez, Carabineros, Albay, Philippines
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Tagie, J. P. de, (H. J. Andrews & Co.) clerk, Manda.
Tait, J. J., assist, manager, Batukawan Sugar Estate, Province Welleslej
Tait, T. J., (Tait & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Talati, D. D., (Melita & Co. clerk, Foocbow
Talboi, A. P., assistant colonial secretary, Singapore
Talbot, R. M., captain, steamer Zafiro, Hongkong and Manila
Talbot, W. H., average adjuster, and proprietor Japan Gazette, Yokohama
Talcott, C. G-., assist, engineer, U.S.S. Ossipee
Talcott, Miss E ,

missionary, Okoyama, Japan(absent)
Tallaksen, T., c’ ief ei gineer, Mitsu Bisbi steamer Horai-maru, Japan
Tallieu, L ,

sToiekeeper, Peking
Talmage, Rev. J. V. N., D.T)., missionary, Amoy
Talmage, Miss K. M., missionary, Amoy
Talmage, Miss M. S., missionary, Amoy
Talpey, A. H., pilot, Taku
Tamet, Roman Catholic missionary Kiukiang
Tandberg, L. J., pilot, Newcbwang
Tanner, P., Maritime Customs assistar.t, Peking
Taj^ia, A., (Llanos, Tapia & Co.) merchant, Manila
Taquet, teacher. Municipal Boys’ School, Saigon
Taraskewick, Dr., acting chief government medical adviser, Wladiwostock
Tarn, W., clerk. Naval Yard
Tarrosa y Minatay, R., (V. E. de Ocampo) clerk, Cebu
Tafa, C. B., (Tata & Co.) clerk, Shangliai

Tata, D. B., (Tata & Co.) meicbant, Shanghai
Tata, K. M., (Tata & Co.) clerk, Hollywood road
Ta ta, R. D., (Tata & Co.) merchant, Hollywood road
Tatay, A., assistant. Custom-house, Manila
Tatlock, Thos., (Schmidt, Kustermann & Co.) clerk, Penang
Taton, engineer director of arsenal, Saigon (absent)

Taumeyer, E., (Taumeyer & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Taupin, clerk. Treasury, Saigon
Tavares, A. G., Shanghai Mercury office, compositor, Shanghai
Tavares, E. F. das Neves, (Lisbon Dispensary) assistant, Macao
Tavares, J. F., (Messageries Maritimes) clerk, Praya central

Tavares, L. A., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Tavares, P. J., compositor, N. C. Herald office, Shanghai
Tavaria, P. J., merchant. Peel Street

Taylor, B. v. S., M.B., missionary, Foocbow
Taylor, C. H. B., act. secretary and prof, of navigation. Imperial Arsenal, Foochow
Taylor, C. S., clerk. Maritime Customs, Har.kow
Taylor, C. S., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road central

Taylor, D. B., (Smith, Baker & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Taylor, Lt.-Col. D. M., R. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Penang
Taylor, E. J., assistant engineer, H.B.M.S. Curacoa
Taylor, F., (A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant, Foochow
Taylor, F. E., assistant. Maritime Customs, Shanghai
Taylor, G., pilot, Hiogo
Taylor, G., lightkeeper in charge. South Cape lighthouse, Amoy
Taylor G., (Impeiial Naval Yard) foreman. Engineering dept., Hiogo
Taylor, G. A., armourer sergeant. Ordnance store department
Taylor, G. A., captain, steamer Esmeralda, Hongkong and Manila
Taylor, H., storeman. Naval Yard
Taylor, H. H., (Oriental Bank in liquidation) attorney. Queen’s road
Taylor, H. L., clerk, telegraph department, Perak
Taylor, J, T., pilot, Shanghai
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Taylor, T., chief engineer, (E. & W. Dock Co.), Cosmopolitan Dock
''

Taylor, Qr. Mr. sergeant W. A., clerk, Eoyal Engineer department
Taylor, W. G-., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) general manager, S’gapore
Taylor, W. H., (Comes & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Taylor, W. K., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Pagoda Anchorage, Foochow
Taylor, Eev. W., M.D., missionary, Osaka
Tehbutt, J. L., Maritime Customs assistant examiner, Swatow
Teceira, A., clerk, Land Eevenue Office, Malacca
Teichart, 0. P. T., tidewaiter, Maritime Customs, Shanghai
Teillol, A., (E. Millot & Co.) merchant, Slianghai
Teissier, clerk, Direction of the Intei’ior, Saigon
Teixido y Martinez, A., sub-inspector, Sanidad militar, Manila
lejada, E. B. S. de, captain tenieiite, horse guards, Manila
Telge, R

,
(R. Telge & Co ) merchant, Shanghai

Telles, J. C. da Silva, physician, Seminario de S. Jose, Macao
Telles, R., oficial, hacienda publica, II lilo

Tern, P., interpreter, Italian consulate, Shanghai
lemplet, J. S. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai
Tennent, C. S., merchant, Penang
Teniiant, H. P., (Gribb, Livingston & Co.) agent and tea inspector, Foochow
lepligh, W., teacher of Greek and Latin, Gymnasium, Wladiwostock
Tepljaschenin, J., (Kunst and Albers) clerk, Wladiwostock
Terentieff, Capt.-Lieut. V. A., national volimteer fleet, Wladiwostock
Ternisieu, member of municipal council, Saigon
Torres, Rev. Jose, Roman Catholic missionary, Haiphong
Terrey, E. W., (Hongkong and China Gas Company) foreman fitter. West point
Terrier, deputy judge, Saigon
Terry, A., captain of the port, Manila
Terry, H. T., professor of Roman and English Law, Imperial Hnivei’sity, Tokio
Terry, S. B., (Hill and Rathborne) assistant, Sungei Hjong
Tessensohn, E., (Boustead & Co.) clerk, Singapore
'i'estevuide. Rev. L. G., Roman Catholic missionary, Yokohama
Tetjukoff, H. P., (Tetjukofl & Co.) merchant, Wladiwostock
Tettaravon, clerk, post office, Saigon
Tetzlaff, C., clerk, German Consulate, Canton
Teus, V., (Inchausti & Co.) merchant, Manila
Texiera, Mrs., (Gate and Fairall) milliner. Queen’s Road
Teyssier, telegraphist, Bienhoa, Cochin China
Thackery, Captain T. M. G., R. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Penang
Thary, conductor, public works department, Saigon
Theege, A., lightkeeper, Kiutoan lightship, Shanghai
Theissen, A., watcher, Maiitime Customs, Shanghai
Themudo, L. A., captain-lieut., Portuguese corvette Estephania
Thetard, sub accountant, excise department, Saigon
Thevenot, overseer of roads, Saigon
Thexeria, E., apprentice, medical department, Malacca
Thiedey, teacher. School at Bienhoa, Cochin-China
Thiedeman, E., draughtsman, public works department, Selangor
Thil, conductor, public, works department, Saigon
Thimm, E., assistant, China Sugar Refining Co., Swatow
Thiuselin, L., chaplain. Military hospital, Saigon
Thionville, receiver, registry of lands, Saigon
Thiriet, J., superior, Saigon Seminary, Saigon
Thirkell, J. G., proprietor and editor, Shanghai Courier, Shanghai
Thiseira, E., compositor, government printing office, Singapore
Thistle, H., (Shanghai Gas Co.) meter inspector, Shanghai
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Thistlethwaite, A, Pi,., (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Manila
Thollander, G. E., proprietor “ Eurofiean Tavern,” Nagasaki
Thom, W., second officer, steamer Namoa, Clii a coast

Thomas, A., (Messageries Maritimes) cl rk, Yokohama
Thomas, A. C., clerk. Police Court, Penang
Thomas, C. W., lieutenant, ll.B.M.S. Sapphire

Thomas, E., engineer, H. B. M. gunboat Firebrand

Thomas, E. F., solicitor, Penang
Thomas, F. H. Cave, (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk, Foochow
Thomas, G. B., clerk of Customs, Matang, Perak
Thomas, H. J., chief clerk, Land office, i’eming

Thomas, J., captain, Mitsii Bisld str. Toyoshima-maru, Japan
Thomas, J., assistant engineer. Tugboat Association, Shanghai
Thomas, J. A., clerk, Indian Immigration office, Penang
Thomas, M., chief clerk, marine department, Perang
Thomas, T., (Tnomas & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Thomas, Thos. (Thomas, Rowe, & Smith), Canton and M icao

Thomas, W. H., (C. S. Tennent & Co.) clerk, Penang
Thomassi, commander, gunboat Surprise, Hai| hong
Thomine, ensign, French cruiser Hameliii, Saigon

Thompson, A. F., (Wilkinson & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Thompson, C., Upper Yangtsze pilot, Shanghai

Thompson, C. C., (W. Mansfield & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Thompson, C. M., asst, manager, Victoria Estate, Penang Sugar Estate Co., Penang
Thompson, I). B., China Inland missionary, Cnungking
Thompson, Rev. D.. missionary, Tokio

Thompson, E., overseer in charge of Protestant Cemetei j', Surveyor-general’s dept.

Thompson, G. E., apprentice, public works department, Singapore

Thompson, Rev. H., missionary, Amoy
Thompson, H. A., acting police magistrate, Penang
Thompson, J., boa’swain, H.B.M.S. Audacious

Thompson, J. L., steward. General Hospital, Yokohama
Thompson, J. R., shipchandler, Hakodate
Thompson, Lieut. P. E. R., Inniskilling Fusiliers, Penang
Thompson, R., (Eastern Extension, A. and C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore

Thompson, W., captain, Kiodo Unyu Kaisha steamer Mino-maru, Japan
Thompson, W., Tamil interpreter, Supr^ me Court, Singapore

Thompson, Rev. W. R., B.A., missionarv, Taiwanfoo

Thompson, Miss Mary E., missionary, Swatow
Thomsen, J. C., master mariner, Bangkok
Thomsen, T., (Gi. Northern Tei graph Co.) clerk, Wladiwostock
Thomsett, H. G., R.N., harbour-master

ThomseU, H. M., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk. Queen’s road

Thomson, C. T., second wharfinger, Tanjimg Pagar Dock Co., Singapore

Thomson, Charles, Governor of French Cochin-China

Thomson, D., inspector of police, Yow-ma-tee
Thomson, E. A., manager, Singapore Dispensary, Singapore

Thomson, Rev. E. H., missionary, Shanghai

Thomson, G. S., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) ch rk, Yokohama
Thomson, J., chief officer, sti amer Arratoon Apear, Hongkong and Calcutta

Thomson, J. A. agent. National Bible Society of Scotland, Yokohama
Thomson, J. A., Eastern Extension, A. and C. Telegraph Co., operator Penang
Thomson, Jas., M.S. quartermaster, army medical department

Tnomson, Rev. J. C., M.D., missionary. Canton
Thomson, R. E., (Tanjong Pagar Dock Co.) fitter, Singapore

Thomson, T. S., (W. R. Scott & Co.) clerk, Singapore
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Thomson, W. B., (Honglionw and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Yokohama
Tlionison, W. W.. (Ssiiiih, Bell it Co.) cl'-rk, Cebu
Thorbnrn, J. D., (Russell & Co.) clerk, Shanghfii

Thovburn, E. F., secretary, Municipal Council, Shanglun
I’liorne, (k, mei chant, Shanghai
Thome, J., bible colporteur, American Bible Society, Hankow
Tliornicraft, T. C., medical jnactitionci-, 1 lingo

Thornton, W. T., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Amoy
Th'irp, E. W., clerk, railway department, Yokohama
Thow, Eev. AY., M.A., missionary, Taiwanfoo
Tliurhm n, A., (Tliurburn &Diinn) share broker, & secretary to General Hospital, S’hai
Thurburn, J., (C arteretl M, rcanfile B ink) manager. Queen’s road
Thwaite, J. W., draftsman, revenue survey department, Singapore
Thyen, Job., (Mdcibers & Co.) clerk, Hankow
Tiaoqui, J. S., ‘‘ La Ciudad de Pekitig,” Manila
Ikberii, Onia, Mmitime Customs assistain, Peking
Tice, E., (A. S. Watson & Co.) agent, Tientsin
Tiefenbacber, M., (Wm. Meyennk & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)
Tihay, I., Eussi m missi m, Tokio
Tilfoid, E J., (Wal h. Hall & Co.) cPrk, Yokohama
Till, W. W., ((a)rnes & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Tillard, P. G., snb-lieutenant, H.B. \I.S. Cleopatra

Tilley A. H., (P. and O. S. N. Co.) pilot, Singapore
Tilley, J. W., (W. L. Hun:er) cleik, Foochow
Tillman, E. H., ensygn IJ.S.S. Trenton,
Tillv, A. H., pilot, Singainme

Timm, J., (Gi. Northern Telegrapli Co.) mechanician, Shang' ai

Timmer, Eev. Br. B., Eoman Catholic missionary, Ichang
Timmins, J 'I'., inspector of i)olice, Singapore

Tindall, T. H., (Kelly & Wals )
assistant, Queen’s road

Tindall, W. G., maritime customs tidewaiter, Swatow
Tineo, P., assistant. Mint, Manna
Tip, J. A., Maritime Cirstoms tidewaiter, P-akhoi

Tirant, adniini.s'rator of'native atfairs, Saigon

Tirn.stein, A., (Stolterfoht & Hirst) clerk, Praya
Tislall, E. W

,
captain, steamer Fung Shun, China coast

Tisseman, S., watelimaker, Bangkok
Tissier, Eev. F., Eoman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki
Tit^ ie'egiaph cb rk, Soclrang, Cocliin-Clima

Titjen, C. F. H., (Paul Heinemann & Cn.) assistant, Hiogo
Titoushkin, N. N., (PiatkofF, Molcbanotf St C .) cleik, Hankow
Tivanoff, W., (O. Spengler) assistant, Wladiwostock
Tobler, F., (S aehehti & Stablnecli') clerk, Singapore

Toche, J., (Hlysse Pila & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Tod, n., chief engineer, steam r Mong Kut, Hongkong and Bangkok
Toda, B., cona>ario, military ne])arfment, Manila
Todd. H. H., (Smi h. Bell & Co.) cL rk, Manila
Toeg, E. E., bill broker, Slinngiiai

Tolatee, B. F., merchant, Hollywood Eoad (absent)

Tolatee, M. P., (E. N. Mehta & Co.) merchant, Hollywood road
Tolatee, P. F., (B. F. 'bolatee) manager, Hollywood road

Tolatee, E. S., (E. N. Mehta & Co.) clerk, Hollywood road
Ttdaty, B. D., (M' hfa & C. .) clerk, Foochow
Tolaty, M. B., (Mehta & Co.) clerk, Amoy (absf nt)

Tolle, G., (J. H. Langelntje) cler’a-, Wladiwostock
Tolliday, T., Maritime Customs chief examiner, Shanghai
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Tomalin, Ed., missionary, Nganking
^Omas, E.., g. Watson & Co.) assistant, Manila
,jOrnes, C. A., (Kusseli & Co.) clerk, Praya
Ornkii^g^ H. A., (Reiss & Co.) tea inspector, Lombard street

E., (Bii terfield & Swire) clerk, Slianghai
Oinlin, G. L., (China Fire Insurance Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
onilinson, \V. L., constable, British Consulate, Ningpo
‘Mns, W., sergeant of police, Hiogo

^oney, T. V., cadet, U.S.S. Trenton
Onkin, C., assistant examiner. Maritime Customs, Shanghai
Ope, Rev. S. G., missionary. Shin Chau-fo

,
Canton

' luei, j. cashier, Uompania U-em ral de Tabacos, Manila
Orose, H. A,, (Japan Photographic Association) assistant, Yokohama

^|Orres, P., acting secretary, real audiencia, Manila
Orres, M., proniotor fiscal, Iloilo

Oi'res, T., cnemist, and professor of pliarmacy, University, Manila
atioincy, B angbok (absent)

,^^Orrija, M., surgeon major, army medical deparUnent, Manila
^^huclie, J. D. U. de la. Maritime Customs,, assistant, B'oochow
^Ough, (New Harbour Dock Co.) assistant engineer, Singapore
Oui iiiyj), L., chief inspec tor of police, Saigon
Ournade, Rev. Fr., S. J. Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai
hurnaire, lieutenant, M. M. steamer Meinam, Saigon and Singapore
hurnelle, C., inspector general of prisons, Manila
^Ournic, asst, commissioner, marine approvisionnenieiits, Saigon
Ournier, J., tailor and storekeeper, Saigon
oubsaiut, R., (De Vigaii A Co.) clerk, Kobe
owell, M. E., assistant. Maritime Customs, Chefoo

Powgood, H., district surveyor, Krian, Perak
iownley, F., (Lane, Craw ord & Co.) assistant, Yokohama
lownsend, G. H., (Hongk ong & Shanghai Bank) acting accountant, Manila
Toynbee, F. A., (Hill & R athbotne) assistant, Perak
Iragorri, C. Gonzales de, cmandante guarda civil veterana, Manila
ffail, E., second eugineerj H S.M steamer Regent, Bangkok
Trail, VV., captain superinten-'ent of marine. Naval department, Bangkok
drauchell, E., clerk, audit office, Perak
Tianier, E., commissaire, M. M. steamer Tanais, Hongkong and Japan
Tramiack, R. J., Maritime Customs tide surveyor and harbour master, Tientsin
drapaga, J

,
projirietor “ Hotel de Madrid,” Manila

xrask. Miss, S., M.D., missionary, Fouchow
J ravers, A. K., assistant postmaster general (iibsent)

^ravers, G., consul for Germany, Canton and Hongkong
Treacher, Hon. W. H., Governor of British N. Borneo, and, acting a Irninistrator, Labuan
J rebing, Ch., M.D., oculist and physician, Singapore
Ifegenna, R. H., chief engineer, H.B.M. sloop Flying Fish
Ti’egillus, E. C., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Amoy
Tremlett, C. F. (W. G. Hale & Co.) tnerchaiit, and consul for Great Bri'aiu, Satgon
Trench, Hon. P. H. Le Poer, secretary, British L'-gation, Tokio
Trevithick, F. H., locomotive snpt., Government railway service, Toki»
Trow, A. E., (Hunt & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
J-rilley, J., fleet caief engineer, U.S.S. Trenton
Triad ide, Claudina da Sta., mistress. College de Sta. Roza, Macao
Trinidad, D., (J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk, Manila
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Tripler, Dr., physician and surgeon, Yokohama
Tripp, H. J. H., agent Taka shim a Colliery, Wynduatn street

'rroch, M., (Justus Lembke & Co.) clerk. Club Chambers
Trodd, B., (Shanghai Gas Company) meter inspector, Shanghai
Trollay, Jno., fitter. Naval Yard
Trompeta, E., engineer, public works department, Manila
Tron, teh'graph clerk, Saigon
Trotter, D. A., (Tait & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Trotter, Hon. H., auditor general, Singapore (absent)

Trotter, Noel, assistant postmaster general, Penang
Trotzig, H., superintendent. Municipal Council, Hiogo
Ti’onette, counsellor, court of appeal, Saigon
Troitp, Jas., H.B.M. consul, Hiogo
Ti tib, R., (H. Ludwig & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Truby, J. T., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Ningpo
True, Mrs. M. C., missionary, Tokio
Trueman, T. E., (T. Weeks & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Trujillo, J. R. de, (Birchal, Robinson & Co.) clerk, A;)azzi, Pbilippines

Tschuron, J. S., (Tschuren & Co.) storekeeper, Wladiwostock (absent)

Tsoglokojff, Lieut., acting chief of police, Wladiwostock
Tuason, C., (W. P. Stevenson & Co.) clerk, Manila
Tuasoii, E., (J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk, Manila
Tuason, G

,
(J. M. Tuason & Co.) merchant and banker, Manila

Tuason, J. B., (W. F. Stevenson & Co.) clerk, Manila
Tuason, J., (J. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk, Manila
Tuason, J. P., (J M. Tuason & Co.) merchant and banker, Manila
Tuason, T., (Genato & Co.) auctioneer and commission agent, Mftnila

Tucker, R. D., (Peele, Hubbell & Co.) merchant, Manila
Tucker, W. J.,' chief assistant. Straits Insurance Co., Singapore

Tulloeh, cap'ain, steamer MacAlisier, Bmgkok and Singapore
Tulpin, Rev. E., Eoman Catholic missionary, Tokio
Tumboly, D. F., (Mehta & Co.) merchant, Foochow
Tumboly, N. F., fR. S. Woonwalla & Co.) clerk. Gage street

Tumboly, S. F., (R. S. Woonwalla & Co.) manager. Gage street

Tunnard, Capt. H. S., R. luniskilling Fusiliers, Singapore
Turkington, R. R., chief engineer, steamer Kiangyung, Shanghai and Hankow
Turnbull, J.. (Butterfield & Swire) assistant. Queen’s road
Turnbull, W. A., (Turnbull, Howie & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Turner, A., (Bird & Palmer) assistant. Queen’s Road
Turner, A. E., (Mansfield, Bogaardt & Co.) manager, Penang
Turner, .J., boiler maker, P. & O. steamer Teheran, Hongkong and Japan
Turner, Rev. J. J., missionary. North China, (absent)

Turner, R
,
staff surgeon, H.B.M. receiving ship Victor Emanuel

Turner, R. D., (Peele, Hubbell & Co.) merchant, Iloilo

Turner, agent, Melbourne Tin Mining Co, Perak
Turney, C. H. A., collector and magistrate, Kwala Selangor
Tuska, E. H., (Bacharacb, Oppenbeimer & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Tweedie, A. C., second engineer, steamer Fung Shun, China coast
Tweedie, W. L., (Agra Bank) clerk, Shanghai (absent)

Twigg, A. C., (J. M. Lyon & Co.) draftsman, Singapore
Twigg, P. H., (Mactavish & Lehmann) assistant, Shanghai
Twigg, Mrs. P. O’B., undertaker, Shanghai (absent)

Twinem, J., deputy commissioner of Customs, China (absent)
Twrdy, Rev. Fr., S. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Shanghai
Tychicus, N. P., first clerk. Protectorate of Chinese, Singapore
Tylden-Pattenson, Lieut. A. H., “ The Buffs,” East Kent Regiment
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Trier, 0. R, (Pe ie, Hu'.bell & Ce.) c'crk, I'.oil'

Tyler, J. C. Jr., (Peel<s Hiibbell & Co.) merchant, Iloilo

TyBg, liev. T. S., missionary, O.^aka

TJchile, D., (Shan-'hai Medical Hall) assistant, Slianghai

TJluiaim, surveillani. Customs, Ha phouar

Ulmann, A., (B. Scliwnl.) clerk, Man la

Ullrnann, Ik, (Felix Ullmann) assisfant, Manila

Ullmann, E., (Felix I Tlrnaun) jeweller, Manila

Ullmann, F., importador de alli ijas, Manila (absent)

Ullmann, J., (1. Ullmann Cn.') m.rrhant and commission agent. Queen’s road

Ullmann, M., (-T. Ullmann & Co.) a-sistant. Queen’s road (absent)

Ulrich, C., master mariner, Bangkok
Ulrich, shi|.w)iglit, 'I'anjonL: Pagar Bock Co., Sincapore

Underhill, E. V., snidsh pman, H B M. corvetto Sapphire

Underwoi d, J. J., medical practitioner, Pacoila Ancliorage, Foochow

Uiigcrnach, A., cliPf engine 'r, steamer Alwine, China coast

Uns.vorrh. R., secnnl offior, steamer Douglas, Hongkong and Foochow

Unwin, F. S., Marifimc Customs assistant, jNewmhwang

Upton, F, clerk, Custon s, Hiogo
Ure, C. W., (J. P. Bisset & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Uren, C. J., (Eastcin Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Shanghai

Uren, C. G., (Eastern E.xtensi n, A. & C. Tel graph Go.) operator, Foochow

Urge, I., Roman Catholic missionary, Nij^gpo

Brquhart, F., chiei engirieer, steani r Douglas, (^hina emst

Urqnhart, J., (Mack nzie A' Co.) assistant, Shang ai

Urquhart, W. F., (Findlay, Richaroson, Son & Co.) clerk, Manila

Usbye, C-, third officer, steamer Douglas, Hongkong and Foochow

Vaca, J. C. de, comptioller, La Flor de la Isabela cigar factory, Manila

Vaca, J. C. de, (Carh>s PlitQ agent, Cavite, Poilippina

Vacber, H. H
,
(Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) assist, accountant, Hiogo

Vacle, trader, Hanoi
Vacqueiel, Rev. H., Roman Catholic missionary, Swatow

Vadeiet, attorney general, French protectorate, Pnompenh, Cambodia

Vail, Eev. M. S., missionary, I okio

Vail, Miss J. S., missionary, Tokio

Vaite, surveil'ant, Customs, Haip’iong

Vajifdar, J. M., (D. D. 011-a & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Vakowislie, C., student interpreter, Russian Legation, Peking

Valantine, B. A., (Shanghai Horse Bazaar) clerk, Shanghai

Valberg, F. W., overseer. Public Works department, Penang

Vaiberg, W. J., municii al storekeeper, Singapore

Valdezco, C ,
w’atchmaker, and printer, Manila

Valdezco, J., (C. Valdezco) assistant, Manila

Vale, T. H., agent, American Trading Co., Shanghai

Valenciano, E., abogado, Iloilo

Valentine, J., (Cuniine & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Valentine, Rev. J. I)., missionary, Shaouliying, Ningpo

Val ra y Giminez, G., ayudaiitc, Division Forestal, Layabas, Luzon

Valiere, chief engineer, government servh e, Pnompenh, Cambodia

Valk, A. van der, (Baer Senior & Co.) clerk, Manila

Vallance, T., superior barrack serg ant, commissar, at, Singapore

Valle, E. A. do, first lieutenant, Portuguese corvette Estephania

Valle, H. del, alferez, carabineros, Cebu

Valledor, L ,
coiitador gefe de hacienda, Manila
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Vallejo, J. M., a^bistaht, |)ublic wo ks (lepai'tment, Manila
Vails, Rev. J., Roman Catholic missionary, Foochow
Vallj, master, school at Mytho, Cochin Oil na
Vally, warehouseman, excise deiiart.iient, Baria, Saigon
Valoopill li. A., land surveyor, Malacca
Valtriny, V. C., merchant, Singapore
Van Ardeune, manager, Saba^i ylutaal Sn ply Association, Sandakan, Sabah
Van Buien, H. S., marshal, TJ.S. Consulate, V okoliama
Van Baren, J. S., clerk, P.M.S S. Co., Queen’s road
Van Biiren, Gieneral Tlios. B., United States consul-general, Yokoliama
Vuncu'i lemberg, J., jilotter, public works dejil., Malacca
Vandelet, trad r, Pnompenh, Cainl^odia

Vanderbeck, R., assistant sup rintendent, water supply, Singapore
Van der Heyden, Dr., acting medical officer, British Legation, Tokio
Van der Vlies, Gr., proprietor. Smith’s hotel, Nagasaki
Van Dort, J., dresser, medical department, Larut
Van Dort, W., drau,rrhtsman, survey d(’i>artment, Perak
Van Dyke, Rev. J. W., missionary, Bangkok
Van Ess, W., constable, British consulate, Chefoo
Van Eyke, draughtsman, Sandakan
Vanhanne, L. J., pipelayer. Water Works, Shanghai
Vania, A. D., (D. D. Cilia & Co.) clerk, Taiwanfooand Takao
Vania, R. C., merchant. Gage street

Van Oordt, W. C., bill and bullion broker, Yokohama
Van Petten, Mrs. C., missionary, Tokio
Vanstone, J., sergeant. Naval Yard police

Van Vrancken, J., pay clerk, U.S.S. Trenton
Vapereau, C., professor of French, Peking
Vaquer-Talayrac, X., surgeon, M. M. str. Tanais, Hongkong and Japan
Vaquinhas, J. dos S., major of police, Macao
Vara, R. de la, (R. de la Vara & Co.) merchant, Manila (absent)

Vara, V., assistant, Forestry department, Manda
Varela, J., (Banco Espanol Filijtino) assistant accountant, Manila
Varela, J., “ El Progreso,” Manila
Varella, J. D., (Singapore & Straits Printing Office) clerk, Singapore
Vargas, J., contador. Tribunal de Cuentas, Manila
Vargas y Fernandez, G. de, ofic.al, contadoria de hacienda Manila
Varizat, clerk. Treasury, Saigon
Vaijee, Moledina, (R. Habibbhoy) manager, Peel street

Vasconcellos, Rev. A. M. de, archdeacon of cathedral, Macao
Vasilieff, T., (Lindholm <fe Co.) clerk, Wladiwostock
Vasquez, A., (J. M. Fleming) clerk, Manila
Vass, F., compositor. Government Printing office, Singapore
Vassal, chief commissioner. Marine hospital, Saigon
Vassal, aide commissaire, naval department, Namdinh
Vassania, J. P., merchant. Canton (absent)

Vassel, clerk. Direction of native affairs, Hanoi
Vasselon, Rev. H., Roman Catholic missionary, Osaka
Vancher, A. E., silk inspector and broker, Clul) Chambers
Vancher, E. (L. Vrard Co.) assistant, Tientsin

Vaudagna, Rev. Fr. A., Roman Catholic missionary, Hankow
Vaughan, G. ()., barrister at-law, Singapore
Vaughan, J., pilot, Shanghai
Vaughan, J. D., barri.ster-at-law, Singapore
Vautier, telegraphist, Saigon
Vaz, J., porter, St. Joseph’s College, Macao
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VMZgiiez, A., clerk, Custom-house, Manila
Veaux, H., first clerk and accountant, Municipal Council, Saigon
Vecin, L., assistant, public works department, Manila
Veer, P., foreman, Bangkok Saw Mills, Bangkok
Vega, L., (J. Zobel) assistant, Manila
Veigneau, J., (J. P. Marmande) assistant, Queen’s-road
Veitcb, A., (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) sub-manager, Siianghai

Veitch, G. T., (Jardine, Matlie.'on & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Vela, M., teacher of music, Shanghai
Velarde, J., ordenador general de pagos, Manila
Velasco, J., (M. P. Marqueti) clerk, Manila

Velasco, J. J., pro^es-or, Nautical Academy, Manila
Velasco, J. V. de, (Banco Esyianol Filipino) assistant cashier, Manila
Velasco, Rev. M., Roman, Catholic missionary, Haiphong
Velasco, M. Y., assistant, Compania (ieneral de Tabac/S, Manila
Velasco, R., (Perez A Acba) assistant Iloilo

Velazquez, Rev. R., professor. University, Manila
Velez, J., vice consul for Spain, Canton
Velge, A. C., clerk, magistracy, Singapore

Ve1ge, A. C., clerk, British Residency, Simgei Ujong
Velge, C. E., registr Supreme Court, Singapore

Velge, John H., retii J merchant, Malacca
Velge, J. H., (A. H. A. Woodgate) assistant, Malacca
Velozo, B., merchant, Cebu
Velozo, R., (B. Velozo) clerk, Cebu
Vendrell, L.. comis. adminis. del Ejercito, Manila
Venhuzen, W. J., clerk, import and export office, Singapore

Venning, A. R., acting treasurer, Selangor

Ventura, F. C., (Battle Hermanos & Co.) clerk, Manila

Verbeck, Rev. G. F., D.D., missionary, Tokio

Verheck, Miss Emma, missionary, Tokio

Verchere, Rev. J. M. P., French missionary, Swatow
Verdej a, J., guarda almacen, Mint, Manila
Verdelh', de, clerk. Treasury, Saigon

Verdon, H. H., assistant master. Raffles Institution, Singapore

Verea, F. T., agent, Compania General de Tabacos, Samar, Philippines

Vereker, Hon. F. C. P., lieutenant and commander, H.B, M. surveying-vessel Bambler

Verge, clerk, Treasury, Saigon

Verges, Rev. E., Roman Catholic missionary, Foochow
Vergonjeanne, blacirsmith, Saigon

Verloop, H. C., (Hartwig & Co.) shipchandler, Singapore

Vermont, Hon. J. M., proprietor & manager, Batukawan Sugar Estate, Pro. Wellesley

Vernet, telegraph overseer, Saigon

Verndville, H. de, administrator of native affairs, Saigon

Verney, M. A., professor, Saigon Seminary, Saigon

Vernon, J. T. V., (Chater & Vernon) broker. Queen’s road

Vernon, A. J., third engineer, str. Fu-yew, China coast

Veron, teacher, Adran’s school, Saigon

Versoza, V., (Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Manila

Vertue, Lieut. N. H., “The Buff's”

Verzo^a, K
,
assistant. Civil (loverncr’s office, Manila

Vetta, Rev. Br. U
,
Roman Catholic missionary, Hankow

Vette. li' utenant, M. \l. str. Ilissus, Haiphong and Saigon

Vey, Right Rev. J. L., Roman Catliolic Bishop of Gerasen, Bangkok
Viad^ R®'’- Roman Catholic missionary, Haiphong
Vial, J ,

ayiidante, naval forces, Manila
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Viana, G., contador, tribunal de cuentes, Manila
Vianna, B., clerk, Administracao do Conselho, Macao
Viaud, veterinary sm’geon, Saitron

Vic, Eev., Eoman Catholic missionary, Kiukiang
Victor, S. T., (Dauver & Co.) clerk, Amoy
Vidal, propiietor. Hotel de I’Europn, Haiphong
Vidal, P., prol’essor, University, Manila
Vidal y Gomes. J., ab> gado fiscale, Supreme cou.it, Manila
Vidal y Sabat&, E., magistrate, Manila
Vidal y Soler, S., engineer, botanical department, Manila (absent)
Videau, U., “Hotel des Colonies,” Shanghai
V e, clerk. Treasury, Saigon
Vieira, A. J., (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Praya
Vieira, T. L., (Oriental Dispensary) assistant, Stanley street

Vieria, J. M. da L. vice consul fur Portugal, Penang
Vieira, IJ., purser, receiving ship Yuenfah, Slianghai

Vierra, E., clerk, Oriental Bank, Singapore
Vierra, M., clerk, audit office, Siiiga[)ore

Vieux, superintendent ot cemetery, Saigon
Viez, E, V. H., Maritime Customs watcher. Canton
Vigan, C. de, (De Vigan & Co ) ruercbant, Yokohama (absent)
Vigan, J. de, (De Vigan & Co.) merchant, Yokohuma (absent)
Vigano, Eev. B., Eoman Catholic missionary, Wellington street, and military chaplain
Vigerie, A., clerk, Banque de ITndo Chine, Saigon
Vigil, F., telegraph clerk, Manila
Vignaud, teacher, Adran’s College, Saigon
Vignol, Eev. F., Fiench Eoman Catholic missionary, Singapore
Vigroux, Eev. P., Eoman Catholic missionary, Tokio
Vil, captain, H.S.M. steamer Impregnable, Bangkok
Vila, J., professor of theology. University, Manila
Vila, Eev. M., Eoman Catholic missionary, Foochow
Vila y Goiri, F., judge, Binondo district, Manila
Vilanueva, L., boarding house keeper. Bridges street

Vilches, J., (Compania General de Tabacos) agent, Laoag, Ylocos Norte, Philippines
Villa, Mme., grocer, Saigon
Villanova, C., signalman, Harbour Master’s office, Shanghai
Villanuevas, M. S., (H. J. Andrews & Co.) clerk, Manila
Villard, E., (Guieu ErSres) storekeeper, Shanghai
Villard, inspectcrr of native affairs, Saigon
Villaret, Lieut., instructor, military school, Tokio
Villarragnt, C., magistrate, Manila
Villarruel, “Agenda Maritima,” Murallon, Philippines

Villava, A. de, inspector general de hacienda, Manila
Villava, M. de, contador, administracion civil, Manila
Villemer, A., C. E., mauager of works, Compania General de Tabacos, Manila
Villena, M. S., (if. M. Tuason & Co.) clerk, Manila
Villeneuve de, overseer, excise department, Gocong, Cochin-China
Villepre, overseer, excise department, Saigon
Villei’oi, A., acting Consul for France, Singapore
Villeroi d’Augis, civil engineer, Haiphong
Villeta, J., (J. Pena & Co.) clerk, Manila
Vincenot, F., wine and spirit merchant, Praya
Vincens, E., accountant, Tamboi Eice Mills, Saigon
Vincens, D., (Denis freres) cleik, Haiphong
Vincent, storekeeper, opium department, Saigon
Vincent, Henry, gaoler, British consulate, Yokohama
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Vinceut, H. A., (Mrs. E. A. Vinceni) assistatit, Yokoliaina
Vmcent, J. R., missionary, Chef’uo (absent)
Vincent, Mrs. E. A., milliner and d raper, Yokohama
Vincente, Government cadet, Saigon
Vincenti, third officer, M. M. steamer Menzaleh, Honixkou.' and Japan
Vincou, Chief officer, M.M. str. Menzaleh, Hongkong and Japan
Viner, T. L., manager, Agden ami other estates, Johore
Vinet, telegraphist. Each ia, Cochin-China
Vinluan, E., alcayde, Bilibid gaol, Manila
Vinson, G., lawyer, Saigon (absent)
Vinson, clerk. Governor’s office, Saigon
Vinson, teacher, Ch isselonp-Lanbat’s College, Saigon
Visa y Frances, L. de, colonel commanding carabiueros, Manila
Aisscher, A., merchant, Osaka
\ i.ssier, Eev. P., Eoman Catholic missionary, Nagasaki
A issieiv. A., second interpreter, French fji'gation, Peking
Vital, P.,

( eele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Iloilo

Vivanti, A., (Vivanii Bros.) p\iblic silk inspector, Yokohama
Viyanti, p., (Vivanti Bros.) public silk inspector, Yoko laina
Viver y Madole 1, E., oficial, con adurii de hacienda, Manila
Vizcarra, L., ayndante. Division Porestel, Nuevo Ecija, Luzon
VizcaiTci, L

,
ayudante, oficial, contaduria de hacienda, Manila

Vizenzinovich, M., constable, river police, Shanghai
Vizmanos, M., S. de, treasurer general, Manila
Vizmanos y Lecaroz, M. S. de, secretary. Banco Espanol Filipino, Manila
Voegelein, Eev. P. HI., missionary, Tokio
Voelkel, S., (Pharmacia de I’Union) proprietor, Shanghai
Voigt, J. (3., United States corameroial agent, Manila
Voigt, O., (P. Heinemann & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Voisin, Eev. J. M., French missionary, Bangkok
Voisin, coffee house keeper, Saigon
Vollhardt, A., proprietor, “ German Hotel,” Yokohama
Volong, P. A., member of municipal council, Macao
Volpicelli, Z. H., Maritime Customs assistant, Canton
Vorrath, P. AV., master mariner, Bangkok
Vorwald, M., (Bacharach, Oppenheimer & Co.) clerk, Hiogo
Vos, E W. de, clerk, public works department, Sungei Ujong
Vosteen, H., pilot, and captain steam-tug Sin Taiwan, Takao
Vouillemont, E. G., (Comptoir d’Esccmpte) manag r, Shanghai
Vries, A. H. de, clerk, Netherlands Consulate, Singapore
Vulliez, J., procureur de la Eepublique, Saigon
Vyramutto, C., dresser, tirison hos[)ital, Selangor
Vyvyan, Lieut. C. B., “ The Buffs,” tort adjutant

Wachter, Eev. E. missionary, Bangkok
AV'addell, Eev, Hugh, missionary, Tokio
AVaddell, J. A., profcsaor of civil engineering. University, Tokio
AV addell, Jas., (Taikoo Sugar Refining Co.) assis.ant, (Quarry Bay
AVadded, W. P., (Boustead & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Wade, 11. T., tea inspector, Shangh li

Wade, J. J., third officer, steamer Kiangteen, Shanghai and Ningpo
Wade, K., lieutenant, ll.B.M.S. Curacoa
Wadman, E., (Wadman & Co.) merchant, Ningpo
AV adman, H P., (China Traders’ Insurance Co.) clerk. Queen’s road

Wadman, H. E., Maritime Customs assistant, Amoy
Waeber, C., consul for Russia, Tientsin (absent)
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Waege, W., (C. Heinsz n & Co.) clerk, Mar.ila

Wagen, Conrad, ("Wag' n Freres) wine merchan', Yokobama
Wagen, J. F., (Wagen Freres) wine mercliant, Yokohama
Wiiggott, W., commission agent, Yokoliama
Waghorn, Gr., (Luzon Sugar Refining Co.) manager, Manila
\\'agner. A., assistant government marine surveyor, Hongkong
Y agner, C., suixlt. police iutellig nee department, Thaiping, P ‘rak

Wagner, Dr. Gottfri-'d von, prof, of t chnology, University, Tokio
Waiuewright, E. E., solicitor, Shanghai
Y'ait, W. B , inedi -al offic r, Silam, British North B rneo
Waite, G., gunner, gunpowder depot. Stonecutter’s Island
Wake, ,J. P., (P. rgusson A Co ) cieik, Ch' too

Wakenshaw, H. C., ensign, U.S.S. Juniata
Walch, assistant treasurer’, Saigon
Walden, A., (Lindholm & Co.) assistant, Wladiwos'ock
Walder, H

,
(C. Lutz & Co.) cFrk, Miinila

Whiles, J. F., medical practitioner, Canton
Wales, Mrs. (Mrs. llo ges) miiliner, Yokohama
Walker, Lieut. A., navigator, TJ.S.S. Trenton
Walker, A., maritime customs harbour master and tidesurveyor, Pakhoi
Walker, C. E., (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk, Manila
W'alker, E., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Yokohama
Walker, P. M., sub-lieutenant, H.B.M. gunboat Cochchafer
W alker, Geo., assistant superintendent captain, M. B.M.S.S. Co., Yokohama
Walker, Col. G. E. L., commanding Koval Engineer
Walker, H., acting c mmissioner of lands, Sandakan
Walker, J., principal medical officer, Sandakan
Walker, Rev. J., chaplain, St. George’s Church, Penang
W’alker, Rev. J. E., missionary, Shao-wu-fn, Foochow
W^alker, R. N., captain, IVlitsu liishi steamer Hiogo-maru, Japan
Walker, Major K. S. F., commander of Perak Sikhs, Thaiping, Perak
Walker, S., (llbert & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Walker, W., captain, Mitsii Bishi steamer Nagoya-maru, Japan
W’alker, W. B., maritime customs assistant examiner, P'oochow
Walker, Rev. W. F., missionary, Tientsin (absent)

Walker, W. F. D., Peutenant, H. B.M.S. Champion
Walkey, W., carpenter, H.B M. sloop Pegasus
Walkinshaw, A. W., (Turner & Co.) merchant, Foochow
Wallace, C. H., (Quelch & Co.) asdstant, Swatow
Wallace, F., master mariner, Hongkong
Wallace, G., third engineer, str. Fu Shun, Cliina coast

Wallace, J., chief engineer, Mirsu Bishi steamer ToJcai-maru, Japan
Wallace, J., (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) foreman shipbuilder, Kowloon
Wallace, J. F., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) clerk, Queen’s road
W'allace, J. H., (Syme & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Wallace, T., storekeeper, Wati'r Works, Shanghai
Wallace, Thos., (Mackenzie & Co ) auctioneer, Shanghai
Wallace, W. H., clerk, Hongkone and Shanghai Bank, Queen’s road
Wallays, Kev. 'E

,
teacher, college of Pulo Penang, Penang

Wallberg, R., (Ed. Snhellhass & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Waller, H. J., Maritime Customs a.-sistant examiner, Foochow
Waller, L. E., straw plait inspector and broker, Shanghai
Walls, M., colonel, scliool of milirary engineers, Manila
Walsh, F., printer, and proprietor Hiogo News, Hiogo
Waleh, John G., (Walsh, Hall & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Walsh, R. G., (J. G. Walsh) assis aut, paper mips, Hiogo
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Walsh, Thomas, (Walsli, Hall A' Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Walter, H., gerichtsvollzieter, German consulati', Yokohama
Walter, J., (Siher & Bi'ennwald) clerk, YoKohama
Walter, John, (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) acting manager, Shanghai
Walter, P., acfng sub lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Audacious

Walter, W., (Evans, Pugh & Co.) clerk, Shangh..i

Walter, W. B., (laidine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Walters, W., owner steamer Vigilant, Sandakan
Walz, Rev. W. E., missionary, Tokio

Wanderleach, C., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Pakhoi
Wanstall, B., second officer, steamer Kow Shing, China coast

Wanstrom, li utenant, government service, Ban.kok
Wapnewski, pa\ master applicant, H.I. German M. gunboat litis

V'^arliurg, C. G., (North China Insurance Co.) marine surveyor, Shanghai
Warburton, W., shipping agent, Hiogo
Ward, Major A. C., Ro, al Engineer

Ward, E., (Jardine, Miatheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai (absent)

Ward, G. A. C., midshipman, H.B.M.S. Sajophiie

Ward, H., cadet, Sandakan (absent)

Ward, J., temporary clerk of works, public works department, Penang
W’^ard, J. F., surveyor, public works department, Pmang
Ward, R., locomotive inspector, railway servic'

,
Yokohama

Ward, W., assistant manager, Batukawan Sugar Estate, Province Wellesley

Ward, W. C., (Iveson & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Ward, W. S., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Tientsin

Wardell, J., (Engineering and Mining Co.) overman, Tientsin

Warden, M. A., heutenant, H.B.M. gun-vessel 8'imft

Wardlaw, J. C., (Tait & Co.) merchant, Amoy (absent)

Ware, Jas., bible colporteur, American Bible Society, Shanghai
Wark, W., assistant, Taikoo Su ar Refining Co., Quarry Bay
Warleta, I., gefe de armamentos, naval arsenal, Manila
Warlomont, E., (Bazar Filipino) assistant, Manila
Warlomont, H., (Bazar Filipino) assistant, Manila
Warlomont, L., (Bazar Filipino) storekeeper, Manila (absent)

Warlomont, P., (Bazar Filipino) assistant, Manila
Warne, W., inspector of police, Singapore (absent)

Warner, E. H., (Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Manila
Warner, Miss S. A., missionary, Ningpo
Warner, Miss, missionary, Chiang Mai, Siam
Warnken, H., lightkeeper. Regent lighthouse, Bangkok
Warrack, F., (Paterson, Simons & Co.) clerk, Singapore

Warren, Rev. C. F., missionary, Osaka
Warren, P. L., British vice-consul. Pagoda Anchorage, Foochow
Warren, R., steward, H.B.M. naval hospital, Yokohama
War^'^ick) captain, str. Yungning, China coast

Washhrook, W. A., Maritime Customs examiner, Chinkiang

Waggenius, C., assistant engineer. Fire Brigade (absent)

Wassiamull Avsomull, dealer in Indian goods. Queen's road

Wa ggileff, A W., (J. H. Langeliitje) clerk, Wladiwostock

Water', Thos. J., C E., (Waters & Dale) civil engineer, Shanghai

Watkins, G. A., (J. Llewellyn & Co.) assistant, Shanghai

Watkins, G. R., paymaster, F.S.S. Ossipee

Watkins, J., usher, police court, Penang

Watson, A. T., (Japan Dispensary) druggist, Yokohama
Watson, E. B., merchant, Yokohama
Watson, E. A., manager, Drumduan and other estab s, Johore
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Walson, Gr. I.. (Russell & Co.) c'erk, Praya
Watson, H., ward Oiaster, Civil Hospital

Watson, J., proprietor Hankow Dairy, Hankow
Watson, J., shipping re| orter, Shanghai Mercury, Shanghai
Watson, Rev. J., M. A., missionary, Amoy
Watson, Jas., M.D., medical [iractitioner, Newchwang (absent)

Watson, John, cliief engineer, H.B.M.S. Sapphire

Watson, J. C., controller of Taotai’s police, Ningpo
Watson, J. R., manager, Drumduan an.l otb' r estates, Johore
Watson, R. G.. passed cadet, colonial seerctary’.s office, Singapore
Watson, W., (New Oriental Bank) acting manager, Shanghai
Watson, W., (P. Ma' lean & Co) cierk, Shanghai
Watson, W. A., proprietor, Hongkew Hotel, Shanghai
Watson, Rev. W. H., missionary, Wusneh, Hankow
Watson, Miss K. J., missionary, Tokuhama
Watt, J. R., pilot, Penang ^

Watt, Jas., chief engineer, str. Kwonglee, China coast

Watt, W., chief engineer, Mitsu Bishi steamer SeJcirio-maru, Japan
Watt, Wm., {China Mail Office) sub-editor and reporter, Wyndhara s!reet

Watters, T., Bri ish consul, Kinngchow
Watton, W. H., chief officer, steamer Taichiow, Hongkong and Bangkok
Watts, Jas., seen tary Tug & Lighter Co. Taku (alisent)

Watts, W., overseer of works. Surveyor-general’s office

Wauchope, G., (E. B. Watson) clerk, Yokohama
Wavell,, H. T., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Wuhu
Way, A., boatswain, H.B.M.S. Cleopatra

Weatherstone, T., (Drysdale, Ringer & Co.) in charge of hulks, Hankow
Weaver, A. C.M., assist, electrician, E.E., A.& C. Tel graph Co., Singapore

Webb, F., captain, steamer Chenng Hock Kian, Singapore and Hongkong
Webb, Lieut-Comdr. W. H., U. S. sloop Alert

Webb, W., engineer, Samsen Rice Mill Co., Bangkok
Weber, G. E., (Baer Senior & Co.) clerk, Manila
Weber, 0., (Windsor, Rose & Co.) merchant, Bangkok
Webster, A., (S. C. Farnham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Webster, D., captain, steamer Kow Shiny, China coast

Webster, J., gownkeeper, China Sugar Refining Co., East point

Webster, J. (P. & O. S. N. Co.) clerk, Praya
Webster, Rev. Jas., missionary, Newchwang
Webster, L., (Eastern Extension, A. & Co. Telegraph Co.) operator, Shanghai
Webster, S. H., (Fergusson & Co.) clerk, Cln foo

Webster, T. A., second officer, steamer Japan, Hongkong and Calcutta

Wedler, J., proprietor, Britisli Queen Tavern, Na. asaki

Weed, Jas. A., assistant inspector ol markets. Municipal council, Shanghai
Weeks, C. D., broker, commission agem, and public accountant, Foochow.
Wegelin, W., (C. Lntz & Co.) clerk, Manila
Wegener, O., (Stolterfoht & Hirst) clerk, Praya
Wehrmann, F., baker, Hiogo
Wehrung, C. R., commission agent, Hanoi
Weighton, Jas., proprietor “ Star I'avern,” Yokohama
Weihe, lieutenant, H.I. Gem an M.S. Stosch

Weiller, A., attorney and counsellor-at-law, Yokohama
Weinberger, C., (H. C. Morf & Co.) cleik, Yokohama
Weise, C. O., chief officer, steamer Kiangtung, Shanghai and Hankow
Weiss, Dr., assistant surgeon, H. I. German M.S. Nautilus
Weissenfeldt, J., (J. Zobel) assistant, Manila
Welch, C. A., Customs tidewaiter, Jenchuan, Corea
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^elch, J., (Welch Lewis & Co.) tea inspector, Slianghai
Weld, D., general broker and auctioneer, Shanghai (absent)
Weld, Sir F. A., K.C.M.G., Governor of Straits Settlements (absent)
Wellington, M., paymaster, H.B.M. gnn-vessel L'uuiet
Wells, D., chief officer, st ‘ainer Hailoong, China coast
Wells, E. W., engineer and architect, Singap re
Wells, E. W., (Eastern Extension, A. & 0. Telegraph Co.) superintendent, Singapore
Wells, H., captain, stea ner Kianj-yunj, Shanghai an I Hankow
Welman, G., assistant Magistrat , Perak
Wi'lsh, R., fourth engineer, P. & O. stea mer Thibet, Hongkong anl Japan
Weinyss, J. L., manager, Penang Foundry C )., Penang
Wentworth, W. D., (Birch il, Robinson & Co.) cl rk, Cebu
Wenyoii, Rev. C., M.D., acting supdt. Wesleyan Methodist mission, Fatshan, Canton
Werleigh, W., (Taikoo Sugar Refining Co.) tissistant. Quarry Bay
Wemer, E. T. C., student, Britisli Legation, Iteking
Werner, J. C., proprietor “ C ausen’s Hot •!,” Y ikoharaa
West, C. D., professor of rneehanical eii ' . le.n in

jf.
Engineering College, Tokio

West, F. G., (Hill & Rathborne) assistant, Perak
West, Jas., accountant aii'l sub-agent. Chartered Bank of India, &'y., Manila
West, J., (Kelly & Walsh) book keeper, Slianghai
West, T. C. M., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Penang
West W., chief clerk, audit office, Perak
West, Miss A. B., missionary, Yokohama
Westall, A. C., (Carter & Ci).) public silk inspector, Shanghai
Westcott, F., third engineer, steam./r Fooksang, China coast
Westendorf, C., (C. Heinszen & Co.) merchant, Manila
Westerhout, A. G., apprentice, public works dept, Singapore
W^esterhout, J. E., sheriff, Malacca
Westerhout, N. B., (Donaldson & Burkinsh.aw) clerk, Singapore
Westerinark, P., (H. F. Ramsay) clerk, Hankow
Western, W. H., e'erk, mili'ary secretary’s office

Westlake, C. H., (Straits Times) superintendent and sub-editor, Singapore
Westland, A. B., head gardener, botanical tind afforestiition dept.

W'^estwater, A. McDonald, medical missionary, Chefoo
Westwater, Rev, A., missionary, Chefoo
Wetrnore, W. S., (Frazar & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Wetton, E., Hiogo
Wex, E., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) manager, Yokohama
Wharry, C. J., M.D., superintendent of Civil Hospital
Whealler, E. S., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) clerk. Queen’s Road
Wheatley, J. E. G., in charge, Kimanis, Br. North Borneo
Wlieatley, J. J. L., medical officer, Kudat, Br. North Borneo
Wheeler, C. H., surgeon, H.B.M. gunboat Espoir

Wheeler, Dr. E., medical officer to general hospital, Yokohama
Wheeler, G. H., (Russell & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Wheelei, H. Z. af praiser. Customs, Yokohama
Wheeley’, E., (A. Dent & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Wheeley, T. M., assi-tant, Shanghai Medical Hall, Shanghai
Wheelock, T. R., (Wheelock & Co.) broker, Shanghai
Wheen, E., (Shanghai Horse Bazaar) assistant, Shanghai
Wherry, Kev. J., missionary, Peking
W’hilden, Miss L., missionary. Canton (absent)

Whiller, A. W’’., missionary, M enchow
WliillitT, G. W., assistant paymaster, H.B.M.S. Curacoa
White, captain, steamer Hecuba, Bangkok and Singapore
White^ (White & Miller) bill broker, Shanghai
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White', E. L., (Hill & Rut'. borne) planter, Sun^ei Ujotig

White, Fred. E., British coiisuLite constable, Yokuiiama
White, F. Gr., (Gibb, Livingsron & Co.) clerk, Shangtini

White, F. W., commissioner of Customs, Pakhoi
White, K. F. C., (liill & Rat hborne) manager, Sungei Ujong
White, Rev. W. J., missionarv, Tukio
VVliite, J., verger and sexton, St. John’s Cathedral

Wliite, J. R., steward, Sailors’ Home, We.-t noiut

Wlji'e, R. J., (R. Lang.) assistant. Queen’s road

White, K. G., medical practitioner, Chinkiang
Wiiite, Major E. W. E., R. Inn sk lling Fusiliers, Singapore
White, Cy. sergi- major S., fnivinan i f works. Royal Enginei-r department
White, W. W., engineer or special tempor.iry service, H.B.iM.S. Audacious
While, R'W. W. J., niissionai v. Canton
Wiiiiechureh, MLs, Cliim Inland missionary, Cliefoo

Whitelord, L., third officer, sieatncr FoMen, China coast

Whitehead, T., third engineer, steamer Esmeralda,, Hongkong and Manila
Wlntehead, T. H., manager. Chartered Bank of I; A. & C., Queen’s Road
White vvrig'lit, Rev. J. S., missionary, Chefoo
Whitfield, Geo., (Whitfield & Co.) engineer, Yokohama
Whitfield, W., wharfi. ger, Birt’s V’v harf, Shanghai
Whiting, Rev. J. L., missionary, Peking
Whitlock, G. W., Maritime Customs tide waiter, Newchwang
Whitman, Miss M. A., missionary, Tokio
Wi itney, H. T., M.D., missionary, Fo. chow (absent)

Whitney, Dr. W. IST., medical practitr mer, Tokio
Wnittaker, W., fourth engineer, steamer Chi-yuen, China coast

Whittall, h'., mi reliant, Yokoliama
Whit tall, J. B. K., (China Traders’ Insurance Co.) clerk, Queen’s Road
Whittington, R v. R., missionary, Tokio
Whittle, J., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Slianghai

Vihit’hsey, H. C., Maritime (’ustoms assistant, Wuhu
Whitton, Jas. (Mactavish and Lehmann) assistant, Shanghai
Whitworth, Miss, teacher, Raffles Insiitution, Singapore
Whymark, G., (Geo.Whymark & Co.) stoiekeeiier, Hiogo
Whyte, A. B., (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk, Manila
Wickham. E. P. (S. C. Farnham & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Wickham, F. G., manager, Beatrice Estate, candakan
Wicking, H., commission agent Club Chambers
Wicks, R. C., superintendent. Sailor’s Home, Shanghai
Wickwar, V. R., (Hill & Rath borne) assistant, Selangor

Wiechmann, H., (J. Zobel) assistant, Iloilo

Wiede, E., (A. Markwald iV (kn) clerk, Bangkok
Wieler, G., (Wieler & Co.) merchant, Praya
Wieler, Oscar, (Wieler & Co.) merchant, Praya
Wierieke, G., (C. Fressel & Co.) clerk, Manila
Wiggins, C., (J. D. Carroll & Co.) shipcl andler, Hiogo
Wigzell, A., instructor of engineering. Naval college, Tokio
Wijnhoven, Rev. F., Roman Catholic missionary, Peking
Wilbv, Rev. W. J., chaplain and nav. in>t., H. H.M. corvette Champion
Wnick, C.. (Wiick & Mielenhausen) tailor, Shanghai
Wilcox, Rev. M. C., miss'onarv, Foochow
Wilcox, R. C., lessee and editor. Daily Press, Wyiidham street

Wilcox, W. B , assistant pa\ master, IJ.S.S. gunboat Palos
Wileman, A. E., assistant, British Consulate, Hiogo
Wileman, W., (Engineering and Mining Co.) engine winder, Tientsin
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Wilford, F. C., (Lane Crawford & Co.) assistant, Qupe..’s road
Wilgaard, J. J., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Hankow
'Wilhelm, Rev. N. J. W., teacher. College of Pulo Penang, Penang
Wilkes, G., ensign, U.S. sloop Alert

Wilkin, A. J., (Wilkin & Robison) merchant, Yokohama
Wilkin, constable, British Legation, Peking
Wilkins, E., (A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Wilkinson, C. F., excliange broker, Singapoi’e

Wilkinson, H. S., British crown acivocate, Shanghai
Wilkinson, R., H.B.M. acting consul, Manila
Wilkinson, W. H., assistant, British Consulate, Ningpo
Wilks, H., (Wilks & Boyle) engineer, &c., Manila
Willberg, E., chief assistant, civil administration, Wladiwostock
Wide, G. von, (Melchers & Co.) clerk, Ped 'er’s wharf
William, Bro., teacher, St. Joseph’s College, Robinson road
William, H. M., third engineer, steamer Ywngching, China coast

Williamese, J. L., (Birchal, Robinson & Co.) clerk, Manila
Williams, C., (Engineering & Min ngCo.) sub-overman, Tientsin

Williams, C. J., hailitf, land office, Province Wellesley
Williams, Right Rev. C. M., D.D., missionai'y, Tokio
Williams, E. H ,

Government service, Sarawak
Williams, E. H

,
chief officer, str. Phra Chula Chom Klao, Bangkok &, H’kong

Williams, F., maritime customs watcher, Whampoa
Williams, F. T., assistant, Shanghai club, Shanghai
Williams, Rev. J., missionary, Tokio
Williams, J. A. A., assistant surveyor, Perak
Williams, J. C., proprietor, “German and Scandinavian Sailors’ Home,” Shanghai
Williams, Rev. Mark, missionary, Kalgan
Williams, P., pilot, Swatow
Williams, R., pilot, Shanghai
Williams, S. E., superintendent of police, Tientsin

Williams, T. T., (W. Birt & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Williams, W., quartermaster, R. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Singapore

Williams, W. G., <;hief officer, st amer Kicmg-yung, Shanghai and Hankow
Williams, W. H., Maritime Customs examiner, Chinkiang
Wilhams, W. S., chief officer, steamer Kiang-hwan, Shanghai and Hankow
Williams, Mrs. O., Bellevue, Race Course, Shanghai
Williams, Miss Emma, missionary, Tokio
Williams, Miss L., China Inland missionary, Nganking
Williams, Miss M., China Inland missionary. Cl efoo

Williamson, Rev. Alex., LL.D., missionary, Chefoo

Williamson, Geo. R., (Fmdlav, Richardson, Son & Co.) clerk, Manila
Williamson, J. W., (Holliday, Wise & Co.) clerk, Shanghai

Williamson, Rev. Jas., missionary, Pungwha, Ningpo
Williamson, T., Maritime Customs tidewaiter, Wuhu
Willis, brewer, Saigon

Willis, J., sergeant of police, Ningpo
Willis, W., M.D., medical practitioner, Bangkok
Willits, Rev. 0. W., missionary, Tientsin

Willmott, C. J., (Hongkong Dispensary) assistant. Queen's road

Willmott, J., (A. S. Watson & Co.) assistant. Queen’s road

Willoughby, W. H., (Mourilyan, Heimann & C*).) clerk, Hiogo
Wills, Rev. W. A., American Bible Society, Shanghai

Wilnau, P. F. S., lightkeeper in charge. Breaker Point, Amoy
Wilner, Lieut. F. A., H.S. sloop Alert

Wilson, C. H., (Hongkong and Shanghai Bank) clerk, Yokohama
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Wilson, F., (Barlow & Wilson) engineer, Manila
Wilson, E. G., superintendent of police, Hankow
Wilson, F. H. 0., (Wotton & Deacon) solicitor, Queen’s road
Wilson, G., superintendent, pau[)er hospital, Singapore
Wilson, Geo., acting manager. Chartered Mercantile Bank, Shangliai
Wilson, H., (Wilson, Balfour & Co.) manager, Bangkok
Wilson, J., (Nagasaki Dockyard) assistant, Nagasaki
W’ilson, J. D. J., accountant, Chartered Bank, Yokohama
Wilson, J., (Geo. W. Collins & Co.) storekeeper, Tientsin
Wilson, J. W., sub-treasurer, Gaya, Br. North Borneo
Wilson, J. R., second engineer, steamer Kwangtung, China coast
Wilson, Rev. J., missionary, Chiang Mai, Siam
Wilson, J., diver. Tugboat Association, Shanghai
Wilson, J., (Eastern E xtension, A. & C. Telegraph & Co.) clerk. Queen’s road
Wilson, J. A., (Howell & Co.) merchant, Hakodate
Wilson, J. C. G., (Bailow & Wilson) engineei, Manila
Wilson, Jas., merchant, Tientsin
Wilson, Jno., (Boyd & Co.) assistant, Shanghai
Wilson, Jno., clerk. Hall & Holtz Co-operative Co., Shanghai
Wilson, John, pilot, steamer Kiangteen, Shangliai and Mingpo
Wilson, John, merchant, Shanghai
Wilson, Jolin, (J. Witte & Co.) engineer, Manila
Wilson, R.j (Hongkong & Shanghai Bank) acting accountant, Shanghai
Wilson, R., assistant, Taikoo Sugar Refining Co., Quarry Bay
Wilson, R., third engineer, ste imer Kwongsang, China coast
Wilson, R., government apothecary, Labuan
Wilson, W., medical missionary, Haiichong
Wilson, W., (Wilson, Nicbolls & Co.) sliipchandlei', Amoy
Wilson, W,, clerk. Army commissariat and Transport department
Wilson, W., (Guthrie & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Wilson, W., (Hongk ong t Whampoa Dock Co.) foreman engineer, Kowloon
Wilson, W. J., cadet, U.S.S. Trenton
Wilson, W. W., chief engine r, P. & O. st.-amer Thibet, Hongkong and Japan
Wilson, Miss, missionary, Hauchong
Winchester, D., asst, manager, Byran Estate, Penang Sugar Estate Co., Penang
Windsor, T., (Windsor, Rose & Co.) merchant, Bangkok (absent)
Windsor, T., China Inland missionary, Kwaiyang
Wingate, J. C. A., U.S. Consul, Foochow
Wingfield, H. E., engineer, H.B.M.S. Audacious
Wingrove, G. R., (Brand Bros. & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Winkler, lieutenant, H.I. German M.S. Nautilus
Winn, H. H., dentist, Shanghai
Winn, Rev. T. C., missionary, Kanazawa, Japan
Winn, Miss M. L

,
missionary, Yokohama

Winsor, J. A., captain, steamer Chintung, China coast

Winstanley, A., (Comes & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Winstanley, J., aucfioueer, Yokohama
Winter, F. A., lieutenant, H.B.M. sloop Pegasus
Wiutle, V. D’O., (Russell & Co ) clerk, Shanghai
Wirgman, C., proprietor Japan Punch, Yokohama
Wirgman, C. A., (E. Whittall) clerk, Yokohama
Wirst, A., (Japan Photographic Association) clerk, Yokohama
Wisas, C. D., lightkeeper. Shantung lighthouse, Chefoo
Wise, A. G., barrister at-law, police magistrate

Wisliart, C., (New Harbour Dock Co.) manager, Singapore
Wismer, E,, (Ahrens & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
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"WisnPf, J. H., (Wi?ner & Co.) merc!)!in(, Sliangluii

Witbayn, J., (J. Reyna) assistfint, Iloilo

Witlieis, W. G., carfx nter, H.B.M.S. Champion
"Withome, W., engineer, Iloilo

Witt, H., proprietor Concordia Hotel, Yokohama
Witte, Julio, engineer and ice manufacturer, Manila
Witrenbuig, W., assistant-. Telegraph office, Wladiwostock
Wladniir, Rev., Russ. an Mission, Tokio

Woclehonse, Captain A. P., R. I. F., supdt. of piisons, Penang
Wodehouse, H. E., police magistrate and coroner

Wodring, kapitan-lieul., H.I. German M.S. Stosch

Woeuskv, C., attache, Russian JjCgation, Tckio

Woclz, F., (Speidel & Co.) clerk, Saigon

Wohlters, A., (F. Blackhead & Co.) assistant, Praya central

Wolder, H. C. J., (Gt. Northern Telegnph Co.) ineci aniciaD, Shanghai
Wolf, L ,

pro|»rietoi “ Windsor Hon.«e Hotel,” Yokohama
Wolfe, Rev. John, missionary, Poocho-w

Wolff, A., (Siher & BiennwaM) meichauC & consul-general for Switzerland, Y’hama
Wolff, M., bill broker, Shanghai
Wolpo, L., (Grunberg Bros.) clerk, Singapore

Wolseley, W. O., surgeon, army medical department, Singapore

Welter, "C., (E. Meyei- & Co.) merchant, Jenclnian, Coiea

Wood, A. G , (Gibb, Livingston & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Wood, D., (G. Falcon r & Co.) assistant. Queen’s 'oad

Wood, E. R., (Wotton & Deacon) solicit, r, Queen’s road

Wood, P. Marcus, China Inland missionary, A’angki. g
M'ood, G. C., (Bernard A Wood) merchant, Yokohama
Wood, H., master, mission school, Kuching, Sarawak
Wood, H. W., (Gilfillan, Wood & Co.) merchant, Penang
Wood, I., (Engineering and Mining Co.) foreman mechanic, Tientsin

Wood, J., staff t-urgeon, H.B.M. cimvette Cleopatra

Wood, J, M., (Smith, Bell & Co.) merchant, and acting consul for Denmark, Manila

Wood, John, st-aff surgeon, H.B.M. gun vessel Swift

Wood, Lieut. .M. L., U.S.S. Monocaey
Wood, R. H., (Smith, Bell & Co.) clerk, Manila
Wood, Lient. R. T., H.B.M.S. Victor Emanuel
Wood, R. W. H., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, and con. for Denmark, Canton

Wood, Thos., (Drysdale, Ringer & Co.) merchant, Hankow
Wood, Thomas L., puisne judge, Penang
Woodall, Rev. W., missionary, Wuhu
Woodbridge, Rev. S. J., missionary, Ohinkiang
Woode, Wm., chief oflScer, steamer Kwongsang, China coast

Woodford, A. J., clerk, imjiort and export office, Singapore

Woodford, H. B., (Guedes & <'o.) aeialed waters depirlment, Wellington street

W( odford, J. F., forest ranger, land office, Singapore
Woodford, L., clerk, police court. Province Wellesley

Wood.ford, P. I., (Rodyk & Davidson) clerk, Singajiore

Woodford, R. G., clerk. Registration department, Penang
Woodford, T., apprentice. Public Works <!epaitment, Penang
Woodgate, A. H. A., land surveyor and contractor, Malacca
Woodhull, ' iss Hannah, missionary, Pocciiow

Woodhull, Miss Kate C., M.D., missionary, Foochow
Woodin, E. L., chief clerk, P. & O.S.N. Co., Praya
Woodin, Rev. Simeon F., missionary, Foochow (absent)

Woodley, M., (Adamson, Bell A Co.) clerk, Foochow
Woodman, Rev. E. R., missionary, Tokio
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Woodruff, F. E., Commissioner of Customs, Canton
Woods, A. C., lieutenant, H.B.M.S. Cleopatra

Woods, C. E. E., solicitor, Singapore
Woods, Gieo. W., surgeon, U.S.S. Juniata
Woods, Eev. H. M., missionary, Chiukiang
Woodward, R. H. S., (Gordon Bros.) assistant, Hankow
Woodward, Wm

, I. naval training ship, Tokio
Woog, N., ( Ullmann) assistant, Manila
Woollett, W. C., lieutenant, K. Inniskilling Fusiliers, Singapore
Woolley, A

,
clerk, P. & O.S.H. Co., Praya

Woolley, W. A., acting British vice consul, Hakodate
Woolnough, H. A., (Hongkong Dispensary) manager. Queen’s road
Workman, H. J., (Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Calbayog, Philippines

Worley, Bev. Jas. H., missionary, Foochow
Worley, Bev. T. H., missionary, Ciiinkiang (absent)

Worsley, F., commander, E. B., A. & C. Telegraph Co.’s str. Sherard Osborn, Singapore
Worthington, Thus

,
aid ensign, U.S.S. Naval Squadron

Wortmann, R., (Taumeyer & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Wottoii, Wm., (Wotton & Deacon) solicitor. Queen’s road

Wragge, W. M. B., clerk in charge, Eastern Extension, A. &C. Telegraph Co., Penang
Wi angel, Baron von, second secretary, Russian Legation, Peking

Wray, C., assistant magistrate and collector, Kinta, Perak
Wray, G. C

,
passed cadet, colonial secretary’s office, Singapore

Wra^, Leonard, Perak
Wf'! ,

Leonard, Jr., curator of museum, Tiiaiping, Perak
Wrey, B. B S

,
lieute.^ant, M.B. M. gun vessel Midge

Wrig'ut, A . H
,
cbi T officer’, str. OJdntung, China coast

Wriglil
,
Alex., (Butterfield & Swire) clerk, Queen’s road

Wright, Alex., (Wright & Co.)' merchant, Nagasaki
Wright, A. G., (Sandilands, Buttery & Co.) clerk, Penang
Wright, B. F., locomotive superintendent, railway service, Kobe
Wright, D. M., (Bo^ffi & Co.) clerk, Taiwanfoo

Wright, F., (Eastern Extension, A. & C. Telegraph Co.) operator, Singapore
Wright, Geo., captain, steamer Saltee, Hongkong and Ilaiphong

Wright, G. H. B., M.A., head master, Centi’al school

Wright, J., Maritime Customs lidewaitei', Ningpo
Wright, J. M., medical officer in charge, Kinta anl Lower Perak
Wright, W. M., (Bussell & Co.) clerk, Formosa
Wright, R., (Morris & Wright) broker, Manila
Wright, T. W., commivsioner of Customs, Yuensan, Corea
Wrightson, C. W., (Reid, Evans & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Wroughton, H. B,, lieutenant, H.B.M. dispatch vessel Vigilant

Wyckoff, M. N., missionary, Yokohama
Wylie, engineer, tug Peiko, Taku
Wylie, B. A., (Coraes & Co.) clerk, Yokohama
Wyllie, J. S., chief officer, steamer Thales, Ch na coast

Wy’un, J., captain, Mitsu Bisl i steamer Hiroshima-maru, Japan
Wynne, W. R

,
collector and magistrate, Mataug, Pei'ak (absent)

Xavier, C. A., (Kelly & Walsh) clerk, Shanghai
Xavier, C. F., (Connmercial Printing Office) compositor, Wellington street

Xavier, C. J., clerk and messenger. Supreme Court
Xavier, C. J., manager, “ Armazem Cooperalivo ” Ld., Lyndhurst terrace

Xavier, D. F., assistant master. Raffles’ Institution, Singapore

Xavier, D. M., interpreter, Portuguese consulate general, Bangkok
Xavier, F. P., {Shanghai Mercury office) foreman, Shanghai
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Xavier, F. Q., (Pustau & Co.) clerk, Qu' en's road
Xavier, G-., (Comptoir d’Escompte) clerk, Shanghai
Xavier, H. A., hairdresser, Hiogo
Xav ier, IJ., (Langfehit & Mayers), clerk, Hiogo
Xavier, I. A., (E. Biirnie) clerk, Praya
Xavier, J., (C. J. Skeggs & Co.) cleik, Shanghai
Xavier, J. K., (Harrison & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Xavier, L. A., (Douglas Lapiaik & Co.) clerk, Praya
Xavier, L. A., purser, receiving ship Ariel, Shanghai
Xavier, M. B., linguist, Prociirador’s department, Macao
Xavier, S., (Noronlia & Co.) compositor, Zetland street

Xequira, master mariner, Bangkok

Yacoobbhoy, G
,
(Ebrahimbhoy Pabaney) c'erk, Lyndhurst terrace

Yanart, F., oficial, Seceion de Orden Publica, Manila
Yankowsky, R., captain, str. Kiangtung, Shanghai and Hankow
Yanny, Geo., Hiogo
Yare, J., superintendent of gaols, Perak
Yates, Miss E. U., missionai-}', Tientsin

Ybanes, J. M., onJenador, naval department, Manila
Yeats, E., (Boustead & Co.) clerk, Penang
Yeo, Cy-sergt- major J., foreman of work<. Royal Engineer department
Yeo, G. J., engineer and secretary, Gas Co., Shanghai
Ygnacio, L., ecclesiastical department, Manila
York, G. E., Weeks & Co.) draper, Shanghai
Yond, F. M., (Adamson, Bell & Co.) merchant, Shanghai (absent)

Young, A., (Hongkong & Whampoa Dock Co.) foreman carpenter, Kowloon
Young, Chas., carpenter, H.B.M.S. Wivern
Young, C., captain, Mitsu Bishi steamer Takasago-maru, Japan
Young, G., second engineer, steamer Danube, Hongkong and Bangkok
Young, J. M„ (Rodewald & Co.) merchant, Shanghai
Young, J. Russell, United States minister, Peking
Young, .M., captain, late steamer Kwangtimg, China coast

Young, R., medical practitioner, “Woodville,” Aibuthnot road (absent)

Young, R. H., district surveyor. Survey department, Malacca
Young, S., Maritime Customs examiner, Foochow
Young, r. S., (Boustead & Co.) clerk, Singapore
Young, Rev. W., missionary, Singapore
Young, W., medical practitioner, “ Woodville,” Arbuthnot road
Young, W. H., agent. Chartered Bank of India, &c., Iloilo

Young, W. M., registration clerk, Chinese department, Perak
Young, W. S., (Gilman & Co.) merchant, d’Aguilar street

Young, Miss E., missionary. Canton
Youngman, Miss K. M., missionary, Tokio
Youngson, W., Maritime Customs examiner, Shanghai
Yrisarryy J. M., (inebausti & Co.) merchant, Manila
Yrisarry, M. J., (Inchausti & Co.) clerk, Manila
Fulo, T., trader, Iloilo

jfusta, J., clerk. Custom-house, Manila
Yvanovich, A., (Jardine, Matheson & Co.) clerk, Shanghai
Yvanovich, G., (G. C. Anderson) clerk, Praya
Yzelman, D. A., teacher. Government School, Singapore
Yzelman, E. T., teacher, government school, Singapore
Yzelman, G. H., head master, government school, Jobore
.*-zo'phe, G. B., hair dresser, Shanghai
Yzq lierdo, R. R., secretary, Naval department, Manila
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Zachariae, V., M.D., plijsician to Ger. con., and Customs medical attendant, Shanghai
Zafra, A. J. A., (Barlow & Wilson) assistant, Manila
Zaluski, Count, C

,
Austro-Hungarian Minister to Chjna and Japan, Tokio

Ziilvidea, Q., relatore, real audiencia, Manila
Zamora, P., ecclesiastical department, Manila
Zancollo, proprietor, “Sweetmeat ( astle” cafe restaurant, Wladiwostock
Zanella, C., assistant, Austro-Hungirian Lloyd’s S. N. Co., Praya central
Zappe, Ed., German consul-general, Yokohama
Zaragoza, E., (Diaz Puertas & Co.) compositor, Manila
Zarandieta, C., chief of warehouse staff, Gl. Tobacco Co., Manila
Zarandin, F., clerk, Chartered Bank of India, Iloilo

Zarogo, Y., sugar manufacturer, Iloilo

Zedelius, C., M.D., medical practitioner, Shanghai
Zedtwitz, Baron von, secretary, German Legation, Tokio
Zehnder, Eev. J. L., missionary, Lundu and Sadamak, Sarawak
Zilerny, A. E., instructor. Imperial University, Tokio
Zeller, E. M., (W.F. Stevenson & Ce.) clerk, Iloilo

Zenzinoff, (C. N. Shoolingin) clerk, Wladiwostock
Ziegfeld, F. H., (C & 3 . Trading Co.) assistant, Hiogo
Ziegler, C., (Ziegler & Co.) merchant, Yokohama
Ziegler, Rev. H., missionary, Basil Mission
Zieler, 0., (Staehelin & S ahlknecht) clerk, Singapore
Zietz, Ed., (Baer & Suhm) clerk, Manila
Zietz, W., (Ba'’r & Suhrn) clerk, Manila
Zilva, B. G. R. de, first draftsman, suiwey department, Perak
Z:mmer, F., warder, gaol, Singapore
Zimmermann, L. F., hotel keeper, Singapore
Zobel, J., chemist, Manila
Zorah, M. M., (Zorah, Mesrope & Co.) merchant, Sourabaya
Zubeldia, M., (Peele, Hubbell & Co.) clerk, Legaspi, Philippines
Zubiaur, S. IJ., engineer. Division Forestal, Iloilo

Zulueta, C., trader, Iloilo

Zuzarte, D., proprietor, “ Colonial Press,’’ Singapore
Zuzarte, R., (Imprimerie Comraerciale) compositor, Saigon
Zwarg, R., (Symons, Sewjee & Co.) manager. Central Livery Stables, Shanghai



flON(KONG.
This, the most eastern of British possessions, is situate off the coast of the

Kwanjitung province, at the mouth of the Canton river. It is distant about 40 miles

from Macao and 90 from Canton, and lies between 22 deg. 9 min. and 22 deg. 1 min.
N. lat., and 114 deg. 5 min. and 114 deg. 18 min. E. long. The name of the island

(Heuiig Kong) signifies Good Harbour. . Hongkong is a Crown Colony and was ceded
to Great Britain by the Chinese Government in 1841. The Government is admi-
nistered by a Governor, aided by an Executive Council of five officials. The Legis-

lative Council is presided ovtr 1 y the Governoi’, ana is composed of the Chief Justice,

the Colonial Secretary, the Attorney-General, the Treasurer, the Surveyor-General,

and the Registrar-General, and five unofficial members.
The island is about 11 miles long and from 2 to 5 broad

;
its circumference is

about 27 miles. Tt consists of a broken ridge of lofty hills, with few valleys of any
extent and scarcely any ground available for cultivation. It is well wab red by
numerous streams, many of which are pci’ennial, and from the waterworks at Pok-
folum water of excelbnt quality bu’ in limited quantity is supp’ied to all parts of the

city of Victoria. New and extensive waterworks at Taitam to provide an ample
supply were commenced at the close of 1882.

The harl our of Hongkong is one of the finest and most beautiful in the world,

having an area of ten square mil s, and wi h its diversified scenery and varied ship-

ping, presents an animated and imposing sp; cfacle. It consists of the sheet of

water between the island and the uiainland, and is enclosed on all sides by lofty hills,

unfortunately bare of foliage, except, where trees have been planb d near the city, but

pleasingly green during the south-west monsoon. An extensive scheme of afforesta-

tion is, however, being carried out. The City of Victoria is magnificently situ .d,

the houses, many cf them large and handsome, rising, tier upon tier, from the

water’s edge to a height, of seveial hu. dred feet on the face of the Peak, while

several bungalows are visille on the very summit of the hill.s. Seen fr. m the water

at night, when lamps twinkle among the trees and hous /s, the citv, spreading along the

shore for upwards of four miles, affords a sight not to be forgotten.

Nor on landing are the favourable impressions of the stranger dis-ipated. The
city is well built, the roads and streets are for the most part admiraldy made and kept,

the Public Gardens almost unrivalled for tin ir beauty, and many of the thoroughfares

delightfully shaded with well grown trees. Tlie chief jjubl c building is the City

Hall, erected in 1866-9 by subscription; it contains an elegant theatte, numerous
large rooms used for balls and public meetings, an excellent and valuable Librar}", and

a Museum yearly increasing in importance. The Government Offices, Supreme Court

House, and Post Office are plain but sufistantial edifices. Government Hou -e occupies

a co mmanding situation, in ]iictuivsque grounds pleasingly laid out, in ti e centre of

the city. The Gaol is a large and massive structure, but the accommodation afforded

by it is not in excess of the large demands made on it, owing to the inroads of the

criminal population of Kwangtung being so constant and persevering. The Civil

Hospital is a large but plain building in Taipingshan. The Government Central

Schc o', a most important institution, having some six liundred ]m))ils, is very badly

housed at present, but will soon be removi d to a stately ai d commodious structure, to

be called Victoria College, now in course of construction. The Tung Wa Hospital,

a Cliinese institution, occupies a large and roomy building. The Barracks for the

garrison are large, and constructed with great regard to the healih and comfort of

the troo).s, and ihe buildings belonging to the Naval Establis: ment are sub.'-tantial

and spacious. The Central Market is a dirty and incimvenie: t place, which is ent rely

given up to the natives owing to its repulsive condition; a new market is, however,

about to be erected. The Praya wall, which was reconstructed in 1879-80, is a work

of much solidity and strength, reflecting the greatest credit (ui the Survey Department.

It is fici d with large blocks of dressed granite and backed witli concrete, and pn si nts

a good effect from the water. The Clock Tower, near Peddar’s Wl arf, was erecti d

by public subscription in 1862, and the illuminated clock was presented to the Colony

by the firm of Messrs. Douglas Lapraik & Co.
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The chief religious buildings are: S. John’s Cathedral (Anglican), which occupies

a commanding site above the Parade Ground, and is a Gothic church of considerable

size but with lew pretensions to a’fchitecture. It has a square tower, with pinnacles,

over the western porch, and possesses a peal of bells. A handsome stained window in

the east end, over the altar, is the chief adornment' f the interior. S. Peter’s (Seamen’s)

Cuurch, at West Point, close to the Sailors’ Home, is a neat Gothic erection with a,

spire. It also has a stained glass window, presented in 1878 S. Stephen’s (native)

Chuich, in Taipin^shan, is a plain building with a bell turret. Union Church is a

pleasing edifice in the Italian stylo of arcliitectnre, with a spire, and contains accom-

modation ior about 500 persons, but owing to lack of financial support has had no regu-

larpastor since August 31st, 1884. TheRc man Catholic Cathedral, in Wellington Street,

is a remarkably p'ain but commodious structure with small twin dome-. A site has

been secured and porepared above Glenealy, an.i a new Gotliic building of much more
imposing ap>pearai!ce and dira'iis'ons will shortly be built there. S. Joseph’s

Ciiurch, in Garden Roa 1, is a neat edifee .-ivcted in i876 on the site of one destroyed

by the great typhoon of 1874; and there aro several smaller Catholic mi-sion churches.

There is als > a Jewish Syi agogue in Ho!’- wood Road, and a Mahomedan Mosque in

Mosque S:reet. S. Joseph’s College, a chool for boys managed by the Christian

Brothers, occupies a large and handsoe.ic building on a commanding site in the centre

of the city. The Roman Catholics
|
cssc'S a Reformatory for Chinese boys and several

charitable -.nd educational institutions, which are very < fficiently n.anaged. Other

denominations likevvi.se sup]vort establishments of the san e claracier, conspicuous

among which are the Diocesan Home and Orphanage, the German Foundling House,

Baxter Vernacular School, &o.

The Protestant, Roman Catholic, Pa: see, and Mahomedan C'ometeries occupy sites

in Wong-nai Chung Valley, and are kept in good order. The Protestant Cemetery is

almost a rival to the Public Gardens, being admirably laid out and charmingly situated.

There are scweral Clubs in the Colony. The principal are the Hongkong Club, the

Club Germania, in WyndhamSt., andtheLnsitanoClubin Shelley St. There isaRccrea-

tion Club, which possesses Bath and Boat houses on the Pr<iya near the Cricket Ground,
a Cricket Club, a Gun Club, and a Yacht Club, all kept up with considerable spirit.

The annual races a'e held at the latter i nd of Pebruaiy on the Race Course ia

Wong-nai Chung Valley, at the east end of the town, a beautiful spot enclosed

by fir-clad hills. On this occasion tin whole c dony mafees holiday, and the

stands and course are crowded with one of the m st motley collections of humanity
to be seen in any part of th ; w ud l. Most of the races are run with North China
ponies, and there is generally good sport. A regatta is held in December in the

harbour, but it does not evoke the same i-nthusiasm as the r ices. Athletic Sports

«re a'so got uj) every year by the residents and the garrison, and occasional

Swimming matches and boat races take place. There is an Amiteur Dramatic Club,

the rnemhers of which give several performances in the City Hall Theatre during

the s 'ason
;
and the Choral Soci"ty also pi'ovides a series of entertainments. In

addition to the attempts made by the colonists to provide amusements, itinerant

co:npauies frequendy visit Hongkong, and give performances.
Th re is ex'-ell mt Dock accommodation for the larg.'st vessds. The Hongkong

and Wiiampoa Dock Company, Limitel, have three extensive establishments, two at

Kowloon, the nth r at Ah . rdeen. The Docks of this company are fitted with all

appliances for engine.^ring and carpenter’s work, an l a^re seldom empty. Ano''ber

large dock is in course o^ construction by th? Company a'. Kowloon in which the

largest ironclads can he received. There are other establishments at which ship-

building is carried on, and s -me good sized steamers have been launched in the

Colony. Her Majesty’s Naval Yard likewise contains machine sheds and fi ting

shops on a large sede, and repairs on be effected to the machinery of tlie British

men-of-war with great exp'edition.

There are several good hotels in the Colony. They are, the Hongkong Hotel,

close to tlie Clock Tower, the Victoria Hotel, facing the Queen’s Road and the
Praya, and the Stag, in Qaeva’s Rial, all of which are centrally situated.
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There are three daily papers published m •. \}ie Hongkong Daily Press,

which appears in the morning, the China Mail and the Honyhong Telegraph, issued

in the oYening. There is also one fortn ghtly paper, which is published on
the morning of the departure of the English mail, namely, the China Overland Trade
Report (the commercial journal of the Ear East). Mail issues of the Daily Press
and China Mail are published weekly. The Hongkong Catholic Register is a religious

paper published weekly. 0 Echo da China, a Portuguese journal, is issued twice a
week. The Chronicle and Directory for China, Japan, &.c., appears annually, and is

printed at the Daily Press office. The China Review, which is devoted to reviews

and papers on Chinese topics, is published once every two n-.ontl.s. The native

Press is represented by four daily papers—the Chung Ngoi San Po, which is the

oldest and most influential, published at the T)aily Press Office; the Wa Tsz Yat Po,
or Chinese Mail; the Tstin Wan YuL Po (U' Universal Circulating Herald, and the

Wai San Yat Po. The Government Gazette is published once a week.

Manufactures are repn sented by t hree large sugar refineries, the China Sugar
Refining Co.’s establishment at East Point, the Lee Yuen Supar Refinery, at Bow-
ringtou; and the Taikoo Sugar Refinery at Quarry Bay. There is also in connection

•with the first-named a Distillery, where a considerable quantity of rum is manufac-
tured. There is an Ice I act* ly, a large Rope Factory in Belcher’s Bay, and extensive

Glass Works are now being built in the same locality. Among i he industries pursued
by the Chinese are glass blowing, verinillion and soy manufacture, tanning, dyeing;
beancurd, tooth-powder, match, cigar n ak^ug, &c.

There are ceveral villages on tlie island, the largest of which is Shau-ki Wan,
situate in a bay in the Li-ii Mun Pass. Aberdeen, cn the south of the island,

possesses a well sheltered little harbour, much frequented by fishing craft. Two
large docks of the Hongkong and Whampoa Dock ComjJany are situated there,

and add to the importance of the place. Pokfolura, on the road to Aberdeen, about
four miles from Victoria, is a place of resort for European residents in the hot
weather, and some elegant bungalows have been erected in pleasant and picturesque

situations, commanding fine sea views and cool breezes. The sanitarium of the

French Missions is located at Pokfolum, and is a fine building with an elegant

chapel attached. Stanley, situated in a small bay on the south-east of the island,

was once the site of a military station, but the barracks were pulled down a few years

back, and the village is stagnant. There are good carriage roads from Victoria both

to Aberdeen and Shau-ki Wan, and a bridle road to Stanley. A good bridle road

leads up to the summit of Victoria Peak, with other paths branching off from it along

the adjoining hills. Within the past three vears the number of bungalows on and
about the Peak has increased so much that they now form quite an alpine village.

The Military erected a sanitarium on the heights in 1883; and in June, 1883, the

Peak Church was opened for worship there.

Across the harbour is the depc ndency of British Kowloon. This peninsula was
ceded to Great Britain in 1861. It has an area cf four square miU s, and has latterly

made considerable prf'gress. Tau-maTi, the principal village, has increased in popula-

tion, and bids fair to some day become an important town. A number of European
houses and a club have been erected and numerous gardens laid out at Tsim-tsa Tsui.

A fine praya, with a massive granite wall, has been constructed at Tsim-tsa Tsui, and
some large godowns have been built and wharves made, for coaling purposes. An
Observatory was also completed at the end of 1883 on Mount Elgin; and a large and
handsome Police Statioufor the Water Policehas beenerected on an eminence justabove

the new praya. A Time Ball occupies a p.L jminent position in front of this Staticn,

and is dropped daily. Steam ferries
j .y regularly between Kowloon and Victoria.

The total population of the C< lory of Hongkong, according to the census of

1881, was 160,402, showing an iner: aso 0121,258 since 1876, when the preceding

census was taken. The European community was larger by 273, but this increase

was in women and children among the British, German, and Portuguese residents.

The male adult populaiion bad deertased. The total population of the city of Vic-
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toria was returned at 141,494 ;
tliat of Kowloon at 9,021 ;

of Shau-ki Wan 3,274
;
of

Aberdeen 1,305 ;
and Stanley 829. The rest of tlie population is distributed among

the smaller villages and tbe boat population other than in Victcria harbour. The
total British and foreign population numbered 7,990, but the residents proper are

returned at 3,040, the former figures including the naval and military establishments,

police, shipiping in harbour, and temporary residents. The Indians and others of

mixed blood numbered 1,722.

Hongkong formerly enjoyed a most unenviable notoriety for unhealtliinc ss, and
in years past the troops garrisoned here nndoub»edly suffered si verely. A great deal

of the sickness in the early days of tbe Colony was caused by excavating and other-

wise disturbing the disintegrated granite of which the soil o^ the island mainly con-

sists, and wdiicli appears to throw off malarious exhalations when upturned. At the

present time, however, the Colony is one of the healthiest spots in tbe world in the

same latitude, and wdieu the ignorance of new’comers respecting the climate, the

rashness and excesses of seamen, and tiie squalor and the crowded condition nf the
Chinese quarter of the town are consideri d, the mortality is by no means excessive.

New sanitary regulations were inaugurated in 1883. The annual death rate per

1,000 for the whole population in 1883 was 30.04, for tbe British and foreign population

17.00, or deducting non-residents 13.93. The annual average rainfall is about 80
inches, while the average annual range of the theimometer is from 43 deg. to 89 deg.

The finances of the Colony have for several years gone on improving, and the

estimated revenue for 1885 is $1,212,188, and the exp^enditure $1,150,801.
Hongkong is a free pjort, and it is therefore impossible to give any return of its

imports and exports. During the year 1883 the following tonnaige entered and
chared with cargoes:

—

NATIONALITY ENTERED
Vessels Tons.

CLEARED
Vease's. Tons.

NATIONALITY ENTERED
Vessels. Tons.

CLSARSn
Vessels. Ton?.

American 83.. 109,428.. 57... 82,334 Hawaiian 1 .. 542... 1... 642
Annameso 1... 136.. 2... 272 Italian 1 ... 475... — ...

Austrian 13... 24,999.. 15... 25,737 Japanese 33... 35,554... 27... 31,204
British 2,347... 2,517,647.. 2,177... 2,348,853 Norwegian 8... 4,586... 3... 1,337
Chinese 183... 170,155..

15,742... 1,266,491.,

175... 164,049 Portuguese 2... 1,264... ...

Chinese Junks.. 17,891... 1,513,734 Eussian 16. . 14,799 .. 13... 12,771
Danish 28... 8,398.. 27... 7,268 Siamese 13... 6,611... 9... 4,382
Dutch 27... 31,488.. 24... 29,651 Spanish 47... 22,684... 50... 24,776
French
German

173..

. 214,299.

341..

. 234,452..

162...

211...

207,651
135,880

Swedish 2... 752... 3... 951

A total of 19,063 vessels, of 4,664,760 tons entered, and 20,847 vessels, of 4,591,292
tons cleared. There also entered in ballast 8,594 vessels, with 636,907 tons, and
cleared 6,434 vessels with 673,515 tons. The total shows an increase as compared
with the previous year of 325,434 tons. There is a steady yearly increase in the steamer
tonnage, and a corresponding falling-off in that of sailing ships.

The trade chiefly consists in opium, sugar, salt, flour, oil, cotton goods, earthen-
ware, amber, ivory, sandalwood, betel, vegetables, granite, &c., &c. The bulk of tbe
European trade of Cliina and Japan passes through this port.

Hongkong possesses unrivalDd steam communication. The P. & O. S. N. Co. and
the M. M. Co. convey the European mail weekly, the P. M. S. S. Co. and the O. & O. S.

S. Co. maintain a mail service with San Francisco, and the E. & A. S. S. Co., the A.
C. J. & S. S. Co., and the C. N. Co. k' ep up a frequent but irregular service with the
Australian Colonies. In addition to all tl ese, several great lines of merchant steamers
maintain regular communication between London, Liverpool, and Hongkong, of which
the Ocean S. S. Co. and the Gflen and Castle lines are the most conspicuous. The
Austro-Hungariau L'oyd’s steamers also ran from Trieste to Hongkonc’. The N.
I. S. N. Co. maintain direct monthly communication between -Java and Hongkong.
Between the ports on the east coast of China and Hongkong the steamers of the
Douglas S. S. Co. ply re ularly twice a week, and there is constant steam communica-
tion with Hoihow, Manila, Saigon, Haiphong, Bangkok, &c. With Shanghai and the
ports of Japan there is frequent communication in addition to the English and French
mail steamers, which leave weekly. Between Hongkong, Macao, and Canton there
is a daily steam service. The telegraphic communication of the Colony extends to
nearly every part of the world.
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DIRECTORY.

Colonial Government.

Governor, Commander-in- Chief, and Vice-

Admiral—His Excellency Sir George
Ferguson Bowen, G.C.M.G.

Colonial Secretary—Hon. W. H. Marsb,
C.M.G.

Aide-de-camp to H.E. the Governor—Capt.

D. F. Lewis, “ The Buffs”
Private Secretary—K. Maguire

EXECUTIVE COHHCIL.

I Ching Kuk.
His Excellency Sir G-eo. Ferguson Bowen,

G.C.M.G., president

The Senior Military Officer in Command
Hon. Colonial Secretary

Hon. Attorney General
Hon. Colonial Treasurer
Hon. Surveyor-General
Hon. Hegistrar-General

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.

Ting-lai Kuk.
His Excellency Sir Geo. Ferguson Bowen,

G.C.M.G., president

Hon. Chief Justice

Hon. Colonial Secretary

Hon. Attorney General
Hon. Colonial Treasurer
Hon. Surveyor G neral

Hon. Registrar General
Hon. PhineasRyrie
Hon. W. Keswick
Hon Tbos. Jackson
Hon. F. D. Sassoon
Hon. Wong Shiiig

un-official
^ members

J
Clerk of Councils—Arathoo.i Seth
Acting do. —J. H. Stewart Lockhart

Public Offices.

COLONIAL SECRETARY’S OFFICE.

^
Fu Ching Sz Shii.

Colonial Secretaru—Hon. W. H. Marsh,

C.M.G,
Assistant do. —J. H. Stewart L^'ckhart

Chief Clerk—Arathoon Seth
First Clerk—J. M. S. Alves
Second do. —P. H. do Rozario
Third do. —L. G. d’Almada e Castro

Fourth do. —W. Graham Phillipps

Temporary Clerks—J. M. Gutierrez, H.

G. Rozario
Cadets—F. H. May, T. Sercombe Smith

colonial~Yreasury.

Fu, Mb Shii.

Colonial Treastirer—Hon. A. luster

First Clerk & Cashier—J. A. de Carvalho

2nd do. and Accountant — A.. F. Alves

3vd do.—A. R. Madar
Ath do.—E. A. di Carvalho
Notice Server—Tsang Kit-fan

First Shroff~~Ch.e\nig Aloy
Second cZo.- Cheung Wan-tsai
Valua.tor of Police and Lighting Mates—

C. C. Malsoh
Interpreter —Pun Chiu-yan

PUHLIC WORK^EPARTMENT.
X
Rung Mb Shii.

Surveyor General— Hon. John M. Price

Assistant Surveyor General—

F

Bowdler
Resident Engineer Tytam Waterwo rks—

Jas. Orange
Assist. Engineer—H. R. Best
Land Surveyor—N

.

St. J. H. Hancock
First Clerk of Works—J. E. Howroyd
Second Do. —J. Cramp

Do. —C. C. Malsch
Do. —J. P. Ledstone

Inspector of Buildings—H. F. Hay liar

First Clerk—M. Gutierrez

Second do. —Chan a Fook
Third do. —J. G. Gutierrez

Overseers of Works— E. Macleod
,
W.

Watts, G. Baynes, J. M. Bu’ler

Over-ujer of Waterworks—E. Ro e

Overseer in charge of Protesta nt Cemetery—
j

E. Thompson
Interpreters—Lo King Pan, Lo Tsz Lam

sanita:^ board.
Sanitary Board— lion. J. M. Price (chair-

man), Hon F. Stewa t. Dr. P. B. C.

Ayres, Cant. T. C. Dempster, H.
McCallum (secivtarv)

Sanitary Inspector Hugh MacCallum
Chief Inspector of Nuisances—J. R. Ger-

main
Inspectors of Nuisances—J. J. Clerihew,

J. R. Griinble, Geo. Rae
Clerk and Interpreter—Pang Shau Chun
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GENERAL POST-OFFICE.

Shii-suii Kiln

Postmaster General—Hon. A. Lister

Assistant Bo.-—A. K. Travers (abssnt)

Acting Do. Do.—W. D. Hutchison
Accountant—J. G. da Rocha
8updt. Money order office—Z. M. Barredas
Clerics—A. Leiria, j. M. E. Machado, A.
M. da Silva, T. Barradas, Sheik Moosa,
R. F. Gutierrez, C. M. Barradas, T.

Franco
Marine Officers—D. A. da Costa, A. M.

Place, A. J. Rodrigues
Shanghai.

Postmaster—F. G. Machado
Clerk—M. A. Pereira

Postal Agents.
Eoihow—T. Watters (FI.B.M. Consul)
Canton—P. E. O’ Brien-Butler

Swatow—M. F. A. Fraser

Amoy—H. Cockburn
Foochow—E. H. Fraser

Ningpo—W. H. Wilkinson
Hankow—H. B. Joly

STAMP REVENUE OFFICE.

EU ffl Wi
Yan-kiin Kuh.

Collector—Hon. A. Lister

First Clerk—J. S. Rodrigues
Second Clerk—E. H. d’Aquino
Shroff—Chan Wei

AUDITOR-GENERAL’S OFFICE.

# m 1
Hau f'ho Shii.

Auditor General—Hon. W. H. Marsh
Assist. Auditor—J. H. Stewart L'lckhart
First Audit Clerk—J. M. A. da Silva

Second Clerk—F. V. Ribeiro
Third Clerk—F. Friere
Fourth do. —F. X. da Silva

REGISTRATION OF BIRTHS, MAR-
RIAGES, AND DEATHS.

Registrar General’s Office.

Cheung Fan-yan Sz Mb Kiin.

Pegistrar—The Eegistiar General
Deputy Registrar—C. OsTuund

REGISTRAR GENERAL’S OFFICE.

Wd Man Ching Mb Sz Shu.

Registrar General—Hon. F. Stewart, LL. D«

Assistant Registrar General—N. G. Mit-

chell Innes

First Clerk— C. Osmund
Second Clerk—G. S. Northcote

Linguist—Ho A-luk
Chinese Clerks and Writers—Im Among,

Ip Ping Kwan, Chau U Chiin, To Lok
Him, Li Sh mg, Ciiing Un, Yung Kan,

Lam Tsiin

Chinese Registration Clerks—Sung Sing,

Fung Chau, Ho Tsuug Ch;

BOTANICAL AND AFFORESTA-
TION DEPARTMENT.

Superintendent—Charles Ford
Head Gardener—A. 11. Westland
Clerk and Interpreter—IJ Tmg Sui

5 Sub-foremen, 22 labourers, 14 fores-

ters, 1 watchman, 2 forest guards

HARBOUR DEPARTMENTS.

Shtin-ching Sz.

HarbourMaster,MarineMagistrate, Emigra-

tion and Customs Officer—H. G. Thoni-

sett, R.N.
Assistant do.—Retd. Comdr. R. M. Rum-

sey, R.N.
Harbour Office, Praya West.

Clerks—F. Machado, J. L. de S. Alves,

A. C. Botelho, Hung Kam Ning

Boarding Officers—K. F. Sampson, (absent)

T. M. Leatherbarrow

Inspectors of Cargo Boats & Junks—J. J.

Colla9o, M. J. Chagas
Indian Interpreter—Soonderam
Chinese Interpreters and Writers—Lo U

Shing, Chan Chan, Cheung Ip

Shi off to the Department—Leong Chung
Mercantile Marine Office.

Sailors’ Home, West Point.

Deputy Superintendent—A. P. Guterres

Indian Interpreter—Idroos Moosdeen
Light Houses.

CoT'cfor ofLight Dues—
IJgkt Keepers, Cape d'Aguilar—A. Baird,

L. L. Lopes, and two Chinese

Creen Island—H. L. Mather (absent) & 1

Chinese
Cape Collin son —Two Chinese
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GrUNPOWDER DePOT, StONE CuTTEr’s
Island.

Officer hi charge—Jolni Livesey

Gunner—George Waite

Out-stations.

Shau-hi Wan—Inspector A. Mackie
Stanley—Sergeant W. Gauld
Aberdeen—Inspector W. S : anton

Yau-Ma Ti—Inspector D. Thomson
Signal Station, Victoria Peak.

in charge—F. C. ColIa90

Assistants—Two Chinese

MAEINE SURVEYOR’S DEPT.
Office, Harhour Office.

Govt. Surveyor of Shi^s—John Sherrtn
Brewer

Assistant Surveyor—Arthur Wagner
Cleric—Chan Tseung-fat

SUPREME COURT.

Nip Shii.

ChiefJustice—Hon . Sir Geo. Phillippo, Knt'

Puisne Judge—lion. Jas. Russell

Attorney-General—Hon. E. L. O’Malley

Registrar and Official Administrator—Ed-
ward James Ackroyd

Official Trustee—E. J. Ackroyd
Registrar of Companies—E. J. Ackroyd
Deputy Registrar and Appraiser—C. F. A.

Sangster

Deputy Registrar and Accountant—S. Barff

Grown Solicitor—A. B. Johnson

Clerk of Deed Registry—B. Shepherd

Clerk to the Chief Justice—F. A. Hazeland

Clerk to the Puisne Judge—C. Holworthy
Interpreter—J. Dyer Ball (ahs('nt)

Assistant Interpreter—Li Hong Mi
CUrk to Registrar—E. Barros

Clerk and Messenger in Bankruptcy— C. J.

Xavier
Clerk and Usher—F. H. Fernandes

Chinese Clerkand Translator—Chung Shing

Hong
Usher and Bailiffi—T. R. McBean
Hindustani Interpreter—T. R. McBcan
Clerk in Band Office—Wong Tsiin

Shroff— Kwan Chak Lam
Bailiff—J. Howell
Assistant Bailiff—M. Leon
hibrarian—E. B. Shepherd

VICE-ADMIRALTY COURT.
Judge and Commissary—Sir George Phil-

lippo, Knight
Queen's Advocate—Hon. E. L. O’Malley
Registrar—Edward J. Ackroyd
Queen's Proctor— E. Sharp
Marshal—F. A. HazOand (acting)

MAGISTRATES’ COURT.

T.^hm-U Ting.

Police Magistrate—H. E. vVodehouse
do. —A. G. Wise

I

First Clerk—James Parker
Second do. — Ng Kwai Shang
Third do. —Chan Kai Ming
Fourth do. —J. M. da Silva, Jr.

First Chinese Interp.—Bedell Li-yun
Second do. do. —Hung Kam-shing
Third do. do. —Chau Kwai Un
Hindustani Interpreter—FTtr Fuk-shang
Inteipreter and Clerk—Li Fuk-shing
Chinese Clerk and Shroff—Leung Tsau
Usher andprocess server—T. M. Lopes
Assistant do. do. —AhmetEumjaha
Chinese do. do. —Lo Cb’eung Ip

POLICE.

n IfH
Ts un-fh Ting.

Cagd. Superintendent—W. M. Deane, M.A.
Adjutant.—Capt. T. C. Dempster, A.P.D.,

late 28th Regt.

Chief Inspector—G. Horspool
First Clerk and Account't—C. W. Duggan
Clerks— F. S. de Souza, G. J. W. King,
Leung Kwai Kai

Indian Interpreter—Samuel Baboo
Chinese Sergeant Interpreters—Fourteen
Inspectors—T. Grey, J. Craclock,W Rivers,

D. Thomson, J. Mathieson, J. Corcoran,

J. C. Swanston, J. Lindsay, A. Mac-
kie, D. Bremner, W. Quincey, N. Perry

Inspector of Markets—G. Orley
European Force—

10 Sergeants
10 Acting Sergeants
78 Constables

Indian Force—
1 Jemadhar
5 Sergeants
5 Acting Sergeants

166 Constables
Chinese Force—

5 Sergeants
178 Constables
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Water Police, Chinese—
3 Sergeants, 8 Acting Sergeants

118 Constables
Seconded to other departments—

2 Europeans, 27 Indians, 21 Chinese

JUSTICES OF THE PEACE.

aii±
Shan Sz.

H.E. Lieut.-General John Neptune
Sargent, C.B.

Hon. William Henry Marsh, C.M.Gr.

Hon. Alfred Lister

Hon. John Macneile Price

Hon. Frederick Stewart, LL.D.
Hon. Phineas Ryrie
Hon. Willi .m Keswick
Hon. Tbom is Jackson
H‘in. Frederick David Sassoon
Hon. Wong Shing

E. J. Ackroyd
W„S. Adams
J. E.. Anton
F. H. Arj anee
P. B. C. Ayres
H. M. Baily
W. N. Bain
S. Barff

E. R. Belilios

J. Bell-Irving

S. G. Bird
C. D. Bottomley
E. Bowdler
J. S. Brewer
J. A. de Carvalho
Ch’an Kwai-i
C. P. Chater
Cboy Chee-mee
J. B. Conghtrie
J. H. Cox
J. S. Cox
A. Coxoa
H. L. Dalrymple
W. Danby
W. H. F. Darby
W. M. Deane
T. C. Dempster
N. J. Ede
C. Ford
H. Foss
F. T. P. Foster

J. J. Francis

W. H irti^an

J. G. T. Hassell

Ho Kai
W. K. Hughes

F. B. Johnson
B. Layton
J. H. Stewart -Lock-

hart

E. Lyall

Luk Sliau-t’in

A. P. MacEwen
A. Mclver
E. Mackean
Edwin Mackintosh
A. T. Manger
J. Melville Matson
H. M. Mehta
N,G. Mitel, ellinnes

H. N. Mody
G. E. Noble
D. Eiittunjee

M. E. Sassoon
J. H. Scott

A. Seth
H. C. Setna
Granville Shaip
J. Stockwell

H.G. Thomsett,E.N.

John Thnvburn
A. K. Tiavers

H. J. H. Tripp

J. T. V. Vernon
Wei Tuk
T. H. Whitehead
A. G. Wise
H. E. Wodehouse
Wong She-tai

Woo Lin-yuen
R. Young
W. S. Young

CORONER.

Im-slii-hum.

Coroner—H. E. Wodehouse
Deputy Coroner—
Chinese Interp. and CZeiVc—Bedell Li-ynn

OBSERVATORY DEPARTMENT.
Mount {Elgin, Kowloon.

Government Astronomer — W. Doberck,
Pb. D., M.R.I. A., F. R. Met. Soc.

As istant—F. G. Figg
Second Assistant—Mahomet Alarakia
Clerk—Sung Man Kai

VICTORIA GAOL.

Kam Fong.

Acting Superintendent—Alex. Falconer
Warden—J. Jones
Clerk—A. D. Machado
Assist. Clerk and Interp.—Yip Ling Mui
Head Turnkeys—J. J. Chapman, J. Hodge,

N. Nolan
9 European turnkeys

22 Assistant turnkeys
4 Chinese assistant turnkeys
2 Hospital warders
1 Matron

18 ijlaol guards

MEDICAL ESTABLISHMENT.
Colonial Surgeon and Inspector of Hospitals—

Philip B. C. Ayres, L.M., andM.R.C.S.,
Eng.

;
L.E.C.P., Edin., and J.P.

Health Officer of Port—W. S. Adams, M.D.

Government Civil Hospital.

West Point (Temporary).

Kwok-ka I Tin.

Superintendent—C. J. Wharry, M.D.;
C.M. ;

M.R.C.S.E.
;
L.S.A.L.

Assistant Supt .

—

Apothecary and Analyst—W. E. Crow
Steward—G. Rogers
Clerk—Hung Kwan Ming
Ward-master—H. Watson, Chun Alok
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* f IK
Hoi-i yun.

Lock Hospital.

High Street, West Point (Temporary)

Superintendent—L. P. Marques, L.E.C.S.I.,

etc. L.M., L.K.Q.C.P.I.

Jpotliecary—A. de Souza
Matron—T. Achers
Inspector of Police under C.D.O.—John Lee
Inspector in charge at Wanchi-—W. Horton
Asst. do. do. —T. Edwards

Small Pox Hospital.
West Point (Temporary).

Kwolc-ha-ching-tau-iin.

Superintendent—C. .J. Wharry, M.D.
Wardmaster—J. Cai’iieiro

Tin-fong.

Lunatic Asylum.
Bonham Hoad.

In charge—The Colonial Surgeon
Wardmaster—P. Murphy
Matron—M. Simmons

HONGKONG VOLUNTEER
ARTILLERY.

Commandant—Lt. Col. Crawford, R.A.
Major—H. J. H. Tri .p

Surgeon Major—Dr. W. S. Adams
Captain—J. J. Fr ncis

Bo. — J. Stochuell
Lieutenant—J. MacC<illum

Do. —J. A. Mosely
Do. —A. Woolley
Do. —H. J. Holmes

CENTRAL SCHOOL.

Tai Shu-iin.

HeadMaster— G. H. BatesonW i ight, M.A.
Second Master—Alexander Falconer
Third Master—W. M. B. Arthur (acting

Second)
Assistant Masters—A. J. May, W. Du

Flon Hutchison, T. K. Pcaly, G. Chape
(acting)

Chinese ‘UsistantMasters—Chiu Clii-ts’ung,

Luk King-fo, Wat Pak-tai, Mok Man-
tsenng

Chinese Masters—Ho Chuk-shan, Ip Ut-
lau, Ch’an Tsz-fai

INSPECTORATE OF SCHOOLS.
Inspector—Dr. E. J. Eitel

Cle7-Tc—Wong Kap
Chinese Writer—Wong Kun-lan

HONGKONG FIRE BRIGADE.

Mit Fo Kulc.

Victoria.

Superintendent—H. E. Wodehouse
Assistant Superintendents—Geo. Hcspool,

R. K. Leigh
Cleric and Accountant—Ng Fuk-Shang
Engineer—R. K. Leijh
Assist. Engineer—C. Wassenius (absent)

Acting do. —A. Wagner
Overseer of Water Works—E. Rose

i'fficer in charge of Stores—Geo. Rae
Foremen—G. Hennessy, J. Butlin, 4 Assi-

stant Foremen
Engine Drivers—T. Campbell, W. Currie,

J. R. Grimble, and 2 Chinese
Assistant Engine Drivers—T. James, T.

Ford
17 European Firemen
6 Chinese Stokers

15 Chinese Watchmen
76 Chinese Firemen
10 Ctiinese Contingent

150 Ctjinese Volunteers

Yau-md-ti.

1 European Fireman
2 Cliinese Firemen

22 Volunteers (Chinese)

Aberdeen.

1 European Fireman
2 Chinese Firemen

22 Volunteers (Chinese)

Shau-ki-wem.

1 European Fireman
2 Chinese Firemen

40 Volunteers (Chinese)

Inspector of Do/ngerous Goods—G. Orley

Assistant do. —Cheong Shing

FIRE INSURANCE COMPANIES’
VOLUNTEER FIRE BRIGADE.

Engine Hovse, Praya Central.

Hon. Foreman—A. Coxon
Hon. Secretary—E. E. Dear
Engineer in chai-ge—Tlios. Glass
24 European firemen
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Consulates.

Yat-i-mdn Ling-sz Kun.
Austeia-Hungaet.

Consul-General—Adolf Andr^, (absent)

Acting Consul—M. Grote
Chancelier—Eichard Schonberger

Belgium.
Consul—Atwell Coxon, 1, Seymour Ter-

race

0 ^ ^ ^
Yat Pun Ling-sz Kun.

Japan.

7, Caine Road.
Acting Consul—S. Machida
Cleric—Giro Hirabe
do. —S. Tanabe

AL M ^ ^
Ldp-fa-lan Ling-sz Kim.

Netheelands.
Consul—R. Buschmaun

A Ei ^ P -* e
Tai pa-sai Kwok ling sz-kun.

Beaztl.

Consul—A. G. Romano
Chancelier—J. J. Leiria

Tin-mak Ling-sz Kun.
Denmaek.

Consul—Hon. W. Keswick

Peeu

* -t?

Pc-lu-kwok Ling-sze Kun.
Consul—J. Grant Smith, 43 Queen’s Road

Tai sai-ye>mg-kwok Ling-sz Kun.

POETUGAL.
Arbutbnot Road.

Consul Getieral— A. G. Romano
Chancelier— J. J. Leiria

Fat-lan-sai Ling-sz Kun.

Feance.

10, Arbutbnot Road
Consul—Leon Dejardin

Chancelier—J. Rigoreau

« ii rr li W
Ngo-lo-sz Ling-sz Kun.

Russia.
Pedder’s Wharf.

Consul—W. Reiners (absent)

Acting Consul— Grote
Chancelier—E. Schonberger

Tai T.ik Kwok Ling-sz Kun.

Geemant.
Consul—G. Travers (Canton)

Vice-Consul—Dr. O. F. von Mollendorff

Secretary—F. W. G. von Stockhausen
Physician—C. Gerlacb, M.D.
Shipping Master—W. Petersen

Hawaii (Sandwich Islands).

Consul-General—Hon. W. Keswick

ia A fi) « * g
I-tai-li Ling-sz Kitn.

Italy.

Consul—Chevalier D. Musso
Chancelier—
Interpreter—

Tsim-lo Ling-sz Kun.

Siam.
Consul—Tbos. I. Rose (Borneo Company),

Queen’s Road

Lui-svng Ling-sz Kun.

Spain.

13, Praya Central.

Consul—E. Caspar
Vice-Consul— (abs nl)

Clerk—P. R. Beltran

Sui Kwok Ling-sz Kim.
Sweden and Koewat.

Acting Consul—W. H. Forbes
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Fa -hi Ling-sz Kun.
United States

Douglas Villa, Caine Road.

Consul—John S. Mosby
Vice and Deputy Consul—Beverly C. Mosby
Clerh—0. F. Franco
Chinese Clerh and Interp.—Chue Asine

&
Min ni so la hong sun.

United States of Venezuela.
Consul—J. J. de Souza

Educational—Protestant.

ST. PAUL’S COLLEGE.

Siting Po-lo Shii Un.

Visitor— 'Ihe Archbishop of Canterbury

Warden—Eight Eev. Bishop of Victoria

Suh-warden—Rev. J. B. Ost

HONGKONG PUBLIC SCHOOL.
Held at St. Paul’s College.

Visitor—Et. Eev. Bishop Burdon
Committee—Dishop Burdon (chairman),

Rev. Dr. Chalmers, Hon. J. Russell, Hon.

E. L. O’Malley, Hon. P. Eyrie, Hon. T.

Jackson, W. H. Forbes, H. W. Davis,

D. E. Crawford, Eev. W. Jennings,

Rev. J. B. Ost, Hon. W. Keswick, G.

E. Lammert, A. Lister (bon. secretary

and treasurer)

HeadMaster— B.. W. Hambling
Matron—Mrs. Hambling

DIOCESAN HOME & ORPHANAGE.
Bonham Eoad.

^ ^ # i?
Pat-sui-shii-shat.

Visitor—Bi. Rev. The Bishop of Victoria

Committee—EightEev . Bishop of id jria.,

(chairman) Hon. E. L. O’Mi Jey, 0.

P. Chater, E. Sharp, D. R. C.awford,

J. S. Cox, A. P. MacEwen
~Hon. Treasurer—Hon. W. Keswick

Hon. Secretary—'Rev. W. Jennings

English Master—Oreo. Piercy, Jr.

Assistant Master—W. J. Lye

Chinese Teacher—Tong i
in ll'ing

Jnmates—Sb Boarders (boy«;' of Euroj eai

mixed, and Chinese oxL'ae'im, 2C da-

scholars

ST. STEPHEN’S CHURCH SCHOOLS.

Church Missionary Society.

Manager—Rev. J. B. Ost

Taiping shan: Masters—Sham KwanHing,
Chau Tit Fun ', Ho Wing Fu

Saiyingpun: Master— Shiu Tso Hung
Lyndhurst Terrace (hoys) ; Master—UnYing
Fong

D’Aguilar St. (hoys): Master—Chau Sing

Fong
Taiping shan, Baxter Memorial ; Mistress

—Chan Lin
Lyndhurst Terrace (girls) ; Mistress—Kam

Louise
Third Street; Mistress—Ho K’wan Fun

BAXTER GIRLS’ SCHOOL.
Miss Johnstone

Educational—Roman Catholic.

ST. JOSEPH’S ENGLISH COLLEGE

g eji If » ^
Sing Yeuk-sut Ying-mun Shu-yun.

Robinson Road.

Director—Rev. Brother Lewis

Suh-Director—Rev. Bro. Bernard

Teachers—Bros. Edmund, Benilde, Wil-

bam, Lewis, Julian, Benedict, Joseph,

Prosper, Adolph, Ernician

Portuguese Teache?'-—C. F. Ozorio

Chinese Teacher—Joseph Awing

245 Foreign and 80 Chinese pupils

THE CONVENT.
Caine Road.

M M ^
Lh-ma Ku-neung.

Lady Superioress—Mother Maria Stella

Sisters—GiuseppinaTestera,ClaudiaCom-

pagnotti, Giuditta Manzato, Angelica

Barretto, Luigia Frigerio, Teresa Rossi,

Regina Ferrario, Emilia Bertalotti,

Maria Allanson, Tomasia Richi, Maria

Poroni, Teodora Lucian, Annunciata

Baldi, Anna Pereira, Manuela Barretto,

Anna d’Almada, Angelica M. Barretto,

Marianne Danelli, Lugia Carolina E.

Spazzini, Francesca Soave, Ma-rianne

Winter, Giovana Otolini, Erminia Gal-

barini, Giacinta Motta, Anna Boniati,

Fiorina Vercelloni, Teresa Remedies,

Merce Gonzalves
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WEST POINT EEFOEMATOET.

itK
8i-ying-poon-yeung-cliing-yuen.

Director—Brother Basilisse

Assistants—Brothers Peter, Joseph, and
Henry

Number of boys, 90

VICTOEIA BOYS’ SCHOOL.

Wik to-li-a Fan-mung Shii kun.

Head Master—J. M. Hanlon
Drawmg Master—M. A. Baptista
Portuguese Master —J. Ean^el
Chinese Master—K’wong' Nam Tong

VICTOEIA OIELS’ SCHOOL.
Conducted by Mrs. J. M. Hanlon

Clubs, Societies, Institutions, &c.

Hongkong Club.

Sr B)

San Jcung-sz.

Committee—Hon. P. Eyrie, J. B. Cough-
trie, Dr. Ayrcs, H. Foss, H. W. Davis,

F. T. P. Foster, E. E. Leigh, B. Lay-
ton, J. A. Mosely, A. Coxon, N. J. Ede,
W. H. F. Darby

Secretary—Edward Beart

Club G-ermania, Wyndham Street.

Ti-po-hwoTc-kung-sz.

Committee—A. Gultzow, Gr. Wieler, Gr.

von Wille, Dr. Gerlach, G D. Boning
Secretary—F. W. G. von Stockhausen

Catholic Cercle.

Corner of Wellington Street and

Pottinger Street.

President—A. da Silveira

Vice Presidents—J. G. da Eocha, G. S.

Botelbo
Secretary—V. Alon9o
Treasurer—Y. Alon9o
Chaplain—Father (j. Burghignoli
Clerk—J. Bril to

Librarian—J, M. G. Pereira
Director of Music—E. Pinto

Lusitano Club, Shelley Street.
OfHcers for 1884.

President—J. A. dos Eemedios
Vice President—
Committee—J. P. da Costa, hon. sec., C.

Danenberg, hon. treas., A. P. Gutterres,

A. F. Alves, F. J. P. Ji.rge

Auditors—J. C. dos Eemedios, A. A. E9a

da Silva

Clerk—T. da Cruz

Young Men’s Literary Club, Debating
Society and Library.

Pottinger Street.

Presidents—C. E. Czorio, C. E. Osmund
Secretary—F. D’M. Jesus

Assistant Secretary—L. G. Barreto

Treasurer— C. E. Ozorio

Committee—F de PI. P. Eemedio.s, M. N,
Gomes, J. V. Braga

Parsed Church or Club House.
No. 11, Shelley Street.

Trustees—D. Euttunjee, H. M. Mehta, N.
P. Dhalla, H. C. Setna

Bibliotheca Lusitana.
President—F. J. Y. Jorge
Secretary—J

.

M. Y. de Figueiredo
Treasurer—L. F. Carvalho
Librarians— J. A. Luz, J. M dos Eemedios
Bevisores—A. F. Alves, A. F.dos Eemedios
Clerk—F. J’. P. Alves da Silveira

Chop-wui-kvjoon.

Hongkong Temperance Hall,
Fletcher’s Buildings, Queen’s Eoad.

Committee—G. E. Lammert. H. W. Davis,

C. G. Bunker, E. F. Shaw, Ee J. B.
Ost, James Francis

Hon. Treasurer—E. H. Beauchamp
Hon. Secretary—D. E. Crawford
Manager—Harris

Independent Order of Good
Templars.

Working unler the jurisdiction of the
Grand Lodge of England.

Temp.erance Hall, Queen’s Eoad East.
F. D. G. W. C. T. for China and Japan—^

Bro. Knajnnan
V. D. 0. W. C. T.—Bro. W. Goulbourne
S. D. G. W. C. T.—Bro. Jones

S. & H. D. G. W. C. T.—Br'\ Jas Francis
Hongkong Lodge, A.C., Friaays, 7 ^.m.

Victoria Lodge, X., Tuesdays, 7 p.m.
Invicta Lodge E. 44, Saturdays, 7
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Koyal Naval Temperance Society.

President— Gr. S. Northcote

Vice Presidents— J. Dyer Ball, Sergt. Ma-
jor J. J. Grleeson

Secretary—Williams
Financial Secretary— Sergt. Gleeson

Organizing Agent—Jas. Francis

Temperance Hall, Thursdays, 7 p.m.

U.S. Temperance Institute.

Queen’.*^ Road East.

President—G-. S. Northcote

.Committee—Messrs. Matthews, Francis,

Trueman (secretary), Perrott, Doe,

Camphell, Farrell, Scott

Manager—Chas. Howard
Duke of Albany Lodge, Tuesdays, 7 p.m.

Royal Naval Seamen’s Club.
Queen’s Read East.

President of Committee—Commodore Mo-
rant, R.N.

Hon, Treasurer—Edwin Sandys, R.N.

Victoria Recreation Club.

p, sident—H. E. S'r Geo. F. Bowen,
O.C.M.G.

Chnirman—Hon. T. Jackson

Svh-Gommittee Bath House—R. K. Leigh,

F. Grimble, A. Denison

S^dj-Gommittee Boat House—G. Kult7au,

H. J. H. Tripp, J. I. Hughes
Sub-Committee Gymnasium—G. D. Bon-

ing, F. W. Koch
Hon. Treasurer—H. R. Coombs
Hon. Secretary— A

.

H. Stewart Lockhart

Hongkong Cricket Club.

# tT ^ oj

Heung hong tn-po hang-sz.

(Season 1st October to 31st May)
President—A. Coxon
Committee—Col. Hobson, The Buffs, V.

T. Bunbury, The Buffs, W. H.F. Darby,

G. S. Coxon, R. K. Leigh

Hon. Secretary and Treasurer—H. Foss
Assist. Hon. Secretary—H. G. Rice

Hongkong Jockey Club.
‘

Stewards—Hon. W. Keswick, Hon. P.

Eyrie, Hon. T. Jackson, Hon. F. D.

Sassoon, W. H. Forbes, A. Coxon, H.
Hoppius, J. Bell-Irving, W. H. F.

Darby, M. Grote, G. E. Noble, C. P.

Chater, J. Grant, J. Thurburn, hon.

treasurer, H. J. H. Tripp, clerk of course

Hongkong Gun Club.
Committee—H. J. H. Tripp, J. Bell-Irving,

R. K. Leigh, E. J. Hughes
Hon. Secretary—Lt. G. G. H. D’Aeth, “ The

Buffs”

Hongkong Sketching Club.
Committee— Hon. E. L. O’Malley, Lieut.

-

Col. Crawford, Lieut.-Col. Hobson, F.
E. Foster, Jas. B. Coughtrie

Hon. Secretary—Edwin Sandys, R.N.

Racquet Court Club.
Committee—H. Foss, B. Layton, E. K.
Leigh

Hon. Sec. and Treasurer—H. J. H. Tripp

Hongkong Choral Society.

# it 1^1*^
Heung hong Che mg-shee-wui.

Meets in the Drawing Room, City Hall.

President—H. E. Sir G. F. Bowen,
G.C.M.G.

Vice President—Dr. J. Stuckwell

Hon. Secretary—A. J. May
Hon. Treasurer—G. A. Caldwell
Committee—C. S. Goodwyn, J. Whittall,

W. H. Dobson, C. Lane, R. Lyall

Amateur Dramatic Club.
Committee—Hon. J. M. Price, C. C.

Cohen, A. P. Stokes, A. Coxon, J. H.
Ferguson, R.N.

Hon. Secretary—H. J. H. Tripp
Hon. Treasurer—H. J. H. Tripp

Hongkong Horticultural Society.

Committee—J. M. Armstrong (chairman),

W. M. B. Arthur, C. P. Chater, J. H.
Cox, E. George, H. J. Holmes, W. K.
Hughes, F. Rapy>, A. G. Romano, A. E.

Vaucher, J. Y. V. Vernon, E. L. Woodin
Hon. Treasurer—J. M. Armstrong
Hon. Secretary—C. Ford

St. John’s Ambulance Association
Hongkong Centre.

President—Lt. General Sergent, C.B.

Committee—Hon. E. L. O’Mallpy. (chair-

man) Commodore Moraut, R. N., Col.

Crawford, R.E., W. H. Forbes, Hon. P.
Eyrie, Col. Graves, “ The Buffs,” A.

Coxon, G. E. Noble

Hon. Treasurer—V. A. Caesar Hawkins
Hon. Secretary—Edward W. Keey, R.N.
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CITY HALL.

:k ^
T 'i TJi-tong.

Committee—Hon. W. Keswick, chairman;
D. Euttunjee, Hon. F. i). Sassoon, W.
H. Forbes, H. Hoppius, W. H. F.
Darby, A. P. MacEwen, H. L. Dai-
ry inpie

Bec.,Idb., Curator—H. L. Dennys
Chinese Clerk—Lan-a-yau

SAILOES’ HOME.

Sai-ying poon-shui-shoukwoon.
West Point.

Trustees—Hon. W. Keswick, W. H. For-
bes, H. G. Thomsett, K.K.

Directors—W. H. F. Darby, John Mac-
gregor, A . P. McEwen, H. L. Dalrymple,
A. McIver,P.D. Sassoon, E. Mackintosh

Chaplain—
Hon. Secretary—I.I. G. Thomsett, E.K.
Treasurers—Hongkong & Shanghai Bank-

ing Corporation

Steivard—j. E. White
Assistant—John Shepherd

HOI^GKOKG GEKEEAL CHAMBEE
OF COMMEECE.

Eooms and Secretary’s Office, City Hail.

Chairman—Hon. W. Keswick
Vice-Chairman—Hon. P. Eyrie
Committee—H. L. Dalrymple, L. Poes-

necker, Hon, T. Jackmn, Hon. F. D.
Sassoon, E. Mackintosh, H. Hoppius,
W. H. Forbes

Acting Secretary—Herbert M. Baily

Clerk—Z. M. Britto

D. G. Secretary—Bro. A. O’D. Gnnrdin
D. G. S. D.—W.Bro.T.E. Cocker (Amoy)
D. G. J. D.—W. Bro. Paul Jordan
D. G. Sup. of Works—W. Bro. E. K. Leigh
D. G. D. of Gere.—W. Bro. G. C. Cox
D. G. A. D. ofC.—W. Bro. C. Pye (Poo-

chow)
D. G. S. B.—W. Bro. J. Eobertson
D. G. Organist—Bro. J. Orange
D. G, Pursuivant—W. Bro. E. W. H. Wood

(Canton)
D. G. Asst. do.—W. Bro. Wm. Penning

(Amoy)
D. G. Steward—Bro. Alt Woolley
D. G. do. —Bro. H. E. Wodehouse
D. G. do. —Bro. H. E. Denson
D. G. do. —Bro. Geo. J. W. King
D. G. do. —Bro. C. D. Weeks (Foo-

chow)
D. G. do. —Bro. C. H. Palmer (Can-

ton)

D. G. Tyler—J. E. Grimble

Eothen Maek Lodge op Hongkong,
No. 264.

Worshipful Master—E. C. Eay
Senior Warden—E. Georg
Junior Warden—P. Jordan
M. Overseer—J. Christie

S. Overseer—W. Boffey
Chaplain—G. C. Cox
Treasurer— H. N.lVIody
Beg. of Marks—J. J. Glceson
Secretary—A. O’D. Gourdin
Junior Deacon—Chas. Grant
Junior Deacon—Henry Clarke
Dh'ector of Ceremonies—M. Falconer
Inner Guard—C. J. Brown
Steward—W. Quincey
Tyler—J. E. Grimble

Masonic Lodges.

District Grand Lodge op Hongkong.
AND South China, 1885.

It tr # ^
Yung-yan-wui kwoon.

D. G. M.—E. W. Bro. C. P. Chater

D. D. G. M.—V. W. Bro. W. S. Adams
D. G. S. W.—W. Bro. L. Mallory

D. G. J. W.—W. Bro. J. Melville Matson
D. G. Chaplain—
D. G. Treasurer—W. Bro. F, E. C. Georg
D. G. Registrar—W. Bro. C. W, Duggan
D. G. Pres. B. G. P.—W. Bro. W. H. Eay

Victoria Preceptort,

Cathay Chapter, No. 1,165,

M. E. Z.—Comp. J. A. Mosely
H.—Comp. W. Kerfoot Hughes
J.—Comp. F. E. C. Georg
Scribe E.—Comp. A. O’D. Gourdin
Scribe N.—Comp. E. K. Leigh
P. S.—Comp. Alf. Woolley
Isf Asst. S.—Comp. T. I. Eose
2nd Asst. S.—Comp. E. A. Gubbay
Treasurer—Comp. H. N. Mody
Organist—
Steward—
Janitor—Comp. J. E. Grimble
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Victoria Chapter, No. 525, E.C.

The St. Mart Magdalene Chapter of
Sovereign Princes, Rose Croix of

H.R.D.M., Ng. 73.

M. W. Sovereign—W. Danby
High Prelate—P. B. C. Ayres
First General—Pb Georg
Second General—P. Jordan
Grand Marshal—E. Mackean
Eaphael—R. K. Leigh
Captain of the Guard—A. O’D. Gourdin
Treasurer—J. Melville Matson
Recorder—J. Hunt
Organist—-J. Orange
Chamberlain—E. A. Hazeland
Almoner—D. Sayle
Equerry—J. R. Grimble

United Chapter, No. 1341, E.C.

Zetland Lodge, No. 525, late 768, E.C.
Worshipful Master—G. C. Cox
Senior Warden—H. E. Denson
Junior Warden—C. G. Bunker
Treasurer—E. Herbst
Secretary—W. M. B. Arthur
Senior Deacon—M. Falconer
Junior Deacon—C. A. Cornish
Director of Ceremonies—Wm. Schmidt
Inner Ghiard—A. G. Death
Steward—S. Creeland
Tyler—J. R. Grimble

Victoria Lodge, No. 1026., E.C.

Worshipful Master—R. K. Keigh
Senior Warden—H. E. Wodehouse
Junior do. —A. O’D. Gourdin
Treasurer—A. Levy
Secretary—C. G. Bunker
Senior Deacon—W. F. D. Cochrane
Junior do. —W. Boffey
Organist—C. S. Goodwyn
Inner Guard—V. A. C. Hawkins
Director of Ceremonies—C. H. Gordon
Steward—R. Blaus
Ibgler—J. R. Grimble

Perseverance Lodge, No. 1165
,
E.C.

Worshipful Master—P. Jordan
Senior Warden— Alfred Woolley
Junior Warden—E. Mackean
Chaplain—
Treasurer—Paul Brewitt

Secretary—H. Robertson Best

Senior Deacon—F. A. Hazeland
Junior Deacon—H. McCalluin
Organist—
Inner Guard—H. N. Mody
Director of Cer.—A. Denison
Steward—R. P. Dipple
Tyler—J. R. Grimble

United Service Lodge, No. 1341., E.C.

Worshipful Master—J. Robeidson
Senior Warden—W. Goulbournc
Junior Warden—G. Rae
Treasurer—J. Hatcher
Secretary— G. J. W. King
Senior Deacon—H. Clarke

Junior Deacon—W. L. Ford
Director of Ceremonies—C. G. Haly
Organist—J. W. Hanson
Steward—W. Quincey
Inner Guard—J. R. Grimble
Tyler—J. Maxwell

St. John’s Lodge, No. 618, S.C.

Right Worshipful Master—Cbas. Grant

Worshipful Senior Warden—W. Ramsay
Worshipful Junior Warden—D. S. Heays-

mann
Treasurer—C. Grant
Secretary—T. H. Tindall

Senior Deacon—J. H. C. Ehlers

Junior Deacon—J. Hodge
Director of Ceremonies—L. Kirchmann
Steward—J. Olsen
Inner Guard—F. Howell
Tyler—J. Maxwell

Churches, Missions, &c.

S. JOHN’S CATHEDRAL.

A g
Tai Lai-pai Tong.

Bishop of the Diocese—Right Rev. J. S.

Burdon, D.D.
ColonialChaplain—Rev.W.Jennings,M.A.
Registrar of the Diocese—
Organist—C. F. A. Sangster
Verger and Sexton—J. White
Trustees—Colonial Chaplain, chairman ex

officio
;
Hon. W. H. Marsh, Hon. E. L,

O’Malley, Hon. A. Lister, Hon, T.

Jackson, H. G. Thorasett, R.N., A. P,

MacEwen
Hon. Sec. Treasurer—Hon. A. Lister

Auditors—A. B. Johnson and
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UNION CHURCH.
Staunton Street.

^ ^
Tai-shek-ch’u Lai-pai-tong.

Minister—
Trustees—Rev. Dr. Chalmers, Gr. Sharp,
D. R. Crawford, H. W. Davis, J.

Macgregjr, N. J. Ede, D. Gillies

Secretary to Committee of Management-
Treasurer—H. W. Davis

Sittings may be obtained on application

to Lane, Crawford & Co., Queen’s Road
Services—Sundays 11 a.m.

Ch’iin-fuJc-yam-ui.

Chtjrch Missionary Society.
Rev. J. B. Ost, C. M. House, West Point
South China Finance Committee—Rt. Rev.

Bp. Burdon, (chairman) Hon. E. L.

O’Malley, Hon. T. Jackson, Rev. J.

Wolfe, (Foochow corresponding mem-
ber) Rev. J. B. Ost, (treasurer and
secretary)

British and Foreign Bible Society.
Corresponding Committee.

Son. Treasurer—H. W. Davis
Son. Secretary—Rev. J. B. Ost

Religious Tract Society.
Corresponding Committee.

Son. Treasurer—H. W. Davis
Son. Secretary—Rev. R. Lechler

Shing 8z-tai-fan Lai-pai-tong.

St. Stephen’s Mission Church.
Native Minister—Rev. Fong Tat-san
Church Missionary—Rev. J. B. Ost

Church Missionary Society Training
Institution.

Garden Road, West Point.
Rev. J. B. Ost

American Board of Commissioners,
Foreign Mission.

ev. C. R. Hager, 2, Bridges St.

ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH.
Wellington and Pottinger Streets.

Lo-matlen-chu-Tcau-f’ong.

Vicar Apostolic—Right Rev. T. John
Raimondi, D.D., Bishop of Acantho

Pro-Vicar Apostolic—Very Rev. G. Bur-
ghignoli

Missionaries—Rev. B. Vigano, Rev. A.
Piazzoli, A. Sasso, Rev. R. Peroni, Rev
A. Beneitti

Native Priests—Revs.M. Leang, A. Leang,
M. Fou

Organist.—R. Pinto

Dominican Procuration for Missions
10, Caine Road.

Procurator—Rev. F. Guilhermo Burno
Vice Procurator—Rev. Fermin de Sn. Ju-

lian

Asile de la Sainte Enfance.
Queen’s Road East.

Rev. Mother Paul de la Croix, superieure

Sisters Benoit Joseph, Pran9ois de Borgia,

Angeline, Augusta, Marie Valentine,

St Agnes, Anna Joseph

Berlin Foundling Hospital.
No. 1, High Street (West.)

Sy-yiny 'joon-yuk-ying-fong.

Berlin Ladies Association.

Superintendent—Pastor F. E. W. Hart-

mann
Mrs. Hartmann
Miss Louise Brandt
Miss L. Siiss

Miss Fanny Schroder (absent)

Miss Anna Schneebeli
Miss L. Cooper

Rhenish Missionary Society.

Rev. W. Dietrich (Fuk-wing)
Rev. Imanuel Geniihr do.

Rev. F. Gottschalk

Lun-tun-chiin-kau-ui.

London Missionary Society,

Staunton and Aberdee Street.

Rev. John Chalmers, M.A., ijJ- L.
Rev. J. C. Edge (absent)

Miss Rowe
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Sy-ying-poon hak-ha lai-pai-tong.

Basil Missionary Society.

Eev. E. Lechler (Hongkong)

Eev. H. Ziegler do.

Eev. C. G. Beusch (absent)

Eev. H. Bender (Kayincbon)

Eev. E. Ott (Fucbukpbai)

Eev. J. Leonhardt (Nyenbangli)

Eev. J. Loercber (Lilong)

Eev. P. Kaminerer (Cbhonglok)

Eev. M. Scbaub (Lilong)

Eev. G. Morgenroth (Chonghangkang)

Eev. 0. Schulze (Kayincbow)

Eev. G. A. Gussmann (absent)

Eev. C. Pritz.scbe (absent)

Eev. T. Dilger (Fucbukpbai)

Eev. E. Kutter (Lilong)

French Procuration of the Mission
Etrangeres de Paris.

Staunton Street.

1 W # ^ ^
Fat-lan-sai Chiin-lcati-tong.

Eev. E. Leinonnier, procureur genG-al

Eev. H. Cliapuis, vice-procureur

West Point Wharf.
Piermaster—J. A. Ablniann.

Assistant do—W. Hatberly

Ofice Gnnner—J. Lebury

Steamer “ Teheran,” 1,661 tons.

Commander—N. J. Nantes

Cbief Officer—T. Leigh

Second Officer—E. H. Suffield

Third Officer—C. Eyder
Chief Engineer—J. Stephens

Second Engineer—J. McLachlan
Third Engineer—A. Crawford

Fourth Engineer—H. Shaw
Boilermaker—J. Turner
Steward in charge—C. E. Goode

Steamer “ Thibet,” 2,127 tons.

Commander—W. B. Mudie
Chief Officer—F. G. Monsarratt

Second Officer—W. Abel
Third Officer—C. I). Bennett

Chief Engineer—W. W. Wilson

Second Engineer—W. Paton

Third Engineer—E. P. Brown
Fourth Engineer—E. Welsh

Sanatorium des Missions Etrangeres
AT Pokfulum.

Eev. C. E. Patriat, superior

Conference of St. Vincent of Paul.

President—A. da Silveira

Vice Presidents—A. B. da Eoza, C. J. Ozorio

Hon. Secretary—
Treasurer— J. C. dos Eemedios
Spirihial Director—Very Eev. G. Burghig-

noli

Public Companies.

PENINSULAE & OEIENTAL STEAM
NAVIGATION COMPANY.

Praya Central.

^ ^7 "3]

Tit-hong-fo-sliun-kung-sze.

Superintendent—A. Mclver
Clerks—E. L. Woodin

A. Woolley
W. Parfitt

E. Osborne
E. P. Campos
E. Sapoorjee
L. P. Campos
J. Webster

B ® j/C ^ ^
Fat-lan-sai-fo-shun~koong-sze.

COMPAGNIE DES MESSAGEEIES
MAEITIMES.

Paquebots Poste Francais.

Praya Central.

Agent—G. de Cbampeaux
Assista^its—E. de Baillou

F. Eadamelle

Cle)-ks—J. F. Tavares

C. Corveth

C. C. Corveth

E. Loureiro

Storekeeper—L. Collago

Steamer “ Tanais,” 1,750 tons.

Captain—A. Paul
Chief Officer—B. EiviSre

Second do. —H. Lemonnier
Third do. —C. Qutholo

Commissaire—E. Tranier

Chief Engineer—A. Cardinot

Second do. —E. Euffier

Third do. —N. Fasceto

Surgeon—X. Vaquer-Talayrac
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Steamer “ Menzaleh,” 1,273 tons.-

Captain—Benois
Chief Of&cer—Vincot
Second do. —Le Maistre Monthrun
Third do. —Vincenti
Chief Engineer—CavardO
Second do. —Soulie

Third do. —Sali^ge

Surgeon—Dr. Kiiss

Purser—Pilatte

Steamer “Volga,” 1,049 tons.

Captain—A. Lafont
Second Captain—Mehonas
First Lieutenant—R''bufat

Second do. —Malaval
First Engineer—Felician

Second do. —Boniface
Third do. —Pnecli

Surgeon—Lamarqne
Purser—Pillot

PACIFIC MAIL STEAMSHIP
COMPANY.

OCCIDENTAL AND ORIENTAL
STEAMSHIP COMPANY.

Office, Queen’s Road Central.

F. E. Foster, agent for China
C. L. Gorham
J. S. vait Buren
A. M. R. Pereira

Lam Man
Suej Woon

Agents.
Singapore—Gilfillan, Wood & Co.

Batavia—Dummler & Co.

Calcutta—Whitney Bros. & Co.

Manila—Peele, Hubbell & Co.

Jmoy—Russell & Co.

MITSU BISHI MAIL STEAMSHIP
COMPANY.

H. J. H. Tiipp, agent

INDO-CHINA STEAM NAVIGATION
COMPANY, LIMITED.

Jardine, Matheson & Co., general manager

Brit. Steamer “ Taisang,” 1,506 tons.

Captain—T. L. Davies
Chief Officer—P. T. Ajne
Second d”. —R. Bradley
Third do. —J. Roope
Chief Engineer—John McFarlane
Second do. — P. McFarlane
Third do. —J. Dawkin
Fourth do. —S. Bradfoot

BniT. Steamer “Wingsang,” 1,515 tons.

Captain—A. D. St. Croix
Chief Officer—J. Amy
Second do. —R. Betcher
Third do. —W. Harcourt
Chief Engineer—A. Lang
Second do. —-W. McIntyre
Thiid do. —J. Dunn
Fourth do. —R. Summers

Brit. Steamer “Kowshing,” 1,354 tons.

Captain—D. Webster
Chief Officei’—T. H. Seilar

Second do. —B. Wan stall

Third do. —
Chief Engineer—Angus Sinclair

Second do. —John Macrae
Third do. —Walter Dunn

Brit. Steamer “ Fooksang,” 990 tons*

Captain—H. W. Hogg-
Chief Officer—J. Bi-emner
Second do. —P. Le Seur
Chief Engineer—D. MacDonald
Second do. —J. Marchie
Third do. —F. Westcott

Brit. Steamer “Kwongsang,” 918 tons.

Captain—W. H. Jackson
Chief Officer—Wm. Woode
Second do. —Wm. G. G. Leask
Chief Engineer—Roht. Lees
Second do. —J. D. Kerr
Third do. —Roht. Wilson

CHINA AND MANILA STEAMSHIP
COMPANY, LIMITED.

Russell & Co., general managers

Brit. Steamer “ Esmeralda,” 395 tons.

Captain—G. A. Taylor
Chief Officer—J. C. Gerard
Second do. —T. McEasson
Third do. —H. Folts

Chief Engiueeer—W. Paton
Second do. —Ch. Creejens

Third do. —T. Whitehead

Brit. Steamer “ Zaeiro,” 675 tons.

Captain—R. M. Talbot

Chief Officer—A. W. R. Cobban
Second do. —G. W. Clark

Third do. —J. Ford

Chief Engineer—T. Rankin
Second do. —D. Patrick

Third do. —F. Bittley
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Brit. Steamer “ Amatista,” 450 tons.

Captain—T. Hamlin
Chief Officer—W. Salmond
Second do. —J. Ross
Third do. —A. Miles

Chief Engineer— J. Francis

Second do. —J. McMillan
Third do. —W. McEarlane

Brit. Steamer “ Diamante,” 514 tons.

Captain—F. J. Stack

First Officer—W. W. Strachan

Second do. —C. Pankin
Chief Engineer—R. Anderson
Second do. —R. Currie

Third do. — E. McCulloch

DOUGLAS STEAMSHIP COMPANY.
LIMITED.

Douglas Lapraik& Co., general managers

Brit. Steamer “ Douglas,” 892 tons.

Captain—S. Ashton
Chief Officer—T. Hall

Second do. —R. Unsworth
Third do. —J. Phillips

Chief Engineer—F. Urquhart
Second do. —J. Hall
Third do. —J. Mooney

Brit. Steamer “ Fokien,” 509 tons.

Captain—F. Ashton
Chief Officer—H. C. Harris
Second do. —W. Davis

Third do. —L. Whiteford
Chief Engineer—A. McIntyre
Second do. —W. McKechnie
Third do. —J. Macinnes

Brit. Str. “ Hai-loong,” 277 tons.

Captain—F. D. Goddard
Chief Officer—D. Wells
Second do. —H. Bathurst
Third do. —R. Spencer
Chief Engineer—W. Roberts
Second do. —Jas. Leslie

Third do. —G. Kew

Brit. Steamer “ Namoa,” 862 tons.

Captain—G. D. Pitman
Chief Officer—J. S. Roach
Second do. —W. Thom
Third do. —G. B. Eldridge
Chief Engineer—W. Clarke, Jr.

Second do. —J. McCreath
Third do. —Greig

Brit. Steamer “Thales,” 820 tons.

Captain—T. G. Pocock
Chief Officer—J. S. Wyilie
Second do. —C. Ousbye
Third do. —A. Morris
Chief Engineer—J. MacDonald
Second do. —F. Musgrave
Third do. —J. Edwards

AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN LLOYD’S
STEAM NAVIGATION CO.

Office, Praya Central.

O. Bacbrach, agent
C. Zanella

J. P. Marques

GLEN LINE OF STEAMERS.
Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

CASTLE LINE OF STE.AMERS.
Adamson, Bell & Co., agents

OCEAN STEAM SHIP COMPANY.
Butterfield & Swire, agents

SHIRE LINE OP STEAMERS.
Adamson, Bell & Co., agents

UNION LINE OF STEAMERS.
Russell & Co., agents

EASTERN & AUSTRALIAN STEAM-
SHIP CO., LIMITED.

Russell & Co., agents

CHINA SHIPPERS MUTUAL STEAM
NAVIGATION COMPANY.

Arnhold, Karberg & Co., agents

AUSTRALASIA, CHINA, JAPAN AND
STRAITS STEAMSHIP COM-

PANY, LIMITED.
Russell & Co., general managers

OLANO, LARRINAGA’S SPANISH
STEAMERS.

Remedies & Co., agents

STEAMERS OF PHILIPPINES GE-
NERAL TOBACCO COMPANY.
Remedies & Co., agents

MARQUES DE CAMPO’S SPANISH
ROYAL MAIL LINE.

Melchers & Co., agents
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NAVIGAZIONE GENEEAL
ITALIANA.

Carlowitz & Co., agents

Kum-Sing Kung Se.

GEEMAN STEAMSHIP COMPANY
OP HAMBUEG.
Kingsin-Line.

Ernst Behre, special agent

COMPAGNIE NATIONALE de NAVI-
GATION PEANCAISE.

ArnLold, Karbei g & Co., agents

NEDEELANBSCH-INDISCHE
STOOMYAET MAATCHAPPIJ.

Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

EUSSIAN VOLUNTEEE FLEET.
Melchers & Co., agents

NOUVELLE COMPAGNIE MAESEIL-
LAISE BE NAVIGATION A
VAPEUE (FEAISSINET CO.)

Adamson, Bell & Co., agents

8har}g-hong-o-fo-shun-lcung-sze.

HONGKONG, CANTON & MACAO
STEAM-BOAT COMPANY,

LIMITED.
Directors—Hon. W. Keswick, chairman,

E. E. Belilios, A. Mclver, Hon. P.

Eyrie, P- A. Gomes
Secretary—T. Arnold

ClerTi—F. A. Ozorio

Agents at Canton—Deacon & Co.

do. at Macao—A. A. de Mello & Co.

Hongkong—Canton Line.

Brit. Steamer “ Powan,” 1,842 tons.

Captain—G. B. Lefavour

Chief Officer—J. Lawrence

Chief Engineer—J. H. Ctiesney

Second do. —J. Browhili

Purser—A. A. da Eocha

Br. Steamer “ Honam,” 1,398 tons.

Captain—T. T. Benning

Chief Officer—W. E. Clarke

Chief Engineer— S. Groundwater

Second do. —T. Clark

Purser—A. d’Azevedo

Hongkong—Macao Line.

Br. Steamer “ Kiukiang,” 1,284 tons.

Captain—A. H. Benning
Chief Officer— J. T. Hardacre
Chief Engineer—0. Jackson
Second do. —Emilio Eodrigues
Purser—D. A. E9a

Br. Steamer “ Kiungchow,” 288 tons.

(laid up Canton.)

Officer in charge—E. Gaine

Brit. Str “White Cloud,” 527 tons-

Captain—S. W. Goggiu
Chief Officer—M. J. Nunes, Jr.

Chief Engineer—D. Murphy

Wharfingers.
HongTcong—J. d’Almeida
Macao—V. Nogueira
Canton—Chop Dollar

CHINA NAVIGATION CO., LIMITED
Butterfield & Swire, agents

Brit. Steamer “ Hankow^,” 2,235 tons.

Captain—John Ogston
Chief Officer—William Pike
Chief Engineer—Jas. Christie

Second do, — Win. Aird
Purser—L. P. Grill

SCOTTISH OEIENTAL STEAMSHIP
COMPANY, LIMITED.

48, Queen’s Eoad.

Manager—G. T. Hopkins
Supdt. Engineer—Wm. Eamsay
Agents—Yuen Fat Hong
Cleric—F. Tsung
Agents at Swatow—Butterfield & Swire

Brit. Steamer “ Danube,” 561 tons..

Captain—J. Newton
Chief Officer—P. Corkery
Second do. —D. Benson
Chief Engineer—J. Inglis

Second do. —G. Young
Third do. —H. Brown

Brit. Steamer “Mongkut,” 858 tons..

Captain—P. H. Loff

Chief Officer—J. Skilling

Second do. — J. Oughton
Chief Engineer—D. Tod
Second do. —J. Brown
Third do. —E. Arnold
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Brit. Steamer “Kong Beng,” 862 tons'

Captain—K. Jones
Chief Offi er—Wm. Allan

Second do. —C. Stonliam
Third do. —
Chief Engineer—K. Kiddo. k
Second do. —D. Smith
Third do. —M. Campbell

Brit. Steamer “ Taichiow,” 862 tons.

Captain— J. Jordan
Chief Officer—W. H. Watton
Second do. —Gr. Scarlett

Chief Engineer—^H. Anderson
Second do. —J. Hunter
Third do. —J. Fernter

Brit. Steamer “ Phra Chom Klao,”

1,011 tons.

Captain—Henry Stratton

Chief Officer—A. W. Outerbridge

Second do. —J. A. Drewes
Chief Engineer—Alex. Dewar
Second do. —John C. Niven

Third do. —David T. Johnston

Brit. Str, “Phra Chula Chom Klao,”

1,010 tons.

Captain—H. H. Lightwood
Chief Officer—E. H. Williams

Second do. — S. Fowler
Chief Engineer—John Henderson
Second do. —M. Cornell

Third do. —J. Lamont

^Two Steamers building.j

MISCELLANEOUS COAST STEA-
MERS. -

•

Danish Steamer “Activ,” 268 tons.

Charterers—Roque & Co., Haiphong

Captain—N. C. Revsbeck
Chief Officer—F. M. Mekelsen
Second Officer—M. A. Svendsen
Chief Engineer—H. Rode

i- Second do. —J. A. G-racias

Gter. Steamer “ Marie,” 704 tons.

Captain

—

J. Holhmaun 3 f:--:-

Chief Officer—W. J. Schiiffr

Second do. —E. Buil

Chief Engineer—C. Grevenitz
Second do. —F. Petersen
Third do. —C. Espelaud

German Steamer “Alwine,” 400 tons.

Agents—Wieler & Co.

Captain—Peter Moos
Chief Officer—H. F. W. Selck

Second do. —P. Madson

Chief Engineer—A. Ungernach
Second do. —C. A. Schwilp

Brit. Steamer “Greyhound,” 226 tons.

Captain—D. Scott

Chief Officer—L. Smith
Second do. — J. Jacobson

Chief Engineer—W. Bennet

Brit. Steamer “ Milton,” 220 tons.

Captain—John Pitman
Chief Officer—W. Angus
Chief Engineer—Crawford

Brit. Steamer “Will o’ the Wisp,”
166 tons.

Agents—Pustau & Co.

Captain—F. Owston

British Str. “Nam Vian,” 435 tons.

Agent—A. R. Marty
Captain—A. Garceau
Chief Officer—Geo. Anderson

Second do. —C. Neilsen

Chief Engineer—T. Menzies

Second do. —J. Marshall

British Steamer “ Saltee,” 352 tons.

Agent—A. R. Marty.

Cajitain—G. Wright
Chief Officer—E. A. Le Gros

Chief Engineer— W. C. Jack

Second do. —J. M. Munro

! HONGKONG AND CHINA GAS
COMPANY, LIMITED.

West Point.

^ M ^ ^
Mui-hi-kung-sze.

Local Committee—Hon. P. Ryrie, chair-

man, Hon. F. D. Sassoon

Manager—H. R. H. Martin

Foreman of Works—W. S. Bamsey
Foreman Fitting Depart.—E. W. Terrey

Clerk— V. Alon(;o

do. —J. AloiiQo

do. —L. Alonso

j

REUTER’S TELEGRAM CO., Ld.

E. George, agent (absent)

1 R. Lyall, acting agsnt
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Tung-po-chatt-kup-o-sz-li-d-Un-po-Tcung-sz.

EASTERN EXTENSION, AUSTRA-
LASIA AND CHINA TELEGRAPH

COMPANY, LIMITED.
Office, Marine House, Queen’s Road

;

Cliief Office, 66, Old Broad Street.,

London, E.C.
W. Dnrran, superiutendent

C. H. Grace, assist, superintendent
S. L. James, senior clerk

S. Corrie Jones
A. Cameron
H. C. Evers
J. C. C. Hendry
E. Antunes
J. F. Wallace
J. Wilson
F. A. dos Reruedios, Jr.

G. F. dos Remedios
P. d’Agostini
F. L. Pereira
F. I. Ribeiro
F. X. da Cruz
F. X. Remedios

mm fT
Tien-sin-hong.

GREAT NORTHERN TELEGRAPH
COMPANY.

Office, Marine House, Queen’s Road.
Iwan Berner, superintendent

H. Duck, electrician

A. Jordan
H. S. Munck
J. Silva

F. Carvalho
A. J. Reed
F. Souza

't* 13 ^ ^
Chung-hwoh-tin-pao-hook.

IMPERIAL CHINESE TELEGRAPH
ADMINISTRATION.

Office, Mirine House, Queen’s Roai
Superintendent—Wa i Chung-yen

NAGASAKI DOCK & ENGIlYEER-
ING WORKS.

H. J. H. Tripp, agi nt

Ilong-kong-wong-po-shun-o-kung.sze.

HONGKONGAND WHAMPOA DOCK
COMPANY, LIMITED.
Head Office—14, Praya.

Directors —W. H. Forbes, chairman, A.
I McTver, v'ce c!i airman, 0. D. Bottom-

!

ley, F. E. Foster, M. Grote, H.Hoppius,

I

Hon. W. Keswick

1

Secretary—D. Gillies, M. Inst. N.A.
Assistant Secretary—R. Cooke
Draughtsman—J. Gow

do. —B. Mitchell

j

do. —S. Moss
I

do. —E. dos Remedios
Book-keeper—L. Hau^ child

Accountant—G. A. Caldwell
Cashier—M. de Souza
Clerk—M. A. A. de Souza
do. —F. X. Ozorio

Kowloon Establishment.
Sup>erintendent—
Engineer in Harbour—A. G. Aitken
Foreman Engineer—W. Wilson
Engineer—J. Holme

do. —P. Boyce
Foreman Shipbuilder—J. Wallace
Foreman Turner—J. Kyle
Foreman Boilermaker—G. Naismith
Foreman Moulder—A. Harvey
Clerk of Works, New Dock—J. R. Mudie
Foreman Carpenter—A. Young
Second do. —J. Smith
Third do, —H. Brost

Sawrniller—T. Kilh.n

Timekeeper—T. Holm
Head Watchman—A. Hogg
Head Clerk—J, Victor de Jesus
Diver, New Dock works—Jas. Millarkey

Cosmopolitan Docks.
Superintendent—H. Smith
Chief Engineer—T. Taylor
Harbour Engineer—E. J. Main
Head Clerk—J. M. de Jesus
Store Clerk—J. W. Cain

Aberdeen Establishment.
Manager—J. Hacclie

Head Clerk—W. Dougherty

Steam Tug “ Fame.”
117 tons, 110 Horse Power nominal.

Captain—A. Stopani

TAKASIMA COLLIERY,
H. J. H. Tripp, agent
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NEWCASTLE COAL MINING COM-
PANY, LIMITED.

Gibb, Liviugstoii & Co., agents

§ it ?? ii- s!
Hong-hong-hak-tim-hung -sze.

HONGKONG HOTEL COMPANY,
LIMITED.

Directors—W-. Kerfoot Hughes (chair-

man), D. McCulloch, W. Parfitt, A. dos
Remedies

Secretary—Louis Hausebild

WANCHAI GODOWN COMPANY.
Office, 6, Queen’s Road,

w. Kerfoot Hughes, agent
J. Isaac Hughes

^ 0 li ^
Chung-wah Fo-cheh Tong-Tcooh.

CHINA SUGAR REFINING COM-
PANY, LIMITED.

East Point.

Jardine, Matheson A Co., general agents

G. R. Stewart, chi f clerk

A. Rodger, chief sugar hoiler

G. Ferguson, chief engineer

A. M. Humphreys, Jr., chemist

A. C. More, clerk

E. M. Hyndman, accountant

E. E. da Silva, clerk

R. H. Heard, do.

A. J. Brandao. Jr. do.

A. M. Ferreira, do.

J. F. de Souza, do.

J. Fletcher, sugar boiler

J. Duncan, do.

J. Sutherland, do.

R. Adam do.

J. Rodger, sugar boiler

D. Aitkenhead, do.

D. McRae, foreman
J. Lawrence, do.

J. F. Shuster, do.

A. P. Berlin, do.

J. Webster, godown keeper

LUZON SUGAR REFINING COM-
PANY, LIMITED.

Jardine, Matheson & Co., general agents

TAIKOO SUGAR REPINING COM-
PANY, LIMITED.

Quarry Bay.
Butterfield &, Swire, agents

LEE YUEN SUGAR REFINING
COMPANY, LIMITED.

Bowrington
Directors—Li Yuk Son, chainnan and

general manager, Li King Ting, Chun
Yat Son, Leong Yuen Chieu, Tsang
Yuet Kai

Andrew Johnston, superintendent
Dugald Macfarlane, engineer
John Brown
H. R. Clark
John Petterson

HONGKONG STEAM LAUNDRY
COMPANY, LIMITED.

Bowrington.
Directors—W. N. Bain, (absent) E. L.

Woodin, Andrew Johnston, H. J. H.
Tripp, Wm. Legge

Acting Secretary—Wm. Legge
Alex. Bain, manager
Thos. Martin, laundryman
F. X. de Jesus, clerk

A. M. Rozano, timekeeper
Emma Dowling, laundress
John J. Brown, foreman collector

D. A. Neves, assist. do.

J. P. Rozario, do.

M. Colla9o, do.

J. F. Leon, town clerk

HONGKONG AND^CHINA BAKERY
COMPANY, LIMITED.

General Managers—Lane, Crawford & Co.

HONGKONG ROPE MANUPAC-
TURING CO., LIMITED.
Belcher’s Bay, Lap Sap Wan.

Russell & Co. general managers
J. M. Scudder, supei intendent
W. Gardner, engineer
F. P. Santos

HONGKONG GLASS WORKS.
W. H. Gritton, superintendent

Heurig hong-suet-chong.

HONGKONG ICE COMPANY,
LIMITED.

Works, East Point; Depot, Ice House St.

Jardine, Matheson & Co., general
agents

Wm. N. Bain, manager
Wm. Parlane, chief engineer
Geo. Allan

Wm. Scott
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BEITISH NOETH BOENEO CO.
Agents—Birley, J^alrymple & Co.

CHINESE SABAH LAND FAEMINO
COMPANY.

Agents—Birley, Dalrymple & Co.

Insurances.
Adamson, Bell & Co., agents

—

Merchants’ Marine Insurance Co.,

Limited, of London
Thames & Mersey Marine Insurance,

Limited, of London
London & Provincial Fire Insurance

Co., Limited, of London
South Australian Insurance Co.,

Limited, of Adelaide
Pacific Fire and Marine Insurance

Co., of Sydney
Australian Alliance Assurance Co.,

of Melbourne
The Fire Insurance Association,

Limited, of London
National Marine Insurance Associa-

tion, Limited

Arnhold, Karherg & Co., agents

—

Straits Insurance Company, Limited
Lancashire Insurance Company, Fire

and Life

Java Sea & Fire Insurance Company
National Marine Insurance Company

of South Australia

New York Board of Underwriters
Eecord of American and Foreign

Shipping
Fortuna Allgemeine Versicherungs

Gesellschaft of Berlin

Birley, Dalrymple & Co., agents

—

TJnion Marine Insurance Company,
Limited, Liverpool

Guardian Fire Assurance Company
of London

Norwich Union Fire Insurance So-

ciety, England
Union Fire and Marine Insurance

Company of New Zealand
New York Life Insurance Company

Borneo Company Limited, agents—

>

Commercial Union Assurance Com-
pany, Fire Branch

Butterfield & Swire, agents

—

British and Foreign Marine Insur-

ance Company, Limited
Eoyal Exchange Assurance Corpora-

tion of London
London and Lancashire Fire Insur-

rance Company

# 1 t* !i# fli

Can Ton po Mm Kung Sfae.

Canton Insueancr Office, Limited.
Jardine, Matheson & Co., general agents

Carlowitz & Co., agents

—

Allgemeine Versicherungs Gesell-

schaft fiir See, Fluss, und Land-
transport, in Dresden

Hamburg-Bremen Fire Insurance Co.

Chung-wa-fo-chuk-po-Mm hong.

China Fire Insurance Co., Limited.

Office—45, Queen’s Eoad
Directors—Hon. P. Eyrie, chairman, A.

Mclver, H. L. Dalrymple, W. H. F.

Darby, H. Hoppius, W. H. Forbes
Secretary—J. B. Coughtrie
Assistants—G. L. Tomlin, A. O. Gutierrez

{For List of Agencies see Advertisement)

Chung-ngoi-chung-lcwoh-po-Mm-lung-sze.

ChinaTeadees’ Insurance Co
,
Limited,

48, Queen’s Eoad
Directors—A. Mclver, (chairman), M. E.

Sassoon, L. Poesnecker, J. Thurburn,
H. C. Erdmann

Secretary—W. H. Eay
Clerks—A. S. Garfit, J. B. K. Whittall,

H. P. Wadman, C. Mooney, O. A. da
Cruz, E. C. Barradas, A. Colla90

Shanghai Agency.
Agent—J. E. Eeding
Clerks—W. W. Noel, E. F. Botelho

London Branch ; Waldemar Schmidt,
manager

Melbourne Branch: B. Goldsmith, man-
ager
Agents for London and Provincial

Marine Insurance Co
,
Limited
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The Chinese Insueance Company, Ld.
Directors—E. E. Belilios, chairman, H.

Foss, M. Grote, J. A. dos Remedies,
Lee Tuck Cheong, Fuiig Tang

Secretary—S. J. Gower
Clerks— A. O’ D. Gourdin, F, de S. Botel-

ho, R. A. Pereira

Gibb, Livingston & Co., agents

—

Imperial Fire Insurance Company
Reliance Marine Insurance Company
Commercial Union Assurance Com-

pany (Life department)

Gilman & Co., agents

—

Lloyd’s

North British and Mercantile Fire
Insurance Company

Universal Marine Insurance Com-
pany of London, Limited

Liverpool Underwriters’ Association
Salvage Association, London
The Underwrit is g an 1 Agency As-

sociation

Mannheim Insurance Co., Limited, in

Mannl eim, Germany
Merchants’ Shipping and Under-

writers’ Association ofMelbourne
Committee of Underwriters of Glas-

gow
Underwriters’ Union of Amsterdam
Ocean Marine Insurance Co.
“ Italia,” Societa d’Assicurazoni

Maritime Fluviali e Terrestri,

Genova
“Sebweiz” Transport Versicherungs

Gesellschaft, in Zurich
Lloyd Generali Italiano, in Genova
Royal Exchange Assurance
Comite des Assureurs, Paris

Union Malonine et Servannaise, St.

Malo
Compagnia d’Assicurazioni Generali

in Triest, Limited

Holliday, Wise & Co., agents

—

Manchester Fire Insurance Company
London Assurance Corporation Fire,

Marine, and Life

Munch esterUudoi writers Association,

Limited

# ^ 'k « [f ^
lIony-kony-fo-cliok-'po-M'm-kony-sz.

Hongkong Fire Insurance Co., Ld.
Jardine, Mathesou & Co., general

managers

Jardine, Matbeson & Co., agents

—

Triton Insurance Company
Alliance Marine Assurance Office

Alliance Fire Assurance Office

Lapraik & Co., Douglas, agents

—

Phoenix Fire Insurance Company
Liverpool and London and Globe In-

surance Company

Levy, Alex., agent

—

South British Fire and Marine In-
surance Co. of New Zealand

Linstead & Davis, agents

—

Sun Fire Insurance Company
Standard Life Assurance Company
Boston Board of Marine Underwriters
Universal Life Assurance Society

Boston Marine Insurance Co.

Man-on-po-him-hung-sze.
Man On Insurance Company, Ld.

Directors—Lum Sin Satig (presitlent), Ban
Hap, Tow Chong Peng, Quan Hoi
Chune, Chau Li Cnoy

Secretary—Woo Lin Yuen

Mclver, A., (P. & 0. S. N. Co.), agent

—

Mai'ine Insurance Company

Melchers & Co., agents

—

Austrian Insurance Co., “Donau” of

Vienna
North German Fire Insurance Com-

pany, Hamburg
Swiss Lloyd Reinsurance Co.

Royal Insurance Co., Fire and Life

La Neuchateloise Societc Suisse

d’Assurance of Neuchatel
TransportVersicherungs Gesellschaft

“ Schweiz ” in Ziirich

Easier Transport Versicherungs Ge-
sellschaft

Algemcine Versicherungs Gesell-

schaft, Helvetia

United Swiss Marine Insurance Co.

Rhenania Versicherungs Actien Ge-
sellschaft in Kdln

Germanic Lloyds’, Berlin

Meyer & Co., agents

—

Scottish Imperial Life Insurance

Company
New SwissLloyd Transport Insurance

Company, of Winterthur
Prussian National Insurance Com-

pany of Stettin
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Mody & Co., N., agents

—

Bombay Mody Insurance Company

Musso & Co., D., agents—

-

Q^ssa Marittiiiia diHapoli
Mutua Sorrentina Association

Mutua Reunita di Genova
Registro Italiano

New York Life Instjeance Co.
C. Seton Lindsay, resident manager
Birley, Dalrymple & Co., agents

(For list of Agents see Advertisement.)

No-cliin-na-Jcung-sze.

North China Insueance*Co., Ld.
Queen’s Road

Ale.\. Ross, agent
R. H Beauchamp
C. E. Osmund

Agents for Commercial Union As-
surance Co., '(Marine department)

Norton & Co., agents

—

Queen Eire Insurance Company of

Liverpool

On Tai Po Him Yau-han Kung-sze.

On Tai Insurance Company, Ld.
Head Office, 8 & 9, Praya West.

Directors—Lee Sing, Tsz Kai Tung, Lo
Teok Moon

Manager—Ho Amei

Pustau & Co., agents

—

Fire Insurance Company, of 187?,
Hamburg

Manhattan Life Insurance Co., New
York

Russell & Co., agents

—

Yangtsze Insui’ance Association

Batavia Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

City of London Fire Insurance Com-
pany, Limited

Sander & Co., agents—
Hamburg-Magdeburg Fire Insurance
Company

Schellhass & Co., Ed., agents

—

Bremen Underwriters
Transatlantic Marine Insurance

Company, Limited, Berlin
Hanseatic Fire Insurance Company,

Hamburg

Magdeburg General Insurance Com-
pany, Limited, Magdeburg

Guernsey Mutual Insurance Society,

for Shipping
Providentia Insurance Co., Frankfort
Liibeck Fire Insurance Co., Liibeck

Consolidated Marine Insurance Com-
panies, of Berlin and Dresden

“Rheuania” Versiciierungs Actien
Gesellscliaft, Coeln

Badische Scliifffahrts Assecuranz
Gesellschaft, Mannlieim

Siemssen & Co., agents

—

Globe Marine Insurance Company of

London, Limited
The Transatlantic Fire Insurance

Company of Ham bui g
The Union of Hamburg Underwriters
Samarang Sea and Fire Insurance

Company of Samarang
The Dusseldorf Universal Marine In-

surance Company, Limited, Dus-
seldorf

German Lloyd Marine Insurance
Company, Limited, Berlin

De Private Assurandcurer, Kj rben-

havn
Fouciere, Pester Insurance Company,

of Bu 'apest

Stolterfoht and Hirst, agents

—

Scottish Union and National Insur-

ance Co.
,
London

Tripp, H. J. H., agent

—

Tokio Marine Insurance Company

Turner & Co., agents

—

Netherlands India Sea and Fire In-

surance Company
Northern Assurance Co,, Fire & Life

K U ^ ?f
Yu-yan-yung-min-po-on-Uong.

Union Insurance Society of Canton,
Limited, Praya.

Secretary—N. J. Ede
Clerks—A. da Silveira

C. U. Smart
C. M. Ede
F. dos Remedies
H. de Carvalho
M. F. Barradas

Agents for the Home and Colonial

Marine Insurance Co., Limited
New Zealand Insurance Co.
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Hanks.
Agra Bank, Limited

Gilman & Co., agents, Hongkong

Glia-ta-ngan-hong.

Gkartered Bank of India, Australia, and
Ckina, Queen’s Eoad

T. H. Wkitekead, manager
B. Simpson Shaw, accountant

H. M. Skene, cashier and sub-account.

Thos. J. Anderson, sub-accountant

E. W. Brown, do.

L. d’A. Eoza, head clerk

J, M. Eozario
A. M. dos Eemedios
James Francis
Gopal V. Joshee

L. C. da Silva

G. H. M. da Costa

J. A. Carvalho
F. V. Freire

A. C. Marshall, agent, Foochow
E. G. Eemedios, clerk, do.

A. J. M. Inverarity, mgr. Shanghai
J. Macmorran, accountant. do.

and agent at Hankow
E. B. Skottowe, sub-acct. Shanghai
E. G. Moberly, agent, Yokohama
John Wilson, accountant do.

P. W. Mein, agent, Manila
Jas. West, acct. & sub-agent do.

A. S. Harper, sub-acct. do.

J. B. Lee, do. do.

W. H. Young, agent Iloilo

Wm. Dougal, manager, Singapore

J. C. Budd, do. Penang

^ ^ij tr
Yow-le-ngan-hong.

Chartered Mercantile Bank of India, Lon-
don, and China, Queen’s Eoad

J. Thurburn, manager
G. H. Scott, acting accountant

W. B. Eobertson, asst, accountant

E. Z. Pereira

E. J. dos Eemedios
A. A. da Silva

Geo. Wilson, act. manager (Shanghai)

R. L. Symes, accountant do.

J. M. S. da Silva do.

A. Pereira do.

F. C. Bishop, manager (Yokohama)
E. J. Coxon, asst, accountant do.

Boyd & Co., agents (Amoy)
Purdon & Co., agents (Foochow)
Smith, Bell & Co., (Manila)

Comptoir d’Escompte de Paris

at Eussell & Co.’s Office

J. Arranger, agent

Deutsche National Bank at Bremen^
Melchers & Co., agents

Gilman & Co., agents for payment of cir-

cular notes

National Provincial Bank of England
London and Westminster Bank
Stock holms Eriskilder Bank
Bank of New Zealand
Ulster Bank, Limite<l

±.'M '<1

Hong-kong Shang-hai Ngan-hong.
Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Cor-

poration, No. 1, Queen’s Eoad
Thomas Jackson, chief manager
G. E. Noble, sub-manager
H. M. Bevis, acting chief accountant

H. E. Coombs, acting sub-accountant

A. D. Mactavish
W. H. Gaskell

V, A. C. Hawkins
G. Stewart
H. M. Thomsett
C. S. Addis
D. H. Mackintosh
W. H. Wallace
C. J. Gonsalves

A. Jorge
F. M. da Luz
A. A. Gutierrez

V. A. P. Colla90
J. M. Eemedios
A. F. Eemedios, Jr.

F. A. Carvalho

J. M. Ferreira

A. M. da Silva

C. F. Carvalho
Ewen Cameron, manager (Shanghai)

(absent)

John Walter, acting manager do.

A. Veitch, sub-manager do.

L. C. Balfour, act. acc’nt (absent) do.

E. Wilson, acting accountant do.

G. M. Byres do.

H. Hewat do.

J. C. Nicholson do.

J. Moffat do.

J. R. M. Smith do.

H. E. E. Hunter do.

T. McC. Browne do.

G. T. How do.

A. J. Nicol do.
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B. Ruttonjee

A. J. Diniz
D. M. Gruterres

B. de Souza
S. J. Rangel
E. E. Soares

J. de Souza

(Shanghai)

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

E. Morriss, act. manager (Yokohama)
J. F. Broadbent, accountant do.

E. J. Pereira do.

G. Gower Robinson do.

A. H. Dare do.

P. E. Cameron do.

W. A. Oram do.

C. H. Wilson do.

J. A. Jeffrey do.

G. P. Gordo do.

J. M. de Sa Silva do.

J. P. P. Colla9o do.

J.P. Wade Gardner, agent (Foochow)
F. W. Barff do.

A. H. C. Haselwood, agent (Hiogo)
H. H. Vacher do.

C. L. Anderson do.

D. Jackson, acting agent (Hankow)
F. de Bovis, agent (abs3nt) (Tientsin)

G. C. de St. Croix, actg. agent do.

E. G. Hillier do.

J. G. Hodgson, agent (Calcutta)

E. H. Oxley, accountant do.

A. B. Anderson do.

J. C. Pet r do.

J. M. Grigor, agent (absent) (Bombay)
G. R. Johnston, acting agent do.

A. W. Maitland, accountant do.

T. S. Baker do.

Jas. Maclean do.

R. Home Cook, agent (.\moy)
W. N. Dow do.

D. McLean, manager (London)
W. Kaye, sub manager do.

G. H. JBurnett, accountant do.

E. Morel, agent (Lyons)
C. S. Haden, Jr., accountant do.

C. J. Barnes, agent (Manila)
G. H. Townsend, act. acc’tant. do.

H. Lamond do.

John McNab, asent (Iloilo)

W. H. Harries, agent (San Francisco)
M. M. Tompkins, accountant do.

H. S. Green do.

A. E. Cope, agent (Saigon)
A. Perrin do.

W. G. Greig, manager (Singa,pore)
G. W. Butt, act. accountant i, .

J. Maclaren df .

J. McLennan do.

A Barron (Singapore)

M. C. Kirkpatrick do.

C. B. Rickett, acting agent (Penang)
R. C. Guinness do,

A. Maccoll, agent (Batavia)

D. B. Grant, acting acc’tant do.

A. M. Townsend, agent, (New York)
W. B. Thomson, act. accountant do.

J. D. Taylor do.

A. A. Whelan do.

National Bank of Scotland

Borneo Company, Limited, agents

National Bank of India, Limited
Turner & Co., agents

New Oriental Bank Corporation, Limited^
Queen’s Road

J. Melville Matson, manager
William Watson, manager, Shanghai
G. W. F. Playfair, manager, Yokq,
hama

Kam-po-ngan-hong.
Oriental Bank Corporation, in Liquida.,

tion. Queen’s Road
J. Melville Matson,

|
attorneys for oL

H. Howard Taylor, j cial liquidator

Ernest W. Rutter, assit. accountant

Chas. F. McKie, do.

F. J. Barros

William Watson,
John R. Haggitt,

P. M. de Carvalho

attorneys for the
official liquida-

tor, Shanghai
do.

G W F Plavfair 7
attorneys for the

’ official hqmda-
’ ) tor, Yokohama

Jas. Ralston, assist, acc’tant. do.

H. A. Herbert, (Hiogo)

Merchants, Professions, Trades, &c.

Teen-cheung.

Adamson, Bell & Co., merchants
F. H. Bell (Shanghai)

C. Lyall Grant (London)
F. M. Youd (London)

F. Dodwell
E. .S. Whealler
A. A. Botelho
L. P. Campos
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M^ola & Co., A., drapers and storekeep-

ers, Wellington Street

Abdoolally, Abdoolhoosen, merchant and

commission agent, 18, Graham St.

jit tg ±
A-tam-se.

Adams& Stockwell, medical practitioners.

Bank Buildings, Wyndbam Street

W S. Adams, M.B., C.M., bealtn

officer of the Port, and medical

inspector of emigrants, ;
residence,

“ Forest Lodge,” Caine Eoad

Jas. Stockwell, L.R.C.P.E., L.R.C.S.E.,

4, Lower Mosque Terrace

A Fong, pliotograplier. Ice House Street

R. Douglas

it
Me-l-e-yewng-ho'ng.

Allv & Co., Haiee Mirza M abomed, mer-

cbants, Lyndburst Terrace

Hajee Mirza Mabomed Ally, ma-

nager
Mahomed Ally

Mirza Ebrabim
Mirza Mobsen

S tr &
An-ta-sun.

Anderson, Geo. C., marine surveyor and

surveyor for Bureau Veritas, 4, Praya

Central

G-. Yvanovicb

Anton, James Eo^^H and bullion bro-

ker, (absent)

?,l 'll' yf
Ap-lca-liong.

_ .

Arcar, A. M., merchant and commission

‘agent, 21, Gage Street

A. G. Apcar, Jr.

'•Armazem Cooperativo,” Limited, 30,

Lyndburst Terrace ^ ^ a
Jose- A. dos. Eemedios, V. C. da Eo-

cba, F. J. V. Jorge, directors

C. J. Xavier, manager

Annstvong, J. MTOovernment ano-

tioneer and commission agent, JNo.

Queen’s Eoad Central

J. M. Armstrong
Y. dos Eemedios

Arnbold;
Praya

M sE tt
Std-lcee-yeung-liong,

Karberg & Co., mercbauts,

Jacob Arnbold (London)

Peter Karberg do.

L. Poesnecker
Ph. Arnhold (Sbangbai)

J. Kramer (Canton)

H. Midler do.

R. Marten
G. D. Boning

C. P. Karberg
Max. Knobbe
F. Gotz
Theo. Lutz

J. Luz
L. de Britto

C. Beurmann
G. Sacbau

(Shanghai)

do.

L. Suidter, silk inspector, do.

^^±1}W B
A-sze-M E-sze-mo.

Asgar, H. A., & Hajee Esmail, mercbants,

17, Gage Street

M. E. Asgar (absent)

H. M. S. Esmail

H. A. K. Sbeerazi, broker

B. A. Eranee

Baily, Herbert M., barrister-at-law, 43,

Queen’s Eoad

Barretto, A. L., share broker

Basa, Jose Maria, mercbant and commis-

sion agent and proprietor of City of

Manila Cigar Store,’ 61, Queen s Eoad

Central

J. M. Basa
Emileo Basa

.

Silvesrte Arlequi, manager of cigar

store

0 M M
PiM-la-see.

Belilios & Co., mercbants, Lyndburst

Terrace

E. E. Belilios

J. B. Elias

K. J. Gomes
A. T. G. da Silva

A. G. B. Soares
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Behre, Ernst, special agent for German
Steamship Company of Hamburg, Ma-
rine House, 15, Queen’s Road

Bhabha, S. B., ship-broker, Elgin Street

Bhassania & Co., Cursedjee Ookerjee,

general merchants and commission
agents, 16, Peel Street

Cursedjee Ookerjee Bhassania
Eduljee Jarnsetjee Deeguria

Aderjee Eduljee

Cowasjee Rustomjee Daffa

Bhuggut, Rustomjee Ruttonjee, commis-
sion agent, 32, Gage Street

Bird and Palmer, arcbitects, surveyors,

and civil engineers, 15, Queen’s Road
S. Godfrey Bird
Clement Palmer, A.R.I.B.A.

Arthur Turner, M.A.A.
To Cheok and others

Pa-lee.

Birley, Dalrymple & Co., merchants, 6,

Queen’s Road
H. L. Dalrymple

t;
Pek-lih-het.

Blackhead & Co., P., shipchandlers, sail-

makers, <fec., Praya Central
B. Sch-warKkopf (absent)

J. H. Smith
F. H. Hohnke, signs the firm

F. Schwarzkopf
A. Wohlters
M. Leon

Poon-niu-kting-sze.

Borneo Company, Limited, merchants
Queen’s Road

Also of London, Manchester, Singapore,
Batavia, Sarawak, and Bangkok

H. Foss, manager
T. I. Rose, signs per pro

A. F. Ribeiro
F. F. Ribeiro

^ ^
Po To-ma.

Bowler, Thos. Ide, merchant, and general
commission agent, assayer and valuator
of minerals and mineral ores. Queen’s
Road Central

Ba-lan-da-o.

Brandao & Co., 35, Wellington Street
F. A. Gomes
J. B. Gomes, Jr.

A. J. Gomes
D. Alemao

Hung Fat.

Brewer, Walter W., bookseller, stationer,

photographer, news agent, music deal-

er, fancy goods dealer and tobacconist.

Queen’s Road
W. W. Brewer
W. Reed

Pong -long-clmn-sz.

Brown, Jones & Co,, undertakers, 6,

Queen’s Road East
E. L. Staiofield

Buvnie, E., surveyor to Lloyd’s Register,

and for Jjocal Insurance ofiBces, 14,

Praya
E. Burnie

T. A. Xavier

± A
Tai-Tcoo,

Butterfield and Swire, merchants, Queen’s
Road

J. S. Swire (England)
W. Lang (Shanghai)
J. H. Scott do.

F. R. Gam well (England)
E. Mackintosh
H. Matchitt
A. Shepherd
W. Poate
J. Hunt
P. Carr
F. H. Sawyer
J. I. Hazeland
J. R. Ribeiro

V. Ribeiro

F. Korn
J. Turnbull
A. Dickson
J. Blake
T. Arthur
D. Brown
W. Roman
N. McDonald
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J. Muldoor
Pat. McLeish
W. Werleigh
J. Waddell
W. Wark
J. Boden
S. Kibeiro

G. Knobloch
R. Wilson
J. Hai'vie

Alex. Wright
A. Burrows (Shanghai)
H. B. Endieott do.

James Hall do.

P. B. Aubert do.

H. Baker do.

E. Tomlin do.

H. Smith do.

D. Nesbitt do.

E. B. Dowley do.

Stuart Smith do.

J. W. Callaway do.

John Whittle do.

Alex. Cane do.

T. Ford do.

J. B. Fonseca do.

A. J. Noronha do.

W. de St. Croix (Kiukiang)
J. L. Brown (Hankow)
W. J. Robinson (Foochow)
G. Martin do.

L. W. Helbling do.

J. C. Bois (Swatow)
L. Grunauer do.

James Dodds (Yokohama)
E. J. Geoghegan do.
E. Walker do.

H. L. Baggallay do.

Ko-lo-wan.

Caldwell, D. E., solicitor and proctor, 52
Queen’s Road Central

D. E. Caldwell

A. A. Mar9al
Sin Hon
J. T. d’Almada e Castro
Cban Yau
Chan Shau

Campbell, H. hairdresser, perfumer, and
wigmaker. Bank Buildings, Queen’s

Road
H. Campbell

F. Hunerfauth
K. Otto Kitame
M. Tora Kitchie «

1m sg « ±
Ka-lo-wit-se.

Carlowitz & Co., merchants. Ice House
Lane

R. von Carlowitz (Germany)
W. Rost (Hamburg)
C. Erdmann (Canton)
B. Schmacker
Alf. Krauss (Shanghai)

C. von Bose (absent)

Max Paquin, signs per pro.

H. Sanders
Gust. Schmidt
J. M. Carvalho
J. M. V. de Figueiredo, Jr.

H. Janns (Canton)
Fred. Salinger do.

P. Sachse do.

R. G. de Souza do.

R. Joergeus (Shanghai) signs per pro.

P. Blesky do.

A. Holm do.

Theo. Rufif do.

Carter, Thos., shipwright and blacksmith,

14, Tank Lane

1}W

Ka-sum-hhoy.

Cassumbhoy, Ebrahim, furniture ware-

house, 9, 11, 12, 13 and 14, Beaconsfield

Arcade
Ebrahim Cassumbhoy
Sharalee E. Cassumbhoy
A. L. Agabeg

Chat-ta.

Chater, C. P., bill and bullion broker.

Bank Buildings
Paul Jordan

m «•

Chat-ta.

Chater & Vernon, share and general

brokers. Bank Buildings

J. T. Chater

J. Y. V. Vernon
Paul Jordan
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j m g. EP ^ It
TuTc-sun Yan-tzee Tcoon.

CMna Mail ” Office, 2, Wyndham Street

China Mail, every evening except Sun-
day; Overland China Mail, -weekly •, Chi-

nese Mail, daily; China Review, once
in two months

Oeo. Murray Bain, proprietor

Jas. Bulgin, editor

William Watt, sub-editor and re-

porter

A. W. Quinton, reporter

A. S. Souza, book-keeper
N. Sequeira, overseer

Chinese Mail—Tam Tik Kiu, lessee

m f'> ^ rb

Aa-ti-sa-chi-na.

Chinoy, A. H., merchant and comuiission

agent, 26, Graham Street

Ardaseer Honnusjee Chinoy
K. A. Chinoy (Bombay)

Cohen & Georg, share and general brokers
C. _C. Cohen
Erich Georg

S. V. dos Eemedios

Cohen & Gubbay, bill, bullion and general
brokers, 6, Bank Buildings
A. S. Coben
K. E. Gublay

4 If * IP It
Kam-ma-sho-yun-tsz-hoon.

“ Commercial Printing Office,” Welling-

ton sti’eet

J. A. da Luz
C. F. Xavier

® fy
Ko-pa-yeung-hong.

Cooper & Co., H. X., merchants and com-
mission agents, 33, Pottinger Street

H. N. Cooper

Cosmopolitan Store, 35, Wellington St.

P. R. da Costa
H. V, Gomes

Koh-son.
Coxon, A. 7 bill and bullion brokers,

Coxon, G. S. 3 Seymour Terrace

ff $!)fiK*ftlt
Ma-la- san-mun-chi- hoon.

“ Daily Press ” Office, Wyndham Street,

Daily Press, English edition, published

every morning
;
Chung Ngoi San POf

Chinese edition, with a market extra,

every morning; China Overland Trade

Report, fortnightly, for English Mail.

Mrs. Y. J. Murrow (England), pro-

prietrix

E. Chatterton Wilcox, lessee & editor

D. Warres Smith, manager
Geo. C. Cox, sub- editor

C. A. Cornish, reporter

Eavasji Edulji, clerk

E. P. Sequeira, reader

Adeline A. Y. Ribeiro, foreman
F. Almario, deputy foreman
J. M. Sequeira, compositor

L. L. Lopes, do.

L. Eozario, do.

Chuck King, clerk

Chinese Edition.

Xg Chan, general manager
Pat Sui Fong, editor

Ow Kit Sang, sub-editor

Tan-pi-kap-li-Jci-hi-sze-ui-to.

Danby and Leigh, civil engineers,' archi-

tects and surveycrs,13, Praya Central

Wm. Danby, M. Inst. C. E.

E. K. Leigh, A. M. Inst. C. E.

Albert Denison, assistant

Chan A Fook
Mak Sum Tii and others

Daver, Pestonjee Framjee, storekeeper, 4
Lyndhurst Terrace

P. F. Daver
Pestonjee Aderjee

Dawood & Co., Hajee Hasstm, merchants,
Graham Street

f # tr
Hang-tye-hong.

Deetjen & Co., merchants and agents for

Heidsieck & Co., Reims
Carlowitz & Co., agents
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^ H g! HSlicW
Tin-ni-sz-m,o-sap Chong-sz.

Dennys and Mossop, solicitors, conveyan-
cers, proctors and notaries public, 43,
Queen’s road

H. L. Dennys
W. H. E. Mossop

O. Bapt'sta

Ng Tak Sbang
Lau Atsun
E. Antonio

Devjee, Eebmtoola, merchant and com-
mission agent, 24, Peel Street

Dolan, Wm., sbipcbandler, sailmaker, &c.,

21, Praya Central
W. Dolan

C. E. Ozorio

Chung-wo.
Dunn, Melbye & Co., merchants

E. Helga Melbye
F. Sbangam
J. W. Larcina

E-pa-la-him.

Ebrabim & Co., Abdoolally, merchants
and commission agents, 23 and 25,

Gage Street

Essabboy Ebrahim (Shanghai)
Abdoolkader Moosabhoy
Budroodin Moolla Nooroodin
Mahouiedally Moola Cumroodiii
Hassunally Motabhoy
Dawoodbhoy Abdoolally (S’hai)

0 “ Echo da China,” bi-weekly newspaper
Guedes & Co., publishers

J. J. de Souza, editor

Elias, Ismail, draper, Lyndhurst Terrace

Esack, HajeeHamed Hajee, merchant, 16,

Gage Street

Hajee E.^ack Ellias (Bombay)
Oosman Esmail, manager

Ahdoola Kaderdena

Esmail & Co., Hajee Adnm, merchants,

28, Peel street

Peermahomed Kader, manager
Oosman Hajee Adam

^ 7a
I-sze-man-tse.

Esmaljee, A.bdulcader, merchant and
commission agent, 26, Gage Street

Essabhoy Abdulcader, manager
A. Shurufally

Essabhoy, A. M., merchant, 21, Cochrane
Street

Abdoolkad erMoolaEssabhoy (ahsent)

Abdooltyab Moola Essabhoy (C’cutta)

Motabhoy Moola Essabhoy (S’pore)

Abdoolkyum Moola Essabhoy
Tyebjee Motabhoy
Essabhoy Abdoolhoosein (Y’hama)

Ewens, Creasy, solicitor and notary public

45, Queen’s Eoad
C. Ewens

Sin Tak Fan
Yu Sui Wan
Chan Long Hin
Li Yip

Ezra, N. N. J., merchant, Wellington
street

D. Joseph

Faizally, A., and S. Mohomedally, gene-
ral brokers and commission agents,

16, Graham Street

Foh-him-na.
Falconer & Co., G., watch and chrono-
meter makers, jewellers, &c.. Queen’s
Eoad Central

I. B. Falconer

M. Falconer

W. Ross
E. Goodlad
D. Wood
A. A. da Cruz

Family Store, Victoria Hotel Building’

Queen’s Eoad
Hormasjee Eattanjee, manager

Fazulally, Shaikhally, milliner, draper,

&c., 8, Peel Street

Shaikhally Fazulally

Nujmoodiu Jeewakhan (Bombay)
Abdoolcarrim Abedin
Mahomedally Fazulally

Abdoolhoosen Hoosenally
Nujmoodin Keekabhoy
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Fenwick & Co., George, engineers, &c.,

Wanchai
Geo. Fenwick

J. K. Kebbeck, engineer
H. Hyndmati, Jr.

C. Deme

Fournier & Co., Henr}', storekeepers and
wine merchants, 48, Queen’s Road
K Fournier

Framjee Hormusjee & Co., merchants,

41, Queen’-s Road Central
D. M. Mebta
H. M. Mehta
M. S. Mehta (Bombay)

F. Dorabjee '

S. D. Cbajigur
J. B. Davur

Francis, John Joseph, barrister-at-law,

J.P., 16, Bank Buildings

Gate and Fairall, milliners and dress-

makers, Queen’s Road
Miss Gate
Miss Fairall

Mrs. Texeira

^ oj
Ki-p -hung -see.

Gibb, Livingston & Co., merchants, Lom-
bard street

A. G. Wood (Shanghai)
A. McLeod do.

W. H. F. Darby
B. Layton

C. S. Gooclwyn, Jr.

C. S. Barff

C. F. Ozorio
R. R. Robarts

H. P. Tennant (Foochow)
H. Clyma do.

F. G. "White (Shanghai)
C. S. Sharp do.

H. Sheppard do.

E. Halton, Jr. do.

H. R. Kinnear do.

R. G. Gibb do.

E. C. Ozorio do.

Gomes, A. S., M.D., M.R.C.S., medical
practitioner, Elgin St.

Gordon & Co., A. G., engineers, iron and
brass founders, Bowrington

A. G. Gordon
J. A. Paffa, engineer

J. V. P. de Jesus, accountant

Po-wai-piu teem.

Gaupp & Co., Charles J., chronometer and
watchmakers and jewellers, Queen’s
Road

J. Reiser

C. Heermann
P. Speidel

P. Heerman
R. Stahlberg

Ka- lack- e-sang.

derlach, C., M.D., medical practitioner,

1, Alexandra Terrace

Tai-ping Kong.
Gilman & Co., merchants, d’Aguilar St.

W. S. Young
G. Slade (Foochow)
A. McConachie

B. P. Dipple
J. A. da Costa
L. M. F. Grant (Foochow)

Gotla & Co., P. D., shopkeepers, 18, Peel
Street

Pestonji Dorabji Gotla
Cowasji Dorabji Gotla

mile
Ki-li-fi.

Griffith & Co., D. K., London Aerated
"Waters Manufactory and general agents,

1, Duddell St.

D. K. Griffith

C. W. Kew

& B SB tS
Ki-li-fi-ying-seung.

Griffith, D. K., portrait and landscape

photographer, 1, Duddell St.

ili M tr
Sun-lee.

Grossmann & Co., merchants, 1, D’Aguilar

Street

C. F. Grossmann
R. Schultz
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^ l'> EP ^ It
8o-sha-yan-tze-l:oon.

Guedes & Co., printers, and bookbinders
;

publishers of “Catholic Eegister,” wine
merchants, aerated waters manufac-
turers, and commission agents, corner

of Wellington and d’Aguilar Streets

F. D Guedes
S. A. Marq-al

F. M. Franco
D. Mar9al
M. Machado
A. Santos
E. A. de Souza
J. Franco
Tsu Fook, Chinese translator

H. B. Woodford, aerated waters
department

Guedes, J. M., auctioneer, broker, and
house and land agent

n # iTp ^ tt
Kot- ie-le-yinUze-hoov.

Gutierrez, R. F., printer, 12, Wyndham
Street

$ tp.
Hap-hi-hoy.

Habibbboy, Eehemebboy, merchant, 11,

Peel Street

R. Habibbboy (Bombay)
Moledina Varjee, manager
K. Sheriffbhoy

mill##
Ha-li-sou-ching-yeung-hum.

Hahn, .A., practical piano tuner and re-

pairer, importer of musical instruments,

Beaconsfield Arcade

Hancock, A., bill& bullion broker (absent)

Hancock, Sidney, bill and bullion broker

mis:
Wah-iai.

Harris, Goodwin & Co., merchants, 16,

Stanley St.

Felix Goodwin (Birmicghan)
Ezra Edmund Harris (London)

S. S. Lowe
F. E. L. Soares
J. W. Broadbent, Shanghai
E. Austin, Singapore

Hartigan, W. McK., M.K.C.P. and L.M.,
L.R.C.S.I., The Hermitage, Caine Road

+ A Hi

Hoi-a-man-hop-sz-kung-sze.

Heuermann, Herbst & Co., shipchand-
lers, sailmakers, provision merchants,
and general storekeepers, 12a, Queen’s
Road (ojrposite Hongkong Hotel)

F. W. Heuermann
E. Herbst

'(5] A ^
Ho Kai tai lut sze.

Ho Kai, M.B., C.M., M.R.C.S. Eng., bar-

rister-at-law, 16, Bank Buildings
Teong TJ-kwai, clerk

ii! # ±
Ha-la-te-wai-se.

Holliday, Wise & Co., merchants, Praya
John Holliday (Manchester)
C. W. Farbridge do.

J. F. Holliday do.

C. J. Holliday (Shanghai)
A, P. MacEwen
A. Grundy (Manila)

Cecil Holliday (absent)

J. C. Hughes
W. H. Dobson
A. J. Vieira

J. P. Pascoal

C. J. de Rocha
A. J. G. Pereira

J. W. Williamson (Shanghai)
F. Anderson do.

F. E. Nicol do.

A. Ross do.

L. Barretto do.

A. Rozario do.

S. A. de Souza do.

H. Ashton (Manila)
R. Thistlethwaite do.

J. A. Mackay do.

Holmes, Henry J., attorney, solicitor, and
proctor, 24, Queen’s Road
Henry J. Holmes, solicitor

J. Y. Cameiro
Yam Kwan Un
C. B. da Roza
Mah Yan
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«;±
Hom-see.

Holmes, G-eorge, ship broker, &c. Queen’s
Road; residence, “Norman Cottage,”

Albany Road

# ’/# M tT ^'C It
Heung-Jcong so-ta-sliui-lcoon.

Hongkong Soda Water Manufacturing
Company, 6a, Hollywood Road

J. P. da Costa
D. A. d’Eca

A. P. Senua

+ W M « it
Sz-mit-sun-mun-chi-Tcun.

“ Hongkong Telegraph ” (daily), office

6, Pedder’s Hill

Robt. Fraser-Smith, editor and propr.

M. L. Salamon
Wm. Cruise, sub-editor

Leung Akit, manager
J. Assump9ao, reader and foreman

Song-hong Wanchai Muh-un.
Hongkong Timber Yard, Wanchai

L. Mallory, proprietor

Tai-ma-fong-ngau-nai-po.
“ HorseRepository ” andHongkong Dairy,

Garden Road, rear of Murray Barracks
J. Kennedy

D. Kennedy
A. Pointer

Sciu-wai.

Howard & Co., Thos., merchants. Bank
Buildings, Wyndham Street

Thomas Howard

Hughes, E. Jones, share and general bro-

ker and auctioneer, Pedder’s Street

^ SE
Wo-Tcee.

Hutchison, John D., merchant. Queen’s
Road Central, and 24, Stanley Street

Shiu cJieong-yeung-Jiong.

Humphreys & Co., W. G., merchants and
commission agents. Queen’s Road, and
Avenue Buildings 2-4 Billiter Avenue,
London
W. G. Humphreys
Jas. Black (London)

R. O. Harris
V. Curreem
Ah Kwan
D’Arcy, (London)
Robt. Humphreys, do.

Jamasjee J., cotton and yarn broker,

26, Hollywood Road

Jamsedjee, P., broker, 19, Peel street

Jamsetjee, Eramjee, general broker, 28,

Peel Street

Cha-teen.

Jardine, Matheson & Co., merchants. East
Point, and 7, Queen’s Road Central

Robert Jardine (England)
William Keswick
Francis Bulkeley Johnson (absent)

W. Paterson (absent)

J. Bell-Irving

J. J. Keswick (Shanghai)
Herbert Smith do,.

John Macgregor
H. C. Maclean
C. S. Taylor
E. P. Alford

A. MacClymont
E. E. Dear
Kenneth McK. Ross (absent)
Wm. Aitchison
F. H. Slaghek
C. W. Richards
D. Machaffie

W. A. Cruickshank
G. C. Anderson
J. G. T. Hassell

C. W. Dickson
J. P. da Costa
G. A. Tvanovich
F. H. Azevedo
G. dos Eemedios
A. A. dos Remedios
A. de Britto

A. J. V. Ribeiro
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G. M. de Carvalho
F. X. V. Ribeiro
J. M. G. Pereira
J. P. da Costa, Jr.

J. M. V. Ribeiro
B. F. S. dos Reniedios
R. W. H. Wood (Canton)
E. Ward (Shanghai)
D. Glass do.

E. H. Kenny do.

E. T. Blair do.

Jas. J. Bell-Irviiig do.

R. Kennedy
J. T. MacEwen
W. E. Allum
H. T. Allan
G. T. Veitch
James McKie
R. Inglis

T. F. Hough
A. E. Reynell
M. C. Macleod
W. Maitland
L. Roustan
C. Gatti

E. J. de Conto
A. Yvanovich
L. A. Tavares
A. F. da Sa
L. J. Sa
T. Pollard

C. King
D. da Roza
B. A. Clarke
Edmond Cousins

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

(Foochow)
do.

do.

(Hankow)
(Tientsin)

(absent)

R. Craig, special agent, (Swatow)
Drummond Anderson do.

W. F. Inglis do.

W. B. Walter (Yokohama)
C. F. Hooper do.

H. 0. Noyes do.

W. C. Bing do.

H. Geslien do.

A. C. Reid do.

G. Gilbert (Yokohama)
V. Faga do.

Ryle Holme (Nagasaki)
G. L. Montgomery (New York)
Robert Macgregor do.

JootraKhamisa, draper, 88, Wei lington St.

Joseph & Kelly, share and generalbrokers,

16, Bank Buildings
S. A. Joseph
E. S. Kelly

Just & Grobien, bill and bullion brokers
H. Z. Just, 14, Albany Road
F. A. F. Grobien (Shanghai)

Kapudia & Co., Sduljee Maneckjee, mer-
chants, 63, Wyndham street

Eduljee Maneckjee Kapudia

Kavarana & Co., S. F., merchants and
commission agents, 16, Peel Street and
Honam, Canton

S. F. Kavarana
A. Keekabhoy

sTi
Pit-fat.

Kelly & Walsh, pitblishers, printers, book-
binders, booksellers, stationers, musio-
sellers, newsagents, tobacjouiats, &c.
Queen’s Road

;
agents for Henry S.

Kiog Co., London
T. Brown (Shangliai)

Chas. Grant, manager
T. Davidson
T. H. Tindall

R. V. Ribeiro

(See Advertisement.)

Khrass, Jehangeerjee Pestonjee, mer-
chant, Victoria Hotel

Kwong-yiy 8hiung-ui

Eogio Shokwai, 20, Praya West
Riozo Oishi, agent

Ko-lo-sa.

Kruse & Co., storekeepers, tobacconists,

and commission agents, 10, Queen’s
Road Central

H. Kuhlmann
R. Schonberger

F. L. Demee

Lamke, J., shipbroker, Praya Central

^um-mat Ye-lang-kwocm.

Lammert,G. R., auctioneer, appraiser, and
commission agent, Duddeli Street

G. R. La.mmert
J. Alabor
S. l iseher

C. H. Lammert
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Lane-ha-la-fat.

Lane,Crawford& Co.
,
general storekeepers?

skipchandlers, tailors, news agents and
auctioneers, Qaeen’s Road

David E. Crawford
John S. Cox (England)

Henry Crawford
^ F. de Sa

Wm. Boffey

John McCallum
H. E. Denson
Harry Ellis

H. H. R^ad
A. H. Kemp
A. D. Death
F. C. Wilford

J. Morden
G. Swales

C. M. Castro

Frederic Townley (Yokohama)
F. 0. Eustace do.

George Booth do.

T. G. Kichmoud do.

J. B. Coulson do.

W. Sullivan do.

(See Advertisement.)

m it tf
Hym-sun-yeung-hong

.

Lemfeke & Co., Justus, merchants and
commission agents. Club Chambers,
d’Aguilar Street

Justus P. Lenibke
Th. Bieber (Shanghai)
M. Troch
R. Fuhrmann
E. Grubitz (Shanghai)

Li-vi.

Levy, Alexr., merchant and commission
agent. Club Chambers

Lin-see-tuk-kung-sze.

Linstead & Davis, merchants, 13, Queen’s
Road
H. W. Davis
F. T. Pearce Foster

C. G. Bunker
F. Mendon9a

t;
Lock-het-e-shang.

Lochhead, John H., M,D., 2, Elgin Street

Lang & Co., Robert, tailors, hatters, shirt-

makers and outfitters, Queen’s Road
(opposite Hongkong Hotel)

Robert Lang
R. J. White

Lowndes, R. W., broker, 116, Queen's
Road East

Loxley, W. R., merchant and commission
agent, 14, Praya
W. R. Loxley

H. H. Loxley

i
Tak-ke-le-se.

Lapraik & Co., Douglas, merchants,
Praya

John S. Lapraik (England)
C. D. Bottomley

J. Grant
T. E. Davies
R. R. Endicott
A. F. dos Remedies
A. G. dos Remedies
F. J. dos Remedies
L. A. Xavier

Ma-kiu-wun-foo-lik-ka-kung-sz.

MacEwen, Frickel & Co., storekeepers,

wine merchants, shipping and general
agents, 53, Queen’s Road (opposite the

Commissariat) agents for North Chines

Herald, Shanghai, &c.

Alex. F. Smith
James Anderson

J. Maclehose

Mackean, E., barrister-at-law, Bank
Buildings

Legge Wm., share and general broker,

24 Queen’s Road central

Mancherjee & Co., Sorabjee, storekeepers

Peel Street

Nowrojee Sorabjee (absent)
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Manson, Patrick, M. D., medical practit-

ioner, Bank Buildings, Wyndham St.,

;

residence 1, The Albany

Marmande, J. P., hair dresser, perfumer)
and wig maker. Hotel Buildings, Queen’s
Road

J. P. Marmande
J. Veigneau
E. E. Ram Olida

If tdi iV o]

Ma-ti-Tiung-sz.

Marty, A. R., merchant and commission
agent, 44, Queen’s Road

A. R. Marty
J. Levesque (Kelung)
P. Marty (Haiphong)
G. J. Sequeira

O. Breuer (Kelung)
H. Delban
Phillips (Haiphong)
Baptiste (Kelung)
E. Carneiro do.

C. Luc do.

9 a # n
Mak-pin-yeung-hong.

McBain, G., broker, &c., Aberdeen Street

C. A. Hon

Lai-yan-yeuk-fong.

Medical Hall, 50, Queen’s Road
E. Niedhardt, analytical chemist,

proprietor

A. Buckow

Mehta & Co., merchants, Hollywood Road
Dinshaw Nowrojee

Mehta, & Co., E. N., merchants, 26, Hol-
lyowod Road
M. P. Tolatee

S. N. Tolatee (Bombay)
E. N. Mehta (Canton)

S. P. Mehta do.

R. S. Tolatee

Mehta, K. B., cotton and yarn broker, 41,

Queen’s Road

Mer.vanjee, S., broker, 28, Peel Street

±
Mat-che-see.

I Melchers& Co.,merchants, Pedder’sWharf

I

Hermann Melchers (Bremen)
Adolf von Andre (London)

I M. Grote

i

C. Jantzen (Europe)

i
St.C.Michaelsen (Shanghai)

J. Goosmann, signs per pio.

Heinr. Prude
G. von Wille
W. Blau
C. Rogge
C. M. do Rozario
A. E. Allemao
T. A. da Costa
G. Liicke (Shanghai)
A Korff do.

A. Haupt do,

P. V. Rodriguez do.

j

J. E. d’Almeida do.

I

Joh. Thyen (Hankow)

j

A. Martens do.

fijft nt!l

Me-ya.
Meyer & Co., merchants, 13, Queen’s
Road Central

F. E. Meyer (Hamburg)
J. H. Gariv ls

F. Lemke, signs per pro.

J. G. Schroter

H. Ehmer
P. F. Rozario
F. X. Rozario
A. M. Barradas

Me-lah.

Millar & Co., A., house and ship plumber
gasfitters, painters, coppersmiths, brass-

founders, and general contractors, Bea-
consfield Arcade, and Queen’s Rd. East
Andrew Millar

M. Rozario
R. Lopez

^ WJ
Mo-tee hiing-se.

Mody & Co., N., 40, Queen’s Road
Ardeshir N. Mody (Bombay)
Jehangerjee N. Mody do.

N. P. Dhalla
Bomanjee L. Batliwalla

Nussurwanjce E. Poonegur
Hormusjee C. Gotla
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Mo-tee.

Mody, H. N., exchange, bill, bullion, and
general broker and auctioneer. Bank
Buildings; residence, Buxey Lodge,
Caine Eoad

Moonshee, S. D., broker, 40, Queen’s
Road

It “
Moll Sam-mun.

More & Seimund, (late BroadbL='ar, An-
thony & Co.) sliipchandlers, Praya

C. H. E. Seimund
P. Harley

Morgan & Stokes, general brokers, 23,

Queen’s Road
Wm. Mostyn Morgan
Arthur G. Stokes

8 jt M ^
Mo-li-tsz-le Koong-se.

Morris & Ray, ship brokers, Bank Build-

ings

A. G. Morris
E. C. Ray

Moorente, R. & M., mercbants, and pro-

prietors of Tutuban Rope Manufactory
of Manila, 33, Pottinger Street

Ramon Mourente
Miguel Mourente

Musso & Co., D., merchants, West Point
D. Musso

T. Moss

mm
Lo-long-ya-yun-tze-hoon.

Noronha & Co., Government and general
printers and stationers, 5, 7, and 9,

Zetland Street
;

“ Government Ga-
zette,” published every Saturday.

D. Noronha
L. Noronha, manager
S. A. Noronha
L. J. Lopez, bookkeeper
B. P. Camjjos, foreman
F. F. Pinna
S. Xavier
0. Franco
S. Silva

J. Gabriel
F. Rodrigues
A. Antonio
D. Ribeiro

Norton & Co., merchants and commis-
sion agents. Queen’s Road Central

Robert Lyall

R. W. Lowndes
Agents for Caldbeck, Macgregor & Co.,

wine merchants, Shanghai

Nowrojee & Co., merchants, 19, G ige St.

C. B. Guzder (Calcutta)

A. R. Guzder (Calcutta)

F. B. Guzder
D. B. Guzder

Nujmoodin Jtewakhan, merchant and
C( mmission agent, 8, Peel Street.

Nujmoodin Jeewakhan (Bombay)
Abdoolcarrin Abedin

Abdoolhoosen Hoosenally

National Printing Press, Hollywood Rd.
L. Xavier
E. V. P. Portaria

•fT ^ '/p ^ ^ sill

Ta-lap-chee min-pau-po.
Nowrojee, Borabjee, merchant, baker and

navy contractor, Victoria Hotel Build-
ings, Queen’s Road

B. Nowrojee
B. Borabjee
S. E. Bux
J. J. Barowalla
P. Pereira
M. Ruttonjee
J. S. Bamazio
Jamsetjee Mulla, godownkeeper

^ 2ls '/g tr
Ngau-pun-lioi-yeung-hong.

Oppenheimer Freres, export ers and im-
porters, 6, Queen’s Road
M. Oppenheimer (Paris)

I. Oppenheimer, China and Japan
C. Heymann, signs per pro.

M. Burand
H. Blum (Yokohama)
V. Lavacry do.

M. Blum (Kobe)

O-le-yan-ta-yeuh-fong.
“ Oriental Bispensary,” 10, Stanley Street

F. P. Soares, manager
I. L. Vieira
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A El H
Pat -pa -lee.

Pabaney, Ebrahimbboy, mercbant, 54,

Lyiidburst Terrace
Abdoolabboy Moomeen, manager

Goolamboosen Yacoobbboy
Mabomedbboy Kassatnbhoy
JEsmailbboy Kbiiujee

Curraallybboy Hossunibboy
Soomarbboy Mowjee, m’gr, S’hai

Curmallybboy Janmabomed, S’bai

.VA
lira /n

Pa-lun-jee.

J?a2binjee & Co., Cawasjee, merchants,
Gage Street

Cawasjee Pallanjee (BomV)ay)
Cursetjee Boinanjee do.

Cooverjee Bomanjee do.

Rustonijee Cooverjee do.

Bbunjeebhoy Cursetjee do.

Hormusjee Cooverjee Setna
Eduljee Cawasjee Pallanjee

Sorabjee Dbunjeebboy Cursetjee

-Maneckjee Cs.overjee Setna

^ ® t?
Pe-a-poy.

Peerbboy & Co., Jairazbboy, merchants,
No 98, Wellington Street.

Jafferbhoy Klietsey, manager
M. Cassumbboy
M. Rahimtoola
A. Hassunibhoy, manager (Sh’bai)

Piron, E., professor of singing, piano and
violin, 44, Queen’s Road

Piron, L,, professor of French and piano,

44, Queen’s Road

Polishwalla, M. B., cotton and yarn
broker, 12, Aberdeen Street

Sf SI
Po Lo Kvng Se.

Powell & Co., W., drapers, silk mercers,

milliners, hosiers, haberdashers an*^

ladies’ and gentlemen’s outfitters, Vi<

toria Hotel Buildings, Queen’s Road
Central
W. Powell

Mrs. Powell
C. M. Rubarts
J. Gomes

iti± %
Pustau & Co., merchants, Queen’s Road

‘

T. J. E. von Pustau
E. L. Reuter

H. Otte, signs per pro.

A. Reuter
C. Denklau
P. A. do Rozario
P. A. Soares

E. Q. Xavier

Le-te-ka-liong.

Riidecker & Co., merchants and commis-
si* 'i agents, Wyndham Street

W Detmers
J. Meier

Rapp, F., auctioneer, appraiser and com-
mission agent, Zetland Street

Lin-nah.

Raynal, G., merchant and commission
agent, 1, Stanley Street

E. Geyer, signs per pro.

Tai-wo-hcng.

Reiss & Co., merchants, Lombard St.

C. Stiebel

M. Adler (Shanghai)
R. M. Gray, silk inspector

S. Hughes, tea inspector

H. E. Tomkins, tea inspector

R. H. Percival, silk inspector

(Shanghai)
S. J. Crutch, tea inspector (S’hai)

C. Banenberg
V. de Souza

Remedios & Co., merchants, Praya Cen-.

tral

Jose A. dos Remedios
J. C. dos Remedios
A. dos Remedios
E. A. Jorge

Spanish Steamar “ Emut,” 314 tons.

Captain—F. Blanco
Chief Officer—H. Aguire
Second do. —M. Godina
Chief Engineer—E. Anguitola
Seccnd do. —J. Ondaro
Third do. — F. Gabica
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mmn
TJ-tong hong.

Eemedios & Co., J. J. dos, mercliants,

Stanley Street

A. G. Romano
J. M. dos Eemedios

Rocha, V. C., sharebroker, 16, Bank
Buildings

Rodrigues, H. J., house and general com-
mission agent, 70, Bridges Street

Rogers, G.O., B.D.S., dentist (absent)

Poate, Herbert, D.D.S., Bank Buildings,

Wyndham St.

Rose, Sayle St, Co., general drapers, silk

mercers, lidies and gentlemen’s out-

fitters, milliners and dressmakers, and
carpet and furnishing warehouse, 31

and 33 Queen’s Road Central

Mrs. J. Rose ITarmon
T. ii. Sayle

livs. Sayle

R. Donaldson
E. R. Hope
Miss Ford
Miss Carr

J. Robarts

No-sa- tsin-fat-tim.

Roza, J. da, barber and hair dresser,

47, Pottinger Street

Roza, J. F. C. da, general broker and com-
mission agent, Boulder Lodge, 1, Castle

Road

Roza, M. M. da, share and general broker,

Boulder Lodge, 1, Castle Road

Lo eha-K-o.

Rozario <feCo., merchants, 8, Stanley Street
F. M. Gonsalves
Augusto J. do Rozario

Lut-ton-chee.

Euttunjee <fe Co., D., merchants, Holly-
wood Road
D. Euttunjee

Kee-cheong.
Russell & Co., merchants, Praya

William H. Forbes
H. de C. Forbes (absent)
John M. Forbes, Jr. (New Tork)
S. W. Pomeroy (London) 1

Charles Vincent Smith (Shanghai)
F. D. Bush (Canton)
G. W. Wheeler

J. D, d’Alineida

L. Calvo
L. M. Baptista

A. Cordeiro

L. Downes
D. J. Dunlop
F. Grimble
J. A. Gutierrez
F. M. Gutierrez

Q. J. Gutierrez
F. Henderson
T. Jones

F. J. V. Jorge
C. S. Moore
T. O’Hashi
C. J. Ozorio
L. C. Ozorio
M. E. S. Pereira

C. C. dos Eemedios
R. Shewan
W. Shewaii

A. E. M. da Silva

C. A. Tomes
G. T. Watson
T. B. Cunningham (Canton)
F. Koch do.

J. M. da Cruz do.

C. A. de Britto do.

B. A. da Cruz do.

J. J. Howard (Amoy)
Francis Cass do.

T. G. Gowland do.

C. C. dos Eemedios do.

A. de Figuereido do.

C. Chamberlain (Formosa)
R. J. Hastings

W. M. Wright
M. W. Greig
Anson Heath
B. Pereira

E. A. Apenes
J. C. d’Aquino
J. A. Ballard

P. Brunat
L. L. Bush
L. Gouilloud

do.

do.

(Foochow)
do.

do.

(Shanghai)
do.

do.

do.

do.

do.
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F. J. Green (Shanghai)
W. ±5. Hopkins do.
A. C. Hunter do.
W. S. Jackson do.
Alb. Johnke do.
D. La Montag ne do.
L. A. Lubeck do.
H. C. Lubeck do.

J. M. Maher do.

J. M. Mur do.

C. der Nembrini-Gouzaga do.

A. F’. dos Remedios do.

F. E. Richards do.

J. P. Roberts, marine
surveyor do.

P. da Silva do.

E. IJ. Smith do.

E. Stone do.

J. D. Thorburn do.

V. D’O. Wintle do.

S. G. Gilbert (New York)
J. B. Manson (Londem) >

Ruttonjee, B. & E., shopkeepers, 22, Peel
Street

B. Ruttonjee
E. Ruttonjee

Sampson, Hector, share and general broker

lU ir
8an-ta.

Sander & Co., merchants and commission
agents. Queen’s Road Central

F. Sander (absent)

Th. von der Heyde (Hamburg)
R. Becker, signs per pro.

Robt. Reinfeldt

& Ja
Sa-soon.

Sassoon, Sons & Co., David, merchants,
Praya Central

Sir Albert D. Sassoon (England)
R. D. Sassoon do.

Arthur D. Sassoon do.

A. M. Gubbay do.

S. D. Sassoon (Bombay)
P. D. Sassoon
J. S. Ezekiel (Shanghai)
M. Moses do.

John A. Mosely
N. D. Ezekiel

J. S. Judah
E. H. Joseph
S. E. Levy

F. Ezekiel

E. S. Joseph
A. J. do Rozario
A. P. da Costa
I. B. Meyer
S. S. A. Benjamin (Ningpo)
G. I. Shekury do.

I. R. Michael (Shanghai)
M. A. Sopher do.

A. J. Rahamim do.

R. S. Judah do.

J. A. Sopher do.

Brit. Steamer “ A. Apcar,” 1,392 tons.

Captain

—

A. B. Mactavish
Chief Officer—J. Thomson
Second do. —M. Holl
Third do. —A. McDonald
Fourth do. — J. de Beaux
Purser—G. Demetrius
Chief Engineer—J. Leslie

Second do. —J. M. Gregory
Third do. —J. Sells

Fourth do. —A. Hewitt

British Steamer “Japan,” 1,065 tons*

Captain—T. S. Gardner
Chief Officer—F. F. Flack
Second do. —T. A. Webster
Third do. —W. Greenfield

Fourth do. —W. Lewis
Purser—J. Gregory
Chief Engineer— M. Graham
Second do. —Hugh Knox
Third do. —M. Rodrigues
Fourth do. —M. Jacob

fi th S
Shun-sa-soon.

Sassoon & Co., E. D., merchants. Queen’s
Road

Jacob E. Sassoon (Bombay)
Edward E. Sassoon (Shanghai)

Meyer E. Sassoon
Sassoon I. David (Bombay)
S. A. Nathan (Shanghai)
David E. Sassoon
Isaac E. Obadaya
J. S. Moses
S. J. Danby
S. R. Marcus
J. E. David
D. S. Gubbay
E. .1. Obadaya
M. S. Silas (Amoy)
I. S. Perry (Foochow)

J. A. Fredericks do.
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S. S. Joseph (Shanghai)
E. A. Hai’cloon do.

J. Moosa do.

M. S. Perry do.

E. M. Ezra do.

T. A. Gubbay (Ningpo)
M. Nissim do.

A. S. Silas (Tientsin)

E. A. Catton do.

Sauvlet, G., teacher of music, 21, Wyud-
ham^Street

yf b
Swt yeurtg hong.

Segon^.ac, E. D. de, merchant, 24, Elgin
Street.

Se-quai-la.

Sequeira, P. A., pianoforte tuner and re-

pairer, Nos. 19 and 21, Mosque Street

+
8z-Teip ]pa.

Scheffer, J. F., ship-chandler and general

£ storekeeper, 21 and 23, Pottinger Street
J. F. Scheffer

Ching Along

^ M a#
8he-la-se.

Schellhass & Co,, Eduard, merchants
Praya Central
Ludwig Beyer (Hamburg)
E. Buschmann
G. Harling (Shanghai)

F. Seip (Europe)
E. Buschmann, signs the firm

E. Aoesser
G. Prosch
E. Pereira

A. Eibeiro, Jr.

E. Wallberg
B. Schweig
G. Atzenroth
P. Hoffmann
A. Gonzalves

(Shanghai)
do.

do.

do.

do.

Shap-uy-tan-ngan-leung-Tcing-he.

Sharp & Co., valuers, negotiators, and,

auctioneers of lands, buildings and
estates, 13, Queen’s Eoad Central

Granville Sharp
A. M. Baptista

Shap-to-la-chong-se.

Sharp, Johnson, and Stokes, attorneys, so-

licitors, proctors, and notaries public
j

office. Supreme Court House
Edmund Sharp, (absent)

Alfred Bulmer Johnson (Crown
Solicitor and general proctor)

Alfred Parker Stokes
G. C. C. Master (solicitor), manag-

ing clerk

Lindoro Eozario
M. A. Baptista, Jr.

M. Marques
Chau Tau Lok, interpreter

Sue tack kung tze.

Schlund and Jackson, merchants, 2, Hud-
dell Street

H. A. Schluud
A. H. Jackson

G. M. Gutierrez

See-mit-kung-se.

Schmidt & Co.,W., gun and rifle makers,
machinists, and dealers in arms, am-
munition, and sporting gear, Beacons-
field Arcade
Wm. Schmidt

)# E
Seem-shun.

Siemssen & Co., merchants. Queen’s Eoad
G. T. Siemssen (Hamburg)
Woldemar Nissen do.

H. Hoppius
P. G. Hiibbe (Shanghai)
A. Gultzow
N. A. Siebs

Leop. Flemming
P. Brewitt

H. T. Siemssen

E. Miller

Joh. Fuloller

F. W. Koch
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C. Bi’oJersen

G. P. Lamme*'t
H. M. Basto
A. H. M. da Silva

T. F. da Sa Alon90
P. A. W. Ottomeier (Shangliai)

C. Flothow do.

D. W. Schwemann (Shanghai)
J. Rief do.

G. Barzaghi do.

G. Siemssen (Foochow)
J. Ruff (Canton)
H. Schroetcr do.

J. A. Corcleiro do.

“ Amot,” Beitish Steamee, 814 tons.

('ai)tain—L. D’ Egville

Chief OfiBcer—W. Ritchie

Second do. —A. Sharp
Cliief Engineer—Harold Brewer
Second do. —R. Barclay

Third do. —R. Johnston

‘‘Ningpo,” Beitish Steamee, 761 tons.

Captain—Wm. Potts

Chief OfiBcer—A. W. Lee
Second do. —W. J. Finney
Chief Engineer—Dalgamo
Second do. —John Muirhed
Third do. —L. Rodeck

Peking,” Beitish Steamee, 954 tons.

Captain—G. Heuermann
Chief Officer—R. Koehler

Second do —W. Brevin

Chief Engineer—Mitchell

Second do. — A. Henderson
Third do. — G. Kydd
Fourth do. —A. Krause

^‘Yangtsze,” Beit. Steamee, 784 tons.

Captain—F. Schulz

Chief OfiBcer—Geo. Pratt

Second do. —Nainhy
‘

Chief Engineer—Jas. Kemp
Second do. —Ord
Third do. —E. L. Siainfield

Silva, E. M. da, share and general broker,

7, Elgin Street

Silva & Co., E^a da, commission agents,

and share and general brokers, Holly-

wood Road
A. A. Etja da Silva

Soares, A. F. de J., share and general

broker

Sr w-^n
Kung-yee-yeting-hong.

Smith & Co., J. G., commission mer-
chants, 43, Queen’s Road
John Grant Smith

Sodutroy, N., merchant, 18, Gage Street

Gorukhram, manager
Dadabhoy R. Kotwall

m m n
8o-lo-moon.

Solomon, Reuben, general broker, Ko. 31,

Elgiti Street

w At m « ''U

U-se-pn-san-sa,

Souza, E. F. de, commission agent,

14, Wyndham St.

E. F. de Souza

Steil, Richard, ship broker, Praya Central

± fiti m !llc

Sz-teh-fun-chong-sz.

Stephens, Mattliew John Henman, solici-

tor, proctor, and notary public, 18, Bank
Buildings, Queen’s Road
M. J. D. Stephens, solicitor, etc.

G. T. Pereira

Lum Ching, clerk and interpreter

He-se- hung-see.

Stolterfoht & Hirst, merchants, Praya
Central

H. Stolterfoht

Chas J. Hirst

0. Wegener
0. H. Framhein
A. Tirnstein

M 'St ^
Ta-ta-Jcung-sz.

Tata & Co., merchanis, Hollywood Road
Nathuram Joravurmull (Bombay)
S. C Tata do.
R. D. Tata

H. R. Cotewal, broker
D. B. Tata, manager (Shanghai)
Kaikaoos M. Tata
N. K. Antia
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Taraehund TliawarJass & Co., dealers in

Indian goods, Queen’s Eoad

Tavaria, Pallunjee Jeevunjee, merchant,

16, Peel Street

Tolatee, B. F., merchant, 26, Hollywood
Eoad

B. F. Tolatee (absent)

P. F. Tolatee

Tan-na Kimg-se.

Turner & Co., merchants. Queen’s Eoad
Phineas Eyrie
E. C. Smith (London)
A. W. Walkinshaw (Foochow)

D. McCulloch
James H. Cox
M. de Carvalho
Gr. Jorge
J. F. Cheetham (Shanghai)
A. Shewan do.

J. L. Place do.

A. E. Gr^ aves (Foochow)
A. N. Mendes, Junr. do.

Ullmann & Co., J., merchants and com-
mission agents, 42, Queen’s Eoad,
agents for J. Eosselet, watchmaker

Felix IJllmann (Paris)

Je. TJllmanu (Switzerland)

Jacques Ullmann
M. Ullmann (absent)

Foo-sheh.

Vaucher, A. E., share and general broker,
commission agent and silk inspector.

Club Chambers
A. E. Vaucher

Vania, E. C., merchant, 24, Gage St.

Ka-la-see-yeuTc-fong.

Victoria Dispensary,” Pedder’s Wharf
W. Cruickshank

Jas. Stephen
F. E. Eozario
Ng Ah Ten

« a vSfr
Fat Ian sat min pau yeung chau hong.

Vincenot, F., wine, spirit, and provision
merchant, and commission agent, 24,
Praya Central

Wassiamull Assomull, dealer in Indian
goods, 32, Queen’s Eoad

# mlt m m
Heung-Jcong-tai-yeuk-fong.

Watson & Co., A. S., Hongkong Disjren-
sary. Queen’s Eoad

J. D. Humphreys
H. A. Woolnough, manager
John Willmott
J. S. Hagen
E. H. Eawlinson
Chas. J. Willmott
John B. Scott, soda water factory
F. H. Phillips

Jos. Platt

J. B. Shuttlewood
S. C Jex
Fung Acheong
Fung Apoey
John Soon Sing

West Point Iron Works
T. J. Col]a90 ,

proiDrietor

Wicking, Harry, merchant and commis-
sion agent, 4 Club Chambers

Tai-hing.

Wieler & Co., merchants, 19, Praya
Oscar Wieler
Gustav Wieler

G. Kiiltzau

Achun

Aa-d-sz-woon-wa-la-Tcung-sz.

Woonwalla & Co., E. S., merchants and
commission agents, 20, Gage Street

Eustomjee Sorahjee Woonwalla (Cal-
cutta)

Sbapoorjee Framjee Turnholy
Nowrojee Framjee Tuinboly

Wot-ton hap Ti-han chong-se.

Wotton and Deacon, solicitors, convey-
ancers, proctors, and notaries public,

35, Queen’s Eoad
Wm. Wotton
V. H. Deacon
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E. E. Wood, solicitor

F. 11. O. Wilson, solicitor

C. E. Bowles, solicitor

M. d’Azevedo
F. Remedios
C. J. Lopes
S. J. Santos
P. C. Souza
U. Eumjabn
Tsang Kam Chiu, interpreter

Lo TaS do.

Liang Ming Tmg, do.

Young-e-sang.

Young, Richard, L.R.C.P. Edin., F.R.C.S.
Edin., (absent)

Young, William, M.D., “ Woodville,” 3,

Arbuthnot Road

Hotels, Taverns, &c.

“ German Tavern,” 248, Queen’s Road
Central

C. F. W. Petersen

Heung-Jcong-hah-tim.
“ Hongkong Hotel,” Queen’s Road

H. St. Clair Greeley, manager
A. Fonseca
C. Bond

“ Land We Live In Hotel,” 294, Queen’s
Road Central

Louis Kirchman, proprietor

“London Inn,” No. 262, Queen’s Road
Central

J. Humby

$ vi J®
Na-skun-na-isau-tim.

National Hotel,” 222 and 224, Queen’s
Road Central
John Olson, proprietor

Hugo Stange, manager

Rose, Shamrock, and Thistle Hotel
Queen’s Road

Jas. S. Lucas, proprietor

¥ It
Sui-sow-hoon.

“ Sailors’ Home,” Praya West
J. R. White, steward
Jno. Shephard

8e4aTc-lio-te-li.

“ Stag Hotel,” No. 110, Queen’s Road
Central

J. Cook, proprietor

G. Snelling

“Star Hotel,” 142, Queen’s Road Central

F. D. Linde, proprietor

“ Victoria Hotel,” 51, Queen’s Road and
22, Praya

Dorabjee & Hingkee, proprietors

Dorabjee Nowrojee, manager
Ismael P. Madar
D. S. Heaysman
S. A. Ismael

Pang Attun
Chan Man Po

“Welcome Tavern,” 312, Queen’s Road
Central

Joachim Gomes

Licensed Boarding House Keepers.

Sailors’ Home, West Point

C. F. W. Peterson, Queen’s road west

Abdool Ismail, Circular Pathway
Alii Moosdeen, Lower Lascar row
Francisco d’Assis, Square Street

Leuterio Vilanueva, Bridges Street

G. Lemon, Queen’s Road West
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Adams, Mrs. W. S., “Forest Lodge,”
Caine Eoad, and Peak

Ackroyd, Mrs., 3, Seymour Terrace, and
“Rockyda,” Mount Kellet

Aitken, Mrs. A. G-., Nullah Side
Aitken, Miss, Nullah Side
Alyes, Mrs. A. F., Caine Eoad
Alves, Mrs. J. L. da S., Mosque Terrace
Alves, Mrs. J. M., Chancery Lane
Anderson, Mrs. G. C., East Point
Anderson, Mrs. Jas., Queen’s Eoad East
Aquino ’d, Mrs. E. H., Shelley Street
Armstrong, Mrs. J. M., “Kurrahjeen”
Arthur, Mrs. W. M. B., Central School

Backhouse, Mrs. J. B., Murray Barracks
Baily, Mrs., Eichmond Terrace, Bonham
Eoad

Bain, Mrs. G. M., Seymour Terrace
Ball, Mrs., 2, West Terrace, Castle Eoad
Barfe, Mrs. S., “The Hut,” Castle Eoad
Barros, Mrs. F., Wjndham Street
Belilios, Mrs. E. E.,Kingsclere, Caine Ed.
BeU-Irving, Mrs. J., East Point
Bell-Irving, Miss, East Point
Berner, Mrs. Iwan, Pokfulum
Bird, Mrs. S. G., “The Grotto,” Eobinson
Eoad

Blackburn, Mrs., Victoria Hotel
Bowdler, Mrs. E., “ Fung-shui,” Mount
Gough

Boyes, Mrs. T., Kowloon Docks
Brewer, Mrs. W., Stanley Street
Brest, Mrs. A., Kowloon Docks
Bulgin, Mrs. J., 4, West Terrace
Burnie, Mrs. E., 6, Seymour Terrace
Buschiuann, Mrs., E., 6, Praya Central
Byramjee, Mrs., 2, Old Bailey Street

Carr, Miss, Messrs. Eose & Co., Queen’s
Eoad

Chalmers, Mrs., London Mission House
Chalmers, Miss, London Mission House
Champeaux, Mrs. de. No. 2, Albany
Champeaux, Miss, de. No, 2, Albany
Clarke, Mrs. W. E., 2, Blue Buildings,

Praya East
Cohen, Mrs. C. C., “ Beauregard,” Bonham

Eoad.
Cook, Mrs. J., Stag Hotel, Queen’s Eoad
Cooke, Mrs. E., Eobinson Eoad
Corcoran, Mrs., No. 7 Police Station
Coughtrie, Mrs. J. B., “ Belmont,” Castle

Eoad

Cox, Mrs. J. H., 2, West Villas, Castle Ed.
Coxon, Mrs. A., 1, Seymour Terrace
Costa, Mrs. P. A. da, Elgin Street

Cramp, Mrs. J., Belvedere Terrace, Bon-
ham. Eoad

Crawford, Mrs. G. A., 3, Morrison Hill

Crawford, Mrs. D., “ Craigieburn,” Peak
Crawford, Miss, “ Craigieburn,” Peak

Dalrymple, Mrs. H. L., “ Stranraer,” Eo-
binson Eoad

Danby, Mrs. W,, Westbourne Villas,

Bonham Eoad
Davis, Mrs. H. W., “ Stonehaven,” Eobin-

son Eoad
Deane, Mrs. W. M., Police Compound
Dejardin, Mrs., Arbuthnot Eoad
Dempster, Mrs., Police Station, Tsim
Tsa Tsui

Dennys, Mrs. H. L., “ Brockhurst,” Peak
Detmers, Mrs. W., No. 1, Wyndham St.

Dickie, Mrs. H., East Point

Eitel, Mrs. E. J., “ Greenmount,” Bonham
Eoad

Erdmann, Mrs. C., Shelley Street

Ewens, Mrs. C., “Stowford,” Bonham Ed,
Ezra, Mrs., Caine Eoad

Fairall, Miss, 10, Queen’s Eoad Central

Fairley, Mrs., Murray Barracks
Falconer, Mrs. A., Superintendent’s quar-

ters, Victoria Gaol
Fenwick, Mrs. G., Praya East
Ferguson, Mrs. G., East Point
Fincham, Mrs. H., 5, Eichmond Terrace,

Bonham Eoad
Fisher, Mrs., E. N. Hospital, Wanchai
Fisher, Miss, E. N. Hospital

Forbes, Mrs. W. H., “ Eose Hill,” Caine
Eoad

Ford, Mrs. C., Albany Eoad
Foster, Mrs. F. E., “Burnside,” Eobinson
Eoad

Fournier, Mrs. H., Queen’s Eoad Central

Fournier, Miss, Queen’s Eoad Central

Gace, Mrs,, Seymour Terrace

Gate, Miss, 10, Queen’s Eoad Central

Gelston, Mrs., 1, Blue Buildings, Praya
Germain, Mrs., High Street, West Point
Graves, Mrs., Murray Barracks
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Glass, Mrs. T., Prava Central

Gomes, Mrs. A. J., Wellington Street

Gomes, Mrs. A. S., Wyndham Street

Gomes, Mrs. J. B., Wellington Street

Gower, Mrs. S. J., Hongkong Hotel
Greeley, Mrs., Hongkong Hotel
Grey, Mrs., Central Police Station

Grimble, Mrs. P., Alexandra Terrace

Grimble, Miss, Alexandra Terrace

Guedes, Mrs. F. D., 15, Wellington St.

Gnedes, Mrs. J. M., Wellington Street

Gutierres, Mrs. M., Shelley Street

Hambling, Mrs., Glenealy, Caine Road
Hanlon, Mrs. J. M., Victoria Scho 'l, 1,

Hollywood-road
Harman, Mrs., Queen’s Road Central

Hartigan, Mrs., “ The Hermitage,” Caine
Road

Hartmann, Mrs., Berlin Foundling House,
Bonham Road

Hayward, Mrs., Queen’s Road East

Hazeland, Mrs., “Priory Lodge,” Bon-
ham Road

Hazeland, Miss, “Priory Lodge”
Ilazeland, Miss W’inifred, “ Priory Lodge”
Heermann, Mrs. C., Albany
Herbst, Mrs., Queen’s Road Central

Heuermann, Mrs., Queen’s Road Central

Hobson, Mrs., Murray Barracks

Holmes, Mrs. G.,Norman Cottage, Albany
Road

Holmes, Mrs. H. J., “ Rosendale,” Kow-
loon

Holworthy, Miss, “ Beauregard,” Bonham
Road

Holworthy, Miss M. M., “ Beauregard”
Hopkins, Miss, Parsee Villa, Robinson
Road

Horspool, Mrs. G., Central Police Station

Howroyd, Mrs. J. E.,Hill Side Bungalow,
High Street, West Point

Hughes, Mrs. J. C., “The Den,” Castle

Road
Hugo, Miss, Forest Lodge, Caine Road
Humphreys, Mrs. J. D.,

Humphreys, Mrs. W. G., 14, Queen’s

Road Central

Hungerford, Mrs., “Myrtle Bank,” Peak
Hungerford, Miss, “Myrtle Bank,” Peak
Hungerford, Miss R., “Myitle Bank”
Hurley, Mrs. R. C., Ice House, Ice House

Street

Hutchison, Mrs. J. D., Mount Kellet, Peak

Jackson, Mrs. T., St. John’s Place, and
Peak .

'

James, Mz’s., Blue Buildings

Jameson, Mrs., Queen’s Read East

Jennings, Mrs. W., 6, West Terrace
Johnson, Mrs. A. B., 2, Morrison Hill

Johnston, Mrs. F. A., H..M Naval Yard
Johnstone. Miss, “ Fairlea,” Bonham Road
Jones, Mrs. R., 29, Elgin Tei'race

Just, Mrs. H., Upper Albany

Keiser, Mrs. J., Albany
K nnedy-Edwards, Mrs., 2, Pedder’s Hill

Kennedy-Edwards, Miss, 2, Pedder’s Hill

Kennedy-Edwards, Miss Edith, 2, Ped-
der’s Hill

Lambart, Mrs., Breezy Point Bungalow
Robinson Road

Lammert, Mrs. G. R., Albany
Lang, Mrs., Hongkong Hotel
Leatherbarrow, Mrs. T. M., Praya West
Ledstone, Mrs., Belvedere Terrace, Bon-
ham Roiid

I

Legge, Mrs. W., “ Marlingford,” Robin-
son Road

Leiria, Miss, “Duart,” Arbuthnot Road
Leiria, Miss Eugenia, “Duart ”

Le Mesurier, Mrs., Remedies Terrace
Le Mesurier, Miss, Remedios Terrace
Leslie, Mrs. W. H., 7, Praya West
Lewis, Mrs. H., 4, Mosque Street

Linstead, Miss, “ Tac Den,” Castle Road
Linstead, Miss Evelyn, “ The Den”
Lighiwood, Mrs., steamer Plira Chulo

Chom, Klao
Livrsey, Mi’s., Stonecutter’s Island
Lobb, Mrs., 1, Ball’s Court, Bonham Road
Lobb, Miss, 1, Ball’s Court, Bonham Road
Lobb, Miss E., 1, Ball’s Court
Loxley, Mrs. W. R., “ Idlewild,” Castle Rd.
Lyall, Mrs. J., 1, West Terrace

Machado, Mrs. P., Old Bailey Street

Machado, Mts. J., Alexandra Terrace
Mackintosh, Mrs. E., “ Cr tigellacbie,”

Bonham Road
Mackie, Mrs. A., Shau-ki-wan
Malsch, Mrs. C. 4, Seymour Terrace '

Manson, Mrs., Albany
Marsh, Mrs. W. H., Caine Road
McEwen, Mrs. A. P., “ Cloudlands,” Peak
McCallum, Mrs. J., Westbourne Villas

Mehta, Mrs. D. M., 41, Queen’s Road
Mehta, Mrs. H. M., 41, Queen’s Road
Millar, Mrs. A., Carlton Terrace, Queen’s
Road East

Mody, Mrs. H. N., Buxey Lodge, Caine Rd
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Mollendorff, Mrs. von, German Consulate

Moran, Mrs. E., Old Bailey Street

Morant, Mrs,, H.M.S. Victor Emanuel
Morant, Miss, H.M.S. Victor Emanuel
Mudie, Mrs. J. K., Kowlron Docks

Musso, Mrs. D., 229, Praya West

Noronh'’, Mrs. D., Zetland Street

Obadaya, Mrs, J. E., No. 1, Pedder’s Hill

Obadaya, Mrs. E. J., 9, Tipper Mosque
Terrace

Orley, Mrs. G., Upper Wyndham Str’eet

Ost, Mrs. J. B., 5, Bonham Eoad

Parker, Mrs., Magistracy
Phillippo, Lady, The Peak
Piercy, Mrs. G., Diocesan School, Bonham
Road

Pocock, Mr«. T. G., “ Fairlea,” Bonham
Eoad

Poesnecker, Mrs. L., The Albany
Powell, Mrs. W., Victoria Hotel

Eauisay, Mrs., Thiid-stree^, West Point
Ei medios, Mrs. J. A. dos, Eemedios Ter-

race

Eemedio.s, Mrs. J. H. dos, Caine Eoad
Eemedios, Mrs. J. M. dos, Elgin Street

Eemedios, Mrs. J. C. dos. Old Bailey St.

Eemedios, Mrs. A. dos. Old Bailey Street

Eochn, Mrs. C. V. da, Pottinger Street

Rogers, Miss, “ Belmont,” Caine Road
Romano, Mrs. A. G., “Duart,” Arbuth-

not Eoad
Rose, Mrs. E., 27, .Mosque Street

Rowe, Miss, London Mission House
Eozario, Mrs. L. do, Shelley Street

Eozario, Mrs. M. do, Stanley Street

Rutter, Mrs. R. V., Kowloon Docks

Sargent, Mrs., Head-Quarter House
Sargent, Miss, Head-Quarter House
Sargent, Miss Alice, Head-Quarter House
Sauvlet, Mrs., Wyndham Street

Schmidt, Mrs. W., Beaconsfield Arcade
Schuster, Miss, East Point
Seimund, Mrs. C. H. E., Blue Buildings,

Praya
Seth, Mrs. A., Baxter House, Bonham Rd.
Sharp, Mrs., Rose Villa West
Sharp, Miss, Rose Villa West
Shepherd, Mrs. B., “ Harperville”
Shepherd, Miss, “Harperville”
Silva, Mrs. J. M.'da, Old Bailey Street
Smith, Mrs. A. F., 55, Queen’s Eoad East,
and “Myrtle Bank,” Peak

Smith, Mrs. R. Fraser, 7, Pedder’s Hill

Smith, Mrs. J. Grant, “ Greenmount,”

Bonham Eo^d
Smith, Mrs. W. McGregor, 5, West Ter-

race, Caine Eoad
Smith, Mrs. J. H., Rose Cottage, Castle

Eoad.
Somerset, Mrs. H. C., Brown House, Kow-

loon

Solomon, Mrs. E., Elgin Street

Stainfield, Mrs. G., Fletcher’s Buildings

Stainfield, Miss, Fletcher’s Buildings

Souza, Mrs. E. F. de, Wyndham Street

Souza, Mrs. F. de. Mosque Junction

Souza, Mrs. J. J. de, 15, Wellington St.

Stirling, Mrs., “ Rocklands,” Robinson

Road
Stockhausen, Mrs. F. W. von. Tee House,

Ice House Street

Stolterfoht, Mrs., “ As You Like It,”

Albany Road
Stopani, Mrs. A., Tug Eame
Stopani, Miss, Tug Fame
Sutton, Miss, Rose Villas West
Swanston, Mrs., Wanohai Police Station

Thomson, Mrs., Taumati Police Station

Thurburn, Mrs., Chartered Mercantile

Bank

Urquhart, Mrs. F., Elgin Street

Vernon, Mrs. J. T. V., Robinson Road
Vieira, Mrs. A. J., Old Bailey Street

Walker, Miss Ada, Morrison Hill

Walker, Miss Eva, Morrison Hill

Walkden, Miss, “ Ampfield,” Robinson

Eoad
Ward, Mrs., Mosque Terrace

Watts, Mrs., Mosque Street

Watts, Miss, Mosque Street

Wharry, Mrs. C. J., Richmond Terrace,

Bonham Road
Wharry, Miss, Richmond Terrace

Whitehead, Mrs., Blue Buildings, Praya
Eest

Wicking, Mrs. H., Blue Buildings, Praya
Wieler, Mrs. Oscar, 19, Praya
Wilcox, Mrs. R.Chatterton, Wyndham St,

Willmott, Mrs., Beryl, Kowloon
Wise, Mrs. A. G., Richmond Terrace

Wohlters, Mrs., Tipper Wyndl'am Street

Woodford, Mrs., Queen’s Road East
Woodford, Miss, Queen’s Road East
Wright, Mrs. G. H. B., 5, Seymour Ter-

race

Young, Mrs. M., 13, Seymour Terrace



HER MAJESTY’S FORCES IN CHINA.

MILITARY.

Staff.

Major General Commanding Forces in

China and Straits Settluments, As-
sistant Military Secretary, Colonel on
the Staff, Aide-de-Camp to the General,
Brigade Major, Fort Adjutant, Officer

Commanding Royal Artillery, Com-
manding Royal Engineer, Senior Com-
missariat Officer, Senior Ordnance
Store Officer, District Paymaster, Prin-

cipal Medical Officer

Commanding H. M. Forces in China
and Straits Settlements—Lieut.-General
J. N. Sargent, C.B.

Colonel on the Staff—Colonel G. E. L.

Walker R.E.

Assist. Military Sec.—Lieut.-Colonel G.
Barton, The Royal Fusiliers

Aide-de-camp—Captain H. C. Somerset
2nd Battn. “ The Buffs

”

Brigade Major—Major W. F. D. Co-
chrane, The Duke of Cornwall’s L. I.

Fort Adjutant—Lieutenant C. B. Vyvyan,
2nd Battn. “The Buffs”

Acting Military Chaplains—Rev. J. B.
Ost, Ch. of England Chaplain

Rev. Father B. Vigano, Roman Ca-

tholic Chaplain

, Presbyterian Chaplain

Garrison Sergeant-Major— J. Meredith
Military Staff Clerks.

Military Secretary's Office—W. H. Western
Brigade Office—JohnGoodwin, John Dick-

son
Army Pay Department—Staff Sergt. B.

Sandford

ROYAL ARTILLERY.
Commanding Royal Artillery in China and

Straits Settlements—Lt.-Col. G. A, Craw-
ford

Fire Master and Inspector Warlike Stores—
Captain H. Lyall

Acting Adjutant B. A. in China and Straits

Settlements—Lieut. Hon. A. Lambart

1st Battery, Ist Brigade.

Lancashire Division.

Major—
Captain—J. W. Stirling

Lieutenant—R. W. Breeks
do. —

8th Battery, 1st Brigade,

Southei-n Division.

Major—E. W. Nash
Captain—C. E. Maturin
Lieutenant—W. H. Connolly

do. —C. W. Brownlow

ROYAL ENGINEERS.
Com. Royal Eng.—Col. G. E. L. Walker
Major—E. M. Lloyd
do. —A. C. Ward

Lieutenant— E Druitt

do. —D. Mills

Surveyor—J. Kingston
Military Staff Clerks—Qr. Mr. Sergt. W

.

A. Taylor, Corporals F. Pope, T. Don-
nellan

Military Foremen of Works—Qr. Mr. Ser-

geant A. Jones, Company Sergeants-

Major F. Bowling, J. Yeo, S. White
Submarine Mining Storekeeper—Cy. Sergt.-

Major M. Rolerts
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INFANTET.
The Buffs (East Kent Regiment).

Second Battalion.

Colonel.

Gen. J. A. R. Raines, C.B.
Lieut.-Colonels,

S. Graves 1 July ’81

F. T. Hobson: 1 July ’81

Majors.

C. J. Hamilton 30 Nov.’ 78
H. D. Harrison 1 July ’81

W. C. Howartb 30 Nov. ’83

A. C. Jackson

Captains.

J. B. Backhouse 15 Mar. ’80

N. Newnham-Davis(depot)...29 Jan. ’81

C. H. Gordon ..19 Mar. ’82

H. C. Somerset (staff) 12 Nov. ’83

O. F. Lewis (staff) 20 Feb. ’84

H. R. Knight (adjutant) 14 Nov. ’84

Lieutenants.

A, J. W. Allen (staff college). 12 Feb. ’76

J. Hughes (depot) 28 Oct. ’76

C. B. Vyvyan 6 Jan. ’80

A. H. Tvlden-Pattenson 1 Oct. ’80

V. T. Bunbury 20 Oct. ’80

H. St. I). Jarrett 29 Jan. ’81

E. E. Ravenhill 1 July ’81

G. G. H. D’Aeth 1 July ’81

G. V. Dauglish 1 July ’81

C. P. Llovd 1 JulV ’81

B. R. MiHord 9 Sept. ’82

M. M. B. Gage 9 Sept. ’82

N. H. Vertue 6 Feb. ’84

E. T. Buttanshaw 23 Aug. ’84

E. C. M. Parry 23 Aug. ’84

A. Vickerman
StaffPaymaster—A. W. H. Gelston, major
Army Pay Department

Adj.—H. R. Knight, (capt.)... 9 July ’84

Quarter-master—J.W. Fairley 8 Feb. ’82

COMMISSARIAT AND TRANSPORT
STAFF.

Senior Commissariat Oficer—Asst. Com-
missary General T. A. Le Mesurier

Officer in charge of Supplies and Trans-

port—Dy. Asst. Commissary General

F. S. Christian Hare
Officer in charge of Barracks—Dy. Asst.
Commissary General H. G. Rice

Barrack Sergeant—B. Colour-Sgt. C.

Dillon

Senior Clerk—John Dade
Clerk Supply and Transport Office—M. H.
Madar

Clerk Barrack Ofice—W. Wilson
Interpreter—A. Fukerra

ORDNANCE STORE DEPARTMENT.
Senior Ordnance Store Officer— G. C.

Murray, A.C.G.O.
Ordnance Store Officer in charge—H. G.
Fincham, D.A.C.G.O.

Quarter Master—J. Kennedy-Edwards
Do. —W. Johnson

Inspector of Warlike Stores— Capt. H.
Lyall, R.A.

Conductor of Stores—J. Henderson
Chief Foreman—P. Gi’iinble

Senior Clerk—Henry W. Miles
Clerks—P. Doyle, J. iVTcBreen

Soldier Clerks—Four
Foreman of Magazines—M. Atkins
General Foreman—J. M. Campos
Receiving and Issuing do .—G. S. Botelho
Arsenal Foreman—J. Henderson, Jr.

Ordnance Armourer Sergeant—C. Craw-
ford, Sergt

,
R.A.

ArmourerSergeants—R. Illing, G. A . Taylor
Corps of Ordnance Artificers— Sergt. J.

Burns

ARMY PAY DEPARTMENT.
District Paymaster and Agent for the Lords

Commissioners of H. M. Treasury—Lt.-

Col. and Chief Paymaster E. Cattell

(absent)

StaffPaymaster—Major A. W. H. Gelston,

attache to 2nd Bn. “The Buffs”
do. —Capt. T. C. Dempster, Mili-

tary Accountant
Military Clerks—Staff Clerk B. Sandford,

Corpl. A. Roberts, E. IC. Regt.

MEDICAL STAFF.
Principal Medical Officer—R. Hungerford,
Deputy Surgeon General

Medical Officer in charge Station Bospital
“ Meeanee ”— Surg. Major D.MacEwen,.
M.B.

Surgeon—J. R. Dodd, M.B.
do. —A. B. Coltell

do. — T. F. W. Fogarty, M.B.
do. —W. Watson Pike

!

Quarter Master—Jas. Thomson, M.S.

I

Compounder— Staff Sergt. R. Lawton,
M.S.C.

P. M. O.'s Clerk—Staff Sergt. C . Crawley
M.S.C.



NAVAL.

Royal Naval Department.

Vice Admiral—Sir William Montaan Lo-
well, K.C.B., Commander-iu-cliief

Flag Lieutenant—Arthur M. Farqubar
Secretary—William J. C. Row
Clerics to Secretary—D. B. L. Hopkins, J.

B. Cronin

H. M. NA^L YARD.
Hongkong.

Na.val Officer in charge of Naval Establish-

ments—Commodore Geo. Digby Morant,
R.N.

Sec. to Commodore—E. W. Keey, R.N.

Cleric to Sec .

—

Staff Commander—Fredk. A. Johnston

Storekeeper and Accountant—W. H. Lobb
Clerk—W. Tarn
Constructor—W. James
Boatswain—Job Adams, R.N.
Writers—J. da Cunha, V. Danenberg, H.
Danenberg, L. F. Carvalho, J. Pinna,

L. L. Barretto, M. C. Souza, J. L. Car-

neiro, H. Dixon, J. Kraal, R. G. Reme-
dios

Chief Storemen—Jas. Hatcher, Albt. Blowey

Storemen—L. W. Afab, G. May, D. Dun-
more, H. Taylor, W. Foudres, H. Lewis

Ste.xm Department.
Inspector of Machinery—Jas. H. Ferguson,

R.N.
Engineers—Robt. B C.toper, R.N., Caleb

J. North, R.N., Chas. Lane, R.N.

Boiler Maker—R. W. Kemp
Smith—A. Blanchard
Fitters—Jno. Trollay, H. Lindsay
S. B. Artificers—Jas. Cousins, Alex. Lit-

tlejohns

Naval Police.

Inspector in Charge—Wm. Lysaught
Sergeants—J. Vanstone, T. Glover, J.

Maxwell, E. Moore, J. O’Toole, H.
Brown, and 25 Constables, European

ROYAL NAVAL HOSPITAL.
Mount Shadwell.

Naval Officer in charge—Commodore Geo.

Digby Morant
Deputy Inspector (reJiei'aZ—John Fisher

Surgeons—Alexr. W. McL od, J. A. Mac-
Munn, B.A., M.B.

Chaplain—Rev. F. A. J. Gace, B.A.

Dispenser in charge of Stores—W. W.
Edward

Writer—E. A. dos Remedies

H.B.M. Squadron in China & Japan.

ALBATROSS, 4. Composite Screw Sloop.

940 (727) Tons. 840 (120)

Commander—Chas. P. G. Hicks. 8 Dec. 8 j

Lieutenant—Henry P. Routh ... 4 Dec. 8l

do. —Albert F. Arthur.. 4 Dec. 82

do. —(n) H. N. Rolfe...l7 Jan. 83

StaffSurgeon—E.R.H. Pollard.14 Dec. 8-

Paymaster—A. S. C. Clarke— 12 Dec. 8^

Chief Eng.—John W. Dupen...l4 Dec. 8l

Ounner—Alphonse Styles 4 Dec. 8l

Boatswain—F. Hornibi’ook 4 Dec. 8w

Carpenter—J. S. Franckeiss— 8 Dec. 8-i

(Recommissioned at Hongkong, 24tth

February, 1883.)

AHDACIOU3, 14. Double-screw Tron

Ship, Armour Plated.

6,010 (3,774) Tons. 4,830 (800) H.P.

Flag Ship).
^

Captain—Hag> L. Pearson ... 5 Jan. ^84

Commander—A. Schomberg... 5 Dec. 82

Lieut.—R. A. Brock 5 Sept. ^82

do. —Geo. L. W. Adair ... 5 Sept. 82

do. —Tlios. E. Cochrane ... 5 Sept. 82

do. —(g) John Casement... 5 Sept. ’82

do. —Hon. H. A. Denison... 5 Sept. 82

do. —(t) G. L. King Harman 14 Dec. 8^

do. —W. H. Eyre
do. —G. S. Hawker

Staff Comm.— A. J. W. Neville.24 Sept. 81

Japi.Mar.—Ed.A.M.Liardet. 5 Sept. 82

Lieut.-Mar.—V. W. B. Koe ...21 Feb. 84

'Jhaplain—Rev. Henry B. Har-

per, B.A 13 Sept. 82

Fleet-Surg.—Thos. S. Burnett. 5 Sept. 8-

Paymaster—P. 0. M. Presgrave25 Apr. 84

JhiefEag.—3a.s. Edmonds ...11 Aug 84

N'av. Instr. (act.)—A. T. Knight 3 Oct.

Sub-Lieut.—John D. Hickley.. 5 Sept. 8-

do. —P. Walter (act.). .21 Nov. 84

do. —E. F. Worthington

H.B.T. Somerville

Surgeo)i—Wm. E. Bennett .. 5 Sept. 82

Assist. Paym.—R. C. Hodder. 5 Sept. 82

do. —E.E. Silk ... 5 Sept. ’82

Engi)ieer~R. E. Wingaeld ... 8 Oct.

do. — b'orge .Aborn ..31 Mar.

do. —Win.^SY. White. .15 Oct.

For special tempjrary service.

Assist. Eng.-F. II. D.irt 9 Feb.

Gunner— Blwin Bishop IS Aug. 81

Boatswain—John Thompson.. 12 Aug. 81

do. -Geo. Hogg 28 Feb. ’83

do. —Alfred Nicholls ... 4 Sept. 82

Carpenter—Edwin Edwards. ..10 April 82

’81

’82

’84

’84
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Midshipman—L. de W. Satow.15 Dec, ’82

do. —C. V. De M.
Cowper 6 Apr. ’83

do. —W. Lumsden ...21 Oct. ’82

do. —Ed. A. Salvvey...2] Oct. ’82

do. — E. E. Lacy 2 June ’84
do. —A. B. Purvis ... 2 June ’84
do. —Gr. S. P. Grwynn.21 Oct. ’82

do. —H. I. W. Nevile.15 Dec. ’82

do. —E. C. Hardy ...21 Oct. ’82

do. —C.B. Miller ...21 Oct. ’82

do. —H. O. Boger ...21 Oct. ’82

Clerk—0. H. D. Sarratt 4 Dec. ’83

Lieutenant—(n) H. Belara ...21 Mar. ’84

do. —H. H. Douglas ...21 Mar. ’84

(For Surveying service in Straits

Settlements).
Fleet Surgeon—Jas.W. Fisher,

m.d 4 Nlov. ’81

_

(For Sick quarters, Yokohama).
Assist. Paym.—Chas. de B.

Stewart 29 July ’82

(In charge of Yokohama Depot).
(Commissioned at Devonport, 6th Sept., 18S2.)

CHAMPIOH, 14. Screw Corvette.
Steel and Iron cased with Wood.

2,380

Tons. 2,340 H.P.
Captain—A. T. Powlett 22 Aug,
Lieut.—H. A. W. Onslow 15 Sept.
do. —(n) J. C. Eoughton,..13 Hov.
do. —Jas. Erskine .. 10 Jan.
do. —(g) W. F. D. Walker.15 Sept.
do. —A. D. Eicardo 15 Sept.
do. —B. St. J. Moubray ...22 July
Chaplain andNav. Instr. (act)—

Eev. Wtn. J. Wi'by, b.a. ... 7 Dec.
Staff Surg.—J. C. B. Maclean,

M.A., M.B 15 Sept.
Paymaster—F J. P. Shapcote.l5 Sept.
Chief Eng.—Geo. Swinney ...16 Dec.
Sub-Lieut.—E. H. Anstruther. 1 5 Sept.
Assist. Paym.—-T. E. Phelps.. .15 Sept.
Engineer—W. J. Bevan 15 Sept.
Assist. Eng.—P. M. Cottam... 5 Aug.
Gunner—R. Arnold 15 Sept.
Boatswain—W. Jinks 15 Sept.

do. —Jas. Barry (act.).. 15 Sept
Carpenter—W. G. Withers ...15 Sept,
Midshipman—C. E. E. Carey.. .28 Dec.

do. —G.W.W. Dawes. 2 June
do. — F. C. Learmonth 6 Jan.
do. —J. F. Murray-

Aynsley 15 Sept.
do. —A. E. H. Mare-

seaux 15 Sept.
do. —H. A. B. Shrubb 15 Sept.

’83

’83

’82

’83

’83

’83

’84

’80

’83

’83

’83

’83

’83

’83

’82

’83

’83

’83

’83

’83

’84

’81

’83

’83

’83

Clerk.—Geo. Grant 26 Apr. ’84

(Be-commissioned at Hongkong,
\Qth December, 1883).

CLBOPATEA, 14. Screw Corvette^

Steel and Iron cased with Wood,
2,380

Tons. 2,610 H.P.
Captain—H. N. Hippisley 9 Sept. ’8‘^

Lieutenant— 0. A. Primrose... 6 July ’8'^

do. —F. G. Stopford . . . 24 Aug. ’8ft

do. —(n) F. W. Barrett 15 Aug. ’82,

do. —(g) a. 0. Woods.15 Sept. ’83

do. —E. P. Cochran ...15 Sept. ’83,

do. — G. H. B. Mundy. 4 Deo. ’83

Chaplain and Nav. Inst.

—

Staff' Surg.—J. Wood, m.d. ...15 Sept ’83

Paymaster—C. P. Skinner ...15 Sept. ’83

Chief Eng.—W. H. Burner... 11 Aug. ’84;

Sub-Lieut.—P. G.Tillard 15 Sept. ’83

Sicrg.—W. G. C. Smith, m.b..19 Jan. ’83

Asst. Paym.—P. T. M. Hughes.15 Sept. ’83

Engineer—John Fielder 15 Sept. ’83;

Assist. Eng.—E. W. Donohue. 15 Sept. ’83

Gunner—Geo. Newman 14 May ’33

Boatswain—Arthur Way 4 De . ’83

do. —Edward J. Case. ..15 Sept. ’83

Carpenter—T. E. Moore 15 Sept. ’83
Midshipman—A. B. E. Gre-

ville 15 Sept. '33

do. —L. F. W. San-

ders 15 Sept. ’83

do. —Edwin A. Day. 15 Sept. ’83

do. —A. T. Hunt ...15 Sept. ’83

do. —A. P. Comber. .15 Sept. ’83

do. —W. 0. Boothby.l5 Sept. ’33,

(Be-commissioned at Hongkong,
12th December, 1883J.

COCKCHAFER, 4. S. Composite

Gun-Boat.
465 Tons. 470 H.P.

Lieut. & Com.—’H. H. Boteler.. 3 July '84

Sub-Lieut.—(n) A. H. Lyons. 9 Aug. ’83

do. —F. M. Walker ... 4 Dec. '83

Surgeon—Samuel C. Browne.. 2 Jan. ‘83

Assist. Paym. in charge—G. A.

Hoskyn 2 Jan. ’83

Engineer—John E. Chase ... 5 Feb. ’81

Gunner—G. S. Jenning.s 25 Jan. ’82

(Commissioned at Devonport,

2nd Jamuiry, 1883.)

CUEACOA, 14. Screw Corvfte.

Steel and Iron cased with Wool.

2,380

Tons. 2,540 H.P.
^

Captain—J. G. J. Hanmer....l8 Nov. ’84

Lieut.—C. W. W. Ingram ... 1 Aug. '84

do. — (n) Kepptd Wade ... 24 July
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Lieut.—(g) G. E. Lindley 3 Jan. ’84

do, —R. B. Newland 16 Dec. ’82

do. —F. R. W. Morgan 16 Dec. ’82

do. —William G. Stewart. ..11 July ’83

Chaplain— Rev. Tbos. Ro-
berts, M.A 17 June ’84

8faff Surg.—C. C. Godding ...21 Dec. ’82

Paymaster—R. G. Chandler... 8 Dec. ’82

Chief Eng .—C. E. Stewart (a).11 Dec. ’83

Suh-Lieut.—P. A. Lloyd 16 Sept. ’84

Asst. Paym .—G. W. Wbillier. 8 Dec. ’82

Engineer—George Parsons... 14 Dec. ’82

Asst. Eng .—Ernest J. Taylor..14 Dec. ’82

Gunner—Thomas Owen® 26 June ’83

Boatswain—John Brock 16 Dec. ’82

do. —Edward Baggs 12 Nov. ’81

Carpenter—John H. Johns.... 8 Dec. ’82

(Re-commissioned at Honghong, 2Sth

March, 1883).

DARING, 4. Composite Screw Sloop.

94U (727) Tons. 920 (120) H.P.
Commander—L. Ching — 17 Sept. ’83

Lieut.— Peyton Hoskyns 15 Sept. ’83

do. — (n) E. S. Ommannev..24 July ’84

do. —H. V. W. Elliott...'... 15 Sept. ’83

Staff Surgeon—A. R. Joyce. ...15 Sept. ’83

Paymaster—C. Rax worthy...22 Aug. ’84

Chief Eng.—HeigliBurstow...l5 Sept. ’83

Gunner—Chas. E. Joy 15 Sept. ’83

Boatswain—Edmond Bride. .15 Sept. ’83

(Re-commissioned at Hongkong,
\2th December, 1883^

ESK, 3. Double Scretv Iron Gun Boat,

363 Tons. 340 H.P.
Gunner—W. Sledge 4 May ’83

[Borne in “ Victor Emanuel.’")

ESPOIR, 4. Composite S. Gun-Boat.
465 Tons. 470 H.P.

Lieut. & Com.—E. H. Gamble.ll Jan. ’83

Lieut.— (n) H. R. Robinson. ..11 Jan. ’83

(In lieu of a Sub-Lieutenant n.1.

Sub-Lieut.—J. M. de Robeck.l4 Aug. ’83

Surg.—C. H. Wheeler, M.D....11 Jan. ’83

Asst. Paymaster in charge—W.
H. W. Markham 11 Jan. '83

Engineer—Jotn Fawcett 14 F' b. '82

Gunner—H. R. W. Ham (o,ci).ll Jan. ’83

(Commissioned at Devonport, lliA

January, 1883).

FIREBRAND, 4. Screw Composite

Gun-Boat.
455 Tons. 460 H.P.

Lieut, and Comm.—David L.

Dickson 6 May ’84

Sub-Lieut.— (n) Claude W. M.
Plenderleath .23 May ’84

do. —G. Gore-Browne. 9 May ’84

Surgeon—Andrew D. Peyton. 6 May ’84

Assist. Paym. in charge—F. W.
Mortimore 6 May ’84

Engineer— Elijah Tl.omas ... 6 May ’84

Gunner—R. Brooking (ac<.)...15 Sept. ’83

[Commissioned at Devonport, 6th May, 1884).

PLYING PISH,. 4. Composite S. Sloop.

940 (727) Tons. 840 (120) H.P.
Surveying Service.

Captain—J. P. L. P. Maclear.l5 Sept. ’83

Lieut.—Henry Harris 15 Sept. ’83

do. — Gordon S. Gunn 15 Sept. ’83

do. —Henry E. Rooper 15 Sept. ’83

do. —(n) Henry Baker 29 Oct. ’81

do. —Wm. V. S. Howard... 15 Sept. ’83

(Jn lieu of a Sub-Lieut.)

Sub-Lieut.—W. O. Lyne 28 Sept. ’83

Paymaster—George Lawless..15 Sept. ’83

Chief Engineer—R. H. Tre-

genna 18 Dec. ’83

Surgeon—John Price 20 Sept. ’83

Boatswain—Richard Oliver... 15 Sept. ’83

(Re-commissioned at Hongkong, \2th

December, 1883.)

LINNET, 5. Double-screw Composite

Gun- Vessel,

756 Tons. 1,050 H.P.
Commander—Gto. W. Hill. ..25 Sept. ’83

Ueut.—W. Coibett 21 Sept. ’82

do. —(n) E. P. Smylhies ... 4 Aug. ’80'

do. —E. C. St. J. B.Neal ...12 Dec. ’83

Paymaster—M. Wellington... 19 Sept. ’82

Chief Eng.—Wm. H.Gulliver.l9 Sept. ’82

Surgeon— J. Crowley, m.d. ...19 Sept. ’82

Gunner—
(Commissioned at Chatham, 19tA

September, 1882J.

MERLIN, 4. Screw Composite Gun-Boat.

430 (295) Tons. 430 (60) H.P.

Lieut, and Com.—R. 0. B. C.

Brenton 3 May ’83

Sub Lieut.—J. R. Bridson ...12 May 83

do. — (n) H. Graut-

Dalton 26 Mar. ’84

Surgeon—George Smith 3 May ’83

Assist. Paym. in charge—F. P.

Smith 3 May ’83<

Engineer—Richard Harris ...20 Feb. ’82

Gunner—
(Commissioned at Devonport,

3rd M^y, 1883.)
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MIDGrE, 4. Douhle-screw Composite

Chin- Vessel.

603 (464) Tons. 470 (120) H.F.
Commander—E. Hotham 7 Mar. ’84

Lieut .—E. B. S. Wrey 15 Sept. ’83

do. — (n) F. a. S. Fartwell.15 Sept. ’83

do. —H. W. Meredith 11 Dec. ’83

Paymaster—Chas. Farwell ...15 Sept. ’83

Chief Eng.—John Kimber ... 24 Aug. ’83

Surgeon—C. F. Newland 15 Sept. ’83

Gunner—Wm. E. Panley... 15 Sept. ’83

(Commissioned at Honghong, ll<7i

December, 1883).

PEGASTJS, 6. 8. Composite Sloop.

1,130 Tons. 970 H.P.
Commander—A. K. Bickford.. 6 Dec. ’82

Lieut .—Charles S. Nicholson. 5 Dec. ’82

do. — (n) John F. Mills 5 Dec. ’82

do. —Frederick A. Winter.. 5 Dec. ’82

Staff Surgeon—H. M. Ellis ... 6 Dec. ’82

Paymaster—G-. F. M. Kent ... 7 Dec. ’82

Chief Eng .—Wm. M. Feak ...15 Dec. ’82

Gunner—W. Ferbiacke 10 Nov. ’82

Boatswain—Robert Harris ... 5 Dec. ’82

Carpenter—William Walkey.. 8 Dec. ’82

(Re-commissioned at Hongkong, 2Ath

February, 1883J.

SAPPHIRE, 12. Screw Corvette.

1,970 (1,405) Tons. 2,360 (350) H.P.
Captain—R. G. Kinahan 16 July ’84

Lieut.—George H. Cherry ...18 Jan. ’83

do. —Charles W. Thomas.. .18 Jan. ’83

do. —Edward E. Bradford..18 Jan. ’83

do. —Arthur E. Harford ...18 Jan. ’83

Nav. Lieut.—W. Strugneil ... 2 Oct. ’82

ChaplainanclNav. Instr.—Rev.
Ebenezer T. Fyffe, b.a 29 Jan. ’83

Staff-Surg.—Ed. E. Mahon ...18 Jan. ’83

Paymaster—C. E. Grant 20 Aug. ’84

Chief Eng.—John Wa'son (5).24 Dec. ’80

Sub-Lieut.—Henry Adair ...18 Jan. ’83

Assist. Paym.—E. D. Hadley.. 18 Jan. ’83

do. —A. H. Brigstocke .\7 Dec. ’83

Engineer—M. W. Ellis 18 Jan. ’83

do. —H. S. Raslibrooke...l5 Dec. ’82

Gunner—Frank Lewis 8 Nov. ’82

Boatswain—John Howell 12 Aug. ’81

do. —Philip Rodd 18 Jan. ’83

Carpenter—C. MacGregor ... 8 Mar. ’81

Midshipman—Visct. Dursley... 2 June ’84

do. —J.E.P.Grenfell.l8 Jan. ’83

do. —Edgar Lpcs ...18 Jar. ’83

do. —Ed. B. Kiddle. .18 Jan. ’83

do. - G. A. 0. Ward .18 Jan. ’83

Midshipman—Judge D’Arcy..l8 Jan. ’83

do. —E.V.Underhill.l8 Jan. ’83

do. —H. B. Pelly 18 Jan. ’83

{Commissioned at Devonport, ISth

January, 1883).

SWIFT, 5. Double Screw Gun-Vessel.

756 Tons. 1,010 H.P.
Commander—A. C.B.Bromley.21 June ’84

Lieut.—A. J. Loane 21 June ’84

do. — (n) F. a. Warden 21 June ’84

do. — E. L. Lowdell 13 Feb. ’84

Staff Surgeon—John Wood ....24 June ’84

Paym.—W. J. Nash 21 June ’84

Chief Eng.—Thos. Hughe s(act).24 June ’84

Gunner—Jas. Allen (aci) 21 June ’84

{Commissioned at Hongkong, 15th Aug., 1884).

TWEED, 3. Double Screw Iron Gun-Boat.

363 Tons. 340 H.P.
Gunner-—Vim. Simpson 23 Sept. ’83

(Borne in “ Victor Emanuel.”)

VICTOR EMANUEL, 2. Ship.

5,157 (3,087) Tons.

Receiving Ship at Hongkong.
Captain—Geo. D. Morant 12 Feb. ’84

(Commodore of the 2nd Class.)

Secretary—E. W. Keey 12 Feb. ’84

Commander—E. H. M. Davis. 25 May ’83

Lieut.—B. T. Wood 6 Mar. ’82

Nav. Lieut.—G. S. Keigwin...25 Jan. ’84

Lieut Mar—I. H. Plumbe 25 Apr. ’83

Staff Surg.—Rob. Turner. 7 July ’83

Paymaster—E. R. S. Sandy s.,26 May ’82

Surg .—AlexT L. Christie, m.b.15 Sept. ’82

do. —J. N. Seymour

,

m.b.,b.a.22 Jan. ’84

Assist. Paym.—H. J. 011ard...l4 June ’83

Asst. Eng .— W. T, Hocken ....19 Dec. ’83

Gunner— J. Armstrong 19 Dec. *81

Boatswain—E. W. Austin ...17 Jan. ’83

Carpenter—Geo. B. Maben . . 20 Aug. ’81

Lieut.—(t) D. a. Gamlde ...17 July ’83

For service with Wivern and Torpedo
boats.

Staff Comm.—F. A. Johnston. 5 Dec. ’82

Inspector of Machinery—J. H.
Ferguson 31 Jan. ’84

Engineer—R. H. Cooper 16 Aug. ’84

do. —Chas. Lane 19 Nov. ’81

Boatswain—Job Adams 9 A2)rir83

For Hongkong Yard.

Engineer—C. J. North 17 July ’83

(For reventing heavy guns.)
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—A. Kerr
{For service in torpedo boats.)

^Jhaplain—Rev. F. A. J. Gace,
B-A 17 Sept. ’84

For Hongkong Hospital.
(New Books Opened 1st January, 1881).

j^IGtILANT, 2. P. Dispatch Vessel.
^1000 (835) Tons. 1,230 (250 :

H.P.
Jjuieut. and Comtaander—Thos.

E. Maxwell 4 July ’84

I&ieut.— (n) H. B.Wrougliton..23 June ’84
<-fj.hief Eng.—E. Norrington ...24 June ’84
i'Suh-Lieut.—A. H. Christian... 23 June ’84

R. E. Bidtlnl[ih, b.a.,

T'l-B 28 Aug. ’83

JAssist. Paym. in charge—E. V.
Sharpe

_
21 June ’84

-Assist. Engineer—H. A. Evans.24 June ’84

.Hoats'wain—Alex. Johnston .. 23 June ’84

(Re-commissioned at Hongkong,
\bth Attgust, 1884.^

' iVANDERER ^ 8. Composite Sloop,
925 Tons. 750 H.P.

'Comtnander—0. Cliurchhill... 1 May ’84

JLieutenant—P. C. Dudgeon... 1 Aug. ’84

do, —(n) F. Lancelot... 23 Jan. '84

do. —F. H. Eagles 1 May ’84 '

Paymaster—R. 0. Bray 1 May ’84

Chief Engineer—J. Leighton... 3 Feb. ’83

Sub-Lieut.—F. G. Eyre 10 July ’84

Surgeon—D. T. Hoskyn, m.b.. 1 May ’84

thinner—W. H. Parkin, (act.). 19 Mar. ’84

(Commissioned at Sheerness, 1st May, 1884) •

WIVERK, 4. Screw
Iron Turret Ship, Armour-plated.

2,750 (1899) Tons. 1,450 (350) H.P.
Chief Engineer—John Hobbs.. 15 Sept. ’83

Gunner—John Shea, 23 June ’83

Carpenter—Chas. Young 5 May ’83

{Borne in “ Victor Emanuel.”)

ZEPHYR, 4. Screw Composite

Gun- Boat.

438 (308) Tons. 530 (60) H.P.
lAeut. and Com.—C. K. Hope.l5 Sept. ’83

Lieut .

—

(n) F. C. T. Jones ...Id Sept. ’84

{In lieu of a Sub-Lieutenant).

Sub-Lieut— F. H. Peyton ...16 Sept. ’84

Surgeon—William M. Lory ...15 Sept. ’83

Assist. Paym. in charge—J. W.
Chaster 15 Sept. ’83

Engineer—W. S. Stribling ...11 July ’83

Gunner—E. H. Purkis (act). ..15 Sept. ’83

{Re-commissioned at Hongkong,
12th December, 1883).

U. S. NAVAL SQUADRON IN CHINA AND JAPAN.

’United States Naval Forces on the
Asiatic Station.

(Commander in Chief—Rear Admiral John
Lee Davis

(Chief of Staff—Captain R. L. Phythian
Flag Lieutenant—Lieut. F. P. Gilmore
^Secretary—Lieut. A. Marix
^4'tds Ensigns—F. J. Haeseler, T. Worth-

ington

“ TRENTON.”
2nd Rate. 10 Guns. 3,900 Tons.

Flag Shipi.

Captain—Captain R. L. Phj thian
Executive Officer— Lieut. Comd>'. R. B.

Bradford *

Navigator—Lieut. A. Walker
Lieutenants—W. T. Swinburne, H. W,

Schaefer, C. G. Calkins, F. W. Coffin

Ensigns—E. H. Tillman, P. W. Hourigan,
H. C. Poundstone, F. A. Huntoon

Naval Cadets— S. W. Armistead, C. W.
Dyson, R. T. Fiazier, T. V. Toney, F.

R. Colvin, W. J. Wilson
Medical Inspector—E. S. Bogert (Fleet)

P. A. Surgeon— McP. Ferebee
Assist. Surgeon—H. B. Scott

Paymaster—G. A. Lyon (Fleet)

Chief Engineer—J. Trilley do.

Passed Assist. Engineers—J. J. Barry^
H. T. Cleaver

Assist. Engineer—E. R. Freeman
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Captain— fl. A. Bartlett, U.S.M.C. (Fleet)

2nd Lieut.—L. Karmany, U.S.M.C.
Chaplain—Rev. W. 0. Holway
Pay Clerk— J. Van Vrancken

“ OSSIPEE.”
ird Rate. 8 Ouns. 1,900 Tons.

Captain—Comdr. J. F. McGlensey
Executive Officer—Lieut. Comdr. W. B.
Newman

Navigator—Lieut. J. A. Rodgers
Lieutenants—W

.

E. Sewell, F. J. Milligan,

W. B. Capertou
Ensigns—V. S. Nelson, B. W. Hodges, P.

V. Lansdale
Surgeon—A. F. Price
P. A. Surgreyrt,—A. C. H. Russell
Paymaster—G. R. Watkins
Chief Engineer—L. W. Robinson
P. A. Engineer—W. S. Moore
Assist. Engineer—W. L. Catbcart, C. G.

Talcott

2nd Lieut.—C. H. Lauckheimer, U.S.M.C
Pay Clerk—N. W. Kenipton

“ MONOCACY.”
3rd Rate. 6 Guns. 1,370 Tons.

Captain—Comdr. F. J. Higgins m
Executive Officer—lAeui. Comdr. A. J.

Iverson

Navigator—Lieut. F. W. Nickels
Lieutenants—H. Morrel), M. L. Wood
Ensigns—A. Gleaves, J. II. L. Holcombe,
H. Kimmell

P. A. Surgeon—C. Biddle
P. A. Paymaster—J. Corwine
P. A. Engineer—H. S. Ross
Assist. Engineer—H. S. Elseffer

Pay Clerk—W. J. Larkin

“ ENTERPRISE.”
3rd Rate. 6 Guns. 1,375 Tons.

Captain—Comdr. A. S. Barker
Executive Officer—Lieut. G. A. Norris

Navigator—Lieut. H. Osterkaus
Lieutenant—H. M. Hodges
Ensigns—C. A. Gove, C. N. Atwater, J.

H. Rokrbacher, L. J. Clark
Naval Cadets—H. H. Baltkis, R. L. Lerck
Surgeon—H. N. Beaumont
Assist. Paymaster—H. R. Sullivan

Chief Engineer—H. D. McEwan
P. A. Engineer—C. J. Habigkurst
Assist. Engineer—G. W. McElroy
2nd Lieut—T. G. Fillette, U.S.M.C.
Pay Clerk—J. R. Rosse

“JUNIATA.”
3rd Rate. 8 Guns. 1,900 Tons.

Captain—Comdr. P. F. Harrington
Executive Officer—-L‘eut.-Comdr. S. Beldem
Navigator—Lieut. E. H. C. Leutze
Lieutenants—R. Rusk, R. Mitckell, C. H.
Lyman

Ensigns—H. C. Wakenshaw, S. Morgan,
A. N. Majer

Naval Cadets—W. C. Herbert, W. T.

Gray
Surgeon—G. W. Woods
Assist. Surgeon—J. W. Baker
Paymaster—J. G. Hobbs
Chief Engineer—P. A. Rearick
P. A Engineer—A. M. Maftice
Assist. Engineer—G. R. Salisbury
1st Lieut. — Tl. H. Coston, U.S.M.C.
Pay Clerk—E. F. Delaney

“ ALERT.”
3rd Rate. 4 Guns. 1,020 Tons.

Captain—C. J. Barclay
Executive Officer—Lieut.-Comdr. W. H,
Webb

Navigator—Lieut. W. Swift

Lieutenants—J. C. Irvine, C. K. Curtis, Pi.

A. Wilner
Ensigns—G. W. Denfeld, A. B. Clements,.

W. W. Buckanan, G. Wilkes
Naval Cadets—C. P. Eaton, T. S. O’Leary
P. A. Surgeon—M. H. Simons
Assist. Paymaster—L. Hunt
P A. Engineers—J. L. D. Bortkwick, C.

P. Howell
Pay Clerk— G. H. Greudle

“ PALOS.”
Mh Rate. 6 Guns. 420 Tons.

Captain—Lieut.-Comdr. T. Nelson
Executive Officer—Lieut. A. G. Berry

Navigator—Lieut. W. P. Conway
Ensigns—H. 0. Dunn, R. F. Lopez, W. C.

.

P. Muir
P. A. Surgeon—P. Leack
Assist. Paymaster—W. B. Wilcox

Assist. Engineer—G. W. Snyder

NAVAL HOSPITAL, YOKOHAMA.
Medical Director—J. S. Dungan, in ckarge

P. A. Surgeon—E. Norfleet

Assist. Paymaster—^ J. A. Mudd
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GESCHWADERSTAB.
Geschwaderchef—Commodore Paschen
Flagg-Lieutenant—Lieut, zur See Etienne
Geschwadcr-Arzt—Stabsarzt Br. Schotte
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PEINCIPAL CHINESE HONGS,
DEALING WITH POREIGNEIIS.

General Chinese Merchants.
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Chun Cheong, 57, Bonham strand.

Chiin Cheong Wing, 77, Bonham
strand West.

Chun Cheung, .54, Bonham strand.

Chun Yuen Hong, 12, Bonham
strand West.

Took Shing Loong, 74, Praya.

[

Poong Mow Tim Kee, 49, Bon-
ham strand.

jM Hau Cheong Took Kee, 18,

Bonham strand West.
Haii Poong Hong, 8'J, Bonham

strand West.
Hing Poong Shing, 62, Bonham

strand West.
Hop Hing Hong, 132, Bonham

strand.
Hung Him Tai, 101, Wing Lok

Pong.
Hung Kee, 22, Bonham strand.

Kin Nam, 24, Wing Lok Pong.

Kin Tai Loong, 63, Bonham strand
West.

Kwai Mow, 31, Praya West.

Kwong Cheong Loong, 113, Queen’s
road.

Kwong Cheung Tai, 30, Bonham
strand West.

Kwong Pook Wo, 27, Praya West.

Kwong Poong Wo, 60, Bonham
strand.

Kwong Man Cheung, 14, Bonham
strand.

Kwong Mow Tai, 17, Bonham
strand.

Kwong Tai Cheung, 64, Bonham
strand.

Kwong Wing Shing, 46, Bonham
strand West.

Kwong Wing Shun, 102, Wing
Lok Pong.

Kwong Tii Cheong, 50, Bonham
strand.

Kwong Tii Wo, 64, Bonham
strand.

Man Hing Chan, 85, Bonham
strand West.

Man San, 27, Bonham strand.

Man Shun Hong, 16, Bonham
strand West.

Man Tuen Long, 72, Bonham
strand.

Min Hing Cheung, 70, Praya

Mow Wo Cheung, 40, Wing Lok
Pong.

Loong, 75, Bonham strand
West.
Shaou Shing Co., 6, Wing Lok

Soey Hing Loong, 48, Bonham

Tai Pung Shun, 50, Bonham
?- strand.

Tung Shang Wo, 1,Bonham strand

Tung Tuk Hong, 80, Wing Lok

Wing Cheung Kut, 49, Bonham
a/l'P/Jv strand.

dS itii Wing Lee Chiug, 56, Bonham^ strand.

-41=1 Wing On Hong, 103, Wing Lok
ITJC Pong.

Wing Shing Shun, 59, Bonham
lr=i ttW 7J> strand West.
-
1^ =1 ^ Wing Tung Pook, 9, Bonham

l|lH nj strand West.
Wo Kee, 39, Praya West.

Tau Loong Hong, 16, Praya.

Tee Cheong, 60, Bonham strand.

—r*M ilxA Y®® Cheong Ching, Pung Tang
-Ixl^ IR 42, Wing Lok Pong.

Y®® E®®7 45, Bonham strand.

fir
Hong, 195, Praya West.

-4-^ ||ipg,|. A Tee Shun Hong, 48, Bonham
fTIm Ir strand.

£ Tee Shun Tai, 66, Bonham strand
West.

Yee Tai, 68, Bonham strand West.
IRO Tuen Pat Hong, 10, Bonham

TT 7u strand West.

^ Yuen Shang Loong, 26, Bonham
strand.

Tut Loong, 26, Wing Lok Pong.
:^TC

General Commission Agents.

Kjt, 0 Choy Cheong Loong, 25, PrayaQ West.
Chun Tuk Wing, 77, Queen street.

Pook Shang Wo, 66, Wing Lok
Pong.

Kii Kee, 110, Praya West.

Kwong Poong, 89, Praya West.
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Kwong Hip Wo, 88, Praya West.

jsfc -dar pOc Kwong Man Chun, 108, Praya^ West.

^ Kwrag Nam Hing, 38, Wing Lok

Kwong Shun Loong, 63, Wing

^ Kwong Sang Tye, 97, Wing Lok

Kwong Tai Yuen, 127, Praya Cen-
tral.

Kwong Tuk Wing, 86, Bonham
v>K’ strand.

^ ^ Kwong Tung Took, 103, Praya

3^ E Kwong Yii Foong, 74, Wing Lok
^3- Pp Fong.

Kwong Yuen Tai, 72, Praya.

Kwong Wah Shing, 74, Wing Lok
street.

Ling Wan, 16, Queen street.

Mee Fook, 100, Praya West.

Ming Kee, 125, Wing Lok Fong.

lein^iw

^ Sing Tai, 36, Wing Lok Fong.

Ying Wo, 20, Wing Lok

tett rj Soey Hing Loong, 48, Bonham
4® Ttr strand.

Sun Tai Lee, 86, Praya West,

ij.^ Sze Woo Chan. 101, Praya West.

^ Tai Hing Loong, 35, Wing Lok
Fong.

Tai Sung Chan, 26, Praya West.

Wing Cheung Shing, 82, Praya
West.

.,'rgr^^ Wing Yee Yuen, 129, Wing Lok
Fong

^ Wo Chan, 20, Queen street.

Wo Mee, 62, Praya West.

^ King Cheung, 45, Wing Lok

Yee Sang Chan, 56, Bonham
strand.

Yii Sang Cheong, 6, Praya West.
mm

Bakers,

Kin Cheong, 26, Endicott’s lane.

Kwong Wo, 30, Endicott’s lane.

Bankers.

m-.
Cheung Yuen, 135, Queen’s road

Central.

^ Fook On, 163, Bonham strand.

Hang Wo, 10-', Wing Lok Fong.

ffij
Li Hung, 29, Bonham strand.

ggljgft Shiu Foong, 141, Queen’s road
.g? Central.

Shun Long, 87, Wing Lok Fong.

Tuen Kee, 113, Queen’s road Cen-

.5fe Tung Tai, 151, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

Wai Shun, 61, Bonham strand.

^ Yik Long, 78, Wing Lok street.

Barbers.

A Fook, 16, Lyndhurst street.

A Kun, 34, Stanley street.

^|- Nauj Sang, 16, Wellington street.

i^.)|pi
Hing Tai, 22, Wellington

Yuet Shing, 16, Wellington street.

Bird’s-nest Merchants.

9fl H Cheong Kee, 99, Bonham strand
6Ci PI East.

'13 ® Kwong Yuen, 274, Queen’s road
ojr>m West.

Tuk Hing, 101, Bonham strand.

Wing Yuen, 344, Queen’s road
Central.

Yee Hop Loong, 1 1 1, Jervois street.

Block Makers.

IE*
Fi Kee, 19, Endicott’s lane.

Hop Lee, 24, Endicott’s lane.

Tai Tuk, 38, Gilman’s street.

Wo Kee, 33, Endicott’s lane.

Bookbinders,

^ Chee Shing, 64, Wellington street.

Fook Shing, 13, Stanley street.
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^jj
Lee Shing, 21, Stanley street.

Kee Sting, 56, Queen’s road Cen-

S Tai Sing, 60, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

Tin Shing, 64, Queen’s road Oen-

Shing, 13, Stanley street.

Yuen Shing, 29, Pottiiager street.

Carpenters.

Chun Loi, 259, Queen’s road East.

Pung Shing, 27, D’Aguilar street.

Hip Shing, Ahok, 19, D’Aguilar

S Kwong Cheong, 40, Wellington^ street.

^ Kwong Fat, 44, Wellington street.

Kwong Loi, 75, Wellington street,

fcjf^ Kwong Shing, 30, Wellington
WL street.

^ Man Loy, 29. D’Aguilar street.

^ Man Sing, 8, Wellington street.

Mow Shang, 21, D’Aguilar street.

Mow Wo, 7, Lyndhurst terrace.

Shing Wo, 23, Wellington street.

Tai Lee, 5, Lyndhurst terrace.

Tai Tik, 34, Lyndhurst terrace.

Tuk Chuen, 30, Queen’s road East.

|j/,j
Tuk Tai, 9, Wellington street.

Tung Shing, 53, Wellington street.

Wo Shang, 4, Wellington street.

WuiLoong, Tu Look, 16, D’Agui-
lar street.

Chair Makers.

Yee Cheung, 34, Wellington street.

Yii Wo, 36, Wellington street.

Charterers.

Cheung Pat Chan, 79, Prava
Central.

Hop Kee, 120, Wing Lok Fong.

Kum Cheung Tai, 18, Bonham
strand.

Man Hing Loong, 77, Prava
Central.

Man^ On Loong, 97, Bonham

Man On Wo, 82, Praya Central.

Nam Tai, 29, Wing Lok Pong.

Po Yuen Kung Chan, 76
(Wh t3 Wing Lok Pong. ’

1^
Shing Loong, 58, Bonham strand.

Soey Shing, 96, Bonham strand,

^
Tai Loy Chan, 20, Wing Lok Fong^

113,OJ c(* nu Wing Lok Pong.
Wai Shing, 73, Queen’s road

Central.

Wo Hing, 153, Queen’s road
Central.

Chinaware Dealers.

Loong, 91, Queen’s road
Central.

^g Hu Loong, 112, Bonham strand.

Kung Hing, 106, Bonham strand.

Kwong Pook Loong, 104, Bonham
strand.

iff
Hoong Yuen, 140, Bonham strand.

Yee Shing, 191, Queen’s road.

S
1^ Yew Cheong, 166, Wellington

street.

Cigar Dealers.

^ He Tai, 61, Queen’s road Central.

Sew Yuen Kee, 34, Queen’s road
aLitvi'/rifl Central.

Wai Wo, 65, Queen’s road Central.

Yee Hing, 69, Queen’s road' Cen-
tral

Clothiers and Drapers.

Atick, 1, Wyndham street.

l.^in
Nam Shing, 84, Queen’s Eoad

Central.
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5R1B#
See Wo, 55, Queen’s road Central.

Infill
Hing Long, 100, Queen’s road^ Central.

S Tung Cheong, 111, Queen’s road
Ph Central.

Coal Merchants.

laming Lee, 37, Tung-mun lane.

Wing Kee, 15, Endicott’s lane.

/j- Yee Sang, 68, Praya Central.

Contractors.

4^ IS Kwong Tuk, 66, First street. West
Point.

Kwong Tuon, 35, Bonham strand,

tJt ^ Kwong Loi, 51, Second street.

West Point.
Yuen, 57, Queen’s road East.

I'm

Tuk, 51, Queen’s road East.

fire^ Wing Fuk, A Ting, 50, Queen’s
'lift 7JV East.

Cotton and Yarn Merchants.

Chuen Shing, 176, Queen’s road^ db. East.

|j^
Hip Loong, 96, Praya Central

Kin Hing Cheung, 2, Aberdeen
street.

Loong Mow, 51, Bonham strand.

Sun Hop Loong, 135, Wing Lok

Tai Hing, 126, Wellington street.

Tung Sang Loong, 8, Bonham
strand.

Yuet Loong, 23, Wing Lok Fong.

Dyers.

^ Cheong Tai, 52, Lower Lascar
‘ ^ ^ Eow.

mm Soey Cheong, 4, Gap street.

I ^ Wing Yee Cheong, 140, Welling-
' 'J' ton street.

Yee Hing, 3, Hillier street.

Eating House Keepers.

ilang Fa Lou, 325, Queen’s road
Central.

Man Fong Lou, 42, Wing Lok

^ Pan Shing, 99, Queen’s road Cen-

^ Tsui Hing Lau, 72, Bonham
strand.

ft® W Yat Pan Lou, 114, Queen’s road
PP Central.

^ Yee Wai Kii, 83, Praya Central.

Fancy Goods Stores.

:fy\ '5. Cheong Wo, 66, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

Cheung Wo, 30, Queen’s road.

yj^
Chung Shing, 256, Queen’s road.

Hoong Sing, 120, Queen’s road,

Kwan Tai, 118, Queen’s road.

Kwong On Loong, 252, Queen’s

^ ^ Kwong Shing Loong, 96, Queen’s
ivflB i/n road Central.

Kwong Wo, 58, Queen’s road.

^ Nam Hing Loong, 93, Queen’s

Sun Hing, 48a, Queen’s road Cen-

Sun Shing, 70, Queen’s road.

fcft 3fe Tai Shing, 88, Queen’s road.

m iOZ Tsun Foong, 190, Queen’s road® 0 West.

® 13 Tung Hing, 208, Queen’s road^ l«J West.

it Wah Loong, 68, Queen’s road.

Wing Cheung, 247, Queen’s road

West.

,

Yau Cheong, 216, Queen’s road
Central.

Yii Shing, 92, Queen’s road.

Yeung Hing, 82, Queen’s road

Central.

Flour Merchants.

Cheong Kee, 79, Bonham strand.

Kwan Yii Yee, 56, Wing Lok Fong,

•JB, ® Kwong Ying Cheong, 90, Wing
I ysi Lok Fong.
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^ Kwong Wah Yuen, 54, Wing Lok
Fong.

;jijj Lee Cheong Loong, 71, Wing Lok
Fong.

Leong Tee, 121, Bonham strand.

S Sti Riin Cheong, 108, Wing LokS T7T street.

Wo Kee Chan, 59, Praya.

Furniture Dealers.

Che Sing, 38, Lyndhurst Terrace.

r}3 Chu Loong Tai, 6, Queen’s road
Hm Central.

® Kwong Chap Shing, 41, Welling-
MX H I ^ street.

B Kwong Lee Cheung, 43, Queen’s
’ road Central.

lit
Hing, 11, Lyndhurst Ter-^ ’«X race.

“ Yuen Hing Cheung, 17, Queen’s
road Central.

Gold Dealers.

Lee Sing, 24a, Queen’s road.

Wing Chun, 96, Wellington street.

Wung Hing, 59, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

Gun Makers.

Ohee Wo, 71, Bonham strand.

^ Cheong Yuen, 64, Wing Lok Pong.

^ Cheong Shing, 52, Wing Lok Fong.

Chiien Shing, 31, Bonham strand.

^ Hung Cheong, 62, Wing Lok Fong.

Rai Hing, 83, Bonham strand.

Lai Loong, 18, Bonham strand.

Lai Sang, 43, Bonham strand.

Po Woo, 65, Bonham strand.

^^ Sang Cheong, 27, Bonham strand.

rtet =- Wing Shing Loong, 24, Bonham
Wt 7]* strand.

•vFSt3£ Yuen, 60, Wing Lok Fong.

1

.A Yee Loong, 1 25, Queen’s road Cen-
P tral.

Chiin Sing, 202, Queen’s road West.

Kwm Loong, 67, Queen’s road

^ Wing Fat, 14, Queen’s’road West.

Wing Hop Loong, 18, Queen’s road
PI West.

Wing Tak, 26, Queen’s road West

81 57!^ Hing, 186, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

Insurances.

Iron Dealers.

Pook Lee, 4, Hillier street.

Leong Man Wing, 11, Hillier

street.

Loong, 10, Hillier street.

i8i |KA Tee Hing, 91, Kwong-yiin street
'P East.

Yee On, 19, Hillier street.

Yik Loong, 340 Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

7pl|^ Wing Lee, 174, Queen’s road Cen-

Iron and Copper Smiths.

Gold and Silver Smiths.

Chai Nam, 106, Wellington street

Cheong Hing, 5, Queen’s road
East.

Chun Nam, 104, Wellington street.

Lee Cheong, 155, Queen’s road.

Lee Nam, 8, Endicott’s lane.

Sun Cheong, 362. Queen’s road
West.

Sze Cheong, 356, Queen’s road
West.

Tung Yik, 83, Wellington street.

Yee Cheong, 6, Peel street.
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Iron Founders.

.*1^
Hip Yuen, 99, Queen’s road East.

m;
Kwong Hip Loong, 66, Praya Cen-

tral,

JH Toong Sing, 199, Queen’s road
East.

tx Ting Woo Loong, 31, Praya East.

Japan ware Dealers.

fS Kwong Wing Tai Chan, 158.

Queen’s road Central.
Kwong Wing Sang, 162, Queen’s

g.

road West.
Lock Hing, 12, Queen’s road Cen-

''I'O tral.

Loong Shing, 57, Queen’s road
Central.

Sam Shing Chan, 116, Queen’s
road Centr.'l.

Toong Cheong Loong, 273, Queen’s
road Central.

Mat and Bag Sellers.

fliSP

I

Kum Lee Yuen, 82, Bonham
strand.

Kwong Wo Loong, 38, Bonham
strand.

Man On Tong, 26, Bonham strand
West.

Man Yuen Tong, 34, Bonham
strand.

On Shun, 139, Bonham strand.

Tung Shun Wo, 79, Bonham
strand.

Wing On Cheong, 29, Bonham
strand.

Wing Tung Cheong, 58, Bonham
strand East.

Wing Tung Fook, 11, Bonham
strand West.

Wing Tung On, 4, Bonham strand
West.

Tii Wo Loong, 72, Bonham strand.

Milkmen.
Cheung Kee, 307, Queen’s road

East.
Hing Kee, 30, Cochrane street.

Cheong Lee, 11, Graham street.

Cheong Loong, 30, Bonham strand.

Ching Kut, 89, Bonham strand.

Fook Wo, 136, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

^j|
Hip Lee, 35, Bonham strand.

Kwong Cheong, 67, Praya Central.

Kwong Tp Wo, 78, Bonham strand.

Shing Tik, 5, Bonham strand.

Tai Hing, 67, Bonham strand
West.

Tai Loong, 90, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

Tuk Lee, 98, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

Tung Cheong, 61, Bonham strand.

Mt Cheong, 81, Bonhan strand.S rj

Yii Wo, 102, Queen’s road Central.

Medical Shops.

Sl'tirl

Book Yuen, 23, Botiham strand.

Him Shun Cheung, .'3, Bonham
strand West.

Oil Dealers.

mu Kii Yuen, 234, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

Tin Shing, 149, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

Tin Yik, 44, Bonham strand West.

Ting Tai Loong, 1 29, Queen’s road.

Opium Dealers.

Cheung Yuen, 101, Jervois street.

Cbing Loong, 47, Jervois street.

Fiik Shun Long, 111, Wing Lok
Fong Praya.

Book Shun Yuen, 111, Wing Lok
Fong.

Fook Yuen, 91, Jervois street.

Hop Wo, 77, Jervois street.

Kin Hing Cheung, 2, Wellington

King Wo, 85, Jervois street.

Ku Yuen, 87, Jervois street.

Kwong Man Loong, 117, Jervois

street.
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Shing Lee, 34, Wing Lok

'yB Ewong Yuen Shing 55, Wing Lok
4<_ (Mr> street.

Lee Tai, 45, Jervois street.

Man Chuen, ]05, Jervois street.

vlSf tS Man Yuen, 109, Jervois street.

Min Yuen, 63, Hillier atrreet.

Tai Yuen, 16, Jervois street.

Tin Yuen, 97, Jervois street.

W)
Kung Sze, 3, Cleverly

Yuet Wo, 113, Jervois street.

Yuen Sang, 74, Jervois street

Opium (prepared) Dealers.

mi Chee Wo, 92, Wing Lok street.

Chun Yuen, 152, Wing Lok Fong.

Fook Loong, 89, Jervois street.

' IS Ija-i Y'uen, 58, Bonham strand.

Sn Ping Kee, 32, Bonham strand
oC-TiW East.

Shiu Loong, 59, Bonham strand.

Painters.

fi'v

m.^

Chan Kee, 41, Endicott’s lane.

E Tai, 36, Stanley street.

Kwong Shing, 34, Cochrane street.

Nam Cheong, 3, Tung-mun lane.

On Shun, 4, Gilman street.

On Wo, 18, Gilman street.

Tai Shun, 155, Queen’s road East.

Wing Hing, 20, Tung-mun lane.

Yee E, 34, D’Aguilar street.

Pawnbrokers.

Wi\

ss-g

Cheung Tai, 99, Queen’s road West.

Chun Shing, 141, Bonham street.

Fou On, 87, Wellington street.

fit

Him Yuen, 267, Queen’s road
West.

Kee Hing, 27, Wing On street.

Kee Sang, 185, Queen’s road Cen«
tral.

Kung On, 22, Queen’s road West,

Kwan Tai, 130, Hollywood Eoad.

Lee On, 63, Queen’s road Central.

Leong Yik, 118, Wellington street.

Sing Woo, 149, Wellington street.

Shun Hang, 250, Queen’s road
Central.

Tai Loong, 37, Queen’s road.

Yik Sang, 103, Queen’s road Cea*
tral.

Photographers.

Afong, Queen’s road Central.

Hung Cheong Shing, 75, Queen’s
road Central.

Nga Chan, 90, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

Po Chan, 60, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

Pun Lun, 56, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

Pun Wo, 64, Queen’s road Central.

Wing Cheung, 74, Queen’s road
Central.

Wo Cheong, 108, Queen’s road
Central.

Yung Cheong, 120, Queen’s Eoad
Central.

Piece Goods Merchants.

E Cheung Loong, 51, Jervois street.

Ching Lun, 161, Queen’s road

Central.

Ching Wah, 102, Jervois street.

^3 Choy Cheong, 45, Bonham strand.

zrs Chun Cheong Loong, 49, Jervois

0 0 street.

Fook Tai, 165 ,
Queen’s road Cen-

^5“ inH tral.

Fung Yuen Loong, 53, Jervois

street.

S, Fung Yuen Yuen, 70, Jervois

street.

IE ft
Hing Kee, 83, Jervois street.

^ Hip Tai, 27, Jervois street.
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fM

ms
m
^mej}

t<.

ItlS

Hop Cheong' Loong, 86, Jei’voia
street.

King Cheong, 61, Jervois street.

King Tai, 69, Jervois street.

Ko Loong Tai, 33, Jervois street.

Kwong Pook Loong, 41, Jervois
street.

Kwong Pook Tai, 65, Jervois
street.

Kwong Loong Yuen, 19, Jervois
street.

Kwong Sang Loong, 25, Jervois
street.

Kwong Tai, 88, Jervois street.

Lai Cheong, 78, Jervois street.

Lai Wa, 9, Queen’s road Central.

Me Cheong Loong, 81, Jervois
street.

Me Cheong Loong, 84, Jervois
street.

Ming Mow Sang, 1, Wing Lok
street.

Nam Chong, 37, Jervois street.

Shiu Liin, 169, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

Shiu Wo, 23, Jervois street.

Shun Loong, 14, Wing Lok Fong.

Soey Cheung, 13, Wing Lok street

Soey Loong, 1, Jervois street.

Soey Yuen, 24, Jervois street.

Sun Tai Loong, 21, Jervois street.

Tai Cheong, 7, Jervois street.

Tai Hing Wo, 3, Wing Lok street.

Tai Hung, 16, Wing Lok street.

Tai Long, 67, Jervois street.

Tai Lun, 96, Jervois street.

Yee Long, J39, ervois street.

Yue Hing, 13, Wellington street.

Tai Wing, 38, Jervois street.

Tung Sung Loong, 110, Jervois

street.

Wing Fat Sang, 9, Wing Lok street.

Wing Fung Tye, 29, Jervois street.

mis

mm

It*
It*
It'l^

Wing Hang, 79, Jervois street.
’ Av

Wing Tai Cheung, 29, Jervois
street.

Wo Lun, 35, Jervois street.

Wo Sing, 11, Wing Lok street.

^ Yat Loong, 3, Jervois street.

Ying Wo, 22, Wing Lok street.

Yuet Loi Shing, 55, Jervois street.

Portrait Painters.

Shing Yuen, 64, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

Wo Cheong, 108, Queen’s road
Central.

^ Yan Cheong, 42,Wellington street.

^ Yee Cheong, 2 Wellington street.

Tee Chun, 56, Wellington street.^ Ip

Rattan Dealers.

Chuen Lee, 254, Queen’s road
dc. West.

IB®:
King Kee, 134, Queen’s road East.

S ® Hing Cheong, 120, Queen's
road.

M ® Wing Hing Cheong 262, PrayaS •9^ 7J' West.

Rattan Chair Makers.

Sp M Cheong Kee, 141, Queen’s road
t*C 13 East.

Lin Cheong, 171, Queen’s road
East.

1® Loong Hing, 76, Queen’s road
East.

~E
Wing Kee, 42, Queen’s road East

Wing Tye, 145, Queen’s road East.

Wo Cheong, 7, Queen’s road East.

Yee Sing, 3, Queen’s road East.m
Rice Merchants.

Choy Chan, 8, Tung Loi Lane

^1^^
Choy Shing, 170, Wing Lok Fong.

Hop Chan, 172, Wing Lok Pong.
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Kung Yuen, 112, Wing Lok Pong.

pg Kwong Choy, 157, Queen’s road
K West.

1^ Kwong Hop Loong, 135, Wing
Lok Pong.

Kwong Wo, 115, Praya West.

I Nam Hing, 174, Wing Lok Pong

Po Loong, 108, Praya West.

,
Tai Yikj 63, Wing Lok Pong.

Tat Hing, 160, Queen’s road West.

igj Tung Poong, 140, Wing Lok Pong.

Tung Mow, 201, Bonham strand.

^1
Tung On, 142, Wing Lok Pong.

BonhamWing Pung Yuen, 51,
i/Jr\ strand

.

S ito Wing On Cheong, 131, Praya« ^ yn West.

mfo Wo Mow, 86, Bonham strand.

Shing, 150, Wing Lok Pong.

Wung Yuen, 73, Praya West.

Yee Tak, 126, Praya West.

Sail Makers.

Chim Shun, 47, Praya West.

Leong Kee, 29, Wing Lok Pong.
wu.

Sfilli'jii
Yee Shing Chee Kee, 52, Hing

Lung street.

Saltpetre & Sulphur Dealers.

gE Kwong Yik Cheong, 95, Praya
lut“ Central.

Loong, 135, Wing Lok

3feS ^ Wung Cheong Tai, 21, Wing Lok
Pong.

^ g
Yat Cheong, 26, Wing Lok Pong.

Ship Compradores.

^ Chune Wo, 30, Praya Central.

Took Kee, 9, Pottinger street.

=3 Poon Kee, 31, Stanley street.

mm Hoo Tye Loong, 59, Praya Central.

^ Lin Cheong, 99, Wing Lok Fong.

^ Man Loong, 24, Webster street.

Nam Wo, 29, Stanley street.

® ^ V
Praya Central.

Shing Ki, 4, Webster street.

Shing Tai, 14, Endicott’s lane.

Soey Lee, 29, Endicott’s lane.

Shun Kee, 7, Pottinger street.

Tai Kee, 1, Webster street.

Tai Sang, 25, Endicott’s lane.

Tai Yuen, 2, Central Market.

Tung Kee, 34, Praya Central.

Tuk Lee, 74, Praya Central,

g.;. Wah Sang, 78, Praya Central.

Wing Cheong, 7, Endicott’s lane.

Wing Tye Loong, 39, Endicott’a

le-t
Yan Kee, 16, Wing Kiit street.

5^ Yung Kee, 54, Praya Central.

Yung Lee, 4, Wing Lok street..

Shipwrights.

1^ Pung Hing, 229, West Point.

Hip Shing, 335, West Point.

Kwong Lee, 160, West Point,

yiggtf Loong Yuen, 32, Praya West.

Praya East.

Wo Lee, 38, Praya East.

Wo Mow, 323, Queen’s road west.

Shoemakers.

Cheong Shing, 11, Queen’s road
L East.

Cheung Shing, 41, Queen’s road
iiW East.

Hing Sing, 38, Wellington street.
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Kee Sing, 36, Lyndhurst terrace.

Kin Sing, 24, Queen’s road East.

Nam Sang, 74, Queen’s road East.

Nam Sing, 13, Lyndhurst terrace.

Sam Hing, 22, Queen’s road East.

Yee Loi, 51, Queen’s road East.

Yip Cheong, 11, Wellington street.

Yuen Hing, 20, West Point.

Tailors.

nm
Cheong Sing, 74, Queen’s road

Central.

Hoi Lee, 132, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

Hung Sing, 18, Queen’s road Cen-
I’ilL tral.

Kwan On, 80, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

IB^ Man Kee, 43, Queen’s road East

Mm

at:

Tung Cheong, 67, Queen’s road
Central.

Wah Hing, 78, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

Wang Cheong, 181, Queen’s road
East.

Yan Cheong, 42, Wellington'stJteet.

Tea Merchants.

Shiu Yuen Kee, 34, Queen’s road
Central.

Sang Mow, 114, Wing Lok Pong.

Tat Shing, 5, Queen’s road Central.

^ Ting Tai Hing, 352, Queen’s road
West.

Yii Cheong, 73, Queen’s road Cen-
tral.

Timber Yards.

Kii Shing, 82, Queen’s road West.

Kwan Tai, 200, Queen’s road West.

Sam Wo, 56, Queen’s road East.

Sang Loong, 107, Queen’s road
Central.

Tai Hang, 101, Queen’s road East.

Tung Mow, 196, Praya West.

Tobacconists. -

Chii Wing Lan, 90, Jervois street.

Ho Loong, 73, Jervois street.

Man Shing,67, Jervois street,

jig^ Man Shun, 335, Queen’s road.

Yuet Nam, 200, Queen’s road West

Vermillion Merchants.

^ |j[g

Shun Hing, 68, Wellington street.

^ Tai Hing, 21, Bonham strand.

Tai Wo, 22, Queen’s road West.

-t- Wing Kut, 178, Queen’s road Cen-

W /Jv tral.

^^ Yan Wo, 77, Wellington street.

m-

Sta

tm

MM

Washermen.

Cheung Hing, 25, D’Aguilar street.

Chun Pat, 28, D’Aguilar street

Hung Kee, 6, Hollywood road.

Hung Yik, 13, D’Aguilar street.

Hup Wo, 35, Cochrane street.

Kit Kee, 307, Queen’s road East.

Lun Yik, 72, Hollywood road.

Shing Kee, 12, D’Aguilar street.

Sze Yi!;, 315, Queen’s road East.

Tung Lee, 23, D'Aguilar street.

Wung Kee, 24, Wellington street.

Yuen Cheong, 130, Queen’s road

East.
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THE I^O^'GKONG STREETS DIRECTORY.

A
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ililiSf^ v'li

Aberdeen Street, Ap-pa-tin Kai, from Queen’s Road Central to

Caine Road.
A-Chttng’s Lane, Kwolc Tsung Kai, from Lower Lascar Row to

’Ng-kwai Lane.

Albany, A-;pan-ni, the Grarden Terrace, in Albany Road.

Albany Road, A-pan-ni To, from Upper Albert Road to Peak
Road.

Albany Street, A-pan-ni Kai, from Queen’s Road East to Praya
East.

Albert Road (Lower), A-li-pat To, from Queen’s Road Central to

Wyndham Street.

Albert Road Upper, A-li-pat Sheung To, from Albert Road, by
the Grovernment Gardens to Caine Road.

Alexandra Terrace, A-li-shan-ta Kai, from Old Bailey to Shelley

Street.

Algar Court, A-li-ha Hong, from Queen’s Road West to First

Street.

An Fung Lane, An-fung Kai, from Queen’s Road West to Praya
West.

Arbuthnot Road, A-pat-noh To, from Caine Road to Hcllywoocl
Road.

A-Sow’s Lane, A-sau Hong, from Market Street to Caine Road,

Astor Buildings, Tung On Li, from Staunton Street to Aberdeea
Street.

Battery Path, Pau-toi Lo, from Queen’s Road Central to St,

John’s Cathedral.
Battery Road, Pau-toi To, from Sailors’ Homo to Pokfolura Road
Beaconseield Arcade, Pak-hung-hong, opposite City Hall.

Blacksmiths’ Lane, Ta-tit Hong, from Fung Un Lane.

Bonham Road, Man-ham To, from Caine Road to Pokfolum Road.
Bonham Strand, Man-ham Tai Kai, from Queen’s Road Central tO

Queen’s Road West.

Bonham Strand West, Man-ham 8ai Yeuh, from Bonham Straud
to Praya West.

Bridges Street, Pit-lit-che Kai, from Shing Wong Street tO
Tai-ping Shan Street.

Bridge Street, Pit-lit-che Kai, from Leighton Hill Road to
Morrison Hill Road.

Burd Street, Pat Kai, from Mercer Street to Cleverly Street.

Burrows’ Street, Pa-lo Kai, from Wanchai Road to Praya East.

Caine Road, Kin To, from Arbuthnot Road to Bonham Road.
Canton Bazaar, Yeung Fo Kai, Queen’s Road East, opposite H. M.

Naval Yard.
'

Caroline Hill Road, Ka-lo-lin Skan To, round Caroline Hill,

Castle Road, Wai shing To, h'om Caine Road to R )binson Road
West.

Castle Steps, Waishing Kai-kap, from Seymour Road to Robinsou^’
Road.
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Market, Chung Wan Kai-shi, from Queen’s Road Central
to Prava Central.

Centre Street, Ching Kai, from Praya West to Bonliam Road.

^ Chancery Lane, Chan shi-li Hong, from Arbuthnot Road to Old
Bailey Street.

Chee Tong Lanb, Chee-tong Li, First to Second Street.

3^- Chee Tsze Lane, Chee-tsze Li, in Tsze Mi Lane.

Cheuk On Lane, Cheuk-on Li, from Wellington Street to Stanley
Street.

Cheung Hing Street, Cheung Ring Hn, from Hollywood Road to
Lower Lascar Row.

ffi

^ Cheung Kang Lane, Cheung Kang Li, from Queen’s Road East.

Cheung Shing Lane, Cheung Shing Li, fvom Caine Road to Tai-
^ ping Shan Street.

S. Cheung On Lane, Cheung\On Li, from Centre Street.

Chi Yung Street, Chi Yung Kai, First to Second Street.

China’ Street, Chung-Tcwoh Kai, from Queen’s Road Central to
Praya Central.

CHii Kwong Street, Chiu Kwong Kai, Battery Road to Praya.

Chuk Hing Lane, ChuTc-hing Li, off Gage Street.

Chuk Lin Lane, Chuk-lin Li, off Gap Street.

Chung Wo Lane, Chung Wo Li, from Staunton Street.

Circular Pathway, Kung In Hong, from Gough Street Steps to
Ladder Street.

Cleverly Street, Kap-pi-li Kai, from Praya Central to Queen’s
^ '

* Road Central.

Cochrane Street, Kok-hm Kai, from Queen’s Road Central to^ ^ Gage Street.

Commissariat Lane, Kam-se-li Hong, from Queen’s Road East to

' Commissariat Wharf,

Cross Lane, Kau-ka Hong.

Cross Street, Kau-ka To, from Wanchai Road to Spring^ ^ Gardens.
D’Aguilar Street, Tak-ki-la Kai, from Queen’s Road Central to

Wyndham Street.

Duddell Street, Tb-te-li Kai, from Queen’s Road Central, to IceWm^ House Street.

jjj ^ East Point Hill, Tung-pin San, in Queen’s Road East.

I
East Street, Tai-ping Shan Tung Kai, from Queen’s Road Central

13=1^ PM Tai-ping Shan Market.

Elgin Street, I-li-kan Kai, from Staunton Street to Hollywood
Road.

Elgin Terrace, I-li-kan Toi, from Shelley Street to Caine Road.

^ s yjj Endicott Lane, En-te-cot Li, from Praya Central to Queen’s^ Road Central.

«I'J±P Ezra Lane, E-sz-la Hong, off Pottinger Street.
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Fat Hing Street, Fat Hitig Kai, from Hollywood Road to Queen’s
Road West.

First Street, Tai-yat Kai, from New East Street to Pokfolum
Road.

French Street, Fat-lang-sai Kai, from Battery Road to Praya
West.

Fok Hing Lane, Fuh Ring Li, from Jardine’s Bazaar.

Fuk On Lane, Fuk On Li, Market Street, Tai-ping Skan.

«*±ll3

Fung Un Street, Fung Un Street, Jardine’s Bazaar.

Gage Street, Kit-chi Kai, from Lyudhurst Terrace to Aberdeen
Street.

Gap Street, Cho-tiin Shan Kai, from Hollywood Road to Queen’s
Road West.

Garden Road, Fa-iin To, from Albert Road by tbe East side of
tbe Government Gardens to Robinson Road.

Garden Lane, Fa-iin Hong, Shek-tong Tsui.

Garden Street, Fa-iin Kai, from Bonham Eo?d to Battery Road.

Gilman’s Bazaar, Ki-li-man San Kai, from Queen’s Road Central

to Praya Central.

Gilman Street, Ki-li-man Kai, from Queen’s Road Central to

Praya Central.

Gough Street, Ko-fu Kai, from Aberdeen Street to Queen’s Road
Central.

Graham Street, Ka-ham Kai, from Queen’s Road Central to

Staunton Street.

Great George STiB,E
'ET

,lKu- li-tsoi-che Kai
,
from Royal Mint Street

to Causeway B ly.

Gutzlafp Street, Kwok-sz-lap Kai, from Queen’s Road Central to

Lyndhurst Terrace.

Ham Yii Street, Ham-yu Kai, from Praya West to New East
Street.

Hau Fung Lane, Hau Fung Li, from Ship Street.

Heang Hing Street, Heung-hing Kai, in Queen’s Road West.

Heard Street, Hot Kai, from Wanchai Road to Praya East.

Heung LaIie, Heung Kai, from Queen’s Road West to Bonham
Strand West.

Hi Lung Lane, Hi-lung Hong, from Queen’s Road East to St.

Francis Street.

High Street, Ko Kai, from Bonham Road to Pokfolum Road.

H ILL Lane, nhan Hong, from Hospital Hill Road.

Hill Road, Shan Td, from Pokfolum Road to Middle Street.

Hillier Street, Hi-li Kai, from Praya Central to Queen’s Road
Central.

Hillier Street South, Hi-li Nam Kai.

M Hing Heem Lane, Hing-Him Li, opposite the Naval Yard.
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Hing Lung Lane East, Hing-loong-li-tung, in Praya West.

j‘ J2: ^ Lung Lane West, Hing-loong-U Sai, in Praya West.

Hing Lung Street, Hing Lung Kai, from Queen’s Eoad Central to

Praya Central,
Hing Wan Street, Hing TF««- Kai, from King Sing Street to

Lung On Street.

Yan Lane, King Tan Li, from Upper Station Street.

Hollywood Road, Ko-li-wut To, from Pottinger Street to Queen’s
./FT-it-lPJ Road West.

Holt Infant Lane, Sing-ying-hai Li, in St. Francis Street.

Hospital Hill Lane, I-kun Shan Hong, from Queen’s Road West.

Hospital Road, I-kun Td, from Bonbam Road to New East Street.

Hung Hing Lane, Hung-hing Li, in Upper Station Street.

Ice House Street, Ping chong Kai, from Praya Central to Albert

Road, at Peddar’s Hill.

In Ku Lane, In Ku Li, Sutherland Street to Praya West

I On Lane, I On Li, from Praya West to Queen’s Road West,

Street, I Wo Kai, near the Sugar Refinery.

^ I Yik Lane, I Yik Kai, from Middle Street.

k Jardine’s Bazaar, Cha-tin Kai, from Praya East to Shau-ki Wan
^ Road.

Jervois Street, Cha-wai Kai, from Queen’s Road Central to
I Jlx Morrison Street.

^ Jose’s Lane West, Jos-li-sai, from Bridge’s Street to Tank Lane.

BbSA JozE Lane East, Tso-shi Tuvg, from Ladder Street.

Kat On Street, Kat On Kai, from King Sing Street to Lung On
Street.

Kat Sing Alley, Kut-sing Li, in Ladder Street.

Kat Sing Lane, Kat Sing Li, from Ladder Street.

Kau U Fong, Kau-ii Fong, from Gough Street to Wellington
Street.

Keen Un Lane, Kin Un Li, from Praya East.

Kennedy Road, Kin Ne To, Garden Road to Wanchai Gap.

Ki Ling Lane, Ki Ling Li, from Queen’s Road West to Praya
West

King Sing Street, King Sing Kai, from Queen’s Road East.

Kin Sow Court, Kin Sau Li, from Gage Street.
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mu King Street, Wong Kai, from Pennington Street to Nullali.

King William Street, Wai-lam Wong Kai, from Pennington
I m Street to Sea Wail.

Kom U Street, Kom U Kai, from Queen’s Road West to Praja
West.

Ktjng Shun Lane, Kung Shun Li, in First Street, Sai Ying-pun.

Kwai Wa Lane, Kwai Wa Li, from Hillier Street to Cleverly

Street.

M ^ ^ Kwok Cheong Lane, Kwoh-cheong Li, off Ham Tii Street.

a lit Kwok Cheong Lane, Kwoh-cheong Li, off Centre Street.

li Kwok Chung Lane, KwoTc Chung Li, Hollywood Road to Lower
Lascar Row.

Kwong Fung Lane, Kwong Fung Li, in Battery Road.

tjpf ^ ^ Kwok Hing Lane, Kwoh-hing Li, off Third Street.

Kwong Fook Lane, Kwong Fuh Li, from Upper Station Street*to

Lower Caine Road.

yJS® Kwong-yun Street East, Kwong Tin Tung Kai, from Bonham
y ' Strand to Praya Central.

Kwong-yun Street West, Kwong Jin Sai Kai, from Bonham
Strand to Praya Central.

Ladder Street, Lau tai Kai, from Queen’s Road Central to Bon-
ham Road.

m±m^m Ladder Street Terrace, Upper, Lau-tai Kai Sheung Fong, from

Ladder Street Terrace, Lower, Lau-tai Kai Ha Fong, from
Ladder Street.

Lamont’s Lane, Lam-man Hong, from Fuk Hing Lane.

Lan Kwai Fong, Lan-hwai Fong, in D’Aguilar Street.

Lascar Row, Upper, Mo-lo Sheung King, from Ladder Street to

West Street.

Lascar Row, Lower, Mo-lo Ha King, from Ladder Street to Fat
Hing Street.

^^ ^ Lane, Lau TJ Li, in High Street.

I

*
J ifa

Leighton Hill Road, Lai-tun Shan To, round bottom of Leighton
^ Hill.

M im Leong Hung Lane, Leong Heung Li, off Tung Woh Lane East.

Leung Wa Tai Lane, Leung Wa Tai Li, in Queen’s Road West.

Lung On Street, Lung On Kai, from Nullah Lane.

LYNDHUR^T Terrace, Lun-hat-sz Kai, from Wellington Street to

Hollywood Road.

; *3^ Man Hing Lane, Man Hing Li, Peel Street to Hollywood Road.

mmic. Man Ming Lane, Man Ming Li, from Ship Street.

Man Wa Lane, Man Wa Li, from Bonham Stranl to Praya
Central.
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M't t-

im'ff

Itcfi

Market Street, Eai-shi Kai, from Ladder Street to Pb Yan Street.

Matheson Street, Mat-ti-shan Kai, from Shau-ki Wkn Road to

Perceval Street.

Mee Lum Lane, Mee-luni, Li, in Aberdeen Street.

Mercer Street, Masha Kai, from Bonbam Strand to Queen’s
Road Central.

Middle Street, Chung Kai, from Battery Hill to Slaughter House.

Ming Tak Lane, Ming Tah Li, from Market Street.

mmmM,

Morrison Hill Road, Ma-li-sun Shan Yd, from Observation Place

to Wanchai Gap.

Morrison Street, Ma-lisun Kai, from Bonbam Strand to Queen’s

Road Centi’al.

Mosque Junction, Mo-lo Miu Kau Kai, from Robinson Road to

Shelley Street.

Mosque Street, Mo-lo Miu Kai, from Robinson Road to Peel Street.

Mosque Terrace, Mo-lo Miu Toi, from Robinson Road to Peel
''

' Street.

^ Mun Hing Lane, Mun-hivg Li, in Peel Street.

Murray Pathway, Ma-li King, from Queen’s Road Central to the

Government Offices.

New East Street, San Tung Kai, from Praya West to Bonham
Road.

New West Street, San Sai Kai, from Praya to Bonham Road.

Ng Kwai Fong, Kg Kwai Fong, from Upper to Lower Hollywood
Road.

Nullah Lane, Sheh Shui-Tcu Bong, from King Sing Street to

Praya.

Old Bailey Street, O-lo Pi-li Kai, from Hollywood Road to

Caine Road.
On Ning Lane, On-ning Li, from Praya West to Battery Road.

On Wai Lane, On Wai Li.

M 4^45^ On Wo Lane, On Wo Li, from Queen’s Road Central to Gough^ Street.

-y, ^ Overbeck’s Court, 0-wah-ping-se-cot, in Peel Street.

SYW Pak Tsz Lane, PaJe-isze Li, off Gage Street

Lane, Pan Kwai Li, from Wo Fung Street.
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P9 FI Pkrceval Street, Pa-sz-wd Kai, from Shau-ki Wan Road to

Praya.
PoKFOLUM PoAD, Pok-u Lam To, from Queen’s Road West to Pok-

^ Pond Lane, Pong-hong, in Queen’s Road East.

<4^ rtk. 3^ PoTTiNUER STREET, Po-Un-cha Kai, from Praya Central to Holly.
I^r F> 'FF ^ood Road.

Pound Lane, Pong Hong, from Hollywood Road to Rutter’s Lane,

Street, Po Yan Kai, from Gap Street to Market Street.
0

Praya Central, Hoi-pong Chung Yeuk, from Wardley Street toPt-, JTRAYA O^ENTRAL, J

Bonham Strand

Praya East, Hoi-pong Tung Yeuk, from Eastern Market to East
Point.

Praya West, Hoi pong 8ai Yeuk, from Bonham Strand to Shek.
tong Tsui.

Pun Lung Lane, Pun-lung Li, off Queen’s Road East.

I Queen’s Road Central, Wong-hau Tai To, from the Western
Main Guard to West End of Hollywood Road.

Queen’s Road East, Wong-hau Tai To Tung, from the Western
Main Guard to Wanchai Market.

Queen’s Road West, Wong-hau Tai To Sai, from West End of

Hollywood Road to Pokfolum Road.

^ Queen Street, Wong-hau Kai, from Queen’s Road West to Praya

Richmond Terrace, Bichmon Tale 8e, Bonham Road.

IB i^TTiF Robinson Road, Lo-pin-sun To, from Albany Road to Bonham
'

'

Road.
Royal Mint Street, Ghii tsin Kuk Kai, from Jardine’s Bazaar to

Mint.

Rozario Street, Lb se-li Kai, from Ladder Street to Tank Lane.

mm±m Russell Street, L%-sz-li Kai, from Bowrington Canal to Perceval
Street.

Rutter Lane, Lat-ta Kai, from P6 Yan Street to Upper Station
Street.

^ g* Sai Foo Lane, 8ai-foo Li, in Queen’s Road East.

^ ^ Sai Hing Lane, 8ai-hing Li, in First and Second Streets.

M»ia Sai Lung Lank, 8ai Lung Li, from Queen’s Road West.

M^B Sai On Lane, 8ai On Li, from Battery Road to Praya.
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M ^^

>44*- -dtf

Sam To Lane, Sam-to Li, in Battery Eoad.

Sau Wa Fong, 8au-wa Fong, frou) Queen’s Eoad East to St.

Francis Street.

Scott I ane, 8z-Jcat Kai, from Queen’s Eoad Central to Praya

Central.

Second Street, Tai I Kai, from Hospital Eoad to Pokfolum
Eoad.

Setmottr Eoad, 8ai-mo Td, from Bonbam Eoad to Eobinson

Eoad.
Seymour Terrace, 8ai-mo Toi, from Castle Steps to Seymoud

Ecad.
Sharp Street East, 8hap Tung Kai, from Bowrington Canal to

Sbau-ki Wan Eoad.
Sharp Street AA'est, 8hap 8ai Kai, from Bowrington Canal to

Mcnison Hill Eoad.
Shek Kai Lane, 8hek Kai Li, from Nullab Lane.

Shelley Street, 8he-li Kai, from Hollywood Eoad to Mosque
Junction.

Sheung Fung Lane, 8heung Fung Li, from Third Street to Second

Street.

Shik Chan Lane, \8hik Chan Li, from Queen’s Eoad West to

Praya West.

Shik Chau Lane, ShiJc-chan Li,[from Praya West to Battery^Eoad

Shin Hing Lank, 8hin Hing Li, from New Eastern Street.

Shin Hing Lane, 8hin King Li, from Gougb Street to Hollywood
Eoad.

Shing Hing Alley, 8hing-hing Li, in New East Street.

Ship Street, Yeung-shiin Kai, Praya East across Queen’s Eoad
East.

Shung Hing Lane, Shung Hing Li, from Queen’s Eoad West to

Praya.

Shing-Wong Street, 8hing Wong Kai, from Caine Eoad to Gough
Street.

Siemssen’s Lane, 8hi'm-shan Kai, in P6 Yiin Street.

So-KON Po Market Street, 8b-kon Po 8hi Kai, Jardine’s Bazaar.

Spring Gardens’ Lane, King-chiin Tin Hong, from Queen’s Eoad
East to Praya East.

Square Street, 8z-fong Kai, from Ladder Street to Market Street.

St. Francis Lane, 8hing Fat-Wi-sz Hong, from St. Francis Street.

St. Francis Street, 8lHng Fi-lan-sz Kai, from Queen’s Eoad East
running Soutl>.

)
St. Francis’ Yard, Sing-fo-lan-si-se-yaf, in St. Franc's’ Street.

St. John’s Path, 8ing-chau-si-io, in Albert Eoad.

Stanley Street, 8z4an-li Kai, ‘from D’Aguilar Street to Grabam
Street.

Station Street, Chai-kun Kai, from Caine Eoad toPo Yan Street.

MS*
IflS At

'imn

mirn
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MES

Station Street Upper, Chai-kun Sheung "Kai, in Caine Road.

Stately Street, Shi-ti-wa-li Kai, from Queeii’s Road Central to

Gage Street.

Stattnton Street, 8z- tan-tun Kai, from Old Bailey to Bridges

Street.

Stone-Cutters’ Lane, SheJc-tseung Li, from Hollywood Road.

Ml 5

Mia
©

MI;^c

Stone Nullah Lane, 8hik-hu Li, from Praya East to Queen’s

Road East.

Sui Hinq Lane, 8ui King Li, from Caine Road.

Sun Wai Lane, 8un Wai Li, off Hollywood Road near Central

Police Station.

Shung On Lane, 8hung On Li, Queen’s Road East.

Sutherland Street, 8au-ta-lan Kai, from Praya West to Queen’s
Road West.

Tai Loi Lane, Tai Loi Li, First Street, Sai Ying-puo.

Tai Ping Lane, Tai Ping Li, from Tai-ping Shan Street to Market.

Tai-ping Shan Street, Tai-ping 8han Kai, from Bridges Street

to P6 Tan Street.

Tai Wo Street, Tai Wo Kai, from Wanchai Road to Praya East.

Tai Wong Lane, Tai Wong Li, from Queen’s Road East to Praya.

Tai Wong Street, Tai Wong Kai, from Queen’s Road East to

Praya East.

Tak Hing East Alley, Tak King Tung Hong, from Praya West to

Queen’s Read West.

Tak Hing West Alley, Tak Hing Sai Hong, from Praya West to

Queen’s Road West.

Tak Hing Lane, Tak Hing Li, off P6 Tan Street.

Tak Sing Lane, Tak Sing Li, from Second Street.

Tam Kui Lane, Tam Kui Li, off Western Street.

Tang Luk Street, Tang Luk Kai, from Praya East to Morrison
Hill Road.

Tan Kwai Lane, Tan Kwai Li, from Ladder Street.

Tank Lane, Shui-chi Hong, from Lascar Row to Caine Road.

Tannery Lane, Im-pi Hong, from Market Street to Tank.

The Gap, Kwat-tiin Shan, from Wanchai Market to Morrison
Hill Road.

Third Street, Tai Sam Kai, from New Bast Street to Pokfolum
Road.

Ti-po Lane, Tf-j d Li, from High Street, Sai Ting-pun.

Mfi^ Tik Lung Lane, Tik Lung Li, in Queen’s Road East.
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Triangle Street, Sam A from Wanchai Road to Praja East.

Tsino Kai Lane, Tsing Kai Li, from Nullah Lane to Albany

JH
Tsing Tseng Lane, Tdng Tsung Li, from Queen’s Road East.

Tsui Lung Lane, Tsui Lung Li, in Queen’s Road East.

IP
Tsun Wing Lane, Tsun Wing Li, off Graham Street.

Tseng Sae Lane, Tsung Sau Li, from Qui.'en’s Road West.

M Tseng Sau Lane West, Tsung-sau Li-sai, Queen’s Road West to
U. Praya West.

Tsz-Mi Alley, Tsz Mi Kai, from Queen’s Road West to Praya
West.

Tsz Tung Lane, Tsz Tung Hong, from First Street, Sai Ting-pun.

®W Tung King Alley, Tung Hing Kai, from Queen’s Road West to

Praya West.

t” ’d? ^ Tung Loi Lane, Tung-loi Li, from Harbour Master’s Office west-

1^ Tung Lok Lane, Tung LoJc Li, from Tai-ping Shan Street Steps.

Tung Lung Lane, Tung Lung Li, from Wanchai Road.

Tung Man Lane, Tung Man Kai, from Queen’s Road Central to

Praya Central.

Tung Suing Lane, Tung-shing Li, in Wellington Street.

Tung Tak Lane, Tung Tak Li, from Cochrane Street.

f

Tung Wo Lane East, Tung TFo Tung Kai, from Middle Street.

Tung Wo Lane West, Tung Wo Li Sai, from Middle Street.

Tung Woh Lane, Tung-wo Li, in Cochrane Street.

U Hing Lane, U Hing Li, from Queen’s Road Central.

Ui Hing Lane, Ui Hing Li, Spring Gardens.

TJi Lung Lane, Ui Lung Li, in Bowringtoc, Leighton Hill Road.

Ui On Lane, Ui On Li, from Second Street to Third Street.

Ui Un Lane Upper, Vi Un Sheung Li, from Upper Erd of Peel

Street.

Ui Un Lane Lower, Ui Un Ha Li, from Upper End of Peel Street.

a*,IS U Lok Lane, U Lok Li, from Third Street.

U Po Lane West, U Pb Li Sai, from First Street, Sai Ying-pun.

U Po Lane East, U Pd Li Tung, from First Street, Sai Tirg-pun..

Un Fuk Lane, Un-fuk Li, from Second to Third Street*.
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U Un Lane, JJn On Li, Hollywood Eoad to Circular Pathway.

TJn Shing Lane, Un-shing Li, from Second to Third. Streets.

h TJppeb Station Street, Chai-kun Sheung Kai, from Hospital Road
to Station Street.

H Tam Lanf, JI Yam Li, in East Street, Tai-ping Shan.

Valley Road, TVd-Zi To, round Wong-nai Chung Valley.

ife TTl^Bir Tillage Street, Heung-ha Kai, from Leighton Hill Road to
' Jardiue’s Bazaar.

Wa In Fong, IVd In Fong, from Staunton Street.

Wa Tn Fong East, Wain Tung Kai, from Staunton Street to Shing
W„i.g Street.

Wa On Lane, Wa On Li, from Aberdeen Street.

Wa Hing Lane, Wah-hing Li, in Shing Wong Street.

Wai Tak Lane, Wai-tak Li, in Wellington Street.

|B.¥i

Wai Tan Lane, Wai Yan Li, from Ladder Street, Tai-ping Shan.

Wanchai Road, Wan tsai To, from Bowrington Canal to Queen’s
Road East.

Wardley Street, Wak-li Kai, from Queen’s Road Central to

Praya Central.

Webster Bazaar, Kam Lung Kai, from Queen’s Road Central to

Praya Central,

Wellington Street, Wai-ling-tun Kai, from Wyndham Street to

Queen’s Road Central.

West End Terrace, 8ai-mee Li,\xx Bonham Road.

i
West Street, Tai-ping Shan Sai Kai, from Queen’s Road Central

MJ I Tai-ping Snan Street.

i West Terrace, Lok Kd?i, from Castle Road.

WiLMER Street, Wai li-ma Kai, from Prava West to Queen’s Road
West.

/J<
Wing Fung Lane, Wing Fung Li, from Queen’s Road East.

Wing Hing Lane, Wing Ring Li.

Wing On Lane, Wing On Kai, from Queen’s Road Central lo Praya.

Wing Lok Street, Wing Lok Kai, from Praya Central to Praya

^ ^^ Wing Shing Street, Wing-shing Kai, Praya Central to Queen’s
Road Central.

Wing Wa Lane, Wing Wd Li, from D’Aguilar Street.

Wing Wo Lane, Wing-wo Li, from Queen’s Ro.id Central to Praya
Central.

Witty Street, Wat-ti Kai, from Praya West to Middle Street.

Wo Fung Street, Wo Fung Kai, from Queen’s Road tf Praya

MUM Wong Nei Chung Road, Wong-nei-chung.
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Wo On Lane, Wo On Li, from D’Aguilar Street.

Wui Lung Lane, Wei-lung Li, in Second Street.

Wyndham Street, Wan-ham Kai, from Queen’s Read Central to
Hollywood Road.

Yam On Lane (East and West), Yam-on Li, in Hollywood Road.

Tan Shau Lane, Tan Sau Li, from D’Aguilar Street.

Yap Chu Alley, Yap Chu Hong, from Praya East.

Yee Wo Street, Yee-wo Kai, from Royal Mint Street to Shau Ki
Wan Road.

Yu Po Lane (East and West), Yu-po [Li, from First to Second
Streets.

Teong Lok Lane, Yeong Lok Li, offUpper Station Street.

Tung Wo Lane, Yung Wo Li, from Pound Lane, Tai-ping Shan.

Zetland Street, Sit-lan Kai, from Queen’s Road Central to Ice

House Street.



MACAO.
Macao is situated in 22 deg. 11 min. 30 sec. N. latitude, and 113 deg. 32 min.

30 sec. E. longitude, on a rocky peninsula, renowned, long before tbe Portuguese
settled on it, for its safe harbour for junks and small vessels. The Portuguese, who
had already settled on the island of Lampacao, and frequented for trading purposes
Chin-chew, Lianpo, Tamao, and San-choan (St. John’s island, where St. Francis Xavier
died) first took up their residence at Macao in 1557. Shortly after their arrival pirates

and adventurers from the neighbouring islands commenced to molest them. The
Chinese authorities were powerless to cope with these marauders, who went so far as

to blockade the port of Canton. The Portuguese manned and armed a few vessels

and succeeded in raising the blockade of Canton and clearing the seas. The town of

Macao soon afterwards began to rise, and dxiring the eighteenth century trade

flourished wonderfully, the difficulty of residence at Canton greatly contributing

towards it. The East India Company and the Dutch Company had establishments
in Macao.

Historians are divided in opinion as to whether the possession of Macao by the

Portuguese is due to Imperial bounty or to right of conquest. There can be no
doubt, however, that it was held at a rental of 500 taels a year until G-overnor Ferreira

do Amaral in 1848 refused to pay it any longer and forcibly drove out the Hoppo or
Chinese Custom-house, and with it every vestige of Chinese authority. This bold
stroke cost him his hfe in August, 1849, for he was waylaid and barbarously mur-
dered near the Barrier of Porta do Cerco and his head was taken to Canton. On
the Chinese troops at the Barrier showing fight and massing in great numbers, the
Portuguese troops gallantly advanced, took the fort of Passaleao, and drove the
Chinese from their positions.

The settlement is separated from the large island of Heang-shan by a wall built

across the neck of land from shore to shore. Two principal ranges of hills, one running
from south to north, the other from east to west, may be considered as • forming an
angle, the base of which leans upon the river or anchoring place. The public and
private buildings, a cathedral, and several churches, are raised on the declivities, skirts,

and heights of hillocks. On the lofty mount eastward, called Charil, is a fort, enclosing
the hermitage of Na. Sra. de Guia, and westward is Nillau, on the top of which stands
the hermitage of Ha. Sra. de Penha

;
entering a -wide semi-circular bay, which faces

the east, on the right hand stands the fort San Francisco
;
and on the left, that of

Na. Sra. de Bom Parto. Seen from the roads or from any of the forts crowning the
several hillocks, Macao is extremely picturesque. The public and private buildings
are gaily painted and the streets kept very clean.

Since the cession of the island of Hongkong to the British, the trade of Macao
has decreased considerably, and the coolie trade gave it an unenviable notoriety.

This traffic, pregnant with abuses, was happily abolished in 1874. Tea continues to

be an article of export, showing the value of from $700,000 to $800,000 a year.

Essential oils are also exported to some extent. There is likewise some trade in

opium. Silk filature and other factories have also lately been estabhshed.
The terrific typhoon of the 23rd September, 1874, which swept across Hongkong

and the Southern Coast of China with such force, laid a considerable part of Macao
in ruins. During the full violence of the wind, and fearful rise of the tide, a fire took
place which consumed the best houses in the parish of Santo Antonio, the ruins of
many of these buildings still marking the site of the disaster. With its trade gone
and consequent departure of many of its residents, the activity of the place is a
thing of the past. Owing to its pleasant climate and the quietude always prevailing,

Macao has become the refuge of invahds and busy workers from Hongkong and
other neighbouring ports.

In the town there are several places of interest apart from the Fan-tan or gam-
bling saloons. The gardens and G-rotto of Camoens, once the resort of the celebrated
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Portuguese Poet Camoens, are worth seeing, as also the noble facade of the ancient
Jesuit church of San Paulo, burnt in 1835. Pleasant excursions can be made to the
Hot Springs of T6-mak, about sixteen miles from Macao, easily reached in about
three and a-half hours by steam launch. In winter snipe are plentiful in the
neighbouring paddy holds and afford good sport.

The Hongkong, Canton, and Macao Steamboat Company runs a daily steamer
(Sundays excepted) between Macao and Hongkong, leaving the former port at 8
o’clock a.m. and Hongkong at 2 p.m. To Canton there is a steamer on every
alternate day, Sundays excepted. The distance from Macao to Hongkong is 40|
miles, and to Canton 88 miles. Macao is now connected with Hongkong by telegraph,

the cable being opened for traffic on the 9th July, 1884. The population of Macao,
according to returns made in 1879, was—Chinese, 63,5'.>2; Portuguese, 4,476; other

nationalities, 78; or a total of 68,086.

DIRECTORY.

Colonial Government.
Plenipotentiary in China, Japan, and Siam,
and Governor of theProvince—His Excel-
lency Thomas de Souza Roza

Secretary General and Secretary of Lega-
tion—Dr. M. P. de Sande e Castro

Aide-de-camp to B. E. the Governor—Igna-
cio C. da Cosla Pessoa

Adjutant to H. E. the Governor—Ensign
A. V. Scarnichia

COLONIAL SECRETARY’S OFFICE.
ColonialSecretary- General—M. P. de Sande

e Castro

Chief Clerh—’^QTCio da Silva

1«< Clerk—F. F. Leitao

Acting 2nd do.—J. J. dos P. Carvalho
Cadet—F. X. Gutierrez

Messenger—J. P. Monteiro

MILITARY DEPARTMENT.
Major—A. M. R da Fonseca
Clerk—S. J. d’Encaruacao
Temporary Clerk—P. A. Pereira

Cadet—J. M. T. B. Gutierrez

COUNCIL OF GOVERNMENT.
President—The Governor
Secretary—M. P. de Sande e Castro
Members—The Judge, the Commandant

of Policial Guard, the Commandant of

Forts, the Attorney-General, the Chief-

clerk of the Exchequer, the President

of the Municipal Chamber, the Colo-

nial Surgeon

COUNCIL OP THE PROVINCE.
President—The Governor
Members—The Colonial Secretary, the At-

torney-General, and two citizens

MUNICIPAL CHAMBER.
Members—P. A. da Cruz, L. J. Pereira,

L. J. Baptisti, V. S. Pereira, J. E.

d’Almeida, V. J. Gracias

Secretary—S. A. Tavares

Treasurer—F. P. Marques
Clerks—T. M. Marques, P. Victal

Messenger—Luiz Maria do Rozario

MUNICIPAL COUNCIL.
Members—A. M. da Roza, F. P. de Noro-

nha, F. de P. Cortella, F. A. Volong

ADMINISTRATIVE COUNCIL.
Administrator—L. Ferreiia

Substitute—A. A. Pacheco

1st clerk—E. Vianna

I

2jtfZ do.—M. P. Simoes

Bailiff—S. Rodrigues

SUPREME COURT.
Military Section.

President—The Governor T. de S. Roza

Members—The Judge, the Commandant
Policial Guard, the Commandant of

the Line Regiment, the Senior Naval

Officer, the Second Naval Officer.

Civil Section.

President—The Governor T. de S. Roza

M mbers—The Judge, the two elective

members of the Provincial Council, the

President of the MunicipalChamber,the

Procurador dos Negocios Sinicos

REVENUE DEPARTMENT.
Committee.

President—The Governor T. de S. Roza
Members—The chief clerk of the Exche-

quer, the Treasurer, the Attorney

-

General
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BOARD OF PUBLIC INSTRUCTION.
President—The Governor T. de S. Roza
Members—J. A. R. Cabral, L. Pereira

Leite, Dr. A. A. M. de Vasconcellos

BOARD OF HEALTH.
President—Dr. Jose Gomes da Silva

Members—Dr. Luiz L. Franco, Dr. Tovar
de Lemos, Dr. J. J. Alvares

MILITARY HOSPITAL OP SAM
JANUARIO.

President—Dr. Jose Gomes da Silva

Member—Dr. Tovar de Lemos
Secretary—Dr. L. L. Franco

CoMPAHHIA DE SaTTDE,
lo. Escrivao—P. da Rocha
Enfermeiros de la. classe—V. de P. C. de

Lemos, A. de Pigueiredo, J. Pedro
Enfermeiros de 2a. classe—J. Gonsalves, E.

P. de Souza

SURVEYOR GENERAL’S DEPART-
MENT.

Director—A. A. Sauvage (interin o)

Conductor e Desenhador—A. Heitor
Pagador—Bento de Pran9a
Amanuense—D. P. d’Almeida Marques

Committee,

President—The Governor T. de S. Roza
Members—DirectorA. A. Sauvage (acting),

the chief clerk of tlie Exchequer, the

Attorney-General, M. P. Leitao, and a

member of the Municipal Council
Secretary—Bento de Fran 9a

REVENUE OFFICE.
Secretario—J. C. P. d’AssumpQfio

Contador—A. F. da Motta Barbosa
lo. Escripturario—F. de P. M. da Rocha
2o. do. —J. C. d’AssumpQao
lo. Amanuense—A. V. Ribeiro (interino)

lo. do. —P. X. da Roza (interino)

2o. Amanuense—D. P. Simoes (interino)

2o. do. —A. T. Bi-andao (Interino)

Porteiro—V. de Oliveira

Continuo—J. L. Correia

TREASURY DEPARTMENT.
Thezoureiro—J. A. R. Cabral
Fiel—Edmundo M. MarQal
Aimnuense—S. J. da Luz (interino)

TAX OFFICE.
Recebedor—P. V. Ribeiro

Ajudante—P. de P. Mar9al

Amanuense—N. P. Gonsalves
Committee.

Presidente—A. F. da Motta Barbosa (in-

terino)

Fiscal—Delegado do Procurador da Coroa
Vogaes—M. F. Alvarez, N. T. Fernandez,

J. E. d’Almeida
Secretary—A. J. Brandao
Vogaes Chinezes—Angui e Avong

JUDICIAL DEPARTMENT.
Judge—Dr. J. J. da Silva

Substituto—J. V. Jesus

Attorney General—M. P. Leitao

Lawyers—V. S. Pereira, A. Bastos, Jr.,

E. M. da Silva, A. A. Pacheco, Jose da
Silva, T. C. C. Ribeiro, F. Sales

Clerics and Notaries Public—Luiz Pereira

Leite, Josd M. da Costa
Cleric to the Judge and Orphans' FunSL—^
Joao Hyndman

Accountant & Distributor—M. Boralho

Bailiffs—B. Sequeira, A. Rodrigues, A. de
Souza

JUSTICES oTtHE peace.
L. A. J. Pereira, judge, Se and Santo An-

tonio Districts; P. A. da Cruz, judge,

A. P. Marques, substitute, San Lou-
rengo District; M. M. Boralho, clerk

COMMERCIAL JURY.
President—The Judge
Secretary—The Attorney General

REGISTER DEPARTMENT.
Chief—The Attorney-General, M. F.Leitaa

Cleric—P. M. Sales

Cleric—A. A. B. da Silveira

HARBOUR MASTER’S DEPART-
MENT.

Harbour Master & Comm, of Water Police

—Demetrio Cinatti

Clerk—P. P. do Rozario

Master of Governor’s Galley—Antonio Cy-
rillo do Rozario

Water Police Station.

Commander—T’ne Harbour Master

Second do. —A. T. da Costa e Silva

Wardens—J. Rodrigues, Jr., B. S. Ro-
drigues

Cleric—D. A. do Rozario
Boatswains—P. Lourengo, A. J. da Silva

and M. P. Cordeiro
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PEOCTJEATURA DOS NEGOCIOS
smicos.

Procurador—A. M. d’Oliveira

Trimeiro Interprete—P. N. da Silva
Segundo Interprete—Eduardo Marques
Alumno Interprete la. Classe—C. A. E

d’Assump9ao
Alumnos Interpretes 2a. Classe—Augusto

O. Marques, Joao E. d’Almeida, F. P.
Marques

Escrivaes—E. Lopez, E, Serrr.
,
Eduardo

P. Leite

Amanuense—C. de S. Place
Linguas—M. B. Xavier, J. A. T. Robarts
Officiaes de Deligendas—Y. E. da Luz, B.

Simoes, E. Lopes, Alfredo Carvalho

CADEIA PTJBLICA.
J. M. Peres, carcereiro

ST. MICHAEL’S PUBLIC CEME-
TERY.

(Under the charge of the Municipal
Chamber.)

Warden—J. F. de Souza
Porter—J. E. Souza

POST OFFICE.
R. de Souza, acting postmaster, 1, Eua

de Sta. Clara

ECCLESIASTICAL GOVERNMENT.
Bishop—D. Antonio Joaquim de Medeiros
Sec. of the Ecclesiastical Chamber—ReY

.

Canon G. F. da Silva

Cabido.
Bean—Rev. M, L. de Gouvea (absent)

Archdeacon—Rev. A. M. de Vascoucellos
Chief Treasurer—Morgado, Jr. (absent)

Canons—Rev. Y. V. Rodrigues, Rev. G.
F. da Silva, Rev. F. X. Cortella, Rev.
F. X. A. da Silva, Rev. F. F. X. da Silva,

Rev. F. A. d’Almeida, Rev. Simeao

VicAES AND Chaplains.
Citrate of the Cathedral—Rev. A. C. B. Pe-

reira

Yica/r of St. Laurence’s parish church—
Rev. F. A. d’Almeida (acting)

Vicar of St. Anthony’s parish church—
Rev. J. H. das Neves

Vica/r of St. Lazaro’s parish church—Rev.
Lucas Lyra

Chaplain of St. Augustine’s church—Rev.
A. J. G. Pereira

Chaplain of St. Domingo’s church—Rev.

G. F. da Silva

Chaplain of ex-Convent of Sta, Clara-^
Rev. V. Y. Rodrigues

Board of Education.

GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS.
Teacher of Navigation and Mathematics—

vacant

Prof, of Portuguese—for boys’ classes, A.
M. P. Marques

;
for Chinese boys’

classes, J. P. Pereira; for girls’ classes,

San Lourengo District, Mrs. Casimira
Marques, acting

;
Se’s District, Mrs.

Sarah Leite

Delegado dos Estudos—A. M. A. de Vas-
concellos

COLLEGIO DE SANTA ROZA
DE LIMA.

COMMISSAO DiRECTOEA.
Presidents—The Bishop
Vice-Presidente—Louren90 Marques
Vogal—Manuel M. G. da Silva

Thesoureiro—Thomas d’Aquino Migueis
Secretario—Rev. Y. V. Rodrigues

Pessoal do Collegio.
Regenta—D. Thereza da A. Danenberg
Mestras—J). Lydia F. da Sta. Cruz,

D. Joaquina da Luz, D. Jessie Yi^ild

Loureiro, M. Marques d;i Silva, Asteria

dos Santos Arrobas
Prefeitas—R. de Carmo e Claudina da

Sta. Trindade
Capelldo—Rev. Y. V. Rodrigues

AS30CIACAM PROMOTORA DA
INSTRUCCAM DOS MACAENSES.

Presidente—P. N. da Silva

Secretario—M. A. dos Remedios
Thesowreiro—B. de S. Fernandes
Vogaes—R. de Souza, D. C. Pacheco, M.

' Ayres da Silva, F. M. de Graga

I

ESCOLA COMMERCIAL,
j

Professores—S.L H. Milner, William Pe-
reira, Hsii Hua-fang

ESCOLA CENTRAL (INSTRUCCAO
PRIMARIA).

Teachers—P. da Luz, J. V. de Jesus, Theo.
Rodrigues

Infant School Teachers—Maria d is D. da
Costa, Etelvira Senna
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SEMINAEIO DE S. JOSE.
Rector—Antonio J. de Medeiros, Bishop

of the Diocese
Vice Rector—Rev. F. P. Gonsalves
Spiritual Director—Conego J. M. da Cruz

Siineao

Physician—Dr. J. C. da Silva Telles
Ad/vocate—A. Bastos, Jr.

Prof., Prim, and Complementary Instn .

—

S. S. de Sonza
Prof, ofPortuguese—Conego J. M. da Cruz

Simeao (acting)

Prof, of Latin—J. A. Ribeiro Cabral
Prof of Rhetoric—Conego J. M. da Cruz

Simeao
Prof, of Latin {Chinese')—Rev. M. Leong
Prof, of Chinese—Paulo Lin
Secretario do Conselho de Estudos—Rev.

S. S. de Souza
Bibliothecario— Rev. S. S. de Souza
Prefect—Rev. M. J. Farinha (acting)

Escripturario—M. J. M. Goncalves da
Silva

Escrevente—J. M. da Roza
Bedel—F. S. da Roza
Director de Typoqraphia e Encadernacdo—

M. J. da Luz
Typographo—J. V. Pereira, Jr.

Encadernador—T, J. Leitao
Sachristao—Jose Lopes
Porteiro—J. Vaz
Guarda de Ilha Verde—J. Rodrigues

ADMINISTRACAO DOS BENS DAS
MISSOENS PORTUGUEZAS NA

CHINA.
Presidente—Antonio J. de Medeiros, Bishop

of the Diocese
Vogaes—Rev. M. L. de Gouvea, dean of

the Cathedral
; Rev. F. P. Gongalves,

vice-rector of the Seminary; A. T. da
Motta, contador da Junta da Fazenda

Secretario—F. F. Leitao
Advogado—A. J. Bastos, Jr.

Escripturario—M. J. M. G. da Silva

Procurador em Macau—M. J. M. G. da
Silva

Procuradores em Hongkong—J. J. dos
Remedios & Co.

Procurador em Sinqapura—Rev. N. J. T.

Pinto

Missao de Timor.
Superior—Rev. .J, Gomes Ferreira
Missionarios—Rev. S. M. A. da Silva, Rev.
M. M. A. da Silva, Rev. J. A. Pires (ab-
sent), Rev. F. X. de Mello, Rev. A. C.

da S. Garcez, Rev. J. dos Reis e Cnu'ia,^

Rev. E. S. da Silva, Rev. A. M. M .> t 1%,
Rev. J. dos Reis Martins

Missao be Hainan.
Superior—Rev. J. V. Costa
Missionario—Rev. A. A’Tang

Missao de Hiansan,
Missionario—Rev. M. Leong

ASYLO DA SANTA INFANCIA.
Administrador—Pe. M. F. do R. e Almeida

CLHB UNIAO.
President—M. A. da Silva

Secretary—A. A. Pacheco
Treasurer—Eduardo Marques
Clerk—P. d’Encarnagao

BIBLIOTHECA DO CLHB UNIAO,
Presidente—Dr. B. M. das Neves Roza
Secretario—E. Leite

Thesoureiro—E. Marques
Vogaes—P. N. da Silva, J. Canavarro

» GREMIO MILITAR DE MACAO."
Commissao Directora

Presidente—Dr. M. P. S. e Castro

Secretario—J. M. Salles

Thesoureiro—J. A. Cabral

Charitable Institutions.

SANTA CAZA DE MISERICORDIA,
Board of Administration.

President—L. A. Feireira

Secretary—V. S. Pereira
Voters—Rev. F. A. d’Al .eida, L.

Pereira

Treaswrer—J. V. de Jesus
Solicitor—Y. S. Pereira
1st Clerk—J. F. da Silva

2nd do, —S. S. da Silva

SAINT RAFAEL’S CIVIL HOSPITALj
(Under the immediate charge of the

Misericordia institution.)

Rev. M. F. do Rozario e Almeida, chaplam
H . A. M. de Mendonga, clerk and ward -

master
R. do Rozario, assistant wardmaster

LEPROUS ASYLUM.
(Also under the charge ofthe Miseri cordia^
Joao Baptista, in charge
Rev. Lucas Lyra, chaplain
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ASSOCIACAM PIEDOZA DE SAM
FRANCISCO XAVIER,

lo. Admiaistrador—A. J. da Fonseca
Becfetario—N. T. Fernnndes

CoNPEARIA DE CaRIDADE.
Pr68idente^B.e\. F. X. Coi tella

Becretarlo—M. J. M. G. da Silva

'J^hesov/reiro—T. J. Rodrigues
COFRE DE SOCCORKO DOS PoBRES.

Pte8idente—T\)i' Bisliop

Seeretario—Pe. G. F. da Silva

Yogaes—Rev. F. A. d’Almeida, Barrozo
Pereira, J. das Neves

tlONFRARIA I^IONTRATO DE
S. PEDR' >.

Pfeeidente—Rev. Coiu-go Anacleto daSilv i

Pecretarir-—Rev. S. Souza

CONFRARIA DE NOSSA SENHORA
DA BOA MORTE.

Preeidente—M. J. M. G da Silva

8 ’Cretario— F. P. Marques
i' aesowreiro — D. R. da S iva

P'l'Qcurador—S. do Rozario

.
RETIRED CIVILIAN OFFICERS,

io., Escripturario da Junta da Fazenda—
J. J. d'Azevedo

S'?, do. —F. J. P. Gordo
Clerk of the Judge and Orphan's Fund—

Jose de Lemos
AtnOnuenseda Thesouraria—J. Rodrigues
Accountant Judicial Dept.—A. Raugel
Clerk and Notary Public—Y. d’A. Miguels
Judge of Timor—Fermino da Roza

Consulates.

Great IIritain.

Yice-Conml—Mortimer Murray

France.
Vice-Consul—Baron de Cereal

Italy.
Consul— Baroii de Cereal

Brazil.
Cohsul—Baron de Cereal

Belgium.
Consul—Baron de Cereal

Netherlands.
Consul—C. Miliscb

Austro-Hungarian Monarchy.
Ailing Consul-General—Adolph Andr^
,

(residing in Hongkong)
Vice-consul—C. Milisch

Siam.
Consul—B. de Senna Fernandes
Vice-consul—D. C. Pacheco

Spain.
Vice Consul—D. A. Satorres y Serrano

Insurance OflBLces.

Deacon & Co., agents

—

Union Insurance Society of CantonLd.

i Milisch & Co., agents

—

[

K. K. Priv. OesterreichVersicherungs

j

Gesellschaft “Donau,” Vienna

I

Hamburg Magdeburg Fire Insurance

j

Company

Margesson & Co., agents

—

North China Insurance Company
Canton Insurance Office, Limited

I Hongkong Fire Insurance Co., Li*

j

inited

ChineseInsurance Company, Limited

Steam Ship Agencies.

China Shippers Mutual S. N. Co.

Deacon & Co., general agents

Netherlands India Steam Navigation

Company, Limited
Margesson & Co., agents

Professions, Trades, &c.

Almeida, J. E. de, merchant, Rua de Sam
Paulo

Baptista, Luiz J., 6, Rua do Pe. Antonio

“Boletim da Provincia de Macao e Timor,”^

Typographia Mercantil, N. T. Fernan-

des & Sons, 4, Rua do Pe. Antonio

N. T. Fernandes, proprietor

J. C. Fernandes
B. Rodrigues, foreman

A. A. Cordeiro compositor

F. Hozario, do.

A. Rozario, do.

J. V. Fernandes, do.

S. Siqueira, do.

F. F. Place, do.

V. 0. do Rosario, do.

Brandao, Antonio C., 14, Cal9ada do
“ Tronco Velho ”

Cassum Moosa, milliner and draper, 41,

Rua Central

Collado, J. M. J. P., general storekeeper,

Rua Central

J, Freitas
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Cunha, Francisco Manuel da. Largo de
Sto. Agostinho

F. M. da Cunlia, Jr.

Deacon & Co., Praia Grande
Ernest Deacon
Alfred T. Duval

Eobert Howie
Eonald Greig
G. D. Fearon
F. d’Azevedo
B. F. Gonsalves

Eastern Extension, Australasia and China
Telegraph Co., Limited: OflBce, Praya
Grande Central
W. Bullard
A. da Rocha
E. Apack

Fernandes, B. de Senna, 33, Praia Grande
B. de S. Fernandes

D. C. Pacheco
Jose F. E. Barros
Luiz da Silva

Fonseca, A. J. da, commission agent
Ponta da Rede

Franco, L. A., Eua Central

Gomes, J. Baptista, Largo da Se

Gra^a, F. M. de, commission agent

Gracias, V., Eua do Hospital

Num-wan Hing-kee Chow-tim.
Hingkee’s Hotel, 95 & 97, Praia Grande

P. L. Hingkee, proprietor

Magalhaes, F. da Silva, M.D., 7 and 9,

Eua Central
; membro da Real Socie-

dade Economica de FiKpinas

Margesson & Co., merchants, 71 and 73,

Eua Central

Mortimer E. Murray
F. P. Senna
T. M. Gutierrez

Pak-kop-chau.
Marques, Lourengo, 4, Pra9a de Luiz

de Camoes
Eduardo Pio Marques

Me-lo.

Mello & Co., A. A. de, merchants, and
agents for Hongkong, Canton and Ma-
cao Steam-boat Co., Praia Grande

Baron de Cereal

F. A da Cruz
A. Gomes

Milisch & Co., merchants and commission
agents, 3, Ca! 9ada de Bom Jesus

C. Milisch

Pereira, L. A. I., Largo da Se, 1

8

Pharmacia Lisbonense (Lisbon Dispen-
sary), Praia Grande

J. Neves e Souza
Theofilo J. B. Monteiro
E. F. das Neves Tavares

U M ^ iM
Remedies, M. A. dos, merchant, 4, Eua do
Barao

M. M, Maker
F. J. do Eozario

Eibeiro, J., naval and general storekeepers

and commission agents

J. Eibeiro

L. Rozario

Roza, A. M. da, dealer in opium, &o.
Largo do Senado

Military Department.

Ebgimento d’Infanteria do Ultramar.
3i'd Battalion.

Commandant—Major A. M. Silvano

Adjutant—Ensign J. d’O. Magalhaes
Quarter-Master—Ensign J. A. K. Gomes
Surgeon—Dr. A. P. Tovar de Lemos
Chaplain—Rev. R. F. Lan9a

Captains—A. A. de Barro8,C. L. da Costa
e Andrade

Lieutenants—A. J. L. d’Avila, F. V. C. E.
do Castel- Branco, J. da C. Bello, E. B.

de Lima
Ensigns—A. A. de S. Caldas, D. G. Ama-

ral, J. A. Lax ueva, J. de S. C Canavarro

Intendencia Militae.
Intendente—J. C. P. d’Assump9ao
Ajudante—A. T. Barbosa
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Inspection of Fike.
Inspector—Capt. P. Z. de Sousa

Eetieed Officers.
Lieutenart-Colonel—J. A d’Almeida
Majors—F. X. CollaQO, C. J. P. da Silva,

J. A. da Costa, Joao Baptista, A. J.

Ruas, F. d’Oliveira

Cazeeneiro e Fiel da Junta da
Fazenda.

Retired Major—Jose F. d’Oliveira

Commando Oeeal das Fortalezas, e

Inspeccao do Material de Guerra.
Coronel—A. J. Garcia

Monte Fort.
Commandant—Lieut. E. B. Lima

Barra Fort.
Commanding— Simoes

Bomparto Fort, D. Maria I. Fort,
Guia Fort, and Mongha Fort.

Commander—The commandant of the de-

tachment

Taipa Fort.

Lieut. Com.—J. C. de Lemos

Macao National Battalion.

Lieut.-Col. Comm.—Baron de Cereal

Adjutant—A. Caldas

Captains —L. J. M. Marques, C.J. da Silva,

C. V. Lopes
Lieut. Quarter Master—J. M. Peres

Lieutenants— L. L. Barretto (absent), A.

J. Brandiio, J. Neves e Souza, A. J. da

Fonseca, A. M. Guttierrez

Ensigns—A. Bastos, Jr., D. Barros, E.

Marques, P. N. da Silva, S. da R )za

Surgeon—vacan t

Guarda Policial.

Col. Commanding—E

.

A. F. da Silva

Major 2nd Commandant—J. dos S. Vaquin-

has (absent)

Adjutant Ensign —J. B. Gonsalves

First Surgeon—J. J. F. Alvares

Second Surgeon—B. M. N. d’ A. Roza
Captain—R. das Uores

Captain Commanding Ist Division—A. A.

do Rego
Lieutenant—M. de Jesus

Ensign—C. F. F. Martins
do. —J. A. A. Jacome
do. —F. X. de M. Sampaio

Capt.Com!ing 2nd Division— F. P. Sardinha

Ensign—F. P. Elvaim
do. —Roliz

Capt. ComUng ‘3rd Divi'ion—F. Antonio

Lieutenant—J. R. Mad. n a

Ensign—L. Gosano

CORVETTA “ EsTEPHANIA.”

Commandante—F. A. da Costa Cabral,

capitan tenente

Immediate—L. A. Themudo, capita© te-

nente

lo. Tenente—E. A. de Vale

do. —J. R. Santa Barbara

do. —J. M. da Costa

do. —J. A. G. de Faria e Silva

do. —F. T. de Brito Soares

2o. Tenente—I. A. V. C. Castello Branc©

Guarda mariiiha—A. A. J. de A. F. Pinto

Basto

do. —J. J- T. d’A. Carvalh®

do. —J. C. C. S. Antunes

do. —F. dos Santos Nunes
dc, —J. C. P. Moreira

do. —M. C. Aragiio

Facvltativo de la. classe— G. F. de Castro

Capeldo de 3a. classe -J. A. de Sant’Anna
Commissario 3 official—J. P. d’A. Martins

Machinista de la. classe— F. J. dos Reis

do. 2a. do. —A. B. Madeira

da, 3a. do. —J, A. da Cruz

do. 3a. do. —A. C, Pereira

Canhonheira “ Tamega.”
Commandante—J. de A. d’Avila, capita©

tenente

Immediate—A. M. Cardoso, lo. tenente

lo. lenente—A. A. da R. d’Autas Ribeiro

2a. de —T. D. dos Santos Pereira

Guarda marinha—L. F. G. L. Sepulveda

do. —M. F. P. de Gama
do. —E. A. de M. e Couto

Facultative de lo.. classe— P. A. d’Anciaes

Proen9a
Commissario aspirants effective—C. A. Mar-

recas

Machinista de 2a. classe—F. D. da Silva

Assistente—C. J. H. Boeder
da. —J. S. Pires



CHINA
REiGNiNa Sovereign and Family.

Kuang Sii, Emperor of China, is the son of Prince Ch’nn, the seventh son of

the Emperor Tao Kuang
;
hence he is cousin to the late Emperor Tung Chi, who died

without issue on the 12th day of January, 1875, from small-pox.

The proclamation announcing the accession of the present sovereign was as

follows :
—“ Whereas His Majesty the Emperor has ascended upon the Dragon to he

a guest on high, without offspring horn to his inheritance, no course has heen open
hut that of causing Tsai-Tien, son of the Prince of Ch’un, to become adopted as the
son of the Emperor Weng Tsung Hien (Hien Fung) and to enter upon the inheritance

©f the great dynastic line as Emperor hy succession. Therefore, let Tsai Tien, son of

Yih Huan, the Prince of Ch’un, become adopted as the son of the Emperor W^n Tsung
Hien, and enter upon the inheritance of the great dynastic line as Emperor hy succes-

sion.
” The present sovereign is the ninth Emperor of China of the Tartar dynasty

of Ta-tsing, (Subhme Purity) which succeeded the native dynasty of Ming in the
year 1644. There exists no law of hereditary succession to the throne, but it is left

to each sovereign to appoint his successor from among the members of his family.

The late Emperor, dying suddenly, in the eighteenth year of his age, did not designate
a successor, and it was in consequence of a palace intrigue, directed hy the late Empress
Dowager, widow of the Emperor Hien Fung, predecessor of Tung Chi, in concert with
Prince Ch’un, that the infant son of the latter was declared Emperor and another
long Regency, prolonging the rule of the two Empresses Dowager, inaugurated.

Government and Revenue.
The fundamental laws of the empire are laid down in the Ta-tsing Huei-tien, or

Collected Regulations of the Great Pure Dynasty, which prescribe the government
©f the State as based upon the government of the family. The Emperor is

•piritual as well as temporal sovereign, and, as high priest of the Empire, can alone,
with his immediate representatives and ministers, perform the great religious cere-

monies. No ecclesiastical hierarchy is maintained at the public expense, nor any
priesthood attached to the Confucian or State rehgion.

The administration of the empire is under the supreme direction of the Interior

Council Chamber, comprising four members, two of Tartar and two of Chinese
©rigin, besides two assistants from the Han-hn, or Great College, who have to see that
nothing is done contrary to the civil and religious laws of the empire, contained in the
Ta-tsing Huei-tien, and in the sacred books of Confucius. These members are
denominated Ta Hsio-sz, or Ministers of State. Under their orders are the Li Pu
•r six boards of government, each of which is presided over by a Tartar and Chinese.
They are :—(1) The board of civil appointment, which takes cognisance of the conduct
and administration of all civil officers

; (2) The board of revenues, regulating all

financial affairs
; (3) The board of rites and ceremonies, which enforces the laws and

customs to be observed by the people
; (4) The military board, superintending the

administration of the anny
; (5) The board of public works

;
and (6) The high tribunal

©f criminal jurisdiction. To these must be added the Tsung-li Yamen, or board of
foreign affairs. Independent of the Government and theoretically above the central
administration, is the Tu-cha Yuan, or board of public censors. It consists of from
40 to 50 members, under two presidents, the one of Tartar and the other of Chinese
birth. By the ancient custom of the empire, all the members of this board are
privileged to present any remonstrance to the sovereign. One censor must be pre-
sent at the meetings of each of the six government boards.

The estimates of the public revenue of China vary greatly, and, while they are
stated by some to exceed 100 millions sterling, are held by others not to come up to
half that amount. Official returns of the Chinese Government, pubHshed in 1844,
stated the annual revenue at that time at Tls. 191,803,139, or .£63,934,713. Accord
ing to the memorials, from officials published in the Pehing Gazette, it would appear
that there are almost constant deficits, which the governb'rs and hi^h officials of pro-
vinces must cover by extraordinary taxation. Occasionally the Treasury is replenished
by a liberal sale to their relatives of posthumous honours to th^ departed and of
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decorations to the living. The public revenue is mainly derived from three sources,

namely, customs duties, licences, and a tax upon land, but the receipts from the

foreign customs are alone made known. According to the returns published by the

Government, the total receipts from foreign customs w^ere as follow in each of the

fourteen years from 1870 to 1883 ;

—

TEAB. EKVENHE. TEAR. BEVENUB.

1870

Haikwan Tls.

9,543,977 1877

Haikwan Tls.

12,067,078

1871 11,216,146 1878 12,483,988

1872 11,678,636 1879 13,531,670

1873 10,977,082 1880 14,258,583

1

1874 11,497,272 1881 14,685,162

1

1875 11,968,109 1882 14,085,672

1 1876
i

12.152,921 1883 13,286,757

China had no foreign debt till the end of 1874. It was announced on December
30th, 1874, that the Government had contracted a loan of ^£627,675, bearing 8 per

cent, interest. The loan was issued at 95 per cent, through the Hongkong and
Shanghai Bank, under Imperial authority and secured by the customs’ revenue.

Three other loans, one in 1877, one in 1878, and the third in 1881, have since been
issued by the same Bank under authority of the Chinese Government.

Area and Population.
China proper, extending over 73,093 geographical, or 1,534,953 Enghsh square

miles, is divided into eighteen provinces, the area and population of which are given

as follow in the most recent estimates, partly based on official returns :

—

PHOTINCE.

Chihli

Shantung ....

Shansi
Honan
Kiangsu
Anhwei
Kiangsi
Fohkien ....

Chekiang ...

Hupeh
Hunan
Shensi
Kansuh
Szechuan ..

Kuangtung
Kuangsi
Yunnan ...

Kweichau .

PBOVINCIAL CAPITAL.

Peking
Tsinan
Taiyuen
Kaifung
Nanking
Nganking
Nanchang
Foochow
Hangchow
Wuchang
Changchau
Sigan
Lanchow
Chingtau
Canton
Kwelin
Yunnan
Kweiyang

Total

ABBA ENGLISH ESTIMATED
BQTTABE MILES. POPULATION.

58,949 28,114,023

65,104 28,958.764

55,268 27,260,281

65,104 23,037,171

j
92,661

37,843,501

34,168,059
72,176 30,426,999
53,480 38.888,432
39,150 26,256,784

1
381,724

37,370,098
18,652,507

1
154,008

10,207,256
15,193,1.35

166,800 21,435,678
79,456 19,147,030
78,250 7,313,895
107,869 5,561,320
64,554 5,288,219

1,534,953 405,213,152

The above population, giving 263 souls per square mile throughout China proper,
appears to be excessive, considering that some of the outlying portions of the immense
territory are by no means densely inhabited. Nevertheless, other returns than those
of the above tables, said to be official, give still higher figures. It is stated that in a
census taken in 1842 the population of China was ascertained to number 414,686,994,
of 320 per English square mile, and that in 1852 it had risen to 450,000,000, or 347
inhabitants per square mile. But there is, probably, less accuracy in the given
results of the latter enumerations than in the preceding estimate, which is considerably
over the mark. Rebellions and famines have, in some provinces, greatly thinned the
population, and there is every reason to believe that the population of China does not
now reach 300,000,000.
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According to a return of the Imperial Customs -authorities, the total number of

foreigners in China -was 3,817 at the end of 1877. Among them were 1,851 nati .p^

of Grreat Britain and Ireland, 383 of the United States, 353 of Geraiany, and 176 Qf

France, all other nationahties being represented by very few members. More thaa
one-half of the total number of foreigners resided at Shanghai, the remainder being
scattered over the other ports open to foreign commerce.

In addition to China proper there are its dependencies. The principal of theses

are Mongolia, with an area of 1,288,035 square miles, with some 2,000,000 people
; ann.

Manchuria, -with an area of 362,313 square mdes, and a population of 3,OOO,OP0,,

The latter is being steadily and rapidly colonised by Chinese, who will soon outnumber
the Manchus in their own land. Thibet, which is also practically a dependency of
China, has an ai-ea of 643,734 squai-e miles and a population of 6,000,000 souls. It

is ruled by the Dalai Lama, but subject to the Government of Peking.
Of all the numerous kingdoms that formerly acknowledged the suzerainty pf

the Dragon Throne and paid tribute to the Emperor, Korea is the only one that
still yields -v^illing allegiance. The Chinese Government has, however, no control oyer
the internal affairs of Korea. The Japanese induced the Korean Government ta
enter into treaty relations -with them in 1876. In May, 1882, Commodore Shufeld^
negotiated a treaty with Korea on behalf of the United States (since ratified by the
Washington Government), and Korea concluded a treaty with England on the 26th
November, 1883, and has since also entered into treaty relations with Germany, Kussiaj
Italy, and Austria. The area of Korea is 90,300 square miles, and the population
variously estimated from 8,000,000 to 10,000,000.

Army akd jNavt.

The standing mihtary force of China consists of two great divisions, the
formed by the more immediate subjects of the ruhng dynasty, the Manchus, and the
second by the Chinese and other subject races. The first, the main force upon which
the Imperial Government can rely, form the so-called troops of the Eight Banners, .an4

garrison all the great cities, but so as to be separated by walls and forts from th»
population. According to the latest reports, the Imperial army comprises a total of
850.000 men, including 678 companies of Tartar troops, 211 companies of Mongols,
and native Chinese infantry, a kind of mihtia, numbering 120,000 men. The nati\ a
soldiers do not as a rule live in barracks, but in their own houses, mostly pursuing
some civil occupation.

The Chinese na-\^ is in process of formation. It consi-ted, prior to the Franc Qj
Chinese war of 1884, mainly of small gunboats built at the Mamoi Arsenal, Poocho>y^
and at Shanghai, on the foreign model, and the entire navy was manned by about
6.000 sailors and carried 280 guns. Included in these were the revenue cruiseri

5
i,

several of which were built in England. The principal vessels in point of size wer^
two wooden frigates, 2,800 tons builder’s measurement, after which came thp
Yang Woo, a wooden corvette of 1,300 tons builder’s measurement, 11 guns. [Thi^
vessel was sunk by the French at Foochow, together with eight gunboats, in August,
1884.] The most formidable vessels now possessed by China unquestionably are the
ironclad turret ships Ting Yuen and Chen Ywere, built in 1883, and the Tsi Yuen in 1884',

at Stettin, and two gim-vessels, the Chao Yung and Yung Wei, built on the Tyuc, .

•'

sent out to China in the autumn of 1881. These vessels have a displat cjx.- A
of 1,350 tons, are built of steel, and are propelled by twin screws driven by
compound engines of, together, 2,600 indicated horse-power. They each carry
two 26-ton breech-loading guns, one mounted forward and the other aft, four
40-pounder breech-loading guns, two 9-pounder breech-loaders, two Nordenfelts,
and four Gatlings. They are both armed with a formidable steel knife-edged ram, and
carry steam-cutters fitted with spar torpedoes. An armoured cruiser, called the
Thin, built in Germany in 1883, and a steel corvette, the Nan Shuin, launched at Kiel iR
January, 1884, are the most recent additions to the navy. After these come the eleven
gunboats named after the letters of the Greek alphabet fi’om Alpha to Lambda. Th§
first four are 118 feet 6 inches long, with a draught of 7 feet 6 inches, and a displaces
ment of 400 tons. They each carry a 27|-ton gun. The next four, which arrived ig
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CMna in October, 1879, are built of steel, and are double-ended, the stern lines being
exactly after the model of the bow rudders. By this improvement they can be used
either as stern racers or bow chasers, and the extreme fineness of the run enables

them to steam backward almost as rapidly as forward. They measure 127 feet in

extreme length and 125 feet at the water hne, with 29 feet beam, a depth of 12 feet

d inches, mean draught of 9 feet 6 inches, and a displacement of 440 tons. The
main feature of these boats, however, is the 11-inch 35-ton muzzle-loading gun
carried by each. They are further armed with two 12-poimder breach-loading

Armstrong guns and four Gatlings. The last three, which arrived in China
in July, 1881, are almost identical in style with their immediate predecessors,

and each carry one 35-ton gun, but are also provided with two 13-pounders, two
Gathng, and four Nordenfeldt guns. These boats are specially intended for coast

an^ river defence, for which they are eminently suitable. They were all built on the

IVne by the Elswick Company. Lu Shun Kou, re-named Port Li, in honour of the

"Viceroy of Chihli, on the south coast of Shingking, has lately been selected as a naval

depot, and is being strongly fortified.

Trade and Industry.
Great Britain has, in virtue of various treaties with the Chinese Government

—

the first and most important signed August 29th, 1842—the right of access to twenty-

five ports and cities of the Empire. The ports known as Treaty ports are Canton,
Hoihow (in Hainan), Pakhoi, Swatow, Amoy, Foochow, Takao, Tamsui, and Keelung,
Wenchow, Ningpo, Shanghai, Chinkiang, Wuhu, Kiukiang, Hankow, Ichang, Chefoo,

Tientsin, and Newchwang. Under the provisions of the Chefoo Convention, permission

ix also accorded to British merchants to trade at Chung-king and Yunnan-fu, at

which places British Consular Agents reside. The import trade from Great Britain,

exclusive of the Colony of Hongkong, centres at Shanghai, Hankow, and Tientsin,

while the bulk of the exports to Great Britain pass through the ports of Shanghai,

i’oochow, Hankow, and Canton. The annual value of the foreign trade of China
was as follows in each of the sixteen years from 1868 to 1883 :

—

YBAB. NET IlIPOETS.* EXFOBTS. TOTAL.

Haikwan Tls. Haikwan Tls. Haikwan Tls.

1868 63,281,804 61,826,275 125,108,079
1869 67,108,533 60,139,237 127,247,770
1870 63,693,268 55,294,866 118,988,134
1871 70,103,077 66,853,161 136,956,238
1872 67,317,049 75,288,125 142,605,174
1873 66,637,209 69,451,277 136,088,485

1874 64,360,864 66,712,868 131,073,732
1875 67.803,247 68,912,929 136,716,176
1876 70,269,574 80,850,512 151,120,086
1877 73,253,170 67,445,022 140,698,192
1878 70,804,0.7 67,172,179 137,976,206
187.9 82,227,424 72,281,262 154,508,686
1880 79,293,452 77,883,587 157,177,039
1881 91,910,877 71,452,974 163,363,851
1882 77 715,228 67,336,846 145,052,074
1883 73,567,702 70,197,693 143,765,395

Of the total value of the imports and exports to foreign countries for 1883

—

Tls. 143,765,395—Tls. 111,951,175 must be credited to Great Britain and her colonies,

including India. The remainder is thus divided among other countries.—United States,

Tls. 10,060,356
;
Continent of Europe, Tls. 10,191,583

;
Russia, via Odessa, Tls. 1,766,255

;

Siberia and Russia, via Kiachta, Tls. 3,665,397; Russian Manchuria, Tls. 540,074;
Japan, Tls. 5,148,893; Philippine Islands, Tls. 326,138; Cochin China, Tls. 537,452;
Siam, Tls. 435,012 ;

Java, Tls. 374,403
;
Corea, Tls. 13,922 ;

Turkey and Egypt Tls.

141,121
;
and South America, Tls. 50. Among the exports, tea and silk take the first

• Xet Imports, i.e., ths value of the Foreign Goods imported direct from Foreign Countries, lesi the value of tke
Foreign Goods re-erported to Foreign Countries duiiog the jear.
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places. In 1883 tlie export of tea amounted to 1,987,324 piculs, of whicli 1,308,361

piculs went to Glreat Britain and British possessions. Manufactured Cotton and
Woollen G-oods and Opium constitute the hulk of the imports of foreign produce into

China. The value of Cotton Goods imported in 1883 was Tls. 22,046,785; that of

Woollen Goods, Tls. 3,983,059; and of Miscellaneous Piece Goods, Tls. 85,156.

Most of these goods came from British looms. The value of the Opium imported in
1883 was Tls. 25,345,613.

Although China is traversed in all directions by roads, they are usually mere
tracks, or at best footpaths, along which the transport of goods is a tedious and
difficult undertaking. It was owing to the imperfect means of communication that
such a fearful mortality attended the recent famines in Shansi, Honan, and Shantung.
A vast internal trade is, however, carried on over the roads, and by means of numerous
canals and navigable rivers. The most populous part of China is singularly well

adapted for the construction of a network of railways, and a first attempt to introduce
them into the country was made in 1876, when a line from Shanghai to Woosung, ten
miles in length, was constructed by an English Company. The little railway was
subsequently purchased by the Chinese Government and closed by them on the 21st
October, 1877, when the rails were taken up and the hue with rolling stock shipped
to Formosa, where it has ever since been lying idle and raj^idly spoiling. Latterly
the introducti oi of railways has been advocated by some of the high officials. A
telegraph line has been erected between Tientsin and Shanghai, which was opened in

December, 1882, and is being extended southwards to Canton. A line between
Tientsin and Peking wa.s opened to traffic in August, 1884. Hankow is also con-

nected with the telegraph system, and a hue from Canton to Lungchau-fu, on the
Kwangsi and Tonquin border, was completed in June, 1884. Canton was connected
with Howloon by an overland telegraph line in the middle of 1883. A railway
fromTakutoTuug-chowhas been advocated by some high officials, and will pi’obably

be carried out before long.

PAKHOI.
Pakhoi is one of the ports opened to foreign trade by the Chefoo Convention of

1876. It is situated on the Gulf of Tonquin in long. 190 deg. 13 min. E. and lat.

21 deg. 30 min. H. The British Consul hoisted his flag on the 1st May, 1877, and
the foreigners were well received by the natives. Pakhoi is the port for the important
city of Lien-chau, from whence considerable quantities of foreign piece goods are
distributed over the cormtry lying between the West Biver and the sea-board. It is

believed that it will also become one great outlet for the trade of the province of
Kwangsi. The trade was formerly almost exclusively in the hands of Chinese, who
translnpped goods from Hongkong and Macao (chiefly the latter) in native bottoms,
and in 1877 the value of the trade passing through the Foreign Customs amounted
to no more than Tls. 11,714, while in 1878 it was nil. Trade afterwards, however,
greatly improved, but the last two years have shown some retrogression. In 1883
the value of the trade was Tls. 1,345,740 as compared with Tls. 1,462,638 in 1882,
Tls. 1,800,856 in 1881, Tls. 1,748,160 in 1880, and Tls. 328,532 in 1879. The exports
are sugar, oil, rice, tea, &c. It is anticipated that the trade of Pakhoi will be very
considerable whenever the transit pass system is availed of.

The town is situated on a small peninsula and faces nearly due North. It stands
at the foot of a bluff nearly forty feet high, which deprives it of the South-west breeze
in summer, while in winter it is exposed to the full force of the North-east monsoon.
From the blufl an extensive uncultivated plain stretches, overwhich there is good sport,

geese, duck, snipe, plover, quail, and j)igeons being found in abundance. The chmate
is considered to be very salubrious. The estimated population of the port is 25,000.

No port in China is more easily approached and entered than that of Pakhoi.
The landmarks are conspicuous and unmistakeable. The channel is wide and deep
and has no hidden danger to be avoided. The anchorage is a mile and a half from
the town. There is good landing at high water, but at ebb tide only for small boats
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DIRECTOEY.

British Constjlate,

jicting Consul—Oct. Johnson
Constable—M. Johansen

Imperial Maritime Customs.
Commissioner—F. W. "WTiite

Assistant and Medical Officer—J. H. Lowry,
L. E. C. P. Ed., L. E. C. S. Ed.

Tidesurveyor—A. Walker
Tidewaiters—C. Waiidevleach, J. A. Tip

Herton & Co., agents

—

Douglas Steamship Company, Ld.

K. K. Priv. Oesterreich Wersicher-

ungs Gesellschaft “ Donau ”

Second Colonial Sea and Fire Insur-
ance Company of Batavia

Scottish Imperial Insurance Co.

Correspondents Tangtsze Insurance
Association

Sui-charg-yeug-hony.
Herton & Co., merchants

Ed. Herton
Oscar Hoodt (Hoihow)
C. A. Soo

HOIHOW (IN HAINAN).
Hoihow is the seaport of the city of K’iung-chow (the seat of the local govern-

ment, and distant from its port about three and a half miles) which was opened to

foreign trade on the 1st April, 1876. A Consul, who also acts for Germany,
represents British interests, and there is a branch of the Imperial Maritime Customs
controlling the duties, &c., paid on foreign trade. The position of the port, though
geographically favourable, is topographically unsuitable for the development of any
extensive commercial transactions, vessels being compelled to anchor some two miles

from the entrance of the creek, or branch of the main river upon which Hoihow is

situated. The tides are extremely irregular, and the anchorage is liable to the
visitation of very severe typhoons, being moreover entirely tmprotected from the

North. The width of the Hainan Straits, between Hoihow and the mainland—the

Lien-chau peninsula—is about twelve miles. As regards health, Hoihow compares
favourably with the other parts of Hainan, though fever and ague are said to prevail

to, some extent. The port is badly supplied with water.

The approaches to the shore are extremely shallow, so that loading and unloading
can only be carried on at certain states of the tide. Despite this disadvantage,

however, the advent of foreign steamers has given a considerable impulse to trade,

and Hoihow now almost vies with the Formosan ports in importance. The town
itself contains about 12,000 souls, and is governed by a Tsan-fu, or Lieutenant-

Colonel. The mercantile population, though respectable, is by no means rich. It

numbers about 160 business houses, dealing chiefly in silk and cotton piece goods,

medicines, opium, tobacco, sugar, oil cakes, &c. The inhabitants are not unfriendly to

foreigners, and no actual disturbances have as yet interfered with amicable intercom’se,

but the natives at a distance from the town have shown themselves hostile to ship-

wrecked mariners who have been cast on the coast. The import of opium in 1883
amounted to 878 piculs as against 748 piculs in 1882, and the value of the whole trade

was Tls. 2,042,385 as compared with Tls. 1,669,662 in 1882. A large export trade in

pigs, eggs, and provisions has grown up with Hongkong.
No foreign settlement has as yet being formed, nor does it appear that any steps

will be taken to that end for a considerable time. The foreign residents at present
number less than a dozen.
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DIRECTORY.

British Consulate.
Kiungchow.

Acting Consul—T. Watters

Constable—T. Windsor
Chinese Writer—Wu Tzu-ch‘eng

TJnited States Consulate.
Consular Agent—T. Watters

German Consulate.
Consular Agent—T. Watters

Imperial Maritime Customs.
Assistant-in-Charge—J. F. Sc'hoenicke

Assistant and Medical Officer—E. A.

Aldridge

Tidesurveyor and Harbour Master—W.
Eae

Assistant Examiner—H. J. Brockdorf

Tidewaiters—G. A. Dissmeyer, H. Heather,

E. Momsen

Merchants, &c.

Tung-hing.

Avetoora & Co., mercliants and com-
mission agents

John Leon Avetoom

Bruce, Bob. E., commission agent

Sui-chang-yeung-hong.

Herton & Co., merchants
Edward Herton (Pakhoi)

Oscar Noodt

Jeremiassen, Carl C., independent Pro-

testant missionary

M B rt 'rr

Sum-bo-yang-hong.

Schomburg & Co., A., merchants and com-

mission agents

A. Schomburg
Ad. Schomburg

Agencies.

Herton & Co., agents

—

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation

Austrian Insurance Co. “ Donau.”
Scottish Imperial Insurance Company
Correspondents Tangtsze Insurance

Association

Schomburg & Co., A., agents

—

North China Insurance Co., Limited
Prussian National Insurance Co. of

Stettin

KIUNGCHOW.
Herton & Co., merchants

Edward Herton (Pakhoi)

Oscar Noodt

Portuguese Catholic Mission,
Eev. Jose Vicente Costa
Rev. Athanasio A. Tang

WHAMPOA.
This village was formerly the seat of a large portion of the foreign trade with

Canton, as foreign sailing vessels are not allowed to go farther up the Pearl River.

The trade in sailing vessels has, however, fallen off very much, and Whampoa is now
almost deserted. A British Vice-Consulate is stationed here, and a branch of the

Maritime Customs, but there are no other foreigners. The large docks formerly
belonging to the Hongkong and Whampoa Hock Company here have been sold to

the Chinese Government. A Government Torpedo School has been established here.

The village, known as Bamboo Town, is a dirty and unattractive place, without
any feature of interest, but the scenery round is picturesque and pleasing. Two lofty

pagodas on neighbouring eminences are conspicuous objects from the river. The
first of these, called the Whampoa Pagoda, is built on an island rising abruptly from
the river to the height of 100 feet. It was erected about the year 1598, and is very
much out of repair. A good sized tree grows from the brickwork at the summit.
The other pagoda, called the First Bar Pagoda, is nearer to Canton, and occupies a
hiU which is considered the guardian hill of the province. It was built between the
years 1621 and 1628 as a palladium to the water way of the provincial capital.
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The importance of Whampoa is now a thing of the past, and there are seldom
more than one or two small foreign sailing vessels in port. The place will always,

however, possess some interest for foreigners, since the earliest recollections of foreign

csmmercial interconrse with China are associated with it, all foreign ships being in

old times compelled to anchor at Whampoa.

DIRECTORY.

British Consulate.
Vice-Consul—H. F. Hance
Constable—J. H. Jones

Imperial Maritime Customs.
Assistant Tide Surveyor—I). Conklin
Tidewaiter—R. von der Leithen

Watchers—A. R. Agassiz, F. Williams,

F. J. Heiderich, W. Heifer

Imperial Torpedo Department
J. A. Betts, C.E., Assoc. M.I.C.E., su-

perintendent

CANTON.
Canton is situated on the Chu-kiang, or Pearl River, in latitude 23 cleg. 7 min.

10 sec. N., and longitude 113 deg. 14 min. 30 sec. E., and is the capital of the

province of Kwangtung. It is sometimes called the City of Rams and the City of

Genii, both of which names are derived from ancient legends. One of the first cities

in the Chinese Empire, it is also the seat of government for the
2
)rovince, and is the

residence of the Viceroy of “The Two Kwang” (Kwangtung and Kwangsi). The
Governor of Kwangiung and the Tartar General are likewise resident here, besides

a number of other government officials of more or less distinction including the

Haikwan, or Superintendent of Customs, a post always held by a Manchu,
Canton, owing to its favoured situation, became at an early date the jiort to

which the traffic of European countries was attracted. The Portuguese found their

wav thither in 1516, but it is recorded that their conduct in those days was not

calculated to impress the Cliinese favourably. The Arab navigators had, however,

been maldng regular voyages between Canton and the ports of Western Asia as early

as the tenth century. The Dutch appeared on the scene about a hundi-ed years later

than the Portuguese, and these in their turn were supplanted by the English.

The latter, towards the close of the seventeenth century, founded the very profitable

trade which was conducted for nearly one hundred and fifty years by the Agents of

the East India Company, who established a Factory there in 1684, which was after-

wards celebrated throughout the world. From 1684 the export of tea to England in-

creased rapidly. The Company’s monopoly tei ininated in 1834. In 1839, GreatBritaiu

was led to a declaration of war with China in consequence of the oiipression to which
foreigners were subjected by the native authorities, and Canton was menaced with

capture in 1841. A j^ecuniaiy ransom was, kov er, l oceived in lieu of the occujmtion

of the city, and hostilities were for the time being usjiended. The lesson, unfortunately,

was without effect, and the arrogance of the Chi- esc continued unabated. The British

campaign in Central China ensued, and the res It was the signature of the Treaty of

Nanking (August 29th, 1842), by which what was called the Co-Hong monopoly at

Canton was abolished and four additional i)orts thrown open to foreign ti’ade. Never-

theless, the provisions of the Treaty continued to be ignored in the City of Rams, and

foreigners were still denied admittance within its walls. The result of protracted

annoyances and insults was that in October, 1856, Sir Michael Seymour, with the fleet,

again opened hos' Ilities, and some two months later a mob in retaliation pillaged and
burned all the foreign residences. In December, 1857, Sir Charles Straubenzee, in

command of an expedition which had been specially despatched from England,

attacked the city, and it was taken on the 29th of that month. The French also sent

out an expedition, and the city was occujiied by the Allied Forces until October, 1861,

a period of nearly four years.
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Canton proper extends to a breadtli of about two miles, is about six miles in

circumference, and is enclosed by walls about twenty feet thick and from twenty-five

to forty feet high. The suburbs spread along the river for nearly five miles. The
entire circuit, including the suburbs, is stated by Williams to be nearly ten nules, the

walls enclosing about six miles. What is called the New City now was formerly
known as the Southern Suburb. The Western Suburb stretches for miles along the
river. The gates by wliich entrance is gained into the city are sixteen in number,
and two water gates. Canton contains great attractions for foreign visitors in its

numerous temples, pagodas, &c., and in the many curio shops to be found there.

As a specimen of Chinese architecture the Chin Chew Club is well worthy of inspec-

tion
;
and the Examination Hall, the City of the Dead, the Execution Ground, the

Gaols, the Arsenal, and the Mahomedam Mosque are among other show places.

The French Mission have erected a l^ge and handsome Gothic cathedral, with two
lofty towers surmounted by spires, in the city. The structure is entirely built of

dressed granite, and has been completed externally. The population of Canton is

estimated at 1,600,000.

When the foreign merchants went back to Canton to estabhsh trade after the

capture of the city by the Enghsh at the close of 1857, they found the Factory and
the buildings along the river in ruins. Recourse for accommodation was consequently
had to warehouses on the Honam side of the river. Considerable discussion subse-

quently took place as to the selection of a site for a permanent British settlement,

and it was eventually determined that an extensive mudflat known as Shameen
should be filled in and appropriated. In 1859 an artificial island was created there,

a canal constructed between the northern side of the site and the city, and solid and
extensive embankments of masonry built. It took about two years to complete this

xmdertaking, and cost no less than $325,000. Of this sum four-fifths were defrayed
by the British, and one-fifth by the French Government, to whom a portion of the
reclaimed land was given, but they have never built on it. The French also received
a grant of the old site of the Viceroy’s Yamen, on which the new Catholic Cathedral
has been erected. Shameen is pleasingly laid out, and the roads are shaded with well

grown trees, A neat church, called Christ Church, stands at the western end.
During an anti-foreign riot on the 10th September, 1883, sixteen houses and the
Concordia Theatre on the Settlement were burned by the mob. They are now in

course of re-erection.

In consequence of the decline in the importance of Canton as a place of trade,
caused principally by the opening of some of the northern ports, the Shameen site

has been availed of but by few, and many of the merchants by whom lots were
purchased there in 1861, at enormous prices, have withdrawn from Canton altogether.
The trade now transacted there by foreigners is limited. Tea and Silk are the staple
exports. The total export of Tea for the year ending 31st December, 1883, was
14,827,469 lbs, compared with 16,456,446 lbs. in 1882, and 15,325,073 lbs. in 1881

;

and the quantity of Raw Silk exported in 1883 was 18,105 piculs as compared with
16,505 piculs in 1882. The import of Opium in 1883 was 529 piculs as compared with
17 piculs in 1882, 211 piculs in 1881, and 642 piculs in 1880. The total value of
the trade of the port for 1883 was Tls. 28,559,530 as compared with Tls. 29,143,025
in 1882. The purely native trade of Canton still enjoys a high degree of prosperity.

Ample means of intercommunication exist between Canton and Hongkong, a
distance of about ninety-five miles, by foreign steamers plying daily, and a large
number of native craft. There is daily steam communication with Macao. Steamers
also run regularly between Shanghai, Hongkong, and Canton. There is a safe and
commodious anchorage within 150 yards of the river wall of Shameen. Only steamers
go to Canton

;
sailing vessels never ascend beyond Whampoa, owing to the difficulties

of navigating a crowded river. Canton was connected by telegraph (an overland
line) with Kowloon in 1883, and another overland fine was completed from Canton
to Lungchau-fu, on the Kwangsi and Tonquin frontier, in June, 1884. A railway
between Canton and Kowloon is projected.
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DIRECTORY.
Consulates.

*
Ta Ying Kuo Ling-shih Shu.

Great Britain.
Consul—A. E. Hewlett
First A ssist. &Pro Consul—R.W. Mansfield
Acting Assistant—P. E. O’Brien-Butler
Clerk—A. Diincan
Constable—H. Evans
Wnters—Lu Hsio-t’ing, Li Meng-hsiang
Linguists—Lu Acliack, Chen Yung
Post Office Agent—P. E. O’Brien-Butler

France.
Consul—Fernand Sclierzer

Chancelier-Interprete—Y. A. Sales

United States.
Consul—Chas. Seymour
Vice-Consul—aieon Nye
Interpreter—Chiun Poy-woo
Chinese Writer—iee U Lin
Constable—Clias. Lindberg

Spain.
Vice-Consul—J. Velez

A
Tai-tuh-hwok-ling-se-kun-shu.

Germaky.
Consul—G. Travers
Interpreter—
Clerk—C. Tetzlaff

Linguist—-Topui

Netherlands.
Consul—C. W. B. von Bose

Sweden and Norway.
Vice-Consul—T. B. Cunuinarbam

Ta Ao-ssii Ma chia Kuo Ling-shih Shu,
Au ST R IA-TIuN6ARY.

Consul—A. K. Hewlett

Shameen Municipal Council. '

®
Slia-min-kung-po.

Chairman—A. T. Duval
Treasurer and Secretary—E. W. H. Wood
Councillors—F. D. Busli, J. Kramer, Alfred
Eowe

Police 8uperinte7ident—C. Lindberg

Imperial Maritime Customs.

Yueh Hai Kuan,
Commissioner—F. E. Woodruff
Deputy Commissioner (Indoor)—T. F.

Hualies
do. (Outdoor)—E. Ohlmer

Assistants—J. Acheson, G. F. Montgomery,
F. Clayson, Z. H. Volpicelli, R. Mark-
wick, Jr.

Clerks—N. E. Bryant, G. Nutter (Tide-

surveyor’s Otfice)

Medical Attendant—J. F. Wales
Tung Wen Kuan Headmaster—T. Sampson
Agents to Ch inese I. M. Customs, Hongkong
—Lane, Crawford & Co.

Chinese Clerks—Tsaii Wan, (principal),

Wong Kura Pincr, Mak Sze Cue, Ch’an
Sbii Fan, Lam Ping, Chun Tin Kwai

Unattached.
(On leave from Southern Ports).

Commissioners—A. Huber, H. Edgar
Assistants—W. Hancock, F. Schjdth, C.

A. L. Lord, W. Krey

Tidesurveyor and Harbour Master—Capt.
C. H. Palmer

Assist. Tideswveyor— D. Conklin
Boat Officer—J. W. Andrews

do. in Command of lawich “ Fu-
mun-tsai”—D. Eeid

Chief Examiner—D. C Byworth
Examiner—W. Stebbins
AssistantExaminers—M. B. J. Strom, T. J.

Scott, J. C. A. Holz
. TidewoAters—G. F. W. Liibrss, E. von

der Leithen, A. Eamasse, H. P. C. Jor-

gensen, Marcus Bull, J. Moore, E. Mit-
chell, M. Franeiscovitch

Watchers—F. Williams, E. V. H. Viez, P.
Poster, J. Mathie, A. E. Agassiz, F. J.

Heiderich, C. Hansen, P. O. Hopper,
W. Heifer

Female Watcher—F. Sennett
Extra do. —A. Diercking

Unattached.
(On have from Southern port-.)

Examiner—J. D. Smith
Assistant Examiner—L. Phillips

Police Sergeant—J. Livingston

Tung-wen-kwnn.
Chinese Government School^

Head Master—Theos. Sampson
Chinese Teachers—Three
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Canton Club.
Committee—F. Koch, C. J. Lafrentz, J.

Kramer, T. F. Hughes, G. D. Fearou

New Oriental Bank Corporation,
Limited.

Herbei t Dent & Co., agents

Peninsular and Oriental Steam
Navigation Co.

Deacon & Co., agents

Hongkong, Canton, and Macao Steam
Doat Co., Limited.

Deacon & Co., agents

Indo-China Steam Navigation Co.
Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

China Shippers’ Mutual Steam
Navigation Co., Limited.

Deacon & Co., agents

Ocean Steamship Company.
Russell & Co., agents

China Navigation Company, Limited.
Russell & Co., agents

Silk Condition House.
Jean Knaff, manager
J. L. de Britto, assistant

Insurances.
Arnhold, Karherg & Co., agents

—

Lancashire Insurance Company
Java Seaand Firelnsurance Company
National Marine Insurance Company

of South Australia

Hamhurg-Magdehurg Fire Insur-

ance Co., of Hamburg

Birley & Co., agents

—

New York Life Insurance Company

Carlowitz & Co., agents

—

Hamburgand Bren en Fire Insurance
Company

Allgemeino Yersicherungs Gesells-

chaft fiir See, Fluss und Land-
transport, in Dresden

Deacon & Co., agents—
Union Insurance Society, Limited
China Traders’ Insurance Company,

Limited

London and Provincial Marine In-

surance Co., Limited
China Fire Insurance Co., Limited
Imperial Fire Insurance Company
London and Provincial Fire Insur-

ance Company

Dent & Co., Herbert, agents

—

North Britisli and Mercantile Insur»
ance Company

Sun Fire Office

National Marine Insurance Co., Ld.

Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents—
Canton Insurance Office, Limited
Hongkong Fire Insurance Company,

Limited

Pustau & C., agents
Fire Insurance Company of 1877, in

Hamburg

Raven, E. A., agent

—

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited
Royal Insurance Company, Liverpool

K. K. Priv. Oesterreich Yersicherungs
Gesellschaft, “Donau,” Yienna,
Limited

Russell & Co., agents

—

Tangtsze Insurance Association

Siemssen & Co., agents

—

Transatlantic Fire Insurance Com-
pany, Limited, of Hamburg

North German Fire Insurance Com-
pany, at Hamburg

Dusseldorf Universal Marine Insur-

ance Company, Limited
German Lloyd Marine Insurance

Company, Limited, Berlin

Globe Marine Insurance Company,
Limited, London

Samarang Sea and Fire Insurance
Company, of Samarang

Second Colonial Sea and Five In-

surance Company of Batavia

Professions, Trades, &c.
'

^

Sui-lcee.

Arnhold, Karberg & Co., merchants
J. Kramer, silk-inspector

H. Muller
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Bhaisania, P>. P., merchant, Honam
S. D. Karaujia, mauager

Birley & Co., merchants
Arther Smith (England)
Thomas Pyke do.

K. D. Adams
J. L. P. Sanderson (Foochow)

A. B. daPoza
A. A. da Eoza
— Gardiner

Canton Dispensary, A. S. Watson & Co.

J. D. Humphreys (Hongkong)
G. H, Brunt

“ Canton Hotel ”

A. F. do Eozario, proprietor and auc-

tioneer

P. J. Britto

Carlowitz & Co., merchants
R. von Carlowitz (Germany)
W. Rost (Hamburg)
C. Erdmann
C. W. B. von Bose (absent)

H. Janns
F. Salinger, silk insp(’ctor

P. Sachse

R. G. da Costa

Coatwal, D. M., merchant
D. M. Coatwal (absent)

M. N. Gobhai, manager

Cooper & Co., H. N., merchants and com-
mission agents, Honam
H. N. Cooper

Deacon & Co., public tea inspectors and
commission agents

Ernest Deacon (absent)

A. T. Duval
Robert Howie (silk inspector)

R. Greig (tea inspector)

G. D. Fearon
F. d’Azevedo
B. F. Gonsalves

Dent & Co., Hi rbert, public silk and tea

inspectors and commission agents

H. F. Dent
R. Coml er

E. T. Pond
C. J. La frentz

J. de Britto

F. X. de Figueiredo

Ebrahim & Co., Abdoolally, merchants and
commission agents, Honam

Esack, Hajee Hamed Hajee, merchant

Hajec Esack Ellias (Bombay)
Cosman Esmail, manager

Esmaljee, Abdulcader, merchant and com-
mission agent

Futtakia, Sorabjee Rustomjee, merchant,

Honam
S. R. Futtakia (absent)

M. H. Ka'rak, manager

Jardine, Matheson & Co., merchants
R. W. H. Wood, agent

Jeewakban, Nujinoodin, commission agent

Karanjia, Bamanjee Pallanjee, merchant
and commission agent, Honam

Kapudia & Co., Eduljee Maneckjee, mer'

chants, Honam

Kavarana, B. Framjee, merchant and
commission agent, Honam

Kavarana & Co., S, F., merchants and
commission agents, Honam

S. F. Kavarana
A. Keekabhoy

Mehta & Co., E. N., merchants and com-
mission agents, Honam

B. IST. Mehta
M. P. Tloatee (Hongkong)
S. F. Mehta

Mogra, E. S., merchant, Honam

Pa’ ell, P. C., commission agent and pro-

prietor Ice depot, Honam

Pustau & Co., merchants
Th. V. Pustau
E. L. Reuter

F. A. Brockelmann

Raven, E. A., general commission agent

E. A. Raven (al'sent)

H. Ebell
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m m
Kee-cheong.

Russell & Co., mercliants

T. B. Cunningliam
F. Koch (absent)

G-. Prat, silk inspector

C. A. de Britto

J. M. da Cruz

Sim-sri.r>,

Siemssen & Co., merchants
J. Ruff, silk inspector

H. Schroeter

J. A. Cor .ieiro

Silva, M. F. da, com nission agent. Canal
Road
M. F. Silva

Vassania, J. P., merchant, Honam (ab-

sent)

Wales, J. F., M.D., medical practitioner

Medical Missionaky Society.
President—Hon. P. Parker, M.D. (U.S.A.)

Senior Vice President—Prof. S. Wells
Williams, LL.I). (in United States)

Second Vice President—John Gr. Kei’r,M.D.
Vice-Presidents—G. Kye, Hon. W. Kes-

wick, W. H. Forbes, Hon. P. Ryrie,

H. L. Dalrymple, A. Duval, G. B.
Glover, T. Sampson, Rev. J. Chalmers,
LL.D., Rev. A,. P. Happer, D.D., Rev.
R. H. Graves, M.D., D.D., T. B. Cun-
ningham, F. E Woodruff, A. Rowe,
Dr. H. F. Hance, Chas. Seymour; In
Europe, R. von Carlowitz, Rev. Prof.

Legge, LL.D., Ven. Archdeacon Gray,
LL.D.; in United States, Warren De-
lano.

Secretary—J. G. Kerr, M.D.
Treasurers—Messrs. Russell & Co.
Auditor—Commissioner of Customs

Canton Chuech Society.

Christ Church.

Chaplain—Rev. H. Courtenay Downman
Trustees.—R. Howie, J. F. Wales, M.D.,

F. D. Bush (hon. secretary)

Missionaries.

Lun-tun Kow-wi.
London Missionary Society.

Rev. T. W. Pearce

Rev. E. R. Eichler

Chur'^h Missionary Society.

Rev. John Grundy

Wesleyan Methodist Mission.

Rev. C. Wenyon, M.D., M.Ch, superin^

tendent, Fatshan
Rev. F. J. Masters (absent)

Rev. G. Hargreaves, Canton
Rev. C. Bone, do.

Rev. S. G. Tope, Shiu Chau-foo

Rev. W. Bridie, Fatshan

Rev. H. J. Parker, Shiu ChauToo
Rev. R. Macdonald, M.D.

,
Fatshan

Anton Anderson, do.

American Presbyterian Board. .

Rev. A. P. Happer, D.D.
}

J. G. Kerr, M.D.
Rev. H. V. Koyes
Rev. B. C. Henry
Rev. W. J. White
Rev. A. A. Fulton
Rev. J. C. Toomson, M.D.
Miss H. Noyes
Miss A. C. Happer
Miss Mary W. Niles, M.D.
Miss E. M. Butler
Miss H. Lewis
Miss M. A. Baird
Miss M. H. Fulton, M.D.

American Baptist Mission, Souther^
Convention.

Rev. R. H. & Mrs. Graves
Rev. E. Z. & Mrs. Simmons
Rev. F. H. and Mrs. Hickson
Miss L. Whilden (absent)

Miss S. E. Stein

Miss E. Young

Jo'.n Paul, biblc colporteur

French Mission.
Right Rev. Aug. Chausse
Rev. S n-in, procurator

Rev. E. Mioux, director of Orphanagd
Rev. J. Gerardin pro prefect
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Lodge “ Stab of Sodtheen China,” Steward— Gr. H. Brunt
Tyler—No. 2013, E.C.

TF. M.—J. Christie

8. W.—n. W. H. Wood
»r. W.—G. H. Pa iner

Treas. and Sec.--N. E. Bryant
8. D.—H. T'. Stringt r

J, D.—L. A. Byworth
2). of C.—D. Reid
I. G.—J. Strom

7 Guns. 250 Tons. 75 H.P.
Commander—Jas. Stewart
Isi Lieutenant—J. W. Lowson
2nd do. —E. H. Su:nmeis
Chief Engineer— J no. Pe nder

2nd do. —Jas. Sinclair

Gunner—F. Lord

Viceeot’s Gunboat “Chen-to.”

SWATOW.
Swatow, which was first thrown open to foreigners by Lord Elgin’s Treaty, is

situated at the mouth of the river Han, near the eastern border of the Kwangtung
province. ’at. 23 deg. 20 min. 43 sec. N., and long. 116 deg. 39 min. 3 sec. E. It

is the slii ing port for the city of Cha’o-chow-fu, the seat of the local government,

85 miles inia-'d, and San-Ho-Pa, forty miles farther up the river.

Swatow is built on the northern bank of the Han, which forms part of an alluvial

plain through which the branches of the river flow. The shore on the opposite side

is bold and striking, the hills stretching away to the coast and forming what is known

to sea-going peojfie as the “Cape of Good Hope;” Pagoda Hill rises at the opposite

Bide- and in a direct hne from this lies the large island of Namoa.

The first foreign trading depot in this locahty was inaugurated at Namoa, where

the opium vessels used to anchor, but it was subsequently removed to Double Island,

which is situated just inside the river and is four miles from Swatow. Foreigners

here made themselves notorious in the early years of the settlement by the kidnapping

of coolies and so strong was the feeling shown against them by the natives that no

foreio-ners' were safe far from Double Island, while they were strictly forbidden to

fente^ Swatow, and it was not until 1861 that they could do so. In the country round

Swatow the antipathy to foreigners was of much longer duration. The British Consul

was held technically to reside at Cha’o-chow-fu, and subsequent to 1861 several in-

effectual attempts were made to pass through its gates. In 1866 a visit was made

tinder more favourable circumstances, but it is only within the last few years that

the population has refrained from annoyance and insult to foreigners within its walls.

In 1862 the lease of a piece of land was applied for and granted to the British

Government on the north bank of the river about a mile from Swatow, but so strong

'Were the demonstrations of the populace against it that the matter fell through.

L'oreion residences, however, commenced to spring up here and there, and many of

them are consequently somewhat scattered, though the majority are in or near the

town of Swatow. The yearly increasing traffic of the port has led to much over-

crowdino- on the narrow strip of land on which it is built, and since February, 1877,

iio less 'than 21^ acres have been reclaimed from the sea, the greater part of which

is now covered with shops and houses.
, , . mi x • -l

The chmate of Swatow is reputed to be very salubrious. The town occupies, how-

ever an unenviable position as regards typhoons, on account of being opposite the

iowe’r mouth of the Formosa Channel and it has on many occasions been subjected

to all the violence of these terrible storms, which almost every year sweep across the

lower coast of China. The population of Swatow is estimated at 30,000.

The foreign trade of Swatow has never been large, but of late years it has shown

slight increase. The proximity of the port to Hongkong which can be reached in

troni 15 to 20 hours no doubt tells against it, as it enables the Chinese to conduct

their own import business. The quantity of Opium impoi-ted, once very considerable,.
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has of late years declined, the total in 1883 being 4,376 picnls as compared with

3,667 picnls in 1882, 4,665 piculs in 1881, 8,760 piculs in 1880, and 10,063 piculs in

1879. The quantity of Tea exported is very small, and reached only 6,893 piculs in

1883. A considerable trade is done in Sugar, there being 702,164 piculs brown and
777,306 piculs white exported in 1883, which shows a steady increase in the rate of

production. A large Sugar Refinery, the property of the China Sugar Refining Co.

of Hongkong, has been erected here, and is now actively at work. A large bean-cake
factory was also started in 1882. The value of the trade of the port for 1883 was
Tls. 20,175,168, as compared with Tls. 19,671,417 in 1882, and Tls. 19,442,301 in 1881.

DIRECTOEY.

Consulates.

Ta- Eng-nian-sso-hwan.
Gtreat Britain.

Consul—William Gregory (absent)
do. Officiating—-G. Phillips

Interpreter—M. F. A. Fraser
Post-ofice Agent—M. F. A. Fraser
Constable—Henry Sage

Tae-me-lcwoh-ling-sz-Jcoon.

United States.
Baron von Seckendoiff, in charge

Austria.
Consul Gerant—G. Phillips

France.
Tice- Consul—

Netherlands.
Consul—Thomas WiUiam Richardson (ab-

sent)

Acting Consul—Robt. H. Hill

Denmark.
Consul—Robert Craig

Germany.
Vice-Consul—Baron von Seckendorff

Chinese Clerk and Interpreter—Topui
Writer—Ting

Sweden and Norway.
Vice-Consul—John Andrew

Imperial Maritime Customs.

Chao Hai Kuan.
Commissioner—Colin Jamieson
Assistants—A. Lay, J. F. Oiesen, C. Le
Bas Rickman, A. H. Sugden

Clerk—L. d’Azevedo

Tidesurveyor & Harbour Master—T. N.
Manners

Boat Officer—J. A. Sjogren
Examiner—L. A. Byworth
Assistant Examiners—P. R. Dubarry, I. F.

Large, .7. T . Tebbutt
Tide-waiters -W. F. Kahler, J. H. M. .

Noodi, H. Haines, W. G. Tindall, W. E.

Soutbcott, J. E. Barker, A. Smith, J. T.

Manley, C. Pape, W. Keeble, E. A.
Roberts, A. Sutherland

Medical Oflcer—Dr. J. Pollock

Double Island Station.

Officer in Charge—

Pilots.

A. L. Piersdorff,F. W. Focken,?. Williams,

H. Frewin

China Sugar Refinery.
Robt. Craig, agent for Javdine, Matheson
& Co., agent

W. F. Inglis

E. Thimm
J. Liddell

John Dickie

W. Davidson
P. Plage
R. Hamilton
V. Ferreira

Douglas Steamship Company, Ld.

Agent—Robt. Craig, agent for Jardine,

Matheson & Co.

Glen Line of Steamers.
Agent—Robt. Craig, agent for Jardine,

Matheson & Co.

Indo-China Steam Navigation Co., Ld-
Agent—Robt. Craig, agent for Jardine,

Matheson & Co.
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'-yJBussELL & Co.’s Steamers.

Jtgre»i8—Bradley & Co.

China Shippers’ Mutual Steam
Navigation Company.

Agents—Bradley & Co.

Bun Hin Line op Steamers.

^ .AigenU—Lim Yam Seng & Co.

S:\ScoTTiSH Okiental Steamship Co., Ld
—Butterfield & Swire

«^^German Steamship Co., of Hamburg,
—Scbaar & Co.

.riCHiNA Navigation Company, Limited.

Jtgewfs—Butterfield & Swire

Ocean Steamship Company.
Butterfield & Swire

: Peninsular & Oriental S. N. Co.

-c —Bradley & Co.

Occidental & Oriental Steamship
Company.

. .Jigent—Robt. Ciaig, agent for Jardine,

Matheson & Co.

B RiTisH North Borneo Company.

—Robt. Craig, agent for Jardine,

’I'^Eatfieson & Co.

-Seamen's Hospital.

’ZiL-Jt^ical Officer—J. Pollock, L. K. & Q.
<C.P.I., L.R.C.S.I.

7d?30nt8fee—Dr. Pollock
^SL<m. Sec.—Dr. Pollock

Insurance Offices.

dSTTBfcadley & Co., agents

—

i Lloyd’s
~‘Xondon and Oriental Steam Transit

Insurance Company
. Amicable Insurance Office of Calcutta
" North China Insurance Company
China Traders’ Insurance Company
Royal Insurance Company of Liver-

pool (Fire and Life)

Imperial Insurance Co.,London (Fire)

China Fire Insurance Co., Limited
Straits Insurance Company, Limited

Butterfield & Swire, agents

—

Union Insurance Society of Canton,
Limited

Royal Exchange Assurance Associa-

tion

London and Lancashire Fire Insu-

rance

Craig, Robt., agent for Jardine, Mathe*
son & Co., agents

—

Canton Insurance Office, Limited
Hongkong FirelnsuranceCo., Limited

Schaar & Co., agents

—

Grermanic Lloyd’s

Hamburg and Bremen Underwriters
Batavia Sea and Fire Insurance Com-

pany of Batavia
Chinese Insurance Company, Limited
Tangtsze Insurance Association

Austrian Insurance Company, Donau,
of Vienna

National Marine Insurance Associa-

tion

Hamburg-Magdeburg Fire Insurance
Company

North British and Mercantile Insur-

ance Company
Prussian National Insurance Com-

pany of ettin

La Grande Compagnie d’Assurances

Bank.
Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Cor-

poration

Bradley & Co., agents

—

Professions and Trades.
Asverus, Otto, marine surveyor

fllEtf
Tey-hee-hong.

Bradley & Co., merchants
Thomas Wm. Richardson (London)
Robt. H. Hill

J. D. Monro
R. L. Richardson
Chee Pek-low

Steamer Nan Shan.
Captain— Jos. Blackburne
Chief Officer—A. Christian

Second do. —G. Miller

Chief Engineer—J. W. Kelly

Second do. —W. Steel

Third do. —H. Fernandez
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Butterfield & Swire, mercliants

J. C. Bois

L, Grunauer

Wo-hee-yeung-Tiong.

Craig, Eobt., special agent for Jardine,

Matheson & Co.

Robert Craig

D. Anderson
W. F. Inglis

Harris& Co., sbiipwriglits and blacksmitlis

and hardware store

Wm. Harris

Jardine, Matheson & Co., merchants

Eobt. Craig, special agent

Lim Tam Seng & Co., chop “ Hock
Cheang Yam Kee,” merchants and
commission agcn'.s

Lim Y m Seng
T. G San
L. T. Poo
T. T. See

ilig ^
HocTe-cheong-ye ng-hong.

Lloyd, Kho Tiong Poh & Co., merchants,

in liqnidafion

Lim Yam Seng, liquidator

-I- ± ^ AtjT in ^ —t.

Sze-cut-esang.

Pollock, John, L.K. &Q.C.P.I., L.E.C.S.I.,

medical practitioner

Quelch & Co., shipcbandlers, auctioneers,

and general storekeepers

Chas. Bewick Quelch

C. H. Wallace

Loo-ling-hong.

Schaar & Co., merchants
Bernhd. Schaar (absent)

John Andrew
H. Harms
D. Rodriguez

H m
I-fo7c.

Sim Eye Pang & Co., commission agenta?

Sim Eye Pang

Sim-ki.

Thengswee & Co., merchants and cona-

mission agents

Gob Theng-swee
Gob Bee-wat, signs p.er pro

Missionaries.

Presbyterian Church of^Englanit.
Eev. George Smith, M.A.
Rev. H. L. Mackenzie, M.A.^^'
Rev. Wm. Duffus (absent)

Rev. J. C. Gibson, M.A.
Rev. Donald Mclver, M.A.
Alexr. -Lyall, M. B., C.M. Edinr.
Eev. W. Riddell, M.B., C. M.
Wm. Paton
J. P. MePhun, M.B., C.M.
Philip B. Cousland, M.B., C.M,
Miss C. M. Ricketts
Miss Mann
Miss Scott

American Baptist Mission,
Eev. Wm. Ashmore, D.D.
Rev. S. B. Pari ridge

Eev. W. E. McEibben (absent)

Eev. Wm. Ashmore, Jr.

Miss A. M. Fielde (absent)

Miss Mary E. Thompson
Miss Sophia Norwood
Miss 0. H. Daniells, M.D.
Miss M. A. Buzzell

French Foreign Mi ssions.

Rev. A. Bernom
Eev. C. Jacquemin
Rev. J. M. P. Verchere
Rev. J. M. Boussac
Rev. J. Gauthier
Eev. H. Sorin

R.'V. D. Hervel
Rev. H. Vacquerel
Rev. L. Serdet

Rev. F. Laurent
Eev. C. M. Chambodut
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Amoy was one of the five ports open to foreign trade before the ratification of the

Treaty of Tientsin. It is situated upon the island of Haimun, at the mouth of the

Dragon River, in lat. 24 deg. 40 min. IST. and long. 118 deg. E. It was the scene of
trade with Western nations at a very early date. The Portuguese went there in 1544,

but in consequence of their cruelty towards the natives, the Chinese authoriti(!s forcibly

expelled them and burned thirteen of their vessels. The English had commercial
dealings there up to 1730, when the Chinese Government issueil an edict pi’ohibiting

trade with loreigners at all ports except Canton. They made an exception as regards

Spanish ships, which were allowed to trade at Amoy. The vessels of other nationa-

lities, however, continued to visit the jilace, and did so till the city was captured in

1841. The Treaty of Nanking was signed soon afterwards, and foreigners have since

been allowed to live there in peace and security.

In dc.scribiug Amoy, Dr. Williams says:—“The island (upon which Amoy is

built) is about f rty miles in cireumlerence, and contains scores of large villages

besides the city. The scenery within the bay is picturesque, caused partly by the

numerous islands which define it, surmounted by pagodas or temples, and partly by
the high barren bills behind the city. There is an outer and an inner city, as one
approaches it seaward, divided by a high ridge of rocky hills having a fortified wall

running along the top. A paved road connects the two. The entire circuit of the

city and suburbs is about eight miles, containing a population of 300,000, while that

of the island is estimated ai 100,000 more. The harbour is one of the best on the

coast ;
there is good holding ground in the outer harbour, and vessels can anchor in

the inner, within a short distance of the beach, and beperf ctly secure
;
the tide rises

and falls from fourteen to sixteen feet. The western side of the harbour, here from
six hundred and seventy-five to eight hundred and forty yards wide, i.s formed by the

island ofKular.gsu. It is a picturesque little spot and maintains a rural population of

3,500 people. Eastward of Amoy is the island of Quemoy or Kinmun (Golden Har-
bour), presenting a striking contrast in the low foreground on its south shore to the

high land on Amoy.”
There is little to be said about the city. It ranks as a third class city in China,

but it hears no comparison to Canton in wealth or general appearance. It is con-

sidered, even for China, to be very dirty, and its inhabitants are unusually squalid

in their habits. There are several places of interest to foreigners in the vicinity,

and excursions can be made to Chang-chow-fu, the chief city of the department of that

name, and situated about 35 miles from Amoy. The island of Kulangsu is about a

third of a mile from Amoy, and the residences of nearly all the foreigners are to be

found there, although most of the foreign business is transacted on the Amoy side.

There are three granite docks at Amoy, the largest being 310 feet by 60 feet; they are

owned and managed by foreigners. A small shipping sheet called the Amoy Gazette

is published daily. The population of Amoy is estimated at 95,600. The foreign

residents number about 280.

There has always been a comparatively good trade done at Amoy. In 1864 the

rebels captured Chang-chow-fu, and the commerce of the port was greatly interfered

with. There is frequent and pretty regular steamer communication with Hongkong,
Swatow, and Foochow. Direct communication with Manila and the Straits Settle-

ments is also maintained. The total export of Tea for 1883 was 149,935 piculs, and
of Sugar for the same period 201,716 piculs. The net importation of Opium for 1883
was 8,556 piculs as compared with 8,762 piculs in 1882. The total value of the

foreign trade of the port for 1883 was Tls. 10,332,292, against Tls. 11,251,035 in 1882.
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DIRECTORY.

Consulates.

ic n ® Pi
2hi- Ying-Ung-su-ge-mong.

Great Britain.
R. J. Forrest, consul

G. M. H. Playfair, interpreter and pro-

consul

Henry Cockburn, assistant and post-office

agent

C. P. Simoes, clerk

W. Lewis, constable

P” ® * fS laSi -A
Tai-me-Tcoh Img-su-ge-mong.

United States.
(For Amoy and Formosa).

W, Elwell Goldsborough, consul

J. J. Howard, vice-consul

U Lai Un, acting inteipreter

F. X. Carneiro, acting clerk and marshal

Liao Hock, gaoler

Ta Fah-lan-se ling-su ge-miing.

France.
A. Mencarini, in charge of French in-

terests

A fill PT
Ta se-yong ling-su ge-mun.

Portugal.
A. Mencarini, in charge of Porttiguese

interests

Tai-teh-hoh-ling-su-ge-mong

.

Germany.
(For the Fohkien Province),

von Aichberger, consul

Dr. Lenz, interpreter

G. Mateling, secretary

C’hu Chi, writer

A fS * ^ PI
Tai 0-ling-su-ge-mong.

Austro-Hungary.
R. J, Forrest, consul

" Si Pi
Ta Jih-ssu-^>a-in-a Kuo Chwng-Ung-SU ge-mmg,

Spain.

A. Mencarini, consul, in charge of consuL
ate general

A. Pita, vice-consul (absent)

J. de Silva Souza, clerk

J. Chang Ku, interpreter

Mariano Espino, constable

Denmark.
Randall H. Pye, consul

Sweden and Norway.
L. A. Andersen, vice-consul

Holan HaiJewan.

Netherlands.
Aug. Piebl, consul

Amoy General Chamber op
Commerce.

E. B. Fenton, secretary

Amoy Amateur Dramatic Club,
Committee—R. H, Pye, W. N. Dow.

Tin-sin-hong.

Great Northern Telegraph Company.
(Office, Kulangsu.)

A. Suenson, superintendent

O. Nielsen, electrician

C. Manicus
F. F. da Silva

Four Chinese operators

Imperial Maritime Customs.

Hsia-men-Iiuan.

Commissioner—J. McLeavy Brown
Assistants—E. J. Abbott, H. de Sombreuil,

J, Mencarini, H. E. Wadman
Medical Attendant—Dr. Ringer
Harbour Master and Chief Tidesurveyor—^

H. J. Meade
Assistant Tidesurveyors—W, Fenning. 0.

J. Price

Examiner—J. Newbury
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Assistant Examiners—J. Mclntosli, JF.

Knilpel

T^de-ivaiters—A. J. Hadley, F. Bartenstein,

T). Davies, E. C. Tregillus,C. FT.Erskiue,

W. M. Burton, T. G. Burnett, W. T.

'lliornton, J. H. Hinrichs

First Chinese Clerk Wong Wai
Chinese Clerks—Chun Mun, Wong Kam-

ming, L. Kwan-tung, Kwok Lo Kwai,
Chun Kwok Tsiin, Chen Lin, Soon
Sooh-yan

Makine Department.
China Coast Lights, Southern

Section.

Feptdy Coast Inspector—T. E. Cocker

Assistant Engineer—J. R. Harding
Lightkfbpers.

Middle Bog—J. Noble (in charge), J.

ScLaaf
Turnabout— G. E. von Fein, (in charge),

J. S. de Elizaga

Dodd Island— C. May (in charge), W. E.

Somers, E. Ferrari

Ockseu—C. hi. Peterson (in charge), J.

Chapman
Tsing-seu—D. Botelho

Chapel Island—C. A. Osterholm

Fisher Island—P. J. Stellingwerff (in

charge), A. M. clos Santos

Lamocks—J. Martin (in charge), D. Fer-

nandez
Sugar Loaf—J. Shields (in charge)

Cape of Good Hope— C. G. Soelberg

Enaker Point—P. F. S. Wilnau (in charge),

F. X. Meira

South Cape—G. Taylor (in charge), A. M.
Sandberg

Revenue Cruiser “ Feihoo.”
Commander—A. J. Booth
Acting First Officer—R. C. Passmore

Second Officer—R. Chenoweth

Acting First Engineer—G. A. Corder

Third Engineer—J. M. Dickson

Acting do. •—A. J. Jackson

Gunners—H. Schnepel, J. Ross

Harbour Pilots.

G. Ilauenstcin, J. Buschmaun, N. Moalle

Steamship Agencies.
Boyd & Co

,
agents

—

E. & A. S. S. Co., Limited
Ocean Steamship Company
China Navigation Company, Limited

Dauver & Co., agents

—

Spanish steamers Emny and Bon Juan

Fearon, Low & Co., agents

—

Indo- China Steam Navigation Co.
Australian Steam Navigation Co.

Glen Line of Steamers
Ben Line of Steamers

Lloyd, Khoo Teong Poh & Co., agents

—

Bun Hill Line of Steamei’s

Malearnpo & Co., agents

—

Olano Larrinaga & Co.’s line of Stea-

mers

Based I g & Co., agents

—

Netherlands India Steam Navigation
Comp \ny

German Steamship Co. of Hamburg
Siemssen & Co.’s Coasting Steamers

Russell & Co., agents

—

Pacific Mail Steamship Company

Tait & Co., agents

—

P. & O. S. N. Company
China & Manila Steamship Company
Chin I Shipi ers’ Mutual S. N. Co.

Insurance O ffices.

Boyd & Co., agents

—

Lloyd’s

ChinaTraders’ Insurance Co., Limited
Royal Fii'e and Life Insurance Co.
Sun Fire Lisurance Company
BremenMarine InsuranceCompanies
Underwriters’ Union at Amsterdam
Jersey Mutual Insurance Society for

Shipping
Netherlands India Sea and Fire In-

surance Company
The Underwriting and Agency Asso-

ciation, London
Le Cercle Transpoits, Societe An my-

me d’Assurances Maritiines de
Marseille

National Marine Insurance Associa-

tion, Limited.

Brown & Co., agents

—

Lancashire Insurance Company

Fearon, Low & Co., agents

—

Canton Insurance Office, Limited
Hongkong Fire Insurance Co., Ld.
London and Provincial FireInsurance
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London and Lancashire Fire Insur-

ance Company
New York Life Insurance Co.

Pasedag & Co., agents

—

Germanischer Lloyds’
Batavia Sea and Fire Insurance Co.
Transatlantic Marine Insurance Com-

pany, Limited, of Berlin

Prussian National Insurance Co.
Samarang Set and Fire Insurance

Co. of Samarang

Petersen & Co., H. A., agents

—

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited
K. K. Priv. Oest. Versiclierungs Ge-

sellschaft “ Donau,” Limited
Hamburg-Magdeburger Fire Insur-

ance Co.

Bureau Veritas

Russell & Co., agents

—

Yangtsze Insurance Association of

Shanghai
Alliance Fire Insurance Company
Union of Hamburg Underwriters
China Fire Insurance Company, Ld.
Imperial Fire Insurance Company

Tait & Co., agents

—

Marine Insurance Company
North British and Mercantile Fire

Insurance Company
North China Insurance Company, Ld.
Northern Assurance Company
Union Insurance Society ofCanton Ld.
Java Sea & Fire Insurance Company
Scottish Imperial Insurance Company
Straits Insurance f!o., Limited

Dock.

*
Tai-suen-o.

Amoy Dock Company,

H. D. Brown, managing director

C. C. Carvalho, accountant

W. Paulsen, general and dock manager

Banks.

tT ^
Cha-ta-ngav-hong.

Chartered Bank of India, Australia, and
China

Tait fe Co., agents

Chartered Mercantile Bank of India, Lon-
don and China
Boyd & Go., agents

Comptoir d’Escompte de Paris

Russell & Co., agents

Hway Hong Goon Hang.

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Cor-
poration

R. Horae Cook, agent
W. N. Dow, accountant

Professions, Trades, &c.

Foo-heen-yun-tse-hoon.

“ Amoy Gazette and Shipping Report,”

daily

A. A. Margal, proprietor & publisher

J. F. Mar9al, foreman
F. J. Paul, compositor

J. F. Senna do.

H. H. Paul do.

W. Pedro do.

Andersen, L. A., surveyor for Lloyd’s

agents, Veritas, Germanic Lloyd’s and

local offices

sE
Wo-hee.

Boyd & Co., merchants and com. agents

T. D. Boyd (absent)

Edward N. Rose
Thos. Covil

W. Snell Orr
R. B. Fenton
W. Laidlaw
T. G. Harkness (Taiwan)

Grant Scott (Tamsui)

G. P. Deas

8ui Liock-hony.

Brown & Co., merchants

F. Chomley
C. S. Powell

J. A. Maher
J. M. Boyol
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>m Bis
Mat-long.

Brown & Co., P. C., drapers, silk mercers,

milliners, &c.

Mrs. Hams
Miss Hams
Miss Focken

Kheam-Jcee.

Chew Tiam Eck & Co., mercliants and

commission agents

Chew Tiam Eck
Chew Luck Quah
Wee Wei Pew
Chia Guan Liang
How Jean Keat
Con Leang Seng

Yu-hee-hong

,

Dauver & Co., merchants
H. R. Dauver

P. M. Sanger
S. T. Victor

Rafael Sanches

Ying wa-shu-lcun.

English and Chinese School

W. Johnstone
Ah Chow, Chinese teacher

*1. #i| tT
Sun-kim-hin-hong.

Ewe Boon & Co., merchants and commis
sion agents

See Ewe Lay (absent)

See Ewe Boon
K. C. Wat
0. C. Liau

Hip Lomg.

Fearon, Low & Co., merchants
Randall H. Pye
H. O. Jeyes

A. C. Bryer, tea inspector

C. F. Harton

^l) is
Lee kee.

Gerard & Co., C., shipchandlers, sail-

makers, compradores, &c.

Mrs. E. Kopp, proprietrix

O. Honkelt, signs per pro.

C. A. S. Ayres

J. Schlbtke

Ice and Aerated Water Company
B. Nicholis, manager
B. N. Jenkins

International Novelty Co., importers of

European and American goods, Koo-
langsoo

T. Ec"wards
E. A. Edwards
Wat Apak, manager

Kopp’s Hotel, Koolangsoo
Mrs. E. Kopp, proprietrix

Miss L. Bartfll

Krug, A., watchmaker

Hong-kee,

Kung Phoe Chun & Co., merchants and
commission agents
Kung Phoe Chun
Khoo Chiu Siang
H. Choontee
Chia Mah Tan
Khoo Bin Chaung
Kung Phoe W’ooi

Khoo Chin Wooi

Thai-hee.

Leong Hee & Co., merchants and com-
mission agents

Chew Le ng Hee
Char Rang Hie
Wee Cheo Thow
Yeo Chong Kee

Yiin-fat.

Lie Sim Tee, agent for Guan Wat & Co.,
Padang
Major Lie Saay (Padang)
Lieut. Lie Khong Teck do.

Lie Khong Haan do.

Lie Khong Kiet do.
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TJocli-cheoi g-chan.

Lloyd, Khoo Teong Poh & Co., merchaots,

and commission agents

Ehoo Teong Poh (Singapore)

Guah Bent; Hong do.

Lee Pek Gum, signs per pro.

Khoo Heng Poh
Khoo Soo Check
Hung Yee Yuen
Gob iSoon Toh
Yeap Teck Ghee

^ IE W fr
Soy-kee-yeung-hong

.

Malcampo & Co., merchants
J. Malcampo Quioga

F. H. Edwards
Joseph Malcampo
Wee Tek Chiun
Seng Chiba
Chuahilo

Lim Teng Hoey
J. Ouate
Lee Siang

Me-ta.

Mehta & Co., merchants and commission
agents

E. N. Mehta (Canton)
B. S. Mehta
D. Kowrojee (Hongkong)
M. B. Tolatee (absent)

C. E. Mehta
N. F. Mehta (Takao)
I). F. Tumboly (Foochow)
D. B. Tolatee do.

P. B. Jokhee
B. C. Mehta (T^iwanfoo)
B. N. Mehta do.

Moalle, N., shipchandler, compradore, ste-

vedore, navy contractor, auctioneer, &c.
Nicholas Moalle

J. G. Gotz
S. A. Kraal

^ rE
An-Tcee,

Ollia, N.B., merchant & commission agent
Nusserwanjee Badabhoy Ollia
J. N. Ollia (Bombay)

Khen kee.

Ollia & Co., B. B., merchants and com'

mission agents

E. S. Laheir (Hongkong)
B. B. Ollia (Taiwanfoo)

P. C. Keeka (Foochow)
C. B. Kohiar (Foochow)

J. M. Vajiftlar

C. F. Shroff

B. J. Pettigurra (Takao)

A. B. Vania (Taiwanfoo)

#1e
Poa-kee.

Pasedag & Co., merchants
A. Piehl

L. Bast

Sin-kee.

Petersen & Co., H. A., merchants and com-

mission agents

H. A. Petersen (absent)

L. P. Michelsen
W. Haalcke, signs per pro.

C. A. Michelsen

P-sang.

Ringer, B. S., M.R.(.\S., L.S.A.
MacBougall, H., M.B.

Russell & Co., merchants
J. J. Howard
Francis Cass

T. G. Gowlind
C. C. (los Remedies
A. de Figuereido

C. Chamberlain (Formosa)
R. J. Hastings do.

Tick- kee.

Tait & Co., merchants
J. C. Wardlaw (absent)

R. H. Bruce
J. R. Best (Takao)
T. E. Ludlam
]>. A. Trotter

F. W, Bruce
G. U. Price

C. H. Best (Tamsui)
T. J. Tait

T. Gheeting
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m m
Kwong-sun.

Wilson, Nicliolls& Co., commission agents,

sliipcliandlers, sailmakers, and com-
pradores
W. Wilson
B. NichoUs

Hospitals.

8ui-sou-e-Tcoon.

Seamen’s Hospital.
B. S. Ringer, surgeon

H. MacDougal, surgeon

^ (H: P ill

Chai-sai-e-koon.

Native Hospital.
B. S. Ringer, surgeon
H. MacDougal, do.

Missionaries.
Reformed Church in America.

Rev. J. V. N. Talmage, D.D.
Rev. D. Rapalje (absent)

Rev. L. W. Kip, D.D.
Rev. A. S. van Dyck
Miss K. M. Talmage
Miss M. E. Talmage

London Missionary Society.
Rev. John Macgowan
Rev. J. Sadler

Rev. Chas. Budd
Rev. Dr. Pairner

Rev. G. H. Boudfield

British and Foreign Bible Society.
Thos. PatoD, agent

English Presbyterian Mission.
Rev. W. McGregor, M.A.
Rev. H. Thompson
Rev. John Watson, M.A.
D. Grant, M.B., C M.
A. L. Macleish, M.A., M.B., C.M.
Miss G. T. Maclagan

Roman Catholic Mission.
Church of the “ Holy Rosary.’*

Rt. Rev. D.A. Chinchon, Bishop ofAmoy
and Formosa

Rev. Nicolas Guixa, provincial vicar

Rev. Fernando Sainz

Church of the “ Conception,” Kanghoe.
Rev. Ramon Alier

Church of the “ Holy Rosary,” Pe-chio

Vacant
Church of Santo Domingo Aupoa, District

of Changchowfoo,
Rev. Jose Dutras
Two native priests

Rev. Guillierino Burno, Hongkong

Spanish Convent and Foundling Hospital.

Under the control of Italian Sisters.

Mother Maria Ferrari, Mother Ida Bel-
gieri. Sister Isabel Fam

Masonic Lodges.

Corinthian Lodge op Amoy,No. 1806
Worshipful Master—W. Penning
I.M.P.—B. Nicholls

Senior Warden—W. C. Lewis
Junior Warden—A. J. Hadley
Secretary—C. H. Erskine
Treasurer—R. H. Dauver
Senior Deacon—B. N. Jenkins

Junior Deacon—W. T. Thornton
Director of Ceremonies—S. A. Kraal
Steward—W. Wilson
Inner Guard—T. G. Burnett
Tyler—J. G. Gotz

Ionic Lodge op Amoy, No. 1781, E.C.

Worshipful Master—T. E. Cocker
R. H* Cook

Senior Warden—F. W. Bruce
Junior Warden— G. Hauenstein
Treasurer- N. Moalle
Secretary—W. C. Lewis
Senior Deacon—M. S. Silas

Junior Deacon—T. G. Gowland
Director of Ceremonies—F. Cass

Organist—R. C. Passmore
Inner Guard— J. Buschmann
Tyler— J. G. Gotz

I.



FORMOSA

This island, one of the largest in Asia, is situated between latitude 22 and 26
degrees N., and longitude 120 and 122 degrees E., and is separated from the coast

of Fukien, China, by a channel about one hundred miles in width. Its name
Formosa, signifying “beautiful island,” was conferred by the Portuguese, the first

Europeans to visit it, but it is called Taiwan (Great Bay) by the Chinese, to whom it

has belonged since 1661. It is said that the Japanese endeavoured to form a colony

in the island in 1620, but large numbers of Chinese were settled there prior to that

date. The Dutch arrived in 1634 and founded several settlements, and traces of

their occupation are still to be found in the island, but they were compelled in 1661 to

retire by the Chinese pirate chief Koxinga, who assumed the sovereignty of western
Formosa. His grandson and successor, however, was induced, twenty-two years

later, to resign the crown to the Emperor of China. Formosa is about 210 nailes in

length, and from 60 to 70 miles broad in the widest part, with a circumference of

some 450 miles. It is intersected from north to south by a range of mountams, which
forms a kind of backbone to the island, the loftiest peak of which. Mount Sylvia,

is 11,300 feet high. On the western side of this range the slope is more gradual
than on the eastern side, and broken by fertile valleys which lose themselves in the

large undulating plain on which the Chinese are settled. The whole of the territory

east of the dividing chain is peopled by an aboriginal race who acknowledge no
allegiance to the Chinese Government and make frequent raids on the outlying Chinese
settlements. They are a savage and warlike people allied to the Malays and Polyne-
sians, and live principally by the chase. The Chinese hold the aborigines in much
dread on account of their ferocity, but of late years they have steadily continued
their encroachments on the eastern coast, keeping the natives at bay by the aid of

Hakka settlers, a hardy race, who in Formosa go by the name of Hillmen, and who
have proved a resolute foe to the aborigines. Until 1874, when the Japanese
landed a force in Formosa to punish one of the aboriginal tribes for the murder of

some Loochooans shipwrecked on their coast, the Chinese Government had made no
serious effort to extend their rule over any part of the eastern half of the island, but
that event caused them to push forward their lines, A few of the aborigines nearer
the coast have settled down to peaceful avocations, but the mountaineers still regard
the Chinese with unappeasable hatred and hostility, though they have shown courtesy
and kindness to the few foreigners who have visited their villages. The aborigines are
said to be a fine featured, well made race, but sunk in barbarism and ignorance. The
Chinese population of Formosa is estimated at about 2,500,000 ;

the number of the abori-
gines it is, of course, quite impossible to estimate. The productions of Formosa are

numerous, the vegetation being everywhere most luxuriant, testifying to the richness
of the soil. Rice, sugar, tea, and camphor are largely cultivated and exported.
The fauna include bears, monkeys, deer, wild boar, badgers, martins, the scaly an-
eater, and other smaller animals. Birds are not very numerous, and snakes are not
so common as might be expected where vegetation is so abundant, while the insect

pests are not so great as in most parts of South China. It is believed that the
mineral wealth of the island is very considerable. Gold has been found in the beds of
the streams; valuable coal mines are in work near Kelung, and sulphur springs also

exist in the north of the island. The interior of the island is, however, still practi-

cally unexplored. One gre it drawback to the island is its want of good harbours,
which is more especially felt on account of the strength of the monsoons in the
Formosa channel. Those on the eastern side are few and neither commodious nor
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accessible, while on the west coast most of the harbours are little better than open
roadsteads. The Treaty ports are all situate on the western coast, and are four in
number Takao and Taivsan-fu in the south, and Tamsui and Kelung in the north.
The latter is at present in the hands of the French, under Admiral Courbet, who in-
^nds to occupy the whole island when reinforced unless China comes to terms with
France. The rivers of Formosa are lew, shallow, and winding, only navigable to
small flat-bottomed boats. The scenery is delightful, and the climate is very pleasant
in the winter, but hot and malarious in the wet season.

TAKAO AND TAIWAN-FU.
Takao is a port in South Formosa, and is situated in lat. 22 deg. 38 min. 3 sec. N.

and long. 130 deg. 16 min. 30 sec. E. It was thrown open to foreign trade in 1864. It

is only a small town, occupied chiefly by Chinese fishermen, and, save the beautiful

scenery surrounding it, possesses no features of interest. The appearance of the
place and its vicinity from the sea is very pleasant. Ape’s Hill is seen rising on the
left and an eminence called the Saracen’s Head on the right. The outer anchorage
is shallow and exposed, but the channel between Ape’s Hill and the Saracen’s Head,
which Dads into the inner harbour, is, though narrow, very deep, ranging from 20 to

25 fathoms. Farther in, past the forts, the channel is narrowed still more by the

spreading sandbanks, and the depth of water is reduced to 10| to 13 fathoms. The
inner harbour is a placid, lagoon-like sheet of water, some six or seven miles long by
two to three miles broad, on the south side of which on a low sandbank the town of

Takao is built. The entrance to the port is protected by strongly situated forts,

which have lately been strengthened and more heavily armed. Most of the foreign

hongs are situated on a flat strip of land outside the forts, between Ape’s Hill and
the Customs’ Jetty, and a bund has been constructed in front, alongside which the
foreign shipping usually he. It is reported that petroleum and coal are to be found
in large quantities a few miles to the south of Takao. The soil of the country around
Takao is extremely fertile

;
banyans and bamboos grow luxuriantly, and sugar planta-

tions are numerous. Sugar is the principal article of export from Takao, and in

1883 it amounted to 774,951 piculs as against 613,453 piculs in 1882. The import
of Opium in 1882 amounted to 2,752 piculs, as against 3,012 piculs in 1882. The
value of the trade of the port in 1883 was Tls. 3,172,996, and in 1882 Tls. 3,170,667.

The population of Takao is estimated at 10,000.

The city of Taiwan-fu hes about twenty miles from Takao, in lat. 23 deg. 6 min.

N. and long. 129 deg. 5 min. E. It is a place of considerable size and importance,

and may be regarded as the capital of the island. It is situated about three nules

from the coast, with whi' b connection is kept up by means of canals. The walls of

the city are some six j: '..is in circumference and enclose many buildings and places

of interest. Among tb" - an Examination Hall for the Chinese hterati, capable of

accommodating several > isand students. There are a great many trees and open
spaces in the city, which a c it a rather pleasant appearance. Seaward of the city is

an extensive suburb, containing the markets, and which is really the business por-

tion of Taiwan. In the locahty ai’e the ruins of Zealandia, a fort which was built

in 1630, and which was the chief stronghold of the Dutch in Formosa until they were
driven out by the Chinese pirate chief Koxinga. The Customs give no returns of

trade here, as they are included with those of Takao. The port is an open shallow

roadstead, and vessels have to anchor at some distance from the shore. The approa-

ches to the city are defended by a line of forts, some mounting heavy Krupp guns.

The pojjulation of Taiwan-fu is estimated at 225,000.
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DIRECTORY.

Consulates.
British, also Danish, German (vice-

consulate), Austro-Hungarian (vice-

consulate), Spanish (vice-consulate),

AND United Statrs (consular agenc\^.

O'fficiating Consul—Wm. Gregory
Assistant—P. F. Hausser
ConstaJx—Antonio Alborado

Netherlands.
Consul—A. W. B iiri

Imperial Maritime Customs.

Tai-wan-hwan.

Assistant in charge—
Assistant—E. K. A. Bushtrat

Medical Officer—W. Wyteham Myres
Tide-surveyor—C. J. Price

Boat Officer—J. P. Dubois (Anping)
Assist. Examiner—G- Swainston do.

Tidewaiters— S. Hancock, J. Godment, H.
C. Bussell (Anping)

Chinese Clerics—Lu Kwong Sing, Chun
Mun

Agencies.

Bain & Co., agents

—

Canton Insurance Office, Limited
Hongkong Fire Insurance Co., LH.
Douglas Steamship Co., Ld.
Iiido-China S. N. Co., Ld.

Boyd & Co., agents

—

Lloyd’s

China Traders’ Insurance Co., Limited

Chinese Insurance Co., Limited

Lauts & Hiesloop, agents

—

Prussi.in National Insurance Com-
pany, of Stettin

Austrian Insurance Co. “ Donau ”

Union of Brerntn Marine Insurance

Companies
German Lloyd’s

Tait & Co., agents

—

North China Insurance Company
Java Sea and Fire Insurance Company
Union Insurance Society of Canton

Professions, Trades, &c.

Bain & Co., merchants
A. W. Bain
De Wcstley Layton

Boyd & Co., merchants
D. Moncrief Wright

Brown & Co., merchants

La its & Haesloop, merchants
J. T. Lauts
F. H. L. Haesloop

F. Barre

Myers, W. Wykeham, M.B., C.M., &c.,.

medical practitioner

Mehta & Co., merchants and commission,
agents

B. S. Mehta (Amoy)
D. C. Mehta
N. F. Mehta (Takow)
D. N. Mehta (absent)

Ollia & Co., D. D., merchants and com-
mission agents

D. D. Ollia (Takao and Taiwanfoo)
D. J. Pettigurra (Taiwanfoo)
A D. Yania (Takow)

S'in-to.

Santos, E. C. dos, photographer

SteauL Tug “ Sin Taiwan,” Capt. H. Ves-
teen

Tait & Co., merchants
J. B. Best, agent.
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Missionaries.

English Presbyterian Mission.
Taiwanfoo.

Eev. W. Campbell
Eev. Thos. Barclay, M.A.
Rev. Wm. Thow, M.A.
Rev, James Main, M.A., B. D. (absent)

Rev. W. E. Thompson, B. A. Oxon,
Jas. L. Maxwell, M.A., M.D.
Peter Anderson, L.R.C.S.E., L.E.C.P.E.
Geo. Ede

Roman Catholic (Dominican) Mission.
Rev. A. Chinchon, Takao,
Rev. J. Nebot, Ban-kitn-cheng
Eev. E. Colomer, Soa-lun
Rev, C. Arranz, Lo-chu-cheng
Rev. J. Khanb, Taiwanfoo

Hospital.
David Manson Memorial Hospital.

Medical Officer—W. Wjkoham Myres,
M.B., &c.

Pilots.

H. Vosteen, E. A. Kroncke

TAMSUI AND KELUNG.

The port of Tamsui lies in lat. 25 deg. 10 min, N. and long. 101 deg. 26 min. E„
on the northern side of the fertile island of Formosa. It is an uninteresting place,

The harbour, like all others in Formosa, has a troublesome bar, which greatly retards

the growth of the port. Dredging would do much to render it more accessible. The
town, called Hubei, is situated on t he north side of the river, about two miles from the

bar. The trade at Tamsui is not extensive. Tea grows on the hills in the locality, and
the production of Formosa Oolongs is annually increasing. In 1872 the export only

amounted to 19,513 piculs, while now it is close on 100,000 piculs. The export of

Camphor, on the other hand, shows a steady decline, owing probably to the wholesale

destruction of the trees, which were once exceedingly abundant in most parts of the
island. The limits of the port are defined to be from Sand Point in straight line

bearing N. N, E. to Red Fort. On the 2nd October, 1884, the French ships under
Admiral Courbet commenced the bombardment of Tamsui from outside the bar,

the entrance to the river having been blocked by the Chinese, and continued it until

the forts were dismantled and silenced. On the 8th October a landing was effected

by the French, and a sharp engagement with the Chinese troops ensued, but in the

end the French had to return to their boats, the landing party being too small

to take the place. On the 20th October Admiral Courbet notified the rigorous-

blockade of the coasts of Formosa, and then awaited reinforcements, several men-
of-war being detailed to guard the approach to Tamsui. The population of Tamsui
is estimated at 95,n00. The priccipal exports in 1883 were as follow :—T ^a, 99,050

piculs; Camphor, 3,086 piculs; Coal, 31,818 tons. The import of Opium in 1883
was 1,265 piculs, and iu 1832, 1,584 piculs. The value of the trade of the port in

1883 was Tls. 3,535,021, and in 1882, Tls. 3,982,417.

The port of Kdung lies to the north-east of Tamsui, in latitude 25 deg. 9 min.

N. and longitude 121 deg. 47 miu. E. It is situated on the shores of a bay between

the capes of Foki and Peton, some twenty miles apart, amidst bold and striking

scenery, backed by a range of mountains. It was once a Spanish Settlement, but was
subsequently captured and held by the Dutch until they in turn gave place to the

Chinese under Koxinga. Though only a mere village, it has long carried on a con-

siderable native trade with Amoy, Chin-chew, and Foochow. Its staple product is

coal, the mines of which are very productive
;
one colliery at Coal Harbour has

been worked by the Government, with modern English machinery, but the output
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bas never been very great. Sulphur also abounds in a valley in tiae neighboar . o
but the Authorities will not allow it to be worked. Kelung was opened to forei :*

trade at the same time as the other Formosan ports. The foreign trade at this port

is confined to the shipment of coal. Its exports are included in the returns for

Tamsui. The limits of the port are defined to be within a straight line drawn from
Image Point to Bush Island. On the 5th August, 1884, the port was bombarded by

the French under Admiral Lespes, when the forts above the town were reduced to

ruins, and the place captured. It is now garrisoned by the French, who use it

a coaling station for their squadron.

DIRECTORY.

Consulates.
British.

Consul—Thos. Watters (absent)

Officiatinq Consul—A. Frater
Writer—Lin Hsiin Chen
Linguist—Yeap Thian-lye

Constable—P. W. Petersen

Austro-Hungarian.
Acting Consul— A. Prater

German.
Acting Vice-Consul— Frater

United States.
Consular Agent—John Dodd

Netherlands.
Consul—John Dodd

Imperial Maritime Customs.

Assistant in charge—E. Faragd
Assistants—M. F. Browulow, J. Jacques
Acting Tide-surveyor—G. L. Hummel
Assistant Examiner—E. Macgregor
Tidewaiters—H. H. Montell, G. A. Meyer,

R. Grant, N. Curry
Probationary Tidev>aiter—R. Grant
Chinese Clerks—Li Wang Tang, Chew

Leong Hoe

Insurances.
Boyd & Co., agents

—

China Traders’ lusurance Company,
Limited

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

Dodd & Co., agents

—

Tangtsze Insurance Association

Lancashire Fire Insurance Co.

Lapraik & Co., Douglas, agents-—

Canton Insurance Office, Limited

Union Insurance Society of Canton

Tait & Co., agents

—

Java Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

North China Insurance Company
Straits Insurance Company

Merchants.
Boyd & Co., merchants

Grant Scott, tea inspector

Brown & Co., merchants

Dodd & Co., merchants

J. Dodd
E. W. Skrimshire

Johansen, C. H., M.D. medical practitiop<^

for Tamsui and Kelung

Lapraik & Co., Douglas, merchants
Wilfred Christy, agent

Marty, A. R., merchant and commissiqjl^

agent, Kelung
A. E. Marty (Hongkong)

J. Levesque
O. Breuer
Baptiste

E. Carneiro

C. Luc

Tait & Co., merchants
C. H. Best, agent

Missionaries.
Canada Presbyterian Mission,

Rev. Geo. L. Mackay
Rev. J. Jamieson



FOOCHOW
.
Poocliow (or Fuli-chau-fu) is tlie capital of the Fokien province. It is situated

h> )»t. 26 deg. 02 min. 21 sec. N., and long. 119. deg. 20 min. E. The city is built on
ptlain on the northern side of the river Min, and is distant about thirty-four miles

frftm the sea, and nine miles from Pagoda Island, where foreign vessels anchor.

The attention of foreigners was early attracted to Foochow as a likely place

iivli-ire commercial intercourse could be profitably carried on in the shipment of Bohea
Tea, which is grown largely in the locality. Before the port was opened, this article

>^«(ed to be carried overland to Canton for shipment, a journey which was both long

f’-nd difficult. The East India Company, as early as 1830, made representations in

fj^'our of the opening of the port, but nothing definite was done till the conclusion

iff the Treaty of Nanking in 1842. The early years of intercourse with the natives

wa-^ aiijdhing but what was anticipated. The navigation of the river v' ;s difficult,

ih^fe was no market for imports, and several attacks by the popiilace rendered the

l^drt an undesirable place of residenc.e for some time. It was not until some ten

years after the port had been opened that there was much done in the export of Tea
from the interior, but since then the quantity shipped has increased so largely that

Fodchow is now one of the principal lea ports in China.

The city is built around three liills, and the circuit of the walled portion is

between six and seven miles in length. The walls are about thirty feet high and
fwelve feet wide at the top. The streets are narrow and filthy, but the number of

trros about the official quarter of the city, and the wooded hills enclosed by the

wails, give a picturesque appearance to the general view. Near the east gate of the

rtty are several hot springs, which, hke those in Japan, are used by the natives for

th# Ctlf6 of skin diseases and are believed to be very efficacious. The Foochow
excel in the manufacture of miniature monuments, pagodas, dishes, <&c., from

What is called “ soap stone,” and in the construction of artificial flowers, curious

figures of birds, &c. A few miles above the city the river divides into branches,

which after pui-suing separate courses for fifteen miles, unite a httle above Pagoda
Anchorage. The foreign settlement stands on the northern side of the island thus

formed and which is called Nantai. Communication with the city is kept up by
means of a bridge.

The climate of Foochow is moist and enervating
;

it is rather wanner in summer
and cooler in winter than that nf Hongkong. Frost and ice are occasionally—^but

very seldom—met with here; and it is recorded that in the month of February,

1864, some two inches of snow fell upon the surrounding hills. Such an occurrence

bad not been remembered for forty years before, and it certainly has not happened

Mnce.
The scenery surrounding Food ow is very beautiful. In sailing up the river

from the sea vessels have to leave the wide stream and enter what is called the

Kimpai Pass, which is barely half-a-mile across, and enclosed as it is by bold, rocky

walls, it presents a very strilang appearance. The Pass of Min-ngan is narrower, and

%^h its towering cliffs, surmounted with fortifications and cultivated terraces, is

extremely picturesque, and has been compared to some of the scenes on the Rhine.

Foreign vessels, with the exception of those of very fight draught, ai-e compelled

fo anchor at Pagoda Island, owing to the shallowness of the river, which has been

increasing of late years, and the difficulties of navigation. The limits of the port of

Foochow extend from the City Bridge to the Kimpai Pass. The IM^m oi Arsenal, near

Pagoda Anchorage, was an extensive Government establishment, hu-re several good

oizcd gunboats have been built, and large quantities of arms manufactured. This

/ rsenal was bombarded by the French on the 23rd-24th August, 1884, and reduced to

j-uine. There is a granite-floored dock at the Anchorage owned and managed by

foreigners.

Tlie trade of Foochow is mainly in Tea, the quantity exported in 1883 amoimting
to 606,891 piculs against 679,630 piculs in 1882. Of Opium, 4,364 piculs were

imported in 1882 as against 4,225 piculs in 1882. The value of the trade of the port

for 1883 Avas Tls. 14,145,776 ;
for 1882 it was Tls. 14,757,900. The population of

FoOchow is estimated at 630,000.
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DIRECTORY.

Consulates.

Ta-ying-kwo-Ung-shih .

Great Britain.
Consul—Charles A. Sinclair

Vice-Consul—P. L. Warren (at Pagoda
Anchorage)

Assistant—E. W. Hui’st
A<'t. Asst, and Postal Agent—E. L. Fraser
(ju /.stable at Anchorage—Thomas Eead

Ti-me-ting-sz-ya-mun.

United States.
Consul—Joseph 0. A. Wingate
Vice-Consul and Interpreter—John P.

Cowles, Jr.

Assistant and Marshal—Chas. S. Hartwell
Native Writer—Hsii Hsien Mei

_i ^ 'w?
•-«

Tai-TS Kwok ling shi Jcwan.

Germany.
Acting Consul—J. C. A. Wingate
Acting Interpreter—J. P. Cowles, Jr.

France.
Vice-Consul—Vte. G. de Bezaure
Interpreter—
^riter—Tchao Ting-tchoin

Portugal.
Vice Consul—Vte. G. cle Bezaure
Assistant—B. Pereira

Spain.
Vice-Consul—Vte. G. de Bezaure
Assistant—D. Campos da Eosa

Eussia. .

Acting Consul— A. Shooisky

Sweden and Norway.
Vice-Consul—G. Sienissen

Netherlands.
Consul—T. Pirn

Imperial Arsenal.
Director—Prosper Giquel (absent)

Acting Secretary of the Direction— C.

H. Brewitt Taylor

School for Naval Construction—
Navigation School—C. H. B. Taylor

Imperial Maritime Customs.

Hai-kwan.
Commissioner—C. Hanneii

Acting Deputy Commissioner—J. W. Carra 1

Assistants—G. F. Muller, J. D. D. de la

Touche, C. T. Bowring, C. W. de Ste.

Croix

Out-door Staff at Nantai.
Assistant Tidesurveyor—J. von Jezewsk
Examiner— S. Young
Assistant Examiners—H. J. Waller, W. B.

Walker, W. Creek

Chinese Clerks—Tai Tsze King, Ho Chee
Chuen, Choah Leng-tee, Li Tat Chang
Whang Fan-chi, Chiu Chi-niing

Pagoda Anchorage.
Harbour Master and Tide surveyor—S.

Parkhill

Boat Officer—G. A. Forsaith

Tide-waiters—W. K. Taylor, J. F. J. Seier

Probationary Tide-waiters—N. J. B. Gal-

letti, J. N. Segardal, J M. Hunter, A.

Schmidt, F. H. Siemssen, A. E. Pfan-

kuchen

Police Force.
Sergeant—J. F. J. Seier (acting)

INSUEANCES.
Adamson, Bell & Co., agents

—

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited
Commercial Union Assurance Co.

Fire and Marine Branch- s

South Australian Marine Insurance
Company

Lancashire Fire Insurance Company
Thames and Mersey Marine Insur-

ance Companv

Bathgate & Co., agents

—

South British Fire and Marine Insur-

ance Co. of New Zealand

Birley & Co., agents

—

Union Marine Insurance Co., Limited
Guardian Fire Assurance Comirany
NorwichU n ion Fi re Insu rance Soci e ty

Butterfield & Swire, agents

—

The British and Foreign Marine In
surance Company, Limited
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Royal Exchange Instirance Company
London and Lancashire Fire Insur-

ance Company

Forster & Co., John, agents

—

North British and Mercantile In-

surance Company
Imperial Marine Insurance Company,

Limited

Galton & Co., agents

—

Phoenix Fire Insurance
Universal Marine Insurance Co., Li-

mited
Merchants’ Marine Insui'ance Com-

pany, Limited
China Traders’ Insurance Company,

Limited
Austrian Insurance Company, “Don-

Gibb, Livingston & Co., agents

—

China Fire Insurance Company, Li-

mited
UnionInsurance Society ofCanton, Ld.

Limited Commercial Union Assurance
Company, Life Department

Home and Colonial Marine Insurance
Company

New Zealand Insurance Company

Gilman & Co., agents

—

Lloyd’s

Association of Underwriters of Glas-

gow
Underwriters’ Association of Liver-

pool

Merchant Shippingand Underwriters’
Association of Melbourne

North China Insurance Company
Ocean Marine Insurance Company
London Assurance Corporation, Fire

Imperial Fire Insurance Company

Gittins & Co., John, agents

—

Sun Fire Office

Hunter, W. L., agent

—

Straits Insurance Co., Limited

Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

—

Canton Insurance Office, Limited

Triton Insurance Company
Hongkong Fire Insurance Company
Alliance Fire Insurance Company

Kaw Hong Take & Co., agents
On-tai Insurance Co., Limited

Newman & Co., agents

—

City of London Fire Insurance Com-
pany, Limited

Odell and Leyburn, agents

—

Royal Insurance Company
London and Provincial Marine In-

surance Company
New York Life Insurance Co.

Oliver & Co., George, agents

—

Scottish Imperial Life Insurance Co.

Queen Insurance Company, Fire

Phipps, Phipps & Co., agents

—

Liverpool and London and Globe

Insurance Company, Fire

Marine Insurance Co., London

Purdon & Co., agents

—

Lion Fire Insurance Co,, Limited

Russell & Co., agents

—

Tangtsze Insurance Association

Siemssen <fc Co., agents

—

Globe Marine Insurance Company,
Limited, of London

Dusseldorf Universal Marino In-

surance Company, Limited, of

Dusseldorf

German Lloyd’s Marine Insurance

Company, Limited, Berlin

Silverlock & Co., John, agenis

—

The Fire Insurance Association, Ltd.

London and Lancashire Liie Assur-

ance Co.

Turner & Co., agents

—

Netherlands India Marine Insurance

Company
Home& Colonial Assurance Company
Northern Fire and Life Assurance

Company

is i ^.1

Soong-hoe.

Foochow Dockyard.
John E. Nesbitt, manager

Peninsular and Oriental Steam
Navigation Co.

Turner & Co., agents

Eastern and Australian Steamship
Company, Limited.

Russell & Co., agents
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Indo-China Steam Navigation
Company, Limited.

Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

China Navigation Co., Limited.
Butterfield & Swire, agents

Douglas Steamship Co., Limited.
Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

Austro-Hungarian Lloyd’s Steam
Navigation Co.

Calton & Co., agt nts

Deutsche Dampfschiff Ehedeeii
OF Hamburg.

Siemssen & Co., agents

Ben Line of Steamers.
Gibb, Livingston & Co., agents

Glen Line of Steamers.
Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

Ocean Steamship Company.
Butterfield & Swire, agents

China Shippers’ Mutual Steam
Navigation Co.

Purdon & Co., agents

* ® f ^
Ta Tong Teen-hnen-hon-si.

Eastern Extension, Australasia and
China Telegraph Co., Limited,

P. J, Eentzsch, superintendent

H. M. Maepherson, clerk in charge

G. G. Uren, operator

H. K. C. Pisher do.

Eeuter’s Telegram Co.

Joseph Phillips, agent

Ping-chong.

Foochow Ice and Aerated Water
Company.

Chas. W. Begley
River Steamers.

"Alice,” "Grip,” "Mingan”
C. W. Beg ey, agent

Shanghai Local Post Office.
Hedge & Co., agents at Poochow
Dobie & Co., agents at Pagoda Anchorage

Banks.
Agra Bank, Limited

Gilman & Co., agents

n tr
Cha-ta.

Chartered Bank of India, Australia and
China

A. C. Marshall, agent
E. G. Eemedios

Yew-lee

Chartered Mercantile Bank of India,

London and China
Purdon & Co., agents

Comptoir d’Escompte de Paris
Bussell & Co., agents

Hwuy-foong.
Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corpo-

ration

J. P. Wilde Gard’ner, agent
P. W. Bartf, assist, accountant

National Bank of India, Limited
Turner & Co., agents

Professions, Trades, &c.

Tien-cheang.

Adamson, Bell & Co., merchants
T. M. Dermer
F. Cave Thomas
M. Woodley
H. B. de Souza

ic ^
Tai king.

Bathgate & Co., merchants
John Bathgate, Jnr.

Tobias Pirn

Fook-hing.

Birley & Co., merchants
Thos. Pyke (England)
K. D. Ai'ams (Canton)

J. L. P. Sanderson
Geo. E. J. Gardiner, tea inspector

Brockett, G. T., commission agent, and
account collector
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± ^
T'lilcoo.

Butterfield & Swire, merchants
W. J. Roliinson, tea inspector

G. Martin do.

L. H. Helbling

S ^ ;A; g| ^
Wa-son—sz Tai-yeuk-fong.

Dispensary, Tlie, A. S Watson & Co..

J. D. Humplireys (Hongkong)
F. Taylor

i:\l

Do-bee.

Dobie & Co., shipchandlers and coal dea-

lers, Pagoda Island

S. L. Shaw, in charge

Man-hing.
England & Co., F. H., merchants

F. H. England
H. Skerrett Eogers

E. Eamsay, tea inspector

Tai-loong.

England & Co., McHenry, merchants

^ s
Koon-yeek,

Galton & Co., public tea inspectors and
commission agents
W. P. Galton
H. A. Northey, tea inspector

J. W. Cooper do.

H. B. Ellerton do.

W iE
Kien-kee.

Gibb, Livingston & Co., merchants
H. P. Tennant, agent and tea in-

spector

H. Clyuia

Tai-ping.

Gilman & Co., merchants
G. Slade

L. M. F. Grant

Hung-long.

Giltins & Co., John, merchants
John Gittins (London)

H. J. J. Chambe 18

Thos. Gittins, Jr.,

J. P. Pereira

Foochow Bakery
Baboo Etam, proprietor

Foochow Daily Echo ”

Foochow Printing Press, proprietors

Ah-Tai.

Harman & Co., G., commission agents,

ship brokers, and auctiomers

Geo. Harman

Foochow Hotel

G. T. Brockett, proprietor

Teen-ew.

Forster & Co., John, merchants

John Forster

Hugh Sutherland

Wm. Gilbert

Tai-ohong.

Frazer & Co., John, merchants

Alex. Macpherson, tea inspector

J. Parker, do.

E-lee.

Hedge & Co., merchants
Thomas Dunn (absent)

J. A. Coflin

H. W. Churchill

J. L. Hartshorn

'1^

Tung-chewng.

Hunter, W. L., merchant

W. L. Huntt r (absent)

J. W. Tilley

Wm. Graham, tea inspector
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^1
Yee-wo.

Jardine, Matheson & Co., mercliants

T. Pollard

C. King
D. da Roza

Yii ch(oag.

Odell & Leyburn, m<^rchants

John Odell

Frank Leyburn (abstot)

Chas. Pye

^7
—T7

Yee-hein.

Kaw Hong Take & Co., mercbanta, com-
mission agents, and shipbrokers

Kaw Hong Take
Kaw Eong Hean

Teen-lioch.

Love & Co., merchants
J. H. Love

D. li. Love, tea inspector

Lowe, E., Pagoda Anchorage

mn
Me-ta.

Mehta & Co., merchants and commission
agents

E. H. Mehta (Canton)
B. S. Mehta (Amoy)
D. H. Saklatwalla (Hongkong)
Dorabjee P. Tumboly

D. D. Talati

M. B. Tolaty (absent)

C. E. Meiita (Amoy)
P. B. Jokhee (do)

I). C. Mehta (Taiwanfoo)

I). H. Mehta (absent)

N. P. Mehta (Takao)

Fow-sing.
Minchin & Co., merchants and commis-

sion agents
Gr. Minchin
Wongpoa
C. K. Lee
C. H. Key

^
L oong-man-hong

.

Newman & Co., public tea inspectors
and commission merchants

Walter Newman (absent)
Thos. Pairhurst

Khen-hee.

Ollia & Co., T>. D., merchants and copi'

mission agents
E. S. Lahier (Hongkong)
I). D. Ollia (Taiwanfoo)

P. C. Keeka
C. B. Kohiar
J. M. Vajifdar (Amov)
C. P. Shroif (do.)

D. J. Petigurra (Takao)
A. D. Vania Taiwanfoo)

± ^
Tai-mow.

Oliver ife Co., George, merchants
George Olivi r (London)
John Pinel (London)

E. A. Crocktr

M. H. Peatberstonhaugh
E, B. Allen

E. C. Pearce

se
Wo-Tcee.

Phillips, Joseph, exchange and
broker and gereral commission agej^

Kung-eu.
Phipps, Phipps & Co., merchants

A. L. Phipps (absent)

H. G. Phipps
C. H. Smith

F'V-chong.
Piatkoff, Molchanoff <& Co., merchants

M. P. Piatkoff (absent)

J, M. Molchanoff (Hankow)
S. A. Cheerkoff

P. N. Cheredoff

#
Tung-chun,

Pnrdon A Co., merchants
J, A. Maitland (absent) •
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J. G. Pardon (Shanghai)
C. Cole, tea inspector

W, Church

HP P
Lin-ne-i-sang.

IScnnie and Adam, medical practitioners
T. Rennie, M.D. & C.M.
T. B. Adam, M.D. & C.M.

ME
Lo-be-8un.

Robertson, H. J., architect and builder

m w
Loong-ckeung.

Rosario & Co., D., com mission agents
D. do Rozario

Kee-cheang.

Kassell & Co., merchants
M. W. Greig, tea inspector

C. A. B. Heath
B. Pereira

Sin-sa-sun.

fiiiBSOon <fc Co., E. D., merchants
I. S. Perry, agent

Riltmders, Captain J. C., marine surveyor
for Lloyd’s agents and local insurance
offices. Pagoda Anchorage

IE
Sang-lcee,

Schoenke, P., watchmaker& photographer

Yue-foong.

Scbonfeld & Co., merchants

F. Schonfeld

Werner Krohn

dhaw, Capt. S. L., marine surveyor for

Germanic Lloyd’s and local insurance

Offices, Pagoda Island
;
residence, Pagoda

Anchorage

p
Seem-sun.

Sismssen & Co., merchants
G. Siemssen, tea taster

Geo. P. Lammert

n
Wmg~ching.

Silverlock A Co., John, merchants
John Silverlock, Jr.

IS 3
Tack-ch ong.

Speshiloff, S. S., merchant

Shun-feng.
Tokmakoff, MolotkofE A Co., merchants

J. F. Tokmakoff (Moscow)
O. J. Molotkoff (Hankow)
A. D. StartsefF (Tientsin)

P. N. Shoolingin
V. J. Piterskey

Wha-kee.
Turner A Co., merchants

A. W. Walkinshaw
A. R. Greaves
A. N. Mendes

# * %
Yung-tai-ng,

Underwood, J. J., M.B., C.M, Edinr.,

L.R.C.S.E., medical practitioner, Pago-
da Anchorage

m i:
Wha-cock-tzi.

Weeks, C. D., exchanae and general broker,
commission agent, and public account-
ant

C. D. Weeks

Foochow General Chamber o»
Commerce.

Committee—John Odell, chairman; F.

Schonfeld, vice-chairman; T. M. Der-
mer

Secretary—C. D. Weeks

Foochow Club.
Chairman—G. Slade

Hon. Treasurer—G. Siemssen
Committee—-T. M. Dermer, Thos. Gittins,

Wm. Graham, J. L. P. Sanderson, J. 0.

A. Wingate
Secretary—J. Phillips
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Foochow Native Hospital and
Hispensaet.

Committee of Management—-T. M. Dormer,
(lion, secretary and treasurer), C. A.
Sinclair, J. C. A. Wingate, T. Rennie,

M.D., T. B. AdaTn,M.D.
Medical Officers—Drs. Rennie and Adam

Foochow Seamen’s Hospital,
Pasroda Anchorage.

Committee of Tdanagement— British Con-
sul, United S.ates Consul, French Con-
sul, S. L. Shaw, R. W. Mansfield, J.

3 . TJnflerwo' d
Horn rdry Stirgeon—.1. J. Underwood,

M.B., C.M., ii.B.C.S.E.

Honorary Secretary and Treasurer—P. L.
Warren

Sietvard—F. A. Ozorio

Missionaries.

Nan-tay-lman-sun-pvo-muy-tsen-chio-tin.

Roman Catholic Church.
Right Rev. Dr. Salvador Masot, O. P.

m i?!' vi Ji ^ ^ i f
Nan-moon-Noi-o-'tmiy-hong-tsen-chio-iin.

Rev. Basso, O.P., provincial vicar

Rev. I. liianez, O.P.
Rev. J. Cottell, O.P.
Rev. C. Pla, O.P.
Rev. A. Canal, O.P.
Rev. M. Gimeno, O.P.
Rev. E. Verges
Rev. G. Mann
Rev. E. Sanchez
Rev. J. Vails

Rev. M. Vila

15 Chinese priest missionaries

a # e ^ 't
Nan-moon-noi-o-muy-lwng-yan-tze-hn.

Foundling Hospital.

Under the control of Dominican Sisters.

Mother Joaquina del Sso. Sacramento, su-

perior

Mothei Isehel Balenon
Mother Tiinid:.d Romero
Mother Pascuala Viron
200 Fouudiiiigs

Ang Lik Kang Hoi.

English Church Missionary Society.
Rev. John Wolfe
Rev. R. W. Stewart, M.A. (absent)

Rev. L. Lloyd
Rev. W. Banister
Rev. J. hlartin (Hok Ning Foo)
Rev. C. Shaw
B. V S. Tavlor, M.B.
Miss Gough, C.E.Z.M.S.
Miss Busuoll, F.E.S.

Mi-e-mi-lcow-whi.

American Methodist Episcopal
Church Mission.

Rev. Nathan Sires

Rev. Franklin Ohlinger
Rev. Nathan J. Plumb
Rev. M. C. Wilcox
Rev. G. B. Smyih
Miss S. Trask, M.D.
Miss Kate A. Corey, M.D.

Mei-pu-ch o‘‘M-tao-kung-hwui.

American Board op Commissioners.

FOR Foreign Missions.

Rev. Caleb C. Baldwin, D.D.

Rev. Charles Hartwell (in city)

Rev. Simeon F. Woodin (absent)

Rev. J. E. Walker (Shao-wu)

Rev. Geo. Hubbard
Mrs. H. L. Peet

Miss Ella J. Newton
Miss Emily H'rtweh (in city)

Miss Hannah Woodhull
Miss Kate C. Woodhull, M.D.
Miss Elsie M. Garretson

Masonic Lodge.

Foochow Lodge No. 1912, E.C.

Worshipful Master—I'ro Charles Tye
Senior Warden—Bro. H. A. Northey

Junior do. —Bro. C. D. Weeks
Chaplain—Bro. VV. Banister

Secretary—Bro. A. C. Marshall

Senior Deacon—Bro. C. W. de St. Croix

Junior do. —Bro. J. Phillips

Inner Guard—Bro. G. G. Uren
Director of Ceremonies—Bro. J. J. Under-

wuod
Steward—Bro. J. C. Saunders



WENCHOW
Weii-chow-fu, one of the five po’'ts opened to foreign trade by the Chi foo

Convention, is the chief town in the department of the same name occuiiving tli©

south-’ ast corner of Che-kiang province. The city is situated on the south bank cf
the river Ou-kiang, about twenty miles from its mouth, in lat. 27 deg. 18 min. 4 sec.

N., long. 120 deg. 38 min. 28 sec. E. The site is a well cultivated plain, bounded on
ail sides, but at a distance of some five miles, by lofty hiUs. The walls are said have
been fii’st erected during the fourth century, and enlarged and re-built by the
Emperor Ilung-Wu in 138-5. They are formed of stone, diagonally laid at the
foundation, and partly also of brick, and measure about four miles in circumference.
The streets are wider, straight^r, and cleaner than those of most Chinese cities. Ti
are well paved with brick and kept in careful and constant repair by the hou-sehoL •.s.

They slope down on either side to water ways, which in their turn communicate i.ith

canals permea,fcing the whole city. Tlie streets therefore are not only easily kept
clean, but this is specially accomjilished by bands of scavengers, who go round ..lory

morning at daylight, sweeping and removing dirt or refuse. Wenchow, in this

p.irticular, is unique among Chinese cities, which are chiefly remarkable for their

excessive filthiness. There are numerous large nunneries and temples in Wenchow.
The Custom-house, outside the chief gate, known as the Shwamj Men or “ Double
Gate,” the Taotai’s Yamen, the Prefect’s and other public offices in a cluster, and the
Foundling ulospital, all near the centre, are the other chief pubhc buildings. The
latter mstitui jou, built in 1748, contains one liundred apartments. It is supported by
the uiterest of invested subscriptions and the rental of alluvial lands presented to it

by the Government. The number of foundlings on the establishment’s books at one
time varies from two to three hundred. When of suitable age the boys are either

articled to tradesmen, or adopted
;
the girls are betrothed as wives, or employed as

house soiwants. There is also a Beggar’s Asylum outside the south-west gate. It

was built during the I4th century, and is supported by the State. The monthly
allowance for each recipient is one tael and a half, but it is reported that few avail

themselves of the charity. Among the objects of greatest interest and curiosity to

the stranger are two pagodas situated on “Conquest” Island abreast of the city.

They are both of great antiquity and, with the houses close by, were some time the

retrea.t of Ti Ping, the last Emperor of the Sung dynasty, when seeking to escape
from the Mongols under Kublai Khan. The British Consul and the Customs tide-

waiters occupy apartments on the island used by His Majesty, who has left behind
b'm autographs preserved to this day in the adjoinmg temple. The estimated

population of the city is from 83,000 to 100,000.
Wenchow was formerly a great seat of the tea trade, and previous to 1861 was,

it is said by some, the only port in the department from which tea was allowed to be
expm-ted. The city was then in a flourishing condition. But in orf 'r to prevent the

teas from falling into the 'hands of the T‘ai-p’ing rebels, wh. > overran the whole district

during that year, this regulation was exchanged for one wliich authorized the export of

tea at any of the Customs stations along the coast
;
consequently the trade soon gra-

vitated to Foochow in the south and to Ningpo in the north. It was thought that on the

conversion of Wenchow into a treaty port it would speedily recover its old position

as a tea exporting place, but this has not so far proved to be the case, nor has the

trade in any way been of a character to meet the expectations formed, although it

is estimated that tea could be put on the Wenchow market for $2 per picul less than

at Foochow, owing to the higher cost of transport to the latter port. At present

there is no foreign settlement, and the foreign residents are a mere handful,

consisting almost entirely of officials and missionaries. The obstructive action of the

officials in trying to impose additional burdens on imports helped to check the

expansion of commerce, and there has so far been httle encouragement given to

foreigners to establish themselves at the port. A large quantity of native opium is

produced in the vicinity of Wenchow. There is a considerable native export

trade in wood and bamboos, brought down the river in rafts from Ch’u-chow.
The annual value of this trade is estimated to be not less than $2,000,000. The
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shops and yards engaged in it are situated in the west suhTirh, where immense

quantities of ham boos and poles are kept on hand. Wenchow is also celebrated for its

bitter oranges. TJie net value of the foreign imports for the year 1883 was Tls. 272,194,

as against Tls. 357 in 1882. The export of Congou Tea has been as follows:

—

1877, 278 pic-.'s: '878, 680 piculs; 1879, 728 piculs; 1880, 1,284 piculs; 1881,

619 piculs, i88ii, 243 piculs, and 1883, 754 piculs. In 1883, 100 piculs of Opium

were imported, a s compared with 181 piculs in 1882. The value of the whole trade

of the port for 1883 was Tls. 415,394, compared with Tls. 467,385 in 1882. The only

steamer ruiinin.g to Wenchow having been transferred to the Amei’ican flag, foreign

opium has all b xr- divei-ted back to the old land route via I'Jingpo. Messrs. Eussell

& Co. hav n v ai .Inglo-Chinese agency at the port.

DIEECTOEY.

I

Clerk—Sami. Hanisch

j

Medical OJjicer—D. J. Macgowan, M.D.
I

Chinese Cleric— Wong Kwai Ching
Assistant Examiner— P. Cunnilfy

: Tidewaiters—G. D. Sharuhorst, F. R.
' Martin

Missionaries.

China Inland Mission.

Rev. G. and Mrs. Stott

Rev. J. and Mrs. Wliiller

Rev. J. A. Jackson

English United Methodist Free

Church Mission.

Rev. W. E. Soothill

NINGPO.
Ningpo is situated on the river Tung, in the province of Chekiang, in lat. 29 deg,

55 min. 12 sec. N., and long. 121 deg. 22 min. E. It was one of the five ports thrown
open to foreigners in 1842. Foreigners had, however, visited Ningpo at an early

date. Portuguese traded there in 1522
;
a number of them settled in the place in that

and succeedi.ig years, and there was every prospect of a rising and successful

colony soon being established. But the lawless acts of the Portuguese soon
attracted the attention of the Government, and in 1542 the Governor of Chekiang
ordered the settlement to be destroyed and the population to be exterminated. A
large force of Chinese troops soon besieged the place, destroying it entirely, and out
of a population of 1,200 Portuguese, 800 were massacred. No further attempt at

trade with this port was made till towards the close of the I7th century, when the

East India Company established a factory at the island of Chusan, some forty miles
from Ningpo. The attempt to found a trade mart there, however, proved unsatis-

factoiy, and the factory was abandoned after a very few years’ trial. The port was
deserted by foreigners for many years after that. T^en hostilities broke out between
Great Britain and China in 1839, the fleet moved north from Canton, and on the I3th
October, 1841, occupied Ningpo, and an English garrison was stationed there for

Consulates.

Ta 1 imj-kwo k -Iiucj-sz-nga-mun

.

Great Britain.
Aetmc] Consul—E. H. Parker

Constable—John Compton

Germany.
In charge of Interests— E. H. Parker

AuSTRiA-i lux GARY.
Acting Consul—E. H. Parker

Sweden and Norway.
In charge—E. H. Parker

Imperial Maritime Customs.

^
Ou Hai Jenan.

Assistant in charge—E. II. Grimani
Assistant—D. J. Macgowan
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some time. I'l March, 1842, an attempt was made by the Chinese to retake the city»

but the British artillery repulsed them with great slaughter. hTingpo was evacuated

on May 7th, and, on the proclamation of jjeace in the following August, the port was
thrown open to foreign trade.

Ningpo is built on a plain, which stretches away to a considerable distance on

either side. It is a walled city, the walls enclosing a space of some five miles in cir-

cumference. The walls are built of brick, and are abo\it twenty-five feet high. They
are fifteen feet wide at the summit, and twenty-two at the base. Access is obtained to

the town by six gates. A large moat commences at the north gate and runs along

the foot of the wall for about three miles on the landward side, until it stops at

what is called the Bridge Gate. The main street runs from east to west. One of the

peculiarities of the place is a number of walls built across various portions of the

city, for the purpo.“e of preventing the spread of fires. Several of the streets are

spanned by arches erected in memory of distinguished n itivts. Ningpo has been

celebrated as possessing the fourth library of Chinese works, in point of numbers,

which existed in the empire. It was owned Iw a family who resided near tlie south

gate. The site occupied by the foreign rosid(’nces is on the north bank of the river.

The population of Ningpo is estimated at 260,000.

The trade at Ningpo has never bean large.. This is owing to a considerable

extent, doubtlos-, to the proximity of Shanghai, The net quantity of Opium imported

in 1883 was 7,9b3 piculs, the same amount as in 1882. Of T -a, there were 127,059

piculs exported i’’ 1883, and 143,332 in 1882; Cotton, 935 p'culs in 1883, and

1,324 piculs in 1832. The total value of the trade of the p trt w is T!s. 10,917,050

'5n 1883; and Tls. 11,670,726, in 1882.

DIRECTORY.

Consulates.

f fx PI
Da-ing-Jcoh Ling-z-ngo-nteng.

Great Britain.

Const' illiam M. Cooper
Assist' nt- - W. H. Wilkinson
Post (fi(

' ! nt—W. H. Wilkinson

Consio.')le - W alter L. Tomlinson

k m ti
Da td lAiig-z-ngd-meng.

Germany. -

Acthig Vice-Consul—Edwin Stevens

Denmark.
Vice-Covstil—W. M. Coopir

A USTRO- 1 1 UNGARY.
Consul—W. M. Cooper

France.
Agent for Consul General—W. M. Cooper

Da-me Ling-s-ngo-meng.

United States.
Consul—Edwin Stevens

^ PI
Da sar-wue-nau-ivay JAng z ngd-meng.

Sweden and Norway.
Acting Vice-Consul—Y. A. Gubboy

sj S') m m pt
Da-wlto Ian TAng-z-ngd-nung,

Netherlands.
Acting Consul—Julius Hartmann
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Imperial Maritime Customs.

Che Rae-Tcwan.

Commissioner—H. Kopsch
Assistants—J. W. Innocent, W. G. Lay,

H. Brosche
Tidesiirveyor and Harbour Master—A.

Kliene
Examiners—W. Toungson, R. Goodridge

Tide-waiters—T. Macphail, T. H. King-

sley, F. Haughton, G. Baldwin, Ph.

Mondini, F. J. Allshorn, J. Wright, J.

T. Truby

Chitthai Station.

Assist. Tidesiirveyor—Geo. Clarke

Light Keepkks.
Tiger Island—Ku Ab-hsiao and two assis-

tants

-Square Island—Chen Cbang-yung and
three assistants

Tshung-bu-wong.

Taotai’s Police.
Controller—J. C. W^’atson

Sergeant—John Willis

Interpreter—
Constables—10 Chinese

Insurances.
Davidson & Co., agents

—

Lloyd’s

North China Insurance Company
Canton Insurance Ofi&ce, Limitf d

Hongkong Fire Insurance Co., Ld.
China Fire Insurance Company, Ld.
New York Life Insurance Company
Commercial Union Assurance Com-

pany of London—Life

Hartmann, J., agent

—

Yangtsze Insurance Association, Ld.
Chinese Insurance Co.

Hanseatic Fire Insurance Company

Sassoon, Sons & Co., D., agents

—

Union Insurance Society of Canton
Limited

Wadman & Co., E., agents

—

China Traders’ Insurance Company,
^ ’mitcil

amp' • ,1 Fire Insurance

Indo-China Stbaisi Navigation Co., Ld.

Davidson & Co. agents

China Navigation Company, Limited.

Davidson & Co., agents

SiEMSSEN & Co.’s Steamers.

J. Hartmann, agent

Bank.
Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Cor-

poration (Limited)

Davidson & Co., agents

Merchants, Professions, and Trades.

Kwong-nyiin.

Davidshn & Co., merchants

William Davidson (absent)

Poht. M. Davidson
Patrick Davidson

Geo. Davidson

Me-ili.

Hartmann, J., merchant
Julius Hartmann

Hying j ing.

McCaslin & Co., merchants and commis-

sion agents

C. M''Caslin

Li-seng.

Sassoon, Sons & Co., D., merchants

S. S. Benjamin, agent

1. A. Ezra

Sing-sa-sun.

Sassoon & Co., E. D., merchants

Y. A. Guhhoy, agent

M. Nissim

Wd-j 'i g.

Wadman & Co., merchants
E. Wadman

Hnng-chnnq-ye ng-hong.

Wong & Co., C. T., merchants

C. T. Wong
W. King Kow, manager
K. Oyey Beng
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Pilots.
P. M. Pedersen, lugger Teazer

J. Smith, c'jtter Orphan

Missionaries.

Chukch Missionary Society.
Rev. r. F. Grougli, M.A. (absent)

Rev. J. Bates
Rev. J. 0. Ho.ire, M.A.
Rev. W. L. Groves, M.A.
Mrs. Russell

Miss Laurence

Rev. A. Elwin (Hangchow) absent

Rev. J. H. Sedgwick do.

Rev. 0. B. Hash do.

Rev. J. H. Horsburgli do.

Dr. D. Main do.

Rev. J. D. Valentine (Shaouhying)
Rev. A. R. Fuller do.

American Presbyterian Mission.
Rev. John and Mrs. Butler
Rev. W. J. McKee and Mrs. McKee
Miss S. A. Warner
Rev. J. H. and Mrs. Judson (Hangchow)
F. V. and Mrs. Mills do.

Americ K.N Southern Presbyterian
Mission.

Rev. J. L. Stuart (Hangchow)
Rev. A. Syden stricken do.

Mrs. ^ F. Randolph do.

Mies I ' Icn Kirkland do.

Funri-hua JTfiirn.

China iNUAr.o Mission.

Rev. James Williamson (Funghwa)

W. D. Rudland (Taichow)

G. Stott (Wenchow)

J. A. Jackson do.

J. J. Meadows (Sbaobying)

W. Donthwaite (absent)

A. W. Whiller (Wenchow)

English United Methodist Free
Church Mission.

Rev. F. and Mi-s. Galpin

Rev. R. and Mrs. Swallow

Rev. W. B. Soothill (Wenchow)

A m •>» t* 4 'W
Da Me Tshifi-li-hcn-c-we.

American Baptist k 'SeioN.

Rev. Horace Jenkins (Shaoshing)

Mrs. H. M. Jenkins (absent)

I

Rev. J. 11. and Mrs. F. D. Goddard
Rev. E. C. Lord, D.D., & M rs. F. B. Lord

S.P. Barchet, M.D.and Mrs.M. E. Barchet

Rev. G. T;. Mason, and Mrs. E. K. Mason

(Soaoshing)
Rev. J. S. and Mrs. Adams (^Kiughwa)

Miss E. Inveen

b
Niiiff-Po- Tieu.^'- Tchau T'ang.

Catholic Mission op Cheeia.I'O

PUOVINCE.
Mgr. P. M. Reyr aud, Bishop of Fussi

J. B. Bret (Ningpo)
A. R. Guillot do.

J. M. Rizzi do.

I. Urge do.

A. Heckrnann do.

D. V. Procacci do.

B L. Ibarruthy do.

J. Lesoin do.

C. E. Mustel do.

P. L. Ferrand do.

p ilj
Chu-sav Ting-hay.

Sisters of Charity.

At Ningpo, “Maison de J(^sus Enfant "

—

Marie Louise Solomiac, snpdrioure,

liOuise Lonv, Elisabeth Letbi.nonnior,

FranQoise GiovanelH, Stephanie Muh-
linghahs, Germaine Danwrehain, .'^oseph

Cayrcl, Vincent Guillon, AIar;e Inbert,

Augustine Perreaud, Ermeuegilde

idomiglio

At Tinghai (Chnmn), “Muison de la Pre-

sentation ”—Marie Archenault, supd-

rieure, Pliilomdne Gilbert, Ccede Rod-

di'T, Joseph. Perrin
_

At Hangchow, “Maison de 8t. Vincent .
—

Adele Faure, supdrieure, Gabdelle

Perboyre, Angelique Luscan, Marie

Duparc, Madelaine Rouviere, Vincent

Ricaud

^
Tgy-Ping Yuen.

At Ningpo, “Hospital 8t. Joseph!—Thd-

rese llereu, supdrieure, Vincent Lacote,

Jeanne Ridez, Marie Thdron, Madelaine

Kattat
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SHANGHAI
The most northerly of the five ports opened to foreign trade by the British Treaty

of hi'.mking, is situate at the extreme south-east corner of the province of 7<jang-su,

in latitude 31.15 north, and longitude 121.29 east of Greenwich, at the junction of

the rivei’s Hwang-po and Woosung (the la tter called by foreIgners the Soochow Creek),

about tvralve miles above the village of Woosung, where tJieir united waters debouch
into fho estuary of the Tangtsze. The soil is alluvial and the ( ountry perfectly flat,

the nearest eminence that can be called a hill being dialant about niiieteen miles.

The river opposite the city and foreign settlements, once a narrow canal, was, some
fifteen years ago, 1,800 feet broad at low water, but has been rapidly narrowing till

it in now only 1,200 feet. The Soochow Creek, which is shown by old reco"ds to have
been at one time at least three miles across, has now a breadth of only a hundi’ed

yards. The average water on the bar at Woosung at high water springs is nineteen

feet, the greatest depth of late years being twenty-three feet. The bar is the cause of

heavy loss to shipowners and merchants through the detention of ocean steamers.

After repeale'l efforts to induce the Chinese authorities to deepen it, a dredger was
recently bu-b for the purpose, but has not yet been brought into use.

Shangl. ;i—the name means “upper sea” or “near the sea” became a Tisien or
third rate city in the fourteenth century, and the walls, lyhich are three and a half

miles in circuit, with seven gates, were erected at the time of tl' Japanese iro'' lor,

in the latter part of the sixteenth century. It had been an important seat of tr-'de

for many centuries before the incursion of foreigners. It was captured by the Brit sh
forces on I9th June, 1842.

The ground selected by Captain Balfour, the first British Consul, for a Settle-

ment for his nationals, lies about half a mile north of the city walls, between the
Yang-kiag-pang and Soochow Creeks, and extends backward from the river to a
ditch connecting the two, called the Defence Creek, thus forming what may be called

an island, a mile square. The port was formally declared open to trade on the 1 7th
November, 1843. The French subsequently settled on the ground between the city

walls and the British Concession, and in exchange for help rendered in driving out
the rebels who had seized the city in 1853, got a grant of the land extending for
about a. mile to the south between the city walls and the river. They have since by
purchase extended the bounds of the Concession westward to the “ Ningpo Joss
House,” a. mile from, the river. Jiater on the Americans rented land immediately
north of Soochow Creek, io the district called Hongkew, so that the ground now
occujtied by foreigners extends for about four miles on the left bank of the river.

The L'ud in the British Settlement was assessed in November, 1882 at Tls. 10,340,659
that in Hongkew at Tls. 3,550,660, an advance since 1880 of seventy j>er cent. The
assessed value of the land in the French Concession was Tls. 2,306,677 in 1880. The
Chamber of Commerce in 1882 valued the lands in the three Settlements at
Tls. 24,055,000 and the merchandise in stock at Tls. 32,645,000, iegether equal to
fourteeii and a quarter millions sterling. Most of the land along the outride roads
and at Pootung, on the opposite bank of the river, is now also rented by f nnignevs,
but natives h,ave recently been considerable purchasers of landed property -vithin:

the Settlements. All grounds belongs nominally to the Emperor of Chna, but is rented
in perpetuity, a tax of fifteen hundred copjier cash, equal to about a dollar and a
quarter, per mow, being paid to the Government annual- . About six mow equal
one English acre.

The approach by sea to Shanghai is now well lighted and buoyed and, althouo'h
it has not yet become, as Inspector-General Sir Eober' Hart stated in one of his
despatches it would, “a,s safe as a walk down Regent Street when the gas is lit,” the
dangers of the ever shifting banks and. shoals are as well guarded as can be expected.
Under the superintendence of the Eug’ueering departmo J of the Customs, light-
houses have been erected on West Volcano, Showeishan, North Saddle, Gutzlaff,
Bonham, and Steep Islands, and at “Woosung. There arc Iso two lightships in the
Tangtsze below Woosung.
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As a port for foreign trade Sliangfiai grew but gradually until it gained a gi’eat

impetus by tbe opening in 1861 of tbe Tangtsze and Nortiiern ports, secured by tlie

Treaty of Tientsin, and a further increase by the opening up of Japan. The first event
of importance since the advent of foreigners was the taking of the city by a band of

rebels in September, 1863, who held it for seventeen months. This caused a large

number of refugees to seek shelter within the foreign settlements, and the price of

land rose very considerably. At this time a Volunteer force was formed among the
foreign residents, under the command of Captain, now Sir Thomas Wade, which did
really good service. The battle of “Muddy Flat,” when in conjunction with the
Naval forces, they drove the Imperialists from the neighbourhood of the Settlements
and burned their camps, was fought on 4th April, 1854. Owing to the occupation of

the city the authorities were powerless to collect the duties, and it was in con-

sequence agreed between the Taotai and the three Consuls (British, French,
and United States’) that they should be collected under foreign control. This
was found to work so much to the advantage of the Cliinese Groverament that

the system was extended, subsequently to the Treaty of Tientsin, to all the open
ports, and thus the Foreign Inspectorate of Customs was estabhshed, the head-
quarters of which were for some years, and according to the original regulations

ought still to be, at Shanghai. In 1861 the Taipings ap^'roached Shanghai and
threatened the city and settlements. Tire taking of Soochow on 25th May, 1860,
had driven a large number of the inhabitants of that city and the surrounding
districts to Shanghai for protection, so that the native population increased rapidly.

It was variously estimated at from four hundred thousand to a milhon, but the smaller

number is probably nearer the trath. So immensely did the price of land rise that

it is stated ground which had originally cost foreigners fifty pounds per acre was sold

for ten thousand pounds. At this time the old Cricket Ground was sold at such an
enormous profit that after the shareholders had been repaid the original cost there

was a balance of some forty-five thousand taels, which the owners genci'ously devoted

to the foundation oca fund for the use of the pubhc, to be apphed to the purposes of

recreation only. Unfortunately thirty thousand taels of tliis amount Avas lent by the

treasurer on his own rosponsibihty to the Club, in which institution he was a share-

holder. As the profits on the club were never sufficient to enable the shareholders

to repay this loan, the building and furniture were taken over in 1869 by the trustees

on behalf of the Recreation Fund, to which the building still belongs. This fund has

proved very useful in rendering assistance to some other public institutions, besides

having purchased for public recreation all the ground in tire inferior of the new Race
Course. By 1861 pro^ isions had increased in price to four times what they had been

some years previously. Efforts were made to keep the rebels at a distance from

Shanghai
;
a detachment of British Royal Marines and an Indian Regiment

garrisoned the walls, while the gates on the side towards the French Settlement were

guarded by French Marines. In August, 1861, the city was .attacked, and the suburbs

between the city walls and river were in consequence destroyed by the French, the

rebels being ultimately driven back. In December, the rebels to the number of one

hundred thousand again threatened the Settlements. The approaches were barricaded

and the Defence Creidc constructed and fortified at an expense of forty-five thousand

taels. Before the close of 1862 the rebels had been driven by the British Forces

beyond a radius of thirty miles around Shanghai.

At the time the local native Authorities Avere severely pressed they aA’-ailed

themselves of the services of an American adventurer named Ward, who raised a

band of deserters from foreign ships and roAvdies of all nations who had congregated

at Shanghai, Avith whose help he (ii'illed a regiment of natives. After passing under

the command of another Ioav caste American of the name of Burgevine, who sub-

sequently deserted to the rebels, the Imperial Authorities found it impossible to

control these raav and jndisciphued levies, and at their earnest request .A.dmiral Sir

James Hope consented to the appointment of Major, now General, Gordon, R.E., to

the command. Having by him been made amenable to disciphne, they now reT'-^'Tod

the greatest service in the suppression of the rebelhon; indeed it is geneiall,’ oeld
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doubtfdl ii! the Taipings would ever have been overcome but for tbe assistance of
“ The Ever Victorious Army,” as this hastily i-aised band was named. Amongst other-

services they regained possession of the important city of Soochow on 27th November,
1863, which virtually ended the rebellion. A monument in memory of the officers

who fell stands at the north end of the Bund. From 1860 to 1865 one British and
two Indian Regiments and a battery of Artillery were stationed at Shanghai.

Since that time there have been few historical events worthy of record in a brief
summary. On Christmas eve, 1870, the Bi-itish Consulate was burned down and
most of the records completely lost. In M '.y, 1874, a riot occurred in the French
Settlement, owing to the intention of the Municipal CouncU to make a road through
an old graveyard belonging to the Ningpo Gruild. One or two Europeans were
severely injured, and three natives lost their lives. A considerable amount of foreign
owned property was destroyed. An extensive fire in the French Concession in August,
1879, destroyed 991 houses

;
the loss was estimated at Tls. 1,500,000.

As at all the open ports, foreigners are in judicial matters subject to the
immediate control of their Consuls, British subjects coming under the jurisdiction
•of the Supreme Court, which was opened in September, 1865. Subjects of Hey
Britannic Majesty have to pay a poll tax of five dollars for gentlemen and one dollar for
“artiz; ns and labourers,” for which tliey have the privilege of being registered at the
Consulate, and of being heard as plaintiffs before the Court. There is enforced registra-
tion at several of the other Consulates, but it is free of charge. Chinese residents in,

the Foreign Sei 'lements are amenable to their own laws, administered by a so-called
Mixed Court, which was established at the instigation of Sir Harry Parkes in 1864, and
IS presided over by an official of the rank of Tung-clii. The cases are watched by foreign
assessors from the different Consulates, the first British assessor calhng himself a
“ co-judge.” The working of the Court, especially in regard to civil suits, is far froni
satisfactory, as the judge iias not sufficient power to enforce his decisions. Tlie matter
has lately been engaging the attention of the authorities at Peking. For the French,
Concession there is a separate Mixed Court, which sits at the French Consulate.

In local affairs the residents govern themselves by means of Municipal Councils,
under the authority of the “Land Re ilations.” These were originally drawn up by
H.M.B. Consul in 1845, but have sinco undergone various amendments. In 1854- the
first general Land Regulations—the city charter, as they may be called

—

were arranged
between the British Consul, Captain Balfour, and the local authorities, by which persons
•of aU nationalities were allowed to rent land within the defined hmits, and in 1863
the so-called “ American Settlement ” was amalgamated with the British into one
Municipality. The “ Committee of Roads and Jetties,” originally consisting of “ three
upright British Merchants,” appointed by the British Consul, afterwards became the
“ Municipal Council,” elected by the renters of land, and when the revised Land
Regulations came into force in 1870, the “ Council for the Foreign Community of
Shanghai North of the Yang-king-pang,” elected in January of each year by all
householders who pay rates on a.n assessed rental of five hundred’ taels and owners
of land valued at five hundred taels and over. The Council now consists of nine
members of various nationalities, who elect their own chairman and vice-chairman,
^d who give their services free. A committee of residents was appointed iq,

November, 1879, to revise the present regulations, and their work was considered
and passed by the ratepayers in May, 1881. Many impo..'i a'it improvement have beai\
proposed, but they have yet to receive the sanction o: t'le various governm mts.
The Ministers at Peking have suggested some radical alterations, but these are so
oppos-ed to the necessities of the city that the resid-ents for their own preservation,
^e bound to offer a strenuous resistance, and it is therefore probable that the new
Regulations will not come into force for some time. A separate Council for the#
French Concession was appointed in 1862, and now works under the “ Rcglement
d Organisation Municipale de la Concession Fran^-aise, ” passed in 1868, and
consists of four French and four foreign msmbers, elected for two years, half of
whom retire annually. They are elected by all owners of land on the Concession*
01 occupants paying a rental of a thousand francs per auau n, or residents witd,
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an annual income of four thousand francs. This, it will he noticed, approaches
touch more nearly to “ universal suffrage” than the francluse of the other

Settlements, which, however, will he considerably reduced should the new
Reg’elations ever become laAV. The qualification for councillors North of the Tang-
king-pang is the payment of rates to the amount of fifty taels annually, or

being a householcler paying rates on an assessed rental of twelve hundred taels.

For the French Concession the requirement is a monetary one of about the same
amount. Several efforts have been made to amalgamate the French with the other

Settlements, but hitherto Avithout success. A revision of the Ecglements for the

FA’ench Concession is now under consideration. Meetings of ratepayers are held in

February of each year, at which the budgets are voted and the new Councils

instructed as to the policy they are to pursue. No important measure is undertaken
without beieg referred to a special meeting of -.tepayers. The Council divides

itself into Defence, Finance, Watch, and Works Committee. This cosmopohtan
System of Government has for many years worked so well and so cteaply, tb.at

Shanghai has fairly earned for itself the name of “ The Model Setthmi .’nt.
”

fi'he Revenue of the “Anglo-American” Settlement fjr 1833 amounted to

Tls. 387,410.09, and was derived as follows:

—

Land Tax, four-tentbs or 1 per cent Tls. 5h^'33.6l

General Municipal Hate, Foreian Houses, 8 per cent 39,705.13
General Municipal Hate, Native Houses, 10 per cent 89,719.85
Contribution from Toutai as Commutation of "Wharfage Dues 10,185.( 0
Iiicences, principally opium ships and jinricksbas 82,’'24.t'7

1 ocal Post Office Tls. 4,66'.91 ;
Sale of Stores Tls. 6,046.76 10,9)5.67

Mai krt Building Tl.^. 5.100. ut!
; S e 'in I Deposit Tl.«. 15,0(0.00 ... 2ti,160.‘

0

Sinking Fund Tb. 13 497 94, Interest '] Is. 3.5''7.7S ]7.0'5.'2

Miscellaneous Tls. 6 ('00.42, Su [Ins 1882 Tls. 11,320,62 17,921.('4

Debenture Loans, 1883 45,000.00

Tls. 387,490.' 9

Toe Expenditure for the same year was Tls. 388,920.69, and may be divided as

under :

—

Police Department Tls. 09,751.^3

Sanitary Department, including Hospitals 33, 18. '7

Lighting Tl. 18,328.53, Water- Supply T s. 3,833.0.3 t.l,(.61.86

Public Works, including Garden, Cemeteries, and outside roads 158,163.78

Land and IJuiliiiugs 5,' 54.16

Secretariat, Legal and General 31,^82.18

Interest, and Sinking Fund 17,17d.!8

Volunteers Tls. 7 4";9.36, Fire Departu'ent Tls. 3i.598.59 11,057.95

Town Band Tls. O.-'iSl .'"^0. Museuu; Tls. 5e0, Libr...'j Tls.lOO 7,151.60

l-hlocation 1 I.ocal Post Office 4.2 9.56 5,905.83

liedeniption I f 1875 Loan •f7,800.(.’'0

Tls. 38'-5.920.59

The Dues on Merchaudiso, formerly the largest source of revenue, were

abandoned in 1881. ami in place tiiercof the Lmd au 1 Foreign House taxes were

raised one-t'.ird and native house tax one-fourth
;
most o!' the Licence fees were al.50

increased. The Municipal Revenue and Expenditure for 1884 was estimated at

Tls. 306,191.

The Revenue of tire Frencli Concession for 1883 was Tls. 122,681.50. The
sources from which it was derived were ;

—
Land Tax. four tenths of 1 per cent Tls. 8,771.35

Foreign House Tpx, 4 per cent 2,445.84

Native House Tax, 8 per cent 26,' 14.69

I Licences, j)rincipiiily jinrickshas, brothels and opium shops 43,5'i9.62

Cleaning and I.ighting Rates and other Taxes 21,468. 4
Paid by the Taotai and rent of quays and jetties 16,134.38

Miscellaneous receipts ^,277.48

Tls. 122.681.50
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Th ' Expeniliture air.ouut.'d to Tis. 117, '161.64:

—

Secretariat Tls. 23, -172.67

Public Works (incjuding Liglitiug) 65,805.79
Police 28,18.1. 8

Tls. ! 17,4' 1.64

The revenue a,nd expenditure for 1884 was estimated at Tls. 129,614.

The Foreign population has consilerahly decreased from what it was at one time.

The census of 1865 gav^ the number of foreign residents in the three Settlements as

2,757, army and navy (Kritish) 1,851, shipping 981, a total of 5,589. By the census

of 1880 there were in the Settlements north of the Tang-king-pang a total of 2,197

foreigners, 1,168 in the English division and 1,029 in Hongkew and Pootung; of

these 1,171 were males, 502 females, and 524 children. The proportion of different

nationahties was 1,044j (or about one-half) British, 285 Portuguese, 230 American,
190 G-erman, 76 Spanish, 41 French, 32 Danish, 57 of various other Emopean
nationahti-es, 168 Japanese, and 74 IiJanilamen and other Asiatics. While the adult

European male population had decreased since the census of 1870 by 110, the number
of women and children had increased by 641, that is they had nearly trebled in ten

years. The French Co:_jossion contains 350 foreigners, the greater proportion

being French and the remainder mostly - n other European Continental countries.

These figures do not include the pojmh ahoat, which may be estimated at 800
or over. Although the Chines.e havm •_ i t of residence within the Foreign Settle-

ment, and indeed wc.e expressly proh'bite ’ oj the original Land Eegulations, some
twenty thousand soi’ght refuge within the boundaries from the rebels in 1854, and
when the city was besieged by the Taipings in 1860 there were, it is said, at least

four hundred thousand natives within the Settlements. As they found some amenities

from “squeezing” nhen under the protection of foreigners, and foreigners themselves

being able to obtain a much higher rental for their land, and finding native house
property a very profitable inve.stment, no opposition was made to their residence. In
1865 there were in the three Settlements 146,000. The numbers by the last census

(June, 1880) were:—In the British Settlement 68,652, in Rengkew 25,323, in Foreign
Hongs in both Settlements 5,218, in villages and hut; 2, .541

,
in shipping and boats

6,078, total 107,812. The native population of the French Concession is 34,000, and
the boat population, abouu 5,000, say a totcl for the three Settlements and afloat of

147,000. The number of residents both foreign and native has increased since the

last census, 1880, but no estimate has been published. Hearly two-thirds aie adult

males. A large proportion are natives of Chekiang and Kwangtung, those in the

direct employ of foreigners being almost exclusi\ely from these province;. The
population of the native city is supposed to be about 125,000. The large congregation

of nativ.os in the Settlements is kept in admirable order by a Pohee force of 51 foreigners

and 224 natives for the north of the Yang-king-pang, aiiid 40 foreigners and 33
natives for the French Concession. The number of police for the Cosmopolitan
Settlement was formerty much smaller; the force having been reorganized .id con-

siderably increased last year. As the nalires Lave to be tried by their own au^’horities,

and bribery doubtless works ii;s effects in SLcnghai as elsewhere in China, the difficulties

of organizing and efficientlv wo. king such a small force are considerable. In few
places is life and property more secure.

The chmate of Shanghai is generally allowed to be fairly healthy. Tlie death
rate amongst foreigners ashore and afloat during the past twelve years has ranged
from 22.3 per thousand (in 1875) to 37 per thousand in 1831 and 35.6 per thousand in

1883. The increase in the death rate during the last three yeans is attributed to the

unusuad prolongation of the period of damp heat, the increase in the native population,

and the increase in the number of women and children. Partial outbreaks of cholera

have occurred five times in recent years, there having been sixteen deaths amongst
foreigners from thi; ca-ise in 1877, the same number the next year, thirteen in 1881,
fifteen in 1882, and twenty-three in 1883, but the great maj orjty of the cases occurred
among the ships in harbour. Five foreign residents succumbed to this disease in 1882
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and four in 1883. If we exclude non-residents the rate has varied from 19 per 1,000 in

1876, to 28.6 per 1,000 in 1883, a rate which, with the one exception of 1883, compares
favourably with that of large towns in Europe* The Health Officer in a late report

says, “ out of the seventy-five deaths registered, there were but nine which can in any
sense be termed climatic.” The thermometer ranges from 25 deg. to 100 deg.

Fahrenheit, the mean of eight years having been 59.2 deg.
;
winter being 39.1, spring

50.9, summer 78.2, and autumn 62.6. Shanghai approaches nearest to Rome in mean
temperature, while the winter temperature of London and Shanghai are almost iden-

tical. In the months of October and November there is generally dry, clear, and
delightful weather, equal to what can be found in any other paid of the world

;
but

when the winter has fairly set in the north-east winds are extremely cold and biting.

On January 17th, 1878 the river was frozen over at Woosung The heat in the sum-
mer is sometimes excessive, but generally lasts only a few days at a time. The summer
of 1879 was an exception, being the hottest that has been known for many years, the

thermometer reaching 99 deg. for several successive days, and the average maximum
for July and August being 92.7. In late years very severe gales have become more
frequent. The annual average of rainy days in Shanghai during eight years was 124,
the annual rainfall 42.464 inches

;
55 wet days occurred in -winter, and 69 in summer;

the hea-viest shower was on the 24th October, 1875, when 7 inches fell in 3| hours.
Earthquakes occasionally occur, but have not been known to inflict any serious injury.

The streets of the Enghsh and French Settlements all rim north and south and
east and west, mostly for the whole length of both settlements crossing each other

at right angles. Net-withstanding the soft nature of the soil they are now kept in

remarkably good order, at least those near the river, the district chiefl}' occupied by
Eui'opeans. Owing to the natfire of the ground, expensive piling is necessary before

any foreign buildings can be erected, and aU stone has to be brought from a long
distance. The Soochow Creek, between the English Settlement and Hongkew, is now
crossed by six bridges, three of which are adapted for carriage traffic, and the French
is connected with the other Setilement by eight bridges. There are several good
driving roads extending into the country, two leading to Si wei, a distance of five

and a half miles, and one to Jessfield, by the banks of the Soochow Creek, for about
seven miles. Another broad road, more recently constructed, runs by the side of the

river for six miles. It is intended ultimately to ext. nd it to Woosung. Several

other roads have been proposed, but although foreigners arc prepared to pay high
prices for the land the opposition of the officials has hitherto prevented their construc-

tion. At the time the Taijjings approached Shanghai some roads for the passage of

artillery were made by the British militaiy authorities at the expense of the Chinese
Government, one of them extending for seventeen miles into the country ;

but ex-

cepting those close to the settlement they have now been tuimed into ploughed fields.

An inland carriage road to Woosung, made at the expense of Messrs. Jardine,

Matheson & Co. and others, has now also been reduced to a narrow footpath. The
foreshore in front of the settlement has recently been raised, turfed, and planted with

shrubs. The trees planted some years ago having now attained a good height, and
several more imposing buildings ha-ving been completed, the English and French
Bunds form as magnificent a boulevard as any in the East.

Many foreign houses, nearly aU of them with several mow of garden ground,

have been creeled near the outside roads, especially on ''hat lea'iing to the Bubbling
Well, which is the main outlet from the settlement, and fro a which most of the other

roads branch oil. This roac^. and its extension to Sicawei is planted with trees on
both sides, fonmng a fine avenue of over five miles in length. A small but well laid

out and admirably kept Pubhc Garden was formed about 1868 on land recovered

from the river in front of the British Consulate. It is now proposed to considerably

extend its area by reclaiming the foresliore.

* Tlie HejilDi Ollicer in his Report for 1881 said :
" For rcnsims detailed in 1870 the deuih rate piven in these reporU

not intendi d for comparison with the returns of similarly peo])led towns at home, and cught not to be so used.** This remark
no doubt to a considerable extent true, but at the same time it must he remembered that the “conditions peculiar to Shang'*

lai,** wliich he enumerated in 1870, have become greatly modified since tlicn, and that the foreign population, and the conoui-
0 ns of life in Shaugbai are becoming every year more like those of a home city.
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liumense sums have been "wasted in various attempts to drain the settlements,

prineippJly from the want of skilled direction
;

but the great difficulties in this

natter, arising from the low lying and level nature of the ground, have now been
fairly overcome. The settlements are well provided "with telegraphic fire alarms.
The desire of the Municipal Councils to keep the monopoly in their own hands
retarded for many years the inauguration of water works, but a public company has
now been estabhshed, which furnishes a continirous supply of filtered water at mode-
rate rates. The Electric light was introduced in 1882

;
lamps have been erected at

the wharves and on the principal thoroughfares, but it has not yet proved quite
satisfactory.

Shanghai can boast of several fine buildings of various and varied styles of
architecture. Trinity Cathedral, erected from a design by Sir Gilbert Scott, is one
of the finest S2)ecimens of modern ecclesiastical architecture to be found out of
Europe, but, from want of fonds, the tower and S2)iie, which is an essential jiart of
the design, has not j^et been built. There is a Roman Cathohc Church in the French
Concession and another in Hongkew

;
also a Chapel belonging to the London Mission

and one to the American Episcoi^alians, and a very jjretty and prettily situated
Seamen’s Church at Pootung, besides several Mission Chapels for natives. The
Jesuit Fathers have an extensive Mission establishment at Sicawei, to which is

attached a valuable scientific observatory, and in connection with which there is a
time-ball on the French Bund. Under the direction of this institution, a com-
plete system of meteorological observations, to embrace the whole of the China
Seas, is being inaugurated. The Shanghai Club occupies a large and elaborate
brdlding at due end of the English Bund. It cost Tls. 120,000, and at that
is said to have ruined three contractors. It has passed through a varied and
peculiar history. There is a really fine Masonic Hall at the other end of the Bund.
Amongst the other conspicuous buildings may be mentioned those occupied by the

'

Oriental and Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Coiqjorations. There is a very fair

Theatre, but it is as y ,t devoid of internal decoration. The members of the German
(Concordia) Club have also a handsome httle Theatre attached to their new premises
in the Canton Road. A monument to the memory of Mr. A. R. Margary, of the
British Consular sei-vice, who was murdered by Chinese in Tunnau, was unveiled in

June, 1880. The princqDal buildings on the French Concession are the Municipal
Hall and the Consulate.

Among the institutions of the place may be mentioned the Volunteer Defence
Force consisting of Field Artillery, Light Horse, and Rifle Brigade, the latter com-
prismg a battalion of four "j'U'qianies. Originally formed in 1861 it gradually went to

decay, until the fear of attaclc after the Massacre at Tientsin in 1870 caused its revival

with considerable vigour. It again dwindled in numbers, but a recent effort to

reorganise it has proved successfi'd, there being now two hundred and eighty-six

members, almost all of whom are effective. The Fire Brigade, which is entirely

volunteer, consists of seven Engine and two Hook and I/adder Companies. It is

pronounced to be the most efficient Brigade out of the United States. There is a
Hospital for foreigners, the buihhng for which, although only comjfieted in 1877, is

already found inadequate and so badly situated that a new one is j^rojrosed. There
are also several Hospitals for natives. Tlie Temperance Society has a good liall

and well furnished hbrary, and having latterly been conducted on hberal ju-inciples is

well supj)orted by the community. The other public institutions may be enumerated
as, a Subscription Library containing about 10,000 volumes, a biunch of the Royal
Asiatic Society, with the nucleus of a Museum, a Masonic Club, a Sailors’ Homo,
a Polytechnic Institution for Chinese, a Seamen’s LibiuTy and Museum, a well sup-
jfiied Gymnasium, a Vind Instrument Band, which gives co7i certs in the Public Gar-
dens thi’ee times a week during the summer months, a Race Club, 2)ossessing a course
of a mile and a quarter, a Country Club on the Bubbling Well Road, a Parsee, and a
Portuguese Club, also Pony Paper Hunt, Cricket, Rifle, Yacht, Racquet, and various
other Clubs for recreation. The last named o'wns a building containing two splendid
Courts, Bowhng Green, Tennis La-wn, etc. There are ten or eleven Masonic bodies, "with
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oyer 600 members. In 1876 a District Grand Lodge for North China was con-
stituted, with Shanghai as its head-quarters.

There are four Docks at Shanghai, the one at Tunkadoo, opposite the city, having
a length of 380 feet over all wHh a depth at spring tides of 21 feet; the Old Dock at
Hongkew is 400 feet long and 18 feet deep at spiings, and the New Dock at Pootung
at the lower end of the harbour me? snres 450 feet on the blocks with a depth at high
water springs of about 21 feet. All steamers and most sailing vessels now discharge
and load at the various public and private wharves. The prendses of the Associated
Wliarf Company have a frontage of about three-quartei’s of a mile. Tiie Chinese have
an Arsenal and shipbuilding establishment at l^aon Chnng-mow, a short distance
above the city. The Great Northern Telegraph Company’s calle was laid to Shanghai
in 1871, and that of the Eastern Exteusion Company last yeai-, there being now two
distinct hues of communication with Europe. An orxrland line to Tientsin was
opened in Decicmbcr 1881, which has recently been extended to within twelve ndles of

Peking. There i Iso a line west to Hankow and south as far as Eoochow. A railway
constructed by a foreign company was opened to Wocsuug in June, 1876, but after

riuiningfor sixteen months it was purchased and taken up by the Chinese Authorities.
During the short time it vas ru^iuing the passenger traffic alone coveixd the working
-expenses, leaving suCicient profit to pay a smaH dir idcnd. A scheme for Tramways
in the setalemeuts was sanctioned some time ago, but has not yet l)e<u commenced.
In 1877 the properly of the Shanghai Stear i Navigation Company, a, foreign association
owning the principal lines of steamers trading to the Yaugtsze and Norliiern ports,

was bought by the Chinese Government, acting through the China Merchants’ Steam
Navigation Company, for the sum of two million taels. The property then taken over
coirsisted of about fifteen steamers, a dock, and extensive wharves and godowns in the
French Settlement and at Hongkew. The China iMerchauts’ Compiairy, whicii in the
interval had increased their fleet to twenty-six vessels and also their landed properly
at Shanghai, Tientsin and elsewhere, sold the whole of their property to IMessrs.

Russell & Co. in August last for the sum of five and a quarter million tads, about
one and a third millions sterling. There are three other locally ovmed lines of

steamers running on the coast and the river Tanglsze. Several manufactories under
both native and foreign auspices have sprung ujr of late years, and would considerably

increase were it not that the native authorities are offering the most determined
opposition to any maniifactures under the control of foreigners.

The hotel accommodation of Shanghai was fonnerly, hke that of Hongkong
and Yokohama, of the most miserable description, but by the opening of the “ Central,”

the rebuilding of the “ Astor House ” in 1876-77, and subsequently of the “ Hotel des

Colonies” in the French Concession, it is now in this respect unexcelled by any port

in the East. There are three daily newspapers, the North China JJaily News, morning,
and Hip and Shanghai Merevr^, SfU'SO'TWd 'irceklies, the

North China Hera^ and the semi-religious weeklies. There
are two native daily papers', and the Hu-pao. These are sold at the

price of eight cash, equal to a farthing and a half, and have a very large circula-

tion. In one matter, that of Postal accommodation, Shanghai is inconveniently

over-supplied, there being British, Freuth, American, Japanese, Local, and Customs
Post-offices. It is hoped that the Chinese Government may soon establish a

general postal department in connection with the International Union, to be under

the control of the Foreign Customs, or that failing this the other Authorities may
consent to all coriespondence passing through either the British or Local Offices.

Shanghai was made a port of Registry for British ships in 1874. All foreign hongs

and even private houses have to give themselves fancy Chinese names, by whici;.

only they are known to the natives. The system is, however, found to have its

convc riences. Jinrickshas to the number of 2,500 1,500 passenger wheelbarrows, and
200 horse vehicles ply for hire in the Settlements.

The currency of Shanghai is the tael weight of silver, cast into “ shoes ” of fifty

taels, more or less. The foreign banks issue notes of the value of five taels and
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upwards. Smaller transactious are conducted in clean Mexican dollars and copper
casn. Tliere are seven foreign and innumerable native banks in tbe Settlement.

Shanghai is the great emporium for the trade of the Yangtsze and hlortheru

ports and to a considerable extent for Japan. The export of Tea from 1 846 to 1850
averaged sixteen milhon pounds, and Silk during the same period seventeen thousand
bales. The total import and export trade of 1868 was sixty-hve milhon Taels. It rose

to double that anaount in 1881, but the last two years have shown a great dechne.
The total trade in foreign bottoms, import and export for 1883, as given by the Customs
Statistical Department, was Haikwan Tls. 110,433,531, equal to $169,500,000 or

thirty-one millions sterhug, a decline of ten per cent, on the previous year, which was
122,750,226, equal to $188,000,000 or thirty-live niilhons sterling, against Haikwan
Tls. 141,921,357, equal to $220,000,000 or forty-tvm milhons sterling in 1881, a
decline of about seventeen per cent. Up to 1881 the value of the trade had steadily

increased. The estimated value of imports from Foreign Countries in 1883 was
Tls. 5,400,000 less than in 1882 and Tls. 18,700,000 loss than in 1881, the decrease

being accounted for almost entirely through a falling off in the imports from Great
Britain and India, and as regards the estiinatc.d value of the exports and re-exports to

foi’eign countries there was a decrease of Haikwan Tls. 1,400,000 from 188 ‘ and of

Tls. 5,600,000 from 1 831. Throughout the !wo years tlie vpJue of most of the principal

articles of import as well as the quantities imj)orted and delivered continued to decline.

The import (46,174 piculs) of foreign opium of all sorts was only a very slight incre.i,3e

on that of 1882, whicn shewed a falling off of over 9,600 piculs as cornparod with the

previous year. This is attributed to an increased production of and demand for

native opiurr, the quality of which is now much superior to what it formerly wa.s.

There was a decrease in the export of black tea of 3,000 picxils and of over 65,000
piculs in the two years, and in Green tea of 86,600 or 145,000 piculs for the two years.

The export of Silk amounted to 41,800 piculs against 44,660 piculs the previous year,

45,362 piculs in 1881, and 68,950 piculs in 1880. The import trade may be sum-
marised as follows :

—

Imports of Foreign Goods from Great Britain Tls. 76,288,698
Imports of Foreign Goods from India 17,153,693
Imports of Foreign Goods from Hongkong 6,190,846
Imports of Foreign Goods from Japan 3,224,349
Imports of Foreign Goods from United States 2,692,956
Imports of Foreign Goods from Continent of Europe ... 2,204,280
Imports of Foreign Goods from Straits and Australia ... 941,481
Imports of Foreign Goods from Chinese Ports 477,823
Imports of Foreign Goods from other Countries 356,459

Hk. Tls. 49,530,585

Of this ainoaut to the value of Haikwan Tls. 38,069,276 was re-exported, namely to
the Yangtsze ports Hit. Tls. 19,802,243, to tlie Northern por!s Hk. Tls. 11,096,370,
to Ningpo and Southern ports Hk. Tls. 6,028,208, to Japan Hk. Tls. 575,648,
to Hongkong Hk. Tls. 381,954, and to Fordgn Countries Hk. Tls. 184,853, leaving
a balance for local consumption and stock of Hk. Tls. 11,461,309.

Imports of Opium Tls. 16,367,739
Imports of Cotton Goods... 15,605,059
Imports of Metals 3,545,429
Imports of Woollen Goods. 3,381,690
Imports of Seaweed ... 936,304
Imports of Coal 899,349
Imports of Timber ... 726,508
Imports of Kerosine Oil ... 631,123
Imports of Dyes and Colours 563.608
Imports of Ginseng 605,895

•Imports of Sandalwood ... T1 . 468,925
Imports of Biehe do Mer ... 375,764
Imports of Birds’ Nests ... 289,504
Imports of Matches 264,863
Imports of Pepper 209.831!

Imports of Sapanwood 185,7.70

Imports of Needles 164,856

Imports of Sundries 4,408,405

Hk. Tls. 49,630,585

Imports to the value of Tls. 1,228,661 were sent to the interior under Transit Passes

;

Metals, Coal and Sugar being the principal articles thus conveyed. The imports ii;

foreign bottoms of native produce not re-exported amounted to Hk. Tls. 6,516,709.
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The total values of Exports and Ee-exports of Native Produce to Foreign
Countries, Hongkong, and Chinese ports were :

—

Exports and Re-exports of Silk Tls. 18,202,419

Exports and Re-exports of Tea 10.8 .'9,516

Exports and Re-exports of Raw Cotton 3,338,254

Exports and Re-exports of Sugar 3,269,050

Exports and Re-exports of Rice (exclusive of Tribute).., 2,5'5,631

Exports and Re-exports of Paper 1,782,827

Exports and Re-exports of Straw Braid 1,464,160

Exports and Re-exports of Medicines... 1,165,072
Exports and Re-exports of Tobacco 1,1' 7,375

Exports and Re-exports of Nankeens... 89n,753

Exports and Re-exports of Hemp 673,611

Exports and Re-exports of H ides 590,247

Exports and Re-exports of Wax 5 9,704

Exp rts and Re-expoits of Fans... 521,727

Exports and Re-exports of Sundries 8,385,891

Of thi,s amount there was sent to

Great Britain Tls. 12,46^,063

Continent of Europe ... 7,73^,153

United States 4,6; 5.962

Japan 862,7;;9

Hongkong, Straits & India 1,743.910

Other Eoieign Countries 465.359

Hk. Tls. 55,386,237

Northern Ports Tls. 8,775,849

Yangtsze Ports 8,691.648

Soutberi; Ports 7,726. 23
Hongkong for Chinese Ports 2,277,568

To Foreign Countries, Hk. Tls. 27,914,246 To Chinese Ports, Hk. Tls. 27,471,991

The goods for Export brought down under T, ’,nsit Passes amounted to O'dy

Tls. 689,006, altno.st all of which was Waste Silk and Cocoons.

The total of entrances and clearances for the year were

—

Steamers 3,925 Tonnage 3,576,682

Failing Vessels 863 Tonnage 266,814

4,788 3,843,496

Of which 95 steamers and 23 sailing vessels entered, and 218 steameivs 112 sailing

vessels cleared in ballast. The total carrying trade waS divided amongst the different

flags as under :

—

S lameis. Tonnage. Sailing. Tonnage. Total. Tonnage. Duties.

Briti.sh 2,307 1991,186 273 111,740 2 5^0 2.102.926 Tls. 1,794,294

Chinese 1,168 1,150 171 279 28 384 1,447 1,178 555 >> 21 1,909

French 67 142,618 t •

«

67 142,6 8 f)
332 024

Japanese 207 171,893 41 18,660 248 190,.5.'^3
»> 157.262

German 100 79 736 65 24.213 165 163,949 a 73 918

American 18 1.776 133 5"
.
'56 151 60,532 »> 52.309

Other Countries. 58 39,302 72 25 ./Ol 130 64,36 5 24,251

On Opium ... ... ... ... ... ... ... .. 1,005, 54

The total Customs Revenue for the year Haikwan Tls. 3,651,121, consisting of
T 1. V f\ • % > « TMcj 1Import Duties, exclusive of Opium
Export Duties do.

Coast Trade Duties do

l>n ())i m. Import, 1 xport a- d Coitt Tiade
Tonnage Dues
Transit Dues

Tls.l,6IO,rB3

689,447
166,976

1,0 5,1.54

139,714
39.247

Hk. Tls. 3,651,121

Of the Imports at all the Treaty ports from foreign countries sixty-five and a half

ter cent, passed through Shaughai, and of the Exports forty per cent.
;
more than

lalf of the whole trade thus belonging to “ the commercial metropolis of China.”
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DIRECTORY.

Consulates and Public Offices.

H.B.M.’s Supreme Court for China
AND Japan.

Ta Ying hsing-ch’ien-sih-ssu ya~mSn.

Chief Justice—Sir E. T. Eennie
Assistant Judge—E. A. Mowat
Chief Cleric and Private Secretary—T. G.

Smith
Clerk, Civil Department—M. Jones

do. Criminal Department—W. S. Per-

cival

Chief Usher—T. Hore
Crown Advocate—H. S. Wilkinson, barris-

ter-at-law

British Consulate.
The Bund.

^
Ta Ying ling-shi ya-men.

Consul General—P. J. Hughes
Vice-Consul—H. A. Giles

Do. —C. M. Ford
First Assistant—T. L. Bullock

Acting Assistant—H. E. Fulford
do. —E. H. Morlimore

Linguist—E. T. Eivero

do. —Dzaw Kee-woo
do. —Liang C. Weiig

Consulate Gaol.
Soochow Creek.

Medical Officer—E. Henderson, M.D.
Chief Constable—A. Barnes
2nd do. —J. Bowman

British Eegistry Office of Shipping
FOR China and Japan.
At the British Consulate

Registrar—P. J. Hughes
Gov. Surveyor—Z. B. Barton
Linguist—B. T. Eivero

d^. —Liang C. Weng

Ta Ying kung-pu Tsung-shu.

H.B.M. Office of Works for the
Treaty Ports of China, Japan,

Corea, and Siam.
Yu^n-ming-yuen Eoad.

Surveyor—F. Julian Marshall
C. P. M. Donaldson

CoNSULAT General de France.
French Bund.

. , - /Ivii? . .

Ta Fah-lan se Ya men.

Acting Consul-General—V. Collin de Pla-

ney
Interpreter— C. Imhault-Huart

Chancelier—C. de Pominayrac
Premier Commis .—de Lobel-Mahy
2nd do. —de Belabre

Writer—Chang Tse-chiang

do. —Ho Tsze-ko

United States Consulate-General.

Da-me kwoli-tsung-Ung-sz Yamin.

Hongkew Bund.
Hwo-ge Ko mg-hvjan.

Consul-General—Ivilius Stahel

Deputy Consul-General— J. J. Coffey

Marshal, and Clerk of Consular Court-
Interpreter, and Assessor at Mixed Court-
Physician—Neil Macleod
Gaoler—John O’Neil

Eussian Consulate.

7, Nanking Eoad.

pitsarrs-ffiA
Da Ngoo-loo-sz Yamen.

Consul— J. E. Eeding
Chinese Secretary—Chen Chan-shen

German Consulate-General.
Hongkew Bund.

Ta-ie Kuo-tsung-^ing-sliih Yamen.
Consul-Gen .—J. Liihrsen, Dr. jur.

Vice-Consul—Pl. Gabriel, Dr. jur.

Interpreter—K. J. Streich

Secretary—W. Kolling
Usher—M. Kock
Chinese Writer—Su Go-ling

Physician—V. Zachariae, M.D.

Danish Consulate.
At Messrs. Jardine, Matheson & Co.’s,

The Bund.

Ta Tan Koong-kwan.
Acting Consul—J. J. Keswick
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Netherlands Consulate.
1 and 2, French Bund.

® * ffi li
- Talio Kuo ling-shi Ya-men.

Consul for Shanghai and the 'ports of the

Yangtsze—Carl Jantzen (absent)

dieting Consul—St. C. Michaelsen
Chancelier—F. Borchardt

Belgian Consulate.

Da Pe-li-sz Yamen.

1, and 2, French Bund.
Consul—St. C. Michaelsen

Swedish and Norwegian Consulate.

[
At Messrs. Bussell & Co.’s, The Bund.

'Ta Nau-way-kwok Koong kwan.
Acting Consul-General—
Acting Vice-Consul—O. de Lagerheim

Portuguese Consulate-General

Se-yang Koong-kwan.
Consul-General—J. J. C. Carvalho
Chancelier—F. M. d’Oliviera

Interpreter—H. A. Pereira

Spanish Consulate.
Bue Montauban

Da Zeh-tz—pa-ne-ya Koong kwan.
Vice-Consul—Jose de Olmedo
Chancelier—F. M. d’Oliveira

Interpreter—A. M. de Oliveira

Chinese Secretary—Yu Cba-yung

Italian Consulate-General.
13, Soochow Creek.

Da E-ta-lee Ling-sz Yamen.
Consul—Vito Finzi

Interpreter—P. Tein
Constable—F. Jovino

^
"Austro-Hungarian Consulate.

17, Peking Boad.

Da Aw Koong-kwan.
Vice-Consul in charge—J. Haas
Linguist—Hsia I-Ni

Physician—Dr. C Zedelius

Japanese Consulate-General.
13, Whangpoo Boad, Hongkew.

Ta-jih-pen-tsung-ling-shih-ya-men.

Consul—Taro Ando
Interpreter—S. Go
Secretary— S. Ohta

do. —T. Murase
do. —K. Okura
do. — S. Ban

iS H a B *
Tai-pa-sai-kwok-kung-kun .

Brazilian Consulate General.

3, Whangpoo Boad. -

Consul-General—J. A. Bodrigues Martins

Vice-Consul—M. da Silva Pontes, Jr.

Interpreter—A. M. de Souza

MUNICIPAL DEPABTMENTS.

Municipal Council.
British and American Concessions.

J. J. Keswick, Chairman
M. Adler
Ph. Arnhold
M. Cory
F. E. Haskell

B’. Mackenzie
E. Major
A. Myhurgh
B. F. Thorburn, Secretary

Kung-boo.

Secretary’s Office.
23, Kiangse Hoad, corner of Hankow Road.
Secretary—R. F. Thorburn
Accountant—J. A. Pond
Assistant— G. M. Hart

do. —E. A. Fabris

I'ax Collector—A. Johnsford
Assistant Tax Collectors—G. L. Skinner,

J. Gould, P. Schmidt, A. Cbiistiansen,

C. Smith
Linguist—Chang Sang

Sanitary Department.
Officer of Health—E. Henderson, M.D.
Inspector ofKuisances, Markets and Livery

Stables)—J. Howes
Assistant Inspector of Markets—Jas. A
Weed

Sub-Inspectors—M. Jordan, G. W. Davies,

F. Peters, W. Roberts
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Subvetoe’s Ofeice.
Hankow Road.

Kung-boo-sia-zz-vong.

Surveyor—0. B. Clark
Cleric—A. A. Dallas

Overseer of Roads—James Bcckhoff
do. —J. Eitter (Hongkew)

Linguist—Wong Ynen-foo
Draughtsman— S. Tung-Kiang

Municipal Police.
Central Stativin, No. 14, Honan Road.

Dzing boo-ting vong.

Captain Superintendent—J. P. McEuen
Chief Inspector—J. B. Cameron
Inspector—J. Eveleigh (Central Station)

do. —J. Fleming do.

do. —O. Klutk do.

Detective Inspector—A. Mack
Inspector—W. Fowler (Hongkew Station)

do. —J. Charters do.

do. —G. Howard (Lowza Station)

do. —J. McCarthy do.

16 sergeants and 28 constables (European)
19 do. 271 do. (Chinese)

9 detectives

7 Sikhs

2 Interpreters

Shanghai Volunteer Corps.

Staff.

Commandant—Chas. J. Holliday
Surgeon Major—E. Henderson

Artillery—Strength, 41
Captain—Barnes Dallas
Liezitenant—G. W. Noel

do. —A. B. Rex
Surgeon—R. J, Sloan

Light Horse—Strength, 29
Captain—J. J. Keswick
Lieutenant—

do. —de Malherbe
Surgeon—N. Macleod

Infantry : No. 1 Company, Mih Ho Loong
Rifles—Strength, 71

Captain—G. J. Morrison (absent)

Lieutenant—D. Glass do.

do. —J. Buchanan do.

do. —J. M. Cory
do. —C. Dowdall

Infantry; No. 2 Company—Strength, 58
Captain—J. A. Harvie
Lieutenant—W. H. Anderson (absent)

do. —W. Bright

do. — J. M. Rogerson

Infantry: No. 3 Company—Strength, 37

Captain—G. Banning
Lieuteriant—J. W. H. Burgoyne

Infantry: No. 4 Company— Strength, 51

Captain—J. Danenburg
Lieutenant—F. N. de Campos

do. —C. M. de Senna

Sergeant Major—C. Merritt

Staff Sergeant—~F. A. Millne

Fire Department.

^ M ±
Sz-loong Koong-so.

No. 1 Company Engine House, 23, Kiang-
se Road

No. 2Com]:any Engine House, 51, Broad-
way, Hongkew

No. 3 Company Engine House, Kin-le-

yuen Godowns, French Concession

No. 4 Company Engine House, 23, Kiang-
se Road

No. 5 Company Engine House, French
Municipal Hall

No. 6 Engine House, French Gas Works
No. 7 Steam Fire Engine, Gibb, Living-

ston & Co.’s Compound, Bund
No. 1 Hook and Ladder Company, Truck

House, Municipal Council Compound
No. 2 Hook and Ladder Company, Truck

House, 51, Broadway, Hongkew
Chief Engineer—C. J. Ashley
Engineer for District 1— (Hongkew)
Duncan Glass

Engineer for District 2—(British Conces-
sion) B. A. Clarke

Engmeer for District 3—(French Conces-
sion) A. Bottu

Surgeon—E. Henderson, M.D.
Engineer—W. Kite

Secretary’s Ofeice.

Fah-lun-se Koong hoo-jooh.

Secretaire—J. Bonabeau
Comptable—T. Giudicelli

Expe'ditionnaire—P. Guignon
Percepteur—E. Ricco

do. —E. Romanet
do. —E. Portier
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Municipal Council.
For the French Concession.

J. Orion, chairman

C. Fowdall, vice-chairman

J. Cooper
L. Griiieu

Ph. Meugniot
J. Morris

J. H. Scott

A. Teillol

J. Bonabeau, secretary

Travaux Publics.

Ingenieur—C. Blondin
Surveillant des Travaux—Bastien

Inspector de la Salubrite—Allene

French Municipal Police.
Central Station, Kue du Consulat.

m mm «« w it a
F h-lan sz Zing-boo vong.

Chef-
Sotis-chef—C. Berthelot

8 sergeants, 28 foreign agents, 27 native

agents, 4 interpreters, 2 detectives

Post Ofidees.

British Post Office.

No. 7, Peking Eoad.

0 S^ A
Fa-ying Sn-sing Tewan.

Postmaster—F. G. Machado
Clerk—M. A. Peieira

POSTE PRAN9AISE.

63, Rue Montauban.

It it # @ S'^
Fah-lan-se Su-sing-kwan.

Postmaster Principal— M. J. Orion

Assistant—L. Berthon

Me-kwoh Su-sing-jooh.

United States Post Office.

Consulate-General, Hongkew.
Consul-General and Postal Agent—Julius

Stahel

Peputy Postal Agent—J . J . Coffey

Koong-boo Su-sing-kwan.

Local Post Office.

12, Hankow Koad.

Jjocal Postmaster—A. E. Jones

Assistant—A. Romer

4: 0 A
Da Jih-pen Su-sing-Tcwan.

Japanese Postal Agency.
Consulate-General, Hongkew.

Consul and Postmaster—Taro Ando
K. Inayama
E. Fookoka

It f BS ?L
Kiang-nan Hai-kwan Su-sing Kwan.

Customs Postal Department.
Custom House, The Bund.

J. P. Donovan, < lerk in charge

IMPERIAL MARITIME CUSTOMS.

Custom House.

il M
Kiang-nan Hai-kwan.

Commissioner—H. E. Hobson
Dejnity Commissioner—A. M. de Bernie-

res (absent)

Assistants, 1st class—R. Markwick, E.

Hough, E. T. Holwill, E. L. Lepissier

Assistants, 2nd class— P. H. King, C. C.

Clark, F. E. Taylor, J. R. Brazier

Assistants, 3rd class—E. Rocher, E. de

Nully, J. L. Remusat
Assistant, ^Ih class— P. M. G. de Galembert

Assistants— F. N. May, E. J- Lent

Clerks—A. J. Reeks, G. D. Poli, J. P. Do-

novan, D. Per9ebois

Consulting Physician—R. Alex. Jamieson,

M.A., M.D.
Medical Attendants—L. Picbon, M.D., V.

Zachariae, M.D.
Returns ( >f\ce.

Deputy Commissioner—J. Lloyd E. Palm

Clerks—8. Paul, E. J. Smith, A. Lewis

Out-Door Staff.

Chief Tidesurveyor—W. C. Howard
Tidesurveyor—J. H. May
Assistant Tide-surveyor—H. A. Meinnes

Boat Officer—A. W. Field

Chief Examiner—T. Tolliday

Examiners—W. Youngson, J. Liaigre, J.

Ross, A. A. Godwin, P. W. Sinnott, C.

C. de Castro, J. E. Delestre, P. H. Pur-

cell, M. Eckhold, O. E. Bailey

Assist. Examiners—J. S. Boyol, T. M.
Campbell, J. Roberts, A. Martell, G.

Carnelli, C. Tonkin
Tidewaiters, 1st class—R. P. Carr, G. W.

Luce, T. W. La idler, T. W. Harrocks
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Tidewaiters, 2nd class—E. Felton, R. A.
Carr, E. E. Smith, W. Allan

Tidewaiters, Srd class—E. Belbin, C. P
Teichert, A. W. Leach, E. Milhe, E. A.
Roberts

Tidewaiter, 3rd class on probation—F.

Hopkins
Watchers—A. T. Bredenberg, W. Boad,

L. V. der Stegen
Supernumerary Watchers—J. Clark, A.

Theissen, C. E. Meyer

Coast Inspectok and Haebotir
Master’s Oeeice.

Li Ch’uan T’ing.

Coast Inspector and Harbour Master—A.
M. Bisbee

Assistant Harbour Master—C. Deighton-
Braysher

Cleric—T. S. Southey
ls< Berthing Officer—W. Carlson

2nd do. —J. W. Patterson (in

charge of Woosung Inner Bar)

Signalmen—T. Sar.gster, C. Yillanova

River Police.

Shui H$un-pu.
Inspector—J. Howell
Sergeant—C. F. Luther
Constables—M. Vizenzinovich, A. Mackay,

J. Brake

Lightships in Shanghai District.
Tungsha-.

Captain—R. T. Crighton
Second Mate—A. A. Schlur
Lightlceeper—A. F. C. Penzig

Kiutoan.
Captain—E. Osborn (acting)

Lightkeepers—P. W. Rasmussen, A. Theege

LiGHTHOirSES IN SHANGHAI DISTRICT.
Sbaweislian, North Sa'ldle, Gutzlalf,

West Volcano, Bonham Island,

Steep Island

Chief Lightlceepers—N. Smerdeley, G. W.
Hayden

Lightlceepers, 2nd class—F. M. Coffin, T.

Cunningham, C. W. Bond, L. Antonio
Lightlceepers, 3rd class B.—H. Johnson, E.

C. A. Deichen, L. J. A. de Luz, J. M.
Colla90

Probationary Lightlceepers—W. Martinson,
R. F. Livingston

Engineers’ Department.

Ying Tsao Ch'u.

Engineer in Chief—D. M. Henderson
Clerics—W. B. Loam, M. Chaumont
Mechanic—A. Mason
Diver—J. Roberts
GodownKeeper, Pootung Yard—C. C. Gram

Revenue Cruiser “ Kua Hsing.”
Commander—H. P. Andersen
Isi Officer—J. Rome
Acting 2nd do.—C. Daae
3rd do. —A. McKechnie
Engineer—R. W. Shaw

On leave prom Northern Ports.
Commissioners—J. H. Hart, G. Hughes,
W. T. Lay

Deputy Commissioners—J. Twinem, W. H.
Clayson, J. Mackey

First Assistants—P. Piry, S. Leslie

Second Assistants—T. Piry, W. T. Spin-

ney, L. von Fries

Third Assistants—H. de la Bastide, J. H,
Hunt, 0. A. Pennin..,ton, F. A. W.
Hance, R. H. S. Montgomery, A. Dun-
can

Fourth Assistant—A. M. Sowdon
Tidesurveyors—F. Gallagher, H. C. Mul-
hr

Assistant Examiner—A. W. Kindi lad
Second Lighilceepei—C. W. Stone

Inspectorate-General op Customs,
Statistical Department.

9, Peking Road.

Tsung-shui-wu- ssee Tsao -ts’e-ch'u.

Statistical Secretary—E. B. Diew (Cem-
missioner)

Assistant Secretary—F. Hirth (Deputy
Commissioner)

Cleric— P. W. E. Dulberg
Printing Office.

Printing OfficeManager—B. Palamountain
Proof Reader—Win. Bright

Do. —A. G. Merrilees

Kao chang-miao.

KianCtNan Arsenal.

Chai-ta-jen, Director.

Nieh ta-jen, de.

Marine Engineer—W. Bunt
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Moulder—Wm. Newton
Naval Architect—Wm. Denman
Machinist, Military Instructor, &c.—A.

Butler

Translation Department.
John Fryer
V. P. Suvoong, M.D.

Schools for Languages.
English School—V. P. Suvoong, M.D.
French do. —Koo Sheng-le

Churches and Religious Missions.

^ ini A
Ta-li-pa-dong.

Holy Trinity Cathedral.
Bishop in Mid-China— Rt. Rev. Geo. E.

Moule, D.D. (residence, Hangchow)
Archdeacon—Ven. A. E. Moule
Chaplain—Rev. F. R. Smith, M.A.
Canon—Rev. Thomas McCIatchie, M.A.

(England)
Trustees—F. W. Lemarchand, F. H. Bell,

K. M. Campbell
Treasurer—F. W. Lemarchand
Organist—G. B. Fentum

,

Tien-tsu-dong.

Roman Catholic Mission.
Bishop of Titopolis and Vicar Apost. of

Kiang-nan—Monseigneur V. Gamier,
S.J.

Roman Catholic Church.
French Concession, Eue Montauban.

Rev. Fr. Ferrand, S.J,, procureur general

Rev. Fr. Paris, S.J.

Rev. Fr. Tournade, S.J.

P. Beauchef, S.J.

L. Mariot, S.J.

J. Templet, S.J.

St. Xavier School.
Nanzing Roa 1, Hongkew.

Rev. Fr. Basuiau, S.J., superior

Rev. Fr. de Bussy, S.J.

Rev. Fr. Twrdy, S.J.

Rev. Fr. Moisan, S.J.

Rev. Fr. Piltar, S.J., manager of school

H. Boucher, S.J.

J. Crochet, S J.

J. Louail, S.J.

F. Storr, S.J.

J. van Dosselaere, S.J.

T. Maillar, S.J.

V. Mouly, S.J.

L. Simonin, S.J.

Zi-Ka-Wei Observatory.
Director—Rev. Marc Dechevrcns, S.J.

» ® ® ^ t
Shen-ya-hsi ne ho-dong.

St. Joseph’s Institution.

24, Rue Montauban, French Concession
Superioress—Mother Mary of St. Dominic
Treasurer—Mother Mary of St. Vincent

^ i A P fer
Hong-kew Tien-tsu-dong.

Roman Catholic Church.
Hongkew, Nanzing Road.

Rev. Fr. Twrdy, kj.

San-tung-loo Le-pa-dong.

Union Church.
Rev. A. J. Bamford, B.A., minister

W. P. Hamlin, J. Howes, R. Law, W. H.
Poate, R. Williams, H. H. Winn, com-
mittee

London Mission.

SI ^ #
Mah-ka-cheuen.

Rev. W. Muirhead, Shantung Road
Rev. J. Stonehouse

Mo-sien-sang

Church Missionary Society.

Ven. Archdeacon Moule, B.D., secretary

of the Society in Mid-China, care of

Local Post

G. Lanning, master of C. M. S. Anglo-

Chiiiese School

Song-hew Le-pa-dong.

Church of Our Saviour.

Broadway, Hongkew.

Shanghai Baptist Church.
(Worships in the Masonic Hall).

pastor

Mow-ch
MahomeDan Church.

Ciiekiang Road.

Goolamally Mahomedazum, piiest

Abdoolrahman Goolamally, do.

Abdoolazis Goolamally, do.
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Seventh Day Baptist Mission.

St. Cutherine’s Bridge, beyond West Gate.

Eev. B. H. and Mrs. S. G. Davis

E. F. Swinney, M.D.

Tu-t’ai-chiaou-chen~tsu-dong.

Jewish Stnaoogoe “Beth El.”

24, Foochow Eoad.
L. Moore, president

E. A. Gubb ly, vice-president

S. A. Nathan
M. M. Moses, hon. treasurer

M. A. Sopher, hon. secretary

J. M. Dyan, reader

Wu-ha-wun-Le- sien-sang.

Board op Missions op the Protestant
Episcopal Church, U.S.A.

Et. Eev. S. I. J. Schereschewsby, (Bishop
resigned, absent)

Et Eev. W. J. Boone, D.D., Bishop of

Shanghai, St. John’s College

Eev. E. H. Thomson, St. John’s College

Eev. W. 'S. Sayres, Chinkiang
Eev. T. K. Yen, St. John’s College

Eev. S. Partridge do.

Dr. H. W. Boone, St. Luke’s Hospital,

Hongkew
Miss E. A. Spencer, St. John’s College

Miss S. B. Lawson, do.

Miss J. A. Purple do.

Board op Foreign Missions op the
Presbyterian Church, U.S.A.

Eev. J. M. W. Farnliam, D.D.
Eev. W. S. Holt
Eev. J. N. B. Smith
Eev. Geo. F. Fitch, Soochow
Eev. J. N, Hayes do.

Eev. C. Leman, Nanking
Eev. E. E. Abbey, do.

Eev. O. H. Chapin, do.

Eev. J. H. Judson, Hangchow
Eev. F. V. Mills, do.

Eev. J. Butler, Ningpo
Eez. W. J. Mackee, do.

Miss S. A. Warner, do.

Chinese Eeligious Thact Society.
Eev. A. P. Happer, D.D., president.

Canton
Eev. J. M. W. Farnbam, D.D., corres. sec.

Da-me Kwoh-sheng King-Iiway.

American Bible ' Society’s Agency.
18, Peking Road.

Eev. L. H. Guliek, agent

Eev. W. A. Wills, assistant

B. Bagnall, colporteur, Peking
A. Copp,
J. Thorne,
Jas. Ware,
J. AminotF,

C. A. Colman,

do.

do.

do.

do.

do.

Chinkiang
Hankow
Shanghai
Foochow
Hongkong

Mei-hvra-shu-kwan.

American Presbyterian MissionPress.
Central Depository of Eeligious Tract

Society, Genni ai Agency for “ The
School and Text Bjok Series,” Office

of “ The Chinese Eecorder a.'d Mis-
sionary Journa',” 18, Peking Eoad,

Eev. W. S. Holt, Superintentent

Chinese Illustrated News and.

Child’s Paper.
Outside South Gate.

Eev. J. Mi W. Farnham, D.D., editor

Board op Foreign Missions, Methodist
Episcopal Church, South U.S.A.

Eev. Young J. Allen, D.D., LL.D., Super-
intendent

Eev. J. W. Lambntb, D.D., Shanghai
Eev. W. B. Bonnell, do.

Eev. W. W. Eoyall, do.

Eev. Geo. E. Loehr, do.

Miss Laura A. Haygood, do.

Miss Anna J. Muse, do.

Miss Jennie Atkinson, do.

Miss Dura Hamilton, do.

Eev. A. P. Parker, Soochow
Eev. C. F. Eeid, do.

Eev. W. E. Lambuth, M.D., do.

Eev. W. H. Paik, M.D., do.

Eev. D. L. Andersuii, do.

Miss Mildred Phillips, M.D., do.

Miss L. E. Phillips, do.

Miss Baldwin, do.

Eev. O. G. Miugledorff, do.

Eev. Dr. Dukes, Nantsiang
Miss Lochie Rankin, do.

Miss Dora Eankin, do.
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Woman’s Union Mission.
Residei ce “ Bridgman Home.”

Miss M. A. Burnett
Dr. Eliz. Eeifsnyder
Miss E. M. McKeehine

^ China Inland Mission Office.
swtno'- 2, Seward Road, Hongkew
J. J. Coultherd, C.I.M.Housp, 32, Szechuen

Eoad
Miss Dowles

Beitish and Foef.ign Bible Society.
Agent—S. Dyer, 2, Whangpoo Road
Sub-Agent—D. Murray

Poo-tung Le-pa-dong.

Seamen’s Chijech.
Pootung Point.

Classic and Scientific Boaeding
School (For Chinese Boys).

Outside the South Gate.

Rev. J. N. B. Smith, supeiintendent

Hospitals.

Kung-che E-yunn.

Shanghai Geneeal Hospital.
North Soochow Road.

Physician—Dr. L. S. Little

Secretary—A. Thurburn

Zung-tse-e-hwayn.

Chinese Hospital.

3, Shantung Road. .

Medical Officers—Ed. Henderson, M.D..

&c., Neil Macleod, W. J. Milles,

F.R.C.S. Eng., &c.

Cheou Chen Tang.
Peocuee des Lazaeistes.

Ph. Meugniot, French Concession
Ch. Barriere

S n-tuh-dong.

Prochee des Missions Eteangeees.
fpMionn 29, French Bund.
Rev. J. B. Martinet

Doong-zung-e-ijuen,

Hongkew Hospital.
21 and 22, Seward Road.

Superintending Surgeon—Dr. H,W. Boone
Visiting Surgeon—Dr. R. A. Jamieson

Foong-zung.

Sailor’s Home.
No. 27, Hongkew Road.

Superintendent—R. C. W icks

K • di
Chung Sui Shu Yuen.

Anglo-Chinese College.
Young J. Allen, D.D., L.L.D.
Rev. W. B. Bonnell
Rev. G. R. Loelir

Rev. W. W. Royall
Miss Anna J. Muse

Clubs and Institutions.

Shanghai Club.

T'soong-way.

2, Tangtsze Road.

Secretary—J. Ashton
Clerk—F. T. Williams

Anglo-Chinese School.
(Church Missionary Society.)

Geo. Banning, head master
Gin Oong Tung, assistant

Yung-su-yon.

Hongkew School.

21, Nanzing Eoad, Hongkew
Superintendent—Mrs. Banning

Wu-ma-loo Dan-tsz-vong,

Club Concoedia.
Canton Eoad.

Committee—P. G. Hiibbe (president), R.

Telge (vice pre>ident and bon. secre-

tary), Cl). Rudolph (hon. treasurer), M.
Slevogt (hon. librarian), G. Sachau, A,
Holm (working committee)

Steward—J. Peterson
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Sia-hiu-tsoong-way.

Country Club.
Bubbling Well Koad.

Committee—W."?. Drummond, (chairman),

E. 0. Arbuthnot, E. J. Caldbeck, C. D.
Kerr, Douglas Jones, W. Howie, P.

McGr. Glrant, Drummond Hay (bon.

secretary)

Kwei-cliu-tsung-Tcwei,

5? Masonic Club.

30, Yangtsze Koad.
0. J. Holland, secretary

^ ^ MM
Sang-hai-le-che-Tcung-way.

Marine Engineers’ Institute.

8, Hanking Road.
Committee—E. Kennedy (president), W.
H. Campbell (vice president), P. Clifton

(librarian), A. Mathieson (treasurer),

A. Gillandars (bon. secretary), A. Ro-
bertson, D. McG-regor, C. Buchanan,
E. W. Astill, A. Sinclair, J. Perrier

Customs’ Club.
20, Whangpoo Road,

Se-yang Tsoong-way.

Portuguese Club.
1, Cbapoo Road, Hongkew

Committee—B. D. de Souza, J. Danen-
berg, H. A. Pereira, B. Markwick

lE
Chung-yung-wei

Catholic Circle.
President—H. A. Pereira
Vice-Presidents- H. C. de Pigueiredo, T.
N. Vandertack (absent)

Secretary—L. A. Lubeck
Treasurer—J. P. de Senna, Jr.

Councillors—Ant. J. Dinez, R. P. Botelho

Ho-ming.
Shanghai General Chamber op

Commerce.
Secretary—Geo. R. Corner

;
office, 19, Sze-

chuen Road

Targ-vang-slioo-yuen.

Royal Asiatic Society, North Cnr a
Branch.

Upper Tuen-Ming-Yuen Road,
President—B. B. Drew
Vice-President—T. W. Kingsmill

do. —P. Hirth, Ph. D,
Hon. Secretary & Treasiirer—E. Roche r

Hon. Librarian—Capt. you Kreitner

Curator of Museum—P. S. Styan
Counsellors—G. J. Morrison, T. S. S> uthey,

Max. Slevogt, C. Deighton-Braysher

PoifH-yuan
Shanghai Museum'.

Upper Yuen Ming Yuen Road,
Hon. Curator—P. W. Styan

Race Club,
Secretary—Barnes Dallas
Clerk of Course—E. A. Pabris

Shanghai Paper Hunt Club,
Master—3

.

S. Pearon
Hon. Secretary—Prank Maitland

^ efi nt « .11 Sg
Bau-mo-zang-noi-p’au-jew-zang.

Cricket Club.
Hon. Secretary and Treasurer—W. H, Tot»

tie

Amateur Dramatic Club.

1
Hon. Secretary—R. W. Little

Hon. Treasurer—Drummond Hay

Se-lok-hse-yuen.

New Lyceum Theatre,
Hon. Secretary—Geo. R. Corner

Pau gew-zan.

Racquet Court, Maloo,
Hon. Secretary—H. H. Joseph

Riele Club.
President—J. W. MaclelLin

Hon. Secretary—R. H. Gore BooRt
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Eowing Club,
7/on. Secretary—C. J. Dudgeon

3i
Ao-dou Sanpan-tsang.

Lower Boat House.

^ ag J:
Sang-dou Sanpan-tsang

Upper Boat House.

Shanghai Yacht Club.
Commodore—Dr. Neil Macleod
yice-Commodore—St. C. Micliaelsen

Hon. Secretary—T. F. Hough

Athletic Club and Gymnasium.
President—-A. J. Leach
Hon. Secretary—C. Co mins
Hon Treasurer—Th. Rutf
Committee—H. M. Schultz, J. M. Mur, J.

Jo les, W. Dumuan, T. Brown, G. W.
Noel

St. Andrew’s Society.
Hon, Secretary—Chas. J. Dudgeon

Shanghai Public Band.
Cornrnittee—W. C. Ward (chairman) P.

Brunat, G. R. Corner, A. Nachtrieb, E.
G. Vouillemont

Be&i’etary—E. A. Fabris

Conductor—M. Vela

# tr ii S X
W&n-yu-fu-jin-hui

Shanghai Literary and Debating
Society.

Prisident—John Fryer
Vice-Presidents—Wm. Bright, Thos. La-
tham

Son Treasurer—F. W. Such
Hon, Secretary—H. T. Wade
Committee—J. H. Osborne, L. F. Gowing,

J. Jones, E. E. Wainewright

Ke-chi-shu-yuan,

Chinese Polytechnic Institution
AND Reading Rooms.

Corner of Quangsi and Hoopeh Roads.
Ofiairmai/—Geo. B. Glover
JloH, Secretary—J. Fryer
Hon, T?•easurer—
Resident Curator—Hwa Jeh-ting

Ka - tsiu- hwui-dong.

Shanghai Temperance Society.

18, Nanking Road.

I

President—J. G. Purdon
Vice-President—Dr. N. Macleod

j

Hon. Secretary—G. Banning
Hon. Treasurer—F. McKiege
Committee—Ven. Arcltdeacon Moule, J.

G. Purdon, C. J. Bolton, D. Cranston,
Rev. W. S. Holt, J. M. Rogerson, G.
Mobsby

Independent Order of Good Templars.
Meets at Temperance Hall, Fridays, 7.30

District Deputy for China—-P,. G. Wilson
“ Star of Hope ” Lodge, No. 1

Lodge Deputy—C. Scheppelmann
“ TemperanceUuion ” Newspaper, publish-

ed Saturdays at “Celestial Empire”
Office

Independent Order of Good Templars
OF the World.

V. D. B. W. C. T.—C. E. England

Royal Naval Temperance Society.

18, Nanking Road.
'

President—Rev. L. H. Gulick, M.D.
Vice-Presidents—Yen. Archdeacon Moule,
B.D., Rev. A. J. Bamford, B.A.

Organising Agent and Treasurer—J. P.
Donovan

Hon. Secretary—Mrs. Bamford
Organist—Mrs. J. P. Donovan

it#
Yang-vunsu-kivuyn.

Shanghai Library.

1, Upper Yiien-Ming-Yuen Road.
Hon. Secretary & Treasurer—T. Latham
Librarians—Mr. and Mrs. Gale

Mercantile Marine Officers’
Association.

18, N.inking Road.
Hon. Secretary—W. P. Hamlin

Masonic.

Kway-chii-dong.
Masonic IIalLs

The Bund.
Tyler—Chas. Merritt
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Masonic Lodges—E.nglish.
District Grand Lodge of Northern China
Royal Sussex, No. 501
Northern Lodge of China, No. 670
Tuscan Lodge, No. 1027

Scottish.
Cosmopolitan Lodge, No. 428

R. W.M.—Bro. C. J. Holland
I.P.M.—W. Bro. T. Pembertom
jD.M.—Z. G. Thirkell
8.M.—Bro. J. Bannerman

—Bro. J. Gould
J-W.—Bro. T. S. Southey
Treasurer—Bro. E. D. Meldrum
Secretary—Bro. W. Macfarlane
^.D.—Bro. E. Phillips

J-D.—Bro. C. J. Tonkin
I-G.—Bro. C. M. Donaldson
Tyler—Bro. C. Merritt

American.
Ancient Land Mark, Mass. C.

W.M.—Bro. G. L. Skinner
I.P.M.—W. Bro. M. H. Cook
S. W.—Bro. C. Brown
J. W.—Bro. A. Neubourg
Treasurer—W. Bro. M. H. Cook
Secretary—Bro. E. A. von Amelunxen
S.P.—Bro. G. Howard
J.P.—Bro. J. Everleigh

Tyler—Bro. C. Merritt

Royal Akch Chapters.
“Keystone,” Am. C.

E.P.—M.. H. Cook
K.—G. L. Skinner
S.—C. Brown
C.H,—G. Howard
P.S.—A. Webster
P.A.C.—O. B. Bailey
No. 3.—A. Mack
No. 2.—C. McLean
No. 1.—W. Poignand
Treasurer—D. C Jansen
Secretary—B. J. O. Rowland
Tyler—Chas. Merritt

“Rising Sun,” No. 129, S.C.
“ Zion,” No. 570, E.C.
“ Celestial Preceptory,” E.C.

P. S. Lodge “ Royal Order of Scotland,”

Public Companies.

CoREAN Glass Works Co.

4, Canton Road.
Directors—A. Bielfeld, Jos Eosenbaun

(Shanghai) Si Tso-you (Corea)

Da-yiny-za-lay-hoo-vong.

Shanghai Gas Company.
Directors—J. G. Purdon (chairman) E.

Francis, F. G. White
Engineer and Secretary—G. J. Teo
Assistant Engineer—J. M. Rogersoii
Accountant—F. Borchardt
Cleric—C. Scheppelmann
Foreman Fitter—W. G<iodfellow

Meter Inspector—B. Trodd
do. —H. Thistle

Apprentice—T. Tokoroya

dS
Fah-lan-se-zy-lay-hoo -vong.

CoMPAGNIE DH GaZ, DE LA CONCESSION
Francaise.

Yang-king-pang Creek.
Agents—Schdnhard & Co.

Chef TExploitation—A. Deck

« & it ^ ^
Tien-shin-tso-tsze-kung-sze.

China Paper Mills Co.
Works : Yangtszepoo Road
Office : 14, Szechuen Road

W. H. Doyle, superintendent

Shanghai Waterworks Company,-)’!

Limited.
Reservoirs, Yangtszepoo Road.

Members of Committee—A. MacLeod, H. E.

.

Hearn, R. Mackenzie, J. M. Ringer
Secretaries—Drysdale, Ringer & Co.

Engineer-in-chief— J. W. Hart
Foreman Engineer—E. W. Astill

do. Plumber—¥. Clifton

Pipelayer—L. J. Yanhanne
Storekeeper—T. Wallace
Overseer-—D. Main
Clerk—A. J. d’ Almeida

Tin-hi hung s:e.

Shanghai Electric Company.
Chapoo Road, Hongkew.

Chairman—W. S. Wet more
Secretary—E. W. Little

;
office, 10, Kiu—

kiang Road
Superintendent—A. D. Brown
Chief Engineer—G. Derrick
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Bing-00 .

Biet’s Whaef, Hide Cueing, and
Wool Cleaning Company.

Wharf, Hongkew, and Hot an Road
Geo. R. Corner, trustee

W. Birt & Co., general managers
C. Oswall Liddell

W. Wliitfield, wharfinger
T. T. Reicbardt
Tong Wei Sing

tf
Da-ying-lioong-se-ong.

Peninsulae & Oeiental S. N. Company
24, Tangtzse Road.

Agent—Adam Lind
Chief Clerk—H. H. Joseph
Clerk—H. A. Ritchie

do. —E. A. Hewett
Gunner—H. Frjer

do. —T. Harris

Tafah-koo-ho-lan-so-hong-sz.

CoMPAGNIE DEsMeSSAGEEIES MaKITIMES.
French Bund.

Agent—J. Chapsal
Premier Commis—I. Martin
2nd Commis—P. Porte

Commis aux Marehandises—P. N. de Campos

n ^ = m & m
Ji-pen-sau-liu-lang-zay-kung-sz.

Mitsu Bishi Mail Steamship Company.
Hongkew Bund.

Agent—Teend Duer
Henry Sslva

E. R. Holmes

LJnion Steam Navigation Co. (Kiodo
TJnyu Kaisha) i P Japan.

Mitsui Bussiin Riishia, agents

Shanghai Steam Navigation Company.
(in liquidation.)

Russell & Co., liquiJiitors

a ^ 96 tn
JE-wo -lin-shen^ku ng^sze»

.Indo-China Steam Navigation Co.,

Limited.
. Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

^ if IS (it

Lin-sin-chu-sang-ku.

China Meechants’ Steam Navigation

Company, in liquidation.

Offices, 1 and 2, Hankow Road.

Russell & Co.’s Steamees.

Superintendent—J. P. Roberts

(1)
“ Chintung.”

Captain—J. A. Winsor
Chief Officer—A. H. Wright
Second do. —N. Moncur
Chief Engineer—V. P. Crolius

Second do. —A. E. Hoilsted

Third do. —G. Brown

(3) “Pautah.’’

Captain:

—

Chief Officer—A. Palmqvist

Second do. —J. Hallinan

Chief Engineer—Wm. Pearce

Second do. —A. Shearer

Third do. —J. FyfFe

(4)) )lp ^ “ Eung-shun.”

Captain—E. W. Tisdall

Chief Officer—C. Glenck

Second do. —A. Crawford

Chief Engineer—Wm. B. Buyers

Second do. —A. C. Tweedie

Third do. —W. Hannah

(5) 1$,^ “ Chi-yuen.”

Captain—F. H. Wallace

Chief Officer—R. Pearce

Second do. —J. M. Helmage

T Idl'd do. —F. Skipworth

Chief Engineer—R. Lent

Second do. —J. Izat

Third do. —Jas. Kilgonr

Fourth do. —W^. Whittaker

(6) % 19
“Yeh-sin.”

Captain—J. B. Boswell

Chief Officer—G. C. Bletben

Second do. — Stejihen

Chief Engineer—C. MeLfan
Second do. —G. Brown
Thii'd do. —J. Morrison
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(7) ^ “Hae-shin.”

Captain—E. Petersen
Chief Officer—T. Gravaon
Second dj. —C. F. Petterson

Chief Engineer—G-. H. Ferguson
Second do. —A. Cairncross
Tliird do. —A. Shields

(8) ^ “ Ha-E-ting.”

Captain—C. R. Null
Chief Officer—J. Mavoi
Second do. —L. E. Shepj)ard

Ciiief Engineer—E. W. Clements
Second do. —I). M. Johnsto.a

Third do. —A. Crawford

(9) ^ “Haean.”
Captain—E. M. Andrews
Chief Officer—W. E. Fetlie

Second do. —H. L. Newham
Chief Eiigineer—A. Miller

Second do. —A. Robertson
Third do. —A. Davidson

(10) “ Rory.”

Captain—R. a . Marsden
Chief Officer—T. Kiolseth
Second do. —Andrew Ray
Third do. —Thos. Frier'd
Chief Engineer—D. W. Jones
Second do. —W. McMiuamin
Third do. —J. W. Kew
Fourth do. —Harvey

(12) “Kung-pai.”

Captain—G. Buchanan
Chief Officer—F. A. Brissander
Second do. —0. T. Dale
Chief Engineer—W. Ortwin
Second do. —E. Beveridge
Third do. —J. Howes

(13) ^ ^ “ Fu-yew.”

Captain—P. Barfoot
Chief Officer—J. W. Y. Stewart
Second do. —T. C. Sadewasser
Chief Engineer—J. B. Lamond
Second do. —P. Balbernie
Third do. —A. Vernon

(14) it “ Yung-ching.”

Captain-—R. Lincoln
Chief Officer—J. W. S. Nelson
Second do. —W. C. Sandeman
Chief Engineer—J. J. Clements
Second do. —C. B. Buyers
Third do. —H. M. William

(16) ^ ^ “Mei-poo.”

Captain—W. Lunt
Chief Officer’—Gr. F. Hampshire
Second do. —C. M. Green
Third do. —E. Ballard
Chief Eni'ineer—Wm. Spears
Second do. —J. Mackenzie
Third do. —T. McCracker

(17) ^ ^ “Yung-ning.”

Captain—J. Warwick
Chief Officer—C. F. ChfEord
Chief Engineer—E. McElroy

(21) “ Kiang-teen.”

Cap'ain—N. Pratt
Chief Officer—H. Sutton
Second do. —C. Jacobi
Third do. —J. J. Wade
Pilot -John Wilson
Chief Engineer—R. S. Harvey
Second do. — J. Kirk
Third do. —W. Block

(23) ^ lx “Kiang-yxj.”

Captain—A. E. Knights
Chief Officer—E. Sandsted
Second do. —G. Clark
Third do. —C. Larsen
Chief Pilot—W. P. Johnson
Chief Engineer— J. Ferricr
Second do. —A. Brown
Third do. —F. Parker

(24) ^ '}x.
“ Kiang-kwan.”

Captain—J. A. Parkins
Chief Officer—W. S. Williams
Second do. —
Third do. —H. P. Ellis

Chief Pilot— C. Bretfeld

Chief Engineer—A. Ferguson
Second do. —A. Air

(25) ^ fr “ Kiang-ytjng.”

Captain—H. Wells
Chief Officer—W. G. Williams
Chief Pilot—A. Nelson
Assist, do. —F. Matzen
Chief Engineer—C. Bernard
Second do. —A. MacAlister
Third do. —F. G. Bruce
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-(26) ^ '/r
“ Kiang-ttjng.”

Cay)tain—R. Yankowsky
Chief Officer—C. O. Weise
Chief Pilot—P. Carlson

Chief Engineer—R. R. Tni'kington

Second do. —W. Smith
Third do. —T. S. Adams

(27) m a “ Kiang-piau.”

Captain

—

Chief Officer—D. Park
Second do. —
Chief Engineer

—

Second do. —H. Rodger

(28) ^ U “ Riang-foo.”

Captain—T. Bassett
Chief Officer—W. J. Slackwood
Second do. —
Third do. —J. Crogar
Chief Pilot—E. Lindstrom
Second do. —J. Franks
Chief Engineer—P. Prevost
Second do. —J. McDonald
Third do. —F. Richardson

(29) ^ “ Kiang-ping.”

Captain—C. Holmes
Chief Engineer —W. Sanderson

(31) ^ ^ “Poo-chi.”

(32) up ^ “ PU-SHTJN.”

Captain—A. Croad
Chief Officer- G. C. Graham
Second do. —R. Lyle

Chief Engineer—J. Shearer

Second do. —W. Brown
Third do. —G. Wallace

M m “ Kwong-leb.”

Captain—R. Andrews, Jr.

Chief Officer—J. Adkins
Second do. —W. W. Morton
Chief Engineer—Jas. Watt
Second do. —J. Leonard
Third do. —W. Lungair

Glen Line of Steamers.
Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

Castle Line of Steamers.
-A.damson, Bell & Co., agents

Shire Line of Steamers.
Adamson, Bell & Co., agents

China Shippers’ Mutual S. N. Co.

Alfred Dent & Co., agents

^ ^ llffl

Ta-hoo-lin-shen-kung-sze.

China Navigation Co., Limited.
French Bund.

Butterfield & Swire, agents

Ocean Steamship Company.
Butterfield & Swire, agents

Florio & Rubattino’s Italian Mail
Steamers.

Carlowitz & Co., agents

Austro-Hungarian Lloyd Steam
Navigation Company.

Melcbers & Co., agents

CoMPAGNIE NaTIONALE DE NAVIGATION.
Cozon & Giraud, agents

Way-tuk-foong.

Shanghai Cargo Boat Company.
Wheelock & Co., agents

¥oovg-ta-poh-zayn-ong.

Co-operative Cargo Boat Co.
Lewis and Hoj)kins, managers

L. M. Gutterres

L. Sam-hai

Shanghai Tug Boat Association.
Directors— F. W. Galles, John Mon is, W.
M. Primrose

Agents—Morris & Co.

Manne Superintendent—Capt. C. McCaslin
Masters of Tugs—J. Roberts, Grandon,

Johnston, Latham
ChiefEngineer—J. Bannerman
Assist, do —J. Thomas
Diver—J. Wilson

China Shipowners’ Association.
Directors—John Morris, F. W. Galles, W.
M. Primrose

Agents—Morris & Co.

Shanghai Shipping Company.
Nils MoUer, agent
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Zung-t'a-mo-dow.
Shanghai and Hongkew and Jardine’s

Associated Wharves.
Manager—Duncan Glass (absent)

Acting Manager—Eobert Law
Acting Accountant—K. Evans
Wharfinger—W. Poignand

do. —H. Cooper
Clerh—Bernard Moore
do. —A. B. Severin
do. —C. E. Anton

mm
Poo-tung-mo-dow.

PooTHNG Wharf and Godown Co.
Eussell & Co., agents

L. L. Bush, manager
T. E. Eogers

Ehssell & Co.’s Kin Lee Yhen and
Hongkew Wharves.

L. L. Busl), manager
T. H. Berigny
J. Fritz

F. J. Marshall
O. Middleton
T. E. Eamsay

Shaw’s Godowns, Poothng.
B. D. Benjamin, proprietor

Shanghai Dock Company.
Myburgh & Dowdall, 21, Foochow Road,

secretaries and legal advisers

PooTUNG Dock Company.
Myburgh & Dowdall, 21, Foochow Eoad,

secretaries and legal advisers

Law-zayn-tsang.

Old Dock.
Foundry, Machine Shop, and Ship Yard.
S. C. Farnbam & Co., lessees

^ ® m a ® if
Poo-tung toong-ha-doo zay-oo,

Poothng Dock.
S. C. Farnham & Co., lessees

^ ^ #
Zeang-sung-zay-oo.

New Dock.
Boyd & Co., agents and owners

J. W. Ord, manager

Pau-zung-chi-tsong

.

Lower Dock.
S. C. Farnl am & Co.,

]
roprietors

SB.

Chirig-loong.

The Pilot Company.
Office, Mustard & Co., Nanking Road

^

Schooners 8. C. Farnham, C. P.

and Buhy
R. A. J. Anderson, W. B. Bain, J. Briiav

H. Cameron, W. van Corbach, G, i?.

Dalrymple, A. Getley, J. H. Hoa'-, i',,,,

H. Hjonsbery, F. A. Kofod, E. d.

MacCaslin, J. Pike, John Snowden

Independent Pilots.

J. T. Taylor (agents, Hall & Holtz Co,j,

G. Mobsby (Temperance Hall)^ if.
,

Brand, W. A. Buri’, D. C. Campbep,
J. E. Coates, J. Jiirgensen, M. Nelsoj,^

\. Smith (absent), J. Vaughan, E, WIIt
liams, H. N. Cunningham, E. KnoG.
B.J. Muller

Reserve—D. Martin, W. N. Deville

Upper Yangtsze Pilots,

Agents—J. Carter, Rue du Consnlat

J. Brun, J. Carter, B. Clough, P. 8, HiC?
key, A. McCappin, P. M. Petersen^ 1)^

Popp, J. Robinson, C. Thompson

Kai-phtg-kwang-wu-hu-hiuh.

Chinese Engineering and Mining
General Manager—Tong King Sing

Acting General Manager—Tong Mow Clre^

Agent-^

Selangor Tin Mining Compak>,
Perak Tin Mining and Smelting iio,

Perak Sugar Cultivation Co,
Chas. J. Dudgeon, secretary

M. de Souza

Chinese Sabah Land Farming Co.
Morris & Co., general agents

Ho-ming.
Reuter’s Telegram Company, Limite^^

19, Szechuen Road.

Geo. E. Corner, agent

Joaquim F. de Senna, Jr.
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Deen-seenhong.

G iisAT Northern Telegraph Company,
Office, 7, The Bund.

Oet eral Manager for China and Japan
J, Henningsen, K.D.

Engineer and Electrician— J. M. Holst
Accountant— S. A. H. Green (absent)

Eo, —V. H. Hansen
Mechanician—Oscar Steglich

Eo. —J. Timm
Eo. —H. C. J. Wohler

CUff Clerk~E. C. K. Petersen
telegraphists—P. N. Nygaard, H. J.

Muhlensteth, J. Nielsen, F. G. Nielsen,

F. P. Faber, J. C. C. Eiissell, C. Ras-
mussen, H. Mei r, H. Meyeren

Counter Clerk—A. A. do Rozario
Pupil—J. Damaz'o
Chinese Interpjreter—Tsai Shou Kie

WoosuNG Station.
F, Carlson

Gxjtzlaff Station.
Mlecirician— J. Han-en

Store Nordiske, repairing steamer.
Captain— E. Suenson
Electrician—J. Schiern

Chief Officer—M. J. Hillebrandt

Chief Engineer—A. Dick

U IS m « A
Eah-dong-deen-seen-hong.

Eastern Extension, Australasia and
China Telegraph Co., Limited.

,
Office, The Bund.

Walter Judd, superinteiKlent

C. J. Cole, clerk in charge

C. J. TJren, operator

L. Webster, do.

H. H. Gilby, do.

P. A. Cordeii’o, assistant

J. C. Braga, do.

G. Marcal do.

^ 4*

Chunq-TcwoTc-tin-pau-Tcuk.

Imperial Chinese Telegraphs.
Sheng Hung-shuen, director general

Cbing To-chai, director

King Ling-shtin, manager
Cbing Hui-chih
C. C, Bojesen, engineer-in-chief

Chu Tsz-ven, clerk-in-charge

JNtu Shan-chow, accountant

China and Japan Telephone Co.,

Limited.
Head Office, 3, Gt. Winchester St.

London.
J. D. Bishop, general manager, “ Shang-

hai Exchange,” The Bund

British North Borneo Co.
Alfred Dent & Co., agents

Imperial Miike Coal Mine.
Mitsui Bussan Kaishia, agents

Nagasaki Dockyard and Patent Slip.

Yeend Duer, agent

Takasima Colliery.
Teend Duer, agent

H. SvlTa

Insurances.

Adamson, Bell & Co., agents

—

Lancashire Insurance Co., of Man-
chester

Pacific Insurance Co., of Svdney
South Aus'ralian Insurance Co., of

Adelaide (Marine)
Mercantile Marine Insurance Co., of

South Australia

Thames and Mersey Marine Insur-

ance Company
National Marine Insurance Co.

Arnhold, Karberg & Co., agents

—

Straits Insurance Company, Limited
Hamburg Magdeburg Fire Insurance

Company
Le Cercle-Tran sports, Societe Anonyme

d’AssurancesMaritimes, Marseille
“ Fortuna,” Allgeineine Versiche-

ruiigs Action G( sellschaft, Ber-

lin

Mannheim Insurance Co., Ld.

Buttei'field & Swire, agents

—

Royal Exchange Assurance Corpora-

tion of London
British and Foreign Marine In-

surance Company, Limited
London and Lancashire Fire In-

surance Co.

Carlowitz & Co., agents

—

Hamburg Bremen Fire Insurance Co.

Carter & Co., agents

—

Phoenix Fire Insurance Company
Lancashire Fire and Life Insurance

Company
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iS « lir®
Pao-siew-chau-shang-lciuh.

China Merchants’ Insurance Company
Tong King Sing, general manager
Ho Shun Chee, secretary

1®
Pao-ning.

China Tbadees’ Insueance Company
(Limited), 7, Nanking Eoad.

J. E. Eeding, agent
W. W. Notl
E. F. Botclho

Cozon & Giraud, agents

—

La Fonciere (Lyonnaise r^unie) Com-
pagnie d’Assurance Maritimes

Dent & Co., Alfred, agents

—

Norwich Union Fire Insurance Society

Eoyal Exchange Assurance, Marine
Branch

Drysdale, Einger & Co., agents

—

London and Provincial Marine In-

surance Co.

Positive Government Life Assurance
Company

Dyce & Co., agents

—

Scottish Imperial Life Insurance
Company

Evans, Pugh & Co., agents

—

Universal Marine Insurance Com-
pany, Limited

The City of London Fire Insurance
Company, Limit d

Fearon, Low & Co., agents

—

General Fire Assurance Corn] any
New Zealand Fire Insurance Co.

New York Life Insurance

Frazar & Co., agents

—

New York, Boston, and San Fran-
cisco Boards of Underwriters

American Shipmasters’ Association
Queen Fire Insurance Company of

Liverpool and London
Java Sea and Fire Insufance Co.

National Marine Insurance Co. of

South Australia

Fung King Hong, agents

—

On Tai Insurance Co. of Hongkong

Gibb, Livingston & Co., agents

—

Lloyd’s

Imperial Fire Insurance Co.
Cliina Fire Insurance Co., Limited
Merchant Shipping and Underwriters’

Association of Melbourne
The Underwriting and Agency Asso-

ciation, London
Sociela Italia d’Assicurazione Marit-

time Fluivalie Terrestri, Genova
Assicurazion Generali in Trieste

Italia and Helvetia Marine Insur-
ance Company, Limited

Commercial Union Assurance, Life

Department

Gipperich & Burchardi, agents

—

Prussian National Fire Insurance Co.

Harvie, J. Alex., agent

—

Eeliance Marine Insurance Company

Holliday, Wise & Co., agents

—

Manchester Fire Insurance Company
London Assurance Comporation, Fire

and Marine
Manchester Underwriters’ Associa-

tion

Iveson & Co., agents

—

Eoyal Insurance Co. of Liverpool

Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

—

Canton Insurance Office, Limited
Triton Insurance Company
Ocean Marine Insurance Co. of Bombay
Hongkong Fire Insurance Co., Limited

Alliance Fire Insurance Company

Lavers & Co., agents

—

Ocean Marine Insiu’ance Company
Commercial Union Assurance Co.

(Fire)

Lind, Adam, agent

—

Marine Insuiance Co., Limited
Marine and General Mutual Life

Assurance Society

Maclean & Co., P., agents

—

Joint Underwriters’ Union of Ams-
terdam

Melchers & Co., agents

—

Chinese Insurance Company, Lim.ited

Austrian Insurance Co., “Donau,”
Vienna

Germanic Lloyd’s
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Easier Transport Versicherungs Ge-
sellschaft

Allgemeiue Versiclieruiigs Gesell-
schaft “Helvetia”

“ Ebenania ” VersicheruLgs Actien
Gesellscbaft, in Kolii

“Provideiitia” Frankfurter Versiche-
rungs Gesellschafl

Badische Scliilffalirts Assecuranz
Company, Mannheim

Bremen Underwriters
United Swiss Marine nsurance Co.
North German Fire Insurance Co.

of Hamburg
Fire Insutance Association, Limited
London and Lancashire Life Assu-

rance Co.

Mitsu Bishi Mail Steamship Co., agents

—

Tokio Marine Insurance Co.

Moller, Nils, agents

—

Sveriges Allmiinna Insurance Co.,

Limited, of Gothenburg

Pau-ha-liong.

Noeth China Insurance Company, Ld.
Head Office, Hankow Eoad.

J. Kennard Davis, secretary

R. D. Starkey, assistant secretary

W. Pardon
A. S. T. Clifton

H. I. Price

J. F. do Eozario
C. G. Warbui’g, marine surveyor

Hongkong Branch.

Alex. Ross, agent

R. H. Beauchamp
C, E. Osmund

Yokohama Branch.

B. C. T. Gray, acting agent
Sing.ipore Branch.

W. G. Bayne, agent
London Branch, 25 Cornhill, E. C.

Herbert S. Morris, agent

Agents for the Commercial Union As-
surance Co. (Marine Branch)

Overbeck & Co., agents

—

Eidgenossische Transport Versiche-

rungs Gesellscbaft, in Zurich

Phipps, W. T., agent

—

Standard Life Assurance Company
Sun Fire Office

Primrose & Co., agents

—

South British Fire and Marine In-
surance Co., of New Zealand

Russell & Co., agents

—

North British and Mercantile Insur-
ance Company, Fire

Schellliass & Co., Ed., agents

—

TransatlamisclieGiiter Versicherungs
Gesellscbaft, Berlin

Liibecker Feuer Versicherungs Ge-
sellschaft, Liibeck

Magdeburger Allgemeine Versiche-
r jngd Gesellscbaft

Consolidated Marine Insurance Com-
panies

“Rhenania” Versicherumgs Actien
Gesellscbaft in Colon

Fire Insurance Co., of 1877, Hamburg

I

Shanghai Marine Engineers’ Mutual In-

j

surance Society, Limited

—

Wilmer Harris, secretary

I

« '

tS* IM"
‘

I

S]Mng-hai-po-him-l;ung-sze.

i

Shanghai Fire Insun m e Co., Limited, 21

j

Foochow Road
Tong Mow Chee, chairman
Lee Chu Ping, general manager
Lee Hip San, assistant manager
Wong Tsze-shun, clerk

Sieber-Waser, agents

—

La Suisse Comj agnie Assurances
Maritimes

Siemssen & Co., agents

—

Samarang Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

Globe Marine Insurance Company,
Limited, of London,

Transatlantic Fire Insurance Com-
piany. Limited, of Hamburg

Dusseldorf Universal Marine In-

surance Company, Limited
German Lloyd Marine Insurance Com-

pany, Limited, of Berlin

Union of Ham!;urg Underwriters

FonoiMe Pester Versicherungs Aus-
talt, Buda-Pcst

Turnbull, Howie & Co., agents

—

Liverpool and London and Globe
Insurance Company
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Turner & Co., agents—
Northern Assurance Company

Tweedie, W. L., sgent—
Shipmasters’ and Officers’ Protection

Association of Scotland

Pau-an.
Union Insurance Society oe Canton,

Limited.

6, Foochow Eoad.
Douglas Jones, agent
C. W. Baird, acting agent
A. J. Easton
A. da Rago

Agents for the Home and Colonial

Marine Insurance Co., Limited

Welch, Lewis & Co., agents

—

Scottish Union and National In-

surance Company, Fire and Life

Wisner & Co., agents

—

Guardian Assurance Company

Tangtszr Insceance Association, Ld.
Russell & Co., secretaries

Banks.

fi| fJR
Ah-lca-leh.

Agra Bank, Limited, 4, Kiukiang Road
F. W. Lemarchand, manager
R. M. Campbell, acting accountant
A. C. Cork, assistant

W. L. Twccdie (absent)

E. F. de Sruna

tJii

Ila-Tca-le.

Chartered Bank of India, Australia, and
China, Tangtsze Road

A. J. M. Inverarity, manager
John MacMorran, accountant at

Shanghai, and agent at Hankow
E. B. Skottowe, sub-accountant
A. Diniz

S. J. Diniz
J. Norouha
A. J. d’Altneida

Ytw-lee.

Chartered Mercantile Bank ofIndia, Lon-
don, and China

Geo. Wilson, acting manager

R. L. Symes, acting accountant

J. M. E. da Silva

A. P. Pereira

tr ® H #
Fa~lan-se-ning-ong.

Comptoir d’Escompto de Paris, The Bund
E. G. Vouillemont, manager
L. Glena', sub-accountant

C. C. Inchbald, sub-accountant

F. Hincelot, assistant accountant
R. Martins
H. Jorge
F. L. Place

J. R. Simoens
G. Xavier

First National Bank, Tokio
Mitsui Bussau Kaishia, agents

Hwuy-foong.

Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Corpora-
tion, The Bund
Ewen Cameron, manager (absent)

John Walter, acting manager
Andrew Veitch, sub-manager
L. C. Balfour, acting accountant

(absent)

R. Wilson, acting accountant
G. M. Byres
H. Hewat
J. C. Nicholson
J. Moffat

H. B. R. Hunter
J. R. M. Smith
T. McC. Brown
G. T. How
A. J. Nicol

B. Ruttonjee
A. J. Diniz

D. M. Gutterres

B. de Souza
S. J. Rangel
E. E. Soares

J. de Souza

London and Westminster Bank Limited
Bank of Montreal
Ulster Bank, Limited, Belfast

Lavers & Co., agents for payment of cir-

cular notes

National Bank of India, Limited
Turner & Co., agents
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Le-tzu

New Oriental Bank Corporation, Limited,

Tbe Bund
W. Walson, aciing manager
John R. Haggitt, acting accountant
P. M. de Carvalho
J. L. Pereira

Oriental Bank Corporation, In Liquida-

tion

W. Watson
John E. Haggitt

Attorneys for the official liquidator

Merchants, Professions, Trades, &e.

nnm &
E ho-la EangSong.

Ahdoola & Co., A., milliners, drapers, &c.,

704, Nanking Eoad, opposite Racquet
Court
Abrahim Ahdoola (absent)

Cassam Ahmed, manager
A. B. Ayoob

Wa-foong.
Abraham, A. E. J., merchant, Kiukiang
Road

E. J. Moses
J. J. Judah

T'itn-zeang.

Adamson, Bell & Co., merchants, The Bund
F. H. Bell

Chas. Lyall G-rant (absent)
F. M. Youd (absent)

G. B. Dodwell
Otto Meuser
A. J. H. Carlill

J. W. H. Burgoyne
Alex. St' wart
G. S. Piper
J. H. McGillivray
S. Spooner
D. R. Law
C. M. de Senna
J. M. Botelho
T. M. Dormer (Foochow)
F. H. Cave-Thomas (do.)

M. Woodley (do.)

H. A. J. Maciay (do.)

H. B. Souza ('iO')

E. Wex (Yokohama)
G. J. Melhuish (do.)

G. S. Thomson (do.)

A. J. Correa (do.)

Fred. Dodwell (Hongkong)
E. S. Whealh r (do.)

A. A. Botelho (do.)

F. Campos (do.)

Alvares, E. M., medical practitioner

4n
Mow-Sing

American Trading Co., 11a, Szechuen Road
T. Harold Vale, agent

J. J. Dunne
J. M. d’Oliveira

Amoore, H. E., broker

Hip-wo Song.
Anderson & Co., Robt., merchants, 11,

Peking Road
J. H. Anderson (absent)

P. McGregor Grant
F. W. Styan
A. E. Allen (Kiukiang)
A. N. Hood

Soey-che.

Arnhold, Karberg & Co., merchants, 10,

Nanking Road
Ph. Arnhold

C. Beurmann
G. Sachaii

I'. Siiidter, silk inspector

F. X. Eucarnaciio

Sing yoong-fah.

Ashley &Co., sailmakers, 80 to 83, Tsingpoo
Road, Hongkew

C. J. Ashley

^*1
Le-zo.

Astor House, Hotel, Billiard room and
Bowling Alleys, 11, Hongkew Bund

Alex. Bielfeld, proprietor
M. F. Palteison, do.

J. E. Jensen
M. F. Dzioiik, clerk
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Wha-yew.
Baessler, John, ship and freight broker and

commission agent, 4, Canton Eoad

mm
Bay-lee.

Bailey, Jno., accountant, land, house and
estate agent, 1 and 7, Commercial Cham-
bers, 24, Nanking fioad
John Bailey

G-. W. Stiles

Tai-loong.
Barlow & Co., merchants, Peking Eoad

D. A. Darling
J. S. Pollitt

W. McDonald

gJPQ
Ba-ton.

Barton, Captain Z., surveyor to H.B.M.
Eegistry office of Shipping, Bureau Ve-
ritas, and local Insurance offices, 7,
Canton Eoad

Bavier, Meyer & Co., 6, Kiangso Eoad
E. de Sav:er (Lyons)
O. E. Meyer (New York)
H. S mon (do.)

A. Nachtrieb

3c JI^
Be-le-u.

Belle Vue ” Eace Course
Mrs. 0. Williams

Miss Eoggers

Pen-ge-man.

Benjamin, B. D., merchant, Kiukiang
Eoad; residence, Carter Eoad

Mow-hee yang-hong.
Bidwell, H. S.

H. S. Bidwell
N. F. Tang

Yien-ta.

Bielfeld, A. & P., auctioneer.'^, brokers, and
general commission agents, 4, Canton
Eoad

Alex. Bielfeld

Franz Bielfeld

F. Holdinghausen, signs per pro.

J. M. Eangel

Bing-00.

Birt & Co., W., merchints, 3, Honan Eoad
W. Birt

C. O. Liddell

T. T. Williams
G. H. Purcell

Deen-cho-tsze Zou-chee.

Bishop, J. D., C.E., M.S.T.E., telegraph

engineer
;

consulting electrician to

French and English Municipal Councils

Chang-le.

Bisset & C '., J. P., land agents, share

brokers, &c., 6, Foochow Eoad
Jas. Buchanan (absent)

W. Buchanan
C. W. Hre
Alex. Cushuy, Jr.

Fooh fa.

Boulangerie Francaise, 30, Eue du Consulat

J. A. St. Bois

Poo-wai.

Bovet Brothers & Co., merchants, 29,

Kiangse Eoad
A. Bovet (absent)

E. de Malherbe

E-yuen.
Brand Brothers & Co., merchants, 10,

Tangtsze Eoad
David Brand (absent)

William Brand
C. H. King
G. E. Wingrove
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Zeang-sung.

Boyd & Co., engineers aud shipbuilders

P. V. Grant
Wm. Robertson (absent)

John Riacb

C. W. Hay
James Johnston
John Prentice

Jas. H. Osborne
James Mackenzie
A. McCallum »

J. Liddell

J. Ford
J. Wallace Ord
F. W. Eawsthorne
R. Barry
John Wilson
A. Roberts
L. Adrian
H. Shinagawa
W. Edwards
Geo. Cane
R. Lent
R. Scott

Beh-lay-fa.

Brandt, 0., bill, bullion, and general

broker, and accountant, 40, Nanking
Road, and thv. Olub

m^ A
Da-ying E-yuen.

British Dispensary, 1, The Bund
Mactavish and Lehmann, chemists,

druggists, and aerated water manu-
facturers

Jas. W. Mactavish
Stewart M. McLeish

E. D. Meldrum
P. H. Twigg

nymn
Nee-ch’ing-nga.

Bubbling Well Cottage

, proprietor

Esay-sung.

Buchheister, J. J., merchant, 1, Ningpo

Road
J. J. Buchhe.ster

•: C. Stepharius

Nee-foong.
Buck & Ramsay, tailors and outfitters, 28,
Nanking Road
Hart Buck
C. A. Ramsay

Pw-ch-' E-sang.

Burge, F. J., L.K.C.P. Lon., M.R.C.S.
Eng., L.M., A.K.C., Eiverbank, 71.

Broadway, Hongkew

-tfs

Dziang-meu.
Burkill, A. R., public silk inspector, 3,

Kiukiang Roa'l

G. Henderson

Hsin-pui-lee.

Buse, J., merchant, 15, Canton Road

Soey-chong.

Butler, Geo., public tea inspector, 11, Sze-

chuen Road

A
Ta-hoo.

Butterfield & Swire, merchants. The Bund
John S. Swire (England)
William Lang (absent)

J. H. Scott

F. R. Gamwell (England)
E. Mackintosh (Hongkong)

F. B. Auhert
A. Burrows
H. B. Endicott
Jas. Hall
H. Baker
E. Tomlin
H. Smith
E. R. Dowley
D. Nesbitt

J. W. Callaway
Alex. Cane
John Whittle
T. Ford
Stuart Smith
J. B. Fonseca
A. J. Noronha
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Kivan(j-ho.

Caldbcck, MacGregor & Co., wine, spirit,

and beer merchants, 7, Foochow Road
E. J. Caldbeck
J. MacGregor (London)

J. W. Gande
London Branch, 101, Leadenball St.

Agencies: Amoy, F. W. Bruce
Chinkiang, Gearing & Co.

Foochow, Newman & Co.

Hankow, Alexr. Price

Hongkong, Norton & Co.

Kobe, H. E. Rejnell & Co.

Nagas aki. Holme, Kinger& Co

.

Tientsin, Wm. Forbes
Yokohama, Alexr. W. Glennie

Kwang-nay.

Camajee & Co., D. N., merchants, 24,

Kiangse Eoad
H. D. Camajee

# iii

Lai-chung-wui.

Camp Hotel, swimming baths and sani-

tarium, Tangtszepoo Road

^oiii
Lai-wo.

Carlowitz & Co., merchants, 19, Kiu-
kiang Road

A. Krauss
R. Joergens
P. Blesky
A. Holm
Th. Rutf

Carter, J., auctioneer and storekeeper,

and agent Upper Tangtsze Pilots, Rue
du Con^ulat

Chung-ho.

Carter & Co., silk brokers, 24, Kiangse Rd.
W. H. Carter (absent)

W, H. Dalgliesh (absent)

A. C. Westall
W. Lamond
W. D. Little

Kwong-ts’ang.

Cawasjee Pallanjee & Co., meixbants, 3,

Tang King Pang
Cooverjce Rusiomjee
Pestonjee Cooverjee

F. Bomanjee

Chun-yuen Yan-shu-Tcoon.

“Celestial Empire,” published weekly,
“ Shanghai Courier,” every evening,

corner of Nanking and Kiangse Roads
John G. Thirkell, proprietor, mana-

ger and editor

T. H. Colgan, reporter

R. F. Martins, overseer

F. P. do Eozario, foreman
A. M. d’Aquino, compositor
Art. do Rozario, do.

D. Maher, do.

D. F. Santos, do.

F. S. Kinones, do.

M. Passos, do.

Way-chaong.

Central Hotel, corner of Nanking Road
and The Bund

F. E. Reilly, proprietor

S. H. Schmid, manager

Na-pu-lu-mo-vong.

Central Stables, Foochow Road
R. Zwarg, veterinarian, manager

Foong-yu.
China and Japan Trading Company, Li-

mited, importers of, and dealers in

genei al merchandise, commission agents

and auctioneers
;
Head Office, 32, Burl-

ing Slip, New York, Branches in ports

of Japan and Shanghai
F. E. Haskell, manager
W. E. Eastlack

H. L. Gordon
F. McKeige
A. M. da Silva

J. Baird
J. S. Nunes
J. Jones
J. Brit to

F. H. Haskell
T. Harris
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Ka-lah
Clark, J. D., commission merchant, valuer,
and broker, 3, Canton Road

Clarke, W. J., bill and bullion broker, 33,
Szechuen Road

Comins, C., share and general broker.
Hotel des Colonies

Me-sz Koo-^a.
Cook, M. H., sail-maker, rigger, and ship-

chandler, 315, 316, 317, Broadway
M. H. Cook

E. G. Schiller

Ho-minp.
Corner, Geo. E., public accountant, 19,

Szechuen Road

if
Doonq wo,

Cory, J. M., architect, 1, Kiukiang Eoad
J. M. Cory, A.E.I.B.A.

F. L. Marshall

Coutts, G. W., bill and bu'lion broker.
The Club

Fuh-is’ang.

Cozon & Gir.iud, successors to Lacroix,
Cousins & Co., 6, Hanhow Road

G. Bluntschli

G. Lajeat
A. P. Campos

Koovg-ch''''ng.

Cromie, Charles, public silk inspector, 3,

Kiukiang Roid

King-wivg.

Cumine & Co., mercb mt:-', 3, Siking R<^ad

Chas. Cumine (al'seni)

A. G. T. Cumine
John Coopi r

J. Valentine

tr '/^ ^
Vooli t'a.

Dadabhoy Bui-jorjee, broker, 32, Foochow
Eoad

Dallas, Barnes, bill and bullion broker,

Bubbling Well Road

#0
Yeh-sung.

Daly,S., broker, 33, Szechuen Ed. (absent)

?iB
Lfi-Tte.

Deanery, I’be, 13, Hankow Road.
Rev. F. R. Smith, M.A., chaplain

mm
Pau-zung.

Dent & Co., Alfred, merchants, 16, The Bund
Alfred Dent (absent)

H. R. Hearn
Edward Wheeley (absent)

H. P. Buckley
J. P. da Silva

« « ^
Vf'l* Xv^9_7'J^‘V1

Dowdall, W. M., A.E.I.b’.A., architect,

Szechuen Road, opposite Agra Bank

Tai-mm,
Drummond and Latham, barristers-at-

law, No. 4, Balfour Buildings

W. V. Drummond, residence, Bub-
bling Well Eoad

I T. Latham
Lo Cheng Yee

i
Kwan Chi Ming

tr
Ttih-hiiing.

Drysdale, Ringer & C'*., 7, Canton Road
J. M. Ringer

J. Danenberg

a
Yue-tmng.

Dufour Brothers i -Jo., 7, UpperTuen-ming-
yuen R ad

A. Schroers

C. Bohnen
E. Ghisi
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Dunman, W., broker, 34, Nanking Road

Tun-sin.

Djce & C merchants, 1, Kiukiang Road
C. M. Dyce
A. Burman (absent)

Wm. Alianson
G. A. Matthews

Chang -kee.

Ebrahim & Co., Abdoolally
Essabhoy Ebrahim, manager
Dawoodbhoy Abdoo’ally

^ij Q A
Pah-po-le.

Ebrahimbhoy Pubaney, merchant, 29,
French Bund

Soomar Mowjee, mana2;er

Carmaly Jan Mahomed

H-lee-see.

Ehlers, Aug., merchant, 6, Szechuen Road

A-van Man dow-tien.

"“Empire Steam Brewery and Aerated
Waters Manufactoiy,” 7, Ming Hong
Road, Hongkew
H. Evans, proprietor
W. Papps

Ying-loong.

England, C. R., auctioneer, commission
agent, furniture dealer, &c.,40, Nanking
Road

Poto wo
Evans, Pug'i & Co., 5, Tbe Bund

J. H. Evans (abs -nt)
W. Pugh do.
J. A. Hawes do.

W. Walter
P. V. da Fonseca
F. J. PjusBci fHankow)

A-van Man-dow-tien.

Evans & Co., shipchandlers, bakers, anij

importers of wines and spirits, 7, Ming
Hong Road, Hongkew; town branch,

3, Nanking Road
Henry Evans
Wm. Papps

Sing-kong.

Ezra & Co., Isaac, mei chants, 18, Kiukiang

Road

Da-ying New na-bang.

Farm, The, opposite the Grand Stand
residence, “Poverty Hall

”

J. P. N. da Silva

D. M. de Souza

# W
Ya-soong.

Farnham & Co., S. C., dock owners, ship,

wrights, engineers, &c., 14, Broadway,
Old Bock, Pootung Bock, and Lowe?
Bock
James Simpson
F. W. Galles

G. Galles

J. S. Knowles
E. P. Wickham
Js . Webster
J. Dick
B. Cranston
B. T. Black
O. Armstrong
A. Robertson
A. Miithieson

Jas. Smith
R. R. Oswald
A. Gillanders

Hip-lonng.

Fearon, Low & Co., merchants, 13, Poo,
ciiow Road

J. S. Fearon
R. i. Fearon (New Yo k)

E. G. Low
.T. K. Cunningham (Japan)
R. H. Pye (Amoy)

H. O. Jeyes (Amoy)
S. C. Y. d Figueiredo
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Tull le-jin.

I’entum, G. B., profes-sor of music, 1,

Sunkiang Eoad

Ferguson, A., share and general broker,

19a, Foochow Eoad

Fergusson, J. C., C.E., consulting engi-

neer, 25, Kiangse Eoad

Fisher, Dr. J. C., medical practitioner

#

'rr ^
Fung-Ji ing-hong.

Fung Hing Hong, 37, French Bund
L. Keng-yam, manager
L. Seek Long, do.

T, W. Song
T. Lian Bee
F. Tsoo-chang
T. Pat-chong
K. y. Wong
S. P. York

sB Si
Sin-hing-che.

Gamman & Co., 20, Foochow Eoad
E. Gamman

Way-de-le.

Fisler, L. F., portrait and landscape pho-

tographer, 14f, Foochow Eoad

^ ^
Kwang-yilc-shu-Tcun.

Fonseca & Co., printers, 13, Peking Eoad
Aug. X. Eozario

J. F. d’Aquino

Van- tah.

Forrester & Co., merchants, 6, Foochow
Eoad
Wm. Forrester

W. N. Beatty

C. H. Nail

Ying-mow.

Francis & Co., E., 10, Peking Eoad
Eobcrl Francis

Fr.tnzenbacb, L., metallurgist, 33, Eue de
Consulat

Foong-Va.

Frazar & Co., merehants, 7, Kiukiang
Eoad

Everett Frazar (New York)
W. S. Wetmore
John Lindsley (Yokohama)

E. F. Eastlack

M. G. de Souza

German and Scandinavian Sailors’ Home,
Yang King Pang

J, C. Williams, proprietor

A. T. O'sen, manager

m )ii m
Nan-shu -tai.

Gfsseil, A., broker and general commis-
sion merchant, 60, French Bund

A. Gessoit

F. A. Gesseit

H. C. Chow

IE ^
Zung-lie.

Gibb, Livingston & Co., mei chants. The
Bund

A. G. Wood
A. McLeod

F. G. White
C. S. Sharp
H. Sheppard
E. Halton, Jr.

H. E. Kinnear
Earn say G. Gibb
E. C. Ozor'o

Ti 7^^- ^ ^
Koong- Wo.

Gilmour, David, public silk inspector,

Hankow Eoad
D. Gilmour (absent)

Arthur Anderson
Claude A. Eees
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nmm^
Hsifig-loong

.

Gipperich and Burchardi, merchants, 4
and 5, Szechuen R .'ad

E. Gipj erich

Fr. A. Burchardi
W, Klein

J. Haalcke

Tiui-wo.

Gore-Booth. E. H., broker, The Club

Gore-Booth, E. H., The Club

Green, Mrs., milliner and dressmaker,
Nanking Road

Gronner & Co., A., merchants and com-
mission agents, 15, Szechuen Road

A. Hoflich

F, Mesquita

iSui-hsing.

Gubbay, Reuben A., bill and bullion

broker, 4, Sassoon Buildings, 19, Nan-
king Road

Zien-ai.

Guieu Freres, bakers, v7ine and spirit

importers, storekeepers and commission
agents. Rue Montauban, and at Hai-
phong and Hanoi

C. Guieu
L. Guieu
E. Villard

Lau hung-foong.

Habibbhoy, Ahmeclbhoy, merchant, Kiangse

Road
Jairazbhoy Luccumsey, manager

S I'M fr
Sin hung-foong.

Habibbhoy, Rehemoobhoy, merchant,
Kiangse Road

Jairazbhoy Luccumsey, manager

Hagart & Co., merchants, 3, Kiukiang
Road

0. Cromie, agent

TucTc-tai

Hague, F., corner of Szechuen and Han-
kow Roads

Loong sing Ma E-sang
Hall, H. E., veterinarian and shoeing

smith. Rue des Peres, French Concession

Eoh E-sang.
Hall, J. Ward, DiD.S., dental surgeon, 1,

The Bund

^ ^ fI) m
Fnh-le Hung-see.

The Hall & Holtz Co-operative Company,
shipchandlers, provision importers, wine
and spirit merchants, furniture manu-
facturers, jewellers, drapers, outfitters,

tailors, upholsterers, house furnishers,

bakers, &c., &c. Office and Stores,

Nanking Road; Steam Factory, Soo-

chow Road
;
Bakery, Szechuen Road

H. Everall
)

W. H. Short (

E. Byrne (absent)
(

®

H. Dyer )

W. W. Clifford, secretary

A. R. Bowman
P. F. Carion
J. P. Cottam
Frank Dallas

B. R. Grayston
James Gurney
W. Hayward
Hector Kirby
W. S. Marten
M. J. Michae
D. O’Rourke
W. G. Palin

Jno. C. Quick
C. J. Rawlinson
S. B. R'-medios
A. E. Roger
J. A. Stewart
Chas. J. Stewart
M. de Souza
Jno. Wilson
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Wah-ia.

Harris, Goodwin & Co., merchants, 21,

Kiukiang Road
E. E. Harris (London)
P. Goodwin (Biriniugham)

J. W. Broadbent
V. F. Senna
S. S. Lowe (Hongkong)
E. Austin (Singapore)

Har-vee-hong.

BCaatvie, J. Alexr., merchant and commis-
sion agent, 28, Kiangse Road

J. A. Harvie

Harvie, Wm. Morrison, importing and
commission agent, 5, Thome’s Build-
ings, Ningpo Road

Mae-szing.

Harris, Wilnier, public accountant, 4,

Peking Read

Pah E-sang.

Henderson, Macleod, and Milh s

Edward Henderson, M.D., F.R.C.S.,

Edin., municipal surgeon and health

officer, 2, Shantung Read
Neil Macleod, M.I)., C.M., Edin., medi-

cal officer to TJ.S. Consulate General,

4, Hongkong Road
W. Jennings Milles, P.R.C.S. Eng.,

L.R.C.P. Lon., 2, Shantung Road
(Surgeons to Chinese Hospital)

Poo-le.

Hermitage Hotel, Sicaway
Mrs. Anna Hoflich, propi’ietrix

Yew-chong.

Hewett & Co., merchants, 8, Peking Road
W. Hewett, Jat)r. (London)
F. Hewett, (''f*-)

H. J. Such
F. W. Such
F. Grose
E. da Silva

Hae-wan.
Hey, E., general broker, auctioneer, and

commission merchant, 65, Rue Montau-
ban

m
Yuen-chang.

Hirsbrun ner& Co.
,
watch makers,

j
ewellers,

andgeneral importers, 1, Nanking Road
John Hirsbrunner
John MacGregor

Tzun-mow.
Hirsbrunner, Jas., general merchant and

commission agent, 7, Siking Road,
corner of Honan Road

Jas. Hirsbrunner
Chas. A. Brunner (Tientsin)

G. Ernest Knopp

Chaou-foong.

Hogg, E. Jenner, 10, Peking Road

Ne-ke.

Holliday, Wise & C''., merchants,
and Foochow Roads

C. J. Holliday

P. Anderson
J. W, Williamson
F. E. Nicliol

A. Ross
L. Barretto

A. do Rozarif)

S. A. de Souza

Kiangsa

Honan Road Dispensary
Jas. W. Mactavish

» n 1'^

Kwan Cheon Ki He hon.

Hongkew Iron Works, 1113 and 1114,

Broadway, Hongkew
Kwan Cheong & Co., proprietors, en-

gineers, boilermakers, iron founders,

ship builders, contractors, and dea-

lers in engineers’ and ships’ stores

Leong Fungsai, manager
Lum Wanchuen, assist, manager
E. W. Clements, engineer supdt,

Hii Kaipong, engineer

Li Choichee, accountant
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Hongkew Hotel, Broadway
W. A. Watson, proprietor

E. H. Stone
G. W. Freeman

^ Bl!* ®
Ching-pa-mi-a.

Hongkew Toilet Club, Broadway
F. Klampermeyer, proprietor, surgical

assistant and nurse

Louis Buaoi
H. Dultin

Hongkew Medical Hall, Whangpoo Eoad
Mactavish and Lehmann

Jas. W. Mactavish
Stewart M. McLeish

Jas. Whitton

n ^
Sang-ta.

Hunt, W. E. public silk inspector and
commission agent, 46, Kiangse Eoad

y#
Ho-ching.

Hutchings, C.H., general broker, shipping

and commission agent, 4, Peking Eoad

n M^
Sing-yiien-yang-hong.

Hyde, Hertz & Co., 17, Peking Eoad
Will. W. Hyde (absent)

Henry Hertz
T. Craven
E. Foreshaw

Tuh-unzg-niew-yang-nioh-tsong.

Hopkins, Mrs. Laviuia, butcher and cattle

dealer, Szechuen Eoad

tr ft
Ye-poo-ching-Jwng.

Iburg, J. C. H., teacher ofmusic and piano
tuner, 5 and 6, Hanking Eoad

Hopkins, G. G., broker, Foochow Eoad

Mih-ts’dy-le.

Hotel des Colonies, A. Seissou & Co., Eue
Montauban

A. Seissou (absent)

Ch. Brown
IT. Videau
H. Becopptt, stewai’d

J. Biuine, cook
V. Duval, clerk

G. Borton

Shu- chi.

Hotel-garni, 5, Nanking Eoad
Mrs. Iburg, proprietrix

How, A. J.

nnMm
Wall-lee.

1,

Hongkong Eoad

n # ?
Zz-ling Hu-pao.

Hu Pao,” Chinese Daily News, 15, Han-
kow Eoad

Pickwoad & Co., proprieji#3

Kung-mow.
Ilbert & Co., merchants and auctioneers

2, Kiukiang Eoad
A. Ilbert

J. Beattie

S. Walker
J. M. E, Machado

Koong-bing.

Iveson&Co.,merchaD(s,13, NankingEoad
Egbert Iveson (absent)

A. A. Eanken (London)
Eobert H. Artindale (absent)

W. C. Ward
A. B. Eex
J. Ambrose
C. Iburg
W. C. Murray
J. L. Jensen

Le-he.

Jai; '".bhoy Peerbhoy & Co., merchants
Ta-lay building, French Bund

A. Hassumbhoy, manager
M. Eahimtooiabhoy (absent)
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Kwangli.

Jamieson & Co., brokers and commission

agents, French Concession

W. B. Jamieson ,

Tseh-e-sung.

Jamieson, E. Alex., M.D., etc., consulting

surgeon to Imperial Customs, Shanghai,

1, Kiukiang Eoad

E-wo.

Jardine, Matbeson & Co., merchants. Bund
J. J. Keswick
Herbert Smith

B. A. Clarke (Hankow)
E. Ward
D. Glass, Hongkew Wharf
E. H. Kenney
H. T. Allan

*

E. Inglis

G. T. Veitch

Jas. McKie
H. C. Macleod
E. T. Blair

W. E. AHum
H. Maitland
A. E. Eeynell

.

J. T. MacEwen
J. J. Bell Irving

L. Eoustan (absent)

C. Gatti

E. Kennedy
T. F. Hough
J. W. Mackenzie
E. Cousins, Tientsin

A. Tvanovich
E. J. de Couto
A. F. de Sa
L. A. Tavares
Lino J. Sa

Jeanrenand, Charles, commission agent,

Peking Eoad

Tseang-fai.

Joseph, L, 16, Szecliuen Eoad

Dzing-da.

Jurgens, H., general' broker, commission
agent, & auctioneer, 13, Szechuen Eoad

Just & Grobien, bill and bullion brokers
F. Grobien
H. Z. Just (Hongkong)

Ju-uay.

Juvet, Leo, importer of watches, clocks,

musical boxes, &c., 7, Siking Eoad, cor-

ner of Honan Eoad
James Hirsbiunner, agent for China

Kelly, M. S., general broker, auctioneer,

and commission agent, Nanking Eoad

Bih-fah.

Kelly& Walsh
,
printers, publishers, whole-

sale and retail booksellers, stationers,

news agents and tobacconists; agents
for Honghoug .Daily Press, The Bund
Thomas Browm
John West
J. T. Smith
Geo. Brinkworflj

John Morris

C. A. Xavier
W. Purcell

n an
Bih-faJi-yin-zz-vortg.

I Printing OlSce, Nanking Eoad
John Morris, manager

Kiang-sii-yeak-shm-tsmg.

Kiangsoo Acid and Soap Works, Soochow
creek, near Stone Bridge
Major Bros., proprietors and direc-

tors

F. Mann, manager

. 11^
Yew-hung.

Kingsmill, hhos. W., civil engineer and
architect, 24, Nanking Eoad

Brenan Atkinson

Sun-lee.

Kirchner & Boger, merchants, Kiangse
Eoad

A. Kirchner
H.' Boger (absent)

F. Naudin
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Le che.

La.’eaca, E. P., general broker, 4, Kiangse

E.oad

T’a-hsing

Lane, Crawford & Co., sbipchandlers,

outfitters, wine merchants, government
contractors and shipping agents, 11,

Nanking Road
Wm. Hewett
J. W. Stan'ord

G. A. Stanford
C. A. Hudson
P. A. Braga

Tai-ping.

Lavers & Co., merchants, 9, Kiukiang
Road

E. H Lavers
H. J. Limby

Foolc-loong.

Leffmann, J. H., 25, Foochow Road

'fi ^
Hym-sun yang-hong.

Lembke & Co., Justus, mercbants, 5,

Canton Road
Justus P. Lembke (Hongkong)
Th. Bieber

E. Grubitz

Tiih-oo.

Lester, H., architect, surveyor, and estate

agent, 1, Kiukiang Road

Lewes, "Wm. F., 5, Nanking Road.

Lo-e-sz.

Lewis, George, skip, freight, oil and coal

broker, Foochow Road

Little, Arcbd. J., merchant, 8, Kiukiang
Road

^ Up ^
Lee-jii-ee.

Little, L. S., M.D., F.R.C.S., B.A., physi-

sian to Shanghai General Hospital, 10,

Kiuki; ng Road

Li-teli.

Little, E. W., laud and bouse agent,

secretary Shanghai Electric Company,

special agent New York Life Insurance

Co., 10, Kiukiang Road ;
residence,

14, Tueu Ming Yuen Road

Laou-teh-che.

Llewellyn & Co.

see “Shanghai Medical Hall”

fr
Pau-ha-hong.

Lloyd’s Register of British and Foreigq^

Shipping, 21, Kiangse Road
G. C. Warburg, surveyor

Loong-fei Carriage Manufactory
Symons, Sewjee & Co., proprietors

L. Ashing, manager

Loong-fei Harness Factory
Symons, Sewjee & Co., proprietors

nu>'

How-teli.

Lucas & Co., merchants, 3, Hongkong Rd,
Clement Lucas (London)
J. H. Pinckvoss
John Daeth

Mah -pin.

McBain, Geo., commission agent, ofiice

of strs. “ W. Cores de Vries ” and
“ Sual,” French Bund

Geo. McBain
J. S. Nazer
F. A. M. d’Almeida
E. F. da Silva

Yop Fong

Yu-zung.

Maclean & Co., P., merchants, 9a, H in-,

kow Road
G. A. Lindsay
W. Watson

S n
Maclean, Peter, broker, 1, Foochow Road
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Loortg-mow.

MacKenzie & Co., storekeepers, wine mer-

chants, commission agents, auctioneers,

and hydraulic press packers, 4, Foochow
’ Road

Robert MacKenzie
W. H. Poate

Jas. Foster

I. W. Allen

J. Urquhart
R. Harris

Auction Department, Foochow Road
Thos. Wallace, auctioneer

F. H. Rozario

Macomber, W. H., care of Adamson, Bell

& Co.

Mah-le.

Mactavish & Lehmann, merchants and

^

commission agents, 1, The Bund
Jas. W. Mactavish

Stewart M. McLeish

Chnng-mae.

ilaitlind & Co., J., 41, Rue Montauban
John Maitland

^ 7C
Yuen-fong,

Maitland & Co., merchants, 1a, Hankow
Road

J. A. Maitland (absent)

J. Gt. Purdon
G. W. Noel

Chas. Cole (Foochow)
F. J. Maitland

W. Church (Foochow)
Jas. Purdon, Jr.

G. Bushby
E. F. Pereira

T. J. d’Aquino

C. Thorne

ft
Mayzo-yang-hong.

Major Bros., 14, Hankow Road, mer-

chants and directors of

Kiangsoo Acid and Soap works

Shun Pau (Chinese Daily News)

Sni Chong Match Factory

Tien Shih Chai photo-lithographic

works

Tien Shih Chai’s Pictorial Magazine
Shun Choi g publishing depot

E. Major
F. Major (absent)

J. Findlay
H. A. Pereira

SB
Sin-yuen-Jcee.

Malcampo & Co., general merchants and
commission agents, 77, French Con-
cession

Joaquim Malcampo (absent)

K. Keong Soon
0. Y. Tat Sum
O. Y. Teng Leong
C. Saw Kbeng
W. Chu Dong

tt s# ^ ^
Mei-che-see.

Melchers & Co., merchants, 2, French Bund
Hermann Meh hers (Bremen!
Adolf von Andr^ (London)
Max. Grote (Hongkong)
Carl Janlzen (Europe)
St. C. Michaelsen
John Tbyen (Hankow)
G. Liicke

A. Korff
A. Haupt
A. Martens (Hankow)
P. Y. Rodriguez '

J. E. d’Almeida

Snngee-loong.

Meyerink & Co., Wm., merchants and
commission agents, 15, Canton Road

AV. M' yerink

M. Tiefenbacher (absent)

M. Rohde
J. G. Pereira

Me-lo".

Millot & Co., E., wine merchants and com-
mission agents, 4, Tang-king-Pang,
French Concession; agents for Mrs,
Remi de Montigny, and A. Grenot

E. Millot (absent)

A. Teillol

C. M. de Almeida
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Mitchell & Co., J. F., shipbuilders and
carpenters, Pootung

Sang-ching.
Mitsui Bussan Kaishia, 11, Szechuen Road

T. Woojeda, agent
Y. Pukubara
G. Sojeshima
N. Hasebe
S. Komuro
K. Fukui
H. Tanaka
J. Ono

mm
Hung-foong.

Modj, P. C., general broker, 11, Sunkiang
Road

# ;ii m
Ma-le-sun.

Morrison, G. James, M. Inst. C. E., M.
Soc. T. E., civil engineer, 1, Kiukiang
Road

Fredk. M. Gratton, A.R.T.B.A.

W. Davies

May-le.

Moses & Elias, general brokers, 22, Foo-
chow Road
M. J. Moses
E. E. Elias (Hongkong)

Moss, P. W., care of Adamson, Bell & Co.

^ Hi
Sing-wo.

Mody, S. K., bill, bullion, and opium broker,

16, Canton Road

Lay-sz.
Mdller, Nils, shipowner and general agent,

agent for tug boat Heron, Capt. B.
Lundholm, Fogg’s Buildings, The Bund

Nils Mdller
Christopher Mdller
Oscar Nordn
H. Oelkers, shipwright

Loo-e-sz-mo.
Moore,^ L., broker, commission agent, and

auctioneer, 11, Canton Road
Lewis Moore

S. R. Gale

III ^
Ma-le-sz,

Morris & Co., commission and ship agents
and owners. Tang-king Pang, French
Concession
John Morris

J. L. Hammond
H. Ollerdessen

Morriss and Fergusson, bill and bullion
brokers. Bubbling Well Road
Henry Morriss
Robert Fergusson

Chung-sien-tang-yung-cTiik.

Motcbiyosbi, S., M.D., 7, Foochow Road

m nm
Maw-teih-le.

Moutrie, Sydenham, piano aud music
warehouse, 28, Kiangse Road

S. Moutrie

J. J. Mansfield

W. F. Harris

May-ke,
Muller & Go., H., watch and chronometer

makers, jewellers, and opticians, 21,

Nanking Road
L. Pfaff

K. Agthe
C. Ismer

Mu-lah.
filler, C. E., broker ;

address, Club Con-
cordia

Ching-loong.

Mustard & Co., California Store and general

commission agents, agents for the
Pilot Company, Nanking Road
R. W. Mustard
C. C. Bennett

J. W. Bennett
P. da Roza
M. Souza
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iTTj

Kaou-yih.

Myburgh & Dowdall, 21, Foochow Road
A. Myburgh, barrister-at-law

Chas. Dow'iall, solicitor

Geo. Lindsay

Neubourg & Co., A., merchants and com-
mission agents, 13, Canton Road
Aug. Iseubourg

Wo Clieong.

Nickels, M. C., 41, Rue Montauban

Vong-yuk-tsz-kwan.

Noronba & Sons, printers, stationers and
book-binders, 12, Canton Road

L. Noronha (absent)

H. Hyiidman
T. S. Pereira

F. G. da Costa
J. M. Botelho

Ing-wo E-yuen.

North China Dispensary, Broadway (op

posite Astor House)
B. Strachan

T’oongneuen.

Oliveira &Co., general brokers, merchants,

andcommission agents. North Szechuen
Road

A. M. d’Oliveira

Tai-mow.

Oliver & Co., Geo., merchants 5, Peking

Road
Geo. Oliver (London)
John Pinel (do.)

J. H. B. Allen

S. T. F. Easterbrook

Soonff-mow.

Olsen, A., undertaker and municipal sexton,

3, Minghong Road

Hi
Zung-fah.

Overbeck & Co., merchants, Macao Build-

ings, Tuen-ming-yuen
H' rmann Overbeck (Europe)

Chas. Overbeck

C. W. Siegfried

P. Borkowsky

Zz-ling.

Noith China Herald and Supreme Court

and Consular Gazette,” and “ North-

Cliini Daily News,” 15, Hankow Road
Pickwoad & Co., proprietors

F. H. Ball our, edit' .r and co-prop’r.

A. Gn athead, general manager

J. W. Ma<'lcl!an, comml. editor

L. F. Gowing, sub-editor& I'eporter

W. R. Kahler, reporter

F. F. F. rr s, cle k

J. Cllerdessen, clerk

F. S. Oliveira, p anting manager
P. J. Tavares, compositor

J. C. da Costa do.

C. A. Sanches d
R. M. Senna do.

I. S. Nunes do.

J. d’Almeida do.

m
No-ne-sze.

Nunes, G.. printer and bookbinder, 12,

Canton Road

Parisian Saloon, 4, Nanking Road
B. Magnan

L. Saubiac

G. Gueiuan

Yu-Ttee.

Paul, R., shipcbandler and compradore.

French Concession

SOC-WK
Pestonjee, Ruston,je(", general broker

m ^ ’ <4
..^ Ko-fa-yo-fono.

Pharmacie de I’Union, corner of Nanking

and K'angse Roads
S. Voelkcl, proprietor

A. Schroeder

Louis Grenard

Phipps, W. T., care oHlessrs. Turnbull,

Howie & Co.
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H ^
Fah-ping-fang.

Pichon, L., M.D., :nedica,l practitioner,

corner of Peking Road

Pe-la.

Pila & Co., Ulysse, 8a, Upper Tuen-miiig-

yuen Road
Ulysse Pila (absent)

Louis Pila

J. Toche

Chi-lco-sze.

Point Hotel, The, Tangtsze-poo Road
F. E. Reilly, proprietor

m
Poo-le.

Polite, George, “ The Toilet Club ’

king and Szechuen Roads
Geori^e Polite

P. Olive

and Japanese

Nan-

Sung-pau.
Primrose & Co., commission agents. Stone-

house, The Bund
W. M. Primrose
W. H. Anderson (absent)

J. Llewellyn

Zaw-chee.

Rago & Co., billiar 1 setters and repairers,

2, Boone Place, Hongktw
Chew Quay-cliin, manager

Lilifah.

Raphael, R. S., merchant. The Bund
R. S. Raph.-el

R. H. Elias

C. Y. Soojaw

Le-t'a.

Reid, Evans & Co., merchants, 3, Peking
Road
M. P. Evans (absent)

E. O. Arbuthnot
J. Samson

C. W. Wrightson
E. S. Perrott

Reid, Frank, sharebroker. The Club

T’a-oo.

Reiss & Co., mercliants, 7, Hankow Raod
Max. Adler

R. H. Percival, silk inspector

S. J. Crutch, tea inspector

V. S. de Souza

# H *
Lai-yin.

Rhein, G., store keeper, 60, RueMontauban,
French Concession

Sing-mow.

Rice, E. W., commission agent and auc-

tioner. The Bund

)i M
Yuen-zung.

Rivington, Charles, share broker, and
agent McClean’s Telegraphic Bureau,

3, Canton Road

vm
Fow-loong.

Roberts, John P., marine surveyor, 2,

Tangtsze Road

Li-be-suvg.

Ro'dnson, A., 1, solicitor, Yuen Ming
Yuen Buildings

L. d’Encarna9ao, clerk

^
Loh-a-wer.

RoMnsi n, Edward, barrister-at-law, 2»

Yuen Ming Yuen Buildings
Chen Sui-fong, deik

^ll

Lee-chang.

Robins & Co., M., exctiange office fot

foreign coins and notes, 30, Kiangse
Road
M. Robins
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^ -ft IBT

Ah-hwo-way.
Eodewald & Co., merchants, 4, Hongkong
Road

J. F. Rodtwald
J. M. Young

F. Hucbting
A. H. Heath

Chin-zing-e-sang.

Rogers & Perkins, dental surgeons, l,Kiu-

kiang Ro.'id

G. O. Rogers, D.D.S. (absent)

H. Mason Perkins, D.D.S.
F. E. Coo, D.D.S.

Li-k'e.

Ruegg, E., general broker. Commercial
Chambers, 24, Nanking Road

M m
Ke-c/iony.

Russell & Co., merchants, The'Bund
H. de C. Forbes (absent)

F. D. Hitch do.

C. Vincent Smith
G. H. Wheeler

R. A. Apenes
J. C. d’Aquino
J. A. Ballard
P. Brunat
L. Gouilloud
F. J. Green
W. B. Hopkins
A. C. Hunter
W. S. Jackson
Alb. Johnke
D. La Montague
L. A. Lubeck
H. C. Lubeck
J. M. Maher
J. M. Mur
C. der Nembrini-Gonzaga
A. F. dos Remedies
F. E. Richards
John P. Roberts, marine surveyor
P. da Silva

E. 17. Smith
E. S' one
J. D. Thorbum
V. D’O. Wintle

HI s # a /» Hi
Lao-za-ke-chong-chao-sz-kiuk.

Russell & Co.’s Silk Filature, North Soo-

chow Creek
Paul Brunat

A. Riva
P. Rey
Mile. A. Caldarola

So-sung.

Sassoon, Sons & Co., David, merchants,

23, The Bund
J. S. Ezekiel

M. M. Moses
J. R. Michael
Marcus A. Sopher

A. J. Rahamim
R. S. Judah
J. A. Sopher
Isaac R. Michael

^ f
Sin- so-sung.

Sassoon & C('., E. D., merchants, 20,

The Bund
E. E. Sassoon

S. A. Nathan
S. S. Joseph

J. Moosa
M. S. Perry

E. M. Ezra

E. A. Hardoon

Sung-t’a-Zeang-hway.

Saunders’ Photographic Studio, 3, Whang-
poo Road
W. Saunders

SI ^ li ^
Say-le Kong-sz.

Sayle & Co., in liquidation, 24, Nanking
Road
John Bailey, liquidator

Schlichtmann & Madaus, Misses, milliners

and dressmakers, 14, Foochow Road

Hui-’tai-yang-hong.

Schmidt, J. Meinhai’d, public accountant

and commission agent, 33, Ruedu Con-
sulat
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? Tt:
Neuen-hang.

Sctellhass & Co., Eduard, mercliants,

French Bund
Ludwig Beyer (Hamburg)
R, Buschmann (Hongkong)
G. Harling

Fried. Seip (absent)

E. Wallberg
G. Atzenroth
B. Schweig
P. Hoffmann
A. Gonzalves

Sin Tsay-sung.

Schmidt & Co., merchants, 27,Rue Colbert

Ed. Burmeister (Hamburg)
Emil Burmeister

Arnold Ellert

Anthony Moritz
H.Hagge (Tientsin)

John Schmidt do.

Sin-ta-tsang.

Sihonhard & Co., 6, Kiangse Road
A. Nachtrieb
G. Nachtrieb (absent)

J. Fournel
G. Nachtrieb
F. do Rozario

e SS Nl!

Der-a-zz.

Schultz & Co., H. M., merchants, 8, Sze-
chuen Road
H. Munster Schultz

F. Gebhardt

Sentance, W. V., merchant, 16, Canton
Road

Loong-fe.

Shanghai Horse Bazaar, Race Course
Symons, Sewjee & Co., proprietors

H. Symons (absent)

T. Sewjee
B. A. Valantine
E. Wheen

Loa-ti-ke.

Shanghai Medical Hall, 1, Nanking Road
J. Llewellyn & Co.

J. Bradfield

G. A. Watkins
A. G. Green
D. TJdule

J. T. M. Wheeley

m ^
Wen-wei.

“Shanghai Mercury,” evening newspaper,

3, C ^nton Road

[
proprietors

C. Rivington,

J. D. Clark, manager, )
A. Navaria, reporter

J. Watson, shipping reporter

F. P. Xavier, foreman
V. P. M. de Portaria

A. Pereira

L. Rozario

A. G. Tavares
F. Maher
M. Tanaka
D. Maher
D. E. dos Santos

C. M. da Silva

b

Sin-Va-hsing.

Shanghai Steam Flour Mill, 9, Foochow
Road
H. B. Lee, proprietor and manager

ft ale © # ±
Shang-yang-tien-fung-ching-e—kung -sz.

Shanghai Washing Company
Mackenzie & Co., agents

Kay Foo and Shi Shing, lessees

Shaou Shing Company, 35, Kiangse Roai
Chun Suen Kum, manager

Shun-paw-kwan.
“ Shun-pau” (Chinese Daily News), 14,

Hankow Road
Major Bros., directors

H. A. Pereira, manager
Tsien Hing-peh, editor

Shun Pau-shan, do.

Ho Kuei-seng, do.

Wong Sa-chii, do.

Tsien Ming-lio, do.

Four Reporters
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Tsi-tsang.

Sieber-Waser, 3 a, Hankow Road
A. Baumann

Ch. Rudolpli

G. G. da Costa

\ 111!#

Zag-zung.

Siemssen <& Co., merchant*'. The Bund
G. T. Siemssen (Hamburg)
Woldemar Hissen do.

H. Hoi'pius (Hongkong)
P. G. Hiibbe

A. Gultzow (Hongkong)
N. A. Siebs do.

P. A. W. Ottomeier
C. Flothcw
D. W. Scbwemann
J. Rief

G. Barzaghi

Silas, D. H., 15, Kinkiang Road

'u 1 II
Nee-cliwang yang-hong.

Skeggs & Co., C. J., public silk inspectors

and commission agents, 25, Szechuen
Road

C. J. Skeggs
J. Xavier

ilfS ^
Tien-foo.

Slevogt, Hlax., merc.umt, 23, Szechuen

Road
Max Slevogt

H. Schlicl ting

H. Beck

4 Is li sS
8z-loo E-sung.

Sloan, Robt. J., M.D., 47, Kiangse Road

W. ^
Se-zs-me.

Smidt, C., auctioneers, 9ommission agents,

and storekeej ers, 37, Nanking Road

Smith & Son, Geo., wine and spirit mer-
chants

vi}. jfisR

Siong-fuh ynng-hong.

Snethlage, H., general broker and com-
mission ageni, 6, Foochow Road

HI
Yoong-kong.

Solomon Bros., brokers and commission

agents, 22a, Foochow Road
R. J. Solomon
S. J. Solomon

“ Star in the East,” Office, 3, Canton Road

J. 1). Clark, publisher

Stewart, Mrs. J. A., milliner, 4, Kiukiang

Road

JB

Sui-cJiong,

Sui Chong Match factory, Soochow creek,

near Ston Bridge
Major Bros, proprietors and directors

^ a ®
Sullivan, Jno. A., sharebroker, 4, Peking

Road

Pau-teh.

‘Sweetmeat Castle,” Patisserie Fran9aise,

27, Nanking R.iad

Lucien Poitevin, proprietor

Kang-hsing.

Tata & Co., merchants, 6, Szechuen Road
I). B. Tata
R. D. Tata

C. B. Tata
N. K. Antva

Kwangrfoong.

Taumeyer & Co., merchants, corner of

Kiangse and F( ochow Roads
Ernst Taumeyer

J. Nolting

R. Wortmann
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T’a-lay.

Telge & Co., E., merchants, French Bund
R. Telge
Ph. Lieder

H. Mandl

Kn-tsin Hwui-dong.
Temperance Hall, 18, Nanking Soad

J. Grimmer, proprietor

D. C. Darnell

A. F. Last

Ne-mow-yang-hong.
Thurburn & Dunn, stock and share bro-

kers, 7, Fombow Road
A. Thnrbnrn
C. A. L. Dunn

Tien-s/iik- chai.

Tien Shih Chai, photo-lithogranhic pub-

lishing works, corner of Peking and
Cbekiang Roads

Major Bios, proprietorsanddirectors

Wang Chuh-jen, Chinese manager

Tu-e.

Toeg, R. E., bill and bullion broker

Zeang-fa.

Turnbull, Howie & Co., merchants, 18,

Kiukiang Road
Win. A. Turnbull (absent)

Wm. Howie
J. W. Harding, signs per pro.

J. L. Scott

A. P. MacGregor
F. A. Smith

Wha-lcee.

Turner & Co., merchants, 13, The Bund
J. F. Cheetham
A. Shewan
J. L. Plac4

Soong-mow.
Twigg, Mrs. P. O’B., undertaker, 32, Sze-

chutn Ruad

A! ^
Ve-la.

Vela, Signor and Signora, teachers of
music, 9, Miller Road

*ij it f
Hang-dah-le.

Vrard & Co., L., stori keepers and watch-
makers, 36, Nanking Road

H. Sillem (absent)
A. Laidi'icli

A. Grandguillaume, signs per pro.
R. P.aff

'Yung-lio.

Wade, H. T., pul die tea inspector, metal
broker, auctioneer, and general commis-
sion agent, 12, Szechuen Road

It
Hah-wo-’toh.

Wainewright, R. E., solicitor, 3, Balfour
Buildings

E. E. Wainewright
H. G. Harwood
E. J. 0. Rowland
Cha Gno-kee

B #
Wah-lah.

Wall r, LI. Ede, public buyer and inspec-

pector of straw plait, share and general

broker, 35, Nanking Road

SP
Wo-che.

Waiers and Dale, civil engineers, archi-

tects, land and estate agents, 34, Nan-
king Road

Thos. J. Waters, C.E., F.R.G.S.

H. W. Dale
S. J. Morris, C.E.
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ft © «
Wa-sun-sz Ta-yah-vong.

Watson & Co., A. S., Shanghai Pharmacy,
wholesale and retail chemists and
druggists, -wine, spirit, and cigar mer-
chants, 24, Nanking Eoad

J. D. Humphreys (London)
John Davey, manager
E. Wilkins
H. W. Cave

Wee-kee.

Weeks & Co., T,, drapers, outfitters, and

^

dry.goods importers, Thorne’sBuildings,

41, Eiangse, and 5, Ningpo Road
G. E. York

T. W. Barkham
T. E. Trueman

Kung-sun.
Welch, Lewis & Co., public tea inspectors

and general commission merchants, 16,
Canton Eoad
Joseph Welch
Frank E. Lewis

Ed. Bois

m 0T
Sing-mow.

Weld, Daniel, general broker and auction-

eer (absent)

Wa-tuh-foong.

Wheelock & Co., coal, ship and freight

brokers, FrLnch Bund
T. R. Wheelock
John Sharp
Drummond Hay
T. Pemberton
F. Gove

Tsoong-yoong

White & Miller, bill and bullion brokers,

32, Nanking Eoad
Aug. White
J. I. Miller

W. Pak-chee

King-chang.

Wilck & Mielen hausen, tailors and out-

fitters, 26, Nanking Road
C. Wilck
J. W. Mielenhausen

Sing-wo

,

Wilkinson & Co., 6, Peking Eoad
A. F. Thompson

A. J. Bury

« « »
Sing-fa-hinff.

Wilson, John, merchant and general com-
mission agent, 9, Szechuen Road
John Wilson

A. Adaa, assistant

Nga E-sung

Winn, H. H., D.D.S., dental surgeon, 2,

The Bund

Sin-Doong-foo.

Wisner & Co., merchants
J. H. Wisner

J. F. Seaman
Edward Davis
B, M. Botelho

Wa-foo.

Wolff, Marcus, bill broker, address. The Club

Khee-chang,

Wong & Co., C. T.,.oommission agents

and importers of general merchandise,

French Bund
Wong Chin-tuan

Kwok Fai-ting

Yuet Sung & Co., storekeepers, 119, Ho-
nan Road

E-za-erh-fu,h,

Yzolphe, G. B., French Hair-Dressing

Saloon, 42, Rue Montauban
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^ S fi ^ W
Tsa-cha-lee E-sang.

Zachariffi, Y., M.D., physician to Grerman
Consulate, and medical attendant to
Customs, 34, Szechuen Koad

Sin-go~bu-e-sang.

Zedelius, C., M.D., 11, Kiangse Eoad

Receiving Ships

Sing-neuen.

** Corea," British ship, E. D, Sassoon & Co.
W. C. Law, commander— Stonehold, chief officer

S. P. de Castillo, purser

C. Eiobarts, assistant purser

IB*i
Zung-ke.

Ariel" British ship, Cawasjee Pallanjea

& Co., owners
E. W. Croal, commander

L. A. Xavier, purser

K’ay-nuen.
** Wellington," British ship, D. Sas300i\

Sons & Co.

J. H. P. Parker, commander
P. M. Eichards, chief officer

Y. P. Fonseca, pm-ser

A. Eowland, clerk

Yuen~faJi.

“ Yuen-fah," Jardine, Matheson & 0o»
T. F. Hough, commander
U. Yieira, purser



m SHANGHAI. ±
ROADS IN THE ENGLISH SETTLEMENT.

NORTH AND SOUTH.

East End.

S’.^/f^eze Eoad (The ")

, i
E'S'W'-r Tnen-ming-yuen I

Eojkd j
Vpper Tuen-ming-yuen }

Road )

fef<jhuen Eoad

Kiengse Eoad

iioiian Eoad . ...

^%:fi4t'ung Eoad

i^anse Eoad

C/>i'U”i Eoad

mm I'

^

fP7

i!

Fuhkien Eoad

Hoopeh Eoad

Hoihow Eoad

ChekiangEoad

Lower Quangse Eoad

.

Upper Quangse Eoad

.

Yunnan Eoad

Lloyd Eoad

Thibet Eoad

West End.

mm
IT

EAST AND WEST.

South End.

i&!mgtciang Eoad (Tang )

King Pang) j

i^ngkiang-loong

Kakhoi Eoad

fe^tg-loong-ka (or Woo- ")

woo Eoad) j

^'anton Eoad

I§iking Eoad

j^^rrtOw Eoad

3F\%chow Eoad

t?ankow Eoad

fifukiang Eoad

P 'ft it

siiSiW
IP-' 3^7!b

unffl

SSTA

Nanking Eoad (upper

)

portion known as The [•

Maloo) )
Tientsin Eoad

Taiwan Eoad

Ningpo Eoad.

Newell wang Eoad .

Woo-sieb Eoad ....

ChefooEoad

Peking Eoad

Hongkong Eoad

Amoy Eoad

Soochow Eoad

Noeth End.

it-tj .'

ROADS IN THE HONGKEW SETTLEMENT.

EAST AND WEST.

South End.

North Tangtsze Eoad ...

Whang.poo Eoad

fcv>adway (part runs)
North & South) )

^^ang-tsze-poo Eoad

Seward Eoad

SStfcT'T
Tiendong Eoad

Miller Eoad

Hanbury Eoad

Quinsan Eoad

Noeth End.

s§ii^

i f IH M,



ROADS IN THE HONGS^KEW SETTLEMENT.

NOETH AND SOUTH.

Wkst End.

North Honan E iad

North Kiangse Rnad ...

North Szechuen Koad . .

.

Chapoo Eoad

Woosung Road

Broadway (part runs )

East & West) j
Astor R )ad

Woochang Road

Ming-hong Road

Old China Street

Nanzing Road

Tsingpoo Road

Boone Road

Pearon Road

Bixwell Road

Taipiug Road

Kee-cheong Road

E^g Tuen-fong Road

Hwa-kee Road

Chaou-foong Eoad

Dent Road

Kung-ping Road

SS*-« [East End.

ssna

sgii't

ROADS IN ; HENCH SETTLEMENT.

NOETH AND SOUTH.

Quai de France ...

Quai des R’parts

^
Rue Laguerre

r
Rue Montauban.

Rue de la Mission . .

.

Rue Petit

Rue du Marchd

)

Fran9ais )

Rue Hiscry

Rue de la Porte

}

dn Nord j
Rue Protet

Rue de I’Administ’n.

Rue du Moulin

Rue Touranne

Rue Hue

Rue des Peres
f'+w Rue de Saigon

filing Rue Palikao

mmfi.

Wfi

EAST AND WEST.

Quais du Tang-king-
|

pang et Confucius... |
Rue Formose

Quais de la Pagode,
")

des Fosses, et de la >

Breche )

Rue Takou

Rue Chu^an
^ i

Ui

Rue du Consulat

hk] i8i ^

Rue du Fokien

Rue Colbert
Rue du Wliampou 'dfik-

Rue du Weikwe
Rue Chiu Chew

Rue de Ningpo

Rue de la Paix

Rue de I’Est
|

Hi

m

Rue des Loissons

Rue Ming-hong

Rue Transversale

Passage Neziang

Wj J 1^1^



CHINKIANG
The port of Chinkiang (or Chen-kiang-fu), which was declared open to foreign

trade by the Treaty of Tientsin, is situated on the Tangtsze, about 150 miles from
its mouth, and at the point where the G-rand Canal enters the river.

The history of Chinkiang possesses but few features of interest. The position of

the town, as a translation of its name implies (“ Eiiver Guard ”), was at one time of

considerable importance from a military point of view, when aU the rice-tribute from
the south of China was transported to Peking by the interior route. The British

forces captured the place in July, 184)2, and as the cutting off of supphea always
operates with great effect, the commanding situation thus secured was not long in

producing the desired result upon the Central Government, for the Treaty of Nanfing
was signed a month afterwards. The Taiping rebels entered the town in April, 1853,

and continued to occupy it till 1857, when they had to evacuate it from the same
cause which had made the Government yield fifteen year.s before.

The city lies between one of the mouths of the Grand Canal and the right bank
of the Tangtsze. Most of the houses are built on level ground, but the surrounding
hills lend a pleasant appearance to the locality, which is considerably enhanced
by the bluff scenery of the island of Ts’io-shan. When the city was abandoned
by the rebel forces, its destruction was very nearly complete, and it has not yet

altogether recovered its former prosperous aspect. The foreign settlement occupies

a tract of land extending from the mouth of the Canal along the bank of the river.

The population of Chinkiang is estimated at 135,000.

Considerable commercial importance was attached to the port when it was first

opened. The largest vessels can approach it, and hopes were lugh as to the position

it would occupy in the development of inland trade with China. But, like the hopes
entertained respecting several of the other Chinese ports, they have proved delusive,

and the trade on the Tangtsze seems to have centred at Hankow, farther up the river.

The net importation of Opium into Chinkiang in 1883 was 11,514 piculs, against

10,259 piculs in 1882. The net value of the foreign imports for 1883 was Tls. 8,267,298.

The total value of the trade of the port for 1883 amounted to Tls. 12,358,460, and
in 1882 it was Tls. 14,738,072.

DIRECTORY.

Consulates.

British.

Ta-yinci-ling-sze-ya~mun.

Consul—E. L. Oxenham
Constable—Charles Nunn

United States.

Ta-mei-ldvoh-ling-sJdh-kwan.

Consul—E. J. Smithers

Tice- Consul—Leo A. Bergholz
Int&rpreter—D. A. Emery

French.
Consul—E. L. Oxenham

* Kf
Ta-teh-hwoh-ling-sliik-foo.

German.
Co'iisul—E. L. Oxenham

Danish.

A
Ta-tan-ling-sze-ya-mun.

Consul—E. L. Oxenham

Netherlands.
Vice-Consul—A. E. Salter

Japan.
Consul—E. J. Smithers

Vice-Consul—Leo Bergholz
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Imperial Maritime Customs.

Chin-iciang-kwan.

Commissioner—A. Notion
Assistant in Charge—R. Stokes

Assistants—J. H. Forgevat, H. W. Brazier

Medical Officer— G. White
Tide Surveyor and Harhour Master—J.

Poynter
Assistant Tidesurveyor—A. Iffland

Examiners— G. Allcot, W. H. Williams,

W. A. Washbrook
Tidevoaiters—J. L. Knoepfler, J. J. Mc-

Grath, J. Fetherstonbaugh, A. Scag-

liotti, A. C. H. Rogister, H. A. Farrell,

J. H. J. Susemihl, G. Kopp, W. Kahler

Revenue Cruiser— Ck^iao-shan

Public Companies.
Bean, Win., agent

—

Canton Insurance Office, Limited

Carnie, F., agent

—

China Navigation Company, Limited

David, D. M., agent

—

Union Insurance Society of Canton,

Limited

Clubs.
Chinkiang Club

R. G. White, bon. secretary

f? Ilia
Sin-sonn-chong,

Duff, Thos. W., shipping and commission

asent

Using -teh-ho.

Gearing & Co., merchants

J. G. W. Gearing (absent)

A. E. Salter

E. Starkey

Sew-foong.

Jerdein,M. S., merchant & commission agent

Russell & Co., merchants

A. E. Salter, a_ ent

Gearing & Co., agents

—

Scottish Imperial Fire and Life In-

surance

Indo-China Steam Navigation Co., Ltd.

Wm. Bean, agent

and

Teh- chi.

Starkey, E., commission agent

Tai- chang.

Wadliegh and Emeiy, merchants
commission agents

E. C. Wadliegh (New York)
D. A. Emery
Yii Fung

, Yii Cbing-an

Ta Ting-hwa-^E-sMrh.

White, Dr. R. G., Customs medical officer,

and conductor of medical dispensary and
hospital

Missionaries.

Wu-chao Shan Bungalow
E. L. Oxenham, A. Novion, trustees

Merchants and Agents.

Tau-yun.

Bean, Wm., merchant

1^ n
Tung-tne-yang-hong

.

Carnie, F., commission agent

JJ-kong-hong.

David, D. M., merchant and general com-
mission agent. No. 1, Bund

American Southern Presbyterian
Mission.

Rev. S. I. and Mrs. Woodbridge
Rev. H. M. and Mrs. Woods

American Methodist Episcopal
Mission.

Rev. V. C. Hart, superintendent
Rev. T. H. and Mrs. Worley, (absent)

Rev. W. C. aud Mrs. Longden
Rev. W. G. and Mrs. Woodall

American Episcopal Mission.
Rev. W. S. and Mrs. Sayres

American Bible Society.
Alfred and Mrs. Copp
Thos. Protheroe
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American Baptist Mission.
Bev. W. J. and Mrs. Hunnex

Ameeeican Women’s Foreign Mis-
sionary Society.

Miss Lucy H. Hoag, M.D.
Miss Mary E. Robinson

China Inland Mission.

Tea-su-tong.

Rev. C. H. and Mrs. Judd
JSd. and Mrs. Tomalin, Nganking
Wm. Cooper, do.

F. Marcus Wood, do.

Miss L. Williams, do.

Miss M. Evans, do.

Miss L. Malpas, do.

Miss H. Black, do.

Rev. A. Gr. and Mrs. Parrott, Yangcbovv
(absent)

A. Longman, Yangcbow

k t
Tien Tsu-dang.

Roman Catholic Mission.
Rev. P. Cbovalier, S.J.

Rev. J. A. Colombel, S.J., Nanking
J. Melliere, S.J., do.

Receiving Ships.
Cadiz—P. Carnie

Hulk-keeper, S. Moujeuares

E-ho—
Masonic.

Doric Lodge, No. 1433 E.C.

Wo?'ship/ul Master—D. M. David, P.M.
I. M. P.—G. A. Alcott

Treasurer and t'ecretary—D. A. Emery
tenior Warden— R. G. White
Junior W^arden—L. Knoeppler
Senior Eeacon—M. Mackenzie
Junior Deacon— IV.azer

I Inner Guard—Hancock
I Tyler— L. H. Colding

WUHU.
This port was opened to foreign trade, by the Chefoo Convention, on the Ist

April, 1877. It is situated on the river Yangtsze, in the province of An-hwei, and is

a naif-way port between Chinkiang and Kiukiang, though nearer to the former. It

has the appearance of a thriving and busy town, and is admirably located for trade.

This is mainly owing to the exceUence of its water communication with the interior.

A large canal, with a depth of five to six feet of water in the winter and ten to twelve

feet in the summer, connects the port with the important city of Ning-kuoh-fu, in

southern An-hwei, fifty miles distant. Another canal runs inland for over eight

miles in a south-westerly direction to Taiping-hsien, an extensive tea district. This

canal, which is only navigable in the summer, passes through Nan-hng and King-
hsien, where the cultivation of silk is carried on, and may some day be of importance.

Boats carrying from 200 to 300 piculs of tea can come from Tai-ping-hsien to Wuhu
in the summer and autumn, but in the winter the creek is jiartially dry, and navigation

rendered impossible. The silk districts of Nan-ling and Eing-hsien are situated

within fifty miles of Wuhu. Besides the canals leading to Ning-kuoh-fu and Tai-ping-

hsien, there are two others communicating with Su-an and Tung-p6.
It will be seen, from the al ove enumeration of the facihties for water carriage

from Wuhu, that it is calculated to prove an emporium for commerce. A very fair

import trade has sprung up, and both that and the export trade were steadily

growing until lately. The net value of the foreign imports for the year 1883 was
Tls. 1,965,055, compared with Tls. 1,816,695 in 1882. 3,517 piculs of Opium were

imported in 1883, as compared with 2,825 piculs in 1882. Coal is likely, at no dis-

tant date, to become a considerable article of export from Wuhu, the mines at Chih-

chou, near Ta-tung, turning out some 20 tons a day. The Chih-chou mines are worked
with Western appliances and machinery. The export in 1882 was 2,091 tons, but
dropped to 451 tons in 1883. The cause of this decline was the failure to find a

ready market at Shanghai. The total value of the trade of the port for 1883 was
Tls. 3,907,357 as against Tls. 3,707,514 in 1882, and Tls. 4,379,036 in 1881.
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The town is fairly well built, with rather broader streets than most
cities possess, and is tolerably pared. The tract of land selected for the

Settlement, though admirably suited for the purpose,, has not yet been availed

The population of Wuhu is estimated at 60,000 inhabitants. The anchorage W
and resembles that of Chinkiang. ,

DIRECTORY.

A' ^
Tai-yiiig-ling-ize-foo.

British Consulate.

Acting Consul—B. C. Gr. Scott

Constable—G. Perkins

Imperial Maritime Customs.

Wuhu Hsin-lcw in.

Assistant in charge— G. B. Glover

Assistants—A. S. Beane, H. C. Whittlesey

Medical Officer—A. Sharp Beane, L.K. &
Q.C.P.I., L E.C.S.L & L.M.

Tidesurveyor and Harbour Master—J.

Armour
Boat Officer—E. Molloy
Examiner—W. Pollock

Assistant Examiner— P. A. Cartmau
Tiduwaiters—T. Williamson, H. T. Wavell,

C. A. Swanstrom, P. O. Sjolund

Chinese Clerk—Sung A Sen

Hulks “Bombay” & “Geo. Washington”
Bussell & Co., proprietors

Hulk “Spirit of the Age,” Geo. MacBain,
proprietor

S. Hember, agent

Merchants.

Him-tai Tang Hong,

Hember, S., merchant and commissi ,yi

agent

' £-4

Ki Chong.
Russell & Co., merchants

A. E. Salter, agent
H. Burrows

Missions.

' ^
is’

Tien-chu-tang.

Rev. Pere J. Seckinger, Society of.Jesv^iSi

Eu-yin-tang.

American Methodist Episcop^jL
Mission.

Rev. J. Jackson
Rev. G. W. and Mrs. Woodall

55 % o
Chu ying Shing shu wai,

National Bible Society op ScOTCA|i^<i>^

Robt. Burnet, agent

KIUKIANG.
Kiukiang is situated on the river Tangtsze, near the outlet of the

Lake, and is a prefectural city of the province of Kiang-si. It is distant

137 geographical miles from Hankow and 445 miles from Shanghai. Kiulp^ijg

was at one time a busy and populous city; but it was occupied by the Taipj; gl

rebels in 1853, and before it was given up to the Imperial troops it was

destroyed, presenting one of those melancholy spectacles which these horo.^

usurpers so often left behind them. A gentleman (Mi’. Laurence Oliphant) khi?
visited it in 1858 speaks of the desolation of the city in the following terms:—
found it to the last degree deplorable. A single dilapidated street, composed o.v.l^ pi?

a few mean shops, was all that existed of this once thriving and populous city

^

remainder of the vast area comprised within its walls, five or six miles in circumf^^^^
contained nothing but ruins, weeds, and kitchen gardens.” When the foreign

ment was established there, however, the population soon returned, and it has <^ir

tinned to increase rapidly: it is now estimated at 53,000.
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The city is built close to the river, the walls running along the banks of it for

softie 500 yards. Their circumference is about five miles, but a considerable portiom

of the space enclosed is not occupied. The city contains no feature of interests.

There are several large lakes to the north and west of it, and beyond the principal

suburb lies the foreign settlement. On the opening of the port considerable trouble

Vas experienced in securing the land on which to build the foreign residences, the

Chinese demanding extortionate prices for it. Indeed, so bitter was the opposition

fnanifested that before the ground could be cleared some of the native houses had to

\e forcibly demoHshed. The limits of the anchorage for ordinary vessels are from

'thewestendof the city wall to Lung-kai creek.
_

The idea which led to the opening of Kiukiang was, no doubt, its situation as

regards communication by water with the districts where the Green Tea is ^oduced.

Rnt +hp hones entertained respecting Kmkiang have never been realised. The total

nnantitv of^Tea exported in 1883 was 278,147 piculs, of which 35,708 piculs were

Green the export for 1882 being 326,021 piculs. Opium was imported to the extent

of 1 618 piculs in 1883, and 1,662 piculs in 1882. Kmkiang is the port from whenas

the ware made at the far-famed porcelain factorms at Kin-te-chen is shipped In

iqpq ATilv iq 478 piculs of this ware was exported. In July, 1884, a disastrous

iiiuftflatiL occurred at Kin-te-clien, by which three-fourths of the furnaces engaged

in porcelain manufacture were destroyed, together with ai out one-ihird of the town,

^he total vahie of the trade of the port for 1883 was Tls. 9,590,469, and for 1882,

Tls, 12,375,008.

directoey.
Consulates.

-rt « f
Ta-ying Tiing SJiih Kuan.

British.

Consul—George Jamieson

Cowata5Ze>— Charles Rowe

* J* -IS * ^
Ta-fa Ling Shih Kuan,

French.

Consul—C. Imbault-Huart (absent)

Ta-mai-kwoh-ling-shih-lcwan.

United States.

Consul—I. F. Shepard, residing at Han-

kow

Ta-ho-lan-lewoh-ling-shih-lcwan.

Netherlands.
Acting Vice-consul—A. E. Allen

Ta Ao Ling-shih-hwan.

Austro-Hungarian.
Consul—George Jamieson

Ta-tan Ling-shih-kwan.

Danish.
Consul—George Jamieson

Imperial Maritime Customs.

Kiu-kiang-hsin-kwan,

Commissioner—C. Lenox Simpson
Assistants—H. J. Fisher, G. J. A. Philips,

A. H. H. Maclean
Medical Officer—Geo. E. Underwood, M.B.
Harbour Master and Tidesurveyor— J. H.

C. Gunther
Assistant Tidesurveyor— J. M. Land
^Examiner—J. G. Hamlyn
Assistmit Examiners—C. V. Bono, D. Mul-

lins

Tidewaiters—C. A. Meyer, A. Johnsen,

H. Nelson, J. E. Harris, S. Smith, W.
J. Hewett, R. H. Strangman

Municipal Council.

Ta-ying-kung-poo.

J. R. Hughes, chairman

A. E. Allen, hon. secretary

H. Pullen, hon. treasurer

Sergeant Eddowes
Eight native policemen
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Insurances.
Anderson & Co., R., agents

—

Canton Insurance Office, Limit d
Union Insurance Society of Canton, Ld.

Hongkong Fire Insurance Co., Ld.

Chinese Insurance Co., Limited

China Fire Insurance Co., Limited

Marine Insurance Company, Limited

Yangtsze Insurance Association

Campbell, Alexr., agent

—

North China Insurance Company
Sun Fire Office

New York Life Insurance Co.

Drysdale, Ringer & Co., agents

—

China Traders’ Insurance Company
British and Foreign Marine Insu-

rance Company
North British and Mercantile Insu-

rance Company

i: A
Ta-hoo.

Butterfield & Swire, merc’iants

W. de St. Croix

Teen-eu.

Campbell, Alexander, merchant, and agent

steamers W. Cores de Vries and Sual, and
Hulk Hironimus,

Alexr. Campbell

E. F. d’ Almeida

Tuch-hing.

Drysdale, Ringer & Co., merchants

H. Pullen, tea inspector

Fow Cheong.
Piatkoff, MolchanofE & Co., merchants

B. M. Koosnetzoff

Indo-China Steam Navigation Co., Ld.

Robt. Anderson & Co., agents

Hulk Orissa—A. K. Alsing, in charge

China Navigation Co., Limited.
Prysdale, Ringer & Co., agents

Hulk Svltan—J. Kofod, in charge

Russell & Co.’s Ste.^mees.

Hulk Ganges—Wong Moi she, hulk-

keeper

Chartered Mercantile Bank oe
India, London and China.

Anderson & Co., R., agents

—

Agra Bank, Limited.
Alexr. Campbell, agent

—

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation.

Alexr. Campbell, agent

—

Merchants, Professions, Trades, &c.

E-wo,

Anderson & Co., Robt., merchants

J. H. Anderson (absent)

P. McGregor Grant

A. E. Allen

F. W. Styan (Shanghai)

A. N. Hood

Russell & Co., merchants
Drysdale, Ringer & Co., agents

Tokmakoff, Molotkoff & Co., merchants
M. G. Kisseleff

P iiil 'fi
E-shun.

Underwood, Geo. R., M. B. Edinr. &e.,

medical practitioner

Missionaries.

Methodist Episcopal Church Missions
Rev. J. R. Hykes
Rev. C. F. Kupfcr
Rev. Joel A. Smith

ft ti #
Nuy-ti-liway.

China Inland Mission.
J. E. Cardwell, Ta-ku-tang

Ro.uan Catholic Mission.
Kiangsi Septentrional {North Kiangsi.')

Bishop—Bray, Apostolic Vicar
Peres—Anot, Sassi, Portes, Lefebvre, Vic,

Ciceri, Dauvercliain, Chasles, Tamet
Frere Coadjutor—J. B. Remy
Sisters of Charity— Soeurs Foubert,

Theron, Ducci, Ryan, Tchen
Kiangsi Meridional (South Kiangsi.')

Bishop—Rouger, Apostolic Vicar
Peres—Boscat, Lagarde, Peres, Fusco



HANKOW
Hankow is situated on the river Han at the point where it enters the Tangtsze,

and is in lat. 30 deg. 32 min. 51 sec. N., and long. 114 deg. 19 min. 55 sec. E. The
natives look upon Hankow as only a suburb of Hanyang, which it immediately
adjoins, and which is a district city of the province of Hupeh. These two towns lie

immediately facing the city of Wuchang-fu, the capital of the province, which is built
upon the south bank of the Tangtsze. Hankow is distant from Shanghai about 600
miles.

Lord Elgin visited Hankow in 1858, and must have been one of the first

foreigners who ever entered this important inland city. Attention was first drawn
to it as a place of trade by Hue, a French missionary. Captain Blakiston, in his
work “ The Tangtsze,” gives the following description of the place and its surround-
ings :—“ Hankow is situated just where an irregular range of semi-detached low
hills crosses a particularly level country on both sides of the main river in an east
and west direction. Stationed on Pagoda Hill, a spectator looks down on almost as
much water as land even when the rivers are low. At his feet sweeps the magnificent
Tangtsze, nearly a mile in width

;
from the west and skirting the northern edge of

the range of hills ah-eady mentioned, comes the river Han, narrow and canal like, to
add its quota, and seiwing as one of the highways of the country

;
and to the north-

west and north is an extensive treeless flat, so little elevated above the river that the
scattered hamlets which dot its surface are without exception raised on mounds,
probably artificial works of a now distant age. A stream or two traverse its farther
part and flow into the main river. Carrying his eye to the right bank of the Tangtsze
one sees enormous lakes and lagoons both to the north-west and south-east sides of

the hills beyond the provincial city.”

When the port was opened, in 1861, to foreign trade, the nati’ cs, as at several

other new ports, raised many difficulties in the way of nxing a site for the British

Settlement. They demanded excessive prices for the lots marked o.j “^or occupation,
and it was not till the port had been open for some time, and ma iy residents had
temporarily taken up an abode on the Hanyang shore, that an aiTangement was
arrived at. The site chosen is very bad, both from a sanitary and commercial point

of view, but is well laid out, and has a good bund. A French Settlement was also

fixed upon, but it has never been occupied. The population of Hankow is estimated
at 700,000.

Great expectations as regards trade were entertained respecting the opening of

Hankow. Foreign commerce would, it was thought, be brought into immediate
contact with the large internal populations of China, and a port be established in the

locality of the great tea producing districts. These expectations, however, have been

but partially realised. Tea is, of course, the staple export, and it is at Hankow that

the first steamers for home take in their cargoes. The total export of Tea from
Hank'' w (including re-exports of Kiukiang tea) amounted in 1883 to 771,344picul8,

as compared with 797,416 piculs shipped in 1882. In 1883 Opium was imported to

the extent of 3,485 piculs as against 3,222 piculs in 1882. The trade under the

transit pass system is larger at Hankow than at any other port
;

its value in 1883

was Tls. 5,605, 31t'. The total value of the trade of the port in 1883 amormted to

Tls. 35,354,885, and in 1882 to Tls. 34,342,894.
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DIRECTORY.

Consulates,

±1^^^ mm
Ta-ying-Ung-sze-foo.

Gkeat Britain.

Consul—Chaloner Alabaster

Assistant—H. B. Joly

Post office Agent— EL. B. Joly

Constable—T. Stevens

Ta-fa-ling-sze-lmoon.

Franck.
'

Acting Consul—C. Imbault-Huart (absent)

Ta-mi-ling-sze-Tcwoon

.

United States.
Consul—General Isaac F. Shepard

Vice-consul—
Interpreter—M. A. Jenkins
Marshal—

Germany.
In Charge of German interests—Chaloner

Alabaster

Ta-o-kicok- Ling-sze-foo

.

Atjstria-Huncary.
Consul—Chaloner Alabaster

Italy.

Consul ad int.—Chaloner Alabaster

Ta-ngo-Jcwolc-Ung-sze-lcwoon.

Russia.
Consul—P. A. Uinitrevsky

^ pj
Ta-sai-ijeunj-lifg-sze-hung-lcwoon.

Portugal.
Consul—J. II. Evans (absent)

^ W, i‘jsi # # it
Ta-ho-lan-lcwoh-linj-sze-hung-lcwoon,

Netherlands.
Vice-consul—W. Walter (absent)

Imperial Maritime Customs.

Kiang-han Jcwan.

Commissioner—Robt. E. Bredon
Deputy Commissioner—Ls. R ocher (absent)

Acting Deputy Commis —J. C. Johnston

Eth Assistants— Paul von Kehrberg, E, T.

Pym, J. O. P. Bland
Clerk—C. S. Taylor
Principal Chinese Clerk—Lim Chinguan
Medical Officer—Chas. Begg, M.B.
Tidesurveyor & Harboiir Master—T. Moor-
head

Boat Officer—T. D. Burrows
Chief Examiner—F. Diercks
Assistant Examine7's—E. F. Brandon, L

Liedcke, W. Harling, F. G. Bt cke
Tidewaiters—R. Braun, G. J. Freeth, J. H.

Pearson, L. Christensen, C. L. Seitz, J.

J. Wilgaard, H. Osborne, J. J. C. Lo-
rentsen, J. H. Nightingale

8alt-ivatchers—A. Bulharry, J. W. Mesny

Municipal Council.

lE
Chau-po-yung.

R. E. Bredon (chairman), J. M. Molcha-
noff, H. F. Ramsay, W. F. Sharp, secre-

tary

^ SB ^
Ta-ijing-seun-po-yang.

Superintendent of Police—E. G. Wilson
Three Chinese sergeants and twenty-two

constables

Local Post Office.
Postmaster—E. G. Wilson

IfJ

Ta-tan- kwok- ling-sze-foo.

Denmark.
Consul—Chaloner Alabaster

Insurance Companies.
Adamson, Bell & Co., agents

—

Commercial Union Assurance Company
National Marine Insurance Associa-

tion
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Drysdale, Ringer & Co., agents

—

Queen Insurance Company
China Traders’ Insurance Company,

Limited
Hongkong Fire Insurance Company,

Limited

Hew York Life Insurance Co.

London and Provincial Marine Insur-

ance Company
British and Foreign Marine Insurance

Company

Evans, Pugh <fe Co., agents

—

Phoenix Fire Insurance Company
North China Insurance Company, Ld.
Marine Insurance Company

Gordon Bros., agents

—

Swiss Lloyds’ Insurance Company
North British and Mercantile Insurance

Company

Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

—

Canton Insurance Office, Limited

Lloyd’s

Jerdein & Co., agents

—

Union Insurance Society of Canton,
Limited

China Fire Insurance Co., Limited
Imperial Fire Insurance Company

Ramsay, H. F., agent

—

Universal .Maiine Insurance Com-
pany, Limited

Royal Insurance Company, (Fire)

Russell & Co., agents

—

Yangtsze Insurance Association

P. & O. S. N. Company.
Evans, Pugh & Co., agents

Messageries Makitimes Company.
Gordon Brothers, agents

China Navigation Company.
Drysdale, Ringer & Co., agents

Indo-China Steam Navigation
Company.

Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

—

Tea Cargo Boat Co.
H. F. Ramsay, manager

Hankow General Chamber op
Commerce.

Alexander Price, secretary

To-lau.

Hankow Club.
Alexander Price, secretary

Banks.
Agra Bank, Limited.

H. F. Ramsay, agent

Ma-ka-lee.

Chartered Bank op India, Australia
AND China.

Drysdale, Ringer & Co., agents

Yew-lee.

Chartered Mercantile Bank op
India, London and China.

Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

CoMPTOiR d’Escompte de Paris.
Russell & Co., agents

I® 'MUS is-

Wei-funff.

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation.

D. Jackson, acting agent

National Bank op India, Limited,
Turner & Co., agents

Lee-zu.

New Oriental Bank Corporation, Ld
Jerdein & Co., agents

Merchants, Professions, Trades, &c,

Tien-clianq.

Adamson, Bell & Co., merchants

Ming-lee.

Ballance & Co., merchants

T. F. Ballance

Zeili-tih.

Begg, C., M.B., C.M., Pres. R.M.S., me-
dical practitioner
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Sang-ch’ang.

Burnett & Co.

J. H. Burnett

-ki
Ta-lcoo.

Butterfield & Swire, merchants
J- Brown

Tuk-hing.

Brysdale, Einger & Co., merchants

J. M. Ringer (S’ianghai)

Thos. Wood
H. Pullen, tea inspector, Kiukiang

A. L. Rober:>son

J. Basto

T. Weatherstone, hulk-keeper

Po-shun.

Evans, Pugh & Co., merchants

J. H. Evans (absent)

W. Pugh do.

J. A. Hawes (Shanghai)

W. Walter
J. d’Almeida

Fisher, E,, hill and bullion broker

Foster, Rev. Arnold, B.A.

Loong-tai.

Gordon Bros., commission agents

W. G. Gordon
R. H. S. Woodward

Loong-mow.
Hankow Dairy

J. Watson, proprietor

Hankcw Dispensary

Jas. W. Maetavish

Elicit
Wan-st(,ng-yin-sze-kwan.

Hankow Printing Office

M. A. Jenkins

P-wo.
Jardine Matheson & Co., merchants

B. A. Clarke

Kung-tai.

Jenkins, M A.

t IE
Jin-kee.

Jerdein & Co., merchants, and agents for

Gibb, Livingston & Co.

P. Jerdein

King, W. W., commission agent

7C ^
Yuen-fong.

Maitland & Co., merchants. Bund

8in-ko

.

Major Bros., merchants. The Bund
F. Major
Ernest Major

Mei-che-see.

Melchers & Co., merchants
Joh. Thyen
A. Martens

Fow-cheong.
Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co., merchants

M. F. Piatkoff (absent)

J. M. Molchanoff

N. M. Molchanoff

N. N. Titoushkin

J. K. Panoff
N. K. Basoormanoff
P. A. Sobennikoff
T. Richards
S. A. Petchatnoff

G. G. Martsinkeviecz

P. N. Cheredoff (Foochow)
S. A. Cheerkoff do.

W. M. Koosnetzoff (Kiukiang)

A. A. Belogolovy, agent (Tientsin)

Price, Alexander, bill and bullion broker

Tai-ping.

Ramsay, Hugh F., merchant, and agent

steamers W. Gores de Vries and Sual

H. F. Ramsay
P. Westermark
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tM ^
Hung-'h’ang.

Eodionoff & Co., A. L., merchants

J. E. Lebedeff

L. P. ShirkooiiotF

N. E. Lebedeff

C. W. Gordon
W. Lebedeff

"Ho-liwa-way.

Eodewald & Co., merchants

Kee-cheong.

Eussell & Co., merchants

W. P. Sharp

^ *0
Poo-ho.

Sharp, W. P., bill, bullion, and general

broker and ageirt

Shun-feng.

Tokmakoff, Molotkoff & Co., merchants

J. F. Tokmakoff (Moseow)
0. J. Molotkoff

A. D. Startzeff (Tientsin)

A. P. Maligin
S. Marsh
N. J. Molotkoff

L. A. Plesnewicli

V. J. Pitersky

M. G. Kisseleff (Kiukiang)

Receiving Ships.
Princess of Wales— Russell & Co.

Formosa and Lancefield—Diysdale, [Einger

& Co., (T. Weatherstone, in charge)

Missionaries.

tSi #
Lun-t'un-hway.

London Missionary Society.

Eev. Griffith John
Eev, A. Bonsey
Thos. Gillison, M.B C.M.
Eev. Wm. Owen (Wuchang)

Church op England.
H. F. Eamsay, hon. secretary

National Bible Society of Scotland.
John Archibald, agent

Fuh-yin-t’ang.

Wesleyan Missionary Society.

Eev. David Hill

Eev. Wm. Scarborough
Eev. F. Bowden
Efrv. John W. Brewer, Wuchang
Eev. W. T. A. Barber, M.A.
Eev. Thomas Bramfitt, Wu-such
Eev. T. E. North, do.

Eev. W. H. Watson do.

Eev. Joseph Bed, Teh-ngan
Chas. W. Mitchil, Hanyang

China Inland Mission.
Eev. G. M. Clarke (Talifoo)

P. A. Steven do.

A. Eason (Yunnanfoo)
O. Stevenson, do.

J. P. and Mrf Broumton (Kweiyarg)
G. and Mrs. AudreAi do.

T. Windsor do.

E. Hughesdon do.

Eev. G. and Mrs. Nicoll (Chungking)
D. B. Thompson do.

Miss Dowman ' do.

J, McMullan do.

J. H. and Mrs. Eiley (Ch^ntu)

S. E. and Mrs. Clarke do.

Miss Stroud do.

Miss Butland do.

A. C. Dorward (Shashi)

H. Dick do.

J. J. Coulthai'd (Wuchang)
A. W. Sambrook (Honan)
J. Finlayson do.

J. A. Slimmon do.

J. H. Sturman (Faucheng)
W. E. Burnett do.

Eev. G. P. and Mrs. Easton (Hanchong)
Rev. E. and Mrs. Pearse do.

W. Wilson, M.B., C.M. do.

Miss Wilson do.

Miss Black do.

Miss H. Black do.

Miss Goodman do.

Miss Muir do.

G. King do.

G. and Mrs. Parker (Kansuh)
H. W. and Mrs. Hunt do.

Miss Jones do.
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^ ± ^
Tien-choo- tang.

Roman Catholic Mission.
Right Kev. Fr. V. Epiph. Cailassare,

Bishop tit. of Maclaura and Vicar Apost.

of Eastern Hupeh
Rev. Fr. A ogelo Vandngna
Rev. Fr. Luigi Sonsini
Rev. Fr. Martin Poell

Rev. Fr. Hiego L-ra
Rev. Fr. d Hofman
Rev. Br. Emile Veita

Tii. n-chco-iang-i-yuen.

Catholic Hospital foe Chinese.
(In charge of t'ue Sisters of Roman

Catl.o;ic Orphanage.)

Tu-in-tang.

Roman Catholic Oephanagb.

Mother Paula Vismara, superior

Sister Carolina Tarchini

„ Rosa Piccinelli

„ Rachele Paleari

„ Teresa Archinli

„ Giuseppina Galli

„ Santa Mesini

„ Florinda Gandini

„ Giuditta Bernasconi

„ Natalina Pietra

„ Erininia Nardon

„ Maria Bonza

„ Regina Galhiatv

ICHANG.

This is one of the four ports opened to foreign trade on the 1st April, 1877,

according to the provisions of Clause I. of Section III. of the Chefoo Convention.

Ichang is a prefectural city, of considerable official importance, in the province of

Hupeh. It is situated on the river Yangtsze, about 363 miles above Hankow. The
navigation of the river up to this port is easy for vessels of light draught, but the
minimum d< pth of water at Ichang is only seven or eight feet. There is good anchorage
at and near the city. Few cities in China are more strikingly situated; none can
r urpass it for ur cleanliness. The port is the centre of a fairly rich country. Be-
sides the common productions of the great plain of Hupeh, the cultivation of the

tungtsze tree, from which the tung oil is expressed, begins on the hills near Ichang
and extends westward into Szechuen. Opium is grown in considerable quantities in the

district and is so generally used as to precludethe import of theforeign ding. Ichang is

conveniently situated as a mart for the tea districts of Hoh-fung-chow, the produce of

which might, it is thought, be made suitable for foreign use. It was generally supposed
that, as Ichang is situated at the head of steamer navigation on the Tangtsze and
occupies a good position for trade, the port would speedily become an important
commercial centre. For the first three years these anticipations appeared little like-

ly to be realised: the port cut a miserable figure the first year of its existence as

a treaty port. Later returns show, however, that Ichang is becoming a con-
siderable distributing centre, and its inward transit trade is now only second to that

of Hankow. The total value of the trade for 1883 amounted to Tls. 2,550,648
as compared with Tls. 1,674,341 in 1882, Tls. 1,523,005, in 1881, Tls. 2,093,780 in

1880, Tls. 612,508 in 1879, and Tls. 71,014 in 1878. Ho foreign Opium has been
imported at this port for the last two or three years, the native drug being generally

used, and in 1883, 754 piculs Szechuen Opium was exported. The estimated
population of the port is 34,000.
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DIUECTOEY.

Consulates.

Great Britain.

^ A
Ta-ying-ling-shih-shu.

Consul—C. T. Gardner (absent)

Offi,ciating Consul—Chaloner Alabaster

A « « ft
Ta-me-hwok-ya-men

United States.

Consul—I. F. Sbepard, residingatHankow

Imperial Maritime Customs.

Agencies.

Little, A. J., agi nt

—

North-China Insurance Co., Ld.

Yangtsze Insurance Association

Merchant.

Lih-tah.

Little, Archd. J., merchant, and agent

Eussell & Co.’s steamers

Lui Sui-tang

Missionaries.

Established Church of Scotland.

Rev. George Cockburn, M.A., and Mrs.

Cockburn
Rev. Andrew Dowsley, B. A., Mrs. Dowsley

^
I Ch’ang Kuan.

Assistant in Charge—J. L. Chalmers
Second Assistant—E. F. Creagli

Assistant and .Medical Officer—Aug. Henry,
M.A., L.R.C.P.

Assistant Examiner—L. Le Breton
Tidewaiters—F. McQuire, J. Grainger
Chinese Clerk—Au Kai Ting

Tien-choo-tang.

Roman Catholic Mission.

Right Rev. Fr. Alexis M. Filippi, Bishop

tit. of Paneade and Vicar Apost. ot

Southern Hupeh
Rev. Fr. Benjamin Cliristiaens

Rev. Fr. Gabriel van Gestel

R'v. Fr. Giovanni Franzoni

R.'V. Br. Bonif. Timmer

CHUNGKING.
Chungking, one of the most important jilaces in the large inland province of

Szechuen, is situated in lat. 29 deg. 33 min. 50 sec. N., and long. 107 deg. 2 min E.,

and occupies a roeky peninsula at the junction of the ri?er Kia-ling-kiang with the

Upper Yangtsze, some 1,250 niles from the meuth of that great river. It is surrounded

by somewhat low but strong walls, about five miles in circumference, which include

the entire penineula, and hive seventeen gates, only nine of which open. The walla

were rebuilt in 1761 by the then Viceroy. The city is closely built, every available

bit of ground being covered with buildings. The population is estimated at 250,000,

which in eludes that of Kiang-peh Ting, a sub .irb on the opposite side of the Kb. ling,

wrongly described by Blakiston as Li-min.

The city is the headquarters of a large and thriving trade, and from its situation

must naturally be a very important mart, but its capabilities and trail have been

over-estimated, as also have the resources of the province of 3zech len, o ’ which it is tlm

commercial capital, and it will probably be some time before foreigners will ask for it

to be opened to trade. U nder the provisions of the Chefoo Couv mtion, a British Con-

sular Agent is allowed to reside in Chungking to watch the condltio.is of British trade in

Szechuen, but no attempthas yet been made to accomplish the ascent of the Yangtsze to

that point in sieamers. A considerable quantity of British and foreign manufactured

goods, however, find their way to Chungking in native craft suited for the navigation

of the rapids. The Yangtsze is about 800 yards wide at Chungking, and it is na-
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vigable for boats of light draught as far as Cheng-tu. From Chungking to this city
the Tangtsze is properly called the Min-kiang. The Kia-ling is a river of some
importance, and a cons iderable traffic is done on it. Chungking, like most Chinese
cities, though pleasing ly and picturesquely situated, is dirty and repulsive upon close
inspection.

DIRECTORY.

British Consular Eesidency.

Ta- ying-ling-shih-shu

Resident—F. S. Bourne

Methodist Episcopal Mission.
Kev. F. D. Gamewell

China Inland Mission.

Eev. G. and Mrs. Nicoll

D. B. Thompson
Miss Bowman
J. McMullan

(For Missionaries in Western Provinces
see Hankow)

CHEFOO.
Chefoo is situated on the northern side of the Shantung Promontory, in lat,

37 deg. 35 min. 56 sec. H., and long. 124 deg. 22 min. 33 sec. B. The designation,

by which it is generally known among foreigners is a misnomer, as the town of
Yentai is really the port to which the name has come to be applied. Chefoo is a
harbour in the locality of Yentai, but has no connection with it.

When the town was first occupied by the merchants of other nations, it was in

the possession of a number of French troops, and no definite foreign settlement was
then marked out. The consequence is that no plan has ever been adopted in the
arrangement of the houses, and many of them have been in time surrounded by native
buildings. The Chinese town is squalid and uninteresting. It is built on the shore,
and possesses a fine sandy beach. The surrounding country is gently undulated for
some little distance from the town, and beyond that the hills rise to a considerable
height and lend to the landscape an interesting and varied aspect.

Chefoo of late years has become the resort of many foreign residents in China
in consequence of its very salubrious climate. It is said to be the healthiest port in
China. In winter, when the Pei-ho is frozen, merchandise and mails for Tientsin and
some of the more northern cities are landed at this port and conveyed to their destina-

tions overland. The harbour is commodious and possesses sufficient depth of
water for vessels of considerable draught, but it is exposed to strong gales which
prevail at certain seasons of the year. Chefoo is celebrated as the place where Sir

Thomas Wade and the Grand Secretary Li Hung-chang concluded the “ Chefoo
Convention ” in September, 1876, and thus brought to a termination the necrotiati .ms
which had been pending so long respecting the reparation demanded by tJie British
Government for the murder of Mr. A. E. Margary in Yunnan. The population of
Chefoo is estimated at 32,000.

The trade of Chefoo, like that of Hewchwang, is principally in Beancake and
Beans, of which large quantities are annually exported to the southern ports of
China. In 1882, the net export of Beancake amounted to 1,349,221 piculs and of
Beans to 147,181 piculs, as against 1,252,321 piculs of the former and 139,952 piculs
of the latter in 1882. The quantity of Opium imported in 1883 amounted to 883 piculs
as compared with 1,124 piculs in 1882, 1,759 piculs in 1881, and 2,402 piculs in 1880.
This import steadily declined for several years, owing partly to the increased cultivation
of the poppy in Shantung and partly to the dreadful famines which have desolated thq
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province, but revived again in 1878 and 1879, probably on account of a decreased
production of the native drug

;
in 1880, 1881, 1882, and 1883 it showed a large

decline, owing to the poppy being again extensively cultivated. The total value of
the trade of the port for 1883 was Tls. 9,332,401, and for 1882 Tls. 9,162,607.

DIRECTORY.

Consulates.

Ta-ying-linq-shi-sMi.

Great Britain.
Consul—Byron Brenan
Constable—W. Van Ess

Ta-fa-ling-shi-shu.

France.
Vice-Consul—Byron Brenan

Ta-mei-kua-Ung-sM-sJm,
United States.

Consul—A. R. Platt

Vice-Consul—

Tay-eh-chu-ling-shi-sliu.

Germany.
Fioe- Consul—C. Hagen

Ta-jih-pen- ling-shi-yamSn.

Japan.
Acting Consul—G. Higasiii

Secretary— S. Uyeno

Poo-lin-yen-lwg-slii-sJiu.

Austria-Hungary.
Acting Consul—Byron Brenan

kmmm m m
Ta 1i'og-ling-sTii-shu-hwoh.

Russia.

Vice-Consul—T. T. Fergusson

Suy-naou-ling-shi-shu,

Sweden and Norway.
Vice-Consul—A. M. Eckford

41A m
Tan-kwoh-ling-shi-slm.

Denmark.
Acting Vice-Consul—A. M. Eckford

th M 9# 41 ^
Pi-li-shih-ling-shi-shu.

Belgium.
Consul—T. T. Fergusson

Ta-ho-lan-ling-shi-shu.

Netherlands.
Acting Consul—A. M. Eckford

fij ^ ^ 1
E-ta-lee-ling-shi-sliu.

Italy.

Consular Agent—A. Balabio (absent)

Tung fTai-Jcwn.

Imperial Maritime Customs.

Commissioner—J. M. Daae
Assistants—M. E.Towell, Smollett Camp-

bell, V. E. J. Deut
Medical Officer—Dr. W. A. Henderson
Chinese Clerks—Liaug A. Teem, Cheong
Yin

Tidesurveyor and Harbour Master—T. C.

Jennings
Boat Officer—Geo. Reeves
Assistant Examiners— 5

.

G. Rylander, G.
Roberis

Tidewaiters— J. Horning, G. T. Murray,
C. P. Dawson, D. Marshall^ A. G. Elder,

T. Betts

Lighthouses.
Chefoo Light—B. Lewis (light-keeper in

charge)

Shantung Light—C. G. Amy (light -keeper

ill charge), C. D. Wis is

Houki Light—J. Ei-cles (light-keeper in

charge), J. C. Hill

Shantung South East Promontary Light—
J. Harp (light-keeper in charge) A.

I Michel
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Insvi'snc-e Offices.

Cornabe & Co., agents

—

Germanic Ejloyds’

Royal Insurance Company of Liveipool

(Fire and Life)

Imperial Fire Office

Canton Insurance Office, Limited
Yangtsze Insurance Association

Saraarang Sea and Fire Insurance flo-

Crasemann and Hagen, agents

—

Oosterling Sea and Fire Insurance Com-
pany of Batavia

Second Colonial Sea and Fire Insurance

Company of Batavia

Colonial Sea and Fire Insurance Company
of Batavia

Bremen Underwriters

Hamburg Magdeburg Fire Insui’ance

Company
Batavia Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

Straits Insurance Co., Limited

E Shun & Co., agents

—

China Merchants’ Insurance Co.

On-tai Insurance Company, Limited

Fergusson & Co., agents—
Lloyd’s

North China Insurance Company, Ld.
North British and Mercantile Fire Insur-

ance Company
China Fire Insurance Company, Ld,
Chinese Insurance Company, Ld.
Merchants Shipping and Underwriters’

Association of Melbourne
Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

New Yoi’k Life Insurance Company

Maclean, Geo. F., agent

—

Union Insurance Society of Canton, Ltd.

China Traders’ Insurance Co., Limited

Hongkong Fire Insurance Co., Limited
Scottish Imperial Life Insurance Co.

London Assurance Corparatioi.

Pbninsulab and Oeibntal S. N. Co.

Fergusson & Co., agents

Indo-China Steam Navigation
Company, Limited.

Fergusson & Co., agents

China Navigation Company,
Crasemann & Hagen, agents

Eussell & Co.’s Steamers.
Cornabe & Co. a, agents

MiTstr Bishi Mail Co.

G. F. Maclean, agent

Hongkong and Shanghai Bank.
Fergusson &uo., agents

Merchants, Professions, an d Trades

Chefoo Filanda Limited, Silk reeling es-

tablishment
Otto Anz, manager

G. Gipperich

H. Bucher, engineer

Fu-yu.

Chefoo General Supply Association, navy

contractors and storekeepers

W. R. Fuller

J. Smith

Chefoo Waterhoat Co.

Th. Lyell

H. Sietas & Co.

Th. Lyell, manager

^'lE
Ho-hee.

Cornabe & Co., merchants

W. A. Cornabe (absent)

A . M. Eckford

A. E. Donnelly
P. F. Lavers
A. P. Seth

L. AUin

Po-Mng.
Crasemann & Hagen, merchants

C. Hagen
H. S. Myers

F. Korner
F. Irens

C. Oestmann

E Shun.

E Shun & Co., merchants

Chan U Ting (absent)

Chan King Ting
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Hotels.
“ Chefoo Family Hotel,” Tungsliau, on
Beach

Mrs. E. Newman, proprietrix

E. Sait Newman

M A
Tseu-ta.

Fergusson & Co., merchants

T. T. Fergusson

J. P. Wake
S. H. Webster
H. J. Clark

mm
Foo-lee.

FuSer, W. R., architect and builder

Gardner & Co., bakers and provisioners

Mrs. F. E. Gardner
W. A. E. Gardner (absent)

Henderson, W. A., L.R.C.S.E., P.E., me-
dical practitioner

Lyell, Thomas, marine surveyor

’ Pow-zun.

Maclean, Geo. F., merchant

G. Burgoyne

Platt, Archer R., M.D., medical practi-

tioner

Price & Co., B. J., navy contractors and
storekeepers

B. J. Price

King-yip-shu-yueti.

Reading Room for Chinese

A. R. Donnelly, hon. sec. and treas.

Li Alin, bon. Chinese secretary

Ha-lee.

Sietas & Co., H., naval contractors and
storekeepers

J. C. Biehl

Ad. Hansen
H. A. Hansen
J. Block
O P. Jensen

yentai Butchery, Park Lane
W. Knight, proprietor

“Sea View House Hotel”
W. R. Puller, proprietor

Mrs. Lawrence

“ Beach Hotel ”

A. W. Buschendorff, proprietor

“ Glenvue House ”

Mrs. F. E. Gaidner

Missionaries.

Church of England Mission.
W. S. Hildesley (absent)

J. R. Vincent (do.)

IS ^ ^ #
Da-mei-hwoTi-chiang-laou-wai.

American Presbyterian Mission.

Rev. John L. Nevius, D.D.
Bev. Hunter Corbett

Rev. J. A. Leyenherger
Rev. G. Reid
Miss Jennie E. Anderson
Miss M. L. Berry

English Baptist Mission.

Address, care of H. Sietas & Co., Chefoo
Rev. A. G, Jones (absent)

Rev. J. S. Whitewrignt (Tsing-chen-foo)

Rev. Francis James do.

Rev. Timothy Richard (Tai Yuen-foo)

Rev. A. Spwerby do.

Rev. J. J. Turner (absent)

National Bible Society of Scotland.
Rev. Alex. Williamson, B.A., LL.D.

China Inland Mission.

Rev. A. W. Douthwaite (absent)

Rev. F. W. Bailer

W L. and Mrs. Pruen
W. L. and Mrs. Elliston

Mrs. Sharland

Miss Whitecburch
Miss M. Wiilliams
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Kaou-ti-pal.

American Sotttheen Baptist Mission.

Eev. T. P. Crawford, D.D.
Mrs. T. P. Crawford

Eev. N. W. and Mrs. Holcomb
Rev. C. W. Pruitt

Ece. J. M. and Mrs. Joiner

Eev. E. C. and Mrs. Davault

Mrs. J. L. Holmes (absent)

Miss Lottie Moon

United Presbyterian Church oe
Scotland Mission.

Rev. Alex, Williamson, B.A., LL.D.
Eev. Alex. Westwater
A. Macdonald Westwater, L.R.C.P. & S. E.

Roman Catholic Mission.

Rev. C^saire Sciiang, M.D.
Rev. John Liu

AT WEI HIEN.
American Presbyterian Mission.

Rev. Rob. M. Matcer
E ‘V. J. H. Laugh lin

J. M. Mathewson, M.D.

AT TSI-HAN-FOO.
American Presbyterian Mission.

Rev. S. A. D. Hunter, M.D.
Rev. John Murray
Rev. Paul D. Bergen

AT TUNG CHOW-FOO.
American Presbyterian Mission.

Eev. C. E. Mills, D.D.
Eev. C. W. Mateer, D.D.
Rev. W. M. Hayes
J. B. Nea’, M.D.
Mrs. J. M. Shaw (absent)

TAKU.
This village is situated at the mouth of the Pei-ho, on the southern side of the

river, about sixty-seven miles from Tientsin. The land is so flat at Taku that it is

difiicult for a stranger to detect the entrance to the river. There are two anchorages,

an outer and inner. The former extends from the Customs Junks to three miles
outside the Bar, seaward; the latter from Liang-kia-yuan on the south to the
Customs Jetty, Tz’chu-lin, on the north. The village is a poor one, possessing few
shops, no buildings of interest except the forts, and the only foreign residents are
the Customs employes, some pilots, and the members of the Vice-Consular estabhsh-
inent. A line of telegraph was constructed in the early part of 1879 from Taku to

Tientsin by the Provincial Authorities, was continued in 1883 to Tungchow, and
completed, in August, 1884, to Peking.

Taku is memorable on accoimt of the engagements that have taken place between
its forts and the British and French naval forces. The first attack was made on the
20th May, 1858, by the British squadron under Sir Michael Seymour, when the forts

were passed and Lord Elgin proceeded to Tientsin, where on the 26th June he signed
the famous Treaty of Tientsin. The second attack, which was fatally unsuccessful,

was made by the British forces in Jmie, 1859. The third took place on the 21st
August, 1860, w'hen the forts were captured, the booms placed across the river

destroyed, and the British ships sailed trhimphantly up to Tientsin. From the
description of the place in “The Treaty Poi’ts of China,” we gather that the water on
the bar ranges from about two to fourteen feet at the Spring tides. The Chinese name
of the bar is Lau-kiang-sha. At certain states of the tide, steamers are obliged to

anchor outside imtil there is sufficient water to cross, but they are seldom detained
very long. Towards the end of autumn it sometimes happens that the river is so low
that vessels drawing over seven feet of water are unable to get up to Tientsin.
The volume of water in the river grows less yearly owing to its being drawn off to
supply new canals cut into the country. The river and the northern edge of the gulf
are generally frozen in about the 9th December, and few vessels attempt an entry after
the end of November. The ice breaks up, as a rule, about the second week in March.
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DIRECTORY.

Impeeial Maeitime Customs.
Assistant Tide-surveyor—W. F. Stevenson
Tide waiter—W. French
Signalmaii—H. A. Behnke

Liqhtship TaTcu.

Captain—Jas Sloane
Alate—H. A. Frandsen
Liyhtkeeper—W. Knight

Impeeial Naval Yard.
Directors—Liu, Taotag and Wen-jui
Secretary—W. F. Stevenson
Superintendent Shipwright—W. Grant

do. Engineer—
Cleric—R. Kliene

Taku Pilot Company.
W. Boad
J. C. Hill

G. Mitchell (absent)

C. B. Sherman
C. Parker
H. Crowlie

W. Blanchard
G. Lembke
A. K. Talpey
A.. G. Baxter (abt.)

T. W. Conner
C. Parker , secretary

Taku Tug and Lightee Company.
G. W. Collins, H. Crowlie, directors

Jas. Watts, secretary (absent)

C. Kosscw, clerk

J. McMurray, su])erintendent engin«w
and cliief engineer tug Gem

Wylie, engineer tug Peiho

Ahmow, do. Orphan

TIENTSIN.
Tientsin is situated at the junction of the Grand -Canal with the Peiho river ia

lat. 39 deg. 3 min. 65 sec. N. and long. 117 deg. 3 min. 65 sec. E. It is distant from
Peking by river about 80 miles. It was formerly only a military station, but toward*
the close of the 17th century it became a place of some importance. The walled

portion is small compared with the suburbs, the circumference of the walls being

only a little over three miles. The principal trade is carried on in the suburbs. The
purely native city has the reputation of being exceptionally dirty, and the stench

from open drains in and about the city is said to be the cause of a high rate of

mortality there. There are a number of soap-boiling works in the neighbourhood,
and the smell that arises from them is most disagreeable.

A number of foreigners live in the suburbs of the native city, but the concession,

which is situated about a mile and a half farther down on the south bank of the

river, has been largely taken up during the last few years, and is now pretty well

covered with buildings.

Tientsin will always be famous for the Treaty signed by Lord Elgin in a temple

since called the Treaty Temple, or Elgin’s Joss-house, on the 26th June, 1858,

and known as the Treaty of Tientsin. The port is also infamously notorious for

the massacre of the French Sisters of Charity and other foreigners on the 21st June,

1870, by a Chinese mob, imder circumstances of shocking bnitality. Tientsin is now
connected with Shanghai by telegraph, a line having been constructed overland in

1881 and opened to traffic on the 28th December of that year; in 1883 the port wa«
connected with Tungchow, and in August, 1881 with Peking by telegraph. The
population of Tientsin is estimated at 950,000.

There is a fair foreign trade done at Tientsin compared with the other open port*.

When the port was first opened, it is said that money was picked up very quickly

by the few merchants then on the scene. In course of time, however, the Chinese

began to make headway, and they have the trade now pretty well in their own hands.

One great advantage that natives here have over foreign competitors is that the

former “purchase their stocks in Shanghai when there is a favourable market,

rarely if ever insure their goods, sell in small quantities, and, constituting themselves

their own salesmen, at once procure ready buyers, and save the standing commission
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to which the compradores of foreigners are entitled.” The export trade of Tientsin

is very small compared with the import. Cotton is cultivated in the locality, and some
years ago great expectations were entertained concerning it. The Tea exported goes

principally to Russia and Siberia, via Kiachta. In 1883, 290,204 piculs were exported

by this route, compared with 274,599 piculs m 1882. Opium to the extent of 2,451

piculs was imported in 1883, as compared with 2,508 piculs in 1882. The total

value of the trade of the port in 1883 was Tls. 21,667,011 as compared with Tls.

22,525,267 in 1882.

DIRECTORY.

Consulates.

^ * -g
Ta Ying-lcwo-ling-sMk-wan.

Great Britain.
(For Tientsin and Peking.)

Consul—A. Davenport
Interpreter—W. Holland
Constable—H. Stean

France,

St 0 « f ® ^*1

Ta Fa-hwo-ling-shik Yanien.
Consul—Paul Eistelhueber
Chancelier-lnter-prete—Pierre Bous d’Anty

A #i a 41* tf
Ta-ngo Icwo-ling-sz-ya-mun.

Russia.
Consul— C. Waeber (absemt)
Acting do.—M. P. Shishmarew

^ ^
Ta-mi-huo-ling-sTiih-ya -men.

United States.
Consul—G. T. Bromley
Vice-Consul—W. N. Pet hick
Acting Interpreter—R. H. Maclay
Marshal—

-k ^ !i|j ^
Ta Tan-Tcwo Kung hwan.

Denmark.
Acting Constd—C. Waeber (absent)

X w ‘'S ^
Ta Ho-lan-Jcwo Ling-shi-Jeuan

Netherlands
Acting Consul—A. Davenport

Japan.
Consul—Takashi Hara
Secretary—Nagasama Tei

K ^ (>4t ^
Ta Aou-hwo-ling shik-kwan,

Austria-Hu nga ry.
Acting Consul—A. Davenport

Kung pu.
Municipal Council.

Chairman—G. Detring
Hon. Treasurer—G. de St. Croix
Hon. Secretary—E. Cousins
Members—A. D. Startseff, Wm. Forbes
Superintendent of Police—S. E. Williams
Sergeant—E. Cox
Twenty Native constables

A g 0 ^ * fi pn
Ta te-kuo -ling- shill ya-men.

Germany.
Consul—A. Pelldram
Interpreter—Ch. Feindel
Constable—

Belgium.
Consul—W. Forbes

Portugal.
Consul—John J. Hatch

Imperial Maritime Customs.

M H
Cking-hai-kwxn.

Commissioner—G. Detring
Assistants—R. M. Hobson, H. B. Morse

F. J. Smith, C. W. Davies, J. H. M.
Moorebead

Clerks—P. Poletti, A. B. Menzies
Tidesurveyor and Harbour Master—R. J.

Trannack
Acting Asst. Tidesurveyor—W. F. Steven-

son (Taku)
Examiner—G. B. A. Castro
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Assistant Examiners—E. F. Ottaway, J.

Ecclestone, C. P. C. Lynborg
Tide-waiters—W. French fTaku), W. S.

Ward, G. Keeble, H. Schweiger, J. L.
Clereance, H. Meyer, H. L L. Pritchard

Signalman—H. A. Behnke (Taku)

Imperial Arsenal.
Sui'erintendent Engineer—J. Stewart

Tientsin Club.
Committee—k. Davenport, A. D. Startseff,

W. H. Forbes

Son. Treasurer—F. de Bovis

Son. Secretary— A. Kousnetzoff

Insurances.

Collins & Co., G. W., agents

—

J,'On('on and Lancashire Insurance Co.

Cordes & Co., A., agents

—

Yangtsze Insurance Association

Germanic Lloyd’s

Scottish Imperial Insurance Company
Hamburg Madgeburg Fire Insurance

Company
Hamburg Fire Insurance Co. of 1877
Alliance Life and Fire Insurance Co.

Straits Insurance Co., Limited

Forbes, William, agent-
imperial Fire Office

Lloyd’s

China Traders’ Insurance Company, Ltd.

North British & Mercantile Insurance

Company
Marine Insurance Company
New York Life Insurance Co.

Satch, Forbes & Co., agents

—

National Marine Insurance Association,

Limited
Liverpool and London and Globe In-

surance Company

Meyer & Co., E
,
agents

—

Union Insurance Society of Canton, Ltd.

Prussian National Insurance Company,
of Stettin

Hanseatic Fire Insurance Co., Hamburg
Samarang Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

Pethick, Maday <fc Co, agents

—

China Fire Insurance Com])any, Limited
Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

Wilson, .las., agent

—

North China Insurance Company
Sun Fire Office

Pei Yang Squadron.
Admiral—Ting
Vice-Admiral and Organizer—

Turret Vessel Chao Yung, 8 guns
Turret Vessel Yang Wai, 8 guns
Training Ship Wei Yuen, 6 guns
Bam Tsao Eiang, 4 guns
Gun-vessels Chen Pi, Chen Pien, Chen
Ngan, Chen Chung, Chen Hsi, Chen
Tung, each one 35-ton and two 12-pdr.
guns

Chung- hwolc-tin-po-chu.

Imperial Chinese Telegraph.
Customs Taotai Sheng, director general

Wong Fa Nung, agent

—

Luen Sheng Lin, clerk in charge
Chu Tseng Chi
6 operators, 4 accountants

Kai-ping-hwang-wii-hu-lciuh.

Chinese Engineering and Mining
Company.

Tong King-sing, managing director

C. W. Kinder, A.M.t.C.E., eugineer-in-

chief

James Stevens, mining engineer

Chun Yung Kwei, mining student

F. B. Petersen, do.

J. Purcell, overman
J. Naylor, do.

J. Ward ell, do.

C. Williams, sub-overman
S. Purcell, do.

S. Mitchell, sinker

I-aac Wood, foreman mechanic
W. Bnlmer, boiler maker
J. W. Goulding, engine winder
W. Wileman, do,

M. Jarvis, locomotive driver

Kwong King Yang, storekeeper

Kwong Hein Chow, timekeeper

Poo-d’ow Liang, bookkeeper

E. M. Buttles, electrician and chemist

R. M. Brown, secretary

Principal Works at Tong Shan, Kaiping,

Chihli

Address for Foreigners, care of H.B.M.’s

or U.S. Consulate, Tientsin
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Hongkong and Shanghai Banking
COEPOEATION.

F. de Bovis, a^ent (absent)

Gt. C. de Criox, acting agent
E. G. Hillier

China Navigation Company.
Wm. Forbes, agent

Mrxsu Bishi Mail Steamship Co.
Wm. Forbes, agent

China Shipownees’ Association.
Jas- Wilson, agent

Eeutee’s Telegeam Co.
Jas. Henderso.i, agent

Professions, Trades, &c.
Astor House Hotel

G. Ritter

-fli
Foo-toong.

Belogolovy, A. A., merchant
A. A. Belogolovy

Hsin Fi-loong.

Blow & Co
,
H., wine and spirit merchants

and general storekeepers

H. Blow
H. Knox

Ye-li.

Boodilin, W. J., merchant
W. J. Boodilin

K. A. Sidoroff

Collins & Co , merchants
G. W. Collins (absent)
W. C. C. Anderson (London)
W. W. Dickinson

Kao-lin.
Collins & Co., Geo. W., commission agents,

wine merchants, tailors, sbipchandlers,
and general storekeepers
W. W. Dickinson, manager
J. M Dickinson
John Wilson

E, B. Lees

Sin-yuen.

Cordes & Co., A., merchants

August C. Cordes (Hamburg)
E. Rehders

0. Nordhorst

ir IE
Yan-Tce.

Forbes, William, merchant and commission

agent

W. Forbes
John W. Graham
J. Ozorio

Frazer & Irwin, medical practitioners

John Frazer
Andrew Irwin

Grabe & Co., Otto, merchants
Otto Grabe

Po-shun.

Hatch, Forbes & Co., merchants
John J. Hatch
W. H. Forbes

G. H. Forbes

Kwonq-loong.

Henderson, James, merchant

Tsun-moio,

Hirsbrunner, Jas., merchant and commis-
sion agent

Chs. A. Brunner

Jardine, Matheson & Co., merchants
E. Cousins

Hwuy-chang.
MacDonald & Co., J., merchants and com-

mission agents

J. MacDonald

8hih Chang.
Meyer & Co., E., merchants

E. Meyer (Hamburg)
G. Fischer

C. Wolter (Corea)

H. Ballauf

C. Rump
P. Bukow
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Mitsui Bussan Kaisha, merchauts
Jas. Wilsou, agent

W Hi ^
Yui-sJun-hao.

Myres, C., merchant

Fung-chong.
Pethick, Maclay & Co., merchants

W. N. Pethick
R. H. Maclay

Foo-ckang.

Piatkoff, Molchanoff & Co., merchants
A. A. Belogolovy, agent

RodionofT & Co., A. L,, merchants
A. D. Startseff, agent

Sin Sasun.
Sassoon & Co., E. D., merchants

A. S. Silas, agent
E. A. Cotton

Schmidt & Co., merchants
H. Higge
John Schmidt

Tientsin B ikery and General Store
T. Hartmann

Tientsin Hi pensary
Jas. W. Mac avish

Stewart M. McLcish

Hi w
Chun-fiing.

Tokmakoff, Molotkotf 8c Co., merchants
A. D. Startself

W. IV. Din.trieff

A. N. Kooznetsoff
M. S. Over n
M. A. Griinfeld

Man-ta-li

Vrard & Co., L., merchants an] commis-
sion agents

P. Loup
A. Loup

J. Kriiger

E. Vaucher

Ta-yak-vong.

Watson & Co., A. S., “The Hongkong
Dispensary ”

R. Tice, manager

Wilson, James, merchant and general con-

mission agent

Miss' onaries.

London Missionary Society.
Rev. J. Lees
Dr. J. Kenneth Mackenzie, M.R.C.S.
Rev. A. King

English Bapti't Mission.
Rev. Timothy Richard (Tai-yuen-foo)

Rev. A. Sowerby (Tai-yut n-foo)

Methodist Mission.vrt Society,

Tientsin and Laoling.
Rev. J. Innocent and family

Rev. J. Robinson and family

Rev. G. T. Candlin and family

D. Stenhouse, M.D. and family

Rev. J. Hinds and family, Kai Ping
G. M. Inno<-ent

W. Kyd Aitkin, M.D., Kai Ping

American Board of Commissioners
FOR Foreign Missions.

Rev. C. A. Stanley

Mrs. S aiiley (absent)

Rev. H. P. Perkins

Rev. A. H. and Mrs. Smith, Pang
Cilia Tswang, Shantung

Rev. H. D. Porter, M.l). and Mrs.

Porter, Pano- Cliia Tswang, Shaiit ing
Mi'S Mary H. Porter do.

Methodist Episcopal Mission.

Rev. L. W. Pilcher (abs nt)

Rev. W. F. Walker (absent)

Kev. U. \V. Willi ts

Rev. G. R. Davis
Miss L. A. Howard, M.D.
Miss E. U. Yates
Miss Stella Akers, M.D.
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General Hospital for Europeans.

Sister Superior—M. Dutrouilh and six Sis-

ters of Charity

Independent Order of Good
Templars.

Tientsin Lodge, No. 2.

Kev. G. T. Chanrllin, D.G.W.C./.
C. Myers, V.D.G.W.C.T.

Tien-chn-tang.

Eoman Catholic.
Rev. F. H. Coqset

KALGAH.

Chang ang.

Tokmakoff, Molotkoff & Co., merchants

Molchanoff and Kokovin, agents

PEKING.

The present capital of China was formerly the Northern capital only, as its name
denotes, but it is now really the metropolis of the Central Kingdom. Peking is

situated on a sandy plain 13 miles S.W. of the Pei-ho river, and about 110 miles from
its mouth, in latitude 39 deg. 54 min. N. and longitude 116 deg. 27 min. E. or nearly

on the parallel of Naples. A canal connects the city with the Pei-ho. Peking is ill

adapted by situation to be the capital of a great Empire, nor is it in a position to

become a great manufacturing or industrial centre. The products of all parts of

China naturally find their way to the seat of Government, but it gives little save

bullion in return.

From Dr. Dennys’s description of Peking we quote the following brief historical

sketch:—“The city formerly existing on the site of the southern portion of Peking
was the capital of the Kingdom of Yan. About 222 b.c., this kingdom was over-

thrown by the Chin dynasty and the seat of Government was removed elsewhere.

Taken from the Chins by the Khaitans about 936 a.d., it was some two years after-

wards made the southern capital of that people. The Kin dynasty subduing the
EZhaitans, in their turn took possession of the capital, calling it the ‘Western
Residence.’ About a.d. 1151, the fourth sovereign of the Kins transferred the court

thither, and named it the Central Residence. In 1215, it was captured by Genghis
EZhan. In 1264, Kublai Khan fixed his residence there, giving it the title of Chung~
tu, or Central Residence, the people at large generally calling it 8hun-t’ien-fu. In
1267 A.D., the city was transferred 3 li (one mile) to the North of its then site, and it

was then called Tu-tu—‘the Great Residence.’ The old portion became what is now
known as the ‘Chinese city’ and the terms ‘Northern’ and ‘Southern’ city, or more
commonly nei-cheng (within the wall) and wai-cheng (without the wall) came into

use. The native Emperors who succeeded the Mongol dynasty did not, however,
contmue to make Pekmg the seat of Government. The court was shortly afterwards
removed to Nanking, which was considered the chief city of the Empire until, in 1421,
Yung Lo, the third Emperor of the Ming dynasty, again held his court at Peking,
since which date it has remained the capital of China.

”

The present city of Peking is divided into two portions, the Northern or Tartar
city and the Southern or Chinese. The former is being gradually encroached upon
by the Chinese, and the purely Manchu section of the capital will soon be very limited.

The southern city is almost exclusively occupied by Chinese. The general shape of
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Peking may be roughly represented by a square placed upon an oblong, the former
standing for the Tartar and the latter for the Cluuese city. The whole of the capital

is, of course, walled. The walls of the Tartar city are the strongest. They average
60 feet in height and 40 feet in width, and are buttressed at intervals of about
sixty yards. The parapets are loop-holed and crenelated. They are faced on both
sides with brick, the space between being filled with earth and concrete. Each of

the gateways is surmounted by a three-storied pagoda. The wails of the Chinese
city are about 30 feet in height, 25 feet thick at the base, and 15 feet wide on the

terre plein. The total circumference of the walls round the two cities shghtly exceeds

twenty miles.

The Tartar city consists (Dr. Williams tells us) of three enclosures, one within

the other, each surrounded by its own wall. The innermost, called Kin-ching or

Prohibited City, contains the Imperial Palace and its surrounding buildings
;
the

second is occupied by the several offices appertaining to the Covemment and by
private residences of officials

;
while the outer consists of dwelling-houses, with shops

in the chief avenues. The Chiiese city is the business portion of Peking, but it

presents few features of interest to the sight-seer, while the enclosure known as the

Prohibited City is, as its titl i denotes, forbidden to aU foreign visitors. The
numerous temples, the walls, the Imperial Observatory, the Foreign Legations, and
the curio shops are the chief attractions to the tourist. The streets of the Chinese

metropohs are kept in a most dit ^-raceful condition. In the dry season the pedestrian

sinks deep in noxious dust, and in wet weather he is hable to be drowned in the torrents

that rush along the thoroughfares, where the constant traffic has worn away the sod.

There is an air of decay about Peking, which extends even to the finest of the

temples. The population of Peking is not accurately known, but according to a

Chinese estimate, which is probably shghtly in excess, it is 1,300,000, of whom
900,000 reside in the Tartar and 400,000 in the Chinese city. There is no direct

foreign trade with Peking, and the small foreign population is made up of the

members of the various Legations, the Maritime Customs estabhshment, the professors

at the College of Peking, and the missionary body. In August, 1884, it was brought

into direct telegraphic communication with the rest of the world, by an overland fine

to Tientsin via Tungchow.

DIRECTORY.

Legr tions.

:k ^ IS ilX iV ^
Ta Ting-kuo Ch’in-ch'ai Ku?ig-shu.

British.

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-

potentiary—Sir Harry Smith Parkes,
K.C.B., G.C.M.C.

Secretary of Legation—N. R. O’Conor

2nd Secretary—C. T. Maude

Bo. —F. W. Stronge

Chinese Secretary—E. C. Baber (absent)

Acting do. —W. C. Hillier

Assistant Chinese Secretary—W. C. Hillier

Acting Assist. Chinese Secretary—C. W.
Everard

Accountant—A. E. Pirkis

Physician— S. W. Bushell, M.D.
Second Assistant—C. Lionel Hopkins

Do. —J. R. Coulthard

Chaplain—Rev. W. Brereton

Students-G. W. Campbell, W. B. Fitz-

gibbon, E. T. C. Weimer, E. F. Bennett

Colonial Cadets— E. H. May, T. Sercombe

Smith
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Acting Sergeant of Escort—K. D. Herring
Constables—Posnett (absent), Wilkin,
Bruce

A ® ^ ^
Ta Fa-lang-hei-kuo Ch'in-ch'ai Kuny-sliu.

French.
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-

potentia/ry—Jules Patenotre
Second Secretary of Legation—V. Collin de

PlaneV (absent

j

A cting do .—Louis Patenotre
First Interpreter— Hippolyte Frandin

(absent)

Second Interprets—Arnold Vissiere

Third Interpreter—Gudlien
Chancelier—J. Hecquard
Physician—Dr. M. Mirabel
Chaplain—Rev. P. Lagarde

Ta 0-kao Ch’in-ch’ai Eunq-shu.

Russian.
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-

tentiary—S. Popoff
First Secretary—P. Ladyjnsky
Second Secretary—Baron von Wrangel
Military Attache—
First Interpreter—P. Popoff
Physician—Pilisbowsky
Student Interpreter .—C. Vakowisbe
Postmaster—H. Gomboyeff

Clerk .—G. Pampel
Constable—H. Kierulff

.f| )JM B SC^
Ta Ao-ssil-ma-cJtia-kuo Ch’in-cKai Eung-shu

Austro- Hungarian.
Minister Resident and Consul-General for

China—Count Zaluski (residing at To-
kio)

Belgian.
Minister Resident—
Secretary Interpreter—C. Michel

Italian.
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-

potentiary—Count ^ardinand de Luca
Secretary Interpreter -Ludovici Nocentini

Ta Ho-lan-huo Ch'in-ch’ai Eung-shu.
Netherlands.

MinisterResident—J H. Ferguson (absent)

Secretary Interpreter— J. Rhein

TaJih-ssd-pa-ni-ya-kuo Gh'in-ch'ai Kung-shu
Spanish.

Minister Plenipotentiury for China, Siam
& Annam—

'

1st. Sec. of Legation—R. Gil de IJribarri

Interpreter—Juan de Licopolis Marzal

^^ ^ ^ ^
Ta Mei-kuo Ch'in-ch’ai Eung-shu.

United States.
Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-

tentiary—J. Russell Young
First Secretary of Legation—Chapman Cole-
man

Chinese Secretary—Fleming D. Cheshire
Second Secretary—W. Woodville Rockhill
Private Secretary—L. A. Berghollz
Assistant—C. F. Moore

Ta Te-i-chih-kuo Ch'in-ch’ai Eimg-shu.
German.

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-

tentiary—M. von Brandt
Secretary ofLegation—Bai’on von Ketteler
Secretary and Interpreter—C. Arendt
Student Interpreters—Dr. Merz, F. Reins-

dorf, Th. Eathsam

. Ta Pi-lu-kwo Ch’in-ch’ai Enng Euan.
Peruvian.

Minister Resident—

Ta- Jih-pen-kuo Ch’in-ch’ai Eung-shu.
Japanese.

Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Pleni-

potentiary—Vice Admiral Enomotto
Takeaki

Secretary of Legation—Shimada Tanenod
Military Attache—Major Kajiyama Tei-

suke
Do. —Capt. Fukushitna Yasu-

masa (absent)

Attache—Watanabe Yoicbiro

Do. —Nakashima Takeshi

Do. and Interpreter—Gob Kmta
Student Interpreter—Tei Nagakuini
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Imperial Maritime Customs.

Tsung-SJmi-wussu Kung-slm.

Inspectorate General.
Inspector Gen.—Sir Robert Hart, K.C.M.G.
Chief Secretary—
Chinese Secretary—A. E. Hippisley
Audit do. —J. Smith
Statistical do. —E. E. Drew (Shangliai)

Non-Resident do. —J. I). Campbell (London)
Marine do. — (vacant)

Acting Assistant Secietary—W. B. Russell
Acting /issistant Chinese Secretary— A.

P. Happer
Assist. Audit Secretary—
Assistant Statistical Secretary—F. Hirth

(Sbangbai)
Private Secretary—Edwin Liot
Assistants—H, Lyall, P. Tanner, O. Tiberii,

E. G. Lowder, A. E. von Rostborn, A.
H. Harris

Translator—J. Edkins, D.D.
Postal Clerk—
Gas Engineers—Thos. Child, C. B. Mears
Medical Officer—J. Dudgeon, M.D.

Ifil % ®
T'ung-wen-kico n

.

COLLEGE OP PEKING.
President-—^W. A. P. Martin, LL.D.
Professor of Chemistry—Anatole Billequin

Professor of Anatomy and Physics—J.

Dudgeon, M D.
Professor of Astronomy and Mathematics—

S. Marcus Russell, M.A.
Professor of French—0. Vapereau

Professor ofEnglish—C. H. Oliver, M.A.
Professor of German and Russian—E.

Pander, Pb. D.

Profs, of Chinese Literature—Three Chinese

Cbii-jin

Proctors—Four Chinese Officials

Russian Observatory.
Director .

—

Missionaries

London Missionary Society.

J. Dudgeon, M.D., C.M.
Rev. J. Giltnour, M.A.
Rev. S. E. Meech
Rev. Geo. Owen
Rev. W. H. Rees
Miss Pl.i'ip

Miss Smith

National Bible Society of Scotland •

W. H. Murray, agent

Church Missionary Society,
Rt. Rev. Chas. P. Scott, Bishop in North

China
Rev. W. Brereton
Rev. Miles Greenwood

Board of Commissioners for
Foreign Missions U.S.A.

At Peking.
Rev. Henry Blodgett, D.D.
Rev. W. S. Ament *

W. C. Noble, treasurer and superintendent

of press

Miss J. E. Chapin (absent)

Miss A. Haven

At T’ung-chau.

Rev. L. D. Chapin, (absent)

Rev. C. Goodrich, secretary

Rev. D. Z. Sheffield

Miss M. E. Andrews
Miss J. G. Evans, (absent)

Miss M. A. Holbrook, M.D.

At Kalgan.

Rev. Mark and Mrs. Williams

Rev. W. P. an 1 Mrs. Sprague

Rev. J. H. and Mrs. Roberts

Rev. F. M. and Mrs. Chapin

Miss N. Diainent
Miss V. C. Murdock, M.D.

At Pau-ting Foo.

Rev. I. and Mrs. Pierson

A. P. Peck, M.D. and Mrs. Peck

Miss L. B. Pierson

(See also Tientsin Directory)

American Presbyterian Mission.

Rev. J. Wherry
Rev. D. C. McCoy
Rev. J. L. Whiting
B. C. Atterburv, M.D.
Rev. J. W. and Mrs. R. Lowrie

Miss F. Strong
Miss M. J. Lowrie

Methodist Episcoi'al Mission.

Rev. Hiram H. Lowry
Rev. J. H. Pyke
Rev. W. T. HoViart

Mrs. C. M. Jewell

Miss Clara M. Cushman (absent)

Miss Annie B. Sears
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French Catholic Mission.

Eev. Alph. Favier

Kev. Sarthou
Eev. P. d’Addosio

Eev. A. Hum blot

Eev. J. B. Delemasure
Eev. J. Garrigues

Eev. J. "B. Fioritti

Eev. F. Wijnhoven
Eev. A. Provost
Eev. S. Belebarre

Eev. J. Salette

Mother Jaurias and 30 Sisters of Charity

Eitssian Greek Orthodox Mission.

Et. Eev. Aiuphilochius

Kev. Nicolas

Eev. Alexis

Trades, &e.

Jeanrenaud, Cbs., dealer in curios and
Peking Enamels

Ad. Jeanrenaud

Kierulff, P., commission agent, storekeeper^

and dealer in curios.

P. Kierulff

C. Imbeck

Moore, Clias. F., photographer, auctioneer,

&c.

L. Tallieu, storekeeper

“ Hotel de Peking,” storekeepers

L. Tallieu, proprietor

NEWCHWANG.
Newchwang is the most northerly port in China open to foreign trade. It is

situated in the province of Shing-king, in Manchuria. It is called by the natives

Ying-tz, and lies about thirteen miles from the mouth of the river Liao, which falls

into the Gulf of Liao-tung, a continuation of the Gulf of Pechili.

Before the port was opened, comparatively little was known of this part of the
Central Kingdom. Situated in a wild region, the greater part of which was a few
years since little else but a wilderness, it was never visited by outsiders. Manchuria
is now, however, being rapidly colonised by the Chinese, who already outnumber the
natives. The word Ting-tz means military station, and that was the only use formerly

made of the place. Between the years 1858 and 1860, the British fleet assembled in

Ta-hen-wan Bay, and early in 1861 the foreign settlement was established. The town
of Newchwang itself is distant from Ying-tz about thirty miles, and is a sparsely

populated, uninteresting, and unimportant place.

The country about the port of Newchwang is bare and desolate, and in sailing

up the river the voyager encounters a cheerless prospect. Ying-tz is surrounded
by drc ry marshes, and the land under cultivation produces principally Beans.

The I'lv r is closed by ice for more than three months every year, during which
period the residents are entirely cut off from the outer world. The climate, however,
is healthy and bracing. The population of the place is estimated at 60,000. The
limits of the port extend the Lao-yeh-ko, or Central Temple, on the west to the
eastern extremity of the British Concession.

The chief articles of trade at the port are Beans and Bean-cake, 2,342,995 piculs

of the former and 1,715,695 piculs of the latter being exported in 1883 as against

2,069,152 piculs and 1,613,464 piculs respectively in 1882. The trade in Beans and
Bean-cake has shown a pretty steady increase during the last fourteen years. The net
quantity of Opium imported in 1883 was 390 piculs, compared with 469 piculs in 1882,
446 piculs in 1884, 1,186 piculs in 1880, and 2,453 piculs in 1879. The import of

Opium has fluctuated a good deal during the last few years, but generally speaking
the decline has been marked and constant, the poppy being largely and successfully

cultivated in Manchuria. The total value of the trade of the port for 1883 amounted
to Tls. 7,012,648 as against Tls. 6,625,182 in 1882.
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DIEECTOEY.

Consulates.

Ta Ying-7cuo-ling-shiJc-ya m':n.

Great Britain.
Consul—C. T. Gardner
Constable—Chas. Farmer

France.
Vice-Consul—C. T. Gardner

* ^ f ® pn
Ta Jui-wei-kuo-ling-shik-ya-min.

Sweden and Norway.
Vice-Consul—C. T. Gardner

A: a<c a^* jSr PI
Ta Ho-kuo-ling-shik-ya-men.

Netherlands.
Acting Consul—J. J. F. Bandinel

Ta Mei-kuo-ling-sTiik-ya-mSn,

United States.
Vice-Consul—J. J. F. Bandinel

Austria-Hungary.
Consiil—C. T. Gardner

Denmark.
Vice-Consul—C. T. Gardner

A ff a * is w
Ta-te-kuo-ling-shik-ya-men.

Germany.
Acting Vice-Consul—J. J. F. Bandinel

Japan.
Consular Agent—J. J. F. Bandinel

Imperial Maritime Customs.
Cr ’imissioner—E. B. Moorhead
Assistants—F. S. Unwin, W.McC. Osborne,

F. A. Carl
Muiical Officer—W. Morrison, M.B.
Tioesv/rveyor and Harbour Master—E.

V. Brenan
Assistant Examiners— E. V. Calver, J.

Edgar
Boat Officer—L. Loft
Tide-waiters—J. Burns, G. Whitlock, C.

E. E. Handro, E. J. Jules, J. P. Strong

Eevenue Cruiser “ Hwa Shu.”
Master—G. Deitz

Lightship “ Newchwanq.”
Master—W. W. Orfeur
First Mate—W. Laucht (acting)
Second Mate—G. Deitz (in chai’geof Tender)
Third Light-keeper—J. H. Hammaren

Insurance OfS.ces.

Bandinel & Co., agents

—

Imperial Fire Insurance
Deutscher Lloyd

Bush Brothers, agents

—

North China Insurance Company
China Traders’ Insurance Co., Limited

Canton Insurance Office, Limited
Chinese Insurance Company, Limited
Tangtsze Insurance Association

Lloyd’s, London
Germanischer Lloyd’s, Berlin

Hongkong Fire Insurance Co., Ld.

Lancashire Insurance Co.

Straits Insurance Co., Ld.
Scottish Imperial Insurance Co. (Life)

The Underwriting and Agency Asso-
ciation, London

London Assurance Corporation (Fire)

xndo-China Steam: Navigation Co.

Bush Brothers, agents

Deutsche Dampfschiffs Ehedeeei.
Bush Brothers, agents

China Navigation Company.
Bush Brothers, agents

Ocean Steam Ship Navigation Co.

Bush Brothers, agents

Mitsu Bishi Mail Steamship Co.

Bandinel & Co., agents

China Shipowners’ Association.
Bandinel & Co., agents

Professions, Trades, &c.

Chee-chang.

Bandinel & Co., merchants

J. J. F. Bandinel
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Yiin-lae.

Bush Brothers, merchants and commission
agents

Henry E. Bush
Fred. P. Cooper
H. A. Bush
Gustav Prosch

nn
Sui-lin,

Davies & Co., T., shipchandlers and store-

keepers

T. Davies

Heuckendorff, J. J., surveyor for Lloyd’s
agents, German Lloyd’s and local offices.

Jardine, Matheson & Co., merchants
Bush Brothers, agents

Kempf, H., compradore and contractor
for H.B.M. Navy

Russell & Co., merchants
Bush Brothers, agents

Ma-U-yang-hang.
Schultze & Co., F. A., storekeepers, ship-

chandlers, auctioneers, commission agents
and shipbrokers

J. J. Heuckendoi-ff

Union Inn
H. Kempf, proprietor

Wa-hsien-sheng-ying-lcno-ling-shilc-ya-men.

Watson, James, M.D., L.R.C.S.E.,phvsiciau

Morrison, Wm., M. B. & C. M., Edinr,

Irish Presbyterian Church Mission,
Eev. J. Carson

Eev. Wilfrid W. Shaw

Zenana Mission, U.P. Church op
Scotland.

Miss Barbara M. Pritty ('Moukden)

United Presbyterian Church of
Scotland Mission.

Eev. J. MacIntyre
Eev. John Eoss (Moukden)
Eev. Jas. Webster
D. Christie,M. B., L.E.C.S., P.E. (Moukdi u)

Eoman Catholic Mission.
Monseigneur Dubail, vicar apostolic of

Manchuria (absent)

Eev. N. Emonet, procureur

Pension de la Ste. Providence,
Soeur Augustine, superintendent, and ten

Sisters

Pilots.

Lin can-hsei'tze-vm

H. McThorn, B. P. Blatchford, G. C. Ri-

chards, A. F. Fredricksen, L. J. Tand-
berg, A. L. R. Smith, B. Carlos, J. Jiir..

gensen, W. S. Banker, J. E. Place, A.

gensen



COREA.
Corea, or Chosen (the native name), is a peninsula situated to the north of China'

and hangs down between that Empire and Japan, separating the Sea of Japan and
the Yellow Sea, between the 34th and43rd parallels north. It is hounded on the north
by Manchuria, on the north-(ast by Siberia, on the east by the Sea of Japan, on the
rvest by the Yellow Sea, and on the south by the Channel of Corea. It has a coast
line measuring 1,740 miles, and with its outlying islands is nearly as large as Great
Britain. The name Corea is derived from the Japanese Korai (Chinese Kaoli) ; and
the Portuguese, who were the first navifiators in the Yellow Sea, called it Coria.
Chosen is translated into “ Morning Calm.” The eastern half of the peninsula is

a sinuous range of mountains of which western Corea is the slope. The chief rivers

of importance are naturally to be found on the western side, and most of the
harbours are situate on that coast. Corea is divided into eight do or provinces, named
Ping-an, Whang-hai, Kiumr-kei (which contains the capital), Chung-chong. Chulla,
Kiung-sang, Kang-weii, and Ham^kiitug. The climate is considered healihy and
temperate, bracing in the north and loilder in the south, where it is more exposed to
summer breezes. The Han river at Seoul is often frozen for two months in the year.
The fauna includes tigers of the fiercest kind, leopards, wild deer, wild hogs, and in
the south monkeys are to be found. A species of alligator is sometimes seen in the
larger rivers, and the salamander abounds in the streams. A stunted breed of horses
exists, and immense numbers of oxen are raised as food

;
goats are rare, and sheep

are only imported from China for sacrificial purposes. The pheasant, eagle, falcon,
crane, and stork are common. A great portion of the soil is fertile, and the mineral
wealth of the kingdom is believed to be considerable, though hitherto minino has
been forbidden. The history of Corea, like that of its neighbours, is lost in the mists
of obscurity, but according to native and Chinese tradition a Chinese noble named
Kishi or Ki-tsze, who migrated with his followers to Corea in 1122 b.c., was the
founder of the Corean social order and the first monarch. His descendants
it re said to have ruled until the fourth century before the Christian era. The present
dynasty is descended from Hi Taijo, a young soldier who was the architect of his own
fortunes, and who succeeded in deposing the Wang dynasty. It was at this time,
in the 14th century, that Han-yang, known as Seoul, was selected as the national
capital. His Majesty King Li Fin is the twenty-eighth sovereign of the present line.

The kingdom is governed, under the King and three Prime Ministers, by six

boards or departments—namely, Office and Public Employ, Finance, Ceremonies,
War, Justice, and Public Works. The general method of procedure is modelled on
that of Peking. The State reveuue is derived from the land tax, and it is estimated
to amount to about ^6200,000.

For centuries the Coreans successfully resisted all efforts to induce them
to hold intercourse with foreigners. The King of Corea is nominally a vassal of the
Emperor of China, but the latter attempts no interference in the administration of
Corean affairs. In former times Corea was invaded by both Chinese and Japanese,
but for some centuries.she enjoyed rest and seclusion, and not until 1876, when she
signed the Treaty of Kokwa with Japan, were any foreigners admitted to the kingdom.
Since the establishment of Japanese in the ports of Fusan and Yuensan, the prejudice
against foreign intercourse has gradually abated, and on the 22nd May, 1882, a
treaty of friendship and commerce was signed by the Corean Government at
Bensan with Commodore Shufeldt on behalf of the United States. Shortly after-

wards treaties were signed with England and Germany, but the provisions of these
agreements not proving acceptable to the Governments of those powers, new treaties

have been negotiated, and one with England was signed by Sir Harry Parkes on the
26th November, 1883 ;

in 1884 Treaties were also concluded with Germany, Eussia,
France, Italy, and Austria. The “ Hermit nation ” has now fully emerged from its isola-

tion. and a growing trade is springing up at the newly opened ports. In the autumn
of last year a Corean Embassy was despatched to the United States. The popula-
tion of Corea, according to the last Government census, was 10,518,937. The value-
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of the foreign trade of Corea is between three and four million dollars per annum.
The principal articles of import are cotton manufactures, and of export, rice, hides

and hones, beans, and gold. During the past two years there has been some trade

with China and foreign countries, and a Foreign Customs service on the model of

that of China has been established.

SEOUL .

The capital city of Han-yang, better known to foreigners as Seoul (which is

merely the native term lor capital), is situated almost in the centre of the province of

Kiung-kei, on the north side of and about three miles from the river Han, about thirty-

five miles from its mouth. It lies in 37 deg. 30 min. H. lat. and 127 deg. 4 min. E. long.

Han-yanu means “the fortress on the Han.” The city is enclosed by crenellated walls

of varying height, averaging about twenty feet, with arched stone bridges spanning the

water-courses. Mr. J. C. Hall, who visited it in 1881, says the city is in the form of an
h-regular oblong, and stretches lengthwise in a valley that runs from north-east to south-

west. On its northern side is a range of bold graiiite hills, the topmost peaks of which
are about 3,500 feet high; on its southern side, trending to the east, is a long chain of

hills about half t’ -i t height. The city wall is carried along the top of the southern

hill; but the st igs of the northern side require uo artifi ial strengthening. The
houses are abo^ ,ht or nine feet high, built of stone or mud, and mostly roofed

with tiles. A long main street, about 100 feet wide, running east and west, divides

the city into two nearly equal portioiis. In the northern half are the walled inclosures

containing the king’s palace, and the more important public buildings. The royal

inclosure is bounded on its north side by the precipitous sides of the granite peaks
above-mentioned; on its south side it is entered by three gi'eat wooden gates, the

central and principal one of which is called the Thoi-hwa-mun; the one to the

east of this is the Hwing-hwa-mun ; that to the west the Kwang-hwa-mun. Inside

the inclosure are two palaces. The older of the two, in which the king has
resided for the last eight years, is close to the Thoi-hwa-mun. The other, close

to the Kwang-hwa-mun, was built about forty years ago. The king lived in

it for about six years after his accession to the throne, but a conflagration which
partly destroyed it compelled him to move into the old palace. It is now being rebuilt.

A street about 50 feet wide from the front of the Tlioi-hwa-mun intersects the

main street at right angles, dividing the northern half of the city into eastern and
western quarters. At the point of intersection stands a pavilion called Chong-kak
(the “Bell Kiosk”) from a large bell about seven feet high which is placed there.

This spot is regarded as the centre of the city; and from it another street, as wide as

the main street, branches off to the south west and terminates at the Kan-tai-mun.
The four wide streets which thus radiate from the “Bell Kiosk” are known as the

four Chong-ro or “ Bell roads.” Another conspicuous feature of this central part of ‘he

city is the row of large warehouses two storeys high, the lower portions of which are

divided off into little shops, opening into a small court-yard instead of facing the street.

The chief public buildings, apart from the royal inclosure, are three palaces, two
of which belong to the king, while the third belonged to his lather, the Dai In-kun.
The Kam-kung, or “ South Palace ” stands near the south great gate. The Kam-
pyol-kung, or “ South Separate Palace,” stands near the western nreat gate, an d is

reserved exclusively for the reception of the Chinese Envoys. The Un-hyon-kung, or
“ Cloud-Mound Palace,” is in the northern side of the city, betweeii the royal inclosure

and the main street in front, and between the central and western palace gates (the

Thoi-hwa-mun and the Kwang-hwa-mun). This was the city residence of the
ex-Eegent. It is by far the strongest inclosure in Seoul. It is surrounded ly a
strong stone wall, and some of the stones of the main gateway are of immense
size. The style of architecture of these palaces is that of the one-storeyed
Chinese yamen. The offices of the Six Ministries or administrative boards, the
Kyuk-phan-so, are small houses at the head of the street leading from the Kwang-
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hwa-mun to the main street. The width of the main streets is much reduced by the

construction in front of nearly every house of a rude wooden shanty used for a work-
shop or for business purposes, which gives the streets a poor and squalid appearance.
The city, like most eastern towns, is very dirty, heaps of filth being allowed to

accumulate, and the- open drains on each side of the streets are the receptacles for all

sorts of abominations. The shops of the capital are small and unattractive, and
contain no articles de luxe or curios. The population of the city is variously estimated
at from 150,000 to 240,000 persons. A recent return gave the numbe of houses as

30,723.

DIRECTORY.

Foreign Office.
President—Min Tong-mok
Vice-President—Kim Hung-chip

do. —P. Gr. von Mollendorff
do. —Li Tso-yon
do. —Kim Wan-shik

Chinese Eepresentatives.
(dhief Commissioner—Chen Shu-tang
Assistant do. —Chen Tuen-chang

Bo. do. —Li Hsing-chu
Secretary—Fan Kuai-han
Assistant Secretary—Chen Wai-yuen

Do. do. —Cheng Cliih-ting

Japanese Legation.
Minister Resident—S. Takezoye
Secretary of Legation—T. Kobayashi (Con-

sul at Jenchuan)
Attache— S. Kinoshita

do. —K. Asayama (Corean interpretei)

do. —E. Obe
do. —G. Kato (Chinese interpreter)

do. —S. XJchigaki

Attache—K. Yamada (English interpreter)

do. Militaire—Captain S. Isobayashi,

staff officer

Physician— 'H.. Kainoshi

British Legation.
Consul General—W. G. Aston

United States Legation.
Envoy Extrao7‘dinary and Minister Pleni-

potentiary—L. H. Foote

Seci-etary—C. L. Scudder

His Corean Majesty’s Customs.

Chief—P. G. von Mollendorff

Commissioner—
Chief Assistant—J. E. Macbeth
Assistant—H. G. Armous

do. —Woo Chung Yen

Eotal College of Science and
Languages.

Professor—T. E. Hallifax

JENCHUAN CHEMULPO).
This port, known to the Japanese as Jinsen, is situated in lat. 37 deg. 28 min. 30 sec.

N. and long. 126 deg. 37 min. E., at the entrance to the Salee river, an embouchure of

the Han-kang close to and immediately east of Roze island, on the west coast of Corea,

in the metropolitan province of Kiong-kyi-to. Though only two years ago a mere

fishing village, and now still in its infancy, many buildings of a substantial character

have been erected and the port is rapidly rising into importance as a commercial

centra.

The sub-prefectural town of Jenchucu is situated 10 li distant from the port,

which latter '

3 locally known as Chem^-ipo. Fut-bing on the Han-kang is the

nearest prexcctural city, and is distant some 35 li, near which place is situated, also

on the Han-kang, the rising town of Map", which lies on the main road to Hanyang

(Soul) some 75 li distant from the port (Chemulpo), or 30 li from Soul. There are

two steamship agencies here, one British, the other Japaiiese ;
two Japane^ Banks

,

two European and one American firms, as well as some 400 Japanese merchants and

traders. The whole oi the land forming the Japanese Settlement at Chemulpo was sold

publicly early in 1884; and the first land sales in the general Foreign Settlement

took place on the 7 th November of the same year. There is a Municipal Council at

Chemulpo composed of the Foreign Consuls, one Corean official, and three represen-
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tatives of the landholders. The Council employs two foreign and four Chinese police

constables. The approaches to the river (Salee) are now well surveyed, and the latest

British Admiralty charts are quite reliable. The river itself has been carefully

surveyed by the (foreign) Harbour Department of the Royal Corean Customs Service,

and the result of the surveys will be published. The outer anchorage is accessible to

ships of all sizes, and the inner one to coasting vessels and steamers ordinarily

employed in the local trade. The river is navigable for vessels not drawing over
10 feet up to Mapu

;
but seeing that at certain seasons there are a few places where

the fall in the river is very considerable, owing to the existence of sand banks, it is

desirable that river steamers, intended to run regularly, should not draw over six feet.

The cHmate is healthy and may be compared to that of Chefoo. 29.87 was the
mean reading of the barometer in the summer months of last year, and 30.14 in the
winter. The thermometer ranged from 3 deg. to 60 deg. Fahr. during the winter, the

average minimum being 18 deg. and maximum 48 deg., and during the summer from
50 deg. to 89 deg., the averages being 48 deg. minimum and 77 deg. maximum.

The port was opened to Japanese trade on the 1st January, 1883, and to foreign

trade on the 16th June of the same year. The first Customs duties were collected

in July, 1883, but the Japanese did not pay dues and dnties until the 3rd November,
1883. The value of the trade of the port for the year ended 31st December, 1883,,

was $1,500,000.

DIRECTORY.

Consulates.

Beitish.
W. R. Carles, vice-consul
W. L. Hopkins, constable

Q-eeman.
H. Budler, vice-consul
C. Schmidt, constable

Japanese.
Tanichi Kobayashi, consul
Hisumiilzu Saburo, secretary and assistant

judge
T. Nobuchika, secretary

T. Kunitaro, Corean secretary
Sagama Kizokata, pay.naster
J. Nobarn, assistant do.
S. Ichitaro, student interpreter
C. Tanaka, physician
N. Sbiro, assist, do.

G-. Momqi, paymaster, medical dept.

Royal Customs.
Alfred B. Stripling, commissioner
E. Laporte, assistant

C. Duncan (act. statistical sec.), assistant’

Woo Li Tang, do.

C. L. Chow, do.

S. E. Nakabayashi, do.

Hong-u-kuan, Corean do.

Capt. F. W. Schulze, harbour master
F. H. Morsel, boat officer

F. R. Borioni, examiner
A. Ladage, acting do.

A. Seredin-Sabatin, H. G. Glanville, C.
A. Welch, tidewaiters

Merchants, &c.

Meyer & Co., E., merchants
Eduard Meyer (Hamburg)
Gustav Fischer (Tientsin)

Carl Whiter
Robt. Leitz

Chinese.
Li Nai Tung, consul
Woo Chong Yen, foreign secretary
Yui Paw Lui, Japanese interpreter
Chuan Shing Hong, Corean interpreter

Japanese Police.
Sato Masayashi, inspector in charge, and

assist. pioQurator to Consular Court
Atsumi Saisaburo, clerk

Cooper, C. H., storekeeper

Fung Chuan (representative of Chinese
merchants)

G. Chung Woo, Chinese merchant
Sun Tai Shind, do.

E. Tai, do.

Yee Sung & Co., storekeepers
jYee Sam & Co., do.

ITick-Hing & Co., do.
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Fusan, or Pusan as it is also called, is the chief port of Kiung-sang, the south-

eastern province of Corea, and lies in lat. 35 deg. 6 min. 6 sec. N. and long. 129 deg. 3
min. 2 sec. E. It was opened to Japanese trade in 1876 and to Americans in 1883. The
native town is a collection of thatched cabins with a population of about 2,0C0 inha-

bitants. The Japanese settlement is situated a little distance from the native town,
opposite the island of Cholyongdo, and is regularly laid out, dean, and well kept. It

is under the control of the Consul, who is, however, assisted by an electiv e Municipal
Council. Order is maintained by a Police Force in uniforms of European pattern.

The Japanese residents number over 2,COO, of whom about half are from the island

of Tsushima. The Corean town of Fusatt is a walled city, situated at the head of

the harbour
;
it contains the Eoyal granaries for storing rice, a few wretched houses,

and the residence of the small military ofBcial in charge. The harbour is large and
capacious, with a sufficient depth of watt i- to accommodate the largest vessels.

There are fourteen native villages situated at the head of the harbour, and within

a few miles of the Japanese settlement. The climate is very salubrious and the

place considered extremely healthy. Sea bathing may be had in perfection. The
district city Toong Li Fu, which is distant about eight miles, is the local centre of

trade. The principal exports are hides, horns, bones, sea weed (red and white),

dried fish, shark’s fins, beans, nutgalls, oil-cake, cotton piece goods, grass cloths,

raw silk, peas, and in good years rice, and wheat, sundry medicines. The chief

imports are piece goods, glass, blankets, white metal, kerosine oil, aniline dyes,

matches (Japanese), paper, and sundries. A branch of the Foreign Customs Service

was established in July, 1883. The Mitsu Bishi Mail Steamship Company run
a regular line of steamers between Kobe and Wladivostock, calling at Nagasaki,
Fusan, and Tuensan

;
and in 1883 started a regular line from Kol e to Jenchuan,

calling at Nagasaki and Pusan. Monthly communicaM' u with Japan isalso maintained
by a small steamer. Fusan was connected with J..pan by a submarine telegraph

cable in November, 1883.

The trade of the port has fallen off very considerably, which is attributed to the

opening of Chemulpo, that port being nearer the capital. The following are the

principal articles of imjjorts and their value, taken from the Returns of Trade for

the first half of the year 1884;—Foreign Piece Goods, principally Grey Shirtii gs

and Victoria Lawns, $64,837.00; Aniline Byes, $3,275.00; Metals, $7,496 00; White
Metal, $5,208.00; and Kerosine Oil, $2,133,00. The total value of the import trade

for the period mentioned amounts to little over $200,000. The value of the principal

exports was as follows:—Beans, $7,653.00; Bicho de Mer, $5,660.00; Gall Nuts,

$1,714.00; Cow Hides, $47,071.00; Seaweed Funori, $3,410.00; Se,.weed Tento,

$856.00; and Raw Silk, $2,693.00.

The crops for 1884 were very good, the wheat and rice harvest being abundant.

No foreign firm has yet been established in Fusan, principally owing to the extremely

small way in which business is conducted.

During the year several foreigners have travelled in the interior, which is found
very mountainous, with small but rich valleys. The people have no wealth, but

abundance of food and tobacco, which appears all they want, and they are comforta-

bly clothed. Minerals have been sought for and found, but it appears somewhat
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doubtful if it will pay to work mines in the interior. It is satisfactory, howevr
mention that progress has been made in the opening up of the country. The offi 4^1^
and people are well disposed, and an increasing trade with Corea may confideiilij

be expected.

DIRECTORY.

Consulate and Public Ofidces.

. CoEEAN Officials.

Governor of Province.

Residence —Capital of Province.

Admiral of South Eastern Coast.

i 4; iS P

i

Superintendent of Trade.

^ a # B' P ^
Magistrate of Tong Nai Pu.

^ /I'J 1^ tR

Magistrate of Pusan.

Oj sH' sfi rtJ

A (ft « # 1
Chinese.

Chen Wei Kwun, consul
Cnan Pu Cno, secretary

Cnaug Ji'ei Si, do.

Cnan Cnao anang, do.

H 2|t 11 fj * it
Japanese Consulate General.

K. K. Mayeda, consul-general and judge
S. Miyamoto, assistant judge
K. Y. iVlisaka, accountant
X. iNakauo, Corean interpreter
A. Xosone, English interpreter

Royal Maeixime Customs.
W. Nelson Lovatt, commissioner
H. A. Reynolds, assistant

C. Krebs, do.

P. L. Jouy, Ho.

K. Takesita, do.

Y. T. Hang, do.

O. P. Posthumus, harbour master
W. H. Laucht, examiner
W. Schmidt, J. P. Civilini, tidewaiter^

F. H. Ting, Baboo, weighers

0 © W
Japanese Municipal Council,

G. Abiru, chairman
T. Ichinomiya, secretary

a fir
Japanese Police Station.

R. Morohoshi, superintendent
T. K. Hatashima, assist, do.

10 constables

0 2|£ iP II ^
Japanese Post Office.

T. Iwai, post-master
K. Koiso, sorter

0 * 1 ©^
Japanese Telbueaph Offige,

T. Uda, superintendent
T. Takanoa, assist, do.

0 ® a # 1 ')?

Japanese Chambee of CoMMEjj^Kf
S. Yamada, president

H. Ohshi, vice-president

S. Nakanishi, secretary
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Japanese G-eneeal Hospital.
Benten Street.

Dr. M. Koike, surgeon
Y. Koboyaski, assistant surgeon
8. Kokuboo, accountant

K. TJyeno, Corean interpreter

B
Japanese Lock Hospital.

Sai-wai Street.

A. y. Sbigebisa, surgeon

Fiest National Bank.
Horn Street.

H. Obasbi, manager
G. Snyekawa, cashier

K. Shimanchi, clerk

M. Igimi, clerk

^ ^ ®
One Hundeed and Second Bank.

Horn Street.

S. Hatashima, manager
K. Kuroiwa, cashier

%-?mn
Maetjsau Bank.
Horn Street.

. Suginomori, manager
, Miyoshiya, cashier

Shipping Companies.

'1^ vi nA
Kwai Soshia (Sailing Vessel Co.)

Benten Street.

K. Kouri, agent

W. Homma, cashier

K. Kokuboo, clerk

Japanese Junks Agents.
J. Ohike, Benten Street

J. Fugimori, do.

C. Suzuki, do.

Merchants, Traders, &c.

M. Fukuda, Benten Street

Hamada & Co., Osaka Firm, Horn'_Street

S. Hamada, agent
N. Sato

F. Hazama, Horn Street

S. Hoke, Benten Stieet

Horiguchi & Co., Osaka Firm, Horn
Street

M. Nakagawa, agent
S. Horiguchi

S. Jamiya, Horn Stieet

Jurinshia & Co., Nagasaki Firm, Ben-
ten Street

K. Sasaki, agent

Kangetsuro Hotel, Saiwai Street

Nariya, proprietor

Kiodoshia & Co., Osaka Firm, Horn Street

T. Munekata, agent

R. Nagami, Benten Street

= » » ® -E t iH

Mitsu Bishi Mail Steamship Co.

S. Tamada, agent
S. Okumara, cashier

•T. Yoshitani, clerk

Steamers.
“ Tsuniga.”—Nagasaki, Fusan, Yuen-

sarg, Wladiwostock
“Chitose.”—Kobe, Shimonoseki, Naga-

saki, Goto, Tsushimt, Fusan, Jun-
chnan

Nihhara & Co., Osaka Firm, Horn Street

S. Nagai, agent

D. Nishimura, Horn Street

Otzuru & Co., Sensan
N. Psayama

K. Saito, Horn Street

Yasakaro Hotel, Saiwai Street

Y. Yasaki, proprietor
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This port, situated in Broughton’s Bay, on the north-eastern coast of Corea, is

in the southern comer of the province of Ham-kiung, and was opened to Japanese
trade on 1st May, 1880. It is called Gensan by the Japanese and Wonsan by the
Coreai s, and under that name is thus described by Mr. Aston :

—

“

The town extends
for a mile along the southern shore of the bay, and consists of about two thousand
houses with a population of perhaps 10,000 inhabitants. One main street of some
ten to twelve feet in v/idth winds through from end to end, and into this open
numerous narrow and crooked alleys.” Near each end of the town is an open space
where a market, chiefly for agricultural produce, is held about six times a month.
The houses are mean and dirty, and the town presents a poverty-stricken appearance.
The harbour is a good one, being spacious, easy of access, well sheltered, with
excellent holding ground, and convenient depth of water. The Japanese have a
nice clean looking Settlement, consisting of about fifty houses built in semi-Euro-
pean style and a really fine Consulate, of foreign design, containing at least forty
rooms and offices. A Chinese Consul also resides here. The country around Yuensan
is under cultivation, the soil is very rich, and it is certain that under more skilful

management it might be made to produce a much more valuable crop than it does at
present. Within a short distance of the port are mines producing copper and other
minerals, and gold is found amongst the neighbouring mountains. The cattle at this
port, as nearly all over the country, are very fine and plentiful, and can be bought at
rery low rates

;
they are used as beasts of burden and for agricultural purposes.

The exports, which are estimated at about $250,000 per annum, consist of
hides, gall-nuts, beans, copper, iron, gold-dust, shark’s fins, silk cocoons, dried fish,

sardines, raw silk, millet, rice, tiger, leopard, and dog skins, furs, seaweed, eggs and
pears. The imports are valued at about $300,000, and consist chiefly of cotton
and woollen manufactured goods, dyes, metals, matches, and miscellaneous articles

for the use of Japanese. The Custom House is under the management of a Euro-
pean commissioner and assistant. The duties are collected according to an ad
valorem tariff arranged with the Japanese Minister by convention signed at Seoul in
July last.

DIRECTORY.

Chinese Consulate.
Liu Cilia Chung, consul
Chen Chi Miner, assistant and secretary
Kwok Leung Tsoi, do. travslaior
Tsu Hok Ling, Japanese interpreter

Ho Hing Kwong, clerk

Chong Haw Tin, Corean interpreter

Japanese Consulate.
M. Soida, consul

Y^ Ctku, secretary

S.’ Suzuki, do.

A. Suzuki, do. and interpreter

K. Yoshizoye, S. Nakamura. M. Sago,
assistants

Japanese Consular Police.
K. Kurotaki, inspector
T Oka, lieutenant

J. Kair-imotn, interpreter

S. Yamada, chief constable

S. Kand, do.

Ten constables

His Corean Majesty’s Customs.
T. W. Wright, commissioner
S. Rosenbaum, assistant

Gora Narita, assistant and interpreter

Kuan Chang-in do.

N. C. Kofoed, boat officer, acting harbour
master

J. Knott, examiner
E. P. Mannheimer, tidewait er
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Chambtpr op Commerce.
T. Solo, president
J. Sato, clerk

Hamada Juini

S. Kimura, manager
K. Kawai, clerk

Government Hospital.
H. Komatsu, physician
M. Oishi, interpreter
H. Kuribuvoshi, accountant
K. Matsubara, apothecary

;Tbaders’ Representative Office.
S. Kogi, representative
C. Kumada, clerk

First National Bank op Japan.
T. Sato, manager
T. Torie, clerk

B. Takata, clerk

Kamei Shoko
J. Kamei
M. Takesuye
T. Kamei

Kiodo Sho Kai
T. Nishita, manager
K. Hori, clerk

T. Sakamoto, do.

K. Nishida, do.

Ogawa Kumi
J. Mnkoyama, manager
K. Okuui, clerk

Mitsu Bishi Mail Steamship Co.
T. Miiira, agent
T. Shirahama, clerk

Fukushima, storekeeper & shipchandler
F. Kanai, manager
M. Miwa, clerk

Ritsushin Shoko
C. Nakamura, manager
F. Miki, clerk

T. Takeda

Sanza Gumi
Inoda, manager

WLADIWOSTOCK.
This port, on some charts still called Fort May, lies in latitude 43 deg. 7 min. N.

and longitude 181 deg. 54 min. E., at the southern end of a long peninsula reaching
into Peter the Great Bay. Of all the Russian ports on the sea of Japan in the
maritime province of East Siberia, it is by far the most important, both as a mihtary
and commercial centre. It is a free port except for the importation of alcohol, which
is subject to duty. Wladiwostock is one of the most magnificent harbours in the

East. From its peculiar long and narrow shape and the once supposed hidden
treasures in the slightly auriferous soil of its surrounding hills, it has not inappro-

priately been called the Golden Horn. The entrances to the harbour are hidden by
the large Russian Island, still better known as Bundas Island, which divides the

fairway into two narrow passages, an eastern and a western one. This fine sheet of

water first rims for about half a mile in a northern direction and then suddenly
bends to the east for a distance of about one mile. On all sides it is surrounded by
hills, low on the southern and higher on the northern shore, and which slope sharply

down to the water’s edge. These hills, once verdant with foliage, have been com-
pletely denuded of trees by reckless felling. The harbour, capable of accom-
modating an almost unlimited number of vessels of deep draught and large capacity,

affords a safe anchorage. It is usually closed by ice from about Christmas till the

beginning of April, but even then ships may safely approach the entrance by making
either for Diomed Bay or some of the numerous sheltered anchorages along the

eastern shore of Dundas Island. The transit of cargo is then effected to Wladiwostock
over the ice.
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This port, now the chief naval station of Russia on the Pacific, is governed by
an Admiral appointed from home, hut whose jurisdiction does not extend beyond
the peninsula. The Governor is independent of the Governor-General of the
province or of the Government of Irlcutsk, receiving his instructions direct from
St. Petersbimg. He is aided by a staff of naval and military officers, as well as by a

Mayor and Tovm Council elected by and from among the Russian civil community.
The town is built on the southern slope of the hills running along the northe-in

shore of the harbour. The entire area, with the exception of many unoccupied lost

intervejiirg here and there, is covered by buildings; and the town is well hid out
with uood roads. Most conspicuous among the buildings are the Governmer.t Offices,

the Barracks, and the Governor’s residence, which is surrounded by a Public
Garden, while the houses of the more affluent merchants are well and substantially

built. In the Public Garden the pleasing strains of a town band may l-e heard
twice a week during summer time. There is a Haval Club, to which civilians are

admitted as non-voting members
;
two or three hotels

;
a Gymnasium, or School

for boys
; an Institute for young ladies

;
and a General Hospital.

On the whole, the first impression of Wladiwostock, as seen from the harbour, is

a pleasing one. It has all the appearance of a rising city, though of( ourseit cannot
compare with older towns of the Par Ea.st. Twenty years ago the site of Wladiwos-
tock was little better than a wildeniess, vfflere wild beaists disputed the possession
of the soil with man. There was then bui, one merchant and a detachment of about
one hundred soldiers in the settlement

;
the city now contains upwards of 10,000

souls, most of whom are of European extraction. W'' have no statistics of the trade
of the port, but it is known to be steadily increasing. The tonnage of vessels entering
the port in 1881 is given as 35,265 tons, jirincipally Sussian, German, and British.

DIRECTORY.

Local Government.

Governor—H.E. Admiral Peldhausen
Flag Officer—Lieut. Nilson Gortz
Store Department—J. Makoffsky, chief

commissioner
Hydrographic Department—N. Kasarinoff

Building Department—W. Iwanoff
Naval Department—-Capt. Paleolock, chief

Port Captain—Capt.-Lieut. Lawroff

Chief Medical Adviser—Dr. Siebert (ab-

sent)

Acting do. —Hr. Taraskewich
Floating Dock—Capt.-Lieut. Kasi, chief

Civil Administeation.
Governor’s Office— F. Popoff, secretary

Mayor—J. Makoffsky
Councillor—A. Efseyeff

Do. —0. Schoultz

8ecretary—Stepanoff

Chief ofPolice, ad int.—^Taeut. Tsoglokoff

Govt. Treasury—E. Krivoschapkin, chief

Superintendent of Revenues—A.. Schiloff

Chief Assistant—E. Willberg

ClECtriT CoTJET OF JUSTICE.
Chief Judge—H. Sherepanoff
Assessor—Th. Kishinsky

Do. —Ragotsky
Attorney General—BushnefE
Clerk of Court—Iwanoff

Goveenment Telegeaph Office.
G. Hipner, chief

G. Wittenburg
G. Lubbe
J. Huhlmann
T. Heyderaann
J. Pokrofsky
W. Kreizev

T. T. Kraff- J
A. Bocharoff
F. Rosen
A. Andreff
J. Fedorofl:

Post Office.
J. Lisitzin, postmaster
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Gymnasium (Government School.)
j

Herman Mazsing, director, (absent)
Eev. GomsiakofE, teacher of religion

William Margaritoff, teacher of mathe-
matics, signs for directors

Wladimir Tephgh, teacher of Greek and
Latin

Kiriloff, teacher of Greek and Latin
George MartinofE, teacher of English and
German

Gregory Koorotchkin, teacher of Eussian,
history and geography

Theodor Degtereff, teacher of preparatory
class

Edward Tarashkewitch, physician
Alexander Lissitzin, secretary

Government Iron Works.
Wilham Lenny, manager

Consulate.

Japan.
Terami, commercial agent

Public Companies, &c.

Great Northern Telegraph Co.
C. Chr. Sonne, acting agent

O. G. Meier
J. A. Lhnd
T. J. Thomsen
A. N. N. Sonderburg

National Volunteer Fleet.
Capt.-Lieut. Y. A. Terentieff

Eussian Steam Navigation and
Trading Co., Odessa.

Kunst & Albers, agents

Indo-China Steam Navigation Co.
Kunst & Albers, agents

Mitsu Bishi Mail Steamship Co.
Kunst & Albers, agents

J. Kuster’s Askolt Gold Mine.
J. Kuster, proprietor

J. Perim, manager

Lutheran Church.
Ecv. Eumpeter, jjastor

Marine Insurance Offices.

Kunst & Albers, agents

—

Chinese Insurance Company, Ltd.

Oesterreich Versicherungs Gesell-

schaft “Donau”

Langeliitje, J. H., agent

—

Transatlantische FeuerVersicherungs

Actien Gesellschaft, Hamburg
Eussian Lloyd’s

Lindholm, O. W., agent

—

Lloyd’s

Sheveleff t Co., M. G., agents

—

China Traders’ Insurance Co.

Steinbach & Co., agents

—

Verein Hamburger Assecuradeure

Deutscher Lloyd’s

Wittenburg, W., agent

—

Eussian Fire Insurance Co., 1827

Merchants and Storekeepers.

Boyeki Shokmai, Japanese storekeeper

Bryner, J., landing and shipping agent

and Government contractor

Dolakewich, Paul, stevedore

Fabre, A., proprietor of Easdolny Steam

Saw Mill

A. Fabre
A. Moncet
W. Goodwin

I'ederoff, M., proprietor of Eichnoy Steam

Saw Mill, Flour Mill, and Suifun river

boat Pioneer

M. Federoff

Chs. Lovelius

Goldenstildt, C., horticulturist and navy

suijpher

C. Goldenstndt

A. Maerowilsch

Golden Horn Hotel

F. Galetzky, proprietor

Hagemann, W., merchant and commission

agent

Hagemeyer, C. H., merchant

C. H. Hagemeyer
J. IwanofE

F. Hagemeyer
Naval Club.

G. Griinberg, manager Jonson, Afel, watchmaker
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Kvuist & Albers, merchants
G. Kunst (Hamburg)
G. Albers do.

H. W. Heitmann do.

A. Dattan
G. J. Hansen
P. Behn
E. Rohde
G. Suhr
J. Riber
G. Stein

M. Dimitrief

A. Closs

A. Popoff
W. Ponomaroff
L. Busch
P. Portnagin
H. Bjelaeff

M. HedelajefE

W. Mahgin
J. Barmin

Kuster’s Brick-kiln

J. Kuster, proprietor

J. P. Wilson
A. Pedersen

Langeliitje, Joh. H., merchant
J. H. Langeliitje

Ad. Andreae
C. Albertz

G. Tolle

J. P. Karabenikoff
K. Levashoff
J. Stschukin
A. W. Wassilefl

Lindholm & Co., merchants, proprietors

of Steam Flour Mills

O. W. Lindholm
G. Heibaum (San Francisco)

A. Walden, signs per pro.

V. Krivoshaplrin

J. Rotenstrom, clerk, flour mill

H. Smorodinoff, engineer, do.

D. Rutlakin, assist, do. do.

E. Falcken, manager,Nicolsk flour

mill

C. Siversten, engineer, do.

A. Bostholm, assist, engineer, do.

Manacoff, S., storekeeper

S. Manacoff
P. Tschernajeff

E. Romanoff

Menard, A., baker and biscuit manufac-
turer, contractor to Government and
British Navy

4,69

Schultz, Carl, photographer and watch-

maker

Semionoff, J. L., merchant
J. L. Semionoff

Sheveleff & Co., M. G., merchants and
owners str. Baikal

M. G. Sheveleff

C. N. Shoolingin

W. G. Ruberg

Shoelin.;in, C. N., merchant
S. A. Zenzinoff

Skolnicoff, K. A., storekeeper

J. Belokopitoff

A. Kaufmann

Smith, O., merchant
Oscar Smith

Spengler, O., merchant and commission
agent

O. Spengler
W. Goreff

Steinbach & Co., merchants
G. Steinbach (Hamburg)
Gustav Kemna

0. Eemna
E. Hummel
G. Bunajefsky
1. lariloff

J. Borodin
A. Kau

Sweetmeat Castle, cafe restaurant
ZancoUo, proprietor

Tetjukoff & Co., merchants
H. P. Tetjukoff (absent)

W. P. Piankoff, manager

Tschuren & Co., merchants
J. S. Tschurin (absent)

V. Babintroff

A. Feklin, signs per pro.

J. Milhikoff

A. Semin

Wladivostock Brewery
G. Steinbach, proprietor

G. Kemna, manager
A. Reuss, brewer

Wladiwostock Windmill
C. H. Hagemeyer, proprietor



JAPAN.
CoNSTITtrXION AND GOVERNMENT.

The system of goverament of the Japanese Empire is that of an absolute monarchy.
It was adopted in the year when the now ruling sovereign overthrew, after
a short war, the power of the Shogun, together with that of the Daimios, or feudal
nobles, who on the 25th June, 186^ resigned their lauds, revenues, and retainers,

to the Mikado, by whom the/ were x'ennitted to retan ,.ne-tenth of their original
incomes, but ordered to reside in the capital in future. Th^ sovereign bears the name
of Supreme Lord, or Emperor : but the api)ellation by which he is generally known
in fo)’eign countries is the ancient title of Mikado.

Mutsu-hiio, the reigning monarch, wys born at Kioto, on September 22nd, 1852;
succeeded his father, Komei Ter.rio, ]c'-b7

;
married December 28th, 1868, to Princess

Haro-ko, born April 17th, 1850, daughter of Prince Itchijo. The reignmg Emperor
is the 123rd of an unbroken dynasty, which Avas founded 666 B.C. P>y the ancient
and regular law of succession the crown devolves upon the eldest son, and, failing
male issue, upon the eldest daughter of the sovereign. This law has often been
disregarded in consequence of the i)artiahty of the monarch or the ambition of powerful
ministers, which was one of the princi]>r.l causes that culminated in the dual system
of Government in Japan. The old lav: oi sxiccession Las, however, been restored
during the present reign. The Throne has frequently been ocouj)icd by a female.

The power of the Mikado is i<.'’lly absolute, but its exercise is controlled to some
extent by custom and public ojhnion. The Emjieror himself, in 1875, when the Senate
and Supreme Judicial Tribunal were founded, solemnly declared his earnest desire to

have a constitutional system of government. Since that time any legislative measure,
before becoming law, must go before the Senate for discussion and j)ass that assembly
by a majority of votes. The Mikado has Ion been regarded as the spiritual as well as

the temporal head of the Empire, but alth.ox.gh the present sovereign is favourable to

the Shinto faith, he does not actively interfeie in religious matters, and all religions are

tolerated in Japan. The Ecclesiastical Dejtartment was in 1877 reduced to a simple
bureau under the control of the Minister of the Interior. The Mikado acts through an
Executive Ministry divided into ten deixartments, namely :—The Kunai Sho (Imperial

Household), Gai Mu Sho (Foreign Affahs), Nai Mu Sho (Interior), O Kura Sho
(Finance), Ko Bu Sho (Public Works), Kai Gun Sho (Navy), Riku Gxm Sho (Army),
Shi Ho Sho (Justice), Mom Bu Sho (Edixcation) and No Mu Sho (Agricultural and
Commercial Department). The Government has been re-organized during the last

few years. The Sain, or Left, was abolished in TS75, and the Shoin, or Centre, in

1877. In f)lace of these the Gen Eo In (the Senate), and the Daishin In (the

Supreme Judicial Tribunal) have been established, and, united with the Dai Jo
Kwan, (Imperial Council of Senate), form the Administrative Authority. The Dai
Jo Kwan, the centre of the Executive power, coneists of the Prime Minister, Vice-

Minister, and the Sangi or Councillors. The Council is presided over by the

Mikado. The ministers decide ordinary questions, only measures of Imperial

importance being submitted for the decision of the Mikado. The Gen Ro In discusses

and elaborates or modifies all laws jxrei.iared by the Dai Jo Kwan for enactment.

The Daishin In has the power of reviewing and annulling the decrees of inferior

courts. In September, 1881, in a jxroolamation f^ie Mikado announced his intention

of granting a constitution and rejjresentative Government to Jajian in the year 1890.

The Empire is divided for administrative purposes ixito three Fu, or cities

(Tokio, Kioto, and Osaka), and forty Ken, or districts, including the Loochoo
Islands, which have been converted into a ken, and Tesso, which has lately been
divided into three ken. These fu and ken are governed hv prefects. The prefects

of the three cities are of higher rank and have more extei ive powers than those of

the kens. The latter are all on an equal footing, are under control of the Nai Mu
Sho, and have limited ])owers, being required to submit every matter, imless there

is a precedent for it, to the Minister of the Interior. Nor have they any concern in

.udicial proceedings since the establishment of the t.»cnty-three local Courts and the
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four Supreme Courts at Tokio, Sendai, Nagasaki, and Osaka, over which the Daist’in

In presides at Tokio.

Previous to the last change of Oovernment, which restored the ancient Imperial

regime, the administrative authority rested with the Shogun (Mihtary Commander)
whom foreigners were at first led to recognise as the temporal sovereign, and with
whom they negotiated treaties of peace and commerce. The Shogunate was founded
in 1184 by Toritomo, a general of great valour and ability, aiid was continued
through several dynasties until 1869, when the Tokugawa family were dispossessed of

the usurped authority. Under the Shogun two hundred and fifty Daimios (feudal

princes) shared the administrati \fe power, being piadically supreme in them respective

domains, conditionally upon their loyalty to the Shogun
;
and the Mikado’s pow'^er

was thus reduced to a shadow. A hst of Daimios, published at Tedo (now Tokio)
in 1862, stated their incomes to vary from 10,000 koku of rice to 1,000,000, while that

of the Shogun is said to have amounted to 8,000,000 koku. All these princes after

the overthrow of the Shogunate, surrendered at will their estates and everj' attribute

of authority to theMikado, and therealter ranked as kiiazoku (noblemen), qrdetlyhving
in Tokio. On the 7th July, 1884, however. His Majesty issued an Imperial Notifica-

tion and Eescript rehabilitating the nobihty, and admitting to its ranks the most
distinguished civil and military ofiicials who took part in the work of the Restoration.

The old titles were abohshed, and have been replaced by those of Prmce {Ko),
Marquis (No), Count (HaJeu), Viscount (SJii) and Baron {Dan). The nobles now
number 500, and the future House of Peers will thus be easily constituted.

Revenue and Expendituee.
The estimated total revenue of Japan for the year 1884-85 was given in official

returns at $75,982,969, and the total expenditure at $75,982,562, a small increase on
the previous year’s estimates. The sources of revenue and branches of expenditure
were as follow :

—

BEVENUE.
Customs Duties $ 2,610,000
Land Tax 42,888,566
Mining Tax 16,092
Tax on Productions of Hokkaido 656,656
Tax on Alconolic Liquors, &c 16,879,462
Tax on Tobacco 1,588,200
Stamp Tax on Legal Documents 886,336
Postage Stamps 2,252,708
Tax on Ships 198,145
Tax on Vehicles 453,847
Tax on Companies 531,483
Various Taxes and License Pees 1,299,281
Profits from Industrial Undertakings 1,581,296
Reduction of Paper Currency.. 2,190,926
Miscellaneous Receipts 1,949,971

Total Estimated Revenue $75,982,969

EXPENDITURE.
Redemption of National Debt $ 7,282,671
Intel est and Expenses on National Debt 14,908,255
Civil List and Appanages of Imperial Families 2,221,656
Pensions, &c 472,665
Council of State (Dai Jo Ewan) 672,232
Foreign Department (Grai Mu Sho) 193,420
Home Department (Nai Mu Sho) 637,425
Finance Department (O Kura Sho) 596,594
War Department (Riku Gun Sho) 10,615,156
Navy Department (Eai Gun Sho) 3,225,830
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EXPENDITURE

—

(Continued).

EJuoa'ional Department (Mom Bu Sho) S38,665
Public Works Department (Ko Bu Sho) $493,844
Judicial Department (Shi Ho Sho) 2,287,144

Agiicultural and C' mmercial Department 895,294
Senate 217,494
Post Offic’ 2,529,472

Bureau for Administering the Hokkaido Industries 628,867
Hepairs and Engineering 1,073,982
Administration of Cities and Prefectures 4,177,962

Police Expenditure 2,500,840

Shinto Sfsrines 154,273

Penitentiaries 647,131

Inland Eevenue Bureau 793,047

C 11 stom.s Bureau 203,661

Diplomatic and Consular Services.- 552,994

Belief Fund for Agricultural Distress 1,200,000

Miscellaneous, Ordinary 401,729

Expenditure for Creation of Public Industries 256,339

Miscellaneous, Extraordinary 6,707, -05

Supplementary R -serve for Warlike purposes 194,620

Genshi Kuri-ire, Reduction of Paper Money 7,000,000

Total Estimated Expenditure $75,982,562

Tbe domestic debt of Japan in 1884 was, inclusive of paper money in circulation.

Capitalized Pension Bonds, &c., &c., $316,233,941. The Foreign ‘debt of Japan was

$8,476,072.

Army and Navy.
The armed force of Japan is divided into the Standing Army, the Reserve, and

the Militia, and the troops into five classes. The Standing Army comprises 42
battalions of Infantry, and one of Cavalry, 30 batteries Artillery, 14 companies
Engineers, 6 companies of Transport Corps, and 9 companies Marine Artillery. When
on a peace footing the Ai-my numbers about 32,300 men, and on a war footing 85,000
men. They are stationed in various parts of the Empire, which is dix 'ed into six

military districts, having headquarters at Tokio, Nagoya, Sendai, Osaka, Hiroshima,
and Kumamoto. Camps are established in 37 places. Not included in the above are

the Imperial Guard, composed of about3,700 picked troops, which bring up the strength

of the regular army, in time of peace, to some 44,426. The army has been organised

on the French system by officers specially selec ed by the French Government.
The navy of Japan consists of one ironclad frigate, four composite corvettes,

one steel cruiser, one ironclad turret ship, four wooden corvettes, three sloops,

six gunboats, one despatch vessel, and three training ships, all steamers besides

three torpedo boats. The largest of these ships, the ironclad frigate Fu-eo,

was built by Messrs. Samuda, Brothers, at Poplar, London, and despatched

to Japan in March, 1878. The Fu-so has a burthen of 3,700 tons displacement,

with engines of 3,500 horse-power. The a^inour is from 7 inches to 9 inches in

thickness, while the armament consists of four 15j-ton and two 5|-ton steel

breechloaders by Krupp, so arranged as to command every point of the horizon. The
second largest ship of the navy is an ironclad corvette, called the Kon-go, constructed

at Earle’s shipbuilding yard, Hull, after the design of Sir E. J. Reed, and which

an-ived in Japan in 1878. The Kon-go has a burthen of 2,800 tons displacement, with

engines of 2,500 horse-power, and has a belt of armour 4| inches thick. The arma-

ment consists of 12 Krupp guns, capable of throwing steel shells of 142 jmimds. The

Fi-yei, a sister ship to the Kon-go, was also built at Hull, and arrived in Japan in

1878. The latest addition to the navy is the TsuJenshi-kan, which was built in

England to the order of the Chilean Govemim^nt and subsequently purchased by

Japan. She steams 16 knots an hour, and carries two 25 ton breechloading guns.
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one in the bow and stem respectively. Siie arrived in September, 1883. Two more
nien-of-war are building in England. The navy was manned in 1883 by 702 officers

and 4,511 men.
Population, Tbadb, and Industry.

The total area of Japan is estimated at 156,604 square miles, and the popula-

tion according to census returns for 1882, prepared on the 1st Januaiy, 1883, was
36,701,118, namely, 18,596,098 males and 18,101,210 females. The empire is geogra-

phically divided into the four islands: Hondo, the central and most important territory;

Kiushiu, “ the nine provinces,” the south-western island; Sikoku, “the four states,”

the southern island
;
and Yesso, the most northerly and least developed. The former

three islands are sub-divided into eight large roads, containing sixty-six provinces,

and the latter (Yesso) is divided into eleven provinces. Administratively, as before

mentioned, the Empire is divided into fu and ken, each ken containing more one
province.

Education is very general in Japan, and is making greater progress than
before the revolution which made Japan a monarchy. In 1871, the Mikado
appointed a Board of Public Instruction, which is reported to be 'very active. The
number of elementary schools in 1882 was 29,081, of which 28,443 were public schools

and 693 private schools. Of Middle Schools there are 163 pubhc and 9 private

establishments. There are 76 Normal Schools; and Colleges for special studies, such
as Law, Medicine, Mining, Agriculture, and Foreign Languages, and 5 High Female
Schools have been established, and are carefully fostered by the G-overnment. In
order to faeditate the acquirement of foreign languages, the Government of the
Mikado engaged many European pro lessors, and also sent, at the public expense, a
large number of students to America and Europe.

The total value of the foreign trade of Japan vvas, according to consular reports,

as follows in each of the ten years 1874 to 1883 :

—

YEARS. IMPORTS. EXPORTS.

18‘4 $24,223,629 $20,001,637

18'5 29,467,067 18,014,890

1876 24,087,515 27,669,466

1877 25,900,54 L 21,692,121

1878 53,334,892 26,^59.419

1879 32,603,838 27,372,976

1880 36,622,243 27,419,629

1881 30,912,442 50,328,607

1882 29,300,724 37,246,029

1883 27,848,992 35,709,066

The following table shows the imports and exports of each port for the years 1882
and 1883

PORTS.

1882. 1883.

IMPORTS. EXPORTS. IMPORTS. EXPORTS.

Kanagawa $20,208,802 $26,6f’l,s89 $18,118,612 $2 '.,691,215

Iliogo 6,376,783 6,345,573 7.000,825 5,844,341
Osaka 1,54:,008 Al7,o90 1,3 • ,867 629,416
Nagasaki 1,166,711 3,313,390 896,310 3,107,344
Niigata No returns. No ri-. urns. No returns. No returns.

Hakodate 7,417 508, 87 4,-37' 43 -,750

$29,300,724 $37,246,029 $27,848,992 $35,709,066

The two staple articles of import into Japan in the year 1883 were cotton and,

woollen and mixed woollen fabrics, the former of the value of $9,037,604, and th&
latter of the value of $3,546,948. The two staple articles of export in the year 1883
were raw silk, of the value of $18,287,300, and tea, of the value of $6,106,467. Thq
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Commercial intercourse of Japan is carried on mainly two countries, namely,
Great Biitain and the United States of America, the former absorbing more than
two-thirds of the whole.

By treaties made with a number of foreign Grovernments—with the United States
in TVrr,.rch, 1854; with Great Britain in October, 1854; with Eussia and the
Netherlands in 1855; with France, in 1858; with Portugal, in 18G0; with Prussia and
the German "4 oH’V’^erein, in 1861; with Switzerland, in 1864; with Italy and Belgi^im, in

1866; vdth P mmerk in 1867 ;
with Sweden and Norn^ty and Spain in 1868 ;

with
Austria, in 186i

;
a.nd with Pliinainl 871—the Japanese ports of Kanagav.n tYokohama),

Nagasaki, Hiogo, Hakodate, Niigata, and the cities of Tokio (formerly called Yedo)
and Osaka were throv/n open to foreign commerce. A revision of the treaties is

desired by tlie .'.ipanese Goverument, and negotiations to that end are proceeding.

The first 1
’ le of railway, ^’om Yokohama to Tokio, 18 miles long, was opened

for traffic <^>0 tlie IS-'th of June, 1872 ;
a line was also opened fmm H’ogo to Osaka,

was extended in 187? to the city of Kioto, and thence to Uake Biwa, and lias lately

been contini'ed to Tsumga, on tlie north-west coast of Japan. Several extensive

schemes for the connection of the principal cities of the Empire by rail have been
projected, and some oi; them have been partially completed.

The por+s of Yokohama, Hiogo, Osaka, Nagasaki, and Hakodate are connected
with each other, and with Euroiie, by lines of telegraph, and the telegraph system
has lately been extended to all the important towns of the Empire. Japan has juined

the Universal Postal Union, and for the past three years has conducted the. interna-

tional as well as domestic postal service.

NAGASAKI.
Nagasaki is a city of great antiquity, and in the early days of European bitcr-

couTse with the Ear East was the most important seat of the foreign trade with
Japan. It is admirably situated on the south-western coast of the island of Kiushiu.

A melancholy interest attaches to the neighbourhood as the scene of the extinction

of Christianity in the empire and the extermination of the professors of that

religion in 1637. Near the harbour lies the celebrated island of Pappenberg, where
thousands of Christian martyrs were thrown over the high chfiE rather than go through
the form of trampling on the cross. Not far from Nagasaki is also the village of

Mogibay, whc'"e 37,000 Christians suffered death in defending themselves against the

forces sent to subdue them. When the Christian religion was crushed and the

feroigaers expelled, to the Dutch alone was extended the privilege of trading with

Japan, and they were confined to a small patch of ground at Nagasaki called Desima,
the monotony of their life being broken only by the yearly arrival and departure of the

one or t -.ro ships in which the trade between Japan and the West was at that time carried

on. By the treaty of 1858, Nagasaki was one of the ports opened to British trade on
the 1st July in the following year. On entering the harbour of Nagasaki no stranger

can fail to be struck with tbe admirable situation of the town and the beautiful

S
anorama of billy scenery opened to bis view. The harbour is a landlocked inlet

eeply indented with small bays, about three nailes long vdth a addth varying from
half a-mile to a mile. The native town is on the eastern side of the harbour, and is

about two miles long by about three-quarters of a mile in extreme width. The foreign

setLlement adjoins the native town on the south side. The chief mercantile houses
are situated on the bund facing the harbour, behind which are a few streets running
parallel with it, and there are a number of private residences on the hill side. Tliere

are English and Eonian Catholic churches and a commodious club. The Nagasaki
dock, purchased in 1884 by the Mitsu Bisbi S. S. Co., is capable of docking the

largest steamers. Its dimensions are:—Length (inside caisson at top), 438 feet;

longth on blocks, 375 feet
;
breadth of entrance at top 89, and at bottom, 77 feet;

depth of water on blocks at spring tides, 27 feet 6 inches, and at neap tides 22 feet.

There is also a patent slip 220 feet in length, and extensive engine works covering

about six and a-half acres. The chmate of Nagasaki is mild and salubrious, but in
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Bummer it is liot during tiie day by reason of the position of the town, being in a

hollow surrounded by hills.

After the opening of the port the trade for several years steadily developed,

but it subsequently declined, owing to various causes, but chiefly perhaps on
account of its gradual attraction to Yokohama. Latterly there has been a slight

improvement in the export trade. The chief articles of import are cotton and wooUen
ma.niifactures. The principal exports are coal, tea, camphor, rice, vegetable,

wax, tobacco, a'^’d dried fish. There are several veiy productive coal mines on
the islands near Nagasaki, of which the Takasima mine, which is under European
management, is the most important. It is believed that one vast ''•cal-field exists

under the sea running from the peninsula cf L omo towards Matsushima and Hirado,

and when this field is entered by safe means, through the overlying islands, an
enormous extent of coal will be available. The Miike ^coal mines come next to the

Takasima in importance. The net output of the Takashima mines in 1883 was
294,849 tons, that of the Miike mine 142,430 tons.

The value of the foreign import trade of Nagasaki during the year 1883 was
$896,310 as compared with $1,166,714 in 1882, and that of the foreign exjport trade,

$3,107,344 as against $3,313,390 in 1882. Coal is the sta,ple article of export,

accounting for $1,270,374 of the total export trade. There is a small direct trade

between Nagasaki and Korea, the value of the exports thither in 1883 amounting to

$47,369, and that of the imports from Korea to $189,281.
The population of Nagasaki in 1876 was 47,412. The number of foreign

residents, as given in the Consular report for 1883, was 892 (including 210 children),

of whom 544 were Chinese, 95 British, 44 American, and the rest of various nationali-

ties. A small foreign weekly paper entitled the Rising Sun is published in the port.

DIRECTORY.

Consulates.

Great Britain.
Consul—J.

’
. Enslie

Assistant —ij '.V, W. Playfair

ConstaHj—B. E. Lawrence

France.
Consul—

Austria-Httnoary.
Acting Consul—J. J. Enslie

Spain. .

H.B.M.’s Consul in charge of Spanish in-

terests—J. J. Enslie

United States.
Consul—Gen. A. C. Jones

Son. Vice-Consul—W. G. Furber
Marshal—Rodney H. Powers

Russia.
Consul—Y. Kostileff

Portugal.
Consul—T. B. Glover

Denmark.
Consul—J. C. Smith

Sweden and Norway.
Consul—A. Reddelien

Netherlands.
Consul—A. Reddelien

GEEI.i:ANY.

Consul—H. Iwersen

Itatt.
Acting Consul—V. KostilefE

Belgium.
Acting Consul—I'. Ringer

China.
Consul—U Tsing (absent)

Acting Consul—Koh Wan Tsin

English Translator— T. C. Chung
Chinese Writer—Lao Sing Foon
Japanese Interpreter—Choy Wen Tab

Nagasaki Dockyard and Engine
Works.

J. F. Calder, manager
W. H. Devine
Walter Curtis

J. Hill

D. Crowe
J. Wilson
J. Mansbridge
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iMPEBiAii Japanese Post Office.
M. Kawaguclii, postmaster

TT.. .N’arita, clerk

S.- Sawai, do.

Impebiae Japanese Telegeaphs.
W. B. Mason, clerk in charge

Goveenment Hospital.
T. W. Benkema, physician and surgeon

Education Depabtment.
'® .H. Colton Salter, M.D.

Insurance Companies.

Bhodtiinghaus, C. E., agent

—

'Skinsatlantic Marine Insurance Company
Hktnburg and Bremen Underwriters

Bureau Veritas

China & Japan Trading Co., Ld., agents

—

China Traders’ Insurance Co.

Sellyer,& Co., agents

—

Commei cial Union Assurance Company

Holme, Kinger & Co., agents

—

Lloyd’s

Union Insuiance Society of Canton, Ld.

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

North British & Mercantile Insurance Co.

Yangtszo Insurance Association

Hwersen, H., ag nt

—

Imperial Fire Insurance Company

Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

—

Hongkong Fire Insurance Company, Ltd.

Canton Insurance Office, Limited

Seddelien & Co., A., agents

—

Northern Assurance Company
Transatlantic Fire Insurance Company
Gei'man Lloyd’s

Wright & Co., agents

—

North-China Insurance Company, Ld.

i'hina Fire Insui ance Company, Limited

P. & O. S. N. Company.
Tolme, Ringer & Co., agents

Messagebies Maeitimes.
Holme, Ringer & Co., agents

Glen Line of Steamees.

Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

Indo-China S. N. Co., Ld.
Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

Ocean Steam Ship Company.
Holme, Ringer & Co., agents

Austealasian, China, Japan, and
Steaits Steam Ship Company.

,
agents

Mitsu Bishi Mail Steamship Co.
E. B. Jones, agent

J. Davieson
T. A. Christensen, master of receiving

ship Kozahi-maru

Redtee’s Telegeam Company, Limited.

,
agent

Banks.

Chartered Bank of India, Australia, and
Cliina

Holme, Ringer & Co
,
agents

Chartered Mercantile Bank
A. Reddelien & Co., agents

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Corpn.

Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

New Oriental Bank Corporation, Limited

Holme, Ringer & Co., agents

Merchants, Professions, and Trades.

Adams & Co., M., butchers and compradoies

M. Adams
G. Sutton

Anderson, John, storekeeper

“ Army and Navy Inn
Charley

“ Belle Vue Hotel”
A. Drewell

Boeddinghaus, C. E., merchant

“ Britannia Hotel”

I. Steinback

“British Queen” Tavern
J.Wedhr

“ Brooklyn Free and Easy”
J. J. Johnson
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China and Japan Trading Company, Li-

mited

Edward Rogers, manager
R. M. Scott

E. W. H. Smith
C. F. Oberlein

J. de Figuereido
Y. Kumamoto

“ City of Hamburg” Tavern
H. Goldenberg

Couder, J. C., French Bakery

Doel, P., police inspector

“ Eureka Hotel ”

Mrs. E. Felman

“ European Tavern
”

G. R. Thollander

“ Falcon Hotel ”

H. Mills

Ford, R. A., stevedore and ballast con*

tractor

“ Germania Bowling Saloon
”

B. Felman, proprietor

Ginsburg, M., merchant
M. Mess

Goldman, S., storekeeper

Gordes & Co,, photographers
A. Gorges
,H. Gordes

Great Northern Telegraph Company
Lieut. C. H. Kragh, superintendent

J. V. Petersen, K. W., electrician

G. B. Strom
A. N. N. Soderburg
H. Koike
M. Ikuta

K. Watanabe
K. Takenouchi

G. Hor'ike

Y. Furumi

Hellyer & Co., merchants
A. Wright

m
Holme, Ringer & Co., merchants

F. Ringer

J. C. Smith
R. M. Smith
A. B. Glover
A. Drewell
A. M. d’Almeida
C. George
R. Phillips

“ Imperial Hotel
”

C. Brown

“ International Hotel
”

J. S. Massie

Iwersen, H., merchant

Jardine, Matheson & Co., merchants

E. Holme, agent

Geo. Bozier

Lake & Co., Geo. W., shipcbandlers, &c.

G. W. Lake (absent)

Edward Lake
T. Scott

“London Hotel,” 40 Sagarimatzu

M. Haimovich

Macpherson, A., ship carpenter

Medical Hall
”

W. Hooper, proprietor

Nagasaki Aerated Waters Manufactory

W. Hooper, proprietor

Nagasaki Club

W. B. Mason, hon. sec. and treas.

Nagasaki Bowling Club

E. M. Scott, hon. sec. and treas.

“ Oriental Tavern
”

Greenberg

Powers & Co., E. H., shipcbandlers, com-

mission merchants, and auctioneers

E. H. Powers

F. Neville

Geo. Jacobs

Y. Takamara
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Pignatel & Co., storekeepers

Victor Pignatel

C. Pignatel (alisent)

Eeddelien & Co., A., merchants

A. Eeddelien

Eenwick,W.,L.R.C.P.,M.Ji.C.S.,L.S.A.,&c.

“Restaurant TUnion”
J. Brifi'aut

“ Rising Sim & Nagasaki Express ” print-

ing oflice

C. Suttuu, proprietor

A. Norman, manager

San & Co., E , merchants
E. de San (Qiogo)

“ Seamen’s Institute,” coffee house and
reading room

Rev. A, B. Hutchinson, hon. sec.

Smith, Capt. J. TJ., surveyor to the local

Insurance offices

Smith’s Hotel

G. van der Vlies

Mme. Labastie

Sutton, C., general contractor and tow-boat

proprietor

“Universal Saloon”
J. Crevich

Wright & Co., mere ei). <

A; Wright
T. Horita

Takastma Coi.lieet Office.
Iwasaki Yataro, proprietor

Nagasaki.

K. Kawada, manager
T. B. Glover
K. Wurui
H. B. Haskell

Takasima,

M. Yamawaki, agent

J, M. Stoddart, chief mining engineer

F. Stone, mechanical engineer

C. Brown, underground manager
W. Wake, overseer

R. Stewart, do.

J. Stewart, do.

Missionaries.
AitTHonisT Episcopal Church of

America.
Rev. C. S. Long
Rev. W. C. Kitchim
Miss J. M. Ghoer
Miss E. Russell

Reformed Church of America.
Rev. H. Stout
Rev. N. H. Demarest
Miss M. E. Br< kaw
Miss C. B. Richards

Church Missionary Society.

Rev. H. Maundrell
Rev. A. B. Hutchinson
Mrs. E. Goodall

French Roman Catholic.
Right Rev. J. Laucaigne, Bishop of Apol-

Ionia

Rev. M. M. de Rotz
Rev. M. A. Salmon
Rev. A. C. A. Pelu
Rev. T. P. Fraineau
Rev. J, F. A. Bourelle

Rev. J. M. Con-e

Rev. J, F. Marmand
Rev, E. Raguet
Rev. M. Sauret

Rev. F. Boi ..

,

Rev. J. Cons., .z

Rev. J. B. Ferrie

Rev. J. E. Boehrer
Rev. R. J. Matrat
Rev. F. Tissier

Convent des Sceurs de la Sainte
Enfant Jesus.

Soeur St. Eiie, superieur

Soeur St. Mary
Soeur St. Z..,charie

Soeur St. Suzanne

Pilots.

J. Breen
J. U. Smith

J. White
M. Banks
O. Smith
W. Lees

W, Harper
J. F. Allen

A. Topping, Gulf of Tokio to Idzuminada

> Nagasaki Harbour

Gulf of Tokio to Nagasaki

via Inland Sea



KOBE (HIOGO).
Kobe is the foreign port of tbe adjacent city of Hiogo and was opened to

foreign trade in 1868. it is finely situated at the gate of the lar-famed inland Sea.
The harbour is good and afliords safe anchorage for vessels of almost any si/so.

The town, which is in the province of Settsu, is distant only sixteen miles from
Osaka, with which city it is coimected by rail. This line, which has been extended
to Kioto (the ancient capital of Japan), a distance of 2/ niilee lioiu Osaka, w..,a

formally opened to trafiic along its whole length by the Mikado on laio 5th i'ebruary,

18/7, and has since been worked with freedom and regularicy. A further en-

ter sion from Kioto to Otsu, on Lake Biwa, was m.ade, and tms has since been carried
to Tsuruga, on the north-west coast. 'The connectio'' of Osaka with Hiogo by rail nas
naturally tended to centralise trade at the port of .-.lupineut. Among the exports,
tea, camphor, copper, and vegetable wax, taire the leal. The value of the foreign
import trade for 1883 was ,87,000,825; that of the exports $5,8±i,3ii. in 1882,
the value of the imports was $6,376,785, and that of the exports $6,345,573.
The quantity of tea shipped from Hiogo last season (188 3-84) was 13,950,052 lbs.,

compared with 13,317,1/ 1 lbs. in tiie preceding season. 'The whole of this went
to tile United States of America and Canada. Shipvuil.Lng is an import ed
industry ot the port, and a goodly number of iron an,. W'..odea screw steamers o’-q

anuaaoy laid down here. 'The population of Hiogo, a.b giren by the last census,
was 54,421. 'The foreign residents in Kobe in lb83 numbered y86, of whom bx?
v/ere Chinese, 232 British, 48 C-ermau, and 33 American. A foreign daily newspaper,
styled the ±iio-jo Naws, is published at this port.

DIRECTORY.

Consulates.

Gtreat Bbitaikt.—9.

Consul—James Troup
Senior Assistant—H. A. C. Bonar
Junior Assistant—A. E. Wilemaa
Constable—W. J. Hooper

Fratstce.—9.

S.B.M. Consul in charge of French Inter-
ests—Jas. Troup

China.—Native Bund.
Consul—Li Yu Him
Secretary and Interpreter—Choy Chew
Secretary—Yu Jackson
Japanese Inierjrreter—Yung Yin Chee

Belgium.—118.
Consul—J. K. Cuunuigham

SwiTZERL AND .—5

.

Acting Vice-Consu',—i... Stannius, LL.D.

Holland.—91.
Consul—Chas. Braess

Spain.—9.

S.B.M. Consul Ik charge of Spanish In-
terests—James Troup

Denmark.—91.
Consul—Chas. Braess

Hawaii.— 7.

Vice-Consul—S. .Eadicott

Italy.—5.

Acting Consuls. Stannius, LL.D.

Austria-

H

uNGA ry .—9.

Acting Consul—James Troup

Cerman Empire.—5.
Consul—H. St.innius, .jL.D.
Interpreter—
Secretary—H. Gut'.uc .

Amtsdiener—E. Bernmtrdt

United States.—15
Consuls. Me F. Pa ' ton
Marshal—F. J. H. Nienstead
Interpreter—K. Agaya

Portugal.
Consul—H. B. Eeynell

Russia—5.

Acting Consul—H. Slannius, LL.D.

Sweden and Norway.—91.
Consul—Chas. Braess

Municipal Council.
The Governor of Hiogo—Morioka Masa-
zumi

The Consular Body
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T. Leiiz

A. H. Haselwood
H. St. J. Browne
H. Trotzig, superintendent

Police.

W. Toms (sergt.), J. Green, W. Eae, 1

Chinese, 10 Japanese

Hiogo and Osaka General Chamber
OF Commerce.

Committee—H. St. J. Browne (chairman) ;

R. Huglies, J. L. Ruykr, C. P. Hall, T.

Lenz
Secretary—J. C. Abell

Club Concordia.
Manager—E. Bonger

Imperial Government.

Customs.

Superintendent—R. Yagawa
Appraiser—M. Watanabe
'Employe- P. Upton

Post Office—Sakai Machi.

Ichiro Terada, postmaster

B. Santa, clerk

T. Hayami, do.

Y. Tadaki, do.

Imperial Naval Yard, Onohama.
Captain Isobe, I.J.N., director

A. Kirby, general foreman and superintdt.

Geo. Taylor, foreman of engineering dept.

Walter Mason, foreman of iron ship-

builder

W. T. Harley, naval draughtsman
Jos. Dainty, foreman moulder

Thos. E. Beatty, foreman boilermaker

Robt. Clark, foreman shipwright

G. Penney, do.

Nathaniel E. Hogan, bookkeeper
•— Fernandes, storekeeper

Imperial Government Shipbuilding
Yard, Shinden.

T. Kirino, director

C. Hattori, supdt. engineer

Y. Sayama, master shipwright

Imperial Government Works,
Shenden.

J. Lang, superintendent engineer

J. M. Hannah, shipwright

Kioto, Kobe, and Otzu Railway.
Engineers and Locomotive Establish-

ments.
C. A. W. Pownall, M.I.C.E., resident

engineer
B. P. Wright, M.I.C.E., locomotive supdt.
G. Nankivell, foreman in charge of smiths’

and boiler shops
W. Pitts, foreman in charge of locomotive
and carriage shops

J. Hall, running foreman
E. Horn, inspector of locomotives, Kioto
M. Smith, assist. do., Osaka
W. P. Page, agent and traffic manager,

General Offices, Kobe Station

Kobe Hospital (Hiogoken Kenritsu.)
Dr. T. Kanda, director

Dr. Sbiraikosaku

Eastern and .Australian Steamship
Company.

Fearon, Lov/ & Co., agents

German Steamship Company Hamburg.
Simon, Evers & Co., agents

China Navigation Co.

Fearon, Low & Co., agents

Union Line of Steamers.
Smith, Baker & Co., agents

COMPAGNIE DES MeSSAGERIES
Maritimes.

Browne & Co., acting agents

P & O. S. N. Company.
Mourilyan, Heimann & Co., agents

Ocean Steamship Company.
Fearon, Low & Co,, agents

—

Insurances.

Ahrens & Co., H., age “ts

—

Norwich Union FireTnsurance Society

Browne & Co., agents

—

Canton Insurance Office, Limited

Hongkong Fii’e Tnsurance Co. ,
Li i ited

British & Foreign Marine Insurance
Company, Limited

Marine Insurance Company, Limited

Phoenix Fire Assurance Company
Straits Insurance Co., Limited
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Comes & Co., agents

—

Lancashire Insurance Company
Eoyal Exchange Assurance Corpora-

tion (Marine)

Faber & Yoigt, agents

—

Hamburg and Bremen Underwriters
Norddeutsche Feaer Ve, sicherungs

Gesellschaft, Hamburg
Consolidated Marine Insurance Co.

of Berlin and Dresden, London

Fearon, Low & Co., agents

—

Boston Board of Underwriters
London and Lancashire Fire Insur-

ance Company
Union Insurance Society of Canton
New Zealand Fire and Marine In-

surance Company

G-illingham & Co., Jno., sub-agents

—

Scottish Union National Insurance
Company

Heinemann & Co., Paul, agents

—

China Traders’ Insurance Co., Limited

Imperial Fire Insurance Company

Hellyer & Co., agents—
City of London Fire Insurance Co.

Hughes & Co., agents

—

CommercialUnion Fire Insurance Co.
National Marine Insurance Associa-

tion, Limited
Queen Insurance Co. of Liverpool and

London
Royal Fire & Life Insurance Co.

Universal Marine Insurance Co.

lilies & Co., C., agents—
Transatlantische Feuer Versicberungs

Action Gesellschaft of Hamburg
Scottish Imperial Insurance Co.

Langgaard, Kleinwort & Co., agents

—

North British and Mercantile In-

surance Company
Hamburg Magdeburger Feuer Ver-

sicherungs Gesellschaft

Globe Marine Insurance Company,
Limited

Meyer & Co., agents

—

Manchesttr Fire Insurance Co.

Lubeck Fire Insurance Company

Mourilyan, Heimann & Co., agents

—

North China Insurance Company
Northern Assurance Co., (Fire &Life)
China Fire Insurance Company

Oestmann, A., agent

—

Hamburg Bremen Fire Insurance Co.

Rasch & Ruyter, agents

—

Hanseatische Feuer Versicherungs
Gesellschaft in Hamburg

The Fire Insurance Association _Li-

mited, London

Reynell & Co., H. E., agents

—

South British Fire and Marine Insu-
rance Co.j of New Zealand

Simon, Evers & Co., agents

—

Chinese Insurance Co., Limited
Helvetia Swiss Fire Insurance Com-

pany of St. Galls

Helvetia Marine Insurance Company
of St. Galls

Prussian National Fire Insurance Co.,
Stettin

Smith, Baker & Co., agents

—

Guardian Fire A8suranceCo.,London

Strachan & Co., W. M., agents

—

Alliance Fire Insurance Company

Stucken, Edmund, agent

—

Mannheim Insurance Co., Limited

Walsh, Hall & Co., agents

—

Lion Fire Insurance Co., Limited
London & Provincial Fire Insurance

Company, Limited
Tangtsze Insurance Association

Wilkin & Robison, agents

—

Lloyds’

Sun Fire Office

Underwriting and Agency Association

Professions and Trades.

Abell, Jno. C., bill & bullion broker—27

Ahrens & Co., merchants—10
H. Ahrens (absent)

Th. Meyerdirks
W. Eytel

Ahrens, H. & Co.— 85

H. Ahrens (Yokohama)
A. Ahrens

American Trading Co.—46
C. W. Dimock, agent
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Beer, A. de,—81 Division Street

Bergau, Mrs., milliner and dressmaker—21

Birch & Co., Jno —115 Concession
Rich. Kirby, agent

Blackmore, J., commissi n merchant—64

Board, W. K., shipwright, &c.—Benten,
Native Bund

Bolens, W., merchant—55, Native Bund

Bonesse, J.,—64

Bonger, W. C., architect and surveyor

—

3, Yama

Brent, Walter, auctioneer— 36, Division

Street

Browne ife Co., merchants—26
H. St. John Browne
M. T. B. Macpherson
Eugene H. Gill

C. D. Rickerby

Byrne, Ed., bill & bullion broker and
marine surveyor—83

Cabeldu & Co., P. S., tailors ana general

outfitters—-16

P. S. Cabeldu

Carroll & Co., J. D., shipchandlers—38
Native Bund

F. C. Spooner (Yokohama)
C. Wiggins

Carroll, J. D.—Yama
Chartered Bank of India, Australia and
China
Browne & Co., agents

Chartered Mercantile Bank of India

London and China
Comes & Co., agents

China and Japan Trading Company, Li-

mited—4, JN'ative Bund
Wm. Posch, acting manager

F. H. Ziegfeld

F. G. Stone

Conort, P.—Ohno

Comes & Co., merchants
Predk. Conn s (London)
W, H. Taylor (Yokohama)
Arthur Winstanley (absent)

F. S. Goodison
Sami. Endicott

E. T. INicholas

Creagh, J., solicitor—1 Native Town

De Ath & Co., A., Eastern and Colonial

merchants— 36

A. UeAth
A. Morris
F. de Roza

Delacamp, Macgregor & Co., merchants
—121

H. O. Delacamp (New York)
H. Macgregor
11. J. Hawkins (Yokohama)
W. Gordon (do.)

F. Schlueter

Ellerton, J.—13, Concession

Faber & Voigt, merchants—25

H. Faber
T. Lenz

Fearon, Low & Co., merchants—118

J. K. Cunningham
W. Fearon
James Green

Gerlings, Miss C. J., teacher—4, Hill

Gillingham & Co., Jno., merchants—109,

Concession

Jno. Gillingham

Gottlinger, L., Variety Store—43

Green, Geo.—11 Ikuta Baba

Grosclaude, E. & U., chronometer, cloeir

and watchmakers—35

E. Grosclaude

Hagart & Co., merchants—111

H. W. Hagart
T. Kondo

Hansen, A., stevedore, agent for Ballast

Co. of Hiogo Kenka^—6, Native Bund
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Heinemann & Co., Paul, merchants,—

8

P. Heinemann (New York)
Otto Eeimers (Yokohama)
W. E. Drummon
S. G. McKenzie
C. F. H. Titjen
S. da Luz

Helljer & Co., merchants—112
F. Hellver

'J'. W. Hellyer (Yokohama)
J. R. Elliott

N. Q. Guterres

Hiogo Dispensary, 55a, Native Bund
H. P. Tabor

“ Hiogo News ” Office, F. Walsh & Co.—1, Native Town
F. Walsh
W. G. Johnson

J. Creagh, editor
J. M. V. Ribeiros

“ Hiogo Hotel,” 36, Bund
F. Walsh
W. G. Johnson

Hiogo Gas Company—Ohno
Browne & Co., general agents and

secretaries

E. Byrne, chairman
H. St. J. Browne

)
R. Hughes > Directors
A. Oestmann )

R. Paton, engineer

Holme & Co .—90
G. Sale (Yokohama)
E. Okumura

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Cor-
poration—

2

A. H. C. Ha'-elwood, agent
H.H. Vacher, assistant acccountant
C. L. Anderson, cashier

R. A. dos Remedies
S. Rangel

F. dos Rernedios

Hotel d’Europe—47a
J. B. Reyoiond

Hotel des Colonies”—56
M. Boudon

Hughes & Co., merchants—53
Robt. Hughes

H. Hort

Hunt & Co., merchants—62
H. J. Hunt
E. Hunt
H. Schoning
A. E. Trew
F. X. Braga

Hunter & Co., E. H., merchants, 29;
agents Osaka Iron works and Dock
Company

E. H. Hunter
J. C. Wilkinson
J, C. May

lilies & Co., C., merchants—12
C. lilies (Yokohama)
V. Roehr

A. Hoffregan

International Hospital of Hiogo—Ikula-

baba
Jas. Trouj

,
chairman, H. St. J,

Browne, C. Braess, J. G. Walsh,
trustees

R. Hughes, hon. sec. & treasurer

T. C. Thornicraft, medical director

A. Aarestrup, steward

Isaacs and Bros., R.—50

J. A. Ailion

Japan Mineral Waters Manufactory—18 -

A. C. Sim
M. Fitzgerald

Kobe Cricket Club
R. Hughes, president

T. C. Thornicraft, captain

H. Lucas, F. Hellyer, H. A. Herbert,
committee

Kobe Club—Ohno
Jno. Marshall, honorary secretary

Kobe Fire Brigade
A. C. Sim, superintendent

M. T. B. Macpherson, hon. secretary
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Kobe Hair Dressing Saloon,—63
F. da Cunba
H. A. Xavier

Kobe Ice Co.—Works, Ohiio, Office, 26
J. H. Euyter, Ed. Byrne, A. W. Gil-

lingham, H. St. J. Browne, A.
Oestmann, directors

Browne & Co., secretaries

W. Brent, agent
R. Baton, engineer

Kobe Paper Mill
J. G. Walsh

R. G. Walsh

Kobe Regatta and Athletic Club
A. H. C. Haselwood, captain
F. S. Morse, bon. secretary and

treasurer

Langfeldt & Mayers—18
A. Langfeldt (Yokohama)
S. Mayers fSan Francisco)
Ed. Batavus, agent
H. Xavier

Langgaard, Kleinwort & Co., merchants
—82

Th. Langgaard (absent)

Otto A. Kleinwort
W. Doebbeling
H. Luther

Lucas & Co., H., merchants—21
Henry Lucas

McFarlane, E. P., L. R. C. P. & S. Ed.,
medical practitioner—73

Mahnz, H.—69

Marshall, J., harbour master—38

Mascarenhas, J. S., exchange broker—12

Medical Hall—18
A. C. Sim

F. A. Silva

Meyer & Co., merchants—91
A. A. Meyer (New York)
Chas. Braess

Mitsu Bishi Mail Steamship Co.
F. Plate, agent
Chas. Esdale
F. A. Ekstrand
G. H. Dunbar, barge master

Mourilyan, Heimann &Co., merchants—

1

Chas. A. Heimann (absent)

Arthur H. Groom (Yokohama)
W. J. Cruickshank do.

A. W. Gillingham
F. R. Southern
F. F. Guterres
A. J. Rickerby
Richard Clai'k

Muller, C., Eureka Hotel—18

New Oriental Bank Corporation Ld.—11
H. A. Herbert, acting agent

Nickel, C. T. M., stevedore and landing
agent, 2, Division St.

Nicolle & Co., merchants—42, Concession
P. A. Nicolle

T. H. BethJl
W. Kerr

Oestmann, A., commission merchant—47

Olson, John, stevedore—97, Bund

Oppenheimer Freres, merchants
M. Blum, agent

Oriental Bank Corporation, in liquidation

H. A. Herbert

Oastler & Co., engineers, ship-builders,

blacksmiths, iron and brass founders,

coppersmiths and general contractors

—

Shinden
W. Oastler

Inadzu

Pilots,

O. Smith, A. Topping, W. Lees, In-

land Sea and Coast
L. Harris, G. Taylor, Kii Channel

Prince of Wales’ Inn—86
L. Horsley

Rasch & Ruyter, merchants—28
C. Rasch (absent)

J. L. Ruyter
Johannes Ruyter (Yokohama)
C. Schrumpf

Reynell & Co., H. E., merchants

Schlesser, N., merchant—87
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Scott, W.—^Ikuta Eoad

Shamrock Tavern—6, Native Tovfn
C. H. Morton

Simon, Evers & Co., merchants—101
Jul. Simon (Hamburg)
Aug. Evers (Yokohama)
H. Busch
O. Miinch
C. Oestman
E. Oestman

Skipworth, Hammond 8e Co., tailors

—

Division street

W. G. Skipworth (absent)
Delf

Smith, Baker & Co., merchants—

3

W. H. Morse
E. E. Smith
E. B. Smith

A. T. Prichard

E. S. Morse
S. Tokoyama

Star Tavern—35, Native Town
J. Brown

Strachan & Co., merchants
W. M. Strachan, (absent)

J. D. Hutchison
D. McLaren
C. E. Stephens

Stucken, Edmund, merchant—66, Foreign
Concession

Tabor & Co., H. W., compradores, con-
tractors, and wholesale chemists

H. P. Tabor
T. Tomoson

Thornicraft, T. C., L.E.C.P. Ed., L.M.,
M.E.C.S.E., medical practitioner

Travellers’ Billiard Room and Bowling
Alley

—

31b
J. Dutronquoy, proprietor

Vigan & Co., J. de, merchant
J. de Vigan (Paris)

Cb. de Vigan do.

A. Gamier (Yokohama)
M. Eenard
E. Toussaint
Inoyue

Walsh, Hall & Co., merchants—

2

John G. Walsh
Thomas Walsh (Yokohama)
Arthur O. Gay do.

C. P. Hall

Warburton, W., landing and shipping
agent

—

97, Native Bund

Wehrmann, P., baker—Pkuto-maye

Wetton, E.—Yama

Whymark & Co., Geo., butchers, bakers,

compradores, general storekeepers, 81,

Division St.

G. Whymark
J. de Beer

Wilkin & Eobison, merchants—26
H. St. J. Browne

Yanny, Geo.—43

Union Protestant Church.
Eobt. Hughes
De Witt C. Jencks, trustee

H. Luch, hon. sec. and treas.

Missionaries.

Eoman Catholic Mission.
Notre Dame des sept douleurs, 37.

L’Abbe Jules Chatron, mission, apost.

L’Abbe Anselme M. C. Luneau, miss, apost.
Sisters op Charity.—41.

Orphelinat des Soeurs du 8t. Enfant Jesus.

Mere Ste. Anne, superieure

Soeur Borgia
Soeur Therese

American Board Mission.

Eev. J. L. Atkinson
De Witt C. Jencks
Miss E. M. Brown
Miss M. J. Barrows
Miss S. A. Searles

Miss J. E. Dudley

Society for the Propagation op

Eev. H. j: Foss, M. A., 2, The Hill

H. Hughes, Mission School, San-ho-miya
Cho
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American Baptist Mission.
Bev. H. H. Rhees—5, Hill

Rt'v. G. H. Appleton—97, Hill

Masonic.
Rising Sun Lodge, No. 1401, E.O.

Wor. Master—J. Marshall, P.D.D.G.M.
J. Past Master.—J. Reid
Senior Warden— H. Luther
Junior Warden—M. Fitzgerald

Hon. Sec. & Treas.—J. Gillingham, P.M.
Senior Deacon—D. Reid
Junior Deacon—J. Kirkbam
Inner Guard—Mortimer Smith
Tyler—W. K. Board

Hiogo and Osaka Lodge, No. 498, S.O.

Right Worshipful Master—Bro. E. H.
Hunter

I. Past Master—Bro. W. Warhurton
Deputy Master—Bro. ( 'has. Wiggins, P.M.

S. M.—Bro. E. Bonger
Senior Warden—Bro. P. M. Jonas
Junior Warden—Bro. A. Aarestrup
Treasurer—Bro. H. Heitkemper
Secretary—Bro. J. C. May
Senior Deacon—Bro. A. Topping
Junior Deacon—Bro. H. T. Legg
Inner Guard—Bro. J. W. Barry
Tyler—Bro. W. K. Board

OSAKA.
Osaka is the second city in Japan in point of size and commercia,! importance, and

has not inaptly been termed the Venice of the Far East, owing to the manner in which

it is intersected by canals. It is situated in the province of Settsu, and is built on

banks of the river Ajikawa, about five miles from the sea. The river is only navigau^j

for small vessels, and on the opening of the railway to Hiogo the foreign trade of

Osaka commenced to decline. Almost all the foreign firms in the latter city have

removed to Hiogo. The most imposing and at the same time the most interesting

object to be seen in Osaka is the Castle, erected in 1583 by one of the Shoguns, the

famous Tai-ko-Sama. Though less extensive than that of Tokio, it is a much grander

and more striking edifice, and is indeed, on the whole, the first among the many
hundreds of castles in Japan. It is now occupied by the Osaka garrison, and forms

the headquarters of one of the six great military districts. The city is the seat of

the provincial government, which is called Fucho, in contradistinction to the other

provincial governments, which are termed Kencho. Osaka is the seat of numerous

industries, including shipbuilding yards and iron works, and the Imperial Mint is

located there. In 1876 coins to the value of $6,613,405 were struck at this Mint,

in 1877 of $5,701,555, in 1878 of $4,615,676, in 1880 of $6,899,084, in 1881 of

$4,695,402, in 1882 of $6,853,708, and in 1883 of $5,252,485, and a continuous

supply of yen (dollars) is issued from the establishment, which are of similar

weight and fineness to the Mexican dollar, but owing to Chinese combination

they only obtain currency in China and Hongkong at a discount. The population

of the city is given as 300,662 ;
the number of foreign residents in 1883 was 228, of

whom 137 were Chinese, 54 American, and 21 British. The value of the imports

for 1883 was $1,328,867, compai ?d with $1,541,008 in 1882, and that of the

exports $629,416 as against $417,0£'-' in 1882.

DIRECTORY.

Government Departments.

Osaka Fucho.
Tateno G6z6, Chiji

Tendo Toru, Dai-shoki-kwan
Kosaka Masakuni, Sho-shoki-kwan
Koshiba Kageoki, Commissioner of the

'

Foreign Office

Osaka Koso Saibansho.
Kojima Iken, Chief Judge, President

Osaka Shoshin Saibansho.
Imai Gon-ichi, Chief Judge, President

Imperial Government Mint.

Kawasaki.

K. S. Endo, commissioner

Wm. Gowland, F.C.S., technical adviser,

chemist and ass.a; or

R. MacLagan, M.I.M.E., engineer
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Belgian Consulate.
Acting Consul—L. ]Du Bois

Municipal Council, £0.

The Governor of Osaka
The Consular Body
Rev. C. F. Warren, chairman
Rev. A. D. Hail
JDr. Laniug, ton. secretary and treas-

urer

T. Georges, superintendent of police

Professions & Trades.

Batteke & Co., G., 25 Concession

Bohlens, W., 2, Honden

China and J Trading Company, Li-

mited

Wm. Poseh, acting manager
T. Takaya

Favre-Brandt, G. & J., watch and clock

importers—10, Concession

C. Favre-Brandt (absent)

J. Favre-Brandt (Yokohama)
L. Du Bois

Hunter & Co., E. H., merchants, 16
E. H. Hunter

F. H. Hunter

Jonas, F. M., 3, Honden

Kidsugawa Cotton Mill

R. Neil

Osaka Ice Works, 20, Concession
J. D. Carroll & Co., agents

Roeser, P., 1, Honden

Yisscher, A., trader. Native Town

Missionaries.

Church Missionary Society.

Rev. C. F. and Mrs. Warren, 3, Concession

Rev. H. Evingtou, M.A., 4b, do.

Miss Bolton, do.

Rev. G. IT. Pole, B.A. and Mrs. Pole, 9

Concession

Miss J. Caspar!, 23, Concession

Cumberland Presbyterian Mission.
Rev. J. B. Hail, 13, Concession
Rev. A. D. Hail, 19a, do.

Miss Julia Leavitt, 22, do.

Miss Alice M. O I r, 22, do.

Miss A. M. Dreni an, 22, do.

American Presbyterian Mission.
Rev. T. T. Alexander, 14b. Concession
Miss A. E. Garvin, 16b, do.

Americ.\n Episcopal Mission.
Rev. A. R. Morris, 1, Yonki Macbi
Rev. J and Mrs. McKim, 8, Concession
Miss R. F. Falls, 6, do.

Miss M. Maillis, 7, do.

H.Laning,M.D. andMrs.Laning, 5, do.

Rev. T. S. and Mrs. Tyng, 14, Concession

St. Barnabas Hospital.

Miss Shaw, nurse

American Board Mission.
Rev. J. H. De Forest 26, Concession
Rev. W. W. Curtis (absent)

Rev. Wallace Taylor, M.D., 15, do.

Miss F. A. Gardner, Tosa Bori, TJradori,

Jogakko
Miss A. M. Colby, do.

Miss M. E. Gi.uldy, do.

Miss A. Datighaday. do.

Rev. J. T. Gulick, 3, Yoriki Machi
Rev. Geo. Allcnin, 24, Concession

Sisters op Charity 1 & 2, Concession’
Rev. Mere Justine, superieure

Soeur Bernardiue
Sceur Norbert
Sceur Andre

French Catholic Mission.
Furukawa Bashi.

Mgr. Laiicaigne, Bishop of Apollonia
Ahbe J. Cousin, pro-vicar apostolic

Abbe M. P. J. Plessis

Abbe H. Vasselon

Abbe J. Cbarnaux
Abbe M. Roger

Society for Promoting Female
Education in the East.

Misa Oxlad, 4, Concession (absent)
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KIOTO.
American BoaRo Mission.

Kev. M. L. Gordon,M D.
Rev. J. D. Davis. D.D.
Rev. D. W. Learned, Ph.D.
Rev. D. C. Greene, D.D.
Rev. M. R. Gaines
Rev. C. M. Oady
Miss A. Y. Davis
Miss H. F. Parmelee
Miss F. Hooper

C. H. Baldwin

Abbe Aitne Villion, mission, apost.

Roman Catholic Mission

HIROSHIMA.

French Catholic Mission.

Rev. P. Aurientis

OKAYAMA.

American Board Mission.

Dr. J. C. Berry
Rev. Otis Carey, Jr.

Rev. J. H. Pettee

Miss E. Talcott (absent)

Miss A. J. Starkweather

TOKIO.
The capital of Japan [until the Restoration called Yedo] is situated at the north

of the Bay of Yedo, has a circumference of 24 miles, and covers a surface of nearly 36
square miles. The Sumida, or Great River, runs through the city, dividing Tokio
proper from the districts on the east side called Honjo and Fukagawa.

Tokio as viewed from the bay is a charming city, being well situated on un-
dulating ground, and possessing abundant foliage. The city is divided into fifteen

grand divisions, each of which is again subdivided into smaller sections. The houses,
and even the public offices, are all numbered, which method is adopted in every town
and village throughout Japan. The Castle of Tokio occupies a commanding position
on a hill a little to the westward of the centre of the city. It is enclosed in double
walls, and surrounded by a moat. Within the Castle formerly stood the Imperial
Palace and several public offices, but the destructive fire of the 3rd of April, 1872,
levelled these ancient and massive buildings, leaving only the surrounding lofty

turrets and walls. Since this great disaster, by which more than 5,000 houses were
destroyed, the Mikado has taken up his residence temporarily in one of the Daimios’
palaces at Akasaka, while the public offices are now located in new brick or stone
buildings in various places near the Castle. A new Imperial Palace on the old site

is in course of construction. The Imperial Garden called Fukiage is situated within
the enclosure of the Castle. It is tastefully laid out in the pure native style, and
contains fine forest trees, rare and beautiful plants of aU kinds, a large pond,
cascades, &c., and is most carefully kept. This fine garden well repays inspection,

and admission can readily be obtained by visitors.

Between the Castle and the outer walls, a large area was until recently occupied

by the numerous palaces of the Daimios, but nearly all these feudal erections have
now given place to smart brick or stone buildings, used as Public Offices, Barracks,

Government Schools, &c., so that at the present time hardly any of the Daimios’

palaces remain to illustrate what old Yedo was like in the time of the Shogunate.
They were, however, large plain long buildings of a single high storey, ordinarily

whitewashed, and without any pretensions to architecture.

The remaining portion of the city outside the walls is very densely inhabited,

and may be called the commercial district of Tokio. It has a circnmference of 24
miles and covers an area of about 29 square miles. The most important part of the

business quarter is on the east of the Castle, and is traversed by a main street

running from the north to the south-west under different names. A considerable

length of this thoroughfare, which is called Guinza, is lined with newly built brick

buildings in the European style
;
the road is wide and well paved, and planted with

trees on either side. As it is in close contiguity to the railway station, it is always

very animated and thronged with vehicles and foot passengers.
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The north end of the main street leads to the new public park or garden name 1

Uyeno, which was formerly occupied by the magnificent Temple founded and maiftf

tained by the Shoguns, and which was destroyed by fire during the revolution ii^

July, 1868. In these grounds the Industrial Exhibition of 1877 was erected, when
the gardens were at great expense converted into a public pleasure resort by ths
Government. The second exhibition was held on the same site, in March, 1882, uuder
the superintendence of a prince of the Imperial family. It is intended to hold oag
of these exhibitions every four years. It was in the Gyeno Garden that the Mikado
and General Grant were entertained by the citizens of Tokio in the summer of 1879,
on a scale of magnificence unprecedented in the annals of the city.

Among the places much resorted to by visitors is the ancient temple of Quantioa,
at Asakusa, not far from TJyeno, one of the most beautiful, most venerated, and most
frequented temples in Japan. The temple is elevated about 20 feet from the groun i.

A grand flight of steps gives access to the interior. There is a chief altar at th j

extreme end of the temple, with side chapels at its right and left, containing a grea"
number of wooden images, which, with the “ glory” round their heads, resemble the
images of Catholic saints. The interior of the temple is not very large, and is nob
80 conspicuous for cleanliness as most of the public buildings in Japan, At the
right of the temple there is a fine old Pagoda, and near it two colossal stone statues.
A new park was also opened close to the temple, about the same time as that of Uyeno,
Thus, with Shiba in the South West, where are to be seen some of the splendid shrinei
of the Shoguns, there are three large public gardens within the city. The buildiugs
which are called ths Temple of Confucius were formerly the University of Tokib, but
this has been superseded since the Restoration by the Tokio Dai-gaku-ko (Tokio
University), and other schools in which Foreign instructors are employed. There
were altogether 1,275 temples in Tokio in 1880, some of which are fine edifices.

The districts of Honjo and Fukagawa form the quiet portion of the capital, ThU
quarter is connected with Tokio proper by five great bridges, some of which are
constructed of stone and some of wood. They are called, commencing on the north,
Adsuma Bashi, Umaya Bashi, Riogoku Bashi, Phashi, and Teitai Bashi respectively,
The quay on the banks of the Sumida forms a spacious and handsome street, anfl
may be especially recommended to a traveller who has only a few days to spend in
Tokio. In passing along the quay, he will see across the stream several fine temple*
and great buildings which stand on the western bank of the Great River, and he
may get at the same time a very good idea of the animated river-hfe of the Sumida,
whose waters are always covered with junks and boats of all descriptions.

A great part of the remaining area forming the district North of the Castle i«

covered by paddy fields, in the midst of which rise picturesquely situated houses.
There are also extensive pleasure gardens, such as Aska-yama, and neat little

villages. The surface covered by paddy fields and pleasure gardens may be estimatedi
at 4-| square miles. The part West of the Castle contains fifty temples, and a number
of nobles’ palaces. The district on the South of the Castle, with an area of about
of 17^ square miles, contains about sixty temples. The most remarkable among thani
is the Tera of Meguro. In this part of Tokio is situated the Mausoleum of th?
Shoguns, surrounded by several temples.

Several great fires have during the last few years swept Tokio, more especially
that of April, 1872, which led to great improvements and the widening of the streets,
Rows of fine houses in brick and stone, and new bridges, in many cases of iron
or stone, have been built, and the city has in many portions been thoroughly
modernised. The main streets and those adjacent to them are lighted with gas. Liu^*
of telegraph, amounting in all to 200 miles, connect the various parts of the city
with one another, and with the country lines. A terrific fire occurred on tb.-

26th December, 1879, when upwards of 11,000 houses were destroyed. This
was followed on the 4th February, 1880, by another fire, involving the destruba
tion of 2,500 buildings. Several great fires occurred early in 1881. The streets ar?
in general broad and well kept, and improvements attend the work of reconstruetiob
after each conflagration. But as the city is in a transition state, it necessarily present^
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strange anomalies. Side by side with lo.'tv stone buildings stand rows of rude
wooden bouses. As with the buildings so with the people; while the mass still wear
the native dress, numbers appear in ISuropean costume, and the soldiers are dressed
in uniform on the Western model. The environs of Tokio are very picturesque and
Ofier a great variety of pleasant w^alks or rides. Foreigners cannot do better than
spend their leisure hours in rambling over the country. The finest scenery is at the
northern and western sides of the city, where the country is surrounded by beautiful

hills, from which there is a distant view of the noble mountains of Hakone, while
beyond rises in solitary orandeur the towering peak of Fusi-yama, covered with snow
throughout the year. The population of Tokio and its suburbs was, according to
the official census of 1881, 1,164,181, of whom 697,637, were males and 666,544
ft'inales. The foreign residents were estimated in 1881 at 634, of whom 519 were
in Government or Japanese employ. The Japanese hope that at no distant date Tokio
will, when new quays have been constructed and the Treaties been revised, become
ibe great centre of the foreign trade with Japan.

The native Press is represented by 107 newspapers, several of which are
dailies. Among them the Nichi ss icki SJdmbun, the Hoclii the Choya
tiHmhun, the Jiji Shimpo, and the Akebono Shimbun take the lead. Several others
ii're class organs, and two journals, the Yomiuri Shimbun and Ka7taycmy Shimbun,
are the advocates of woman’s rights. There are also several comic journals and
illustrated papers. There are 1,225 schools of different classes, including one
utiiversity, having an aggregate attendance of both sexes of 138,332, of whom
?0,618 are boys and 87,819 girls, according to the official census of 1681.

DIKECTOEY.

Legations.

British.
Koji-machi.

lion. F. E. Plunkftt, Envoy Extraordinary

and Minister Plenipotentiary, and Con-

sul-General

lion. P. H. Le Poer Trench, sccrelarv of

Legation

Arthur Larcour, third secretary

•J. C. Hall, acting Japanese secretary

J. H, Gubbius, acting assistant Japanese

secret ary

J. H. Longford, acting vice-consul and
ehancelier

E. de B. M, Layard, A. M. Chalmers, C.

S. Hampson, E. A, Griffiths, student in-

terpreters

Montague Kirkw< od, legal adviser

Dr. E. Baelz, medical officer (absent)

Dr. Var den Heyden, acting do.

Hev. A. C. Shaw, M.A., honorary chaplain

Ogita Masaichi, linguist

Consulate.

(Koji-raachi.)

.7, H. Longford, acting vice-consul

Legation Mounted Escort.

P. Peacock, inspector

Aiex. A I enlcin, sergeant

H. Dillon, constable

United St.vtes.

Hon. John A. Bingham, Finvoy Extraoi'

dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary

G. Gowarcl, secretary

Dr. W. N. Whitney, interpreter

Fkencii.

Nagatr.-cho, Ni-cho-ine.

A. Sienkiewicz, Envoy Extiaordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary

Comte E. de V^iel Cas'el, 2nd secretary

(absent)

Prinet, 3rd secieiary

Captain Boiigoiiin, military attache

Dautremer, 2nd interpreter

De Lucy Fossarieu, ti ird interpreter

L’ Abbe Evrar'!, assistant interpreter

Dr. Mecre,
j

ii . sician

Sakai Tasabouio, writer

Eussian.

A. Davydow, Envoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary

A. de Speyer, secretary

A. Malenda, dragoman
C. Woen.sky, attache

W. Boukhovetsky, student interpreter
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Italian.
Tora-no-moD.

Cav. Eugenio Martin-Lanciarez, charge

d’affaires

L. Casati, interpreter

GtEBMAN.
14, Nagata-cbo.

Count Doenhoff, E.ivoy Extraordinary and
Minister Plenipotentiary

Baron von Zedtwitz, seer; rary of Legation

F. Krien, 1st interpreter (absent)

L. von der Osten, 2nd interpreter

Austro-Hungarian,
Count C. Zaluski, Envoy Extraordinary and

,

Minister Plenipotentiary for China, Siam, !

and Japan
Henry von Siebold, secretary of Legation

Netherlands.
244, Bluff, Yokohama.

J. J. van der Put, Minister Resident

Leon van de Polder, secretary- interpreter

Sweden and Norway.

244 Bluff, Yokohama.
J. J. van der Pot, Minist m Resident
L. van de Polder, secretary-interpreter

Denmark.
244, Bluff, Yokohama.

J. J. van der Put, diplomatic representative

Leon van de Polder, secretary-interpreter

Peruvian.
Yokohama.

C. Rohde, consul, in charge of consulate-

genei al

China.
Nagata- cho.

Hsu Cheng-fsu, Envoy Extraordinary and

Minister Plenipotentiary

Leong Dean Hin, interpreter

Shin Toll, interpreter

Lan Wuii Tsing, attache

Yu Wen-tung, do.

Kwo Wan-tsing, do.

Chang Kan, do.

Yeh Lan-fung, military attache

Kiang Chen-Kwi, physician

Imperial Government.

DAIJO KIJWAN~^IYY COUNCIL.)
Sanjo Saneytomi, prime minister

Prince Arisugawa Taruhito, vice-minister

Oki Takato privy councillor

Yamagata .'Vritomo do.

Ito Hirobumi do.

Saigo Tsukumiebi do.

Inouye Kaoru do.

Yamada Akiyoshi do.

Matsukata Masayoshi do.

Oyama iwawo do.

Fukuoka Kotei do.

Sasaki Takatsura do.

Kui’oda Kiyotaka, cabinet adviser

Sakuraa Ichisuke, chief cabinet secretary

Kanei Yul iyasu, do.

Tanimori Manao, do.

Inouye Ren, do.

Dai I’Kioku (First Bureau.)
Yamasaki Naotane, chief secretary

Inouye Ren, do.

Otani Yasushi, assist. do.

Dai Ni Kioku (Second Bureau.)
Matauo Mugaku, chief secretary

Komaki Harubira, do.

Bunsho Kioku (Official Gazette
Office.)

Hirata Tosuke, director

Kwaikei Kioku (Accountant’s Office.)

Inouye Ren. chi; f commissioner

G. Boissonade de Fontarabie, legal adviser

SANJI IN.
Lt.-General Yamagata Aritomo, president

Tanaka Fujimaro, vice-president

Kuwaikei Kensa In (Board of
Auditors.)

Iwamura Miebitoshi, president

Ando Naritaka, vice-|’rt sident

Tokei In (Bureau of Statistics.)

Lieut.-Colonel Torio Koyata, president

Yasukawa Slngenori, official cbi f

Sugi Koji, chief secretary

Kunsho Kioku (Board of Decoration.)

Yanagihara Sakimitsu, president

Ogiu Yudzuru, vice-president
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Shushi Kwan (Histobiogbaphee’s
Office.)

Sanjo Sane tomi, Imperial historiographer
Shigino Anyeki, Vice-Imperial do.

GENRO IN (SENATE.)
5, Iwata-macbi.

Sano Tsunetami, president
Higashikuze Michiyoshi, vice-president

Knroda Kiyolsuna, olBcial chief

Hosokawa Jiunjiro, do.

GTJWAIMU SHO (FOREIGN
DEPARTMENT.)
1, Kasumigaseki.

Count Inouye Kaoru, minibter

Toshida Kiyonari, vice-minister

Koshin Kioktt (Diplomatic and
CoNStlLAB BuBEAU.)

Asada Tasunori, chief commissioner
Kondo Masnki, Ko Roiji, Kurino Shini-

chiro, Takahira Kogoro, Komura Jutaro,

secretaries

Toeishirabe Kioku (Law Bdeead.)
Asada Tasunori, chief commissioner
Toshida Masaharu, secretary

Kibokh Kioku (Recobd BnEEAtr.)
Toshida Djiro, chief commissioner
Kitazanea Masanori, secretary

Shomu Eioku (Bubeaii fob Miscel-
laneous Business.)

Toshida Djiro, chief commissioner
Inouye Katsunoske, secretary

Kwaikei Eioku (Accountant’s
Bubeau.)

Nakamura Hiroyasu, chief commissioner

Inouye Eatsuiioske, Murota Toshibumi,
secretaries

Hisho Ewan (The Ministee’s
Secbetaeiat.)

Saito Shiuichiro, secretary

Officials not Specially Attached
TO ANY Bubeau.

D. W. Stevens

F. Sarazin

NAIMUSHO (HOME DEPARTMENT.)
2, Ote-machi I’choine.

Tamada Akiyoshi, minister

Hijikata Hisayoshi, vice-minister

Toshikawa Akimasa, junior vice-minister

Nishimura Sutezo, chief secretary

Naikioku Betsubo (Special Peivatb
Secbetaeiat.)

Murata Tamotsu, chief secretary

Eeiho Eioku (Police Bubeau.)
Eatsumata Minoru, chief commissioner
Nishimura Sutezo, assist, chief secretary

Higaki Naoye, secretary

Chiei Eioku (Topogeaphical Bureau.)
Sakurai Tsutomu, chief commissioner
Fujizawa Chikayuki, assist, secretary

Eishodai (Imperial Meteorological
Office.)

Arai Ikunosuke, director

E. Enipping, meteorologist

Eoseki Eioku (Census Bureau.)
Chizaka Takamasa, chief commissioner

Shaji Eioku (Bureau of Public
Worship.)

Sakurai Toshitada, chief commissioner
Sengoku Masakata, secretary

Doboku Eioku (Engineering Bureau.)
Ishii Seiichiio, chief commissioner
Nakamura Takaycshi, assist, chief sec.

A. T. L. Rouwenhorst Mulder, chief eng.

J. De Ryke, engineer

Teisei Eioku (Sanitary Bureau.)
Nagayo Sen-ai, chief commissioner

Dzusho Kioku (Press Bureau.)
Ga Noriyuki, chief commissioner

Euwai Eei Eioku (Accountant’s
Bureau.)

Furusawa Tsunenori, chief commissioner

Shomu Eioku (Bureau for Miscel-
laneous Business.)

Shirane Senichi, chief commissioner
Torashima Shumke, secretaiy

Toeishirabe Eioku (Documentary
Examinees’ Bureau.)

Eokubhi Senkichi, chief commissioner

Eangoru Eioku (Prison Bureau.)
Ishii Hoyu, chief commissioner

Ofuku Euwa (Communication Office.)

Fukushima Eiusei, chief commissioner
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Tokbi Kwa (Statistics Office.)

Kusaka Yosliio, chief commissioner

Toki-Ho Toeishirabe Kioke (Book

Keeping Examinee’s Office.)

Mayeda Eijiu, chief commissioner

Peisons.

Ishisawa Kingo, governor, Tokio

Yasiimura Harutaka, governor, Miyagi

Tsukigata Kiyoshi, governor, Kabato

Watanabe Isei, governor, Soracki

Kanbara Tomifumi, governor, Miike

Chtj-o Teisei Kwai (Central Board
OF Health.)

Hosokawa Junjiro, president and compiler

of the new Japanese Pharmacopoeia

Nagayo Sensai, vice-president do. do.

Dr. E. Baelz, committee do. do.

Dr. J. Eykman, do. do. do.

Dr. Julius Scriba, do. do. do.

OKTJEA SHO (FINANCE DEPT.)
2, Ote-machi I’chomo.

Matsukata Masajoshi, minister

Shoki Kiokti (Seceetaeiat.J

Mayeda Masana, chief secretary

Sudzuki Daisuke, do.

Nippon Tetsedo Kwaisha Kwaikei
Kensa-gakaei (Aediting Committee

TO THE Japan Railway Co.

Hirata Tosuke, chief commissioner

Gian Kioke (Drafting Beeeae.)
Ono Nawosuke, chief commissioner

SozEi Kioke (Internal Eevenee)
Ichikawa Masayasu, chief commissioner

Kewanzei Kioke (Cestoms Bereae.)
Nakano Yasuakira, chief commissioner

Cestom Hoeses.
Arishima Takeshi, supdt,, Yokohama
Watanabe Itara, assist, do. do.

J. F. Lowder, standing counsel, do.

H. Z. Wheeler, appraiser, de.

Yegawa Kunpei, superintendent, Kobe
Frank Upton, appraiser, do.

Yegawa Kunpei, superintendent, Osaka
Shirakami Nawokata, supdt. Nagasaki
Shirakawa Buhei, supdt., Hakodate
Odagiri Koyei, acting supdt., Niigata

Kokesai Kioke (National Debt
Office.)

Ishiwatari Sadao, chief commissioner

Seito Kioke (Accoentant-Genbeal’s
Beeeae.)

Yokura Morito, chief commissioner

ZoHEi Kioke (Mint.)
Shin Kawasaki Machi, Osaka.

Yeudo Kinsuke, chief commissioner

W. Gowland, F.C.S., Asoc. K.S.M., tech-

nical a . vhser, chemist and metallurgist

E. MacLagan, engineer

Insbtse Kioke (Government Printing
Office.)

Ote-machi, Nichome.
Tokuno Eiosuke, superintendent

Edoardo Clisson, chemist

Kieoke Kioke (Record Beeeae.)
Ito Takeshige, chief commissioner

Chosa Kioke (Aeditor-General’s
Office.)

Watanabe Kunitake, chief auditor

Ginko Kioke (Bank Seperintedbnt’s.
Beeeae.)

Kako Sai, chief commissioner

Shome Kioke (Beeeae for Miscbl-
LANEOES BeSINESS.)

Narukawa Naoyoshi, chief commissioner

Kwaikei Kioke (Accoentant’s
Beeeae.)

Tatsuda Akinobu, chief commissioner

EIKUGUN SHO (WAR DEPT.)
1, Napata-cho, I’-chome.

Lieut.-General Count O.ama Iwawo, mi-
nister (absent)

Lieut.-General Count Saigo Tskumichi,
minister

Kio Kwanbo (Minister’s Secretariat.)
Colonel Kojima Masukata, director

Major Shinuzu Tadachi, assistant director

(absent)

Major Shinuzu Toshi, assist, director
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SoMTT Kioktj (Bureau of General
Affairs.)

Major-General Ozawa Takeo, chief commr-

JiNiN Kioku (Personal Bureau.)
C.,1. Tamakawa Hiroshi, cLief commr.

Hohei Kioku (Artillery Bureau.)
Colonel Otsuki Nawoshige, cliief commr.

Kohei Kioku (Engineering Bureau.)
Col. Shinaonwa Ujiakira, chief commr.
Lieut-Col. Sasaki Nao aki, asst, commr.

Kwaikei Kioku (Military Account-
ant’s Office.)

Chief Intendant Kawasaki Sukena, chief
commission! r

Int ndant Koike Masabumi, vice-commr.
(absent)

Hohei Kuwaigi (Artillery
Committee.)

Major-Gen. HaralaKadzumichi, president

Kohei Kuwaigi (Engineering
Committee.)

Major-Gen. Imai Kanetoshi, president

Konoye Kioku (Imperial Guard
Bureau.)

liieut.-General Prince Fushimi Akihito
Shin-0, general commander

Rikugun Daigakko (Imperial
Military Academy.)

Col. Okamoto Hioshiro, chief manager
Major Osaka Chihiro, manager (absent)

Shikwan Gakko (Imperial Military
College.)

Lieut.-General Viscount Miura Goro, pre-

sident (absent)

Col. Takashima Kobusliige, vice-president

Colonel Seki Mitsuuori, director of study
Michel, instructor in the French language
Begot, drawing master
Capt. Berth aut, instr. in militaiy science

Toyama Gakko (School for Target
Practice and Gymnastics.)

Major-General Horiye Toshisuke, presi-

dent
Lieut. Villaret, instructor
Kiehl, instructor in gymnastics and fen-

cing

Kiodo Dan (Military School for
Non-commissioned Officers.)

^

Colonel Watanabe Nakaba, president

I

Lt.-Col. NagamochiAkinori, vice-president

Leroux, music instructor

Gun-i Honbu (Medical Staff Office.)
Surg.-Gen Matsum'ito Jun, president

Surgeon-Inspector Ishiguro Tadauori, vice-

pre.ddent

Tokio Rikugun Bioin (Tokio Military
Hospital.)

6, Koji-macbi Motosono-cho F-chome.
Surg.-Inspector Hashimoto Tsunatsune

(absent)

Ogata Kaitnori, president

Chindai (Garrisons.)
Major-Generals commanding

Nodzu Michitsura, Tokio (absent)

Sakuma Samata, Sendai
Shigeno Kiyohito, Nagoya
Yamachi Motohara, Osaka
Nozaki Sadasuini, Hiro-hima
Kunisbi Sbigemasa, Kumamoto

Gunba Kioku (Military Stables
Bureau.)

Lt.-Colonel Matsumura Nobukatsu, chief

commander

Bioba Kiu (Veterinary Hospital.)
Fukaya Shuzo, veterinary surg. inspector

Sanbo Horbu (General Staff Office.)
Lieut.-General Count Yamagata Aritomo

president

Lieut.-General Soga Sukenori, vice-presi-

dent

Kuwanto Kioku (Bureau for Eastern
Strategical Department.)

Colonel Kuroki Taraetomo, president

Kuwansai Kioku (Bureau for West-
ern Strategical Department.)

Colonel Katsura Taro, president (absent)

Kaibo Kioku (Bureau for Coast
Defence.)

Colonel Asai Michihiro, president

Tokio Kempei Honbu (Gendarmerie
Staff, Tokio.)

Colonel Mitsuma Masahiro, president
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Kangitn Honbu (Inspectos GtENERAl’s

Office.)
Lieut.-Gen. Viscount Miyoshi Shigeonii,

inspector general for Eastern district

Major-General Kurokaw aMichinor', ins-

pector general for Central district

Lieut.-Gen. Viscount TakashiraaToinono-
snke, inspector-general for Western
district

Tokio Kinji Kenchiktjsho (Office for
Fortification of Tokio Culf.)

Lieut.-Colonel Sasaki Naosaki, president

Captain von Schcruibeck, engineer

Tonden Jimu Kioku (Burbai: nor

,
Colonial Troops.)

Colonel Nagayama Takeshiro, president

KAIGUN SHO. (N.WAL DEPT.)
Sliibaku Park.

Vice-Admiral Count Kawamura Sumiyo-
shi, minister of marine

Kear-Admiral Viscount Kabayama Skeki,

under secretary

Lieut. Takata Masahisa, I.J.N., private

secretary to minister

Goungibu (Military Committee).
Eear-Admiral Viscount Niere Kagenori,

president

Captain Inouye Tosbika, vice-

president

Nai Kioku (Administrative Section).
Jiugoie Nango Sbigemitz, chief

Kwaikei Kiokh (Financial Section.)
Chief Paymaster Hasegavra Sado, chief

Capt. Tanaka Siuzou, I.J.N., second chief

Shxjsen Kioku (Constructive Section.)
Ri'ar-Admirnl Akamatsu Yoshi Nori, chief

Jiugoie Isliimaru Yasuyo, second chief

A. Wigzeil, chief engineer

SuiRO Kioku (Hydrographical
Section.)

Rear-Admiral Yanagi Naoyoshi, chief

Capt. Ban Tetytaro, I.J.N., second chief

Imu Kioku (Medical Section.)
Dy. Inspector General of Hospitals and

FI ets Takaki Kanehiro
B. H. Chamberlain, professor of English,

medical school, Sbiba

Heiki Kioku (Ordnance Bureau.)

Capt. Suyekavva Hisayoshi, chief

SuiRAi Kioku (Torpedo Section.)

Capt. Shibayama Yabachi, I.J.N., cbies

Cunidr. Tsiuiodit Hidematz, second chips’

J.Parr, iiistmcfor, toi’jjedo scuool, Yok'ista

Chiodo Kioku (Equipment Section.)

Chief Paymaster Ha^egawa Sado

Kaigou Heigakuko (Naval College;..)

Tsukiji.

Vice-Admiral Viscount ltoSkemero,pre%H,
Capt. SawanoTanekane, I.J.N.,viee-pre§d*.

Licut. A. G. S. Howes, R.M.L.I., profesi^nr

of English, etc.

F. Ehlert, gunnery instructor

F. W. Hiiiimond, do.

Tokio Gonupokwaigi (Tokio Pbe,!IA'

NENT Court Martial.)
C ipt. Ohno Yoshikata, president

Port Admiral at Yokoska.
Vice-Admiral Viscount Nakamuda KqSj^-j

nosuke

Imperial Dockyard, Yokoska,
Watanabe Kinso, assistant director

Henrj- Louis, foreman shipwright

D. Nicolus, do.

Imperial Dockyard, Onohama.
(see Hiogo Directory.)

Training School for Naval Bande
(Shinsenza, Shiba, Tokio.)

Franz EcJihert, professor of music
Anna Loher, teacher of piano

Training Ship fob Boys “ Foojitau^,/^
Hraga.

Wm. Woodward
John Collins

Gunnery Ship “ Asama,” Yokoska, '

Cornelius Collins, instructor
' ^
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K- iMBU SHO. (EDUCATION DEPT.)
1, Takehira-cbo.

Fuknoka Kotei, minister

Kuki Rinichi, junior vice-minister

Tokio Daigaku (Univeesity of Tokio.)
Dejjartment of Law, Science, Literature

and Medicine.

Kato Hiroyuki, sori (president)

Ik da Kensai, sori-bo (vice-president)

Law.
Hodzumi Nobushige, cbo (principfil)

Henry T. Terry, A.B
,
English Law and

Roman Law
Hodzumi Nobushige, English Law, Juris-

prudence and Eiicvclopoedia of Law
Konakainura Kiyooori, Ancient and Mo-

dern Japanese Law
Dr. Karl Rath gen. Public Law
H. House, Eng.ish Literature

Science.

Kikoji Dairoku, cho (principal)

Kikuji Dairoku, Pure and Applied Mathe-
matics

A. J. Ewing, Mecl anicil Engineering and
Physics

Yamamoto Kenjiro, Physics
Dr. Gottfri' d v. Wagner, Technology
MatsniNaokichi, Analytical Chemistry and

Organic Chemistry
Sakurai Jioji, Analytical Chemistry and

Inorganic Chemistry
Yatabe Riokichi, Botany
Ito Keisuke do.

Nagamatsu Tokai, Physiology
H. M. Paul, A.B.C.B., Astronomy
J, A. Waddell, Civil Engineering
Carl Gottsohe, Pb. D., Geolcgy and Pa-

leontology

Iwasa Iwao, Assaying, Blowpipe Analysis
and Metallurgy

Adolph Mezger, Mining and Metallurgy
Toyama Masakadzu, Engli-h

Literature,

Toyama Masukadzu, cho (principal)

Toyama Masukadzu, Philosophy, History
and English

Ett'est F. Fenollosa, B.A., Philosophy and
Political Economy

Nakamura Ma-^anao, Chinese Literature

and Philosophy
Shimada Shigemichi, do.

Kagamatsu Tokai, Physiology
Dr. Karl Rathgen, Political Science and

St t istics

Mishima Ki, Chinese Literature

Otto Senn, German

Medicine.

Miyake Hiidzu, cho (principal)

Miyake Hiidzu, Prino pies of Disease

Hashimoto Tsunatsune, Surgical Clinical

Lecturer

Adachi Kwan, Surgery
Hanaoka Shinsetsu,'Si)rg. Clinical Lecturer
Katamura Kiyonori, Medical do.

Taguchi Wami, Anatomy and Tissue

Os iwa Kenji, Physiology
Muraoka Noritaine, Physics
Dr. Erwin Bealz. M^ dical Clinical Lecturer
Dr. Josepli Disse, Anatomy and Tissue
Dr. Juliu.s Scuba, Surgery and Ophthal-

motolegy
Dr. J. F. Eykman, Chemistry and Phar-

macology

Tokio Daigaktj Yobimon (Peeparatoet
Department of Tokio University.)

Sugiera Shigetake, cho (principal)

F. W. Strange, English language
William Douglas Cox, do.

A. E. Zekzny, German language and Ma-
thematics

Tokio Gwaikoku Go Gakko (Foreign
Language School.)

Uchiyama Riezo, director

J. B. Arrivet. French language

A. Kolenko, Russian language

E. Burger meister, German language

Rudolph Lehmann, do. do.

Prosper Fouque, French do.

Tokio Shihan Gakko (Tokio Normal
School.)

Takamine Hideo, director

Tokio Joshi Shihan Gakko (Tokio
Female Normal School.)

Naka Michiyo, director

Tokio Shokko Gakko (Tokio Indus-
trial Works School.)
Kuramayc, Asakusa.

Masaki Taizo, director

Tokio Dzusho Kwan (Tokio Library.)
Miyamoto-cho Soto Kanda.

Hirayama Taro, director

Tokio Kioiku Hakubutsu Kwan (Tokio
Educational Museum.)

Uyeno Park.

Teshima Seiichi, director
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Taiso Denshtjsho (Gymnastic School.)

Nishimura Tei, director

NOSHOMIJSHO (AGEICULTUEAL
AND COMMEECIAL DEPT.)

Ote-maebi I’chome.

Count S;xigo Tsugumichi, minister

Viset. Shinagavva Tajiro, vice-minister

Shoki Kioktj (Seceetaeies’ Office.)

Mayeda Masana, chief secretary

Miyajima Nobnyoshi, do.

Oku Seisuke, assistant do.

Yanagiya Kentaro, do. do.

Ishiwara Toyoyasu, asst, secretary

Otsuki Tosbinao, do.

Nome Kioke (Ageicelteeal Beeeae.)
Iwayama Noriyosbi, chief commissioner

Komaba No Gakko (Impeeial College
OP Ageicelteee.)

Sekizawa Akikiyo, (cho) principal

Dr. Oscar Kellner, professor of Agricul-

tural Ciiemistry

J. L. Janson, professor of Veterinary

Dr. Max Fesca, do Agriculture

Shome Kioke (Beeeae op Commeece.)
Shinagawa Tadamichi, chief commissione’^

Tokio Shogio Gakko (Impeeial
College of Commeece.)

Tano Jiro, (cho) principal

Kome Kioke (Indesteial Beeeae.)
Tomita Touzo, chief commissioner

Sanein Kioke (Foeests Beeeae.)
T akei Moriir asa, chief commissioner

Tokio Sanein Gakko (Impeeial
College of Foeests.)

Makuno Hazama, (cho) principal

Kewansen Kioke (Maeine Office.)
Tsukahara Shuzo, chi f commissioner
A. R. Blown, a-sist. superintendent

A. F. Maenab, inspecting engineer

G. E. Lakes Ramsay, do.

T OKio Shosen Gakko (Tokio Meechant
Navigation School.)

Nakamura Rokusaburo (cho) principal

Hakebeke Kiokio (Meseem Beeeae.)
Nomura Motosuke, chief commissioner

Tekitei Kioke (Geneeal Post-office.)
Nomura Yasushi postmaster-g'-neral

Kusaka Yoshio, first assistant postmaster-
general

Shome Kioke (Beeeae foe Miscel-
LANEOES BeSINESS.

Miyashima Nobuyoshi, chief commr.
Oku Seisuke, assistant chief secretary

Kewai Kei Kioke (Accoentant’s
Office.)

Sugiyama Yeizo, chief commissioner

Hokkaido Jigio Kev^anei Kioke
(Beeeae foe Indesteies in Hakkaido.)
Yasuda Sadanori, chief commissioner

Sappoeo Nogakko (Sappoeo Ageicel-
teeal College.)

Mori Genzo, (cho) principal

W. P. Brooks
J. C. Cutter, M.D.

Hakeean Kewai Gakaei (Exhibition
Office.)

Yamataka Nobuaki, chief commissioner

Chishitse Chosa Jio (Impeeial
Geological Seevet op Japan.)

Wada Tsumashiro, (cho) principal

Dr. Phd. Edmund Nauman, director

Oskar Karschelt, chem'st

Tokei Ka (Statistical Beeeae.)
Kusaka Yoshio, chief commissioner

Noshohensan Gakaei (Office op
Rbcoed on Ageicelteee.)

Tanaka Yoshio, chief commissioner

KOBE SHO (PUBLIC WORKS.)
1, Tameike, Awoi-cho.

Sasaki Takanori, minister
Inouye Masaru, vice-minister and ins-

pector-general

Watanabe Hiromoto, junior vice minister
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SoMTj Kioktj (General Control.)
•Weiya Kontaka, chief secreta'j and acting

director of sec retariat
•K-Urjda Jsunahiko, acting director of office

for examining documents
Hasagawa Toshimichi, assist, chief sec.

and director of accountant’s office

Yajiro, engineer and acting director
of mining office

Hiraoka Michijoshi, “ Shussi ” director
of building and repairs office

k'zushi Tdmiyoahi, assistant chief secre-
tary and director 0. statistics office

Kunishi Senkichi, assistant, chief secre-
tary and director of yodo kwa

Tetsudo Kioktj (Eailwat Bureau.)
luouye Masaru, vici-inini.ster of public

Works and director of railways
Noda Masaharu, chief seen t ary
A. S. Aldrich, secretary, Yokohama
B. W. Thorp, clerk, do.

Tokio- Yolcohama Line.
F. H. Trevithick, A.M.I.C.E., locomotive

superintendent
John Gray, foreman mechanic, fitting shop
K. Hosking, do. do.

J. Anderson, locomotive inspector
B. Ward, do.
A. Challons, platelayer

Kioto-K»he Li) e.

General Offices, Kobe Station.

W. F. Page, agent and traffic n anager
C. A. W. Pownall, M.i.C.E,, resident

engineer

Sawabe Yujiun, Innai mine
Oshima Takato, chief engineer, Ani mine
Adachi Jaro, engineer, Sado mines
KobayashiHidekichi, secretary and acting

director

Denshin Kioku (Telegraphs.)

Ishii Tadasuke, director-general

Fukuda Slngekata, assist do.

Nakaiio Munehiro, do.

Sliida Binzaburo, do.

Wm. H. Stone, secretary, Tokio

Geo. Elliot Gregory, English and French
teacher, Tokio

James Stewart, clerk in charge, Yokohama
Wm. B. Mason, do. Nagasaki

Todai Kioku (Lighthouse Bureau.)

Watamabe Kozo, assistant chief engineer

Hara Takayoshi, chief secretary and su-

perintendent
Lighthouse Tender S.S. Meiji-meiru.

J. F. Allen, cajitain

M. Nakao, cliief officer

W. G. Cameron, chi. f engineer

H. Ogi, second engineer

Kobu Daigakko (Imperial College
OF Engineering.)

Henry Dyer, C.E., M.A., B.Sc., honorary

principal (non-resident)

Edward Divers, M.D., F.C.S., F.J.C., prin-

cipal and professor of chimistry

James Main Dixon, M.A., secretary and
professor of English

Inomata Masatake, assistant secretary

B. F. Wright. M.I.C.E., locomotive su-

perintendent
G. Nankivell, foreman in charge of smith
and boiler shops

W. Pilts, foreman in charge of locomotive

and carriage shops
J. Hall, running fort man
B. B. Horn, inspector of locomotives, Kioto
M. Smith, do. Osaka
Y. E. Sbervinton, M.I.C.E., consulting en-

gineer in Loudon
Malcolm, Brunker & Co., agents in London

Professors.

Sugi Koichiro, general and technical draw-

iug

Thomas Alexander, C.E., civil engineering

and ajiplied mechanics

Charles Dickinson West, M.A., C.E.,

M.I.M.E., mechanical engineering and

naval architecture

Josiah Conder, A.R.I.B.A., architecture

John Milne, F.G.S., mineralogy, geology,

and mining
Shida Binzaburo, M.E., natural philo-

sophy

Office of Mines.
Asakura Moriaki, assistant chief engineer

Ikuno mine

Administrative Staff.

Takeda Harukaze, acting director

Oebi Michinobu, secretary
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SHIHO SHO. (JUDICIAL DEPT.)

Tayosu-cho, Ni-chome.

Oki Takato, minster

Kawaji Shirko, vice-minister

Gr. Boissonade de Fonta;abe, legal adviser

and teacher

Gr. Appert, counsellor-at-law and teacher

Arrivat, teacher

Koto Hoin (High Court of Justice)

Tamano ToCumi, president and judge

Daishin In (Court of Cassation.)
Tamano Yofumi, chief judge

Koso Saibansho (Court of Appeal).

Nishi Narinori, chief judge, Tok'o
Kiyooka Kinharii, chief judge, Osaka
Kojima Iken, chief judge, Nagasaki
Kono Tsurin, do. do.

Awoki Nobutora, ciiief judge, Hakodate
Obata Bito, chief judge, Na.goya

Nakashima Sliiakuin, chief judge, Miyagi

Matsuoka Tasuhara, chief judge, Hiro-

shima

Shishin Saibansho (Courts of First
Instance).

Ikeda Taichi, chief judge, Tokio
Hasegawa Takashi, chiefjudge, Yokohama

KUNAI SHO (IMPEEIAL
HOUSEHOLD)

Tokudaiji Sanenori, minister, Akasaka
Sliishido Tamaki, shusshi, do.

Sugi MagoLichiro, vice-minister do.

Shikibu Eio (Board of Ceremonies).
Nabeshima Chokudai, chief commissioner

KEISHI CHO (METEOPOLITAN
POLICE.)

Oseko Sadakiyo, superintendent-general

Lieut-Colouel Walanuki YosLinawo, vice-

superintendent-general

FU (CITIES).
Yoshikawa Akimasa, Chiji (Governor),

Tokio
Kitagaki Kunimichi, Chiji (Grovernor)

Kioto
Tateno Gozo, Chiji (Governor), Osaka

KEN (PEEFECTUEES.)
Eei (Prefects)

Oki Morikata, Kariagawa
Morioka Masazurai, Hiogo
Ishida Ycikichi, Nagasaki
Nagayama Moriteur, Niigata
Tokito Tamemoto, Hakodate
Yoshida Kiyohide, Saiiama
Sato Yozo, Gumba
Fiinakoshi Mainoru, Chiba
Hitomi Yasushi, Ibaraki

Mitshima Michitsune, Tochigi
Ulsunii Tadakatsu, Miye
Kunisada E npei, Aichi

Sekigmchi Hiyokichi, Shi ^zuoka
Fujimura Shiro, Yamanashi
Nakai Hirom, Shiga
Osaki Toshinori, Gifu

Kinashi Seichiro, Nagano
Mi-shima Michitsune, Fukushima
Matudaira Masanao, Miyagi
Ishii Shoichiro, Iwate
Flaishima Kuroshe, Awomori
Akagawa Ti suke, Akita
Orita fleinai, Yamagata
Iwamura Takatoshi, Ishikawa
Kuiiishige Masabnmi, Toyama
Ishiguro Tsutomu, Fukui
Fujikawa Tamochika, Shiraane
Yamada Nofmmichi, Tottori

Takasaki Goroku, Okayama
Chida Sadaaki, Hiroshima
Hara Yasutaro, Yamaguchi
Maksumoto Kan aye, Wakayama
Sakai Akira, Tokushima
Tanabe Yoshiakira, Kochi
Seki Shinpei, Yehime
Kishira Shunsuke, Fukuoka
Nishimura Eiokicui, Oita

Kamada Keihitsu, Saga
Tomioka Noriakira, Kumamoto
Tanabe Terusane, Miyazaki
Watanabe Senshu, Kagoshima
Nishimura Slezo, Okinawa (Looohoo)

Cbosho Hirotake, Sapporo
Yuchi Sadamoto, Nemuro

Professions, Trades, &c.

Beadon, E. J., barrister-at-law, 8, Uraka-
susumigaseki

Cappelletti, G. V., 15, Surugadai Fukuro-
mache
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Chamberlain, B. H., 10, Shiba Sannai,

Tenjin-dani

Dening, Kev. W., 13 Suyukicho, Surugadai

Deutsche Gesellscbalt fuer Natur and
Voelkerkunde Oest-asien, 5, IJyeno Sbi-

kendera

G. Wagener, Ph. D., president

E. Knipping, vice president

P. Mayet, Dr. O. Kellner, secretaries

Dr. A. Groth
,
Dr. K. Rathgen, libra-

rians

R. Lehmann, treasurer

Paulds, H., L. E. P. S., 18, Akashi-cho

Ts’kidji

Eriebe, Erman, artist, 3, Kiobasbi Ku,
Nabe-cbo I-cbome

Hare, A. J., 13, Minanai Einrocucho
Shinbasbi

House, E. H., 49, Tsukiji

Le Gendre, General C. W., 2, Koisb
Kawa, Sasugaya-cbo

Le Marchand, E. J., 15, Owari-cho Ni'
cbome

Meyer, F. Adrian, “ Tokio Commercial
Academy,” 5, Minami Odawara-cho,
Sbicbome Tsukiji

Muenster, 63, Shiba Sennai Gakurensba

Stone, W. H., ll,Tamate Yasbiki, Awoicho

Tokio Commercial Acadany
G. Yano, director

M. M anise, superintendent

A. J. Hare, pro'essor

Ten Native professors

Whitney, Dr. W. Norton, 5, Hikawacbo
Akasaka

Mitsu Bishi Mail Steamship Company.

Head Office : Tokio.
See also Nagasaki Directory.

Iwasaki Yataro, director
Iwasaki Tanoske, do.

Skoda Heigoro, director
Erederick Krebs, do.
H. A. Howe, a sistant
E. H. Duus, do.

E. P. Pallister, do.

Tb. Kayser, do.

C. M. Duff, do.
Alex. Macmillan, superintending engineer
E. Nering Bogel, ship’s constructor

At Yokohama.
G. S. Burdis, superintending captain
Geo. Walker, assistant do.
Wm. Barrie, asst, superintending engineer
And. Patterson, manager engine works
J. Mackenzie
J. Macgregor
D. Scott

J. Johnstone, stores department
A. W. Curtis do.

A. Stein, do.
W. Donald, foreman, sail loft

i

C. Pope, godowukeeper

,

Agencies.

S. D. Hepburn, agent, Yokohama
J. H. Curtis

P. S. Symes
Ferd. Plate, agent, Kobe

C. Esdale

E. A. Eksirand
G. H. Dunbar, barge “Ikuta-maru ”

£. B. Jones, agent, Nagasaki
J. C. Davieson

T. A. Christensen, barge “ Kozaki-
maru ”

R. Funamoto, agent, Hakodate
S. Sasaki

R. H'tgg, hulk “Atago-maru”
J. Jensen, bulk “ Kagoshima-maru ”

Yeend Duer, agent, Shanghai
Henry Sylva
E. R. Holmes

H. J. H. Tripp, agent, Hongkong

M. B. M. S. S. Co.’s Steam Tuas.
Atsuta Maru, 7 tons, 9 H.P.
Hanyei Maru, 50 tons, 35 H.P.
Hayabusa Maru, 11 tons, 25 H.P.
Takanama Maru, 12 tons, 19 H.P.
Yahiko Maru, 42 ‘..ons, 20 H.P.

12 Steam Launches.
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Mitstj Bishi Mail Steamship Company.

Steamers.

Chitose Maru
Genkai Maru
Hiogo Maru
Hiroshima Maru...
Horai Maru
Kiushiu Maru
Kumamoto Maru
Kwaiyo Maru
Kwanko Maru
Matsumaye Maru
Nagoya Maru
Naniwa Maru
Niigata Maru
Saikio Maru
Seirio Muru
Sekirio Maru
Shario Maru
Shinagawa Maru
Suminoye Maru
Tagonoura Maru
Takachiho Maru
Takasago Maru
Tamagawa Maru
Tamaura Maru
Tokai Maru
Tokio Maru
Tokio Maru (a new str. ) .

.

,

Toyoshima Maru
Tsuruga Maru
Urado Maru
Wakanoura Maru
Yokohama Maru
Toshino Maru

Net Nom. Commanders.
Tons. H. P.

293 70 Tsuji Kaksesaburo..

1,084 300 G. W. Conner
896 200 R. N. Walker

1,158 320 J. Wynn
407 90

690 112

1,240 200 J. Drummond
88 30 Matsuda Riosuke. .

.

197 50 Kori Kwanshiro . .

.

473 90 Matsumoto Taigaro
1,096 310 W. Walker
130 90 Kasuga Torn

1,097 250 J. C. Hubbard
1,060 330 M. Lobo
459 90 Nireye Jiro

436 80 Araye Yasunoske...
524 110 Sakaye Tadatsugu..

908 120 J. Kilgour
852 150 P. Erahm
448 100

1,407 200 C. Nye
1,230 260 C. Young

34 24 Kovama Ji.saburo...

559 118 Pukuye Mitsutoshi.

653 180 H. C. Carrew

1,146 350 R. Swain

?98 150 J. Thomas
517 110 P. Hussey

245 80 Motege Koshi

1,343 300 A. P. Christensen...

1,298 350 E. W. Haswell

250 75 Itsumi Sadao

Chief Engineers.

Tamacla Yeijiro

E.Noble
D. Reid
L. Harlow
T. Tallaksen

T. Rainford
L. Anger
D. Takekawa
T. Shirotori

Shirakawa
J. Robinson
Yoshimnra Aenosuke
A. Crawford

Mori Hayanosuke
W. Watt
T. Bell

R. Holburn
J. Langridge

W. Graham
J. Gallagher
J. Ideta
R. Hamilton
J. Wallace
P. J. McCormick

W. Robertson
H. Stornebrink

K. Asakura
R. Inglis

W. Duncan
Hanata Hansaeman

Sailing Vessels.
Net
Tons.

Commanders. Sailing Targe. Port.

Awajishima Maru 672
Kanagawa Maru 1,151

Hulks and Barges.

Atago Maru, Hulk...

B.inri Maru, do. ...

Kagoshima Maru, do. . .

.

Kwaihei Maru,
Sakurajima Maru,

Co. ...

do. ...

Ikuta Maru, Barge . .

.

Kaiun Maru, do. ...

Kisaragi Maru, do. ...

Kozaki Maru, do. ...

P. Crighton ..

J.W.Ekstrand.
Yeitai Maru ... Tokio

45 others from 40 to 50
each.

tons

Net
Tons.

Commanders.

. 1,640

1,461
R- Hogg

800 P. Jensen
600
558 J. Degge
400 G. H. Dunbar ...

115
51

400 T. A. Christensen.

Port.

Hake ' ,te

YokoL .-..•‘a

Hakodate
Kochi
Kobe
Kobe
Yokohama
Nagasaki
Nagasaki
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Kiodo TJnytj Kaisha (Union Steam
Navigation Company).

Head Office, Hanosaki Cbo, Tokio.

Admiral J. Y. Ito, I.J.N., president

Captain H. Tatake, I.J.N., vice-president

M. Hori, director in charge

M. Hori, T. Masucla, K. Shibusawa, S.

Pnjii, S. Komuro, R. W. Ii win (acting),

directors

N. Otawara, K. Mayeda, J. Takumi, chiefs

of bureaux
Branch Office : Honchio Rokuchome,

Yokohama.
S. Kcmuro, director in charge

R. W. Irwin, acting director

8. Miyaji, J. Akai, N. Koga, chiefs of

bureaux
Caijtain J. J. Efford, chief inspector

do. K. Iwasaki, inspector

Archibald Brown, chief supervising en-

gineer

J. Unosawa, supervising engineer

Agents

—

Osaka and Kobe—O. Sasaki

Hakodate— S. Sonoda
Nigata—N. Nomura
Yokkaichi—R. Furuya
Fusiki—K. Harada
Otaru—Y. Mizuno
Sakata—M. Nagata
Ishinomaki—D. Kurahashi

Steamers,

Yatnashiro Mar
Omi „
Satuma „
Na/ato „
Sagami „
Totomi „
Kii ,,

Higo „
Ise „
Owari ,,

Mutsu „
Mino „
Suruga „
Idzumo „
Harima „
Yetchiu „
Kosuge „
Sukue „
Yechigo
Shima
Iki

Gembu
Hakodate
Kiorio

u 2,300 J. Steadman

2,300

W. J. James
1,970 Evan Johnes
1,970 J. Periam
2.300 W. Day
2.500 L. J. Lamperx
1.300 F. J. Brown
1,400 John Adair

1,250 John Clearey

1,150 P. A. Diihlefsen

800 Richard Pender
800 W. Thompson
700 S. Oka
700 John McKechine
700 H. Kawaoka

1,400 James Johnes

1,300

Charles Anderson
800 T. Okinna

1.500 T. S. Kindledine
350 K. Toyoshima
200 T. Hayashi
650 K. Iwao
350 I. Yeguchi
375 S. Watanabe

Missionaries.
Union Church 17, Tsukiji.

Rev. J. M. McCauley, pastor
Rev. E. R. Miller, Rev. C. H. Bishop,

elders

J. M. Dixon, Dr. C. H. Knott, deacons
J. C. Ballagh, Dr. R. D. MacDonald, M.

N. Wycofif, trustees

American Episcopal Mission.
Right Rev. C.M. Williams,D D. 37, Tsukiji

Rev. C. T. and Mrs Blanchet, (absent)

Rev. E. R & Mrs. Woodman, 25 Tsukiji

Rev. H. D. and Mrs. Page, 26 „
J. McD. and Mrs. Gardiner, (absent)

F. W. Harrell, M.D., 38a Tsukiji

Rev. J. Thompson Cole, 38a „
Miss S. L. Riddick, 38b „
Miss Emma Yerberk, 38b „
Miss Emma Williamson, 38b „
Miss Rebecca F. Falls, 26 „

AmericanMethodistEpiscopalMission.
Rev. C. Bishop, 15, Tsukiji

Rev. D. S. Spenser, 15, do.

Miss M. J. Holbrook, 13, do.

Miss M. A. Spencer, do. (absent)

Miss A. P. Atkinson, do.

Mrs. C. Van Petlen, do.

Rev. R. S. Maclay, D.O., Aoyama
Rev. J. H. Corvell, do.

Rev. M. S. Vail, do.

Miss J. S. Vail, do.

Rev. Jas. Blackledge, do.

Rev. J. O. Spencer do.

American Baptist Mission.
Rev. C. H. D. and Mrs. Fisher, 30, Tsukiji

Miss A. H. Kidder, teacher, 16, JNishiKabai-

cho
Miss M. A. Whitman, do.

Ameukian Presbyterian Missiow.

Rev. D. Thompson
Rev. W. Imbrie

Miss S. C. Smith

Rev. J. M. McCauley
Rev. G. W. Knox
Rev. A. V. Bryan
Rev. J. C. B illagh

Mrs. M. C. True
Miss K. M. Youngman
Miss A. K. Davis
Miss L. Leete

Miss J. L. Leete
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AjfEBicAN Eeformed Chukch Missios.
Rev. G. F. Verbeck, D.D.
Rev. E. Rothesay Miller

Rev. J. L. Amerman
Prof. M. N. Wyckofif

Toldo Itchi Yeiioa GaJcJco,

Direction of American Presbyterian
AND Reformed Mission.

No. 7 Tsukiji

John C. Ballasli, prof ssor

Rev. J. M. McCauley, do.

M. N. WyckofF, do.

0. N. Benton, assistant

Mrs. McCauley, do.

Isbimoto Sanjuro, do.

Ayao Hattori Kanji, (director)

Mission of Reformed Church in the
United States.

Rev. Ambrose D. Gring
Rev. J. P. Moore

Evanoelical Association of North
America.

Rev. W. E. and Mrs. Walz
Rev. J. Hartzler

Miss R. J. Hudson
Mrs. F. Erecker
RtV. F. B. Voegelein

English Church Missionary Society.
Rev. P. K. Fyson
Rev. J. and Mrs. Williams

Society for the Propagation of the
Gospel.

Rev. E. C. and Mrs. Hopper
Rev. A. C. and Mrs. Shaw
Rev. A. and Mrs. Lloyd
Miss A. Hoar
Miss Stedman

Baptist Missionary Society.

(England)
Rev. J. White

United Presbyterian Church of
Scotland Mission.

Rev. Hugh Waddell, B.A.
Rev. Rob. Davidson
Rev. S. G. McLaren, M.A., (absent)

Henry Faulds, L.F.P.S.

Rev. T. Lindsay

Mission of the Methodist Church
op Canada.

Rev. D. Macdonald, M.D.
Rev. G. Cochran, D.D.
Rev. G. M. Meacham, D D. (absent)

Rev. C. S. Eby, B.A.
Rev. R. Whittington, M.A.
Rer. C. Cocking
Miss M. J. Cartwell

American Tract Society.

Depot 42a, Yokohama
Committee lor North Japan.

Rev. Nathan Brown, D.D., president

Prof. M. N. Wyckoff, D.D., sec. & treas.

J. D. Hepburn, M.D., LL.D.
Re/. D. Thompson

Committee for South Japan.
Rev. J. T. Qubick, Rev. J. B. Hail, Dr.

H. Laning, Rev. J. Niijima

Local Committee of London Reli-
gious Tract Society.

Rev. D. Macdonald, M.D., chairman
Rev. W. J. White, hon. treasurer

Rev. T. Lindsay, hon. secretary

J. A. Thomson, agent

Tokio Union Theological School.
Rev. J. L. Amerman
Rev. Geo. W. Knox
Rev S. G. McLaren (absent)

Rev. K. Ibuka
Rev. M. Ogimi

British and Foreign Bible Society,

J. A. Thomson, hon. agent

Roman Catholic Missions.

H. G. Mgr. Pierre Marie Osouf, Bishop of

Arsinoe, and Vicar Apostolic of Northern
Japan

Abbe Paulin Vigroux, Provicar apost.

Abbe Felix Evrard, Miss, apostolic

Abbe Louis Sutter, „
Aboe Charhs Brotelaude, „
Abbe Dosithdo Lecomte, „
Abbe Ernest Tulpin „
Abbe Joseph Guenin „
Abbe Marie D. A. Clement „
Abbe Fran9ois Ligneul „
Abbe Jean P. Rey „
Abbe Hippolyte Cadilhac
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Sisters op Charity.
Eev. Mere Ste. Matliilcle, superieure

Soeurs St. Grelase, St. Emmanuel, St. Ber-
nard, St. Hubert, St. Onu r

ScEURs DE St. Paul be Chartres.
Soeur Candide, superieure

;
Soeurs Caro-

lina, Marie Aspacie, Vitaline, Honovine

Eussian Ecclesiastical Mission.

Bishop Nicolai

Eev. Archimandrite Anatoly
Rev. Wladmir
Deacon Krieanovrshy
I. Tihay
P. Lvowsky

YOKOHAMA.
Yokohama is the prin iipal Treaty port of Japan, and was opened to foreign trade

in July, 1859. It is situateil on the Bay of Yokohama, a small bay on the Western
side of the Gulf of Yedo, in lat. 35 deg. 26 min. 11 sec. N., and lon p 139 deg. 39 min.
20 sec., in the inland of Hondo, and is distant about eighteen miles from the capital,

with which it is connected by a line of railway. The sottlem mt stands on what was
originally a swamp, and—the town having sjirung up only since the site was select-

ed for a treaty port instead of the little town of Kanagawa—possesses few attrac-

tions tor the visitor. The scenery around, however, is hilly and pleasing, and on a
clear day the snow-crowned summit of Pusiyama, a volcanic mountain 13,000 feet

high—celebrated in Japanese literature and depicted on so many native works of art

—is clearly visible. Yokohama is compactly built of low houses with tiled roofs.

The town is divided into two nearly equal pans, the western half being occupied by
the foreign settlement. Beyond the plain on which the town is built rises a sort of

semicircle of low hills called “The Bluff,” which is thickly dotted with handsome
foreign villas an! dwelling-houses in various styles of architecture, all standing in

pretty gardens Prom these dwellings charming prospects are obtainable. Along the

water-front of the foreign s ettlement runs a fine broad stieet called the Bund, on
which, facing the wa'er, stand many of the principal liouses an^l hotels. The streets

in the foreign settlement are well paved, k -rbed, and drained. There are Anglican,

French Catholic, Union Protestant, anl native Mission Churches in the settlement.

Yokohama has greatly increased in importance of la'e years. Thera are three

English daily papers published in the port, namely, the Japan 6jfu.zc/.hi. the Japan
Herald, and the Jajpan Daily Mail; tlie latter has also a weekly edition. In addition

to tri^e there is a PrencTT^paj^rTTi’Echo Ju Japan.
The native population of Yoko la na was, according to a census taken in 1882,

71,780. The number of foreign residents in 1833 was 3,968, of whom 2,681 were
Chinese, 595 British, 253 American, 160 German, 109 French, 28 Dutch, 35 Portu-
guese, 43 Russian, anl the remainder of various nationalities.

The imports into Yokohama consist chiefly of cotton and woollen goods. In

1883, according to the British Consul’s report, the value of the different classes of

imports was as follows :—Cotton manufactures, $6,240,138; woollen and mixed cotton

and woollen manufactures, $2,261,032; m-tals, $1,185,581; kerosiue, $1,351,947;
sugar, $3,23),849; miscellaneous for ign, $3,929,302; miscellaneous local, $419,763;
total, $18,618,612, as against $20,208,802 in 1882. The total value of the exports was

$25,691,215. Silk is the most valuable oftfie exports, bedng set down at $18,270,912.

The value of the t^a exported was $3,638,307. Tue total export o ' raw silk during

the season from 1st July, 1833, to same da*e 1834, only half of which period is

covered by the Consular returns, was, according to the returns of the Chamber of

Commerce, 29,907 bales, of which 2,61<6 vere for Englanl, 17,271 for France, 9,783'

for America, and 2 )7 for other countries. The total export for the previous year

was 28,734 b lies. The export of tea during the season 1st May, 1883, to same dato

1884, was 20,407,790 lbs., all for A u -rica, with the exception of 94,437 lbs. for

England. The export during the previous season was 21,031,378 lbs.
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DIEECTOEY.

Consulates.

Austria-Hungabt.
Ooneul—Russell B. Robertson

Belgium.
Legation, Bluff, Yokohama.

. Ministre Resident—
Consul—R. G. Scribe, 73, Bluff

Denmark.
Legation, 244, Bluff.

JDijplomatie Representative—J. J. van der
Pot

Secretary Interpreter—L. van de Polder
Consul General—-R. T. Bavier

China—145.
Consul—Chan Wone Yee
Assistant Consul—Chan Soun-cheun
English Interpreter—Cnan Shiu Ting
Japanese Interpreter—Bow Bo Sum

France— 74.

Consul—Jules Jouslain (absent)
Consul Suppleant Gerant—Limence de

Lalande
Chancelier—F, Silvin

ler Commis—L. Sarnie
2me Commis—G. Goudareau
Interpretes—L. Bastide, C. Oueda

German Empire—81.
Consul General—Ed. Zappe
Interpreter—K. Gebauer
Secretary—J. Puetz
Oerichtsvollzieter—K. Walter
Japanese Assistant—Harada

’ Great Britain.
Consul—Russell B. Robertson
First Assistant and Interpreter—T. R. E.

McClatcbie
^nd Assistant— J. Kenny
Gaoler—H. Vincent
Constable—^. E. White
Turnkey—J. g. Roberts

S. B. M.’s Court for Japan.
Judge—N. J. Haunen
Assistant J-at^pe^Russell B. Robertson
Acting Registrar—L. W. Kuchler
Interpreter—L. W. Kiicliler

Chief Clerk—C. D. Moss
Acting Court Usher—G. Hodges

Italy.

Consul—Cav. Vito Positano

Netherlands.
Legation, 244, Bluff.

Minister Resident—J. J. von der Pot
Secretary Interpreter—L. van de Polder

Peru.
Consul in charge of Consulate General-—

Carl Rohde

Portugal.
Acting Consul—E. de Bavier
Vice-Consul—E. J. Pereira

Russia

—

l7l.

Consul General—de Kalomine

Spain.
Legation.

Minister Resident—Luis del Castillo y TrU
gueros

2nd Secretary in Charge of Consular

Affairs—^M. Pastor y Bedova
3rd Secretary—F. Chacon y Silva

Interpreter—Mitani Nobuyoshi

Switzerland.
Consul General—A. Wolff
Chancellor—C. Haenni

Sweden and Norway.
Legation—244, Bluff.

Minister Resident—J. J. van der Pot
Secretary Inte preter—L. van de Polder

United States of America.
Consul General—General T. B. Van Burei^
Vice do. —Geo. E. Rice
Marshal—H. S. Van Buren
Consular Clerk—Geo. H. Scidtnore
Deputy Marshal—Richard McCance
Office Clerk—Miura Rikitaro

H. B. M. Naval Depot.
117, Bluff.

Officer in charge—C. de B. Stewart
Clerk—C. Burridgo
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H. B. M Kotal Naval Hoai ital.

115, Bluff.

iFleet Surgeon in Charge—James W. Fisher,

M.B.
Steward—E. Warren
Assistant Steward—

German Naval Hospital.
40 and 41, Bluff.

Oher Stahsarzt—Dr. KiigL r, cLefarzt

Lazoreth In-'ipector—Metze
lazareth Oehiilfe—W. Steinoh

do. —E. Seharfe

TJ. S. Naval Hospital.

99, Bluff.

Medical Inspector—J. S. Dungan
is. A. Surgeon—E. Norfleet

Asst. Paymaster—J. A. Mudd
Apothecary—E. hagling

Government Departments.
See also Toldo

Imperial Post Office.
Postmaster General—Y. Nomura (absent-

Postmaster Yohohama—Tatahaslii To)
shinori (absent)

In Charge of Foreign Mails—W. L. Mer-
riman

Imperial Customs.
Superintendent—Arishima Takeshi

Vice do. —Watanabe Itaru

Chief Appraiser—Tomita Atsuhisa

Chief Cleric—Takahasbi Tanshichi

Chief Accountant—Kikun.i Hiroyuki

Chief Inspector—Tsukakoshi Sudsuhiko

Supdt. of Bonded Warehouses—TomarL
Naoyoshi

Chief IHdewaiter—Nakamura Ku-asuka

Chief Statistic O^ce—Yamagucbi Keizo

Standing Counsel— J. P. Lowder

Appraiser—H. Z. Wheeler

Kanagawa Kencho.
Governor—Oki Morikata

Chief Secretary—YwawxruK Ken
Xfnder Secretary—Taki Yoshikiro

Section for Foreign Affairs.

ClerJc-in-charge—Mitsuhaslii Nobukata

Foreign Secretary—Percival Osborn

Central Police Station

—

203

Xlhief Inspector—Den Kenj iro

Superintendent—Tatzgoro Nosse

Yokohama Laboratory of Sanitary
Bureau.

Director and ChiefAnalyst—S. S.Tenjioka,

Twelve Sanitary and Analysis Officers

The Yokohama Gas Company.
(Works at Noge.)

Japanese Director—M. Asada
Manager—G. Nakazono

Japanese Hospital,
Nog'.

Directors and Surgeons in Charge— E.
Wheeler, M.D., S. Eldndge, M.D.

Yokohama General Hospital.

Committee— A. J. Wilkin, J. Reynand, A.

O. Gay, W. B. Walter, Fraser, Rickett,

Baron Sehlippenbacb, Martin des Pal-

lieres, F. Townlev, Rev. E. C. Trwine

Physicians—S. Eldridge, M.D., E. Whee-
ler, M.D.

Steward—I. Lee Thompson
Assist. Steward—J. Miller

Nurses—S. Kauppe, C. Smith

Cemetery, 96.

Committee—A. J. Wilkin, (chairman),

Thos. Walsh, H. Grauert, J. Martin
des Pallieres

Hon. Secretary and Treasurer—B. Gillett

Superintendent—J. J. Jarmain

Missionaries.
Amepigan Baptist Missionary Union.
Rev. N. Brown, D.D., 67a, Bluff

Rev. A. A. Bennett, 67b, Bluff

Rev. T. P. Poate, 75 b, Bluff

Miss C. A. Sands, 75b, Bluff

American Presbyterian Mission.
J. C. Hepburn, M.D., LL.D., 245, Bluff

Miss C. T. Alexand r do.

IVIiss A. B. West do.

American Methodist Episcopal
Church Mission.

Rev. Julius and Mrs. Soper (absent)

Rev. W. C. and Mrs. Davidson, 222b, Bluff

Rev. J. C. and Mrs. Davidson, 222a, Bluff

Miss E. J. Benton, 221, Plnff

Miss K. J. Watson, 221, Bluff

American Reformed Church
Mission.

Rev. J. H., Mrs., Miss Carrie E., and Miss
Anna H. Ballagh, 49, Bluff

Rev. E. S. and Mrs.Booth, 178, Bluff

Miss M. L. Winn, 178, Bluff
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American Mission House, 212, Bluff-

Miss Julia N. Crosby, Mrs. L. H. Piersou)

Mrs. A. Voile, Miss Nannie Pletcber

Seamen’s Mission.
In connection witb the “ Mission to Seamen

Society,” of Londm, and the “Ame-
rican Seamen’s Friend Society” of Hew
York; lioyal Naval Scripture Readers’

Society of London
Missionary—W. T. Austen, agent for

Church of England Temperance Society,

Mission to Seamen Branch; Royal Naval
Temperance Society

British and Foreign Bible Society.
J. A. Thomson, hon. agent

Natl. Bible Society of Scotland.
J . A. Thomson, agent

London Religious Tract Society.
^gent—J. A. Thomson

American Bible Society, 42a.

Rev. Henry Loomis, ag-'nt

Geo. W. Elmer, assistant

Roman Catholic Mission.
Abb^ Felix Midon, pro-vicar apostolique

Abb4 Leger G. Testevuide, miss, apost.

Abb4 Alfred Pettier, do. (absent)

Abb^ Pierre Mugabure, do. do.

Abbe J. L. Guenin, do.

Sisters of Charity.
(Pensionnat-du St. Enfant Jesus.)

Rev(^rende Mere S. Mathilde, superieure,

Tokio
Soeurs St. Gr^ory, St. Philippe, Ste.

Marthe, Sle. Dt)mitiHe, Si. Ephrem,
St. Xavier, St. Mary, St Edward, St.

Louise, St. Fran9ois, St. Louise

Christ Church.
Rev. E. Charapneys Irwine, M.A.,incumbent
Rus.sell Robertson (chairman), A. J. Wil-

kin, Montague Kirkvs^ood, E. Wheeler,
M.D., J. Rickett, committee

John Rickett, F. S. James, A. J. Wilkin,
trustees

G. J. Melhuish, treasurer

Christ Church School.
S. C. Pass, teacher

Institutions.
Chamber op Commerce.

Chairman—W. B, Walter
Vice-Chairman—A. O. Gay
Committee—A. Wolff, A. J. Wilkin, J.

Lindsley, T. Thomas, A. Evers, J. A.
Fraser

8ec?-etary—O. Keil

Yokohama United Club.
President—
Vice-President—E. G. Moberly
P[on. 8ecreta.ry—A. Barnard
Hon. Treasurer—W. J. S. Shand
Committee—A. Milne, C. D. Harman, Dr.

J. W. Fisher, R.N.

Club Gkkmania.
President—O. Reimers
Vice-President— J. R. Merian
8ecretary—M. Vorwald
Treasurer—F. Retz
Stciuurd—J. A Repenn

Nippon Race Club,
President—Hon. F. R. Plunkett
Committee—M. Kirkwood, Ed. W’u'eler, D.

Fitz Henry (treasurer), T. Thomas (clerk

ot the course), J. Middleton
8ecretary—J. F. Pinn

Yokohama Cricket and Athletic
Club.

President—H

.

J. Hannen
Vice-President and Captain of Cricket—E,
Abbott

Committee—
G. J. Melhuish, J. P. Mollison, cricket

W. Sutter, football

F. Townley, lawn tenuis

H. van Buren, baseball

F. V. Samuels, athletics

Hon. 8ecretary—A. L. Robinson
Hon. treasurer—M. H. R. Harris

Yokohama Skating Club.
Committee—H. S. van Buren, W. L. Mer-

riman, J. Stewart, hon. sec, and ireas.

Yokohama Amateur Rowing Club.
Captain—Gee. Hamilton
Hon. 8ecretary—W. W. Till

Hon. Treasurer—W. Sutter

Swiss Rifle Club.
President—
8ecretary—
Assessor—J. R. Merian
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Asiatic Society of Japan.
President—Dr. Hepburn
Vice-Presidents—B. H. Chamberlain, N.

J. Hannen
Councillors—Dr. E. Divers, Eev. E. E.

Miller, A. G. S. Hawes, Naibu Kanda,
J. H. Gubbins H. Gribble, J. P. Molli-

son, E. Eobertson, Eev. D. MacDonald,
MJD., W. J. S. Shand

Corresponding Secretary—Eev. C. S. Eby
Treasurer— J. M. Dixon
Peeording Secretaries— Dx. Knott (Tokio),

C. H. Dallas (Yokohama)
Zibrarian—MacDonald Gardiner

Yokohama Fire Brigade—238.

Chief Superintandeiit—Jas. Walter
Committee-—G. W. F. Playfair, T. Brewer,
James Walter, W. B. Walt.-r, W. C.

Bing, E. B. Feyerabend
Supdt. Manual Engines—N. Morgin

Victoria Steam Fire Engine Company.
Chief Superintendent—Jas. Walter
Foreman—E. Flint Kilby

Masonic Lodge.
District Grand Lodge of Japan.

E. W. D. a. M.—C. H. Dallas

I fYokohama Chapter, No. 1,092.

Z—T. E. H. McClatcbie

Yokohama Lodge—1,092, E.C.

Worshipful Master—Jo tin Walter

Otentosama Lodge— 1,263, E.C.

Worshipful Master—C. D. Moss

Public Companies, &c.

INSURANCES.
Abbott, Edgar, agent

—

Queon Fire, and Life Insurance Com-
pany of Liverpool

Adamson, Bell & Co., agents

—

National Maiine Insurance Associa-

tion, Limited

Globe Marine Insurance Co., Limited

Home and Colonial Marine Insurance
Co., Limited

South Australian Marine Insurance

Co., Limited
Merchants’ Marine Insurance Co. of

South Australia

Ahrens & Co., H. agents

—

London Assurance Corporation

Bernard & Wood, agents

—

Sea Insurance Co., Limited
Nethrrlands Fire Insurance Co.

S. ottish Metropolitan Life Assurance
Company

Bisset & Co., agents

—

London and Provincial Fire Insu-

rance Co.

Butterfield & Swire, agents

—

EoyalExchange Assurance Corporation

(Marine)
British and Foreign Marine Insu-

rance Company
London and LancasLdre Fire Insu-

rance Company

Comes & Co., agents

—

Lloyds’

Lancashire Fire Insurance Company
Eoyal E.Kchange (Marine)
Underwriting Agency Association of

Lloyds’

Norwich Union Insurance Society

Mannheimer Versicherung Gesells-

cbaft

Assicurazioni Generali in Trieste

Findlay, Richardson & Co., agents

—

North British and Mercantile 1 asurance

Company (Fire and Liic)

Manchester Underwriters’ Associa-

tion

Fraser, Farley, & Co., agents

—

Boston Board of Underwriters

Standard Life Assurai ce Company
Scottish Union and National Fire and

Life Insurance Coinjiany

New Zealand Insurance Co. yFire and
M.'irine)

Frazar & Co., agents
New York Board of Underwriters

Eecord of American and Foreign
Shipping

Glennie, A. W., agent

—

Commercial Union Assurance Co.,

(File)

Universal Marine Insurance Co., Ltd,
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Grauert, H., agent

—

North German Fire Insurance Co.

Hamburg

Grosser & Co., agents

—

The Fire Assurance Association, Ltd.

Bremen Board of Underwriters
London and Lancashire Life Insu-

rance
Badische Schiffahrts Versicherungs

Gesellachaft, Frankfurt-on-Main

Hall, J. W., agent

—

General Life and Fire Assurance
Co., London

Heinemann & Co., Paul, agents

—

China Traders’ Insurance Co., Limited

Hemert, J. Ph. von, agent

—

Second Colonial Sea and Fire Insu-

rance Company of Batavia

Java Sea and Fire Insurance Company
of Batavia

Board of Underwriters of Amster-
dam

lilies & Co., C., agents

—

Transatlantische Feuer Versicherungs

Actien Gesellschaft, in Hamburg
Scottish Imperial Life Insurance

Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

—

Canton Insurance Office, Limited
Hongkong Fire Insurance Co., Ltd.

Alliance Fire Assurance Company
Compagnie La Fonciere

Eingdon, Schwabe & Co., agents

—

Phoenix Fire Insurance, London
Manchester Fire Insurance Company
The Union Marine Insurance Co., Ld.

Lo Long Hing, agent

—

China Merchants’ Insurance Company

Macpherson, A. J., agent

—

Imperial Fire Insurance Company
Eastern and Australian S.S. Com-

pany, Limited

Middleton & Co., agents

—

South British Fire and Marine Insu-
rance Co. of New Zealand

MoDison, Fraser & Co., agents

—

Thames and Mersey Marine Insu-

rance Company
Imperial Life Insurance Company
Liverpool Underwriters’ Association

Liverpool and London and Globe
Fire Insurance Company

Mourilyan, Heimann & Co., agents

—

China Fire Insurance Co., Limited

Netherlands Trading Society, Liquidator
in Japan
Board of Underwriters, Amsterdam

North China Insurance Company, Limited

W. G. Bayne, agent (absent)

B. C. T. Gray, acting agent
Agents for Commercial Union Assur-

ance Co., Marine Branch

Easpe & Co., M., agents

—

Lubeck Fire Insurance Co.

Rickett, John, agent

—

The Marine Insurance Company

Rohde & Co., Carl, agents

—

Hambiu’g Bremen Fire Insurance Co.

Board of Hamburg Underwriters

Consolidated Marine Insurance Cos.

of Berlin and Dresden, London
Fonciere Insurance Co. of Buda-Pest
Soci^te Anonyme Franco-Hongroise,

Buda Pest

Rottmann, Strome & Co.

Star Life Assurance Society of Lon-
don

Schoene and Mottu, agents

—

Schweiz Marine Insurance Company,
of Zurich

Lion Fire Insurance Co.

Schultze, Adolph, agent—

•

German Lloyd’s

Royal Insurance Company

Shand, W. J. S., agent

—

City of London Fire Insurance Co.

Limited
London and Staffordshire Fire Insur-

ance Company, Limited

Provident Clerks’ Mutual Life Assur-

ance Association
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Siber & Brennwald, ag-ents—

Helvetia Marine Insurance Company
Helvetia Swiss Fire Insurance Co.

Hambuig-Magdeburg Fire Insurance

Company
Le Comite des Assureurs Maritimes

de Paris

Simon, Evers & Co., agents

—

Hanseatic Fire Insurance Co., Ham-
burg

Prus-ian National Insurance Co.,

Stettin

Smith, Baber & Co., agents

—

Guardian Fire and Life Assurance

Company, London

Strachan & Co., W. M., agents

—

Northern Assurance Co., Fire and Life

London and Provincial Marine In-

surance Co., Ld.

Walsh, Hall & Co., agents

—

Yangtsze Insurance Association

Merchant Marii. . Insurance and Co.,

Limited, London

Watson, E. B., agent

—

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

Whitt all, E., agent

—

Caledonian Fire Insurance Company

Wilkin & Robison, agents

—

Sun Fire Office

Straits Insurance Co., Limited

Ziegler & Co., agents

—

Federal Marine Insurance Co., of
Zurich

Reuter’s Telegram Co.
J. W. Hall, agent

Banks.

Charterej) Mercantile Bank of India>
London, & China—78

F. C. Bishop, manager
E. J. Coxon, asst, accountant
M. Miyamoto, clerk

CoMPTOIR d’EsCOMPTE DE PaEIS 2

D. Fitz Henry, agent
L. Salabelle

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Cob-
POEATION— 62

E. Morris, manager
J. F. Broad bent, accountant

E. J. Pereira, assistant accountant
G. Gower Robinson, do.

A. H. Dare, do.

P. E. Cameron, do.

W. A. Oram, do.

C. H. Wiison, do.

J. A. Jeffrey, do.

G. P. Gordo
J. M. de Sa Silva

J. P. P. Colla9ao

S. H. Hayasbi

New Oriental Bank Corporation,
Limited.—II

G. W^ E. Playfair, manager
Donald Fraser, accountant

Jas. Ralston, assist, accountant

E. J. Marques, c'.erk

K. S. Misawa, interpreter

Oriental Bank Corporation in

Liquidation— 11

G. W. F. Playfair, J
,

,

H. A. Herbert
Donald Fraser, J

'

rneys for the

ial Liquidator

Steamship Companies.

Peninsular and Oriental Steam
Navigation Company—16

J. Rickett, agent
W. do Rusett

J. S. Wong
E. Perpetuo

G. Palmer

Chartered Bank of India, Australia,
AND China—

7

E. G. Moberly, acting agent
J. D. J. Wilson, accountant
A. C. Barradas, ckrk
F. H. Hooper, do.

V. F. Barradas, do.

Messageries Maritimes—9.

Martin des Pallidres, agent

A. Simeon
P. Falque
A. Thomas, custams clerk

P. Jourdan, coal depot

Kataoka, interpreter
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Pacific Mail Steamship Company Oc-
cidental AND Oriental Steam-

ship Company—4a.

Alex. Center, agent
C. D. Harman
E. H. E. Manley
F. V. Samuels
I. W. Beauchamp
J. F. Gorham, supt. of coal depot
and lig! iters

Mitsp Bishi Mail S.S. Co.
S. D. Hepburn, agent
J. H. Curtis

P. S. Srmes
J. Johnstone, store department
A. W. Curtis, do.

A. Stein, do.

C. Pope, godown keeper
J. Donald, loreman sailmaker
G. J. Mansbridge, diver

Kiodo Unyu Kaisha.
S. Eomuro, director in charge
E. W. Irwin, acting director
Capt. J. J. EiTord, chief ins[iector

Capt. K. Iwa>aki, inspecror
Arch. Brown, chief supervising engi-

neer
I. Uuosawa, supervising engineer

Indo-China Steam Navigation Co., Ld.
Jardine, Matneson & Co., agents

Mexican Pacific Navigation Co.
Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

Castle Line of Steamers.
Adamson, Bell & Co., agents

Shire Line of Steamers.
Adamson, Bell & Co., agents

Glen Line of Steamers.
Jardine, Matheson & Co., agents

Ocean Steamship Company.
Butterfield & Swire, agents

German Steamship Company,
(Hamburg)—26

Simon, Evers & Co., agents

Ben Line of Steamers—33
Mourilyan, Heimann & Co., agents

Union Line of Steamers.
Smith, Baker & Co., agents

Mercliants, Professions, Trades, &o.

Abbey, E., customs agent—113

Abbott, Edgar, bill, bullion & ship broker, 2 8

Adamson, Bell & Co., merehants—36
E. Wex, manager
G. J. Melhuish
G. S. Thomson
A. J. Correa

Ahrens & Co., merchants—29
H. Ahrens

J. Hike
J. Maack
E. Wismer
J. E. Mosle
H. M. Clement
E. Leopold
E. G. Eoberts
Th. Meyerdircks (Kobe)
W. Eytel do.

Ahrens & Co., H., merchants—10
H. Ahrens
M. Siirth

E. Fachtmann (London)
A. Ahrens (Kobe)

Allcock, Geo. H., silk inspector—33

American Trading Co. (late Clock & Brasa
Co.)—28

Jas. E. Morse, manager
C. W. Dimock (Kobe)
T. do.s Eemedios
E. A Sargent
E. Gilman Storer

Anderson,W., carpenter, shipwright, Ac. 21 f-

Annand & Co.—40
J. Annand

Anthony’s Temperance and Family Hotel
—84

T. B. Anthony

Bacharach, OppenheimerA Co., mercbanti—lo4, and Paris

E. Hagens
M. Vorwald (Hiogo)
H. Harris
E. H. Tuska
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Bank Exchange—37
R. JalFrey

Barlow, H., merchant—94

Barnard, A., merchant— 75

Bastien, E., architect, builder, and contrac-

tor—128

Bavier & Co., merchants—76

Ed. de Bavier

Ernest de Bavier (absent)

C. Eymard
J. H. Jewett

E. Strahler

V. de Bavier

Bay View House Academy—241, Bluff

Mine. Salabelle

X. Salabelle

Miss A. Salabelle

Beato, F., merchant—24

F. Beato

Bennett & Steele, bdl & bullion brokers—32

W. R. Bennett

H. Steele

Beretta, P., merchant—10

Berger, E.—234, Bluff

-Bernard and Wocd—25

C. B. Bernard

G. C. Wood

Bern'ck Brothers, stationers, &c.—56

G. B. Berrick

J. Berrick

E. Powys

Bird & Co., drapers, etc.—66

E. A. Bird

Biesot & Co., merchants—78

J. Bisset (absent)

A. J. Macpherson (London)
H. Prver

. F. GiUett

C. Schmidt

Blucas & Co., sailmakers—119

L. Blacas

Bohm, P., merchant—114

Boulangerie Francaise—81 and 134
J. Guantini

Bourne & Co., public tea inspectors, land
and commission agents, and auctioneers
—70 and 71
Wm. Bourne

Boyes & Co.—153
Fred. Boyes
Richard ReifF

J. Naudin
O. Damm

Brearley, D. S., merchant—179

Bunting, J., merchant— 113

Busch, Schraub & Co.—92
E. Schraub

P. Burnside

Rutland, Geo., undertaker—113

Butterfield & Swire, merchants—

7

James Dodds
E. J. Geoghegan
F. Walker
H. L. Baggallay

Campana, D. Bottier— 80

Carroll & Co., J. D., comm’n agents—51
F. C. Spooner
Charles Wiggins
H. M. Roberts

Carst, Captain Jan, Salvage and Divers*
Company, Moto Benten, and 98, Bluff

Caudrelier, L., storekeeper and contrac-
tor—77

L. Caudrelier

E. Andries

B. Martinelli

China & Japan Trading Company, Limit-
ed ; importers of, and dealers in, general
merchandise, commission agents— 89

Thos. P. McGrath, manager
A. J. Lines

T. J. Morris
J. M. Jensen
T. L. Brower

C. & J. Trading Company, Tea Depart-
ment—226

Marshall Bazing, manager
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Clarke, Robert, breadand biscuit baker—1 3 9

Clausen’s Hotel—133
J. C. "Werner

Cliff Daily—98
J. Helm, proprietor

*

J. Gama, clerk

Cobb & Co., carriage builders and livery

stable keepers—37
J. W. Sutherland

W. H. Henriques
T. McKay

Cocking & Co., merchants—75
Samuel Cocking, Jr.

T. L. Boag

Collyer, J. F., Exchange Market—42

Colomb & Co., J., merchants—10
Jules Colomb
Paul Colomb

J. Morand

Concordia Hotel
H. Witt, proprietor

Colonial Hotel—52
J. W. Batchelor
T. Batchelor

Cook, Henry, shipbuilder—115
J. Carroll

Copeland & Co., 123, Bluff
W. Copeland

Comes & Co., merchants—.50

Frederick Comes (London)
W. H. Taylor
A. "Winstanley

R. A. Wylie
M. Lovell, (absent)

J. B. Maxwell
W. W. Till

Culty, A., hairdresser—51

Curnow & Co., storekeepers—83
A. Mitchell (London)
M. Russell

H. Russell

Curtis, J. H. Donker, merchant—167

Dallas, C. H., public accountant, average
adjuster, and estate agent—28

Davis, Mrs. E., millinery rooms—66

De Jong, Dr. C. G.—177

Deakin Brothers & Co., dealers in fin©

art goods—16, Bund
L. H. Deakin (San Francisco)

W. Deakin do.

F. H. Deakin

Delacamp, Macgregor&Co., merchants, 94
H. O. Delacamp (New York)
H. Macgregor (Hiogo)

H. -T. Hawkins
Wm. Gordon
F. H. Sch Inter (Hiogo)

DeU’Oro & Co., merchants—91

Isidore Dell’Oro (absent)

F. Biagioni

A. Bianchi

L. Colombo
A, Coye

Dentice, M., “Provencale Bakery ”—186

De Vigan & Co.—202
J. de Vigan (absent)

C. de Vigan (absent)

A. Gamier
0. Yamamura
M. Renard (Kohe)
R. Toussaint do.

Inoyu4 do.

Diack, J., architect and civil engineer,

157, Bluff

Doering, J. G., piano manufacturer, tuner

and repairer—109, and Hamburg

Domoney & Co., G., butchers, ship com-
pradores and storekeepers—17

G. Domoney
A. K. Noble

J. O. Prior

L. Christensen

Ah Yeong

Dourville, P., public silk inspector

—

164b

Dross, R., auctioneer and commission
agent—73
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Durand & Co., saddlers—77
U. Durand

Eastlacke, Dr., dental surgeon—66

Echo du Japan Office—31
S. Salabelle, edi!.or and proprietor

EssabLoj, A. M., mercLant and commis-
sion agent

Essabhoy Ahdoollioosain, manager

Farsari Co., A., newsagents, booksellers,

and stationers—80, Main street

A. Farsari

Favre Brandt, C. & J., watch and clock im-

porters—175
0. Favre Brandt

J. Favre Brandt

C. Huot, signs per pro.

A. Baud
L. Du Bois, signs per pro. (Osaka)

C. Du Bois

Findlay, Eichardson & Co., merchants— 6

Eobert Johnstone
C. G. Dunlop (absent)

Mat. Brown, Jr.

Jesse W. Gray

Fraser, Farley, & Co., tea merchants—143

J. A. Fraser

Gustavus Farley, Jr. (absent)

F. S. James
J. W. Doheny
E. Meregalli

Frazar & Co.—200
J. Lindsley
W, A. Crane

Gaharetta, R., “ The Relief Fire Brigade **

—228

Gefifeney, C. H., hairdresser—60

Gibb’s Saloon

—

41a
J. B. Gibbs

Gillett, B., merchant

—

24b

Ginsburg, M., merchant

—

5g
M. Ginsburg
M. Mess
N. Mess

Giussani, C., public silk inspector and
broker

—

168b

Girard, U.,—193

Glennie, A. W., ftierchant and public tea
inspector—30
A. W. Glennie

Gorman & Co
,
H. J., furniture dealers—86

Goudareau, G.,

—

166f

Grand Hotel—20
Boyer & Co., proprietors

J. Boyer
P. Muracur
E. Gr lier

L. Ciiistiensen

B. Monteggio
Baptiste

George

Grauert, H., merchant—30
H. Grauert

Robt. Bleifus

Henri Grauert

Gray & Co., coal dealers and navy con-

tractors—158 and 159
S. Hall, godoMTikeeper

Griffin & Co., silk merchants
J. T. Griffin

J. Ritchie

Grosser & Co., merchants—180
E. Grosser (absent)

F. Grosser

G. Natermann
Joseph Ishi

Guhck, Theo. W., dentist—28

Haefker’s Hotel—128
J. Haefker

Hagart & Co., merchants
H. Ludwig
R. Triib

Hall, J. W., auctioneer and general agent

—58

Hall, Alfred D., merchant—22
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Heinemann & Co., Paul, merchants—198
Paul Heinemann (New York)
Otto Eeimers

Oscar Voigt
W. E. Drummon (Kobe)
Martin Pors
A. GuUzow
Spencer McKenzie (Kobe)
H. Ti'jen (Kobe)
S. da Luz (Kobe)

Hemert, J. Ph. von, merchant—25
E. A. Mees

Hodges, Mrs., milliner

Mrs. Wales
Miss Hodges

Holme & Co., merchants—90b
Geo. Sale

C. V. Sale

Hotel et Cafe de I’Uiiivers—168 and 187
Mine. ManteLn

»

'

Hlies & Co., C., merchants—54
C. lilies (alisent)

G. Keddelien
Victor Koehr (Hiogo)

J. Holm
H. Orth
C. Falck, godownkeeper
A. Hoffregen (Hiogo)

International Bowling Saloon

C. Heldt

Isaacs & Brother, R., gen. merchants—195
Israel Isaacs

R. Isaacs (absent)

Marcus Isaacs

Jaffray, A., Horse Repository

Japan Hairy— 51, Bluff; office—70 Set-

tlement

J. E. Anglin, propi’ietor

Japan Dispensary, Brett & Co.—60

A. T. Watson
A. Davies

Japan Gazette Office—70

W. H. Talbot 1 . ,

J.R. Anglin |P™P™tors

J. L. 0. Eyton
B. H. Pratt

J. M. Santos

Japan Herald Office—28
J. H. Brooke, proprietor and editor

J. F. Finn, manager
W. H. Smith, reporter

H. Collins, foreman

Japan Mail Office—72

Capt. F. Brinkley, R, A., proprietor
and editor

J. E. Beale, manager
E. Hay, reporter

F. Prowse, accountant
K. Miyamatsu, translator

Japan Photographic Association— 17
H. Andersen (ab-^ent)

Baron F. von Stillfried

A. Wirst
H. A. Torose

Japan Punch
C. Wirgman, proprietor

Jardine, Matheson & Co., merchants—

1

W. B. Walter
C. F. Hooper
O. H. P. Noyes
A. C. Read
W. C. Bing
H. Geslien

G. Gilbert

V. Faga

Jarmain, J. J., merchant—96, Bluff

Jong, Dr. C. G. de,—179

Jubiu 0.—157

Kelly & Co., booksellers, stationers, news
agents, tobacconists, <feo.—28

T. Brown (Shanghai)

B. J. S. Brinkworth
G. Charlesworth

Kilby & Co., Flint, merchants
Arthur Brent (London)
E. Flint Kilby

Kildoyle & Robertson, Creekside Engine
works

—

Ed. Kildoyle

D. F. Robertson

E. Beattie

Kingdon, Schwabe & Co., merchants—193
! N. P. Kingdon, 16 & 17, Bluff

R. S. Schwabe, 81, Bluff
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Kingsell & Co., F., printers, stationers, and
tookbinders—5 3

F. Kingsell

Kirkwood, Montague, barrister-at-law,

H.B.M. crown advocate—

2

M. Kirkwood
Nagai Kintaro
J. J. Kodrigues

Kniffler & Co., L., merchants—54
C. lUies

Kuhn & Co., curio merchants—19
M. M. Kuhn

Lane, Crawford & Co., storekeepers and
commission merchants, auctioneers and
compradores, tailors and outfitters—59

David R. Crawford (Hongkong)
John S. Cox (England)

Frederic Townley
G. Booth, manager tailoring and out-

fitting department

F. 0. Eustace
T. G. Richmond
J. B. Coulson
W. Sullivan, baker and confectioner

Langfieldt & Mayers, importers and dea-

lers in provisions, shipchandlers, and
navy contractors—73

A. Langfieldt

S. Mayers (San Francisco)

Jos. L. Mayers
F. C. V. Ribeiro

C. W. Falck

J. Lyons
E. Batavus

H. Xavier

Langgaard, Kleinwort & Co., merchants
—8

Th. Langgaard (London)

A. Kleinwort (Hiogo)

J. L. Ruyter

Leslie and Curtis, Mesdames, milliners

and dressmakers—86

Lichtenstein, L ,
merchant—57

Litchfield, H. C., barrister-at-law—12

Lohmann & Co., tailors, &c.—53

J. Peltzer

H. Lohmann
V. Birck

Lowder, J F., harrister-at-law, standing,
counsel to Financial and Judicial Depts.
—28

Loxton & Co., livery stable keepers
W. Loxton

Geo. Savory

Ludwig & Co., H., merchants—166
H. Ludwig
H. Orth
J. Gros
E. Durafifour

MacArthur H., ship and freight broker
—70

H. Macarthur
F. W. Hills

E. Saunders
F. Howard

McDonald and Boag, bill brokers—32,
Water street

W. McDonald
J. T. Boag

MacLeod & Co., N., curio dealers—75

Mahlmann, licensed pilot

Maigre E., engineer—3l

E. Maigre

Marcus & Co., S., general importers—66
S. Marcus (absent)

E. Marcus

Marians & Co., J., merchants—24

Martin & Co., coal merchants—108
J. Martin
J. Martin, jun.

Clarence Martin
T. Burrell

J. Haddow

Mecre, Dr.—104

Meier, A., merchant—168

Meiklejohn & Co., E., letterpress and
lithographic printers, publishers and
book hinders—26

R. Meiklejohn

Mendelson Brothers, merchants—94
J. M<'ndelson

S. Mendelson (absent)
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Merriman, J., proyision merchant—45

Middleton & Co., merchants—22
John Middleton
H. Gribble

J. 0. Averill, Jr.

MoUison, Fraser & Co., merchants—48
James P. Mollison

Evan J. Fraser (absent)

George Hamilton
E. D. Murray
J. Hunt

Moore & Co., L, P., tea exporters—121
L. P. Moore (absent)

T. Kimura
A. T. Sannomiya

Morf & Co., H. C., merchants—176
P. Grunwfild
H. C. Morf (absent)

E. E. Feyerabend , .

C. Weinberger
F. Schiff

Moss, E. J., Yokohama Furniture Re-
pository—86 and 87

Mourilyan, Heimann & Co., merchants—33
Chas. A. Heimann (absdiit)

Arthur H. Groom
W. J. Cruickshank
A. W. Gillingham (Hiogo)

A. Bellamy
M. FI. R. Harris

W. H. Willoughby
H. C. Pigott

J. J. Skinner (Hiogo)
F. R. Southern do.

F. F. Guterres do.

A. J. Rickerby do.

Negre, A. F., exchange broker—58

“ New York Saloon ”—179
E. Vollhardt

North, Thompson & Co., Medical Hall
and Dispensary—61

J. North
W. Rae

Occidental Hotel—40
Mrs. Blockley

Miss McNalley

7
51

Oppenheimer Freres, merchants—18
M. Oppenheimer (Paris)

I. Oppenheimer
H. Blum
V. Lav aery

Owston, Snow & Co., importers—179
Alan Owston
H. J. Snow

A. J. M. Smith

Pass, S. C., accountant—Tatozaka, 184,

Bluff

Pequignot& Co., FrenchLivery Stables—13?
M. Pequignot /'

E. Pineau

Peyre, Freres, pastrycooks

Eugene Peyre

Pharmacie Francaise

—

77a
Dr. Hesnard
Em. Lemi^re,

Pillon, F., carpenter—162

Pirie, Harry R., writer, and teacher of

English School, 11 7, Creek side

Pohl Freres & Co., merchants—67

N. Pohl
H. Pohl

S. Pohl

Pratt, B. H., commission agent—108

Easpe & Co., M., merchants—199
M. Easpe
E. Popp
Th. Schlatter

E. Orth
C. Koeppe
A. Muller

“ Restaurant du Louvre ”—162
Mrs. Chappile

Retz, F., merchant—214
F. Retz

Rcynaud, J.—157

Robertson, R. A., merchant—176
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Rohde & Co., C., merchants—70

Carl Rohde
E. von der Heyde (absent)

H. Baehr
M. Ostermayer

Rose & Co., T., engineers, &c.—113

Thos. Rose

Roth, B., merchant— 85

Rottmann, Strome & Co., merchants, 28

A. Rottmann
C. J. Strome

O. Mevcr
G. Booth

Ruel, J., wine merchant—138

Sagel, M., merchant—25

St. John, R.N., bill broker—58

Schone & Mottu—177

F. Schone
A. Mottu

Schultze, Adolph, merchant—24

Shand, W. J. S., merchant—75

Sieber-Waser, merchant—90b
F. Abegg
H. C. Beck

Siber & Brennwald, merchants—90

H. Siber (absent)

C. Brennwald (absent)

A. Wolff
J. Walter
C.’^Haenni

A. Dumelin

H. Abegg
S. Severim

Smith, Baker & Co., merchants—178

W. BE. Morse
E. R. Smith (absent)

R. B. Smith

D. B. Taylor

F. S. Morse
N. F. Smith

A. T. Prichard (Hiogo)

F. H. Olmsted
G. H. Prichard

G. Bayfield

Simon, Evers & Co., merchants—25
J. Simon (absent)

A. Evers

M. Kaufinann

“ Snug Saloon.”

—

41a
J. B. Gibbs, proprietor

Spahn & Co., R., wine and beer dep6t—44
R. Spahn

Spring Valley Brewery—122
W. Copeland

Spring Valley Beer Gardens—121, Bluff

Star Tavern—102
Jas. Weighton

Strauss, S., merchant—73
S. Strauss

Stibolt & Co., undertakers—163
Mrs. N. Stibolt

Strachan & Co., W. M., merchants—63
W. M. Strachan (absent)

J. P. Reid
F. H. Bull, silk inspector

A. L. Robinson
J. T. Esdale
L. Gros, silk inspector

J. A. da Fonseca

Talbot, W. H., average adjuster—70

Thomas <fc Co., merchants and commission
agents— 49

T. Thomas
W. Sutter

Tripler Dr.

—

39a

Union Dray and Lighter Co.

—

121a
J. Z. Keetch, manager

Van Oordt, W. C., bill and bullion broker
—28, Herald Chambers; residence, 111a,

Bluff

Vincent, Mrs. E. A., millinery, drapery

and hosiery establishment—85

Mrs. E. A. Vincent

Miss Patten
H. A. Vincent
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Vivanti Brothers, public silk inspectors and
commission merchants

F. Vivanti

A. Vivanti

Wa^en Freres, Tokohaina Wine Depot,

67, Main St.

J. F. Wagen
Conrad Wagen

F. R. da Silva

Waggott, W., public bill collector and com-
mission agent— 88

Walsh, Hall & Co., merchants—

2

John G. Walsh (Kobe)
Thomas Walsh
A. O. Gay

A. Milne
C. P. Hall (Kobe)
M. Engert
A. Harmand
R. J. Tilford

E. Berard
C. H. Merriman

Watson, E. B.—46
E. B. Watson

George Wauchope

Weiller, A., attorney and counsellor-at-

law— office 68, Settlement, residence

16, Bluff

Wheeler, Dr. E.—Bluff

Whittall, E., merchant
E. Whittall

H. Englehardt
C. A. Wirgman

Whitfield & Co., engineers, &c., Yokohama
Iron Works—69

George Whitfield

Jules P. Darbier

W. Mann
E. M. Martin

J. Booth

Wilkin & Bobison, merchants—

3

Alfred John Wilkin

Richard Durant Robison (absent)

I. Eaton
T. Hadano

Windsor House Hotel—18 & 19

L. Wolf, proprietor

John MacLean, clerk

W. Mitch' 11, steward

Winstanley, J., 70

Yokosuka Arsenal

J. Parr, 16, Torpedo Dept.

J. Collins, 9, Naval Training Service

C. Collins,, 10, do.

W. Woodward, 8, do.

H. Lewis, 11, Construction Dept.

D. Nicholas, 11, do.

Yokohama Drayage Company—98

Julius Helm

Yokohama Ice Works
L. Stornebrink

Yokohama Sail and Rigging Co.—43

R. H. Abbott, manager

Ziegler & Co., merchants—47
Chas. Ziegler

J. R. Merian
P. Stingelin

NnGATA.

Niigata is situated on the west coast of Japan, and in the southern part of the
province of Echigo, at the mouth of the river Shinano-gawa. Though well located
for trade it has yielded the most disappointing results of all the Treaty ports of
Japan. Foreign goods find their way to Niigata in considerable quantities, but
since the opening of the port no direct foreign trade has been developed there.

Even the small coast trade carried on for a time in foreign bottoms soon ceased, and is

now conducted in native steamers and other craft. Trade might, however, be
attracted if the port could be rendered practicable for the admission of larger

steamers.
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,

The town, which is one of the cleanest and best laid-out in Japan, has been
materially improved within the last few years by the widening of the canals and
streets, the latter of which are now lighted with petroleum obtained in the district.
New Law Courts, Post-office, and Schools have been built, and the town is connected
by telegraph with Tokio and other cities of the Empire. A Grovernment Hospital,
attended by a European doctor, and a large English school under Englishand Ameribam
masters, have been established here. A steam rice mill has been started and soma
fresh industries have been commenced. Niigata is still famed for the number and
beauty of its women. The town covers an area of rather more than one square mile,
and contains 9,816 houses. The population of the town is 38,465. The number of
foreign residents in 1878 was 16, but they have since decreased to about 10.

value of the exports for 1878 was §524,167, compared with §24,000 in
1877. No returns are given for 1879, 1880, 1881, 1882, and 1883 in the Consular
reports. There were no imports in foreign bottoms. As stated above, the whole of
the trade is carried on in native craft.

DIRECTORY.

Roman Catholic Mission.
Abbe L. Droiiart de Lezey, mission, apost.

Abbe Justin Balette, mission, apost.

American Presbyterian Mission
Kanazawa.

Rev. T. C. and Mrs. Winn
Rev. J. B. and Mrs. Porter
Miss F. E. Porter
Miss M. K. Hesser

American Board Mission.

Rev. R. H. Davis
Rev. O H. Gulick
Boremus Scudder, M.D.
Miss Kate S. Scudder
Miss J. A. Gulick

Koch & Co., H., merchants

HAKODATE.

This, the most northerly of the treaty ports of Japan, is situated in the south
of Yesso on the Straits of Tsugar, which divide that island from Hondo. The port
lies in latitude 41 deg. 47 min. 8 sec. N., and longitude 140 deg. 45 min. 34 sec. E.,

and the harbour is nearly land-locked. The surrounding country is hilly, volcanic,

and striking, but the town itself formerly possessed few attractions, and consisted

mainly of one long street of single-storied houses, the distinguishing feature of

which was the roof, made of thin wood shingle kept on by quantities of flat stones.

The greater part of the town was destroyed by a terrible fire in December, 1879.

That disaster was, however, productive of great improvements, leading to the

substitution of tiled for wooden roofs, and to the adoption of substantial walls

of brick, stone, or other fire-proof materials in the buildings, while the streets

have all been widened. The foreign concession has never been built upon, the few
foreign residents in the port having taken up their quarters in Japanese buildings.

A row of fine temples, with lofty picturesque roo's, occupying higher ground than
the rest of the town, are the most conspicuous buildings. The climate of Hakodate
is healthy and bracing. The hottest month is August, but the thermometer then
rarely rises above 90 degrees Fahr.

;
in the winter it sometimes sinks to 18 degrees.

The mean temperature throughout the year is about 48 degrees.
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The foreign trade of the port is small and has nev^er been important. The
foreign shipping is annually decreasing and the direct imports have fallen olf largely.

The imports for 1877 and 1878 were nil, for 1879 they only amounted to $1,459,
in 1889 to $10,943, in 1881 to $16,983 (after deducting Grovernment purchases),
in 1882 to $7,417, and in 1883 to $4,378, as compared with $27,308 in 1876. The
exports for 1833 amounted to !|436,750, compared with $508,037 in 1882,
$843,628 in 1831, $749,261 in 1830, $892,515 in 1879, $633,940 in 1878, and
$441,655 in 1877. The agricultural resources of Yesso have been to some extent
developed under the auspices of the Kaitakushi or Colonization Department.
The rich pasture lands are well adapted for breeding cattle. In the valuable
and extensive fisheries on the coast, however, the chief exports of the I'uture from
Hakodate are to be looked for. Increasing quantities of dried fish and seaweed
are exported annually, mostly to China. The mineral resources of Yesso, said to be
large, may also- some day yield a valuable addition to the exports of this port.

Hakodate is connected with the capital by telegraph. A railway from Otarunai to

Sapporo, 22 miles long, was opened to pubhc traffic on the 28th November, 1880,
and has since been carried on to Poronai, where are some coal mines, the total length
of the line being 56| miles. The population of Hakodate is about 31,000. The
number of foreign residents in 1833 was 73, of whom 15 were British, and 39 Chinese

DIRECTORY.

Consulates.

Great Britain.

Acting Vice-Consul—W. A. Woolley
Constable—H. B. Lucas

Denmark.

Consul—John H. Duus

Kencho.
Takito Tamemoto, Kenrei
Aritaki Ut ika, chief secretary
Hori Kimpo, assist. do.

Agencies.

Duus, John H., agent

—

Marine Insurance Company, Limited
Lloyd’s, London

Henson & Co., agen's

—

Hongkong Fire lusui’ance Company,
Limited

Indo-China Steam Navigation Company,
Limited

Howell & Co., agents

—

Yangtze Insurance Association

North China Insurance Company
China Fire Insurance Co., Limited

Professions and Trades.

Duus, John H., merchant

Hakodate Hotel
Hinode, proprietor

Henson & Co., merchants
J. Henson
H. Henson

Howell & Co., merchants
J. A. Wilson

Mitsu Bishi Mail Steamship Company
E. Funamoto, agent

S. Sakaki, sub agent
J. Jensen, hulk, Kagoshima-maru
G. W. Buckmaster, reserve engineer

Movizen’s Hotel and Eestaurant

Movizeu, proprietor

Euiraers & Co., C. F., general merchants,

and commission agents

C. F. Eeimers

G. W. Miller
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Scott, James, millwright and machinist

Takasima Colliery

K. Funamoto, agent

Thompson, J. E., shipbuilder, marine sur-

veyor, compradore and naval contractor,

68 Toyo-kama Clio

J, E. Thompson

Tesso Market, navy contractors, compra-
dores, and general agents

G. W. Miller, manager

Missionaries.

Ectssian Mission.
Eev. Demetrius (absent)

American Methodist Episcopal
Mission.

Eev. L. W. and Mrs. Squier
Eev. C. W. and Mrs. Green
Miss F. N. Hamisfar, M.D.
Miss M. S. Hampton
Miss F. J. Hewitt

Church op England Mission.

Eev. W. Andrews, M.A., and Mrs,
Andrews

J. Batchelor and Mis. Batchelor

Eoman Catholic Mission.

L’ Abb^ A. Berlioz

L’ Abbe Uibain Faurie

Sisters op Charity.

Sceur Marie Auguste,* Supcrieure

Soeur Macarie
Soeur Agaihe Marie
Soeur Oiiesimel

Soeur Vitaline

SAPPORO.
(Agricultural College.)

W. P. Brooks
J. C. Cutter, M.D.



THE PHILIPPINES.

The Philippines are a rich group of islands, situate between Lit. 5 and 22 N., and
long. 123 and 133 E., and held by Spain under military occupation. The islands

are over five hundred in number and contain an area of 62,647 English square miles,

with a population, in 1876, of 6,173,632 souls. They are divided into twenty-seven

provinces, thirteen of which are on the Isle of Luzon, four on the Isle of Negros,

three on Panay, and three on the Isle of Mindanao.
Early in the sixteenth century the celebrated navigator Magellan unfolded to

the King of Spain his brilliant project of reaching the Spice Islands by rounding

the southern extremity of the American continent, and, having been furnished with

men and ships, he set sad. Having passed through the straits which bear his name,
he reached the islands, to which the name of the Philippines was afterwards given,

in the springs of 1521, after a troublesome voyage of over eighteen months. The
foundation of Spanish authority in the archipelago was then laid, but the illustrious

navigator who first took possession in the name of his Royal Master lost his life m
an attack upon one of the islands a month later, and the expedition, reduced to one

ship, returned. Other expeditions were disj)atched, some of which proved fruitless,

but in 1565 the islands were formally annexed to the Crown of Spain, and in 1571

the city of Manila, which has been the capital ever since, was founded.

The early history of the Philippines is a record of continual trouble. Conflicts

between the civd and ecclesiastical authorities led to internal contentions, whde
both Portugal and the Netherlands coveted these rich possessions and harassed the

Spaniards. Attacks were also made at dift'erents points by powerful Chinese piratical

fleets. In 1762 the capital was taken by the English, but was restored to Spain two
years afterwards for a ransom of ^01,000,000. The ransom, however, has never been

exacted.

After the discovery of the islands ecclesiastics flocked to them in large numbers,
and, undisturded by the attacks on Spanish authority, the work of converting the

natives was carried on with great vigour. The clergy at the present time number
1,962, and most of the natives brought under subjection profess the Roman Catholic

rehgion. In the Philippines there has been little of that cruelty to the aboriginal

population which so often characterises the process of colonization, and the natives

are in general contented and well conducted, the priests exercising the almost

unbounded influence they possess with great effect in the preservation of order. In
the inaccessible mountainous parts of the islands there are still tribes of unsubdued
savages, but their number is comparatively small and the authority of the Govern-
ment is being rapidly extended over them. In the last census returns the number
of natives not subject to the civil government and paying no tribute is given as

602,853, while the number of natives paying tribute is returned as 5,501,356. The
number of savages reclaimed in 1881 was stated to be 69,786. There is a considerable

number of mestizos or half-castes, some of whom are the children of Spanish
fathers by native mothers and some the children of Chinese fathers. The following
is the latest (1876) census return ;

—

Natives paying tribute 5,501,356
Clergy 1,962
Civiliaas and dependent 5,332
Spaniards, and Filipinos born in the Philippine islands from) looctc

Spanish parents
J

Pagans, independent 602,853
Chinese 30,797
Foreigners 378
Army 14.545
Navy 2,924

Total... 6,173,632
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'The foreigners are divided as follows;—^Americans 42, Austrians 7, Belgians 5, British

176, Dane 1, French 30, Germans 109, and Italians 8. TJp to 1880 the native popula-
tion was rapidly increasing, the increase during the previous twenty-five years being
given as 1,785,115, but in that year it received a smart check by an epidemic of

cholera, many of the provinces being almost decimated
;
the true figures have never

been published.

The chief articles of produce are sugar, hemp, and tobacco. During 1883 the Cus-
toms revenuewas !§2,211,806; the previous year it was about $300,000 more. This falling

*a:ff was in imports, the exports showing an increase. The foreign trade is confined to

;£he ports of Manila, Iloilo, Cebu, and Zamboanga. The number of vessels which en-

tered those ports from abroad last year was 333, of which 215 were steamers. Of the
S33 vessels 106 were Spanish and 98 English. The returns of the carrying trade show
the curious fact of the carrying of imports being nearly monopolised by the flag of one
•nation, while that of the exports is tolerably equally distributed. This is accounted for

fey the nature of the arrangements made by the Government -with cei'tain subsidised
isteamship fines. The vessels which carry the exports arrive for the most part in

ballast from Hongkong or other ports in the East where they have discharged a cargo.

The strictness of the quarantine regulations often entails great inconvenience on
vessels arriving.

A Royal decree, dated the 26th June, 1881, abolished the Government monopoly
-in the gro-wing of the tobacco leaf and manufacture of cigars, and from the 1st July,

1882, the cultivation of the tobacco plant and manufacture of cigars was made free

throughout the Philippines. To cover the anticipated deficit in the revenue from
•this cause an export duty not exceeding 10 per cent, per quintal of leaf tobacco and
xngars has been imposed. Companies have been formed to engage extensively in the
-tobacco and cigar production and manufacture.

The climate of the Philippines varies little from that of other places in the same
latitude. The range of the thermometer during the year is from a little over sixty

degrees to about ninety. The rainy season usually lasts six months, and during this

time inundations of rivers are frequent and travelling in the interior almost
impossible. Long continued droughts, however, sometimes occur, when the ground
becomes pa,rched and the crops are utterly destroyed. Husbandry also suffers from
^e ravages of locusts, which will sometimes almost entirely denude a whole pro^vdnce

(rT herbage. The principal part of the group comes •within the range of the typhoons,

:and terrific storms are of frequent occurrence The islands are also the centre of

great volcanic action. “ The destnictive ravages and changes produced by earth-

quakes, ” says Sir John Bo'wring, -writing iu 1859, “ are nowhere more I'emark-

able than in the Philippines. They have overturned mountains, they have filled

mp valleys, they have desolated extensive plains
;
they have opened passages from

the sea into the interior, and from the lake into the sea. There are many tradi-

tional stories of these territorial revolutions, but of late disasters the records are

trustworthy. That of 1796 was sadly calamitous. In 1824 many churches in Manila
were destroyed, together with the principal bridge, the barracks, great numbers of

private houses
;
and a chasm opened of nearly foui* miles in length. The inhabitants

all fled into the field, and six vessels in the port were wrecked. The number of

victims was never ascertained. In 1828, during another earthquake, the vibration of

the lamps was found to describe an arch of four and a half feet
;
the huge comer

stones of the principal gate of the city were displaced
;
the great bells were set ringing.

It lasted between two and three minutes, rent the walls of several churches and
<other buildings, but was not accompanied by subterranean noises, as is visually the

case.” In 1863 also a very disastrous earthquake occurred, and another fraught

with disaster made 1880 memorable iu the annals of Manila.

Persons visiting the Philippines are required to obtain a passport from their own
•Government, and have it vised at the Spanish Consulate at the port of embarkation.
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PUERTO EN PROYECTO.
8. 01)ras del Puerto.
9. I*'stacioti do los \*apnres Correos.

10. Ueposito dc M.idcras.
11. Deposito dc l.astre.

12. lOdiiicacion particular.

13. Jardines.
11. Puente lavadi^jo.

(’arertcio.

I )eposito de Carbon.
Alniacenes de tahaco de Haciend;
Alinaccnes particularcs.

Aduana.
Kesj;uardo.
Capitania del puerlo.
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MANILA

Manila, the capital of the Philippines, is situated in the island of Luzon, at the
mouth of the river Pasig, which empties itself into the Bay of Manila. The city was
foTinded in 1571. In 1645 it was almost entirely destroyed by an earthquake, in

which upwards of three hundred lives were lost. In 1863 a great part of the city was
again destroyed from the same cause, and in July, 1880, another terrible upheaval
again made wreck of a great portion of it : the inhabitants are naturally in constant
fear of these visitations. The dwelling-houses are built with especial reference to

safety imder such circumstances, and, although large, possess few pretensions to>

architectural beauty. The streets, also, are narrow and but small attention has been
devoted to securing shade by the growth of trees. There are several ancient churches
which are worthy of notice. The cathedral, founded originally in 1578, has been
several times destroyed by earthquake and did not escape in 1863. It has been since

rebuilt, but again sustained considerable damage in 1880, when the tower was so
much shattered that it had to be pulled down. The city and its suburbs contain a.

population of nearly 300,000 and are the seat of a considerable and yearly increasing:

commerce. The principal articles of export are hemp, sugar, tobacco, cigars, coffee,

and indigo, while of the imports cotton goods form the chief item. Only a small
portion of the present city is enclosed within the walls. The anchorage is distant

some three miles from the shores. The river presents a scene of great animation,

being crowded with native craft interspersed with vessels of foreign build. The
passport system is in force and no one can enter or leave without previously obtain-

ing a pass. Before, landing passengers are obliged to pull alongside a Custom-house
guard boat stationed near the landing place to prevent smuggling. The garrison of
Manila consists of one European and several native regiments. The pohce of the city

is also under military discipline and is composed of natives. A very low average of
crime is said to exist, but the native classes are much addicted to gambling, an
offence punishable by law, although the Government reaps a large portion of its re-

venue from the sale of lottery tickets. A race meeting is held in the spring, and usually

good sport is afforded. On the 20th October, 1882, a typhoon of almost unparalleled

severity swept over the city and surrounding district, doing enormous damage and
laying a great part of Manila in ruins. There are three daily papers, El Biario

de Manila and La Oceania Espanola, published in the morning, and El Comercio^

which appears in the evening. The hot season commences in March and continues

until July, when the rains commence and continue to December, during which time
the roads and streets get into a very bad condition. The maximum annual rainfall

recorded is 114 inches and the minimum 84 inches. The maximum of the ther-

mometer is about 92, with a range of ten degrees during the twenty-four hours, a
cool sea breeze setting in at night and reducing the heat to an endurable temperature

for sleeping. According to the census of 1873 there were residing in Manila 250 for-

eigners of European origin, 4,189 European Spaniards, 15,157 Chinese, 46,066 Chinese

mestizos (or half-breeds), 3,849 Spanish mestizos, and 160,896 pure natives.

In 1882 the imports reached a value of $20,013,784, and the exports $14,579,347.

The complete official returns for 1883 have not yet been published, but from a table

published in a local paper it appears the export of hemp was 641,802 piculs, value

about $6,918,625; and the export of sugar 1,529,943 piculs, value $7,267,129. The
value of tobacco and cigars exported from the PhiJippmes generally is given as

$3,842,366.
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Colonial Government.

Capitania General.
Capital! General— S. E. J. Joveilar y Soler

Ayudantes de Canijio de S.E.— Coronol

—

Teniente Coroiiel de Inraiiterii, A. Mo-
rey y Ruiz,Coniinandante de id—Ulecia

y Cardona, Conmiandante de Caballeria,

E. Mon real y sus

Jefes y Oficiales a sus ordenes—Coroncl-

Comante Infanteria, A. Gonzalez Novel-
les, Alferez de Infanteria Marina, M. de
la Pena, P. do Guzman

Estado Mayor
Gefe—Sabino Gamir
Coronel—J. J. Moreno
Teniente Coronel—J. Marina y Espartero
Comandantes—N. Pastor, G. Euiz, M.
Maldonado

Seccion de Archivo.
Capitan—J. Sanchez
Tenientes— I. Llado, S. Gonzales

Alfereces—P. Munoz, R. Gomes

Atjditoria de Guerra.
Presidente—Capitan General

Asesor—E. Enciso
Teniente Auditor—F. Cervantes Salas

Escribano—A. G. Gavierez

SuBiNSPECCioN General del Ejercito.
Subinspector—E. Molins y Lemanz
Secretario—E. Beaumont
Ayudante de S.E.—J. Molins

Esctjela de Cadetes del Arma de
Infanteria.

riaza (h la Fuerza de Santiago.

DirectorGefe de Estudios—ElComaudante
C. Agostino

Plana Mayor Facultativa de
Artilleria.

Subinspector—A. Pantoja (interino)

Secretario de la Subinspeccion—Coman-
dante F. Balanzat

Comandante de Ariilleria do la Plaza de
Zamboanga—D. M. Dorda

Maestranza de Artilleria.
Director Coronels—F. Coronel, A. Molina

(interino)

Gapitanes—M. Gomez, A. Diaz Liana, M.
Pardo

Plana Mayor Facultativa db
Ivgenieros.

Comandancia Oral, de la Suhinspeccion.

Britiadier Comandanie General.—J. de la

Crote
Comandante, Ayudante Secretario—J. do

Castro

Comandancia de Manila.
Coronel—M. Walls, comandantede laPlaza

Comandante Gefe del Detail—R. Peralta

Comandantes Gapitanes—J. Bernard, E.

Canizares

Estad Mayor de la Plaza.
Sargento Mayor—J. Preg6 Olives

Capitan—C. Pagaduan
Ayudantes—R. Aldeanueva, D. Enriquez,

E. Pelaes y Lamadrid

Administracion Militar.
Intendente Militar de Divi^ion—P. M.

Garcia Bedia
Sub-intendente Militar— J. Gonzales No-

vi lies

Comisario de Guerra de lo. clase—F. T.

Guerra
Comisarios deGuerrade2a. clase—B. Toda,

R. Rioja, M. Herranz, F. L. Lozada

Gefes y Oficiales del Cuerpo dk
Sanidad Militar.

Inspector Medico de 2a.—M. Lopez y San-
chez Nieto

Subinspector, Medico de la.—F. Bueno y
Chicoy

Subinspeclores Medico de 2a.—A. Teixido

y Martinez, T. Casas y Marti
Medicos Mayores—J. Garcia, J. Labadia,

Z. Fuerio, J. Solis, R. Millau, A. Sancho,

A. Planter, M. Torrija

Medicos Priraeros—E. Sol s, M. Rabadan,
P. Saura, J. Fuentas, S. Naranjo, C. L.
Brea, J. Dominguez, A. Suarez. J. G<m-
zalez, V. Romillo, P. Cruz, J. Fianco,

J. de la Camara, F. Garcia, J. Masfer-
rer, A. Alcala, J. Ruig, J. Maureli, J.

Lopez, A. Moiicada
Farmaceutico Mayor—M. Negro
Parmaci'uticos Primeros—A. Alonzo, G.

Olca, L. Nieto, L. Garcia

Secretario de la Direccion-Subiiispecion

—

S. Naranjo y Gomez
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Intend ENCiA General de Hacienda.
Intendeiite General—J. Obinchilla

Siib-Inteadente—S. G. Luz^a
Inspector General—A. de Villava

Inspectores—J. A. Guillen, M. Laliora, Z.

Robles, M. Blanco
Letrado Consultor—L. de la Puente y Oleae

Tribunal de Cuentas.
Presidente—M. Diaz de la Quintana
Fiscal—J. M. Lared)
Teniente Fiscal—J. Moreno Lacalle

Secretario GeneiMl—F. A. Santiesteban

Seccion Corriente,

Ministro Letrado—P. Rovira (Presidente

interino)

Id. —H. Fernandez
Id. —N. Caban IS

Contador Decano—V. Perez Biistillos

Contadores de la clase—P. Paves, Sanchez
de Teba, J. F. Barbeito

Contadores de 2a clase—L. Badolato, J.

de Alcazar, P. S. Llanos
Contadores de 3a clase—R. Beruete, Cruz

Collada, L. Pertierra, F. de P. Martinez,

J. Vargas, R. Ori\a, J. Guijarro, N.
Garcia

Auxiliires—M. Romero, F. Gayena, N.
Moreno, J. Mojica, M. Ruiz de Arana,

M. Ferrer, V. Gutiertez, C. G. del Real,

P. Echavarria, A. Monasterio, J. M.
Martin, F. Alvares, M. G. Yzquierdo,
M. Javier, J. Ruiz

Seccion de Airasos.

Ministro—A. Anguita
Contador lo—G. Viana
Contadores 2o—F. Blanco, A. Fors
Contadores 3o—N. Sato, M. Reyna
Auxiliares—V. Alva, A. Malibran, J. Ri-

vera, J. Marin y Roldan, N. Perequet

Ordenacion General de Pagos.
Ordenador General—J. Velarde
Interventor—E. Linares

CONTADURIA GENERAL DE HaCIENDA.
Contador Gefe—L. Valledor

Gefes de Negociado—R. Escalera, M. R.
Berriz, E. Escobar y Garcia, M. Gusaiio

y Cuevax
Oficiales—R. Rubia y Amor, P. Espinosa

de los Monteros, F. Aragon y Domin-
guez, J. Gisbert y Roig, E. Viver y
Madolell, J. Duran y Aparicio, G. de
Vargaz y Fernandez, F. P. de Camino,
R. Olaguer y Felui, J. G. Gomez

Auxiliares Temporero—E. del Pan, A.
Enriquez

Tesoreria General.

Tesorero—M. S. de Vizmanos
Gefe de Negociado—A. Santisteban (iu.

terino)

Oficiales—J. C. Alconzar, J. Martin, J.

Marios O’Neale, F. Sainz, R. Montero,
B. V. Cavretero

Administracion Central de Impuestob.
Administrador—E. Romero (intirinc)

Interventor—J. Rodriguez Salvadores

Administracion Central de Rentas

Y Propiedades.

Administrador Central Gefe—F. Arias
Santisteban

Interventor—F. Montejo y Robledo

Almacenes Generates,

Guarda Almacen—A . Marcos
Interventor—Jose M. Garcia

Seccion Liquidadora de Coleccionbs

T Labores.

Jefe—F. Arias Santisteban

Interventor—G. F. Anduager

Seccion Pericial de Reconocimientq

DE TaBACO.

Jefe de la Seccion—F. Arias Santisteban
Oficiales—F. Quero, V. Abad, A. Ortega,

J. S. Murillo

Almacenes Generates.

Almacenero—A. Lopez
Interventor—M. Gimeno

Administracion Local de ADxrANA8^

Administrador—D. Munoz Henares
Contador—E. de Cortazar (intei ino)

Vistas—S. R Fragoso, J. M. Oviedo, J.del
Pozo, C. R. de Llano, M. de Pascual

Auxiliares—S. Dominguez, A. Tatay, J,

Mondisgorra, M. de Ocam po, R. R. Bau-
nelos, M. Miranda y Ci'esini

Oficiales—A. Vazquez, A. Cordova, M,
Izquierdo, A. Si^i, J. Vusta, N. Salonga

Interventor de Almacenes y Muelles— F.
Lezaum (interino)

Aspirante 3o.—A. del Rozario
Capataz de Corgadores y encurgdo de loB

Almacenes—A. Olona
Recaududor—A. Domenech
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Junta de Aranceles.
Presidente—Intendente General del Ha-

cienda

Vice-presidente—Sub-1ntendente General

Vocales Natos— Contador General de
Hacienda Publica, Administrador Central

de Aduanas, Vice-presidente de la So-

ciedad Eeondmica de Amigos del Pais,

un Vocal facultativo de la Junta de
Sanidad, el Vice-presidente de la Junta

de Agricultura, Industria y Comercio, y
el Administrador de Estancadas

Vocales Electivos—N. Plaudolit, J. Munoz

y Bustillos, F. L. Koxas, E. Batlle (au-

sente), E. Pozas (ausente), G. Tuason,

J. Zdbel, C. Iglesia, B. Arlegui

Secretario—Contador de la Aduana
Vice-Secretario—E. Eamirer de Arellano,

oficial de la Intendencia

COMISION DE VaLOEACIONES.
Presidente—El Administrador Central de

Aduanas
Vocales.

Sec. central—Gonzalo Tuason, Nonito
Plandolit, Jose F del Pan

la. sec.: Viveresy ganados detodas clases

—

J. Labedan, F. Guerra, Y. Cordon, J. B.

Gomez
I2a. sec. : Cueros, pieles, peleteria atalages

y analogoB—Angel Garchitorena, Juan
N. C. Eeyes, Jose Borri, Antonio Olona

^a. sec. : Merceria, baratillo, bisuteria,

quincalla y melales fines—Juan Munoz,
Leopoldo Varlomont, Felix Hllmann, C.

S. .^efiiiz

4a. sec. : Ferreteria, maquinaria, armas,
maderas, piedras y larros — Daniel
Earnsbaw, Mariano Bertoluci, Vicente
Sainz, Chino Tan-ehiana

$a. sec. : Materiastextilesytejidosde todas

clases—Juan Blanco, Eduardo Keller,

Eloy Jimenez Echevaria, M. TorrecUla

6a. sec. : Drogas y analogos—Eafacl Fern-
andez, Enrique Gruppe, Pablo Schuster,

E. Sotelo

J^a. sec. : Exportacion de frutos del pais

—

Zoilo I. de Aldecoa, Emilio Sackermann,
V. Teus, J. M. Fleming

Seevetario—El de la Junta de Aranceles

Casa de Moneda de Manila.
Director—L. Sagiies (interino)

"XJontador—L. Sagiies

^Tesorero—J. Pereyra y Pereyra
Contador—A. S. Juan (interino)

Oficiales—A. Sn. Juan, V. Moreno

Guarda-Almacen—J. Verdeja
Ensayadores—F. Lafont, A. M. y Eamos
Juez de Balanza—A. Pasayali
Fiel de Moneda—E. de Eoldan
Guarda-Cunos—M. Pena (interino)

Id. —P. Tineo (agregado a Con-
taduria)

Grabadores— J. Sancho, A. Estruch, A.
Garcia, M. Pena

Tornero-limador—J. Dizon
Mag’ta—E. Nieto

AdminisTRACioN de Hacienda
Publica.

Administrador—J. P. de Eivera (ausente)

InteiTentor—P. Arranz

CuEBPO DE Carabineeos Militaees de
Pilipinas.

Flaza Mayor, en esta capital.

Teniente Coronel—L. de Visa y Frances

Comandante—Linares Pombo
Capitan—A. Gonzalez Murcia
Teniente Ayudante—P. P. y Gil de Sola

Primera Campania, en Manila.

Capitan—P. Deleito Anzardo
Ten entes—E. G. Gordon, J. E. Ornuno
Alfereces—J. Panfil Munoz, E. Sanchez

Segunda Campania, en Manila.

Capitan—E. Crespo y Liberio

Tenientes—M. Julian, J. Eabage Montilla

Alfereces—M. E. Pasos, M. G. Lopez

Tercera Campania, en Manila.

Capitan—E. Milian y Martinez

Tenientes—J. S. Llanos, L. E. Alvarez
Alfereces— J. L. Lampolide, E. Dominguez
Esta compafifa, cnbrira ademaslos puestos

de Lingayen, que mandara un teniente,

y los de Sual, San Isidro, Vigan, Santa
Cruz, Bulacau y Bataan

Cuarta Campania, en Albay.

Capitan—A. Almansa y Serrano

Teniente—E. Cereceda
Alfereces—E. F. Badillo, P. E. Taglo
Esta cubrira aderoas los pueblos de Luc-
bon, Batangas, Laguna, Nueva Caceres,

y Cavite, siendo los primeros de oficial

y los rest antes de clase de tropa.

Quinta Campania, en Iloilo.

Capitan—P. GarciA Gutierrez

Tenientes—L. G. Iberico, E. C. Lopez
Alf^recs—A. Cainino, E. Morales
Tendra esta companfa tambien k su cargo
puestos de Capiz, Bacolod y Antique.
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Sexta Compania, en Cebu.
Capitan—E. Manglauo
Tenientes—J. L. Herrero, A. Sanchez
Alfereces—E. del Valle, E, F. Amor
Cubrira esta ademas los puestos de Zam-

boanga, Bohol, Samar, Surigao,

Misamis j Pollok.

Gobierno General.
Gobernador General—S.E. J. Jovellar j

Soler

Junta de Autoridades.

Presidente—Gobernador General
Secretario—El del Gobierno General

Secretaria del Gobierno General.

Secretario—F. Fragoso
Gefe de Negociado lo—P. Ortuonte

Do. 3a—L. Ortiz

Oficiales—J. Santamarina, J. de la Malta,
F. Pareja, L. Espana

Interprete de Lengnas—E. Blanco
Seccion de Orden Publico.

Oficiales—J. Diaz, F. Yanart, C. Garcia
Escribano—E. Barrera

CONSEJO DE AdMINISTEACION.
Presidente—Gobernador General
Vice-Presidente—Comandante General de

Marina
Yocales—Arzobispo, cuatro Obispos sufra-

ganeos, Presidente de la Keal Audiencia,

Tnlendente general de Hacienda, Director

gen ral de Administraeion Civil, Fiscal de

S. P ’
., Presidente del Tribunal de Cuentas,

F. Munoz, J.J. deTnchausti, Y. de Ycaza,
F. M. Govantes, A. O. de Zarate, J.

Eocha, Cabezas de Herrera (ausente),

F. F. Villa Abrille, M. Mazzano, B.

Giraudier, E. Fajardo, F. Godines
(electo), V. Torres

Secretaria.

Secretario G1. Letrado—E. del Saz Orozco
Oficial lo. Letrado—M. Landeira
Oficial 3o.—Joaquim de Estrada
Oficial 3o.—A. Molina j MarteU

Dieeccion General de Administea-
ciON Civil.

Director—E. Euiz Martii.ez

Sub-Director—R. de Vargas Machuca
Ordenador—A. Candalija (electo)

Contador—M. de Villava
Gefe de Seccion de Gobernacion—The Sub-

Director

Gefes de Seccion de Fomentc—F. de P.

Galvan

Gobierno Civil.

Gobernador—S.E. V. Barrantes

Secretario—J. Polo de Bernabe

Gefe de Negociado de 3a clase—C. Cabo
Oficial lo.Depositario—R. Guzman (electo)

Oficiales—2o. : J. M. Gutierrez, 3o. ; E. Cas-

carosa, 4o. : J. Garcia

Medicos de Neves—J. Candelas, F. Jayme,

M. Sotelo Eoda
Medico Titular—J. Antelo

Auxiliares de Fomento—J. Alonso, V. Gal-

legos, E. Verzosa, F. Lopez 4 Tbanez
Vacunador General—F. Gomez y Gomez

Inspeccion General de Comijnica-
CIONES

Jefe del Eamo—T.S. Andres de Capua
Interventor—A. Hurtado

Seccion de Teeegeafos.
Inspector General—A. Capua
Director— J. Costa

Sub-Director—V. de Diego
Jefes de Estacirn—J. G. Eivera, F. Vigil,.

F. Puyols, J. Garcia y Garcira, J. Angulo
Oficiales los de Seecion—J. Perex Marin,

R. Caro
Oficiales 2rs de Seccion—J. G. Canitillo,

A. Gregorio, V. Crespo

Seeretario—E. Eegidor

Presidio de Manila.
Inspector General—C. Tournelle

Mayor—G. P. Lamadrid
Ayudante—J. de Montes
Capellan—C. del Eosario

Gefe del detail delasCompaniasdisciplinarias

—A. Maldonado
Medico—Pablo Nalda

Carcel de Manila (Bilibid).

Alcaydes—P. Delgado (gefe), H. Ramos,
J. Aranllo, E. Vinluan

Obeas Publicas.
Inspector General—M. Eamirez

Tngenieros—F. Cristobal y Portas, B.
Trompeta, A. de la Camara

Ayudantes—E Guirao, J. M. Fuentes, M.
de Camara, V. Rodrigo, L. Pereira, J.

Soriano, A. Cuadrado, B. Dueso, E.

Lobo, B. San Juan, J. Bertran
Arquitecto— L. Cespedes

Seci-etario de la Inspeccion—E. Eomero
Oficiales—C Coton, J. Vallejo

Pagadores—B. Martinez, A. Melendez, A.
Cuesta
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Sebvicio Particttlab de la Constbuo-

CION DEL PuEBTO DE MaNILA.
Junta.

Presidente—V. Barrantes
Vocales—R. Ruiz Martinez, J. Gareia Mo-

ron, A. de Terry, M. Walls, G. Tuason,
E. M. Barrett o, A. Hidalgo, C. Yglesia,

M. A. Hermann
Secretario Contador—F. Casademunt
Pajiador—J. Guijarro
Oficiales—L. Vecin, C. Comjiagni, E.T. de
Andrade

Tenedor de Libros—L. R. de Elizalde

Direccion Facultativa de las Oiras.

Ingeniero Gele Director— J. Ga. Moron
Ayudantes—S. Jove, R. Ruiz

Sebvicio Pabticulab del Abasteci-

MIENTO DE AgUAS PoTABLES A MANILA
Ingeniero Gefe Director—G. Palacios
Ayudantes—R. L. Hermosa
Pagador—R. Romero

Gobiebno Eclesiastico.

Arzobispo Metrapolitano—I. P. Payo

Clebo Catedbal.

Secretaria de Camara y Gohierno.

Secretario—Luis Remedies
Vice-Secretario—J. Consunji

Arebivero—M. M. Perez

Juzgado Provisoral.

Provisor—F. Paja
Promotor Fiscal—P. P. Martinez
Notario Mayor—V. Cuyugan

do. Receptor—M. M. Perez
<

Cabildo Eclesiastico.

Dignidades.

Dean—Eugenio Netter

Arcediano—A. Gonzales
Cliantre—M. Clemente
Maestre Escuela— (vacante)

Tesorero—J. S. Padilla

Canonigos.

Doctoral—S. Ramirez
Canonigo de Gracia lo.—(vacante)

Canonigo de Gracia 2o.—R. Delgado
Magistral—F. S. de Luna
Penitenciario—V. Garcia

Prevendados.

Racioneros—P. F. Martinez, L. Remedios,

Cesar Anaya
Media-Racioneros—F. Revilla, J. de Dios

Adriano, B. del Rosario, J. Richard

Maestro de Ceremonias—Mariano Bar-

tolome
Padre Sacristan—J. Layco
Capellanes de Coro—F. Sanchez, J. Daniel,

P. Dandan, L. Ygnacio, T. Dimaliuag

Sochantre—P. Dandan
Primer Cura del Sagrario—P. Zamora
Segundo do. —V. Alcuas

Padre Sacristan—M. Marco

Real Audiencia de Pilipinas.

Presidente—S.E. Miguel Sanz y TJrtarun

Presidentes de Sala—J. de Puentes Bus-

tillo (ausente), A. Izquierdo y Pozo

(ausente)

Magistrados—-R. Castollote (ausente), 0.

Garcia Ensinas, E. de Orduna, F. Aguir-

re de Mena (ausente), C. Villarragut, F.

Marti y Correa, A. Cosin y Martm, M,
de Aldecoa y Olalde, J. Pigueras, E.

Vidal y Sabate.s, J. Giner

Suplentes—P. G. Gavieres, F. JavierMatbeu
Secretario—F. Torres (intorino)

Oficiales de Secretaria— L Estrada, M.
Moreno, E. Lorenzana, S. Estrada

Fiscal—J. Alvarez Guerra

Teniente Fiscal—G. Castano

Abogados Fiscales—J. Vidal y Gomez, J.

M. G, Auri les, V. G. Azaola (interino),

A. V. Gonzelcz (interino)

Relatores—M. Aranllo, Q. Zalvidea, A. G.

de Castro, P. Grey y Ramos (interino)

Escribanos de Camara—^J. Reyes y Gabriel,

J. Arceo
Jueces de la Capital.

Quiapo—F. Enriquez
Binondo—P. Vila y Goiri

Tntramuros—M. Ruiz de Obregon (electo)

Tondo—D. del Rio Pinzon (ausente)

CuEUPO Genebal de la Abmada.
Comandancia Genei'al del Apostadero,

Comandante General—S. E.I. L. Bula y

Vazquez
2o. Gefe—S.E. I. E. Catala y Alonso

Mayor General—V. Montojo

Secretario lo.—R. Ramos Yzquierdo

Avudante de la Mayoria General—A. Lopez

y Puig
Ayudante.s de S. E.—M. Duenas, V. Mon-

tojo, J. Vial, S. Montojo, A. Pascuel y
Alfaro
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Arsenal.

Comandante General—E. Catala y Alonso
Secretario—J. Cortes y Samit
Ayudante Mayor—E. Eeboul e Tsasi

Gefe de Armamentos—I. Warleta
Comandante de Ingenievos—J. Pirla

Comandante de Artilleria—F. Santald

Capitania del Puerto de Manila y Cavite.

Capitan del Puerto—A. Terry
Ayudantes—A. Baron, F. do Giles) Gomez

Sanidad Maritima del Puerto.

Director, ler medico—J. A. Candelas
2o. Medico—M. Sotelo

Secretario—F. Jayme

Cuerpo Juridico.

Auditor—E. Codina
Fiscal—Pena y Galvez
Secretario de Causas—B. Roselld

Cuerpo Administrativo de la Armada
Ordenador—J. Wa. Ybanes
Interventor—M. Dias y Dumoulin
Habilitado de la Plana Mayor—A. Losano

y Galindo

Sanidad de la /Irmada.

Subinspeetor de Saindad—R. Llamas y
Canas Trujillo

Medico del personal en Manila—F. Topete

y Rodriguez

Cuerpo Administrativo del Ejercito

Filipinas.

Intendente—P. M. Garcia Bedia

Sub-Intendente—J. G. Novellas

Comisario de la.— Toribio Guerra

Comisarios de 2a.—R. Rioja, B. Toda, M.
Herranz, F. L. Losada, A. Orbeta, L.

Vendrell

12 Oficiales los., 16 Oficiales 2os.

Sanidad.

Junta Superior de Sanidad.

Presidente—DirectorGral. deAdmin. Civil

Vice Presidente—A. P. de Casal
Vocales—M. Ramirez Bazan, J. A. Can-

delas, V. Montojo, J. A. Gomez, C. La-
bhart, J. de Antelo, T. Torres, T. Ma-
drigal, R. Ginard, L. Cespedes, A. Hi-
dalgo, el Sub-inspector de Sanidad Mi-
litar, el de Sanidad de Armada

Secretario—J. de la Matta

Junta de Sanidad Municipal.

Presidente—El Corregidor
Vice-Presidente—Alcaide de la. eleccion
Vocales—Profesor de Medicina (vacimte)j

R. Bancilis, farmaceutico
;

S. S. Rioja,
veterinario

;
J. Baibas, propietario

;
M.

Berloliici, comerciente
;
B. Cabanas, in-

dustrial

Secretario—G. M ireno

Junta de Sanidad Provincial.

Presidente—El Gobernador Civil

Vice-Presidente—Capitan del Puerto
Vocales—Alcaldede la. eleccion, R. Aenlle;

Sub-delegado provincial de Medicina,
J. Antelo

J
Sub-delegado de farmacia,

J. Zobel
;
Medico lo. de naves, J. A.

Candelas
;

Ingeniero jefe de Obras Pu-
blicas del destrito, M. Kamirez Bazanj
Medicos, P. Nalda, F. Javier Manej
farmaceuticos, U. Rodriguez, V. .Jave-

ga; J. S. Torrejon, veterinario iub de-
legado; Y. de Ycaza, propietario; J.
Munoz, comerciaute; F. de P. Rode-
reda, industrial

Secretario—Enrnjue Jubindo

Junta Central de lacuna.

Presidente—Gobernador General
Vice Presidente—Arzobispo
Vocales—Alcalde de la. eleccion

Provinciales de S. Agustin, de S. Fran-
cisco, de P. P. Dominicos, de P. P. Re-
cc.lectos, y Sindico Procurador

ler Facultative—J. A. Candelas
2o. id. —J. Capelo
Secretario Facultative—R. Ginard

Comision Permanente de la junta central

de Pacuna.

Presidente—El Gobernador General
Vice Presidente—Alcalde la eleccion
Vocales—Sindico Procurador y la y 2o.

facultativos

Secretario—R. Ginard

SoCIEDAD DE FlANZAS MuTUAS DB

Empleados.

Directores—M. S. de Vizmanos, J. Pereyra’

R. Roldan
Secretario—E. Villanueva

Abogado Consultor—B. Hazanas
Delegado del Gobierno—L. Pertierra
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Ayttntamiento de Manila (1885.)

Presidente—Gobemador General

Corregidor Vice-Presidente-—V. Barrantes

Alcalde de la. oleccion—P. P. Roxas
id. 2a. id. —M. Alvarez

Regidores—P. Dias j Puertas, J. Lafont,

L. R. de Elizalde, J. Santa Marina, B.

Cabanas, B. Leegarda, P. Nalda, R.
Fernandez, P. Larrinaga, J. M. Irizarri,

J. de Varela

Regidor Secretario—B. Marzano
Secretaria.

Oficiales—G. Moreno, J. Guevara, M.
Sarlabus, E. Borrei-o

Contaduria.

Contador—A. de Gorostiza

Auxiliar—J. Corrales

Tesoreria.

Tesorero—J. V. de Aldana
Auxiliar—M. Gonzales

Abogado Consultor—Dr. M. Marzano (au-

sente)

Direccion de Obras-

Arquitecto y Comandante del Cuerpo de

Peones Bomberos—J. J. Hervas
Maestros de Obras—L. Arellano, J. Me-

dina

Sobrestante Mayor—J. Abreu
3 Sobrestantes, 9 Capitances, y 80 Peones

Bomberos

Inspeccion Geneeal de Minas.
(Apartado de Correos).

Inspector General—J. Centeno y Garcia,

ingeniero jefe de la clase

2o. Jefe—E. Abelta y Casariego, inge-

neiro jefe de 2a clase

Ofi< iales—S. F. Miranda, E. d’Almonte y
Muriel

Inspeccion Geneeal de Montes.
Personal Superior Facultativo.

Inspector General, Gefe de la. clase—L. de

la Escosura
Inge’ro Gcfe de la. clase—P. Belido y Bona

id. 2a. id. —(vacante)

Personal Facultativo Subalterno.

Ayudante lo.—T. G. Jimenez
id. 3os.—A. S. Herrero, J. Piqueras

id. 4o.—F. C. Corrales, J. M. Alon-

so, L. Galindo
Personal no Facultativo.

Delineante lo.—E. Carmelo
id. 2o.—H. Navarro

Escribiente mayor—P. de la Cruz
9 Esiribientes

3 Monteros

Division Foeestal del Aechipielago.
Primer Distrito, Norte de Luzon.

IngenieroGefe—G. Lopez Olivas (Cagayan)
Ayudante 2o.—V. Bernis (T locos Norte)
8 Ayudandes 4os.—11 Monteros

Segundo Distrito, Centro de Luzon.
Ingeniero Gefe—J. Guillelmi y Coll (Ma-

nila)

Ayudantes 2os.—F. Garcia, (Bulacam),L.
Vizcarra (Nueva Ecija y Principe)

10 Ayudanti s 4os.—20 Monteros
Tercer Distrito, Sur de Luzon.

Ingeniero Gefe—A. F. de Castro (Albay)
Ayudante 2o.—G. Valera (Tayabas)
10 Ayudantes 4o9.—16 Monteros

CuAirto Distrito, Visayas y Mindanao.
Ingeniero Gefe—S. U. Zubiane (Iloilo)

Ayudante 2o.—(vacante)

13 Ayudantes 4os.—14 Monteros

CoMISION DE LA FlOEA FoEESTAL.
Ingeniero Gefe de la. clase—S. Vidal y

Soler (au sente)

Ayudantes—R. Garcia, J. F. Cuadras
Auxiliar Botanicos Colectores—J. R. P.

Macso

CoMisiON Especial de Ventas t Com-
posiciones de Teeeenos Realengos.

luiieniero Gefe de la. clase

—

J. S. de Ba-
randa

Ingeniero Gefe de 2a. clase—C. Mazarredo
Ayudantes 4os. de Montes—A. Echevar-

ria, J. G. de Lara, R. Janin
Montero mayor—V. Vara

id. 2o.—F. Muguruza

CoMisioN Ageonomica, Afecta a la
Inspeccion.

Ingeniero Agrdnomo, Gefe de la Comision

y Secrefario de la Junta de Agricultura,

Industria y Comercio, de Manila—M.
del Busto y del Vado Cagigal

Ayudante Facultativo perito Agricola

—

L. Cifuentes

Escribiente Primero—A. Martin (interino)

Ghanja de Luzon. .

Ingeniero Director—M. de Castro y Ga-
balf'a

Ayudante Facultativo, perito Agricola

—

(vacante)

Capataz— (vacante)

Oranja de Visayas.

Ingeniero Director—J. S. Miranda y Ci-

doncha
Ayudante Facultativo, perito Agricola

—

G. Murginalday
Capataz—J. A. Fernandez
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Jaedin Botanico.

Director—El Inspector General
Ingeniero—S. Yidal y Soler (ansente)

Encargado de Sk-mbras j Plantios—E.

Garcia
Capataz—B. G. del Eoi irio

GuardlA Civil Vbteeana.

Comandante, Gefe lo.—C. Gonzales de Tra-

gorri

Capital) -Tenientes—E. Saenz de Tejada, A.

Martinez Eubio, J. de Sequera y Lopez,

A. Hoyos Qiietenti, B. Delgado Eoldan,

J. Alfaro

Alfererci s—F. Cabrera y Alvarado, P. Sa-

lazar, C. Eebullida, J. Cavanna, A. Se-

quera, J. Moya

Academia de Nautica de Manila.

Director y prof ssor de Trigonometria es-

ferica analitica, Astronomia nautica y
Navegacion—A. Garcia y de Arias

Professores.

De Algebra, Geometrfa elementar y Trigo-

metria plana, analitica—A. L. Eocha
De Topografia y dibujo topografico e bidro-

grafico—J. Gamero
De Aritmetica—J. B. Cabarrus
De Teneduria—J. V. Velasco
De lengua Inglesa—E. Blanco
De lengua Francesa—P. de Mas y OtZ’ t

SociBDAD Economica de Amigos
DEL Pais.

Protector—Gobernador General

Director—Cesar Tourr.ell

Vice-Director—Luis de la Escosura

Censor—Luis Cespedes
Vice-Censor—Patricio Bellios

Consiliario de Ciencias—Jo 6 Centeno
Consiliario de Agriculture - VI. del Busto
Consiliario de Comercio—E. B. Hernandez
Consiliario de Artes—Rev. Fr. S. I’ont

Tesorero—Antonio de Santisteban

Vice-Tezorero—Antonio Leon Rocha
Secretario—Arturo dr Malibran
Vice-Secretario—Juan Eravo y Godoy
Archive Bibliotaio—Pedro Paves Sanchez

de Telia

Apoderado—Luis Eicaldo de Elizalde

Letrado Consultor—Juan Jos^ de Icaza
Eevisores de Cuentas—Vietiu Perez Bus-

tillos, Francisco de P. Bodereda

Univbrsidad de Pilipinas.

Rector—P. G. Echevarria

Vice-Rector—P. B. Hozaleda
Secretario—Dr. A. Estrada

Vice-Secretario—B. de Alcuaz

Profesores de Teologia—J. Vila, J. Eivilla,

J. M. Garcia

Profesor de Derecho Canonico—P. M. Narro

Profesor de Disiplina Eclesiastica—B. Noza-

leda

Profesores de Derecho Civil—Dr. J. San-

chez, J. A. Gomez, B. Hazanas, C. S.

Arellano, E. del Saz Orozco, F. Saez

Profesores de, Notonado—J. M. Lacalle, D.

C. Fabr. gas (auxiliar)

Profesores de Medicina—C. Halda, R. Gi-

nard, J. Franco, F- Capelo, J. de Antelo,

F. Bueno y Cliicoy, M. Cuadrado, C.

Lopez Brea, S. Naranjo, E. Solis, E.

Martin, P. Saura, A. Suarez (auxiliar)

Profesores de Farmacia—I. Madrigal, T.

Torres, V. Javega, U Rodriguez, E.

Bausili, M. Negro (auxiliar)

Ampliacion de 2a Ensenauza y preparacion

para Facultades—G. Buitrago, C. de

Elera, P. J A. Cienfuegos, P. M. Laynez

Profesores de Estudio de Aplicacion—E.

Arias, C. de Elera, E. Velazquez, G
Buitrago, M. Gomez, N. del Prado, J.

Andreu
Profesor de Dibujo—F. Eoxas

Profesores de 2a EnS'mauza—B. Garcia,

A. Hen andes, J. Andreu, P. Vidal, E.

Arias, 1. Noval

COLLBGIO DE SaN JuAN DE LeTRAM .

Presidents—P. M Narro

Vice- Rector—P. R. Velazquez

Profesores de 3a. Ensenanza—E. Velazquez,

P Vidal, J. Andreu, A. Hernanchez, B,

Garcia, A. Noval

Bospicio DE San Jose.

Junta Pirectiva.

Presidente—M. Sanz
Vice-Presidente—E. Netter

Vocales—J. M. Lago, M. Bertolluci, E.

Baibas, P. P. Eoxas, B. Girander, J. B.

Yrisarri

Apoderado General—A. de Gorostiza

Tesorero—F. Munoz
Secretario Contador—L. Pertierra

Empleaclos en el Establecimiento.

Director—J. M. Sineriz

Capellan—D. Adriano
Medico—J. de Antelo

Mestre de Escuela—T. Rivera
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Hermanas de la Caridad.

Superiora—Soi J. Rivas
Hermanas—SorM. Garin, Sor V. Tglcsias,

Sor J. Seminario, Sor C. Roca, Sor C.

Aymat, Sor V. Gonzalez, Sor Dol 'res

Albercli, Sor F. Jugo, Sor S. las

Heras, Sor A. Arila, Sor A. Paredes,
Sor T. Coret

Junta Inspectora del Hospital de
S. Juan de 1)ios de Manila.

Presidente—Regente de la. R’ al Audiencia,

D. Miguel S luz y TJrtazan

Vice-Presid' nte—Fernando Munoz, tc-

sorei'o e inspector de obras

Vocales—A. 0. de Zarate, inspectbr adnai-

nistrativo del Hospital v sn Hacienda;
M. de Asensi, M. Herman, M. Marzano,

J. G. Roclia, P. Ortuorte, E. Fajard
Secretario—F. de P. Paves, Sindico-Apo-

derado y Administrador general del Hos-
pital

Director de Obras—R. L. Hermosa
ler. Medido Director—C. N. Molina

2o. id. —P. N. Gilo

3o. id. —J. de Antelo (Me-

dico de Guardia)

4o. Medico Director—M. Cuadrado
Medico Suplente—F. J. Holle

Id. de Extrangeros—J. Donelan
Profesor FannaCi utico—I. Madrigal

Manila Jockey Club.
President—R. D. Tucker
Vice-President—0. von Sulira

Secretary and Treasurer—H. Lamond
Clerk ot the Course—C. KHnck
Stewards—C. J. Barnes, M. Herrmann, A.

pO. Zarate, J. West, J. Yrissary

Consulates.

Great Britain.
Acting Consul—Rii hards Wilkinson
Surgeon—John Burke, M.T). (absent)

Acting Surgeon-—J. Done Ian. M.D.

United States.

Commercial Agent—Julius G. Voigt

France.
Consul—Ernest Crampon
Chancelier—A. Brejard

Russia.
Vice-Consul—J. Heymann

Germany.
Consul—P. Keniperinann
Secretary—E. L upold

Austria-Hungary.
Consul—J. C. Labhart

Secretary—M. Buck

Italy.
Consul—E. M. Barretto

Netherlands.
Co7isul—J. Ph. Hens

Belgium.
Escolta, 37

Consul General—-F. J. Cartuyvels

Denmark.
Acting Consul—J. M. Wood

Portugal.
Consul—A- Hidalgo

Brazil.
Consul—M. Henry

SwiIEERLAND.
Consul—E. A. Keller

Vice-Consul—E. Spriingli

Mexico.
Consul—Evaristo Battle

Insurances.

SoCIEDAD DE SeGUROS MaRITIMOS
Mutuos de Manila.

Junta Directiva.

ler. Director— Z. I. de Aldecoa
2o. do. —J. M. de Lago
ler. Consiliario—E. de Elizalde

2o. do. —M. Bertoluci

3o. do. —R. Aenlle

ler.Suplente—Angel Ortiz

2o. do. —Jose Munoy (hijo)

3o. do. —V. Baibas

Secretario—F. Domingo Ortells

Aldecoa & Co., agents

—

Compania Seguras Maritimes Mutual

Baer Senior & Co., agents

—

Java Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

Globe Marine Insurance Co., Limited

La Confiance, Com]iagine d’Assur-

ances centre I’lncendie, Paris
Sweden and Norway.

Consul—R. A. Lane
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Baer & Suhm, agents

—

Norddeutsche Feuer Versichemngs
Gesellschaft, Hamburg

Bircha], Robinson & Co., agents

—

General Marine Insurance Company,
Limited, Dresden

Findlay, Richardson & Co., agents

—

The Hortbern Assurance Company
North British and Mercantile Ins. Co.

Forbes, Mvinn & Co., agents

—

Lancasbire Insurance Company
The Maritime Insurance Company,

Limited, Liverpool

London and Lancasbire Insurance

Company

Fressel & Co., agents

—

Fire Insurance Company of 1877,

Hamburg

Germann & Co.. A., agents

—

Federal Marine Insurance Company,
Zurich

La Baloise Transport Insurance Co.,

Basle

Deutsche Transport Versicbcrungs,

Berlin

Frankfurter Transport und Glas Ver-

scherungs Actien Gesellscbaft

Nouveau Lloyd Suisse Societe d’As-

surances de Transport, Wintertbur

Heinszen & Co., agents

—

Hanseatic Fire Insurance Company,

of Hamburg
Transatlantie Marine Insurance Co.,

Limited

Holliday, Wise & Co., agents

—

Liverpool and London and Globe Fire

Insurance Company
North China Insurance Company
Hongkong Fire Insurance Company,

Limited

Ker & Co., agents

—

Llovd’s

Italian Lloyd’s

Liverpool Underwriters’ Association

Merchant Shipping and Underwriters

Association of Melbourne
Sun Fire Ofi&ce

London and Provincial Fire Insurance
Company, Limited

British and Foreign Marine Insurance

Company, Limited
Union Marine Insurance Co., Ld.
Straits Insurance Company, Limited

Labbart & Co., agents

—

Germanic Lloyd’s

Transatlantic Fire Insurance Com-
pany of Hamburg, Limited

Hamburg Magdeburg Fire Insurance
Company of Hamburg’

Lutz & Co., C., agents

—

Rbeinisb Westphal Lloyd
Schweiz Transport Versicherungs Ge-

sellscbaft, Zurich
Ebenauia Transport Versicherungs

Gesellschaft, Coin
Helvetia General Insurance Co., St,

Gallen

Magdeburger Allgemeine Versicbe-

rungs Gesellscbaft, Magdeburg
Helvetia Swiss Fire Insurance Com-

pany, St. Gall

Aachen Leipziger Versicherungs Actien

Gesellschaft in Aachan
Vaterlandisclie Tnnsport Versiche-

rungs Actien Gesellschaft, Elber-

feld
“ Nenchateloise,” Societe Suisse d’As-

surance des risques de Transport,.

Neucbatel

The Fire Insurance Association Ltd.

London.

Macleod & Co., agents

Underwriting and Agency Associa-

tion (Lloyds’)

Peele, Hubbell & Co., agents

—

Queen Insurance Company (Fire) of

Liverpool and London
China Fire Insurance Co., Limited

City of London Fire Insurance
Tangtsze Insurance Association of

Shanghai
Marine Board of Underwriters of San

Francisco

New York Board of Underwriters

Boston Board of Underwriters

New York Life Insurance Company

Petel & Co., G. van Polanen, agents

—

Oosterling Sea and Fire Insurance ’

Smith, Bell & Co., agents

—

Netherlands India Sea and Fire In-
surance Company
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Commercial Union Assurance Com-
pany, (Fire and Marine)

Imperial Fire Office

Canton Insurance Office, Limited

Chinese Insurance Co., Limited
China Traders’ Insurance Company

Stevenson & Co., W. F., agents

—

Union Insurance Society of Canton, Ld.

Marine Insurance Company, Limited

Norwich Union Insurance Society

Tillson, Herrmann & Co., agents

—

Guardian Fire and Life Insurance Office

Koyal Insurance Co., Fire & Life

Phoenix Assurance Company
German Lloyd’s

Fortuna Insurance Co.

Union of Hamburg Underwriters
Bremen Marine Insurance Companies
Fonciere Insurance Company, in Buda-

pest

Tuason & Co., J. M., agents

—

Liibecker FeuerVersieherungs Gesell-

schaft of Liibeck

North British and Mercantile In-

surance Co.

Steam-ship Agencies.

“ Panay,” Spanish str., J. Keyes, agent
“ Mariveles,” Spanish str., J. Keyes, agent
“ Emuy,” Spanish str., Inchausti & Co.,

owners
“ Esmeralda,” British str., Peele, Hubbell
& Co., agents

Diamante,” British str., Peele, Hubbell
& Co., agents

“Amatista,” British str., Peele, Hubbell
& Co., agents

“Zafiro,” British str., Peele, Hubbell &
Co., agents

“ Ingeborg,” British Steamer, Birehal, Ko-
binsou & Co., agents

Paz,” Spanish str., Z. I. de Aldecoa,

agent

“Butuan,” Spanish str., Macleod & Co.,

agents

“Komulus,” Spanish str., Macleod & Co.,

agents

“.®olus,” Spanish steamer, Macleod & Co.,

agents
“ Mindanao,” Spanish str., Macleod & Co.,

agents
“Bemus,” Spanish str., Macleod & Co.,

agents

“ Pasig,” Spanish str., J. Keyes, agent

“ Salvadora,” Spanish str., J. Keyes, agent
“ Francisco Keyes,” Spanish str., J Keyes,

agent

“Espana,” Spanish str., J. Reyes, agent

“ Carrif'do,” Spanish str., J. Keyes, agent

“Mendez Nunez,” Spanish str., K. Pozas

agent
“ Oriana,” Spanish str., A. L. Barretto

Interior de Bahia.
“Julieta,” Spanish str., J. Pena & Co.,

agents

“Borneo,” Spanish str., J Pena & Co.,

agents
“ Serantes,” Spanish str., J. Pena & Co.

agents
“ Ordonez,” Spanish str., J. Pena & Co.,

agents
“ Visayas,” Spanish str., Birehal, Bobin-

son & Co., agents
“ Luzon,” Spanish str., Birehal, Bobin-

son & Co., agents
“ Estrella,” Spanish str., Birehal, Kobin-

son & Co., agents
“ Sorsogon,” Spanish str., Birehal, Robin-

son & Co., agents
“ Camiguin,” Spanish str., Birehal, Kobin-

son & Co., agents

“Bacolod,” Spanish str., Inchausti & Co.,

owners
“ Isabel la.,” Spanish str.,R. Pozas, agent

“ Isabel 2a.” Spanish str., R. Pozas, agent

“Filipino,” Spanish str., Inchausti & Co.,

agents

“Manila,” Spanish str., Inchausti & Co.,

agents
“ Mariposa,” Spanish steam tug, Inchausti

& Co., owners

“Felisa,” Spanish steam tug, Inchausti &
Co., owners

“ Mayon,” Spanish steamer, Inchausti &
Co., owners

Manila and Laguna.
“ Antipolo,” Spanish str., R. Pozas, agent

“ Bulacan,” Spanish str., R. Pozas, agent

CoMPANii^ Nayiera de Filipanas.

Birehal, Rohinson & Co., agents

Spanish s! cainer8 “ Visayas,” “ Luzon,”

“ Sorsogan,” “ Estrella,” “ Bolinao,

British steamer “Ingeborg”

Peninsular and Oriental Steam
Navigation Company.

W. F. Stevenson & Co., agents
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Spanish Eotal Mail and Coasting
Steamers (Marquis de Campo’s Line.)

A. Hidalgo, manager
N. Font, marine inspector

C. Fernandez
J. Braga
M. Peypoch
A. Olano
M. Molina
A. Acevedo

COMPAGNIE MeSSAGBRIBS MaRITIMES,
M. Henry, agent

Navigazione Gtbnerale Italiana
Florio & Rubattino’s Italian

Mail Steamers.
Baer Senior & Co., agents

Ocean Steam Ship Company.
Tillson, Herrmann & Co., agents

Austro-Hungarian Lloyd’s.
Baer Senior & Co., agents

German Steamship Company op Ham-
burg, King Sin Line.

Baer Senior & Co., agents

Indo-China Steam Navigation
Company.

Smitb, Bell & Co., agents

Glen Line op Steamers.
Smith, Bell & Co., agents

Eastern & Australian S.S. Co., Ld.
Smith, Beil & Co., agents

Pacipic Mail Steam Ship Company.
Peele, Hubbell & Co., agents

Occidental and Oriental Steam Ship
Company.

Peele, Hubbell & Co., agents

Netheri.ands India Steam Navigation
Company, Limited.

,
agents

SoCIEDAD MiNERA CaRBONIFERA.
Aldecoa & Co., agents

Luzon Sugar Refining Co., Ld.
Manila Agency.

Smith Bell & Co., agents
Malabon Refinery.

Geo. Waghorn, manager
G. Baenziger

W. McG. S. McKnight
G. Sinclair

Thos. Ponlter

Wm. Cadien
A. McMillan

Philippines General Tobacco Co,

(CoMPANiA General db Tabacos
DE Pilipinas).

Central Offices—Carballo, 2.

H.E. Lope Gisbert, special commissioner

of the Council and administrator

general

Claudio Iglesia, sub-administrator general,

and chief of the commercial department

Armand Villemer, C.E., chief of indug.

trial department
Luis Ruiz Moreno, secretary-general

Luis M. lUescas, inspector of works

RogelioA. delOlmo, inspector of landg^

Jaime Escobar, chief accountant

Jose M. Tornel, cashier

Wm. A. Gardiner
Jacinto de Gil, captain inspector

Isidoro Soto y Canas
Ramon Perez
Ramon B. Montero
Manuel Y. Velasco
Jose Gomez de Laserna
Jose Many y Comerma
Juan CueUar
Carlos Jemenez
Enrique Carrasco
Alberto Iglesia

Jose Rosales

“La Flor de la Isabela” General Oigai^

Factory.

Constantino Diaz, administrator

Juan C. de Yaca, comptroller

Central Warehouses.

Cayetano Zaraadieta, chief of warehouse^
staff

Provincial Agencies.

Albay—Ricardo Pardo, Guinoban
Batangas—Enrique Ponce, B.itangas

Cagayan—Ovidio Fernandez, Tuguegarao
Cebu—Smith, Bell & Co., Cebu
Tlocos Norte—Joaquin Vilches, Laoag
Ylocos Sur—Angel Moreno, Candon
Tlo lo—-Inchausti & Co., Yloilo

Ysabeh de Luzon—Enrique Almech, Ylaw
gan

Ysabela de Luzon—Dimas Guzman, Caba«i

gan
La Union—Joaquin de Suna, Sn. Fornandq^
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Ntieva Caceres—Vte. M. Garehitorena,

Nvo. Caceres

Kueva Ecija—Juan G. Novelles, Sn. Tsidro

I*ampanga—Baldomero Marzo, Sn. Fer-
nando

Samar—Federico G. Verea, Calbayog
Sorsogon—Marcaida y Granados, Sorsgon

Tarlac— Baldomero Marzo, Tai’lac

Zamboanga—Francisco Spalding, Zambo-
ango

"El Oeiente,” Fabrica de Tabacos,
SociETE Anonyme, Jolo, 33.

,C. Ingenobl, director (Antwerp)
0. Germann, mamager
M. Kanzler, sub-manager
J. Schulze, overseer

J. Eoeseler, assistant

•J. Pineda, 2nd overseer

Eabrica de Tabacos “La Insular,”
Calle de Echague, 45

J Sta. Marina, proprietor

E. Dominguez, director

M. de la Fu'mte
V. Hernandez

Banks.

Banco Espanol Filipino.

IDirectores—J. J. de Inchausti, J. G. Rocha
Sindico Oficial—E. del Siz-Oioz(;o

Sindico de Eleccion—J. Baibas y Ageo
Consiliarios—M. Perez, F. L. Rosas, I.

Laguna, E. Tuason, P. Jorge, J. Zai-a-

goza
Secretario—M. S. de Vizmanos y Lecaroz

llenedor de Libros—J. de Barrios

Cajero—R. Summers
Consultor y Official de la Secretaria—F. Saez

Official de la Contaduria—J. Varela

Official de la Caja—J. V. de Velasco

Chartered Bank of India, Australia,
AND China.

Plaza de San Gabriel.

P. W. Mein, agent
Jas. West, accountant and sub-agent
A. S. Harpi r, sub-accountant

J. B. Lee do.

R. T. Heras

R. E. Cordeiro
P. F. Reyes

Chartered Mercantile Bank of
India, London, and China.

Smith, Bell & Co., agents

Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Corp.
Plaza de San Gabriel, 7

C. T. Barnes, agent
G. H. Townsend, acting accountant
H. Lamond
D. Crescini

C. Natividad
M. Gavito

U. Silos

Merchants, Professions, and
Trades.

Agenda General de Comercio—Llanos,
Tapia & Co., Corredores, S. Jacinto, 45,

Rafael Gonzalez Llanos
Angel Tapia

J. J. de Marcaida
B. Espiri'a

F. Briones

F. Capuli

Aldecoa & Co., merchants, Barraca
Z. I. de Aldecoa

F. Gonzalez

Amigos del Pais, printing office

Ando F. Hidalgo, regent

Andrews & Co., H. J., merchants, An-
loague, 19

H. J. Andrews (absent)

C. A. Rotschke do.

J. M. Ede
H. T. Dean
C. H. Cundall

G. F. Armstrong
M. Sanchez Villanuevas

S. Basa
J. P. de Tagle

Armstrong, G., ship, bill and produce
broker

Jas. Sloan, do.

Ayala & Co., merchants
R. M. Abarca
J. de las Cagigas

Baer Senior & Co., merchants, Escolta, 20
Saly Baer (absent)

J. Heymann
A. Fabian, signs per pro.

G. Roesing
A, Lueders
G. Pfiitzn r

A. von der Volk
G. E. Weler
L. Prieto
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O. Fischer (Isabela)
R. Lopez do.

P. Garcia do.

Raer & Suhm, merchants, CalleDayid, 12
G. A. Baer (Paris)
O. voii Willemoes Suhm

Ed. Zietz, signs per pro.
P. M. Gacdertz
W. Zietz

Baibas y Co., Hijos de, merchants,Legaspi, 7
J. Baibas y Ageo

Balut Rope Factory
Inchausti & Co., owners

Barlow & Wilson, consulting engineers and
engiTieering agents

J. Simeon Barlow, M.S.E.
Frederic Wilson

J. C. Grant Wilson
Jules Lachenal (London)
Eusebio Estanislao
P. San Miguel
A. J. A. Zafra
N. Raltazar

London Office, 27, Clement’s Lane

Barretto, A. V., merchant, Sampaloc
Street, 50

A. V. Barretto
A. M. Barretto

Barretto & Co., E. M., merchants, Barraca
E. M. Barretto
M. de las Reyes
M. Heras
R. Alburu

Battle Herraanos & Co., merchants and
bankers, (’alle Real, 37
Joaquim Battle

Evaristo Battle

C. Manotoc, accountant
A. C. Reyes
D. Gutieri’ez

C. Cruz
A. Bunda
L. Jernando
P. C. Ventura
V. Olano

Bazar Filipino,” Eseolta, 37

L. Warlomont (>’aris)

P. Warlomont
H. Warlomont
E. Warlomont

“ El Bazar Espanol,” Eseolta, 14
Aenlle Reyes & Co.

Birchal, Robinson <fe Co., merchants, MueUe
del Rey
Edward F. Birchal

N. J. Robinson
John Ogden

J. L. Williamese, signs per pro.

J. A. Baretto
J. E. Muller
D. A. O’ Gorman
Jose Reyes
J. F. Flores

E. Gonzalez
Manuel Aragon
B. Aboitez

W. D. V7entworth, Cebu
Berneba Reyes do.

F. Aboitez do.

Jose R. de Trujillo, Apazzi
Arch . Shaw do.

Bren, librarian and stationer 10,Magallane3

Brown, Henry G., timber merchant,
Laguimanoc, Tayabas “i;,

H. G. Brown, Lagimanoc
Alexr. Anderson, do.

A. Olsen, do.

F. Lozano, Guinayangan
B. Bilbatua, Pitogo
J. Perello, Binajian

Vessels— Walls Castle, bq., Chandernagor
bq., Lennox Castle, bq., Tartar, brig,

Enrique, brig, Alfredo bgtne. Colon,

bgtne.

Calero, Federico E., commission agent, auc-

tioneer, and storekeeper, Eseolta, 17

“ La Casa de Berlin,” Calle Hueva
R. Boll

W. Caswell (Iloilo)

A. Kruger

“ Los Catalanes,” Eseolta, 9
M. Millat

B. Marti

E. T. Echevarria

“ La Ciudad de Peking,” Tiaoqui & Co._

Eseolta

J. S. Tiaoqui

J. R. T. Joce

A. T. Quinco
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©avagfiani, E., manufacturer of fireworks,

Tondo; address, “Puerta del Sol,” 11,

Escolta

Coates, Oswald, broker, Muelle del Eey

Diaz Puertas & Co., printers; proprietors

of “Mercantile Eeview,” “El Comercio,”

afternoon paper, Vivac, 3
Herederos de Loyzaga
Praneisco Diaz y Puertas

P. B. Ibanez

P. B. Ibafiez

M. Calvo

E. Sanebez
E. Zaragoza

l*iirr & Co., merchants, Escolta
Oscar I) un-

Edward Diirr

— Stohr

Giuebel
B. del Eosario

Earnshaw & Co., engineers, machinists,

founders, &c., Jaboneros, 3, Binondo
Daniel Earnshaw, A.I.C.E.

Juan Felizardo, elerk

H. A.lmario do.

E. Magno, moulder
Achilla, boilermaker

N. Castro, engineer

ffiziiiger Brothers, watchmakers, Escolta, 8

“ Estableclmiento de Bordados y Tejidos,”

de verdadera piiia Crespo, 4, Sta. Cruz
Felipa Herrera
Trinidad Herrera
Engracia Herrera
Luisa de Dios

La Estrella del Norte,” Escolta

A. C. Leny

3'ernandez, F. G., physician and surgeon,

San Sebastian, 29

Findlay, Eichardson, Son’& ('o., merchants,

Isla del Eomero, 8

C. G. Dunlop
W. F. TJrquhart

Geo. E. Williamson
H. E. Bai-well

L. A. Barretto

Fleming, J. M., merchant, coinmissionagent,
and cigar manufacturer, Barraca, 19

;

Cigar factory, San Fernando de Dilao

J. M, Fleming
I. M. Basterrechea
A. Vasquez
M. Flores

Flores, S. S., weaving manufacturer of
Jute and Silk, San &bastian, 69

S. S. Flores

V. Flores

D. Flores

V. L. Flores

S. Flores

C. Flores

P. Flores

Fochs & Co., commission agents, San Ga-
briel, 3

Forbes, Munn & Co., merchants

D. M. Forbes
D. Munn

J. D. McGavin
L. E. Ellis

Jas. Mitchell

J. M. Gaskell

Franco& Co., A., merchants, in liquidation,

S. Gabriel, 6

A. Ortiz

C. Franco

Fressel & Co., C., merchants, CaUe Nueva, 36
Carl Fressel

H. Bollhorst, signs per pro.

G. Wieneke
Ed. Schoo p

Garchitorena y Hiio, E., carriage maker8»

Escolta, 30
Angel M. Garchitorena

J. C. de Garchitorena

D. Ballao
J. Buenaventura

Genato & Co., auctioneers and commission

agents, Escolta, 30
M. Genato
Vte. A. Genato
T. Tuason
Juan Reyes

E. M. Nubia, abogado consultor

B. Eloriaga

E. Pabalan
L. Cuejilo

Jos^ Cardenas
Manuel Eeyes
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Genu, Louis, merchant and commission
agent, Calle de Jolo, 25

L. Genu
M. Jacinto, signs per pro.

M. Guitard

F. Suarez

N. Reyes
B. Flores

Germann & Co., late Sulzer & Co., mer-

chants, Calle Psueva, 61
Arnold Germann (St. Gall)

Chas. Germann
Wm. Hanggi, signs per pro.

W. Lichtensteiger do.

D. Haider
V. Looser

J. Epper
H, Hieras

E. Mendez

Gonzalez, R. C., pawnhroking agency, Jolo

No. 17
R. C. Gonzalez

L. Infante

L. de Leon

“ La Gran Bretane,” bazaar for English
goods, Calle Real, 24

J. A. Ramos, proprietor

Gsell & Co., merchants, Anloague, 17
H. Alfred Gsell

Jacob Eugster
Philipp Eugster

Chs. Gsell

C. Aruedo
A. Generoso

Heinszen & Co., C., merchants, Anloague, 4
Conrad Heinszen (Hamburg)
Nicolaus Heinszen do.

C. Westendorf do.

W. Waege, signs per pro.

E. Stulz

G. Brockmann

Henrjf, M., cigar manufacturer

La Hensiana Cigar Company, Limited;
office, David, 1

J. Ph. Hens, manager

HoUiday, "Wise & Co., merchants
A. Grundy
H. Ashton
A. R. Thistlethwaite

J. A. Mackay
T. J. R. Reynolds
J. M. Tsasi

Hollmaun & Co., mfrchants. Plaza S. Ga-

G. Hollmann (St. Gall)

E. Stoll, signs per pro.

J. Nello

Hiilsz & Co., merchants
J. H. N. Hulsz
Emil Hiilsz

Inchausti & Co., merchants, S. Fernand®
J. J. de Inchausti

J. M. Elizalde

V. T^us
J. M. Trisarry

M. J. Yrisarry

R. C. Inchausti

J. J. Inchausti

J. B. Arquia
F. Guevara
L. de Jesus

Johnston, Arthur W., architect, l4,Escolta

Ker & Co., merchants, CaUejon de S. Ga-
briel, 11

F. Bolton
R. J. Paterson

C. M. Chiene

J. H. Grindrod

J. W. Murray
D. G. Irvine

T. G. Findlay

J. L. Lloyd
C. Creus

John Brown (Iloilo)

C. S. T. Martin do.

J. Gray do.

F. Escribano do.

Klopfer & Co., E., merchants, 8, Calle Am-
loage

E. Klopfer

A. Groth
J. Kock

0.

Scheerer

W. Grage

Labhart & Co., merchants, Escolta, 6
J. C. Labhart

J. Ruppaner
T. Ott

M. Buck
E. Gruebel

Laine, Silva, watchmaker, Escolta, 9
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Larrinaga & Echeita, merchants, and sta-

- mer owners, S. Gabriel, 2

Pedro Larrinaga

J. M. Echeita

E. P. Brioso

B. Ruiz

Liberia Espahola, Calle Real, 37
Eduardo Pineda

Lutz & Co., C., merchants

G. Lutz (Zurich)

Eduard A. Keller (Ziiiich)

Emil Spriingli

Werner Wegelin
J. G. Brunner
W. Meyer
H. Walder
Alois Kamer

Macfarlane, Walter, marine surveyor and
surveyor for Bureau Veritas and China
Insurance Offices

Mackenzie &: Co., Gio., merchants

Macleod & Co., merchants, Carenero and
Muelle del Rey

N. Macleod
Alex. S. Macleod
Wm. Colquhoun (absent)

J. F. Macleod
M. Reynolds

S. A. dos Remedies
H. A. Macleod (Cebu)

J. T. B. Macleod do.

H. Ewart do.

Marcaida, Catalina B., Yiuda de, pawn-
broking agency, S. Jacinto, 32

Marcaida y Granados, merchants, Jolo, 42
Angel Marcaida
Camilo Granados (Sorsogon)

Edwardo Ros
Santiago Calixto

Gin^s Busquet
Edilberto Calixto

Jos^ Bertran (Sorsogon)

Emeterio Serrano do.

** Maria Cristina” Cigar manufactory
R. Aenlle, manager
A. Gonzalez y GordoncUlo, director

facultativo

F, G. de Alcalde, inspector

Marqueti, Manuel Perez, merchant, An-
loague, 6

Manuel Perez Marqueti
Manuel Perez, hijo

J. Velasco

D. Serrano

Matti, I. M., watchmaker, Escolta, 16
A. i'Teyra

M. Belgrade

Mayer, Radolpho, photographer, Escolta, 9

Meyer, E., tailor, Escolta, 21

E. Meyer

Morris and Wright, ship andgeneral brokers

S. J. Morris
Robert Wright

Munoz, Juan, proprietor “ Bazar Ori e ntal,’

S. Juan de Letran, 3

Paombong Distillery

Inchausti & Co., proprietors

Paterno de Calleja, Jolo, 21

Paterno de Mora, Establecimiento de Bor-
dados

Peele, Hubbell & Co., merchants, Carenero, 1

Ogden E. Edwards
R. D. Tucker
R. A. Lane

H. N. Palmer
R. Calder Smith
E. H. Warner
W. A. Daland
E. W. Blodgett
W. Cummings
P. Jorge

R. E. Barrette

M. O.-sorio

V. Yersoza
M. Zubeldia (Legaspi)

F. O. Reyes

C. Rosa
H. J. Workman (Calbayog)

Pena & Co., merchants
Jose de la Pena

Antonio de la Pena
Jos^ Villeta
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^’erez, Manuel, lithographer, S. Jacinto, 42

J. Oppel
Chr. Seitz

Gustavo Bergmann
G. Boerner

Petel & Co., G. Van Polanen, merchants
and commission agents, David, 1

John Ph. Hens
G. Roensch

J. Carballo

B. Domingo
D. Enriquez

Plitt, Carlos, importer of drugs, per-

fumery, groceries and shipchandlery

;

apothecary, and contract' r to Spanish
Navy, Escolta, 31

Cai los Plilt

N. Gomez
A. Miiller

P. Cai’vajal

Branches :
—“Botica Europea,” Dispen-

sary and shipchandlery, Cavite

J. C. de Yaca
T. Enos

“ Botica de Cagayan ” Tugnegarao
O. Fernandez

“ La Primavera,” Cigar factory, Anloague
15 and 17

Gsell & Co., proprietors

“ El Progreso,” Real, 16

J. Varela

“ La Puerta del Sol,” Escolta, 11

J. F. Ramirez
C. S. de Alcuaz
V. Reyes

J. P. Carballo
E. Somoza
A. Calvo
L. Fernandez
J. Claro

J. Rodrigues

Ramirez de Arellano, E., solicitor. Sole-

dad, 16

Ramirez & Giraudier, printers, newsagents,
and proprietors “El Diario de Manila,”
Magallanes, 3

B. Giraudier

A. Galiano

L. Giraudier

Reyes, Jos4 shipchandler, Callejon de S,

Gabriel, 8
Jose M. Reyes (absent)

Jose Reyes

Ramos, J. A., engraver, die-sinker, relief

stamper, lithographer and printer. Calls

Real, 24

Reyes, C., naval effects,manufacturer, Vivac, 4
Crisanto Reyes

M. Reyes

Reyes, Jose, steamer agent
Jose Reyes (absent)

R. Reyts signs per pro.

J. Preysler (absent)

G. Preysler

M. Romero
J. Llopis

A. Gutierrez (Calbalogan)

A. Keyes do.

M. Lamberte (Facloban)

Reyes, J. N. C., carriage builder, 7
Teatro, Viejo Street

Reynolds, T. J., bill, ship and general broker

Richter, Adolfo, hat manufacturer, Escolta^ IB
Adolfo Richter (memecher)

Bruno Richter

Rein hold Richter

Rocha, Antonio, L., professor of mathe-
matics and navigation, marine surveyoFj

average stater, marine inspector for Mar?
quis de Campo’s mail steamers, &c,-
Solano, 11

*

Roensch, A., hat and military effects manm?
facturer, Escolta, 21, and Iloilo

A. Roensch (absent)

O. Roensch
E. Roensch

E. Quade
C. Laackmann
R. Crescini

J. Hagemann (Iloilo)

O. Sievers do.

Roxas, F. L., mei-chant and ship agent
F. L. Roxas

R. S. Javier Martinez

P. Javier y Rodriguez

C. Gloria

F. Herrera
Rufino Santillan
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Roxas, J. B., merchant, Solano, 40, S. Mi-
guel

Jose B. Eoxas
Pedro P. Eoxas

Joaquin V. Fernandez
Gregorio Granados

Pedro Francisco

Vicente Fernandez
Juan Granados
S. Eodil

Roxas, Reyes & Co., merchants, in liquida-

tion

Sainz, Vicente, pawnbroking agency
jolo, n

Vicente Sainz

Benito Sainz

P. Salamanca

Santa Mesa Rope Factory

Peele, Hubbell & Co,, agents

C. Klinck, engineer

Sartorius, Pablo, chemist and druggist,

Escolta, 25

R. Boie

0. Siegert

V. Hedenus
S. Siegert

V. Fernandez

E. Reubert

E. Janssen

Sawyer, Frederic H., consulting engineer,

ship and engineer surveyor to Lloyd’s

Register
; office, Muelle del Rey ; Lon-

don Office, 4 Cullum St., E.C., W, J.

Rusby, agent

Bchneer y hermano, Simon, dealers in

diamonds, jewellery and watches. Plaza
Goiti, 12
Simon Schneer
Mayer Scbneer

Schwob, Benjamin, merchant, Escolta, 15

B Schwob
E. Kragenbrink
A. Ulmann

Seeker & Co., hat manufacturers, Escolta, 35

Carl Moritz

J. Seeker

F. Gornez

Sequera, M., camisero, Carriedo (Sta. Cruz)

Singer Manufacturing Co., Escolta, 9
Juan M. Abud, agent

T. Cada
F. Sanchez
M. Bosja
J. M. Dominguez
V. Formentos

Smith, Bell & Co., merchants

R. P. Wood (Liverpool)

G. B. Cadell do.

G. R. Young (London)
D. A. Smith do.

G. A. K. Honey
J. M. Wood

G. E. A. Cadell

A. B. Whyte
H. A. McPherson
C. E. Walker
A. J. R. CadeU
H. H. Todd
E. H. Wood
R. P. Duncan
H. W. Bray
A. H. Butterworth
Geo. Collingwood (Gubat)
C. E. B Pickford (Cebu)
W. W. Thomson do.

J. N. Sidebottom do.

G. Shelmerdine (Iloilo)

W. S. Fyfe do.

F. S. Jones do.

Sociedad de Escultores, Santa Cruz
E. T. de Jesus, manager

Spring & Co., drapers, mercers, and gene-
ral outfitters, 23, Escolta

C. A. Spring
Miss Spring

Stevenson & Co., W. F., merchants, 52^
Isla del Romero
W. F. Stevenson (absent)

F. Maitland- Heriot
Edwin Sutcliffe (Iloilo)

F. E. Coney
D. M. Fleming
E. M. Zeller (Iloilo)

Juan B. Tuason
C. Tuason
Isidoro Francisco

Tanduay Distillery

Inchausti & Co., proprietors
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Tillson, Herrmann & Co., merchants, Aulo-
ague, 21

Moritz A. Herrmann
E. Sackermann (Hamburg)
C. J. L. Nicholson (London)

Edwd. Herrmann, signs per pro.
Wm. Harrison
H. Eampendahl
Thos. P. Jolly

J. Javier

A. Bustamante

Tuason & Co., J. M., merchants and
bankers, Plaza S. Grabriel, 2

G. Tuason
J. P. Tuason
T. P. Legarda

E. Tuason
J. Tuason
A. Morelos
N. Morelos
M. S. Villena
J. Leon
A. Burke
L. Aguirre
C. Morelos
J. P. Santos
J. Morelos
H. Trinidad
H. Ocampo
M. Perez

Tutuban Eope Factory
Matias Feliciano, agent and manager

Juan Feliciano

XJllmann, Felix, importador de alhaias,
Anloague, 7

F. XJllmann (Paris)
Emanuel XJllmann

B. XJllmann

S. Glotz

Mayer G. Levy
N. Woog

Valdezco, Catalino, watchmaker and prin-

ter, Eeal, 23
C. Valdezco

J. Valdezco

Vara & Co., Eafael de la, merchants

E. de la Vara (absent)

M. L. de Arenosa, signs per pro.

V. Baibas do.

“ La Villa de Paris,” Eeal, 37
Castillo Brothers

Watson & Co., A. S., chemists and druggists,

perfumers and aerated waters manufac-
turers, Escolta, 14

J. 1). Humphreys (absent)

A. M. Sutherland, manager, signs
per pro.

J. Dampney, signs per pro.

Eamon Tomas
P, San Juan
A. Eeyes
J. Braga

Wilks & Boyle, engineers, boiler makers,
founders and coppersmiths, Calle Barce-

lona, 4
Henry Wilks
Allan Boyle

A. Lacbenal, foreman of shop
J. Felisardo, clerk

Witte & Co., J., ice manufacturers, and
distillers of essential oils, engineers, and
machinists, Barraca, 21

Julio Witte
Albert Schwenger
John Wilson, engineer

W. H. Eichards, do.

H. Schwenger, clerk

F. Linnaco, machinist

Zobel, J., chemist and druggist, Calle

Eeal, 13

J. Zobel

Th. Meyer
A. Krapfenbauer

J. Grimm
J. Weissenfeldt

L. Vega
H. Grupe, perfumery department
E. Grupe, do.

H. Wieclunann (Iloilo)

M. Aznar do.

C. Boix (Capiz)

V. Marti (Guagua)
A. Salamanca (Cavite)

G. Salamanca (Laguna)

E. Malantic (Batangas)

CoMERCIANTES ChINOS.
Ildefonso Son Tua, Escolta

Jose S. Tiao Qui, id.

Francisco Cembrano Conkay, S. Fernando
Manuel Conling, Barraca

Tgnacio Buncan, Teatro Viejo

Sy Taico, Sto. Cristo
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Vicente Sy Quia, id.

Joaquin Tan Janco,id.

Joaquin Barrera Lim Jap, Anloague
Carlos Palanca, Rosario
Cirilo Cue Guepeng, id.

Juan Guidote, Escolta
M. Velasco, Calle Nueva
Wong Tonkin, Anloague
Tan Joco, Jolo
Chan Bioco, Calle del teatio vigo

Agentes.
“ Agenda Maritima,” de Gutierrez, Gax &
& Co., Numancia, 4

“Agenda Maritima y de Aduanas ” de A.
Olona & Co., Murallon

A. Olona

J. Paladni
H. de Castro

“ Agenda Maritima,” Murallon
Villarruel & Co.

Marmolistas.
Eizmendij^S., Calle de Crespo, 12 (Quiapo )

Fabian, N. C., Calle de S. Mareelino (Paco

Rodoreda & Co., Plaza de Santa Cruz 6,

PlNTOB EsCENOGBAFO.
Alberoni, C., Quiapo

Impbentas Tipogbapicas.
Baibas, E., printer, proprietor of “ Nueva

Imprenta,” Calle de Cabildo

Chofre &Co., printers, proprietors of “La
Ciudad Condal,” San Gabriel

Chofr^ & Co., printers, proprietors of “ La
Coinercial,” Calle Real de Intramuroa

Hidalgo, Federico, printer, proprietor of
“ Los Amigos del Pais,” Calle de Anda

Diaz Puertas & Co., printers, proprietors

of “ La Revista Mercantil,” Vivac, 3

La Nueva Imprenta, Calle Real, 24

J. A. Ramos, proprietor

“ La Oceania Espanola,” Calle Real, 39

J. F. del Pan, director

J. Lafont, administrator

Perez, Junr., M., lithographer, S. Jacinto*
42
M. Perez, Junr.

Ramirez y Gi randier, printers, proprietors
of “ El Diario de Manila,” Calle de Ma-
gallanes, 3

Relogeria de Catalino Valdezco, Real, 23

Valderco Guevau & Co., printers, proprie-
tors of “La Industria,” Escolta, 18

Boticas t Fabbicas de Aguas Gaseosas*
Jacobo Zobel, Real, 13

Mariano Kuhnell, Cabildo, 14
R. Garcia, Plaza de Calderon de la Barca
Aniceto Merenguel, Tondo
Pablo Sartorius, Escolta, 25
Carlos Plitt, Escolta, 9

Rafael Fernandez, Binondo
Pablo Schuster, Plaza de Sta. Cruz
Ocampo y Arevalo, Plaza de Quiapo
Tomas Torres, Plaza de San Gabriel
A. S. Watson & Co., Escolta, 14

Ulpiano Rodriguez, Carriedo, 27
M. G. Mendieta, S. Fernando, 63
E. Puigdollers, S. Sebastian

Javega y Andujar, Escolta, 9
G. Garcia, Toudo
Rosario y Perez, Alcala, 27
W. Eidner, Sto. Cristo

CiBUJANOs Dentistas.
Jos^ Arevalo, Plaza de Quiapo, 6
Andres Cereso, Calle de Legaspi
Bonifacio Arevalo, Dulumbayan, 6

Restaubant.
El Fenix Filipino, Restaurant Espejos,

Calle de S. Roque (Sta. Cruz)

N. A. M. Pateino

Almacenes de bfbidas y comestibles
DE EdROPA.

El Lucero, Plaza de Sta. Cruz, 5

M. Fernandez

El Luzon, Plaza de Cervantes, 6

A. Ortiz (ausente)

C. Franco

El Vivac, Plaza de Cervantes, 7

V. Milla

La Bilbaina, Escolta, 39, 40
Fernandez & Co.
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La Castellana, Escolta, 35
A, Angulo

La Malaguena, S. Jacinto, 1

J. B. Gomez

La Sevillana, Puente de Binondo, 3

T. Santiago

La Vascongada, Plaza de Cervantes, 5
Labedan hijo

H. Boiigiei'

La Villa de Burdeos, Beal, 17
C. Alonzo

Los dos Hermanos, Beaterio, 14
P. Gutierrez

Eestauranty Dulceriade Paris, Escolta, 26
J. B. Labedan
C. Capagovry
Armand Challet

Sucursales de La Amistad, Escolta y Plaza
de Quiapo
A. de la Puente

De San Vicente, S. Vicente, 3
F. Jornales & Co.

El Zaragozano, Escolta, 17
B. Pastor

La Francesa, Barraca, 37
Lala Ari

La Esperanza, Eeal

N. Castella

Hotel de Madrid, Magullenes, 36
Juan Trapaga

La Perla del Oceano, Calle de Carriedo
(Quiapo)

M. de Ocampo

Fondas u Hoteles.
Fonda “La Catalana,” Calle del Beaterio

Fonda “El Universo,” Calle de Palacio, 13

Fonda “Francesa de Lala Ari,” Barraca

Fonda “El Zaragozano,” Parage de la Paz

Fonda “Hotel de Madrid,” Manila, Magal-
lanes, 36

Capes.
Cafe “El Suizo,” Plaza de Sta. Cruz

Cafe “La Esperanza,” Real, 21

ILOILO.

Tbis port, which is the chief town of the populous province of the same name in

the island of Panay, is situated in lat. 10 deg. 48 min. W., near the south-eastern

extremity of the island, close to the sea, on the border of the narrow channel formed
by the opposite island of Guimaras. The town is built principally on low marshy
ground, partly fronting the sea, and partly along the left bank of a creek, or inlet,

which runs towards Jaro, and after describing a semicircle again meets the sea near

Iloilo. AJthough the principal seaport and seat of the government of the province,

Iloilo is much smaller than many towns in its vicinity. The harbour is well protect-

ed and the anchorage good, the island of Guimaras forming a sheltered passage. The
depth of water on the bar at the entrance to the creek or river Iloilo is about five

fathoms at low water, but at a short distance within it decreases to fifteen feet and
and then deepens again. At spring tides the whole town is covered with water, but
notwithstanding this it is a very healthy place. The high ground of Guimaras
forms a kind of funuel with the Panay shore, and the result is that a calm is

of rare occurrence, there being almost always a breeze of some kind. The N. E.

breeze blows very strongly. It is much cooler in Iloilo than in Manila. The
port is as yet neither properly buoyed nor lighted, but measures are being taken to

this end, and in September, 1884, a light was established on the Siete Pecados.
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The better class of houses in Iloilo are built on strong wooden posts, two or three

feet in diameter, that reach to the roof, stone walls to the first floor, with wooden
windows above and an iron roof. The poorer class of dwellings are flimsy structures

of nipa, built on four stout posts. The roads and bridges are in a deploi'able condition,

and quite impassable in the rainy season.

The principal manufacture in Iloilo for local consumption and export to Manila
is that of pina, a cloth very finely made from the fibre of the pineapple leaf. Another
cloth called jusi is woven from silk, and is made in white and colours. The Grovern-

ment have recently very heavily taxed all kinds of industry, which tax is severely felt,

as hitherto there had been comparative freedom from such imposts. Bach native

above the age of 14 pays tribute—the men $4.03 and the women $1.03 per annum.
The country round Iloilo is very fertile and is extensively cultivated. The annual

crop of sugar is estimated at about a million piculs. Tobacco is also largely culti-

vated, but having until 1882 been a Government monopoly which had to be sold at a
fixed price, it has been greatly neglected and is of poor quality. Improvement in the

cultivation may now be expected. Rice is grown on a considerable scale, but locusts

are very plentiful in the island and often do great damage to the cane and paddy.
Typhoons visit the port about once a year and frequently work great havoc.

Earthquakes, however, seldom occur. Iloilo is about 250 miles distant from Manila.

Iloilo has greatly increased in importance of late years. The chief article of

export is sugar, of which 93,750 tons were shipped in 1883, chiefly to the United
States. The export has doubled itself during the last years. The principal traders

are Chinese mestizos, who ai’e very numerous in the port. There is a tradition that

the town of Iloilo was once peopled by Chinese, and many of the inhabitants bear

Chinese names.
The island of Negros is extremely fertile and contributes three-fourths of the

sugar shipped from Iloilo, the quality of which is improving very much every year.

The imports in 1882 reached a value of $1,198,594, and the exports $3,416,769.

DIRECTORY.

Colonial Government.

Gobiebno Politico y Militab.
Gobernador—Miguel Rodiiguez Aguilar
Auxiliares de Pomento—V. Gay, F. Gomez,

E. Morinigo

Alcaldias Matobes.
Juez—J. M. Llaser

Promoter Fiscal—M. Torres > Eoilo

Notario—M. G. Medina )
Juez—Y. Para S

Promoter Fiscal—F. Lamas > Pototan
Escribano—M. F. Mata )

Aduana t Administbacion de
Hacienda Publica.

Administrador—Jose Pastors

Interventor—J. R. de Romero
Oficial 5o—R. Telles

Almacenero—A. Saliro

Vista de la Aduana—J. M. Jalon
Auxiliar do Yista—P. E. Lopez

Gefatuba de Obbas Publicas.
Ingeniero Jefe—E. Trompeta
Ayudantes—M. de Camara, Y. Rodrigo

Junta de Sanidad.
El Gobernador del Distrito

El Capitan del Puerto
El Administrador de la Aduana
El Medico Titular

Capitania del Puebto.
Capitan del Puerto—A. M. de Ory
Ayudante

—

Seminaeio Conciliab de Jaeo.

Rector—S. Servallonga

Vice Rector—J. Miralda
Procurador—J. Jaime
Catedraticos—F. Saez, J. San Andreu

Abogados.
C. Pineda, V. Massa, E. Valenciano, D.
Romero
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Junta de InstbUccion Publica.
El Gobernador de la Provincia
El Juez de la. Instancia
El E. Cura Parroco
El Administrador de Hacienda

Junta de Almonedas.
El Gobernador de la Provincia
El Juez de la. Instancia
El Administrador de Hacienda Publica
Secretario—El Interventor de Hacienda

Paeeoquia de Iloilo.
Cura Parroco—Pr. M. Blanco
Coadjutor—: C. Ledesma

Medicos.
Titular y Subdelegado de Medicina—J.

Gomez
Particulares—S. Ordaz, J. Honelan, M La-

berdure, E. Brias

Infeemeeia Militae.
Medico Mayor Gradua—C. L. Brea

SUBDELEOACION DE FaEMACIA DE LAS
ISLAS DE PanAT T NeGEOS.

Subdelegado—F. Cacbo

Oticinas de Faemacia.
Iloilo—F. Cacho, F. Benavent
Jaro—E. Fabrice

SuBDELEGACION DE VeTEEINAEIA.
Subdelegado—Z. Eobles

Administeacion de Coeeeos.
Administrador—S. Sierra

Interventor—G. Arevalo

Gobieeno Eclesiastico de Sta. Tsabel
DE Jaeo.

Obispo—M. Cuartero
Provisor—S. Magdalena
Secretario—J. M. Climent
Notario—N. Molina

COMANDANCIA DE CaeABINEEOS DEL
Bisteito de Visatas.

Capitan—P. Garcia Gutierrez
Tenientes—L. Garcia Iberico, E. Chabran

Lopez
Alfereces—A. Camino, E. Morales

Guaedia Civil.

Comandante—M. Castellon

Capitan—M. Garcia

Vapoees.
“ Cabanbanan,” Capitan E. Inchausticta
“ Lola,” Capitan A. Sesma
“ Aquila,” Capitan F. Echavarria

Consulates.

Geeat Beitain.
Vice-Consul—

Geemant.
Vice-Consul—F. Lucbsinger (absent)

Acting Vice-Consul—J. K. Steger

United States.

Acting Vice-Consul—J. C. Tyler, Jr.

Italy.
Consular Agent—

POETUGAL.
Consul—Claudio Lopez

Insurances.
Austen & Co., agents

—

London Assurance Corporation

Ker & Co., agents

—

Union Marine Insurance Co., Limited

Loney, Eobert, agent

—

Lloyd’s

Lucbsinger & Co., agents

—

Java Sea & Fire Insurance Company
Queen Insurance Company
Hamburg Magdeburg Fire Insce. Co.

Macgibbon, Thos., agent

—

Berlin-Cologne Fire Insurance Co.

Royal Fire and Life Insurance Co.

Guardian Fire & Life Assurance Co.

Phoenix Assurance Co.

German Lloyd

Fortuna Marine Insurance Co.

Smith, Bell & Co., agents

—

Netherlands India Sea & Fire Insce. Co.

Chinese Insurance Co., Limited

Imperial Fire OfSce

Commercial Union Assurance Co.
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Banks.

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Cor-
poration

John McHab, agent
T. Jacinto

Chartered Bank of India, Australia, and
China
W. H. Young, agent
F. Zarandin, clerk

Merchants, &e.

Aldagaser, M., carriage keeper

Aldegner & Sons, merchants
M. Aldegner

Aldon, A., billiard room proprietor

Anderson, T., engineer

Araneta, H., trader

Araneta, A., trader

Arroja, T., trader

Astorga, L., trader

Badal, J., trader

Balea, J., chemist and druggist

Barlow & "Wilson, consulting engineers

and engineering agents

J. C. G. Wilson, signs per pro.

Bautista, A. J., carriage keeper

Benedicto, J., trader

Benedicto, E., trader

Bermejo, V. M., timber merchant

BischofF & Co., J. J., merchants, watch-

makers, &e.

J. J. BischofF

J. S. BischofF

Boll, E., hosier and outfitter

Bono, J. F., trader

Britanico, L., rice merchant

Cacho, F., chemist and druggist

Capdevila, M. A., hotel keeper

Cortega, C., trader

Cousing, Y., trader

Devesa, M., trader

Diaz Fernandez, C., solicitor

Donelan, Joseph, medical practitioner

Escassi, E. G., Viuda de, imprenta

Fabrice, E., chemist and druggist

Gerona, B., trader

Gomez, Jos4 physician

Gonsalez, L., photographer

Gonsalez, A., trader

Habana, M., trader

Heruaez, J
,
trader

Higgin, Jos. L. B., timber merchant

HUado, C., trader

Hoskyn & Co., merchants

R. F. Hoskyn
G. Medhurst Saul

H. Dalton-Hawkins

Innes & Keyser, merchants

T. Innes

A. Keyser
A. Downie
J. Cadenas

Jalandoni, M., trader

Jesena, D., trader

Ker & Co., merchants
John Brown
C. S. T. Martin

J. Gray
F. Escribano

La Iloz, H., merchant

Ledesena, P., merchant

Ledesma, F., trader

Lizarraga, T., merchant
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Luchsinger & Co., mercliants

Federico Luchsinger (absent)

J. E. Steger

Henry Streiff

E. Luchsinger
C. Hoesli

Macgibbon, Thomas, merchant

Mahometano, I)., timber merchant

Mafiano, Euperto, medical practitioner

Mapa, V., solicitor

Marin, P., sugar manufacturer

Matti, F. Gr., watchmaker, Calle Eeal

Melliza, C., auctioneer

Navegaute, M., engineer and boilermaker

Oppen, E. G., trader

Ordax, Sahino, medical practitioner

Orozco, P., hatmaker

Ortin, P,, carriage builder

Ortiz, J., trader

Panad^ F., timber merchant

Panez, S., trader

Peccio, M., trader

Peele, Hubbell & Co., merchants
Ogden E. Edwards (absent)

E. D. Turner
E. A. Lane
J. C. Tyler, Jr.

C. F. Tyler

W. J. Kent
F. Yital

Perez & Acha, commission agents and ge-

neral storekeepers, agents for Messrs.

Larrinaga & Co.

Pedro J. Perez
Marcos de Acha

A. de Acha
E. Velasco

Pineda, C., sohcitor

“ La Puerta del Sol
”

J. F. Earairez

E. Olaguer
M. Cruz

T. Belan

Eamirez & Co., F., merchants

F. Eamirez

Eamos, C., sugar manufacturer

Eegalado, J. trader

Eobles, Z., milliner

Eeyna, J., foundry

J. Eeyna
J. Anderson, engineer

J. Withayn

Eobles, Z., yeterinary surgeou

Eodrigues, A., trader

Eoensch, A., hatmaker
J. Hagemann, manOiger

O. Sievers

Saez, T., trader

San Augustine, J., carriage builder

Servando, S., trader

Sitchon, M., trader

Sitchon, S., trader

Smith, Bell & Co., merchants

W. S. Fyfe
G. Shelmerdine

F. S. Jones
Andres Martinez

Stevenson & Co., W. F., merchants
E. Sutcliffe

E. M. Zeller

Withome, W., engineer

Yulo, T., trader
\

Zaroga, T., sugar manufacturer

Zobel, J., chemist and druggist

Fr. Benavent
Fr. Cacho

Preciado, T., wine merchant Zulueta, C., trader



CEBU
This is an important port and city of the Philippines. It is the capital of the

island of Cebu, and ranks next to Iloilo among the ports of the Philippiues. It was
at one time the seat of the administration of revenue for the whole of the Bisayas, but
this was removed to Manila in 1849. Cebu is a well built town and possesses fine roads,

but the people are devoid of commercial enterprise. The trade of Cebu consists

principaUy in hemp and sugar. In 1882 the imports were valued at $39,932, and
the exports at $2,677,217. In 1883, 105,068 piculs of hemp were shipped, valued at

$1,132,633 ;
this export is the lowest during the last six years, with the exception of

1879. The export of sugar was 371,488 piculs, valued at $1,764,568. The neighbour-
ing islands of Leyte, Mindanao, and Camiguin possess extensive hemp plantations, a
large proportion of the produce of which ^ds its way to Cebu for shipment. There
are some very valuable and extensive coal deposits in the island of Cebu, but the

mines have not as yet been worked with any enterprise.

DIRECTOEY.

Consulates.

Great Britain,
Vice-Consul—C. R. B. Pickford

United States.

Consular Agent—C. R. B. Pickford

Italy.

Consular Agent—C. R. B. Pickford

Germany.
Vice-Consul—Neil Macleod (absent)

Acting Vice-Consul—H. A. Macleod

Insurances.
Macleod & Co., agents

—

Royal Fire & Life Insurance Company
Guardian Assurance Company
Union Insurance Society of Canton, Ld.
Tangtsze Insurance Association

London and Lancashire Fire Insuranee

Company
German Lloyd’s and Fortuna Marine

Insurance Co,

Smith, Jas., sub-agent
Northern Assurance Company

Smith, Bell & Co., agents

—

Netherlands India Sea and Fire In-

surance Company
British & Foreign Marine Insurance

Company
Imperial Fire Office

Chinese Insurance Co., Limited

Coal Mines, The “Hope” and
“Charity.”

(Compostela Village.)

Isaac Conui, proprietor

Pedro Pascual

Merchants, &c.
Bania, Serafin del, proprietor “ Ciudad de

Cebfi”

Birchal, Robinson & Co., merchants

N. J. Robinson
W. D. Wentworth
B. Reyes
F. Aboites

J. Borres

V. Ocampo

Escondrillas, D., architect

Ferral y Mateo, F., medical practitioner
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Gonzalez, Victor, perfume and essence dealer

Jahrling, Viuda de, naval storekeeper

Guillermo Cornilsen

Viuda de Jahrling

F. Grein

MacLeod & Co., merckants

H. A. Macleod
J. B. M. Macleod
H. Ewart
V. Segovia
A. Ruiz

Ocampo, Valentin E. de, wine merchant
E. Tarrosay Minatay, clerk

Osmena, Rita & Co., hosiers, &c.

Tomas Osmena
Victoriano Osmefia

Eothdauscher, Henry, apothecary, chemist

and druggist

H. Rothdauscher

A. Rothdauscher

Smith, Bell & Co., merchants

C. R. B. Pickford

W. W. Thomson
J. N. Sidebottom

J. Nano
E. Eerral, Jr.

G. Reyes

P. S. Camara

Smith, James, commission agent

A. Buchanan
L. Espahal

Velozo, B., merchant
B. Velozo
E. Velozo

S. W. Monalits

PORAC PAMPANGA.
Petel, A. & A., sugar estate owners

A. Petel, senior

A. Petel, junior

BOHOL.
Peilicer, Eugenio, merchant and agriculturist

Reyes, J. J., merchant
Juan Jose Reyes

S. Simon, bookkeeper

E. Circulado, godown keeper



BORNEO.
After Australia this island is the largest in the world. It extends from about

7 deg. N. to 4 deg. S. latitude, and from 109 deg. to 118 E. longitude. Its length
is about 750 miles, its greatest breadth 6C0 miles, and its average breadth is estimated
at 360 miles. Its vast interior consists of almost impenetrable forests, which teem
with animal life, but are sparsely populated by man. The soil is fertile, and in some
parts near the coast the land is marshy and well adapted for the cultivation of sago.

It was discovered by the Portuguese in 1526, and they as well as the Spaniards, Dutch,
And English formed settlements on different parts of the coast, but none of these

were long maintained. The Dutch claim sovereignty over the greater part of the
South and west of the island, along the coast of which they maintain establishments

;

the territories of the British North Borneo Company, the Sultan of Brunei, and the
Rajah of Sarawak extend over and along the north and north-eastern coast. The
native states are insignificiint and in a backward condition. The total population of

Borneo is roughly estimated at 3,0C0,0D0. The productions are many and varied,

And its mineral resources believed to be great. The Chinese, who have beem settled

in most Bornean towns for generations, conduct all the trading operations. The
fe'Otintry generally is in an undeveloped condition. The natives are of the Malayan
type, and are, as a rule, indolent and wanting in enterprise.

SARAWAK.
The territory of Sarawak comprises an area of about 40,000 square miles, with

a population of about 280,000, composed of various races. It is situated on the
slorth-west coast of the island of Borneo, is intersected by many rivers navigable
I'OP a considerable distance inland, and commands about 380 miles of coast Une.
The sovereignty of the district from Tanjong Datu to the entrance of the Sama-
haran island was obtained from the Sultan of Brunei in the year 1842 by Sir

James Brooke, who became well known as Rajah Brooke of Sarawak. In 1861, a
second cession was obtained, from the Sultan of Brunei, of all the rivers and land
from the Samarahan river to Kadurong point

;
and in 1882 a third cession was

obtained of one hundred miles of coast line and all the country and rivers that lie

between Kadurong point and the Baram river, including about three miles of coast
cm the north-east side of the latter. The present Rajah, H.H. Charles Johnson
Brooke, is a nephew of Sir James Brooke, and was born 3rd June, 1829, succeeded
1868, married 1869. His heir—the Rajah Mudah—Charles Vyner Brooke, was born
26th September, 1874.

The country produces diamonds, gold, silver, antimony, quicksilver, coal, gutta-

percha, india-rubber, canes, rattans, camphor, beeswax, birdsnests, sago, pepper and
gambler. The principal towns, are :—Kuching, the capital of Sarawak, situated on the

Sarawak river, about 23 miles from its mouth, in latitude 1 deg. 32 min. N., longitude

110 deg. 28 min. E. (approximate). Claude Town, the principal town and fort in

the Baram river, is about 60 miles inland. Bintulu, situate at the mouth of the Muka
river, is famous for its sago. Oya, which lies about miles up the Oya river

;
and

Matu, about 5 miles up the Matu river, are both noted for their sago. Sibu is situated

about 60 miles, Kanowit about 100 miles, and Kapit about 160 miles up the Rejang
river, Rejang village, at the mouth of Rejang river, is noted for its Bilian (iron

tvood) works. Kabong is situated at the mouth of the Kalaka river. Saribas lies

about 80 miles up the river of the same name, and has a tidal wave or bore. Simang-
is about 60 miles up the Batang Lugar river, and also has a bore. Simunjan

19 Situated about 18 miles up the Cadona river, where the Government work a coal

naine.
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The revenue for 1883 was $271,117,96, and the expenditure $270,752.40. The
value of the imports in 1883 was $1,827,582; that of the exports $1,8J4,392. The
principal sources of revenue are the opium, gambling, arrack, and pawn farms,

producing in 1883 $127,605.92, as against $117,458.02 in 1882.

Harbour, buoy, and light dues :—Three cents per ton, payable on arrival, and
chargeable to all vessels of 5 tons and upwards.

The taxes levied are :—Exemption tax, $2 per annum per man, payable by
Malays

; $1.00, or one pasu of rice, per annum per door, payable by SeaDyaks
;
$3.00'

per annum for every family of Land Dyaks, young bachelors paying $1.50. The
total amount of Dyak and Malay revenue for the year 1883 was $50,970.11. The
stamp duties are :—On all receipts and paid bills above $5, on bills of sale, on all

agreements, and on bills of lading or mates’ receipts, 3 cents.

Import Duties—(Total for 1883, $19,786.49).

Java Tobacco, per basket
Palembang, do., per picul

Chinese, do., per case
Other, do., per picul

2.00-^

. 10.00 (

. 3.00 (

. 10.00 y

Free in

S.arawak
Proper.

Salt, per koyan
Gin, per case of 15 bottles

Spirits, per dozen

$20.00
1.20
0.50

Export Duties—(Total for 1883, $29,788.72).

Beeswax, $2 per picul.

Birdsnests, 15 cents per catty on good,
per cent, on value of inferior.

Camphor, 5 per cent, on value.

Canes, 50 cents per 1,000.

Kattans, 10 cents per picul.

Gutta-percha, $3 per picul,
’ 5 India-rubber, $3 per picul.

Sago, Eaw, $4 per koyan.
Sago Flour, 2| per cent, on value.

Gambler, 10 cents per picul.

Pepper, 20 cents per picul.

DIEECTORY.

GOVERNMENT.
Bajah ofSarawah—His Highness Charles

Brooke, Commander of the Crown of

Italy (absent)

Private Secretary—^Eeginald Awdry
Aide-de-camp—H. F. Deshon

Committee of Administration.
Hon. C. C. Crespigny
Hon. E. R. O. Maxwell
Datu Bandar
Datu Imaum
Abang Mat Rassim
Cleric—C. S. Pearse

Supreme Council.
President—His Highness The Rajah
Member—Hon. F. R. O. Maxwell, Resi-

dent of Sarawak Proper
do. —Datu Bandar, Haji Bua Hassan
do. —Datu Imaum, Haji Metaim
do. —Abang Mahomad Kassim
do. —Tuan Haji Mahomad Aim

Cleric—Charles S. Pearse

Council Negri, or General CouNcm
President—His Highness The Rajah
Members—1:h.& Divisional Residents, the

Residents of Districts, the Principal
Chiefs of each Residency, E. P. Hough-
ton, M.D.

Chaplain—Venble. Archdeacon Mesney
Cleric—Reginald Awdry

RESIDENCIES.
First Division, or Sarawak Proper,
comprising—Kuching, Paku, Sadong,

Lundu, and Simatan.
Resident 1st class—Hon. F. R. O. Max-

well

Officer in Charge of Tipper Sarawak—C. A.
Bampfylde

Magistrate Court ofRequests—R. V. Awdry
Extra Officer—E. H. Williams
Cadet—R. K. Phillipps

do. —J. B. Douglas
Writers—Choon Quee, Kin Chong, Peter
Middleton, Ju Hoon
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'Second Division, comprising—Eejang,

Batang Lupar, Saribas, and Kaluka.

Mesident 2nd class—Brooke Low
do. —H. F. Desbon

Magistrate—T. Wentworth Falconer
Cadet—F. F. D. Cox
do. —E. W. Mariin

Clerics—Shaliong Mowe, F, de Eozario,

Henry Lees, Simon Than

Third Division, comprising—Baram,
Bintuln, Mnka, and Oya.

Besident 1st class—Hon. C. C. de Crespiny
do. 2nd do.—G. Gneritz
do. do. —G. Pratt Barlow

Magistrate—F. S. Drage
JExtra Officer—Daubeny

do. —E. Somerville
Cadet—C. Hose
Clerhs—Usman, Sin Jew, Japar
do. —G. Eodrigues

Government Departments.

Supreme Court, Kuching.
•Judge—H.H. The Eajah

do. —Hon. F. E. O. Maxwell
Assistant Judge—Charles S. Pearse

do. —The Datu Bandar
do. —The Datu Imaum
do. —Abang Mahomad Kas-

sim
Cleric—E. C. Leicester

Malay Writer and Interpreter—Inchi Da-
kar bin Boyong

Chinese Writer and Interpreter—Choo Lee
Ann
This Court is held every Monday.

d-ENERAL AND POLICE CoURT, KuCHING.
Magistrate—Hon. F. E. O. Maxwell
Assistant Magistrate—The Datu Bandar

do. —The Datu Imaum
do. —Abang Mahomad

Kassim
Sup. of Police—Q. A. Buck
Clerh-^. C. Leicester

This Court is held every Tuesday,
Thursday, and Saturday.

Court of Eequests, Kuching.

Magistrate—Eeginald Awdry
do. —Abang Mahomad Kassim

Clerk—E. C. Leicester

This Court is held every Wednesday.

Bankruptcy Courts.
Established in Kuching, Muka, and Sibu,

each being similarly constituted, viz. :

—

Presidents—Senior European Officer of

the district

Assistant Judges—Principal Magistrate

and Three delegated natives

Customs.

Superintendent—
Collectors—Inchi Bakar bin Boyong, and

Inchi Omar

The Datus’ Court, Kuching.

Chief Judge—The Datu Bandar
Judges—The Datu Imam, Abang Ma-

homad Kassim, The Tuan Hakim,
The Tuan Belal

Land Department.

Officer in charge—
Clerk—A. E. Lange

Light Houses.

At Tanjong Po, Tanjong Sirik, Muka
river, and Tanjong Kadurong

Medical Department.

Principal Medical Officer—E. P. Hough-
ton, M.D., L.E.C.P.

Second Medical Officer—C. M. G. Storie,

M.B.
Assistants—J. Kay Tye, J. Kee Wat, H.
Ah Shin

Coronerfor Sarawak Proper—E. V.Awdry

Military Department, Sarawak
Eangers.

Commandant—H. W. Peck, (acting)

Instructor of Gunnery—John Nottle

Active force of 250 men.

Naval Department.

Screw gunboat “ Aline,” 2 guns.

P. S. “Adeh”
Engineer—J. Mathie

Brigantine “Black Diamond”
Screw despatch boat “ Loma Doone ”

Screw launch “Ghita,” I gun.
Screw launches “ Young Harry,”
“ Firefly,” and “ Bujang Baram.”
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Post and Shipping Office.
Postmaster—Reginald Awdry
Harbour Master—Reginald Awdry
Cleric—W. H. Sinclair

do. —W. Smith
do. —Hian Chong

Government Printing Office.
Printer—D. J. Rodrigues

Prison and Police Department.
Superintendent—Q. A. Buck
Gaoler—Chandakabakus

Public Works and Prison Labour
Department.

Superintendent Public Works—Adrian O.

Sulivan

Superintendent Roads—Wm. Henderson
do. —0. Ricketts

do. —L. Peake

Store Department.
Storekeeper—A. E. Lange
Issuer of S^tores- -Awang Seman

Treasury.
Treasurer—Charles S. Pearse
Accountant—R. M. McKenzie
Cashier—B. Hock Kee

Agents for Government.
London—Borneo Co., Limited, 28, Pen-

church Street

Singapore—A. L. Johnston & Co.

H. B. M. Consulate.
Consul—Hon. W. H. Treacher
Vice-Consul—John Hardie

Merchants, Trades, &c.

Bilian Timber Works, Rejang Village
Wing Chong Seng, Kong Song Tak,
Tut Ham

Billiard Rooms and Bowling Alleys
“ Sarawak Club ”

Chinese

Borneo Co., Limited, Kuching, Sara-
wak

;
Head Ofi&ce : 28, Fenchurch

Street, London
;
and at Manchester,

Singapore, Batavia, Hongkong, Siam
Agents in Sarawak for

—

Lloyd’s

North British and Mercantile Insur-

ance Co., London
Sarawak and Singapore Steamship Co.,^

Limited
Sarawak Government Coal Mines
Sarawak Government Str. Adeh
John Hardie, manager

E. J. Smith, assistant

C. G. R. Storie, medical officer

Thos. Smith, clerk

L. Kon-end
F. Ah Lan, cashier

Brick, Tile, and Pottery Works
Swee Guan, Seng Soon, Hong Heng,

proprietors

Coal Depots, (Government) at Pinding
and Kuching

Cocoanut Estates

—

Matang : L. Peake, proprietor

Tatang Island : H.H. The Rajah, pro-

prietor

Salak Island : H.H. The Rajah, pro-

prietor

Salak Island : Datu Bandar and others,

proprietors

Sampadian Island: A. C. Crookshank,
proprietor

Farmers

—

Opium—Ghee Soon & Co., chop Ghee
Tiam Tye

Spirits-—Ghee Soon & Co., chop Ghee
Soon Chan

Gambling—Ghee Soon & Co., chop
Ghee Seng Ang

Pawn—Hok Heng

Gambier and Pepper Gardens in Sarawak
Proper

Gold Works

—

In Upper Sarawak, at Ban and Paku
In Batang Lupar, at Marup

Lithographic Press

Inchi Boyong, proprietor

Mines

—

Antimony Mines, Busau and Bidi

H. H. Everett, superintendent

Alex. Moir, assistant

D. McCreath, engineer

Kop Kim Eng
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Quicksilver Mines, Tegora and Gading
H. H. Everett, superintendent

A. Allison, miner
Chiu Fook Ngjan, clerk

Gold and Silver Mines, Bau
A. J. Shannon, superintendent and

metallurgist

B. Hay, miner

Sadong Coal Mine
Walter McFarlane, superintendent

A. Cameron, engineer

Sago Flour Manufactories, Kuching
Ghee Soon & Co., Swee Ghee & Co.,

Ong Ewe Hai & Co., Tong Ngee
An & Co., Tiong Bee & Co., Soon
Seng & Co.

" Sarawak Gazette
”

C. A. Bampfylde, editor

D. J. J. Rodrigues, printer

Sarawak and Singapore Steamship Co.,

Limited
Agents in Sarawak—The Borneo

Co., Limited
Agents in Singapore—Lim Lan& Co.

S.S. “Ranee,” 378 Tons Reg., 99 H.P.
Commander—W. Joyce

Chief Officer—J. Eberwein
do. Engineer—I). Grant

Second do. —R. Constable

Storekeepers, Kuching
Tamki Karsah
do. Remis and son

Seng Hong Cban

Wine and Spirit Sellers, Kuching
Ghee Soon & Co., and Kim Heng

Schools.
Mission School (S.P.G.), Kuching,

Master—H. Wood
do. (Chinese)—Fhoo Nyen Thiam, Ha
Ah Tang

Sabu School, Endup
Rev. W. Howell

Banting School
Principal—Rev. John Perham
Teacher—Chin Ah Fook

Government Free School, Kuching.
Master (Chinese)—Fhoo Nyen Thiam

do. (English)—Chin Fook Ngyan
do. (Malay)—Inchi Sawal

Ecclesiastical.

See of Singapore, Labuan, and Sarawak,
Foimded, 6th August, 1855.

Bishop qt Singapore, Labuan, and Sara-
wak—The Rt. Rev. G. F. Hose, D.D.

Archdeacon of Sarawak, and Government
Chaplain—Venble. W. R. Mesney

I

Stations of Missionaries (S.P.G.)
St. Thomas’ Church, Kuching

The Bishop
Ai’chdeacon Mesney, chaplain

Ha Ah Yang, catechist

H. J. Poncelet, choir master
H. Wood, school master

Christ Church, Lundu—Rev. J. L. Zehn-
der

Chapel at Sadamak—Rev. J. L. Zehnder
Chapel at Merdang—Archdeacon Mesney
St. James’s Church, Quop—Rev. C. W.

Fowler, Rev. Ah Luk
;
Chapel at Batuk

St. Paul’s Church, Banting—Rev. J. Per-

ham, Rev. M. J. Bywater
St. Augustin’s Church, Sebetan—Rev. J,

Perham, Rev. M. J. Bywater ;
Chapels

at Saribas

St. Luke’s Church, Endup—Rev. J. Per-
ham, Rev. W. Howell; Chapels at

Klassen and Paku

Roman Catholic Mission.

Served by Missionaries from St. Joseph’s

College at Mill Hill, London, N. W.
The Very Rev. Thomas Jackson, Prefect

Apostolic, Superior, Labuan
Rev .A. Heideggar, St. Joseph’s, Kuching
Rev. E. Dunn, St. Francis Xavier’s, Re-

jang river

Rev. A. Keizer, Francis Xavier’s, Rejang
river



LABUAN

This the smallest British Colony in Asia was ceded to Great Britain by
Sultan of Brunei in 1846, and taken possession of in 1848. It is situated on tlikj

north-west coast of Borneo in latitude 5 deg. 16 min. H., and longitude 116 dt/r.

15 min. E. It has an area of 30|- square miles, and is about six miles from tho
Borneo coast. Although Labuan possesses a fine port, has extensiye coal deposit,
and by situation seemed likely to become a depot for the trade of the north coa^t
of Borneo, it has only partially fulfilled the expectations formed of it The pro^
duce of Brunei finds a market in Labuan, but the volume of the trade
small. The value of the imports and exports during the last ten years was rs4
follows :—1874, imports, .£89,978 ;

exports, £99,104 ; 1875, imports, £119,3152
5

exports, £114,332 ; 1876, imports, £126,594 ;
exports, £112,996 ; 1877, imporia,

£149,121
;
exports, £145,255 ; 1878, imports, £157,522 ;

exports, £156,616
; 187,'^

imports, £149,530; exports, £168,253; 1880, imports, £167,364 ;
exports, 164,873

>

1881, imports, £182,113; exports, £194,904; 1882, imports, £127,314; export,
£133,385 ; 1883, imports, £77,415 ;

exports, £81,939. There are three s,i,gG?

manufactories on the island, where the raw material is converted into fioiu, for
export chiefly to Singapore. The Government is administered by a Goveriior
appointed by the Crown, and a nominated Legislative Council. Since 1871 there
been no military garrison, but an armed police Ibrce is maintained instead. T;{^!

population is slightly under 6,000, of whom the bulk are Malays. The Chines*^
who number over a thousand, are the chief traders, and most of the industries of
island are in their hands. The European population, undertwenty in number, consiM'
mainly of Government ofiicials. The revenue is chiefly derived from the farming
out of licenses to sell tobacco, spirits, opium, and fish.

DIRECTORY.

Legislative Council.
President—The Administrator
Members—W. H. Treacher, A. S. Hamil-

ton, Hon. A. K. Leys

Official Eesidents.
Admiinistrator—P. Leys (absent)

Acting Administrator—W. H. Treacher

Private Secretary—A. K. Leys
Treasurer—Hon. A. S. Hamilton, Lieut.

E.N.
Apothecary—^Eichard Wilson
Gaoler—Henry Holkar
Chief Cowstafeie— Christopher Boyd

British Consulate General.
Borneo.

Consul General—P. Leys (absent)

Acting do. —W. H. Treacher

Non-Official Eesidents.

Cowie Brothers, commission agents
W. C. Cowie
A. Cowie

A. H. Everett

E. Armstrong

The Muara Coal CoMPANr,
Mines in Brunei, 22 miles from LalniA^
Agents—Cowie Bros.

*

Manager at Mines—W. C. Cowie
Accountant—E. Eose
Asst. Manager—J. L. Gray
Cleric—Laddy
Superintendents—Inchis Sappar,

dici, Dolah



BRITISH NORTH BORNEO.

The territory of Sabah, situated at the northern end of the island of Borneo,
contains an area of some 20,000 square miles and has a coast line of about 500 miles.
The indigenous population is estimated to number aboiit 150,000, located chiefly on
the West coast. It is composed principally of an inoffensive race kirown as Dusuns,
who live a quiet lazy life, subsisting on rice, tapioca, bananas, Indian corn, sweet
potatoes, and the like, cultivation of which makes the smallest call on their energies.
The chief geographical feature in the territory is the mountain of Kina Balu, nearly
14,000 feet high. A large lake until lately shown on all maps of Borneo has been
proved to have no existence. The principal rivers on the West coast are those of
Kimanis, Papar, and Pandassan; on the East there are the Kina-Batangan, Labuk,
Sibuku, Paitan, Sugut, Sigalind, Sigama and many others. The best harbours are
those of Gaya on the West coast, Kudat on the North, and Sandakan and Timbun
Mata on the East.

The climate is particularly pleasant for the tropics; the days are rarely very
hot, while a blanket is often required at night; and in many places, particularly on
the East coast, very httle inconvenience is experieticed from insect pests, such as
mosquitoes and the like. Hurricanes, earthquakes, and other natural disturbances
are unknown. The seas are teeming with fish, and the prospects of an export trade
in dried and salted fish are encouraging. The fact of the country, especially in the
neighbourhood of Sandakan, being very sparsely inhabited offers particular facilities

for planters as preventing any chance of complications with the natives, while the
harbour lying almost directly in the track of the Australian steamers, it is hoped that
large quantities of sugar, pepper, cocoa, sago, &c. may be grown for direct shipment
to Sydney, Adelaide, and other ports. Several thousand acres have been applied

for already in the neighbourhood of Sandakan, chiefly for the cultivation of sugar.

Amongst the zoological productions of Sabah are to be noted elephants, rhinoceros,

deer of three kinds, buffalo {Bos Gliaur as well as Bos Banleng probably), pigs,

bears, &c. There are pythons of 20 feet and upwards in length, but other snakes,

particularly poisonous varieties, are very rare. Of game birds there are a few,

Argus, Fire back, and Bulwer pheasants, three sorts of partridges, many pigeons and
doves, snipe and quail.

Kudat, the principal seat of residence of His Excellency the Governor, is

situated in Marudu Bay at the extreme north of the territory, and was selected on
account of its central situation giving command of both coasts. It is but newly
opened, and it is expected that a good deal of the trade of Palawan as well as that of

its own district will be attracted to it.

Elopura, in the magnificent harbour of Sandakan, is the chief place of trade.

The imports include cloth, rice, hardware, manufactured goods of all kinds, opium,

Chinese tobacco, Chinese coarse crockery, matches, biscuits (a great matiy biscuits

are consumed by the numerous produce collecting parties up country), oil, sugar, &c.

The chief exports from Sabah are rattans, gutta-percha, india-rubber, birdsnests,

seed pearls, trepang, sharksfins, camphor, tortoiseshell, dried cuttle fish, beeswax,

and other natural products. These are brought in from the numerous rivers, the

neighbouring Sulu Archipelago, &c. It is an interesting fact that both the exports

and imports have almost doubled every year by year since the occupation of the

country six years ago, and it was estimated the revenue of 1884 would be 40 per cent,

higher than that of 1883.

The territory of Saliah was acquired from the Sultans of Brunei and Sulu by
cession for a small annual payment in 1879-80, and the British North Borneo Com-
pany was incorporated by Royal Charter on the 1st November, 1881.
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DIRECTORY.

BRITISH NORTH BORNEO COM-
PANY.

Incorporated by Royal Charter, 7th

November, 1881.

Court op Directors, London.
Sir Rutherford Alcoclc, K.C.B., chairman

James Brand, Esq. (Messrs. Harvey,

Brand & Co.)

John Cunliffe, Esq.

Alfred Dent, Esq.. Managing Director

John D. Dewhurst, Esq. (Messrs. Gr. &
R. Dewhurst)

The Right Hon. Lord Elphinstone

Admiral Hon. Sir Henry Keppel, Gr.C.B.

Richard B. Martin, Esq., M.P. (Messrs.

Martin & Co.)

Rear-Admiral R. C. Mayne, C.B.

Philip A. Myburgh, Esq., Q.C.

Secretary—Benjamin T. Kindersley

Offices—11, Old Broad St., London, B.C.

H.E. the Hon. Wilham Hood Treacher,

Governor and Commander-in-chief

D. D. Daly, private secretary

Woo-Lai-Woon, Chinese interpreter

EAST COAST RESIDENCY
SANDAKAN.

W. B. Pryer, Resident of the East Coast

A. Cook, treasurer and auditor general

G. Hewett, assistant resident (absent)

S. E. Dalrymple, secretary to the resi-

dency
H. Ward, cadet (absent)

J. Walker, M.B., principal medical officer

H. Walker, acting commissioner of lands

R. McEwan, postmaster

J. Sampson, acting supt. of public works

E. R. Conner, Lieut., R.N., postmaster

and marine surveyor

J. C. Hesse, cashier

T. H. Lloyd, assistant surveyor

J. Harper, do.

E. Jeffreys, do.

T. Mantell, do.

J. Robertson, do.

F. Fernandez, do.

J. MacLean, saw mill manager
P. F. J. Marcus, chief clerk. Resident’s

office

L. E. Neubronner, clerk of the Court
E. N. M. Ashness, clerk public works dpt.

T. W. Allen, storekeeper and harbour
master’s assistant

Van Eyke, draftsman
Sheik Ahmat, clerk, custom house
Swee Hymn, clerk, treasury

D. Schryne, assistant storekeeper

E. J. Pronck, second clerk, magistrate’s

Court
Tai Sing, clerk. Sub-Resident’s office

Imaum Habib Abdul Rahman, magis-
trate of Native Courts

Hadjee Dato Mohamed Asserudeen, na-

tive magistrate

Residents.
Garland & Co., W. F., surveyors, civil

engineers, and contractors

W. F. Garland (Johore)

E. E. Abrahamson
S. Hardy-Harris
H. S. Roosmale

D. van Ardenne, manager Sabah Mutual
Supply Association

Carapiet

B. C. De Lissa

G. L. Harrison
A. Henry
A. Keasbury, surveyor

H. H. Lange, clerk, Chinese S. L. F. Co.

J. Morrison, manager Chinese Sabah
Land Farming Co., and agent North
China Insurance Co., and Union In-

surance Society

A. O. Sachse, civil engineer

W. Walters, owner of S.S. “Vigilant”
F. G. Wickham, manager of “ Beatrice ”

Estate

Roman Catholic Mission.
Very Rev. Thos. Jackson, prefect apos-

tolic, Superior, Labuan
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Rev. A. Prenger, St. Mary’s
Rev. B. PTinleider, do.

Rev. D. Kilty, Papar

SILAM.
F. G-. Callaglian, magistrate in charge,

Darvel Bay
L. B. von Bonop, superintendent of agri-

culture

W. B. Wait, medical officer

Nakoda Gomba, native chief

e.
WEST COA^RESIDENCY

KUDAT.
E. P. Gueritz, Assistant Resident in

charge
W. R. Flint, magistrate and cadet

—.J. J. L. Wheatley, medical officer

J. M. Pui'don, assistant commissioner of
lands

W. H. Smith, clerk of vrorks
M. D. Nahapiet, clerk of court
T. J. Keaughran, Government printer
F. Bayley, manager Rest house

North Borneo Constabulary.
A. M. de Fontaine, chief inspector in

charge
48 Sikh constables

16 Native non commissioned officers

78 Constables

GAYA.
G. L. Davies, Assistant Resident
J. W. Wilson, sub-treasurer

Teo Keng Slew, clerk

PAPAR.
R. MeE. Little, cadet in charge
Mahomet Seh, clerk

KIMANIS.
J. E. G. Wheatley, in charge

Commercial Agents B. N. B. Co.

Hongkong—Birley & Co.

Amoy—Russell & Co.

Shanghai—Alfred Dent & Co.

Singapore—A. L. Johnston & Co.

Labuan—Ching Hee & Co.

Brunei—Capitan Tummonggong Kam-
Swee

Calcutta—Gillanders, Arbuthnot & Co.

Ceylon—W. D. Gibbon
Colombo—J. M. Robertson & Co.

Galle—Clark, Spence & Co.

Madras—Arbuthnot & Co.

I



COCHIN-CHINA

SAIGON.

Saigon, the capital of French Cochin China, is situated on the Saigon river, a

branch of the Donnai, in latitude 10 deg. 50 min. N., and longitude 104 deg. 22

min. E. Saigon was conquered by the Franco-Spanish fleet on the 17th February,

1859, but Lower Cochin-China, (comprising the provinces of Giadinh, Bienhoa, and
Mytho, and the Islands of Polo Condor), was not definitely occupied until 1862,

when it was formally surrendered by treaty
;
in 1867, three more provinces were

conquered by the French and added to their possessions, viz., Chandoc, Hatien, and
Vinhlong. The actual boundaries of French Cochin-China now are ; on the North
the kingdoms of Annam and Cambodia, on the East and South, the China Sea, on

the West the Gulf of Siam and the kingdom of Cambodia.
French Cochin-China is divided into seven large provinces, comprising in aU

twenty Inspections. Besides Saigon, which is the capital of Cochin-China and
at the same time of the province of Giadinh, the other chief towns bear the names of

their respective provinces, Bienhoa, Mytho, Chandoc, and Hatien. The population

amounts to 1,500,000 inhabitants. The European population, exclusive of the

ofllcial element, is very small. The country resembles a vast plain with small

hills on the West and some mountains on the East and North; the three highest

are Batlen 884 metres, Baria 493 metres, and the Moi mountains 550 and 600
metres in height. The principal rivers are the two Vaico, the Saigon Eiver, and the

Donnai river. The lower parts of French Cochin-China are wrinkled with small

creeks or arroyos, giving easy and rapid communication to all parts of the country.

Of late several canals have been opened. The magnificent river Meikong, which
descends from the Thibetan mountains, after running through different territories,

crosses Cambodia, enters the lower provinces of French Cochin-China by two branches,

and empties itself into the China Sea by five large outlets called respectively Cua
Tieu, Cua Balai, Cua Cochien, Qua Dinh-an, and Cua Batac.

The principal product of French Cochin-China is rice. It is planted in almost
every province except some of the northern districts. In 1883 the export of this grain

reached 8,635,200 piculs, equal to 514,000 tons, which is the largest figure ever reached

and about 2,600,000 piculs over the export of the previous year. After this important
grain the principal products are :—sugar cane, mulberry tree, pepper, betel-nut, cotton,

tobacco, and maize
;
china grass, sesamun, palma-christi, indigo, saffron, gum-lac, sapan

(dye-wood), and cinchona also exist pretty large quantities, with several other minor
productions. The principal salt pits are in the province of Baria. The forests contain

large quantities of fine timber and abound with game of nearly every description,

amongst which may be named elephants, rhinoceros, tigers, deer, wild boars, and
elands, while amongst the feathered game the peacock, partridge, snipe, woodcock,
jungle fowl or wildcock, pheasant, &c., may be mentioned. The rivers and creeks

swarm with fish of every description, and alligators abound in some.
In the chief towns of each province there is a citadel sufficiently garrisoned, and

numerous military posts in the interior maintain and watch over the security of the
inhabitants. The Annamese are a race devoted principally to agriculture

;
they are

not so industrious as the Chinese and are indifferent traders. The Chinese have the
largest proportion of the trade in their hands. The budget of the colony shows a
healthy expansion, and there is a substantial reserve fund in the treasury. The two
principal sources of revenue are opium, spirits, tonnage dues, export duty on rice,

capitation tax, &c.

The Government of French Cochin-China is administered by a civil Governor
appointed from Paris, who is assisted by a Privy CopncU composed of aU the Heads
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of Departments as official members and two imofficial members. The Colonial
Council, some of the members of which are elected by the residents, consists of sixteen
members, four of whom are natives. In the various arrondissements, moreover,
councils have lately been introduced composed entirely of natives. The towns of
Saigon and Cholon are niled by Municipal Councils, the members of which bodies
are partly French and partly native. The Chamber of Commerce at Saigon is also
an official body elected by the merchants and traders, and is composed of French,
foreigners, and Chinese.

Saigon is situated about 40 miles from Cape St. James and is accessible to the
largest vessels. Since its occupation by the French the climate has undergone a
very favourable change, owing to different sanitary works in the town, such as
drains, the filling up of pools, marshes, &c. The town presents a fine appearance,
the roads and thoroughfares being broad and regular. Amongst the public buildings
Government House is the most remarkable; several mUlions of francs have been
spent upon its construction and decoration. The other prominent public buildings
are the new “ Direction de ITnterieur,” the Treasury, the Post Office, the Land Office,

Public Works Department, the Schools, and the Supreme Conrt.. The Military
Hospital is a fine and handsome building, as are also the Arsenal, Barracks, and
Artillery pare. A stately gothic Cathedral of large proportions, was opened on the
11th Apnl, 1881. Saigon has two public gardens, the “ Jardin de la Ville,” which
is maintained at the expense of the municipality, and the Botanical Garden. There
are several rice-mills in Saigon and Cholon. There are also steam brick-yards
in each town. Cholon is the granary of the colony, and its commercial activity

is enormous. There is an iron floating dock, and a new one was completed at the
Arsenal in August, 1881, but sunk on the 1st September following while being
lowered to take in the transport Mytho. The population of Saigon may be estimated
at about 40,000 inhabitants, chiefly Annamese and Chinese. The town of Cholon,
principally inhabited by Chinese traders, is four miles distant from Saigon, and its

population may be set down at 70,000. It is connected with Saigon by a steam
tramway.

The M. M. steamers call twice a month at Saigon on their homeward and
outward trips. Easy communication is afforded with the principal towns of the
interior by subsidized mail steamers, and a railway to Mytho is almost com-
pleted. All the principal towns of French Cochin-China possess telegraphic com-
munication, and a sub-marine cable unites the colony with Singapore, Hongkong,
Haiphong, &c. The postal organization of the colony is very complete and efficient.

Correspondence can be sent daily to almost all parts of the country. The Journal

Officiel, which is also the Government Gazette, is published tAvice a week, Le Saigonnais
appears twice a week, and Le Trom^ette is pubhshed weekly.

The foreign trade of Saigon, which is practically that of the whole colony,

amounted in 1883 to a value of $28,224,872 ;
the exports being $15,937,852, and the

imports $12,237,020. Of the exports rice figures for $12,326,842 (8,648,243 piculs).

The bulk of the trade is carried on with Hongkong and Singapore. Of the imports,

$3,791,434 came from Singapore, $4,803,835 from Hongkong and China, and
$1,808,324 from France. Cotton goods account for $1,767,979 of the imports, silk

piece goods for $1,407,664, and opium for $371,050. Of the cotton goods only $4,515
were of French origin. In 1883, 524 vessels, aggregating 564,688 tons, cleared from
the port, of which 239 vessels of 227,902 tons were British.

A new tariff has been proposed, which, if adopted, will destroy the freedom of

the port. Hitherto the duties have been limited to spirits, arms, and ammunition,
but under the new tariff nearly aU imports will be subject to heavy duty

;
imports

from France and Algeria, however, would get a rebate of 60 per cent. The export

duty on rice and paddy by foreign ships would be 27 cents
; to France and French

colonies 18 cents, and to the latter by French ships 15 cents. Light dues are fixed

at 10 cents, and the tonnage dues on foreign vessels at 40 cents, French vessels being

exempt.
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DIEECTOilY.

Colonial Government.

Governor—H.E. Charles Thomson. O*
Deli'scliamps

Officers of Ordnance—Follet, Luce

Governor’s Office.

Chief of the Cabinet and Secretary oj Em-
bassy—A. Klobukowski *

Private Secretaryto the Governor—E. Boyer
First Clerk—hepronx, p.i.

Clerks—Vinson, Leroy, Bachelier

Secretary Interpreter for the Annamite
Language—Potteanx

Privy Council.
President—S.E. The Governor

Official Members—Gener il Bouet, Eou"on,
Nouiit, Commander of the Maiine Ee-
veillere, Maisonueu^'ve Lacoste

Ordinary Members—G. Jame, Vinson, Mi-
chelot, Kiviere

Secretary—Laffont fon leave)

Clerk—Groleau, p.i.

Colonial Council.
President—Blanchy
Vice-President—Garcerie
Members—Blancsuhe (deputy at Paris),

Gu> rin, Rivier,% Carabelli, Jouvet, Jour-
dan, Reynaud, G. Jame, K. Schroeder,

and five Anuamites
Secretary—Doiiville

Interpreters—Potteaux, Auheaud, Bonet

Direction of the Interior.
Director—E. Beliard (absent)

Acting Director—lionet

Secretary-General— Landes, p.i.

Clerk—de Montaig‘ ac

First Office.

Chief—Qarnier T-aroche

Sab- Chief—Dan xai s

First Clerk—Igonel
Clerks—Conrandy jr., Rocca, Peraud,Frey-

net, P.iVi'e, Bellen, Conrandy hC., Beau-
mer

Second Office.

Chief—Cayol
Sub-Chief—Hostalot
First Clerk—H ....
Clerks — Delliard, Sabathier, Teissier,

O’Kelly, Buaid, Dupouhet, Carrere,
Ozoux

Third Office.

Chief—Torcapel
Sub- Chief—Sellier

First Clerk—Seville

Clerks—de Gaillande, Roussin, Chatelain,

Brisse, Outi ey, Leeaudey
English Interpreter—Frank Cowie
Interpreterfor the Annarnitelanguage— Bonet

Commis of Archives andLibrary—P. Clerc

Fourth Office.

Chief—Keyret, p.i.

Sub-Chief—N ....

First CZer/c— Steinam

Clerks—Bourdin, Joyeux, Javaud, Piequet,

Isidore, Compagnon, Canty, Jaeque-

main, Sceci

Fifth Office.

Chief—Berre

Sub-Chief—Kndirc
First Clerk—K ....

Clerks—O'Kelly, Laforgue, Bonifacio, An-
tonelti, Mortreux, Goursaud

Immigration Office.

Chief—Million

Clerk—Geffroy

Government Officers.

General Commander of the Troops—Bouet
Colonel—Pons
Lieut.- Col.—de Maus.sion-Miramond
Commander of the Marine—Eevi illere

Director of the Marine Artillery—Col. de

Poyen Belle Isle

Director of the Gendarmerie—K ....

Director ofBotanical Gardens—J.B. PieiTe

(absent), Moqu:n-Tandon, p.i.

Commission d’Assistance Publique.
The Attorney-General, The Mayor of

Saigon, The Ciiief of the third OflBce,

The Curate of Saigon, Guerin, and a

surgeon

CoNSEiL DE Defence.
President—His Excellency the Governor
Members—The General Commanding the

Troops, Commander of the Marine,
Director of the Interior, Director of

Artillery

Administration of Marine.
Commissioner—Bougoxi, chief of the Ad-

ministrative service
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Secbetaeiat.
Gleizes, sub commissioner

Revues.
de Gaillande, chief commissioner
Hebert, sub-commissioner
Heloury assistant commissioner

Fonds.
Petit d’Hesincourt, sub commissioner
O’Kellj, assistant commissioner

Marine Hospital.
Vassal, chie! commissioner
Lamour, assistant commissioner

Inscription Maritime and Marine
Equipment Office.

Ibler de St. Hilaire, sub-commissioner

SUBSISTANCES.
Ho > ram Desruisseaux, sub-commissioner
de Lacoste, Sers, sub-commissioners

Approvisionnements.
Guyomar, chief commissioner
Boulle, Dort, sub-commissioners
Tourni^, assist, commissioner

Treasury.
Pillas,* treasurer

Guillaumot, assistant treasurer
Millon, chief accountant
S^guy, Lagnel, Walcb, Arnault, assistant

treasurers

Costa, M^n^tr^, de Maisoii Blanche,
Dejoux, Parizet, Stibio, Taupin, Ri-
chard, de Verclalle, Masselot, Simondant,
B urdais, Astier, Vie, Verge, de Cham-
peville, Soulas, Bouillet, La Riviere,

Leg' ndre, Court, Sacomant, Daviot,

Picavet, Varizat, Augrain, Bouveiet,
clerks

Administration of Justice.

A. Bert, procureur-gen^ral (absent)

Maisonneufve Lacoste, avocat g^n^ral,

procuD'ur- general p.i.

Dargencti, second deputy
Poymiro, do.

First Court of Appeal.
Guy de Ferri^res, president

Lasserre, vice president
Bazangeon, Charrier-Jugnet, Dussol, Du-

cos, Boussion, Bonlangi r, Papon, Tro-
uette, Durazzo, counsellors

Tribunal of First Instance.
Lejemble, jjresident (absent)

t'uniac, acting president

Barbe, second judge (absent)

Terrier, Smtas, Dessaignes, Lippmann, de
Pont Bellanger, deputy judges

Bar of First Instance.
Vuiliez, procureur de la Republique
Bouche, deputy

Registrar of the Court of Appeal
AND OF First Instance.

Cleonie, registrar in chief

Canal, Reilhac, Payet, Lacaze, Cour-
regelonge, Benard, clerks

Registrar of Archives.
Breilet, registrar

Silva, Gourdier, Saintenoy, Desbameaux,
Mahe, Michel, Daiu, Legrand, clerks

Police.
Tourillon, inspector at Saigon
Buqu- 1, inspector at Cliolou

Albertini, inspector of l.st class at Saigon
Simard, inspector of 2ud class at Saigon

Pat^, ins[ ector of 20o arrondissement

Justice of the Peace.
Elie, justice of the peace

Bain, acting do.

Baptiste, registrar

Jacquey, acting registrar

Administration of Native Affairs.
Inspectors—Rheinart, de Cbampeaux, Sil-

vestre, Nouet, Villard, Parreau
Administrators of Isf class—Aymonier, H.

de Verneville, Hector, Henry, Bataille,

Nansot, Briere, Nicolai, Granger, San-
dret, Renault

Administrators of 2nd class—Escoubet,

Granier, Gaillard, Landes, Foures,

Chavassieux, Bertin-Davesnes, Lang-
lais

Administrators of Zrd class— Navelle,

Rougeot, Bonnal, Forestier, Ponchon,
Tirant, Lebrun, Bertin, de Barbe, Mer-
lande, Lacote, Bes d’Albaret, Lamothe
de C iriier

Stagiaires— Bocquet, Lacan, Lucciana,

Vincent!, Lalfont, Marcellot, Chenieui,

Caffort, Seville

French Interpreters, 1st Class.
Potteaux, interpreter for the Annamite

language
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Bonnet, Hue, 1st class interpreters

Aubeaud, interpreter

Frank Cowie, interpreter for the English

language

Registry of Lands.
Camouilly, chief registrar

Gers des Rivieres, Bonnetete, Thionville,

Courteaud, receivers

Survey Office.

Bataille, chief surveyor (absent)

Naval Division of Cochin-China.

“ Tilsitt,” Flag Ship.

Commodore—Reveillere

Staff Officer—Guiberteau
Paymaster—Iinbert

“ Alohette,” Paddle Gunboat
Captain—Campion
Lieutenant—Simon
Ensigns—Jour.den, Gourlaonen
Surgeon—Guegan

“ Gogah,” Paddle Gunboat.

Commander—Juin

River Gunboats.
‘*La Framee,” Deleschamps, commander
“ Escopette,” Boitard, commander
“ CouTELAS,” Salaun Penquer, commander
“ Sagaie,” de Fesigny, commander

Saigon Arsenal.
Taton, engineer, director (absent)

Petit, engineer, director, p.i.

Port de Guerre.
Leroux, navy lieutenant, director

Administration des Contributions
Indirectes.
Secretariat.

Martel,* director

N sub-inspector

Manufacture d’ Opium.
Campana, 2nd class controller, director

Vincent, 2nd class manag r, general store-

keeper
Jacquot, maitre, chef d’atelier

De Migieu, 1st class accountant, store-

keeper
Martin, 2nd class accountant, storekeeper

Schneider, 3rd class overseer

Service Actif.

Bourseau, 1st class controller, in charge of

general inspections

Circonscription de Saigon.

Coqui, 1st cla s controller

Groshaeny, 3rd class controller

Ribail, brigadier

Pietri, 1st class manager, Saigon
Bonnifay, do. do., Cholon
Vally, provisory manager, Baria
Pinelli, do. do., Bienhoa
Laugie, 3rd class overseer, Tayninh
Jousselin, 2nd class manager, 'Phudaumot

Circonscription de Mytho.

Bonneau, 3rd class controller, Mytho
Faciolle, 2nd class manager, Mytho
Lepidi, provisory overseer, Caibe

Michelot, do., do., Tan-an
De Yilleneuve, provisory overseer, Gocong

Circonscription de Bentre.

Pillet, 3rd class manager, Benlr^

Campagne, do., do., Travinh

Circonscription de Vinhlong.

Santi, 1st class manager, Vinh-long
Combe, do., do., Sadec

Circonscription de Chdudoc.

Arcillion Felix, 1st class manager, Chau-
d6c

De Biguglia, 2nd class do., Hatien
Falaventour, 2nd class do., Long-
xuyen

Circonscription de Sdetrang.

Brun, 3rd class controller, Soctrang
Davoust, 2nd cla-s manager co.

De Migieu, do. do,, Bac Lieu
De Parseval, do. do., Raeh Gia
Piquot, do. do., Caman
Chemin, do. do., Cantho

Service des Bureaux.
\er Bureau—Administration generate.

Isidore, 2nd class controller, chief

Athenius, chief clerk

Pailloux, 2nd clerk

Thetard, clerk

Phi, (Piet re) native secretary

2e Bureau— Comptabilite et Materiel.

Greterin, 1st class controller, chief

Labordery, 2nd class do., sub-chief
Etienne, chief clerk

Beauger, 1st class accountant
Delpino, 1st class clerk

Girard, Champon, Le Treis, Sinnatamby,
Rattinon, clerk

3e Bureau-Police, generate et contentieux.

Lelay, chief

Geslin, clerk
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Service du Camhodge.
Fontaine, sub-inspector, cbiet
Bonnit'ay, 1st class manager
Gremer, 2nd do. do.
Perdijon, do. do.
Martin, do. do.
Ruftah, provisory overseer
Rivet, do.
T. Brondeaii, do.

Delecbapt, Gar90 n, Alix, Le Nes our,

Balmonet, brigadiers
Fiard, Cliquet de Villepre, Lenienager,

Courtes, Guillebaud, Chemin, Julien,

Pizon, Labataille, Cliarlery, Payet,
Prevu, Trocboux, l.«t class overseers

R jlland, Paloux, Arcillon, Cadier,Gavini,
Coudray, Piiict, Rousseau, Antoni,
Biiard, Curio), Maris, Tassard, Gan-
dillon, Buisson, Remise, Croccicchia,

Bottolier, Angot, Motbe, Courtin, Le-
iievre, Mois^, Dui ivault. Floret, Scbrei-

ber, Oudin, Robert, Priiigault, Bour-
giugnon, Carbonnel, Brim, L"> Savou-
roux, Lacaze, Filatriau, 2nd class over-

seers

Sibcril, Bertrand, G -slin, Versini, Hart-
mann, Fouillet, Gilly, Esselen, Malet,

Bourlier, Blanc, Jaouen, Savrola, Gue-
gan, Pellen, Schneider, Morel, Goyon,
Peslel, Baylet, Silvy, 3rd class overseers

Harbotjb Master’s Depaetment.
Gregoire, harbour master (absent)

Nartus, acting harbour master
Ortige, lieutenant, p.i.

Sauvage, portmaster

Posts held by French Government.
Chdlen, Gocong, Tanan, Tayninh, Mytbo,

Bienhoa, Baria, Thudaumot, Vinhlong,

Travinh, Bentrc, Chaudoc, Sadec, Soc-

trang, Longxuyeu, Cantho, Hatien,

Rachgia, Bac-Lieu

Post Office.
Fontan, receiver

Dupont, Herve, Latonr-Marliac, clerks

Tettaravoii, Conjanday, Saverlacouty, dis-

tributers

Gaoi .

Director—Gamier Laroche
CMc/ Gaoler—David
Acting do. —Foulon

Imprimeire Nationale.
Government Printing Office

;
office of

“Journal officiel de la Cochinchine
francaise

”

Courthez, director

Municipal Department.

Municipal Council.
Acting Mayor—Carabelli

1st Adjutant—Niobey
2nd do. —Roussier
Members—Cardi, lloudinet, Pere, Voisin,

Ternisien, Tournier, K. Sohroeder, Bar-

ry, and 4 Annamitos

Secretary’s Office.

Chief Secretary—J. ReviUiod
First Clerk and Accountant—H. Veaux
Assistants— Houstin, accountant. Sere,

keeper of records, Manicam, Paul Binh,

clerks

Public Roads.

Inspector—Berge
Conductor—^erman icus

Accountant—
Clerk—P. Luong
Overseer—Thevenot
Overseer of Quays, &c.—Mauss
Cemetery Superintendent—Vieux *

Slaughter House Foreman— Reuchlin

Storekeepers— Bellaud, Dumant
Supt. of Fuhlic Gardens—Moreau
Forester—Mougeol

Police Force.

Inspector General—Tourillon

Deputy Insptectors—Alberiini, SiiUcard

Inspector, Cholen—Buquet
Secretary at Saigon—Lambert
Sergeants—Ten
Under Sergeants—Eight

European Constables—Thirty five

Native Do. —One hundred and
seventy eight

Interpreters—Four

Public T^ cRKS Department.
Caillie, engineer in-chief

Pavillier, engineer

Fenaillon, chief scci'ctary

Public Buildings’ Department.

Foulhoux, chief architect

Fabre, assistant architect
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Saigon Circonscription.
Sambet, principal conductor
Clervoy, Eoze, Paradis, Chaalons, Ballair-

dier, -Leinari^ Oziol, Pellot, DolFe,

Tbil, Millet, Crouzat, Comminet, con-

ductors

First Circonscription.

Cimper, sub-engineor
Piton-Bressant, Montagne, Laverdet,

Tbarj, Gardes, Andre, Eoche, Fuzier-
Perrin, conductors

Second Circonscription.

Jury, engineer

Marguet, Luret, Labadens, Fuynel, Ber-
nard, Htnry Jr

,
Leco q, conductors

Third Circonscription.

Henry, Sr., acting engineer
Math A, Clement, Pollet, Martignoles,

Legat, Hirano, Ecalle, conductors

Fourth Circonscription.

, engineer
Chariot, Audouin, Bourguet, Heres, con-

ductors

Post and Telegeaph Depaetment.
Lourme, chief of the service

Brou, first sub-chief

Cottard, second sub-chief

.

Pontan, receveur coinptable (absent)

Saigon—Latour Marliac, commis de lere

classe

Besormeaux, Graindorge, commis de
2e classe

Courtois, Dupont, Vantier, Tron, Sar-
razin, commis de 3e classe

Lalo, Herve, Jeanneret, commis de 4e
classe

OrmMise, commis comptable
Lombard, mecanicien de 2e classe

Hidrio, Gournail, surveillants de lere

classe

Goliath, Vernet, surveillants de 3e
classe

Saigon Port—Dopfeld, com. de lere classe

do. —Laroche, do. 3e id.

Banam—Nguyen-Tan-Lo’i, telegraphiste

indigene

Baclieu—Deliicato, commis de 3e classe

Baria—Le Goaziou, commis de 3e classe

Benluc—Dabos do. de 2e i 1.

Bentre—-Derrien, do. de 3 ‘ id.

Binhhoa — Huynh-Cong-Tbao, telegra-

phiste indigene

Bienhoa—Tiy;s’er, ommis de 2e classe

Cantlio—Marcadlou, do. 2e id.

Cap St. Jacques—Bissey, do. lere id.

do. —Gourvennec, do. le id.

Chaudoc—Paviot, commis de 3e classe

do. —Bernard, surveillantdoSe id.

Cholen—Bellier, commis de 2e id,

Campong Chuang— ISTguy^n-van-Xuan,

telegraphiste indigene

Campong Luong—Akol, tel^raphiste ia-

digene

Gocong—Lacouture, commis de 3e classe

Hatien—Marteaux, do. de 3e id,

Kampot—Stoecklin, do. de 3e id,

Kat h om—Nguyen-tan-Loc, telegraphis ta

indigene

Longxuyen—Estorges, commis de leclassa

do. —Fauchet, snrvt. de 4e id.

Mytho—-Alzas, commis de 2e id.

do. —Poncet, surveillant, de 2e id.

Pnumpenh—Eyehenne, commis de lere id.

do. —Kot, surveillant de3e id.

Pursat—Ar de Abreo, telegraphiste indi-

gene
Eachgia—Vinet, commis de 2e classe

Sadec—Joliot, do. 3e id.

Soctrang—Tite do. 3e id.

Takeo—Pham-cong-S6, telegraphiste in-

digene

Tanan—Lomme, commis de 3e classe

Tayninh—Eouchaud, do. 2e id,

Thudaumot—De Chauvet, do. 2e id.

Travinh—Lelandois, do. 4e id.

Vinhlong—Hellequin, do. lere id.

do. —Bertrand, survt. de lere id,

Consulates.

Belgium.
Consul—F. W. Speidel

Geeat Beitain,
Consul—C. F. Tremlett

Denmaek,
Consul—F. W. Speidel

Geemant.
Consul—

Italy.
Consul—

Netheelands.
Consul—T. Speidel

POETUGAL.
Acting Vice-Consul—‘C. Lugo

Spain.
Consul—Manuel de Contreras
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Austria.
Consul—A. Engler

Siam.
Consul—A. Denis

Public Institutions.

Chamber op Commerce.
President—J. A. Riviere

Secretary—K. Schrceder

Members—A. Jouvet, Alb. Cornu, A. Ogli-

astro. Blandly, Guei in, NgTruong-tao,
Banhap, Wangtai

Archivistc—E Grcmouin (absent)

Acting do.—Danthouard

Race Club.
Hon, President—H.E. The Governor
Hon, Members—The King of Cambodia,

the Director of the Interior, the Mayor of

Saigon, the General Commanding the

Troops
President— Brou
Vice President—Niobey
Treasurer—Cottard
Secretaries—A. K. Schroeder, A. For.sales

Committee—Delhorbe, de Giaffery, Tang
Kengho, Revillod, E. Vincens

Philharmonic Society.

(Society Philharmoiiique de Saigon).
President—N. Brou
Vice President—G. Lacaze
Secretary—E. Niobey
Treaswer—Pei-rin

Archiviste—Cottard

Society for Promotion of General
Know^ledge.

(Liguo d’Enseignement).
President —Moqn'm Tandon
Vice President—Foulhoux
Secretary—N
Treasurer—A. Perrin

Masonic Lodge.
“Loge R^veil del’Orient,” Rue d’Espagne

Bonet, venerable
Guilland, ler surveillant

Martinon, 2e do.

Dr. Monceaux, orateur

Labordery, secretaire

Public Companies.

Messageries Maritimes.
Agent Principal—G. Dumonteil LagrSze

First Cleric and Cashier—E. Jubiot

Secretary—R. Guillot

Accountant—Bourgarel
Second Cleric—Jouvet
Third do. —Crochet
Storekeeper—Beaupertuis

Assistant do .

—

Purveyors— Laurent & Roy
Contre-Maitre, Survnllant—Rouet

Local Steamers.

Meinam, Saigon and Singapore.

Fabre, captain

Gastaud, second captain

Tourmaire lieutenant

Gazau, chief engineer
Giry, second do.

Gein, do. do.

Saigon, Tonquin line.

Scipioni, captain

Liparelli, second captain

Martin, lieutenant

Catani, surgeon
Matheron, chief engineer

Revert^gat, second do.

Chavagnieux, do. do.

Ilissus, Tonquin line.

Chahaud, captain

Bru, second captain

Vette, lieutenant

Bose, surgeon

Curet, chief engineer

Dupont, second do.

Colas-Adler do. do.

Messageries Fluviales de Cochin-
chine.

Head Office . 9, Rue Berg^re, Paris.

Conseil d’Administration.

Jean David, president

J. Reuff, administiateur dflegu^

Vian Barbe ct Comte de Tinseau, adminis-

trateurs

Bliinchet, secretaire general a Paris

G. Levy, commissaire
Direction de Saigon.

Araud,directeurde IVxploitation h. Saigon

Chapelet, agent comptable, caissier

Bouchez, controleur

J. Bolliet, teneur de livres

Lapostolet, commis
Barinqe, commis
Caplen, garde-magasin
Henderson, chef d’atelier
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Micbelot, contre-maitre

A. Blanc, agent, Phnum-Penh
X. agent, Mytho
Brien, agent Battambang
Taquehots Capitaines. Commissairei.

Chefs Mi-
canicien,.

Norodom, Noury, Leclerc, Gillouin

Attalo, Avrard, Liin-Gioc, Moreau
Phuoc-Kien, Sae^on, Eividre, Masson
Francis Gamier , Ardnser, T^iviere, Mimsch
Cantonnais, Pierson, Combes, Dages
Mouhot, Marrhetn, Baky, Guy
Jean Dupuis,
Aigle,

Playol,

Lecoq
> Mallard

> DieleresOriental,

Aigrette, , Baticle, —

—

Chaloupes

—

Tonle-Sap, Sirene, Pelican.

Peninsular and Oriental Steam
Navigation Company.

W. G. Hale & Co., agents

Pacific Mail Steamship Co.

TV. G. Hale & Co., agents

Douglas Steamship Company.
W. G. Hale & Co., agents

Eastern & Australian Steamship Co.

TV. G. Hale & Co., agents

Australasia, China, Japan, & Straits
Steamship Company, Limited.
Speidcl & Co., agents

Austro-Hungarian Lloyd’s.

P. Engler & Co., agents

Indo-China Steam Navigation Co.
Speidel & Co., agents

Nederlandsch Indische Stoomvaart
Maatschappij.

Speidel & Co., agents

COMPAGNIE NatIONALE DE NAVIGATION.
Denis Fieres, agents

Compagnie Havraise Peninsulaire
DE Navigation a Vapeur.

Denis Freres, agents

Ligne Belge Orientals.
Denis Pr^res, agents

Deutsche Damppschiffs Rhederei.
Speidel & Co., agents

Flensburger Damppsbhippahrt
Gesellschaft von 1869.

Speidel & Co., agents

Navigazione Generale Italiana.
Speidel & Co., agents

Nouvelle Compagnie Marseillaise
DE Navigation a Vapeur.

(Praissine: et Cie)

Denis Freres, agents

SoCIETE AgRICOLE ET InDUSTRIELLB
DE LA Cochin Chine, &c.

In Liquidation.

Agent—F. Berthelier

Compagnie Francaise de Saigon pour
LE DeCORTICAGE ET BlAN-

CHISSAGE DU ElZ.

Administrator—A. Cahuzac (Paris)

Director—A. Cornu
Manager—J. Azais
Accountant—C. Devenet
Chief Enginetr—Ammann
Engineer—Shall

do. —Gremillet

Cholen Eice Mill.
Proprietors—A. Spooner, Ed. EenardA Co.
Manager—A. Cornu, signs per pro.

Sub Manager—Azais
Clerk—A. Domenjod
Mechanics—Bt sse, Davolio

Tamhoi Eice Mill.
“ La Eizerie Saigonnaise.

Denis Freres, managers
E. Vincens, accountant
C. Simon, engineer
Ciri, Merthoud, Mercier, engineers

Saigon Ice Works,
Ene Nationale.

Larue, proprietor

Tanjong Pagar Dock Company,
Limited, Singapore.

Hale & Co., W. G., agents

—

Compagnie des Chemins de per
GARANTIS DES COLONIES FrANCAISES,

Eue de la Victorie, 68, Paris.

Conseil d’Administration.
Baron de Eeinacb, president; Durrieu,

Tbelier, Predurean, administrateurs
Eobin, secretaire-gm^ral
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Eastern Extension, Australasia, and
China Telegraph Company, Limited.
Office : Cape Saint James

H. Seaward, superintendent
W. C. Langdon, chief clerk

W. H. Giles

H. A. Marshall
W. P. Maclean
L. S. Hurst

W. G. Hale & Co., agents, Saigon

Ligne Saigon a Mytho.
Morandiere, ingenieur en chef, Saigon

Services de I’Exploitatior.

Canet, directeur des services

Richerolles, ingenieur du materiel et de la

traction

Legrand, secretaire-redadeur

Ferree, chef du controle et de la compta-
bilite

Gourg, caissier

Enterprise Generale des Travaux
DU Chemin de per de Saigon

A Mytho.
Societe des Fonts et Travaux en fer.

Head Office : 80, Kue Taitbout, Paris.

Mauguin, administrator of the Society

at Paris

Morandiere, director of works at Saigon

Societe Generale des Tramways a
Vapeur de Cochinchine.

Office
:
Quay de 1’Arroyo Chinois.

A. Ogliastro, director

A. Balet, inspector of the line

Petit, chief engineer

Insurance Agencies.
Catoirt*, Amedeo, agent

—

Assurance Colon iale

Penis Frcres, agents

—

Maritime Insurance Companies of

Bordoanx, Paris, Marseilles, and
Havre

La Foiiciere Compagnie Lyonnaise
Eeuine

Fire Insurance Company, “Confiance”
Registre Maritime
National Marine Insurance Associa-

tion, Limited
South British Fire and Marine In-

surance Co. of New Zealand

Engler & Co^ F., agents

—

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited

Straits Insurance Company, Limited

Sun Fire Office

Austrian Insurance Company, “ Don-
au ” of Vienna

Hale & Co., W. G., agents

—

Lloyds’, London
Western Clubs, Topsham
China Traders’ Insurance Co., Ltd.

Union Insurance Society of Canton, Ld.

Batavia Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

China Fire Insurance Co., Limited

Java Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

North British and Mercantile Insu-

rance Company, London
Societa “ Italia,” Genoa
General Insurance Co., Trieste

Oosterling Insurance Co., Batavia

The Underwriting and Agency Asso-

ciation, London
United Insurance Company, Lloyd

Austriace, Trieste

Speidel & Co., agents

—

Tangtsze Insurance Association

TransatlanlischeGueterversicherungs

Gescllschaft

Queen Fire Insurance Company
Hamburg Magdeburg Fire Insurance

Company
Jjubeck Fire insurance C('rapany

North China Insurance Company
Canton Insurance Office, Limited

Samarang Sea & Fire Insurance Co.

Germanic Lloyds’

Duesseldorfer Allgemeine Versiche-

rungs Gesellschalt, Duesseldorf

Eegistro Italiano

Vercin Brcmischer See Vcrsicherungs

Gescllschaftcn

Vercin Hamburger Assecuradeure

Bcutsciie Transport Versicherungs

G( S' llscl ait, B( rlin

Hongkong Fire Insurance Co., Ltd.

Scottish imj^erial Insurance Co.

Alliance Life and Fire Insurance

Office

Banks.

Chartered Bank of India, Australia, ami

China

—

Speidel & Co., agents
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Banque de I’lndo-Chme
L. Michelot, manager (absent)

L. Dierx, sub-manager
L. A. Huteau, cashier

L. Delhorbe, sub-accountant

J. Merle, clerk

L. Eosnet, do.

A. Vigerie, do.

Chartered Mercantile Bank of India, Lon-
don, and China

—

W. Gr. Hale & Co., agents

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Cor-
poration. Rue d’Adran

A. Edward Cope, agent
A. Perrin, clerk

E. C. Seng
C. K. Slew
E. N. Hee

Professions, Trades, &o.
Albarel, J., wine merchant, Quai du
Commerce

Anthoine, P., tavernkeeper, Eue Batavia

Barry, house owner

Baud & Co., E., contractors, lightfitters,

plumbers, &c., Eue Catinat

Em. Baud
Dagregorio
Bandier

Allard, engineer

Berthelier, F., auctioneer and general

broker
John, clerk

Berthault, Mile, tavernkeeper, Eue Na-
tionale

Blanchy, Paul, timber and stone mer-
chant and contractor, Bieuhoa

Boin, E., tavern keeper, Eue Taberd

Bourdin, Mme., wine and spirit merchant,
Eue Catinat

Branzell, A., contractor, Eue Nationale

Brun & Cbauvin, farriers, and harness

makers, Eue Eigault de Genouilly

Hippolyte Brun
Chauvin

“ Cafe Catinat,” Rue Catinat
Voisin, proprietor

“ Caf4 du Commerce,” Boulevard Canton
Mme. Mesnager

“ Caf6 de la Musique,” Eue Eigault de
Genouilly

Mme. Bouret, proprietrix

“ Cafe d’Ormay,”
Mme. Eollet, proprietrix

“Caf^ de la Roton le,” Quai du Commerce
Mdlle. Hermence Lelaurin, proprietrix

Carabelli, E., lawyer. Rue Vannier

Catoire, A., timber merchant, Eue Eig-
ault de Genouilly

Cazaux et Bertrand freres, retail dealers,

<fcc., Eue d’Ormay, in liquidation

Gendre, signs per pro.

Champon, butcher, Eue d’Ormay

Clement, Mme., dealer in provisions and
wines. Rue Catinat

Clerc, Mme., tavernkeeper, Cholon

Colas, carpenter, Eue Nationale

Colombier, horticultural gardener. Rue
Chasseloup liaubat

Cornand & Co., plumber and llghtfitter,

Eue Catinat

Crettier, P., bookseller, stationer, cir-

culating library, and printer, 24, Rue
Catinat

Crotte, Mme., milliner aud dressmaker,

Rue Catinat

David, J., blacksmith and engineer, Eue
MacMahon

Demolis, timber merchant and contractor,

Rue Lagrandiere and Tayninh
J. Charton, signs per pro.

Derobert, dealer in provisions and wines,

Eue Vannier, in liquidation

Des Grois, lawyer, Eue d’Ormay
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Denis Freres, merchants, Elue Catinat
Emile Denis (Bordeaux)
Gustave Denis (Bordeaux)
Alphonse Denis

A. Fonsales, signs per pro.

G. Berteaux
A. Sergent
A. Croize

G. Lataste, godown keeper
S. Laplace
Giboin
E. Scbeneegans

Devise, soap manufacturer, route haute
de Cbolon

Dillere, process server, Eue d’Adran

Doriani Bouillac, Madame, milliner and
dressmaker. Rue Catinat

Dussol, H., contr mtor, Quai de 1’ Arroyo
Chiuois

Dussutour, A., auctioneer and broker, Eu^
Chainer

Engler & Co., F., merchants
Frederic Engler (Europe)

A. Engler, signs the firm

C. LugC', (absent)

J. Lutz
A. Eudtner
F. Sundermann

F^lemez, Mme., tavernkeeper, Eue Char-
ner

F^raud, harness maker. Rue D’Ormay

Fischer, tavernkeeper and aerated waters

manufacturer, Eue Nationale

Fleith <fc Laplace, auctioneers and brokers,

Rue Catinat and Quai dc Mytho,
Cholen
Bernard Fleith

E. Laplace

Gendre, Em., contractor

Gassier, tavernkeeper, Eue Nationale

G^raud, Mme. Vve., baker and provision

dealer, Rue Catinat

Greffe, process server. Boulevard de Can-
ton

Grenfell, J. S. W., surveyor, to Lloyd’s
agents and local offices, Quai de
I’Arroyo Chinois

Hale & Co., W. G., merchants
C. F. Tremlett
W, Detmering

H, Schmidt
A. L. de Faria
Y. King

“ Hotel de I’Europe,” Quai du Commerce
Mme. Eva Allene, jiropiietrix

“ Hotel Laval,” Eue Catinat
Laval, proprietor

“Hotel de I’lluivers,” Eue Vannier
Oilivier, proprietor

Hubert, J., merchant, Eue Catinat

Huguenin-Hainard, watchmaker. Rue Ca-
tinat

“ Imprimerie Commerciale, ” printing

and bookbinding office, Eue d’Adran
C. Guillanci, ) . ,

C. Martinon, j
Proprietors

C. Matbiez, foieman
H. de Silva, compositor
M. da Cruz, do.

E. Zuzarte, do.

Isidore, Henri, bill collector

Jame, G., notary public, Eue Eigault de
Genouilly

Jauffret, process server, Ei'.o Eigault de
Genouilly

Jourdan, Ch, lawyer, Eue Eigault de
Genouilly

Jouvet, A., commission agent and public

accountant, Eue Eigault de Genouilly

A. Jouvet, junr.

Kiry, Mile. L., tavernkeeper, Cbolon

Lacaze, A., storekeeper. Rue Catinat
Antoine Lacaze (absent)

G. Lacaze

Laforgue, agent d’affaires, Eue Amiral
Eoze

Lamache, P., surgeon dentist
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Lasnier, banker, Eue MacMahon

Levie, druggist, Eue Catinat
Guigne

Loiseau, engineer. Firm Eiffel & Go.,

Eue MacMahon

Mayer, A., contractor and timber mer-
chant, Eue MacMahon

A. He union, conductor
B. Eicetti

Mesnager, Mme.
,
taverukeeper. Boulevard

Canton

Migieux, Mme. de dressmaker, Eue Ca-
tinat

Montvenoux, Mme. Eug., wine and spirit

merchant, storekeeper, and photogra-
pher, Eue Catinat

Monceaux, medical practitioner, Eue
Charner

Mont de Piete, Quai de 1’Arroyo Chinois
Apan, Suo-yoo & Co.

Apan, director

O. du Crouzet, sworn clerk

Montegut, tavernkeeper. Boulevard Bon-
nard

Morin, contractor, Eue des Mois

Moscovich, Mme., tavernkeeper. Boule-
vard Canton
Mme. Griinenberg

Mongeot, medical practitioner, Eue Ei-

gault de Genouilly

Nelson, Mme. Vve., tavernkeeper, Eue
Catinat

Niobey, E., lawyer, Eue Catinat

Ogliastro and A. du Crouzet, Quai de
I’Arroyo Chinois

Ogliastro

A. du Crouzet (absent^

O. du Crouzet

Pat^, Mme., milliner and dressmaker, Eue
Catinat

Mile. Poirier

Pelissier, M-., grocer and dealer in provi-
sions and wines

Per^, H. painter and contractor, Eue
Nationale

H. Pere (absent)

Gardes, signs per pro.

Burbe

Perrin, tavernkeeper, Eue Catinat

Perrin, Mine., milliner and dressmaker,

Eue Catinat

Pharmacie Normale, manufactory of sy-

rups and aerated waters. Rue Catinat

Guerin, proprietor

L. Lafitte

L. Perand

Eagon & Josserand, hair-dressers anij,

storekeepers

Eaynal, T ,
hair dresser, and dealer in per-

fumery, Eue Catinat

Eestaurant de France, Cholon
B. Carabelli, proprietor (absent)

Leroy

Eeynaud, N., Eue Nationale

Eiviere & Co., J. A., merchants, Quai du

Commerce
J. A. Eiviere

H. Eiviere

Eoussier and Silvin, contractor.s, Eue Ei-

gault de Genouilly

Sailer and Bonardel, hairdressers and
dealers in perfumery, Eue Catinat

Salin, photographer, Eue Catinat

Schroeder Freres, contractors and pro-

prietors Steam Saw Mills at Kanhoi
K. Schroeder

A. Schroeder (absent)

Speidel & Co., merchants
F. W. Speidel

T. Speidel

F. Woelz,signs per pro.

H. Kurz
F. Seiler

J. Linossier

W. Springrnuhl

F. Klinger

0. Kurz
Th. Edwards
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C. Gr. Rogge, agent in Pnom-penk
(Cambodia)

E. Kirchhoff, agent in Battambang
(Siam)

A. Spooner, Ed. Eenard, & Co., mer-
chants, and proprietors Chohn Steam
Rice Mill

A. Spooner (Europe)
Ed. Renard (Europe)

L, Renard (Europe)
Ed. Cornu (Europe)
A. Cornu, signs per pro.

J. Azais do.

A. Domenjod

TangKeng Ho, merchant and banker, Quai
de I’Arroyo Chinois

Tabouriecb, hairdresser. Rue Catinat

Tournier, J., tailor and storekeeper. Rue
Catinat

V. Pot rier, clerk

Tr&n-iNgayen-banh, lawyer, Quai de
rArroyo Chinois

Vergonjeanne, blacksmith, Rue Vannier
Martin

Tiaud, veterinary surgeon. Rue MacMahon

Villa, Mme., grocer and dining rooms. Rue
Charnier

Vinson, G., lawyer. Rue Charner (absent)

Willis, brewer. Rue Nationale

River Pilots.

Arduzer, Marin, Pallas, Gavini, Luperne,

Roux, Castcra, Carles, Dennemont,
Michel, Guedon, Fischer, Dolo, de
Lachrevrotiere, Ollivier, Bruno, Perchel,

Sicard, apprentice pilot

GOVERNMENT SCHOOLS.
Direction.

Rul. general director

Carrier, inspector

de Sapinaud, clerk

Chasseloup-Laubat’s College.
Blaise, head master
Liger, econome
JoBselme, Bajot, Giat, Fontaine, Dalleu,

Lahuppe, Vinson, n.asters

Mrs. Berre, Martin, mistress

Adran’s College
Carlier, head master
Andre, Veron, Couffinhal, Mercier, Br^-

gegere, Vignaud, masters

College at Mttho.
Roncoules, head master
Meric, Cheon, Cotel, Guuet, Vally, Hous-

sin, Jules Molin, Alexis Molin, masters

Schools.
Bentre—Le Gambier, head master

do. — Bosse, Lachapelle, masters
Bienhoa—Gleiz' s, h(ad master

do. —D’Herrouville,Thiedey, masters
Binhoa—Menguy, head master

do. —Malhome, Chat rot, masters
Cholen—Jammes, head master
do. —Bizard, master

Soctrang—Lieutaid, head master
do. —Darre, master

Vinhlong—Berland, head master
do. —Dabirel, master

Municipal Boys’ Schools.
Grossetete, directcr

Fontaine, Taquel., Tau| in, Cowie, n)asters

Van, Tai, Nanh, Annamite teachers

Larnaudy, Reuchlin, usheis

Municipal Girls’ Schools.
Mme. Dussutour, mistn ss

Mme. Bouteiller, sub-misiress

M. M. Giat, Cowie, jirofrssors

Pourchez, proh ssor of music
Mine. Germanicus, inspeetivss

Saigon Cathedral.
H. Le Mee, curate of Saigon
L. Thinselin, chaplain to the mil. hospital

Chi Nhum Minor Seminary.
M. Ritter, director

; P. Provost, teacher

Missions.
Monseigneur Colombert, bishop of Samo-

sate and vicar apostolic of the Mission
of Cochin-China.

C. J. Gernot, provicar general

F. Thiriet, provicar general

Prodhomme, secretary to the bishop.

Saigon Seminary.
J. Thiriet, superior

J. A. Dumas, F. Humbert, J. B. Clair, A.
Abonnel, J. M. Depierre, M. A. Verney,^

P. Duoc, professors

Taberd Schoot.
A. J. Joubert, director

j
P. Provost



CAMBODIA
Cambodia, or the Kingdom of tbe Khmer, as it is called by tbe natives, extends

from 101 deg. 30 min. to 104 deg. 30 min. longitude, and from 10 deg. 30 min. to

14 deg. latitude. It was reduced to its present proportions in 1860 by tbe
annexation of its two richest provinces, Angcor and Battambang, to Siam. Its area
is about 62,000 square miles. It is bounded on the south-west by the Gulf of Siam,
on the south-east by French Cochin-China, on the north by the Laos, and on the north-

west and west by Battambang and Angcor. The noble river Meikong flows through
the kingdom, and after passing througli French Cochin-China, empties itself, by a
number of mouths, into the sea. The Meikong is the grand waterway of Cambodia,
and, like the Nile in Egypt, lays the greater part of the country under water annually,

greatly increasing its fertility. There are some other navigable rivers in the countiy,

but none that compare with this “Great Father of Waters.” The soil of Cambodia
is rich and productive, and rice, pepper, indigo, cotton, tobacco, sugar, maize, and
cardamons are cultivated. Coffee and spices of all sorts could be grown. Among
woods, ebony, rose, sapan, pine, iron, and other valuable sorts exist, no less than
eighty different kinds of timber being foimd in the forests. Iron of good quality

has been discovered, and it is affirmed that there are gold, silver, and lead mines in

the mountains.
Anim al life is abundant. Among others, the elephant, rhinoceros, tiger, buffalo,

deer of many species, wild boar, ai'sifl the monkey may be mentioned. Eeptiles of

every kind are to be found, from the alhgator to the lizard. Winged game of aU
sorts, including snipe, woodcock, pheasants, peafowl, teal, partridges, and wild ducks
swarm. Hares and rabbits are to be found eveiywhere. The fisheries of Cambodia
are very productive, and salt fish forms one chief article of export.

Cambodia was once an extensive and powerful state, and proofs that it possessed

a much higher civilisation than now prevails are to be found in the arcliitectural

remnants of former grandeur. The noble ruins of the ancient city of Angcor are

monnme.nts of a people much superior to the feeble race which now inhabits Cambodia.

Tlie Cambodians differ entirely from their peighbours the Annamites, both in features

and custo: t. Polygamy is practised among them. The prevailing religion is Budd-
hism. Th neople are apathetic and indolent, and allow the trade to fall into the

bands of Chinese, of whom there are about 100,000 in the coruitry. The entire

p- milation of the kingdom in 1882 was 950,000, ot which number 130,000 were slaves.

Slavcrv, however, was abolished by the Treay of 1884.

The Government of Cambodia is a monarchy, under French protection. The
present King, Somdach Pra Maha Norodom, is forty-seven years of age and suc-

ceeded his father King Ang Duong, who died in 1860. As in Siam, there is a Second

Kinc, Maha Oberak, brother to the King, but his title is purely nominal and his

power equally so. King Norodom I. is intelligent and amiable, but wanting in

resolution. In June, 188^4, the King of Cambo(b:a signed a new treaty with Prance

by which the administration of the country is handed over to French Residents.

Phnom-penh, the present capital of Cambodia and seat of the Government, is

ei+uated on the river Meikong, nearly in the heart of the kingdom. The King’s

palace, is a large building, and the, portion devoted to his use is built and furnished in

European style. It contains some fine apartments. Attached to the Palace, and
inside the Palace walls, are the Hall of Justice, Audience Rooms, Treasury, Armoury,

and some steam workshops and magazines. The King possesses three small steamers

and several steam launches. His workshops are superintended by European engineers

and a European has charge of the pubhc works. Phnom-penh is improving under

the present rule. Good roads are being made, and brick houses are gradually super-

seding less durable structures. There is a strong iron bridge, and a telegraph office.

Barracks have been constructed. The French Resident-General has a handsome
residence in the city. The European firms have ei'ected substantial and commodious

premises. The population of Phnom-penh is estimated at 60,000.
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Trade at present is limited, and the country generally is entirely undeveloped.
It is practically shut out from foreign commerce, and has no seaports of any impor-
tance. The port of Kamput can only be frequented by small coasting native vessels
from Siam and by Chinese junks. A railway from Saigon to Phnom-penh has been
projected, but is at present in abeyance.

DIRECTORY.

Supreme King—H. M. Somdach Pra Maba
Norodom Tippudey Kampouchia

Second King—H. R. H. Somdach Pra
Ma ia Obbarack

Etteopea.ns in H.M.’s Employment.
Valiere, chief ei gineer in charge of work-

shop, and H.M ’s steamers, with 3 other

European assistants

E. Hunter, interpreter

Pascual de la Cruez, chief of police

FRENCH PROTECTORATE.
Foures, acting representative, general re

sident

Osmont, administrator adjoint

Paris, first clerk

Bongenot, president of comd
Vandelet, attorney general

Pailiies, assistant judge
Schaal, registrar

Paehont, deputy registrar

Mora n, physician

Maieehel, surveyor public works
E\chenne, telegraph

Ildrio, surveyoi
,
telegraph

Balthazar, captain commanding military

post

Bouneau, schoolmaster

Pelletier do.

De Couljeans, sub-administrator, Kampot

French Government Opium Farm.
Fontaine, sub-inspector

Grenier, storekeeper

Deleehapt, sous-brigadier

Five Euiopean agents.

Pnum-penh Municipality.
E. Morin, president of the commission
Crestien, clerk

Pailhes, Paris, Grenier, Eychenne, Blanc,

Mermier, membeis
E. Girard, inspector of police

Roman Catholic Mission.
Bishop Cordier (Pnom-peuh)
Rev. Fr. Sykestre do.

Rev. Fr. tiuesdon do.

Rev, Fr. Mismer (Cherouy Chongua)
Rev. Fr. Combes (Ba-num)
Rev. Fr. Lazare (Mot-Kasar)

Civil Inhabitants (Pnompenh.)
Andrieu, contractor

Garcerie, A., timber merchant and pro-

prietor steam saw mill

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking Cor-
poration.

C. G. Rogge (agent for Speidel & Co.

)

agent

Mermier, hotel keeper

Margotin, lime-kiln (Pnom-cau-long)

Marrot cfe Co., Vve., storekeepers

Marrot, Jr.

Brass

Messageries Fluviales de Cochin-Chine
A. Bianc, agent

Ogliastro & Du Crouzet, indigo planters

Rogge, C. G., agent for Speidel & Go.
Saigon

Vandelet, merchant and storekeeper

KRATTIE.
Renauld, resident general
Bidet, secretary

BANUM.
Berlin, resident general

Lffebre, secretary



ANNAM
The Kingdom of Annam, which also includes the ancient kingdom of Tonquin,

conquered and annexed by King Grialoiig of Annam in 1802, is bounded on the east by
the Gfulf of Tonquin and the China Sea, on the west by Siam, Cambodia, and the Shan
States, on the north l>y the Chinese provinces of Yunnan and Kwangsi, and on the

south by French Cochin-China. Annam proper is a narrow strip of country between
the sea and the mountains, the territory beyond which is occupied by aboriginal

tribes who are practically independent. Annam is to Tonquin in native parlance as

the girdle to the tunic, the latter being a broad and rich territory. Annam proper

is a poor country, and is dependent for part of its rice supply upon Tonquin. The
population of Annam is uncertain, but, including that of Tonquin, it may be roughly

estimated at 20,000,000.

HUE .

Hue, the capital of the kingdom of Annam, is situated on a small scarcely

navigable river named Truong Tien and called by the French the Hue river, which
debouches on the coast in about lat. 16 deg. 29 min JST., and long. 107 deg. 38 min E.
Hue is a walled city and has been built on lines similar to those of a fortified

European town of the seventeenth century. According to M. Chaigneau, Hue
consists of two distinct parts—the city proper and the suburbs. The former stands
in the middle of a square island, separated from the latter on three sides by a river

and on the fourth by a canal. It is defended by a fortified enceinte, six kilometres
in circumference, constructed by French engineers after the system of Van ban, and
havini: six large gates. Within this enceinte reside all the Goverment officials. The
walls are built of brick and are very lofty. Inside the outer enceinte is the citadel,

similarly but less solidly fortified, and having eight, instead of six, gates. The six

offices of the Ministry are in this quarter, as well as the Library, the Mandarins’
College, the Courts of Justice, the Observatory, and numerous arsenals and barracks.

Entering the second enceinte by the principal gate, the visitor emerges in front of
the palace of the Council of State, standing amid a host of other edifices, all of an
official character. Behind these buildings is a wall of brick, which traverses the
citadel throughout, separating it completely into two parts. This wall, which encloses

the royal palaces and harem, has three gates; that in th*^ centre being in the form of

a pagoda, gilt and adorned with elaborate carvings. Tno mass of the houses and
even the public buildings in Hu6 are, however, very mea..i and in a bad state of repair.

The Eoyal palace, like that of Peking, has yellow tiles • those of the nobles are red.

The population of the city and suburbs is estimated t 90,000. The ramparts are
now in a ruinous condition. The mouth of the Hue rivet is defended by forts, which
were bombarded and taken by the French in August, 1883, when the Hue G-ovem-
ment at once capitulated.

DIEECTOEY.

PEOTECTOEAT HE l'AKNAM et

nn TONKIN.
Ebsidence de Hue.

G. Lemaire, ministre resident de France,
representant duProtectorat de 1’Annam

J. Idatte, chancelier

L. A. Mangin, medecin

Lieut. T. G. A. Boudonnet, commandant
de la garde d’honnetu'

Capt. A. J. Lejard, commandant sup6-
rieur du Corps d’Occupation de Thua-
nan

Capt E. E. J. Eadiguet, commandant de
place Thuanan



TURON
This port is situated about 40 miles south-east of Hu^. Turou has a fine harbour

capable of f^dving shelter to any amount of shipping. The hade of the
)
ort is entirely

in the hands of the Chinese. As no French Custom House exists, statistics are

difficult to gather. The exports consist mostly of sugar, silk, betelnuts, and oil; the
imports of rice, piece goods, &c. The trade is chiefly vrith Hongkong. Rice is

imported from Haiphong, Hai Duong, and Hamdinh. Turou -was not, strictly

speaking, an open port, until the treaty of 1883 -with France. Coal mines have been
opened here, but the quality proved rather disappointing, though it is believed that

deeper workings would yield better u ineral.

QUIimON.
Quinhon was opened to foreign trade upon the conclusion of the treaty between

Frant e and Annam, signed in March, 1874. It is situated on the coast of Annam in

about lat. 13 deg. 54 min. N., long. 109 deg. 02 min. E. The entrance to the port is

obstrnrcted by a bar, which may be crossed, however, by any vessel with a draught not
exceeding 16 to 16f feet. The chief article of export is salt. The

j
opulatioii and

country being very poor, the commercial prospects of the port are not very brilliant.

What little trade exists is chiefly with Hongkong and is at present all in the hands of

the Chinese. There are no European merchants established in Quinhon. A French
Consul and a body of troops are stationed there.

TOWQUIN.
Anciently an independent kingdom, but since 1802 a province of Annam, is

situated between lat. 19 deg. end 23 cleg. N. and long. 102 deg. and 108 deg. 80
min. E., bounded on the nonh by China, ou the west by xbe Laos ccuntiy, on the

south by Annem, and on liie cast by the Gulf of Torquin. Ihe countiy near the

sea is a rich alluvial plain, well vatcred 1 y numerous liters, and i-roduccs large crops

of rice, vhile sugar, cotton, s] ices, indigo, silk, and vaiious other articles are lai .-d.

It is believed to possess valuable mines of silver, and gold is also known to exist, i -y

the Treaty of Hue, dated the 6th June, 1884, the Annamite Government p]a<ed

Tonquin under a French Protectorate, and its affairs are in future to be i.dn inistered

under the supervision of French Residents. The country is, ho’C^'ever, stiii in a very

disturbed state. Tonquin is divided into seventeen provinces, namely, Quang-yen,

Hai-duong, Bac-ninh, Thai-nguyen, Lang-son, Cao-bang, Tuyen-quang, Hong-hoa,

Son-tay, Ha-noi, Ninh-binh, Hung-yen, Nam-dinh, Thanh-hoa, Nghe-an, Ha-tinh,

and Bo-chinh. Hanoi, the capital, is the chief town of the province of the same
name, and appears on old maps as Ke-sho.

HAIPHONG,
This is the shipping port for Hanoi, Hai-Dzuong, and Namdinh, the commercial

centres of Tonquin. It is situated in lat. 20 deg. 51 min. N
,
and long. 106 deg.

42 min. E., on the river Cua Cam, a branch of that great river connecting Yunnan with

the Tonquin Gulf, called the Song-koi, about sixteen and a half miles from the light-

house. The light-house at the entrance of the river, on the island of Hon-Dau,

is visible at a distance of about six miles. The entrance to the port is obstructed

by two bars
;
the outer one sand, the inner one mud. Haiphong is accessible, however,

by vessels drawing from 19 to 20 feet. There is plenty of water in the river. Vessels

anchor about a quarter of a mile from the shore in from 40 to 60 feet of water

abreast of;a creek communicating with the Song-koi. The banks ot the river are

low and consist of alluvial n.ud, from which the French Settlement and the town

have with great labour and expense been reclaimed.
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Haiphong proper is situated on both sides of the creek. The streets are narrow,
repulsive, and dirty, but show considerable improvement now, most of the streets

having been metalled and paved recently by the I’rench authorities. The native
buildings are wretchedly constructed of mud, bamboo, and matting. The only
decent buildings are those occupied by foreigners and Chinese, to which many have
lately been added -and more are in course of construction, so that Haiphong
altogether commences to look more like a town. The bulk of the European residents

are French. The Cu?to'.n House is in the control of the French. The population
of Haiphong is diffinilt to estimate, but probably does not exceed 7,000. There are

about 1,000 foreigners, including Chinese.

Haiphoag is distant from Hanoi, the former capital of Tonquin, about sixty

miles as the crow flies, but by the main river (the Song-koi) the route is about 150
miles, and by the Cua Cam and the Bacninh canal about 90 miles. A number of

small steamers ply regularly between Hanoi and Haiphong.
The port of Haiphong was opened in 1875, and for the first three years trade

largely increased, and still continues to grow. The nominal value of the imports
in 1880 was 5,467,315fr., and of the exports, 7,507,528fr., making a total of

12,974,833fr., but this amount is far from representing the real volume of business.

Of the imports English cotton goods and yarn account for 84 per cent, of the total

value. Of the exports, rice accounts for 39 per cent., and raw silk and silk piece

goods for 21 per cent. The value of the Grerman trade, import and export, was
about 4,000,000fr. Since the war trade has been at a virtual stand-still.

The following entries and clearances of vessels during the four years 1878 to

1881 show the progress of the trade of the port ;—1878—entries, 98 ;
clearances, 99

;

1879—entries, 113 ;
cleai'ances. 111

;
1880—entries, 152 ;

clearances, 151 ;
1881—en-

tries, 200
;
clearances, 198. Haiphong is now connected by submarine cables with

Saigon and Hongkong.

DIllECTOHY.

Government Offices.

FnENCH Residency.
Resident- -Rossigneux
ChancelL^r—Ranchot
CZerA:—C.'ouault

Customs.
Director— Serre de Bazangour
Commis, 1st Class—Messier

Do. —de Montaignac de
Chauvance

Commu, 2nd Class—Amy
Do. —de Laro>iere

Surveillanis, Isi Class— Vaiie, Regagnon,
RocLe, Rronsse, Ulmann

Surveillauts, 2nd Class—Beaujais, Alg-
uii'r, Roux, .Justice, Rijayran, Poulin,
Desaiiges, Crenan, Cornillon, Roch,
Huguenin, Jiijation, Bogaeri, Coffigiial,

Joublin, Duranton, Giraidin, Nicolas,
Leiiejen, Bigotean, Cloess, Battesti,
Lormier

Public Works Department.
Agent—Des.sey

Immigration Department.
Chief Clerk—Corbon

Police Department.
First Class Agent—Grevot
Second do. —D.dmas

Harbour Master’s Office.
Harbour Master—A. Legrand
Pilots—P. Garrique, Herv^ Lecoq, Cro-

cliet

Lighthouse Keeper—Gervais

Service Administratif du Tonkin.
Chief—0. Frogier, commissaire de la

marine, Hanoi
Joint Commissioner—Charvain, Hanoi

Do. —Hiiliert, do.

Sub Commissioner—Laine, Haiphong
Do. —Boucart, do.

Do. —A phalo, Bacninh
Do. •—Langomazino, Honghoa
Do. —Plivard, Hanoi

Assist. Commissioner—Labrousse, Hanoi
Do. -—Vassal, Namdinh
Do. —Laime, Haiphong
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Treasury.
Acting Paymaster—De Custine

Military.
Commander of the Troops—Captain Char-

rier

First Lieutenant—Cli. Martin
Second do. —Muspiere
Surgeon—Brenaand

Military Engineering Department,
Charge du Service—Moureau

Hospital.
Surgeon in Charge—Borius
Commissaire—Boucart
Surgeon—Jacquomets

Chamber Consultative Commerciale
Francaise de Haiphong.

President—Constantin
Vice President—Faure
Secretary—PLngVLj
Members—Bloume, Bompard, R. Coint,

Davoust, Guieu, Gruansing, Imbert,

Leroy, Plants, Samuel, Vidal, Cretin,

Thc'venin

Dominican Mission.
Vicariate Oriental.

Rev. A. Colomer, vicar apostolic

Rev. M. Velasco

Rev. W. Fernandez
Rev. S. Masso
Rev. T. Guirro
Rev. Jose Torres

Rev. M. Portell

Rev. J. Viade
Rev. L. Miguel
Rev. F. de Fuentas
Rev. I. L. de Foronda

Vicariate Central.

Rev. M. Riano, vicar apostolic

Rev. I. Barguero
Rev. Juan Sola

Rev. Juan Pagis

Rev. M. Fernandez
Rev. P. Soriano

Rev. E. Escribano

Rev. A. L. de Foronda

Messageries Maritimes.
E. Constantin, agent

S.S. “ Saigon,” Captain Scipioni

S.S. “ Hissus,” Captain Chaboud
S.S. “ Aretliuse,” Captain Bevilaqua

Schriever & Co., agents
Horth China Insurance Co., Limited
Union Insurance Society of Canton,

Limited
Berlin Cologne Fire Insurance Co.

Transatlantic Fire Insurance Co.

German Stt-amship Company of

Hamburg

Merchants, Professions, Trades, &c.

Alguier, brickmaker

Argence, captain d’, resident

Augis, Villeroi d’, civil engineer

Best, Leonhard, trader

Bloume, civil engineer and architect

Bloume, proprietor of public market

BrifFaux, trader

Carbonel, Vve., caf^ keeper

Carolp, blacksmith

Cavelty, trader

Ceccaldi, commission agent

Clataud, trader

Compagnie Fran9aise du Tonkin et de
ITndo-Chine

Camelle Gauthier, agent general

Constantin, E., merchant
E. Constantin

C. Constantin, signs per pro.

J. d’ Ahbadie
J. Jacquet
G. Gavelle

Cretin, baker, butcher, and army and
navy contractor

Olivier

Lesimple
Fleury (Haidong)

Denis Fr^res, merchants
Emile Denis (Bordeaux)
Gustave Denis

Alphonse Denis (Saigon)

D. Vincens, signs per pro.
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Dimitry, caf^ restaurant

Dujardin, A., engineer and contractor

T. Maron, agent

Dupont, storekeeper

Felsentberg, trader

Gaudaubert, trader

Gattier, restaurant keeper

Guieu Frdres, commission agents

H. Padel
E. Grosclaude

Hiepeck, trader

Hotel de I’Europe
Vidal, proprietor

Imbert, Calixte, merchant and commis-
sion agent, and at 89, Eue de Eiche-
lieu, Paris

JeloTis, storekeeper

Lacaze, storekeeper and commission
agent. Boulevard de la Post

A. Lacaze
Bompai d

Maree & Co., Mathieu, storekeepers and
commission agents

Marty, A. E., merchant and commission
agent

A. K. Marty, (Hongkong)
P. Marty
Philipps

Mex, trader

Morandini, butcher

Olivier, trader

Plants, trader

Eeynand & Faure, commission agents

Eoqire Freres, “ Messageries de Cochin

Chine ”

V. Eoque
H. Euque

J. Eoze, superintendent captain

J. W. Jameson, supat. engineer

Schriever & Co., merchants and commission

agents

W. Schriever

O, von der Heyde (Hanoi)

B. Costa, captain str. Tunquin

Societe francaise d’Entreprises coloniales,.

63, Eue de la Victoire, Paris

L. Turc, representant

E. Constantin, agent

Speidel & Co., merchants
A. Bauermeister, signs per pro.

W. Eicon do.

NAVAL FOECES.
“ Parseval,” cruiser of 3rd class, 4 gnns
Commandant—Pontillon, in command of
naval forces

Lieutenant— Faubournet de Montferrand
Ensigns—Dartige du Fournet, Deimon,

Chapelle
Surgeon—Sauvaget
Paymaster—Lourtis

“ Hamelin,” cruiser of 3rd class, 8 guns
Commandant—Escudier
Liev tenant—Eiotaud
Ensigns—Bscande, Thomine, Loyer
Surgeons—Commes, Legrand
Paymaster—Le Preux

“ Surprise,” gunboat of 2nd class, 2 guns
Commander—Thomassi
Ensigns— De Q routes, Maestric, Moreau
Surgeon—Nicolas

“ Massue.” river gunboat, 1 gun
Commands,—Her fi

“ Carabine,” river gunboat, 1 gun
Commander—Douzans

Drac, transport of second class

Leopard, gunboat of 2nd class

Adour, gunboat of 3rd class

I

Antilope, do. do.



HANOI..
Hanoi, the capital of Tonquin, once an independent kingdom, but since 1802 a

province of Annam, is situated on the Sont:-koi, or Red River, 110 miles from its

mouth. The city is built close on the river, here about a mile in width, and,
bein',' embowered in trees, presents a pleasin'' appearance on bein;? approached by
water. The citadel O'-cupies the hi^jhest site, and is surrounded by a brick wall

twelve feet hi^h and a moat. Five uates uive access to it, and in front of each is

a redan strongly defended and manned by troops. Three of the five gates have been
walled up since the occupation of the citalel by the French in 1882. The Govern-
ment buildings and b.'irracks are all inside the citadel. The city is situated between
the citadel and the river. The principal streets occupied by Chinese are wide and
the houses well built of brick

;
in the other quarters of the city the shops and houses

are mat erections. The streets, with the exception of the Chinese quarter, are

uupaved. and in wet weather are simply impassable on account of the mud. The
French have, however, made great improvements iu this way. The street leading

from the river bank to the citadel is well metalled and great part of the town is now '

lighted with oil lamps. Before the war there was plenty of life and business in Hanoi,
and the shops and markets were well supplied with native goods and produce. The
Chinese then numbered more than 3,000. The French Settlement is separate from
the city proper, and stands o.jl the river bank to the south of the native town. The
population of the city was evtimated before the war at from 60,000 to 80,000; great

part of it was destroyed during the troubles, and the town was almost deserted. Now,
however, the pojmlation is probably as great as ever it was.

The Soag-koi is navigable for ships of very light draught as far as Mang-hao, a
considerable trading city in Yunnan, some 300 miles above Hanoi, but the disturbed

condition of the frontier has hitherto prevented any systematic attempt to open
communication by this route with Western China. The French Government purpose
to open up this route to trade when they have restored order and established their

authority, but there is strong reason to doubt that as a waterway the river will ever

be of any great value.

DIRECTORY.

French Residency.
Resident—Parreau, alministrateur prin-

cipal

Chancelier—Wm. Rustant
Juge Suppleint—Qrmomax
Ministere Public—Hufrouil
Commissaire de Police—Ehrart

Service Administratie.
Chief— O. 1 rogier

Secretary—Brc ni

Commissaire avx Rmi .—Charvein
do. Subsisteiit. — Plivart
do. Ponds—Liihroujso

Agent Principal—Fellouneau
Commis—Parb urel

Treasury.
Treasury Paymaster—H. Masse
Assistant do. —G. Fernier
Clerk—J. Court
Do. —J. M. B. Sens Olive

Act. Paymaster, Haiphong— A.C.(leC’;stine

Do., Bacninh—C. Henua
Do., Namdinh —P. Boy>

Do., Honghoa—J. P. Roliin

Do., Thuanan—H. Genou.'C-

Prachee

Direction des Aff.ures Civiles
ET Politique.!.

Director—Silvestre

Interpreter and Acting Secretary—Nobert
Commis Hedacteur—Vassal

Do. —Derilos

Commis de Comptabilite—Niuault
Do. —Bernord

Customs.
Chief—De Moutaignac

Commissariat.
Chief—Fe Ilonneau
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Agencies.
Schriever & Co., agents

—

North China Insurance Company-
Union Insurance Society of Canton
Transatlantic Fire Insurance Co.

Berlin-Cologne Fire Insurance Co.

French Mission.
Pere Laudais, prHre

Merchants, Professions, Trades, &c.

Crettier, F., bookseller, printer, and sta-

tioner

F. Crettier

Mainfroy, agent

De Beire, Mme., cafe-restaurant

Guieu Freres, commission agents
F. Martin

Kalischer, Bazar de Paris

Koenig, Eug., merchant

Lacaze, storekeeper, Eue des Incrusteurs
A. Lacaze

Marcelli

Delmas

Mingaux, aerated waters manufacturer

Ogl'astro & du Crouzet, merchants

Perrin, restaurateur

Roque Freres, merchants aud commissioa,

agents

Santucci, cafe-restaurant

Schriever & Co., merchants and commis-
sion agents

W. Schriever, (Haiphong)
O. von der Heyde

J. F. Schriever, (Europe)
Gavelle (Haiphong)
B. Costa, capiain str Tonquin

Schroeder Brothers, merchants and con-
tractors lor public works

Karl Schroeder

Albeit Schroeder

Vacle, trader

Wehrung, C. R., commission agent

SOR^Y.
Resident—Bonna 1

Chancdier—Rro(\m de Bellsaler

Superintendent of Police—Mazurier

BACNIHH.
Resident—Pale
Chancelier—Houdayer
Sub-Commissioner of Marine—Aphalo

NAMDINH.
Resident—^Gouix
Chancelier—Pivert

Assist. Commr. ofAdministrative Service-^
Vassal

Superintendent of Customs—Ueauvais



SIAM.

'The kingdom of Siam, of which Bangkok is the capital, extends from the latitude

of about 23 deg. north to the Gulf called after itself. It is boimded on the west bj
Burmah and the Bay of Bengal, and on the east by the Lai Mountains. The
kingdom proper Hes in the valley of the Menam, the country of the true Siamese.

The boundaries of Siam on the Bay of Bengal reach from the possessions of Great
Britain in Burmah in a southerly line to the boimdary between Perak and Quedah
in the Malayan Peninsula in the latitude of 5 deg. south. The island of Junck
Salong, containing enormous deposits of tin ore, is included in the territories of

Siam. The boundary line runs nearly east from Perak across the peninsula in

about the same latitude between the provinces of Tringano and Pahang to the China
Sea, thence north to the head of the Gulf of Siam. The kingdom also comprises the
greater part of the ancient domain of Lao and the rich and valuable possession of

Battambang, once a part of the kingdom of Cambodia. The various dependencies

and outskirts are peopled by a variety of races, some sui generis, others illustrating

every form and shade of the transition between- the original race and the Annamese
on the east, and the Malays and Burmese on the south and east. The former capital

of Siam was Ayuthia, situated on the Menam river (hterally the “ Mother of

Waters ”). about 90 miles from its mouth. In 1767 a series of bloody and desperate

combats between the Siamese and the Burmese culminated in the capture and des-

truction of that city by the victorious Burmese general and the consequent exodus
of the conquered. They moved down the river about 60 miles and there founded
the present populous and flourishing city of Bangkok. The chief of the Siamese
Army rallied the scattered troops, and, building a walled city at Toutaboree, declared

himself King under the title P’ya Tak. In 1782 the reins of empire were seized by
one of his most distinguished generals named Yaut Fa, who founded the present

dynasty, of which His Majesty the present King [the 40th reigning monarch in Siam
or whom we have any record] is the fifth in regular descent. The revenue of Siam
is very largo, and if properly collected would be enormous, but the inertness of the

nobility and the frauds practised witli the utmost boldness and impunity, have very

seriously impaired it. Of the Customs revenue probably not one-eighth of the legi-

timate amoiint is ever collected. The general revenue is farmed out to Chinese, and a
triennial tax is also imposed upon all foreigners unrepresented by a Consul, such

as Chinese, Annamese, &c.

Tlie army, in time of peace, is small, and is made up of the following. 1st.

—

The Royal Body Guard, which consists of one sqxiadron of cavalry, two battalions of

infantry, and one company of artificers and sappers. This body of troops is re-

cruited from the sons of noblemen descended from the blood royal. 2nd.—The Palace

Guard, which is composed of two battalions of infantry. 3rd.—The Royal Elephant

Troops. 4th.—The Royal Infantry, consisting of three battalions of four companies

each. To this corps is attached a squadron of cavalry and a brigade of artillery.

This branch is open to the sons of slaves, who gain their freedom after their term
of five years’ active service. 5th.—The Royal Marines, numbering about 400, who
serve on board the Royal yachts and gunboats.

The native population of Siam, with Laos, Tavoyams, Peguans, and Burmese,
excluding those under Consular protection, is variously estimated at from six to ten

millions. The number of Chinese in the kingdom is believed to be not less than one

million three himdred thousand.
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The city of Bangkok is situated on both sides of the Menam, about thirty

miles from where this magnificent stream empties itself into the Gulf. On the east

bank of the river are the palaces of the two Engs, the foreign hongs, the Consulates,

the principal rice mdls, and most of the Public Offices. The left is principally

occupied by the Chinese and Mahomedan residents, though the Poreigm Office and
the Tamen of the Prime Minister are situated on canals leading from it. The bulk
of the business is, however, transacted on the east. Here a very fair road, the
Chawen Krung, extends from the palace walls to Paklat, and a telegraph luie con-
nects the Light-house at the Bar beyond the mouth of the river with the business

portion of the city. Bangkok is now connected, through Saigon, with the rest of the

world by wire, and a line to British Burmah has since been completed. The principal

trade of Bangkok, and the foundation on which not only its prosperity but its actual

existence mainly rests, is rice. This article is drawn in immense quantities, not
only from the innumerable fields which line the fertile valley of the Menam, but
from the adjacent rivers which flow into the Gulf from the enormous watershed
of the mounlain crescent which fdnges the northern extremi'y of the kiogdom. The out-

turn ofthis grain infavourabieyearsis scarcely tobecalcuhited. It not only furnishes sup-
port to the native popnla'i' n of Siam and the Peninsula, but supplies China, Manila, the
Straits, and even Java and Sumatra. There is also a large and flour.shing trade in

teak wood and ivory, with very many ' ther rnio' r articles of native produce which
are exported to China and the Straits. The steamers of the Scottish Oriental Steam-
ship Co. keep up regular communicaton with Hongkong, (occasionally leaving and
returning via Swatow and the Straits Settlements), hesicles special boats only running
during the rice season

;
while another line of steam rs ccmnect the Idngdom with the

Straits Settlements. These steameis run at stated intervals all the year
round, and are only removed from the line for repairs or in case ot any sudden
emergency. The sail.ng craft of ever-y flag, rig, and denomination were innumerahle,
but are now much reduced. Of public ins i utions for fo eign use, Bangkok can only
boast an Episcopal Chapd and a Protestant Cemetery. There is al-o a Ladies’ Li-
brary, in a flour.shing condition. Two Hotels are now ^ only buildings de oted to
amusement and refreshment. The native palaces, temples, and public buildings are
magnificent and on a large scale. The architecture is ot a kind peculiar to the country,
and there is more ofnovelty and interest to be witnessed by passing travellers in Bang-
kok in a few hours than can be found in China in many w( eks. There are two newspapers
published in the city, one in the Bngli>b language and one in tlie native tongue. T! e
first is a we. kly, conduct' d t y a mi>siunary. The native journal is also a weekly, and
is merely a re-print of the English journal. The poi.ulation of Bangkok is estimated
at 350,000.

'Jbe irapoi’ts during the year 1883, as reported by the Custem House, amounted
to $5,167,452 as eompar d with $7,104,361 in 18-2, and $6,279,484 in 1881; the
exports to $9,207,719 as compared with $9,702,778 in 1882, and $9,865,956 in 1881

;

but the actual amount of botli wms probably in exce. s of this value. The priuc.pal
impor.s were piece goods and opium, the principal export ric.'.

Tonnage cleared at the Custom House during 1882:—British 120,652 Lons; all

other nationalities, 69,786 tons; total, 190,438 tous.

DIRECTORY.

H.M. Somdetch P’ra Paramindr Mahah
Chulalonkoim, the King of Siam

H.E.H. Krom Mun Devawongs Varapra-
kar, private secretary to H.M.

Krom Eai P’ra Bowara Eajahwong Sat’-

abn, Second King

EOTAL GOVEENMENT.
Civil Hepaetment.

Somdetch P’ra Chow horomawongs t’ee

Chow-fah Mahah Mahlah Krom Pra
Bamrap Parapaks, Minister of theNorth
of the Interior
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War Department.

Chow P’rayah Surawongs Waiyawat fee
Samuha P’ra Kalahome, Minister of

War and Marine

Foreign Department.

Chow P’rayah Phanuwongs Mahah Ko-
sah Tibaudee fee P’ra Klang, Minister
for Foreign Affairs

P’rayah Cheroen EajahMaitree, Judge of

International Court

Royal Palace Department.

CJiow P’rayah Tamarah, Lord Chamber-
iain

Agricultural Department.

Chow P’rayah P’olatape, Minister of

Agriculture

Royal Treasury Department.

Somdetch P’ra Chow Boroinawong fee
Chowfah Mahah Mahlah Krom P’ra
Banirap Parapaks, President

Somdetch P’ra ChowNaungrah foeChow-
fjih Chaturon Rasimi Krom Hluang
Chaln-ap’adipongs, Vice-president

H.R.H. Krom Miin Devawongs Vorapra-
kar. Chancellor of the Exchequer

Board op Trade Department.

Chow P’rayah Srip’ipat

Royal Registrar Department.

Chow P’rayah Mahinfarasak Damrong

Royal Mint Department.

P'rayah Noraraht

Royal Scribe Department.

P'ra Srlsunfaun Woharn
Hluang Sarapraset
K’un Hahah Sitwoham

Royal Attendant Department.

P’rayah Bhaskarawongse
P’rayah Prap’ahkarawones
Chow Mann Sarajiet Pakder
Chow Mann Samoechai Rajah

Fire Department.
P’rayah Wararat Rachamanit, major in

charge

Roads and Bridges Department.
, roy'al commissioner
, consulting engineer

Captain Lorenzen, assistant

Royal Printing Office.
Prince Krom Mim Prom Waranurak,

superintendent

Royal Siamese Museum.
, director

Nai Chai, curator

Royal Sarahnrom Gardens.
H.R.H. Phra Ong Tong Tham, director

, botanist

ROYAL SLVMESE ARMY.
Royal Body Guard—(Tahan Krom

Mohat Lek.)

One squadron of cavalry, two battalions

of infantry, one company of arti-

ficers and sapi'crs.

H.R.H. Somdetch Phra Chow Kaungyah-
fae Krom Hluang, Bhanupanthawougs
Woradate, honorary lieutenant colonel

H.E. P’rayah Bhaskarawongs, lieutenant

colonel

H.R.H. P’ra Ong Chow Diss Waraku-
maru, major commanding and aide-de-

camp to H.M.

I

Royal Palace Guard—(Tahan Krom

I

Wang.)
_

Two battalions of infantry.

H.R.H. Krom Mam Prachaksilpacon,

commander in chief

Royal Elephant Troops—(Tahan
Krom Chang.)

Somdetch P’ra Chow Boromawong’tae
Chow Tah Mahat Mahlah Krom P’ra

Bamrap Parapaks, commander general

P’rayah P’eta Racha, major in charge

Royal Infantry—(Krom Tahan Nah.)

Three battalions, om' squadron cavalry,

brigade riillery.

Chow Mun Waywoi'...mrth, colonel com-
mander

Major P.’hra Amarawisai Saradet, com-
manding artillery

Khun Pail, lieutenant in charge of cavalry

Hluang Narit, Hluang T’uai Han, Khun
Char Juat, majors

C. Comi, C. Ferrando, G. B. Maglivla,

C. Pinson, drillmasters
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E.OTAL Marines.
Phra Intaratape Bandee Sri Samuha,
major commanding

Five European drillmasters

NAVAL DEPAETMENT.
Chiefof H.M. Navy—H. E. Pliya Pra Pah

Surawongse
Superintendent of Marine—Capt. W. Trail

Superintendent Engineer—A. Balfour

“Eegent,” S. S.

Captain—W. Nicol
Lieutenant—Gerick
Chief Engineer—W. Connell
Second Engineer—Edmond Trail

“ Siam Supporter,” S. S.

Captain—A. E. Sims
Lieutenant—J. de Souza
Chief Engineer—T. J. Pox
Second Engineer—G. Pearce

“ Impregnable,” S. S.

Captain—Vil

Engineer—

“ Coronation,” S. S.

Lieutenant in Charge—W. H. Ling
Engineer—

“ Siamese Crown,” S. S.

Captain—A. Leyser

Second Engineer—S uppa nci

“ Vesatri,” it. M.’s Yacht.
Captain—A. de Eichelieu

Engineer—

“ Apollo,”
Captain—Tuan Surawongse
Engineer—

“ Ueol Beratis ” H.E. the Kro-
mahtah’s Yacht,

CUSTOM HOUSE SEEVICE.
(Under superintendence of H.E. Phya

Ehasha Karawongse)
Khoon Maha Siddhivohar, private secre-

tary

Inspectorship.

J, M. Fidelia da Costa, chief inspector;

residence. Custom house road

OuTDOOB.

P. N. Massang, J. J. Frankfurt, Nai Chang,
Nai Bindh, Nai Eot Mahatlek, Nai Cha-
reon Mahatlek, F. da Costa, Jr., C. M.
Saudell, sub-inspectors and tidewaiters

36 revenue guards, 28 weighing^and ex-

mining clerks, 40 chintangs ^

Indoor.

Chesna Hoh Luan, manager
Nai Cha Yiiat

O. Frankfurter, Pn. D., secretary

Hoh Whee Hor.g, cashier

Phra Bebaratna Narindr, jewellery valua-

tor

Lim Eng Kiang, valuator

Hluang Mongal ivatna, trade reporter

Nai Mah Mahatlek chief Siamese clerk

Tan Him Kiat, English head clerk

Tan Chuan Tiong, assistant do.

Ctiew Teck Seng, clerk

Koh Lian Boon do.

Siam Saa, in'erpreter

4 Siamese clerks

At Paknam.

Leong Ong, inspector

26 Guards

Eice Department.

Under mangemeut of H.E. Phya Bididth
C’.mgayswarn

Phra Sawasdi Wamadit
Phra Tape Paine, Law Palm, Nai Puak,

inspectoi’s

Koon Cham Nee, treasurer

Nai Chatt, interpreter

C. Ti Poh, Nai T:en, Nai Eop, Nai Bung,
Nai Lek, Nai Ee, assistants and clerks

Peng Soon, and 51 clerks

Teak Department.

Under management of H.E. Chow Phya
Baladeb

Hluang Narissara, collector

POSTS AND TELEGEAPHS.
H.B.H. Somdi tch Phra Chow Nong Yah

T’oe Chowfah BhanurangseSwangwong-
se Krom Hliiang Bhauup intiwongse

Woradej, &c.. Minister of Posts and
Telegraphs

Cbas. Bethje, private secretary and in-

terpr.iter

Phra Toh Palek Thuranurax, first assist-

and to Minister

Hluang Phrachak Chawakan, second do.

Nai Chaem, chief clerk
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Telegraph Department.
C. B^rthelier, secretory for department
J. MarraMe, chief engineer
Mom Tewa Tirat Eacha Nikul, assistant

engineer

L. B'Thind, accountant
Nai Sawat, cashier

Kwoon Eeng, chief clerk, general office

E. Qudroiix, telegraphist, do.

Chiu Qui y Long, do. do.
W. Schroeder, interpreter do.
C. Cliui, dc. do.

L. H. Fustier, telegraphist. Custom
House station

L. Lcgris, interpreter do.

Nai Boon Tee, telegraphist, Pachinhuree
0. Brien,

E. Eeboul,
do. Plirat ibong
do. Kauchaiiburee

Nai Sam, do. Ayuthia
Nai Soot, do. Paknam
H. Warnken,

lighthouse
do. Bangkok Bar

Mun Chamnau
daret, linemen

Pakdi, Bourgueil, Dar-

Postal Department.
superintendent

W. G. Kerr, accou itant and cashier

K. T. Henderiks, resident chief clerk

Nai Butt, storekeeper

EAliBOUR MASTER’S DEPART-
MENT.

Sarbour Master ^ Master Attendant—Capt.

John Bush
Clerk—Kow Swee Seong
Interpreter—Nai Wan
Bar Lighthouse Keeper—H. Warnken
Lightship Keener—Solomon
Ghaut Sirang— Suloyman

Bangkok Licensed Pilots.
C. Astrom, L. Lainpe, J. L, Main, J.

Jackson

POLICE DEPARTMENT.
Chief Police Magistrate and Acting Lord
Mayor—H.R.H. Prince Krum Mun
Bhridhares Dhararong Sakli

Assistant Magistrates—PhyaChedukRacha
Setti, Phya Rat Rong Muang, Phya
Phison Sombat Bawriboon

Chief Clerics of the Court—Luang Surawat
Nakaret, Khoon Nakon Khate Ka sem
si, Khoon Charu Nakou, Khoon Bart
Pricha, Khoon Akhi Phinart

Interpreter of the Court—Poh Mooie

Superintendent of Police Force—Luang
Ratfhiyak Tibau Bancha, (S. J. Bird
Ames)

26 Malayan Officers ) aoine duty in the foreign

248 Constables
)

quarters and . ut stations

District Inspector—P. Solomon
|
doing duty

5 Siamese Officers i J,“ty**o/t^

80 Constables
j

'V'ang Na

The King’s School.
Superintendent—Rev. S. G. McFarland,
D.D.

First Teacher ofEnglish—S. E. H. McFar-
land, A.B.

Second do. —Geo. B. McFarland

Europeans in Government Employ.
Additional to those given aVove

Bradley, translator. Foreign office

Clunis, J., Gov. rment architect

Clunis, J., Jr., architect

Collins, D, J., surveying def.t.

Co- ten chjold, J. de, lieutenant palace

guard
Fenando, architect

Feitch, J., bandmaster to the 2nd King
Fusco, bandmaster
Hendricks, Jas. W., interpreter, Lord

Mayor’s department
Jesus, A. F. de, interpreter. Foreign office

Lawson, J. J., clerk. Foreign office

Li onan i, engineer

Linde, A. de, consulting civil engineer

Loftus, A. J., Govern); ut sm-veyor

Loft us, R. H., assistant to H R.H. Krom-
miin D vawoiigse Varoprakar

McCarthy, surveying department
Ratlije, l aker

Richelieu, Ji-., lieutenant

Ro'mussen, lieutenant

Sa, H. de, K.N.S.C., Foreign office

Schah, G., lieutenant

Simoens, B. P., interpreter, International

Court ,

Wansirom, lieutenant

Legation and Consulates.

Legation and Consulate General op
United States Ameuica.

Minister Resident and Consul General—
Gen. John A. Halderman, LL.D.

Vice-Consul—Rev. N. A. McDonald, D.D.
Clerh of Court—
Chaplain—Rev. L. A. Eaton
Interpreter—
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Bkitish Agency and Consulate
Q-enekal.

(Established June 14th, 1856.)

Political Agent & Con. General— B. M.
Satovv, C.M.G.

Consul—W. FI. Newman
Vice-Consul at Chiengmai.—E. B. Gould
1st Assistant—E. H. French
2nd Assistant—E. Cording
Student Interpreter—W. J. Archer
Post Office Agent—C. Edlefsen
Medical Attendant—W. Willis, M.D.

Portuguese Consulate General.
(Established 1820.)

Consul for Siam and Straits Settlements—
Secretary in Charge.—Daxael Goularte
Interpreter and Clerk—Xavier

French Consulate.
Established July, 1856.)

Commissioner and Consul—Le Comte de
Kergaradec

1st Chancelier-Interprete—E. Lorgeou
2nd id. —C. Hardouiu
Native Interpreter—P. Niu
Clerk— P. Chin
Constable—Pedro Due

Danish Consulate.
(Established 1858 )

Consul—Charles Stuart Leckie

Austro-Hungarian Legation and
Consulate.

(Established March, 1866.)

Consul—J. J. itiechmann

Swedish and Norwegian Consulate.
Consul—W. ivliilier

Netherlands Consulate General.
Consul General— P. S. Hamel
Special Interpreter— S. J. Smith
Interpreter—J. Chuey

Netherlands Consular Court.
President—The Consul General

Interpreter—Jacob Chuey

Consulate for the German Empire.
Consul—K. von Krencki
Secretary—A. Schinziuger

Interpreter—R. Hendriks
Second do .—Bua

Italian Consulate.
Consul—A. Jucker
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Public Companies.
Bangkok Dock Company.

(Established 1865.)
Managing Director—John Bush
Manager—John H. Douglas
Dock Superintendent—
Engineer—Q. T. Christie

Clerks—J. E. M. Jesus, Kow Swee Seong
Foreman—A’Pow

Bangkok Saw Mill.
Windsor, Rose & Co. ) . .

Frederick Cl. rke J
P^opnetors

C. Heck, engineer

Geo. Hay, foreman
Peter Veer, do.

Keng Kee, cashier

Pooii, clerk

Sam Saan Saw Mill and Timber
Yard.

Geo. Dupont, proprietor and manager

Clyde Steam Saw Mills and Timber
Yard.

Borneo Company, Limited, proprietors

Engineer— 'SN

.

A. Leach

American Steam Rice Mill.
Meh Wall & Co., pi'oprietors

Borneo Company, Limited, Steam
Rice Mill.

Engineer—W. A. Leach

A. Markwald & Co.’s Steam Rice Mill.
Engineer— H . Asmus
Assistant—O. Sweemoh

Patrew Steam Rice Mill.
Phra Thep Paine, proprietor

L. J. Sin, manager
Naichon, local manager
Nai Rott, engineer

Steamer Patrew
L. J. Sin, managing owner

PoH Chin Soo’s Steam Rice Mill.
Poh Chin Soo, proprietor

J. E. Black, engineer, Bangkok Mill

Steamer Simoon
Poh Chin Soo, owner

Model Rice Mill.
Tat Suey Chin, proprietor

Chin Tong Bee, Steam Rice Mill.
Tan Hok Poh

)

Tiong Bien > proprietors

Tiong Sai
)
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Wang Lee Rice Mill.

Lio Liang Ann, proprietor

Windsor, Rose & Co.’s Steam
Rice Mill.

W. Dunlop, engineer

F. A. Hitchcock, engineer

Kroon Naa, assistant

Tan Kim Cheng Steam Rice Mill.

East Side of River.

Tay Keng Joo, manager

3, Cairas, engineer

Lim Ah Hay, clerk

Chew Tiang Kiet, do.

Samsen Rice Mill Company.
Jucker, Sigg & Co., succes- "i

8orr. to Malliertie, Jullien & ^
proprietors

Co. W. Sinclair J

W, Webb, engineer

Steamers to Singapore.
“ Bangkok.”

Captain—A. Hocbreuter

Af/ent and Owner—Pohkien

“Ban Yong Seng.”

Captain—W. B. Hyde

A. Markwald & Co., agents

German S.S. “ Surt Wongse.”
Captain—Rademakcr

British S.S. “ MacAlister.”

Captain—Tulloch

Ocean Steamship Company.
Windsor, Rose & Co., agents

-S.S. Hecuba, Capt. White; Bangkok and

Singapore

Scottish Oriental Steamship Co.,

Limited.

Windsor, Rose & Co., agents

(for Steamers see Hongkong)

COMPAGNIE NaTIONALE DE NAVIGATION,
Marseille.

Jucker, Sigg & Co., agents

Navigazione Generale Italiana

(Florio & Rubattino).

-Jucker, Sigg & Co., agents

German Steamship Co., Hamburg,
. aorents

Siam Steam Towing and Navigation
Company, Limited.

Borneo Company, managing owners

“ Cape Clear,”

Captain—S. Saunderson
Engineer—Alex. Smith

Banks.

Banoue de l’Indo-Chine.
Jucker, Sigg & Co., agents

CoMPTOIR d’EsCOMPTE DE PaRIS.
Jucker, Sigg & Co., agents

Chartered Bank of India, Australia,
AND China.

A. Markwald & Co., agents

Chartered Mercantile Bank of
India, Lo.ndon, and China.

Windsor, Rose & Co , agents

Hongkong and Shanghai Banking
Corporation.

Jucker, Sigg & Co., agents

Insurance Companies.
Borneo Company, Limited, agents—

Lloyd’s

North China Insurance Co.

Northern Assurance Co., Fire and Life

Hong mng Fire I nsurance Company. Ld.

Giitte, R., agent

—

Hambiirg-Magdehurg Fire Insurance

Company of Hamburg
Magdeburg General Insurance Com-

pany, Limited

Jucker, Sigg & Co., agents

—

Yangtsze Insurance Association

Shanghai
North British and Mercantile In-

, surance Company (Fire)

Universal Marine Insurance Com-
pany, Limited

New Swiss Lloyd Transport Insurance

Company, of Winterthur

CoLmial Fire Insurance Co., Batavia

Transatlantic Fire Insurance Co.,

Hamburg
“ Switzerland ” Marine Insurance

Co., Zurich

Kim Cheng & Co., agents

—

China Merchants Insurance Co., Limited
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Markwald & Co., A., agents—
Hamburg, Dresden and Bremen Un*

derwriters

Canton Insurance Office, Limited
Germanic Lloyd’s— with power for

classing ships

General Insurance Company of Mad-
geburg

German Transatlantic Transport In-
surance Company, of Berlin

WestphaliaLloyd’sinsuranceCompany
“lakor,” of Moscau
Hanseatic Fire Insurance Company, of
Hamburg

Rhenania Insurance Co., of Cologne
German Lloyd Transport Insurance
Company, of Berlin

London and Lancashire Fire Insur-
ance Co.

Transport Insurance Co., of Basel
Aachen Leipziger Fire Insurance Co.,

of Aachen
Diisseldorf General Insurance Com-
pany for Sea, River and Land
Transport

Transatlantic Insurance Co. of Berlin

Windsor, Rose & Co., agents—
Chinese Insurance Company, Limited
Union Insurance Society of Canton, Ld.
China Traders’ Insurance Co., Ld.
Straits Insurance Co., Limited
China Fire Insurance Co

, Limited
Batavia Sea and Fire Insurance Co.
Samarang • Sea and Fire Insurance
Company

Patrew Company, Siam

Merchants and Traders.

Badman, Harry A., general warehouse-
man, and tailor

H. A. Badman
A. Hooker
E. Munbux

Bjurling & Co., A., general storekeepers,
commission agents, and importers of
European and American goods

A. Bjurling

A. Demianoff

Borneo Company, Limited, merchants and
owners of Steam Tugs & Steam Rice and
Timber Mills

Charles S. Leckie

T. A. L. Murray
Chinese and native clerks

Bradley’s printing, publishing, and bind-
ing house
D. B. Bradley, manager

Cardu & Co., S., architects and contractors,

near Wat Chaang
S. Cardu
G. Coroneo

Chit & Son, F., photographers

Deuntzer, S., M.D., medical practitioner

Falck & Beidek, merchants and commis-
sion agents

Gustav Falck
Otto Beidek
NaiTan,NaiHuot,andnative clerks

Gdtte, R., merchant
R. Golte

G. Gloim
A. P. Ruang
Sin Keat
Nai Dat

Steamers: Dicky—Capt. Buthmann
Do. Rudolph—Capt. Petersen

Do. Itohert—
Goule, veterinary surgeon

Gowan, P., M.D., B. Sc. Ediur., surgeon
and physician to His Majesty the King

Grassi Brothers & Co., civil engineers,

architects, contractors, &c.,‘ West side

of the river

J. Grassi

A. Grassi

W. F. Kemp, accountant

T. Stolker, architect

O. Shedenburg
J. da Silva, draftsman

H. Peterson, overseer

F. V. de Jesus, clerk

12 Native clerks

Grimm & Co., B., druggists and importers

inside City walls

B. Grimm
Erwin Muller

F. Friedrichs

H. They

Hee, C. T., M.D., physician and surgeon

to the Siamese Army

Hicks, F. G., surveyor for Lloyd’s Agents,

Germanic Lloyd’s and local offices
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Jucker, Sip's? & Co., successors to Malherbe,
Jullien & Co., merchants

A. Jucker
H. Sigg

B. E. Mohn, signs per pro.
E. Roland
A. Hofmann

Kim Ching & Co., merchants and commis-
sion ag'nts

Tan Kim Ching (Singapore)
Tay Keng Joo, manager
Tay J an, sub-manager
Tan Hoon
Tan Eng Hoh

Klopp, H., merchant and commission
agent
Hermann Klopp (absent)

Alfred Scheele, signs per pro.

E. Miiller

Poh Rim
Nai Savang

Loftus, W. Kennett, photographer, within
^the city Saket
f'onma
Maclean & Co., timber merchants

J. Maclean
A. Maclean

Manyoo, butcher and compradore

Markwald- & Co., A., merchants
Paul Lessler (absent)

J. J. Riechmann
A. Kurtzhalss

P. Masius (absent)

Chas. Kinder
E. Wiede
Lim Kian Seng
Wee Boon Seng
Tow Beng, and others

Mission Printing Press, Samray
Rev. N. A. McDonald, D.D., mana-

ger

Moller & Meisner, merchants, storekeepers

and shipehandlei’s

C. F. Meisner
H. Busch (absent)

F. Mettlerkamp
R. Nissle

O. Pickenpack
F. Donno
George and native assistant

“ Oriental Hotel
”

P. Andersen, proprietor

N. Andersen, do.

Ramsay & Co., army contractors, com*
mission agents and general warehouse-
men

R. H. Ramsay (London)
C. H. Ramsay

G. H. Pritchard

Joseph Lewis
B. Bagga
B. Rumjohn
A. C. Hong

Shaw and Chalant, timber merchants,
and commission agents

S. L. Shaw
F. Chalant

Siam Dispensary
B. Grimm & Co., proprietors

H Breuninger, manager

Siam Ice Company, confectioners, bakers,

aerated waters manufacturers and pur-

veyors

A. Balfour

G. A. Berkeley

Smith, S. J., publisher, Bangk’olem Point,

East side of the river

“Siam Weekly Advertiser

”

“ Sayahma Samai,” vernacular weekly

Siam Directory

S. J. Smith, proprietor and editor

Tisseinan, Samuel, watch and clock maker,

and fancy store, Fuang Lacon St., City

Universal Hotel

F. S. Reina, manager

Willis, W., M.D., medical practitioner

Windsor, Rose & Co., merchants, and owners

of Steam Eice Mill

T. Windsor (London)
Carl Rose
Otto Weber

C. Eilers

C. Brockmann
Wee Chin Heng
Lao Koon Slew

Chin Lin

Guan Tye
Kroon Naa
W. Dunlop, engineer

F. A. Hitchcock, engineer
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Wilson, Balfour & Co., “ Sunandalay
Engine Works ”

H. Wilson, manager
H. Fricken, bookkeeper

Mariners at Bangkok.
Buthmann, L. Bruhn, A. Th. Benedietsen

F. Berendt, A. H. de Campos, P. J. S.

Detlilelfsen, Dillwitz, Evans, G. Eccles-

ton, Gomard, A. Hochreiiter, J. Hansen,
E. J. P. Jorgensen, P. J. Kofoed, A. L.

B. Kruse, C. I.ange, Meyer, Michaelsen,
E. Moeller, Mollendorf, C. Miinchau,
Nisted, J. Otten, G. Pettersen, F. Plet-

tner, W. Beeves, Eeynolds, C. Soeders-

trcem, V. Saxtorph, Stehmeyer, Stein-

bring, Spencer, Scbmiegelow, B. H.
Sandersen, C. Schlemming, L. G. Schu-
macker, J. C. Thomsen, C. Ulrich, P.

W. Vorrath, Xequira

Missionaries.

American Baptist Board.
Chinese Mission, commenced 1835.

Eev. Lewis A. Eaton

The Siamese Mission, commenced
BY THE Key. j. T. Jones, D.D., 1833,

Is now self supporting, and under the charge

of the Key. S. J. Smith

American Presbyterian Mission.
(Established March, 1840.)

Stationed at Bangkok
Rev. Jas. W. Van Dyke
Bey. N. A. McDonald, D.D.
Mrs. MacLaren
Mrs. E. D. McDonald (absent)
Miss L. A. Olmstead
Miss Mary H. McDonald
S. Cross
Bey. Egon Wachter

Stationed at Petchahuri.

E. A. Sturge, M.D.
Bey. E. P. and Mrs. Dunlap
Miss Sarah Coffman (absent)

Miss Mary L. Cort (absent)

Stationed at Chiang Mai, (Laos.')

Bev. D. and Mrs. McGilyary
M. A. Cheek, M.D and Mrs. Cheek (absent)
Bey. J. Wilson
Bey. S. C. Peoples, M.D., and Mrs. Peoples
Miss E. Cole (absent)

Miss Warner
Miss Griffin

Mission de Siam.

Bight Bey. J. L., Vey, bishop of Gerasea
and vicar apostolic of Siam, Bangkok

Jean Pierre Martin, pro vicar-apostolic,

Church of the Couception, Bangkok
Fran 9ois Louis Larnaudie (absent)

Ignace Jung, Secretary to the Mission

Jean Baptist Ranfaing, Quentric, Church
of the Couception, Chant’aboon

Maurice Gibarta, Church of Sta. Cruxe,
Bangkok

Pran9ois' Joseph Schmitt, Petriu

J. F. Perbet do.

Bene Nicolas Perraux, Church of St.Joseph,
Ayuthia

P. L. Bousseau, Church of the Compassion,
Bang-pla-soi

Alois d’Hont, Church of St. Fran9ois Xa.
vier, Bangkok

J. M. Voisin, Church of Thakien

P. A. Salmon, P. N. Barbier, Church of

the Nativity, Ban-nok-kuak
J. A. Fauque, E. P. Piau, College, Ban*

nok-kuak
Emile Auguste Colombet, Church of the

Assumption, Bangkok
G. A. M. Dabin, Church of Mu’ang
Prom

Etienne Dessalles, Church of the Holy Bo«
sary, Bangkok

J. B. Prodhome, F. X. Guego, J. A.
Rondel, Church at Muang Ubon

Charles Petit, Church of S. H. of Mary
Vat-Phleng

Jean Pierre Grand, Church of Kanburi
Flor. Cordeiro, teacher. Assumption School,

Bangkok
P. J. B. Ganton, P. T. F. Gennevoise,

students

Bangkok Library.
Booms in the British Church.

Bangkok Ladies’ Library.
Mrs. McDonald, president

Protestant Peaces op Worship.
The British Episcopal Church, on the brink

of the River
Chapel of the American Presbyterian Mission
Chapel of the American Baptist Mission

BATTAMBANG.

Brien, telegraphist

Kirchhoff, agent for Speidel & Co.

H. Russel, opium importer



STRAITS SETTLEMENTS

This Colony—consisting of the island of Singapore, the province of Malacca, the
island of Penang, with Province Wellesley on the mainland, and the Dindings—was
transferred from the control of the Indian Government to that of the Secretary of

State for the Colonies by an Order in Council dated the 1st April, 1867. The
estimated revenue of the colony for 1884 is $3,410,000, and the expenditure $3,274,000.
The revenue and expenditure are thus distributed between the three settlements :

—

Singapore—Eevenue, $2,006,600 ;
expenditure $1,978,726. Penang—Revenue,

$1,098,700; expenditure, $964,636. Malacca—Revenue, $304,700; expenditure,

$328,477.

SINGAPORE.
The town of Singapore, situated on the southern shore of an island of the same

name in lat. 1 deg. 16 min. N. and long. 103 deg. 35 min. E., is the seat of government
of the Straits Settlements.

The Island of Singapore is about 27 miles long by 14 wide, and is separated

by a narrow strait about one or two miles wide from the territory of Johore, which
occupies the southern extremity of the Malay Peninsula. Originally taken possession

of in 1819 by Sir Stamford Raffles, it was, until 1823, subordinate to our then
settlement in Sumatra. In that year it became an appanage of the Indian Government,
in which condition it remained until 1867, when it was placed under the Colonial

Office in conjunction with the other Settlements above mentioned.

The town proper extends for about four miles along the south-eastern shore of

the Island, spreading inland for a distance varying from half to three-quarters of a

mile, though the majority of the residences of the upper class European lie, as a rule,

much further back, within a circle with a radius of three-and-a half miles from the

Cathedral. This portion of the settlement is almost entirely level, the highest hill in

the island, indeed, about six miles from the south coast, only rising to a height of

600 feet. The country roads are well kept, and, thanks to the luxuriance of tropical

vegetation, abound in shade. The town streets, on the other hand, though wide and
well metalled, are, as regards architectural matters, drains, and gutters, no great credit

to the Municipality which has them in charge. Filth and obstructions of all sorts

distinguish the native portion of the town, while as compared with nearly every other

Eastern city in European hands, the buildings of the business quarters are singularly

shabby and mediocre. The Government Offices and City Hall, however, are fine

buildings, while the settlement possesses a new and handsome Club, which compares

favourably with any in the East.

The population of Singapore Island by the census taken ‘n April, 1881, is 139,208,

of whom 86,766 were Chinese and 22,114 Malays. The population was estimated

in 1883 at 145,500. The Klings, with a very few Parsees, Arabs, &c.—forming

perhaps a sixtieth part of the whole population—are as rule peaceful and unambitious,

and give but little trouble. The European commuuity consists in the main of English

and Germans, and numbers, with 783 military, a total of 2,768. A large half-caste

or Eurasian population, numbering 3,094, occupies the place elsewhere taken by the

Asio-Portuguese. The population of the Town of Singapore is 95,320.

The principal business quarter of Singapore is the Raffles Square with its adja-

cent quays and streets. The foreign stores are few in number, but are fairly w ell
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supplied with necessaries, few of the luxuries, however, which are so prominent in

Hongkong' or Shanghai establishments finding place. A general want of enterprise,

owing probably to the climate, is indeed a distinctive feature of Singapore life.

Singapore possesses a handsome though small Protestant Cathedral (its name
having been recently added to the title of the see of Labuan) a neat Presbyterian
Chapel, and several Catholic churches of roomy proportions. The principal schools

are those of the Raffles Institute and the Christian Brothers, a Convent also provid-
ing for the education of girls of the Roman Catholic persuasion. There is a country
Club with a well built bungalow situated some three miles out of town, at which
latter dances and amateur theatricals are frequently given. The German community
have a similar institution, and the best feeling exists between the two nationalities.

The Raffles Library and Museum (temporarily located in the premises of the Raffles

School) are creditable and well kept institutions, the Museum having made very fair

progress since its inception. The Library contains some 12,000 volumes, chiefly of

standard modern literature, and includes the valuable philological collection of the
late Mr. Logan.

Singapore boasts three good hotels, the Hotel de I’Europe, Emmerson’s, and the
Hotel de la Paix, the latter being chiefly patronised by Dutch and other foreign
visitors. The Press is represented by the Straits Times (daily), the Straits

Intelli^e^ff, published twice a week, a weet'ly issue"of*^fie^^miis Times, and the
Cf^W&fumenl Gazette, published weekly.

Singapore is well off for Docks. The Tanjong Pagar Company’s premises lie

about a mile to the westward of the town, a fine wharf affording berthage for twenty
vessels at one time with sufficient water alongside for vessels of the heaviest draught,
and protected by a breakwater from the swell from the roads and from the strength
of the tides. The business of the wharf is under the charge of an experienced super-
intendent and assistants, and there is an abundance of labour, ensuring the speedy
discharge and loading of vessels alongside, facilitated by the use of steam winches,
cranes, &c. There are commodious godowns erected on the wharf for the storage
of goods. Coal sheds capable of storing 50,000 tons of the mineral adjoin the godowns,
while a small steam railway essentially aids the labour of unloading vessels. The
usual accompaniments are also to be found—two docks, one a graving dock 450 feet

in length, a machine shop, boiler and masting shear, &c. The New Harbour Dock
Company’s premises, situated about three miles further West, include two docks of
415 and 450 feet in length respectively, with sheds, workshops, &c., as at Tanjong
Pagar. Both companies forward telegrams to and from the town free of charge.
The “Ocean,” “Glen,” and other local steamer lines usually go alongside the
Tanjong Pagar Wharf. The French mail steamers and Messrs. Jardine, Matheson
and Co.’s vessels use the Borneo Company’s Wharf at New Harbour, while the
P. & 0. steamers have a wharf of their own still further West at Teluk Blangah, three
miles from town.

Communication with other Eastern ports and with Europe is kept up by the
P. & 0., Messageries, Austro-Hungarian Lloyds’, Ocean, Rubattino, Castle, and
Glen lines of steamers (with some other occasional visitors)

; by the Eastern and
Australian line with Australia

;
by the Netherlands India line with Java, Timor, and

the islands of the Archipelago
;
and by a Spanish line with the Philippines

;
all but

the last named running to Hongkong.

The climate of Singapore is remarkable for its salubrity, and the island has
been described by medical writers as the “ paradise of children,” infantile diseases
seldom being at all malignant. Despite its proximity to the Equator, under normal
circumstances daily rainfall tempers the heat so thoroughly that many sleep beneath
blankets. Droughts, however, have been experienced of from one to five months. The
island is not exempt from the animal pests which usually infest intra-tropical locations.
Tigers are occasionally seen, and two or three deaths are reported annually from this
cause

; wild pigs and monkeys (both very destructive to gardens) inhabit much of the
jungle surrounding the country residences; while the much dreaded cobra has been
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killed in most of the compounds. The existence of the most formidable Asiatic snake,

the Hamadryad, has also been demonstrated, though this fierce reptile is fortrmately

but very seldom seen. It should be added that specimens of the formidable python,

up to 24 feet in length, are found in the jungle, and that alligators and sharks

inhabit the still waters of the coast. Mosquitoes, however, form the principal plague,

and cause far more irritation and vexation that the occasional visits of the snakes,

centipedes, or scorpions, which are now and then killed in bath or bed rooms.
Singapore offers but few points of salient interest to visitors, the Botanical

Gardens at Tanglin and the Baffles Library and Museum being its only show places.

Pew, however, are unimpressed with its wealth of vegetation—of a certain sort.

The jungle, crowded with kompas, betel, and cocoanut trees, here and there relieved

by durians, mangoes, and mangostins, is grandly l.eautiful. But flowers flourish to

only a limited degree. Orchids indeed abound, but their blossoms soon fade, while a

few gorgeous flowering plants but poorly make up for the absence of roses, gera-

niums, honeysuckle, and all the vast variety which are associated with a well kept

gartlen at home.
Owing to the long distances, horses and carriages are in universal demand, and

numerous hack gharries or palanquins on wheels, a shade better than the old London
cab, are to be seen at almost every corner. The syces or drivers, however, are, like

the boatmen of the port, a most extortionate set, and require vigorous regulation on

the part of the Government. Jinrickshas have also of late been introduced.

The total value of imports into Singapore from all countries in 1883 was
$79,175,687, and that of 1882 $74,343,978, showing an increase of $4,831,709. The
value of imports from the United Kingdom alone in 1883 was $19,875,120, compared
with $17,544,216 in 1882, showing an increase of $2,330,904. The value of imports

from British Colonies and India in 1883 was $24,640,624, and in 1382 $25,175,584,

showing a decrease of $534,960. The imports from Foreign Countries amounted
to $34,659,943, and in 1882 to $31,624,178, showing an increase of $3,035,765.

The total value of the exports in 1883 was $68,174,220, compared with $61,192,458

in 1882 ;
the exports to the United Kingdom amounting to $14,434,431.

DIRECTORY.

Colonial Government.

Governor, Vice-Admiral, and Commander-

in-Chief—His Excellency Sir Frederick

Aloysius Weld, K.C.M.G (absent)

Acting Governor—Cecil C. Smith, C.M.G.

Aide-de-camp—lA. B. H. Cholmondeley,

B.I.F.

Private Secretary—B. G. Watson (acting)

EXECUTIVE COUNCIL.

His Excellency the Governor, president

The Senior Military Officer in Command
Hon. Colonial Secretary

Hon. Besident Councillor of Penang

Hon. Besident Councillor of Malacca

Hon. Attorney General

Hon. Colonial Treasurer

Hon. Auditor General

Hon. Colonial Engineer

Hon. Commissioner of Lands Titles

LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL.
His Excellency the Governor, president

His Honour The Chief Justice

The Senior Military Officer in Command
Hon. Colonial Secretary

Hon. Besident Councillor of Penang
Hon. Besident Councillor of Malacca
Hon. Attorney General
Hon. Colonial Treasurer

Hon. Auditor General
Hon. Colonial Engineer
Hon. Commissioner of Lands Titles

Hon. I. S. Bond
Hon. Andrew Currie

Hon. James Graham (absent)

Hon. W. H. Bead
Hon. W. G. Gulland
Hon. Seah Liang Seah
Hon. J. M. B. Vermont
Hon. G. T. Addis (acting)

Cleric of Councils—A. P. Talbot
Shorthand Reporter—A. Knight
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COLONIAL SECEETAEY.
Colonial Sec .—Hon. Cecil C. Smith, C.M.G.
Acting Colonial Secretary—Hon. A. M.

Skinner

Assist. Colonial Secretary—A. P. Talbot
Second Assistant Colonial Secretary—E.

W. Birch

Chief Cleric—W. G. E. Hervey
Second cleric—W. P. Hale
Third cleric—B. B. J. Eozolls

Passed Cadet—H. T. Hanghton
do. do. —E. N. Bland

Cadet studying Chinese—W. Portley

do. do. —G. C. Wray
do. do. —W. Evans
do. 00 . —E. G. Watson
do. do. —A. H. Capper
Cadet studying Malay—A. T. Bryant
do.

' do. —A. W. O’Sullivan

do. do. —J. B. Elcuni

Cadet studying Tamil—J. O. Anthonisz

COLONIAL^EASUEY.
Treasurer and Commissioner of Stamps—
Hon. A. TVl. Skinner

Chief Cleric—William Norris

Second do. —P. A. do Eozario
Third do. —A. J. dc St. Maria
Fourth do. —Chia Ong Cheng
Fifth do. —L. P. .Tansen

Shrof and Cleric—P. T. Govindoo

Chief Cleric Stamp Office—A. M. Perreau
Second do. —N. W. Cashin

Shroff—Seow Tiang Hee

ATTOENEY GENEEAL.
Attorney General—Hon. J. W. Bouser
Cleric—Alexr. Mitchell

AUDITOE GENEEAL.
Auditor General—M-om. H. Trotter (absent)

Acting do. —Hon. E. E. Isemonger,
residen'-e,

“ Abbotsford,” Tanglin

Chief Cleric—Arthur Knight, residence

Killeney Eoad
Clerics—E. B. Leicpster, G. D. MacIntyre,

Martin Vierra, W. Clarke, J. J. Minjoot,

G. Palmer A. Pemandez, A. Smith, H.
N. Holloway

SHPEEME COUET.
Chief Justice—Sir Thomas Sidgreaves, Kt.

Acting Chief Justice—Theodore T. Ford
PuisneJudge—ThomasLettWood,Penang
Acting Cleric to Chief Justice—A. G. Ford
Cleric to Puisne Judge, Penang—Eesiinald

D. W. Hall

Ebgistrt.
Registrar—Charles Eugene Yelge
Feputy Registrar—James Charles Mitchell

Chief Cleric—William Anderson
Clerics—D. J. Pereira, M. do Eozario, F.
W. Eber, C. H. Owen, B nj. Chophard

Tamil Interpreter—William Thompson
Bo. do. —J. P. C. Pillay

Malay do. —A. A. Scully

Bo. do. —Shaik Ismail

Chinese do. —Choo Ah Jauh
Bo. do. —Chong Boon Si

Sheriff’s Department.
Sheriff—W. E. H. Carew
Senior Bailiff—A. J. de Souza
Second do. —H. E. Kraal

EDUCATION DEPAETMENT.
Inspector of Schools—E, C. Hill

Cleric—S. J. Eber

PEOTECTOEATe”of CHINESE.
Protector of Chinese—W. A. Pickering
Assistant do. —F. Powell
First Cleric—N. P. Tychicus
Clerics—Quay Yan Hye, Thung Boon

Kiet, Chau Ah Tah, J. C. Fernandez
Inspector C. B. 0.—C. Phillips

Bo. —J. E. Macfarlane
Boarding Officer—B. H. Holmberg
2nd. do. —L. Fernandez

PUBLIC WOE^AND SUEYEY
DEPAETMENT.

Col. Engineer, Surveyor General and. Comp-
troller of Convicts—Hon. Major J. F. A.
McNair, E.A., C.M.G.

Acting do. —Hon. Capt. H. E. Mc-
Callum, E.E.

Beputy Col. Engineer and Surveyor Ge-
neral, Penang— lAorr. Capt. H. E. Mc-
Callum, E.E.

Acting do. do.—Lieut. Cameron, E.E.
Superintendent of Worhs and Surveys—J.

H. Callcott, C.E.

Asst. Supt. of Works aud Surveys—Geo.
L. Bourchier

Supt. Worhs & Surveys, Penang—J. Fright
Bo. Prov. Wellesley—E. Y. Boswell
Bo. Malacca—A. F. Ayre

Engineer Surveyor—L. J. Baker
Clerk ofWorks& Braftsman—Harvey Cal di-.^

cott

Clerk ofWorks& Braftsman—A. A. Minjoot
Bo. Penang—B. J. Davis
Bo. do. •—J. Ward
Bo. Malacca—J. W. Hodge
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Draftsman—Eamakristna
Assist. Draftsman—B. Gannapathy
Draftsman, Penang—V. Dorasawmy
Senior Overseer—C. M. van Cuzlenburg

Do. —R. Thnmboosamy
Do. Penang—T. Kristnasawmy
-Do. do. —H. C. Bacon
Do. Malacca—J. S. Melson

Draftsman and Computer—Jas. Asbness
Do. Penang—Thu Ah Cliong
Do. Malacca—E. J. de Souza

Chief Surveyor, S. 8 .

—

J. E. Hogan
District Surveyor, Penang.—J. P. Penne-

father

District Surveyor Malacca—E. Young
Is# Class Surveyor—Mahoiueil Ariff

-Do. do. Penang—J. V. Melson
-Do. do. Malacca—Wee Eujeau

'^nd do. —H. E. Lesslar
Do. do. Penang—J F. Ward
Do.

^

do. Malacca—M. Pereira
Apprentices—G. E. Thompson, A. G. Wes-

terbout, A. P. Cornelius, J. Nonis, A.
Coveney, J. Desker, P. Richards

Store-Jceeper—J. H. Bodestyne
Chief Cleric—P. O. Hen<lriks
Clerks—a. L. Pereira, J. J. de Mello, J.

Nonis, T. A. da Cruze, J. d’Aranjo
Revenue Suevey.

Surveyors—J. G. Koch, R. H. Morgan,
W. D. Mitchell

Draftsman and Computer—J. W. Thwaite
Surveyors, Penang—W. H. Mackenzie, R.

S. b’ry van Roozen

Botanical Gardens.
Superintendent—N. Cantley
Assist. Superintendent— Walter Fox
Clerk—Vangadasalum

Land Office.

Commr. ofLands, 8 . S.—W. E. Maxwell
Deputy Commissioner—E. M. Merewether
Chief Clerk—J hn King
Forest Rangers—A. B. Bo;lestyne, J. P.
Woodford

general post office.
Acting Postmaster General -Aorl Trotter
Acting Chief Clerk—Y. H. V. Gottlieb
Marine Sorterand Is# <^lerk -C.E. Mitchell
Clerks—H. W. Mitcliell, i’. Arikir.^tna-

samy, A. N. CorneliU', N. C. Ro Irigues,
B. N. de Cruze, Wee Boon Teck

Printer—Q,, W. Keslar

Chinese Sub-Post Office.
Sub-Postmaster—Ong Kong Teng
Clerk—P. de Cunha
Netherlands India Postal Agency.
Agent—T. Schrene
Clerk—G. C. Klyne

MARINE DEPARTMENT.
Master Attendant and Shipping Master
Henry Ellis

Deputy do.—E. Bradbery
Senior Boardinq and Emigration Ojfieer—

T. A. da Cruze
Chief Clerk—H. D. Chopard
Clerks—C. S. Reutens, T. J. Minjoot, Z.

A. J. da Cruz, T. R. Miles, A. J. Sta.

Maria, W. W. Norris, F. Leynard, J.

Chopard, S. B. de Roza
Usher—A. S. Pe-^tana

Boarding Officer—E. Marense
do. —E, N. Rodrigues

Signal Sergeant—R. Strugnell

do. —J. Harding

Import and Export Office.

Registrar—Henry Ellis

Chief Clerk and Manager—H. D. Chopard
Clerks—M. A. S. Grosse, W. W. Norris,

P. B. da Roza, W. J. Venhuzen, A. J.

Woodford, A. da Cotta

Boarding and Emigration Officer—T. A.

de Cruze
Boarding Officers—E. Marcus, A. S. Pes-

tana, A. de Souza
Interp. & Storekeeper—Goh Sang Tian
Light Keepers—M. Marcus, G. Lucas, W.
Chopard

PRISONS DEPARTMENT.
Inspector of Prisons—Ma]o\' \\ . R. Grey >

residence. Pearl’s Hill

Chief Wa'der—G. Mitchell

Gaoler Civil Prison—J. W. Gmuo
Warders—D. Harrington, J. McCully, E .

Rawlins, G. Stonehouse, W. Grills, S.

Newbold, R. H. Dexter, W. F. Romain,

T Flynn, J. H. Pit sliude, J- Burke,

E. Fold, P. Ziujiner, 1’. Guild., W.
Martin, W. Pye, 1. J. Stevenson, C.

Warren, C. P. ...uchell, J. McCann, W.
Morris, R. Burtenshaw, W. J. Dickson,

P. Connolly

Chinese Clerk and Interpreter— Kay Swee
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POLICE DEPARTMENT.
Inspector General—Col. S. Dunlop, R.A.

(absent)

Acting^ do. —E. W. Maxwell
Superintendent—H. J. H. Riccard (absent)
Acting do. —H. O. Newland
Acting Assist, do .—C. H. Ord
Do. do. —W. A. Cuscaden

Chief Inspector—
Detective Inspector—C. P. Richards
Inspectors—W. Warne (absent), J. T. Tim-

mins, A. P. K. Jennings, G. Stevens,
B. Scott

Chief Cleric—H. Holloway
2w(5? Clerk and Chinese Interpreter—Tan
Kim Keat

Zrd Clerk and Tamil Interpreter—T. R.
Narainasamy

Clerks—Tan Tek Soon, Lee Wing Cheong
^Registrar of Hackney Carriages—H. O.
Newland (acting)

Inspector of Hackney Carriages—-P. Moan
Sub do. —W. S. N. Leicester
Inspector under Gunpowder Ord.—E. G.
Bateman

Clerk under Excise Ord.—Noor Mamat
Sergeants—Wm. Luke, Jno. Geddes, Jas.

Quin, Alf. Maugkan

eegistratio'ndepartment.
Registrar General of Births and Deaths—

T. Irvine Rowell, M.D.
Registration Clerk—S. Abbas

magistrat:^^epartment.
Senior Magistrate—R. S. O’Connor
Magistrate—A. W. V. Cousins

do. —N. B. Dennys, Ph.D.
Chief Clerk—Geo. Rai^pa
Clerks—E. R. Rozells, A. C. Velge, P. de

Conceicao, A. C. Blaukenheym, J. C.
Nmbroniier, J. B. K. Palmer, J. E.
Matthews

Usher—W. Foley
do. —Ra'nj(e Sheem
Malay Interpreter—J. J. Millar

do. —J. E. Roberts
Tamil Interpreter—Mahalinghum
Chinese Interpreters—Von Kooii Shoon,
M' ey Fa Chong, Lim Hiong Seng, Wan
Seow Mok, Yeo Swee Bee

COURT OF^QUESTS.
Commissioner—R. S. O Connor, residence.

Government, Hili

Chief Clerk—J. P ilmer
2nd do. —A. J. Monteiro
3rd do. —C. J. da Silva

Bailiffand Appraiser—A. F. de Souza
Assist. do. —V. A. Fernandes
Chinese Interpreter—Tan Tiang Ann
Tamil and Hindustani do.—N. R. Namas»
wyam

CORONER.
Coroner—T. C. Miigliston

Clerk and Interpreter—Lee Chong Yen

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
Principal Civil Medical Officer—T. I.

Rowell, M.D.
Clerk—B. E. d’Aranjo
Registration Clerk—S. Abbas
Colonial Surgeons—M. F. Simon, A. J. M.

Bentley, M.B.
Apothecaries—A. B. Leicester, M. V. La

Porte, G. F. da Silva

Public Vaccinator—-F. C. van der Beck
General Hospital, Sepoy Lines.

Col. Surgeon Resident—Dv. M. F. S:nu*n

Apothecary—G. F. da Silva

do. —H. J. Gibbs
Steward—M. McDonough
Pauper Hospital, Sirangun Road-^

Colonial Surgeon—Dr. A. J. M. Bentley

Apothecary—M. V. La Porte

Superintendent—G. Wilson
Prison Hospital, Pearl’s Hill.

In Medical Charge—Dr. Simon
Apothecary—
Lock Hospital, Lunatic Asylum, anix

Government Dispensary.
In Medical Charge—Dr. Rowell
Apothecary—A. B. Leicester

Apprentices—G. Eappa, H. Eappa
Matron, Lock Hospital—C. Hanson

GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE^
Office of “ Tiie Straits Settlem'-nts

Government Gazette,” pubhshed Fridays.^

H. L. Noronha, superintendent, residence

8, Beach R^ad
H. D. Noronha, clerk

E. W. Neubronner do.

F. Nonis, foreman
D. Esbran, sub-!breman
J. lie S mza, coinpo iior

E. Tiii'eira, do.

F. Vass, do.

D. h red ricks, do.

S. Samuel, Tamil do.

Aboobaker, Malay do.

F. Blanknuheim, foreman bookbinder
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JUSTICES OF THE PEACE.
Foe the Steaits Settlements.

Hon. C. J. Irving’

C.M.G.

Hon. E. E. Isemon-

G. T. Addis
Vernon Aden
W. Allen

J. d Almeida
J. And^^rson

J. M. Andiony
A. Armstrong

C. Baumgarten
E. H. Bell

l)r. A. J. M. Bentley

E. W. Birch

J. K. Birch

J. Blain

E. Bradbery

R. W. G. L. Braddell

David Brown
L. C. Brown
J. C. Budd
J. H. Callcott

A. H. Capper
Hon. A. Currie

C. E. Crane
W. A. Cuscaden

H. De Mornay
A. A. De Wind
H. B. Dennys, ph. d.

A. T. Dew
C. Dunlop
Col. S. Dunlop, C.M.G.

W. Fgerton

H. Ellis

\V. Evans
E. E. Everett

il. C . Falkner

Dr. W. T. B. Falls

A, W. Faw'kes
!Poo Tye Sin

T. A . Fox
A. Gentle

J. C. F. George
F. H. Gottlieb

Hon. J. Graham
W. G. Greig
Major W. E. Grey
Hon. W. G. Gulland

A. J. Gunn
Dr. F. K. Hampshire
E. Harddle
H. T. Haughton
Hon.D. F. A. Hervey
Hi D. Hewett
E. C. Hill

E. Hogge
R. W. Hullett, M.A.

ger

E. Karl
W. S. Knaggs
K< h Seang Tat

C. W. S.Kynnersley

.T. W. H. Kyshe
Dr. R. Little

D. Low
A. M. MacGregor
E. W. Maxwell
Hon. W. E. Max-

well

Hon. Major H. E.
McCallum, b.e.

Dr. J. H. McClosky
J. McDougall
A. B. McKean
E. M. MereWether
J. Miller

A. G. Mon-ison

Dr. T. C. Mugleston
A. D. Neubronner
H. O. Newland
H. A. O’Brien

E. S. O’Conner
A. C. Padday
E. Padday
F. G. Penney
W. A. Pickf^rlng,

C.M.G.

F. Powell
F. Pulsford

Hon. W. H. Eead
H. J. H. Eiceard

E. L. Eoberts
Dr. J. H. Eobertson

W. Eodyk
C. F. Eowband
Dr. T. I. Eowcll
G. M. Sandilands
T. Scott

Seah Cheo Seah
Hon. Seah Liang

Seah
T. Shelford

F. C. Sheppard
Si Bun Tiong
Dr. M. F. Simon
Hon. A. M. Skinner
0. J. Skinner

C. Stringer

F. A. Swetteham
J. J. Tait

A. P. Talbot

Tan Kim Cliing

Tan Teck Cheang
Tan Teck Guan
T. S. Thomson
H. A. Thomson
Hon. H. Trotter

K. Trotter

J. D. Vaughan
J. H. Velge
Hon. J. M. B. Ver-

mont
J. Wallace
E. G. Watson
J. E. Westerhont

I
J. Wilson

MUNICIPALITY.
Commissioners—Hon. Capt. McCallum,

E.E., president, E. W. Maxwell, J. P’

Joaquim, Dr. J. H. Eobertson, C. E.

Crane
Secretariat.

Secretary and Assessor—D. G. Presgrave

Assistant Secretary—J. Polglase

House and Land Assessment
Department.

Bailiff—Eobt. T. Johnston
Assistant Bailiff—C. W. Johnson
Clerks—J. A. de Souza, L. de Silva, J. E.

Eoss, Khoo Soon Eng, F. Monteiro, E.

Sobrailoo, J. L. Pereira

Water Eate Department.
Clerks—E. G. Pereira, Koh Chin Seng,
Wee Swee Yang, F. J. Cornelius, Chia
Hong Tek

Cashier—B. Eathakristua

Bailiff—J. W. Minjoot
Collectors—Goh Cheng Gwat and 4 others

Conservancy Department.
Mimicipal Enqineer — Jas. MacEitchie,

M.I.C.E.
Assist. do. —H. Newton, A.M.I.C.E.

Chief Draftsman and Surveyoi—D. M.
Martia

Assistant Draftsirian—E. Lemercier
do. —E. Oliveiro

do. —G. Saverinada
Apprentice—L. de Castilla

do. —Ed. Bacon
Clerks—A. Gomes, A. Kandasawmy, V.
Eamasawmy

Overseer of Country Roads—E. Nimmo

Nuisance Department.
Chief Inspector—E. W. Clarke
Inspector—H. Capel

do. — S. V. Ponnoosamy
do. —W. C. Browne .

do. —J. Gauno
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Water Stipply.

Mes. Engineer, Pumping Station—J. Kae
Assistant—L. J. Holmberg
Superintendent of Town Water Supply—H.

C. Johnston
Assist. do. —R. Vanderbeck
Inspector—A. E. Morrells

In charge ofImpounding Reservoir—A. D.
Eozario

Sup. of Scavenging—W

.

Macfarlane
Registrar of Burials—W. Norris

Inspector of Burial Grounds— J. M. Beius
Municipal Storekeeper—W. J. Valberg
In charge of Crushing Machine—J. M. Ess

Fire Commission.
Hon Capt. H. E. McCallum, R.E., presid-

ent, E. W, Maxwell, Hon. W. E. Max-
well, J. H. Callcott, C.E., H. Newton,
C.E., J. Anderson

Singapore Volunteer Fire Brigade.
Superintendent—Hon. W. E. Maxwell

“A” Company.
Captain—John Ande son

Lieutenants—E. M. Me rrewether, G-. S.

Murray
Secretary—A. J. Bird

“ B ” Company.
Captain—
Lieutenants—J. E. Cutlibertson, J. M.

Allinson
“ C ” Company.

European Police. Contingent.
“ I) ” Company, Hook and Ladder

Captain—E. J. Manson
Lieutenants—J. Scott Eussell, J. M. Millar

MILITARY STAFF.
Major General Commanding E.M, Forces

in China and Straits Settlements—Lieut.

General J.N. Sargent, C.B. (Hongkong)
Assistant Military Secretary—Lt.- Colonel

G. Barton (Hongkong)
Aide-de-Camp—Capt. H. C. Somerset, 2nd

Battn., “ The Buffs ” (Hongkong)
Commandant, S. S.—Lt.-Colonel A. Hales,

1st Bn. E. Innis. Fus.

Brigade Major, S. S.—Major A. M. Patei’-

son. The Bedfordshire Eegt.

Officer Commanding Royal Artillery, Sin-

gapore—Major O. F. S. Annesley

Officer Commanding Royal Engineers, Sin-

gapore—
Senior Medical Officer, S. S.—Surgeon
Major Robinson

Senior Commissariat Officer, S. S.—Asst.

Commissary General E. H. Powell

Senior Ordnance Store Officer, S. S.—Hep.
Asst. Commissary General of Ordnance
C. Purchas

District Paymaster, S. S.—Staff Pay*
master J. C. Eoss (hon. m.)

ROYAL ARTILLERY.
7th Brigade, 14 Battery.

Commanding Royal Artillery in China and
Straits Settlements—Lt.-Colonel G. A.
Crawford (Hongkong)

Major—O. F. S. Annesley
Captain—J. E. S. 0. Hewitt
Lieutenant—S. W. Lane

do. —S. D. Browne

ROYAL ENGINEERS.
Lieutenant—
1st battalion royal INNIS-

KILLING FUSILIERS.
Lieut.-Colonel—A. Hales

do. —D. M. Taylor

Major—F. Coffey

do. —R. W. E. White
do. —J. W. F. Buxton
do. —P. Stainforth

Captain—G. H. Michaelson
do. —A. P. Wodehouse (Penang)
do. —J. C. Bayly
do. —H. S. Tunnard
do. —T. M. G. Thackery (Penang)
do. —J. A. Bennett

Lieutenant—R. H. Cholmondeley
do. —J. J. Purdon
do. — J. F. W. Charley

do. —F. A. Sanders (adjutant)

do. —P. R. E. Thompson
do. —R. L. B. Steele

do. —W. C. Woollett

do. —R. C. C. Cox
do. —A. M. Goodrich (Penang)
do. —A. J. Murray
do. —J. G. Mayne
do. —C. J. L. Davidson
do. —A. J. Lawford
do. —J. L. Armitage (Penang)
do. —G. G. Grant
do. —C. V. Mainwairing

Paymaster—J. M. Kerr (Major A. P. D.)

QuaHer-master—W. G. Williams

IMPERIAL TREASURY.
Office, Pearl’s Hill.

Treasury Chest Offcer—Major J. C. Ross^

Staff Paymaster, A.P.D.

Clerk—G. G. Pereira
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Army Pat Department.
Digtricl Paymaster—Major J. C. Ross,

Staff Paymaster, A.P.D.
Paymaster A.P.D.—Captain J. M. Kerr

(attached to E. Innis. Fus.)

COMMISSARIAT AND TRANSPORT
STAFF.

Office, Pearl’s Hill.

Senior Commissariat Officer 8. 8. and Acting

Naval Agent—Assist. Commissary Ge-
neral E. H. Powell

In charge of Barracks and Transport—
Deputy Assist. Commissary- General
M. J. Godfrey

Superior Barrack Sergeant—T. Vallance

Barrack Sergeant—J. Donohoe (Tanglin)

Principal Clerk—H. E. Gois
Clerks—E. Rodrigues, A. Albuquerque, J.

S. Rodrigues, F. S. de Souza

ORDNANCE STORE DEPARTMENT.
Office: Arsenal, Pearl’s Hill.

Deputy Assist. Commissary General of Ord-

nance, and Senior Ordnance Officer,

Straits Settlements—Charles Purcbas

Chief Clerk—E. A. d’Souza
Assist, do. —Chas. Ingham
Foreman— P. Eeidy (staffsergeant 0. S. C.)

ARMY MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
Office : Fort Canning.

Surgeon Major— J. Robinson, Senior

Medical Officer S. S., Tanglin

Surgeon—W. O. Wolseley, Fort Canning,

in charge Statur Hospital

do. —B. W. Large (Penang)
do. —J. C. Haslett, Tanglin

JAeutenant of Orderlies— S. Evans, Army
Hospital Corps, Tanglin

Clerk to Senior M. 0.—Staff Sergeant

Mallord, A.H.C.
StevMrd and Compounder—Sergt E. P.

Moss, Fort Canning Hv)spital

Consulates.

Attstria-Hungart.
Consul—D. Brandt

Belgium.
Consul—H. Hinneldndt
Acting Consul—W. E. Leisk

Brazil.
Consul—J. d’Almeida

China.

59, Hill Street.

Consul—Tso Ping Lung
Secretary—Tso Tang
Clerk—Chin Tsung Hsi

Denmark.
Consul—R. G. Stiven

France.
Consul—Theodore Meyer (absent)

Acting Consul—A. Villeroi

Chancelier—A., de Saavedra
Commis—S. Lin

Germany.
Consul—Dr. E. Bieber (absent)

Acting Consul—^J. Lutjens

Secretary—H. Fischer

Physician—C. Trebing, M.D.
Shipping Master—B. Koorn

Hawaii.
Consul—Martin Suhl (absent)

Acting Consul—E. Brenner

Italy.

Consul—Chevalier F. de Goyzueta
Vice-Consul—H. F. Maack
Secretary—-A. Lobato

Netherlands.
Consul General—W. H. Read, Com.

Neth. Lion
Secretary—P. Nuy
Clerk—A. H. de Vries

Ottoman Empire.
Cormd—SyedJunied bin Omar A1 Junied,

Portugal.
12, Battery Road.

Consul—M. Eibeiro

Russia.

Vice-Consul—W. H. Diethelni

Siam.

Constd & Commissioner—Tan Kim Ching
Vice-Consul—Tan Soon Toh
Assistant—Tan Swee-hong.

Clerks—Wee Biau Siew, Chao Boon Ghee

Spain.

Consul—A. Baldasaiio y Topete (absent)

Acting Consul—R. Rodriguez Diez

Acting Vice-Consul—A. de Saavedra
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Sweden and Norway.
Acting Consul—W. H. Bead, K.C.N.L.

United States op America.
Consul—A. G-. Studer
Vice-Consul—Jolin Anderson
Clerh—Max. Jas. de Souza
Medical Officer—T. C. Mugliston

Government op Labuan.
Borneo Company, agents

Sarawak Government.
A. L. Johnston & Co., agents

British North Borneo Company.
A. L. Johnston & Co., agents

JoHORE Government.
Paterson, Simons & Co., agents

Public Companies.

Tanjonq Pagar Dock Co., Limited.
Eegistered Office : No. 4, Collyer Quay.
Directors—Thos. Scott, chairman

;
H,

Herwig, G. J. Mansfield, B. G. Stiven,

J. Brussel, T. Cuthbertson, James
Miller

Manager and Secretary—John Blair

Assistant Manager—vacant
Accountant—A. Stephenson
Suh-Accountant—J. D. Malcolm

Town Office.

Clerics—A. Desker, S. B. de Souza, H.
Leicester, P. Lazaroo , J. D. de Souza,

M. Danker, Kway Tiang Hoe, George
de Souza, S. Especkermann, Soh Peng
Lim, C. de Conceicao, Soh Hiang Chi-

ang, L. Gasper, J. Klaussan
Cashier—Soh Hong Soon
Assist, do.—Teo Hoon Seng

DocJc.

Shipwright—A. C. Petersen
do. —Ulrich

Cleric—P. de Silva

Acting StoreJceeper—L. de Silva

Cleric—N. Jeremiah
do. —F. A. Hendricks

Supdt. of Co’s Police—C. J. Hudson
Wharf.

Chief Wharfinger—J. Fletcher

Second do. —C. T. Thomson
Third do. —J. McIntyre
Warehouseman—T. W. Siddons

Assist, do. —L. Lemercier

Water Service Cleric—V. C. Monteiro

Engineers’ Worhs.
Superintendent Engineer—T. H. Fletcber
Outdoor Foreman—J. J. Macbean
Foreman of Shop—W. Bobertson
Boilermaker—B. Cameron

do. —L. McLean
Moulder—James Marshall
Coppersmith—William Muir
Blacksmith—J. McIntyre
Turners and Fitters—B. Murdoch, H. B.
Howatt, B. E. Thomson, A. Louden, A.
Crichton, C. W. Gomes

Time-keeper—T. Josephs

New Harbour Dock Co., Limited.
Paterson, Simons & Co., agents

Charles Wishart, manager
Wm. Mennie, foreman shipwright
J. McHardy, assist. do.

D. Mackie, supdt. engineer

A. Morton, foreman do.

B. Dougall, do. do.

P. Stormouth, do. do.

B. Carswell, do. do.

C. Tough do. do.

W. Carr do. do.

W. Bobb do. do.

J. Smith do. do.

D. Esson, boilermaker
William Grant, blacksmith

John Skene, coppersmith

J. Leatham, moulder
J. S. Bobertson, clerk in town
E. A. Pereira, clerk at dock
J. B. Hlyne, do.

J. D. Eozario, do.

Tan Boon Seng do.

J D’Cruze, timekeeper

Baboo, overseer

J. D. Bozario do.

Eastern Extension, Australasia and
China Telegraph Company,

Limit KD.

Offices: 5 and 6, Princes Street.

W. Grigor Taylor, general manager
Electrician’s Department

J. C. D. Jones, electrician in chief

J. M. Donovan, electrician

J. M. Miller do.

J. H. D. Jones, assist, electrician

A. C. M. Weaver do.

G. Holmes do.

J. Coghlan, cable foreman

F. Hall, do.
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J. Evans, cable jointer

T. Bland do.

W. Bircban do.

Office

E. W. Wells, superintenent

H. Muirhead, clerk in charge

J. C. Cuff, electiician

A. Y. Gahagan operator

H. E. Budd do.

L. Shorrock do.

C. Forbes do.

R. Thompson do.

A. H. Bengough do.

W. Newton do.

M. Morison do.

W. Burbridge do.

F. W. Edwards do.

A. Horgau do.

W. B. 0. Stewart do.

R. P. Concannon do.

E. Cotter do.

H. Foston do.

F. Wright do.

P. Kohlhoff do.

H. Bance do'

E. Rath do.

E. Fonseca do.

R. De Cotta, accountant
J. de Souza, clerk

W. A. Boyd, clerk, check office

A. E. Palmer, mechanician
Maintenance Steamer Sherard Osborn—

F. Worsley, commander
F. Madge, chief officer

G. Derrick, chief engineer

Maintenance Steamer Agnes—
C. O. Madge, commander
W. Fawcus, chief officer

A. Small chief engineer

Storeship Southern Ocean—
S. Hancock, engineer

G. Gardner, cable foreman

Oriental Telephone Co., Limited.
W. Grigor Taylor, manager
L. Shorrock, snpdt. exchange <fe lines

V. Govinden, operator

Tanjong Pagar Land Company, Ld.
R. Dunman, secretary

Singapore Tramway Company, Ld.
Office : 14, Collyer Quay.

IHrectors— Hon. Jas. Graham, Hon. W.
G. GuUand, Hon. A. Currie, J. R. Cuth-
bertson, T. H. Sohst, John Blair, Ong
Kew Ho

General Agents—Syme & Co.

Singapore Gas Company.
Hon. R. B. Read, chairman of com-

mittee of management
W. T. Batten, engineer, manager, and

secretary

W. B. Featherstone, assistant engi-

neer and manager
A. G. Gunn, manager’s secretary

John Anthony
J. F. Keyne
M. de Cruz

Oriental Coal Company, Limited.

,
agents

Reuter’s Telegram Co., Limited.
H. W. Geiger, agent

Singapore Oil Mills.
Bukit Timah Road.

D. Brandt <& Co., agents

Wm. Gutcher, manager

Singapore Patent Paint Company.
Works, Bukit Timah Road.

Bun Hin & Co., agents

W. B. Madden, manager

Belli Coal Co.
McAlister & Co., agents

Rochore Saw Mills.
Proprietors and Agents, Cameron, Dunlop
& Co. and McAlister & Co.

P. Houston, manager

JoHORE Steam Saw Mills Co.

James Meldrum, partner and manager
Jas. Camming, assistant

L. L. Arlington, engineer

Muara Coal Mines, Borneo.
A. L. Johnston & Co., agents

Chinese Sabah Land Farming Co.

Boustead & Co., agents

Ice Manufactory.
(River Valley Road.)

Robt. Park, manager

Steamship Companies.

Singapore Steamship Company.
Offics ; 14, Battery Road.

Syed M. C. A. Alsagoff, general agent
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Peninsular and Oriental 'Steam
Navigation Company.
Office, 1, Collyer Quay.

H. W. Greiger, agent

F. Gr. Davidson, chief assistant

Sang Hoot Kiam, casfiiei’

J. M. Rodrigues, clerk

C. Ken Lee do.

A. H. Tilley, pilot

W. I. J. Marcus, godown clerk

Compagnie des Messageries
Maritimes.

Paul Brasier, agent
A. de Saavedra, chief assislant

Chas. Lo-we, clerk

Gl. W. Eeutens, do.

Hall & Co., agents, Penang

Eastern & Australian S. S. Co., Ld.
Guthrie & Co., agents

Pacific Mail S. S. Company.
Gilfillan, Wood & Co., agents

Occidental and Oriental S.S. Co.
Gilfillan, Wood & Co., agents

Ocean S. S. Company.
W. Mansfield & Co., agents

Glen Line of Steamers.
Boustead & Co., agents

Australasia, C. J. & S. Steamship
Company, Limited.

,
agents

Queensland Royal Mail Steamers.
Boustead & Co., agents

British India S. N. Co., Limited.
Boustead & Co., agents

Ned. Ind. Stoomvaart Maatschappij.
Boustead & Co., agents

Apcar & Co’s Calcutta & China
Steamers.

Sarkies & Moses, agents

Indo-China Steam Navigation Co., Ld.
W. R. Scott & Co., agents

Navigazione Generale Italiana.
(Florio, Rubattino Line.)

Behn, Meyer & Co., agents

Castle Line of Steamers.

Guthrie & Co., agents

Red Cross Mutual S.S. Association,

Guthrie & Co., agents

Russell & Co.’s Steamers.
Gilfillan, Wood & Co., agents

Shire Line of Steamers.
Boustead & Co., agents

Gulf Line of Steamers.
Boustead & Co., agents

German S.S. Co., of Hamburg.
Puttfarcken, Rheiner & Co., agents

Spanish Singapore-Manila Mail
Steamers.

Syme & Co., agents

Olano, Larrinaga & Co.’s Steamers,
Liverpool, Singapore and Manila.

E. &. H. Hinnekindt, agents

Asiatic Steam Navigation Company,
Katz Brother, agents

Compagnie Nationale de Navigation
Marseilles.

Boustead & Co., agents

Austro-Hungarian Lloyd’s Steam
Navigation Co.

D. Brandt & Co., agents

China Shippers’ Mutual Steam
Navigation Co., Ld,

Borneo Company, agents

CoMPANiA General de Tabacos db
Pilipinas, Liverpool and Manila

Steamers.
E. & H. Hinnekindt, agents

Russian Volunteer Fleet,
Borneo Company, agents

Acheen Line of Steamers,
Katz Brothers, agents

SiRAP Line of Steamers.
Brinkmann & Co., agents

Sara-wak and Singapore Steamship
Company.

Lin Lan & Co., agents
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Plantations.

Annandale Cocoanttt Estate.
Siglap District.

W. Buellanan Smith, proprietor

Bandulah Cocoanut Estate.
Serangoon District.

Cheang Hong Lim, proprietor

Bate Pahat Sago Company.
Paterson, Simons & Co., agents

Bunco Cocoanut Estate.

Cbarghil and Buddoo Eoad.

J. W. Angus, manager

Chasseriau Tapioca Plantation.
Bukit Timah Road.

Puttfarcken, Rkciner & Co., agents

Leopold Es. Chasseriau, proprietor

Leopold Chasseriau, assistant

Ennemond David, do.

E. Nasch, engineer

[Confederate Cocoanut Estate.

R. Little and others, proprietors

Emerald Hill Estate.

IPruit, Cocoa and Coffee, “ Claymore,”

Orchard Road, Tanglin.

Edwin Koek, proprietor

Grove Cocoanut Estate.

C. E. Crane, agent

T. Dunman, proprietor

C. B. Crane, manager

Hermeline Tapioca Estate.
Sungei Tampenis.

H. A. Crane, proprietor

JoHORE Coffee Company, Limited.
Paterson, Simons & Co., agents

JoHORE Tea Company, Limited.
Paterson, Simons & Co., agents

Mount Moriah Fruit Orchard.
John Paul, proprietor

Penang Sugar Estates Company,
Limited.

Boustead & Co., agents

PuLO Obin Coffee and Cc coa Estatf
D. Brandt & Co., agents

T. H. Hill

Perseverance Estate.
Essential Oil Manufactory

Changhiie Road.
J. Fisher, proprietor (absent)

C. M. Allen, manager

Reliance Cocoa and Coffee Estate.
Bukit Timah Road.

R. Lambert, proprietor

D. Francisco, manager

Siglap Cocoanut Estate.
R. Little, proprietor

Tempenis Cocoa Estate.
Teban and Tempenis District, 560 acres.

C. E. Crane, proprietor

Trafalgar Tapioca Estate.
Pongal District, Serangoon Road.

Estate ofMaclaine, Fraser
)& Co. > proprietors

Walter Knaggs, manager )
Thos. Scott, receiver for mortgagees

Guthrie & Co., town agents

J. H. Smith, R. Rozelle, John Oliver,

E. Oliver, A Jacob, field overseers

WooDBANK Estate.
Cocoanut and Fru't, District of Pongol

Edwin Koek, proprietor

Institutions.

Raffles Institution.
Patron—H.E. SirFred. A. Weld.K.C.M.G.
Do. —His Honour Sir Thomas Sid-

greaves

Do. —The Bi>hop of Singapore and
Sarawak

Trustees—Hon. Cecil 0. Smith, C.M.G.,
president; Venble. Archdeacon Mere-
dith, vice-president; Dr. T. I. Rowell,

R. W. Hullett, Hon. J. Graham, Hon.
Capt. McCallum, R.E., J. R. Cuthbert-
son, Hon. W. G. Gulland, G. T. Addis,

Rev. W. H. Gomes, C. B. Buckley, Rev.
A. T. MaePhee, Win. MacKerrow

Hon. Secretary—C. B. Buckley
Assist, do. —W. A. Biehnell

Finance Committee—Hon. Jas. Graham, G.
T. Addis

Girls’ School.
Head Mistress—Miss Nelson, M.C.P.
Assistant Mistress—Miss Whitworth
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Boys’ School.
Principal—E. W. Hulletf, M.A.
Assistant Masters.—J. W.Benskin, W. A.

Bicknell, H. H. Verdon, G. S. Brown,
J.Arbiickle, A. G. Basil, D. F. Xavier,

S. Mowe, D. David, J. A. Fernandez,

A. de Cotta, H. Pech^ P- <3a Silva

Government Schools,
Teachers of English.

Singapore.

Chinese Branch—E. T. Tzelman, P.

Pestana, P. Gabriel, H. Bennett, 0. P.

Frois

Taind Branch—J. E. Sathasivam
Malay Branch—Zin al Abedin

Kampeng Glam.
Chinese Branch-—H. Bateman, J. Gabriel

Tamil Branch—L. F. Jeremiah, T. S.

Muttn
Malay Branch—D. A. Yzelinan

Malay College.
Head Master— Mahoajed bin Mahboob
English Master—
Assistant Master—Said Alwi

St. Joseph’s Institution.
Director—
Head Master—H. B. Collinge

Foe Girls.
Manager—Eev. J. P. Sta. Anna da Cunha
Head Mistress—Mrs. Bnchangn
Assistant—Miss M. Durrie

Sailors’ Eest.
119 South Bridge Eoad

Committee—Von. Archdeacon Meredith,

Miss Cooke, Hon. W. G. Gnlland, (hon.

treasurer), Hon. Lt.-Col. Hales, Eev. I

A. S. MaePhee, (hon. secretary). Dr.
j

Eobinson, Dr. Eowell, E. S. O’Conner,

Hon. G. T. Addis, J. Blair, 0. Pldllips,

M. J. Godfrey, Thos. Scott, C. Wisbart
Superintendent—-A. C -iristiansen

The Sailors’ Home.
North Bridge E- ad

Committee—Hon. C. C. Smilh, C.M.G.,
chairman. Paid Brasier, G. A. Sluder,

Colonel S. Dunlop, Dr. Bieber, C. B.

Buckley, John Blair

Finance Committee—H. W. Geiger, G,

Mansfield

Hon. Secretary and Treasurer—H. Ellis

Superintendent—C. Phillips

Steward—T. S. Butler

Eaefles Library and Museum.
Beach Eoad.

Committee—The Hon. Cecil C. Smith,
C.M.G., chairman, Hon. A. M. Skin-

ner, Hon Jas. Gra' am, R. W. Hullett

Acting Secretary—A. T. Gahagan
Curator of Museum—A. Knight

Mutual Improvement Society.

69, Middle Eoad.
Patron—Hon. W. H. Eead
President—P- A. Eeutens
Committee—Eev. W. H. Gomes, J. King,

J. C. Pestana, H. D Chopard,H. B. Col-

linge, H. A. Chophard
Secretary and Treasurer—D. M. Martia

Straits Branch of the Eoyal
Asiatic Society.

Patron—His Excellency the Governor.

President— FI on. C. J. Irving C.M.G,
Vice-President—Hon. A. M. Skinner (Sin-

gapore)
Vice-President—D. Logan (Penang)
Hon. Secretary—Hon. W. E. Maxwell
Hon. Treasurer—E. Koek
Councillors—Hon. Jas. Graham, A. Duff'

Dr. Cb. Trebing, N. B. Dennys, Ph. D-
H. L. Noroula

Strangers’ Friend Society.
Committee—Ven. Archdeacon Meredith,

Eev. A. S. MaePhee, The Inspector
General of Police

Singapore Debating Society.
Committee—Hon. I. S. Bond, president, A.

Knight, hon. tivasurer, W. A. Bich-
nell, hon. secretary, E. W. Birch, S. E.
Carr, T. Cargill, J. Cuff, J. M. Donovan,
J. Vaughan

Celestial Eeasoning Association.
President—Tso Ping Lung
Vice-President—Tchnn Chnn Fook
Hon. Secretary—Low Cheng Geok
Asst. do. —Low Cheng Chuan
Hon. Treasurer—Khoo Boon Lim

Society for the Prevention of
Cruelty to Anima ls.

Committee—Hon I. S. Bond, D.F.A,
Hervey, J. Miller

Hon. Secretary—Hon. A. M. Skinner
Agent—
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Chamber op Commerce.
Committee—Hon. Jas. Graham, chairman;

J. E. Cuthberson, Th. Sohst, J. C. F.

George, Hon. W. G. Gulland, J.Lutjens,
Jas. Miller

Secretary—Alex. Gentle
Clerk—A. Pestana

Singapore Club.
Committee—J. Eraser, chairman, J. E.

Cuthbertson, Hon. W. H. Eead, (absent)

Th. Sol-st, G. T. Addis, F. J. Dickson,
A. P. Talbot, C. E. Velge

;
Hon. H. E.

MacCallum, E.E.
Secretary—W. B. Smith
Clerk—J. da Silva

Steward—Kee Boon

Club Teutonia.
Committee—Th. SohsI, president; O. van

der Mohlen, vice-presidei t; Ad. Laspe,
hon. secretary; G. Sierich, hon. ac-

countant; Th. Weskandt, hon. trea-urer

Tanglin Club.
Committee—J. E. Cuthbertson, president;

E. M. Merewelher, vice-president; J,

Fraser, W. G. Greig, D. G. Presgrave,
C. G. Paterson, T. Mugliston

Hon. Treasurer—F. G. Bernai d
Hon. Secretary—W. E. Hooper

Engineers’ Association.
High Street.

President—W. Eonaldson
Hon. Secretary—J. J. MacBean
Hon. Treasurer—W. Jardine
Committee—G. Murray, W. Neil, A. Morris,
W. Jardine, E. Schulze, E. Eussell, J.

Eonald, W. Muir, J. Eae, J. Wright

Singapore Eovting Club.
Committee—E. .T. Manson, president, F. G.

Davidson, W. E. Hooper, E. Scott

Eussell, A. H. Drew, lion, secretary, H.
G. Miller, hon. treasurer

Singapore Eecreation Club.
Committee—J. E. MacFarlane, president,

B. E. D’Arango, C. V. Norris, hon.

treaurer, A. W. Clarke, captain, M.
Ganno, J. D. Stuart, K. A. Keun

Singapore Eifle Association.
Committee—D. Martia, president, J. Mac-

farlane, hon. secretary and treasurer,

A. Mackay, C. Phillips, G. Eeutens, P.

J. Woodford, N. W. Cashin, W. Hen-
derson

Singapore Cricket Club.

Committee—John Anderson, p.esident; E.

W. Birch, captain; H. H. Verdon, hon.

treasurer
;
E. M. Merewethei, hon. se-

cretary
;
E. J. Nanson, A. P. Talbot^ F.

Powell, C. Stringer

Straits Cricket Club.

Committee—D. M. Martia, president; C.

P. Anchant, hon. secretary; J. W.
Ganno, hon. treasurer; J. W. Ganno,
captain; J. Pereir;!, H. C. Johnstone,
N. A. Keun, W. McFarlane

Singapore Yacht Club.

Commodore—J. E Cuthbertson
Vice- Commodore—M. Drummond
Hon. Treasurer—John Joakim
Hon. Secretary—J. P. Joaquim
Committee—Capt. A. H. Tilly, C. Wishart,
W. E. Hooper, J. Grant, C. Filtock

Commodore Yacht Coquette, 10 tons

Swiss Eifle Shooting Club.

Balestier Eoad.

Committee—J. B. Muller (president) A
Seiler, (hon. treasui’er). Eg. Engler,
(hon. secretary)

Singapore Art Club.

Committee—His Honour T. T. Ford, J. C.
F. George, E. L. Meyer, Hon. J. A.
Haiwood, Mrs. Merewether, W. A.
Cadell

Hon. Secretary—F. J. Dicksom

Singapore Sporting Club.

Committee—Hon. W. G. Gulland, F. Dick-
son, J. Lutjens, J. E. Cuthbertson,
John Fraser

Clerk of the Course—W. A. Cadell

Hon. Secretary—A. P. Adams

Singapore Exchange.

Committee—W. G. Gulland, chairman
;

Th. Sohst, deputy chairman
;
Hon. Jas.

Graham, G. T. Addis, J. Lutjens, J.

Miller, J. Finlayson

Secretary—Alex. Gentle

Clerk—A. Pestana

do. —Chua Kin Teng
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Chtirehes, Missions, &c.

St. Andrew’s Cathedral.
Bishop of Singapore, Lahuan and Sarawak
—Kt. Rev. G. F. Ho.se, D.D.

Archdeacon of Singapore—Venble. T. Me-
redith

Registrar of the Diocese—Rev. W. H. Go-
mes, B.I).

Colonial Chaplain—Rev. Venble. T. Me-
redith

Acting Military and Seamen’s Chaplain—
Rev. Everingham

Organist and Choir Master—E. Salzmann
Clerk—W. Eberwein
Trustees—The Colonial Chaplain, chair-

man, The Colonial Secretary, The
Colonial Engineer, Hon. W. G. Gul-
land

Presbyterian Church.
Minister—Rev. A. S. MacPhee, B.H.
Elders—Dr. Little, Col. Dunlop, R.A., W.

A. Pickering, Rev. W. Young, C.

Phillips, A. Johnston, W. MacKerrow,
Rev. J. A. B. Cook

Finance Committee—The Elders and A.
M. Martin, D. Robb, J. D. Ross, Snr.,

John Anderson, A. J. Gunn, John Wil-
son, S. R. Carr

Secretary—A. Knight
TreiX^urer—W. MacKerrow

English Presbyterian China Mission.
Rev. J. A. B. Cook

St. Andrew’s Church Mission.
Committee—The Trustees of theCathedral,

if subscribers. Rev. W. H. Gomes, J.

Cooper, H. G. Millar

President—Hon. C. C. Smith, C.M.G.
Hon. Secretary—The Colonial Chaplain
Treasurer—H. G. Millar

Superintendent—Rev. W. H. Gomes

St. Andrew’s Seamen’s Mission.
Hon. Secretary and Treasurer-—G. Mans-

field

Chaplain—Rev. W. Everingham

Armenian Church of St. Gregory.
Hill Street

Vicar—Rev. D. S. Nahapiet
Warden—P. A. Seth
Treasurers—G. Edgar, C. Jacob

Cathedral Church op the Good
Shepherd.

Brass Basa Road
Rev. A. J. Daguin, vicar

Rev. J. Cuzgis
Rev. L. Ponget

St- Peter and St. Paul’s Church.
Queen Street

Rev. L. Galm el, vicar

Rev. J. M. Belliot

Rev. C. Cesbron (Tamil Mission)

French Roman Catholic Mission.
Rt. Rev. Dr. E. Gasnier, bishop of Eucar-

pia

Very Rev. P. Paris, pro vicar

Rev. L. A. Daguin
Rev. L. Pouget
Rev. C. Saleilles (Sierangon)
Rev. F. Vignol
Rev. F. Rivet

See also Penang

French Procuration of the Missions
Etrangeres.

Rev. N. J. Couvreur

French Catholic Mission, Laroot.
Rev. C. Mazery

Portuguese Mission.
Church op “ St Joseph,”

Victoria Street.

Vicar and Superior of the Mission—Rev.
ISicolau J. T. Pinto

Coadjutor— S. C. D. de Sequeira
Organist—M. A. Baretto

Jewish Synagogue, “Magain Aboth,”
Waterloo Street.

Rabbi—Rev. Hillel Moses
Trustees—R. Meyer, S. Manasseh, E. A.

Solomon, M. Meyer
Treasurer—M. Meyer
Secretary—Abdoolah Meyer

Malay Church.
Missionary—Rev. W. Young

“Bethesda” Christian MeetingHousb.
Brass Bassa Road.

Trustees—Philip Robinson, William Mac-
donald

Christian Institute.
Preacher—C. Phillips
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British and Foreign Bible Society.

Agency for Malaysia
Depot, 591, Victoria Street.

John Happenden, agent, 9, Wilkie Road
Mrs. L. Aitken, depository

Alfred Christiansen, colporteur

Mission to the Chinese.

Missionanj—Alexai der Grant, M.A.
do. —Philip Hocquard

Chinese Gospel House.
North Bridge Road.

Pastor—Tan See Boo

Masonic Lodges.

District Grand Lodge of the
Eastern Archipelago.

D. G- M.—W. Bro. The Hon. W. H. Read
D. JD. G. M.—W. Bro. Lieut. Col. S.

Dunlop
D. G. S. W.—W. Bro. J. D. Vaughan
D. G. J. W.—W. Bro. T. Cargill

J). G. Ret;.—Bro. W. A. Pickering

D. G. Treas—Bro. R. O. Norris

D. G. Sec—Bro. T. C. Loveiidge

J). G. S. D.—W. Bro. G. Lavino

D. G. J. D.—W. Bro. N. B. Dennys

D. G. 8. of W.—W. Bro. J. P. Joaquim

P. G. D. of C.—W. Bro. H. Clippcrton

D. G. S. R.—Bro. E. C. Billows

P. G. Pursuivt—Bro. J. Polglase

P. G. Steward— Bro.

P. G. Tyler—Bro. W. Woodworth

Masonic Hall Building Fund.
Trustees—W. B-o. J. D. Vaughan, W. i

Bro. T. Cargill, W. Bro. S. Dunlop, W.
Bro. J. P. Joaquim

|

Treasurer—W. Bro. T. Cargill

Hon Secretary—W. Bro. J. P. Joaquim
|

Auditors—Bro. C. Dunlop, Bro. C. Polgase
I

Dalhousie Royal Arch Chapter, '

No. 508.
I

Mount Calvary Chapter, D.D.
!

Lodge St. George, No. 1,162.
j

W. M— J. P. Joaquim
1

8. W.—A. Knight '

J. W.—
i

Treasurer—W. E. Hooper
Secretary—P. G. Presgrave I

Organist— C. K. E. Woods
I

S. P.—W. E. Hooper
j

J. P.—
1

I. G.—J. Muir
I

Tyler—W. Woodworth I

Lodge Zetland in the East, No. 508.

W. M.—Z. P. B. Beal

8. W.—J. P. Joaquim
J. W.—Lt. W. Windrum
Treasurer—J. D. Vaughan
Secretary—C. B. Hall

Organist—
8. P.— S. M. Moses
J. P.—A. J. Bridges

D. C.—
Steward—
I. G.—J. W. Ganno, Jr,

Tyler—W. Woodworth

Insurances.
Almeida, Jose, agent—

Lloyds’ “ Andaluz,” Spain, and Re-

gistro Italian

Behn, Meyer & Co., agents

—

Boards of Underwriters, New York,

Balt imore, Boston, Philadelphia,

Hamburg
North BriG.^h and Meicantile Insur-

ance Conijiany, Fire Branch
Hamburg Magdeburg Fire Insurance

Company, Hamburg
Magdeburg General Insurance Co.

Rheinisch Westphaelischer Lloyd at

M. Gladbash
Agrippina of Cologne
Diisseldorfer Allgemeine Versiche-

rungs Gesellschaft, Dusseldorf

Aach e n—Le ipz iger Versicheriftigs

Actien Gesellecliaft, Aacnen
Niederlandische Allgemeine Versi-

cherungs Gesellschaft, Tiel

Rhenania Vei’sicherungs Actien Ge-
sellschaft, Cologne

Nieder Rheinsche Guofer Assecuranz
Gesellschaft, in Wesel

Allgemeine Transport Versicherungs

Gesellschaft at Vienna
La Neuchateloise at Neuchatel

La Fonciere Pester Versicherungs

Gesellschaft, Budapast
Germanischer Lloyd, Beilin

American Shipmasters’ Association

General Assn anee Company,London

Borneo Co., Limited, aaents—
National Fire and Marine Insurance

Co., of New Zealand

Norwich Union Fire Insurance Society

Standard Life Assurance Company
“ Cassa Marittima ” of Genoa
“Registro Italiano” of Genoa
“ La Fiducia Ligure ” of Genoa
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Boustead & Co., agents

—

China Traders’ Insurance Co., Ld.
Thames and Mersey Marine In-

surance Company, Limited
National Marine Insurance Co., Ld.
Merchants’ Marine Insurance Co., Ld.
Royal Insurance Company of Liver-

pool (Fire and Life)

Caledonian Insurance Company, (Fire

and Life)

London and Lancashire Insurance
Company (Fire and Life)

Brandt & Co., D. agents

—

Hanseatic Fire Insurance Companv,
Hamburg

Northern Assurance Co., London
Assicurazioni Generali of Tiieste

Brinbmann & Co., agents

—

Reliance Marine Insurance Co., Li-

verpool

Sun Fire Office

Bun Hin & Co., agents

—

Man On Insurance Co., Limited, of

Hongkong

Cameron, Dunlop & Co., agents

—

Scottish Imperial Insurance Com-
pany (Life)

Newcastle A.l Insurance Association
Abroath Commercial Association
Dundee Underwriters’ Association
New Zealand Loan and Mercantile

Agency Company, Limited

Oeiger, H. W. agent

—

Marine Insurance Company, London

Oilfillan, Wood & Co., agents

—

Commercial Dnion Assurance Co.
Britisb and Foreign Marine Ins. Co.
China Fire Insurance Company, Ld.
Tangtsze Insurance Association, Ld.
La Foncffire (Cie. Lyonnaise d’Assu-

rance Maritimes) Reunie
Alliance Marine Insurance Co.

Guthrie & Co., agents

—

London Assurance Corporation
London and Provincial Marine In-

surance Company
Triton Insurance Company
Chinese Insurance Company, Ld.
Red Cross Mutual S. S. Insurance

Association

Hooglandt & Co., agents

—

Joint Underwriters Union at Amster-
dam

Zutphen Fire Insurance Company
Nederlands Fire Insurance Company
Batavia Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

Samarang Sea & Fire Insurance Co.

Neth. India Sea & Fire Insurance Co.

Dutch Lloyd’s

French Underwriters
Queen Insurance Company
Providencia Insurance Company

Johnston & Co., A. L., agents

—

The Fire Insurance Association,

Limited

Katz Brothers, agents

—

F. R. Priv. Austrian Insurance Com-
pany, “ Donau,” of Vienna

German Lloyd’s, of Berlin

Prussian National Insurance Com-
pany of Stettin

Kximpers & Co., agents

—

Consolidated Marine Insurance Com-
panies of Berlin and Dresden

Transatlantic Marine Insurance Co.,

Berlin

Manchester Fire Assurance Co.

Lyall, Jas., agent

—

Positive Government Security Life

Association Co., Limited

McKerrow & Co., Wm., agents

—

South British Fire and Marine In-
surance Co. of New Zealand

North Cliina Insurance Co., Limited
W. O. Bayne, agent

Paterson, Simons & Co., agents

—

Alliance Fire Assurance Company
Alliance MarineAssurar.ee Company
Church of England Life Assurance

Company
Guardian Life Assurance Company
Globe Marine Insurance Company
Uui:n Insurance Society of Canton,

Limited

Powell & Co., agents

—

Lancashire Fire Insurance Co.
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Puttfarcken, Rkeiner & Co., agents

—

North German Fire Insurance Com-
pany at Hamburg

Transatlantic Fire Insurance Com-
pany, Limited, of Hamburg

Schweiz Marine Insurance Company,
of Zurich

New York Life Insurance Company

Rautenberg, Schmidt & Co., agents

—

Bremen Underwriters
Antwerp do.

Java Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

Helvetia Swiss Fire Insurance Com-
pany, in St. Gall

Badische Schiflahits Assecuranz Ge-
sellschaft, in Mannheim

Eidgenossische Transport Versicher-

ungs Gesellschaft, in Zurich

German Transport Insurance Com-
pany, in Berlin

Sjo Assurans Foi-eningen (Finland)

Providencia Insurance Co. of Frank-
fort

Sarkies & Moses, agents

—

Amicable Insurance Office

Reliance Marine Insurance Office

Scott & Co., W. R., agents

—

Canton Insurance Office, Limited
Imperial Fire Insurance Company
Hongkong Fire Insurance Co., Ld.

Staehelin & Stahlknecht, agents

—

New Swiss Lloyd TransportInsurance
Company

Helvetia General Insurance Company
Mannheim Insurance Company
Lubeck Fire Insurance Co.

Stiven & Co., agents

—

North British and Mercantile Insur-
ance Co. (Life)

Ocean Marine Insurance Company
Phoenix Fire tlffice

Straits Insurance Company, Limited.
Raffles Plat-e.

Directors— Thos. Scott, Th. Sohst, G.
Addis, J. Lutjens, Max Behr, C. C.
N. Glass, G. Edgar, S. M. Alsagoff,

Ong Kew Ho, Quah Beng Hong,
Wee Boon Teck, Tang Yong Seah,
Loh Lam

Secretary—Thos. Butler

Chief Assistant—Wallace J. Tucker
Assistant—J. B. Robertson

Do. —D. D. Concei9ao
Cashier—Yeo Tian Chew
Clerk—Foo Joon Yeok
Assistant—T’an Chow Kiat

Do. —Khoo Biow Swee
Do. —Tock Keng Guen

Syme & Co., agents

—

Lloyd’s, London
Liverpool Underwriters’ Association

Merchants Shipping and Underwrit-

ing Association, Melbourne
General Insurance Co. of Venice
Lloyd Austriaco, Trieste

Scottish Union and National Insur-

ance Company
London and Provincial Insurance Com-

pany, Limited

Banks.

Chartered Bank of India, Australia and
China
Wm. Dougal, manager
C. Hall Murton sub-manager and ac-

countant
A. D. Strachan, sub-accountant

T. E Sansom do.

W. Dickson do.

J. Pereira, dhief clerk

Chartered Mercantile Bank of India, Lon-
don and China

G. T. Addis, manager
J. P. Sturrock accountant

P. F. Evatt, sub-accountant

J. M. Angus
J. L. Scheerder
Ph. A. Reutens
J. Jambu
•E. J. A. van Geyzel
A. R. de Souza
W. Siddons

Tan Seek Choo
Lim Kim Tin
Tan Boon Cheow
Siow Tiang Guan
Chia Leong Chuan, head shroff

National Bank of India, Limited
Borneo Co., agents
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Hongkong and Skangliai Banking Cor-

poration

W. G-. Greig, manager

G. W. Butt, acting accountant

J. H. MaoLaren, assist, do.

J. McLennan
M. C. Kirkpatrick

A. Barron
A. M. Fernandes
F. Bateman
E. H. Desker

S. Especkerman
A. W. Desker
St. J. P. Joaquim

New Oriental Bank Corporation, Limited
John C. F. George, manager
P. Henderson, acting accountant
R. N. Forster, assistant do.

E. Vierra, clerk

Ong Eng Tuan do.

Choo Tap Lee, head shroff

Savings Bank
Noel Trotter, secretary

London & Westminster Bank
Bank of Montreal
Ulster Bank, Limited

Stiven & Co., agents

National Bank of New Zealand
W. R. Scott & Co., agents

Coutts & Co., London
Herries, Farquhar & Co., London
Drummonds’, London
London and Westminster Bank
Dcnnell, Lawson & Co., New York

Guthrie & Co., agents

Bank of Rotterdam
Netherlands India Discount Company

Hooglandt & Co., agents

Brown, Shipley & Co.

Syme & Co., agents

Banque de FEtat St. Petersburg
Comptoir d’Escomjde de Paris
Banque de Flndo-Chine
Baring Bros. & Co.

Franco Egyptienne Banque
A. L. Johnston & Co., agents

Merchants, Professions, Trades, &o.

Abrams, H., horse dealer, trainer, and
farrier. Horse Repository, Brass Bassa
Road
H. Abrams

A. Abrams
W. Marshall

“ Adelphi Hotel,” 54, Hill Street

A. Puhlinann, proprietor

Akber Ally, auctioneer and commission
agent, 10, Commercial Square

Albion Hotel, Stamford Road

Alexandra Gunpowder Magazine, Tanah
Merab

;
Ofi&ce, 1, North Bridge Road

Seah Cheo Siiah, proprietor

Tan Keng Swee do.

John Monk'iro, keeper of magazine
F. H. Marcus, clerk in town
Tay Hun Sew, cashier

Alexandra Hotel, 1, Stamford Road
P. Hansen, proprietor

Almeida, E. d’., merchant, Bonham street

E. d’Almeida
Guam Soon

Almeida & Son, commission agents and
general brokers, 42, Raffles Place

Jose d’ Almeida, J. P.

G. Herbert d’Almeida

Ann Bee & Co., merchants and ship-

chandlers; chop “Seng Bee Seang,”
Corner of Bonham Street

Cheong Arm Bee
Syed Mahomed bin Syed Ahmed

Alsagoff

Khoo Tiong Poh
Lim Eng Keng
Gwee Chun Seng

Rejap Bin Tannoo, English clerk

Tan Kee Swee, Chinese do.

Tay Tam Kang, do. do.

Teo Bah Seng, cashier

Bastiani, Joseph, fruit preserver, 8 & 9,

High Street

J. Bastiani

J. Romienx
D’Esplanter
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Bastiani, & Co. Pierre, fruit preseryer,

120-3 South Bridge Eoad

Baumgarten, C., advocate, solicitor, and
notary public. Baffles place

Christian Baumgarten
Akber Ally

Chan Keng Lan

Baxter and Fittock, marine surveyors, 27,

Battery Road
John Baxter
Chas. Fittock

F. G. Sutherland

Behn, Meyer & Co., merchants, de Souza
Street and Collyer Quay
Arnold Otto Meyer (Hamburg)
Johannes Liitjens

Ed. Lorenz Meyer
Otto Miihry
W. Edelmann
H. C. C. Sen®
Ad. Laspe
Eug. Engler
H. P. Buhle
Herm. Fischer

J. P. Doral
Chiew Swee Leong
M. da Cruze

Belilios, J. R., merchant, Rochore Road
J. R. Belilios

R. Brown

Bernard & Son, bill, bullion and stock

brokers. Raffles Place

F. G. Bernard

Bing, A. C., marine surveyor and pilot,

Cliffe House, Bukit Cliermin

Bond & Drew, advocates, solicitors, proc-

tors, and notaries public

I. S. Bond, M.L.C., barrister-at-law

Alfred H. Drew
Tan Kong Wee
Tew Hong Ghee
F. N. Pereira

Low Cheng Koon
Tan Key Cheen
Syed Abedin
A. L. Frois

Geo Hook Liat

Borneo Co., Limited, merchants and
agents for H.M.’s Government of La-
buan, Ko. 1, Malacca Street

Andrew Currie, M.L.C., manager,
residence “Heidpath”

W. A. Cadell (Europe)
C. Sugden, residence “Neidpath”
St. V. B. Down, do. do.

A. W. Keubronner, residence

“Langlands,” River Valley Road
J. L. Neubronner, r’dence “Spring

Cottage,” Sirangoon Road
L. A. Neubronner
D. S. Cunningham
M. Beius

W. H. Rose, wharf supdt.

W. B. Haffenden, asst, wharfinger

Boustead & Co., merchants, 18, Collyer

Quay
E. Boustead (London)
J. Young do.

I. Henderson do.

T. Cuthbertson
J. R. Cuthbertson

J. Finla_\son

R. Craig, signs per pro.

A. J. Bird
W. P. Waddell
F. E. Jago
T. S. Young
J. G. Boyd
J. D. Ross, Jr.

A. J. McIntyre
F. Minjoot
E. W. Jessensohn
J. P. Haffenden
P. McIntyre
Chan Joo Geok
Tan Kang Chuan
Tan Kok Cheng
Goh Sin Hee
Wee Kian Seng
Toh Sing Leong
Ong Bee Leong
Lim Eng Kiat
Tan Eng Teow
Lim Ho Lian

Brandt & Co., D., merchants, Battery-

Road
D. Brandt
H. Brinckmann

G. Pertile

A. van Gilse an der Pals

Lye Kim
Swee Pang
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Braddell & Joaquim, advocates, 36, Raffles

Place

T. de M. Lee Braddell, barrister.at-

law
Joaquim Parsick Joaquim, barrister-

at-law

Robert W. G. Lee Braddell, barris-

ter-at-law

J. W. Casbin, chief clerk

F. R. R. Frois
Swee Keae
Tap Bachee
Kho Keng Sind, Chinese interpreter

Brennand, Jas, general broker. Exchange
Buildings

Brinkmann & Co., merchants, Collyer

Quay, and at 7, Mincing Lane, London
Theodor Hiltermann
John G. Brinkmann
Bernhard Gildemeister, (London)
V. Sergei, signs per pro.

Gustav Friedrich

O. Gumpert
Chr. Specht

Branch Firms : Hiltermann Bros., Man-
chester and Bradford

Bun Hin & Co., merchants, Malacca
Street

Khoo Tiong Poh
Quah Beng Hong, signs per pro.

Khoo Phee Soon, cashier

Steamers.

—

Gheang Hock Kian, Pearl,

Petrel, Chow Phye, Hanoi, Hongkong,
Betsy.

Brit. Str. Gheang Hock Kian, 956 tons.

Gaptain—Frederick Webb
Ghief Officer—John Smith
Second do. —E. van Olsen
Ghief Engineer—John Lang
Second do. —M. Plage
Third do. —Robt. J. Robertson

Burjorjee Khodadad & Co., merchants
B. C. Rutnagur
Perojshaw Pestonjee
Riistomjee Pestonjee
Byramjee Burjorjee Eranee

Shaikh Hutturshah
Mustan Shroff

Branch Houses: D. C. Ratnagur & Co.,
Bombay; Rustomjee Pes'onjee &
Co., Penang

Cameron, Dunlop & Co., merchants and
commission agents, 11, Collyer’s Quay

Alex. Duff
D. F. Rozario
John Klassen
Tan Koon Tang, clerk

Tan Choon Eng, storekeeper
Tan Slew, cashier

Campbell, Heard & Co., engineers, boiler^

makers and shipbuilders; Tanjong
Roo Engine works
John Campbell
Wm. Heard

J. Lawson, moulder
C. J. Green, clerk

A. Minjoot, storekeeper

Carapiet, M. J., merchant and commis^
sion agent. Raffles Place
M. J. Carapiet

G. G. Moses

Cazalas & Son, J. M., engineers, contrac^
tors, iron and brass founders, boilef.*

makers and copper and iron smiths, 94^
Victoria Street

Tan Ken Cheow
H. C. Hogan, manager
Joseph Mills, acting foreman
J. Gasper, Jas. Smith, turners
Santamaria, H. Pereira, P, Con*

ceiao, fitters

Tan Hood Choe, clerk and cashier

Mohamed Tacob, do.

Tan Tiow Khim, do.

Cerrute, G. B., storekeeper, North Bridgo
Road

Chater, L. J., broker and commission
agent, 13, Raffles Place

“ChinHing,” merchants, 2, South Bridg®.
Road

Seah Cheo Seah
Seah Liang Seah

Seah Song Seah
Seah Peck Seah
Tow How Teak
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Cbeang Hong Lim, Chop “Wanseng”
merchant, 116, Havelock Eoad
Cheong Hong Lim, manager
Low Jim Tm, assist, manager,

signs per pro.

Cheong Hong Liap
Lim Ewee Eng
Wee Cheow Teong
Choe Sin Seang
Low Thuan Locke
Lim Thean Geow
Mamatsah
Klioo Tin Chang, English clerk

Quayh Kim Tong, bookkeeper
Bek Ong Seang, Chinese clerk

Quayh Hong Sah, cashier

Bek Ong Seang and others, clerks

(-larke & Co., F., livery and bait stables,

87, North Bridge Eoad
F. Clarke

P. H. Gandart, clerk

Quak Tan Tin, do.

Kum Tek San, do.

Kong Tuan, do.

Hadje Hassan, foreman
Boosahman, do.

Kamis, do.

> Coelho, H., piano tuner and instructor,

Princep St.

Colonial Dispensary, 22, Bathery Eoad
E. A. Miles, proprietor

E. A. Miles, Jr., manager

Colonial Press, 12, Eaffles Place

D. Zuzarte, proprietor

L. L. Hendricks, compositor

C. Pereira do.

Commercial Press, Queen Street

J. F. Hansen, proprietor

T. J. G. Hansen, foreman
Abdulkadir, lithographer

Crane Bros., auctioneers, estate and com-
mission agents, Eaffles Place

C. E. Crane
L. H. Percival, signs per pro.

L. M. Cordeiro

Cheang Kiat
Ong Su Kiat
Tay Yam Long

Dalmann & Co., merchants, CoUyer Quay
C. Berghofer Dalmann
H. Jiirgensen

W. von Malein
Tan Hoon Soon
Siam Long
Tiang Bee

Davies & Co., D., shipchandlers, saU-

makers, &c.. Battery Eoad
D. Davies

De Cotta, Joze L., pianoforte instructor,

tuner, and repairer, Waterloo Street

Desker & Co., butchers, Seiangoon Eoad
H. F. Desker

Dispensary, The, 50, Commercial Square
J. H. Robertson, M.D., Edinr., pro-

prietor, resdce., Leonie Hill, Tanglin
A. Mackay, manager
Wee Kim Chuan
Wee Beng Bock
Mohamed Kassim

Donaldson and Burkin shaw, advocates,

solicitors, proctors and notaries public,

19, Collyer Quey
A. L. Donaldson
J. Burkinshaw

J. E. G. d’Almeida, managingclerk
B. M. Sheriff

Frederick W. Scott

Newbold B. Westerhout

Drummond, Gaggino & Co., shipchand-
lers, provision merchants, commission
agents, navy contractors, sailmakers, Ac.

opposite Post Office

Maurice Drummond
G. Gaggino
S. Charles Hodges

J. M. L. Conielius, bookkeeper
Khoo Kim Yang
Kinn Cheng Gum
Kum Swee Kim
Choa Sai-gan
Tan Kiang Jun
Kum Swee Hock

Eastern Dispensary, 586, North Bridge
Eoad

E. M. Keui), proprietor and manager
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Edgar <fe Co., raercbants, Raffles Place

Gralastan Edgar
M. Stephens (Sourabaya)

J. S, Sarkies (Batavia)

John Edgar (Sourabaya)

P. A. Seth, signs per pro.

S. Joakim

Emmerson’s tiffin, billiard and reading
rooms, Cavanagh Bridge
Miss A. Emmerson, proprietrix

G. A. Faesy, manager
Alex. Lewis
Tek Soon
Cheng Chuan

Essabhoy, A. M., merchant and commis-
sion agent
Abdoolkyum Moola Essabhoy
Mottabhoy Moola Essabhoy, ma-

nager
Esoofally Ebrahim

Everett, E. E., wine and spirit merchant,

Battery Eoad

Favro & Co., C., fruit preservers, 113,

Hill Street

C. Favre
L. Due

Fezoolabhoi Abdoolali, merchant, 24, Bat-

tery Road
Allibhoi Adumjee, manager

Nuzurali Fuzulali

Fisher, John, rice merchant, proprietor

Singapore Rice Mills, Magazine Street,

Campong, Malacca, and distiller and
essential oil manufacturer, Persever-

ance Estate, Gaylong
John Fisher

C. M. Allen, manager

Fraser, John, bill broker and agent, 1,

Exchange Building
;
agent for Vernon’s

Patent China and Glass Co., Limited,

18, Battery Road

Galstaun & Co., merchants, Raffles Place
M. M. Zorah (Sourabaya)
Jas. A. Mesrope do.

M. N. Galstaun

Garland & Co., W. F., civil engineers and

surveyors, 23, Collyer Quay
W. F. Garland, A.M.I.C.E.

E. E. Abrahamson, Sandakan
T. F. Macaulay, do.

A. P. Keasberry, do.

J. Muller, do.

A. Lewis, do.

J. F. Halliley

Lebai Tenik
luche Ismail

Geok Teat & Co., Battery Road
Tay Geok 'Feat

Tay Kim Tee, signs per pro.

Gob Chin Tye
G ok Seong
Hadjee Abdol Ganny
Koo Chin Whatt
Chua Eu Kong

Gilfillan, Wood & Co., merchants, 13,

Collyer Quay
S. Gilfillan (Europe)

W. Adamson (do.)

H. W. Wood (Penang)

James Miller

James Sword
T. E. Earle, signs per pro.

G. P. Owen
R. T. Peake, signs per pro., Penang

G. F. Adamson
J. Joakim
G. Poole

J. Donough
J. Joakim
W. Strugnell

L. F- Rodrigues

J. F. Richards
E. H. Rodrigues
A. de Concei9ao

John Monteiro
E. A. Rodrigues
Lee Pek Bun

Graham, J., chronometer, watch and
clock maker, jeweller, optician, &C..,

26, Battery Road

Grunberg Brothers, watchmakers and
jewellers. Raffles Place

Marcus Grunberg, (Europe)
Friedrich Grunberg

L. Wolpo

Gunn, Alexander James, exchange broker,

13, Raffles Place
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Gunn, Robert John, publicaccountant, 13,

Raffles Place

Guthrie & Co., merchants
Thos. Scott

Louis J. R. Glass (Europe)
John Anderson
Alex. Johnston (Europe)
Henry G. Millar, signs per pro.

R. M. Salmon
A. J. Ross
E. C. Cameron
Theo. Paye
Chas. J. Davies
Kho Tiang Bee
Tan Boon Chin
J. Nonis
Teo Boon Hee
Lim Koon Tye
W. Wilson
Goh Yam Cheang
Seng Ong Liew
Wee Chen Seng
Seow Keng Lim

London House—Scott & Co., 1 Whit-
tington Avenne, Leadenhall St.

Hakimjee Rajbhoy & Co., merchants,

19, Raffles Place
Hakimjee Rajbhoy (Bombay)
Peerbhoy Esoobjee (do.)

Allybhoy Adamjeo
Allybhoy Shaik Abdoolrahim, ma-

nager
E. S. Allybhoy
Tyebally Hakimjee

Hansen, J. A., teacher of music and piano
tuner, 13, Victoria St.

Harris, Goodwin & Co., merchants, Raf-
fles Place

E. E. Harris (London)
F. Goodwin (do.)

E. Austin, signs per pro.

Hartwig & Co., shipchandlers, sailmakers,

and auctioneers

F. von Hartwig
H. C. Verloop
H. RobIk

Hieber & Co., G., merchants and commis-
sion agents
H. Frank
W. Roger, signs per pro.

Hinnekindt, E. & H., merchants, Flint

St. and 2 Boat Quay
Henri Hinnekindt
W R. Leisk

H. Hinnekindt, Jun., signs per pro.

E. Hinnekindt, do.

Eugene Hinnekindt
M. Hinnekindt

Hock Mow & Co., merchants, 16, Teluk
Ayer Street

Low Jim Tim
Ko Pit Thok, manager
Teo Gwan Chai
Teo Chiu To, assistant manager
Wee B on Chwan
Choa Geot Hoe, Thang Tean, Ko
Thean Seong, clerks

Hooglandt & Co., merchants. Boat Quay
J. D. Hooglandt (Europe)
W. H. Diethelm
W. Stiefel

P. C. Hoynek van Papendrecht
G. Overhoff

H. Greminger
R. Moss

Branch House
;
Hooglandt & Riedt-

man, Amsterdam

Hoon Keat & Co., merchants, 32, Raffles

Place
Tan Hoon Keat
Lim Geok Swee
Tan Gin Hock
Tock Choon Gwan
Teo Loon Hoh
Lim Thean Sung
Tan Gwan Keng, cashier

Hormusjee Pestonjee & Co., merchants
and commission agents, 11, Raffles

Place; Branches: R. H. Degaria, Bom-
bay

;
ChapseeDamjee, Calcutta

;
Vanjoor

Puckir, Penang

“ Hotel de la Paix,” 4, Coleman St.

J. D. Lofif, proprietor

W. H. Nielsen

“Hotel de I’Europe,” Esplanade
Albert Reck(‘r

W. H. L. Siegfried

J. F. de Con(;ei9ao

“ Hotel de Paris,” 87, Hill Street

T. Hibler, proprietor
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Howarth, Erskine & Co., Engine Works,
River Valley Road

S. Erskine
E. Anderson

A. Richardson, outdoor foreman
and draftsman

J. S. KermatE, clerk

J. Kennedy, foreman
Khoo Tek Lin, storekeeper

Imprimerie Commerciale, Limited, 12,

Battery Road.
M. Ribeiro, proprietor

A. Geo. Leo. Miujoot, clerk and su-

perintendent

Senin, foreman
J. Robertos, compositor
P. de Souza, do.

Jackson & Co., N. F., wine, spirit, and pro-
vision dealers

Jobnston & Co., A L., merchants, Collyer

Quay
William Henry Macleod Read
W. E. Hooper, signs per pro.

T. Davidson
A. E. de Souza
Cheng Lew
R. L’Angellier

Kaltenbach, Fischer & Co., merchants
G. Kaltenb ich (Paris)

H. Fi seller (Europe)
H. Huber

M. von der Mohten, signs per pro.

G. Hedding
R. DiU
C. Meisterhans

Katz Brothers, merchants, storekeepers,

commission agents, and 'W'atchmakers,

Commercial Square
H. Katz (Europe)
Aug. Hiitteubach (Penang)
Max Behr
L. Huttenbach, (Penang)
Meyer Behr, signs per pro.

J. Heim (Penang)
F. Lederer

M. G. Bowen
Louis Katz
J. Kriel)

Sigmund Katz
A. Marques
A. W. Minjoot
D. H, Buanseng

Kim Ching & Co., merchants and com-
mission agents, 26, Boat Quay, and
Branch House at Bangkok
Tan Kim Ching
Tan Soon Toh, signs per pro.

Tan Kim Chuan
Gan Koon Tiong
Boh Han Kecg
Cbee Pit Haw
Yap Swee Hin
Choong Teow Hong
Ong Hwee Bok
Chan Why Lee

Kim Seng & Co., merchants, 8, Boat Quay
Tan Beng Gum
Tan Beng Guat
Tan Jiak Chuan, signs per pro.

Lee Cheng Wee
Teo Oiiin Cheang
Quek Slew Soon
Choo Chin Koon
Yap Giang San

Koek, Edwin, advocate, solicitor, ,and
notary public, De frouza’s Buildings

E. Koek, advocate and solicitor

B. S. Frois

R. A. Frois

Seow Seang
Tan Tek Ciiy

Kugelmann, Gustav, farrier, horsebreaker
and livery stable keeper

Kumpers & Co., merchants
E. N. Kumpers (Europe)

A. Kessler’, signs per pro.

F. H. Achard
Teo Tek Swee

Lambert Brothers, coach builders, Singa-
pore carriage works and livery stables,

432, Orchard Road
R. Lambert, proprietor and manager

F. Erbreish, assi-taut

C. J. Gomes, do.

R. Stivens, stable manager
Wee Swee Lum, cashier

Tan Ah Tye, foreman saddler and
painter

Ah Lock, foreman body maker
Ah Boo, foreman blacksmith

Choa Cheng Koon, stagecoach
clerk

Hajee Mahomed Sayd, agent. Jo-

fa ere
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Lambert & Co., G. K., photographers, 430,
Orchard Koad

G. R. Lambert
Alex. Koch
H. Ernst
Yakoob Mahomad Taher
Mahoinad Tayeb

Landesberg, Mrs., milliner & dressmaker,

49, Battery Road

“Lat Pan,” Chinese Daily paper, 122,
Taluk Ayer St.

See Ewe Lay, proprietor

Lee Hock Lian, manager
Teap Kwei Woan, editor

Tung Pengfu, do.

Lim Kong Choon do.

Kho Kin Ong, do.

Ong Tiankeng, reporter

Yeap Untye, do.

Lee Cheng Yan & Co., chop “Chin Joo,”
merchants, 143, Teluk Ayer Street

Lee Cheng Yan
Lee Cheng Gam

Lee Keng Tit, signs per pro.

Lee Keng Tiong
Lee Kah Toh
Gwee Kay Soon
Gwee Kay Ann
Lim Soo Teng
Lee Kow Yeo
Wee Soon Boh
Wee Chin Hong
Tam Tuan Hong
Lim Tian Choh, cashier

Tay Bee Cheng do.

Branch House : Wong Pock Hin, Manila

Lemercier, Fils & Cie., E., soda water-

works and wine merchants, 57, Victoria

Street

Leong & Co., E., merchants, 25, Malacca
Street

Chew Peng Sook' manager
Chun Sing Haw
Quak Beng Kung, casher

Lermit and Annamalai, architects and
surveyors, 29, Malacca Street

M. S. Pillai, field assistant

R. J. Jacob do.

Low Lee Leng do.

T. Duraisamy, clerk

S. M. Cohen, apprentice

J. Koek, do.

Lim Lan & Co., chop “ Swee Tye,” mer-
chants, 63, Boat Quay
Koh Mah Cheow (China)
Lim Eng Keng
Lim Eng Teong
Lim Eng Yong
Koh Watt Chong
Tan Peng Liat

Low Keow Sheong
Gwee Tong Watt
Soh Chang Jin
Tan Teck Jin
Ching Inn Leong

Lind, Seth & Co., merchants and commis-
sion agents, 4 and 5, Rafiler Place

Geo. Ad. Lind
J. J. Minjoot

Little & Co., John, merchants, store-

keepers and commission agents, Raffles

Place; London Branch, 26, Cannon St.|

established 1845
J. M. Little (London)
M. Little (do.)

A. M. Martin
C. J. E. Banister

S. R. Carr
W. Hutton
E. S. Russell

Daniel Maw
P. Pooles

C. W. Banks
W. Blunn
W. Downie
C. H. Jones

J. Babb
G. H. Diss

F. W. Cooper
F. A. C. Pestana

Lyall, James, exchange, share, and general

broker, and agent. Exchange Buildings

Lyon & Co., J. M., engineers, millwrights,

ironfounders, and contractors; Albion

Engine Works, Teluk Ayer; Office, Flint

Street

J. M. Lyon
J. R. Barclay
Albert Lyon, accountant

T. Scott, foreman, at works

A. C. Twigg, draftsman

E. Harvey, A. Nouis, fitters

Y. Cheng Bee, cashier

C. Cheong Lim, clerk at works
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McAlister & Co., ship brokers, chandlers,

general merchants, and commission
agents

E. McAlister (Europe)
C. C. N. Glass
J. S. hTeave

John Muir
J. Grant
P. Houston
A. Wilhams
J. P. de Basagotti

C. Whye Teck
A. Mahomed

McKerrow & Co., Wm., merchants. Boat
Quay
Wm. McKerrow
James W. Birrell, signs per pro.

Douglas W. Lovell

C. B. Hawkshaw
Aung Tok Leong
Kua Seng Watt
Chua Boon Quay

Mackertoom, J. G., commission agent, and
cigar merchant, 25, Raffles Place

J. G. Mackertoom

Malay Preserving Co., fruit preservers,

Neil Road
G. Cerruti, manager

Manasseh & Co., S., merchants
Selleh Manasseh
S. J. Nathan
C Leong Beng Poh
A. Marican

Mansfield & Co., W., merchants
T. C. Bogaardt

A. E. Turner, manager, Penang,
signs per pro.

A. P. Adams, signs per pro.

D. J. Matthews
J. E. Romaney
C. C. Thompson

Martin, M., photographer, 102, Hill St.

M. Mari in
P. Beckel

Maynard & Co., Limited, wholesale and,

retail chemists and druggists, general^

storekeepers, and aerated waters ma'>

nufacturers, “ Straits Dispensary.”
Branches : Penang, Thaiping, Larut,

Kwala Lumpor; London Office, 89,

Gresham Street

H. R. Maynard, general manager
G. H. Stephenson
H. Nelson, Penang
H. O Maynard, Selangor
A. Oldfield, Perak
J. Beattie

T. Grimshaw
P. Scott

J. van Ardenne
W. Ferrers

Dr. C. F. Grace, dentist

Medical Hall, 22, Collyer Quay, opposite
Exchange

CL. Trebing, M.D., A.O. & Cb.D,
H. Perkins, manager

Mercantile Press, Raffles Place
B, H. Especkerman, proprietor

Meyer Bros., merchants, 33, Raffles Place
Reuben Meyer (Calcutta)

Menasseh Meyer
Elias Meyer (Calcutta)

Silas M. Moses

Moogal, G. A., merchant, 13, Raffles

Place

G. A. Moogul (Surat)

A. Adumjee

Moses & Co., watchmakers and jewellers

Battery Road
M. C. Moses
M. Baker

Moses & Co., photographers. Orchard
Road
M. C. Moses

F. Schumann, manager

Motion, James, watch and chronometer
maker and jeweller, Flint Street

Jas. Motion (Europe)
Wm. Lawson, manager

Mugliston, T. C., physician and surgeon,

“Colonial Dispensary,” Battery Road
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^therlancls Trading Society, 2, Collyer

Quay
J. Martens, agent

0. Cruys
E. O. Norris

' H. W. Paulus

Netliersolc Co., Singapore aerated water

manufactory, 26, Higb Street

H. NetLersole

!Nuy, P., arcliitect and contractor, Eaffles

Place

P. Nuy
A. J. Monteiro
Vicente J St. Maria

J. B. Pereira

Gen Cbiang

Old Singapore Hotel, Hill St.

T. Scntt, proprietor

F. W. E. Scott, manager

Paterson, Simons & Co., merchants

W. Paterson (London)

H. M. Simons (do.)

T. Shelford (do.)

W. G. Gulland

C. Stringer, signs per pro.

Cosmo G. Paterson

F. Warrack

L. Smith

F. M. Alexander

A. Eber
G. Hendricks

Ong Whatt
Tan Saik Clieow

pilot office, Taniong Pagar

Board—H. EUis, president, John Blair,

John Anderson, T. C. Bogaardt

Pilots

M. H. John
.J. C. Davies

A. C. Bing
A. H. Tilly

F. M. Darke
J. Mackie

Purvis, J. M., broker and commission

agent, Eaffles Place

Powell & Co., auctioneers,house and estate

agents, valuers, 20 and 22, Eaffles Place
John Lloyd
Charles Dunlop
W. H. Derrick

C. P. Derrick

C. A. Chater

J. Nicholas

J. J. Arozoo
J. Klaassen
Tan Ting Choon, storekeeper

Tan Keng Siong, cashier

Puttfarcken, Eheiner & Co.

O. Puttfarcken (Hamburg)
E. Eitter

Th. Sohst

A. Seiler

G. Guntzel
- O. Sierich

H. Brauss
Max Puttfarcken

Guido Eitter

Teck Seang

Eavensway & Co., J. C. von, undertakers

and horticulturists, 542, Orchard Eoad

Eautenberg, Schmidt & Co., merchants,

5, 6, and 7, Malacca St.

C. Siurzenegger, (Schaffhausen)

M. Suhl (Hamburg)
E. Kliinder (Europe)

E. Brenner
C. A. Eauch, signs per pro.

G. Eeimer
J. Blom
J. Eeimer
O. Eichmann
J. von Bargen
J. Eodrignes
Keng Chew

Branch Houses—Schmid^, Kuster-

mann & Co., Penang; Schmidt

& Kustermann, Hamburg

Eichards, Henry D., civil engineer, archi;

tect, and surveyor, 19, Eaffles Place

residence, “Dove’s Nest,” Eiver Valley

Eoad, Tanglin

Henry D. Eichards
Clearence H. Hart
Teo Hock Tiaug
Tan Choon Chiew
Tan Tian Siong

Maismalee Merican
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Robinson & Co., drapers, milliners, dress-

maters and taiLn-s, Johnston’s Pier

P, Robinson (London)
S. R. Robinson, signs per pro.

H. Herron
W. R. Fox
Alex. Fox
P. A. Andrews
Miss E. Shallow
J. P. B. Beal (Penang)
W. Haynes do.

W. Dando do.

B. H. Sedge do.

Mis. Beal do.

Rodyk and Davidson, advocates and soli-

citors, 6, Raffles Place
Bernard Rodyk
Jas. Guthrie Davidson
C. B. BuckL y
E. J. Hanson
W. C. Mactaggart, managing clerk

Low Cheng Chuan, bookkeeper
H. A. Chopard
P. I. Woodlord
J. L. Eber
Leow Boon Seang
C. S. Abdool Gaphore
M. Pallunjee

G. C. de Souza
C, Sill Chook
N. Subramany
Inche Daud
R. B. Stewart
Kho Saik Swee
A. Joseph
Cho Peck Ghee
Tan Choo Hong, cashier

KRo Teang Ann do.

Salzmann, E., teacher of muisic, Eber
road, Oxley Road

Sarkies & Moses, merchants, Raffles Place
Catchick Moses
A. C. Moses

N. C. Moses

Scott & Co., W. R., merchants, Collyer
Quay
W. R. Scott (London)

T. S Thomson, signs the firm
J. M. Alliuson
Jas. Muir
P. A. Reutens
C. Peter

Sayle & Co., Limited, wine, spirit and
provision merchants, manufacturers of

furniture, ladies’ and gentlemen’s out-

fitters and general storekeepers, 3 , Com-
mercial Square
Robert Liddelow, general manager

T. R. Fisher

F. H. Elliott

R. BoU
C. Davey
H. Ross
F. D. Hickens
R. Hendry
C. Davidson
H. Knight
Miss Hutchinson
Ci ong Yee Loong
Tan Kim Chye
W. Henderson, manager in charge,

[Sourabaya
G. Murray, Sourabaya
C. Bean do.

London Agents : Scott & Co., 1, Whit-
tington Avenue, Leadenhall Street

“ Scott’s Hotel”
T. Scott, proprietor

Seng Whay & Co., importers of general

stores: chop “Eng Tap Seng” 38,

Kling Street

Thay Seng Whay
Toh Boon San

Lee Kim Kwan, clerk

Wee Achee, cashier

Seth, P. J. merchant,
Philip Joseph Seth

T. L. Gosling

Shooker, A. S. merchant and commission
agent. Raffles Place

Sim Scan Chew & Co., 6, North Canal
Road
Sim Sean Chew
Sim Kye Pang (Swatow)

Simon, F. M., L. D. S. Edinr., surgeon
dentist, “The Castle,” Cavanagh Road

Singapore Dispensary
R. Little, M.D., F.RC.S.E.
J. T. Leask, M.B., C.M., E dinr,

E. A. Thomson, manager
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Singapore and Straits Aerated Waters Co.
Jolin Fraser and D. C. Neave, pro-

prietors

D. C. Neave, manager
C. A. Francis
J. F. Jacobs

Singapore and Straits Printing Office

John Fraser <& O. C. Neave, pro-
prietors

D. C. Neave, manager
Thos. Scott, superintendent
J. D. Varella, chief clerk

Smith & Co., W. B
,
house, land, and

estate agents and auctioneers, 25, )

Eaffies’ Place

Smith, William Buchanan, bill and share
broker and accountant, 25, Baffles Place

Solomon, E. A., merchant. Raffles Place

Soon Chong & Co., Rice Mill Kampong
Glam, Beach Road
Goh Ah ]Nee

Btaehelin & Stahlknecht, merchants, 12,
Collyer’s Quay

C. G. Stahlknecht (Bremen)
J. B. Miiiler

A. Hagens
F. Tobler
O. Ortlepp
O. Zieler

Lim Hup Kiat
Nee Cliye Seng
Jiim Soon Hee

Bra.acn House
;

Stahlnecht & Co.,
Bremen

Stephan i(z, R., shoemaker, Stamford Road

Stiven & Co., merchants and commission
agents. Boat Quay and Battery Road

R. G. Stiven
A. W. Stiven

J. Rodrigues
J. J. C. de Souza
Teo Hock Chuan
Wee Teng Kee
Wee Teng Hong
Cheong Swee Hoon
Yeo Leok Hit

Straits Dispensary, 17, Battery Road
(see Maynard & Co., Limited)

“ Straits Times ” Office, 11, Collyer Quay,
Daily Straits Times, evening

;
Weehly

and Overland Straits Times, for des-

patch by Messageries and P. & O. mails
Mrs. John Cameron, proprietrix

Committee of subscribers, editors

C. H. Westlake, sub-editor and
superintendent

Robert Smitli, reporter

B M A. Cornelius, chief clerk

T.in Keng Lecng, cashier

Andre Frois, foreman
John Frois

Syme & Co., merchants, Collyer’s Quay
J. C. Bolton (Glasgow)
Wm. Ker (do.)

G. McMicking (London)
E. Jardine (do.)

J. Ross (Glasgow)
James Graliam

J. H. Wallace
M. C Parker
J. F. Craig

J. F. "Nicholson

L de S. Place

Sim Boon Keat

Tanjong Katong Hotel
Mrs. Cowan, proprietrix

Tan Kim Watt & Co., chop “HinWatt
Seng,” shipchandlers, 11, Boat Quay

Tivoli Baths, Bukit Timah Road
P. Hansen, proprietor

Trebing, Cb., M.D. oculist, aurist, Ac.

Valtriny A Co., V. Ch., merchants and
commission agents

V. Ch. Valtring

Vaughan, J. D., barrister-at-law, notary
public, advocate, and solicitor of Su-
preme Court, Grange Road

J. D. Vaughan
G. O. Vaughan, barris(er-at-law

Khoo Boon Lim
Yeow Boon Kim
Lim Koon Yeong
E Kim Cboon
Lim Pang Kiah
Ho Poh Sam
Tan Kin Geok
Tay Choo
Abdul Kader
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Wells, E. W,, C. E., M. Inst. M.E., engi-

neer and architect

Whampoa & Co
,
commission agents,

warehousemen and general merchants.
Boat Quay and Bonham Street

Cheah Hee Lin, proprietrix

Hoo Ah Yip Wh’poa, signs per pro.

Tchun Chun Fook do.

Magore Marican
Tchun Wing Fook
Lee dice Woon

Wilkinson, C. F., exchange broker. Ex-
change buildings

Woods, C. K E., advocate, solicitor, and
notary public, 32 Baffles Place

Chas. K. E. Woods
Byramiee Pallanjee

Neo Swee Lea g
Mahomed Yusoof
Neo Seng

Zimmerinann’s Hotel, 3, Coleman street

L. F. Zimmermann, proprietor

JOirOEE.
This state occupies the southern portion of the Malayan Peninsula, and its

capital, also called Johore, is situated on the Old Strait, or Silat Tambran, which divides

the island of Singapore from Johore territory. Johore is an independent state,

ruled by a Maharajah, who is on the best of terms with the British Authorities, and
has enlarged his ideas by travel aud intercourse with Europeans. The territory is

steadily improving under the present liberal rule.

DIRECTORY.

THE GOVEEHMENT.
Sovereign Ruler—His Highness Abuba-

kar. Maharajah of Johore, G.C.M.G.,
K.C.S.I., Eoyal Prussian Order of the *

Crown (1st class). Grand Cross of the
Order of Kalakaua, Commander of the
Cross of Italy, Commander of the Or-
der of Saxe-Cobura and Gotha

Private Secretary—William Hole
Aide-de-camp—Tunkoo Othman
PemangTcus Rajahs—IJnkoo Abdullah,
Unkoo Abdul Majid

Council of State.
Unkoo Abdullah
Unkoo Abdul Majid
Unkoo Mohamed Khalid
Unkoo Ahmed
Unkoo Hadji Mohamed
The Datu Muntri, Inchi Jaffar B. Hadji

Mohamed
The Tuan Hakim, Hadji Mohamed Salleh
The Mufti, Syed Mohamed B. Sheikh
The Datu Bintara Luar, Inchi Mohamed

Salleh B. Prang
The Datu Bintara Dalam, Inchi Mohamed

Ibrahim B. Abdullah
The Commissioner of Police, Inchi Ab-

dullah B. Tahir
The Engineer and Surveyor, Inchi Yayah
Bin Awal

The Superintendent of Public Works,
Inchi Yayah Bin Shaaban

The Imaum, Hadji Abdul Eahman
Inchi Andak
Tuan Hadji Othman

Secretariat.
The Datu Muntri, The DatuBintara Luar,
The Datu Bintara Dalam, keeper of

State Seal

Secretary and English Translator—Inchi
Abdul Eahman B. Andak

Assistant do. —Inchi Sulieman B.
Ahmed

Clerk—Hadji Mohamed Kassim

The Datu Muntri’s Office.
Assistant—Tunkoo Sahat
Chief Clerk—Inchi Mohamed B. Andak
Second do. —Inchi Mustapha B. Jaffar

The Datu Bintara Dalam’s Office.
Chief Clerk—Inchi Awang Bin AJi

Second do. —Inchi Abdul Hamid

Treasury.
Treasurer—The Datu Bintara Dalam
Chief Clerk—Syed Alwee Al-Codsi
Second do. —Inchi Mohamed B. Andak
Third do. —Inchi Abdul Hamid
Cashier—Inchi Mohamed Salleh
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Supreme Court.
Judge—^The Tuan Hakim
Mohamedan Law Adviser—The Mufti
Chief Clerk and Eegistrar—Inchi Moha-
med B. Hussain

Second Clerk—Inchi Moodiii B. Ibrahina
Third do. —Seyd Abdulrahman
Fourth do. —Seyd Moussain
Chinese Interpreter—Eo Joo Guan

Public Works Department.
Commissioner—Walter F. Garland, Assoc.

M.I.C.E.
Superintendent

—

Inchi Yayah Bin Shaa-
ban

Assist, do. —Tunkoo Indot
Clerk—Inchi Ooda B. Othman

Marine Department.
Chief—The Datu Muntri
Superintendent—Tunkoo Sahat

Steam Yacht Pantie.

Captain—Inchi Abu Bakar
Chief Engineer—E. McGechan
do. Officer—Inchi Abdullah B. Omar

Steam Gunboat Pulai.

Captain—Hadji Mohamed Kassim
Chief Engineer—Inchi Ahmed B. Othman
do. Officer—Inchi Sulieman Bin Omar

Steam Launches

—

Gazelle, Duffadar, Pha-
tander, Indau.

Gaol.
Superintendent—Inchi Yayah B. Shaaban
Assist, do. —Inchi Ooda B. Othman
Chief Warder—Inchi Chee B. Omar
Clerk—Juan Sendot

Police.
Commissioner—-Inchi Abdullah B. Tahir
Assist, do. —Unkoo Mohamed
Deputy Commissioner—Inchi Dapat
Chief Inspector—Inchi Mohamed Saed B.

Hussain
2nd Insiiector—Inchi Hassan B. Othman
8rd do. —Inchi Wan Sulieman
Chief Clerk—Inchi Kabot
2nd do. —Inchi Jaffar B. Mohamed

Yassin

Medical Department.
(Government Hospital).

In charge—A. J. M. Bentley, M.D.
Apothecary—J. E. Margenout

Postal Department.
jn charge—H. E. Bentley

Land Department.
Chief—The Datu Bintara Luar
Surveyor—Inchi Abubakar B. Homing
2nd do. —Inchi Awang B. Hussain
Draftsman—Inchi Hsop Bin Mohamed

Salleh

2nd Draftsman—Inchi Othman
Chinese Clerk and Interpreter—Tek Ah
Wan

Inspector of Gambler and Pepper Plan-
tations—Inchi Tahar

Forest Produce Branch.
In charge—The Datu Bintara Dalam
Clerk—Inchi Mohamed Hassan

Eegistrars.

Coffee Districts—Eodyk& Davidson, Sin-

gapore
Elvers—The Datu Bintara Dalam
Gambler and Pepper Plantations—The
Commissioner of Police

Survey Department.
Gambler and Pepper Districts.

Engineer and Surveyor—Inchi Yayah Bin
Awal

Draftsman—Inchi Yusop Bin Tahir

Apprentice—Inchi Hamsah
Coffee Districts.

Surveyor—Walter F. Garland, Assoc.

M.I.C.E.

Education Department.
In charge—The Datu Bintara Dalam
Chief Clerk—Syed Alwee A1 Codsi
2nd do. —Inchi Awang B. Ali

School.
Johore Bahru- Malay.

Head Master—Inchi Mohamed Kihalid

English.

Head Master— G. H. Yzleman

Marriage Eegistrar—The Imaum

Panglima Busar—Unkoo Ahmed
Armourer—Lichi A boo Hassim

Government Printing Office.
(Telok Blansjah).

In charge—The Dat a Bintara Dalam
Acting Superintenden t—InchiAbdulMa-

nan B. Mahbub
Clerk

—

Foreman—Inchi Abdul Eahman
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Eesidencies.
Padang (West Coast).

Naeb (Resident)—Hadji Otliman
Assistant—Inchi Mahmood
Clerk—Hadje Mohamed Khair

Muar (West Coast).'

Naeb (Resident)—XJnkoo Sulieman
1st Clerk—Incbi Abdnllah B. Salleh

2nd do. —Inchi Mohamed Yassim
Indau (East Coast).

Naeb (Resident)—Inchi Mohamed Allie

Bin Khamis
Assistant—Hadje Abdnl Latip
Clerk—Inchi Abubakar B. Mat

The Kongkek.
(G-ambier and Pepper Society).

President— Seah Lian g Seah
Manager (Johore)—Seah Ling Chye, chop
Hock Guan

Manager (Singapore)—Wee Yong Keng,
chop Yong Lee Seng

Manager (Sinyrapore)—Heng Seok Lew,
chop Hong Ho

Secretary—Tan Hong Moh, chop Hong
Hup

Johore Club.
President—The Datn Muntri
Committee—Inchi Abdullah B. Tahir, H.

E. Bentley, John Fraser, Hadjee Mo-
hamed Salley (Juan Hakim) M. Larken,
T. Rawson Ker

Hon : Secretary—T. Ra-wson Ker

Garland, Walter P., Assoc. M.I.C.E., civil

engineer and surveyor
;
surreyor to the

Johoi’e Government; offices, Johore
Bahru (Johore), 23, Collyer Quay, Sin-

gapore

Gibson, C. L., landsurveyor and planter

Johore Planting Association.
Chairman—R W. Fo'wke
Committee—I'. chi Abdulrahman B. An-

dak, W. W. Bailey, Datu Bintara Da-
lain, T. Parry, J. R. Watson

Hon, Secretary—C. L. Gibson

Johore Steam Sa-w Mills Company.
Johore Bahru.

Proprietors—Unkoo Abdul Majid, James
Meldrum

Manager—James Meldrum
Assistant—James Cumming
Engineer—Je m Bain

ScuDAi Brick and Tile Works.
On the Sendai and Danga Rivers, four

miles from Johore Bahru.

Proprietors—Frederick R. Boultbee, T,

Ra-wson Ker
In charge—Koh Eu Chin
Branch Depot—Havelock Road, Singa-

pore
;
G. Andrew, in charge

Opium and Spirit Farm.
Farmers—Chew Seng Jong, Lee Chin

Thuan

CoFEEE, &c.. Plantations and
Proprietors.

Gunong PulaA District.

Givenmore.
T. Shelford

Michaelstowe.
W. F. Garland
W. G. Gordon

WOODCOTB.
E. A. Watson
A. H. M. Menzies and E. A. Watson
L. E. Glenuy and J. Wickwar
J. S. Armitage, F. Newman, and C.

P. Armitage
Brookside.

T. H. Moorhouse
F. Bailey

J. Weir‘
SCTLLA.

A. Hickling; E. A. Watson, manager

E. A. Watson

Drumduan.
J. Thurburn, A. Thurburn, H. S.

Morris, H. H. Nelson, and R. Fer-

guson
;

B. A. Watson and J. R.

Watson, managers
Pulai Planting Co., Ltd. ;

E. A. Wat-
son, and J. R. Watson, managers

T. S. Thomson, L. J. R. Glass, and

J. G. Davidson
M. P. Evans and M. W. Boyd
M. Larken

Whitney.
A. T. Dew
Scudai Planting Co., Ltd.

j

T. Fairhurst

I Halnaby.
W. F. Mayes
G. F. Dick
G. R. Davies

G. H. H. Austin
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Batu Pahat District.

Yew Lee.
W, Jafkson" and F.C. Bishop; E.

A. Watson and T. L. Viner, mana-
gers

J. Gittens
Formosa.

J. Thnrbum, E. A. Watson, J. Bur-
kioshaw, and T. S. Deacon

; E. A.
Watson and T. L. Viner, mana-
gers

Stoke Eochford.
W. H. Gordon, and A. Tm-nor; E.

A. Watson and D. F. Knox, ma-
nagers

Mtrtle.
J. Thnrbum, A. Thurburn, H. S.

Morris, H. II. Nelson, and E. Fer-
guson

M. Darken
W. F. Garland and W. G. E. Hervey

Banang.
E. A. Watson and W. H. Eay

Lettybrook.
E. A. Watson

;
E. A. Watson and

J. Bronkhurst, managers
Agden.

G. E. Davies
F. Bailey

J. Wier
Johore Coffee Co., Ltd.

; E. A. Wat-
son and T. L. Viner, managers

The Wabe.
T. Shelford
D. F. Knox
C. C. N. Glass
W. M. Eeeves
A. Hickling

Ghmong Pantie District.

J. Mooyer
E. E. Everett
W, W. Bailey

M. Darken
A. Hickling
W. F. Garland and^W. G. E. Hervey
H. E. Bentley
J. S. Armitage, F. Newman, and C.

C. Armitage
T. H. Moorhouse and E. A. Watson
T. I. Brabazon
A. G. S. Gwatkins
J. M. Brabazon
D. Jones
A. J. M. Bentley
Syed Mohamed bin Ahmed A1 Sagoff
T. F. Ballance

Theobroma.
E. Liddelow and H. Abrams

; W. H.
Freese, manager

Tanah Eajah.
E. Liddelow

Kwala Pantie.
E. Liddelow

Pioneer.
Johore Lama Planting Co., Ltd.

; C.
E. Kay, manager

; L. Nasse, con-
ductor

Pbncallen Eambeh.
W. F. Garland and T. Parry
G. A. A. Austin

Chonong Muntaha District.

Johore Coffee Co., Ltd.
M. P. Evans
E. E. Everett
A. Hickling
C. Lucas
C. C. N. Glass
Syed Mohamed
A. J. M. Bentley
D. Skrine

E. E. Everett
F. Bayley
Eossiter

J. Burkinshaw
J. Gittens

Datu Muntri
A. F. Dew

Johore Lama District.

Pengarang.
F. G. Davidson, W. W. Bailey, and

G. S. Murray
;
W. W. Bailey, ma-

nager
Major Hughes, Count E. Montgelas,

F. G. Davidson, E. J. Nanson, and
W. W. Bailey; W. W. Bailey,

manager
Pencallen Langoot,

W. W. Bailey

E. Liddelow
SiG Hill.

Count E. Montgelas, W. W, Bailey,

C. H. Heusler, and G. S. Mur-
ray; W. W. Bailey and C. H.
Hensler, managers

Tehran District.

Castlewood.
M. Darken and W. Hole ; M. Dar-

ken, manager
Johore Bahru District.

J. Hutton and E. McGechan
Sendai District.

Johore Tea Co., Ltd.
;

T. Parry,

manager



MALACCA
The settlement of Malacca excites more interest from a historical point of view

than either of its sister towns, but has so completely fallen to the rear since the
establishment of Penang and Singapore as to merit but brief notice in this compila-

tion. Seldom visited by foreigners except for relaxation, its white population, including

the troops stationed there, seldom reaches fifty individuals, the actual residents

numbering only six or seven. Originally settled by the Portuguese in 1511, it retained

its importance as the one foreign entrepot in the East until the founding of Penang,
when its fortunes rapidly declined. At the present moment it is the least European
of all our Settlements in the East, though the facts that it has given its name to the
Peninsula and that it was the cradle of Anglo-Chinese study attest its former
importance. Its area is embraced by boundaries some 42 miles in length, with a
breadth of from 8 to 25 miles. It is governed by a Eesident Councillor in subordina-

tion to Singapore.

Its one point of interest is its location as a natural history centre, the majority

of its casual visitors being attracted thither for sport or science. Beyond this it

possesses no attractions except to those who like to visit scenes famous m the annals

of discovery for the bloody fights they have witnessed between the natives and
the European nations who contended for their possession. Its population in 1881
amounted to 93,579 individuals, of whom 52,059 were males and 41,250 females, an
increase since 1871 of 15,823. Of these 40 were Europeans, 2,213 Eurasians, 19,741

Chinese, 67,488 Malays, and the remainder various Eastern races. The population

was estimated in 1883 at 95,500.

The value ol the imports into Malacca in 1883 was $4,045,986 as compared with

$4,082,186 in 1882 ;
the experts amounted to |3,988,412 in 1883, and ^4,074,041 in

1882.

DIRECTORY.

Colonial Government.

Eesibent Couwcilloe’s Office.
Resident Councillor— Hon. D. E. A. Hervey
^hief cleric—F. de Souza
Second cleric— J. Beins
Third Cleric—L. de Souza

Office Iceeper—A. J. Sta. Maria
Guardian of Stadt House—J. do Eozario
Malay writer—Mohamet Jaffar

Dutch Translator—E. W. Mulkr

Teeastjrt and Stamp Office.

Officer in charge—W. Gr. E. Hervey,
(acting)

Chief cleric—J. E. Branson
2nd do. —P. C. Klyne
Cleric and Shrof—Chun Cheng Wan

Marine Department.
Officer in charge—E. Hogge
Chief cleric—A. A Eodrigues
Second do. —J. M. Holmberg
Boarding officer—B. Nunis
Tindal—M. Alexander

Steam Launch.
Engineer—L. P. Pagla r

Serang—A. Spykermau

Signal Station and Pulau TJndan
Light-house.

Senior Light Iceeper—F. do Eozario
Qnd do, —L. J. Astrock

Cape Baehado and Screw Pile Light-house
Senior Light Iceeper—W. D. Nicholson
2nd do. —H. Gomes
3rd do. —A, J. Monteiro

Supreme Court.
Registry.

Registrar—A. W. Fawkes
Senior sworn cleric—N. J. Eozells

Second cleric—
Tamil Interpreter—Peter Ayadorai
Malay Interpreter—A. Neubronner
Chinese Interpreter—Lee Kee Jui
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Magistracy.
Magistrate and Commissioner of the Court of

Requests—H A. O’Brien
Acting do. —W. G. E. Hervey
Chief clerk Court of Requests—J. Rodrigues
Chief clerk to Magistrate—A. W. Hendriks
Second do. — B. V. de Silva
Chinese Interpreter—Lee Kee Jeen
Tamil do, —Peter Aya Dorai
Malay do. —AbiulHaji

Coroner’s Department.
Coroner—E. Ilo^'go

Medical Department.
^Colonial Surgeon—W. T. B. Falls

General Hospital.

Apothecary-—W. R. Angus
Dresser—John Bad elor

Pauper Hospital.

Dresser—Floriano Niuiis

Apprentice—Edward Thexeira

Loch Hospital.

Apothecary—W. R. Angus
Public Faemwtor— Theopliilus de Souza

Police Department.
Superintendent—E. Hogge
Inspector—W. E. B. Krall

do, —A. Fraser
do. —S. M. Peralta

Sergeant majors—Dollab, Mobamat
Sergeants—Four
Corporals—Twenty nine

Class constables—Thirty-five

2nc? do. —Eighty
3rd do. —One hundred & twen-

ty-five

Sikh Contingent—Sergeant, one
Do. — Cori'Orals, two
Do. —Constables, twenty-two

Chief clerk—S. P. de Souza
2nd Clerk and Interpreter—^Yap Soon Guan

Registration Department.
Actinq Devuty Re'iistrar—E. Hogge
Clark—K. l)e^^ itt

Inspector C.D.O .

—

J. do Rozario

Land Revenue Department.
Commissioner of Lands—Hon. D. F. A.

H rvey

Collector of Land Rei^enue—
Chiefclerk—Ber ard Gostolow
Second clerk—Rh-hiird Nonis
Third c^erk—W. H. Nouis
Fourth clerk— L. J. Sbepherdson
Fifth clerk—Alex. Sbepherdson

Sixth clerk—Alex. Teceira

Forest Rangers-—P. J. Hoi ml erg, R. N.
P. do Rozario, C. L. Schelkis, C. 0.
Currier, G. D. Souza

Bailiff—Kechot bin All
Mal'ty icriter and Shroff—Diwhl C. St.

Cathariua

Prison Department.
Superintendent and Gaoler—VV. Boyd
Warders—J. S Rackley, T. E. Sivage
Sub warder—F. F. Nunis
Native wardei'S—Five
Matron—
Clerk and Interpreter—In Ttk Hok

Public Works Department.
Supt. of Works if Survey — A. F. Ayre
Clerk of Works & Draftsman—J. W. Hodge
Senior Overseer—J S. Melsom
Draftruan and Computer—E. J. de Souza
Field Assistant—Cbia Ong Tin
District Surveyor—R. H. Young
Surveyor Isi class—Wee Eujeau

Do. 2nd do. —D. E. Lessler

Overseer—K. C. Fernandez
Do. —F. Melson
Do. —M. Isma 1

Plotter—J. VancuyDinberg
Chief Clerk—A. J. Phipps
Second do. —J. do Roz irio

Third do. —J. Minjoot

Post Office.

Officer in charge—H. J. Manner
Clerk—A. A. Rodrigues
Do. —F. Lozaroo

Sheriff’s Department.
Sheriff—J. E. Westerhi ut

Bailif—R. J. Sbepherdson

Ecclesiastical Department.
Chaplain—Rev. L. C. Bigg<, m.a.

Clerk—A. Neubronner

Municipality.
Commissioners— Hon. D F. A. Hervey,

president, J. E. Westerhout, A. J. Col-

lier, E. Hogge, C. W. Rowband
Secretary—James Rodyk
Chief Clerk—L. R. B 'ins

Second Clerk— C. do Rozerio

Miunicpal Engineer—A. F. Ayre
Inspr, of Nuisances—G. C. Sharnhoi
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Professions and Trades.

Baum^arten, H. A., advocate and soli-

citor at the Supreme Court
H. A. Baum garden

Charles do R 'zario

Chartered Mercantile Bank of India, Lon-
don and China

C. P. Rowband, uianag- r

Khoo Khim Seng, he.id t-hroff

L. R. do Souza, clerk

L. van Beiing do.

Chee Hoon Bong & Co., pi inters

Lim Tek Hee, manager

DeWind, Neubronner, & Go., planters,

“Perseverance” Tapioca Estate
A. A. DeWiod
Ed. Nenbronner

Tan Kim Swee, overseer of works
Lim Poey, indoor supervisor

Limbang, field overt-eer

Tan Boon Swee, contractor

Eastern Extension, Australasia and China
Telegraph Co., Limited, The Fort

A. J. Collier, superintendent

J. L. Rainier

Hill & Ralhborne, planters, agents and
contractors

A. B. Ralhborne, manager

Hong Bun & Co., merchants and owners
strs. Macassar and Cecil Smith
Chan Kin Hock, manager

Kob Eng Hoon & Co., merchants and
agents sir. Bentam
Koh Sang Cbuan, manager

Lee Keng Liat, spirit farmer, Huren St.

Tay Qnm Hin, manager
Choa Cheng Wee, agent
Lim Kok Tiam, cashier

Seow Pee Boh, chief ch rk
Seow Pee Kee

Lee Keng Kiat, trader and tapioca plan-

ter; chop “Hin Joo Chan,” Huren St.

agent for steamer Billiton

Tan Kang Whye, cashier

Choa Cheng Siong
Seow Pee Peng
Qua Chye Seng

G3S

Malacca Dispensary
Cheng Chye, manager
S. Goodwin, dispenser

Nathan, S. J., merchant, 19, Klink St,

E Nathan, broker

Neubronner & Co., commissi >n a.gf ntq

and ag' nts for B. 1. S. N. Co.’s str.^,

The Port

Rodyk, Chas. W., advocate and solicitor

M. P. do R'lzario, chief clei’k

A. H. Rodr gues
E. A. P. Dias

P. Jan.sen

Seet Bonn Teong, planter; chop “ Kim
CheeTye”
Toh Keng Sim, clerk

Seet Teck Guan, agent for Strs. Bennior^i

and Japan

Tan Chin Ho..n, land owner. Port Roa I

Tan Hoon Guan & Co., planters, and
owners of s.s. Louisa III., and agents

for Strs. Mayflower, Spaniel, Helene,

and Pakan, Old Port, River Side

Tan Kim Seng & Co., agents for s ,f(

Rainbow, Blacksmith St.

Tan Teck Guan, landowner and plantep

41, Hereen street

Tan Teck Guaii

Geow Quay Soing

Tan Team Seng
Thay Seng Whay, agent Singajior^

faloopillai, A., land surveyor, 16, Port

Road
Seng Luan, plotter and draughtsman,

Velge, John H., J.P., The Fort

Woodgate, A. H. A., land surveyor

J. H. Velge, assis ant
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High School.
Alex. Armstrong, b.a., head master
R. Little, assistant master
W. Makepeace do.

C. W. Clark do.
M. J. Gomes do.
J. J. Oliveiro do.
t). de Souza do.
W. Pennefather do.
H. J. Dorall do.

Malacca Girls’ School.
C/07)vi7iitt66—Hon. H. P. A. Hervey (pre-

sident), J. E. W esterbout, treasurer and
secri tarj, J. Rodyk, W. Boyh', trustees

Mistress—M.\ss R. Shackleford

St. Francis School.
Manager—Rev. E. F. Delouette, mis. apos.

Teacher—Rev. M. de Souza
2nd do. —Justinian de Souza
Srd do. —Andre Nunis
ith do. —Francis Sta. Maria

do. -—C. Sta. Maria

The Convent.
Rev. Mother S». Maicianne
ScBur St. Denis
Soenr St. Prudence
Sceur St. Michael
Sceur Philomena

St. Peter’s Church.
Very Rev. Vicin' e de Sta. Catharina,

vicar general and superior of mission
Rev. R. L. de Souza, president of com-

mittee
P. do Rozario, secretary

L. Lazaroo, treasurer

St. Francis Church.
Vicar-—Rev. E. F. Delouette, mis. apos.
Assistant—Rev. M. de Souza

Malacca Librart.
Hon. Sec. and Treas.—C. F. Rowband
Librarian—A. F. de Souza

SUNGEI UJONG.
Tbis state, which is under British protection, is situated to the north-west of

Malacca. Its area is roughly estimated at 500 square miles, and a range of hills to

the north attain a height of about 3,800 feet, the slopes of which have been pro-
nounced by Ceylon planters as most suitable for the cultivation of coffee, cocoa, Ac.

On the lower ground, nearer the coast, tapioca is successfully cultivated. Tin min-
ing is carried on to some extent. The population is estimated at 10,000 Chinese and
4,000 Malays, Ac. The British Resident is the virtual ruler of the state. Trade is

steadily progressing.

DIRECTORY.

Residency.
British Resident—W. F. B. Paul (absent)

Acting do. —H. A. O’Brien
Clerk—A. C. Velge

State Council.
President—Datu Klana Patra

Members—The acting Resident, Datu
Bandar, Datu Muda Luiggi, Raja
Yahya, of Lukut, Raja Doud of Sungei
Raya, Hajee Wahid Tuan Khadlie,

Chui Wah, Chorg Fong Chong

Police.

Superintendent— W. Douglas
Inspector—J. L. Hennessy
Clerk— ll. A. Gaffar

Customs.

Collector—C. B. Holloway
Assistant Collector at Luiggi—G. W. Orton
Clerk—Mat Y"ssim
Do. —C. H. St. Maraya
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Land Revenje Department.
Collector of Land B’^venue—A. W. O’Sul-

livan

Clerk ~F. M. Frederick

Public Work.? and Surveys.
Superintendent—John Locke
Assistant Surveyor—Alex. Fraser
Second do. —R. J, Jacob
Cleric—R. W. de Vos

General Hospital.
Apothecary in Cha7’ge—J. R. Forsyth —
Dresser—J. do Rozario

Other Residents.
Durnford, F. G., contractor and surveyor,
Pengkalan Kampas

Hill and Rathboine, contractors

H. F. C. White, manager
S. B. Terry, assistant

SELANGOR.
This is one of the native states of the Malayan Peninsula, and lies between the

Bindings and Sungie TJjong on the Straits of Malacca. Its boundaries are not accur-

ately defined. The government is administered by the Sultan, Abdul Samat, with the

assistance of H.B. M.’s Resident, who has a staff of English officials. The population

of the state was estimated in 1883 at 42,0C0, of whom 30,000 are Chinese, and is

increasing. The temperature ranges from 57 to 103 deg. Fahr. in the shade
;
the

average annual rainfall is 91 inches. The chief imports consist of rice, salt, opium,

tobacco, tea, and oil ; while the exports are tin, gam-wood, hides, salt fish, sago, canes,

and rattans. The revenue for 1883 amounted to $450,664 and the expenditure to

448,703. The value of the imports in 1883 amounted to $1,526,614, and of the

exports to $2,253,639, giving the total value of trade as $3,780,253. The imports
shew an increase of $338,198 over the value of imports in 1882, and the exports of

$546,308, giving a total increased value of trade amounting to $884,806. In exports

the princi|>al increase was in Tin, of which 71,814 piculs were exported in 1883 as

against 56,970 in 1882.

DIRECTORY.

GOVERNIMEHT.
Sultan—His Highness Abdul S imat bin
Almerhum, Rajah Abdulla

H.B.M. Resident—F. A. Swettenham
(absent)

Acting do. — J. P. Rodger

Members op Mixed Council.

President—H. H. The Sultan, JagraLangat
member—The Resid..nt of Selangor
Member—The Chief Magistrate Kwala

Lumpor
do. —Raja Kahar, Kajang
do. —Tunku Panglima Raja, Kan-

chong
do. —Tap Ah Loy, (Capitain China)

Kwala Lumpor
do. —Raja Hassan, Klang
do. —Raja Laut, Kwala Lumpor
do. —Syed Zin, Klang

Residency.
Kwala Lumpor.

Resident—F. A. Swettenham (absent)
Acting Resident—J. P. Rodger
Secretary—
Clerk—A. W. Fenner
Second Clerk—
Chinese Clerk and Inter.—Chan Ah Thong

Supreme, Police, AND General Courts.
Kwala Lumpor.

Judge—The Resident
Chief Magistrate—J. P. Rodger, barrister-

at-law (acting Resident)
Acting Chief Magistrate—H. Conway Bel-

field, barrister-at-law, B. A. Oxon
Magistrate—Rajah Laut

do. —^Tap Ah Loy, (Capt. China)
do. —Yap Ah Shac

Malay Interpreter—
Chinese do. —Yeo Boo Seng
Tamil do. and Clerk—K. Dorasam

Pillay
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Land Office.
Kwala Lumpor.

Commissioner ofLands—J. P. Eodger (ac-

ting Eesideut)
Acting do. —H. Conway Belfield

' Collector of Land Revenue—H. Conway
Belfield

Clerk—J. W. Bristow
Inspector of Mines— R. W. Hill

Surveyor— S. B. E. Eoyne
2nd Surveyor —M. E. I. Oidfield

Draughtsman—W. H. de Silva

Qhrk—Heng Seng Cbeok

Tbeasury and Customs.
Kwala Lumpor.

Atiing Treasurer—A. E. Venning
Chi^ Clerk—K. Tambusamy Pillay
'Cashier— E. Teck Seang
2nd Clerk—M. Eengasamy
3rd do. —C. Ah Jim
Weighing Clerk—Lehhi Hamid

Public Wokks and Surveys.
Kwala Lumpor.

Superintendent—H. F. Bellamy, A.M. Inst.

C.E.
Assistant Supt. and chief Draughtsman—A.

C. Norman, A.E.I.B.A.
Clerk of Works—W. H. Brace

Surveyor—J. H. Klyne
Asst. Stirveyor— S. B. E. Eeyne
Draughtsman—E. Tliiedeman

' Chief Clerk—H. O’Lougblin
-2«d do. and Storekeeper—Moy Kou Fa

Police.
-Superintendent—H. C. Syers

'ls< Inspector—J. J. Cross

2wd do. —S. E. Harper
Chief Clerk and Tamil Interpreter—K.
Doraisamy Pillay

Sergeant Majors, 2 ;
Sergeants, 15 ; Cor-

porals, 22; Lance Corporals, 8; 1st

class Constables, 214; 2nd class Cons-
^tables, 40 ;

Buglers, 4

Prisons.
Suprinteiident—H. C. Syers

'Daoler—F. J. Bourke
i^hief Warder—Imbeli

Tinder Warders, 12

Education.
Inspector of Schools—H. Conway Belfield

School.
Visiting Teacher—
Master—Mahomet Zin

State Eailway Department.
Engineer—A. SpenceMoss, M.I.C.E (Cey-

lon P. W. D4t.)
Chief Assist. Engineer—
Assist. Engineer—
Acting do. —E. A. Jeffreys

Assistant—H. M. M. Mant^ ll

Draughtsman—
Clerk—

MroiCAL. ^

Resident Surgeon- A. W. Sinclair, L.E,
P. & S., L.M., &c., Edinr.
General Hospital, Kwala Lumpor.

Dresser—B. D. Drahim
Pauper Hospital, Kwala Lunipoi’.

Dresser—Joseph W. B. Pasgual
do. —C. W. De Wilt

Prison Hospital, Kwala Lumpor.
Dresser—C. Vyramutto

General Hospital, Klang.
Apothecary—Marcus Pomander
Dresser—J. C. A. Dias

Prison Hospital, Klang.
Apothecary—Marcus Fornander
Dresser—J. C. A. Dias

Leper Hospital, Klang.
Dresser—M. Fornander

Marine.
Steam Tender “Abdul Samat”

Postal Department.
Kwala Lumpor.

Postmaster—I

.

W. Bristow

Selangor Club.

Hon. Secretary—John Muii

KLANG.
(Pancallen Batu).

Collector and Magistrate—A. J. Perks

Postmaster—A. W. Harp r

Travelling Clerk—H. S. Leicester

Shipping—Abdul Mohet

LANGAT JUGEA.
Collector and Magistrate—J. A. G. Campbell
Clerk— P. Eozer Pillay

Tidewaiter—Abdul Eaper
Forest Ranger—M.diomed Saleh

j

Schoolmaster—Abdul Kadir »
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KWALA SELANGOE.
Collector and Marjistrate—C. H. A. Turney
Clerk—Tambi Janal

Penghultts.

Eaja Lant, Kwala Lumpor
Raja Mas, TJlu Klaiig

Haji Kechil, Pataling

Haji Mohamed Saleh, Bandar Ranching
Eaja Dolah, Jeram
Eaja Ahmin, Samunieh
Eaja Sail, Permatang Pasir
Inehi Mat Saman, Gomha and Batu
Eaja Hassan, Klang
Raja Mahmud, Kwal i Selangor
Eaja Manan, Sepang
Eaja Mahmud bin Raja Mahmud, Ulu

Samunieh
Raja Hussiu, Beranang
Panglima Prang Kasim, Sungei Rinching
Syed Jair, Cheras
Syed Mashor, Ulu Kerling
Toh Muda Usuf, Kwala Kali
Eaja Jafar, Pasangan Selangor
Eaja Sleman, Sungei Bulu
Haji Samsudin, Sungei Kakati
Haji Mahomet Talip, Panchang Pedina
Hatoh Sakti, Sungei Satapa
Dato Kota Penang, Serandah
Baginda Pakir, Ulu Yam
R. Etam, Sungei Eambie
Eaja Kahar, Kajang
Tunku Panglima Raja, Kanchong
Raja Baud, Ulu Langat
Hadji Mat Nusi, Ulu Selangor and Kwala

Kasi
Inchi Salleh, Tanjong Duablas

Halliley, Gordon & Co., railway contrac-
tors

A. D. Gordon
W. W. Bailey

J. Liddelow (Singapore)
Keng Tong do.

G. J. Penney, bookkeeper

Hill & Eathboriie, planters, agents, and
contractors

T. H. Hill, maniiger, Selangor
V. E. Wickwar, assistant do.

E.M. H. Evans, planter& asst. do.

J. P. Stuart, civil engineer do.

W. D. Meckie, assistant do.

C. Spalding, engineer do.

A. B. Eathborne, manager, Malacca
A. Grant Mackie, manager, Perak
E. A. Toynbee, assistant do.

F. G West, do. do.

F. H. C. White, manager, Sungei
Ujong

S. B. Terry, assistant Sungei Ujong-

Rawang Tin Mine
Jardine, Matheson & Co., owners
John Muir, secretary

,
engineer of mine

R. Hamilton, mec hanical engineer

T. G. Robinson, asst. do.

Teo Cho?n Hian, clerk

Khoo Kien Chiang do.

L. Kim Leng, do.

Selangor Padi and Sago Planting Co.,

Limited, Klang
Tap Ah Loy, (Captain China), Yap
Ah Shac, Sim Teck Kiong, direc-

tors

Syed Zin Bin Syed Puteh, manager
and general agent

Selangor Tin Mining Co., of Shanghai
W. Y. Drummond, chairman
C. J. Dudgeon, secretary, Shanghai
F. C. Sheppard, C.E., gen eral manager
T. Johnston, assistant

E. S. G. Aitkiuson, do.

C. Fincham, mechanical engineer
Lim Teck Kiong, agent

Straits DispensaryBranch. Market Square,
Kwala Lumpor

;
Maynard & Co., Ld.

H. O. Maynard, manager
Agents Ocean Steamship Co.

Stephenson, Walter, pepperplanter, Klang



PEEAK
Perak is on the west coast of the Malayan peninsula, and Ues between Kedah

on the noi*th and Selangor on the south. It extends along the coast for about 90
miles, and includes, inland, the gi’eater part of the watershed of the Perak river and
its tributaries, and of the Krian and Beruam rivers. The seat of go.vcinment, and
the residence of H.M.’s Kesident, is Kwala Kangsa, on the Perak river. The chief

toMTi and centre of the inuiing i 'dnstry is Thaipeng, in the province of Larut, which
is connected with Kwala K j

,

"
’
^ a carriage road and line of telegraph (distance

about 23 miles).

The state is under British protection and the government is earned on under the

Raja Muda as Regent, aided and advised by the Resident, and a Council consisting

of the Resident and Assistant Resident, and several native chiefs. A Military Police

Force of 500 men, mainly Sikhs and Pathans, is maintained. The most important
province of Perak is Larut, which has tin deposits of great richness within a few miles

of the sea-coast. It is thus most advantageously situated in respect of commercial
intercourse with the British port of Penang, which is about 50 miles off. Larut is

under the charge of the Assistant Resident, and its chief town, Thaipeng, is the

herd-quarters of the Military Police, and of the chief department.^ of the State.

British Officers (Magistrates and Collectors) and detachments of Police are also

stationed in other important districts. The Bindings, includicfr the island of

Pangkor and the district of Binding on the mainland, which is British territory, come
under the administration of the Resident of Perak. In the interior of Perak, except

in mining districts, the population is almost entirely Malay, the exceptions being a
few Chinese shopkeepers, and the Government establishments, police, Ac. At Larut,

and at the chief mining settlements in the interior, Kinta, Batang, Padang, <fcc., the

Chinese form a large part of the population, and may be roughly estimated at 40,000,

while the Malays number about 50,000. The country is rapidly increasing in im-
portance, and for its further development the Railway is being introduced.

The only duties levied on exports are a royalty of $10 per bhara (400 lbs.) on
tin, and a royalty of one-tenth on timber, ataps, and other jungle produce :—The
value of the trade in 1883 was as follows:—Impor.. , $4,895,940 ;

exports, $5,625,365.

Tin is the principal export, and its value has iuc r> .ased yearly ;
moat of it is produced

in Larut. The revenue was $1,474,330, and th." expenditure $1,350,610. There is

daily communication by trading steamers betwcc u Penang and Larut.

DIRECTORY.

Government.

Council of State.
Rajah Muda Yusuf, Regent
H.L.M. Resident

The Assistant Resident

Rajah Idris

Batu Tumunggong
Sl'eik Mohamed Tahib
Rp.jah Mahkota
Chang Ah Kwee
Tan Ah Yam

The Residency.
Sir Hugh Low, K.C.M.G., H.B.M.’s Re-

sident

, secretary

Hugh Charles Clifford, cadet

Thomas Keyt, chief clerk

F. Light, second clerk

G. E. Cropley, third clerk

L. S. Jayesuria, fourth clerk

C. Ephraums, fifth do.

, Chinese clerk and interpreter

Abdullah, native writer
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Sub-Tbeasurt and Post-office
Branch.

Brian Gaynor, sub-trea'urer

Joo Haw, postal and telegraph clerk

The Assistant Eesidenct.
C. V. Creagh, H.B.M.’s Assist. Resident
B. Portman, assist, magistrate and land

officer

G. Welman, second do. do.

H. W. Bristow, chief clerk

T. A. Pereira, second do.

Mahomed Kassim, clerk of court and
Tamil inieri.>ivti.-r

Neo Swee Cheong, Chinese do.
Abdul Sahahan, Hindustani do.
luchi Mat, Malay writer

Li Yin Pah, Chinese do.

Othmaiisab, bailitl and process server

Land Branch.
P. dos R -medios, chief clerk

J. Perrao, second clerk

Abdulrahaman, registration clerk
Sheik Said Bagdah, do. do.

Tbeastirt.
E. M. Marples, treasurer

W. W. P. Hall, as istant treasurer
F. J. Radchlf-, clerk

Cheng Ghee, shroff

Muttusamy Pillay, assistant shroff

Postal and Telegraph Department,
T. F. Loft, superintendent
P. D’Aranjo, telegraph and postmaster
H. L. Taylor do.
C. Andre do.
S. Kiissim do.
Beng Keat, clerk

Joo Haw, do.
M. Kanthya, do.

Audit Office.
H. L. Ranking, auditor of State accounts

, assistant auditor
W. West, chief clerk

E. Tranchell, clerk

Public Works and Survey
Department.

Francis St. Geo. Caulfeild, state engineer
surveyor, etc.

W. J. Marlin, superintendent, Larut
W. H. Jones, second engineer, Lower

Perak
H. S. Deane, district surveyor, Larut

G. Lefroy, clerk of works
J. A. A. Williams, assistant surveyor

R. Laiigslow, assistant surveyor, survey
department, Larut

Id. L. Pemberton, chief assistant. Survey
department, Larut

D. Jayesuria, second assistant do. Larut
H. Towgood, district surveyor, Krian
P. B. McGlashan, district surveyor, Kinta
W. Givan, inspector of machines

W. Scott, inspector of mines
B. G. R. De Zilva, first draftsman
R. Sab.ipathy, second >.

W. Yan Dort, tliird do.

J. Guenec, chief clerk

T. de Silva, financial clerk

J. Shepherdsou, third clerk

T. S. Pillti, fouith clerk

Ramu Pillii, improver
R. R(.z 11s, storekeeper

F. G. Baptist, assistant storekeeper

Superintendent, Lower Perak.
N. Denison,- superintendent and collector

R. D. Hewett, acting do.

C. R. Crawford, accountant

A. Butler, second assistant

F. W. Brewster, third assistant

W. C. Fonseca, fourth do.

A. D. Braddock, chief clerk

Y. Yangkiin, Ciiinese interpreter

Mahomed Sahal, Malay writer

Collector and Magistrate,
Matang.

W. R. Wynne, collector and magistrate
(absent)

A. T. Dew, acting col.ector and magistrate

A. T. Dew, assistant harbourmaster of

Matang and Port Weld
G. B. Thomas, clerk of customs
Khee Meiig, Chinese interpreter and clerk

of courts

Abdulrabman, Malay writer

Che Mah, Tamil interpreter and bailiff

S. S. Cassim, telegraph and post-office

clerk

Lo Kim Lvvee, second clerk

Magistrate, Kinta.
R. D. Hewett, magistrate
Cecil Wray, assistant magistrate and col-

lector

A J. Andrews, do. do.

Haji Mat Saman, Malay writer

Shak Yin Pook, Chinese interpreter and
clerk
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Steam Launches.
]

S.S. Kinta, P. Johnson, master, and S.S. i

Rajnd. ,

COLLECTOE AND MaGISTEATE, KeIAN
AND KuEAN.

H. W. C. Leech, LL.D., B.L
,
collector

and magistrate

E. J. Brewster, deputy magistrate at

Salama
P. B. Lawder, acting collector aird magis-

trate, Bernam
j

F. Duberby, acting first assistant, Krian
G. Bain, chief clerk to collector and ma-

gistrate, Kriiin

A. P. Penuefather, clerk of courts

Ooi Seng Soon, Chinese interpreter

Mahomed Lebye, Tamil do.

Jlfahouied Sahat, Malay do.

Land Office, Keian.
E. H. .lereini ill, chief clerk

J. Jercm'ah, second do.

F, de Mornay, demarkation officer

Mahomed Akib, Malay clerk

Customs, Keian.
Oh (ihin.; Seng, clerk Parit Buntar
3 ’. Pasqnal, do. Kuran
Krani Man, do. Simpang Ampat
Che Mat, do. Bagan Tiang
Baji Mat Arsat, do. Tangong Piandang

Education.
J. L. Greene, teacher, Thaipeng
Mahomed Sedik, do., K. Kangsar

, do.. Teluk Anson

,
do., Batu Gaja

, do., Selama

Medical.
"H. H. Sheppard, M.E.C.S., resident

surgeon

J. Macartney Wriglit, M.B.C.M., medical

offii.er in charge, Kinta and Lower
Perak

J. A. Legg, apothecary, (Larut)

J. Bonshin, do. (Kriau)

E. Colomb, dresser, (T. Anson)
F. W. Nicholas, do. (Kinta)

J. Van Dort, do. (Larut)

D. B. Pereira, do. do.

E. H. Hughes, do. (Kinta)

L. Hendricks, do. (Larut)

J« hn Francis, do. do.

S. Nanaii iah. do. do.

Mujan, do. (T. Ani .n)

H, Hannan, clerk (G. H. Larut)

First Battalion Peeak Sikhs.
(1 troop Lancers 1 Field Battery, 1 Gar-

rison Batte ry, Batlation Foot)
Head Quarters, Thaiping, Lamt.

E. S. F. Walker, major 28th Eegiment,
commandant

G. E. Giles, capt. E.A., assistant com-
missioner

T. M. L. Lawder, late 96th Eegiment,
dej uty commissoner

C. Wagner, superintendent Intelligence
department

E. van Dicken, chief inspector
W. J. Buswell, inspector
Jas. McKeon, do.

E. Nichol, do.

A. Abiaham, do.

John Syiues do.

C. G. Berry do.

W. J. Brewer do.

Din Mahomed, do.

W. Evans, sub-inspector
John Flanagan, do.

Walter Buswell, do.

Jos. McKeon, do.

Abdul Eahim, do.

John Syner, armourer
C. J. Howman, quartermaster

, medical officer

A. Lewis, chief clerk

, first, clerk

Tan Chin Tak, second clerk

Khoo Kim Ki, pay clerk

J. A. Hendricks, fourth clerk

Seceetaeiat foe Chinese AlFfaies.

Captain C. A. Schultz, secretary

W. Cowan, assistant

Ephraiins, chief clerk

W. Young, registration clerk

Hsii Ah Tack, Lung Cho Ting, Leio Hwa,
clerks

Gaols.
J. Yare, gaoler

F. Spocht, head turnkey
Joseph Chjiig, c’erk

Chuech.
Eev. C. Mazerv, Church of “Our Lady

of the Sacred Heart,” Larut

Peeak Suqae Cultivation Company,
W. V.Drummond, chairman (Shanghai)^
E. J. Low, secretary

Eobert J. Parkinson, manager
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Society des Mines d’Etain de Perak
J. E. de la Croix, managing director

Kinta
F. Hirzel, accountant
E. Eoslin, supdt. of woiks
E. Green, engineer
J. Erior, smelter

Hill and Eathborne, planters, agents, and
contractors

A. Grant Mackie, manager
F. A. Toynbee
F. G. West

Othek Eesidents in Peeak.
Maynard & Co., Ljaiited, Tbaiping.
A. Oldfield., chemist, manager

Charles Caulfield, contractor. Stone Quar-
ries, Bukit Gantang

C. H. Corrie, Thaipeng
Leonard Wray, planter

H. Folker, ovei seer, mountain roads
Leonard Wray, Jr,, curator of museum,

Tbaiping

M. Anthony, Eailway Hotel, Thaipeng

J. C. Lee, supt. Maxwell’s Hill Garden,
Larut

J, G. Eozells, overseer. Stone Crusher,
Bukit Gantang

Turner, agent Melbourne Tin Mining Co
Zinal Abuin, assist, ch rk and interpreter.

Public Works Department, K. Kangsar

PENANG.
Penang, or Prince of Wales’ Island (the latter name having only been officially

abandoned within the last few years) is an island situated on the west coast of the
Malay Peninsula in 5 deg. North latitude and with a strip of land on the opposite
coast known as Province Wellesley, from which it is separated by a strait varying
from 2 to 10 miles in width, constitutes the second in importance of the three

governments known as the “ Straits Settlements.” The island contains an area of

about 107 square miles, being 15 miles long and 9 broad at its widest portions,

while Province Wellesley extends for a distance of 45 miles along the coast, and has
an average width of 8 miles. The chief town of Penang is George Town, but the
name of the island (which signifies “Betel nut island”) has become so identified

with the town that the specific designation has almost dropped out of use.

Penang was ceded to the famous Captain Light for the East India Com-
pany in the year 1785 for an annual payment of $10,000 to the Eajah of Quetta,
a step which was followed 13 years later by the cession of Province Wellesley. In
the year 1806, Penang was elevated to the rank of a presidency, its rising fortunes
even then bidding fair to eclipse those of Malacca, while Smgapore was as yet un-
known as a settlement. In 1825 Smgapore and Malacca were incorporated with
Penang, and the three were designated by the title they stiU retain. But as the
fortunes of Singapore brightened, those of Penang declined, until the former quite
overshadowed her older sister, and in 1832 the principal seat of government was
transferred to Singapore.

The settlement of Penang is governed by a Eesident Councillor, but is m effect an
appanage of Singapore, a resident merchant representing it in the Singapore Council.
An important department of its trade lies in the business transacted with the
Dutch settlements in Sumatra, and much excitement was caused duriug the Acheen
war, by what its merchants deemed the undue restrictions placed on their trade by
the Dutch authorities. Penang will always remain of certain importance, although
it is not likely to again assume the position in the commercial world it formerly
held. It is much looked to as an emigration centre for the labour required by the
Dutch planters at Acheen and elsewhere. It is a convenient coaling and man-of-war
station, and is of yet greater necessity as the virtual seat of government as regards
Province Wellesley, which when the Peninsula is placed under British protection,
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as it must, sooner or later, be, will be an important centre of British influence.

George Town is built on a plain, at the back of which rises the hill which, as

Penangites declare, renders life on the island endurable. The shops, chiefly kept by
Babas, or native-born Chinese, are fairly well supplied with necessaries. The census

ot 1881 gave 190,597 as the population, in which return, however, were included

the population of Province Wellesley and the Bindings. The population is thus

divided:—Europeans, 674; Armenians, 32; Jews, 32; Eurasians, 1,597; Chinese,

67,502 ;
Arabs, 574 ;

Tamils, 25,094 ;
Malays, 84,724 ;

and the rest of various races.

The trade of Penang has latterly increased considerably. The returns for 1883
show the value of the imports to have been $32,235,163 as compared with $23,100,213
in 1882 ;

that of the exports in 1883, $34,182,239 as against $26,328,173 in 1882.

DIBECTORY.

Colonial Government.

EESIDENT COBNCILLOE’S OFFICE.
Resident Councillor—C. J. Irving, C.M.G.
Chief Cleric—W. Dragon, res., Leith St.

Second do. —P. A. Gregory
Third do. —Kader Ismiel

Fourth do. —P. Jalleh

Fifth do. —A. Caunter
Malay Writer—Mohamed Hashim

SUPEEME COUET.
Judge— T. L. Wood; res.. Eastern Hotel
Cleric—E. D. W. Hall; res., Anson Ed.
Registrar—J. A. Harwood; res., Far-

quhar St.

Deputy Registrar—J. W. Norton Kyshe;
res.. Grand Hotel

Chief Cleric—J. C. Pestana

2nd Cleric—Jno. Joseph Jambu
3rd do. —B. C. Doral

Mh do. —D. O. Scully

5th do. —J. Gauthorne
Tamil Interpreter—John Henry Lincoln

\st Malay Interp .—William Balbetchet

2nd do. —H. S. D’Orville

First Chinese Interp .—Lam Su
Second do. —Lim Kok Cheng
Sherijf—J. E. D. Eodyk; res., Farquhar

St.

Bailiff—W. A. Seaton

COHET OF EFQHESTS.
Senior Commissioner—C.W. S. Kynnersley
Second do. —W. Egerton
Chief Cleric—J. Gawthome
Second do. —J. Eeuten
'Third do. —E. E. EobJess

Tamil Interpreter—Mahd. Hashim
Chinese do. —Teh Ah Shwee
Bailiff—E. P. Jeremiah
Under Bailiffs—M'*ah Khan, Cassim Sah
Process Servers—Kader Puckir, Abdul
Kader

POLICE COHET.
First Magistrate—C. W. Sneyd Kyn-

nersley; residence, Bm-mah Eoad
Second do. —W. Egerton; residence,

Union St.

Acting Third do.—H. A. Thompson
Chief Cleric—S. Leicester, Burmah Eoad
Second do.—E. J. W. Branson
Third do.—A. C. Thomas
Fourth do.—A. Divinada Nathan Pillay

Fifth do.—A. G. Jambu
Sixth do.—S. S. Aeria
Seventh do.—E. S. Scully

First Usher—J. Watkins
Second do.—B. P. Pereira

Malay Interpreter—M. M. Scully

Acting 2nd do. —M. Lebby Tamby
Tamil Interpreters—Soondrum Pillay, Ao-

rakia Sami
Chinese Interpreters—Chan Lye Seng,

Goon Fook Weng

POLICE COUET AND COUET
OF EEQUESTS.

Province Wellesley.
Magistrate and Commr.—J. K. Birch
Additional do. —Urban Bruce
Chief Cleric—W. L. Aeria
2nd do. —Y. E. J. Jeremiah
3rd do. —P. Jallay

Ath do. —P. Eozelle

5th do. —L. Woodford
Malay Interpreter—
Tamil do. —
Chinese do. —
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TEEASTJRY DEPAETMENT.
Assist. Treasurer and Collector of Stamps

—G. Norris

Chief Cleric, Stamp Office—F. A. Palmer
do. Treasury do.—S. F. Aeria

2nd Clerh do. —P. A. Gregory
3rd do. do. —AUadad Khan
4sth do. do. —C. P. Monteiro

Shroff and Cleric—Mohamed Ismail

GOVEENMENT SAVINGS EANK.
Secretary—Geo. Norris

INDIAN IMMIGEATION DEPT.
Protector’s Offigb.

Protector—A. M. Macgregor
Inspector—H. Evans
Cleric—J. A. Thomas
Tamil Interpreter—J, A. Pillay

PEOTECTOEATE OP CHINESE.
Assistant Protector of Chinese and Regis-

trar C.D.O.—E. Karl; res., Anson Ed.

Chief Cleric—C. Nelligan

Second do. —Lee Ah Seng
Third do. —Tang Seng Joe
Fourth do. —Tho Seng Go
Fifth do. —Chew Ah Sang
Inspector C. D. 0.— S. W. Augustin
Interpreter C. D. 0.—Ng Thean We
Boarding Officer—John A. Perkins

Detective Chinese Protectorate—Teh Jee Hah
do. C. D. 0. —^Lu Ah Puk

EEGISTEATION DEPAETMENT.
Deputy Registrar—E. Karl
Deputy Inspector—S. W. Augustine
Clerh—E. J. Gregory
do. —E. G. Woodford

Interpreter—Cheong Kim Quee

POST OITICE.
Postmaster—Noel Trotter

Acting Asst. Postmaster—Capt. T. A. Fox,
E.N.E.

;
res., “ The Cover,” Jeloting

Chief Clerk— S. A. de Eeis
Second do. —Teoh Hean Eng
Third do. —L. S. Aeria
Fouj-th do. —H. J. Balavfmdrum
Fifth do. —Chee Kok Peng
Stamp Vendor—Nutter Baboo
Butterworth—Sub Postmaster, F. Felix

Buhit Tamboon—Sub Postmaster, J. E.

V. Jeremiah
Niebong Tabal—P. Moothia
Baleh Sub-Postmaster, J. E.
Bruce

Mead Postman—A. L. Shagapa

Dutch Postal Agency.
Agent—E. E. A. Marcks

LAND OFFICE.
Collector of Land Revenue—W. Egerton,

acting

Chief Clerh—H. J. Thomas
Second do. —Ong Thean Lye
Third do. —Mohamed Sheriff

Fovurth do. —S. H. Badruddeen
Forest Ranger, P. W.—F. Nicholas

do. Penang—A. M. Cassim Ally

Bailiff, P. W.—C. J. Williams

do., Penang—Mohamed Hoosain
Temporary Clerks—G. H. d’Oliveiro, J.

Pereira, F. A. Pillay, W. A. Matthews

MAEINE DEPAETMENT.
Harbour Master, Marine Magistrate, and

Registrar ofImportsand Exports—Lieut.

T. A. Fox, E.N.E.
;

residence, “The
Cover,” Jelutong

Chief Clerh— M. Thomas; residence,

Newington Villa, Bnrmah Eoad
Second do. —Z. C. Aeria

Third do. —J. W. Jeremiah
Fourth do. —H. Loureiro

Fifth do. —A. Fletcher

Sixth do. —Mahomed Issa

Seventh do. —A. C. Eozario
Eight do. —P. M. Andrew

PUBLIC WOEKS AND SUEVEY
DEPAETMENT.

Fixed Establishment.
Deputy Col. Engineer and Surveyor General

—Capt. M. A. Cameron, E.E.; res.,

Burmah road
Assistant Supdt. of Works and Surveys—

E. V. Boswell, Butterworth
Clerh of Works—W. Eeid

;
res., Penang Ed.

Do. —J. Scharenquivel, Datu-
[tramh

Overseer 1st class—T. Krishnasamy, P. W.
Do. 1st do. —H. C. J. Paeon
Do. 2nd do. —F. W. Valberg
Do. 2nd do. —E. C. Norris

District Surveyor—J. P. Pennefather
Draftsman—V. Dorasamy
Surveyor 1st class—A. H. Harper

Do. 2nd class—J. P. Ward
Draftsman and Computer— Tan Say Cum
Field Assistant—A. E. Jansen
Apprentices—Yeow Beng Lee, T. Siddon,

C. Scully, T. Woodford, H. C. Eappa
Photographer—F. Ballah

Apprentice Photographer—K. Yacobp
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Storekeeper—Lim Huck Leng
Chief Clerk—Teow Sew Beow
Second do. —Koh Choon Teat
Acting do. —E. J. Gregory
Third do. —V. A. RamdassNaidoo,P.W.
Fourth do. —G. H. Oliveiro

Fifth do. —Mahomed Cassim

IJNrixED Establishment.
Clerk of Wo^-ks—J. Ward, res. Penang Rd.
Overseer—C. H. Cramer
Do. —W. H. Sledge

Plotter—P. Dharma Ratne
Draftsman—M. da Silva
Temporary Clerks—E. Jeremiah, Cheah
Eng Keat

MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
Senior Med. Officer—F.K. Hampshire,M.B.
Colonial Swrgeon—T. S. Kerr
Apothecaries—J. R. Bruce, S. A. O’Keeffe,

C. V. Norris, S. J. Gawthome, J. E.
Camegy

Dressers—M. Emuang, M. Arnashellum,
E. L. Poons

Apprentices—H. V. Elvins, J. J. Bondville,

Lim Tai Lee, H. Monteiro, M. A. Gas-
per

Vaccinator—J. T. Albuquerque
Clerks—J. J. Monteiro, E. J. Gregory
Acting Clerk—T. Ramanjooloo
Chinese Interpreter—Teo Tai Hoon

Lock Hospital.
Surgeon—F. K. Hampshire, M.B.
Apothecary—C. V. Norris

Province Wellesley.
Colonial Surgeon—J. H. McCloskey, F.R.
C.S.Ed.
Btjtteewoeth General Hospital.

Apothecary—
Dresser—K. S. Simeon
Clerk—D. P. d’Oliveiro

Vaccinator—J. A. Symons
Bertain District Hospital,

P. W., North.
^Resident Apothecary—
Dresser—M. Arnasalem
Bukit Meniah Hospital, P. W., South.
Resident Apothecary—F. Rodrigues
Dresser—E. L. Poons

SuNGAi Bacup Hospital.
Resident Apothecary—J. W. W. Hogan
Dresser—J. J. MacIntyre

EDUCATION DEPARTMENT.
Superintendent—R. Jacobson
Visiting Teacher, Penang—Shaik Emam
Do. Prov. Wellesley—Md. Hashim

1

POLICE DEPARTMENT.
Superintendent—E. H. Bell

Acting Assist, do.—W. A. Cuscaden
Acting Chief Insp^'dor—C. C. Newland
Inspectors—E. ilustan, Prangin Sta-

tion; E.Holmyard, Detective Branch;
T. Shuckford, Pitt St. Station

;
A. Mac-

Gregor, Ralau Station
;
W. Porteous,

Central Station

Chief Clerk—R. H. Mitchell
Third do. —E. N. Robless
Fourth do. —D. Pasley
Fifth do. —Shaik Ahmed Meah
Interpreters—Che Mat, Oh Koon Pek, Lim
Sew Tek

Province Wellesley.
Acting Assist. Supdt.—R. C. Falkner
Inspectors— Sergt. Mackenzie, Penaga Sta-

tion
; G. Ruscoe, Perniatang Pow Sta-

tion; J. Allen, Bukit Tambun Station

;

M. Drum, Bukit Tengah; J. Gardner,
Butterworth Station

Second Clerk—M. Ismael
Interpreters—Lim Sew Keat, Butterworth

;

Foo Ah Wan, Bukit Jamboon; Cheah
Yew Kong, Bukit Tengah

Sub-Inspector& Clerk Hackney Carriages—

“

J. C. Cooper

GAOL DEPARTMENT.
Superintendent of Prisons—Capt. A. P.

Wodehouse, R.I.F.

Gaoler—T. H. Lamb
SeniorWarder—W. Penegar
Warders—J. H. Lamb, T. Harman, H.
Longhurst, S. Jacobs, J. Simpson, S.

Neobold
Native Warders—Thirty five

Tamil Clerk and Interpreter—R. R. Robless

Chinese do. —Tan Kim Jeow

MUNICIPALITY.
Commissioners—The Resident Councillor

(president) J. H. Calcott, Foo Tye Sin,

V. M. Nordin, L. C. Brown
Secretary—J. W. Halifax

Chief Clerk—A. C. Doral
Second do. —J. M. de Souza
Third do. —G. Andrew
Fourth do. —P. R. Doral
Fifth do. —R. L. de Souza
Engineer—C. W. Barnett
Clerk to Engineer—J. C. d’Oliveiro

Town Inspector—R. C. Nichelsen
Country do. —J. D. Scully

Overseer Scavenging—W. H. Bondville

1
Assistant do. —P. Rodrigues
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Overseers of Roads—D. D. S. Ranasinghe,

W. Sinwardana, F. C. Fencott, S. Pas-

qual, C. Caroll

Fitters—W. Rodrigues, T. Haslam, T.

Domingo, C. Pasqual, E. Francis

Assessor and Collector Province Wellesley—
W. J. M. Allen

First Cleric do. —A. H. Aeria
Second do. —E. S. Scully
Third do. —C. C. de Souza

MILITARY.
Royal Inniskilling Ftjsiliees.

Major—F. Coffey
Cdptain—A. P. Wodehouse
Lieut—P. R. Thompson
do. —A. M. Goodrichi

do. —J. L. Armitage
Fpty. Asst. Commissary 01.—S. H. Lynn
Surgeon—Paul Hart, M.B.-

Consulates,

Netherlands.
Consul—Geo. Lavino
Secretary—J. J. M. Fleury
Cterh—Cheng Eung

United States.
Coiisular Agent—Joseph. Heim

Austria-Hungary.
Consul—R. Elunder

Denmark.
Vice-Consul—F. H. Friederichs

France.
Consular Ageni—F. H. Gottlieb'

Germany.
Consul—R. Elunder

Belgium.
Vice-Consul—F. H. Gottlieb

Portugal.
Vice-CoTistol—J. M. da L. Vieria

Siam.
Consul—A. D. Neubronner
Cleric—Law Sit Eee
Siamese Cleric—Simean
Writer—Mydiu bin Pakir
Malay Writer—Mahomed bin Tomby

Italy.

Consular Agent—F. H. Friederichs

Institutions.

Penang Club.
President—R. Padday
Trustees—J. Buttery, F. J. C. Ross, R.

Elunder, R. Padday
Committee—R. Morstadt, H. Jebsen, D.

Comrie, L. C. Brown
Hon. Treasurer—A. G. Wright
Hon. Secretary—E. W. Presgrave

Cleric—Y. Reutens

Penang Rifle Club.
Hon. Secretary—Vacant

Masonic Lodge.
Royal Prince of Wales Lodge, No. 1555
W. Master—W. Bro. A. Hutteubach
S. Warden—Bro. G. S. H. Gottlieb

J. Warden—Bro. E. Karl

Treasurer—W. Bro. J. P. B. Beal
Secretary—Bro. J. J. M. Fleury
S. Deacon—Bro. E, E. A. Marcks

I J. Deacon—Bro. D. W. Gott
Inner Guard—^Bro. E. Reidel
Tyler—Bro. E. S. Cohen

Chamber of Commerce.
Committee—

B

j. Padday (chairman), R.

Elunder (vice chairman), R. Craig, F.

H. Friederichs, J. C. Budd, A. B. Mc-
Eeon, A. Huttenbach

Volunteer Fire Brigade.
Captain Commandant—A. Huttenbach
Captain—J. Brown
Lieutenant—H. S. Scott

Engine Master—W. A. B. Cullin

Secretary—J. Howell
Treasurer—W. Cowan

Chinese Club.
Richmond House, 104, Penang Road.

Committee—Yeap Hup Eeat, Lim Pek
Lian, Oh Tek Lecng, Choong Eew Hoe,
Hoe Teang Wan, Lim Earn Hin, Ehoo
Oon Eeong,Yeap Puat Suan, Lim Ehie
Hee, Lee Boon Eeat

Hon. Secretary—Ong Beng Tek
Hon. Treasurer—Lye Nhee Quee

\ Hon. Auditor—^Yeow Sew Beow
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Penang Library.
President—Hon. Major J. F. A. McNair,

C.M.G.
Committee—Eev. H.McD. Courtney, Hon.

G. M. Sandilands, D. Logan, A. B.
McKeon, Walter Glutton, J. C. Budd

Mon. Sec. and Treasurer—W. E. Smith
Librarian—C. D. Langan

St. George’s Church.
Chajylain—Eev. J. Walker, M.A., “The
Manse ” Farquhar St.

Organist—Miss E. Hallifax

Clerh—H. Loureiro

French Catholic Mission.
Eev. M. J. F. Allard, vicar, Pulo Tikua
Eev. C. Letessier, assistant do.
Eev. C. A. Ch. Grenier, vicar, Assuuip-

tion Church, Georgetown
Eev. Th. Cesbron, assistant
Eev. F. H. Hab, vicar, St. Francis Xavier

Church, Penang
Eev. E. Fee, assistant
Eev. P. F. Sorin, Province Wellesley
Eev. L. Page, Balek Pulao
Eev. C. Mazery, Larut

Penang Free School,
Patrons—H. E. Sir F. A. Weld, His Ho-

nor T. L. Wood, Judge of Penang
Managing Committee—The Hon. Col. S.

Dunlop, E.A., C.M.G-. President, The
Colonial Chaplain, The Supdt. of Educa-
tion, Captain Pox, FooTye Sin, E.Karl,
F H. Gottlieb, A. B. McKeon, A. D.
Neubronner, Ong Boon Tik, Koh
Seang Tat, D. Comrie, Chew Sin Jong,
Shaik Eusoof

Hon. Secretary and Treasurer—G. Norris
Auditor—Foo Tye Sin

Head Master—George Griffin

Assistant Masters-—L. S. Hawkins, J. J.

Nicholson, H. Cowling, F. Hawkins,
W. Doiiough, J. J. McKeon, J. A. Surin,

Lim Teaug Gim, Lim Sin Keong, Cheah
Sim Huat, Foo Nan Kin, Kam Im
Keat, Goon Fook Wah, Koh Choon
Keat, Chee Ah Kie

General College of the Missions
Etrangeres, Pulo-Ticus.

Superior—Vy. Eev. J. M. M. Laigre-Fil-

liatrais

Director—Eev. E. Wallays
do. —Eev. J. J. J. Girard

^0 . —Kev. M. C. Laumondais
do. —Eev. P. G. Gueneau

do. —Eev. A. S. Henriod

do. —Eev. L. E. A. Bret

do. —Eev. N. J. M. Wilhelm
do. —Eev. A. Metge

Anglo-Chinese Eeading Eoom.
No. 81, Muntri Street.

Office Bearers.
Chairman—Lim Quan Cheang
Vice Chairman—Yeow Sew Beow
Honorary Trcastirer—Lye Nhee Quee
Assistant do. —Teh Teng Kee
Honorary Auditor—Kam Chew Poh

do. Secretary—Cheah Teow Eang
Acting do. —Khoo Eu Tong
Assist. do. —Lim Soon Bee

Public Companies.

Eastetn Extension, Australasia and
Ch.na Telegraph Co., Limited.

Beach Street.

D. W. Gott, superintendent
; residence,

44, Ni>! iham Eoad
W. M. E. W ragge, clerk in charge; res. do.

P. J. Nelson, operator and agent for

Telephone Co.

G. E. Cole, operator

G. H. Macgrcgor do.

J. M. Beck do.

H. E. Baldwin do.

J. A. Thomson do.

H. FaiTant do.

T. C. M. West do.

P. Langan do.

J. Hosey do., P.W.
Lee Ah Koon do.

Lee Poh Seng do.

G. A. Surin, counter clerk

Ismail Kahn do.

Chitiese Tutor—Yuen Sao San

St. Xavier’s Institution.

Principal—Eev. Bro. Aloysius

Eeuter’s Telegram Company, Ltd.
Whitworth Allen, agent

Convent.
Lady Superior—Mother St. Anselerae

British North Borneo Company.
Brown & Co., agents

—
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Prye Eiyer Dock Company, Limited-
Office, 35, Beach Street.

Secretary—H. L. Smith
Clerh—J. B. d’Oliveiro

do. —Lim Thuan
Cashier—Lim Sim Khoon

Dock.
Manager—A. Buyers
Superintendent Engineer—A. J. Power
Clerh—0. B. Hall

Boilermaker—J. F. Chaloner
Blacksmith—W. Hooley
Fitter—R. Bondville
Outside Overseer—P. E. Jeremiah
Storekeeper—E. Eanee

Ayer Etain Coir Company.
Partners—Z. C. Brown, J. J. Tait, E. A.

B. Brown, J. A. Brown, H. S. Scott, W.
S. Petherbridge

General-Manager—W. S. Petherbridge
Manager— Cook
Overseer—P. Petersen

Agents—Brown & Co.

Penang Ice Works and Quarries.
Battuferiiighi.

Proprietor—Aug. Hutteiibach
Manager—Jos. Heim
Engineer—Jas. Dempster
Agents—Katz Brothers

Peninsular and Oriental S. N. Co.
Brown & Co., agents

Indo-China Steam Navigation Co., Ld.
Brown & Co., agents

Penang and Province Wellesley
Steamboat Company, Limited.
Brown & Co., agents

Asiatic Steam Navigation Co., Ld.
Katz Bros., agents

National Steamship Company.
Mansfield, Bogaardt & Co., agents

Ocean Steam Ship Company.
Mansfield, Bogaardt & Co., agents

Clan Line of Steamers.
SandilandSj Buttery & Co., agents

Castle Line of Steamers.
Saudilands, Buttery & Co., agents

Shire Line of Steamers.
Boustead & Co., agents

Glen Line of Steamers.
Boustead & Co., agents

Apcar & Co.’s Steamers.
A. A. Anthony & Co., agents

Douglas Steamship Co., Limited.
A. A. Anthony & Co., agents

British India Steam Navigation Co.

Alfred Liehert, agent

Netherlands India Steam Navigation.
Alfred Liebeit, agent

CoMPAGNIE NaTIONALE DE NAVIGATION.
Boustead & Co., agents

German Steamship Co. of Hamburg.
Kin Sin Line.

Friederiehs & Co., agents

VfM. Millburn & Co.’s Steamers.,
Friederiehs & Co., agents

Stomvaart Maatschaapij Nederland.
Friederiehs & Co., agents

Prye Sugar Estate, Prov. Wellesley.
Brown & Co., agents
E. A. B. Brown, manager

Batukawan Sugar Estate, Province
Wellesley.

Proprietors—Col. A. M. Brown, E. A., H.
Aylesbury, Hon. J. M. Vermont, J. J,

Tait, Executors of Estate L. Nairne
Manager—Hon. J. M. Vermont
Asst. do.—J. J. Tait

Bo. —Wm. Ward
Engineer—H. Cowdell
Apprentice—E. de Souza
Overseers—M. S. de Souza, P. Jeremiah

Brown & Co., agents

Malakoff Estate,
H. de Mornay, manager
C. F. de Mornay, assist, manager
E. Pasqual

Malakoff Tapioca Estate, P. W.
Brown & Co., agents

Lankat Plantations Co,
Brown & Co., agents
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Saentis Estate, Deli.
Brown & Co., agents

Toentoengan Estate, Deli.
Brown & Co., agents

Galang Tobacco Estate, Sekdang.
Brown & Co., agents

Fata Jambtj Tobacco Estate.
Sandilands, Buttery & Co., agents

PeeAk Stigae Cultivation Co.
Peeak Tin Mining and Smelting Co.

Selangoe Tin Mining Co. of Shanghai.
J. Y. Kennedy, agent, 33a, Beach St.-

Steaits Sugae Company.
Whitworth Allen, agent

Klang San Mills.
Jebsen & Co., agents

Thaipeng Tin Mining Company.
C. S. Tennent & Co., agents

Steaits Tin Smelting Company.
C. S.- Tennent & Co., agents

Penang Plantations Company.
C. S. Tennent & Co., agent
E. L. Roberts, manager
A. L. de Mornay, assistant manager

Penang Sugae Estate Co., Limited.
Boustead & Co., agents

John McDougal, attorney

J. McDonald, manager, Caledonia
Jas. Gordon, assist, do. do.

Jas. Dunlop, chief engineer

Alex. Paterson, do.

W. Sauer, supdt. sugar refinery

E. McGillavray, manager, Victoria

C. M. Thompson, assist, do. do.

E. Eay, manager,- Golden Grove
Ja, Falconer, assist, do. do.

W. E. Edwards, manager, Byran
D. Winchester, assist, do. do.

Tasseh Beick Co. P. W.
Henry L. Smith, proprietor

Jos. Smith, manager

Steaits Ice Company.
Katz Bros., agents

Insurances.
Anthony & Co., A. A., agents

—

Reliance Marine Insurance Office

Dnion Insurance Society of CautoM,
China Fire Insurance Company, Ltd.
Commercial Union Assurance Co.

Boustead & Co., agents

—

China Traders’ Insurance Co., Ld.
Thames and Mersey Marine In-

surance Company, Limited
Royal Insurance Company of Liver-

pool (Fire and Life)

Caledonian Insurance Co.
London and Lancashire Insurance Co.
MerchantMarine Insurance Company
National Marine Insurance Company

Brown & Co., agents

—

North British and Mercantile Insce.

Positive Government Security Life
Assurance Co., Limited

Canton Insurance Office, Limited
The Marine Insurance Co., Limited
Marine and General Life Assurance
Second Colonial Sea and Fire Insur-

ance Co.

Friederichs & Co., agent

—

Queen Insurance Company
Transatlatic Fire Insurance Company
North German Fire Insui-ance Co.

Rotterdam Lloyd’s

Hall & Co., W., agents

—

Globe Marine Insurance Company
Ocean Marine Insurance Company
Standard Life Assurance Company

Jebsen & Co., Herm., agents

—

Northern Assurance Company
Hanseatic Fire Insurance Co.

Prussian National Insurance Co.

“Schweiz” Transport Insurance Co.

Katz Bros., agents

—

Straits Insurance Company, Limited

North China Insurance Co., Limited

New York Board of Underwriters

Philadelphic Board of Underwriters

Sandilands, Buttery & Co., agents

Lloyd’s

Liverpool Underwriters’ Afsociation

Glasgow Underwriters’ Asiociation

Imperial Fire Insurance Co.
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Merchants’ Marine Insurance Com-
pany, Limited

Chinese Insurance Company, Limited
Tangtsze Insurance Association
City of Glasgow Life Assurance

Schmidt, Eustermann & Co., agents
Allgemeine Versicherungs Gesell-

schaft, Helvetia, St. Gall.

Lubecker Feuer Versicherungs Ges.
Fire Insurance Go., 1877, Hamburg
Hamburg- Magdeburg Fire Insurance
Transatlantic Marine Insurance Co.
Hamburg Underwriters
Bremen Underwriters
Assureurs Maritimes d’Anvers
Dresden Insurance Company
Sun Fire Office

Assicurazioni Generali, Trieste
Eheinisch Westfaelischer Lloyd
Allgemeine Transport Versicherungs

Gesellschaft, in Wien
Austrian Lloyd’s
Badische Schiffahrts Assecuranz Ge-

sellschaft

Sj6 Assurans Foreningen, in Finland
ElementarVersicherungs Actien Bank,

in Wien
Magdeburger Allgemeine Versiche-

rungs Actien Gesellschaft
Batavia Sea and Fire Insurance Co.

Eidg Transport Versicherungs Ge-
sellschaft, Zurich

Ehenaina Versicherungs Actien Ge-
sellschaft, Coin

Aachen Leipsig Versicherungs Ge-
sellschaft, Aachen

Schweiz TransportVersicherungs Ge-
sellschaft, Zurich

Smith & Co., Henry, agents
Lancashire Insurance Company

Tennent & Co., C. S., agents
Alliance Life and I ire Assurance Co.

London Assurance Company
Scottish Imperial Insurance Co.

Banks.
Chartered Mercantile Bank of

India, London, and China.
8, Beach Street.

A. B. McKean, manager
W. E. Smith, accountant
Saw Teng Garn
C. Kim Oo
T. Kheam Hok

O Chew Keng
T. Kew Lee
Neo Chu Chye, head shroff

Chartered Bank of India, Australia,
AND China.

33, Beach Street.

John C. Budd, manager; residence

Kortham Bead
F. G. Somerville, acting accountant

Cheah Ha Seang, cashier

Goh Aik Chiew
Goh Quan Beng
Ho Chye Teng
Hb Kim Hock

Hongkong & Shangnai Banking
Corporation.

C. B. Eickett, acting agent
E. C. Guinness, asst, accountant

Merchants, Professions, Trades, &o.

Alexandra Hotel, Waterfall Eoad

Allen,Whitworth, bill broker, accountant,

and commission agent. Beach Street

Anthony & Co., A. A., merchants, 56,

Beach St.

Joseph M. Anthony
Seth Anthony

G. B. Nonis
Mahomed Sultan
Abdul Kader

Anthony, G., advocate and solicitor, 3,

Beach Street

Thos. Gawthorne, managing clerk

Lew Hheng Swee

Anthony, Seth, Beach Street, agent for

Indian Agency 30 New Bridge Street,

London E.C.

Blaze, Eeidel & Co., chemists, druggists,

and commission agents, 18, Beach Street

D. S. Blaze
K. A. Eeidel

C. Abrams
Shaik Allee, storekeeper

Branch Quedah Dispensary

F. H. Gomes, manager
Veterinary Infirmar)-

D. S. Blaze, supervisor

Aerated Waters Manufactory, 77,
Bishop Street
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Ban Aik & Co., merchants, 52, Beach St*

Lee Chin Thuare
Tau Kim Kung
Lim Bob Chuan
Neoh Chu Chye
Lock Soo Tean
Ooi Teow Kee
Cheang Eng Hin
Chew Cboo Heang
Tan Cheng Chye

Boon Eng & Co., ship chandlers, com-
mission a/ents, compradores and store-

keepers, 25, Beach Street

Lye Nhee Quee, manager
Boey Teang Beng
Lim Hoe Lip
Khoo Guan Bee
Lee Phee Chuan

Ting Theam Kheng
Kiam Seong Khay
Joo Min Nan

Boon Tek & Co., 29, Beach Street, ship

chandlers and commission agents; sole

agents for the Deli and Langkat Cigar
and Cigarette Co., Limited
Khoo Eu Yong, managing partner

Boustead & Co., merchants, 11, Beach St.

Edward Boustead (London)
Jasper Young do.

I. Henderson do.

T. Cuthbertson do.

J. R. Cuthbertson (Singapore)

J. Pinlayson do.

W. Greig, signs per pro.

Robt. Yeats
F. A. Callaway
H. Lesslar

J. F. de Mello
J. da Silva

P. Reutens
London House, E. Boustead <fc Co.,

34, Leadenhall St., E.C.

Brown & Co., merchants, 35, Beach St.,

established, 1795
Walter Scott (Europe)
David Brown (do.)

L. C. Brown
W. S. Petherbridge, signs per pro.

John A. Brown do.

H. S. Scott

J. M. P. Smith
M. P. Doral
J. E. Doral
E. N. Doral

Capel, A. C., barrister-at-law, advocate,

and solicitor, 35, Beach Street

Arther Christopher Capel

J. B. Capel, managing clerk

W. Dragon, Jr.

Oon Wee Beng
Mahomed Sultan

Mahomed Cassim

Clarendon Hotel, Penang Road
John Smith, proprietor

Cohen & Sons, auctioneers, appraisers, and

commission agents

E. S. Cohen
S. E. Cohen
A. E. S. Cohen

E. H. E. Cohen
A. Mungal, manager, Larut

Colman’s tiffin and billiard rooms. Union

and Beach Street

P. E. Mathieu,
) proprietors

J. Mathieu, ^
^ v

Deli and Langkat Cigar Company

J. H. Lunberg, manager

DeMello & Kudus, brokers and general

agents, 34, Beach Street

L. T, DeMello
H. Kudus

Eastern Hotel, la.. Light Street

T. Sarkies, proprietor

Ee Thye & Co., merchants, 48, Beach St.

Lim Khek Chuan, manager
Lim Keng Boon, assistant

Tan Eng Hoon, clerk

Tan Teang Keat, do.

Lim Tor Suan, collector

Wee Chiu Leong, storekeeper

Yeo Lun Kooi, do.

Branch firm—Ho Thye & Co., Rangoon

Friederichs & Co., merchants

F. H. Friederichs

Edward Bollhalder, signs per pro.

U. Keller

R. Stapt

Grand Hotel, Beach Street

P. E. Mathieu

J. Mathieu
M. Paul
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Gottlieb, F. H., advocate and solicitor,

34, Beach St.

Hall & Co., W., merchants

A. C. Padday (Europe)

R. Padday (Europe)

David Comrie
W. H. Thomas
Ed. E. Lesslar

H. H. Peterson, Jr.

E. Bain

Hampshire, F. K., M.B., senior medical

officer and colonial surgeon, Westlands,

Burmah Road

Hogen, R. A. P., barrister-at-law, advocate,

and solicitor, 12, Beach Street

Reginald A. P. Hogan
C. C. de Souza, managing clerk

Ng Theng Kim, clerk

Che Dui, cashier

Hogan, John, notary public, conveyancer,

and estate agent, 12, Beach Street

Hotel d’Europe, Farquhar St.

Mrs. Baylis, proprietrix

Hotel de Vienna, Church St.

Alfred E. Dixon, proprietor

Jebsen & Co., Herm., merchants

Herm. Jebsen

W. Kohrmann
A. W. Schmidt

Katz Bros, merchants, 27, Beach St.

H. Katz, (Frankfort-on-Main)

A. Huttenbach (Europe)

M. Behr (Singapore)

L. Huttenbach
J. Heim, signs per pro., manager

general shipping and agencies

E. Huttenbach, manager, export

department, signs per pro.

E. Neithardt, manager, import de-

partment signs per pro.

Branch Houses : Katz Bros., Lon-
don and Singapore, H. Katz,
Frankfort-on-Main

Loveridge, T. C., draper and outfitter.

Beach Street

T. C. Loveridge

K. J. Lane
J. F. Dabbs

Liebert, Alfred, merchant
Alfred Liebert (Hamburg)

E. Kellmann, signs per pro.

Max. Jansen
Teoh Chye Seng, cashier and clerk

Tan Eng Choon, clerk

Mohd. S. Marikan, storekeeper

Soon Duan Loong, clerk

Logan & Ross, advocates and solicitors of

the Supreme Court, 2, Union Street,

George Town
D. Logan, barrister-at-law, solicitor-

general

Frederick J. C. Ross, barrister-at-law

T. H. Kershaw, do.

J. P. de Murat, managing clerk

P. B. Pereira

Chua Khee Pong
Hassan Huddin

Mansfield, Bogaardt & Co., merchante
T. Cornells Bogaardt (Singapore)

A. E. Turner, manager, signs perpro.

J. E. Romaney
C. Tinn Kung
Koor Mahomed
Mahomed Seyd

- —

Maynard & Co., Limited
(Head Office, Singapore.)

’*

H. R. Maynard, general manager *

H. Nelson, manager in charge

C. Grace, D.D.S., dentist, 34, Perak
Road

S. Scott

J. Ferrae
Guan Hoe

McIntyre, Matthew, general agent, 36,

Beach Street

Nauia, J. M., photographer, 8, Farquhar
Street

New Medical Hall
D. J. Hagerty
W. C. Brown, M.D.

Penang Cigar and Cigarette manufactory,

8, Farquhar Street

J. M. Nauta, proprietor

Penang Foundry Co., 37a, Beach Street

J. L. Wemyss, manager
J. Magness, timekeeper

.J. Nienkej, derk
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“ Penang Gazette,” Beacli Street

W. A. B. Cullin, proprietor

Penang Horse Repository
H. Lee, proprietor

G. P. Murray

Penang Hotel, 4, Light Street

Pestonjee & Co., Eiistonjee, merchants

Pilot Board
T. A. Fox, president

T. Heim
J. Allan
J. R. Watt

Presgrave & Glutton, advocates and soli-

citors, 15, Beach Street

Ed. W. Presgrave
Walter Glutton

V. Eeutens, managing cleric

Robinson & Co., outfitters, drapers, milli-

ners, dressmakers and tailors. Beach St.

P. Robinson (London)
J. P. B. Beal
J. W. Daudo
H. S. Haynes
B. H. Sledge

Sandilands, Buttery & Co., merchants, 1,

Beach St., established, 1863
John Buttery (London)
G. M. Sandilands
John Allan (London)

Jas. Gibson, signs per pro.

A. G. Wright
F. B. Sandilands

Tan Choo Khey, bookkeeper
E. F. Scully

Tong Ching Seng
Tan Seng Key
Tan Gim Chooi
Khan Joo Sin

Teoh Hean Wah
Branch House, John Buttery & Co., 5,

Mark Lane, London, E.C.

Sarkies & Co., auctioneers, commission
and estate agents, 15, Beach St.

Seth Anthony
T. Sarkies

Silva, Samuel de, land surveyor, Beach
Street

Schmidt, Eustermann & Co., merchants
C. Sturzenegger (Schaffhausen)
Martin Suhl (Hamburg)
E. Kliinder (Penang)
R. Brenner (Singapore)

E. Morstadt, signs per pro.

C. Siemers
J. C. Dorrinck
Thos. Tatlock

Ho Tek Cheong
Kiioo Kyo Leat

Smith & Co., Henry, merchants, ship

brokers, and commission agents, 35,

Beach Street

Henry L. Smith
Mahomed Heydun, clerk

Lim Khim Soon, cashier

Swee Joo & Co., merchants, 65, Beach St.

Thio Mah Kbit
Cheak Teow Eang
Lim Teow Saing
Gun Gnor Bee
Lee Thor Tee

Thio Mah Kbit

Tennent & Co., merchants, 17, Beach St.

Chas. Stanhope Tennent
W. H. Thomas
Mahomed Eusoof, clerk

Tahayah Merican, cashier

H. N. Merican, broker
A. M. G. Merican

Thomas, E. F., advocate and solicitor,

34, Beach Street

Edward F. Thopias
L. T. de Mello, managing clerk

Koon Tuck Chpon
Oh Joo Leng

Thoy Hane A Co., merchants, and army
and navy contractors. Beach Street

Oong Thoy Hane
Oong Boon Povr
Cheah Ing Huan, assistant

Oong Ah Kee, bookkeeper

Van Somereu ,
E. G.

,
advocate and solici *,

1, Union Street

E. G. van Someren
C. Logan, larrister-at-law, advo-

cate and solicitor

C. Eodyk
Lee Fook Phoy
Shaik Ibrahim
Khoo Cheng Chye



OEDEE OF HEE MAJESTY THE QUEEN IN COUNCIL,

FOE THE GOVEENMENT OF HEE MAJESTY’S

SUBJECTS IN CHINA AND JAPAN.

At the Court at Windsor, the 9th day op March, 1865.

Present :

—

THE QUEEN'S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY IN COUNCIL.

Whereas an Act of Parliament was passed in tlie Session of the sixth Preamble,

and seventh years of Her Majesty’s reign (chapter eighty) “for the better c.^so.

government of Her Majesty’s subjects resorting to Cliina”:

And whereas, by that Act it was enacted (among other thmgs) that

it should be lav?fnl for Her Majesty, by any Order or Orders made with
the advice of Her Privy Council, to ordain for the government of Her
Majesty’s subjects being within the dominions of the Emperor of China,
or being within any shiji or vessel at a distance of not more than one
hmidred miles from the coast of Chma, any law or ordinance which to

Her Majesty m Council might seem meet, as fully and effectually as any
such law or ordhiance could be made by Her Majesty in Council for the
government of Her Majesty’s subjects beuig within Her Majesty’s
Island of Hongtong:

And whereas, another Act of Parliament was passed in the same e and 7 Vict,

Session (chapter ninety-four) “to remove doubts as to the exercise of®-®^'

power and jurisdiction by Her Majesty within divers countries and places

out of Her Majesty’s dominions, and to render the same more effectual”

(to which Act the expression The Foreign Jurisdiction Act when hereafter
used m this Order refers)

:

And whereas, by The Foreign Jurisdiction Act it was enacted (among
other things) tliat it was and should be lawful for Her Majesty to hold,
exercise, and enjoy any power or jurisdiction which Her Majesty then had,
or might at any time thereafter have, within any country or place out of
Her Majesty’s dominions, in the same and as ample a manner as if Her
Majesty had acquired such power or jurisdiction by the cession or con-
quest of territory

:

And whereas. Her Majesty has had and now ha^s power and jurisdic-

tion hi the dominions of the Emperor of China, and m the dominions of

the Tycoon of Japan:
And whereas. Her Majesty was pleased from time to time, by and

with the advice of Her Privy Council, by Orders in Comicil of the several

dates hi the Schedule to this Order specified, to ordain laws and ordhiances
for the better government of Her Majesty’s subjects being within the
dominions of the Emperor of China, or being within certahi ships or
vessels at a distance of not more than one hundred miles from the coast
of Chhia, and to make provision for the exercise of Her Majesty’s power
and jurisdiction aforesaid in the dominions of the Emperor of China and
of the Tycoon of Japan respectively;

And whereas, it has seemed to Her Majesty, by and with the advice
of Her Privy Council, to be expedient at the present time to revise the
provisions of the said Orders, and to ordain further and other laws and
ordinances for the better government .of Her Majesty’s subjects being
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within the dominions of the Emperor of China, or being within such ships

or vessels as aforesaid, amd to make further and other provision for the

due exercise of Her Majesty’s power and jurisdiction aforesaid and par-

ticularly for the more regular and efficient administration of justice among
Her Majesty’s subjects resident in or resorting to the dominions of the

Emperor of China or of the Tycoon of Japan :

And whereas, imder the authority of provisions in this behalf ia the

first-recited Act contained, ordinances for the peace, order, and good
government of Her Majesty’s subjects within the dominions of the Em-
peror of China, or being witMn certain ships or vessels at a distance of

not more than one hundred miles from the coast of China, have been from
time to time made by the Superintendent of the Trade of Her Majesty’s

subjects in China (such Superintendent being also the Governor of Hong-
kong), with the advice of the Legislative Council of Hongkong, which

ordinances are known as Consular Ordinances;

And whereas such of those Consular Ordinances as are described in

the Schedule to this Order are now in force, wholly or in part, but they

are liable to repeal by order of Her Majesty in Council, and it is expedient

that they be repealed, such of their prorisions as are not intended to be

abrogated being consolidated with this Order:

Now, therefore, Her Majesty, by virtue of the powers in this behalf

by the first recited Act and The Forei'gn Jurisdiction Act, or either of

them, or otherwise in Her vested, is jjleased by and with the advice of Her
Privy Council to order, and it is hereby ordered, as follovrs

:

I.^—Preltminary.

1. This Order may be cited as The China and Japan Order in Coim-

cil, 1865.

2. In this Order

—

The term “China” means the dominions of the Emperor of China;

The term “Japan” means the dominions of the Tycoon of Japan:

The term “Minister” means the superior diplomatic representative of

Her Majesty for the time being, whether Ambassador, Envoy,

Minister Plenipotentiary, or Charge d’Aifaii’cs

:

The teinn “Chief Superintendent of Trade” means the Superintendent

of the trade of Her Majesty’s subjects in China for the time

being, or any person for the time being authorized to act as such :

The term “Consular Officer” includes every officer in Her Majesty’s

Consular Serrice, whether Consul-General, Consul, Vice-Consul,

or Consrdar Agent, or person authorized to act in any such

capacity in China or Japan: •

The term “ British vessels ” includes every vessel being a British

sliip within the meaning of The Merchant Shipping Act, 1854', or

any other Act of Parliament for the time being in force for the

regulation of merchant shipping,—a-nd any vessel owned wholly

or in part by any person entitled to be the owner of a British

sliip in the sense aforesaid,—and any vessel provided with saihng-

letters from the Governor or Officer administering the Govern-

ment of Hongkong, or from the Chief Superintendent of Trade :

The term “Treaty” includes Convention, and any Agreement, Eegula-

tions, Rules, Aiticle, Tariff, or other instrument annexed to a

Treaty, or agreed on in pursuance of any stipulation thereof :

The term “month” means calendar month:
Words importing the plural or the singular may be construed as

referring to one person or thing or more than one person or

tiling, and words importing the masculine as referring to

females (as the case may require).
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3. The provisions of this Order relating to Biitish subjects apply to British subjects,

all subjects of Her Majesty, whether by birth or by naturalization.

The provisions of this Order relating to foreigners apply to subjects Foreigners,

of the Emperor of China and of the Tycoon of Japan respectively, and
subjects or citizens of any State other than China or Japan (not being

enemies of Her Majesty).

II.—Geneeal Provisions ebs?ecting Her Majesty’s
Jurisdiction.

4. All Her Majesty’s jurisdiction exercisable in China or in Japan for h . Majesty’s

the judicial hearing and daterniination of matters in difference between

British subjects, or between foreigners and British subjects,—or for tlie

administration or control of the property or persons of British subjects,—or
‘

for the repression or punishment of crimes or offences committed by British

subjects,—or for the maintenance of order among British subjects,—shall

be exercised under and accor'ling to the jirovisions of this Order, and not

otherwise.

5. Subject to the other provisions of tins Order, the civil and criminal Baw or^ngiand

jurisdiction aforesaid shall, as far as circumstances admit, be exercised
'

upon the principles of and in conformity with the Common Law, the Rules

of Equity, the Statute Law, and other Law for the time being hi force in

and for England, and with the powers vested in and according to the course

of procedure and practice observed by and before Courts of Justice and
Justices of the Peace in England, according to their respective jurisdictions

and authorities.

6. Except as to offences made or declared such by this Order, or by I'Tiat to ba

b3gmation or ilule made under it— acts.

Any act other than an act that would by a Court of Justice having
criminal jurisdiction in England be deemed a (’rime or offence making the

person doing such act liable to punishment in jii -land, shall not, hi the

exercise of criminal jurisdiction under this Order, be deemed a crime or

offence making the person doing such act liable to punisliment.

III.—Constitution op Her Majestv’s Court.
I.

—

The Supreme (Jotirt at Shanghai.
7. There shall be a Court styled Her Britannic Majesty’s Supreme style and seal of

Court for China and Japan. supreme Court.

The Supreme Court shall have a seal bearing its style and such
device as one of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State from time to

time directs.

8. The Supreme Court shall hold its ordinary sittings at Shanghai, Place of sitting,

or, on emergency, at any other place within the district of the Consulate of

Shanghai
;
but may at an’’ time transfer its ordinary sittings to any such

place in China as one of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State or

Her Majesty’s Minister in China approves.

9. There shall be one Judge of the Supreme Court.
_

Judge.

He shall be appointed by Her Majesty, by warrant under Her Royal Appointment,

sign manual.
He shall be a subject of Her Majesty (by birth or naturalization) who Quidifioation.

at ihe time of his appointment is a member of the bar of England, Scotland,

or r jrtnd, of not less than seven years’ standing, or has filled the office of

Assistant Judge or Law Secretary in the Supreme Court, or the office of

Judge or Legal Vice-Cousul or Law Secretary in Her Majesty’s Consular
Service.

10. The Judge may from time to time, in case of his absence or in- Deputy of

tended absence from the district of the Consulate of Shanghai, either in

the discharge of his duty or with permission of one of Her Majesty’s
Principal Secretaries of State, or in case of illness, appoint, by writmg un-
der his hand and the seal of the Supreme Court, a fit person to be his
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deputy for the time therein mentioned
;
hut every such appointment shall

be revocable, at pleasure, by the Judge, by writing under his hand and the

seal of the Supreme Court.

The person so a^fpointed shall, during the continuance of his appoint-

ment, have all the hke power and authority as the Judge.

11. During a vacancy in the ofhee of Judge, or on emergency, a fit

person approved by one of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State, or

(in the absence of notice to Her Majesty’s Minister in China of any such

approval) by Her Majesty’s Minister in Chuia, may temporarily be and act

as Acting Judge, with all the powers and authority of the Judge.

12. There shall be attached to the Supreme Court

—

(1.) An Assistant Judge.

(2.) A Law Secretary.

(3.) So many of&cers and clerks as one of Her Majesty’s Principal

Secretaries of State may from time to time think fit.

13. The Assistant Judge shall be appointed by Her Majesty, by war-

rant under Her Eoyal sign manual.

14. The Assistant Judge shall hear and determine such matters^ and

questions arising in suits and proceedings of a civil nature, originally msti-

tuted in the Supreme Court, as are from time to time especially referred

to him by the Judge ;
but m every such case any party to the suit or pro-

ceeding shall be entitled as of course to a re-hearing before the Judge.

15. The Assistant Judge shall hear and determine in summary way

such criminal charges originally brought before the Supreme Court as may

be lawfully so heard and determined, and as are from time to time referred

to him by the Judge.
.

16. In case of the absence or illness of the Assistant Judge, or during

a vacancy in the office of Assistant Judge, or during the tempoiary employ-

ment of the Assistant Judge in any other capacity, or on emergency, the

Judge may, by wilting under his hand and the seal of the Supreme Court,

appmnt the Law Secretary, or any fit person approved by one of Her

Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State, or by Her Majesty’s Minister m
China, to act as Assistant Judge for the time therem mentioned

;
but every

such appointment shall be revocable, at pleasure, by the Judge, by wntmg

under his hand and the seal of the Supreme Court.

The Law Secretary, or other person so appointed, shall dmmg the

conthiuance of his appointment, have all the power and authorities of the

Assistant Judge. „ , ,

17. The Law Secretary shall be appointed by Her Majesty by warrant

luider Her Eoyal sign manual.

18. The Law Secretary shall be the Eegistrar of the Court.

19. The Law Secretary shall hear and determine such matters and

questions arising in suits and proceedings of a civil nature originally

instituted in tlie Supreme Court as the Judge from time to time for the

despatch of urgent business thmks fit to refer esjjecially to him, but in

every such case any party to the suit or proceeding shall be entitled, as of

course, to a rehearing before the Judge.
.

20. The Law Secretary shall discharge such duties in connexion with

the conduct of criminal prosecutions as the Judge from time to time directs.

21. The Law Secretary shall hear and determine in a summai’y way

such criminal charges originally brought before the Supreme Court as may

be lawfully so heard and determined, and as the Judge from time to time

for the despatch of urgent business thinks fit to refer specially to h™.

22 In case of the absence or illness of the Law Secretary, or durmg

a vacancy in the ofiice of Law Secretary, or during the temporaiy employ-

ment of the Law Secretary in any other capacity, or on emergency, the

Judge may, by writing under his hand and the seal of the Supreme Court,
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appoint any fit person approved by one of Her Majesty’s Principal Secre-

taries of State, or by Her Majesty’s Minister in China, to act as Law
Secretary for the time therein mentioned

;
but every such appointment

shall be revocable, at pleasure, by the Judge, by writing mider his hand
and the seal of the Supreme Court.

The person so appointed shall, during the continuance of his appoint-

ment, have all the power and authority of the Law Secretary.

23. The Judge, Assistant Judge, and Law Secretary shall hold office Tenure of office

during the pleasure of Her Majesty, but any warrant of appointment to Assistant Judge,

the office of Judge, Assistant Judge, or Law Secretary shall not be vacated
Dy reason only of a dennse of the Crown.

In case at any time Her Majesty thinks fit by warrant under Her
Royal sign manual to revoke the warrant appomting any person to be
Judge, Assistant Judge, or Law Secretary,—or while there is a Judge,
Assistant Judge, or Law Secretary in office, thhiks fit by warrant under
Her Royal sign manual to appoint another person to be Judge, Assistant
Judge, or Law Secretary (as the case may be),—then and in every such
case, until the warrant of revocation or of new appointment is notified

by Her Majesty’s Minister m China to the person holding office, all powers
and authorities vested hi that person shall continue and be deemed to have
continued in as full force,—and he shall continue and be deemed to have
continued entitled to all the privileges and emoluments of the office as fully,

and all things done by him shall be and be deemed to have been as vahd
in law,—as if such warrant of revocation or new appointment had not
been made.

24. One of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State may, and Her Consular officers

Majesty’s Ministers in China and Japan respectively, with the approval
of the Judge of the Supreme Court m each instance first obtained, from
time to time temporarily attach to the Supreme Court any persons holding
appointments as Consuls or Vice-Consuls. 1

Every person so attached shall discharge such duties ui connexion
with the Court as the Judge from time to time, with the approval of one
of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State, directs, and shall have the
like power and authority as the Assistant Judge or Law Secretary has,
according as in each case the nature of the duties directed to be discharged
by the person so attached may require.

2.

—

-The Provincial Courts.
25. Each of Her Majesty’s Consuls-General, Consuls, and Vice-

coultsfo beConsuls (holding a commission as such from Her Majesty) resident in heid'^by consuia

China or ui Japan (with the exception of HerMajesty’ s Consuls at Shanghai,
“commissioned)^

and with such other exceptions as one of Her Majesty’s Prmcipal Secre- or by Acting

taries of State at any time thhiks fit to make),—or any person acting v?e°e.^onBuls
temporarily, with the approval of one of Her Majesty’s Principal Secre-
taries of State or of Her Majesty’s Minister in China or in Japan, as and
for a Consul-General, Consul, or Vice-Consul, so commissioned as afore-
said, shall, for and in his own Consular district, hold and form a Court
styled Her Britannic Majesty’s Court at \_Ganton or as the case may 5e],
hereafter in the Order called a Provincial Court.

^

Each Provmcial Court sha,ll have a seal bearhig its style and such Seal,

device as one of Her Majesty’s Prmcipal Secretaries of State from time
to time directs.

IV.

—

Juries.—^Assessors.
26. Every male British subject resident in China or in Japan,—being Queiiflcation of

of the age of 21 years or upwards,—being able to speak and readEnghsh,
having or earning a gross income at the rate of not less than 250 dollars

a year,—not having been attainted of treason or felony, or convicted of any
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crime that is infamous (imless he has ohtamed a free pardon) and not
being under outlawiy,—shall he qualified to serve on a jiuy.

27. All persons so qualified shall be liable so to sei've, except the
following :

—

Persons in Her Majest/s Diplomatic, Consular, or other Ch-il service
in actual emjfiojment

;

Officers, clerks, keepers of prisons, messengers, and other persons
attached to or in the service of any of Her Majesty’s Courts

;

Officers and others on full pay in Her Majesty’s Navy or Amiy, or in
actual employment m the service of any Department connected
therewith

;

Persons holding appointments in the Civil service, and Commissioned
Ofiicers in the Naval or Military service of the Emperor of China
or of the Tycoon of Japan

;

Clerg^Tiien and ministers in the actual discharge of professional duties

;

Advocates and attorneys in actual practice

;

Physicians, surgeons, and apothecaries in actual practice

;

And except persons disabled by mental or bodily infinnity.
28. On or before the 14th day of September, in the year 1865, and or

before the 14th day of Januaiy m every subsequent year, each Court shall
make out a list of the persons so qualified and liable, resident within its

district.

The list shall, on or before the 21st day of the same respective month,
be affixed m some conspicuous jfiace in the Coiud;, and shall be there
exliibited until the end of that montli, with a notice annexed that on a day
specified, not being sooner than the 7th nor later than the 14th day of the
then next mouth, the Court will hold a sj^ecial sitting for the revision
of the list.

The Court shall hold such special sitting accordingly, and at such
sitting, or at some adjournment thereof (of which public notice shall be
given), shall revise the list by striking out the name of any person
appearing to be not qualified or not liable to serve, and by inserting the
name of any person omitted and appearing to be so qualified and liable,

either on the appheation of the person omitted, or on such notice to him
as the Court things fit.

The hst shall be finally revised and settled not later than the 21st
day of October in the year .1865, and not later than the 21st day of
February in every subsequent year, and when settled shall be aifixed in
some cous2)icuous place in the Court, and be there exhibited during not
less than two months.

Such list, as settled, shall be brought into use in the year 1865, on
the 1st day of November, and in every subsequent year on the 1st day of
March, and in every case shall be Used as the jury hst of the Court until
the 1st day of March next after the time of its being brought into use.

29. Where, in jmrsuance of this Order, a jury is ordered, the Court
shall summon so many of the persons comijrised in the jury hst, not
fewer than fifteen, as seem requisite.

Any person faihng to attend according to s\ich summons shall be
hable to such fine, not exceeding 50 dollars, as the Court thmks fit to
imjiose.

Any such fine shall not be levied until after the expiration of 14
days. The i^rojxjr oliicer of the Court shall forthwith give to the person
fined notice in writing of the imposition of the fine, and require him
within six days after receipt of the notice to file an affidavit excusing his

non-attendance (if he desires to do so). The Court, shall consider the
affidavit, and may, if it deems projjer, remit the fine.

30. A jury shall consist of five jui'ors.
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31. Ill civil aiid iii criminal cases the like chall 'iiges shall be aUo-wed Challenges,

as in England, with this addition,—that in civil cases each party may
challenge three jurors peremptorily.

32. A juiy shall be required to give an unanimous verdict. Unanimity.

33. Where a Provincial Court proceeds, in pursuance of this Order,

to hear and detennine any case, civil or criminal, -with Assessors, the court —
Court shall nominate and summon as Assessors, not less than two and 4ri?iSber-
not more than four indifferent British subjects of good rejiute, resident quaiiiicationa;.

in the district of the Court.
Wliere, however by reason of local circumstances, the Court is able

to obtain the presence of one fit person only as Assessor, the Court may
sit with him alone as Assessor

;
and where for like reason the Court is

not able to obtain the presence of any fit person as Assessor, the Court
may (notwithstanding anything in this Order) sit without an Assessor

;

but in every such case the Coiu-t shall record in the minutes of proceedings
its reasons for sitting with one Assessor only, or without an Assessor.

34. An Assessor shall not have voice or vote in the decision of the and functions.

Coui*t in any case, civil or criminal
;
but an Assessor dissenting in a civil

case from any decision of the Cotxrt, or in ,a cidminal case from any
decision of tire Court, or the conviction, or the amoimt of punishment
awarded, may record in the minutes of proceedimrs his dissent and the

grounds thereof
;
and an Assessor dissenting shall be entitled to receive

gratis a cei’tified copy of the minutes.

V. JuEISDICTIOU AND AUTHORITIES OE HeR MaJESTY’s CoURTS.

I.

—

T.n General.

35. All Her Majesty’s jurisdiction, civil and crimanal, exercisable in Ordinary

China, shall, for and within the district of the Consulate of Shanghai,
,°j^^5rcHon of

be vested exclusively in the Supreme Court as its ordinary original Supreme Court,

jurisdiction.

36. All Her Majesty’s jurisdiction, civil and criminal, exercisable in JnriadicHon o

China, beyond the district of the Consulate of Shanghai and not under
this Order vested exclusively in the Suprenae Court,—and all Her
Majesty’s jurisdiction, civil and criminal, exercisable in Japan and not
mider this Order vested exclusively in the Supreme Court,—shall to the
extent and in the manner provided by this Order, be vested in the
Prortneial Court, each for and within its oivn district.

37. The Supreme Court shall ha.ve, in all matters civil and poncurrent

criminal, an extraordinary original jurisdiction throuerhout China, and with

Japan, concinrent with the jurisdiction of the several Provincial Courts,
courts'*"'*^

such extraordinary jurisdiction to be exercised subject and according to

the provisions of this order.

38. Tlie Judge of the Supreme Court may, from time to time, visit

in a magisterial or judicial capacity any Provincial Court, and there Courts!’’*

inquire of, or hear and detennine, any case, civil or criminal, pending in

that Court, or arising within its district,—or, from time to time, may
appoint the Assistant Judge or the Law Secretary of the Supreme Court
to visit in the like capacity and for the like pmrpose anj'^ Provincial Court.

39. A Provincial Court may, of its own motion, or on the application Reference ofoaie
of any person concerned, report to the Supreme Court the pendency of y Pj-ovincmi to

any case, civil or criminal, which appears to the Provincial Court fit to
be heard and determined by the Supreme Coiud.

The Supreme Court shall thereuixm direct in what mode and where
the case shall be heaixl and determined, and (notwithstanding anything
in this Order) the same shall be so heard and determined accordingly.

40. Every Court shall, in the exercise of every part of its respective Conrta of

jurisdiction, be a Court of Eecord. Eecord.
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41. The Judge of the Supreme Court may from time to time admit
fit persons to practice in the Supreme Court as barristers, attorneys, and
sohcitors, or in any of those capacities.

The Judge of the Supreme Court may, from time to time, siibject to

the approval of one of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State, make
Rules for regmlating the admission of persons to practise as aforesaid in

Provincial Courts.

42. Her Majesty’s Consul at Shanghai shall have all the powers and
authorities of the Sheriff of a county in England, with all the privileges

and immunities of the office, and as such Sheriff shall be charged with

the execution of all decrees, orders, and sentences made and passed by
the Supreme Court, on the requisition in that behalf of the Supreme
Court.

43. Each Provincial Court shall execute any writ, order, or warrant

issuing from the Supreme Court and directed to the Provincial Court,

—

and may take security from any person named therein for his ap*pearance

personally, or by attorney, according to the writ order, or warrant
;
or

warrant
;
or may cause such person to be taken in custody or otherwise,

to the Supreme Court, or elsewhere in China or Japan, according to the

writ, order, or warrant.
44. Any of Her Majesty’s Courts in China or in Japan may execute

any writ, order, or warrant issuing from the Supreme Court of Hongkong,
and accompanied by a request for such execution in writing under the seal

of that Court and may take security from any person named in any such

writ, order, or warrant for his apj)earance personally, or by attorney, at

Hongkong
;
or may cause any such person to he taken in custody, or other-

wise, to Hongkong, according to the writ, order, or warrant.

45. Any of Her Majesty’s Judicial or Consular Officers shall not be

liable to action for the escape of any person taken under any writ, order,

or warrant of the Supreme Court of Hongkong.
46. Her Majesty’s several Courtsin China and Japan shall be auxiliary

to one another in all particulars relative to the administration of justice,

civil or criminal.

47. Each Provincial Court shall every six months furnish to the

Supreme Court for China and Japan a report respecting every case, civil

and criminal, brought before it, in such form as the Judge of the Supreme
Court from time to time directs.

II .—In Civil Matters.

Reconciliation and Aebiteation.
48. Every Court may promote reconciliation, and encourage and

facilitate the settlement in an amicable way of any suit or proceeding

pending before it.

49. A Court may, with the consent of the parties, refer to arbitration

the final determination of any suit or proceeding pending before it, or of

all matters in difference between the parties, on such terms and with such

directions as to appointment of an arbitrator and other things as may seem

fit, and may, if it think fit, take from the parties, or any of them, security

to abide by the result of the reference.

In any such case the award shall be final and conclusive.

On the application of any party a decree of the Court may he entered

in conformity with the award, and such decree shall not lie open to any

appeal or re-hearing whatever.

50. Every agreement for reference to arbitration, or submission to

arbitration, by consent, may, on the application of any party, be made a

rule of a Court having jurisdiction in the matter of the reference or

submission, which Court shall thereupon have power and authority to

enforce the agreement or submission and the award made thereunder, and
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to control and regulate tlie proceedings before and after the award in such

manner and on such terms as may be just.

General Authorities of Courts.

51. The Supreme and every other Court shall be a Court of Law and Law and

Equity.

Special Authorities of Courts.

52. The Supreme and every other Court shall be a Court of Bank- Bankruptcyt

ruptcy, and as such shall, as far as circumstances admit, have (as to a

Provincial Court, for and within its own district), with respect to British

subjects and to their debtors and creditors, being either British subjects

or foreigners submitting to the jurisdiction of the Court, aU such juris-

diction as for the time being belongs to the Court of Bankruptcy and the

County Courts in England, or to any other judicial authority having for

the time being jurisdiction in Bankruptcy in England.
53. The Supreme and every other Court shall (as to a Provincial coroner,

Court, for and within its own district) have and discharge all the powers,

rights, and duties appertaining to the office of Coroner in England,

—

summoning when necessary a jury of not less than three persons com-
prised in the jury list of the Court.

Any person faihug to attend according to such stunmons shall be liable

to the like fine, to be levied in the like manner, as in this Order provided

with reference to juries in civil and criminal proceedings.

54. The Supreme Court shall be a Vice-Admiralty Court, and as such Admiralty,

shall, for and within China and Japan, and for vessels and persons coming
to and within China or Japan, have all such jurisdiction as for the time
being ordinarily belongs to Vice-Admiralty Courts in Her Majesty’s

possessions abroad.

55. The Supreme Court shall, as far as circumstances admit, have in L.,naoy,

itself exclusively, for and within China and Japan, with respect to British

subjects, all such jurisdiction relative to the custody and management of

the persons and estates of persons of unsound mind, as for the time being
belongs to the Lord Chancellor or other person or persons in England
intrusted by virtue of Her Majesty’s sign manual with the care and com-
mitment of the custody of the persons and estates of persons found by
inquisition in England, idiot, lunatic, or of unsound mind.

56. The Supreme Court shall be a Court for Matrimonial Causes, and Matrimonial

as such shall, as far as circumstances admit, have m itself exclusively, for

and within China and Japan, with respect to British subjects, all such
jurisdiction, except the jurisdiction relative to dissolution or nudity or

jactitation of marriage, as for the time being belongs to the Court for

Divorce and Matrimonial Causes in England.
57. The Supreme Court shad be a Court of Probate, and as such shad,

idminfstration
as far as circumstances admit, have for and within China and Japan, with

’

respect to the property of British subjects, having at the time of death
their fixed places of abode in China or Japan, ad such jurisdiction as for

the time being belongs to Her Majesty’s Court of Probate in England.
A Provincial Court shad, however, also have power to grant probate

or administrations where there is no contention respecting the right to

the grant, and it is proved on oath that the deceased had at the time of

his death his fixed place of abode vrithin the jurisdiction of the Provincial

Court.

Probate or administration granted by a Prov. irial Court shad have
effect over ad the property of the deceased wi.hin China and Japan,
and shad effectuady discharge persons dealing with an executor or ad-
ministrator thereunder, and that, notwithstanding any defect afterwards
appears in the grant.
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Sucli a grant gliall not be impeachable by reason only that the de-
ceased had not at the time of his death his fixed place of abode within the
particnlar jurisdiction.

Any person having in his possession or under his control any paper
or writing of a deceased British subject, being or purporting to be testa-
mentaiy, shall forthwith bring the original to the Court within the district
whereof such person is at the time of his first knowledge of the death of
the deceased, and deposit it there.

Any person neglecting to do so for fourteen days after haying know-
ledge of the death of the deceased shall be liable to such penalty, not
exceeding 250 dollars, as the Court thinks fit to impose.

59. From the death of a British subject, haring at th.e time of death
his fixed place of abode in China or dajian, intestate, until administration
is granted, his personal property within China and Japan shall be rested
m the Judge of the Supreme Court., as the personal propert.y of an intestate
in England is rested in the Judge of Her Majesty’s Court of Probate
there.

60. If any person, other than one of Her Majesty’s Consular Ofiicers,

takes possession of and in any manner administers any part of the personal
property of any person deceased, without obtaining probate or administra-
tion within tlix’ee months after the death of the deceased,— or within one
month after the termination of any suit or dispute respecting probate or
administration (if there is any such which is not ended within two months
after the death of the deceased), he shall be liable tu such penalty not ex-
ceeding 500 dollars as the Court liaxung jurisdiction in th.e matter of the
propeify of the deceased thinks fit to impose ; and in ercry such case the
same fees shall be payable by the person so aclministering as would haye
been payable by hnn if he had obtained probate or administration.

61. Where a British subject, not ha'ving at the time of death his fixed

place of abode in China or Japan, dies there, the Court within whose dis-

trict he dies shall, Avhere the circumstances of the case appear to the Court
so to require, foithwith on the death of the deceased, or as soon after as
may be, take possession of his personal ^)roperty within the particular
jurisdiction, or put it under the seal of the Court (in either case, if the
nature of the property or other circumstance so require, making an inyen-
tory) and so l-:eep the property imtii it can be dealt with according to law.

CaPcs for trial

Yiithjuiy,

Provincial
Consular
Court,—cases
tor Assessors.

Trial with a Jury.
62. Wliere a suit originally instituted in the Supreme Court relates

to money, goods, or other property, or any matter at issue of the amount
or yalue-of 1,500 dollars or upwards,—or is brought for recovery of dam-
ages of the amount of 1,500 dollars or xipwards,—the suit shall, on the
demand of either party, be, under order of the Coixrt, tried \rith a jury.

In any cases (except where, according to the Rules of tlie Court, the
suit is to be heard and fletenniued in summary way) a suit so instituted
may be tried evith a jury, if the Court of its own motion, or on the ap-
plication of either party, thinks fit so to order.

One of Her Majesty’s .Principal Secretaines of State, may, by order
und'.'r his hand, extend the present provision to any Provincial Court,
whore it appears to him there is a sufficient Jury list.

Trial with Assessors.

63. Wliere a suit instituted in a Provincial Court relates to money,
goods, or other property of a less amount or value than 1,500 dollars,—or
does not relate to or involve, directly or indirectly, a question respecting
any matter at issue of the amount or value of 1,500 dollars or up-wards,—or
is brought for recovery of damages of a less amount than 1,500 dollars,

—

the Court may hear and detennine tlie case without Assessors.
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In all other case.s the Court (subject to the proyisions of this Order

respecting inabihty to obtain an A-Ssessor) shall hear and determine the

case with Assessors.

III .
—hi Crhninal Matters.

64. Every Court may cause to be apprehended and brought l:)efore it Power of
_

any British subject being within the district of the Court and charged over^rHish"
with having committed a crime or offence in China or in Japan, and may subjeota.

deal with the accused according to ihe jurisdiction of the Court and in

conformity with the provisions of this Girder ;—or where the crime or

offence is triable, and is to be tried, m Her Majesty’s dominions, may take

the prehminary examination, and commit the accused for trial, and cause

or allow him to be taken to the place of intended trial.

65. Where a person charged with having committed a crime or offence Accused es^^ap.

in the di.striet of one Court escapes or removes from that district, and is districtT°

found widilu tlie district of another Court, the Couid within the distinct

of wliich he is found may proceed in the case to examination, indictment,

ti'ial, and jiunishment, or in a summary way (as the case may require) in

the same manner as if the crime or offence had been committed in its own
district ;—or may, on the requisition or with the consent of the Court of

the district in wliich the crime or offence is charged to have been committed
send him in custody to that Court, or require him to give security for his

surreu' ler to that Court, there to answer the charge, and be dealt with
according to law.

Where any person is to be so sent in custody, a warrant shall be issued

by tlie Court -nothin the district of which he is found, and such warrant
shall be sufficient authority to any person to whom it is directed to receive

and detain the person therein named, and carry him to and deliver him up to

the Court of the district witliin which the crime or offence was committed
according to the warrant.

66. Where a warrant or order of arrest is issued by a competent Bacinng of

authority in Her Majesty’s dominions for the apprehension of a British

subject, who is charged with having committed a crime or offence within ciommions.

the jurisdiction of the authority issuing the warrant or order, and who is,

or is supposed to be, in China or Japan, and the warrant or order is

jiroducfxl to any Court., the Court may back the warrant or order
;
and the

same, when so baclced, shall lie sufficient authority to any person to whom
the warrant or order was originally directed and also to any constable or

other officer of the Court by which it is backed, to apprehend the accused
at any place -where the Court by which the warrant or order is backed has
jurisdii tion, and to carry him to and deliver him up in Her Majesty’s
dominions according to the warrant or order.

67. Where any person is charged -with the commission of a crime or sending of

offence, the cognizance whereof appertains to any of Her Majesty’s Coui-ts tiongk^ngfor

in China or Japan, and it is expedient that the crime or offence be encjuired tnai.

of, tried, deteimined, and punished -within Her Majesty’s dominions, the

accused may (under The Foreign Jurisdiction Act, section 4), be sent for

trial to Hongkong.
The Judge of the Supreme Court may, where it appears expedient, by

warrant imder his hand and the seal of the Supreme Court, cause the

accused to be taken for trial to Hongkong accordingly.

Where any person is to be so taken to Hongkong, the Court before

which he is charged shnll take the preliminary examination, and shall send
the deposition to Hongl.ong, and (if it seems necessary or proper) may
bind over such of the pu-oper -witnesses as are British subjects in their

o-wn recognizances to apipiear and give evidence on the trial.

68. All crimes which in England are capital shall be tried by the supreme

Judge of the Supreme Court with a jury. Court,—Jury.
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Other crimes and offences above the degree of nusdemeanonr, tried

before the Judge, Assistant Judge, or Law Secretary of the Supreme

Court, and not heard and determined in a summaiy way, shall be tried

with a Jmy.
Any crime or offence tried before the Judge, Assistant Judge, or Law

Secretary of the Supreme Court, may be tried vdth a Jury, where the

Judge, Assistant Judge, or Law Secretary so directs.

Subject to the foregoing provision, such classes of ci'iminal cases

tried before the Judge, Assistant Judge, or Law Secretary of the Supreme

Court, as the Judge, having regard to the law and practice existing in

England, from time to time directs, shall be heard and determined in a

summaiy way.
69. TVhere any person is sentenced to suller the punishment of death,

the Judge of the Supreme Court shall forthwith send a report of the

sentence, with a copy of the minutes of proceedings and notes of evidence

in the case, and with any observations the Judge thinks fit, to Her Ma-

jesty’s Minister in China or in Japan, according as the crime is committed

in China or in Japan.
i j- 4.-

The sentence shall not be carried into execution -without the direction

of Her Majesty’s Minister in China or in Japan (as the case may be) m
writing under his hand.

_ _ .

In any such case, if Her Majesty’s Minister in China or in Japan

(as the case may be) does not direct that the sentence of death be caiiied

into execution, he shall direct what jiunishment in lieu of the punish-

ment of death is to be uiflicted on the person convicted, and the person

con-victed shall be liable to be so punished accordingly.

70. Where the crime or offence -with which any person is charged

before a Provincial Court is any crimo or offence other than assault;

endangering hfe, cutting, maiming, arson, or house-breaking, and appears

to the Court to be such that, if proved, it would be adequately piiiusiied

by imprisonment, with or vithout hard labour, for a teim not exceeding

three mouths, or by a fine not exceeding 200 dollap, the Court shall hear

and determine the case in a summary way, and without Assessors.
^

In other cases the Court shall hear and determine the case on indict-

ment and -with Assessors (subject to the provisions of this Order respect-

ing inability to obtain an Assessor).

71. A Provincial Court may impose the punishment of imprisonment

for any term not exceeding twelve months, with or -without hard labour,

and with or -without a fine not exceeding 1,000 dollars, or the punishment

of a fine not exceeding 1,000 dollars without imprisonment.
^

72. Where the crime or offence with which any person is charged

before a Provincial Court appears to the Court to be such that, if P^ove^

it would not be adequately punished by such punishment as the C^rt

has power to impose, and the accused is not to be sent for tnal to Her

Majesty’s dominions, the Court shall reserve the case to be heard and

determined by or under the special authority of the Supreme Court.

The Pro-nneial Court shall take the depositions, and torth-with send

them, with a minute of other e-ddence, if any, and a report on the case,

to the Supreme Court.
4.1

The Supreme Court shall direct m what mode and wliere the case

shall be heard and detenuined, and (notwithstanding anjdhmg m this

Order) the same shall be so heard and determined accordingly.

73 Every Court and authority in imposing and inflicting pimish-

ments, and Her Majesty’s Ministers in Cliina and in Japan m tmg

what punishment is to be inflicted in heu of &e punishment of derth,

shall have regard, as far as circumstances admit, and subject to the ^her

pro-visions of this Order, to the punishments imposed by the law of Eng-
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land in like cases, and to tlie mode in which the same are inflicted in

England.
74. Any Court (but, in the ease of a Provincial Court, subject to the Payment of

approval of the Supreme Court), may order any person convicted before offended;

it of any crime or offence to pay all or any part of the expenses of, or

preliminary to, his trial and of his unprisonment or other punishment.
75. Where it appears to any Court that any charge made before it is or by accuser

malicious, or is frivolous and vexatious, the Court may order all or any
part of the expenses of the prosecution to the paid by the person making
the charge.

76. In either of the two last-mentioned cases, the amount ordered to Recovery of

be paid shall be deemed a debt due to the Crown, and may, by virtue

of the order, without further proceedings, be levied on the property of the

person convicted or making the charge, as the case may be.

77. Where any punishment has been awarded by the Supreme or

any other Court, then, if the circumstances of the ease make it just or punishment,

expedient, the Judge of the Supreme Court may at any time, and from
time to time, report to one of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of

State, or to Her Majesty’s Minister in China or in Japan (according as

the crime or offence was committed in China or Japan), recommending a
mitigation or remission of the punishment

;
and on such recommendation

any such puuishment may be mitigated or remitted by direction of the

authority to whom the report is made.
But no such recommendation shall be made with respect to any

punishment awarded by a Provincial Court, except on the recommendation
of that Court, or on the dissent of an Assessor (if any) from the conviction,

or from the amount of punishment awarded.
78. The Judge of the Supreme Court may, where it seems expe<iient,

by warrant under his hand and the seal of the Supreme Court, cause any fu china or

offender convicted before any Court and sentenced to imprisonment, to be
taken to and im2:)risoned at any place in China or in Japan, from time to

time approved by one of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State as

a place of imprisonment for offenders.

A warrant of the Supreme Couid shall be sufficient authority to the

Grovernor or keeper of such place of imprisonment, or other person to

whom it is directed, to receive and detain there the person therein named,
accoiding to the warrant.

79. Wliere any offender convicted before a Court in China or in Japan
is sentenced to suffer imprisonment in respect of the crime or offence of dominiona.

which he is convicted, and it is expedient that the sentence be carried mto
effect witliin Her Majesty’s dominions, the offender may (under The
Foreign Jurisdiction Act, section 5) be sent for imprisonment to

Hongkong.
The Judge of the Supreme Court may, where it seems expedient, by

warrant under his hand and the seal of the Supreme Court, cause the
offender to be taken to Hongkong, in order that the sentence passed on
him may be there carried into effect accordingly.

80. The Judge of the Supreme Court shall, when required by one of in criminal

Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State, send the Secretary of State tricMetary*
a report of the sentence passed by the Judge, Assistant Judge, or Law state.

Secretary of the Court in every case not heard and determined in a sum-
mary way, with a copy of the minutes of proceedings and notes of evidence,
and the Judge may send with such report any observations he thinks fit.

Every Provincial Court shall forthwith send to the Judge of the
Supreme Court a report of the sentence passed by it in every case not
heard and detennined in a summary way, with a copy of the minutes
of proceedings and notes of evidence, and with any observations the
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Court thinks fit. The Judge of the Supreme Court shall, when required

by one on Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State, transmit the same

to the Secretary of State, and may send therewith any observations he

thinks fit.

VI.

—

Wae, Insueeection, oe Rebellion.

81. If any British subject commits any of the following offences, that

'^1.1 In China, while Her Majesty is at peace with the Emperor of

China, levies war or takes part in any operation of war against the

Emperor of China, or aids or abets any person in carrymg on war,

insurrection, or rebellion against the Emperor of China.

(2.) In Japan, while Her Majesty is at peace with the Tycoon ot J apan,

levies war or takes part in any operation oi war against the tycoon

of Japan, or aids or abets any person in cariying on war, insurrec-

tion, or rebellion, against the Tycoon of Japan; every person so

offending shall be deemed giulty of a misdemeaiionr, and on con-

viction thereof shaU he hahle (in the discretion of the Court before

which he is convicted) to be punished by impnsonment for any teim

not exceedmg two years, with or without hard labour, and witli or

without a fine not Exceeding 5,000 doUars, or by a fine not exceeding

6,000 dollars without imprisonment.
^

In addition to such iinnishment every such conviction shaU ot itselt,

and without further proceedings, make the person convicted hable o

deportation ;
and the Court before which he is convicted may oide

that he he deported from China or Japan to such place as the Court

^^*^82.
If any British subject, without the licence of Her Majesty (proof

whereof shall lie on the party accused) takes part in any operation ot war

in the service of the Emperor of China ag-ahist any person engaged m
carrying on war, insurrection, or rebeUion agamst the Emperor of China,

he shall he deemed ginlty of a misdemeanour, and on conviction theieo

shall he hable (in the discretion of the .Court before which he is coniacted)

to be punished by imprisonment for any terra not exceeding two yeais,

with or without hard labour, and with or ivithout a fine not exceeding

5,000 dollars, or by a fine not exceeding 5,000 dollars without

impnso
before which any person charged with having com-

mitted such a misdeumanour as in the two last precedmg A^’t^^les mentiono

is brought is a Provincial Court, the Court shall report to the Judge of

the Supreme Court the pendency of the case.

The Jndm of the Supreme Court shall thereupon direct in what mode

and where the case shall be heard and deter^ned, and (iiotwithst.mi^g

anything in this Order) the case shaU be so hoard and determined actoid-

inely.
VII.—Teeaties and Eeoulations.

_ ^ M +

84 If any British subject in China or in Japan violates or fads o

observe any stipulation ot in, Treaty between Her

snceessors, and tie Emperor of China, or the Tycoon ot

time bein-^ in force, in respect of the violation .whereof any penalty is

stipnlated"for in the Treaty, he shaU he deemed guilty of

the Treaty, and on conviction thereof under this Order shall he hable to

a penalty not exceeding the penalty stipulated for in the Trea y.

^ 85. Her Majesty’s Minister ill Chma may from time to time make

such Regulations as seem fit for the peace, order, and good government o

British subjects resident in or resoiling to Chma, and for the observance

of the stipulations of Treaties between Her Majesty, her heirs

and the Emperor of China, and for maintenance of friendly relations
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between British subjects and Chinese subjects and authorities, and may
malce any such res^'uiations apply either throughout China or to some one

or more of the Consular districts in China, and may by any such Eegula-

tions repeal or alter any Regulations made for any such purpose as

aforesaid before the commencmnent of this Order.

Any such Regulations shall not have effect unless and until they are

approved by IJer Majesty, such approval being signified through one of

Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State,—save that in^caseof urgency,

declared m any such Regulation, the same shall have effect unless and

until they are disapproved by Her Majesty, such disapproval being

signified through one of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State,

and notification of such disapproval is received and published by Her

Majesty’s Minister in China.

86. Such Regulations may impose penalties for offences agamst the penaittea,

same, as folio .vs; namely,—for each offence imprisomnent for any term

not exceeding three montbs, with or without hard laimur, and with or

witb.out a fine not exceeding 500 dollars, or a fine not exceeding 500 dollars

witiiout imorisouinent,—and with or without further fine for continuing

offenee.s not" e.xceellng in any case 25 dollars for each day during which

the offence continues after the oi’iginal fine i.s incurred,—but so that all

such Regulations be so framed as to allow m every case of part only of

the maxi nuin pCiialty being indicted.

87. All such Regulations shall be printed, and a printed copy thereof Publication,

shall be affixed and at all times icepp exhibited con'.piciiously in the,public

offiee of each Consular Ofiieer in China, to whose district the Regulations

apply.

Printed copies of the Regubxtions applicable to each district shall he

provided and sold therein at snch reasonable prices as Her Majesty’s

Minister in China from time to time directs.

83. rio penalty shall be enforced in any Consnlar district for any vvhen psnuUies

offence against any su.eb Regulation until the regulation has been so affixed

and kept exhibited in the public office of the Consular officer for that

district during one month.

85. For the purpose of convicting any person committing an offence

against any such Regnlation, and for all other purposes, a printed copy of

the Re •ulation purporting to he certified under the haud of Her Majesty’s

Minister in China, or ualer the hand and consular seal of one pi Her
Majesty’s Consnlar Officers in China, shall be conclusive evidence- of the

Regnlation; and no proof of the hand-writing or seal purporting to

certify same shill he required.

9d. The foregoing provisions relative to the making, printing, puhlica- Recuiations foi;

tion, enforce.nenb, and proof of Regulations in and for China shall extend

and apply, mnt.in.'ils, to the making, printing, publication, enforce-

menCand proof of Regnlation in and for jap.in, with the substitution only

of Japan for China, and of tbe Tycoon of Japan for the Emperor of China,

and o'f Hu Majesty’s Mi lister in Jap in for Her Mijesty’s Minister in

China, aul of Her Majesty’s Consular Officers in Japan for Her Majesty’s

Consular Officers in China.

91. Any charge under this order of an offence agamst any Treaty or Trial of offsaoas^

against any such Regulation as aforesaid, shall be eii juired of, heard, and
determined in like manner in all respects as any ordinary criminal charge

may be inquired of, heird, and determined under this Order, subject only

to this qnafification,—that (notwithstanding anything in this Order) every

charge of an offence against any Treaty or against any Regnlation for the

observance of the stipulations of any Treaty shall be heard and determined

in a summary way, aad (svhere the proceeding is before a Provincial

Court) without Assessors.
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VIII.

—

Unlawful Trade with Japan.

92. All trade of Britisli subjects in, to, or from any part of Japan,

except such ports and towns as are for the time being open to British

subjects by Treaty between Her Majesty, her heirs or successors, and the

Tycoon of Japan, is hereby declared unlatuful.

If any person engages in such trade as a principal, agent, ship-owner,

ship-master, or supercargo, he shall be deemed guilty of a misdemeanour,

and on conviction thereof shall be liable to punished (in thfi discretion of

the Coui-t before which he is convicted) by imprisonment for any term

not exceeding two years with or without hard labour, and with or without

a fine not exceeding 10,000 dollars without imprisonment.

93. If the Court before which any person charged with having

committed such a misdemeanour is brought is a Provincial Court, the

Court shall report to the Judge of the Supreme Court the pendency of

the case.

The Judge of the Supreme Court shall thereupon direct m what mode

and where the case shall be heard and determined, and (notwithstan^ng

anything in this Order) the case shall be so heard and determined

accordingly.

94. The Officer commanding any of Her Majesty’s vessels of war, or

any of Her Majesty’s Naval Officers authorised in this behalf by the

Officer having the Command of Her Majesty’s Naval Forces in Japan, by

writing under his hand, may seize any British vessel engaged or reasonably

suspected of being or having been engaged m any trade by this Order

declared unlawful, and may either detain the vessel, with the master,

officers, supercargo, crew, and other persons engaged in navigating the

vessel, or any of them, or take or cause to be taken the vessel, and the

master, officers, supercargo, crew, and other persons aforesaid,^ or any of

them, to any port or place in Japan or elsewhere, convenient for the

prosecution of a charge for the misdemeanour alleged to have been

committed.
Any such vessel, master, officers, supercargo, crew, and persons may

lawfully be detained at the place of seizure, or at the port or place to which

the vessel is so taken, under the authority of any such officer, or of any

of Her Majesty’s Consular Officers in China or Japan, until the conclusion

of any proceedings taken in respect of such misdemeanour.

IX.—Japanese Waters.

95. When and as often as it appears to Her Majesty’s Miuister in

Japan that the unrestricted entrance of British vessels into, or the

unrestricted passage of British vessels through, any straits or other water

in Japan may lead to acts of disturbance or violence, or. may othenvise

endanger the maintenance of peaceful relations and intercourse between

Her Majesty’s subjects and the subjects of the Tycoon of Japan, Her

Majesty’s hlinister may make any regulation for proliibiting or for

restricting, in such manner as seems expedient, the entrance or passage of

any British vessel (other than a vessel of war of Her Majesty) into or

through any such strait or other water as aforesaid, as defined in the

Kegulation.

Her Majesty’s Minister may from time to time revoke or alter any

such Eegulation.

96. The foregoing provisions of this Order relative to the making,

printing, publication, enforcement, and proof of Eegulations to be made by

Her Majesty’s Minister in China, and to the mode of proceeding in respect

of any charge for an offence against any such Eegulations, shall extend

and apply, mutatis mutandis, to any Eegulation made by Her Majesty s

Minister in Japan, as last aforesaid.
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97. If any person navigating a Britisli vessel wilfully violates, or seizure of Tessel.

wilfully attempts to violate, any sucli Eegulation, the officer commanding
any vessel of war of Her Majesty, or in charge of any boat belonging to

such vessel of war, may use force for the purpose of compelling hun to

desist from the violation or attempted violation of the Eegulation, and if

it appears necessary or expedient may seize the vessel, and such Command-
ing Officer may either dettim her at the place of seizure, or take her, or

cause her to be taken to any port or place in Japan or elsewhere where the

offender may be moi’e conveniently prosecuted for such offence.

Any such vessel may lawfully be detamed at the jjlace of seizure, or

at the port or place to which she is so taken, under the authority of any
such Commanding Officer, or of any of Her Majesty’s Considar Ofidcers in

Japan, until the conclusion of any proceedings taken m respect of the
offence.

X. PiKACY.
98. Any British subject being in China or in Japan may be proceeded Jurisdiction as

against, tried, and punished luider this Order for the crime of piracy

wherever committed.
99. If the Court before which a British subject charged with the crime

of piracy is brought is a Provincial Coui't, the Court shall report to the

Judge of the Supreme Court the pendency of the case.

The Judge of the Supreme Court shall thereupon direct hi what mode
and where the case shall be heard and determined, and (notwithstandhig

anything in this Order) the case shall be so heard and determined accord-

ingly.

XI.—Offences against Eeligion.

100. If any Biitish subject is g-uhty of publicly deriding, mockhig, or Punishment in

insulting any rehgion established or observed m China or in Japan—or of foi^wfeluTOit

pubhely offering any insult to any religious service, feast, or ceremony <^0 religion

established or kept in any part of Chma or hi Japan, or to any place for uTstitutionL

worship, tomb, or sanctuary belonging to any such religion, or to the

ministers or professors thereof,—or of wilfully committing any act tendhig

to brhig any such rehgion or its ceremonies, mode of worship, or observances

into hatred, ridicule, or contempt, and thereby to provoke a breach of the

pubhe peace,—he shall be liable (hi the discretion of the Court before

which he is convicted) to imprisonment for any term not exceeding two
years, with or ivithout hard labour, and with or without a fine not exceed-

ing 500 dollars, or to a fine not exceeding 600 dollars without imprisonment.
Notwithstandhig anything in tins Order, every charge against a British

subject of havhig committed any such offence shall be heard and deter-

mined hi a summary way, and any Provincial Court shall have power to

impose the punishment aforesaid.

Her Majesty’s Consular Officers shall take such precautionary

measures as seem to them proper and expedient f( r the prevention of

such offences.

Xn.—Authobity within 100 Miles of the Coast of China.
101. Where a British subject, being after the commencement of this jurisdiction of

Order hi China or in Japan, is charged with having committed, either

before or after the commencement of this Order, any crime or offence

within a British vessel at a distance of not more than 100 miles from the
coast of China,—or ivithhi a Chinese or Japanese vessel at such a distance

as aforesaid,—or within a vessel not laivfully entitled to claim the protec-

tion of the flag of any State, at such distance as aforesaid,—any of

Her Majesty’s Courts in China or in Japan within the jurisdiction

whereof he is foimd may cause him to be apprehended, and brought
before it, and may take the preliminary examination and commit him for

trial.

Report by
Proviucial Court,
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102.

—If the Court before which the accused is brought is a Provin-
cial Court, the Court shall report to the Judge of the Supreme Court the
pendency of the case.

The Judge of the Supreme Court shall thereupon direct in what mode
and where the case shall be heard and determined, and (notwithstanding
anything m this Order) the case shall be so heard and detennmed accord-

ingly.

103. The provisions of this Order relative to crimes and offences, and
proceedings in criminal matters, shall in all respects, as far as may be,

extend and apply to eveiy such case, in like manner as if the crime or

offence had been committed in China or Japan.

104. Where a British subject being after the commencement of this

Order in Hongkong, is charged with having committed, either before or

after the commencement of this Order, any crime or offence within any
British, Chinese, Japanese, or other sbich vessel at such a distance as

aforesaid, the Supreme Court at Hongkong shall have and may exercise

authority and jurisdiction with respect to the crime or offence as fully as

if it had been committed in Hongkong.-
105. Her Majesty’s Minister in China or in Japan, the Judge or

Assistant Judge of the Supreme Court, and any of Her Majesty’s Cojisular

Officers in China or m Japan, or the Governor or i>erson administering the

Government of Hongkong, on receiving satisfactory infonnation that any
soldier, sailor, marine, or other person belonging to any of Her Majesty’s

Military or Naval forces, has deserted therefrom, and has concealed himself

in any British, Chmese, Japanese, or other such vessel at such a distance

as aforesaid, may, in pursuance of such information, issue liis warrant for

a search after and apprehension of such deserter, and on being satisfied

on investigation that any person so apprehended is such a deserter, shall

cause him to be "with all convenient speed taken and delivered over to the

nearest military station of Her Majesty’s forces or to the officer ^n com-

mand of a vessel of war of Her Majesty serving in China or Japan, as the

case may require.

XIII.

—

Deportation.

106. (i.) When it is shown oii oath, to the satisfaction of any of H n-

Majesty’s Courts in China or in Japan that there is reasonable ground to

apprehend that an/ British subject in China or in Japan is about to commit

a breach of the pu lie peace,—or that the acts or conduct of any British

subject in China or in Japan are or is hkely to produce or excite to a breach

of the public peace,—the Court within the jurisdiction whereof he happens

to be may cause him to be brought before it, and require hini to give

security to the satisfaction of the Court, to keep the peace, or for his future

good behaviour, as the case may require.

(ii.) Where any British sul)ject is convicted, under this Order, of any

crime or offence, the Court within the jurisdiction whereof he hajipens to

be may require him to give security to the satisfaction of the Court for his

future good behaviour.

In either of the cases, if the person required to give security fails to

do so, the Court may order that he be deported from China or Japan to

such place as the Court directs.

107. In any case where an order of deportation is made under this

Order the Court shall not, without the consent of the person to be deported,

direct the deportation of any person to any place other than Hongkong or

England.
108. A Provincial Court shall forthwith report to the Judge of the

Supreme Court any order of deportation made by it, and the grounds

thereof.
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The Judge of the Supreme Court may reverse the order, or may confinu

it with or without variation, and in case of confirmation, shall direct it to

be carried into effect.

109. The person to be deported shall he detained in custody until a Time of

1 j' • deportation^
fit time and opportunity for his deportation arrive.

The Judge of the Supreme Court shall then (and in the case of a

person convicted, either after execution of the sentence or while it is in

course of execution) by warrant cause him to he taken to the place of

deportation.

110. The Judge of the Supreme Court may order that the person to Order for

be deported do pay all or any part of the expense of, or preliminary to his

deportation.

111. The Judge of the Supreme Court shall forthivith report to one Report of

of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State any order of deportation

made or confirmed by him, and the grounds thereof, and shall also inform

Her M^'jfisty’s Ministers in China and Japan of the same.

112. Where any person is deported to Hongkong, he shall on his

arrival there be delivered, with the warrant under which he is deported, Hongkong,

into the custody of the Chief Magistrate of Police of Hongkong, or other

oflS.cer of Her Majesty there lawfully actmg as such, who, on receipt of the

person deported, with the warrant, shall detain him and shall forthwith

report the case to the Governor or person administering the Government
of Hongkong, who shall either by warrant (if the circumstances of the case

appear to him to make it expedient) cause the person so deported to be

taken to England, and in the meantime to be detained in custody (so that

the period of such detention do not exceed three months), or else shall

discharge him from custody.

113. If any person deported retimis to Chma or Japan -without the Punjejiment for

peiTniosion of one of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State, in writing
"''‘’as-

under his hand (which permission the Secretary of State may give) he shall

be guilty of an offence against this Order, and shall be liable on conviction

thereof to punishment (in the discretion of the Court before which he is

convicted) by imprisonment for any teim not exceeding one month, with

or Avithout hard labour, and with or -without a finenot exceeding 200 dollars,

or by a fine net exceeding 200 dollars, without imprisonment, and also to

be forthwith agam deported in manner herembefore provided,

XIV.

—

Eegisteation of British Subjects.

114. Every British subject resident in China or Japan,—being of the age Annual registra-

of 21 years or upwards, or being married, or a -widoiver or widow, though
under that age,—shall, in the month of January in the year 1866, and every

subsequent year, register himself or herself in a register to be kept at the

Consulate of the Consular district withni ivhich he or she resides,—subject

to this qualification, that the registration of aman shall be deemed to include

the registration of liis wife (unless she is livmg apart from him), and that

the registration of the head of the family, whether male or female, shall

be deemed to include the registration of all females, being relatives of the

head of the family (in whatever degree of relationship) living under the

same roof -with the head of the family at the time of his or her registration.

Every British subject not so resident arriving at any place in China Registration of

or Japan where a Consular Officer is mamtained, unless borne on the

muster roll of a British vessel there arriving, shall, -within one month
after his or her arrival, register himself or herself in a register to be kept
at the Consular Office, but so that no such person shall be required to

register himself or herself more than once in any year, reckoned from the

1st day of January.
Any person failing so to register himself or herself, and not excusing Penalty,

his or her failure to the satisfaction of the Consular Officer, shall not be
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entitled to be recognized or jjrotected as a Britisli subject in China or
Japan, and shall be liable to a fine not exceeding ten dollars for each
instance of snch failure.

Fee. 115. Every person shall on every registration of himself or herself

pay a fee of such amount as one of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of

State from time to time by order under his hand appoints, such amoimt
either to be unifonn for all persons, or to vary according to the circums-
tances of different classes, as the Secretary of State from time to time by
such order directs.

Certificate. 116. The Consular Officer shall issue to every person so registered a
certificate of registration under liis hand and Consular seal; and the name
of a -wife (unless she is li%'ing apart from her husband) shall be indorsed
on her husband’s ceidificate; and the names and descriptions of females
whose registration is included in that of the head of the family shall be
indorsed on the certificate of the head of the family.

XV. PoKEIGNERS. FOREIGN TRIBUNALS.
Suits by
fcreiguers
(gainst British
lubjecte.

Compulsory
•ttendsBoa of
British subjects
before foreign
tribun.sls.

117. Where a foreigner desires to institute or take any suit or

proceeding of a civil nature against, a British subject, the Supreme or

other Court according to its jurisdiction, may entertain the same, and
where any such suit or proceeding is entertahied shall hear and determine
it according to the provisions of this Order, and of the Rules made under
it apjilicable in the case,—either by the Judge, Assistant Judge, Law
Secretary, or proper Consular Officer sittmg alone (or with Assessors
when the case so requires), or, if (in any case where a trial with a jury
may by had under tliis Order) all parties desire, or the Court thinks fit to

direct, a trial with a juiy, then, but not othei'wise, by the Judge, Assistant

Judge, Law Secretaiy, or proper Consular officer, with a jury.

118. Where it is shoivn to any of Her Majesty’s Courts that the

attendance of a British subject to give evidence, or for any other purjiose

connected with the administration of justice, is required in a Chinese or

Japanese Court, or before a Chinese or Japanese judicial officer, or in a
Court or before a judicial officer in Chma or Jajian of any State in amity
with Her Majesty, the Court may, in cases and under circumstances which
would require the attendance of that British subject before one of Her
Majesty’s Courts in China or Japan, and if it seems to the Court just and
expedient so to do, make an order for the attendance of the British subject

in such Court or before such judicial officer and for such purpose as

aforesaid,—but so that a Provincial Court shall not have power to make
an order for such attendance of a British subject at any place beyond the

particular jurisdiction of the Court.

Any British subject, duly seiwed ivith such an order, and with reason-

able notice of the time and place at which his attendance is required, failing

to attend accordingly and not excusing his failure to the satisfaction of the

Court makmg the order, shall be liable to a fine not exceeding 500 dollars,

or to imprisonment for any term not exceeding one month, in the discretion

of the Court.

XVI.—Appeal to Supreme Court.

1 .
—In Civil Cases.

leave to appeal nq. Where any decision of a Provincial Court, sitting with or without
0 e 0 aine

. ^gg(,ggQj.g^ ig given ill a ciifil case in respect of a sum or matter at issue of

the amount or value of 250 dollars or upwards, or detemiines, directly or

indirectly, any claim or question respecting property of the amount or value

of 250 dollars or upwards,—any party aggrieved by the decision may apply

to the Provincial Court for leave to appeal to the Supreme Court, and shall

be entitled to leave on the terms prescribed by the Rules made under this

Order, and subject to any restrictions and exceptions tlierein contained.
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lu aiiv other case the Provuicial Court may, if it seems just and

expedient, give leave to appeal on like terms.

In any case the Supreme Court may give leave to appeal on such terms

as seem just.

2 .—Criminal Cases.

120. Where any person is convicted otherwise than in a summary way

of a crime or offence the Court or officer trying the case may, if it seems fit,

reserve for the consideration of the Supreme Court any question of law

arising on trial.

The Coui-t or Officer shall then state a special case, setting out the

question reserved, with tlie facts and circumstances on which it arose, and

shall send the case to the Supreme Court..

121. Where any person is convicted in a summary way of a crime or

offence, and is dissatisfied with the conviction as being erroneous in point

of law, the Court or Officer trying the case may, on liis application in writmg,

and on compliance by him with any terms prescribed by the Rules made

under this Order, state a special case, setting out the facts and the grounds

of the conviction, for the opmion of the Supreme Court, and send it to

that Court.

122. Where a special case is stated, the Court or Officer stating it shall,

as seems fit, either postpone judgment on the conviction, or respite execution

of the judgment, and either commit the person convicted to jirison, or take

proper security for him to appear and receive judgment or render hunself

in execution (as the case may require) at an appointed time and place.

123. The Supreme Court shall hear and determine the inatter,

and thereupon shall reverse, affinn, or amend, the judgment, conviction,

or sentence m question,—or set aside the same, and order an^ entry to

be made in the minutes of proceedings to the effect that in the judgment

of the Supreme Court the person convicted ought not to have been con-

victed,—or arrest the judgment, or order judgment to be given a a

subsequent sitting of the Court or Officer stating the case,—or make such

other order as justice requires—and shall also give all necessary and proper

consequential directions.

124. The judgment of the Supreme Court shall be delivered in opm
Court after the public hearing of any argument offered on behalf of the

prosecution or of the person convicted.

125. Befoi’e delivering judgment the Supreme Court may, if necessary,

cause the special case to be amended by the Court or Officer stating it.

126. If on an application for a special case, on a summary conviction,

it seems to the Court or Officer that the application is merely frivolous,

but not otherwise, the Court or Officer may refuse to state a case.

A Court or Officer so refusing shall forthwith send to the Supreme

Court a report of the sentence, with a copy of the minutes of proceedings

and notes of evidence, and any observation the Court or Officer thinks fit,

and ^vith a copy of the application for a special case.

The Supreme Court shall examine the report and documents so sent,

and, unless the Supreme Court is of opinion that the application was merely

frivolous, shall, on the application in that behalf of the appellant, if made
with one moJith after the refusal of a special case, proceed to hear and

determme the matter according to the foregoing provisions as nearly as

may be as if a special case had been stated.

On conviction
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XVII.

—

Rules of Procedure.

127. Ta*' .Tuilg 1 of the Supremo Court may, from time to time, frame

Rules for any purpose for which it is before m this Order expressed or oTsupremo

implied that Rules of procedure or practice are to be made, and also for Court,

the regulation of procedure and pleading, forms or writs, and other pro-
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ceedings, expenses of witnesses and prosecutions, costs and fees, Li chdl
and in crimmal cases, in tlie Supreme Court and other Courts, including
the regulation of cross-suits and the adndssion of counter-claims, and the
regulation of jjroceedings thereon, and for the regulation of appeals to the
Supreme Court from the other Courts m civil and in crimural cases, and
t.f rehearings before tlie Judge of the Supreme Court, and may thereby
impose reasonable penalties.

Rules affecting the conduct of civil suits shall be so framed as to

secure, as far as may be, that cases shall be decided on their merits accord-

ing to substantial justice, without excessive regard to technicalities of

pleading or procedure, and ivithout minecessary delay.

Rfiles framed by the Judge shall not have effect unless and until they

are approved by one of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State,—
save that in case of urgency declared in any Rules framed by the Judge,

with the approval of Her Majesty’s Minister in China, the same shall have
effect, unless and until they are disapproved by one of Her Majesty’s

Principal Secretaries of State, and notification of such disapproval is

received and pubhshed by the Judge.

128. A Copy of the Rules for the time bemg m force shall be kept

exhibited conspicuously in each Court and Consulate in Cliina and Jaj^an.

Printed copies shall be provided and sold at such reasonable price as

the Judge of the Supreme Coiut from time to time dii'ects.

No penalties shall be enforced m any Court for the breach of any
Rule until the Rule has been so exhibited m the Court for one month.

129. A printed copy of any Rule, purportmg to be certified under the

hand of the Judge of the Supreme Comb and the seal of that Comb, shall

be for all purposes conclusive e-vddence of the due framing, approval, and
publication of the contents thereof.

130. Prom and after the commencement of any Rrdes made by the

Judge of the Siipreme Comb mider this Order, all Rules and Regulations

theretofore made by the Chief Superintendent of Trade m China, or by
Her Majesty’s Consul-General hr Japan, in respect of any matter m respect

Avhereof the Judge of the Supreme Court is by this Order authorised to

make Rules shall cease to operate.

XVIII.

—

Appeal to Hee Majesty in Council.

131. Where any final decree or order of the Supreme Cour is made
hi a civil case hi respect of a sum or matter at issue of the amount or value

of 2,500 dollars or iipivards,—or detemunes directly or indirectly any claim

or question respecting property of the amount or value of 2,500 dollars or

upwards,—any party aggrieved by the decree or order may, withhi fifteen

days after the same is made, apply by motion to the Supreme Comb for

leave to appeal to her Majesty hi Comich.

132. If leave, to appeal is applied for by a party adjudged to pay money
or perform a duty, the Supreme Court shall direct either that the decree

or order appealed from be carried into execution, or that the execution

thereof be suspended, pending the appeal, as the Court considers to be in

accordance with substantial justice.

133. If the Court directs the decree or order to be carried into execu-

tion, the party in whose favour it is made shall, before the execution of it,

give security to the satisfaction of the Comb for the due perfonnance of

such order as Her Maj..‘rty hi Council may think fit to make.

134. If the Court directs the execution of the decree or order to be

suspended pending the appeal, tlie party against whom the decree is made,

shall, before any order for suspension or execution, give security to the

satisfaction of the Court for the due performance of such order as Her

Majesty in Council may think fit to make.
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135. Ill all cases security shall also be given by the appellant to the Security on

satisfaction of the Court to an amount not exceeding 2,500 dollars for the

prosecution of the appeal, and for payment of all such costs as may be

awarded to any respondent by Her Majesty in Council, or by the Lords of

the Judicial Committee of Her Majesty’s Privy Council.

136. If the last-mentioned security is given within one month fromLerve to appea

the filing of motion paper for leave to appeal, then, and not othei wise, the

Supreme Court shall give leave to appeal.

137. In any case other than the cases hereinbefore described, the Leave in other

Siijireme Court may give leave to api^eal on the terms and in the manner®*®^*’'

aforesaid if it consider it just or expedient to do so.

138. In every case where leave to ajrpeal is given as aforesaid, theLiieriy to

appellant shall be at liberty to prefer and prosecute his appeal to Her
Majesty in Council according to the rules for the time being in force

respecting appeals to Her Majesty in Council from Her colonies, or sirch

other rules as Her Majesty in Council from time to time thuiks fit to make
concerning appeals from the Supreme Court.

139. Nothing in tills Ox'der shall affect the right of Her Majesty
rights^of appeal*"^

any time, on the humble petition of a party aggrieved by a decision of the

Supreme Court in a civil case, to admit his ajipeal thereon on such terms
and hi such manner as Her Majesty m Council may tlinik fit, and to deal

with the decision appealed from in such manner as may be just. .

140. "Where any judgment, order, or sentence of the Supreme Court Appeal on

is given, made, or jiassed in the exercise of either original or appellate from supreme

criminal jurisdiction, the party charged with the crime or offence, if he
considers the judgment, order, or sentence to be erroneous in pohit of law,

may appeal therefrom to Her Majestym Council, provided that the Supreme
Court declares the case to be a fit one for such appeal, and that the ajipellant

complies with such conditions as the Supreme Court estabhshes or requires,

subject always to such luiles as from time to time Her Majesty hi Council

thinks fit to make in that behalf.

XTX.—General Provisions.

141. Nothing in tins Order shill be deemed to affect Her Majesty’s Saving for

prerogative of pardon. ... Spar®(iom®

142. Except as in this Order exjiressly provided, iiothhig in this Order Saving for

shall preclude any of Her Majesty’s Consular Officers in China or in^o””^^
Consular

Japan from performing any act not of a judicial character, that Her
Majesty’s Consular Officers there might by law or by virtue of usage or

sufferance, or otherwise, have performed if this Order had not been made.
143. Every of Her Majesty’s Consular Officers shall, as far as there is Reconciliation

proper opportunity, promote reconciliation, and encourage and facilitate the
litigation,

settlement hi an amicable way, and without recourse to litigation, of matters

in difference between British sut'jects in China or in Japan.
144. Every signature or seal affixed to any instrument purporting to Presumption as

be the signature of the Judge of the Supreme Court, or of any officer or and'seais?'^*^

person acting under this Order, or to be the seal of any of Her Majesty’s

Courts in Clihia or hi Japan, shall for all purjioses under this Order, without
any proof thereof, be presumed to be genuhie, and shall be taken as gentune
until the contrary is proved.

145. In every case, civil or criminal, heard hi any Court proper mhiutes
of the proceedings shall be draivn up, and shall be signed by the Judge or

Officer before wdioih the jiroceediags are taken, and sealed with the seal of

the Court, and shall, where Assessors are present, be open for their inspection,

and for their signature if concurred in by them.
The minutes, with depositions of witnesses and notes of evidence taken Minutes cf

at the trial, by the Judge or Officer, shall be preserved in the public office

f the Court.
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146. Ill a civil case auy Court inav order sucli cost or costi, cliarges,
aud expenses, as to the Court seem reasonable, to he paid by any party to
the proceeding, or out of any fund to which the proceeding relates.

147. Any Court, either of its own motion, or, in civil cases, on the
application of any party to any suit or proceeding or reference, may summon
as a witness any British subject in China or in Japan,—but so that a
Provincial Court shall have jjower so to summon British subjects in its

own district only.

Auy Bi'itish subject, duly served with such a summons, and with
reasonable notice of the time and place at which his attendance is required,
failing to attend accordingly and not excusing his failure to the satisfaction
of the Court, shall, over and above any other liability to which he may he
subject, be liable to a fine not exceeding 500 dollars, or to imprisonment
for any term not exceeding one month, in the discretion of the Court.

148. In civil cases any Court may, where the cu-cumstances ajipear to
justify it, order that the expenses of a ivitness, on his appearing to give
evidence, shall be defrayed by the parties or auy of them.

149. Any person apijearing before a Court to give evidence in any case,

civil or criminal, may be examined or give ertdence on oath in the form or
with the ceremony that he declares to be binding on his conscience.

150. Any British subject wilfully giving false evidence in any suit or

proceeding, civil or criminal, or on any reference, shall, on conviction thereof,

he deemed guilty of wilful and corrupt perjury.
151. All costs and all charges and expenses of witnesses, prosecutions,

punishments, and deportations, and other charges and exj^enses, and all

fees, fines, forfeitures, and pecuniary penalties payable under this Order,
may be levied by distress and seizure and sale of ships, goods, and lands

;

and no bill of sale, or mortgage, or transfer of property, made with a view
to security in regard to crimes or offences committed, or to he committed,
shall be of aiiy avail to defeat any provisions of this Order.

152. All fees, fines, forfeitures, confiscations, and pecuniary penalties

by treaty appropriated or payable to the Oovermnent of China, or to that

of the Tycoon of Japan, shall he carried to the public accounts, and he
applied in diminution of the public expenditure on account of Her Majesty’s
Courts in China and Japan

;
but if the Grovernment of China or that of the

Tycoon of Japan declines to receive any confiscation or pecuniary penalty
by treaty appropriated or payable to it, the same shall be applied as other

confiscations aud pecuniary penalties are applicable.

153. Whenever under this Order any person is to be taken in cirstody

or otherwise, for trial or imprisonment, or by way of deportation, or for

any other jmrpose, to the Supreme Court or elsewhere in China or Japan,

or to Hongkong, England, or elsewhere, the Court or other authority by
this Order aiithorized to cause liim to be so taken, may for that purpose
(if necessary) cause him to be embarked on board one oc Her Majesty’s

vessels of w'ar, or if there is no such vessel available, tiieu on board any
Britisli or other fit vessel, at any port or jfiace, whether within or beyond
the particular jurisdiction or district of that Court or authority, and in

order to such embarkment may (if necessary) cause him to be taken, in

custody or otherwise, by laud or by water, from any place to the port or

place of embarkment.
Tlie writ, order, or warrant of the Sujirem j Court for China and Japan,

or of a Provincial Court iu China or Japan, or of the Supreme Couii; of

Hougkong, or the warrant of the Oovernor or person administering the

Grovernment of Hongkong (as the case may be), by virtue whereof any
person is to be so taken, shall be sufficient authority to every constable,

officer, or other person acting thereunder, and to tlie commander or master

of any vessel of war, or other vessel (whether the constable, officer, or other
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person, or tlie vessel or tlie coiiiinaiider or master thereof, is named therein

or not), to receive, detain, take, and dehver up such person, according to

the writ, order, or warrant.
j • x

Where the writ, order, or warrant is executed under the unmediate

direction of the Court or authority issuing it, the writ, order, or warrant

shall be delivered to the constable, officer, or other person acting there-

under, and a dupheate thereof shall be dehvered to the commander or

master of anv vessel in which the person to whom the writ, order, oi

warrant relates is embarked.
Where the writ, order, or warrant issues from the Supreme Court

for China and Japan, and is executed by a Provincial Court m China or

Japan,—and where the writ, order, or warrant issues from the Supreme

Court of Honglfong, and is executed by any of Her Majesty s Courts in

China or Japan,—a copy thereof, certified under the seal of the Court

executing the same, shall be delivered to the constable, officer, or other

person acting thereunder, and to the commander or master of any vessel

in which the person taken is embarked ;
and any such copy shall be for

all purposes conclusive evidence of the Order of which it purports to be

^ copy.

154. Subject to the other provisions of this Order, all expenses of

removal of prisoners and others from or to any place in China or Japan, prisoners, &o.

or from or to Hongkong, and the expenses of deportation and of the

sendmg of any person to England, shall be defrayed as the expenses

relating to distressed British subjects are defrayed or in such other

manner as one of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State from time

to time directs.

155. If any British subject wilfully obstructs, by act or threat, an
J’lJstjfiJ’cTions or

officer of a Court in the performance of his duty,

—

Or within or close to the room or place where a Court is sitting

wilfidly behaves in a violent, tlireatening, or disrespectful manner, to the

disturbance of the Court, or the terror of the suitors or others resorting

thereto,

—

Or wilfully insults the Judge, Assistant Judge, or Law Secretary of

the Supreme Court, or any Consular Officer, or any Juror or Assessor, or

any clerk or officer of a Court during his sitting or attendance in Court,

or in going to or returning from Court,

—

He shall be liable to be immediately apprehended by order of the

Court, and to be detained until the rising of the Court, and further, on

due inquiry and considemtion, to be punished Avith a fine not exceeding 25

dollars, or imprisonment for any term not exceedmg seven days, at the

discretion o? the Court, according to the nature ani circumstances of

the case.

A muiu‘:e shall be made and kept of every such case of punishment,

recording the facts of the offenc and the extent of the punishment, and

in the case of a Provincial Court, a copy of such minute shall be fortliAvith

sent to the Supreme Court.

156. If any clerk or officer of a Court acting under pretence of the ffisconduot nf

process or authority ofthe Court is charged with extortion, or with not duly ° ° ^
i

paying any money levied, or with other misconduct, the Court may (Avithout

prejudice any other liability or punishment to Avhich the clerk or officer

would in the absence of the present proAUsion be liable) inquire mto the

charge in a summary way, and for that purpose • immon and enforce tne

attendance of all necessary persons in like manner as the attendance oi

Avitnesses and others may be enforced in a suit, and may make such order

thereupon for the repayment of any money extorted or for the due payment

of any money levied, and for the payment of such damages and costs as
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the Court thinks just; and the Court may also, if it thinks fit, impose
such fine upon the clerk or officer, not exceeding 50 dollars for each offence,
as seems just.

157. Any suit or proceeding shall not be commenced in any of Her
Ma jesty’s Courts in China or Japan or in any Court of Hongkong, against
any person for anything done or omit cd in pursuance or execution or
intended execution of this Order, or of any Regulation or Rule made
under it, unless notice in writing is given by the intending plaintiff or
imosecutor to the intended defendant one month at least before the
commencement of the siiit or proceeding, nor unless it is commenced
within three mouths next after the act or omission complained of, or, in
case of a continuation of damages, Avithin three months next after the
doing of such damage has ceased.

The plaintiff in any such shall not succeed if tender of sufficient
amends is made by the defendant before the commencement thereof

;
and

if no tender is made, the defendant may, by loaA^e of the Court, at any
time pay into Court such sum of money as he flunks fit, whereupon such
proceeding and order shall be bad and made in and by the Court as may
be bad and made on the pajTuent of money into Court in an ordinaiy
suit.

XX.—Hongkong.
158. Where a warrant or order of ai-rest issued by any of Her Majesty’s

Courts in China or Japan for the apprehension of a British subject, w'ho
is charged with having committed a ciime or offence within the jurisdiction
of the Court issuing the warrant or order, and who is or is supposed to
be in Hongkong, and the Avarrant or order is produced to any of Her
Majesty’s Justices of the Peace in and for Hongkong, such Justice may
back the warra.nt or order, and the same when so backed shall be sxifficient

authority to the person to whom the warrant or order was originally

directed, and also to any constable or other peace officer in and for
Hongkong, to aj)prebend the accused in Hongkong, and to cany him to
and deliA^er him up vritbin the jimisdiction of the Court issuing the warrant
or order, according to the warrant or order.

159. The Supreme Coiu't ofHongkong may take cognizance of offences
committed ly British subjects within the peninsula of Macao, and of suits

originating there, when the party offending or the party sued comes or is

found Avithin the jurisdiction of that Court
;
but that Court shall not

have powder to issue any warrant or writ to be executed or seiwed within
that peninsula.

160. Save as exj^ressly
2)rovided by this Order, all jurisdiction, jAOAver,

and authority of the Supreme Court of Hongkong exercisable in relation

to British subjects resident in or resorting to China or Japan, shall, from
the commencement of this Order, absolutely cease.

XXI.—Repeals.

161. From and immediately after the commencement of tliis Order,
the Orders in Council or any Consular Ordinances described in the
Schedule to this Order shall be rejiealed

;
but this rejieal shall not affect

the past operation of any such Order or Ordinance, or any appointment
made or thing done, or right, title, obligation, or liability acquired or
acciTied thereunder before the commencement of this Order.

XXII.

—

Pending Proceedings.

162. Nothing in tliis Oi’der, or in any Rules made under it, shall

apply to or in any manner affect any suit or proceeding, either of a civil

or of a criminal nature, pending at the commencement of this Order,
either with reference to the original proceedings therein or Avdth reference

.
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to any appeal therein, or otherwise, subject nevertheless to the following

provisions and qualifications:

—

(1.) All suits and jJroceedings, whether of a civil or of a ciiminal

nature, instituted or taken before the commencement of this

Order in the district of the Consulate of Shanghai, and pending

at the conunencement of this Order, are hereby transferred to

the jurisdiction of the Supreme Court, and the same may be

carried on and shall be tried, heard, and determined in and by the

Sujn-eme Court in like mqnner as nearly as may be in all respects

as if the same had been instituted or taken in the district of the

Consulate of Shanghai after tho commencement of this Order.

(2.) In any suit or proceeding, wluther of a civil or of a ciiminal

nature, the Court before which the same is pending at the com-

mencement of this Order, after hearing the parties, either of its

own motion, or on the application of either party, or by consent,

mav, if it sees fit, from time to time direct that the procedure

and practice prescribed by this Order, or by any Eule made under

it, be followed in any resiiect.

163. Nothing in this Order shall take away right of appeal of any suit Appeals

of a civil nature pending at the commencement of this Order,—or inter-
°

fere with the brmgmg or prosecution of any appeal in any such suit that

might have been brought or prosecuted if this Order had not been made,

—or take away or abridge any jurisdiction, pow;er, or authority of any

Court, Judge, Officer, or iierson in relation to any appeal in any such suit,

or to the execution or enforcement of any judgment, decree, or order made
before or after the commencement of this Order, m or respecting any appeal

in any such suit
;
and notwithstandmg this Order, any appeal in any such

suit shall lie and may be brought and prosecuted, and any such judgment,

decree, or order may be made, executed, and enforced m hke manner and
with the like effect and consequences in all respects as if this Order had
not been made, subject only to this qualification : that in case of any appeal,

which, if this Order had not been made, would have lain or been heard

and determined to or by the Chief Supermtendent, or to or by Her
Majesty’s Consul-G-eneral in Japan, the same shall lie to and be heard

and determined by the Supreme Court in a hke course of procedure as

nearly as may be in all respects as if this Order had not been made.

XXIII.

—

Commencement and Publication of Order.

164. This Order shall commence and have effect as follows :

—

(1.) As to the making of any warrant or a,ppointment tmder this

Order, immediately from and after the making of this Order

:

(2.) As to the framing of Eules by the Judge of the Supreme Court,

and the approval thereof by one of Her -Majesty’s Principal

Secretaries of State, immediately from and after the first appoint-

ment under this Order of a Judge of the Supreme Court

:

(3.) As to all other matters and provisions comprised and contained

in this Order, immediately from and after the expiration of one

month after this Order is first exhibited in the public ofiice of

Her Majesty’s Consul at Shanghai; for which purpose Her
Majesty’s Consul at Shanghai is hereby required forthwith, on
receipt by him of a copy of this Order, to afiix and exhibit the

same conspicuously in his public ofiice, and he is also hereby

required to keep tlie same so afiixed and exhibited during one

month from the first, exhilntion thereof
;
and of the time of such

first exhibition notice shall, as soon thereafter as j)racticable, be
published in every Consular District in China and Japan, in such

manner as Her Majesty’s Ministers there respectively direct.
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And, notwithstanding anything in this Order, the time of the

expiration of the said month shall he deemed to he the time of

the commencement of this Order.

^ Order shall he kept exhibited conspicuously in

each Court and Consulate in China and in Japan.
Printed copies shall he provided and sold at such reasonable price as

Her Majesty’s Minister in China dii’ects.

And the Right Honourable the Earl Russell, and the Right Honour-
able Edward Cardwell, two of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State,

and the Lords Commissioners of the Admhalty, are to give the necessary

directions herem as to them may respectively appertain.

(Signed) EDMUND HARRISON.

The Schedule to which the foregoing Oi'der refers.

Orders in Council Repealed.

CHINA. JAPAN.

9 December, 1833 (Two Orders.) 23 January, 1860
" 4 January, 1843 4 February, 1861

24 February, 1843 12 September, 1863

2 October, 1843 7 January, 1864
17 April, 1844
13 June, 1853
2 February, 1857
3 March, 1859

12 September, 1863
9 July, 1864

Consular Ordinances Repealed.

No. 1.—19 January, 1854.

No. 2.—31 March, 1854.

No. 1.—17 January, 1855.

No. 1.— 5 March, 1856.

No. 2.-29 May, 1856.

Deseiiers.

Lunatics
;
Coroner.

Neutrality.

Insolvents.

Removal of Prisoners, &c.
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THE CHINA AND JAPAN OEDEE IN COUNCIL 1877.

At the Court at Windsor, the 30th day

OF April, 1877.

Present

:

THE QUEEN’S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY IN COUNCIL.

Whereas by The China and Japan Order in Council, 1865, Her
Majesty the Queen was pleased, by the advice of Her Pi-ivy Council, to

make provision for the exercise of Her Majesty’s power and jurisdiction

over Her Majesty’s subjects resident in or resorting to China or Japan

:

And whereas in China and Japan additional ports may be from time
to time opened to foreign trade, and it is expedient to provide for the
exercise at those ports of Her Majesty’s power and jurisdiction before the
establishment there of Commissioned Consular Officers

:

Now, therefore. Her Majesty, by virtue of the powers in this behalf

by the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, 1843 to 1875, and by the Act of the

Session of the Sixth and Seventh years of Her Majesty’s Eeign, chapter

eighty, “ for the better government of Her Majesty’s subjects resorting to

China, ” or otherwise, in Her vested, is pleased, by and vrith the advice of

Her Privy Council, to order, and it is hereby ordered, as follows :

—

1.

—The provisions of Article 25 of China and Japan Order in Council,

1865, and all provisions of that Order consequent thereon or relative thereto,

shall extend and apply to every person (not holding a Consular Commission
from Her Majesty) from time to time appomted by Her Majesty’s Minister
in China or Japan to be Acting Consul, and to be resident at a port in

China or Japan, which is for the time being open to foreign trade, and at

which no Commissioned Consular Officer of Her Majesty is resident.

2.

—For the purposes and within the meaning of the said Order, every
person so appointed as an Acting Consul shall be deemed a Consular
Officer, and the district for winch he is appointed to act shall be deemed
a Consular District, and the Court held by him shall be deemed a Provincial
Court.

3.

—Words in this Order have the same meaning as in the said

Order.

c. L. peel;
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At the Court at Osborne House, Isle of Wight, the 14th day

OF August, 1878.

Present :

THE QUEEN’S MOST EXCELLENT jMAJESTY IN COUNCIL.

Whereas Her Majesty the Queen has power and jurisdiction over Her Majesty’s

subjects resident in or resorting to China and Japan

:

Now, therefore. Her Majesty, by virtue of the powers in this behalf by the
Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, 1843 to 1875, and by the Act of Parhament of the session

of the sixth and seventh years of Her Majesty’s reign (chapter 80), “for the better

government of Her Majesty’s subjects resorting to Chuia, ” or otherwuse, in Her
vested, is pleased, by and with the adduce of Her Privy Council, to order, and it is

hereby ordered, as follows

:

—
Preliminary.

1.—This Order may be cited as “ The China and Japan Order in Council, 1878.”

2.—-This Order shall commence and have effect as follows :

—

(a..) As to the making of any warrant or appointment under this Order, imme-
diately from and after the making of this Order.

(6.) As to all other matters and i>rovisions comprised and contained in this Order,

immediately from and after the expiration of one month after tliis Order is first

exhibited in the public office of Her Majesty’s Constd-General for the -listrict of the

Consulate of Shanghai; for which purpose Her Majesty’s Consul-( -eral or other

principal Consular Officer for the time being for that district is hereby . .
quired forth-

with, on receipt by him from Her Majesty’s Minister in China of a copy of this Order,

with instructions in this behalf, to affix and exhibit this Order conspicuously in that

public office, and to keep the same so affixed and exhibited during one month there-

after
;
of the time of which first exhibition notice shall be published as soon there-

after as practicable in each Constdar district in China and Japan, in such manner as

Her Majesty’s Ministers there respectively direct
;
and the time of the expii-ation of

that month shall be deemed the time of the commencement of this Order.

3.—(1.) Articles 9 to 22, both inclusive, of the China and Japan Order in

Council, 1865, are hereby revoked.

(2.) Articles 36 and 37 of that Order are hereby revoked as regai\ Ja])an only.

(3.) In this Order “Tlie Secretary of State” means one of Kjr Majesty’s
Principal Secretaries of State.

(4.) Subject to the foregoing provisions, this Order shall be read as one with
the China and Japan Order in Council, 1865.

(5.) A copy of this Order shall be kept exhibited consincuously in each Court
and Consulate in China and in Japan.

(6.) Printed copies thereof shall be provided, and shall be sold at such reason-
able price as Her Majesty’s Ministers there respectively direct.
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Supreine Court for China and Japan.

4.

— (1.) Tliere shall he a Chief Justice and an Assistant-Judge of the Supreme
Court for China and Japan.

(2.) The Assistant-Judge shall he the Registrar of the Supreme Court; and tliQ

office of Law Secretary of the Supreme Court is hereby ahohshed.

(3.) The Assistant-Judge shall hear and determine such causes and matters,

civil and criminal, and transact such other part of the business of the Supreme Court,

as the Chief Justice from time to time by general order, or otherwise, directs
; and

for that purpose the Assistant-Judge shall have all the hke jurisdiction, power, and
authority as the Chief Justice.

(4.) Any party to a suit or proceedurg wherein any matter or question is heard
and determined by the Assistant-Judge shall be entitled, as of course, to a rehearing
before the Chief Justice, sitting with the Assistant-Judge, or, in the unavoidable
absence of the Assistant-Judge, alone.

(5.) If, on any such rehearing, there is a difference of opinion between the Chief
Justice and the Assistant-Judge, the opinion of the Chief Justice shall prevail.

(6.) Throughout the China and Japan Order m Council, 1865, and the Rules
made thereunder, the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court shall, as regards China, be
deemed to be therein substituted for the Judge of the Supreme Court.

(7.) There shall be attached to the Supreme Court a Chief Clerk, and so many
officers and clerks as the Secretary of State from time to time thinks fit.

Court for Japan.
5.—(1.) There shall be in and for Japan a Court styled Her Britannic Majesty’s

Coui't for Japan.

(2.) The Court for Japan shall have a seal, bearing its style and such device as
the Secretary of State from time to time directs.

(3.) The Court for Japan shall hold its ordinary sittings at Kanagawa, or, on
emergency, at any other place within the district of the Consulate of Kanagawa, but
may at any time transfer its ordinary sittings to any place in Japan approved by the
Secretary of State or by Her Majesty’s Minister in Japan.

(4.) There shall be a Jixdge and an Assistant-Judge of the Court for Japan.

(5.) The Assistant-Judge shall hear and determine such causes and matters,

civil and criminal, and transact such other part of the business of the Court, as the
Judge from time to time by general order, or otherwise, directs

;
and for that pui-pose

the Assistant-Judge shall have aU the hke jui-isdiction, power, and authority as the
Judge.

(6.) Any party to a suit or proceeding wherein any matter -or question is heard
and determined by the Assistant-Judge shall be entitled, as of course, to a reheai’ing

before the Judge, sitting with the Assistant-Judge, or, in the unavoidable absence of

the Assistant-Jxidge, alone.

(7.) If, on any such rehearing, there is a difference of opinion between the Judge
and the Assistant-Judge, the opinion of the Judge shall prevail.

(8.) In Japan, persons accused of crimes which in England are capital shall ba
tried by the Judge of the Coui’t for Japan, with a jury, and not othei’wise.

(9.) There shall be attached to the Court for Japan a Chief Clerk, and so many
officers and clerkS as the Secretary of State from time to time thinks fit.

Jurisdiction in Japan.
6.

—

(I.) Her Majesty’s Consul for the district of the Consulate of Kanagawa
shall cease to hold and form a Provincial Court.

(2.) Unless and until the Secretary of State othei’wise directs. Her Majesty’s
Consul for the time being for the district of the Consulate of Kanagawa shall be the
Assistant-Judge of the Court for Japan.

(3.) All Her Majesty’s jurisdiction, civil and criminal, exercisable in Japan shall,

for and within the district of the Consulate of Kanagawa, be vested in the Court for
Japan as its ordinary original jurisdiction.

(4,) All Her Majesty’s jurisdiction, civil and criminal, exercisable in Japan
beyond the district of the Consulate of Kanagawa, and not under this Order vested^
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^ the Court for Japan, shall, to the extent and in the manner provided hy the China

and Japan Order in Council, 1865, as modified by this Order, be vested in the Pio-

'vmcial Courts in Japau, each for and vfithin its own district.

rS ) The Court for Japan shall have, in all matters, civil and criminal, an oxtra-

ordmarv original iurisdiction throughout Japan, concurrent with the 3
unsdiction of

the several Provincial Courts in Japan, the same to be exercised subject and accord-

ing to the provisions of the China and Japan Order in Couecil, 1865, as modified by

^ fl 3 Subiect to the provisions of this Order, the provisions of the China and

Tanan Order in Council, 1865, and the Eulesiii force in the Supreme Court and other

Courts in China and Japan made under that Order, slmll extend and apply to the

Court for Japan, as if the same were a Court (not a Proiuncial Court) estabhshed

undei tha^or
p^irpose of the apphcation thereof to the Court of Japan, m Articles

23 24 38 39, 41, 42, 43, 47, 54 to 57, 59, 61, 62, 67, 68, 69, 72, 74, 77 to 80, 83, 93

S’ 102 105 108 to 111, 117, 119, 120 to 126, 144, 153, 155, all inclusive, of tlmt

Order and throughout those Eules, there shall, as regards Japan, be deemed to be

substituted Japan for China or for Cliina and Japan, Kanagawa for pianghai, the

Court for Japan for the Supreme Court for China and Japan, and the Judge and

Assistant-Judge of the Court for Japan for the Judge and Assistant-Jiidge of the

Supreme Court ;
but not so as to affect those Articles and Eules as regards operation

thereo^n andrtoi^C
china and Japan Order in Council, 1865, relative to

anneals in civil cases to the Supreme Court for China and Japan, shall extend an

awly to appeals from decisions of the Court for Japan as if the same were a Pro-

vmcial Court within that article ;
and that Article, and the Eules .herein referied to

shall accordinglv, notwithstandiug anything in this Order, apply to appeals fiom the

Court for Japan to the Supreme Court for China and Japan ;
but the last mentioned

anpeals shall not be heard except by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Couid, setting

w^th the Assistant-Judge of that Court, or, in the unavoidable absence of the

Assista
appeal, there is a difference of opinion between the Chief

JustiU and’the Assistant-Judge, the opinion of the Cluef Justice sh^l pi'eyaE

(3 1 Articles 120 to 126, both inclusive, of the China and Japan Order in Council,

1865^ relative to appeals to the Supreme Court for China and Japan in criminal cases,

sSll extend and apply to appeals to that Court in criminal cases from decisions of

the Court for Japan, both in cases originally tned m the Court for Japan and in cases

brouo-ht by virtue of this Order before that Court, under those Articles, ®

anneal from any Court or Ofiicer in Japan; and, for the purposes of this Article, the

Court for Japan shall, in cases so brought before it by way ot appeal, be deemed to

be the Court trymg the case.

Jtidqes in China and Japan.

q n.! The Cliief Justice and Assistant-Judge of the Supreme Court and the

JudJe and Assistant-Judge of the Court for Japan shall each be aiipomted

Maiesty by warrant under Her Eoyal Sign Manual, subject and according to Article

23 of the China and Japan Order in Council, 1865.
_ -.r • +

(2 ) The Chief Justice and the Judge shall each be a subject of Her Majesty

bv birth or naturalization, who, at the time of his appointment, is a member of the

Bar of Eno-land, Scotland, or Ireland, of no less than seven years standing.

10 —(1 ) In case of the death or illness, or the absence or intended absence from

' the dirtrict of the Consulate of Shanghai, of the Chief Justice or of the Assistant-Judge

S the Supreme Com-t, Her Majesty’s Minister inClnna may appoint a fit person to be

the Acting Chief Justice or to be the Acting A ssistant-Judge (as the case may require)

,

tt i^de?s riny case the Secretary of State otherwme directs the Assistant-

Ldo-e if present and able to act, shall always be appointed to be Acting Chief Justice^

^"(2
) In case of the death or illness, or the absence or intended absence from the

district of the Consulate of Kanagawa, of the Judge or of the Assistant-Judge of the
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Court for Japan, Her Majesty’s Minister in Japan may appoint a fit person to be tbe

Acting Judge or to be tbe Acting Assistant-Judge (as tbe case may require).

Vice-Admiralty Jurisdiction.

11.

—Any proceeding taken in China or Japan against one of Her Majesty’s

vessels, or tbe officer commandmg tbe same, as sucb, in respect of any claim cognisable

in a Court of Vice-Admiralty, shall be taken only in tbe Supreme Court or in tbe

Court for Japan, under tbe Vice-Admiralty jurisdiction thereof, respectively.

Pending Proceedings.

12.

—Nothing in this Order shall affect any suit or proceedings, civil or criminal,

pending at the commencement of this Order, with reference either to the original

proceedings therein, or to any appeal therein, or otherivise
;
save that all suits and

proceedings, civil or criminal, instituted or taken in the district of the Consulate of

Kanagawa before and pending at the commencement of this Order are hereby trans-

ferred to the jurisdiction of the Court for Japan
;
and the same may be carried on

and shall be tried, heard, and determined, in and by the Court for Japan, as nearly

as may be, as if the same had been instituted or taken in the district of the Consulate

of Kanagawa after the commencement of this Order.

And the Most Honourable the Marquis of Salisbury, and the Eight Honourable
Sir Michael Edward Hicks-Beach, Baronet, two of Her Majesty’s Principal Secreta-

ries of State, and the Lords Commissioners of the Treasury, and the Lords Commis-
sioners of the Admiralty, are to give the necessary directions herein as to them may
respectively appertain.

C. L. PEEL.

THE CHINA AND JAPAN OEDEE IN COUNCIL, 1881.

Present :

THE QUEEN’S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY IN COUNCIL.

Whereas Her Majesty the Queen has power and jurisdiction m relation to Her
Majesty’s subjects and others in the dominions of the Emperor of China and the
dominions of the Mikado of Japan

:

Now, therefore. Her Majesty, by virtue and m exercise of the powers in this be-

half by the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, 1843 to 1878, or otherwise, in Her vested, is

pleased, by and with the advice of Her Privy Coimcil, to order, and it is hereby
ordered, as follows :

—

Preliminary.

1.

—This order may cited as the China and Japan Order in Council, 1881.

2.

—This Order shall, except as otherwise expressed, commence and take effect

from and immediately after the 31st day of December, 1881, which time is in this

Order referred to as the commencement of this Order.

3.

—In this Order—
“ China ” means the dominions of the Emperor of Chma

:

“ Japan ” means the dominions of the Mikado of Japan

:

“Minister” means superior Diplomatic Eepresentative, whether Ambassador,
Envoy, Minister Plenipotentiary, or Charge d’Affaires :

“Consular Officer” includes every officer in Her Majesty’s Consular Service,

whether Consul-Gleneral, Consul, Vice-Consul, or Consular Agent, or person
authorised to act in any such capacity in China or in Japan

;

“ British subject” means a subject of Her Majesty, whether by birth or by na-
turalisation :

“ Foreigner ” means a subject of the Emperor of China or of the Mikado of

Japan, or a subject or citizen of any other State in amity with Her Ma-
jesty :
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“Treaty” includes Convention, and any Agi-eement, Eegulations, Rules, Ai--

ticles, TarifE, or other instrument annexed to a Treaty, or agreed on in

pursuance of any stipulation thereof

:

“ Month ” means calendar month

:

Words importing the plural or the singular may he construed as referring to

one person or thing, or more than one person or thing, and words importing
the mascuhne as refemng to females (as the case may require).

Repeal.

4.

—Subject to the provisions of tliis Order, Articles Eighty-five to Ninety-one,
inclusive, of the China and Japan Order in Comicil, 1865, authorising the making of

Regulations for the purposes and by the authority therein mentioned, and the Re-
gulations made thereunder, dated respectively 11 July, 1866, and 16 November,
1866, relating to mortgages, bills of sale, and proceedings against partnerships or

partners or agents thereof, and Rule 262 of the Rules of the Supreme Court and
other Courts in China and Japan of 4 May, 1865, relating to proceedings by or

against partnerships, and Articles One hundred and seventeen and One hundred
and eighteen of the China and Japan Order in Council, 1865, relating to foreigners

and foreign tribunals, are hereby repealed, as from the commencement of this Order :

but this repeal does not affect any right, title, obligation, or hability acquired or

accrued before the commencement of this Order.

Confirmation of Regulations not Repealed.

5.

—Such Regailations as are described in the Schedule to this Older, being
Regulations made or expressed or mtended to be made under or in execution of the
powers conferred by Articles Eighty-five to Ninety-one of the China and Japan Order
in Council, 1866, and all other Regulations made or expressed or intended to be so

made and having been ajiproved, or, in case of urgency, not disaj^proved, under that

Order, before the commencement of this Order, except the Regulations exjjressed to

be rejjealed by this Order, are hereby confinned, as from the passing of this Order,
and the same, as far as they are now in force, shall be in force, and shall be deemed
to have always been of the like validity and effect as if they had been originally

made by Order in Council.

Authority for further Regulations.

6.

—Her Majesty’s Minister in China may from time to time, subject and according
to the jirovisions of this Order, make such Regulations as to him seem fit for the

peace, order, and good government of Bi’itish subjects, resident in or resorting to

China.

7.

—The power aforesaid extends to the making of Regulations for securing

observance of the stipulations of Ti'eaties between Her Majesty, Her Heirs and
Successors, and the Emperor of China, and for maintaining friendly relations between
British subjects and Chinese subjects and authorities.

8.

—Her Majesty’s Minister in China may, as he thinks fit, make any Regulation
under this Order extend either throughout China, or to some one or more only of the

Consular districts in Cliina.

9.

—Her Majesty’s Minister in China, in the exercise of the powers aforesaid,

may, if he thinks fit, join with the Ministers of any foreign Powers in amity with
Her Majesty in making or adopting Regulations with hke objects as the Regulations

described in the Schedule to this Order, commonly called the Shanghai Land
Regulations, or any other Regulations for the municipal government of any foreign

concession or settlement in China
;
and, as regards British subjects, joint Regulations

so made shall be as valid and binding as if they related to British subjects only.

10.

—Her Majesty’s Minister in China may, by any Regulation made under this

Order, repeal or alter any Regulation made under the China and Japan Order in

Council, 1865, or under any prior like authority.

11.

—{a) Regulations made under this Order shall not have effect unless and
until they are approved by Her Majesty the Queen, that approval being signified

through one of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State,—save that, in case of
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urgency declared in any sucli Regulations, tlie same shall take effect before that
approval, and shall continue to have effect unless and mitil they are disapproved
by Her Majesty the Queen, that disapproval being signified through one of Her
Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State, and until notification of that disappi’oval

has been received and published by Her Majesty’s Mmister in China.
(b). That approval, where given, shall be conclusive, and the validity and regularity

of any Regulations so approved shall not be called in question in any legal proceeding
whatever.

12.

—Any Regulations made under tliis Order may, if Her Majesty’s Minister m
Chiaa thinks fit, impose penalties for offences against the same.

13.

—Penalties so imposed shall not exceed the following, namely :—For any
offence imprisonment for three months, with or without hard labour, and with or
without a fine of $500, or a fine of $500 without imprisonment,—vdth or without
a further fine for a continuing offence of $25 for each day during which the offence

continues after the original fine is incurred.

14.

—Regulations imposing penalties shall be so framed as to allow in every case
of part only of the highest penalty being inflicted.

15.

—All Regulations made under this Order, whether imposing penalties or not,

shall be printed, and a printed copy thereof shall be affixed, and be at aU times kept
exhibited conspicuously, in the public office of each Consulate in China.

16.

—Printed copies of the Regulations shall be kept on sale at such reasonable
price as Her Majesty’s Minister m China from time to time directs.

17.

—Where a Regulation imposes a penalty, the same shall not be enforceable
in any Consular district until a prmted copy of the Regulation has been affixed m
the public office of the Consulate for that district, and has been kept exhibited
consj)icuously there durmg one month.

18.

—A charge of an offence agamst a Regmlation made under this Order,
iniposing a penalty, shall be mquired of, heard, and determined, as an ordinary
criminal charge under the China and Japan Order in Council, 1865, except that
(notwithstanding anything in that Order) where the Regulation is one for securing
observance of the stipulations of a Treaty, the charge shall be heard and determmed
m a summary way, and (where the proceeding is before a Provincial Court) without
Assessors.

19-—A printed copy of a Regulation, purporting to be made under this Order,
and to be certified under the hand of Her Majesty’s Minister in China, or under the
hand and Consular seal of one of Her Majesty’s Consular Officers in China, shall be
conclusive evidence of the due making of the Regulation, and of its contents.

20.

—The foregoing provisions authorising Regulations for China are hereby
extended to Japan, with the substitution of Japan for China, and of the Mikado of
Japan for the Emperor of China, and of Her Majesty’s Minister in Japan for Her
Majesty’s Minister in China, and of Her Majesty’s Consular Officers in Japan for
Her Majesty’s Consular officers in China.

Prison Perjulations.

21.

—The respective powers aforesaid extend to the making of Regulations for
the government, visitation, care, and superintendence of prisons in Chma or in Japan,
and for the infliction of corporal or other punishment on prisoners committing
offences against the rules or disciphne of a prison; but the provisions of this Order
respecting penalties, and respecting the printing, affixing, exhibiting, and sale of
Regulations, and the mode of trial of charges or offences against Regulations do not
apjily to Regnilations respecting prisons and offences of prisoners.

Mortgages.

22.

—A deed or other mstrument ol mortgage, legal or equitable, of lands or
houses in China or in Japan, executed by a British subject, may be registered at any
time after its execution at the Consulate of the Consular district wherein the property
mortgaged is situate.

23.

—Registration is made as follows:—The original and a copy of the deed or
other instrument of mortgage, and an affidavit verifying the execution and place of
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execution thereof, and verifying the copy, are brought into the Consulate
;
and the

copy and affidavit are left there.

24.

—If a deed or other mstrument of mortgage is not registered at the Con-
sulate aforesaid within the respective time following (namely)

:

(i.) Within fourteen days after its execution, where it is executed in the Con-
sular district wherein the property mortgaged is situate

:

(ii.) Within two months after its execution, where it is executed in China or

Japan, elsewhere than in that Consular district, or m Hongkong;
(iii.) Within six months after its execution, where it is executed elsewhere than

in China, Japan, or Hongkong:
then, and in every such case, the mortgage debt secured by the deed or other instru-

ment, and the interest thereon, shall not have priority over judgment, or simple con-

tract debts contracted before the registration of that deed or other instrument.

25.

—Registered deeds or other instruments of mortgage, legal or equitable, of

the same lands or houses have, as among themselves, priority in order of registration.

26.

—(a.) Tlie provisions of this Order do not apply to a deed or other instru-

ment of mortgage executed before the commencement of this Order.
(b.) As regards a deed or other instrument of mortgage executed before the

commencement of this Order, the Regulations repealed by this Order shall, notwith-

standing that repeal, be in force, and shall be deemed to have always been of the

like vahdity and efEect as if they had originally been made by Order in Council.

27.

—The power conferred on the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court for China
and Japan by Article 127 of the Chuia and Japan Order in Council, 1865, of framing
Rules from time to time, is hereby extended to the framing of Rules for prescribing

and regulating the making and keepmg of indexes, and of a general index, to the re-

gister of mortgages, and searches in those indexes, and other particulars connected
with the making, keeping, and using of those registers and indexes, and for authoris-

ing and regulating the unregistering of any deed or other instniment of mortgage,
or the registering of any release or satisfaction in respect thereof.

Bills of Salp.

28.

—The provisions of this Order relating to bills of sale

—

(i.) Apply only to such bills of sale executed by British subjects as are intended

to affect chattels in China or in Japan

:

(ii.) Do not apply to bOls of sale given by sheriffs or others under or in execu-

tion of process authorising seizure of chattels.

29.

—(a.) Every biU of sale must confonn with the following rules (namely) :

(1.) It must state truly the name, description, and address of the grantor.

(2.) It must state truly the consideration for which it is granted.

(3.) It must have annexed thereto or written thereunder an inventory of the

chattels intended to be comprised therein.

(4.) Any defeasance, condition, or declaration of trust affecting the bill not

contamed in the body of the bill mnst be written on the same paper as the bill.

(5.) The execution of the bill must be attested by a credible witness, with his

address and description.

(h.) Otherwise, the bill is void in China and in Japan to the extent following,

but not further (that is to say) :

(i.) In the case of failure to confonn with the nile respecting an inventory, as

far as regards chattels omitted from the mventory
;
and

(ii.) In any other case, wholly.

(c.) The inventory, and any defeasance, condition, or declaration as aforesaid,

respectively, is for aU purposes deemed part of the bill.

30.

—A bill of sale conforming, or appearing to confonn, with the foregoing

rules, may be registered, if it is intended to affect chattels in China, at the Supreme

Court
;
and if it is intended to affect chattels in Japan, at the Court for Japan

;
or in

either case at the Consulate of the Consular district wherein the chattels are, within

the respective time following and not afterwards (namely) :
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(i.) Within fourteen days after its execution, where it is executed in the Con-
sular district wherein the chattels are

:

(ii.) Within two months after its execution, where it is executed in China or in

Japan, elsewhere than in that Consular district, or in Hongkong

;

(iii.) Within six months after its execution, where it is executed elsewhere than
in China, Japan, or Hongkong.

31.

—Eegistration is made as follows : The original and a copy of the bill of sale,

and an affidavit verifying the execution, and the time and place of execution, and the

attestation thereof, and verifymg the copy, are brought into the proper offi(te of the

Court or the Consulate
;
and the copy and affidavit are left there.

32.

—If a bill of sale is not registered at a place and within the time by this Order
appointed and allowed for registration thereof, it is, from and after the expiration

of the time, void in China or in Japan, according as that place is in China or in

Japan, to the extent following, but not further (that is to say) :

(i.) As against trustees or assignees of the estate of the grantor, in or under
bankruptcy, liquidation, or assignment for benefit of creditors

;
and

(ii.) As against all sheriffs and others seizing chattels under process of any
Court, and any person on whose behalf the seizure is made

;
but only

(iii.) As regards the property in, or right to, the j)ossession of such chattels

comprised in the bill as, at or after the fihng of the petition for bankruptcy or liqui-

dation, or the execution of the assignment, or the seizure, are in the grantor’s pos-

session, or apparent possession.

33.

—Eegistered bills of sale affecting the same chattels have as among them-
selves priority in order of registration.

34.

—Chattels comprised in a registered bill of sale are not in the possession,

order, or disposition of the grantor within the law of bankraptcy.

35.

—If in any case there is an unregistered bill of sale, and within or on the

expiration of the time by this Order allowed for registration thereof, a subsequent
bill of sale is granted afecting the same or some of the same chattels, for the same
or part of the same debt, then the subsequent bill is, to the extent to which it com-
prises the same chattels and is for the same debt, absolutely void, unless the Supreme
Court for China and Japan, or the Court for Japan, as the case may require, is

satisfied that the subsequent bill is granted in good faith for the purpose of correcting

some material error in the prior bill, and not for the purpose of unlawfully evading
the operation of this Order.

36.

—The registration of a bill of sale must be renewed once at least every five

years.

37.

—Eenewal of registration is made as follows :—An affidavit stating the date
of and parties to the bill of sale, and the date of the original registration, and of

the last renewal, and that the bill is still a subsisting security, is brought in to the

proper office of the Court or the Consulate of original registration, and is left there.

38.

—If the registration of a bill of sale is not so renewed in any period of five

years, then on and from the expiration of that period the bill is deemed to be
unregistered.

39.

—The provisions of this Order relating to renewal apply to bills of sale

registered under the Eegulations repealed by this Order.

40.

—A transfer or assignment of a registered bill of sale need not be registered

;

and renewal of registration is not necessary by reason only of such a transfer or
assignment.

41.

—Where the time for registration or renewal of registration of a biU of sale

expires on a Sunday, or other day on which the office for registration is closed, the
registration or renewal is valid if made on the first subsequent day on which the
office is open.

42.

—If in any case the Supreme Court for China and Japan, or the Court for
Japan, as the case may require, is satisfied that failure to register or to renew the
registration of a bill of sale in due time, or any ondssion or misstatement connected
with registration or renewal, was accidental or inadvertent, the Court may, if it thinks
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fit, order tlie failure, omission, or misstatement to be rectified in such manner, and
on such terms, if any, respecting security, notice by advertisement or othenvise, or

any other matter, as the Court thiuks fit.

43.— (a.) The provisions of this Order, except as regards renewal of registrations,

do not apply to a bill of sale executed before the commencement of tliis Order.

(b.) As regards a bill of sale executed before the commencement of this Order,
the Regulations repealed by this Order shall, notwithstanding that repeal, be in force,

and shall be deemed to have always been of the like validity and effect as if they
liad originally been made by Order in Council.

44.—The power conferred on the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court for China
and Japan by Article 127 of the China and Japan Order in Council, 1865, of framing
Rules from time to time, is hereby extended to the framing of Rules for prescribing

and regulating the making and keeping of indexes, and of a general index, to the
1‘egisters of bills of sale, and searches in those indexes, and other particulars con-

nected with the making, keeping, and using of those registers and indexes, and for

authorising and regulating the unregistering of any bill of sale, or the registering

of any release or satisfaction in resi)ect thereof.

Suits by or against Partners.

45.— (a.) The following are Rules of Procedure of Her Majesty’s Courts in

China and Japan, under the China and Japan Order in Council, 1865 :

(1.) Persons claiming or being liable as partners may sue or be sued in the finn

name, if any.

(2.) Where partners sue in the fii’in name, they must, on demand in writing on
behalf of any defendant, forthwith declare the names and addresses of the partners.

(3.) Otherwise, all proceedings in the suit may, on appheation, be stayed on
such temis as the Comd thinks fit.

(4.) When the names of the jjartners are so declared, the suit proceeds in the

same manner, and the same consequences in all respects follow, as if they had been
named as the plaintiffs in the petition.

(5.) All subsequent ]3roceedings, nevertheless, continue in the firm name.

(6.) Where partners are sued in the firm name, the petition must be sen'ed

either on one or more of the partners within the jurisdiction, or at tlie princii)al

]>lace of the partnership business within the jurisdiction on some person having then
and there control or maiiagehient of the ]>artnershi[) business.

(7.) Where one [jcrsou, carrying on business in the name of a finu apparently
representing more perrons than one, is sued in the firm name, the petition may be
served at the i)rincipal place of the business within the jurisdiction on some person
having then and there control or management of the business.

(8.) Where partners are sued in tlie firm name, they must ap| ear individually

in their own names.

(9.) All subsequent proceedings, nevertheless, conthiue in the firm name.

(10.) Where a person, canwing on business in the name of a firm apitarently

representing more persons than one, is sued in the finn name he must appear in Ids

own name.

(11.) AU subsequent jiroceedings, nevertheless, eontinue in the firm name.

(12.) In any case not hereinbefore provided for, where persons claiming or being

liable as partners sue or are sued in the firm name, any party to the suit may, on
ajiplication to the Court, obtain a statement of the names of the persons who are

partners in the finn, to be furuislied and veiified on oath or otherwise, as the Court
thinks fit.

(13.) Where a judgment is against partners in the finn name, execution may
issue

—

(i.)—Against any property of the partners as such
;
and

(u.)—^Against any person tvho has admitted in the siut that he is a partner, or

who has been adjudged to be a tiartner
;
and

(iii.) Against any person wh > has been served in the suit as a partner, and has
faded to aiipear.
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(14.) If the party who has obtained judgment claims to be entitled to issue

execution against any other person, as being a partner, he may apply to the Court
for leave so to do

;
and the Court, if the liability is not disputed, may give such

leave, or if it is disputed may order that the question of the hability be tried and
determined as a question in the suit, in such manner as the Court thinks fit.

(6.) The foregoing Eules may be from time to time varied by Eules of Proce-

dure made under the China and japan Order in Council, 1865.

(c.) Printed cojiies of the foregouig Eules must be exhibited conspicaiously in

each Court and Considate in China and Japan, with the other Eules of Procedure
for the time being in force under the China and Jai)an Order hi Council, 1866, and
be sold at such reasonable jirice as the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court from time
to time directs.

(c7.) A printed copy of the foregoing Eules purporting to be certified under the

hand of the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court and the seal of that Court is for all

puiqioses conclusive evidence thereof.

46.

— (a.) The provisions of this Order do not apply to proceedings mstituted by
or against partnerships or partners or agents thereof, before the commencement of

this Order.

(6.) As regards proceedings instituted by or against partnerships or partners
or agents thereof before the commt.ncement of this Order, the Eegulations repealed

by this Order shall, notwithstanding that repeal, be in force, and shall be deemed
to have always been of the like validity and effect as if they had been Eules of

Procedure made under the China and Japan Order m Council, 1865
;
and, as regards

the same proceedings, the Eule of Pi'ocedure (252) repealed by this Order shall

continue to have effect, notwithstanding that repeal, subject always to the operation

of the Eegulations repealed by this Order.

Suits hy or against Foreigners.

47.

—(a.) Where a foreigner desires to institute or take a suit or proceeding of

a civil nature against a British subject, or a British subject desires to institute or
take a suit or j^roceeding of a civil natixre against a foreigner, the Supreme Court
for China and japan, and the Court for Japan, and a Provincial Court, according to

the respective jurisdiction of the Court, may entertam the suit or jjroceeding and
hear and determine it

;
and, if all parties desire, or the Court directs, a trial vath a

jury or assessors, then, with a jury or assessors, at a place where such a trial might
be had if all parties were British subjects, but in all other respects accordmg to the
ordinary course of the Court.

(6.) Provided, that the fomigner first obtains and files in the Court the consent
in vaiting of the competent authority of his own nation to his submitting, and that
he does submit, to the Jurisdiction of the Court, and, if required by the Comt, gives

security to the satisfaction of the Court; and to such reasonable amoimt as the Court
directs, by deposit or otherwise, to pay fees, damages, costs and expenses, and abide
by and perform the decision to be given either by the Court or on appeal.

(c.) A counter-claim or cross-suit cannot be brought or instituted in the Court
against a plaintiff, being a foreigner, who has submitted to the jurisdiction, by a
defendant, except by leave of the Court first obtained .

(d.) The Coui’t, before giving leave, requires proof from the defendant that his

claim arises out of the matter in dispute, and that there is reasonable groixnd for it,

and that it is not made for vexation or delay.

(e.) Nothing in this provision prevents the defendant from instituting or takuig
in the Court against the foreigner, after the termmation of the suit or proceeding in

which the foreigner is plaintiff, any suit or proceeding that the defendant might have
mstituted or taken in the Court against the foreigner if no provision restrauiing

counter-claims or cross-suits had been inserted in this Order.

(/.) Where a foreigner obtains in the Court an order against a defendant beuig
a British subject, and in another suit that defendant is plaintiff and the foreigner is

defendant, the Court may, if it thinks fit, on the application of the British subject,

stay the enforcement of the order pending that other suit, and may set off any
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amount ordered to be paid by one party in one suit against any amount ordered to be
paid by the other party in the other suit.

(g.) Where a plaintiff, being a foreigner, obtains in the Court an order against

two or more defendants being British subjects, jointly, and in another suit one of

them is jdaintiff and the foreigner is defendant, the Court may, if it thinks fit, on
the apj)hcation of the British subject, stay the enforcement of the order pending that

other suit, and may set off any amount ordered to be paid by one party in one suit

against any amount ordered to be paid by the other party in the other suit, without
prejudice to the right of the British subject to require contribution from his co-

defendants under the joint liabihty.

(h.) Where a foreigner is co-plaintiff in a suit with a British subject who is

within the particular jurisdiction, it is not necessary for the foreigner to make deposit

or give security for costs, unless the Court so directs
;
but the co-plaintiff British

subject is responsible for all fees and costs.

Chinese, Japanese, and Foreign Tribunals.

48.—(a.)—Where it is shown to the Sujireme or other Court that the attendance

of a British subject to give evidence, or for any other purpose connected with the

administration of justice, is required in a Chinese or Japanese Court, or before a

Chinese or Japanese judicial officer or in a Court, or before a judicial officer of any
State in amity with Her Majesty, the Supreme or other Court may, if it thinks fit,

in a case and in circumstances in which it would require his attendance before itself,

order that he do attend as so required.

(6.) A Provincial Court, however, cannot so order attendance at any place

beyond its particular jurisdiction.

(c.) If the person ordered to attend, having reasonable notice of the time and
jdace at which he is required to attend, fails to attend accordingly, and does not
excuse his failure to the satisfaction of the Supreme or other Court, he is, indepen-

dently of any other liability, guilty of an offence against this Order, and for every

such offence, on conviction thereof, by summary trial, is liable to a fine not exceeding

$500, or to imprisonment for not exceeding one month, in the discretion of the

Court.

The Schedule to which the foregoing Order in Council refers.

I.—Regulations made by Sir Rutherford Alcock, while Her Majesty’s Minister
in China, intituled or designated as Land Regulations, Regulations, and Bye-Laws
annexed to the Land Regulations, for the foreign quarter of Shanghai north of the
Tang-King-Pang, and commonly called the Shanghai Land Regulations.

II.—Port, Consular, Customs, and Harbour Regulations ai>plicable to all the
Treaty ports in China, dated 31st May, 1869.
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THE CHINA, JAPAN, AND COEEA OKDER IN COUNCIL, 1884;

At the Court at Windsor, the 26th day of June, 1884;

Present

:

—

THE QUEEN’S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY IN COUNCIL.

Whereas, by Treaty and otherwise, Her Majesty the Queen has power
and jurisdiction within China and Japan and the dominions of the King
of Corea

;

Now, therefore, Ht;r Majesty, by virtue and in exercise of the powers
in this behalf by the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, 1843 to 1878, and other-

wise in Her vested, is pleased by and with the advice of Her Privy Council,

to order, and it is hereby ordered, as follows :

—

1.

—This Order may be cited as the China, Japan, and Corea Order SKort Title,

in Council, 1884.

2. -In this Order—

^

The expression, the ‘'China and Japan Orders m Council,” means the i“terpretation

following !

—

The China and Japan Order in Council, 1866,- as amended by the

Orders in Council, dated the 13th May, 1869, and the 30th
April, 1877;

The Orders in Conncii of the i9th June, 1868 ;
and the 2l8t July,

1876, relating to Consular fees ?

The China and Japan Marititne Order in Council, 1874 j

The China and .Japan Order in Council, .1878 ;

The China and Japan Order in Council, 1881
;

The Shanghai Shipping Registry Order in Council, 1883

;

and any Order in Council amending or extending this or any of the above-
mentioned Orders in Council.

The expression "Corea” means the dominions for the time being of
the King of Corea, including the territorial waters thei'eof.

Other expressions to which meanings are assigned by the Cliina and
Japan Order in Council have the same meanings in this Order unless the
subject or context otherwise requires.

1)1 the China and Japan Orders in Council, and in this Order, the
expression ‘‘ Britisli sub ject shall iiicludc a Bi'itish-protected person in

sn far as by Treaty, capitulation, grant, usage, suft'era-uce, or other lawful
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Consular Courts
in Corea.

means, Her Majesty has jurisdiction in relation to such persons in Chin a
Ja2)an, and Corea resjjectively.

This Order may he cited as the China, Japan, and Corea Oi’der in

Council, 1884.

3.

—Any person for the time being, acting as Consul-General, Consul,
or Vice-Consul holding Her Majesty’s commission for Corea or any part
thereof, or any person acting temporarily with the approval of a Secretary
of State, or in case of emergency appointed temporarily by or acthig with
the ajjjjroval of Her Majesty’s Minister for Corea, as and for a Consul-
General, Consul, or Vice-Consul as aforesaid, shall in and for such district

as may be assigned by his commission or appointment, or as may be so

approved, hold and form a Court for the purposes of this Order.

4.

—For the purposes and subject to the provisions of this Order

—

?uri«d^i'ciion^'*
Majesty’s jurisdiction exercisable, for the time being, in

be eiereiHed
° Corea, under the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, shall be exercised by a Court

Order"'”
acting Under this Order.

Couru^m Corea (ii.) Sucli jurisdiction shall be exercised under and in accordance

Provind^^ with the provisions of the China and Japan Orders in Council, and of any
Courta. Rules and Regulations made under the authority thereof, and for the time

being in force so far as the same are apphcable, as if m those provisions

expressions referring to Japan, or to any Government, Sovereign, person,

thing, or matter m or relating to Japan, referred also mutatis mutandis to

Corea, and to the corresponding Government, Sovereign, person, thing, or

matter in or relating to Corea
;
and for the pnrposes of the said Orders

in Council, Rules and Regulations as applied by this Order, a Court acting

under this Order shall be deemed to be a Provincial Court.

ats^hMgha'i't^ powers and jurisdiction, whether original, appellate, or
hdve jurisdiction auxiliary, which can, under the said Orders, be exercised by the Supreme
m Corea.

Court at Shanghai, or any Judge thereof, in relation to Japan, or any
district thereof, or Provincial Court therein, shall be exercisable in relation

to Corea, and any district or Provincial Court therein.

6.—The powers and jurisdiction exercisable ruider this Order, or under
the said Orders in Council, as applied to Corea, shall, in relation to Corea,

of*'co?6’a™"’""'° exercised subject to the provisions of the Treaty dated the 26ih
Treaty. November, 18$3, between Her Majesty and the King of Corea, and to the

Regulations and Protocol appended to the said Treaty, and to the pro-

visions of an}'^ other Treaty for the time being in force between Her Majesty

and the King of Corea, and the provisions of the said Treaty, Regulations,

and Protocol shall have effect as if incorporated in this Order.

6.—Where, by virtue of any Imperial Act, or of any of the China and
far Japan Orders in Council, or this Order, or othei-wise, any provisions of

any Im]ierial Acts,’'or of any Orders in Council other than this Order, are

applicable in China, Japan, or Corea, or any fonns, regulations, or pro-

cedure prescribed or established by or under any such Order or Act, in

relation to any matter, are made applicable for any ]>urpose of any of the

China or Japan Orders in Council, or of this Order, such acts, forms,

regulations, or jirocedure shall be deemed aj)plicable, so far only as the

constitution and jurisdiction of the Courts and the local circumstances

permit
;
and for the ])urpose of facilitating their ai)])ticati()n, they may be

construed or used with such alterations aud adaptations not affecting the

substance as may be necessary, and anything required to be done by or

to any Court, Judge, officer, or authority may be done by or to a Court,

Judge, officer, or authority having the like or analogous functions; and
the seal of the Considar Court may be substituted for any seal required

by any such act, order, form, regulation, or procedure, and in case any

Powers and Ju-
risdiction under
this Order sub-

imperial Acts
and Orders in

Council : how
applicable.
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difficulty occurs in the application of any such act, order, form, regulation,

or procedure, it shall be lawful for a Secretary of State to dii’ect by and
to wliom and in what manner anything to be done under such act, order,

or regulation, is to be done, and such act or order shall, in its application

to matters arising under the China and Japan Orders in Council, or this

Order be constrned accordingly.

7.

— (i.) In cases of murder or manslaughter, if either the death or Jurisdiction in

the criminal act which wholly or partly caused the death, happened within
an*d m°a^n™iaught.

the jurisdiction of a Court acting under the China and Japan Orders in er.

Council or this Order, such Court shall have the like jurisdiction over any
person being a British subject, who is charged either as the principal

offender or as accessory before the fact to murder, or as accessory after

the fact to murder or manslaughter, as if both such criminal act and the

deatli had hajjpened within such jurisdiction.

(ii.) In the case of any crime committed on the high seas, or within crime* on the

the Admiralty jurisdiction, by any British subject on board a .British ship,

or on board a foreign ship to Avhich he did not belong, a Court acting

under this Order shall have jurisdiction as if the crime had been com-
mitted within the district of such Court. In cases tried under this Article,

no different sentence can be passed from the sentence which could be
passed in England if the crime were tried there.

(iii.) The foregoing provisions of this Article shall be deemed to be
adaptations for the purposes of this Order, and of “ The Foreign Juris- j^rfadiotfonf*

diction Act, 1878,” of the following enactments described in the first

schedule to that Act (that is to say) :

—

“ The Admiralty Offences (Colonial) Act, 1849.”
“ The Admiralty Offences (Colonial) Act, 1860.”
“ The Merchant Shipping Act, 1867,” section 11.

And the said enactments shall, so far as they are repeated and
adapted by this Article (but not further or otherwise), extend to China,

Japan, and Coi’ea.

8.

—“ The Fugitive Offenders Act, 1881,” shall apply, in relation toFugitfve

British subjects, to China, Japan, and Corea respectively, as if such
countries were British possessions, and for the purposes of Part II. of the
said Act and of this Article, China, Japan, and Corea shall be deemed to

g^M^Miniater
be one group of British possessions, and Her Majesty’s Minister for China,

Japan, or Corea (as the case may be), shall have the powers of a Governor
or Superior Court of a British possession.

9.

—Judicial notice shall be taken of the China and Japan Orders in Judicial notic*

Council and of this Order, and of the commencement thereof, and of the

appointment of Consuls or other officers, and of the constitution and
limits of the Consular Coiu-ts and districts, and of Consular seals and
signatiu’es, and of any Rules or Regulations made or in force under the

China and Japan Orders in Council or this Order, and no proof shall be
required of any of such matters.

The provisions of “ The Evidence Act, 1851 ” (14 and 15 Viet.,

cap. 99), sections 7 and 11, relating to the pi’oof of judicial and other ism ™o*ai^iy!

doemments, shall extend and be applied for all purposes as if the Courts,

districts, and places to which the China and Japan Orders in Council or

this Order applies were in a British Colony.

10.

—This Order shall come into operation at such time or times in men to come

China, Japan, and Corea respectively as a Secretary of State, by a notice

published in the London Gazette at or after the time of the publication

therein of this Order, directs.
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ll.—This Order shall be published in China, Japan, and Corea in such

manner, and printed copies thereof shall be kept for sale at the Consular
Courts there at such prices, as a Secretary of State from time to time

directs.

And the Right Honourable the Earl Granville a,nd the Right Honour-
able the Earl of Derby, two of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of

State, and the Lords Commissioners of the Admiralty, are to give the

necessary directions herein as to them may respectively appertain,

C. L, PEEL.

Notification respecting The operation of the China, Japan,
AND Corea Order in Council of 26th June, 1884.

Whereas by the China, Japan, and Corea Order in Council, 1884, it

is provided that the said Order in Council shall come into operation at

such time or times in China, Japan, and Corea, respectively, as a Secretary

of State, by a notice published in the London Gazette at or after the time

of the publication therein of the said Order, directs.

Now, therefore, I, the undersigned, one of Her Majesty’s Principal

Secretaries of State, do hereby direct that the said Order in Council shall

come into and be operative in China, Japan, and Corea, respectively, on and
after the Ist day of October, 1884.

GRANVILLE,
Foi'eign Office, 7th July, 1884.
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41 AND 42 Victoria, Chapter 67.

An Act for Extending and Amending the Foreign

Jdrisdiction Acts [16th August, 1878.]

Be it enacted by tlie Queen’s Most Excellent Majesty, by and with the
.

advice and consent of the Lords Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons,
in this present Parliament assembled, and by the authority of the same,

as follows: (that is to say),

—

1.

—(1.) This Act shall be construed as one with the Foreign Juris- Construction of

diction Acts 1843 to 1875, and those Acts, together with this Act, may be 6 & 7 vlct!o.^9l?

cited as Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, 1843 to 1878, and this Act may
cited separately as the Foreign Jurisdiction Act, 1878. 38&39 vict.’,o'.85l

(2.) The Acts whereof the titles are given in the First Schedule
of this Act may be cited by the respective shoi't titles given in that

Schedule.

2.

—The Acts mentioned in the Second Schedule to this Act are hereby
repealed to the extent in the third column of that Schedule mentioned

; ™cheduie**°°'*

provided that,

—

(1.) Any Order in Council, commission, or instructions made or

issued in pursuance of any enactment hereby repealed, and
in force at the passing of this Act, shall continue in force

until altered or revoked by Her Majesty; and

(2.) This repeal shall not affect anything done or suffered, or

any right accrued or Lability incurred before the passing of

this Act; and

(3.) Any action, suit, or other proceeding affected by any enact-

ment hereby repealed may be carried on in like manner as

if this Act had not been passed.

3.

—(1.) It shall be lawful for Her Majesty the Queen in Council, il
in“councU?o

it seems fit, from time to time, by Order, to direct that all or any of the extend enact,

enactments described in the First Schedule to this Act, or any enactments scheduU.^**
for the tim e being in force amending or substituted for the same, shall ^ and 7 Viet.,

extend, with or without any exceptions, adaptations, or modifications in

the Order mentioned, to any country or place to which for the time
being the Foreign Jurisdiction Act, 1843, ajiphes.

(2.) Thereupon these enactments shall operate as if that coun-
try or place were one of Her Majesty’s Colonies, and as if Her Majesty
in Council were the Legislature of that Colony.

4.

—An Order in Council purporting to be made in pursuance of the
Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, 1843 to 1878, or any of them, shall be deemed t’orei»n

a colonial law within the Colonial Laws Validity A ;u, 1865, that is to say,
gYryfct^c

the Act of the session of the twenty-eighth and twenty-ninth years of the -28 and 29 Viet.,

reign of Her present Majesty, chapter sixty-three, “to remove doubts a,

i

Sg™! 30 vict,

to the vahdity of colonial laws;” and any country or place to which an/c-s?.

such Order extends shall be deemed a colony within that Act. ss.
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^Extension of

Foreign Jui-isdic-

\ion Acts over
Her Ma,jesty’s

Subjects residing

\ll Countries
without regular
governments.
6 and 7 Viet.,

c. 94.

Jurisdiction over
Ships in Eastern
&eas.

Orders in Council
to be laid before

farhament.
6&7Vict.,c.94.
S8&29Vict.,c.ll6
E9&80Vict.,c.87.
S8&39Vict.,c.85.

Provisions for

protection of
persons acting
Under Foreign
Jurisdiction Acts.

6 and 7 Viet.,

c. 94.

S8 and 29 Viet.,

c. 116.

89 and 30 Viet.,

c. 87.

S6 and 39 Viet.,

V, 8S.

6 & 7 Viet., c. 94.

28&29Vict.,cll6
S9&30Vict.,c.87.
S8&39Vict.,c.85.

5.—In any country or place out of Her Majesty’s dominions, in or to

vvhicli any of Her Majesty’s subjects are for the time being resident or
resorting, and which is not subject to any government from whom Her
Majesty might obtam power and jurisdiction by treaty or any of the other

means mentioned in the Foreign Jurisdiction Act, 1843, Her Majesty
shall by virtue of this Act have power and jurisdiction over Her Majesty’s
subjects for the time being resident m or resorting to that country or

place, and the same shall be deemed power and jurisdiction had by Her
Majesty therein within the Foreign Jurisdiction Act, 1843.

6.—It shall be lawful for Her Majesty the Queen in Council, from
time to time, by Order, to make, for the government of Her Majesty’s
subjects being in any vessel at a distance of not more than one hundred
miles from the coast of China or of Japan, any law that to Her Majesty
in Council may seem meet, as fully and effectually as any such law might
be made by Her Majesty in Council for the government of Her Majesty’s
subjects being in China or m Japan.

7.

—Every Order in Council made in pursuance of the Foreign Juris-

diction Acts, 1843 to 1878, or any of them, shall be laid before both
Houses of Parliament forthwith after it is made if Parliament be then in

session, and if not, forthwith after the commencement of the next session

of Parliament.

8.— (1.) An action, suit, prosecution, or proceeding against any per-

son for any act done m pursuance or execution or intended execution of

the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, 1843 to 1878, or an\' of them, or of any
Order m Council made under the same, or of any such power or jtmsdic-

tion of Her Majesty as is mentioned in the said Acts, or any of them, or in

respect of any alleged neglect or default in the execution of the said Acts
or any of them, or of any such Order in Council, power, or jurisdiction as

aforesaid, shall not lie or be instituted

—

Ca.) In any Court within Her Majesty’s dominions, unless it is

commenced within six months next after the act, neglect, or

default complained of, or in case of a continuance of injury

or damage, witliin six months next after the ceasing thereof,

or where the cause of action arose out of Her Majesty’s

dominions, within six months after the parties to siicli action,

suit, prosecution, or proceeduig have been within the juris-

diction of the Court, in Avhich the same is instituted

;

(b.) Nor in any of Her Majesty’s Courts without Her Majesty’s
dominions, unless the cause of action arose witliin the juris-

diction of that Court, and the action is commenced wuthin

six months next after the act, neglect, or default complained
of, or, in ease of a contumance of injury or damage,
within six months next after the ceasing thereof.

(2.) In any such action, suit, or proceeding, tender of amends
before the same was commenced may be pleaded in Ueu of or in addition

to any other plea. If the action, suit, or proceeding was commenced after

such tender, or is proceeded vuth after payment into Court of any money
in satisfaction of the plaintiff’s claim, and the phiintiff does not recover

more than the sum tendered or paid, he shall not recover any costs incurred

after such tender or payment, and the defendant shall be entitled to costs,

to be taxed as between soheitor and client, as from the time of such tender

or iiayment; but this provision shall not affect costs on any injunction in

the action, suit, or iiroceeding.

(3.) So far as regards any action, suit, prosecution, or proceed-

ing instituted after the passing of this Act, the provisions of tliis Section

shall supersede any provision for a like p)Ui’pose which is contained in any
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Order in Council under the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, 1843 to 1878, and
is in force at the passing of this Act, and such provision shall cease to

have any effect.

SCHEDULES.

FIEST SCHEDULE (Sections 1 and 3).

ENACTMENTS EEFEEEED TO

SESSION AND CHAPTER. TITLE. SHORT TITLE.

6 and 7 Viet., c. 34 An Aet for the better apprehen-
sion of eertain offenders.

Fugitive Offenders Act,

1843.

12 and 13 Viet., c. 98. An Aet to provide for the Pro-
seeution and Trial in Her
Majesty’s Colonies of offen-

ses committed within the
jurislietion of the Admi-
ralty.

Admiralty Offences Colo-

nial Act, 1849.

14 and 15 Viet., c. 99.

Seetions seven and
eleven.

An Act to amend the law of
evidence.

Evidence Act, 1851.

17 and 18 Viet-, c. 104.

Part X.

The Merchant Shipping Act,
1854.

19 and 20 Viet., c. 1 13. An Act to provide for taking
evidence in Her Majesty’s
dominions in relation to
civil and commercial mat-
ters pendingbefore Foreign
Tribunals.

Foreign Tribunals Evi-
dence Act, 1856.

22 Vi^:t., e. 2G An A.ct to provide for taking
evidence in Suits and Pro-
ceedings pending before
Tribunals in Her Majesty’s
Dominions, in places out of
the jurisdiction of such
Tribunals.

Evidence by Commission
Act, 1859.

22 and 23 Viet., c. 63. An Act to afford Facilities for
the more certain Ascertain-
ment of the Law adminis-
tered in one part of Her
Majesty’sDominions, when
pleaded in the Courts of
another part thereof.

British Law Ascertain-

ment Act, 1859.

23 and 24 Viet., c. 122. An Act to enable the Legisla-
ture of Her Majesty's Pos-
sessions abroad to make
Enactments similar to the
Enactment of the Aet
ninth George the Fourth,
Chapter thirty-one. Section
eight.

Admiralty Offences Colo-

nial Act, 1860.

24 and 25 Viet., c. 11. An Act to afford facilities for

the better ascertainment of
the Law of Foreign Coun-
trieswhenpleaded in Courts
within Her Majesty’sDomi-
nions.

Foreign Law Ascertain-

ment Act, 1861.
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FIRST SCHEDULE (Continued).

ENACTMENTS REFEKEED TO.

SESSION AND CHAPTER. TITLE. SHORT TITLE.

30 and 31 Viet., c. 124. The Merchant Shipping Act,

Section eleven. 1867.

37 and 38 Viet., c. 94. The Conveyancing (Scotland)
Section fifty-one. Act, 1874.

SECOND SCHEDULE (Section 2).

ENACTMENTS REPEALED.

SESSION AND CHAPTER. title. extent of rkpbal.

6 and 7 Viet., c. 80. An Act for the better govern-
ment of Her Majesty’s sub-

The Whole Act.

jects resorting to China.

6 and 7 Viet., c. 94. The Foreign Jurisdiction Act, Section Seven.
1843.
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EULES OF HEE BEITANNIC MAJESTY’S SUPEEME COEET

AND OTHEE COEETS IN CHINA AND JAPAN.

Framed under tlie Order of Her Majesty in Council of the 9th day
of March, 1865, by the Judge of Her Majesty’s Supreme Court, and
approved by One of Her Majesty’s Pruicipal Secretaries of State.

Dated the A-th day of May, 1865,

1.—Decision op Questions without roRM.4.L Suit.

Questions of Fact.

1. Where the parties between whom a suit might be instituted are la what ease*

agreed as to any question of fact to be detennined between them, they may
a^piioabir^*"®'

by consent and by order of the Supreme Court or other Court on summons,
—which order the Court may make on being satisfied that the parties have
a real uiterest in the determination of such question, and that the same is

fit to be tried,—proceed to the trial of any question of fact, without any
petition presented or other pleading.

2. Such question may be stated for trial in an issue, and such issue issue,

may be set down for trial, and tried accordingly, as if the question stated

were to be determined at the hearing of an ordinary suit.

3. The parties may, if they think fit, enter into an agreement in Money paymen*.

writing, which shall be embodied in an order of the Court, that on the
^

finding of the Court in the affirmative or negative of such issue, a sum of

money, fixed in the agreement, or to be ascertained by the Court, upon a
question inserted in the issue for that purpose, shall be paid by one of the

parties to the other, with or without any costs.

On the finding of the Court in any such issue, a decree may be entered

for the sum so agreed or ascertained, with or without costs, as the case

may be.

4. Where no agi-eement is entered into as to costs, the costs of the costs,

whole proceedings shall be in the discretion of the Court.

5. The issue and proceedings and decree shall be recorded, and the Effect of decree^

decree shall have the same effect as a decree in a contested suit.

Questions of Law.

6. Where the parties between whom a suit might be instituted are in what oases,

agreed as to any question of law to be determined between them, they may
by consent and by order of the Supreme or other Court on summons,

—

which order the Court may make on being satisfied that the jiarties have
a real interest in the determination of such question, and that the same is

fit to be determined,—state any question of law in a special case for the

opinion of the Supreme Court, without any petition presented or other

pleading.

Where the case is stated under order of a Provincial Court, the Court Special case for

shall send the ease to the Supreme Court; and the Supreme Court may Court,

direct the case to be re-stated or to be amended, or may refuse to deter-
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Uone; paymcat.

Coats.

Decree.

In vthat cases.

Course of
procedure.

Power of Court
to direot

a petition.

mine the same if the facts are not sufficiently stated, or if the question
thereon is not properly raised, or if the parties cannot agree on an amended
case

;
and may draw inferences of fact from the facts stated in the case.

7. The parties may, if they thiuk fit, enter into an agreement in

writing (which shall be embodied in the order for stating the special case

or in some subsequent order), that upon the judgment of the Supreme
Court being given in the affirmative or negative of the question of law
raised by the special case, a sum of money fixed in the agreement, or to be
ascertained by the Supreme Coui*t, or in such manner as it may direct,

shall be paid by one of the parties to the other, -ftfith or without any
costs.

On the judgment of the Supreme Court, a decree of the Supreme Court
or of the Provincial Court under whose order the case was stated (as the

case may be), may be entered for the sum to be agreed or ascertained,

with or without costs, as the case may be.

8. Where no agreement is entered into as to costs, the costs of the

whole proceedings shall be in the discretion of the Supreme Court.

9. The special case and proceedings and decree shall be recorded, and
the decree shall have the same effect as a decree in a contested suit.

II.—Summary Procedure for Claims under 100 Dollars.

10. Where the claim which any person desires to enforce by proceed-

ings in the Court relates to money, goods, or other property, or any matter
at issue of a less amount of value than 100 dollars,—or is for the recovery

of damages of a less amount than 100 dollars,—proceedings shall be com-
menced by summons, and the suit shall be heard and detennined in a

summary way.
11. The summons shall issue without application in writing.

It shall be addressed to the defendant or defendants against whom
the claim is made.

It shall state briefly and clearly the nature and particulars of the

claim, and the amount sought to be I’ecovered.

It shall be seiwed on the defendant or defendants within the time and
in the manner directed by the Court.

A defendant shall not be bound to attend personally to answer the

summons, miless required expressly by the summons so to do, but he must
attend personally if summoned as a witness.

The provisions of these Eules, relative to suits for sums of 100 dollai's

and upwards, shall be apphcable mutatis mutandis to suits for sums of

less than 100 dollars, and shall be so applied accordingly (except as far as

the Court may in any case for the avoiding of delay and furtherance of

substantial justice think fit otherwise to direct), particularly as to the

matters following :

—

The service of summons, notices, and orders.

The summoning of witnesses.

The taking of evidence.

The postponement or adjournment of the hearing.

The allowance of costs.

The contents and effect of orders, and the enforcement thereof.

The recording of the proceedings.

The mode of appeal.

12. Where, either on the application for a summons or before, or at

the hearing thereof, it appears to the Court (for reasons to be recorded in

the minutes of proceedings) that the nature and circumstances of the case

render it unjust or inexjicdient to hear and determine the claim in a sum-
mary way, the Court may direct proceedings to be taken and carried on

by petition, as in suits for sums of 100 dollars and upwards.
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III.—SxJMMAKT PeOCEDTJEE FOE AdMINISTEATION OF PeOPEETT
OF Deceased Peesons.

13. Anv person claiming to be a creditor or a legatee, or tlie next of

kin, or one' of the next of kin, of a deceased person, may apply for and
obtain, as of course, without petition filed or other preliminary proceeding,

a summons from the Court, requiring the executor or administrator (as

the case may be) of the deceased to attend before the Court, and show
cause why an order for the administration of the property of the deceased

sliould not be made.
14. On proof of diie service of the summons, or on the appearance Order,

of the executor or administrator in person, or by counsel or attorney, and
on proof of such other things (if any) as the Court requires, the Court
may, if in its discretion it thinks fit so to do, make an immediate order

for the administration of the property of the deceased; and the order so

made shall have the force of a decree to the like effect made on the

hearing of a cause between the same parties.

The Court shall have full discretionary power to make or refuse such

order, or to give any special directions respecting the carriage or execution

of it, and in the case of appHcations for such an order by two or more
different persons or classes of persons, to grant the same to such one or

more of the claimants or classes of claimants as the Court thinks fit.

If the Court thinks fit the carriage of the order may subsequently be
given to such person and on such terms .as the Court directs.

15. On making such an order, or at any time afterwards, the Court
may if it thinks fit, make any such further or other order as seems expe-

dient for compelling the executor or administrator to bring hito Court,

for safe custody, all or any part of the money, or securities, or other

property of the deceased, from time to time coming to the hands of

the executor or administrator, or such other order as seems expedient
for the safe keeping of the property of the deceased, or any part thereof,

until it can be duly administered under the direction of the Court for the
benefit of all persons mterested.

16. If the extreme urgency or other pecuhar circumstances of any I’ro^eding*
^ ,

A V officio

case appear to the Court so to require, the Court may issue such a sum-
mons and make such an order or such orders as aforesaid, and may cause
proper proceedings to be taken thereon, of its own motion ex officio, or on
the information of any officer of the Court, and without any such applica-

tion by a creditor or legatee, the next of km, or one of the next of kin, as
is before mentioned.

17. The reasons of the Court for making any order under the present
relsorrs°^

proyisions shall be recorded hi the minutes of proceedings.

IV. SuMMAET PeOCEDUEE ON BiLLS OF EXCHANGE AND
Peomissoet Notes.

18. Suits on bills of exchange or promissory notes, instituted within
six months after the same become due and payable, may be commenced
by summons, and may be heard and determined in a summary way as
hereinafter is provided.

19. The Court shall, on appheation within seven days from the ser- to defena,

vice of the summons, give the defendant leave to defend the suit on his
paying uito Court the sum indorsed, or on evidence on oath showing to
the satisfaction of the Court a good legal or equitable defence, or such
facts as would make it incumbent on the holder to prove consideration, or
such other facts as the Court deems sufficient to support the apiilication,
and on such terms as to security and other tlihigs as to the Court seems
fit

;
and in that case the Court may direct proceedings to be taken and

carried on by petition in the ordinaiy way.
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20. If the defendant does not so obtain leave to defend, the plamtiff,

on proof of due service of the siimmons, shall be entitled as of course at

any time after the expiration of such seven days, to an iinmemate absolu

decree for any siim not exceechng the sum indorsed on the svimmons,

together with interest at the rate specified (if any) to the date ot tlie

decree, and a sum for costs to be fixed by the Court in the decree.

21. After decree the Court may, under special circumstances, set

aside the decree, and may, if necessary, set aside execution, and may give

leave to defend the suit, if it appears to the Court reasonable so to do,

and on such temis as to the Court may seem just, the reasons tor any

such order being recorded in the minutes of proceedings.
^ i n v,

22. Li any proceedings under the present provisions, it shall be

competent to the Couid to order the bill or note sought to be proceede

on to be forthwith deposited in the Court, and further to order a a

proceedings be stayed until the plaintiff gi\'es security for costs.

23. The holder of a dishonoured bill or note shall have the same

remedies for recovery of the expenses incurred in tlie noting o tne

for non-acceptance or non-payment, or incurred otherwise by reason ot tne

dishonour, as he has under tlie present provisions for recovery ot the

amount of the hill or note. .

24. The holder of a bill or note may, if he thmks fit, obtain one

summons under the present provisions against all or any of the parties to

the bill or note; and such summons shall be the commencenient oi a suit

or suits against the parties therein named respectively ;
and ail tne suD-

seqncnt proceedings against such respective parties shall be earned on,

as far as may be, as if separate summonses had issued.
.

But the summons or its indorsement must set forth the claim s

the parties respectively, according to their respective alleged habihties,

with sufficient precision and certainty to enable each defendant to set up

any defence on which he individually may desire to rely.
_

25. An appeal from a Provincial Court to the Supreme Court in

respect of any decision, decree, or order given or made in any sncJi suit

does not lie, except by special leave.

V.—Suits fok Sums of 100 Dollars and Upwards.

Petition.

26. Subject to the foregoing provisions, where the claim which any

person desires to enforce by proceedings in the Court relates to money,

goods, or other property of the amount or value of 100 dollars or imwards,

—or relates to or involves directly or indirectly a question respectmg any

matter at issue of the amount or value of 100 doliap or npwards-or is

for the recovery of damages of the amount of 100 dollars or upwards

proceedings shall be commenced by the filing of a petition.
, ^

27 The petition shall contain a narrative ot the material tacts,

matters, and circumstances on which the plaintiff relies, such narrative

bemg divdded into paragraphs numbered consecutively,

containing, as nearly as may be,

allegation! and shall pray specifically for the rehef to wmch the plamtiff

may conceive himself entitled, and also for general rehet.

^ The petition must be as brief as may be consistent with a cl«ar state-

ment of the facts on which the prayer is sought to be supported and wit

infoiTuation to the defendant of the nature of the claim set up.

Documents must not be unnecessarily set out in the petition iw

verha, but so much only of them as is pertinent and material may
J>e

sU

out, or the effect and substance of so much only of them as is pertmei

and material may be given, without needless prohxity.

Dates and sums shall be expressed in figures and not in wonts.
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The petition may not contain any statement of the mere evidence by

which the facts alleged are intended to be proved, and may not contain

any argument of law.

The facts material to the establishment of the plaintiff’s right to

recover shall be alleged positively, briefly, and as clearly as may be, so as

to enable the defendant by his answer either to admit or deny any one or

more of the material allegations, or else to admit the truth of any or all

of the allegations, but to set forth some other substantive matter in his

answer, by reason of which he intends to contend that the right of the

plaintiff to recover or to any relief capable of being granted on the petition

has not yet accrued, or is released or barred or othervrise gone.

Particulars of Demand.
28. Where the plaintiff’s claim is for money payable in respect of any in what oase?,

contract, express or implied,—or to recover the. possession or the value of

any goods wrongfully taken and detained or wrongfully detained by the de-

fendant from the plaintiff, it shall be sufficient for the plaintiff to state his

claim in the petition in a general form, and to annex to the petition a Sche-

dule stating the particulars of his demand, in any form which shall give the

defendant reasonably sufficient information as to the details of the claim.

An application for ftrrthcr or better particulars may be made by the

defendant before answer on summons.
The plaintiff shall not at the hearing obtani a decree for any sum Effect of

exceeding that stated in the particulars, except for subsequent interest and particulars,

the costs of suit, notwithstanding that the sum claimed in the petition

for debt or damages exceeds the sum stated in the particulars.

Particulars of demand shall not ne amended except by leave of the Am’ndment.

Court
;
and the Court may, on any application for leave to amend, grant

the same, on its appearing that the defendant -will not be prejudiced by

a ccndment. Otherwise the Court may refuse leave or gi’ant the same on

such terms as to notice, postponement of trial, or costs, as justice requires.

Any variance lietween the items contained in the particulars and the vnrianoe,

items proved at the hearing may be amended at the hearing, either at once

or on such terras as to notice, adjournment, or costs, as justice requires.

Where jiarticulars are amended by leave of the Court, or where further rime,

or better particulars arc ordered to be given, the order shall state the time

within which the ameudment is to be made or the further or better

particulars are to be given
;
and the order for service of the amended or

further or better particulars shall state the time which the defendant is

to have to put in his answer.

Papers Annexed.

29. Where the plaintiff seeks (in addition to or without any ord r for la what oases,

the payment of money by the defendant) to obtain, as against any person,

any general or special declaration by the Court of his rights under any

contract or instrument,—or to set aside any contract,—or to liave any bond,

bill, note, or instrument in writing delivered up to be cancelled,—or to

restrain any defendant by injunction,—or to have any account taken

between himself and any other or others,—and in such other cases as the

nature of the circumstances makes it necessary or expedient,—the plaintiff

m his petition may refer to and briefly describe any papers or documents
on the contents of which he intends to I'ely, and may annex copies of such

papers or documents to the petition, where such papers or documents are

brief, or may state any reason for not annexing copies of such papers or

documents, or any of them respectively (as, their length, possession of

copies by the defendant, loss, inability to procure copies), that he may have

to allege. The plaintiff shall, in his petition, offer to allow the defendant Inspeotioo.

to inspect such papers and documents as aforesaid, or such of them as are

in his possession or power.
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30. Any plaintiff not giving sufficient infonnation to enable tlie

defendant reasonably to understand tlie nature and particulars of the
claim set up against him, may be ordered, on the application of the
defendant before answer, to amend his i^etition.

The plaintiff may be ordered to annex copies of, or produce for

inspection such papers or documents in his possession or power as he has
referred to in the, petition, and as the defendant is entitled to inspect for

the purposes of the suit.

The Court may in such cases make such order as to costs as justice

requires, and stay proceedings until the order is complied with.

31. If any petition contains hbellous or needlessly offensive expres-

sions, the Court may, either of its own motion before service thereof or on
thq apphcation of the defendant, order the petition to be amended, and
make such order as to costs as justice requires.

32. A petition may be amended at any time before answer by leave

of the Court, obtained ex parte. .

Notice of the amendment shall be given to the defendant within such
time and in such manner as the Court directs.

Equity.

33. Every petition is to be taken to imply an offer to do equity in the
matter of the suit commenced by it, and to admit of any equitable defence,

and, on the other hand, to enable the plaintiff to obtain at the hearing any
such equitable rehef as he may apjiear entitled to from the facts stated

and proved, though not specifically asked, if it may be granted without
hardship to the defendant.

Parties.

34. Persons entitled to sue and suing on behalf of others, as guardians,

executors, or administrators,—or on behalf of themselves and others, as

creditors in a suit for administration,—must state the character in which
they sue.

35. All persons having a joint cause of suit agamst any defendant
ought ordinarily to be parties to the suit.

36 Where the plamtiff has a jomt and several demand agamst several

persons, either as principals or as sureties, it is not necessary for him to

bring before the Court as parties to a suit concerning such demand all the

persons liable thereto, but he may proceed against one or more of the

persons severally liable.

37. If it appears before or at the hearing that any person not joined

as jdaintiff or as defendant ought to be so joiued,—or that any person

joined as plaintiff or as defendant ought not to be so joiued,—the Court
may order the petition to be amended, with liberty to amend the other

ideadings (if any), and on such teniis as to time for answering, postpone-

ment or adjournment of hearing, and costs, as justice requires.

Blit no person shall be so joined as plamtiff without satisfactory

evidence to the Couii of his consent thereto.

Nor shall the name of any plaintiff be struck out unless it appears to

the satisfaction of the Court either that he was originally joined as plaintiff

without his consent, or that he consents to his name being struck out.

38. Where a plaintiff sues any i^erson as agent for some other ijerson,

not seeking to fix such agent with any jx,‘rsonal liabdity, the Court, on the

fact coming to its knowledge, shall, if the person really sought to be fixed

wth liability is Avithm the jjarticular jurisdiction, forthwith order his name
to be substituted, and stay

2
)roceedlngs until the order is conqffied with.

But if he is not within the ])articular jurisdiction, shall refuse to j^roceed

furtherm the matter, unless and until the i>erson sued as agent undertakes,
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by wi’iting Tnider liis band, to defend the suit, and personally to satisfy

any decree or order for debt or damages and costs therein.

In the latter case the person sued as agent shall further, within such
time as the Court orders and before the hearing of the suit, procure and
file with the proceedings a sufficient authority m writuig from the jiarty

on whose behalf such agent is affectmg to act to substitute the name of

the principal as defendant for his own, and to defend the suit, or otherwise

act in it on behalf of such prmcipal.

Such agent shall not, however, be deemed discharged by such authority
and substitution from his personal undertaking and liability to satisfy any
decree or order in the suit, such authority and substitution being m all

cases strictly required as a protection against collusive decrees which might
affect absent persons.

39. In case a petition states two or more distinct causes of suit, by Distinct causes

and against the same parties, and in the same rights, the Court may either peSlou"
before or at the hearing, if it ajipears inexpedient to try the different causes

of suit together, order that different records be made up, and make such
order as to adjournment and costs as justice requires.

In case a petition states two or more distinct causes of suit but not
by and against the same parties, or by and against the same parties but
not in the same rights, the petition may, on the apphcation of any defendant,

be dismissed.

In case such application is made within the time for answer, the

petition may be dismissed, with substantial costs to be paid by the plaintiff

to the defendant making the application
;
but in case the application is not

made within the time for answer, the petition, when the defect is brought
to the notice of the Court, may be dismissed without costs, or on payment
of Court fees only, as to the Court seems just.

Defective Petition.

40. Where a petition is defective on the face of it by reason of non- staying

compliance with any provision of these Rules, the Court may, either on Proceedings,

application by a defendant, or of its own motion, make an order to stay

proceedings until the defect is remedied.
The Court shall, of its own motion, make an order to stay proceedings

on a defective petition, where the defect is patent and serious, and conies

to the knowledge of the Court before service of the petition on the
defendant.

Copies for Service.

41. Where there is only one defendant, one copy of the petition, and Number of

of any schedule thereto, for service, is to be left with the Court, together

with the original
;
where there are two or more defendants, as many copies

as there are parties to be served are to be left, together with the original.

Service of Petition.

42. The plaintiff on filing his petition must obtahi an order for service Order for

of it on the defendant.

Every order for service shall specify a reasonable time after service,

ordinarily not more than eight days, wdthin which the defendant must put
in his answer.

Defence on Ground of Law.
43. Where a defendant conceives that he has a good legal or equitable Motion timt.

defence to the petition, so tliat even if the allegations of fact in the petition Sfsmhsed
*

were admitted or clearly established, yet the plauitiff would not be entitled without any

to any decree against him (the defendant), he may raise this defence by a required.**”®

motion that the petition be dismissed without any answer being required

from him.

The motion paper shall be filed within the time allowed for puttmg
in an answer.
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It must state briefly the grounds of law on wliicli tbe defendant
intends to rely at tbe bearing of tbe motion.

Tbe motion shall be beard and disposed of at as early a time as may
be.

For tbs purposes of tbe motion tbe defendant shall Re taken to adnuit

tbe truth of tbe allegati-ons of fact m tbe petition, and no evidence as to

matters of fact or discussion of questions of fact shall be admitted at tbe

hearing of tbe motion.

On bearing tbe motion the Court shall either dismiss tbe petition or

order the defendant to jjut in an answer within a short time, to be named
m tbe order, and may give leave to tbe jflaintifl' to amend bis petition if it

ajjpears requisite, and may impose such terms as justice requires.

Where, on the bearing of tbe motion, any grounds of law are urged
in support of tbe motion beyond those stated in the motion paper, and tbe

grounds stated therein are disallowed, tbe defendant shall be bable to pay
tbe same costs as if tbe motion were wholly refused, although tbe grounds
of law newly urged are allowed, unless tbe Court thmks fit in any case to

order otbenvise.

Answer.
44. Tbe defendant may obtam further time for putting in bis answer,

on summons stating tbe further tune required, and the reasons why it is

required.

The appbcation when made, miless consented to, must be supjjorted

by affidavit or by oral evidence on oath, sboAving that there is reasonable

ground for tbe application, and that it is not made for tbe puiqiose of delay.

45. Where a defendant does not put in any answer he shall not be
taken as admittmg the allegations of tbe jjetition, or tbe plaintiff’s right

to tbe rebef sought
;
and at tbe bearing (even though such defendant does

not appear) tbe plaintiff must ojDen bis case, and adduce evidence in sup-

port of it, and take such judgment as to tbe Court appears just.

46. A defendant neglecting to put in an answer within the time or

further time allowed, shall not be at liberty to put in any answer without

leave of tbe Court.

Tbe Court may grant such leave by order on the ex parte application

of tbe defendant at any time before tbe plaintiff has set down the cause,

or appbed to have it set do'wu for bearuig.

Where tbe ca^ise has been set down or the plaiutifl’ has appbed to

have it set down for bearing, tbe Court shall not grant sucli leave except

on return of a summons to tbe plaiutifl:, giving notice of tbe defendant’s

application, and on sircli terms as to costs and other matters as seem just.

47. Tbe answer shall show tbe nature of the defendant’s defence to

tbe claim set up by tbe petition, but may not set forth tbe evidence by
which such defence is intended to be supported.

It should be clear and precise, and not introduce matter irrelevant to

tbe suit, and tbe rules before laid down respecting tbe setting out of

documents aud tbe contents of a petition generally shall be observed in

answer, mutatis mutandis.
It must deny all such material allegations in tbe petition as tbe

defendant intends to deny at the bearing.

Where the answer denies an allegation of fact, it must deny it directly,

and not by way of negative pregnant: as (for examjfle) where it is alleged

that tbe defendant has received a sum of money, tbe a,nswer must deny
that be has received that .sum or any part thereof, or else set forth what
part be has received. And so, where a matter of fact is alleged in tbe

petition with certain <-ircumstances, tbe answer must not deny it literally

as it is alleged, 1 it must an.swer tbe point of erd stance po-itivcly and
certainly.
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The answer must specifically adnrit snch material allegations in the

jietition as the defendant knows to be true, or desires to be taken as

admitted. Such admission, if plain and specific, will prevent the plaintiff

from obtaining the cost of proving at the hearing any matters of fact so

admitted.

Ail material allegations of fact admitted by a defendant shall be

taken as established agamst him, without proof thereof by the plamtiff at

the hearing. But the plaintiff shall be bound to prove as agaiust each

defendant ^1 allegations of fact not admitted by him, or not stated by
liim to be true to his belief.

The answer must allege any matter of fact not stated in the petition

on which the defendant relies in defence,—as establishing, for instance,

fraud on the jjart of the plaintiff, or showing that the plaintiff’s right to

recover, or to any relief capalde of being granted on the petition, has not

yet accrued, or is released or barred or otherwise gone.

48. The answer of a defendant shall not debar him at the hearing <.f answer

from disproving any allegation of the petition not admitted by his answer,

or from giving evidence in support of a defence not expressly set up by the

answer,—except where the defence is such as, in the opinion of the Court,

ought to have been expressly set up by the answer—or is inconsistent

with the statements of the answer—or is, in the opinion of the Court,

likely to take the plaintiff by surprise, and to raise a fresh issue or fresh

issues of fact or law not fairly arising out of the pleadings as they stand,

and such as the plaintiff ought not to be then called upon to try.

Specific Answer.
49. Where the defendant does not answer, or puts in an answer

amounting only to a general denial of the plaintiff’s claim, the plaintiff

may apply by summons for an order to compel him to answer specifically

to the several material allegations in the petition
;
and the Co’urt, if such

allegations are briefly, positively, separately, and distinctly made, and it

thinks that justice so requires, may grant such an order.

The defendant shall, within the time limited bv such order, put in of

his answer accordingly, and shall therein answer the several material
allegations in tlie petition, either admitting or denying tlie truth of such
allegations seriaiim, as the truth or falsehood of each is within his know-
ledge, or (as the case may lie) stating as to any one or more of the allega-

tions that he does not know whether such allegution or allegations is or
are true or othenrise.

The defendant so answering may also set up l)y such airswer any
defence to the suit, and may explain away the effect of any admission
therein made by any other allegation of facts.

Interrogatories.

50. Where an answer so put in fails substantially to comply with the
terms o'.' the order, by reason of any one or more of the material allegations

not being either denied or admitted thereby, or not being met by a state-

ment in the answer that the defendant does not laiow whether such
allegation or allegations is or are true or otherwise, the plaintiff may apply
to the Court to examine the defendant on written interrogatories

; and the
Court may, if it si'cs fit, e vamine the defendant accordingly on litten

interrogatories allow.'d liy tlie Comt, and embodying material allegations
of the. petition in an interrogativ-.- form, and may reduce the answers of
the d'‘fenda,nt to wi

Sneb answers shall be
part of the d an r.v

51.

re.iuir.

a ken for ilia ’,nir;.-oses
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52. A defence alleging tender by the defendant must be accompanied
by payment into Court of the amount alleged to have been tendered.

Set-off.

53. A defence of set-off to a claim for money, whether in debt
or in damages, must be accompanied by a statement of particulars

of set-off; and if pleaded as a sole defence, unless extending to the
whole amount of the plaintiff’s claim, must also be accompanied by
payment into Court of the amount to which, on the defendant’s sho-wing,

the plaintiff is entitled
;
and m default of such payment the defendant

shall be hable to bear the costs of the suit, even if he succeeds in his

defence to the extent of the set-off pleaded.

Where a defendant in his answer raises a defence by way of set-off,

which, in the opinion of the Court, is not admissible as set-off, the Court
may either before or at the hearing, on his apphcation, give him liberty to

withdraw such defence, and to file a cross jietition and may make such
order for the hearhig of the suit and cross suit together or othenrtse, on
such terms as to costs and other matters as seem just.

Payment into Court.

54. Payment into Court by the defendant must be accompanied by an
answer. The answer must state distinctly that the money paid in is paid

in satisfaction of the plaintiff’s claim generally, or (as the case may be) in

satisfaction of some specific part of the jilaintiff’s claim, where the claim

is stated in the petition for distinct sums or m respect of distinct matters.

Payment uito Court, whether made in satisfaction of the jilaintiff’s

claim generally or ui satisfaction of some sjiecific part thereof, operates as

an admission of liability to the extent of the amount paid m, and no more,
and for no other purpose.

Where the defendant pays money into Court, the plaintiff shall be

at liberty to accept the same in full satisfaction and discharge of the cause

of suit in respect of which it is paid in
;
and in that case the plaintiff may

forthwith apply by motion for payment of the money out of Court to him

;

and on the hearing of the motion the Court shall make such order as to

stay of further proceedings in the suit, in whole or in part, and as to costs

and other matters, as seems just.

If the plaintiff does not so apply, he shall be considered as insisting

that he has sustained damages to a greater amount,—or (as the case may
be) that the defendant was and is indebted to him in a greater amount
than the sum jjaid in

;
and in that case the Court, in determining the suit

and disposing of costs at the hearing, shall have re 'ard to th; fact of the

payment into Court having been m.id,* and not accepted.

Counter-claim.

55. WJier.' a defendant in his answer raises any specifi ; defence, and

it appears to ta^ Court that o,i such defence being esiab''. ; v; l he may be

eiitidei to relief against the plaiiitiif in I’esjsect of the su jject-niatter of

th,' suit, the Cour: may, on the a])plication of the defeiidanc, eitner before

or at the heading, if under the cii-cuuistanees of any case it thinks fit, give

liberty to him to file a counter-claim by a cro3S-i)etitioa in the same suit,

asking for relief against the plaintiff, aii'l may make sm-h order for the

hearing of the suit and counter-claim toge h w or odierwise, and in such

manner and on such terms as to costs and nther ^natters as seem just, and

miy, if in a.iv case i*’ seems fit, require the plainlid to give security to the

sa'risfaction of the Court (Iw deposit or otherwise) to abide by and perform

the decision of the Court on the counter-claim.

Proceedings after Ansi‘-er.

56. No repli^a+mu or other pleading after answer is allowed except

by special leave Oi. che Court.

Ufo pleading
^ter aaswer.
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57. Wliei’e tlie plaintiff considers the contents of the answer to be snch Amendment oi

as to render an amendment of the petition necessary or desirable, he may
obtain ex parte an order to amend the petition, on satisfying the Conrt
that the amendment is not intended for the pnrpose of delay or vexation,

bnt because it is considered to be material for the plaintiff’s case.

Notice of the amendment shall be given to the defendant within snch

time and m such manner as the Court in each case directs.

Settlements of Issue.

58. At any tune before or at the hearing the Court may, if it thinks Before or at

fit, on the application of any party or of its own motion, proceed to ascer-

tain and determine what are the material questions in controversy between
the parties, although the same are not distuictly or properly raised by the

pleadings, and may reduce snch questions into writing and settle them m
the fonn of issues

;
which issues when settled may state questions of law

on admitted facts, or questions of disputed fact, or questions partly of the

one kind and partly of the other.

In settling issues the Court may order or allow the striking out or

amendment of any pleading or part of a pleading so that the pleadings

may finally correspond with the issues settled, and may order or allow the

striking out or amendment of any pleading or part of a pleading that

appears to be so framed as to prejudice, embarrass, or delay the trial of

the cause.

Where the application to the Court to settle issues is made at any
stage of the proceedings at which all parties are actually present before

the Court, either in person or by counsel or attorney, or at the hearing,

the apphcation may be made viva voce, and may be disposed of at once,

otherwise the application must be made and disposed of on summons. On summons.

Reference of Account.
59. Where it appear to the Court at any time after suit instituted,

that the question in ^spnte relates either wholly or in part to matters of

mere account, the Court may, according to the amount of public business
pending, either decide such question m a summary way, or order that it

be referred either wholly or in part to some person agreed on by the

parties, or in case of their non-agreement, appointed by the Court.
The referee shall enter mto the account and hear evidence, and report

on it to the Court, accorduig to the order
;
and the Conrt after hearing

the parties may adopt the conclusions of the report, either wholly or in

part, or may direct a finther report to be made by the referee, and may
grant any necessary adjournment for that purpose.

Seiliuj djwu of Cause for Hearincj.

60. No cruse can be set doAvn for hearing without order of the Court Or'ier for aettinj

first obtaiuech
“•

61.

At the expiration of the time alloAved for ansAvering, the plaintiff When plaintiff

may apply ex parte for an order to set doAvn the cause for hearing.
6J. Where the defendant has put in an ausAver, the plaintiff must when and how

carefully consider the answer, and if he finds that upon the answer alone
enterlnto^*^'*

there is sufficient ground for a final decree or order, he must proceed upon evidence,

the ansAver Avithout entering into evidence preparatory to or at the
hearing.

Or, if it is needful to jirove a particular point, he must not enter into

evidence as to other points that are not necessary to be proved.
In the first case, if he enters into evidence at all, and in the second

case, if he enters into evidence as to such other polu:s, he renders himself
hable to pay the costs thereof. ^

63. An order to set doAvn the cause may be made on the apphcation of Of'ier for

the defendant by summons, if it appears to the Court, haA’^ing regard to the on'appiitaUou
state of the pleadings, that the cause is ready to be heard and that there of ‘leftadaut*
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has been delay on the part of the plaintiff in obtaining an order for set-

ting down the cause, for which the plaintiff' lias no reasonable excuse (as

the absence or illness of a material witness), and that the defendant is

prejudiced or may reasonably be ex]iected to be prejudiced by such delay.

Dismissal for want of Prosecution.

64. "Where the plaintiff does not olitain an order for setting down
the cause within three months from the time at which he might first

apply for such an order, the defendant may apply by motion for an order
to dismiss the petition for want of prosecution.

On such ajiplication, the Court may, if it thinks fit, make an order
dismissing the petition, or make such other order, or impose such terms
as the Court thinks just and reasonable.

Postponement of Hearing.
65. The Court may at any time on a summons taken out by any

party postpone the hearing of a cause set down, on being satisfied by
evidence on oath that the postjionement will have, the effect of better

ensuring the hearing and detennination of the questions between the

parties on the merits.

Where such an application is made on the ground of the absence of

a witness, the Court shall require to be satisfied that his evidence is

material, and that he is likely to return and give evidence within a reason-

able time.

Where such an application is made for the puiqiose of enabling the

party applying to obtain the evidence of a witness resident out of the

particular jurisdiction, tl e Court shall require to be satisfied that the

evidence of the witness is material, and that he is likely to give evidence,

and that he is pernianently residmg out of the jurisdiction, or does not
intend to come within the jurisdiction within a reasonable time. The
party making such application must also apply for an order for the exa-

mination of such vritness out of the jurisdiction, or for leave to use an
atfidavit to be made by such witness as evidence at the hearing.

Hearing List and Hearing Paper.
66. There shall be ke})t a General Hearing List for causes and a

Hearing Paper.

67. When a cause is set down for hearing it shall be placed in the

general hearing list, and sh.all be transferred to the hearing paper strictly

in its turn and order, according as the general hearing list becomes
exhausted.

The regular order shall in no case be departed from without special

direction.

68. When a cause is about to be transferred from the general liearing

list to the hearing paper, notice shall be served on the parries
;
and unless

the Cokkrt in any particular case directs otherurise, ten days shall be
allowed between serrice of such notice and the day of hearing.

69. When any cause or matter has been specially directed by the

Court to be heard on a j'articular day, or out of its ordniary tium, the

name of the cause or ma' ter shall be placed in the hearing pajx^r, with
the Avords “by order” subjoined.

70. In case of any adjournment of the heariu;: from the day appointed
in the hearing }>aper liy reason of tlie ])reoeding causes iji the hearing
paper not having been got through, or under any order of the Court made
during the sitting on that da3% no further notice to eitlier party of the

adjournment day shall be requisite; and tlie adjournment day shall, unless

othenvise ordered liy the Coui-t, be the next ordinai'v Court day.

Sittings of Court.

71. The sittings of the Court for the hearing of causes shall be, where
the amount of jiuldic busine.ss ?.o ’.varr.ant.®, h:M on fixed and stated days.

On wh'tt days.
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The Court may, at its discretion, appoint any other day or days from
time to time for tlie hearingiof causes, as circumstances require.

72. The sittings of the Court for the hearing of causes shall ordinarily Publicity,

be public; but the Court may, for a reason to be specified by it on the

minutes, hear any particular cause or matter in the presence- only of the

parties and their legal advisers and the officers of the Court.

73. On the application of either i:i.T,rty at the commencement of the

proceedings, or of its o\vn motion, th Court may order witnesses on both of Court,

sides to be kept out of Court until tL have respectively given their evi-

dence; b\ft this rule does not extend to the parties themselves or to their

respective legal advisers, although intended to be called as witnesses.

74. Subject to special arrangements for any particular day, the busi-

ness of the day shall be taken, as nearly as circumstances permit, in the sittings,

following order:

—

(i.) At the commencement of the sitting, judgment shall be dehvered
in matters standing over for that purpose, and appearing for judgment in

the paper:

(ii.) Ex parte motions and motions b}”^ consent shall next be taken,

in the order in which the motion papers have been sent in

:

(iii.) Opposed motions on notice, and arguments on showing cause

against orders returnable on that day, shall then be taken, in the order in

which these matters respectively stand in the hearing paper

:

(iv.) The causes in the hearing paper shall then be called on, m
their order, unless the Court sees fit to A’-ary the order.

Hearing.

75. When a cause in the hearing paper has been called on, if neither
oi°bot^parti°s^

party appears, either in person or by counsel or attorney, the Court, on
being satisfied that the plaintiff has received notice of the hearing, shall,

unless it sees good reason to the contrary, strike the cause out of the
hearing paper.

76. If the pLiintiff does not a,ppear in person or Ijy counsel or attorney,

the Court, on being satisfied that the plaintiff has received notice of the
hearing, shall, unless it sees good reason to the contrary, strike out the

cause, and make such ordc'r as to costs in f:avo’ar of anj'^ defendant
appearing as seeins just.

77. If the -idaintiff ai.)pears, but the defendant or anv of the defen- -''yn-appearanee

dants do not appear, in person or by counsel or attorney, the Court snail,

before healing the cause, inquire into the service of the petition and of

notic of hearing on the absent party or parties.

If not satisfied as to the service on every iiarty, the Court shall direct

that farther service be made as it directs, and adjourn the healing of the
cause for that purpose.

If satisfied that the defendant or the several defendants has or have
been duly served with the petition and with notice of the hearing, the Court
may proceed to hear the cause, notwithstandingthe absence of the defendant
or any of the defendants, and may, on the eiidence adduced by the
plaintiff, give such judgment as appears just. The Court-, however, shall

not b. absolutely bound to do so, l-xit may order the hearing to sland over
to a farther day, and Ihect fresh ;iotice to be given to the defendant or

def'.'u- hints, in case justice seems to require an adjournment.
7 i. Where the C o irt, hears a cause and giVes judgment in the absence

ae®iudant°
of an i against any def .-ndant, it may after'.v jrd.s, if it thinks fit, on such
term- as seem just, set aside the decree and rehear the cause, on its being
estalilished by evidence on oath to the satisfaction of the Court that the
•t .=.-> ai)serice was not xviifuh and that he has a d.efence upon the

merits.
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79. Where a cause is struck out by reason trf the absence of the plamtiff

,

it shall not be restored without leave of the uourt, until it has been set

down affain at the bottom of the general hearing list, and been transferred
in its r.gular turn to the hearing paper.

80. Where a cause has been once struck out, and has been a second
time set down, and has come into the hearing paper, and on the day fixed

for the hearing the plaintilf, having received due notice thereof, fails to

appear either in person or by counsel or attorney when the cause is called

on, the Court, on the apphcation of the defendant, and if the non-appearance
of the plamtifl: appears to be wilful and intended to harass the defendant,
or to be likely to prejudice the defendant by preventing the hearing and
determmation of the suit, may make an order on the plaintiff to show cause
why a day should not be fixed for the peremptory hearing of the cause

;

and on the return to that order, if no cause or no sufficient cause be shown,
the Court shall fix a day accordingly, upon such notice and other terms as

seem just.

In case the plaintiff does not appear on the day so fixed, either in

person or by counsel or attorney, the Court shall, unless it sees good reason
to the contrary, dismiss the petition, which dismissal shall have the same
effect as a dismissal on the merits at the hearing.

Jury.

81. Notice of demand of a jury, or of apphcation for a jury, must be
filed seven days at least before the day of hearing.

82. An appeal does not he against the refusal of an aj^phcation for

a jury.

83. Wliere notice of demand of a juiy has not been filed in due time,

or if at the hearing both parties desire a jury, the Court may, on such
teiTus as seem just, adjourn the hearmg, in order that a jury may be

summoned.
Proceeding at the Bearing.

84. The order of proceeding at the hearing of a cause shall be as

follows

:

The plaintiff shall state the pleadmgs.
The party on whom the burden, of proof is thrown by the nature of

the material issues or questions between the parties has the right to begin
;

he shall address the Court and open his case.

He shall then call his evidence and examine his Avitnesses in chief.

When the party beguining has concluded his evidence, he shall ask

the other party if he intends to call evidence (in which term is included

evidence taken by affidavit or deposition, or under commission, and do-

cumentary evidence not already read or taken as read)
;
and if answered

in the negative, he shall be entitled to sum up the evidence already given,

and comment thereon
;
but if answered in the afiinnatiA'e, he shall Avait

for his general reply.

When the party beginning has concluded Iris case, the other paity

shall be at liberty to address the Court, and to call evidence, and to sum
up and comment thereon.

If no evidence is called or read by the latter party, the party beginning

(savmg the right of the CroAA'n) shall have no right to reply, unless he has

been prevented from summing up his case by the. statement of the other

party of his intention to call evidence.

The case on both sides shall then be considered closed.

If the party opiAosed to the party beginning calls or reads evidence,

the party beginning shrill be at lil'ci ty ti> r -ply generally on the Avhole.case
;

or he may call fresh evidence in reifiy to the evidence giA'en on the other

side, on points material to the determination of the issues, or any of them,

but not on collateral matters.
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Where evidence in reply is tendered, and allowed to be given, the

l^arty agamst whom the same has been adduced shall be at hberty to address

the Court, and the party beginning shall be entitled to the general reply.

85. Each witness, after examination in chief, shall be subject to cross- Cross-examina-

examination by the other party, and to re-examination by the party callmg cxamtoatioL

him, and after re-examination may be questioned by the Court, and shall

not be recalled or further questioned save through and by leave of the

Court.

86. The Could shall take a note of the substance of the viva voce Notes of

evidence in a narrative form, but shall put down the terms of any particular

question or answer, if there appears any special reason for doing so.

No person shall be entitled as of right, at any time or for any purpose,

to mspection or a cojjy of the Court’s notes.

87. All objections to evidence must be taken at the time the question objection to

objected to is put, or, in case of written evidence, when the same is about
to be put in, and must be argued and decided at the time.

88. Where a question put to a witness is objected to, the Court, unless Note of

the objection appear frivolous, shall take a, note of the question and objec-

tion, if required by either party, and shall mention on the notes whether
the question was allowed to be put or not, and the answer to it, if put.

89. Where any evidence is by affidavit, or has been takenby commission. Evidence by

or on deposition, the party adducing the same may read and comment on
it, either immediately after his opening, or after the viva voce evidence on
his part has been concluded.

90. The Court may, at its discretion, if the interests of justice appear Admission of

absolutely so to require (for reasons to be recorded hi the minutes of aSughno
proceedings), admit an affidavit in evidence, although it is shown that the cross-esamina-

party against whom the affidavit is offered in evidence had no opportunity

of cross-examining the person making the affidavit, on such terms, if any,

as seem just.

91. Documentary evidence must be put in and read, or taken as read Documentary

by consent. evidence.

Every document put in evidence shall be marked by the Court at the
time, and shall be retained by the Court during the hearing, and returned
to the party who put it in, or from whose custody it came, immediately
after the judgment, unless it is impounded by order of the Court.

92. Where the evidence adduced at the hearing varies substantially
variance of

from the allegations of the respective parties in the pleadings, it shall be in evidence,

the discretion of the Court to allow the pleadings to be amended.
93. The Court may alloiv such amendments on such terms as to .• mendmenta

adjournment, costs, and other things as seem just, so as to avoid surprise

and injury to any party
;
but all amendments necessary for the determina-

tion m the existing suit of the real question in controversy between the
parties shall be made if duly apphecl for.

94. The Court may at the hearing order or allow, on such terms as Pleadings

seem just, the striking out or amendment of any pleading that appears so

framed as to prejudice, embarrass, or delay the fair trial of the real

questions in controversy between the parties.

Jvilfjment.

95. Decisions and judgments shall be delivered or read in open court. Publicity,

in presence of the parties and their legal advisers.

96. If the judgment of the Court is reserved at the hearing, parties Summons to

to the suit shall be summoned to hear judgment, unless the Court at the
hearing states the day on which judgment will be delivered, in which case
no summons to hear judgment shall be issued.

97. All parties shall be deemed to have notice of any decision or judg- Notice to parties

ment, if the same is pronounced at the hearing of the application or suit,
^^h^igment.
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All paii-ies duly served with notice to attend and hear judgment shall

be deemed to have notice of the judgment Avhen pronounced.

98. A minute of every judgment, whether final or interlocutory, shall

be made, on which the decree or order may he dra'wn up on the application

of any of th3 parties.

S'pecial Case.

99. Any decision nr jiidgment may be given, or verdict taken, subject

to a special case to be stated for the opijiion of the Supreme Court.

Eehearing. New Trial.

100. The Court may, in any case, on su(;h temis as seem just, order

a reheariijg or new trial, with a stay of proceedings.

101. An application for a new trial may he made and determined on

the day of hcarmg, if all parties are present, or on notice of motion, filed

not later than 14 days after the hearing.

Such notice shall not of itself operate as a stay of proceedings ;
but

any money in Court in the suit shall be retained to abide the result of the

motion or the further order of the Court.

After the expiration of such 14 days, an application for a new trial

shall not he admitted, except by special leave oi the Court, on such terms

as seem just.
_ _ i j

102. On an order for rehearing or new trial, either party may demand

a jury for the second trial, though t.he first was not with a juiy.

103. The Court may, if it thinks fit, make it a condition of granting

a rehearing or ueiv trial that the trial shall be with a jury-

104. Where the Supreme Court., on appeal from a Court where trial

with a jniw can be had, tliinks fit to direct a rehearing in the Court below,

it may direct that the second trial shall be with a jury-

Decrees and Orders.

105. A decree or order shall bear date of the day on wliich the decision

or judgment on which the decree or order is founded, is pronounced.

106. Decrees and orders shall be drawn up in form only on the

application of some party to the s'uit, and shall then be passed, certified

by the seal of the Court, and entered, and shall then foi-m part of the

record.
, i r in

No decree or order shall be enforced or appealed irom, nor snail

any copy thereof be granted, until it has been so drawn up, passed, and

entered.

107. Any party to the suit is entitled to obtain a copy of a deer- e or

order, when drawn up, passed, and entered, such copy to be certified under

tlie seal of the Court.
i

108. Where an order is made ex parte, a certified copy oi the amoa-vit

or deposition on which the order is granted must be served on the party

affected by the order, together with the order.

109. Where in any suit or matter a decree or order directs any person

to pay money or do any other act, the same or some subsequent decree or

order shall state the precise time ^vithiu which the payment or other act

is to be made or done, reckoned from the date or from the service of the

decree or order in wliich the time is stated, or from some other point of

time, as seems fit.
i j j.

110. A decree or order may direct the payment to be made, or act to

be done, immediately after service of the decree or order, if, under special

circumstances, tbe Court thinks fit so to direct.

111. Where the decree or order is one directing payment of money,

there shall be indorsed on the copy of it served on the person required to

obey it, a memorandum in the words, or to tbe effect, following

.

“ If you, the within-named A.B„ neglect to obey t^s decree [or

“ order] by the time therein limited, you will be liable to have a
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“ writ of execrition issued against your goods
;
mider which they

“ may he seized and sold, and will also be liable to be summoned
“ by the Court, and to be examined as to your ability to make
“• the payment directed by this decree [_or order], and to be
“ imprisoned in case oi' your not answering satisfactorily.”

112. Where the decree or order is one directing some act to be done or other aot,

other than payment of money, there shall be indorsed on the copy of it

served on the person required to obey it, a memorandum in the words, or

to the effect, following :

—

“ If you, the witlun-na,med A.B., neglect to obey, this decree [or
“ order] within the time therein limited, you will be liable to be
“ arrested under a warrant to be issued by the Court, and will

“ also be liable to have your property sequestered, for the pur-

“ pose of compelliiig you to obey tliis decree [or order].”

113. A deci'ee or order may direct that money directed to be paid by rnstaimenta,

any person be paid by such instalments as the Court thinks fit.

114. All money directed by any decree or order to be paid by any How payment

person, shall be paid into Court in the suit or matter, unless the Court
*

'

otherwise direct.

115. Every person not being a party in any suit, who obtains an order Enforcement o

or in whose favour an order is made, is entitled to enforce obedience per ona

thereto by the same process as if he were a party to the sixit. not parties to

And every person not being a party to any suit against whom obedi-

ence to any order may bo enforced, is liable to the same process for

e'.iforcmg obedience to such order as if he were a party to the suit.

Execution of Decrees and Crders.

116. A person directed by a decree or order to pay money, or do any obedienoe

other act, is bound to obey tire decree or order oft being duly served with made
demand

it, and without any demand for payment or performance.

117. Where the decree or order is one directing payment of money. Execution

and the person directed to make payment refuses or neglects to do so agninst goods,

according to the exigency of the decree or order, the person prosecuting

the decree or order shall be entitled to apply to the Court for execution

against the goods of the disobedient person.

118. Where a decree or order directs payment of money by mstal- [nstaiments.

ments, execution shall not issue until after default in payment of some
instalment according to the order : and execution, or successive executions,

may then issue for the whole of the money and costs then remaining
unpaid, or for such portion thereof as the Court orders, either at the time
of makmg the original decree or order or at any subsequent time.

Stay of Execution.

119. The Court may, if under the cii'cumstances of any case it tlihiks Power to sUy,

fit, on the application of a defendant, and on such terms as seem just,

stay execution of a decree or order pending a suit in the same or any
other 0011x4 in which that defendant is plauitiff, and the person who has
obtained such decree or order is defendant.

Seizure and Sale of Goods.

120. The Court shall, unless it sees good reason to the contrary, on Warrant of

the application of the person prosecutmg the decree or order, issue under
tlie seal of the Court, a warrant of execution, directed to a jxroper officer,

who shall be thereby empowered to levy the money ordered to be paid
(with the costs of execution) by distress and sale of the goods of the
disobedient person, wheresoever found within the particular jurisdiction.

121. The officer executing the warrant may by virtue thereof seize What may be

any of the goods of the person against whom execution issues (^except

the wearnxg apparel and bedding of himself or his family, and the tools

and implements of his trade, to the value of 25 dollars, which shall to
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that extent be protected from seizure), and may also seize any money,
bank notes, cheques, bills of exchange, promissory notes, bonds,' or secur-
ities for money belonging to him.

122. The Court shall hold any cheques, bills of exchange, jDromissory
notes, 1 onds, or securities for monej’ so seized, as security for the amount
directed to be levied by the execution, or so much thereof as is not other-
Tvise levied, for the benefit of the person prosecuting the decree or order,

who may sue in the name of the person against whom execution issues, or
in the name of any person in whose name he might have sued, for the
recovery of the money secured or made payable thereby when the time of

payment arrives.

123. The sale of goods seized in execution shall be conducted under
the order of the Court, and by a person nominated by the Court, but no
step shall be taken therein without the demand of the person prosecuting
the decree or order, who shall be liable for any damage that ensues from
any irregularity or from any improper or illegal proceeding taken at his

instance.

124. The Court shall not order any goods to be sold unless satisfied

prima facie that they belong to the person against whom execution
issued, and are in a place where the Court has the right to exercise juris-

diction.

Where a claim is made by a third party to goods seized in execution,

the same, if made by a British subject, shall be decided by the Court on
summons, and m a summary way, as between the claimant and the person
prosecuting the decree or order.

If the claim is made by a foreigner, the Court shall either oblige the

person prosecuting the decree or order to establish liis claim before sellmg
the goods, or allow him to sell the goods and defend any claim, as appears
just-

125. A sale of goods seized in execution shall not be made until after

the end of five days at least next following the day of seizure, unless the

goods are of a perishable nature, or on the request in writing of the per-

son whose goods have been seized
;
and until sale the goods shall be

deposited by the oflicer in some fit place, or they may remain in the cus-

tody of a fit person approved by the Court and put in possession by the

officer.

126. Eveiy w’arrant of execution shall be returned by the officer, who
shall certify thereon how it has been executed.

127. In or on every warrant of execution the Court shall cause to be
inserted or indorsed the sum of money and costs adjudged, with the sums
allowed as increased costs for the execution of the warrant

;
and if the per-

son against whose goods execution is issued before actual sale of the goods,

pays, or causes to be i>aid mto Court, or to the officer holding the warrant,

the sum of money and costs adjudged, or such part thereof as the person

entitled thereto agrees to accept in full satisfaction thereof, together wdtli

all fees, the execution shall be superseded, and the goods seized shall be
discharged and set at liberty.

128. In case any officer of the Court., employed to levy any execution,

by neglect, coimivance, or omission loses the opportunity of lev^mig the

same, then on complamt of the person aggrieved and on the fact alleged

being proved on oath to the satisfaction of the Court, the Court may order

the officer to pay such damages as the person complaining apjiears to have
sustained thereby, not exceeding in any case the sum of money for which
the execution issued

;
and the officer shall be liable thereto

;
and on demand

made thereof, and on his refusal to pay the same, pamnent thereof shall

be enforced as any decree or order of the Court directing the pajunent of

money.
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Summons to Judgment Debtor.

129. Wliere a decree or order directing isayment of money remains in what cases,

wholly or in part unsatisfied (whether a wan’ant of execution has issued

or not), the person prosecuting the decree or order may apply to the

Court for a summons, requiring the person by whom payment is directed

to he made to appear and he examined respectmg his ability to make the

payment directed, and the Court shall, unless it sees good reason to the

contrary, issue such a summons.
130. On the appearance of the person against whom the summons is Examination,

issued, he may be examined on oath by or on behalf of the person pro-

secuting the decree or order, and by the Court, respecting lus ability to

pay the money directed to be paid, and for the discovery of property

apphcable to such payment, and as to the disjjosal which he may have

made of any property.

He shall be bound to produce, on oath or othei'wise, all books, papers,

and documents in his possession or power, relating to property apf>hcable

to such payment.
He may be examined as to the circumstances under which he contracted

the debt or incurred the liability in respect of Avhich the payment of money

is by the decree or order dmected to be made, and as to the means or

expectation he then had of paying the debt or dischargmg the liability.

He shall be bound to sign his examination when reduced into writing.

Whether the person summoned appears or not, the person proseciiting

the decree or order, and all other witnesses whom the Court thmks requisite,

may be examined on oath or otherwise respecting the matters aforesaid.

The Court may, if it thinks fit, adjourn the hearing of the summons
from time to time, and require from the person summoned such security

for his apj^earance at the adjourned hearing as seems fit, and in default

of his finding security, may, by warrarrt, commit him to prison there to

remain uirtil the adjounred hearing, unless sooner discharged.

131. In any of' the following cases,— Comanitment.

(i.) If it appears to the Cour-t by the examination of the person

summorred or other evidence, that he then has or since the making

of the decree or order has had sufficient means to pay the money
directed to be paid by him, and he refuses or rreglects to pay the

same according to the decree or order
;
or

(ii.) That, with iirterrt to defraud his creditors, or any of them, he

has made or suffered any gift, deliveiy, or transfer of any property,

or charged, removed, or concealed any property
;
or

(iii.) That the debt or habilitym question -was contracted or incurred

by him, by or by reason of fraud or false pretence, or breach of

trust, committed by him
;
or

(iv.) That forbearance thereof was obtained by him by fraud or

false pretence
;
or

(v.) That the debt or liability was wilfully contracted or incurred

by him without his having had at the same time a reasonable

expectation of being able, to pay or discharge it
;
or

(vi. ) Was contracted or incixrred byhim by reason of any prosecution

or proceeding wherein he was found guilty of any enme or offence,

or by reason of any proceeding for hbel, slander, assault, battery,

adultery, seduction, breach of promise of marnage, malicious

arrest, malicious or frivolous and vexatious prosecution, malicious

trespass, malicious injury, or the malicious filing or prosecution

of a petition for adjudication of msolvency or bankruptcy,

then and in any .such case the Court may, if it thinks fit, order that the

person summoned be committed to prison for any time not exceeding forty

days, and may issue a warrant for his commitment accordingly.
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132. In places where there is no British prison or no other place for the

detention of a debtorm custody except the prison of the Chinese or Japanese
authorities, the Court shall not commit the debtor, if it appears that the

last-mentioned prison is imfit, regard being had to the requmements of

health and decency, for the confinement of a British subject under civil

process.

133. The expenses of the debtor’s maintenance in prison must be
defrayed in the fii’st instance by the person prosecuting the decree or order,

and may be recovered by him in such manner as the Court directs.

Such expenses shall be estimated by the Court, and shall be paid at

such times and in such manner as the Court directs.

In default of payment the debtor may be discharged if the Court
thinks fit.

134. Imprisonment under such a warrant does not operate as a
satisfaction or extinguishment of the debt or liability to which the decree

or order relates, or protect the person imprisoned from being anew sum-
moned and imprisoned for any new fraud or other default rendeiiirg him
hable to be imprisoned, or deprive the person prosecutmg the decree or

order of any right to have execution agamst his goods, as if there had not

been such imprisonment.
135. Any person so imprisoned, who pays the money by the decree

or order directed to be paid, or the mstahiaents thereof payable, and costs

remaining due at the time of his commitment, and all subsequent costs

and expenses, shall be discharged out of custody.

136. On the hearing of any such summons as aforesaid, the Court, if

it thinks fit, whether it makes any order for the commitment of the person

summoned or not, may rescind or alter any decree or order previously

made agamst him for the payment of money by instalment or othenvise,

and make any further or other order, either for the payment of the whole

thereof forthwith, or by any instalments, or in any other manner as the

Court thinks reasonable and just.

Execution out of Jurisdiction.

137. Ordinarily a warrant of execution or commitment shall not be
executed out of the particular jurisdiction, except under an order made for

that purpose, on the request of the Court issuing the warrant, by the Court
withm whose jurisdiction it is to be executed, which Court may take such
steps as if it had originally issued the warrant, but shall ultimately send
any money produced by the execution, or the person ajiprehended (as the

case may be), to the Court from which the warrant issued, to be there

dealt with according to law.

But where the urgency or other peculiar circumstances of the case

appear to the Court issuing the warrant so to require, the Court (for reasons

to be recorded in the minutes of proceedings) may order it to be executed

out of the particular jurisdiction, and it may be so executed accordingly.

Arrest.

138. Where the decree or order is one directing some act to be done

other than payment of money, and the person directed to do the act refuses

or neglects to do it according to the exigency of the decree or order, the

person prosecuting the decree or order shall be entitled to apply to the

Court for a warrant of arrest agamst the disobedient person.

139. The Court shall, unless it sees good reason to the contrary, on

the application of the person prosecuting the decree or order, issue, under

the seal of the Court, a warrant of arrest directed to a proper officer, who
shall be thereby empowered to take the body of the disotedient person and
detain him hi custody until further order.
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Sequestration.

140. In case the person against whom the warrant of arrest issues is in what cases,

not and cannot be found,—or is taken and detamed in custody under the

warrant without obeying the decree or order,—then the person prosecuting

the decree or order shall be entitled to an order of sequestration against

his property.

Commitment for Disobedience.

141. Where any person over whom the Court has jurisdiction is in what oases,;

guilty of wilful disobedience to a decree or order, the person prosecuting

the decree or order shall be entitled to apply to the Court for an order on
the disobedient person to show cause why he should not be punished for

the disobedience. The Court, unless it sees good reason to the contrai’y,

shall on such application make an order accordingly.

The Court shall not grant the order except on evidence on oath

establishing such a case as, if uncontradicted and unexplauied, would
justify the immediate commitment of the disobedient person.

A certified copy of the afiidavit or deposition on which the order is

granted shall be served on the party to whom the order is directed,

together with the order, and he may file cormter affidavits.

142. On the return day of the order, if the person to whom it is Warrant,

directed does not attend, and does not establish a sufficient excuse for not

attending, and if the Court is satisfied that the order has been duly served,

—or if he attends and does not show cause to the satisfaction of the Court
why he should not be punished for the disobedience,—the Court may issue

a warrant for his commitment to prison.

The Court may enlarge the time for the return to the order, or may,
on the return of it, and under circumstances which would strictly justify

the immediate commitment of the person guilty of the disobedience, direct

that the warrant for his commitment shall issue only after a certain time
and in the event of his continued disobedience at that time to the decree

or order in respect of which he has been guilty of disobedince.

143. A person committed for disobedience to a decree or order is Duration of

liable to be detained in custody until he has obeyed the decree or order in

aU things that are to be immediately perfonned, and given such security

as the Court thinks fit to obey the other parts of the decree or order (if

any) at the future times thereby appointed,—or in case of his no longer
having the power to obey the decree or order, then until he has been im-
prisoned for such time or until he has paid such fine as the Court directs.

VI.—Interlocdtokt Proceedings.

144.

Interlocutory applications may be made at any stage of a suit

or proceeding.

They shall be made either by motion or on application for a summons.

Form of
interlocutory
application.

Motions.

145.

Motions must be reduced to writing in the terms of the order Motion.paper.

sought from the Court
;
and a motion shall not be entertained until the

party moving has filed in the Court a written motion paper distmctly
stating the terms of the order sought.

The motion may in its teims ask for an order directuig more than one
thing to be done, and may also be in an alternative foimi, asking that one
or another order be made, so only that the whole order sought be therein
substantially expressed.

If the motion-paper contains any matter by way of argument or other
matter except the proper particulars of the motion itself, the Court shall
direct the motion-paper to be amended, and shall make no other order
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thereon, until it is amended accordingly by the striking out of such argu-
ment or other matter.

There shall be filed with the motion-paper all afiidaTits on which the

person moving intends to rely.

No other evidence can be used in support of the motion except by
leave of the Coui-t.

No paper accompanying the motion-paper other than an afiidavit

shall be received.

146. The person filing the motion-paper may then either move the

Court while sitting, and on such days and at such times, if any, as are by
the regulations of the Court appointed for hearing motions,-—or in cases of

urgency at any time while the Court is sitting, aud not engaged iu hearing

any other matter,—or send a written request to the Court for an order

according to the motion-paper, with such argument stated in writing in

support of his motion as he thinks fit.

147. All motions shall be made ex parte in the first instance, unless

the Court gives leave to give a notice of motion for a certain day.

148. On a motion ex parte the party moving shall apply for either an
immediate absolute order of the Court in the teimis of the motion-paper

on his own shewing and evidence, or an order to the other party to appear

on a certain day and show cause why an order should not be made in the

tenns of the motion-jiaper.

Any party moving in Court ex parte may support his motion by
argument addressed to the Court on the facts put in evidence by the

affidavits filed in support of the motion
;
and no party to the suit or

proceeding, although present, other than the party mortng, shall be

entitled to be then heard.

149. On a motion coming on, the Court may allow the motion-paper

to be amended.
It may allow additional evidence to be prodxiced by affidavit or

deposition.

It may direct the motion to stand over.

It may refuse the motion.

It may make an order in tenns of the motion.
Where an immediate order absolute is asked, and the nght thereto

clearly appears, it may grant such order.

It mny grant an order to show cause why the order sought should

not be made.
It may allow a motion on notice to be made.
If the motion as originally framed, or as amended, is substantially

divisible into two or more parts, it may divide the same, and deal in

different ways with the separate parts thereof, as the case may require.

If it appears to the Com’t on the evidence adduced iu support of the

motion, or on any additional evidence which the Court penuits to be

adduced in support thereof, that the party moving is entitled to an order

absolute, or to show cause different from the order asked, and the party

proving is willing to take such different order, the Court may so order

accordingly.

If he is not willing to take such different order, the Court shall refuse

the motion.

150. Where an order is made on a motion ex parte, any party affected

by it may, within seven days after service of it, apply to the Court by
motion to vary or discharge it

;
and the Court, on notice to the paidy

obtaining the order, either may refuse to vary or discharge it, or may vaiy

or discluirge it with or without imposing terms as to costs or security, or

other things, as seems just.
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Order to show cause.

151. An order to show cause shall specify a day when cause is to be Betum-day^

shewn, to be called the return-day to the order, which shall ordinarily be
not less than four days after service.

A person served with an order to show cause may, before the return Counter

day, file affidavits in order to contradict the evidence used in obtaining

the order, or setting forth other facts on which he relies, to induce the

Court to discharge such order.

On the return-day, if the persons served do not appear, in person or Proceedings oa.

by counsel or attorney, and it appears to the Court that the service on all
return-day.

proper parties has not been duly effected, the Court may enlarge the time
and direct further service, or make such other order as seems just.

If the persons served appear, or the Court is satisfied that service on all

proper parties has been duly effected, the Court may proceed with the matter.
The Court may either discharge the order, or make the same absolute,

—or adjourn the consideration thereof—or permit further affidavits to be

filed in support of or against the order,—and may modify the terms of the

order so as to meet the merits of the case,—and may make the order so

modified absolute,—and may, if the order against which cause is shown is

substantially divisible into two or more parts, divide the same, and deal

in different ways with the separate parts as seems fit
;
and the Court, as

part of its order, may impose terms as to costs or other things on the

parties, or any of them, as seems just.

Summons.
152. An interlocutory application for a summons need not be made Application for.

in writing, but may be made in person either by the applicant himself, or

by his counsel or attorney.

If the Court considers that a summons ought to be granted, it may Conteuta of,

issue a summons ordering the person to whom it is directed to attend at
the time and place specified therem, either in person or by counsel or
attorney, and briefly but distinctly setting forth the nature of the particular

application.

The summons shall be headed in the suit or other proceeding.
On the return-day of the summons, if the person to whom the summons Proceedings on

is directed attends, or in his absence on proof of service, the Court may,
on the application of the person obtaining the summons, consider and deal
with the appheation in a summary way.

The Court shall take a note of the material evidence, if taken viva voce.

The Court may adjourn the hearing of any summons when necessary.
VII.

—

Appeal to Supreme Court.
J.—In General.

153. An appeal does not lie from an order made ez parte.
Any person aggrieved by such an order must apply to the Court by Er parte

which it is made to vary or discharge it.

154. Application for leave to appeal must be made to the Court whose Time for

decision is to be appealed from, by motion, ex parte, ordinarily within
seven days after the decision to be appealed from is given, but afterwards
by special leave of the Court.

155. If leave to appeal is applied for by a person directed by a decree f
or order to pay money, or do any other act, the Court below shall direct pendln^appeTi.

either that the decision appealed from be carried into execution, or that
the execution thereof be suspended pending the appeal, as the Court
considers to be in accordance with substantial justice.

If the Court directs the decision to be canfied into execution, the Security,

person in whose favour it is given shall, before the execution of it, give
security to the satisfaction of the Court for the due performance of such
order as the Supreme Court may make.
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If the Court directs the execution of the decision to be suspended
pending the appeal, the person against whom the decision is given shall,

before any order for suspension of execution, give security to the satisfac-

tion of the Court for the due perfoiunance of such order as the Supreme
Court may make.

In aU cases security shall also be given by the appellant to the

satisfaction of the Court, to an amount not exceeding 250 dollars, for the
prosecution of the appeal, and for j^ajonent of all fees and charges in the

Court beloAV and in the Supreme Court, and of all such costs as may be
awarded to any respondent by the Supreme Court.

If the last-mentioned security is given within fourteen days after

motion made for leave to appeal, then, and not otherwise, the Court below
shall give leave to appeal, and the appellant shall be at hberty to prefer

and prusecute his appeal accordingly.

In any case other than the cases hereinbefore described, the Court
below, if it considers it just or expedient (for reasons to be recorded in the

minutes of proceedings) to do so, may give leave to appeal on the terms
and in the manner aforesaid.

156. Where there are more jdaintiffs than one an appeal cannot be
prosecuted except by all the plaintiffs jointly.

Where there are more defendants than one, any one or more of them
may prosecute an apj>ea^ separately

;
but defendants severing in appeal

do so at the risk of costs if the severance is improper.

157. The Supreme Court may require any i>arty to an aj^peal to appear
personally before it on the hearing of the appeal, or on any occasion

pending the appeal : otherwise personal appearance shall not be requisite.

158. It is not open, as of right, to any party to an appeal to adduce
new evidence in support of his original case

;
but a party may allege any

facts essential to the issue that hawe come to his knowledge after the

decision of the Court below, and adduce evidence in support of such
allegations ;

and for the furtherance of justice the Supreme Court may,
where it thinks fit, allow or requu'e new evidence to be adduced.

159. The Court lielow shall not, except for some special cause, take

upon itself the respuiisibility of the charge or of the transmission to the

Supreme Court of oi iginal letters or documents produced in evidence in

the suit.

Such original letters and documents shall be returned to the respective

parties producing the same, and only copies thereof duly certified shall be
transmitted in the appeal record.

The respective parties must, however, be prepared to produce the

originals, if required by the Supreme Court, before or at the hearing of

the appeal.

160. After the expiration of six months from the date of a decree or

order, leave to appeal against it shall not be given by a Provincial Court,

Application for leave to appeal must in that case be made to the

Supreme Court, which shall grant such leave if on consideration of all the

circumstances of the case, it appears just and expedient that an appeal

should be allowed, but not otherwise, and may impose such terms as to

security and other things as seem just.

161. The foregoing Eules apply to suits for 250 dollars or upwards,

with respect to which a right of appeal is given by the Order in Comicil

under which these Eules are framed, and shall also be apphed, as far as

may be, mutatis mutandis, in cases where special leave to appeal is applied

for to a Pro-vincial or the Supreme Court.

162. An appeal from a decree or order made at the hearing of a

suit shall be made 1 y petition.

Other appeals shall be made by motion.Motion.
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II.—From Decrees or Orders at Hearing.
163. The appellant must file his petition of appeal in the Court below AM|ai^p^ion;

within fourteen days after leave to appeal is given.

164. The petition of appeal shall contain an exposition of the appellant’s Contents,

case as supported by evidence already before the Court, and by the record
as it stands, and may not refer to any matter of fact not appearing by
such record or evidence, or which may not by argument and inference be
fairly deduced therefrom.

It shall set forth the grounds of appeal, and the particulars in which
the decree or order appealed from is considered by the appellant to be
erroneous or defective, and shall pray that the same may be reversed or

varied, and that the Court above may make the particular order to which
on the record and evidence as it stands the appellant conceives himself
entitled, or such other order as the Couid thmks just.

It may contain anymatter byway of argument in support of the appeal.

165. The
2)etition of appeal shall be served on such persons as the Service.

Court directs.

166. Any person on whom the petition of appeal has been served may. Respondent’s

within fourteen days after service, file ui the Court below an answer to the
petition of appeal.

The answer, shall contain an exposition of the respondent’s case as

supported by the evidence already before the Court, and by the record as
it stands, and may not refer to any matter of fact not appearing by such
record or evidence, or not by argument and mference fairly deducible
therefrom.

It shall simply conclude with a demand that the appeal be dismissed.

It may contain any matter by way of argument against the appeal.

167. Copies of the answer shall be furnished by the Court to such Copies

persons as it thinks fit.
furnished.

168. All matter of objection to any appeal, as bemg out of time, or Obiectious in

on any grounds other than on the merits of the case itself, must be sub-
stantially raised by the party desiring to rely thereon, in and by the answer
to the petition of appeal, and if not so raised, or where no answer is

put in, no such objection shall be pei’mitted to be raised at the hearmg
of the appeal.

169. The absence of an answer shall not preclude any person interested Effect of not

in supporting the decree or order from supjjortmg the same on the merits
at the hearing of the appeal.

170. On the expiration of the time for answering, the Court below Eecordof

shall, without receiving any further pleadmgm appeal, make up the record
of appeal, which shall consist of (1) the petition, pleadings, orders, and
proceedings, and the decree or order in the suit, (2) a copy of all wifitten

and documentary evidence admitted, or tendered, and of the notes of the
viva voce evidence, (3) the petition or petition of appeal, and (4) the answer
or answers thereto.

The whole record shall be fastened together, the several pieces shall be
numbered, and the whole shall be secured by the seal of the Court below.

171. After the record of appeal has been made uj), and until the appeal Power of

is disposed of, the Supreme Court shall be deemed in possession of the over sSit

whole suit as between the parties to the appeal.
il**’endinv*^

Every apphcation in the suit shall be made to the Supreme Court and
'

not to the Court beloAv, but any apphcation may be made through the
Court below.

172. The Supreme Court may from time to time make such orders as Power of

seem necessary for determining the real questions m controversy between t”
the parties,—and for that purpose may, as between the parties to the case or other-

appeal, amend any defects or errors in the record of appeal,—and may ^®j® p''®®®®^
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direct the Court below to inquire into and certify its finding on any question

as between such parties, or any of them, which it may be necessary or

expedient to determine before final judgment in the appeal,—and generally

shall as between the parties to the appeal, have as full and ample jurisdic-

tion over the whole suit as if the same had been instituted and prosecuted

in the Supreme Court itself as a Court of first instance, by parties subject

to its ordinary original jurisdiction—and may rehear the whole case,—or

may remit it to the Court below to be reheard, or to be otherwise dealt with

as the Supreme Court directs.

173. The Supreme Court shall, on receiving the record of appeal, fix

a day for the hearing thereof.

Such day shall he fixed as will allow of the Court gi'ving notice thereof

through the Court below to the parties to the appeal, and as will allow of

the parties attending either in person or by counsel or attorney, if they or

any of them desire to do so.

174. In case all the several parties to an appeal appoint persons at

the place of sitting of the Supreme Court to represent them as their

respective counsel or attorneys in the matter of the appeal, and cause the

same to be notified to the Supreme Court, the Court shall allow the appeal

to be set down in the general hearing hst at once, and shall proceed to

dispose of the appeal in its turn without further notice to the parties or

any of them; and the respective representatives of the parties shall be

bound to watch for and take notice of the day for the hearing of the

appeal.

III.—Not from Decrees or Orders at Hearing.

175. The appellant shall file his appeal motion paper in the Court

below within seven days after leave to appeal is given.

He may at the same time file in the Court below any argument he

desires to submit to the Supreme Court in support of the appeal.

The motion paper and the argument (if any) shall be served on such

persons as the Court directs.

176. Any person so served may, within seven days after service, file

in the Court .below any argument he desires to submit to the Supreme

Court against the appeal.

Copies of such last-mentioned argument (if any) shall be furnished

by the Court below to such persons as it thuiks fit.

177. On the expiration of the time for filing such last-mentioned

argument, the Court below shall make up the record of appeal, which

shall consist of (1) the petition and such portion of the pleadings, orders,

proceedings, and e^vidence as relate to the particular decision appealed fiom,

with (2) the appeal motion-paper and any argument or arguments filed.

The record shall be made up as on appeal irom a decree.

178. The Court shall not cause notice to be given to the parties of

the day when the appeal motion will be disposed of, unless under special

circumstances it thinks fit to do so.

But where any party to the ajqjeal motion notifies to the Supreme

Court his desire to attend in person, or by counsel or attorney, when the

motion is being disposed of, he shall be at liberty to do so, and the Court

shall hear him, or his counsel or attorney, before disposing of the motion.

VIII.

—

Summary Orders before Suit.

179. Where the extreme urgency or other peculiar circumstances of

the case appear to the Court, so to require, the Court may on evidence on

oath, without a petition having been previously presented, make ex parte

an order of injunction, or an order to sequester money or goods, or to

stop a passport,—or the clearances of a ship,—or to hold to bail.

180. Before making such an order the Court shall require the persou

applying for it to enter into a recognizance (with or without a surety or
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sureties as the Court thinks fit), signed by the party applying (and his

surety or sureties if any), as a security for his being answerable in damages

to the person agauist whom the order is sought, or to give such other

security for that purpose by deposit or otherwise as the Court thinks fit.

181. Any such order shall not remain in force more than 24 hours,

and shall at the end of that time wholly -cease to be in force unless within

that time a suit is regularly instituted by the person obtauung the order.

Any such order shall be dealt with in the suit as seems just.
Arrest and

182. An order to hold to bail shall state the amount (including costs) other proceed*

for which bail is required.
_

io'Lld
It shall be executed forthwith.

The person arrested under it shall be entitled to be discharged from

custody under it on bringuig into Court the amoimt stated in the order,

to abide the event of any suit instituted, or on entering into a recogni-

zance, (with or without a surety or sureties as the Court thinks fit) ,
sigmed

by him (and his surety or sureties if any), as a security that he will abide

by and satisfy any decree or order of the Court in any suit mstituted, or

on giving such other security for that purpose by deposit or otherwise as

the Court tliinks fit.

The person arrested shall be liable to be detained in custody under

the order for not more than seven days, if not sooner discharged
;
but the

Court may, from time to time, on evidence on oath, renew the ordc.i, so,

however, that no person be kept in custody under any such ordei
,
tuid

renewed order or orders, for a longer time in the whole than thirty days.

IX.—Probate and Administration.
Deposit of Will in Lifetime.

183. Any British subject may in his hfetime deposit for safe custody

in the Supreme or other Court his own Will, sealed up under his own '
^

seal and the soal of the Court.

Proceedings on Death.
184. The Supreme Court and every other Court shall endeavour to notice of deaths

obtain, as early as may be, information of the death of every British
subject dying within the particular jurisdiction, and all such information
respecting the affairs of the deceased as.may serve to guide the Court
with respect to the securing and administration of his property.

On receiving information of the death of a British subject the Court
shall put up a notice thereof at the place where its sittings are ordinarily
held, and shaU keep the same there until probate or administration is

granted, or where it appears to the Court that probate or administration
Avill not be applied for, or cannot be granted, for such time as the Court
thinks fit.

185. Where it is shown to the satisfaction of the Supreme or other Compulsory^

Court, that any paper purporting to be testamentary is in the possession tesrlmentary
or under the control of any person, the Court may, in a summary way, pap'is.

whether a suit or proceeding as to probate or administration is pending
or not, order him to produce and brmg into Court such paper.

Where it appears to the Supreme or other Court that there are reason-
able grounds for believing that any person has knowledge of any paper
purporting to be testamentary, (although it is not shown to the satisfac-

tion of the Court that the paper is in his possession or under his control),

the Court may, in a summary way,—whether a suit or proceeding for

probate or administration is pending or not,—order him to attend for th 3

purpose of bemg examined respecting the same in open Court, or on in-

terrogatories, and after examination to produce the paper and bring it

into Court.

Any person failing to attend or to be examined, or to produce and
bring in the paper accordingly, shall be liable to the same consequences
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as he would be liable to if he were a party to a suit ui the Court, and
had made hke default.

.186. The Court may of its omi motion, or on the application of any
person claiming an interest under a will, give notice to the executor or

executors (if any) therein named, to come in and prove the will or to

renounce probate : and the executors or executor so named, or some or

one of them, must within fom-teen days after notice come in and prove or

renounce accordingly.

I.—Prolate or Administration in General.

187. Probate of letters of administration with Will annexed shall not

issue until after the lapse of seven days from the death of the deceased,

except under the direction of the Judge of the Supreme Court, or in case

of great urgency.

Letters of administration (not with Will annexed) shall not issue

until after the lapse of fourteen days from the death of the deceased, except

under the direction of the Supreme Court, or in case of great urgency.

188. Where probate or administration is, for the first time, applied

for a,fter the lapse of three years from the death of the deceased, a grant

shall not be made except under the direction of the Judge of the Supreme
Court.

189. In any case a grant of probate or administration may be made
by the Supreme Court, wheresoever in Clnna or Japan the deceased had
at the time of his death his place of abode

;
but where the deceased had

at the time of his death his fixed place of abode in the district of a Provincial

Court, the applicatioir for the grant shall not be entertained by the

Supreme Court, except on the request of the Provincial Court.

190. Where any dispute or question arises in relation to the grant or

the application for it,—or it appears to the Provincial Court doubtful

whether or not the grant should be made,—the Provincial Court shall

communicate with the Judge of the Supreme Court, who shall either direct

the Provincial Court to proceed in the matter according to such instruc-

tions as the Judge thmks fit, or may direct that no further proceeding be

taken in the matter by the Provincial Coui’t, but that any party concerned

may apply for a grant to the Supreme Court itself.

iM. Tlie Provincial Court, 4)efore proceeding in the matter of any

application, shall take care to ascertain that the deceased had at the time

of his death his fixed place of abode in the district of the Covad, and shall

not for this purpose consider itselfbound to rest satisfiedwith such evidence

as is offered by the person applying for the grant.

192. The Court shall, where it deems it necessary, reqviire proof, in

addition to the oath of the executor or administrator, of the identity of the

deceased or of the party applying for the grant.

193. The Court shall take care to ascertain the value of the property

of the deceased as correctly as circumstances admit.

194. In no ease shall the Court allow probate or letters of adminis-

tration to issue until all inquiries which it sees fit to institute have been

answered to its satisfaction.

The Court shall, however, afford as great facility for the obtaining

of probate or administration as is consistent with duo regard to the

prevention of error and fraud.

195. In the following cases of probate or administration, a grant shall

not issue except from the Supreme Court under the immediate dii'ection

of the Judge, namely :

—

Probate, or administration with will annexed, where the will was

executed before the 1st day of January, 1838, and there is no

testamentarv pajjer of a later date than tlie 31st dav of December,

1837

:
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Probate, or administration -witb will annexed, the will being simply

an execution of a special power, or being the will of a married

woman made by virtue of a power

:

Administration for the use or benefit of a minor or infant, or a

hinatic or person of unsound mind

:

Administration (with or without will annexed) of the property of

a bastard dying a bachelor or spmster, or dying a widower, or

widow without issue, or of a
j
i-rson dying without known relative :

Limited administration

:

Administration to be granted to a person not resident Avithin China
or Japan.

196. Revocation or alteration of a grant of probate or administration Revocation or

shall not be made except by the Supreme Court, under the immediate
direction of the Judge.

197. A notice to prohibit a grant of probate or administration may Notice to

be fikd in the Supreme Court, or in any Provincial Court. prohibit grant.

'! 'mediately on such a notice being filed in the Supreme Court., a copy
thereof shall be sent to the Court of the district (if any) in which it is

alleged the deceased had at the time of his death his fixed place of abode,

and to any other Court to which it appears to the Judge of the Supreme
Court expedient to send a copy.

Immediately on such a notice being filed ui a Provincial Court, the

Court, shall send a copy thereof to the Supreme Couid, and also to the

Court of any other district in which it is laiown or alleged the deceased

had at the time of his death a place of abode.

Such a notice shall remain in force for three months only from the

day of filing
;
but it may be renewed from time to time.

Any siich notice shall not affect any grant made on the day on which
the notice is filed, or on which a copy of the notice is received, as the case

may be.

Tlie person filing such a notice shall be warned by a warning in writing

under the seal of the Court, being delivered at the place mentioned in the

notice as the address of the person filing the notice.

After such a notice has been filed in a Provincial Court, or after a

copy of such a notice has been received by a Provincial Court (as the case

may be), the Provincial Court shall not make a grant of probate or adminis-
tration, but any grant shall be made only by the Supreme Court, under
the immediate direction of the Judge.

198. Notices in the nature of citations shall be given by publication in l^oUcee in

such newspapers, or in such other manner as the Court, in each case, citations,

directs.

199. Suits respecting probate or administration shall be instituted I’roeedure in

and conducted as nearly as may be in the same manner as smts for claims or aimSifstra***

of 100 dollars and upwards. t'on-

200. All original wills, of which probate or administration with will

annexed is granted, shall be filed and kept m the public office of the

Supreme or other Court from which the grant issues, in such manner as

to secure at once the due preservation and the convenient inspection of the

same
;
and no origiaal will shall be delivered out for any jmrpose without

the express and special direction in writing of the Judge of the Supreme
Court.

An official copy of the whole or of any part of a will, or an official
Official copies

certmeate oi a grant oi aamunstration, may be obtained from the Supreme
or other Court where the will has been proved or the administration granted,
on payment of the proper fees.

Half-yearly
201. On the first day of February, and the first day of August in returns from

every year, every Provincial Court shall send to the Supreme Court,— Supreme*CoMt..
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A list of the grants of probate and administration made by it up to

the last preceding first day of January and first day of July respectively,

and not included in any previous list.

And also, a copy, certified by the Provincial Court to be a correct

copy, of every will to which any such probate or administration relates.

II.—Prohate and Administration with Will annexed.

202. In the following rules respecting probate and administration the

expression “ the proper officer ” means, as to the Provinces, the Consul-
General, Consul, or Vice-Consul holding and forming a Court

;
as to the

Supreme Court, such one of the officers attached thereto as for the time
being acts in matters of probate and administration by the authority and
under the direction of the Judge.

203. On receiving an application for probate or for administration

with will annexed, the proper officer must inspect the will, and see whether
it appears to be signed by the testator, orby some other person in his presence

and by his direction, and subscribed by two witnesses, according to the

provisions of the Acts of Parhament, 7 Will. 4, & 1 Viet. c. 26 sect. 9,*

and 15 & 16 Viet. c. 24 sect. l,t and in no case may he proceed further

if the will does not appear to be so signed and subscribed.

2*^4. If '>
; will appears to be signed by or for the testator, and

subscribed by two witnesses, the officer must then refer to the attestation

clause (if any), and consider whether the wording thereof show^s the will

to have been in fact executed m accordance with the provisions of the said

Acts.

205. If there is no attestation clause to the will,—or if the attestation

clause thereto is insufficient,—the officer must require an affidavit from at

least one of the snbscribing witnesses, if either of them is hving, to prove

that the will was in fact executed m accordance with the provisions of the

said Acts.

The affidavit must be engrossed and fonn part of the probate, so that

the probate may be a complete document on the face of it.

If on perusal of the affidavit it appears that the will was not in fact

executed m accordance with the provisions of the said Acts, the officer

must refuse probate.

If on perusal of the affidavit it appears doubtful whether or not the

\vill was in fact executed in accordance with the provisions of the said

Acts, the officer must lay a statement of the matter before the Judge of

the Supreme Court for his directions.

* And be it further enacted, that no will shall be valid unless it shall be in writing and executed in man-
ner hereinafter mentioned

; (that is to say). It shall l)e signed at the fjot or end thereof by the testator, or by
some other person in his pieseuce and by his direction; and such signature shall be made or acknowledged by
:;he testator in the presence of tw’o or more witnesses present at the same timo, and such witnesses shall attest

and shall subscribe the will in the presence of the testator, but no form of attestation shall be necessary.”

+ “ Whereas by an Act passed in the first year of tlie reign of Her Majesty Queen Victoria, intituled, ‘An
Aot for the Amendment of the Laws with respect to Wills,’ it is enacted, that no will shall be valid unless it

shall be signed at the foot or end thereof l)y the testator, or by some other jierson in his presence, and by his

direction. Every w'ill shall, so far only as regards the position of the signature of the testator, or of the person

signing for him as aforesaid, be deemed to be valid within the said enactment, as explained by this Act, if the

signature shall be so placed at or after, or following, or under, or besides, or opposite to the end of tlic Nvill,

that it shall be apparent on the face of the will tlmt the testator intended to give effect by such his signature

to the writing signed as liis will, and that no such w'iil shall be affected by the circumstance that the signature

shall not follow or be immediately a'fter the foot or end of the will, or hy the circums.ance that a blank space

shall intervene between the concluding word of the will and the signature, or by the circumstance that tlie

signature shall be placed among the words of tlie testimonium clause or of tlie • lause of attestation, or shall

follow or be after or under the clause of attestation, either with or without a blank space intervening, or shall

follow or be after or under or beside the names or one of the names of the suliscribing witnesses, or liy the

circumstance tliat the rignature sliall he on a side or page or other portion of the paper or papers containing

the will whereon no clause or paragraph or disposing part of the will sliall be written above the signature,

or hy the circumstance that there shall appear to be sutlicient space on or at the bottom of the preceding side

or page or other portion of the same paper on which the will is M’rittcMi to contain the signature; and the

enumeration of the above circumstances shall not restrict the generality of the above enactment; but no

signature under the said Act or this Act shall be operative to give effect to any disposition or direction which

is undenieatli or which follows it, nor shall it give effect to any disposition or direction inserted after the

a'guuturc shall be made **
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If both the subscribing witnesses are dead,—or if from other circums-

tances no afiidavit can be obtained from either of them,—resort must be
had to other persons (if any) who were present at the execution of the

will
;
but if no affidavit of any such other person can be obtained, evidence

on oath must be procured of that fact, and of the handwriting of the

deceased and of the subscribing witnesses, and also of any circumstances

that may raise a presumption in favour of the due execution of the will.

206. The officer shall not allow probate of the will, or administration wm of

with the will annexed, of any blind person, or of any obviously illiterate

or ignorant person, to issue, unless he has previously satisfied himself, by ignorant,

what appears on the face of the will or by evidence on oath, that the will

was read over to the deceased before its execution, or that the deceased
had at that time knowledge of its contents.

Where this information is not forthcommg, the officer must commu-
nicate with the Judge of the Siipreme Court.

207. Having satisfied himself that the will was duly executed, the interimestiuK;

officer must carefully inspect the same to see whether there are any CTa?ure^r

mterhneations or alterations or erasures or obliterations appearing in it,
oi^iitenatjoac

and requiring to be accounted for.

Interlineations and alterations are invalid imless they existed in the
mil at the time of its execution, or,—if made afterwards, unless they have
been executed and attested in the mode required by the said Acts of

Parhament,—or unless they have been made valid by the re-execution of

the will—or by the subsequent execution of some codicil thereto.

Where mterlineations or alterations appear in the vdll (unless duly
executed or recited m or otherwise identified by the attestation clause),

an affidavit or affidavits in proof of their hartng existed in the will before
its execution, must be filed.

In like manner, erasures and obliterations are not to prevail unless
proved to have existed in-the will at the time of its execution,—or unless
the alterations thei’eby effected m the will are duly executed and attested,—or unless they have been made valid by the re-execution of the will, or
by the subsequent execution of some codicil thereto.

If no satisfactory evidence is adduced as to the time when the erasures
or obliterations were made, and the words erased or obliterated are not
entirely effaced, and can, on inspection of the paper, be ascertained, they
must form part of the probate.

In every case of words having been erased which might have been of

importance an affidavit must be required.

If reasonable doubt exists in regard to any interlineation, alteration,

erasure, or obliteration, the officer shall, before proceeding further in the
matter, communicate with the Judge of the Supreme Court for his dii-ec-

tions.

208. Where a mil contains a reference to any deed, paper, memo- Deed, papei.

randum, or other document, of such a nature as to raise a question whether referrSuo'u
it ought or ought not to fonn a constituent part of the will, the produc-
tiou of the deed, paper, memorandum, or other document must be re-

quired, with a view to ascertain whether or not it is entitled to probate

;

and if not produced the non-production of it must be accounted for by
evidence on oath.

Any deed, paper, memorandum, or other document cannot form part
of a will or codicil, unless it was in existence at the time when the wiU or
codicil was executed.

If there are any vestiges of sealing wax or wafers or other marks on oj annexed or

the testamentary j^aper, leading to the mference that some paper, memo-
randum, or other document has been annexed or attached thereto, they
must be satisfactorily accounted for by ertdence on oath, or the produc-
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tion of such paper, memorandum, or other document must be required;

and if not produced, the non-production of it must be accounted for by

evidence on oath.

If doubt exists as to whether or not any such deed, paper, memo-
randum, or other document is entitled to probate as a constituent paid of

the will, the officer shall, before proceeding further m the matter, com-

municate with the Judge of the Supreme Court for his directions.

209. The foregoing rules respecting wills apply equally to codicils.

210. Every will or copy of a will, or other testamentaiy paper to

which an executor or an administrator with will annexed is sworn, shall be

marked by such executor or administrator and by the person before whom
he is sworn.

211. The officer shall take care that the copies of wills to be annexed

to probates or letters of administration are fairly and properly written, and

to I'eject those wliich are not so.

III.—Administration.

212. The duties of the proper officer in granting administration (not

with will annexed) are in many respects the same as in cases of probate.

He shall ascertam the time and place of the deceased’s death, and the

value of the property to be covered by the administration.

213. Where an executor appointed in a %vill suiwives the testator, but

either dies without having taken probate, or being summoned or called on

by the Court to take probate does not appear, his right in respect of the

executorship wholly ceases, and the representation to the testator and the

administration of his effects without further renunciation go, devolve,

and may be committed m like manner as if he had not been appomted

executor.

214. Where administration is applied for by one or some of the next

of kin only, there being another or other next of kin equally entitled thereto,

the proper officer shall require proof by affidavit that notice of the applica-

tion has been given to the other next of kin.

216. Every person to whom adnnnistration is granted shall give bond

with two or more responsible British subjects as sureties, to the Judge of

the Supreme Court, to enure in favour of the Judge for the time being,

conditioned for duly collecting, getting in, and administering the personal

estate of the deceased.

Where, however, the property is under the value of 250 dollars one

such surety only need be taken.

The bond shall be in a penalty of double the amount under which the

personal estate of the deceased is sworn, unless the proper officer in any

case thinks it expedient to reduce the amount, for reasons to be forthwith

certified by him to the Judge of the Supreme Court.

The proper officer may also in anjr case direct that more bonds than

one sba.11 be given, so as to hmit the liabihty of any surety to such amount

as the officer thinks reasonable.

216. The Judge of the Supreme Court may, on application, in a sum-

mary way, and on being satisfied that the condition of any administration

bond has been broken, assign the same to some person, who shall thereupon

be entitled to sue oii the bond in his own name, as if the same had been

originally given to him instead of to the Judge of the Supreme Court,

shall be entitled to recover thereon, as trustee for all persons intm|ested,

the full amount recoverable in respect of any breach of the condition of

of the bond.
X.

—

Arbitration.

217. The following niles respecting arbitration apply exclusively to

cases where the agreement for reference to arbitration or submission to

arbitration by consent is made a rule of Court.
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218. Arbitrators shall make their awai’d within one calendar month Tune for award,

after they have entered on the reference, or been called on to act by a

notice in writing from any party, unless the document authorizing or

making the reference contains a diiferent limit of time.

219. The Court may, if it thmks fit, on reasonable notice to all parties,

from time to time enlarge the time for makhig the award for such time as

it thinks fit, the reasons for such enlargement being recorded in the minutes

of proceedings.

220. An umpire may enter on the reference in lieu of the arbitrators, may eumotT
if the latter have allowed their time or their extended time to expire without reference,

making an award, or have filed, in the Court, a notice in writing that they

cannot agree.
EeTocation of

221. The authority of an arbitrator or umpire is not revocable except fut^uority.*^

°

by the Court.

222. Where it appears to the arbitrators or umpire that any difiicult Special case,

question of law is involved in, or raised by, the facts as finally ascertained

by them or him, they, or he, may, if it seems fit, state the award (as to the

whole or any part thereof) in the form of a special case for the opinion of

the Court having jurisdiction in the matter, or of the Supreme Court.

The Court shall consider and dehver judgment on such case, and shall

be at liberty to draw inferences of fact from the facts stated, and to amend
the case or remit it for amendment by reason of any irregularity, mistake,

or imperfection.

223. The arbitrators or umpire shall have power to award how the Costa,

costs of the reference shall be borne, in the whole or in part
;
but any

award as to costs shall not preclude the parly or parties against whom
costs are awarded from applying to the Court to tax the costs

;
and on such

application the costs, including the remuneration (if any) of the arbitrators

and umpire, or any of them, shall be taxed at a reasonable rate by the

Court, and the Court shall make such order regarding the costs of taxation

as justice requires.

224. Every award must be in writing, signed by the arbitrators or Form and

umpire makmg the same. award!**

It must contain a conclusive finding, and may not find on the con-

tingency of any matter of fact bemg aftenvards substantiated or deposed
to.

It must comprehend a finding on each of the several matters referred.

Arbitrators or an umpire may, however, from time to time make
several awards on several parts of a matter or on several matters referred,

so as the latest of the awards is made within the time limited

225. The arbitrators or umpire making an award shall within the time Deposit of

limited deposit the award in the Court, enclosed in a sealed envelope, and
indorsed with the names of the parties to the reference, and the amount
claimed by the arbitrators and umpire for remuneration.

Notice of the award having been deposited shall be given by the Court Notice thereof,

to the parties, who shall be at liberty to read the award, and to have copies

of it on payment of the proper fees.

226. Any person interested may within seven days after notice of the Application

award apply to the Court by motion to prevent the award, or any specified award,

part of it, being carried into effect.

227. If no such motion is made the Court shall proceed, on reasonable order of Court,

notice to all parties, to make such order for carrying into effect tlje award
or any part thereof, and as to costs and other things as seems just.

228. The Court shall have power at any time, and from time to time. Remitting of

to remit the matters referred, or any of them, to the reconsideration and referred^

redetermination of the arbitrators or umpire, on such terms as to costs

and other tilings as seem just.
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229. The Court shall not refrain from carrjung an award into effect

merely on the ground of irregularity in the submission, or during the
reference, where such irregularity has not been substantially prejudicial

to the party applying against the award.

XI.—Affidavits and other Evidence.

Affidavits.

230. Every affidavit used in the Court must be either in Enghsh or

in the usual and famihar language of the witness sweaiing it.

An affidavit in any language other than English must be accompanied
by a sworn translation into English, jirocured by and at the expense of

the person using the affidavit.

231. Eveiy affidavit, sworn before any British judicial or Consular

officer in China or Japan, in the matter of any suit or other proceeding in

Her Majesty’s Courts in China and Japan, must be headed in the Court,

and in the suit or proceeding in which the affidavit is to be used.

It must state the full name, trade or profession address and
nationahty, of the witness.

It may be in the first or in the thii’d person, and may be divided into

convenient paragraphs, numbered consecutively.

232. Eveiy affidavit used in the Court must contain only a statement

of facts and circumstances, to which the witness swears, either on his own
personal knowledge, or from infonnation wliich he beheves to be true.

It must not contain any extraneous matter, by way of objection,

prayer, or legal argument or conclusion
;
and every statement must be as

brief and positive as may be consistent with proper fulness and with tiuith.

The matter of fact sworn to, whether in affirmation or denial, if within

the knowledge of the witness, must be sworn to positively and certainly.

Where a witness swears to his belief in any matter of fact, such belief

arising from any source other than his own personal knowledge, he must
set forth exphcitly the facts and circumstances forming the ground of his

belief.

Where the belief in the truth of the matter of fact sworu to arises

from information received from another person, the name of such person

must be stated, and such particulars must be given as to the infoimant,

and as to the time, place, and circumstances of the infonnation, as may
afford means to other parties to verify or contradict the same.

233. Where an affidavit is to be sworn before a British judicial or

Consular officer in China or Japan, any erasm-e, interlineation, or altera-

tion made before the affidavit is swoni, shall be attested by the officer, who
shall affix his signature or initials in the margin immediately opposite to

the erasui’e, interlineation, or alteration.

Where there are many erasures, interlineations, or alterations, so that

the affidavit proposed to be sworn is illegible, or difficult to read, or is in

the judgment of the officer before whom it is proposed to be sworn so

written as to give any facility for being added to or m any way fraudulently

altered, he may refuse to take the affidavit in its existing fonn and may
require it to be re-written in a clear and legible and unobjectionable manner.

234. An affidavit swoni before any British judicial or Consular officer,

authorized to take affidavits,—before any Judge, Officer, or other person in

the United Kingdom, or in any British colony or possession, authorized

to take affidavits,—before any Mayor or other Magistrate in any foreign

country authorized to administer an oath,—or in the case of a foreigner

in China or Japan liefore liis own proper Consular or other authority,

—

may be used in the Court.

235. An affidavit may be used, notwithstanding it is defective in form

according to these Rules, if the Court is satisfied that it has been sworn
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before a person duly authorized, and that its form is in accordance with

the law and custom of the place where it is sworn.

236. An affidavit shall not he admitted which is proved to have been
^

sworn before a person on whose behaH the same is offered, or before his m suit,

attorney, or before a partner or clerk of his attorney.

237. Every affida^dt sworn before a British judicial or Consular officer signature o

in China or Japan must be signed by the witness
;
or in case the witness

cannot write his name, his mark must be subscribed
;
such signature or

mark to be made in the presence of the officer.

238. The jurat should be written without mterlineation or erasure, • larat.

immediately at the foot of the affidavit, and tov/ards the left side of the

paper, and must be signed by the judicial or Consular officer before whom
the affidavit is sworn, and be sealed with the seal of the Court of which he
is an officer, or with his Consular or other official seal (as the case may be).

It must state the date of the swearing of the affidavit, and the place

where it was sworn.

It must state that the affidavit was sworn before the judicial or

Consular officer.

Where the witness is blind or illiterate it must state that fact, and
that the affidavit was read over to him in the presence of the officer, and
that the witness appeared perfectly to understand it.

Where the witness cannot write his name, and therefore subscribes

his mark, the jurat must state those facts, and that the mark was made
in the presence of the officer.

Where two or more persons join in making an affidavit, their several

names must be written in the jurat, and it must appear by the jurat that

each of them has been sworn to the truth of the several matters stated by
him in the affidavit.

239. The judicial or Consular officer must not allow an affidavit, when Alteration and

once sworn, to be altered in any manner whatever without being re-swom. ^e-swearing.

If the jurat has been added and signed, a new jurat must be added
if the affidavit is re-sworn

;
and in the new jurat mention must be made

of the alteration.

Any officer before whom an affidavit is proposed to be re-swom after

alteration, may refuse to allow the same to be re-sworn, and may, in heu
thereof, requii’e the witness to make a fresh affidavit.

240. A defective or erroneous affidavit may be amended and re-swom. Amendment,

by special leave of the Court in which it is to be used, on such terms as to

time, costs, and other things, as seem just.

241. Wlrere an affidavit used in the Court is not m accordance with Costs,

these mles, the Court may make such order respecting the costs of, or

connected with, the affidavit as seems just.

242. Before an affidavit is used in the Court, the origuial affidavit Filing of

must be filed in the Court
;
and the original, or an office copy thereof (that

is, a copy sealed Avith the seal of the Court as evidence of its being a
correct copy, and either made under the direction of the Court or produced
to the Court for examination and sealing), shall alone be recognized for

any purpose in the Court.

Other Evidence.

243. On the hearing of any mteiiocutory or other application in a
suit or matter, the Court may, if it thinks it just and expedient,, for rea- evidence on

sons to be recorded in the minutes of proceedings, summon a Biitish sub- ™r other

ject to attend to produce documents before it, or to be examined, or to be application.
;

cross-examined, and re-examined, vivd voce, by or before it, in like manner
as at the hearing of a suit.

Such notice as the Court in each case, according to the circumstances,
considers reasonable, shall be given to the person summoned, and to such
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persons (jjarties to the suit or proceeding or othei’wise interested) as the

Court considers entitled to inspect the documents to he produced, or to

examine, cross-examine, or re-examine the j^erson summoned or to he pre-

sent at his examination, cross-examination, or re-examination, as the case

may he.

The evidence of a witness on any such examination, cross-examination,

or re-examination shall he taken in hke maimer, as nearly as may he, as

evidence at the hearing of a suit.

244. Where the circumstances of the case appear to the Court so to

require, for reasons to he recorded in the minutes of proceedings, the

Court may, m hke manner, take the evidence of any witness at any time in

the course of the proceedings, in any suit or application as preparatory to

the hearing of the suit or apphcation, and the evidence so taken may he

used at the hearing of the suit or application, saving just exceptions.

The evidence shall he taken hi hke manner, as nearly as may he, as

evidence at the hearing of a suit, and then the note of the eridence shall

he read over to the witness and tendered to him for signature ;
and if he

refuses to sign it the Court shall add a note of his refusal, and the evidence

may he used as if he had signed it.

245. Evidence may he taken in hke manner on the apphcation of any

person, before suit instituted, where it is shown to the satisfaction of the

Court on oath that the person applying has good reason to apprehend

that a suit will he mstituted against him in the Court, and that some

person, irithin the particular jurisdiction at the time of apphcation, can

give material evidence respecting the subject of the apprehended suit, but

that he is about to leave the particular jurisdiction, or that from some

other cause the person applying wih lose the benefit of his evidence if it

be not at once taken.

Witness dead, insane, or not appearing.

246. Where any person who might give evidence in any suit or mat-

ter is dead, or insane, or unavoidably absent at the time liis evidence might

he taken, or for any reason considered sufficient by the Court cannot

pear to give evidence in the suit or matter, the Court may, if it tlimks m,

receive proof of any evidence given by him in any former judicial pioceed-

ing; provided that the subject matter of such former judicial proceeding

was substantially the same as that of the existing suit, and that the par-

ties to the existing suit were parties to it or bound by it, and in it ha

cross-examined or had an apportunity of cross-examining the witness o

whose evidence proof is so to be given.

Oath.
+

247. On any occasion the Court may, if it thinks it just and expement,

for reasons to be recorded in the minutes of proceedings, take mtnout

oath the evidence of any person objecting on grounds of conscience w a 'e

an oath,—the fact of the evidence having been so taken without oatn

being also recorded in the minutes of proceedings.

Admission of Documents. . .

248. Where all parties to a suit are competent to make admissions,

any party may call on any other party, by notice filed in the Court, an

served under order of the Court, to admit any document, savmg ]us

exceptions. , ,

In case of refusal or neglect to.admit, the costs of proof of tne aocu-

ment shall be paid by the party refusing or neglecting, whatever be tue

result of the cause, unless the Court is of opinion that the reiusa oi

neglect to admit was reasonable. .

No costs of proof of any document shall be allowed unless such notice

has been given, except in cases where the omission to give the notice nas

in the opinion of the Court produced a saving of expense.
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XII.

—

Miscellaneous Provisions.

Attorneys and Agents.

249. Every person doing any act or taking any proceeding in the

Court as plaintiff, or otherwise, must do so in his own name and not proceedings to

otherwise, and either by himself, or by his attorney, procurator, or agent '>®

thereunto lawfully authorized in writing.

250. Where such act is done or proceeding taken by an attorney, pro-

curator, or agent, the power of attorney, or instrument constituting the attorLy.

procurator or agent, or an authenticated copy thereof must be filed in the

Court before or at the commencement of the proceedings.

Where the authority is special, and has reference only to the parti-

cular proceeding to be taken, the original document itself must be filed.

Where the authority is general, or has reference to other matters in

which the attorney, procurator, or agent is empowered to act, an authen-

ticated copy of such document may be filed.

The authority, whether general or special, must be distinct and clear,

so as to satisfy the Court that the person professing to act thereon has

such authority as he claims to exercise.

251. Any person doing any act or taking any proceeding in the Court Pers^n^p^woeed-

in the name or on behalf of another person, not being lawfully authorized autiiority.

thereunto, and knowing himself not to be so authorized, is gmilty of a

contempt of Coui-t.

Proceedings hy or against FartnersJii]).

252. Proceedings by or on behalf or against a partnership solely or lu what names,

jointly, must be taken hi the several names of the partners as individuals,

and not in the name of the firm or otherwise.

Plaintiff out of Jurisdiction.

253. Where a plaintiff, whether suing alone or suhig jointly, is out
of the jurisdiction of the particular Court, or is only temporarily resident

within it, he must file in the Court, at or before the commencement of

proceedings, a written statement of a fit place within the jurisdiction

where notice or process may be served on him.

He must also give security for costs and fees by deposit, or by bond Security for

in the penal sum of 500 dollars.

The Court may at any time during the suit or proceeding, either on
its own motion or on the apphcation of any defendant, order him to give

further or better security for costs and fees, and may direct proceedings
to be stayed in the meanwhile.

Service.

254. Service of a petition, notice, summons, decree, order, or other ’'®

document of which service is required by these Rules, or according to the

course of the Court, shall be made by an officer of the Court, unless in

any case the Court thinks fit otherwise to direct; and service shall not be
valid unless it is made under an order of the Court (in writhig under the
seal of the Court), which may be either indorsed on or subscribed or an-

nexed to the document to be served.

255. Unless m any case the Court thinks it just and expedient other- Personal serrioe,

wise to direct, service shall be personal,—that is, the document to be served
shall, together with the order for service (mdorsed, subscribed, or annexed),
be delivered into the hands of the person to be served.

256. Where it appears to the Court (either with or without any at- oti‘er servioe.

tempt at personal service) that for any reason personal service cannot be
conveninetly effected, the Court may order that service be effected either

—

(i.) by delivery of the document to be served, together with the
order for service, to some adult Inmate at the usual or last known
place of abode or business within the particular jurisdiction of

the person to be served; or
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(ii.) by delivery thereof to some agent within the particular juris-

diction of the person to be served, or to some other person within

the particular jurisdiction throughwhom it appears to the Court
thei’e is a i-easonable probability that the document and order

seiwed will come to the knowledge of the person to be served
;
or

(iii.) by advertisement in some newspaper circulating within the

particular juiisdiction ; or

(iv.) by notice put up at the Court, or at some other place of public

resort witliin the particular jurisdiction.

257. Ordinaidly service shall not be made out of the particular juris-

diction, except under an order for that purpose made by the Court within

whose jurisdiction service is to be made, which order may be made on the

recjuest of any other Court, and shall in each case direct in which of the

modes above-mentioned service is to be effected.

Where, however, the urgency or other pecuhar circumstances of the

case appear to any Court so to require (for reasons to be recorded in the

minutes of proceedings), the Court may order that seiwice be made out

of the particular jurisdiction.

258. Any order for service may be valued from time to time with

respect to the mode of seiwice directed by the order, as occasion

requii'es.

259. Sendee of a document not required to be served personally must
be made before five o’clock in the evening.

If made after that hour on any day but Saturday, it shall be consi-

dered as made on the following day.

If made after that hour on Saturday, it shall be considered as made
on the following Monday.

260. No seiwice in a civil suit shall be made on Sunday, Christmas

Day, or Good Friday.
Absconding Defendant.

261. Where the Court is satisfied by evidence on oath that there is

good reason to beheve that a defendant means to abscond in order to

avoid the process of the Court, after suit or other proceeding instituted,

the Court may make an order to hold him to bad, and may requii'e of hm
such security as seems fit for his remaining within the particular juris-

diction, and abiding by and perfoimuig any decree or order to be made

in the suit or proceeding, and for costs and fees.

Costs.

262. The costs of the whole suit and of each particular proceeding

therein are in the discretion of the Court
;
but the Court shall not

order the successful party in a suit to pay to the unsuccessful pai-ty the

costs of the suit generally, although the Court may order him, notwith-

standing his success in the whole suit, to pay the costs occasioned by any

particular proceeding therein.

263. The Couid may, if in any case it seems fit, require any party to

any suit or proceeding, either at the commencement or at any time during

the progress thereof, to give security for costs to the satisfaction of the

Court by deposit or otherwise.

Paupers.

264. The Court may admit any person to sue in forma j>auperis on

being satisfied of his poverty, and that he has prima facie a case proper

for some relief in the Court ;
and may admit any person to defend in

forma pauperis on-being satisfied of his poverty.

265. If in any case the Court thinks fit to assign a counsel or attorney

to assist a person admitted to sue or defend informa pauperis, the coiuisel

or attorney so assigned may not refuse his assistance, unless he satisfies

the Court of some good reason for refusing.
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266. If a pauper gives or agrees to give any fee, profit, recompense,,

or reward for the despatch of his business in Coui’t, he shall be deemed
guilty of a contempt of Court, and he shall also be forthwith dispaupered,

and shall not be afterwards admitted again in that suit to sue or defend
informa patiperis.

267. A person admitted to sue or defend in forma pauperis may be
dispaupered, by order of the Court, on its appearing that he was not
when admitted, or no longer is, of sufficient poverty, or that he is abusing
his pi’ivilege by vexatious proceedings.

Computation of Time.
268. Where by these Rules, or any special order or the course of the

Com-t, any limited time from or after any date or event is appointed or

allowed^for the domg of any act or the taking of any proceeding, and such
time is not hmited by hours, the computation of su<ffi limited time does
not include the day of such date or of the happening of such event but
commences at the beginning of the next following day, and the act or

l^roceeding must be done or taken at the latest on the last day of such
limited time according to such computation.

269. Wliere the limited time so appointed or allowed is less than six

dsiys, the following days shall not be reckoned hr the computation of such
time : namely, Sundays, G-ood Friday, Monday and Tuesday in Easter week,

Christmas Day, and the day before and the day next after Christmas
Day.

270. Where the time for the doing of any act or the taking of any
jjroceeding expires on one of the days last-mentioned, the act or proceeding
shall be considered as done or taken in due time if done or taken on the

next day aftei’wai’ds, that is, not one of the last-mentioned days.

271. The day on which an order that a plaintiff do give security

for costs is seiwed, and the time thenceforward until and includiug

the day on which such security is given, shall not be reckoned hi the

computation of the time allowed to a defendant for putting in his answer.

Supplemental Statement.

272. Facts or circumstances occurruig after the institution of a suit,

may, by leave of the Court, be introduced by way of amendment into the

petition or answer (as the case may require) at any stage of the proceedings,

and the Court may make such order as seems just respecting the proof of

such facts or circumstances, or for affording all parties concerned leave

and opportunity to meet the statements so introduced.

Death of Party or other Change.

273. Where, pending a suit, any change or transmission of interest

or liability occurs in relation to any party to the suit, or any party to the

suit dies or (being a woman) marries, or the suit is in any other way
rendered defective or incapable of being carried on, any person interested

may, on motion ex parte, obtain from the Court such order as is requisite

for curing the defect, or enabling or compelling proper parties to carry on
the proceedings.

But it shall be open to any person served with such an order within

such time, not exceeding fourteen days, as the Court in the order directs,

to apply to the Court by motion to discharge such order.

Adjournment.
274. Nothing in these Rules shall affect the power of the Court (for

reasons to be recorded in the minutes of proceedings) to defer or adjourn
the hearing or determination of any suit, matter, proceeding, or applica-

tion, for such time and on such terms (if any) as justice requires.

Amendment.
275. Nothing in these Rules shall affect the power of the Court (for

reasons to be recorded in the minutes of proceedings) to order or allow any
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amendment of any petition, answer, notice, or other document whatever,

at any time, on such terms (if any) as justice requires.

Power of Court as to Time.

276. Notiling in these Kules shall affect the power of the Court (for

reasons to he recorded in the minutes of proceedings) to enlarge or abridge

the time ajipointed or allowed for the doing of any act or the taking of

any proceeding on such terms (if any) as justice requires.

277. Where the Court is by these Rules or otherwise authorised to

appoint the time for the doing of any act or the taking of any proceeding,—or to enlarge the time appointed or allowed for that purpose by these

Rules or othei*wise,—the Court may further enlarge any time so appointed

or enlarged by it on such terms (if any) as seem just, provided that the

application for further enlargement is made before the expiration of the

time already allowed, and that such further enlargement appears to the

Could (for reasons to be recorded in the minutes of proceedings) to be

required for the purposes of justice, and not to be sought merely for

delay.

Guardian for Purposes of Suit.

278. Where on default made by a defendant in answering or otherwise

defending the suit after due service of the petition, it appears to the Court

that he is an infant or person of weak or unsound mind (not so fomid by
inquisition), so that he is unable of himself to defend the suit, the Court

may, on the application of the plamtiff or of its own motion, appoint some
fit person to be guardian of the defendant for the purpose of the suit, by
whom he may defend the same.

But no such order shall be made except on notice, after expiration of

the time for answermg, and four days at least before the day named in

the notice for the hearing of the application, or for the Court proceeding

(as the case may be), served on or left at the dwelling-house of the person

with whom or under whose care the defendant was at the time of service

of the petition, and also, in the case of an infant not residing with or under

the care of his father or guardian, served on or left at the dwelling-house

of such father or guardian, unless the Court thinks fit in any case to

dispense with such last-mentioned seiwice.

XIII.—Criminal ]\Iattees.

I.—In General.

279. In the folloiving Rules (under the heading “ Criminal Matters”)

as far as they relate to the Supreme Court, the expression “ the Court ”

means or includes (as the case may require) any officer of, or person

attached to, the Supreme Court from time to time authorized to exercise

or assist in the exercise of any part of the criminal jurisdiction of that

Court.

280. A person making a criminal charge against another before the

Supreme or other Court, must do so in person, or by attorney or counsel,

or an agent lavffully thereunto authorised.

281. In every case, whether the charge is or is not such as must or

may be heard and determined in a summary way, the Court shall proceed,

if the accused is not already m custody, either by way of summons to him

or by way of warrant for his apprehension in the first instance, according

as the nature and circumstances of the case require.

Summons.
282. For the issuing of a summons the charge need not be put in

writing or be sworn to, unless the Court so directs.

A summons shall be served by the delivery of it to the person sum-

moned personally, or if he cannot be coni'eniently met with, then by its

being left at his usmil or last known place of abode or business -vvithin

the particular jurisdiction.
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The person efEeoting service must attend at the time and place men- Proof of aeiTio*

tioned in the summons, to prove service if necessary.

WarroMt.
283. If tlie person summoned does not obey the summons, the Court

may (after proof on oath of due service of the summons) issue a warrant
for his apprehension.

Notwithstandmg the issuuig of a summons, a warrant may be issued

at any time before or after the time appointed in the summons for the

appearance of the accused.

A warrant shall not be issued in the first instance unless the charge is

in writing on the oath of the person laying the charge, or of some witness.

A waiTant need not be made returnable at any particular time, but
may remain in force until executed.

It'may be executed by the apprehension of the accused at any place Execution i

within the particular jurisdiction, and in case of fresh pursuit it may be in another

executed at any place in another Consular district, without any app'lica-
Sstrict^when

tion to the Court of that district.

Search Warrant.
284. Where positive proof or probable suspicion is shown to the Court what ease#.,

by evidence on oath that anything on, by, or in respect of which a crime
or offence cognizable by the Court has been committed, is in any house or

place over which, by reason of the n vtionality of the occupier thereof, the

Com’t has juidsdiction, tlie Court may issue a warrant to search the house
or place, and if anything searched for is fomid, to seize it, and apprehend
the occupier of the house or place.

The warrant shall be directed to some oflicer by name, who alone Contentsi,

shall be entrusted -with its execution, but he may be accompanied by any
person or persons necessary to assist him ui his search.

A general warrant to search shall not be granted, but the particular

house or place must be mdicated m it.

If the house or place is closed, and the officer is denied admission Force,

after demanding admission and disclosing his authority and the object of

his visit, it may be forced open.

Where there is probable suspicion only, the warrant must be executed Day : night

m the day time
;
where there is positive proof, it may be executed in the

night time.

Witnesses.
' ’

285. Where it is shomi to the Court, on oath, that any British sub- Summons,

ject within the particular jurisdiction is likely to give material evidence,

either for the prosecution or for the defence, and will not voluntarily at-

tend to give evidence at the prelimuiary examination, or in summary cases

at the hearing of the charge, the Court shall issue a summons for his

attendance.

286. If any person summoned does not obey the summons, and does
not excuse his failm'e to the satisfaction of the Court, then (after proof
on oath of the service of the summons) the Court may issue its warrant
to compel his attendance.

287. Where it is shown to the Court, on oath, that any British sub- Warrant in flwt

ject within the particular jurisdiction is likely to give material evidence,

either for the prorecution or for the defence, and that it is probable he
will not attend to give evidence at the prelimuiary examination, or in

summary cases at the hearing of the charge, unless compelled to do so,

then instead of issuing a summons the Court may issue a warrant in the
fii’st instance.

288. If on the apj^earance of the person summoned, either in obedience Pefnsai to tako

to a summons, or on being brought up by virtue of a warrant, he refuses

to take an oath,—or, having taking an oath, to answer any question put
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to him,—and does not excuse his refusal to the satisfaction of the Court,

then the Court may, by warrant, commit him to prison, there to remain
for not more than seven days, unless he in the meantime consents to answer
duly on oath.

Issuing, &c., of Warrant on Sunday or Ilolyday.

289. A wan-ant for apprehension or commitment or other purpose;

or a search warrant, may be issued and may be executed on a Sunday,

Good Friday, or Christmas Day, as weU as on any other day, where the

urgency of the case so requires.

II. PROCEEDINGS BY PRELIMINARY EXAMINATION AND INDICTMENT.

290. The following Rules (under the sub-heading- “ Proceedings by
Preliminary Examination and Indictment”) apply exclusively to cases

where the charge is to be heard and determined not in a summary way,

but on indictment.

Preliminary Examination.
291. Wherethe accused comes before the Court on summons or warrant,

or othervrise, the Court before committing him to prison for trial, or

admitting him to bad, shall, in his presence, take the depositions on oath

of those who know the facts and circumstances of the case, and shall put

the same in writmg.
292. The accused shall be at liberty to put questions to any witness

produced against him, and the statements of any witness in answer thereto

shall form part of that witness’s deposition.

293. The deposition of each witness shall be read over to the witness,

and shall be signed by him.
294. If on the trial of the accused it is proved on oath that any per-

son whose deposition has been taken is dead, or is so ill as not to be able

to travel, and that his deposition was taken in the presence of the accused,

and that he or his counsel or attorney cross-examined, or had full oppor-

tunity of cross-examining the witness, the deposition may be read as

evidence in the prosecution without further proof thereof.

295. No objection at the preliminary examination to any charge,

summons, or warrant, for any defect in substance or form, or for any
variance between it and the evidence adduced on the part of the prosecu-

tion, shall be allowed: but if any variance appears to the Court to be such

that the accused has been thereby deceived or misled, the Court may, on
the request of the accused, adjourn the examination, and in the meantime
remand the accused or admit him to bail.

Statement of Accused.

296. After the examination of all the witnesses on the part of the

prosecution is completed, the Conrt shall, without requii'ing the attendance

of the witnesses, read over to the accused the depositions taken against

him, and shall then say to him those words :

“ Havmg heard the evidence, do you wish to say anything in answer

to the charge? You are not obhged to say anything unless you

desire to do so, but whatever you say will be taken down in

writing, and may be given m evidence against you on your trial.

And I give you clearly to understand that you have nothing to

hope from any promise of favour, and nothing to fear from any

threat that may have been held out to you to induce you to

make any admission or confession of your guilt; but whatever

you now say may be given in evidence against you upon your

trial, notwithstanding such promise or threat.”

Whatever the accused then says in answer thereto shall be taken

down in writing, and shall be read over to him, and shall be kept with the
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depositions of the Avitnesses, and afterwards, on the trial of the accused,

the same may he given in evidence against him Avithont further proof thereof.

297. Nothing in the foregoing Eules, hoAvever, is to prevent the pro- Confession,

secutor from giving in evidence any admission or confession or other

statement of the accused made at any time, which would, by law, be admis-

sible as evidence against him.
Publicity.

298. The room or place in which the preliminaiy examination is held
is not an open or public Court for that purpose

;
and the Court may, in its pubUe.

discretion, in case it appears to it that the ends of justice will be best

answered by so doing, order that no person have access to, or remain m,
the room or place without the special permission of the Court.

Recognizance to Prosecute or give Evidence.

299. The Coui’t may, at the preliminary examination, bhad by reeog- Prosecutor or

nizance the prosecutor and every Avitness to appear at the Court at which
the accused is to be tried, to prosecute, or.to prosecute and give evidence, rccoguizanoe,

or to give evidence (as the case may be).

A notice of each recognizance shall at the same time be given to the

person bound thereby.

If a witness refuses to enter into a recognizance, the Court may, by
warrant, commit him to prison, there to remam until after the trial of the

accused, unless in the meantime he duly enters mto a recognizance.

But if afterwards, from Avant of sufficient eAridence or other cause,

the accused is not either committed for trial or held to bail, the Avitness

shall be discharged from custody by direction of the Court.

Remand.
300. If from the absence of witnesses or any other reasonable cause in wiiat oaaej,

the Court, considers it necessaiy or advisable to defer or adjourn the
prehminary examination, the Court may, by Avarrant, from time to time
remand the accused for such time as seems reasonable, not exceeding

fourteen days, to some prison or other place of security :

Or, if the remand is for not more than eight days, the Court may, by Custody during

word of mouth, order the officer or person in whose custody the accused
'

is, or any other fit officer or person, to continue or keep the accused in his

custody, and to bring him up at the time appointed for commencement or

continuance of the examination.
During the period of remand the Court may, nevertheless, order the

accused to be brought before it.

Instead of detaming the accused in custody during the period of remand
the Court may discharge him, on his entering into a recognizance, with or
Avithout a sru’ety or sureties, as the Court may thmk fit, for his appearance.

A notice of each recognizance shall at the same time be given to each
person bound thereby.

Commitment.
301. When all the evidence adduced at the preliminary examination

on the part of the prosecution has been heard, if the Court is of opinion
that it is not sufficient to put the accused on his trial, the Court shall

forthwith order him, if in custody, to be discharged as to the particular
charge in question.

If, on the contrary, the Court is of opinion that the evidence is

sufficient to put the accused on his trial, the Court shall either by warrant
commit him to prison, there to remam till dehvered by due course of law,
or admit him to bail.

Bail.
302. Where the accused is chai’ged with

—

Felony

;

Assault with intent to commit felony

;

In wUat 085«i,

AATiere disor*^^
tionary.
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Attempt to commit felony

;

Obtaining or attempting to obtain property by false pretences
;

Receiving stolen property, or property obtained by false pretences

;

Perjuiy, or subornation of perjuiy
;

Concealing the birth of a child by secret burying or otheiwise ;

Wilful or indecent exposure of the person

;

Riot

;

Assault on a constable or officer of the Court in the execution of

his duty, or any person actmg in his aid
;

Neglect or breach of duty as a constable or officer of the Court

;

it shall be in the discretion of the Court to admit him to bail, either in the

first instance, instead of committmg him to prison for trial, or at any time

after his commitment and before trial.

Where the accused is charged with any hidictable misdemeanour other

than those-herein before described, the Court shall ordinarily admit him
to bad.

303. A person charged with murder or treason can be admitted to

bail by the Judge of the Supreme Court only.

304. The Judge of the Supreme Court may, on good grounds, admit
any person to bad, although the Provincial Court before wliich the charge

is made does not think fit to do so.

365. The accused who is to be admitted to bail is to produce such

gurety or sureties as, in the opinion of the Corirt, wall be sufficient to ensure

his ajipearance at the time and place when and where he is to be tried, and
with such surety or sureties to enter into a recognizance accordingly.

A notice of each recognizance is at the same t ime to be given to each

person bound thereby.

Privileges of Accused.

306. At any time after the preliminary examination has been com-
pleted, the accused is entitled to have copies of the depositions on which
he has been committed for trial, or held to bad, on payment, of a reason-

able sum, not exceeding sixpence for every one hundred words, or gratis,

if the Court so directs.

The Court shall, at the time of commitment or of holding to bad,

infonn the accused of his rights in this respect.

Preparations for Trial.

307. The written charge (if any), the dejjositions, the statement of the

accused, the recognizance of prosecutor and witnesses, and the recognizance

of bail (if any) shall be carefully trausnutted in proper time to the Court
at which the trial is to be held.

Indictment.

308. A trial before the Judge or an officer of the Supreme Court, with

a jury, and the proceedings before and after trial relative thereto, shall be

conducted as nearly as may be as a crimmal trial before a Judge with a

jury and the corresponding proceedings is and are conducted in England.
Other criminal trials, with or without a jury, or with Assessors, and

the proceedings before and after trial relative thereto, shall be conducted
in like manner, mutatis m^itandis.

309. In criminal cases to be tried on indictment before the Judge or

Assistant Judge of the Supreme Court, whether vuth or without a jury,

the dejDositions when completed shall forthwith be delivered to the Law
Secretary, as prosecutor on behalf of the Crown, who shall thereupon, in

person or by some proper I’epresentative appointed by him, in any case by
writing under his hand, take all proper steps for indicting and bringing

to ti'ial the accused, and conduct the prosecution in Court at the trial

;

and no such prosecution shall be under the direction or conduct of any
private prosecutor.
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Any private i^rosecntor, may, however, retain any member of the

English, Irish, or Scottish Bar, or any regular and duly quahfied advocate

of foreign nationality, to assist in the prosecution
;
and such ban’ister or

advocate may, with the assent of the prosecutor for the Crown, appear in

Court at the trial and take part in the prosecution
;
but no such prosecu-

tion shall be withdrawn or abandoned without the express consent of the

Law Secretary, as prosecutor for the Crown, or of his representative, given

in open Court.

III.—SUMMARY PROCEEDINGS.

310. The following Rules (under the sub-heading “ Summary Pro-
ceedings ”) apply exclusively to cases where the charge is to be heard and
determined not on indictment, but m a summary way.

•

Hearing.
311. Where the accused comes before the Court on summons, or

wari’ant, or otherwise, either originally or on adjournment, then if the

prosecutor, having had due notice of the time and place appomlod for the

hearing or adjourned hearing of the charge, does not appear in person, or

by counsel or attorney, the Court shall dismiss the charge, unless for some
reason it thinks proper to adjourn or further adjourn the hearing, with or

without imposing any terms.

312. In case of adjournment the Court may commit the accused in

the meantime to prison, or to such other custody as it thinks fit, or may
discharge him on his entering into a recognizance with or without a surety

or sureties, at the discretion of the Court, for his appearance at the time
and place of adjournment.

A notice of each recognizance is at the same time to be given to each
person bound thereby.

313. If both parties appear in person, or by counsel or attorney, the

Court shall proceed to hear and finally determine the charge.

314. The prosecutor shall be at liberty to conduct the charge, and to

have the witnesses examined and cross-examined by counsel or attorney

on his behalf.

315. The accused shall be admitted to make his full answer and defence
to the charge, and to have the witnesses examined and cross-examined by
counsel or attorney on his behalf

;
and if he does not employ counsel or

attorney, he shall, at the close of the examination of each witness for the
prosecution, be asked by the Court whether he wishes to put any questions

to the witness.

If he puts any question to a witness, the witness may be re-examined
for the prosecution.

316. The room or place in which the Court sits to hear and determine
the charge is an open and pubhc Court, to which the public generally may
have access as far as the room or place can conveniently contain them.

317. The substance of the charge shah be stated to the accused, and
he shall be asked if he has any cause to show why he should not be
convicted.

If he thereupon admits the truth of the charge, and does not show
sufficient cause why he should not be convicted, the Court may convict

him accordingly.

If he does not admit the truth of the charge, the Court shall proceed
to hear the prosecutor and such witnesses as he examines, and such other
evidence as he adduces in support of his charge.

On the termination of the whole evidence m support of the charge if

it appears to the Court that a primd facie case is made out against the
accused, he shall be asked by the Court if he wishes to say anything in

answer, or has any witnesses to examine or other evidence to adduce in liis

Extent of
foUoxring Rules.

Non-appearance
of prosecutor.

Custody in case
of adjournment.
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defence
;
and the Coui’t shall then hear the accused and his witnesses and

other evidence, if any.

318. If the accused adduces any evidence in his defence, the prosecutor

may adduce evidence in reply thereto
;
hut the prosecutor shall not in any

case he allowed to make any observations by way of reply to the evidence

adduced by the accused, nor shall the accused in any case be allowed to

make any obseiwations on evidence adduced by the prosecutor m reply.

319. A variance between the charge and the evidence adduced in

sujjport of it as to the time at which the alleged crime or offence was
committed is not material if it is proved that the charge was in fact made
within the time (if any) limited by law for the making thereof.

But if any variance between the charge and the evidence api>ears to

the Court to be such that the accused has been thereby deceived or misled,

the Court may adjourn the hearing.

Adjournment.
320. At any time before or during the hearing of the charge the Court

may, in its discretion, for any good cause recorded m the minutes of

proceedings, adjoum Ihe hearing.

An adjournment ordered for any cause shall be made to a certam
tune and place, to be at the time of the adjournment appointed and stated

in the presence and heaiang of the parties, or their respective counsel or

attorneys.

During the period of adjournment the Court may in its discretion,

according to the natm-e and cii'cumstances of each case, either suffer the

accused to go at large or commit him by warrant to such prison or other

place of security, or to such other safe custody as the Court thinks fit, or

may discharge him on his entering into a recognizance, with or mthout a

surety or sureties, at the discretion of the Court, for his appearance at the

time and place of adjournment!
A notice of each recognizance is at the same time to be given to each

person, bormd thereby.

If at any time and place of adjournment of a hearing, which has once

begun, the accused does not appear in person or by counsel or attorney,

the Coiu-t may in its discretion proceed with the fmther hearing as if the

accused were present.

Decision.

321. The Court having heard what 6ach party has to say as aforesaid,

and the witnesses, and the evidence adduced, shall consider the whole

matter and finally determine the same, and shall either convict the accused

or dismiss the charge.

Conviction.

322. In case of conviction a minute thereof shall be made, and the

conviction shall afterwards be drawn ujj in fomi, to be preserved iimong

the records of the Court.

Dismissal.

323. In case of dismissal of the charge the Court may, if it thinks fit,

on being requested so to do, make an order of dismissal and give the

accused a certificate thereof, which certificate shall on being produced,

without further proof, be a bar to any subsequent charge for the same

matter against the same person.

Costs.

324. In case of conviction the Court, may, in and by the conviction,

award and order that the person convicted do pay to the prosecutor such

costs as seem just and reasonable, to lie sjjecified in the conviction.

325. In case of dismissal the Court may, in and by the order of dis-

missal, award and order that the prosecutor do pay to the accused such

costs as seem just and reasonable, to be specified in the order of dismissal
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Execution of Conviction or Order of Dismissal.

326. Where a conviction does not adjudge the payment of money, but rmprisonmati

adjudges that the offender be imprisoned, the Court shall issue a waiTant

of commitment accordingly.

327. Where a conviction or order of dismissal adjudges any money
to be jjaid by any person convicted or any prosecutor for penalty, com- other moneys,

pensation, costs, chai’ges, or otherwise, the money to be paid may be levied

on the goods of the person adjudged to pay the same by disti’ess and sale

under warrant.

328. If the officer havhig the execution of the warrant returns that

he could find no goods or no sufficient goods whereon to levy the money
mentioned m the warrant, together with costs, the Court may by warrant

commit the person adjudged to make the payment to prison for not more

than two months, unless the money adjudged to be paid, and all costs and

charges of the distress, commitment, and conveyance to prison, to be

specified in the warrant of commitment, are sooner paid.

329. Where it appears to the Court that such distress and sale of

goods as aforesaid would be ruinous to the person ordered to pay the

money and his family, or (by confession of that person or otherwise) that

he has no goods whereon a distress may be levied, then the Court, if it

thinks fit, may, instead of issuing a warrant of distress, commit hun to

prison, with or without hard labour, for not more than two months, unless

the money adjudged to be paid, and all costs and charges of the commit-

ment and conveyance to prison, to be specified in the warrant of commit-

ment, are sooner paid.

330. Any person against whom a warrant of distress issues may pay

or tender to the officer having the execution of the warrant the sum therein distreL.*^

mentioned, together with the amount of the expenses of the distress up to

the time of such payment or tender, and thereupon the officer shall cease

to execute the same.
331. Any person committed for non-payment may pay the sum men-

tioned in the warrant of commitment, together with the amount of costs and
charges therein mentioned (if any) to the person in whose custody he is,

who shall thereupon discharge him, if he is in custody for no other matter.

XIV.—Appeal to Supreme Court in Criminal Cases.

332. The application for a special case, on a summary conviction,

shall be made within 48 hours after the sentence.

333. The application for a special case shall state shortly the grounds Form of

on which the appellant considers the conviction erroneous ui point of law,

and may contam any argument in support of the appeal, or may include

an application that time be allowed for the filing of such an argument,

which may be allowed accordingly.

334. The special case, when granted, shall be stated within ten days

after application for the same, or after expiration of the time allowed for

filing such argument.
335. A copy of the appellant’s application for a special case, and of

any argument tiled by him in support thereof, shall be annexed to the

special case.

336. The appellant shall give security to the satisfaction of the Court, S curito-.

by recognizance, deposit, or othei*wise, to prosecute the appeal without

delay, and to submit to the judgment of the Supreme Court, and to pay
any costs awarded against him.

337. The appellant, if in custody, shall be liberated on his giving Bischnrge froK

fuidher security to the satisfaction of the Court, by recognizance, deposit,
•

or otherwise, to appear and receive judgment at an appointed tune and
place, unless the conriction is set aside by the Supreme Court.
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338. The prosecutor shall he entitled, on payment of the proper fees,

to have a copy of any special case or other documents sent to the Supreme
Court on any appeal in a criminal case.

XV.—General Provisions (Civil and Criminal Matters).
339. In all matters not in these Eules expressly provided for, the

procedure of the Superior Courts and of Justices of the Peace in England
in hke cases shall, as far as possible, be followed, save that with respect

to matters arising under the Admiralty or other special jurisdiction, the

procedure of the Court having such jurisdiction in England, shall, as far

as possible, he followed.

340. Notices, summonses, warrants, decrees, orders, and other docu-

ments issuing from the Court shall he sealed with the seal of the Coui’t.

341. In these Rules the words “oath” and “affidavit,” and words
referring thereto, or to swearing, include affii-mation and declaration and
refer thereto, or to the making of an affirmation or declaration, where an
affirmation or declaration is admissible in heu of an oath or affidavit.

Terms used in these Eules have the same meaning as in the Order in

Council under which these Rules are framed.
342. The Forms appended to these Eules may he used with such

variations as the circumstances of each case require.

343. The Pees specified in the List appended to these Rules shall he
paid.

The Court may, however, remit any such fee, wholly or in part, if it

thinks fit.

344. These Eules shall commence and have effect at the same time as

the Order in Council under which they are framed.
(Signed) Edmund Hornby,

Approved : Judge.
(Signed) Russell.

FEES.

I.—Civil Matters.

Service.
p'" For service of summons, petition, motion-paper, notice, warrant, decree, order, or other
document (except an answer) on a party, witness, juror, assessor, or other person under any
branch whatever of the civil jurisdiction

—

Dollars.

Within one mile (English) of Court 1

Beyond, for every further complete mile Oi
For Service of an answer OJ

Decision of Questions without formal Suit.

On'Summons for issue < r special case 7
On issue or special case 5
On_hearing 7

Summary Procedure for Administration of Property of Deceased Persons.
On’summons 10
On order 10

Summary Orders before Suit.
On application for order 5
On recognizance 5
On order 2i

Bankruptcy and Arrangement.
On petition for adjudication 20
On order of adjudication 10
On appointment of each assignee S
For every meeting or adjourned meeting 10
For every notice (exclusive of printing expenses) _ S
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On order of discharge

On petition to annul adjudication

On order annulling adjudication

To official assignee

On trust deed for benefit of creditors or other instrument

ment registered

Maritime Cases.

On application for commission of survey

On appointment of commission
To each surveyor
For extension of Eeport of survey and copies

On petition for appointment of adju-ters

To each adjuster
On extending average bond
To agent or owners of cargo

Prehate and Administration.

On application for probate or administration

On oath of every executor, administrator, and sxirety ...

On probate or letters of administration

Dollars.

50
10
20

f Two per cent, on aaseti

i collected.

of arrange- 1 cent, oa

^
value ot estate.

10

5
'1 Such sum as the Court

I

(but in the case of a

1
Provincial Court,

^subject to the approval

I
of the Supreme Court)

thinks fit and rea-

j
sonable.

Dollars.

The like sum as is for tli9

time being payable

in England lor

Stamp duty
in like cases, with one per
cent, additional in case

of appointment of

official adminis-

trator.

5

10
On filing account
On passing account

Ordinary Suits.

In every suit of any kind whatever, other than such as are before specified :

Dollars.
On Summons or

Petition.

Where amount involved is— —
Under 100 dollars 1

100 dollars and under 250 dollars 2

250 doUars or upwards {°o“n amount
Where judicial relief or assistance is sought, but not the
recovery of money 10

On every summons, motion, application, or demand, taken out, made, or filed

(not particularly charged)
On every decree or order (not particularly charged) ...

On motion for new trial after trial with a jury
On order for adjournment of hearing rendered necessary by default of either

party (to be paid by that party)
On every warrant of execution against goods

—

For less than 250 dollars

For 2.50 dollars or upwards
For keeping possession, per diem

Appeal to Supreme Court.

Dollars.

On Hearing.

1

2
One and a half per
cent, on amount.

10

1

1

5

On motion for leave to appeal
On every security
On order for Ijave to appeal

Dollars.
Where amount

involved is 1,260
dollars or
upwards.

5

5

10
On Petition or

Motion.

Dollars.

Where amount
involved is under

1,250 dollars,

5

Oa Hearing.

On appeal against adjudication of bankruptcy
On appeal against allowance, suspension, or refusal of

order of discharge in bankxmptcy
On appeal where judicial relief or assistance is sought, but
not the recovery of money

20 20

20 20

10 10
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On any appeal other than such as are before specified... invoked” Iroun/invoker

Appeal to Her Majesty in Council.

On motion for leave to appeal
On every security

On order for leave to appeal

On record of appeal (including expense of transmission) ...

Dollars.

15

, 15
25

( Such sum as the

t Court directs.

Such sum as the
Court directs.

1

Two per cent,

on amount.

Oi

1

OJ
Such sum as the

Court directs.

Misellaneous.

A 1 f Two and a half per
On deposit of money

| eent. Oil amount.

On deposit or registration of bill of sale, will, deed of partnership, or other
document 5

On notice of bil) of sale filed 5

For taking inventory, per diem 5

For protest of a bill of exchange, and copy 2
For noting sail' e 1

For taking an afiSdavit 1

For drawing a will ...
^

For certifying .signature or seal

For nttcndance at a sale :

Where the purchase money is under 500 dollars

,Where 500 dollars or upwards
|

On a reference to the archives

For certified copy of document in the archives

—

For first 100 words
For every further 100 words

For an ofificial certified translation of any document in Chinese, Japanese,
or Dutch j

For au official certified translation of a document in any other language ...

For first 200 words
For every further 200 words

For communication between two Courts
For communication in writing to a foreign Consulate, or to local Chinese or

Japanese authority
For attendance of any of Her Majesty’s officers at Chinese or Japanese office

or tribunal :

—

Where amount involved is

—

Under 1,250 dollars

1,250 dollars and under 2,-5i'0 dollars

2,500 dollars and under 5,000 dollars

6,000 dollars or upwards

II.—Criminal Matters.

On every summons or warrant, unless specially directed by the Court to be

On hearing in summary case ..

On warrant of commitment
On recognizance or other security

For service of notice on each juror or assessor

On trial with a jury
On record of sentence on trial with a jury
For copies of documents

Appeal to Supreme Court.

On application for special case on summary conviction

On argument filed separately fiv m application

On special case on sumniary conviction

On special case on point of law reserved
On r.;Cognizance or other security

10

24
24

5
10
20
50

Oi
Oi
OJ
Oi
Oi
5

5

As in civil cases.

Appeal to Her Majesty in Council.

On eai'h step required

/ The like fee as on the
S correspondinj; step in

j
civil appeals to iter

vMuje^iy iu Council.



RULES OF PROCEDURE TO BE OBSERVED IN HER MAJESTY’S

SUPREME COURT FOR CHINA AND JAPAN.

IN ADmRALTY.

Whereas it is of urgent necessity that Rules of Procedure ui Admiralty causes

should he framed for the guidance of suitors, and whereas, by virtue of provisions

contained m 26 and 27 Viet., c. 24 (“An Act to facihtate the appointment of Vice-

Admiral and Officers in Vice-Admiralty Courts in Her Majesty’s possessions abroad,”

&c., &c.), which provisions are, by the 54th section of the Chma and Jai^an Oi'der in

Council, 1865, extended to the Supreme Court in China and Japan, the said Suj)reme

Court, as a Vice-Admiralty Court, has jurisdiction in (amongst other things) the

matters following :

—

(1) Claims for Seamen’s wages.

(2) Claims for Master’ swages, and for his disbursements on account of the shij);

(3) Claims in respect of pilotage

;

(4) Claims in respect of salvage of any ship, or of hfe or goods therefrom

;

(5) Claims in respect of towage

;

(6) Claims for damage done by any ship
;

(7) Claims in resj^ect of bottomry or respondentia bonds
;

(8) Claims is respect of any mortgage where the ship has been sold by a decree

of the Vice-Admiralty Court, and the proceeds are under its control

;

(9) Claims between the owners of any ship registered in the possession in which
the Court is established, touching the ownership, possession, employment,
or earnings of such ship

;

(10) Claims for necessaries supplied, in the possession in which the Court is

established, to any ship of which no owner or part owner is domiciled

. Avithin the possession at the time of the necessaries being supphed
;
and

(11) Claims in respect of the building, equipping, or repairing within anj British

possession of any ship of which no owner or part owner is domiciled

within the possession at the time of the work being done

:

It is ordered that, for the regulation of the practice and procedure to be observed

in the Supreme Court as a Vice-Admiralty Court, the following Rules shall be
estabhshed

:

1.

—AU proceedings in Admiralty must be so headed.

Note.— Proceedings ^*in Admiralty” are either uirem or inpersonam. Actions ui personam shall be conducted in the
same way as all other actions of a similar nature, according to the Rules of Procedure prevailing in the Supreme Court
in matters of Law and Equity. The following outline of procedure will, therefore, be understoodto refer only to actions
in rem, that is against the Ees, in other words, the subject-matter of the action.

2.

—The name and nationahty of the ship against which the proceedings are

taken must appear, as also that of the master
;
and when the owners are known, then-

names and residences should likewise be given.

Note.—To give the Court jurisdiction in claims Nos. 10 and 11 (see above) the fact of the owners not being domiciled
within the jurisdiction of the Court should be stated.

3.

—Any number of persons having a common interest may join in one action

according to the practice of Admiralty Courts in England
;
and their may, in

accordance with the same practice, be one action against several Res.
Note.—Such consolidation of separate claims may likewise he ordered on the application of the defendant, or by

the Court of its own motion.

4.

—Proceedings in rem must be commenced by an appheation for the arrest of

the Res. This application must state the nature of the debt or claim and the amount
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sought to be recovered (which should include the estimated costs of the suit). It
must be supported by an affidavit of all the circ'i.mstances which justify its being
made, and a fee is to be paid on its being granted.

Note.—The appliciition must be filed in tripliciite,—one copy for service on the vessel, another for the Court and the third
tor service on any party who may apjiear to the action.

(2) It shall he in the discretion of the Court to require and take security from the applicant for the prosecution of tlic suit
as well as to cover any damages which may be awarded against him, in conseqiience of the impropriety, frivolity, or maliciousness
ol the application.

. ^ ,

(3) All payments into Court shall be made in such currency and at such c.\cliange as the Court shall direct.

file application being made in due form, a warrant will issue to the
officer of the Court, to arrest the Kes and cite all persons, having an interest in the
subject-matter of the arrest, to apjiear within a time mentioned in the warrant and
answer to the jilaintifE in his cause.

6. The arrest shall be exe' uted by the arresting officer affixing a certified copy
of the warrant to the principal mast or to some other conspicuous part of the ship,
after having previously read the original warrant to the officer or other person in
charge of the vessel.

*
IvoTK.—The waiTaiit extends to the apparel^ oppurtcnancea, ^c., of the ship, although all or part may have been detached

ITom her and sent on sliorR. If the entire rargo be still on board the vessel, the service cu the mast arrests the former us v eil
tile latter, and sliould the action be against the freight, this latter is considered to be arrested simultaneouslv with the cargo,

^ut saouid the cargo have been landed, and deposited in a public or private wateb use, a separate and distinct anest of it must
be mauC“pi\ivideu the warehouse he within the junsdiction ot a British Court. In tins ease, the officer of tlie C'-urt will affix a
certiheu copy of the warrant on such sepai’utc cargo, and d j the like if the cargo has l*eeu transhipiicd to a Biiiish slop. But if
the warehouseman 01 person in charge of the cargo, wiU not permit access to it, the officer will seiwe him instead of the
>Mtii tlie waiTant, by showing to him the original and leaving with him a copy of it.

^
(2) Ihc fact of arrest is to be certitied by endorsement under the hand of the officer making it.

7- -A person nominated by the Court shall be. left in charge of the Ees.
Note.—

A

fee will he cliavgcd on each of Ihe three last named stejjs (5.7), that is to sav, for the warrant, the service
and anest, and the expenses connected witli and arising out of the custody of the shin, AO-

S'—The fact of the arrest and the citation to appear shall be advertised in the
usual way.

9' At any time before the trial of the case, the owner or captain or any one
interested in the vessel or in the cargo or freight attached, may come in and give m
undertaking to appear or to appear and give bail to the action. Such an undertaking
shall operate as a stay of all proceedings for twenty-four hours, after which time, or
such extended time as the Court may see fit to grant, if no appearance is entered or
no bail given, the proceedings shall continue as if no such undertakmg had been
given.

trtil—which id,so imidics appesrmice-be given, the Res arrf te 1 shall be released, and the action proceed. .

(2) If only an a])pearr'n(;i is entered, the Res shall be detained uiuler arrest.
(3) On hail being Undered and an appearance entered, it shall be competent for the Court to require security for costs

J (4) Oil tender of hail, it shall be competent for the Court to accept the same, or to call on the petitioner to acceut the
same, or to make an order for justification of llie bail.

10.—A petition shall bo filed vithin three days after the arrest is completed,
unless a longer time shall on application be allowed’ by the Court; and surh pct>'mi
shall he served in the same way as the order of arrest, as well as ujion any parties
who may have appeared in answer to the citation.

11.—The Rules preyailhig in the Supreme Court with reference to answers, setting
down the cases for hearmg, and hearing, shah be applicable to causes in Admiralty.

"

12. -At any stage of a cause, either party may lu’ay for an ajjjiraisement of the
Res, and it snail bo competent for the Court to order such appraisement on such
terms as to costs and e- ,onses as it sees fit to impose.

13.—All Jnicrli.. .doiy Proceedings and all jiroceedings before and on the trial
of the case, shall, ;• i .• is circumstances admit, be conducted in conformity witli
the General Rules oi i'roccdnre in the Supreme Court.

Note.—For formabij s t'r ^
: ol snved in muse of damage, see Appendix A.

14. -On I . . t i being heard, the Court shall give judgment and decree tbo
release of the Res in the event of a decision adverse to tlie ship, and should no
bail have been gi' c i i the suit, or no satisfaction of the judgment of the Court l>o
offered by the pari.y (if any) wlio appealed to defend the suit—the sale thereof. The
date at which such sale shall take place, and the manner—whether by public auction
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or otherwise, as shall seem to the Court most advantageous—shall be specified in the

decree of the Court and notified by advertisement.

15.—The proceeds of the sale shall be jjaid into Court, and therefrom shall the

decree or decrees, on a day fixed for the appearance before the Court of the parties

interested for the marshalling of their claims, be satisfied
;
and the surjalus shall

remain in Court mitil the person or persons claiming to be entitled thereto shall

establish their claim or claims.

Note.—It sliall be competent for any person, at any period in a suit, to file in Court a petition tliat he he decreed to share

in the proceeds or in tlie lialance thereof
;
and any proceedings of tliis description shall be conducted in the same way as such a

claim would have been conducted against the Res itself.

16.—It shall be competent for the Court to refer any matter requiring investiga-

tion, or having reference to accounts, rate of interest, repairs done to any ship, &c,,

to the Eegistrar alone, or to the Registrar assisted by one or two merchants or

shipmasters to be appomted by it
;
and such reference shall take place within ten

days from the date of the order therefor. Leave shall, when prayed for by either

party, be given to file affidavits and counter-affidavits provided always that the Judge
shall have power to extend the time within which the reference is to take place

whenever the filing of affidavits and counter-affidavits necessitates such extension.

Witnesses may be produced before fhe Registrar, provided four days’ notice of

an intention to examine them be given
;
and it shall be optional with the Registrar

to permit or refuse to allow the attendance of Coimsel or Solicitors at the hearing

before him, and no costs shall be allowed for such attendance if the Registrar shall

be of opmion that it was unnecessary.

The Report of the Registrar shall be filed within ten days of the hearing before

him, and notice of any objection to be made thereto shall be filed by the party making
it, within five days of the filing of the Report .

All questions of cost of the reference shall be in the discretion of the Registrar,

subject to the decision thereon of the Chief Justice.

17.—In all cases the Court shall apply the English Law as administered in

Admiralty Courts in England; and all matters of procedui'e, not otherwise provided
for in these Rules or in the General Rules of Procedure for this Court, shall be
governed, as far as may be, by the Rules in force in Her Majesty’s High Court of

Admiralty.

a;ppendix a.

Cavses of Damage.
In causes of damage each parly shaU, at the time of filing his petition or answer, bring into

and deposit in the Kegisti’y a sealed paehet containing a statement of the following particulars :—

^

1 . The names of the two vessels which came into oollision, and the names of their respective
masters.

2. The time of the collision as nearly as can be stated.

3. The locality of the collision.

4. The direction of the wind at the time.

5. The state of the weather.
6. The state and force of the tide.

7. The course and speed of the vessel when the other was first seen.
8. The lights, if any, carried by her.

9. T'he distance and bearing of the other vessel when first seen.

10. The lights, if any, of the other vessel which were first seen.

11. Wheth( r any lights of the other vessel other than tliose first seen came into view before
the collision.

12. What nieasnres were taken, and when, to avoid the oollision.

13. Thi- parts of each vessel which first came into contact.
Such packets shall remain sealed and shall not be opened, save by order of the Judge, until

the pleadings and proofs are filed; they may be referred to at the hearing of the cause.
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APPENDIX B.

1 .

2 .

3.

4.

5.

6 .

7.

8 .

9.

10 .

11 .

12 .

13.

14.

15.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20 .

21 .

22 .

23.

24.

25.

. 26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

* Fees to he taken by the Supreme Court sitting in Admiralty.

On every praecipe

On every warrant or citation

On every detainer

On retaining possession of a ship, or of a ship and goods, to include the cost of

a ship keep, if required, per day
On every release

On every commission, monition, decree, requisition, attachment, or other instru-

ment for which a fee is not specially provided
On every bail bond
On every affidavit or justification

On every subpoena
On evei-y minute, including the entry of an order, if any
On every summons, including the entry of the Judge’s or Eegistrar’s order...

On every notice of sale, or notice of proceedings in a cause of possession, [with

fee on advertisement]
On every notice of motion, including the entry of the Judge’s order

On every petition *1 per cent, on filing

On every notice to have a cause placed on the list for hearing, including the

entry of the Judge’s order, if the cause be by default S 5.00

Placing cause on hearing list ... 1^ per cent.

On the examination of any witness viva voce, either in Court or before the Eegistrar § 1 .00

On administering an oath, for each deponent •

On every document, on the same being filed, save an exhibit or any instrument

or document previously issued from the Eegistry or the Marshal’s office

On every exhibit, including the marking thereof
For every office copy of a document in the English language, per sheet, not ex-

ceeding 10 folios, including the Eegistrar’s signature •••

If required to be collated in the Eegistry, per sheet not exceeding 10 folios, in

addition to the above
On a reference to the Eegistry
If the attendance of one or two merchants is required, to each merchant
In cases ofgreat intricacy and large amount, to the Eegistry and to each merchant
When the accounts to be investigated do not amount to §1,500, to the Eegis-

try and to each merchant ••• ^5 to 2o

When the accounts to be investigated do not amount to $500, to the Eegistry

and to each merchant
On drawing the Eeport and Schedule in cases in which the claim exceeds §500

On drawing the Eeport and Schedule in cases where the claim does not exceed $500

On taxing any bill of costs, per sheet not exceeding 10 folios, from each party to

the taxation

On taxing any bill of costs, per sheet not exceeding 10 folios if but one party

attend the taxation
On every order for payment of money out of the Eegistry
Poundage on moneys paid out of the Eegistry in any cause, if the sum does not

exceed $250
Poundage on moneys paid out of the Eegistry in any cause, if it exceeds $250

but does not exceed $500 _

Poundage on moneys paid out of the Eegistry in any cause, if it exceeds $500
but does not exceed $1,000

For every additional $500

$ 5.00

15.00

15.00

2.50

5.00

15.00

5.00

2.00

2.00

1.00

2.00

5.00

5.00

1.00

3.00

1.00

2.00

1.00

2500
25.00

50.00

7 to 15

10.00

5.00

2.00

4.00

2.00

1.00

2.00

5.00

2.00

Approved,

(Signed) EUTHEEFOED ALCOCK,
S.B.M. Envoy Extraordinary and

Minister Plenipotentiary, Peking.

(Countersigned)

EDMUND HOENBY.
Chief Judge.

5th June, 1867.

Approved by Her Majesty’s Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, in Despatch

No. 8 of September 9th, 1867.



RULES OF PROCEDURE FOR THE COURT OF CONSULS, SHANGHAI.

Approved by the Consular Body, 10th July, 1882.

Rule 1.—Eyery petition and other pleading filed in the Court and all notices

and other documents issuing from the Court shall be entitled “ In the Court of

Consuls.”

Rule 2.—-The Court will appoint a Secretary whose name and address will be

made pubhc and who shall hold the office until the Court otherwise directs. The

Secretary shall have charge of all records and under the direction of the Court issue

and serve or cause to be served all notices and other documents. He shall also be

the medium of all correspondence.

Rule 3.—Suits shall be commenced and proceeded within person or by attorney,

and suitors may be heard with or without counsel.

Rule 4.—The language of the Court will be English.

Rule 5.

—

All proceedings shall be commenced by a petition to the Court, to be

filed in quadruplicate and to state all facts material to the issue in distinct paragraphs.

Rule 6.—The petition will be served upon the defendant with notice to file an

answer in quadrupHcate within fourteen days from the date of service. A copy of

the answer will be served on the plaintiff or his counsel under the direction of the

Court.

Rule 7.—Amendments and other proper pleadings will be admitted upon such

terms as the Court may impose, and such interim orders may be made prior to the

hearing of the cause as the Court may consider necessary.

Rule 8.—When it appears to the Court that a cause is ready to be heard such

cause will be set down for hearing and notice of the date and place of hearing will be

given to the parties.

Rule 9.—Sittings of the Court will be public and its proceedings recorded by
the Secretary.

Rule 10.—The onus of producing witnesses shall be with the parties, but the

Court will as far as practicable aid m procuring the attendance of witnesses. Evidence
will be taken on oath or otherwise as the witness may consider binding. The
exammation of witnesses will be conducted as the Court may dii’ect.

Rule 11.—A failure to respond to any order or notice issued by the Court will

entitle the adverse party to judgment by default, and the Court shall be empowered
to give judgment accordingly.

Rule 12.—In any case upon application within sixty days after judgment the

Court may order a re-hearing upon such terms as seem just.

Rule 13.—Special cases where the facts are admitted may be submitted in

writing to the Court for decision without appearance of the parties.

Rule 14.—A minute of all orders shall be drami up and shall be signed by the

Consuls forming the Court or a majority of them, and all orders shall be expressed

to be made “ By the Court ” and shall be signed by the Secretary.

Rule 15.—Judgments will be given in writing by the Judges of the Court and
either read in Court after notice or served irpon the parties.

Rule 16.—The fee shall be for hearing 310—for each notice issued and served

.33—and such fees for recording the proceedings shall be allowed as the Court may
direct. A deposit in such sum as the Court may think sufficient to secure payment
of fees will be required of each petitioner. The costs, mcluding those of counsel, in

the discretion of the Court shall be j^aid as the Court directs.

Rule 17.—All fees shall be at the disposal of the Court for the remuneration
of the Secretary.
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CODE OE CIVIL PROCEDURE—HONGKON

ORDINANCE No. 13 of 1873.

Sir Arthur Edward Kennedy, K.C.M.Gr., C.B.,

Governor and Commander-in-chief.

An Ordinance enacted by the Governor of Hongkong, with the Adt'^ o

the Legislative Council thereof, to consolidate and amend the aws

relating to the Process, Practice, and Mode of Pleading in the Supieme

Court of the Colony, and to pi*ovide a Unifonn Code of Proceduie a

Common Law and in Equity. ^ ^

[30th September, 1873.]

INTRODUCTION.
Whereas it is expedient to consohdate and amend the Laws le a mg

to the Process, Practice, and Mode of Pleading in the Supreme Cour o

the Colony, and to provide a Unifonn Code of Procedure at Common aw

and in Equity : Be it enacted by the Governor of Hongkong, wi > le

advice of the Legislative Council thereof, as follows :

—

I.—This Ordinance may be cited for all purposes as “ The Hong iong

Code of Civil Pi’ocedure.” ,

II.—The followuig tenns and expressions shall he imderstood as

hereinafter defined or exi>lained, unless there be something in the su :)jec

or context repugnant to such definition or explanation ;
that is to say

“ Court ” shall mean the Supreme Court, and shall include tne

Cliief Justice and Puisne Judge of the Supreme Com ,

sitting together or sepaiutely, in Court or in Chambers.

“ Full Court” shall mean the Chief Justice and the Puisne Judge

sitting together.
“ Registrar” shall mean the Registrar of the Supreme Comt.

” Sheriff” shall include a Deputy Sheriff, and any person la'^vtuUy

authorized to execute the process of the Court.

“ Code” shall mean the Code of Civil Procedure introduced by

this Ordinance.

“Cause of Action ” m suits founded on contract shall no^neces-

sarily mean the whole Cause of Action, but a cause of action

shall be deemed to have arisen within the jurisdiction, it the

contract was made therein, though the breach may have

occurred elsewhere, and also if the breach occurred wi

the jurisdiction, though the contract may have been made

01S0wl.101*0

“Within the jurisdiction” shall mean within the Colony, and

shall not include the jurisdiction exercised by the Supreme

Cburt under Article 159 of the Order of Her Ma]esty the

Queen in Council of the 9th of March, 1865, for the Govern-

ment of Her Majesty’s subjects in China and Japan.

III.—Nothing in this Ordinance contahied shall be deemed .—

(«.) To affect the Rights, Privileges, or Remedies of the Crown;

(5.) To affect the existing Jurisdiction or Powers of the Supreme

Court
; rM /-I

'' (c.) To affect the Procedure and Practice of the Supreme Court

in matters or causes testamentary under Ordinance No. 8o

I860, nor under “ The Bankruptcy Ordinance, 1864, nor

under “ The Companies’ Ordinance, 1865,” nor further nor

otherwise than is herein expressly enacted
;
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{d.) To affect tlie Procedure and Practice of tlie Vice-Admiralty
Court of the Colony

;

(e.) To affect any Suit, Action, or other Proceeding mstituted
at the time of the comnieucement of this Ordinance;

Provided always that in case the parties to any such last-men-
tioned Suit, Action, or other Proceeding shall desire to carry on
and continue the same, so far as may be practicable, under the
j^rovisions of this Code, the Court may, m its discretion, permit
tliem so to do upon such tenns and conditions as it may think
reasonable.

Old Procedure and. Practice.
•—Except so far as may .he otherwise specially provided in this

Code aJl the enactments contained in any Ordinances of the Colony, or in how for

ai' v Acts or Parts of Acts of the Imperial Parliament in force therein suspended,

relating to the procedure and practice of the Court in its common law and
equity jurisdictions, and all rules and orders of the Supreme Court (m-
cluding all unumitten rirles of practice, and all rules or orders of anj”^ Court
of law or equity in England, which are now m force in the Colonj"^) shall,
froin and after the commencement of this Ordinance, and during the
continuance thereof, he suspended in their operations, so far as they relate
to such procedure and practice, subject to the proviso next hereinafter
contamed, that is to say: Provided that as regards any matters for which itow far made
no special provision may have been made by this Code, the said Ordinances,
Acts, or Piirts of Acts, Rules or Orders hereby suspended, shall be deemecl
to remaui m force so far as the same shall not conflict, or be inconsistent
with, the Code of Procedure introduced by this Ordinance, and can be
made auxihary thereto.

Netc Procedure and. Practice.—From and after the commencement of tliis Ordinance, the pro- ru=ion of

cedure and practice of the Supreme Court in its common law and equity Law a^'d^tn^*
jurisdictions shall be assimilated, and all civil suits shall be instituted and Equity,

carried on in manner herehiafter prescribed.

PART I.

FROM THE INSTITUTION OF A SUIT TO THE HEARING-.
Chapter I.—The Institution of Suits.

Register of Civil Suits.
The Registrar shall keep a Book called the Register of Civil

Suits, which shall be in the form contamed in the Schedule to this Code,
or as near thereto as circumstances permit, and shall contain the entries
specified in the said form, and every suit or proceedmg, however mstituted
under the jirovisions of this Code, shall be numbered in each year accord-
ing to the order in which the same shall be commenced.

Attorneys and Agents.—Every person doing any act, or takmg any proceeding in the
Court as plaintiff, or otherwise, must do so in his own name, and not
othenvise, and either by himself or by his attorney, procurator, or agent
thereunto lawfully authorised in writmg.

2.

—

Where such act is done, or proceeding taken by an attorney,
procurator or agent, the Court may order that the power of attorney, or
instrument constituting the jirocurator or agent, or an authenticated copy
thereof, be filed in the Court liefore or at the commencement of or during
the proceedings.

3.—Where the authority is special and has reference only to the

particular 2>roceeding to be taken, the original document itself must be

filed ;
but where the authority is general or has reference to other matters

Register of
Suits.

By whom Bro-
ceedings may
be instituted.

Court may order
Authority to sue,,

or Copy thereof
to be filed.

When the
Original must
be filed.
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Terms of
Authority.

Procerding
without
Authority.

Dies non.

Persona]
Service.

Service on
Attorney.

Other Modes
of Service.

On Inmate of
Abode, &c.

Substituted
Service.

Advertisement.

Notice affised.

Service on
Government
Servants.

On British
Corporations
and Companies.

On foreign
Corporations
and Companies

in which the attorney, procurator, or agent is empotvered to act, an
authenticated copy of such document may be filed

4.—The authority, whether general or special, must be distinct and
clear, so as to satisfy the Court that the jierson professing to act thereon
has such authority as he claims to exercise.

5.—Any person doing any act or takhig any j^roceeding in the Court
in the name or on behalf of another person, not beuig lawriully authorised
thei’eunto, and knowmg himself not to be so authorised, shall be deemed
guilty of a contempt of Court.

Service of Process.

VIII.—No ser^rice in a Civil Suit shall be made on Sunday, Christmas
day, or Good Friday.

2.—Unless in any case the Court thinks it just and expedient other-
^se to direct, service shall be 25eTsonal, that is, the document to be seiwed
shall be delivered into the hands of the person to be served; Prorided
always, that where the duly authorised attorney of the person to be seiwed
shall undertake to accejit service on behalf of his client, sendee uiion such
attorney shall be equivalent to personal service on the client, and all

further seiwice in the suit or jjroceeding, may be made by delivering the
instrument to be served to such attorney, or by leavuig the same at his

place of business.

3.—Where it apjiears to the Court that for any reason personal sendee
of a writ, petition, notice, summons, decree, order, or other doemuent of

which ser^vdee is required cannot be conveniently effected, the Court may
order that sei-vice be effected either:

—

(a.) By delivery of the document to be served, together with the

order for service, to some adult inmate at the usual or last

known place of abode or business within the Colony of the

2
^)erson to be served; or,

{ b.) By deliveiy thereof to some agent within the Colony of the

person to be served, or to some other jierson within the

Colony through whom it apjiears to the Court there is a

reasonable jirobability that the document and order seiwed

will come to the knowlege of the person to be served
;
or,

(c.J By advertisement in some newspaiier circulating within the

Colony; or,

(d.) By notice put uji at the Court-house, or at some other jilace

of public resort, or at the usual or last known jilace of

abode or business of the person to be served, ivithin the

Colony.
4.—When the defendant is in the service of the Government the Court

may transmit a co^iy of the document to be served to the head officer of the

deiiartment in which the defendant is emjiloyed, for the ^luiqiose of being

served on liim, if it shall ajqiear to the Court that the document may be

most conveniently so served.

5.—When the suit is against a British Corporation, or a Comjiany
authorised to sue and be sued in the name of an officer or trustees, the

document may be served by giving the same to any director, secretary, or

other ju’incipal officer, or by leaving it at the office of the Coiqioration or

Company.
6.—When the suit is against a foi’eign Coiqioration or Comjiany

having an office and carrying on business ndthin the Colony, and such
suit is limited to a cause of action which arose within the jurisdiction, the

document may be seiwed by giving the same to the i>rinciiial officer, or by
leaving it at the office of such foreign Corporation or Company within
the Colony.
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—"Wlien the suit is against a defendant residing out of the jurisdic-
^gent

’

tion, but carrying on business in the Colony in his own name, or undei-the Colony,

the name of a firm through a duly authorised agent, and .such suit is

limited to a cause of action which ai’ose withui the jurisdiction, the docu-

ment may be served by giving it to such agent, and such service shall be

equivalent to iiersonal service on the defendant.

8.

—

The Court may direct service to be made out of the jurisdiction
®®r]°®isdictfon,

in all cases in which the Court is satisfied by afiidavit or otherwise that the

suit is limited to a cause of action which arose within the jurisdiction.

9.

—

In every case in which the Couid shall direct service to be made
j

out of the jurisdiction, it shall be lawful for the Court, in its disci'etion, ordei-Fin'"^

to fix the time within -vvliicli an apjiearance shall be entered by the defend-

ant, and to give any other directions with reference to such service which it ;io.]

may tliink fit, and to receive any affidavit or statutory declaration of such

service haring been effected as prima facie evidence thereof.

10.

—

Any order for service may be varied from time to time with

respect to the mode of service directed by the order, as occasion

requires.

11.

—

Whenever the service of Process by the Sheriff shall be attended Expenses of

with expense, he shall not (except by order of the Court) be bound to effect

the same, unless the reasonable expenses thereof shall have been previously

tendered to him by the party requhnig such service
;
and such expenses

shall be costs in the cause.

Suits to he commenced by Writ of Summons.

IX.—Subject to the provisions hereinafter contained as to the institu-

tion of special suits and ])roceedings in certain cases, all suits in the Supreme
Court shall be commenced by a general writ of summons to be issued by
the Registrar on the fihng of a prcecipe for the same.

2.

—The writ shall be prei^ared by the plaintiff, or his attorney, and its ContButa

shall specify the name, description, and place ofabode of the plaintiff and prepared,

of the defendant so far as they can be ascertained, the subject matter of

the claim, and the rehef sought for, and such writ shall be attested in the

name of the Chief Justice, and bear date the day whereon the same shall

be sued out.

3.

—Any alteration in the writ, without leave of the Court, and without ^thout Leave*^
being re-sealed before service, shall render the writ void.

4.

—In case service of the writ shall not have been effected within six

months from the date thereof, the same shall become void : Provided always writ,

that the Court may, before the expiration of the then current period, in its

discretion, from time to time renew the operation of the writ for a further

period not exceeding six months at one time.

5.

—Xothing in this section contained shall be deemed to apply to Proceedings

proceedings which may now be heard on petition without prehminary without Answer,

service on any party, but aU petitions shall be subject to the rules contained
in Section XXEV., so far as they are apphcable to the subject matter
thereof.

On Summoning the Defendant.
X.—The plaintiff shall cause a copy of the writ of summons to be Service of Writ,

served on the defendant, and such copy shall contain a Memorandum
endorsed thereon requiring the defendant to enter an appearance to the
suit within eight days from the day of such service, or, in cases of service

out of the jurisdiction, within such time as the Court shall have ordered;
and every such writ shall, within eight days after the service thereof, or
in cases of service out of the jurisdiction, within such time as the Court
shall have ordered, be returned into the Registrar’s office with a memo-
randum endorsed thereon of the date and mode of service.
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Appearance.
XI.—The defendant shall within eight days from the day of sertdce

upon him of the writ of summons, or in cases of service out of the jurisdic-

tion, within such time as the Court shall have ordered, cause an appearance
to tlie suit to be entered for liim in the Sujtrenie Court.

2.—In all cases of service of a writ of summons out of the jtirisdiction,

the entry of appearance thereto shall specify the name and address of some
attorney, agent, or other person within the jurisdiction on whom sub-
stituted service of all further process against the defendant in the suit may
be effected while the defendant remains out of the jurisdiction, and in

default thereof, the Court may jn’oceed with the suit as if no appearance
had been entered.

Consequences of Non-Appeo.rance.
XII.—If the defendant shall fail to enter an appearance -within the

time hereinbefore limited i’\ that behalf, and it shall be proved to the

satisfaction of the Court tha^- the writ was duly seiwed, the Court may
give leave to the plaintiff to proceed with the suit ex parte. The plaintitf

may thereupon file his jjetition and aj^ply forthwith to have the cause set

do-wn for hearing.

2.—If the defendant enter an appearance at any time before the

hearmg of the suit, he may, upon such terms as the Court may direct as

to the payment of costs or othenvise, be heard in answer to the suit, in

like manner as if he had duly entered an appearance ^vilhiu the time
limited as aforesaid.

3.—When the cause has been called on, the Court may proceed to

hear the same ex parte, and may, on the evidence adduced by the plaintiff,

give sttch judgment as appears just
;
but it shall not be obligatory on the

Court to decide ex parte in the absence of the defendant, and it shall be at

the discretion of the Court to issue a waiwant to arrest him and detain him
till another day appointed for the hearing of the cause, and, in the mean-
while, to attach his jjroperty.

Writs specially Indorsed.

XIII.—In all cases in which the defendant is witliin the jurisdiction

of the Court, and the claim is for a debt or hquidated demancl in money,
whether founded on a legal or equitable right, the plaintiff shall be at

liberty to make upon the writ of summons and copy thereof a special

endorsement of the particulars and amount of his claim and of any interest

payable thereon by law or under any contract expressed or implied, and
in default of appearance he shall be entitled to judgment for any sum not

exceeding the sum indorsed on the writ together with interest, if any,

payable thereon as aforesaid, to the date of the judgment, and the amount
of the taxed costs; Provided always that the Court may, nevertheless, let

in the defendant to defend upon an application, sujijrorted by satisfactory

affidavits accoimting for his non-appearcxnc'e and disclosing a defence upon
the merits.

2.—If the defendant has appeared, the plaintiff shall bo entitled, upon
filing an affidavit verifying the cause of action, and swearing that in his

behef there is no defence,- to take out a summons to show cause why lie

should not proceed to judgment .and execution, and upon such summons,
such order may be made as the justice of the case may require.

3.—In like manner, in cases of ordinary account, as in the case of a

partnership, or executorship, or ordinary trust account, xvhere notliing more
is required m the first instance than an account, the writ may be specially

indorsed, and in default of appearance, or after a]ipearance, unless the

defendant shall satisfy the Court that there is really some preliminary

question to be tried, an order for tlie account, witli all usu.al directions,

may be forthwith made.
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4.—It shall also be lawful for the Court, in such cases, on summary
ajjplication in Chambers or elsewhere, to direct, if it thinks fit, any neces- Accounts^ &c.

sary inquiries or accounts, notwithstanding it may appear that there is

some special or further relief soiight, or some special matter to be tried,

as to which it may be proper that the suit should proceed in th.e usual

manner.
Proceedings hy or agoAnst Partnersiiip Firms.

XIV.—Proceedings by or on behalf of or against a partnership, solely. How Krms to

or jointly, must be taken in the several names of the paidners as mdividuals,
'

and not in the name of the firm or otheiuvise ; Provided always that where
some of the members of a partnership carrying on busmess within the

Colony are unknoivn, or are absent from the Colony, every such partner-

ship may be sued in the name of any one or more members thereof withui

the jurisdiction, and every judgment obtained or order made in any such
suit shall have the same effect and operation upon the persons and property,

both moveable and immoveable, of such partnership and of the several

members thereof, whether such property be joint or separate, as if every

member of such co-partnership had been actually, and in fact, a defendant
in the action, and had been duly sei’ved with process, and every such
judgment or order may be enforced, as in ordinary cases, of the like nature.

Guardian for Purpose of Suit.

XV.—Where on default made by a defendant in entering an appear-
ance to the suit after due service of the writ of summons, it appears to Defend nts

the Court that he is an infant, or a person of weak or unsound mind (not unsoundSd*
so found by inquisition), so that he is unable of himself to defend the suit,

the Court may, on the application of the plaintiff', or of its omi motion,
appoint some fit person to be guardian of the defendant for the purpose
of th.e suit, by whom he may defend the same.

2.—No such order shall be made except on notice, after expiration of
Service

the time for appearance, and four clays at least before the day named in thereof,

the notice for the hearing of the application
;
such notice shall be left at

the dwelling-house of the person with whom or under whose care the
defendant was at the time of service of the writ of summons, and also, in

the case of an infant not residing with or under the care of his father or
guardian, served on or left at the dwelhng-house of such father or guardian,
unless the Court thinks fit in any case to dispense with such last-men-
tioned service.

Chapter II.

—

Arrest of Absconding Defendant—Interim

Attachment—Injunctions—Detention of Ships.

Arrest of Absconding Defendant.

XVI.—If in any suit, not being a suit for land or other immoveable Suits for

property, the defendant is about to leave the jurisdiction of the Court, or prop^erV-

has disposed of or removed from the jurisdiction of the Court his proiier- f®®® 1

ty, or any part thereof, the plaintiff may, either at the mstitution of the

suit, or at any time thereafter until final judgment, make an application

to the ’Court that security be taken for the appearance of the defendant
to ans wer any judgment that may be passed against him in the suit.

2.—If the Court, after making such investigation as it may consider

necessary, shall be of opinion that there is probable cause for believing

that the defendant is about to leave its jurisdiction, or that he has dis-

posed of or removed from the jurisdiction of the Court his' property, or

any part thereof, and that m either case, by reason thereof, the execution

of any decree which may be made against liim is hkely to be obstructed

or delayed, it shall be lawful for the Court to issue a warrant to the

sheriff enjoinmg him to bring the defendant before the Court that he may 'nefeldunt.
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show cause why he should not give good and sufficient bail for his

appearance.

3.—If the defendant fail to show such cause, the Court shall order

him to give bail for his appearance at any time when called upon while

the suit is pending, and until execution or satisfaction of any decree that

may be passed against him in the snit
;
and the sui’ety or sureties shall

undertake, in default of such appearance, to pay any sum of money that

may be adjudged agahist the defendant in the suit, with costs.

4.—Should a defendant offer, in heu of bail for his appearance, to

deposit a sum of inoiiy, or other valuable property, sufficient to answer

the claim against him, with the costs of the suit, the Court may accept

such deposit.

5.—In the event of the defendant neither furnishing security nor

offering a sufficient deposit, he may be committed to custody until the

decision of the suit, or if judgment be given against the defendant, until

the execution of the decree, if the Caurt shall so order.

6.—If it shall appear to the Cburt that the arrest of the defendant was

applied for on insufficient grounds, or if the suit of the plaintiff is dismissed,

or judgment is given against him by default or otherwise, and it shall

appear to the Court that there was no probable ground for instituting the

suit, the Court may (on the applic.ation of the defendant) award against

the plaintiff such amount, not exceedmg the sum of one thousand dollars,

as it may deem a reasonable compensation to the defendant for any injury

or loss which he may have sustained by reason of such arrest: Provided

that the Court shall not award a larger amount of compensation under

this Section than it is competent to such Court to decree in an action for

damages. An award of compensation rmder this section shall bar any

suit for damages in respect of such arrest.

Interim Attachment of his Property.

XVII.-—If the defendant, with the intent to obstruct or delay the

execution of any decree that may be passed against him, is about to dispose

of his property, or any part thereof, or to remove any such property from

the jurisdiction of the Court, the plaintiff may apply to the Court, either

at the time of the institution of the suit or any time thereafter until final

judgment, to call upon the defendant to furnish sufficient security to frdfi-l

any decree that may be made against him in the suit, and oir his failing

to give such security, to direct that any property, moveable or immoveable,

belonging to the defendant, shall be attached until the further order of

the Court.

2.

—The application shall contain a specification of the property re-

quired to be attached, and the estimated value thereof, so far as the plain-

tiff can reasonably ascertain the same; and the plaintiff shall, at the time

of making the application, declare that to the best of his information and

belief, the defendant is about to dispose of or remove his property with

such intent as aforesaid.

3.

—If the Court, after making such investigation as it may consider

necessary, shall be satisfied that the defendant is about to dispose of or

remove his propeidy, with intent to obstruct or delay the execution of the

decree, it shall be lawful for the Couid to issue a wari-ant to the sheriff,

commanding him to call upon the defendant, within a time to be fixed by

the Court, either to furnish security in such sum as may be specified m
the order, to jrroduce and place at the disposal of the Court when required

the said propeidy, or the value of the same, or such portion thereof as

may be sufficient to fulfil the decree, or to appear and show cause rvhy he

should not furnish security. The Couid may also in the warrant direct

the attachment until further order of the whole or any portion of the

property specified in the apphcation.
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4.—If the defendant fail to show such cause or to furnish the requi- where De-

red security within the time fixed by the Court, the Court may direct that to'sinw (Suse.

the property specified in the aijplication, if not already attached, or such
portion thei'eof as shall be sufficient to fulfil the decree, shall be attached

until further order. If the defendant show such cause or furnish the

required security, and the property specified in the application, or any
portion of it shall have been attached, the Court shall order the attachment
to be vdthdraAvn.

5.—The attachment shall be made according to the nature of the Uow made,

property to be attached, in the manner heremafter prescribed for the

attachment of iDroperty in execution of a decree for money.
6.—The attachment shall not affect the lights of persons not parties uiguts of third

to the suit, and in the event of any claim being preferred to the property
attached before judgment, such claim shall be investigated in the manner
heremafter prescribed for the investigation of claims to property attached

®

in execution of a decree for money.
7.—In all cases of attachment before judgment, the Court shall at Removal of

any time remove the same, on the defendant furnishing security as above
required, together with security for the costs of the attachment.

8.—If it shall appear to the Court that the attachment was applied Compeusatiom

for on insufficient grounds, or if the suit of the plaintiff is dismissed, or Attachment,

judgment is given against him by default or otherwise, and it shall appear
ito the Court that there was no probable ground for instituting the suit,

the Court may (on the application of the defendant) award agamst the

plaintiff such amount, not exceedmg the sum of one thousand dollars, as

it may deem a reasonable compensation to the defendam; for the expense
or mjury occasioned to him by the attacliment of his property; Provided
that the Court shall not award a larger amount of compensation under Limit thereot

this section than it is competent to such Court to decree in an action for

damages. An award of compensation under this section shall bar any
suit for damages in respect of such attachment.

l7ijunctions.

XVIII.— In any suit in which it shall be shown to the satisfaction of To stay Waste,

the Could that any property which is m dispute hi the suit is in danger of AUmiatton.'

being wasted, damaged, or ahenated by any party to the suit, it shall

be lawful for the Court to issue an injunction to such party, commanding
him to refrain from doing the particular act complained of, or to give

such other order for the purpose of stayuig and preventing him from
wasting, damaging, or ahenating the property, as to the Court may seem
meet, and in all cases in which it may appear to the Court to be necessary

for the preseiwation or the better management or custody of any property

which is in dispute in a suit, it shall be lawful for the Court to appoint a

receiver or manager of such property, and if need be, to remove the person Appointment oi

in whose possession or custody the property may be from the possession ^Tna^er
or custody thereof, and to commit the same to the custody of such receiver

or manager, and to grant to such receiver or manager all such powers for

the management or the preservation and improvement of the property and
the collection of the rents and profits thereof, and the application and
disposal of such rents and profits, as to the Court may seem proper.

2.—-In any suit for restraining the defendant from the committal of To restrain

any breach of contract or other injury, and whether the same be accom- coXact or

panied by any claim for damages or not, it shall be lawful for the
contSuanc”

plauitiff
, at anytime afterthe commencement of the suit, and whether before of Breach,

or after judgment, to apply to the Court for an injunction to rqptrain the
defendant from the repetition or the continuance of the breach of contract

or wi’ong-ful act complained of, or the committal of any breach of contract

or injury of a like kind arising out of the same contract or relating to the
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same property or riglit : and sucli injunction may be granted by the Court

on such terms as to the duration of the uijunction, keeping an account,

giving security, or otherwise, as to the Court shall seem reasonable and just,

and in case of disobedience, such injunction may be enforced by imprison-

ment in the same manner as a decree for specific perfoinnance : Provided

always that any order for an injunction may be discharged or varied, or

set aside by the Court, on application made thereto by any party dis-

satisfied with such order.

3.—The Court may in every case before granting an injunction direct

such reasonable notice of the application for the same to 1 'e given to the

opposite party as it shall see fit.

4.—If it shall appear to the Court that the mjunction was applied for

on insufficient grounds, or if the claim of the plaintiff is dismissed, or

judgment is given against him by default or othei’wise, and it shall appear

to the Court that there was no probalde ground for instituting the suit,

the Court may (on the application of the defendant) award against the

plaintiff such sum, not exceeding one thousand dollars, as it may deem a

reasonable compensation to the defendant for the expense or mjnry occa-

sioned to him by the issue of the injunction : Provided that the Court

shall not award a larger amount of compensation under this section than

it is competent to such Court to deci’ee in an action for damages. An
award of compensation under this section shall bar any suit for damages

in respect of the issue of the injunction.

Deiention of Ships.

XIX.—Where the extreme urgency or other peculiar circumstances

of the case appear to the Court so to require, it shall be lawful for the

Court, on the application of any plaintiff, or of its own uiotion, by warrant

under the seal of the Court, to stop the clearance or to order the arrest

and detention by the sheriff of any ship about to leave the colonj (othei

than a ship enjoying immunity from civil process) and such clearance shall

be stopped or the ship arrested and detained accordingly ; Provided always

that no such warrant shall be issued at the ' .istance of any plauitiff unless

the application for the issue thereof shall be si'qjported by an affidavit of

the facts.

2.—If it shall appear to the Court that the wnirrant was apphed tor

on insuJB&cient grounds, or if the suit of the plaintiff is dismissed, or judg-

ment is given against him by default or otherwise, and it shall appeal to

the Court that there was no probable ground for instituting the suit, the

Court may award against the plaintiff such amount, not exceeding the

sum of one thousand dollars, as it may deem a reasonable compensation

for the expense or injury occasioned by the issue of the warrant, and such

compensation shall be paid to such parties iis the Court shall direct .

Provided that the Court shall not award a larger amount of comi>ensation

under this section than it is competent to such Court to decree in an action

for damages. An award of compensation uiulcr this section shall bar any

suit for damages in respect of such detention of a ship.
i xi •

3.—The Court may at any time release a ’
jp <lotained undei this

section upon such terms as it shall deem reaso.' .'ilc.

Chapter III.—Relief prom Adverse Ct.A' —.Death, Marriage,

OR Bankruptcy of Pai i ss.

, Relieffrom Adverse Cl

XX.—Upon application made on behalf of any defendant, and sup-

ported by affidavit showing that such defeii laut does not claim any interest

in the subject matter of the suit, but that the right thereto is claimed, or
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supposed to belong to some other party who has sued or is expected to sue
for the same, and that such defendant does not in any manner collude

with such other party, but is ready to bring mto Court, or to pay or dis-

pose of the subject matter of the suit in such manner as the Court or any
judge thereof may direct, it shall be lawful for the Court in all suits or

proceedings whatsoever, and although the titles of the claimants have not
a common origin, but are adverse to and independent of one another, to

make rules and orders callmg upon such other party to appear and to state

the nature and particulars of his claim, and mahitain or relmquish the
same, and if ho maintains it, to make himself defendant in the same suit;

or with the consent of the plaintiff and such other party, may dispose of

the question l)etwecn them in a summary manner. The sheriff may obtain
relief under tliis section if the adverse claimants have given him notice of

their claims, though none of them may have commenced proceedings.

Leath of Parties

XXI.—The death of a plaintiff or defendant shall not cause the suit when Suit not

to abate if the cause of action survive.
abated.

2.—If there be two or moi’e plaintiffs or defendants, and one of them tyhen Caus®

die, and if the cause of action survive to the surviving plauitiff or plamtiffs

alone, or against the surviving defendant or defendants alone, tlie suit

shall proceed at the instance of the surviving plaintiff or plaintiffs, and
against the surviving defendant or defendants.

3.—If theue be two or more plamtiffs, and one of them die, and if the wiien Cans®

cause of action shall not survive to the suiwiving plaintiff or plaintiffs

alone, but shall survive to them and the legal representative of the deceased SuiTiyor®,

plauitiff jointly, the Court may, on the application of the legal repVesenta-

tive of the deceased plaintilf, enter the name of such representative in the
register of the suit in the place of such deceased plaijrtiff, and the suit shall

proceed at the instance of the surviving plaintiff or plaintiffs, and such
legal representative of the deceased plaintiff. If no application shall be
made to the Court by any person clauning to be the legal representative

of the deceased plaintiff, the suit shall proceed at the instance of the sur-

viving plaintiff or plainthfs
;
and the legal representative of the deceased

plaintiff shall be interested in and shall be bound by the judgment given
in the suit, in the same manner as if the suit had proceeded at his instance

conjouitly with the surviving plauitiff or plaintiffs.

4.

—In case of the death of a sole plaintiff, or sole surviving plaintiff,

the Court may, on the application of the legal representative of such
plaintiff, enter the name of such representative in the place of such plaintiff

in the register of the suit, and the suit shall thereupon proceed
;

if no
such application .shall be made to the Court within what it may consider

a reasonable time by any person claiming to be the legal representative of

the deceased sole plaintiff or sole surviving plaintiff, it shall be competent
to the Court to make an order that the suit shall abate, and to award to

the defendant the reasonable costs which he may have incurred in defending
the suit, to be recovered from the estate of the deceased sole plaintiff or

surviving plaintiff
;
or the Court may, if it think proper, on the application

of the defendant, and upon such terms as to costs as may seem fit, make
such other order for bringing in the legal representative of the deceased sole

plaintiff or surviving plaintiff, and for proceeding -with the suit in order
to a final determination of the matters hr dispute, as may ap^jear just arrd

proper in the circurnstarrccs of the case.

5.

—If any dispute arise as to who is the legal represerrtative of a Dispute as

deceased plairrtiff, it shall be competent to the Court either to stay the pre'se^Dtam®,

srrit until the fact has been duly determmed hr another suit, or to decide

at or before the hearhrg of the suit who shall be admitted to be such legal

represerrtative for the purpose of prosecutirrg the suit.
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6.—If there be t^YO or more defendants, and one of them die, and the

cause of action shall not survive against the surviving defendant or

defendants alone, and also in case of the death of a sole defendant, or sole

survmng defendant, where the action suiwives, the plaintiff may make an

application to the Court, specifying the name, description, and place of

abode of any person whom the plaintiff alleges to be the legal representa-

tive of such defendant, and whom he desires to be made the defendant in

his stead; and the Court shall thereupon enter the name of such repre-

sentative in the register of the suit in the place of such defendant, and

shall issue an order to him to appear on a day to be therein mentioned to

defend the suit; and the case shall thereupon proceed in the same manner

as if such representative had originally been made a defendant, and had

been a party to the former proceedings in the suit.

Marriage of Parties.

XXII.—The marriage of a female plaintiff, or defendant, shall not

cause the suit to abate, but the suit may notwithstanding l;e proceeded

with to judgment, and the decree thereupon may be executed upon the

wdfe alone
;
and if the case is one in which the husband is by law liable

for the debts of his wife, the decree tuay, by leave of the Court, be executed

against the husband also
;
and in case of judgment for the -wife, execution

of the decree may, by leave of the Court, be issued upon the application

of the husband, where the husband is by law entitled to the money oi

thing which may be the subject of the decree.

Banlirupicy of Parties.

XXin.—The banki-uptcy of the plaintiff in any suit which the

assignee might maintam for the benefit of the creditors, shall not be a

valid objection to the continuance of such suit, unless the assignee shall

decline to continue the suit and to give security for the costs thereof

within such reasonable time as the Court may oi’der
;

if the a,ssignee neglect

or refuse to continue the suit, and to give such seciu’ity within the time

limited by the order, the defendant may, within eight days after such

neglect or refusal, plead the bankruptcy of the plaintifE as a reason foi

abating the suit.

Chapter IV.

—

The Petition.

Form and Contents.

XXIV.—After the ap]3earance of the defendant to the suit, or in case

of non-appearance, then, by leave of the Court, the plaintiff may file m the

Supreme Court a petition which shall contain the names, description, and

place of abode of the plaintiff and of the defendant, so far as they can be

ascertained, and shall correspond in those particulars with the wiit of

summons.
. . • i

2.

—The petition shall then set out by way of narrative the matenal

facts, matters, and circumstances on which the plaintiff rehes, such narrative

being divided into paragraphs numbered consecutively, and each paragraph

containuig, as nearly as may be, a separate and distinct statement or

allegation. The petition shall pray specifically for the rehef to which the

plaintiff may conceive himself entitled, and also for general relief.

3.

—The petition must be as brief as may be consistent with a clear

statement of the facts on which the jirayer is sought to be supported, and

with information to the defendant of the nature of the claim set up.

4.

—Documents must not be unnecessarily set out in the petition mi

hcec verba, but so much only of them as is pertinent and material may be

set out, or the effect and substance of so much only of them as is pertment

and material may be given, without needless prolixity.

5

.

—Dates and sums shall be expressed in figures and not m words.
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6.—The petition may not contain any statement of the mere evidence Not to contain

by which the facts alleged are intended to be proved, and may not contain
Ari‘|,meut”

any argument of law.

7.—The facts material to the establishment of the plaintifi’s right to Materi.ai Facts

recover shall be alleged positively, brief y, and as clearly as may be, so as

to enable the defendant by his answer either to admit or deny any one or set out.

more of the material allegations, or else to admit the trnth of any or all

of the allegations, bnt to set forth some other substantive matter in his

answer, by reason of which he intends to contend that the right of the

plaintiff to recover, or to any rehef capable of being granted on the

petition, has not yet accraed, or is released or barred or otlierwise gone.

8.—Subject to any general rule or order relating thereto, the petition ooimaei’s

must be signed by the plaintiff or his counsel’ in all cases, unless the signature,

plaintiff obtain the leave of the Court to dispense with such signature.

9.—The Court may, where the circumstances of the case appear to Verification of

require it, order the plaintiff to verify his petition, or any part thereof, on
oath or by affidavit.

Particulars of Demand.
XXV.—Where the plaintiff’s claim is for money itayable in respect Schedule of

a ,, ’Ti j. Particulars.
or any contract, express or impliea, or to recover the iDossession or the
value of any goods wrongfully taken and detained, or wrongfully detained
by the defendant from the plahitiff, it shall be sufficient for the plaintiff to

state liis claim in the petition in a general form, and to annex to the petition

a schedule stating the paidiculars of his demand in any form which shall

give the defendant reasonably sufficient information as to the details of the
claim.

2.

—

An appheation for further or better particulars may be made by
the defend.ant before answer, on summons, Farticukra.

3.

—The plaintiff shall not at the hearmg obtain a judgment for any Effect thereof,

sum exceeding that stated in the particulars, except for subsequent interest

and the costs of suit, notwithstaudhig that the sum claimed in the petition

for debt or damages exceeds the sum stated in the particulars.

4.

—Particulars of demand shall not be amended except by leave of Amendmeat

the Court
;
and the Court may, on any application for leave to amend,

grant the same on its appearmg that the defendant will not be prejudiced

by the amendment. Otherwise the Court may refuse leave, or grant the

same on such terms as to notice, postponement of trial, or costs, as justice

requires.

5.

—Any variance between the items contained in the particulars and Amendment

the items proved at the hearmg may be amended at the hearing either at

once or on such temis as to notice, adjournment, or costs, as justice I’equires.

6.—Where particulars are amended by leave of the Court, or where of

f.u’^’her or better particulars are ordered to be given, the order shall state for amending,

the time withm wliich the amendment is to be made, or the further or

better particulars are to be given
;
and the order for the amended or further

or better particulars shall state the time which the defendant is to have to

put in his answer.

Papers Annexed.
XXVI.—Where the plaintiff seeks (in addition to or without any in what Casee,

order for the payment of money by the defendant) to obtain, as against
any person, any general or special declaration by the Court of his rights

xmder any contract or mstrument, or to set aside any contract, or to have
any bond, bill, note, or instrument m writing delivered up to be cancelled,

or to restrain any defendant by iujmiction, or to have any account taken
between himself and any other or others, and in su,ch other cases as the
nature of the circumstances makes it necessary or expedient, the plaintiff

in his petition may refer to and briefly describe any papers or documents
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on tiie contents of wliicli lie intends to rely, and may annex copies of such

papers or documents to the petition, where such papers or documents are

brief, cr may state any reason for not annexing copies of such papers or

documents, or any of them respectively (as, their length, possession of

copies by the defendant, loss, inability to procure copies), that he may have

to allege. The plaintiff shall, in his petition, offer to allow the defendant

to inspect such papers and documents as aforesaid, or such of them as are

in his possession or power.

Equitable Relief and Defence.

XXVII.—Every petition is to be taken to imply an offer to do equity

in the matter of the suit and to admit of any equitable defence, and, on
the other hand, to enable the plaintiff' to obtain at the hearing any such

equitable relief as he -may appear entitled to from the facts stated and
proved, though not specifically asked, ii it may be granted without hardship

to the defendant.

Parties.

XXVIII.—Persons entitled to sue and suing on behalf of others, as

guardians, executors, or administrators, or on behalf of themselves and
others as creditors in a suit for administration, must state the chai'acters

in which they sue.

2.—^All persons having a joint cause of suit against any defendant

ought ordinarily to be parties to the suit.

3.
—"Where the plaintiff has a joint and several demand against seve-

ral persons, either as principals or as sureties, it shall not be necessary

for him to bring before the Court as parties to a suit concerning such

demand all the persons liable thereto, but lie may proceed against one or

more of the persons severally liable.

4.—If it appear to the Court, at or before the hearing of a suit, that

all the persons who may be entitled to, or who claim some share or inte-

rest in the subject matter of the suit, and who may be likely to be affected

by the result, have not l.ieen made parties to the suit, tlie Court may
adjourn the hearing of the suit to a future day to be fixed by the Court,

and direct that such persons shall be made either plaintiffs or defendants

in the suit, as the case may be. In such case, the Court shall issue a

notice to such jiersons in the manner provided in tlic code for the service

of a writ of summons on a defendant, and on proof of due service of such

notice, the person so served, whether he shall have apj)eared or not, shall

be bound by all proceedings in the cause.

5.—In case a petition states two or more distinct causes of suit, by

and against the same parties, and in the same rights, the Court may, either

before or at the hearing, if it appears inexpedient to try the different

causes of suit together, order that different records be made up, and make
such order as to adjournment and costs as justice requires.

6.—In case a petition states two or more distinct causes of suit, but

not by and against the same jiarties, or by and against the same parties

but not in the same rights, the petition may, on the ap[>licatiou of any

defendant, be amended or dismissed.

XXIX.—As soon as practicable a''ter the filing of the petition, the

plaintiff shall cause a copy thereof uii lor the seal of the Court to be served

upon every defendant to the suit, and such copy sliall contain a memo-
raudnm endorsed thereoa requiring the defendant to tile an answer to the

petition within ten days from the day of such service, or in cases of service

out of the jurisdiction, within such time as the Court shall have ordered:

Provided always that no such service of the peation shall be required to

be made upon any defendant who has failed to enter an appearance and

as against whom the plaintiff has obtained the leave of the Con"' *^o pro-

ceed with his suit ex q>arte.
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2.—Where service of the writ of summons is directed to be made out

of the jurisdiction, the Court may order that the petition be filed forth-

with, and that a copy thereof under the seal of the Court be served upon
the defendant concurrently with the writ.

Staying Proceedings for Defect in Petition.

XXX.—Where a petition is defective on the face of it by reason of

non-comphance A^dth any provision of the code, the Court may, either on
apphcation by a defendant or of its own motion, make an order to stay

proceedings until the defect is remedied.
2.—The Court may, of its own motion, make an oi’der to stay pro-

ceedings on a defective petition, where the defect is patent and comes to

the knowledge of the Court before service of the petition on the defendant.

Dismissal of Petition on Ground of Laiv.

XXXI.—Where a defendant conceives that he has a good legal or

equitable defence to the petition, so that even if the allegations of fact in

the petition were admitted or clearly established, yet the plaintifi; would
not be entitled to any decree against him (the defendant), he may raise

tliis defence by a motion that the petition be dismissed without any
answer being rec^uired from him.

Amendment of Petition.

XXXII.—Any plaintiff not giving sufficient information to enable

the defendant reasonably to rmderstand the nature and particulars of the

claim set up against him, may be ordered, on the application of the defen-

dant before answer, to amend his petition.

2.

—The plaintiff may be ordered to annex copies of, or produce for

inspection, such papers or documents in his possession or power as he has
referred to in the petition, and as the defendant is entitled to inspect for

the purposes of the suit.

3.

—The Court may, in such cases, make such order as to costs as

justice requires, and stay proceedings until the order is complied with.

4.

—If any petition contains libellous or needlessly offensive expres-

sions, the Court may, either of its own motion before service thereof, or

on the apphcation of the defendant, order the petition to be amended, and
make such order as to costs as justice requires.

5.

—A petition may be amended at any time before answer by leave

of the Coiu't obtained ex parte.

6.

—Notice of the amendment shall be given to the defendant -within

such time and in such manner as the Court directs.

Chapter V.—The Answer—Keplication—Interrogatories

—

Settlement op Issues. *

Form and Contents.

XXXIII.—Unless an answer shall be dispensed with by leave of

the Court, or by consent of parties, or in certain cases by any general rule

or order of Court, the defendant must file in the Court an answer to the

petition wibhhi ten days from the date of the service thereof, or in cases

of service out of the jurisdiction within such time as the Court shall have
ordered : Provided always that he may obtaui further time to answer, on
summons, stating the turther time required and the reason why it is

required.

2.

—The application when made, unless consented to, must be sup-
ported by affidavit, or, if the Court in its discretion shall permit, by oral

evidence on oath, showing that there is reasonable ground for the applica-

tion and that it is not made for the purpose of delay.

3.

—Whore a defendant does not put m any answer (or such answer
is depensed with in manner aforesaid), he shall not betaken as admitting
the ail(“._^ lO'.is of the petition, or the plaintiff’s right to the relief sought;
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and at the hearing (even tliongh such defendant does not appear) the
plaintiff must open his case, and adduce evidence in support of it, and
take such ji^dgment as to the Court aj>pears just.

4.—A defendant neglecting to jjut in an answer within the time or

further time allowed, shall not he at liberty to put in an answer Avithont

leave of the Court, or consent of parties.

5.—The Court may grant such leave hy order on the cx ;parie ap-

plication of the defendant at any time before the plaintiff has set down
the cause, or a]iplied to have it set dovoA, for lieanng.

6.—Where the cause has been set down, or the plaintiff has applied

to have it set doAvu for hearing, the Court shall not grant such leave

except on return of a summons to the plaintiff giving notice of defendant’s

ajApheation, and on such terms as to costs and other matters as seem
just.

7.—Tine answer shall show the nature of the defendant’s defence to

the claim set up by the petition, but may not set forth the evidence hy
which such defence is intended to he supported.

8.—It should be clear and precise, and not introduce matters irrele-

vant to the SAut, and the niles before laid down respecting the setting out

of the documents and the contents of the petition generally shall he
observed in the answer mvfatis mutandis.

9.—It must deny all such material allegations in the petition as the

defendant mtends to deny at the hearing.

10.—Where the answer denies an allegation of fact, it must deny
directly as (for example) where it is alleged that the defendant has received

a sum of money, the answer must deny that he has received that sum, or

any part thereof, or else set forth Avhat part he has received. And so,

where a matter of fact is alleged in the petition, with certain circumstances,

the ansAver must not deny it literally as it is alleged, hut must ansAver the

pomt of substance positively and certainly.

11.—The answer must specifically admit such material allegations in

the jjetition as the defendant knows to he time, or desires to he taken as

admitted. Such admission, if jilain and sjiecific, will prevent the plaintiff

from ohtaming the costs of jiroving at the hearing any matters of fact so

admitted.

12.—All material allegations of fact admitted by a defendant shall be

taken as established against him Avithout proof thereof by the plaintiff at

the healing. But the plaintiff shall be bound to prove as against each

defendant all allegations of fact not admitted by liim, or not stated hy
him to he true to his belief.

13.

—The,answer must allege any matter of fact not stated in the

petition on which the defendant relies in defence, as establishing, for

instance, fraud on the part of the plaintiff, or showhig (bit the plamtiff’s

right to recover, or to any relief capable of being granted on the petition,

has not yet accimed, or is released, or haired, or othenvise gone.

14.—The answer of a defendant shall not debar him at the hearing

from disproving any allegation of the petition not admitted hy his answer,

or from giving evidence in support of a defence not expressly set up by

the answer except where the defence is such as, in the opinion of the Court,

ought to have been expressly set up by the answer, or is inconsistent Avith

the statements of the answer, or is, in the opinion of the Court, likely to

take the plaintiff by surjirist., and to raise a fresh issue or fresh issues of

fact or law not fahly arising out of the pleadings as they stand, and such

as the plaintiff ought not to be then called upon to try.

15.—Subject to any general rule or order relating thereto, the answer

must 1)0 signed by the defendant or his counsel, unless the defendant

obtain the leave of the Court to di.spense Avith such signature.
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16.

—

The Court may, where the circumstances of the case appear to

require it, order the defendant to verify his answer, or any part thereof,

on oath or by affidavit.

Tender.

XXXIV.—A defence alleging tender by the defendant must be accom- Payment into

panied by payment i.ito Court oi'the amount alleged to have been tendered.

Pay i. lent into Court.

XXXV.—Pa'vuneut into Court by the defendant must be accompanied

by an answer. Tlie answer mast state distinctly tnat the money paid in

is paid in satisfaction of the plaintiif’s claim generally, or (as the case may
be), in satisfaction of some specific part of the plaintiff’s claim, where the

claim is stated in the petition for distinct sums or in respect of distinct

matters.

2.

—Pavment into Court, whether made in satisfaction of the plaintiff’s

claim generally or in satisfaction of some specific part thereof, operates as claim,

an admission of lia odity to the extent of the amount paid in and no more,

and for no other purpose.

3.

—Where the defe?’dant pays money into Court, the plaintiff shall Aecej^tance

be at liberty to accept ;:Le ame in fuU satisui.ction and discharge of the piaintiff7

cause of suit iu respect r v.'nich it is paid in : and in that case, the plaintiff

may forthwith apply l)y ap.mmons for jiayment of the money out of the

Court to him
;
and on t'no hearing of the summons, the Court shall make

such order as to stay of further proceedings in the suit, iii whole or in part,

and as to costs and o'her matters, as seem just.

4.

—If the plaintiff does not so apply, he shall be considered as insistuag

that he has sustained damages to a greater amount, or (as the case may
be), that the- defendant was and is indebted to him iu a gi'eater amount
than the sum paid in : and in that case the Court, in detei-mining the suit

and disposing of costs at the hearing, shall have regard to the fact of the

payment into Court having been made and not accepted.

Set-off.

XXXVI.—A defence of set-off to a claim for money, whether iu debt peep^t^'er,
or in damages, must be accompanied by a statement of the particulars of par. s.]

the set-off
;
and if pleaded as a sole defence, unless extending to the whole

amount of the jdaintiff’s claim, must also be accompanied by payment into

Court of the amount to which, on the defendant’s showing, the plaintiff

is entitled
;
and in default of such payment, the defendant shall be liable

to bear the costs of the suit, even if he succeeds in his defence to the Costs,

extent of the set-off pleaded.

2.—Where a defendant in his answer raises a defence by way of set-off Cross-action,

which, in the opiaio; of the Court, is not admissible as set-off, the Court
may either befor,' i>r :i-. the hearing, ou his application, give him hbei’ty

to withdra,w such .Iffence, and to file a cross-petition, and may make such
order for the hearing of the suit and cross-suit, together or otherwise, on
such terms as to costs and other matters as seem just.

Gotmter-Claim.
XXXVII.—WJ'i a defendant in Iris answer raises any

Crols ^etafou
defence, and it appears to the Court that ou such defence being established {^‘sameVuit."

he may be entitled to rcffel' against plaintiff in respect of the subject mat-
ter of the suit, the Court may, on the application of the defendant, either

before or at the hearl’.jg, if under the circumstances of any case it thinks

fit, give liberty to him to file a counter-claim by a cross-petition in the

same suit, asking for relief against the plamtiff, and may make such order

for the hearing of the suit and counter-claim, together or otherwise, and
in such manner and on such terms as to costs and other matters as seem
just, and may, if in any case it seems fit, require the plaintiff to give
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security to ' satisfaction of the Court (by deposit or otherwise) to

abide by and perform the decision of the Court on the counter-claim.

Specific Ansicer.

XXXVIII.—Where the defendant does not answer (an answ^er not

being dispensed with in manner aforesaid), or puts in an answer amount-

ing only to a general denial of the plaintiff’s claim, the plaintiff may apply

by summons for an order to compel him to answer specifically to the

several matenal allegations in the petition, and the Court, if such allega-

tions are briefly, positively, separately, and distinctly made, and it thinks

that justice so requires, may grant such an order.

2.—The defendant shall, -within the time limited by such order, put

in his answer accordingly, and shall therein answer the several matenal

allegations in the petition, either admitting or denying the truth of such

allegations seriatim, as the tnith or falsehood of each is within his know-

ledge, or (as the case may be), stating as to any one or more of the allega-

tions that he does not kno-w whether such allegation or allegations is or

are true or othei’wnse.

S.^The defendant so answering may also set up by such answer any

defence to the suit, and may explain a-w^ay the effect of any adnrission

therein made by any other allegation of facts.

Replication.

XXXIX.—No replication or other jfleading after answer shall be

allowed, except by special leave of the Court..

2.—Where the plaintiff considers the contents of the answer to he

such as to render an amendment of the petition necessary or desirable,

he may obtain ex parte an order to amend the petition, on satisf^'ing the

Court that the amendment is not intended for the purpose of delay or

vexation, but because it is considered to be material for the plaintiff’s case.

3.

—Notice of the amendment shall be given to the defendant -witliiu

such time and in such manner as the Court in each case directs.

Settlement of Issues.

XL.—At any time before or at the hearing, the Court may, if it

thinks fit, on the application of any party, or of its own motion, proceed

to ascertain and determine what are the material questions in controversy

between the parties, - although the same are not distinctly or properly

raised by the pleadings, and may reduce such questions into w'riting and

settle them in the form of issues
;
-which issues, when settled, may state

questions of law on admitted facts, or questions of disputed fact, or ques-

tions partly of the one kind and pai'tly of the other.

2.

—In settling issues, the Court may order or allow the striking out

or amendment of any pleading or part of a pleading, so that the pleadings

may finally correspond -with the issues settled, and may order or allow the

striking out or amendment of any pleading, or part of a pleading, that

appears to he so framed as to prejudice, embarrass, or delay the trial of

the cause.

3.

—Where the application to the Court to Settle issues is made at any

stage of the proceedings at which all parties are actually present before

the Court, either m person or by counsel or attorney, or at the hearing, the

application mav he made viva voce, and may be disposed of at once, other-

wise the application must be made and disposed of on summons. It shall

be in the discretion of tlie Court to direct -w^hich issues shall be first dis-

posed of.

4.

—At any tim. before the decision of the case, the Court may amend
the issues or frame addirional is.snos on such tei-ms as to it shall seem fit,

and all such amendraents as may be necessary for the pu^ose of deter-

n-dning the real qu<'-'.t:<'':) or i-ontroversy between the parties shad l)e so

made.
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InterroqatorieK—Discovery— UmcilUncj Witness.

XLI.—In all suits, the plaintiff and the defendant, or either of them,
J’X'n inter!"’'

mav, hy order of the Court, deliver to the opposite party or his attorney roeatoricB to

(provided such iiarty, if not a body corporate, n ouldbe liable to be called ‘’PP"®’ y-

and examined as a witness upon such ma'ler), interrogatories in writing

upon any matter as to which discovery ’ua.y be sought, and require such

party, or in the case of a body corporate, any of the officers of such body

corporate, within ten days to answer the questions in writing by affidavit,

to be sworn and filed in the ordinary way
;
and any party or officer omitting,

without just cause, sufficiently to answer all questions as to whidi a dis-

covery niay be sought within the above time, or such extended time as the

Court shall allow, shall be deemed to have committed a contempt of the

Court,, and sball be hable to be proceeded against accordingly.

2.

—The application for such order shall be made upon an affidavit of f“t"propoi

the party proposing to interrogate, and his attorney or agent, or m the

case of a body corporate, of their attorney or agent, stating that the

deponent believes that the party proposing to interrogate, whether plaintiff

or defendant, ivill derive material benefit in the cause from the discovery

which he seeks, that there is a good cause of action or defence upon the

merits, and if the application be made on the ]>art of the defendant, that

the discovery is not sought for the purpose of delay ; Provided that where

it shall happen, from una.voidable circumstances, that the plaintiff or

defendant cannot join in such affidavit, the Court may, ii it think fit, upon

affidavit of such circumstances by which tlie liarty is prevented from so

joining therein, allow and order that the interrogatories may be delivered

without such affidavit.
t n i vr

3.

—In case of omission, ivithont just cause, to answer sufficiently such

wTitten interrogatories, it shall be lawful for the Court, at its discretion,

to direct an oral examination of the interrogated party, as to such point as

they or he may direct, before the Court or Registrar
;
a,nd the Court may,

by such order, or anv subsequent order, command the attendance of such

jiartv before the person appoinled to take such examination, for fhe pur-

pose of being orally examined as aforesaid, or the production of any

writings or other documents to bo mentioned in such order, and may impose

therein such terms as to such examination, and the costs of the application,

and of the proceedings thereon, and otherwise, as to such Court shall seem

4.

—The Court may, on the application of the paity interrogated, ilterrogatories.

strike out or permit to be amended any interrogatory which, in the opinion

of the Court, mav be exceptionable.
. .

5.

—Any party to a suit, or other civil proceeding, requiring the^^®—
affidavit of a person who refuses to make an affidavit, may apply by sum- i-efuBes to make

mons for an order to such person to appear and be examined
_

upon oath

before the Court or Registrar, to whom it may be most convenient to refer

such examination, as to the matters concerning which he has refused to

make an affidavit : and the Court may, if it think fit, make such order for

the attendance of such person before the person therein appointed to take

such examination, for the purpose of being examined as aforesaid, and for

the production of any writings or documents to be mentioned in such order,

and may thereupon imyese such terms as to such examination, and the

costs of the auplication and proceedings therein, as it shall think just.

6.

_TJpon the application of either party to any suit or other civil

proceeding upon an affidavit of such party of his belief that any document,

to the production of which he is entitled for the purpose of discovery or

otherwise, is in the possession or power of the opposite party, it shall be

lawful for the Court to ordc’’ that the party against wdioni such appheation

is made, or if such party is a body corj orate, that some officer to be named
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of sucli body corporate, shall answer on affidavit, stating what documents
he or they has or have in his or their possession or power relating to the

matters in dispute, or what he knows as to the custody they or any of them
are in, and whetherhe or they objects or object (and if so on what grounds),

to the production of such as are in his or their possession or power; and
upon such affidavit being made, the Court may make such rtirther order

thereon as shall be just,

7,—All such interrogatories, answers, depositions, and affidavits as

aforesaid, shall be filed in Court in the suit or other civil proceeding, and
the evidence so taken may be used at the iiearing thereof, saving just

exceptions.

Chapter VI.

—

Interlocutory Proceedings,
Motion and Summons.

XLII.—Interlocutoiy apiplications may be made at any stage of a suit

or proceeding,

2,—They shall be made either by motion in Court or by summons in

Chambers, and shall be lieaded in the suit or other proceeding,

3,—Subject to. any general orders, the Court shall, in each case, decide

whether the application is a proper one to be made by motion in Coui’t, or

by summons in Chambers, and may, at or before the hearing, if it shall

think fit, remove the same into Court or into Chambers, as the case may bo.

Motion.

XLIII.—Xo motion shall be entertained until the party moving has

filed in the Court a written motion-paper, distinctly stating the terms of the

order sought,

2.—The motion may in its terms ask for an order directing more than

one thing to be done, and may also be in an alternative form asking that

one or another order be made, so only that the whole order sought be

therein substantially expressed,

3.—If the motion-paper contains any matter by way of argument, or

other matter except the proper particulars of the motion itself, the Court

may direct the motion-paper to be amended, and make no order thereon,

until it is amended accordingly by the striking out of such argument or

other matter,

4.—There shall be filed with the motion-paper all affidavits on which

the person moving intends to rely.

6.—No other evidence can boused in support of the motion, except by
leave of the Court.

6.—The person filing the motion-paper may move the Court, in cases

of urgency, at any time while the Court is sitting, and not engaged in

hearing any other matter.

7.—All motions shall be made ex parte in the first instance, unless

the Court gives leave to give a notice of motion for a certain day.

8.—9n a motion ex parte, the party moving shall apply for either an

immediate absolute order of the Court in the terms of the motion-paper

on his own showing and evidence, or an order to the other party to appear,

on a certain day, and sliow cause why an order should not be made in the

terms of the motion-paper.

9.—Any party moving in Court ex parte may support his motion by

argument addressed to the Court on the facts put in evidence by the

affi lavits filed in support of the motion
;
and no party to the suit or pro-

ceeding, although present, other than the party moving, shall, unless by

leave of the Court, to entitled to be then heard.

10.—9n a m )tlon coming on, the Court in ly allow them ition-paper to

be amended, and additional evidence to be produce 1 by affidavit or declara-

tion, or may direct the motion to stand over.
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11.—If it appaars to the Court on the evidence adduced in support of

the niDtion, or on any additional evidence which the Court permits to be other thaa

alduced in support thereof, that the party moving is entitled to an order asked tor.

absolute, or to show cause diJferent from the order asked, and the party

moving is wilhng to take such different order, the Court may so order

accordingly.

12.— vVliere an order is m ade on a motion ejtparfe, any party affected d7f,^Irgd°’^

by it may, within seven days after service of it, or within such further time o.der.

as the Court shall allow, apply to the Court by motion to vary or discharge

it
;
and the Court on notice to the party obtaining the order, either may

refuse to vary or discharge it, or may vary or discharge it with or without

imposing terms as to costs or secuiity, or other things, as seem just.

Order to show Cause.

XLIV.—An order to show cause shall specify a dacy when cause is to Retui-n-diy.

be shown, to.be called the return-day to the ordei’, which shall Ox-dinarily

be not less than four days after service.

2.—A person served with an order to show cause may, before the
A^taduvits,

return-day, file alfilavits to contradict the evidence used in obtaining the

ord ;r, or setting forth other facts on which he relies, to induce the Court

to discharge such order.

3.—On the return-day, if the person served do not appear in person

or by counsel or attorney, and it appears to the Court that the service on tdrciie/Serrioe.

all projeer parties has not been duly effected, the Court may enlarge the

time, and direct further service, or mike such other order as seems just.

4. -—If the person served appear, or the Court is satisfied that service
^i?j’oTof'sevrio9.

on all jeroper parties has been duly effected, the Court may proceed with

the matter.

5.—The Court may either discharge the order or make the same
absolute, or adjourn the consideration thereof, or permit further affidavits

to be filed in support of or against the order, and may modify the terms
of the order so as to meet the.merits of the case.

Sui/yYLyYto'Yhs

XLY.—Every summons shall be issued out of the Register’s Office, Ke|i3?rar?°
**

and, before it can be issued, an ajsplication for the same to the Registrar

must be mide in writing, and signed by the applicant or his attorney, and
headed in the suit or other proceeding.

2.—The application for the summons shall distinctly set forth the Contents

nature of the particular application.
tueceot.

3.—-The Registrar may thereupon issue a summens setting forth the

nature of tiie application, ordering the person to w'nom it is directed to’

appear at the time and place directed by the Registrar and specified on
the summons.

4.—On the return-day of the summons, if the person to whom the Proceedings on
V

^
' i. rtStur’Il-CiHV

sum nens is directed appears, or in his absence, on proof of service, the

Court miy, on the application of the person obtaining the summons,
consider and deal with the application in a summary way.

5.—The Court shall take a note of the material evidence, if taken Note of
• >1 Evideace.

viv(jb voce,

6.—The Court may adjourn the hearing of any summons when kdj nimmont,

necessary.

7.—The Court may order any proceedings in Chambers to be heard in Pi i. ite

private.
u.^nag.

Ssideuce in Interlocutory Proocc lings.

XLVI. —The evidence at the hearing of any interlocutory or other By niuuvit ici

application in a suit or matter, shall, as a general rule, be by affidavit, out
the Court may, if it thinks it expedient, summon any person to attend to
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produce documents before it, or to be exa.mined, or to be cross-examined
viva voce by or before it in like maimer as at the hearing of a suit.

2.

—Such notice as the Court in each case, according to the circum-
stances, considers reasonable, sliall be given to the person summoned, and
to such persons (parties to the suit or proceeding othervdse interested) as
the Court considers entitled to inspect the documents to be produced, or
to examine the person summoned, or to be present at his examination, as
the case may be.

3.

—

The evidence of a witness on any such examination, shall be taken
in like manner, as nearly as may be, as at the hearing of a suit.

Stay of Proceedmgs.
XLVII.—No summons or notice of motion shall operate as a stay of

proceedings, except by direction of the Registrar endorsed thereon, and, in

such ease, it shall so operate from time of the service thereof on the opposite
party.

2.—Every order made in Chambers shall have the same force and effect

as an order of Court, and the Court sitting in Chambers shall have the
same power to enforce, vary, or deal with any such order, by attadiment
or othenvise, as if sitting in Court.

PART II.

FROM THE HEARINO OF A SUIT TO JUDGMENT
AND DECREE.

Chapter VII.

—

Preliminaries of Trial.

Setting doivn of Cause for Hearing.
XLYIII.—No cause shall be set down for hearing without an order

of the Court first obtamed on summons.

2.

—At the expiration of the time allowed for answering, and whether
an answer shall have been filed or not, the Court may, on the application

of the plaintiff, order the cause to be set down for heanug.

3.

—All order to set down the cause may be made on the application

of the defendant by summons, if it appears to the Court, having regard
to the state of the pleadings, that the cause is ready to be heard, and that

there has been delay on the part of the plaiutilf in obtainmg an order for

setting down the cause, for which the plaintiff has no reasonable excuse

(as the absence or illness of a material ivitness), and that the defendant
is prejudiced, or may reasonably be expected to be prejudiced by such delay.

L'ismissal for Want of Proseetdion.

XLIX.—'Wliere the plaintiff does not obtain an order for setting down
the cause within one month from the time at which he might first apply
for such an order, the defendant may apply by motion for an order to

dismiss the petition for want of prosecution.

2.—On such application, the Coni t may, if it tliiuks fit, make an order

dismissing the petition, or make such other order, or impose such teniis

as the Court thinks reasonable.

Postponement of Hearing.

L.

—

The Court may, at a,uy time, on a summons taken out by any
party, postpone the hearing of a cause set down, on being satisfied by
evidence on oath that the postponement will have the effect of better ensur-

ing the hearing and determination of the questions between the
2
>arties on

the merits.

2.—'WHiere- such an ajiplication is made on the ground of the absence

of a Avitness, the Court shall require to be saiisfied that his evidence is

material, and that he is likely to return and giA'e CT;d'‘T!ce ivithin a reason-

able time.
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3.—Where such an application is made for the purpose of enabling
the party applying to obtain the evidence of a witness resident out of the the Colony,

jurisdiction, the Court shall require to be satisfied that the evidence of

the wdtness is material, and that he is pennanently residing out of the
jurisdiction, or does not intend to come wdthin the jurisdiction witliin a
reasonable time.

Hearing List and Hearing Paper.
LI.—There shall be kept a gen' ral hearing list for causes, and a Cause List,

hearing paper.

2.

—When a cause is set down for hearing it shall be placed in the Transfer to

general hearing list, and shall be transferred to the hearing-paper strictly Pape™''
in its turn and order, according as the general hearuig list becomes
exhausted.

3.

—

The regular order shall in no case be departed from without special

direction.

4.

—

When a cause is about to be transferred from the general hearing
list to the liearing paper, notice shall be served on the parties, and, unless

“ '

the Court in any particular case direct otherwise, ten days shall be allowed
between service of such notice and the day of hearing.

5.

—

When any cause or matter has been specially directed by the Court out^^f Turn!^

to be heard on a jiarticular day, or out of its ordinary turn, the name of

the cause or matter shall be placed in the hearing paper with the words
“by order” subjoined.

6.—In the case of any adjournment of the hearing from the day Adjoummem

appointed in the hearing paper by reason of the preceding causes in the

hearing paper not haidng been got through, or under any order of the

Court' made during the sitting on that day, no further notice to either jiarty

of the adjournment day shall be requisite, unless otherwise ordered by the

Court.

Sittings of Court.

LII.—The sittings of Court for the hearing of causes shall be, where Ou fixed days,

the amount of the business so warrants, held on fixed and stated days.

2.

—The Court may, at its discretion, appoint any other day or days. Or other Days,

from time to time, for the hearuig of causes, as circumstances require.

3.—The sittings of Court for the hearing of causes shall ordinarily be I’^yer to
o j Gxciiicis the

public
;
but the Court may hear any particular cause or matter in the Public,

presence only of tlie parties and their legal advisers and the officers of the

Court.

4.

—Subject to special arrangements, for any particular day, the Order of

business of the day shall be taken, as nearly as circumstances peimit, in

the following order :

—

(a.) At the commencement of the sittuig, judgments shall be
delivered in matters standing over for that purpose and “

appearing for judgment in the paper;

(6.) Ex parte motions or motions by consent shall next be taken. Ex parte

in the order in which the motion jiapers have been sent in
;

*<=

(c.) Opposed motions on notice, and arguments on showing cause Opposed

against orders returnable on that day, shall then be taken,
°

in the order in which these matters respectivelystand in the

hearing-paper

;

(cZ.) The causes in the hearing-paper shall then be called on, in Trial or Causes,

their order, unless the Court sees fit to vary the order.

Mode of [trial—.Juries.

LIII.—The trial of a suit mav, according to circumstances, take place By Judge or

in either oi the ioilo’'.vmg moaes—
(a.) By a Judge with or without a Jury.

(6.) By the Full Court with or without a Jury.

Dy r xm uouir,
with or without
Jury.
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2.—The summons for setting down the cause for hearing shall specify

the mode of trial desired by the j^arty mahmg the aijplication.

B.—The Court on the heaiang of the summons shall make such order

as to the mode of trial as it shall think fit : Provided always that if either

party shall desire a trial by jury before one of the two judges, he shall be

entitled thereto as of right.

4.—If it shall appear expedient at the hearing of any cause before

the Court without a jury that the cause should he tried with a juiy, the

Court may make such order for the trial of the caiise with a jury, and for

the adjournment thereof in the meanwhile, on such terms as to costs and

otherwise as it shall deem reasonable.

5.—Either party shall he at hherty to apply to the Court for an order

for the inspection by the jury, or by himself, or by his witnesses, of any

moveable or immoveable property, the inspection of which may be material

to the proper determination of the question in dispute, and the Court may
make such order upon such terms as it may deem just.

6.—It shall he lawful for the Court to make such imles or orders upon

the Sheriff or other person as may be necessary to procure the attendance

of a sjiecial or common juiy for the trial of any cause or matter depending

in the Court, at such time and place and in such manner as the Court may
think fit.

7.—All the existing laws relating to juries shall be deemed to continue

in full force and effect so far as the same may not be inconsistent nuth any

provision of this code.

Chapter VIII.

—

Evidence at the Hearing.
Existing Rules—New Provisions.

LIV.—The existing rules of evidence shall continue in full force and

effect so far as the same are not modified by any provision-: of this code.

2.—The Court shall have power, in its discretion, to permit that the

evidence in any case, or as to any particular matter, should be taken by

afiidavit, or that affidavits of any witnesses he read at the trial : Provided

always that every witness making an affidavit so received shall be liable

to cross-examination in open Court, unless the Court shall direct the cross-

exammatioii to take place in any other manner.

3.—The Court may, in its discretiou, if the interests of justice appear

absolutely so to require, admit an affidavit in evidence, although it is shown

that the party against whom the affidavit is offered in evidence has had or

will have no opportunity of cross-examining the person making the affidavit.

4.—No affidavit of any witness shall be read at the trial under the

jirovisions hereinbefore contained, except in pursuance of an order of Court

obtained on summons before trial, unless the Court shall think fit under

the circumstances otherwise to direct, upon such terms as seem just.

5.—If the Court at any time think it necessary for the ends of justice

to examine any person other than a party to the suit, and not named as a

witness by a'party to the suit, the Court may, of its own accord, cause

such person to be summoned as a witness to give evidence, or to produce

any document in his possession on a day to he appointed, and may examine

such person as a witness.

6.—The following persons only shall be incompetent to testify :
—

(a.) Children under seven years of age, unless they shall appear

capable of receiving just impressions of the facts respecting

which they are examined and of relating them truly :

(6.) Persons of unsound muid, who, at the time of their examina-

tion, appear incapable of receiving just impressions of the

facts respecting w'hich they are examined or of relating them

truly
;
and no person who is known to be of unsound mind
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shall he liable to be summoned as a Tvitness, without the

consent pi’eviously obtained of the Court or person before

whom his attendance is required.

7.

—

If a witness be asked any question relating to a matter not relevant

to the suit of proceeding, except in so far as it affects the credit of the
witness by injuring liis character, the Court shall decide whether or not
the witness shall be compelled to answer it, and may, if it think fit, warn
the witness that he is not obliged to answer it.

8.—JIo such question shall be asked, unless the person asking it has
reasonable grounds for believing that the imputation it conveys is well
founded.

9.

—

The Court may forbid any questions or inquiries which it regards
as indecent or scandalous, although such questions or inqxxiries may have
some bearing on the questions before the Court, unless they relate to facts

in issue, or to matters necessary to be known in order to determine whether
or not the facts in issue existed.

10.

—

The Coui*t shall forbid any question which appears to it to be
intended to insixlt or annoy, or which, thoxxgh proper in itself, appears to

the Coxxrt needlessly offensive in form.

Documentary Evidence.

LV.—Entries in books of accoxxnt kept in the coxii’se of bxxsiness with
such a reasonable degree of regularity as shall be satisfactoiy to the Court,
shall be admissible in evidence, whenever they refer to a matter into which
the Court has to inquire, but shall not alone be sufficient evidence to charge
any person xvith liability.

2.

—The Hongkong Gazette and any Government Gazette of any coxin-

try, colony, or dependency under the dominion of the British Ci’oxvn, may
be pi’oved by the bare production thereof before the Court.

3.

—All proclamations, acts of state, whether legislative or executive,

nominations, appointments, and other official communications of the Gov-
ernment, appealing in any sxxch Gazette, may be proved by the production
of such Gazette, and shall be jgrimd fame proof of any fact of a public

nature which they were intended to notify.

4.

—The Court may, on matters of public history, literatxire, science,

or art, refer, for the purposes of evidence, to such published books, maps,
or charts as the Court shall consider to be of authority on the sxxbject to

which they relate.

5.

—Books printed or published under the axxthority of the govern-
ment of a foreign country, and purporting to contain the statutes, code,

or other written law of such coxuitry, and also printed and published
books of reports of decisions of the courts of such country, and books
proved to be commonly admitted in such courts as evidence of the law of

such country, shall be admissible as evidence of the' law of such foreign

countiy.

6.

—All maps made under the axxthority of any government, or of any
public municipal body, and not made for the purpose of any litigated

question, shall primd facie be deemed to be correct, and shall be admitted
ill evidence without further proof.

Affidavits.

LVI.

—

Every affidavit used in the Court must be in the English
language.

2.

—It must be in the first person, and must be divided into paragraphs
numbered consecutively.

3.

—Every affidavit used in the Court must contain only a statement
of facts and circumstances as to which the witness swears, either on his

own personal knowledge, or from information which he believes to be true.

Court may T
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4.

—Where the belief in the truth of the nia.ter of fact sworn to

arises from information received from another person, the name of such
person must be stated.

5.

—Where there are many erasures, interlineations, or alterations,

so that the affidavit j)roposed to be sworn is illegible or difficult to read,

or is, in the judgment of the officer before whom it is proposed to be
sworn, so written as to give any facility for being added to, or in any way
fraudulently altered, he may refuse to take the affidavit in its existing

form, and may require it to he re-written in a clear and legible and
unobjectionable manner.

6.

—Any affidavit sworn before any judge, officer, or other person in

the United Eangdom or in any British colony, possession, or settlement,

authorized to take affidavits, or before any commissioner duly authorized

by the Supreme Court to take affidavits in the United Kmgdom or abroad,

may he used in the Court in all cases where affidavits are admissible.

7.

—Any affidavit sworn in any foreign parts out of Her Majesty’s

dominions before a judge or magistrate, being authenticated by the official

seal of the court to which he is attached or by a public notaiw, or before

a British minister, consrd, vice-consul, or consular agent, may be used in

the Court in aU cases where affidavits are admissible.

8.

—The fact that an affidavit purports to have been sworn in man-
ner hereinbefore prescribed by paragraphs 6 and 7 shall he jjrinm facie

evidence of the seal or siguatiu-e, as the case may he, of any such court,

judge, magistrate, or other officer or person therein mentioned appended

or subscribed to any such affidavit, and of the authority of such court,

judg'C, magistrate, or other ofiicer or person to administer oaths.

9.—The Court may peimit an affidavit to be used, notwithstanding

it is defective m fomi according to these rules, if the Court is satisfied

that it has been sworn before a person duly authorised.

10.—An affidavit shall not be admitted which is proved to have been

sworn before a person on whose behalf the same is offered, or before his

attorney, or before a partner or clerk of his attorney.

11.

—A defective or erroneous affida^dt may be amended and re-sworn,

by special leave of the Court, on such terms as to time, costs, or othenrise

as seem reasonable.

12.

—Before an affidavit is used, the original must be filed in the

Court
;
and the original, or an office copj" thei'eof ,

shall alone be recognised

for any purpose in the Court,

Evidence de Bene Esse.

LYII.—Where the circumstances of the case appear to tlie Court so

to require, the Court may take the evidence of any witness at any time

in the course of the proceedings in any suit or application before the

hearing of the suit or application, or may direct the Registrar to take

such evidence in like maimer, and the evidence so taken may be used at

the hearing of the suit or application, saving just exceptions.

2.

—The evidence shall be taken, as nearly as may be, as evidence at

the hearing of a suit, and then the note of the evidence shall he read oyer

to the witness and tendered to him for signature
;
and if he refuse to sign

it, the Court, or the Registrar, as the case may he, shall add a note of his

refusal, and the evidence may be used as if he had signed it.

3.

—Evidence may he taken in like manner on the application of any

person, before suit instituted, where it is shown to the satisfaction of the

Court on oath that the person applyhig has good reason to apprehend

that a suit will be instituted against him in the Court, and that some

person, within the jurisdiction at the time of application, can give mate-

rial evidence respecting the subject of the apprehended suit, hut that he

is about to leave the jurisdiction, or that from some other cause the
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person applying will lose the benefit of his evidence if it be not at once

taken : Provided always that the Court may, upon granting such applica-

tion, impose any terms or conditions with reference to the examination of

such witness and the admission of his evidence as to the Court may seem
reasonable.

Witness Dead, Insane, or not Apj)earmg.

LVIII.—Where any person who might give evidence in any suit

or matter is dead, or insane, or unavoidably absent at the time his evidence

might be taken, or for any reason considei'ed sufficient by the Court, can-

not appear to give evidence in the suit or matter, the Court may, if it

thinks fit, receive proof of any evidence given by him in any former judi-

cial proceecbng: Provided that the subject matber of such former judicial

proceeding was substantially the same as that of the existing suit, and
that the parties to the exisbing suit were parties to it or bound by it, and
in it had cross-examined o: - had an opportunity of cross-examining the

witness of whose evidence proof is to be given.

Admission of Documents and Facts.

LIX.—Where all parties to a suit are competent to make admission,

any party may call on any other party, by notice filed in the Court and
served under order of the Court, to admit any document, or any fact,

saving just exceptions.

2.

—In case of refusal or neglect to admit, the costs of proof of the

document or fact shall be paid by the party refusing or neglecting, what-
ever be the result of the cause, unless the Court is of opinion that the

refusal or neglect to admit was reasonable.

3.

—Xo costs of ])roof of any document or tart shall be allowed unless

such notice has been given, except in cases where the omission to give the

notice has, in the opinion of the Court, produced a saving of exjjense.

Inspection and Production of Documents.

LX.—The Court may, in its discretion, on t!ie application of any of

the parties to any suit or proceeding, compel any other party to allow the

applicant to inspect all or any doemnents in the custody or under the

control of such other party relating to such suit or proceeding, and, if

necessary, to bake examined copies of the same or to procure the same to

be duly stamped.

2.

—Whenever any of the parties to a suit is desirous that any docu-
ment, wiiting, or othe]' thing, which he believes to be in the possession or

power of another of the parties thereto, should be produced at any hearing
of the suit, he shall, at the earliest opportunity, serve the party in whose
possession or power he believes the document, writing, or other thmg to

be, with a notice in writing, calling upon him to produce the same.

3.

—In case it shall appear to the satisfaction of the Court that there

is reasonable ground to believe that such document or thing will not be
produced pursuant to such notice, the Court may make an order for the

production of the same at the hearing of the suit by the party served with
such notice.

4.

—A witness, whether a party or not, shall not be bound to produce
any document relating to affairs of State, the production of which would
be contraiy to good pohey, nor any document held by him for any other

X^erson who would not be bound to xn’oduce it if in his own possession.

5.

—Any x^erson present in Court, w'vther a x>arty or not, may be
called upon and compelled by the Court t^ give evidence, and produce any
document then and there in his actual possession, or m his power, in the
same manner and subject to the same rules as if he had been summoned
to attend and give evidence, or to produce such document, and may be
unished in hke manner for any refusal to obey the order of the Court.
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6.— A tty person, wlietlier a party to the suit or not, may he summoned

to produce a document without 1 icing summoned to give evidence, anti any

person summoned merely to produce a document, shall I e deemed to have

complied vdth the summons, if he cause such document to he produced

instead of attending personally to produce the same.

Chapter IX.—The Hearing.
Non-attendance of Farties.

LVI.—When a cause in tlie hearing-paper has been called on, if

neither party attend in person or hy counsel, the Court, on being satisfied

that the plaintiff has received notice of the hearing, shall, iinless it sees

good reason to the contrary, strike the cause out of the hearing-]>aper.

2. If the plaintiff does not attend in person or hy counsel, the Court

on heing satisfied that the plaintiff has received notice of the hearing,

shall, unless it sees good reason to the contrary, strike out the cause, and

make such order as to costs iu favour of any defendant appearing as seems

If the plaintiff attends, hut the defendant or any of the defendants

does or do not attend in person or hy counsel, the Court shall, before

hearing the cause, inquire into the seiwice of the writ of summons and

petition and of notice of hearing on the absent party or parties.

4.—If not satisfied as to the service on every party, the Court shall

direct such further service to lie made as it shall think fit, and adjourn

the hearing of the cause for ihat purpose.

6.—If satisfied that the defendant or the several defendants has or

have been duly served ’with the'-wi-it of summons and petition, and -vsith

notice of the hearing, the Court may proceed to hear the cause notwith-

standing the absence of the defendant, or any of the defendants, and may,

on the evidence adduced hy the iilaintiff, give such judgment as appears

just The Coux-t, however, shall not he hound to do so, hut may order the

healing to stand over to a further day, and direct fresh notice to he given

to the defendant or defendants in case justice seems to require an adjouni-

In all cases where the plaintiff has obtained leave to proceed ex

parte for want of appearance to the writ of summons, and in all other

cases where the Court hears a cause and judgment is given in the absence

of and against any defendant, the Court may afterwards, if it thmks fit,

on such terms as seem just, set aside the judgment and re-hear the ^use,

on its heing established hy evidence on oath to the satisfaction of the Court

that the defendant’s absence was not wilful, and that he has a defence

upon the merits.
j. f

7 ^ AVlicr© 2b C2LUS6 is stincli out l)y rocisou of tno absGiioG oi tiiG

plaintiff, it shall not he restored without leave of the Court, until it has

been set do-wn again at the bottom of the general hearing list, and been

transferred in its regular turn to the hearing-paper.

8_ Where a cause has been once strnck out, and has been a second

time set down, and has come uito the hearing-paper, and on the day fixed

for the hearing the plaintiff, having received due notice thereof, tails to

attend either in person or by counsel when the case is called on, the Court,

on the aiipHcation of the defendant, and if the non-attendance ot the

plaintiff apiiears to be wilful and intended to harass tlie defendant, or to

be likely to prejudice the defendant by preventing the hearing and deter-

mination of the suit, may make an order on the plaintiff to show cause -why

a day should not be fixed for the peremptory hearing of the cause ;
and on

the return to that order, if no cause, or no sufficient cause be shown, the

Court shall fix a day accordingly upon such notice and other terms as seem

just.
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9.—In case the plaintiff does not attend on the day so fixed, either in

person or by counsel, the Court shall, ixnless it sees good reason to the

contrary, order judgment to be entered for the defendant.

Order of Proceeding.

LXII.—The order of proceeding at the hearing of a cause shall be as

follows ;

—

1.

—The jfiaintiff shall state the pleadings.

2.

—The party on whom the burden of j)roof is thrown by the nature

of the material issues or questions between the parties has the right to

begin
;
he shall address the Court and open his case.

3.

—He shall then produce his evidence and examine his witnesses m
chief.

4.

—When the party beginning has concluded his evidence, he shall

ask the other party if he intends to call evidence (in which term is included

evidence taken by affidavit or deposition, or under commission, and docu-

mentary evidence not already read or taken as read)
;
and, if answered

in the negative, he shall be entitled to sum up the evidence already given

and comment thereon
;
but if answered in the affirmative, he shall wait

for his general reply.

5.

—When the party beginning has concluded his case, the other party

shall be at hberty to address the Court, and to call evidence and to sum
up and comment thereon.

6.

—If no evidence is called or read by the latter jjarty, the party
beginning shall have no right to reply, unless he has been prevented from
summing up his case by the statement of the other party of his intention

to call evidence.

7.

—The case on both sides shall then be considered closed.

8.

—

If the party opposed to the party beginning calls or reads evidence,

the party beginning shall be at liberty to reply generally on the whole case,

or he may call fresh evidence in reply to the evidence given on the other

side, on points material to the determination of the issues, or any of them,
but not on collateral matters.

9.

—

Wliere evidence m reply is tendered, and allowed to be given, the
party against whom the same has been adduced shall be at liberty to

address the Court, and the party beginning shall be entitled to the general
reply.

10.

—Each witness after examination-in-chief, shall be subject to

cross-examination by the other party, and to re-examuiation by the party
calling him, and after re-examination may be questioned by the Court,
and shall not be recalled or further questioned save by leave of the Court.

11.

—The Court shall take a note of the viva voce evidence, and shall

put down the terms of any particular question or answer, if there appears
any special reason for doing so.

12.

—Ho person shall be entitled as of right, at any time or for any
purpose, to inspection or a copy of the Court’s notes.

13.

—All objections to evidence must be taken at the time the question
objected to is put, or, in case of written evidence, when the same is about
to be put in, and must be argued and decided at the time.

14.

—Where a question put to a witness is objected to, the Court,
unless the objection appears frivolous, shall take a note of the question
and objection, if required by either party, and shall mention on the notes
whether the question was allowed to be put or not, and the answer to it,

if allowed.

15.

—Where azry evidence is by affidavit, or has been taken by com-
mission, or on deposition, the party adducing the same may read and
comment on it, either immediately after his opening or after the viva voce

evidence on his part has been concluded.
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16.

—Documentary evidence must be put in and read, or taken as read

by consent.

17.

—Every document put iu evidence shall be marked by the officer

of the Court at the time, and shall be retained by the Court dui-ing the

hearing, and returned lo the party who put it in, or from whose custody

it came, immediately after the judgment, unless it is impounded by order

of the Court.

18.—Where the evidence adduced at the hearing varies suhsta.ntially

from the aUegations of the respective parties in tlae pleadings, it shall be

in the discretion of the Court to allow the pleadings to be amended.

19.—The Court may allow such amendment on such terms as to

adjournment, costs, and other things as seem just, so as to avoid surprise

and injury to any party
;
but all amendments necessary for the deteimuia-

tion in the existing suit of the real question in controversy between the

parties shall be made if duly applied for.

20.

—The Court may, at the heariirg, order or allow, on such terms as

seem just, the striking out or amendment of any pleading that apipoars so

framed as to prejudice, embarrass, or delay the fair trial of the real ques-

tions in controversy between the parties.

Supplemental Statement.

In Petition or LXIII.—Facts or circumstances, occurring after the institution of a

suit, may, by leave of the Court, be introduced by way of amendment into

the petition or answer (as the case may require) at any stage of the pro-

ceedings, and the Court may make such order as seems just respecting

the proof of such facts or circumstances, or for affording all parties con-

cerned leave and opportunity to meet the statements so introduced.
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—

Special Case.

Reference of Account.

LXIV.—In any suit or other judicial proceeding in which an inves-

tigation or adjustment of accounts may be necessary, it shall be lawful

for the Court, at or before the hearing, to appoint any competent ^rson

to be a commis-sioner for the purpose of making such investigation or

adjustment, and to direct that the parties, or their attorneys oi counsel,

shall attend upon the commissioner during such investigation or adjust-

ment. In all such cases, the Court shall furnish the commissioner uuth

such part of the proceedings and such detailed iustructions as may appear

necessary for his information and guidance
;
and the instructions^ shah

distinctly specify whether the commissioner is merely to transmit the

proceedings which he may hold on the inquiry, or also to report his

opinion on the point referred for his investigation. The proceedings of the

commissioner shall be received in evidence in the case, unless the toart

may have reason to be dissatislied with them, in which case, the Court

shall make such further inquiry as may be requisite, and shall pass such

ultimate judgment or order as may appear to it to be right and piopi.:! m
the circumstances of the case. . ....

,

2.—Whenever a commission is issued for an invcstiga'.ionmm acfean^,

the Court, before issuing the commission, may order such sum as may be

thought reasonable for the expenses of the commission^ to bo paid into

Court by the party at whose instance or for whose benefit the commission

is issued.
Incidental Poivers.

LXV.—The Court, may at the trial, without consent of parties, direct

a nonsuit, or a verdict for the plaintiff or defendant to be entered, or it

may reserve any point of law or direct a verdict subject to a special case

to be stated for the opinion of the Court.
.

2. Every such point of law' so reserved, and every such st.ociu1 ca'sc

shall be heard before the full Court.

FuU Court.
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3.

—Every siicli special case shall be settled by the parties, and m case

of dift'erence by the full Court.

4.

—The Court ma}’’ order any point of law reserved to be set down
for argument without any previous application.

5.

—The Court shaU,'^upon motion for a new trial, have power to order a

nonsuit or verdicttobe entered, although no leavehas been reserved atthe trial

.

Wifhdraioal and Adjustment of Suits.

LXVI.—If tile plaintiff, at any time before iinal judgment, satisfy

the Court that there are sufhcient grounds for permitting him to withdraw

from the suit with liberty to bring a fresh suit for the same matter, it

shall be competent to the Court to grant such permission on such terms

as to costs or otherwise as it may deem proper. In any such fresh suit,

the phxintiff shall be bound by the rules for the limitation of actions in the

same manner as if the first suit had not been brought. If the plaintiff

withdraw from the suit without such permission, he shall he precluded

from bringing a rtesh suit for the same matter.

2.

—

If a suit shall be adjusted by mutual agreement or compromise,

or if the defendant satisfy the plaintiff in respect of the matter of the suit,

such agreement, compromise, or satisfaction shall be I’ecorded, and the

suit shall be disposed of in accordance therewith.

3.

—Notice of such agreement, compromise, or satisfaction shall be

given by the plaintiff, or in case an attorney shall be employed, by his

attorney, to the Registrar, together witli such particulars as may be required

of him, within one week after the same shall have been made, and in default

thereof he shall be deemed guilty of a contempt of Court.

Special Case
huw settled.
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for Argument.

Nonsuit, &c.
where no Leave
reserved.

Chapter X.

—

Judgm:,:xt and Decree.
LXVII.—When the cause is tried by the Court with a jury, the

verdict shall be recorded and judgment shaU be entered up by the Eegistrar

as the Court shall direct; and when the cause is tried by the Court without
a jury the judgment shall be pronounced in open Court, unless the Court
sha,ll otherwise direct, or it may be read by the Eegistrar if so ordered.

2.

—If the judgment of the Court is reserved at the hearing, parties

to the suit shall be summoned to hear judgment, unless the Court at the
hearing st'ites the day on w'^hich judgment will be delivered, in which case

no surcnious to hear judgment shall he issued.

3.

—..hil parties shall be deemed to have notice of any judgment, if the

same is pronounced at the hearing of the application or suit.

4.

—All parties duly seiwed with notice to attend and hear judgment
shall be deemed to have notice of the judgment when pronounced.

5.

—A minute of every judgment, whether final or interlocutory, shall

be made by the Eegistrar, and every such minute shall be a decree of the

Court, and shall have the full force and effect of a fonnal decree : Pro-
vided rdwT.y.s tLct tlic Court may order a formal decree to be drawn up on
the application of either party,

(\

—

When, the suit is for a sum of money due to the plaintiff, the

Court may, in the decree, order interest, at such rate as the Court may
think proper, tn b'' ,"iiid on the principal sum adjudged from the date of

the suit fo llio - d of the judgment, in a.ddition to any interest adjudged
on such pruivipa' smv; for any period prior to the date of the suit; with
further interest on the aggregate sum so adjudged and on the costs of the

suit from the dn.te of the decree to the date of payment.
7.—In all judgments for the payment of money, the Court may, for

any suiToient reason, order that the amount shall be paid by instalments

with or without ini erest.

8.—If 1]>; .vd. n ’a:.', shall have been allowed to set-off any demand
against the clai n oi Autiff, the judgment shall state what amount
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is due to the plaintifE, and what amount (if any) is due to the defendant,
and shall be for the recovery of any sum which shall appear to he due to

either party. The judgment of the Court with respect to any sum awarded
to the defendant shall have the same effect and be subject to the same
rules as if such sum had been claimed by the defendant in a separate suit

against the plaintiff.

9.

—A. person directed by a deci’ee or order to pay money, or do any
other act, is bound to obey the decree or order without any demand for

I^ayment or performance.

10.

—Whenever the Court shall deliver a written judgment the original,

or a copy thereof signed by the judge, shall he filed in the suit or other

proceeding.

Review of Judgment—Re-hearing-

—

New Trial.

LXVIII.—The Court may in any case, on such tenns as seem just,

review any judgment, or order a re-hearing or new trial, with or without
a stay of proceedings.

2.

—Any application for a review of judgment or for a re-hearing or

new trial must be made on notice of motion filed not later than fourteen

days after such decision or hearing or verdict.

3.

—Such notice shall not of itself operate as a stay of proceedings

;

but any money in Court m the suit shall be retained to abide the result

of the motion or the further order of the Court.

4.—After the expiration of such fourteen days, an appheation for

such review, re-hearing, or new trial shall not be admitted, except by
special leave of the Court, on such terms as seem just.

5.—On an order for re-hearing or new trial, either party may demand
a jury for the second trial, though the first was not with a jury.

6.—The Court may, if it thinks fit, make it a condition of granting a

re-hearing or new trial that the trial shall he with a jury.

7.—The discovery of new matter or evidence wdiich was not within

the knowlege of the aj>plicant, or could not he adduced by him at the trial,

may be a ground for a new trial, but the improper admission or rejection

of evidence shall not be a ground of itself for a new trial or reversal of

any judgment in any case, if it shall appear to the Court, that indepen-

dently of the evidence objected to and admitted, there w'as sufficient

evidence to justify the judgment, or that if the rejected evidence had been
received it ought not to have varied the judgmient.

8.—When an a;pplication for a review of judgment, re-hearing, or

new trial is granted, a note thereof shall be made in the register of suits,

and the Court shall give such order in regard thereto as it may deem
proper m the circumstances of the case.

PAET III.

PROCEEDINGS TO ENFORCE THE DECREE—EXECUTION.
Chapter XI.

Investigation as to Property of Judgment Pebtor.

LXIX.—Where a decree directing payment of money remains wholly or

in part imsatisfied (whether a writ of execution has issued ornot), the person

prosecuting the decree may api ly to the Court for a summons, requiringthe

person by whom payment is directed to be made to appear and be exa-

mined respecting his ability to make the payment directed, and the Court

shall, unless it sees good reason to the contrary, issue such a summons.

2.—On the appearance of the person against whom the summons is

issued, he may he examined on oath by or on behalf of the person prosecut-

ing the decree, and by the Court, respecting liis abihty to pay the money

directed to be paid, and for the discovery of property apjfiicable to such

payment, and as to the disposal which he may have made of any property.
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—He sliall be bound to produce on oath, or otherwise, all books. Production of

papers, and documents m ms possession or power relating to property Documents,

apphcable to such payment.

4.

—Whether the peilgon summoned appears or not, the person pro- Eiamination of

secuting the decree, and all other witnesses whom the Court thinks

requisite, may be examined on oath or otherwise respecting the matters

aforesaid.

5.

—The Court may, if it thinks fit, adjourn the hearing or the sum- ^
mons from time to time, and require from the person summoned such Pr./ccedTnga''

security for his appearance -at the adjourned hearuig as seems fit, and in tii®reon

default of his finding security, may, by warrant, commit him to prison,

there to remain until the adjourned healing, unless sooner discharged.

6.

—The Court may, upon such investigation as aforesaid, make any
interim order for the j)rotection of any property applicable or available in o7 Property!’^

discharge of the decree, as it shall think expedient.

Mode of enforcing Decrees.

LXX.—If the decree be for land or other immoveable property, the p®
3®g'g®®gi„°’'Q(

decree holder shall be put in possession thereof, if necessary, by the immoveable

Sheriff or other officer executing the decree.
Property.

2.

—If the decree be for any specific moveable, or for the specific
ay®*p®j.„°ert°—

'

performance of any contract or other particular act, it shall be enforced performLL^of
by the seizure, if practicable, of the specific moveable and the dehvery

fperoative'^
thereof to the party to whom it shall have been adjudged, or by imprison-
ment of the party against whom the decree is made, or by attaching his

property and keeping the same under attachment until further order of the

Court, or by both imprisonment and attachment if necessary : or if alterna-

tive damages be awarded, by levying such damages in the mode provided
for the execution of a decree for money.

3.

—If the decree be for money, it shall be enforced by the imprison- Decree for

ment of the party against whom the decree is made, or by the attachment
and sale of his projierty, or by both, if necessary

;
and if such party be

other than a defendant, the decree may be enforced against him in the
same manner as a decree may be enforced against a defenclant.

4.

—If the decree be for the execution of a deed, or for the mdorse- Por Exeeutiou

ment of a negotiable instrument, and the party ordered to execute or
e*®nt

indorse such deed or negotiable instrument shall neglect or refuse so “f negotiable

to do, any party interested in having the same executed or indorsed may
prepare a deed or indorsement of the instrument in accordance with
the terms of the decree, and tender the same to the Court for execution
upon the proper stamp (if any is required by law), and the signature

thereof by the Registrar shall have the same effect as the execution or

indorsement thereof by the party ordered to execute.

5.

—If the decree be against a party as the representative of a de-
ceased jierson, and such decree be for money to be paid out of the property deceased

°

of the deceased iiersoii, it may be executed by the attachment and sale of Veraons.

any such property, or, if no such property can be found and the defendant
fail to satisfy the Court that he has duly applied such property of the
deceased as shall be jiroved to have come into his possession, the decree
may be executed against the defendant to the extent of the property not
duly applied b}' him in the same maimer as if the decree had been against
the defendant personally.

6-—Whenever a person has become liable a,s security for the perfor- .Vgaii.st Sur ties,

mance of a decree, or of any part thereof, the decree may be executed
a,gainst such person to the extent to which he has rendered himself
hable hi the same manner as a decree may be enforced against a
defendant.
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7.—The following property is liable to attachment and sale in execu-

tion of a decree, namely, land, houses, goods, money, bank-notes, cheques,

bills of exchange, promissory notes, government securities, bonds, or other

securities for money, debts, shares in the ca]>ital or joint stock of any
pubhc company or corporation, and all other property whatsoever,

moveable or immoveable, belonging to the defendant, and whether the

same be held in his own name or by another person in trust for him or

on his behalf.

8.—All moneys payable under a decree shall be paid into Court,

unless the Court shall otherwise direct. No adjustment of a decree, in

part: or in whole, shall be recognised by the Court unless such adjustment

be made through the Court, or be certified to the Court by the person in

whose favour the decree has been made, or to whom it has been trans-

ferred.

Immediate Execution.

LXXI.—The Court may, at the time of making the decree on the verbal

apphcation of the party in whose favour the decree is made, order imme-
diate execution thereof, except as to so much as relates to the costs, and

that the decree shall be executed as to costs as soon as the amount
thereof shall be ascertamed by taxation.

Application for Execution in ordinary Cases.

LXXII.—When any party in wdiose favour a decree has been made
is desirous of enforcing the same, he shall apply to the Eegistrar for

execution. Such ax)plication must be in writing, and shall specify the

number of the suit or proceeding and the names of the jjarties.

2.

—If there he cross-decrees between the same parties for the payment

of money, execution shall be taken out by that party only who shall have

obtained a decree for the larger sum and* for so much only as shall remain

after deducting the smaller sum, aud satisfaction for the smaller sum shall

be entered on the decree for the larger sum as well as satisfaction on the

decree for the smaller sum, and if both sums shall be equal, satisfaction

shall be entered upon both decrees.

3.—Whenever a suit shall be ijendiug in the Court against the holder

of a imevions decree of the Court, by the person against whom Ihe decree

was made, the Court may, if it appear just and reasonable to do so, stey

execution of the decree either absolutely or on such terms as it may think

just, until a decree shall be made in the pending suit.

4.

—

If any x^erson against whom a decree has been made shall die

before execution has been fully had thereon, ax^x^lication for execution

thereof may he made against the legal representative, or the estate of the

person so dying as aforesaid
;
aud if the Court shall think proper to grant

such axqdication, tlie decree may be execixted accordingly.

5.—If tlie decree be ordered to be executed against the legal repre-

sentative, it shall he executed in the manner provided in Section LXX.,

Par. 5, for the execution of a decree for money to be paid out of the

Xn’ox)ertj' of a deceased x>erson.

6.—The Eegistrar on receiving any ax)plication for execution of a

decree, containing the ])artic\ilars above-mentioned, shall make a note of

the ax)xfiicatiou, and liie date on wdiich it was made.

7.

—The Eegistr.ir may, at any time, take the direction of the Court

as to any a])x>hcation for < xe<‘utioii. aud in the meanw^hile refuse to issue

the writ.

8.—All writs cf I- ; ci sha-1 hn i.ssu -I in the order of axqih 'e.t’on

for the same, unless the Court shall otherwise direct.
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Measures in certain Cases 2:>reliminary to the Issue of Execution.

LXXIII.—If an interval of more tlian one year shall have elapsed Kx&'uton after

between the date of the decree and the application for its esecntion, or if interval of One

the enforcement of the decree be applied for against the representative of iepresenteme*

an original party to the sni*, the Ccui't shall issue a notice to the party Party-

against whom execution ma,y be applied for, requiring him to show cause,

withhi a limited period to i e fixed by the Court, why the decree should
not be executed against him : Provided that no such notice shall be neces-

sary in consequence of an interval of more than one year having elapsed

between the date of tlie decree and the application for’ execution, if the

application be made within one year from the date of the last order obtained

on any previous application for execution
;
and provided further that no

such notice shall be necessary in consequence of the application being
against such representative, if upon a previous application for execution

against the same person, the Court shall have ordered execution to issue

against him.
2.—^When such notice is issued, if the jiarty shall not appear, or shall o*'**®'' thereon,

not show sufficient cause to the satisfaction of the Court why the decree

should not be forthwith executed, the Court shall order it to be executed

accordingly. If the party shall appear and shall offer any objection to the

enforcement of the decree, the Court shall make such order as m the

circumstances of the case may seem to be just and proper.

Issue, of the Writ of Execution.

LXXIV.—Upon the application of the decree-holder the Eegistrar Registrar to

shall, subject to the provisions of the last two preceding sections, issue the wntorExecu-

proper writ for the execution of the decree.

Execution of Decrees for immoveable Property.

LXXV.—If in the execution of a decree for land or other immoveable Obstruction to

property, the officer executing the same shall be resisted or obstructed by Decree^'^°
°

any person, the person in whose favour sitch decree was made may apply
to the Court at any time within one month from the time of such resistance

or obstruction. The Court shall fix a day for investigating the complaint,
and shall summon the party against whom the complaint is made to answer
the same.

2.—If it shall appear to the satisfaction of the Court that the obstruc- Ry uefendant.

tion or resistance was occasioned by the defendaiit, or by some person at

his instigation, on the ground that the land or other immoveable property
is not inchided in the decree, or on any other ground, the Court shall

enquire into the matter of the complaint, and make such order as may be
projaer under the circumstances of the case.

3.—^If the Court shall be satisfied, after such mvestigation of the facts Penalty for.

of the case as it may deem proper, that the resistance or obstruction com-
plained of was without any just cause, and that the complainant is still

resisted or obstructed in obtainmg effectuai possession of the proi^erty

adjudged to him by the decree, by the defendant or some person at his

instigation, the Court may, at the instance of the plaintiff, and without
prej udice to any proceedings to which such defendant or other person may
be liable for such resistance or obstruction, commit the defendant or such
other person to prison for such period not exceeding thirty days as may be
necessary to prevent the contmuance of such obstruction or resistance.

4.—If it shall appear to the satisfaction of the Court that the resist- ^her thanThe
ance or obstruction to the execution of the decree has been occasioned by neiendant

any person, other than the defendant, claiming bond fide to be in possession chdm'fo
^

of the property on his own account or on .account of some other person p ^session,

than the defendant, the claim shall be numbered and registered as a suit

between tic,- decree-holder as jjlaintitf and the claimant as defendant, and
the Coni i .d'.dl, widiout prejudice to any proceedings to which the claimant
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may be liable for sucb resistance or obstriiction, proceed to investigate the

claim in the same manner and with the like power as if a suit for the

property had been instituted by the decree-holder against the claimant

under the (irovisions of this Code, and shall make such order for stajdng

execution of the decree, or executing the same as it may deem proper in

the circumstance of the case.

5.

—If any person other than the defendant shall be dispossessed of

any land or other immoveable property in execution of a decree, and such

person shall dispute the right of the decree-holder to dispossess him of

such property under the decree, on the ground that the property was bond

fide in his possession on his own account, or on account of some other

person than the defendant, and that it was not included in the decree, or

if included in the decree, that he was not a party to the suit in which the

decree was made, he may apply to the Court within one month from the

date of such dispossession
;
and if, after examining the applicant, it shall

appear to the Court that there is probable cause for making the application,

the appheation shall be numbered and registered as a suit between the

applicant as plaintiff and the decree-holder as defendant, and the Court

shall proceed to investigate the matter in dispute in the same manner and

vdtli the like powers as if a suit for the property had been instituted by

the ap25licant against the decree-holder.

6.—The decision of the Court under the j^rovisions contained in either

of the last j^receding jjaragraphs shall be of the same force or effect as a

decree in an ordinary suit
;
and no fresh suit shall be entertained between

the same parties or j^ersons claiming under them in respect of the same

cause of action.

Chaptee XII.

—

Execution of Decrees for Monet by Attachment
OF Property.

LXXVI.—If the decree be for money, and the amount thereof is to

be levied froiu the property of the person against whom the same may have

been pronounced, the Court shall cause the property to be attached in the

manner following

:

2.—Where the property shall consist of goods, chattels, or other

moveable property in the possession of the defendant, the attachment shall

be made by actual seizure, and the Sheriff or other officer shall keep the

same in his custody, and shall be responsible for the due custody thereof.

3.

—

Where the jirojierty shall consist of goods, chattels, or other

moveable projierty to which the defendant is entitled subject to a lien or

right of some other jierson to the immediate possession thereof the attach-

ment shall be made by a wiitten order jirohibitiug the jierson in possession

from giving over the property to the defendant.

4.—Where the jiroperty shall consist of lands, houses, or other im-

moveable
2
)roperty, or any interest therein either at law or in equity, the

a^^tachment shall be made by a written order jirohibiting the defendant

from alienating the q»roperty by sale, gift, or in any other way, and aU

^lersons from x’eceiving the same by purchase, gift, or othenvise.

5.—Where the jirojxerty shall consist of debts not being negotiable

" instruments, or of shares in any jxubhe company or coiqioration, and

attachment shall be made by a written order prohibiting the creditor from

receiving the debts, and the debtor from making payment thereof to any

jxerson whomsoever, until the further order of the Court, or prohibiting

the person in whose name the shares may be standing from making any

transfer of the shares or receiving jiayment of any dividends thereof, and

the manager, secretary, or other jirojxer officer of the comjiany or coiqxora-

tion from permitting any such transfer or making any such payment, mitil

such further order.
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—Property in the custody or under the control of any public officer

in his official capacity shall be liable to attachment in execution of a decree

widi the consent of the Attorney-G-eneral, and property in mtstodid legis

shall be liable also to attachment by leave of the Court. In such cases,

the order of attachment must be served on such pubhc officer, or on the

Registrar, as the case may be.

7.

—Where the property shall consist of a negotiable instrument, the

attachment shall be made by actual seizure, and the Sheriff or other officer

shad bring the same into Court, and such instrument shall be held subject

to the further orders of the Court.

8.

—In the case of goods, chattels, or other moveable property not in

the possession of the defendant, an office copy of the order shall be
dehvered to the person in possession of the property. In the case of lands,

houses, or other immoveable property, or any interest therein, an office

cojjy of the order shall be registered in the Land Office under Ordinance
No. 3 of 1844. In the case of debts, office copies of the order shall be
delivered to or served upon each individual debtor. And in case of shares
in the capital or joint-stock of any pubhc company or corporation, an office

copy of the order shall be dehvered to or served upon the manager,
secretary, or other proper officer of the company or corporation.

9.

—After any attachments shall have been made by actual seizure, or

by written order as aforesaid, and in the case of an attachment by written

order, after it shall have been duly intimated and made known in manner
aforesaid, any alienation without leave of the Court of the jjroperty

attached, whether by sale, gift, or otherwise, and any payment of the debt
or debts, or dividends, or shares to the defendant durmg the continuance
of the attachment, shall be null and void.

10.

—In every case in which a debtor shall be prohibited from making
payment of his debt to the creditor, he may pay the amount into Court,
and such payment shull have the same e&ct as payment to the party
entitled to receive the debt.

11.

—In aU cases of attachment under this chapter, it shall be com-
petent to the Court, at any time during the attachment, to direct that any
part of the property so attached as shall consist of money or bank-notes,
or a sufficient part thereof, shall be paid over to the party applying for

execution of the decree, or that any part of the property so attached as

may not consist of money or bank-notes, so far as may be necessary for

the satisfaction of the decree, shall be sold, and that the money which may
be realized by such sale, or a sufficient part thereof, shall be paid to such
party.

12.

—When the property attached shall consist of debts due to the
party who may be answerable for the amount of the decree, or of any lands,

houses, or other immoveable property, it shall be competent to the Court
to appoint a manager of the said property with power to sue for the debts,

and to collect the rents or other receipts and profits of the land or other
immoveable property, and to execute such deeds or instruments in writing
as may be necessary for the purpose, and to pay and ajjply such rents,

profits, or receipts toward the payment of the amount of the decree and
costs : or when the proi)eri:y attached shall consist of laud, if the judgment
debtor can satisfy the Court that there is reasonable ground to believe

that the amount of the judgment may be raised by the mortgage of the
land, or by letting it on lease, or by disposing by private sale of a portion
of the land, or of any other property belonging the judgment debtor, it

shall be competent to the Court, ontheapplicatioiiof the judgment debtor,

to postpone the sale for such period as it may think proper, to enable the
judgment debtor to raise the amount, in any case m which a mana,ger
shall be appointed under this section, su' h manag .r shall be bound to

Property in th®.
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render due and proper accounts of his rcceipt.s and disbursements, from
time to time, as the Court may direct.

13.—If the judgment debtor shall be absent from the Colony, and it

shall appear to the satisfaction of the Court that the public sale of any of

his property which has been attached, consisting of lands, houses, or any
interest therein, is objectionable, and that satisfaction of the decree may
be made within a reasonable period by a temporary alienation of such
property, the Court may, of its own motion, instead of proceeding to a

pubhc sale of such property, order that provision be made for the sa^isfac-

tion of the decree by mortgage thereof and may authorize the Eegi^rar,
if necessary, to execute the mortgage deed in lieu of the judgToent d^tor,
or any other necessary parties, and may mate such orders in relation to

such moifgage as may be requisite to carry ox^ this provision
;
and the

execution of such mortgage deed by the Eegistrar shall have the same eficct

as the execution thereof by the judgment debtor, or other necessary^ parties^

14.—If the amomit decreed mth costs and all charges and expenses
which may be incurred by the attachment be paid into Court, or if satisfac-

tion of the decree be otheiuvise made, an order shall be issued for the

wuthdraw'al of the attachment
;
and if the defendant shall desire it, and

shall deposit in Court a sum sufficient to cover the expense, the order shall

be notified in the same manner as herembefore prescribed for the notifica-

tion of the attachment
;
and such steps shall be taken as may be necessary

for staying further proceedings in execution of the decree.

Of Claims to Attached Property.

LXXVII.—In the event of any claim being preferred to, or objection

offered against, the sale of lands or any other immoveable or moveable
property which may have been attached in execution of a decree or mider
any order for attachment made before judgment, as not liable to be sold

in execution of a decree against the defendant, the Court shall, subject to

the proviso contained in the next succeeding section, proceed to investigate

the same with the like powers as if the claimant had been originally made
a defendant to the suit, and if it shall appear to the satisfaction of the

Court that the land or other immoveable property was not in the possession

of the iJarty against whom execution is sought, or of some person in trust

for him, or in the occupancy of persons paying rent to him at the time

when the property was attached, or that bi.'iiig in the possession of the

jxarty himself at such time, it was so in his possession not on his own
account, or as his own property, but on account of, or in trust for, some
other person, the Court shall make an order for releasing the said property

from attachment. But if it shall appear to the satisfaction of the Court
that the land or other immoveable or moveable prt)])erty was in p.xssession

of the ]iarty against whom execution is sbught, as his own property, and not
on account of any other person, or wtis in tho jxossession of some person in

ti-ust for him, or ixr the occupancy of persons paying rent to him at the

time when the property was attached, the Court shall disalloxv' the claim.

The part}' against whom the order maybe given shall be at liberty to bring

a suit to establish his right at any time within one year from the date of

the order.

2.—The claim or objection shall be made at the earliest opportunity

to the Court; and if the property to which the claim or < bjcctiou ap2ffies

shall have been advertised for sale, the sale may (if it apjiears necessary)

be jxostixoned for the ixurpose of making the investigation mentioned in

the last preceding pai'agraph : Provided that no such investigation shall

be made if it apjjear that the making of the claim or objection was
designedly and unnecssarily delayed, with a view to obstiuct the ends of

justice, and in such case, the claimant shall be hi' to prosecute his claim

by a regular suit.
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Of Sales in Execution of Decrees.

LXXVIII.—Sales in execution of decree shall be made under the
Conduct

direction of the Eegistrar, and shall be conducted according to such of Sale,

orders, if any, as the Court may make on the application of any parties

concerned, and all such sales shall be made by public auction: Provided
that it shall be competent to the Court to authorize the sale to be made
in such other manner as it may deem advisable.

2.

—At any time within ten davs from the date of the sale of any
immoveable property, application may be made to the Court to set aside puiunty.

the sale on the ground of any material irregularity in the conduct of the

sale, but no sale shall be set aside on the ground of such irregularity

unless the applicant shall prove to the satisfaction of the Court that he
has sustained substantial injury by reason of such irregularity.

3.

—If no such application as is mentioned in the last preceding para-
Absolute

graph be made, the sale shall be deemed absolute. If such application

be made and the objection be disallowed, the Couid shall make an order

confirming the sale; and in like manner if the objection be allowed, the

Court shall make an order setting aside the sale for irregularity.

4.

—Whenever a sale of immoveaWe property is set aside, the pur-

chaser shall be entitled to receive back any money deposited or paid by Purchase

'

him on account of such sale with or without interest, to be paid by such
parties and in such manner as it may appear proper to the Court to direct

in each instance.

5.

—After a sale of immoveable property shall have become absolute

in manner aforesaid, the Court shall grant a certificate to the person who certmelte—

may have been declared the purchaser at such sale, to the effect that he
l^g'i^^rSion”

has purchased the right, title, and mterest of the defendant in the property
sold, and such certificate shall be liable to the same stamp duty as an
assignment of the same property, and when duly stam|ied as aforesaid,

shall be taken and deemed to be a valid transfer of such right, title, and
interest, and inaN be registered in the Land Office under Ordinance Xo. 3
of 1841.

6.—Where the property sold shall consist of goods, chattels, or other
moveable projx-rty in the possession of the defendant, or to the immediate Propei-ty in

posse? ion of which the defendant is entitled, and of which actual seizure ^efeSunt
lias been made, the property shall be delivered to the purchaser.

7.

—

Where the property sold shall consist of goods, chattels, or other To which

moveable property to which the defendant is entitled, subject to a lien or

right of any person to the immediate possession thereof, the delivery to Lien

the purchaser shall, as far as practicable, be made by the Sheriff giving
notice to the person in possession prohibiting him from delivering pos-

session of the property to any person except the purchaser thereof.

8.

—If the property sold shall consist of a house, land, or other im- ofimmoveabie

moveable property, in the occupancy of a defendantj or some person on
occSpa^iey'ot a*

his behalf, or of some jierson claiming under a title created by the defen- Deiendant.

dant subsequently to the attachment of such propertj’-, the Court shall, on
the application of the purchaser, order delivery thereof to be made by
putting the party to whom the house, land, or other immoveable property
may have been sold, or any person whom he may appoint to receive deli-

very on his behalf, in possession thereof, and, if need be, by I’emoving
any person who may refuse to vacate the same.

9.—If the property sold shall consist of a house, land, or other im- in lawiui

moveable property in the occupancy of other persons entitled to occuxiy ouJ^er’^cerloLi.

the same, the Court shall, on the application of the purchaser, order
delivery thereof to be made by affixing a copy of the certificate of sale in

some conspicuous pla.ce on tln^ house, land, or other immoveable property,
or in the Supreme Court building.
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10.

—Where the property sold shall consist of debts not being nego-
tiable instruments, or of shares in any pubhc company or corporation,

the Court shall, on the apphcation of the purchaser, make an order pro-

hibiting the creditor from receiving the debts and the debtor from making
payment thereof to any person or persons except the purchaser, or pro -

hibiting the person in whose name the shares may be standing, from
makmg any transfer of the shares to any person except the purchaser,

or receiving payment of any dividends thereon, and the manager, secretary,

or other projDer officer of the company or corporation from permitting
any such transfer or making any such payment to any person except the

purchaser.

11.

—Where the property sold shall consist of negotiable securities of

which actual seizure has been made, the same shall be dehvered to the

purchaser thereof.

12.

—If the uidorsement, transfer, or conveyance of the party in whose
name any negotiable security or any share in a public company or corpora-

tion is standing, or in whom any mortgage or equity of redemption shall be
vested, shall be required to transfer the same, the Registrar may indorse

the security or the certificate of the share, or may execute such other

document as may be necessary for trdn^ fu^Jliilg the same. The mdorse-
ment or execution shall he in the fob- wring' form, or to the hke effect ;

—

'‘A. B. by C. D., Registrar of the Supr- uio Court of Hongkong; m a suit

by B. B. versus A. B.” Until the ti'aiisf ;r of such security or share, the

Court may, by order, appoint some person to receive any interest or dividend

due thereon, and to sign receipts for the same
;
and any indorsement made

or document executed, or receipts signed as aforesaid, shall he as valid and
effectual for all pm-poses, as if the same had been made or executed or

sig-ned by the party himself.

13.

—If the purchaser of any immoveable property sold in execu-

tion of a decree sball, not'withstanding the order of the Court, he resisted

or obstructed in obtainmg possession of the pro2
jerty, the provisions con-

tained in Section LXXV., relating to resistance or obstruction to a party

in whose favour a suit has been decreed in obtaining jDossession of the

property adjudged to him, shall be apj^licable in the case of such resistance

or obstruction.

14.—If it shall apjjear that the resistance or obstniction to the dehvery

of possession was occasioned by any person other than the defendant

claiming a light to the possession of the proiierty sold as proprietor,

mortgagee, lessee, or under any other title, -or if in the dehvery of posses-

sion to the purchaser any such person claiming as aforesaid shall be dis-

possessed, the Court, on the compla’’it of the jiurchaser, or of such jierson

claiming as aforesaid, if made Avilli; '’ c mouth from the date of such

resistance or obstniction, or of sucIj dispossession, as the case may be, sball

enquire into the matter of the comj.lamt, and malce such order as may be

proper in the circumstances of the case. The party against Avhom it is gii'^en

shall he at liberty to bring a suit to establish his right at any time ivithin

one year from the date thereof.

Of the Exendion of Uccrct, luj Tmjrrisonment.

LXXIX.—^^Vheii a defendant is committed to prison in execution of

a decree, the Court shall fix whatever luonthly alloivance it shall think

sufficient for his subsistence, not excelling twenty-five cents per day, ivliich

shall be paid by the ])aity at whose iiistunce the decree may have been

executed, to the siq'eriutendent of tb“ gaol, by montlily ].aymeuts in

advance, before the first day of each month, the first payment to he made
for such portion of the current month as may remain uuexpired before

the defendant is committed to jirison.
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2.

—In case of the serious illness of any defendant imprisoned under Remoyai oiff'

a decree for debt, it shall be lawful for the Court, on the certificate of the DebUttCafa-
Colonial Surgeon, to make an order for the removal of the defendant
the Government Civil Hos|)ital, and for his treatment there under custody
until further order, and the period of the defendant’s stay in hospital shall

be counted as part of his term of imprisonment for debt, and his subsistence

money shall be paid as if no such order had been made.

3.

—A defendant shall be released at any time on the decree being
fully satisfied, or at the request of the person at whose instance he may uebV

^

have been imprisoned, or on such person omitting to pay the allowance
above directed. ISTo person shall be imprisoned on account of a decree for Tei-mofim-

a longer period than one year, of for a longer period than six months if

the decree be for the payment of money not exceedmg five hundred dollars,

or for a longer period than three months if the decree be for the payment
of money not exceeding one himdred dollars.

4.

—Sums disbursed by a plaintiff for the subsistence of a defendant
in gaol shall be added to the costs of the decree, and shall be recoverable added to

by the attachment and sale of the property of the defendant
;
but the

defendant shall not be detained in custody or arrested on account of any
sums so disbursed.

5.

—Any person in confinement under a decree may apjjly to the Court
for his discharge. The application shall contain a full account for

,
all procedurfIn

property of whatever nature belonging to the applicant, whether in expec- Appiiea-

tancy or in possession, and whether held exclusively liy himself or jointly

with others, or by others in trust for him (except the necessary wearmg
apparel of himself and his family and the necessary implements of his

trade), and of the places respectively where such property is to be found;
and such application shall be subscribed by the applicant and verified on
affidavit.

6.

—On such application being made, the Court shall cause the execu- Unjustiiiab'e

tion creditor to be furnished with a copy of the accouirt of the defendant’s

property and shall fix a reasonable period within which the execution creditor

may cause the whole or any part of such jnoperty to be attached and sold,

or may make proof that the defendant’s inabihty to satisfy the decree is

attributable to unjustifiable extravagance in living, or that the defendant,

for the jiui’pose of procuring his discharge without satisfying the decree, has ''Viiiui Con-

wilfully concealed property, or his right or interest therem, or fraudulently pro™e^uy.°

transferred or removed propeidy, or committed any other act of bad faith.

If the execution creditor shall fail to make such proof, the Court shall cause Act of bad

the defendant to be set at liberty. If the execution creditor shall vrithin

the time specified, or at any s\ibsequeut period, make such proof to the

satisfaction of the Court, the Court shall retain the defendant in confinement

unless he shall have already been in co’Aimcment on account of the decree

for the full term of his imprisonment.

7.

—A defendant once discharged shall not again be imprisoned on Continuance a-

account of the same decree, but his property shall contmue liable, under
{jeiJjor’s Pro-

the ordmary rules, to attachment and sale until the decree shall be fully perty.

satisfied.

8.

—All questions regarding the amount of any mesne profits which Decision of

by the terms of the decree may liave been reserved' for adjustment in the Metne'p^rofi^s***

execution of the decree, or of any mesne profits or interest which may be
payable in respect of the subject matter of a suit between the date of the

institution of the suit and execution of the decree, as well as questions

relating to sums alleged to have been paid in discharge or satisfaction of

the decree or the like, and any other questions arising between the parties

to the suit in which the decree was made and relating to the execution of

the decree, shall be determined by order of the Court.
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Enforcement of Orders.

LXXX.—Any order of tlie Court made in any suit or procee ding may
be enforced by leave of tlie Court, in the manner hereinbefore i>rovided

for the enforcement of decrees.

Commitment for Disobedience to a Decree or Order.

LXXXI.—Where any person is guilty of wilful disobedience to a

decree or order, the person prosecuting the decree or order shall be entitled

to apply to the Court for an order on the person disobeying such decree

or order to show cause why he should not be punished for the disobedience.

The Couri, miless it sees good reason to the contrary’, shall, on such
application, make an order accorduigly.

2.

—The Court shall not grant the order except on evidence on oath
or alEdavit estabhshing such a case as if uncontradicted and unexplained,

would justify the immediate commitment of the person disobeying the

decree or order.

3.

—A certified copy of the order and of the affidavit or deposition on
which the order is granted shall be served on the party to whom the order

is directed.

4.

—On the return-day of the order, if the person to whom it is directed

does not attend and does not establish a sufficient excuse for not attending,

and if the Court is satisfied that the order has been dul}'- served,—or if he
attends and does not show cause to the satisfaction of the Coui-t why he
should not be pimished for the disobedience,—the Coui’tmay issue a warrant
for his commitment to prison.

5.

—The Court may enlarge the time for the return to the order, or

may, on the ’oturn of it and imder circumstances wliich would stnctly

justify the iiiimcdiate commitment of the person guilty of the disobedience,

direct that the warrant for his commitment shall issue only after a certain

time, and in the event of liis contmued disobedience at that time to the

decree or order in respect of which he has been guilty of disobedience.

6.

—A person commit ted for disobedience to a decree or order is liable

to be detained in cuslod}' until he has obeyed the decree or order in all

things that are to be immediately ijerformed, and given such security as

the Court thinks fit to obey the other parts of the decree or order (if any)

at the future times thereby appointed,—or in case of his no longer having

the power to obey the decree or order, then until he has been imprisoned

for such time or until he has paid such fine as the Court directs.

PART IV.

FOREIGN ATTACHMENT AND OTHER SPECIAL SUITS.
Chapter XIII.

Foreign Attachment.
n V* at asfs.

LXXXII.—Proceedings by foreign attachment may bo t.alcen in

manner heremafter prescribed in all suits founded on contract or for

detinue or trover, provided that the cause of action arose within the

jurisdiction.
Affidavit to be 2.—Upon the filing m Court by the jdaintiff in any such suit of an

affidavit to the following effect, that is to say :

—

(a.) That the cause of action arose within the jurisdiction

;

(b.) That the plaintiff has taken out a writ of summons against

the defendant, but that the defendant is absent from the

Colony, or that there is probable cause to believe that the

defendant is conceahng himself to evade proceedings

;

(c.) That the defendant is beneficially entitled to lands, or

to any interest therein within the jurisdiction, or to any

moneys, securities formoney, goods, chattels, or other property
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whatsoever, within the jurisdiction, in the custody, or under
the control, of any other person within the jurisdiction, or

that such other person (hereinafter called the garnishee) is

indebted to the defendant

;

the Registrar may issue a writ of general attachment against all the property

moveable and immoveable of the defendant within the jurisdiction, which
shall be called a 'Writ of “ foreign attachment ” and shall be made returnable

not less than fourteen days after the date thereof except by special leave of

the Coui’t.

3.

—Absence from the Colony shall for the purpose of proceedings by
foreign a,ttachment be taken to be absence for the time being, whether the

pai*ty shall ever have been within the Colony or not.

4.

—Before any such writ shall issue, the plaintilf, or some one on his

behalf, shall enter into a bond with one or more sufficient siireties, to be
approved by the Registrar, in a penal sum equal to twice the amount of

the claim, or in any less sum by special leave of the Court, the condition

of which said bond shall be that in case the defendant shall, at any time
withui the period limited by this Ordinance in that behalf, cause the writ

to be set aside, or any judgment which may be given in the suit to be
reversed or varied, the plaintiff 'will pay to the defendant all such stuns of

money, damages, costs, and charges as the Court may order and award on
account of or in relation to the said suit, and the said attachment, or either

of them : Provided that the Court shall not award a larger amount of

damages than it is competent to decree in an action for damages, and such
award shall bar any suit for damages in respect of such attachment.

5.

—The bond shall be in such form as the Court may, from time to

time, or in any particular case, approve and direct, and shall bo entered

into before the Registrar and deposited in Court
;
and whenever it shall

be made to appear to the satisfaction of the Court, upon affida.'vit or

otherwise, that under the circumstances it is expedient that the writ

should issue forthwith and before the bond shall have been entered into

as aforesaid, the Court may order the writ to issue accordingly, upon such
terms as it shall think fit, and by the same order shall limit the time, not
exceeding seven days from the date of the issue of the writ, within which
the bond must be entered into and deposited as aforesaid

;
and in the case

of default of complying with the requirements of such order withm the

tuns thereby limited, the Court may dissolve the writ, and thereupon may
award costs and damages to the defendant in the manner hereinbefore
provided in the case of a writ being set aside or a judgment in the suit

being reversed or varied.

6.

—All writs of foreign attachment against moveable property shall

be executed by the Sheriff.

7.

— Where two or more writs of foreign attachment shall issue at the
suit of different plaintiffs, they shall take priority respectively according to

the date and time at which they reach the hands of the Sheriff for execu-
tion. The Sheriff shall indorse upon the writ the day and time of the
receipt thereof.

S.—Property in the custody or under the control of any public offi-

cer in his oifi^iiil capacity shall be liable to attachment with the consent
of the Attorney-Greneral; and property in custodid, legis shall be liable to

attachm3nt by leave of the Court. In such cases, the writ of foreign
attachmiut must be served on such public Officer, or on the Registrar, as
the ease may be.

9.

—

Where the defendant is beneficially entitled to lands or any in-

terest therein, a memorial containing a copy of the writ of foreign attach-
ment shill be registered in the Land Office established under Ordinance
No. 3 of 18 ti in a special book to be kept for the purpose, and to be
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called the “ Foreign Attacliment Book
;
and the date and time of such

registration shall he duly noted and entered in the said book; and in case

such wi-it of foreign atta'chment shall be dissolved, or the judgment in the

suit shall he satisfied, a certificate to that effect under the hand of the Regis-

trar and the seal of the Court may be filed at the Land Office, and there-

Cinceiiution upon the memorial shall be deemed to have been cancelled. The tees

thereof. payable to the Land Office shall be, for the registration of such memonal

one dollar
;
and for the filing of such certificate, one dollar

;
and no othei

fees shall be chargeable by the Land Office in respect thereoL

Effect of Ke- IQ From the time of the registration in the Land Office ot tne

liemon-Ji. memorial of a writ of foreign attachment, all lands within the jurisdiction,

or any interest therein to which the defendant mentioned m such writ is

then beneficially entitled, whether solely or jointly with others, shaU, to

the extent of his interest therein, and subject to Crown debts and to any

bond fide prior title thereto, or lien or charge thereon, and to the rights

and powers of prior incumbrancers, be attached to satisfy the claim o

Effect of Ser-
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perty without
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the plaintiff. . »

11.—From the time of the service upon the garnishee ot a writ ot

foreign attachment, all property whatsoever, within the jurisdiction, other

than lands, or any interest therein to Avhich the defendant mentioned in

such writ is then beneficially entitled, wliether solely or jointly wutli others,

and which is in the custody or under the control of the gamishee, and all

debts then due or accruing due by the garnishee to the defendant, shall,

to the extent of the defendant’s interest therein, and siibiect to Croivn

debts and to any bond fide prior title thereto, or lien or charge thereon, and

to the rights and iiowers of prior incumbrancers, be respectively attached

in the hands of such ganiishee, to sa+isfy tlie claim of the idaintiff.

12 —The Court may, at any time before judgment, upon such

grounds as it shall deem ‘'sufficient, order any property, other than lands,

or any interest therein, attached under such v lit, to be sold in such man-

ner as it shall direct, and the net proceeds to he paid into Court.

13.—Any garnishee who shall rvithout leave or order of the Court,

at any time after the seiwice of the rvrit and before the attachment shall

be dissolved, knowingly and rvilfuUy part rvith the custody or control ot

any property attached in his hands, or remove the same out of the 3iiriE-

diction of tlie Court, or sell or dispose of the same, or pay over any debt

due by him to the defendant, excepting only to or to the use of the plain-

tiff, shall pay such damages to the plaintiff as the Court shall aw-arcfi and

he shall be deemed guilty of contempt of Court : Provided that the Court

shall not arvard a larger amount of damages than it is competent to decree

in an action for damages, and such award shall Inr any suit for damages
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For ign
Attachment.

Ifotice to
absent Defond-
ant may be
ordered.

in respect of such attachment.

14.

In all cases where it shall be made to appear to the satisfaction

of the Registrar by affidavit or otherwise that there is reasonable cause

to believe that any property attached is in danger of being removal out

of the jurisdiction, or of being sold, or otherwise disi'osed of the Regis-

trar luav, by an order in writing, direct the Sheriff to seize such p^pei-fy

and detain the same subject to the order of the Court : and the bherilt

shall thereupon seize and detain such property accordingly.
^ ,

15.

—Notice of the issue of the unit of foreign attachment shall be

inserted twice in the Gazette, and twice iii some local newspaper, unless

the Court shall, by reason of the defendant haidng entered an appearance,

or upon any oilier ground, dispense w’ith the publication of such notice.

16.

—In cases where the place of residence of the defendant out ot

tlie lurisdictioii shall be known, the Court may, if it shall think t, upon

the 'application of the garnishee, or of any friend or agent of the deten-

dant, or of its own motion, and u])Oii such terms as it may deem reason-
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nalile, order that notice of the writ he served njjon the defendant out of

the jurisdiction, and that further proceedings he stayed until further

order, hut without prejudice to the attachment under the writ.

17.

—After the issue of the writ of foreign attachment (hut subject Proceedings^

to the provisions of the last preceding paragraph) the plaintiff may forth- v^ rit.

°

with file his petition, and upon such day after the return of the writ as

the Court shall appoint, may proceed to establish his claim as in ordinary

suits in which there has been due service of the writ of summons and
leave has been obtained to proceed e* parte.

18.

—Upon the hearing of the petition the Court shall proceed to

enquire and determine whether in fact the plaintiff’s case is within the

provisions herein contained relating to foreign attachment, and whether
the plaintiff has established his claim, and shall pronounce judgment
accordingly

;
and if the plaintiff shall obtain a judgment, the Court may,

at the same or any subsequent sitting, examine, or permit the plaintiff to

examine, the garnishee and any other persons, and determine what property

moveable or immoveable is subject to attachment under the writ issued.

19.

—The Court may, of its own motion, or at the instance of any Power to

person interested in the enquiry, summon any person whom it may think pera'on^asT

necessary and examine him in relation to such property, and may require Witness,

the garnishee, as well as the person summoned as aforesaid, to produce
all deeds and documents in his possession or power relating to such
property.

20.

—If the plaintiff shall obtain judgment, the Court may, at the Proceedings on

time of pronouncing the decree in favour of the plaintiff, or at any sub-
“

sequent sitting, order that execution do issue against all or any of the

property attached which the Court shall have declared to be liable to •

satisfy the plaintiff’s claim, and all the provisions of this Code relating to

execution of decrees in ordinary suits shall apply to execution so ordered Execution,

against the said property.

21.

—If the plaintiff shall fail to obtain judgment, the Court shall

thereupon dissolve the writ of foreign attachment issued at his suit.

22.

—Whenever there shall be two or more adverse claimants to any Attachment of

goods laden on board of any ship, and such ship shall be attached in a
^*'’*’*'

suit against the shipowner for the non-delivery of such goods, the Court
may, in its discretion, on the application of the master, or of the agent of the
shipowner, stay the proceedings upon such terms as the Court shall deem
reasonable, and order such goods to be landed and warehoused in custodid

legis without prejudice to the master’s lien thereon, and may dissolve the
attachment against the ship, and may make such orders as may be
necessary for the determination of the rights of such adverse claimants

upon such terms, as to security and other matters, as may seem just.

23.

—Whenever there shall be several claimants of auy property at- Claims to Pro-

tached or to any interest therein, the Court may, in its discretion, summon ‘ttached.

before it aU the claimants and may make such orders for the ascertaining

of their respective rights and for the custody of the property in the mean-
while as it shall, in its discretion, think fit, either under this provision, or

the provisions of this Code relatmg to adverse claims and to claims to

attached property.

24.

—The Court may stay proceedings in any suit commenced against stay of Proceed-

a garnishee in respect of property attached in his hands, upon such terms oarnifher*

as it shall think fit.

25.

—The Court at any time before judgment, upon being satisfied by Leave to defeud

affidavit or otherwise that the detendant has a substantial ground of defence,

either wholly or in part, to the suit on the merits, may give leave to the
defendant to defend the suit, vlthout prejudice to the attachment under
the writ.
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26.

—The defendant, at any time before any property attached in the
suit shall have been sold in satisfaction of the plaintilf’s claim, may apply
to the Court upon notice of motion for an order to dissolve the attachment
under the writ as to the whole or any part of the property attached, ujDon

security being given to answer the plaintiff’s claim, and the Court may
make such order, either absolutely or upon such terms as it may deem
reasonable, and in the meanwhile may stay or postpone any sale.

27.

—The defendant may at any time within two years from the date

of the judgment, notwithstaudiiig that the property attached, or any jjart

thereof, shall have been sold in satisfaction of the plaintiff’s claim, apply
to the Court upon notice of motion for an order to set aside the judgment
and for the re-hearing of the suit, and for leave to defend the same

;
and

if it shall appear to the satisfaction of the Court that the defendant had
no notice or knowledge of the suit, and could not reasonably have made
an earher apphcation to the Court, and that he had at the time of the

obtaining of the judgment and still has a substantial ground of defence,

either wholly or in part, to the suit on the merits, it shall be lawful for the

Court to grant such order upon such terms as it may deem reasonable.

.
28.—The reversal or setting aside of a judgment, or the dissolving

or setting aside of any writ of foreign attachment, or any subsequent
proceedings, shall not affect the title of any bondfide purchaser for valuable

consideration of any property sold in satisfaction of the plaintiff’s claim.

Chapter XIV.

In what Cases
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Claims against the Government.

LXXXIII.—^AU claims against the Government of the Colony of the

same nature as clauns within the provisions of “ The Petitions of Right Act,

1860, ” may, with the consent of the Governor, be preferred in the Supreme
Court, in a suit instituted by the claimant as plaintiff against “ The
Attorney-General” as defendant.

2.

—It shall not be necessary for the plaintiff to issue a writ of

summons, but the suit shall be commenced by the filing and service of the

petition upon the Crown Sohcitor.

3.

—The Crown Sohcitor shall transmit the petition to the Government,
and in case the Governor shall grant his consent as aforesaid, the suit may
proceed and be carried on under the ordinary procedure provided by this

Code.

4.

—The petition and aU other documents, notices, or proceedings,

which, in a suit of the same nature between private parties would be

required to be served upon the defendant, shall be served ujion the Crown
Sohcitor.

5.

—Whenever in any such suit a decree shall be made against the

Government, no execution shall issue thereon, but a copy of such decree

under the seal of the Court shall be transmitted by the Court to the

Government.

Chapter XV.

Summary Procedure on Bills of Exchange and Promissory Notes.

In what Cases. LXXXIV.—Suits Oil Bills of Exchange Or Promissory Notes, instituted

within six months after the same become due and payable, may be heard

and determined in a summary way as hereinafter is provided.

Leave to deicnd. 2.—Tlie Court shall, on apphcation, within seven days from the service

of the writ of summons, give the defendant leave to defend the suit on his

paying into Court the sum indorsed, or on evidence on oath showing to

the satisfaction of the Court a good legal or equitable defence, or such
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facts as would make it incumbent on the holder to prove consideration, or

such other facts as the Court deems sufficient to support the application

and on such terms as to security and other matters, as to the Court seems

fit
;
and in that case the Court may direct proceedings to be taken and

carried on by petition m the ordinary way.
8.—If the defendant does not so obtain leave to defend, the plamtiff, Prucecinga^

on proof of due service of the wri" of summons, shall be entitled as of not^obtained.

course at any time after the exjnralion of such seven days, to an immediate

absolute decree for any sum not exceeding the sum indorsed on the writ

of summons, together with interest at the rate specified, to the date of the

judgment, and with costs.

4.

—After judgment the Court may, rmder special circumstances, set Setting aside

aside the judgment, and may stay or set aside execrttion, and may give

leave to defend the suit, if it appears to the Court reasonable so to do, on

such terms as to the Court may seem just.

5.

—In any proceeding under this section, it shall be competent to the Deposit of Bill

Court to order the bill or note sought to be proceeded on to be forthwith Court,

deposited in Court, and further to order that all proceedings be stayed for

until the plaintiff gives security for costs.

6.

—The holder of a dishonoured bill or note shall have the same Holder’s

remedies for the recovery of the expenses incurred in the noting of the

same for non-acceptance or non-payment, or incurred otherwise by reason

of the dishonour, as he has under this section for the recovery of the

amount of the bill or note.

7.

—The holder of a bill or note may, if he thinks fit, obtain one writ ooe Writ

of summons under the present provisions against all or any of the parties p®®

to the bill or note
;
and such writ of summons shall be the commencement

of a suit or suits against the parties therein named respectively
;
and aU

subsequent proceedings against such respective parties shall be cai’ried on,

as far as may be, as if separate writs of summons had issued.

8.

—The writ, of summons or its indorsement must set forth the claims Writ must set

against the parties respectively, according to their respective alleged

liabdities, with sufficient precision and certainty to enable each defendant

to set up any defence on which he individually may desire to rely.

Chapter XVI.

Mandamus.

LXXXV.—The plaintiff in any action except Replevin and Ejectment, Mandamus

may indorse upon the writ and copy to be served, a notice that the plamtifl:
fndors'emeat

intends to claim a writ of Mandamus, and the plaintiff may thereupon cn the Wnt.

claim m the petition either together with any other demand which may
now be enforced in such action, or separately, a writ of Mandamus, com-
manding the defendant to fulfil any duty in the fulfilment of which the
plamtiff is personally interested.

2.

—The petition in such action shall set forth sufficient grounds upon ^ hat the

which such claim is founded, and shall set forth that the plaintiff is

personally interested therein, and that he sustains, or may sustain, damage
by the non-performance of such duty and that performance thereof has
been demanded by liim, and refused, or neglected.

3.

—The proceedings in any action in which a writ of Mandamus is Proceedings

claimed shall be the same in all respects, as nearly as may be, as in an thereon,

ordinary action for the recovery of damages.

4.

—In case judgment shall be given for the plaintiff that a Mandamus judgment and
do issue, it shall be lawftil for the Court, if it shall see fit, to issue a Execution,

peremptory writ of Mandamus to the defendant, commanding him forth-
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with to perform the duty to he enforced, and such writ in case of disobedience
may be enforced by attachment.

5.

—The writ of Mandamus need not contain any recitals, but shall

simply command the performance of the duty, and in other respects shall

be in the form of an ordinaiy writ of execution, except that it shall be
directed to the party and not to the Sheriff, and returnable forthwith

;

and no return thereto, except that of compliance, shall be allowed, but
time to return it may, upon sufficient grounds, be allowed by the Court,
either with or without teinns.

6.

—The Court may, upon apphcation by the plaintiff, besides or

mstead of proceeding against the ^sol edient party by attachment, direct

that the acts required to be done may be done by the plaintiff, or some
other person appointed by the Court, at the expense of the defendant

;

and upon the act being done, the amount of such expense may be ascer-

tained by the Court itself, or by reference to the Registrar, as the Court
may think fit to order

;
and the Court may order payment of the amount

of such expenses and costs, and enforce payment thereof by execution.

How Person
admitted to sue
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Affidavit of
material Facts.

Counsel and
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to act.
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Chapter XVII.

Suits in Forma Pauperis.

LXXXVI.—Any poor person, before commencing or defending any
action or suit in the Court in his own right or becoming poor during the

progress thereof, may apfly to the Court by petition for leave to sue or

defend as a pauper, which petition shall be supported by an affidavit of

the petitioner, and of two householders living in his neighbourhood, that

he is not possessed of property to the amount of fifty dollars in value,

excepting wearing apparel, and the matter or thing claimed by him in the

action or suit if he be plaintiff, and thereupon it shall be referred to a

barrister to consider the case
;
and upon the petitioner producing a certi-

ficate, signed by such barrister, that he has considered the case, and
believes him to have a good cause of action or defence, as the case may be,

it shall be lawful for the Court to admit the petitioner to sue or defend,

as the case may be, in forma pauperis

;

and also to appoint a barrister

and attorney to appear for him.

2.

—No person shall be admitted to sue in forma pauperis unless he
shall have filed in Court an affidavit containing a full statement of all the

material facts of the case to the best of his belief.

3.

—If in any case the Court thinks fit to assign a counsel or attorney

to assist a person admitted to sue or defend in forma pauperis, or to con-

sider the case and give such certificate as aforesaid, the counsel or attorney

so assigned may not refuse his assistance, unless he satisfies the Court that

he has some good reason for refusing.

4.

—No fee shall be taken by any barrister or attorney so assigned,

nor shall any fees of Court be demanded by any officer of the Court from
any person applying or admitted to sue or defend as a pauper

;
but if he

succeed, and the costs should be awarded to be
}
a’ l by his opponent, then

the barrister and the attorney so assigned, shall be entitled to and shall

receive all such fees as the Registrar of the Court shall allow to them on

taxation, and such Court fees as would, in other cases, be chargeable shall

be charged and recovered.

5.

—Any person having been admitted to sue or defend as a pauper,

and becoming of ability during the progress of the cause, or misbehaving

himself therein by any vexatious or imi)roper conduct or proceeding, or

wilfully delaying the ca\ise, shall, on the same being shown to the Court,

be deprived of all the jirivileges of such admission.
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PAET V.
PROCEEDING'S BY AGREEMENT OF PARTIES.—ARBITRA-

TION.—MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS.
Chapter XVIII.

Issues by Agreement of Parties.

LXXXVII.—When the parties to a suit are agreed as to the question Form of, and

or questions of fact or of law to he decided bet-ween them, they may state

the same in the form of an issue, and enter into an agreement in writing,

which shall not be subject to any stamp duty, that upon the finding of the

Court in the affirmative or the negative of such issue, a sum of money
specified in the agreement, or to be ascertaiu^'d by the Court upon a ques-

tion inserted in the issue for that pui’pose, shall be paid by one of the

parties to the other of them, or that upon such finding some property

specified in the agreement, and in dispute in the suit, shall be delivered

by one of the parties to the other of them, or that upon such finding one

or more of the parties shall do or perform some particular act, or shall

refrain from doing or performing some particular act, specified in the

agreement, and having reference to the matter in dispute.

2.—If the Court shall be satisfied, after an examination of the parties Judgment,

and taking such evidence as it may deem proper, that the agreement was
duly executed by the parties, and that the parties have a bond fide interest

m the decision of such question, and that the same is fit to be tried and
decided, it may proceed to try the same, and deliver its finding or opinion

thereon m the same manner as if the issue had been framed by the Court,

and may, upon the finding or decision on such issue give judgment for the

sum so agreed on, or so ascertained as aforesaid, or otherwise according to the

terms of the agreement
;
and upon the judgment which shall be so given,

decree shall follow and may be executed in the same way as if the judg-

ment had been pronounced m a contested suit.

How Questions may be raised for the Decision of the Court by any
persons interested.

LXXXVIII.—Parties interested or claiming to be interested in the Form and Con-

decision of any question of fact or law, may enter into an agreement, which ment.°^
Agree-

shall not be subject to any stamp duty, that upon the finding of the Court
in the affirmative or negative of such question of fact or law, a sum of

money fixed by the parties, or to be determined by the Court, shall be paid
by one of the parties to the other of them

;
or that some property, move-

able or immoveable, specified in the agreement shall, be dehvered by one
of the parties to the other of them

;
or that one or more of the parties

shall do or perform some particular act or shall refraiu from doing
or performing some particular act specified in the agreement. Where the

agreement is for the dehvery of some property, moveable or immoveable,
or for the doing or perfonning or the refraining to do or perform any
particular act, the estimated value of the property to be delivered, or to

which the act sjjecified may have reference, shall be stated in the agreement.

2.

—The agreement shall be filed m Court, and, when so filed, shall be Agreement to

numbered and registered as a suit between the parties interested as numbered aa a
plaintiffs and defendants, and all the parties to it sliall.be subject to the Suit,

jurisdiction of the Court, and shall be bound by the statements contained
therein.

3.

—The case shall be set down for hearing as an ordinary suit
;
and judgment,

if the Court shall be satisfied, after hearing the parties and taking such
evidence as it may deem proper, that the agreement was duly executed by
the parties, and that they have a bond fide interest in the question of fact

or law stated therein, and that the same is fit to be tried or decided, it

shall proceed to try the same, and deliver its finding or opinion thereon in

the same way as in an ordinary suit; and shall, upon its finding or deciding
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upon the question of fact or law, give judgment for the sum fixed by the
jiarties, or so ascertained as aforesaid, or otherwise, according to the temis
of the agreement, and upon the judgment which shall be so given, decree
shall follow and may be executed m the same wav as if the judgment had
been pron.onnced in an ordinaiw suit.

Application
for Order of
Keference.

Appointment
of Arbitrators.

Order of
Keference.

Appointment
of Umpire
where neces-
sary.

Enforcing
Attendance of
Witnesses.

Extension of
Time for making
Award.

Power of Court
in Case of Death.
Incapacity, or
Befbeal to act

Chaptee XIX.
Reference to Arhiiration.

LXXXIX.—If the par.ies to a suit are desirous that the matters in

d’t'-'. r nice between them in the suit, or any of such matters, shall be
referred to the final decision of one or more arbitrator or arbitrators, they
may apply to the Court at any time before final judgment for an order of

reference, and stich order shall be filed \vith the proceedings in the suit.

2.

—The arbitrators shall be nominated by the parties in such manner
as may be agreed upon betAveen them. If the parties cannot agree with
respect to the nomination of the arbitrators, or if the persons nominated
by them shall refuse to accept the arbitration, and the parties are desirous

that the nomination shall be made by the Court, the Court shall appoint
the arbitrators.

3.

—The Court shall, by an order under its seal, refer to the arbitrators

the' matters in difference m the suit which they may be required to deter-

mine, and shall fix such time as it may think reasonable for the delivery

of the award, and the time so fixed shall be siDecified in the order.

4.

—-If the reference be to two or more arbitrators, provision shall be
made in the order for a difference of opinion among the arbitrators, by the

appointment of an umpire or by declaring that the decision shall be with
the majority, or by empowering the arbitrators to appoint an umpire, or
otheiTvise, as may be agreed upon between the parties

;
or if they cannot

agree, as the Court may determme.

5.

—When a reference is made to arbitration by an order of Court,

the same process to the parties and witnesses whom the arbitrators, or

umpire, may desire to have examined, shall issue as in ordinary suits

;

and Iversons not attending in compliance vrith such process, or making any
other default, or refusing to grte their testimony, or being guilty of any
contempt to the arbitrators, or umpire, during the investigation of the suit,,

shall be subject to the like disadvantages, penalties, and punishments, by
order of the Court on the representation of the arbitrators or umpire, as

they would incui’ for the same offences in suits tried before the Court.

6.

—W''hen the arbitrators shall not have been able to complete the
award withm the period specified in the order from want of the necessary

evidence or information, or other good and sufficient cause, the Court may,,

from time to time, enlarge the period for delivery of the award, if it shall

think proper. In any case in which an umpire shall have been appointed,

it shall be lawful for him to enter on the reference in lieu of the arbitrators,

if they shall have allowed their time, or their extended time, to expire

without making an award, or shall have delivered to the Court, or to the

nmjDire, a notice in Avriting stating that they cannot agree : Provided that

an award shall not be liable to be set aside only by reason of its not having
been completed within the period allowed by the Court, unless on proof
that the delay in completing the award arose from misconduc-t of the
arbitrators, orumpire, or imless the award shallhave been made after the issue

of an order by the Court superseding the arbitration and recalling the suit-

7.

—If, in any case of reference to arbitration by an order of Court,

the arbitrators, or umiiire, shall die, or refuse or become incapable to act, it

shall be laAvful for the Court to appoint a new arbitrator or arbitrators, or

umpire, in the place of the person or persons so dAung or refusing or

becoming incapable to act. Where the arbitrators are empowered by the
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terms of the order or reference to ayipoint an umpire, and do not ap| oint
an umpire, any of the parties may serve the arbitrators with a written
notice to appoint an umpire

;
and if within seven days after such notice

shall have been served no umpire be appointed, it shall be lawful for the
Court, ujjon the application of the party having served such notice as
aforesaid and upon proof to its satisfaction of such notice having been
served, to appoint an umjrire. In any case of appointment under this

section, the arbitrators or umpire so appointed shall have the like power to
act in the reference as if their names had been inserted in the original
order of reference.

8.—It shall be lawful for the arbitrators or umpire upon any rel’erence

by an order of Court, if they shall think fit, and if it is not provided to the
contraiy, to state their award as to the whole or any part thereof in the
form of a special case for the opinion of the Court.

9-—The Court may, on the apphcation of either party, modify or
correct an award where it appears that a part of the av.mrd is upon matters
not referred to the arbitrators, provided such part can be sejiarated from
the other part and does not affect the decision on the matter referred

;
or

where the award is imperfect in form, or contains any obvious error which
can be amended without affecting such decision. The Court may also, on
such application, make such order as it thinks just respecting the costs of
the arbitration, ff any question arise respecting such costs and the award
contain no sufficient provision concerning them.

10.

—In any of the followmg cases the Court shall have power to remit
the award or any of the matters referred to arbitration for reconsideration
by the arbitrators or umpire, upon such teiins as it may think proper,
that is to say :

—

(a.) If the award has left undetermined some of the matters

referred to arbitration, or if it has determined matters not

referred to arbitration
;

(h.) If the award is so indefinite as to be incapable of execution
;

(c.) If an objection to the legality of the award is apparent upon
the face of the award.

11.

—No award shall be liable to be set aside except on the ground of

perverseness or misconduct of the arbitrator or umpire. Any application

to set aside an award shall be made within fifteen days after the publica-

tion thereof.

12.

—If no application shall have been made to set aside the award,

or to remit the same, or any of the matters referred for reconsideration,

or if the Court shall have refused any such application, either party may
file the award in Court, and the award shall thereupon have the same
force and effect for all purposes as a judgment.

13.

—When any persons shall by an instrument in writing agree that

any differences between them, or any of them, shall be referred to the

arbitration of any persons named in the agreement, ap[)lication may be
made by the parties thereto, or any of them, that the agreement be filed in

Court. Oil such application being made, the Court shall direct such notice

to be given to any of the parties to the agreement, oilier than the applicants,

as it may think necessary, requiring such parties to show cause, within a

time to be specified, why the agreement should not be filed. The applica-

tion shall be numbered and registered as a suit lietween the parties in-

terested as plaintiffs and defendants. If no sufficient cause be shown
against the filing of the agreement, the agreement shall be filed and an
order of reference to arbitration shall be made thereon. The several pro-

visions of this chapter, so far as they are not inconsistent with the terms of any
agreement so filed, shall be apphcable to all proceedings under the order of

reference and to the award of arbitrationand to the enforcement of such award.

Speciu.1 Case
for Opinion ol
the Court.

Court may
modify or
oorreot Award.

Power as to
Costs.

Power of Court
to remit Award
for Reconsi-
deration.

Setting aside
Av ard.

Filing Award-
Effect of.

Reference by
private Agree*
ment.

Application to
file.

Proceedings
thereon.

Effect thereof.
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Arbitration
without the
Intervention
of the Court,

Application to
file Award.

Proceedings
thereon.

Effect thereof.

14.—When any matter has been referred to arbitration without the
intervention of the Court and award has been made, any person interested
in the award may, within six months from the date of the award, make
ajaplication to the Court that the award be filed in Court. The Court
shall direct notice to be given to the parties to the arbitration other than
the applicant, requiring such parties to show cause, 'wdthin a time to be
specified, why the award should not be filed. The a2)phcation shall be
numbered and registered as a suit between the ajophcant as jilaintifE and
the other parties as defendants. If no sufficient cause be shown agamst
the award the award shall be filed, and shall thereupon have the same
force and effect for all pm-poses as a judgment.

General
Powers of
Court.

General
Powers of
Court.

Enlargement or
Abridgment.

May be granted
after Eipira-
tion of Tune
previously
allowed.

How to be
made.

Sundays and
Holidays.

Time expiring
on a Sunday or
Holiday.

Time in Case
of Security for
Costs by Plain-
tiff.

Chapter XX.—Miscellaneous Provisions.

Adjournment.
XC.—Nothing in this Code shall affect the power of the Court to

defer or adjourn the hearing or detenuination of any suit, matter, jiro-

ceeding, or apjilication, for such tune and on such tenus as justice requires.

Amendment.
XCI.—Nothing in this Code shall affect the jiower of the Court to

order or allow any amendment of any writ, jietition, answer, notice, or other
document whatever, at any time on such terms as justice requires.

Power of Court as to Time.
XCII.—Nothmg in this Code shall affect the'iiower of the Court to

enlarge or abridge the time apjiointed or allowed for the doing of-any act,

or the taking of any jiroceeding on such terms as justice requires.
2.—Where the Court is by this Code, or otherwise, authorised to

appoint the time for the doing of any act, or the taking of any jiroceedings,

or to enlarge the time appointed or allowed for that purpose by this Code,
or otherwise, the Court may further enlarge any time so appointed or

enlarged by it on such terms as seem just, whether the application for

further enlargement be made before or after the expiration of the time
already allowed : Provided that no such further enlargement shall be made
unless it apjiears to the Court to be required for the purposes of justice

and not sought merely for delay.

Computation of Time.
XCIII.—Where by this Code, or any siiecial order, or the course of

the Court, any limited time from or after any date or event is ajipointed

or allowed for the doing of any act or the taking of any proceeding, and
such time is not hmited by hours, the computation of such limited time

shall not include the day of such date or of the happening of such event,

but shall commence at the beginning of the next following day, and the

act or proceeding must be done or tak^en at latest on the last day of such

hmited time, according to such computation.

2.

—Where the limited time so a^jpointed or allowed is less than six

days, the following days shall not be reckoned in the computation of such

time
;
namely :—Sunday, Good Fi'iday, Monday and Tuesday in Easter

Week, Christmas Day, and the day next before and day next after Christmas

Day, and any public holiday or day set apart as a fast or thanksgiving day.

3.

—Where the time for the doing of any act or the taking of any
proceeding exiehes on one of the days last-mentioned, the act or jeroceeding

shtll be considered as done or taken in due tiin.' it done or taken on the

next day after wards that is not one of the last-m Mtioned days.

4.

—The day on which an order that a plaintiff do give security for

costs is served, and the time thenceforward until and including the day on

which such security is given, shall be reckoned in the computation of the

time allowed to a defendant for jmtting in his answer.
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5.

—

The period of vacation of the Supreme Court shall not be included Period of

in the computation of time except by leave of the Com’t. to count

Power of Court as to Costs.

XCW.—The costs of the whole suit and of each particular proceeding Discretion of

therein, and of every proceeding before the Court, shall be in the discretion Court,

of the Court
;
and the Court shall have full power to award and apportion

costs in any manner it may deem proper.

2.

—Under the denomination of costs are included the v/hole of the what shvU be

expenses necessarily mcurred by either party on account of the suit, and
in enforcing the decree made therein, such as the expense of summoning
the parl ies and witnesses, and of other process, or of procuring copies of

docuncuits, law costs, costs of special juries, charges of witnesses and
expenses of commissioners either in taking evidence or in investigatmg

accounts.

3.

—Until a new scale of Court fees and fees and costs of counsel and
attorney shall have been provided for use under this Ordinance by any cf Dees and

general rule or order of the Supreme Court, or otherwise, and so far as any counV°Und
such new scale may be incomplete, all questions relating to the amount of Attorney peud.

such fees and costs shall be referred to the Registrar, who is hereby ’^ew

empowered to determime the same on taxation, either with or without
refei’ence to the existing scale, having regard to the skill, labour, and
responsibihty mvolved, subject nevertheless to a review of such determina-
tion on summary appheation to the Court in chambers

;
and the payment

of the costs allowed on such taxation or review may be enforced in

the same manner as if the same had been fixed by any such general rule

or order.

4.

—The Court may, if in any case it deems fit, require any l>arty to General Power*

any suit or proceeding, either at the commencement or at any time during gp^u^Uy foV”
the progress thereof, to give security for costs to the satisfaction of the Costa.

Court by deposit or otherwise
;
and in the case of a plaintiff, may stay

proceedings until such security be given.

Cros.s-Action against absent Plaintiffs.

XCY.—Whenever a suit shall be instituted by a plaintiff residing out
of the jurisdiction, and it shall be made to appear on oath or affidavit to ceedmgs until

the satisfaction of the Court that the defendant has a bona fide claim Appeurance
• . ' ©utcrGcl.

against such plaintiff which can be conveniently tried by the Supreme
Court, it shall be lawful for the Court in its discretion to stay proceedings
in the suit so instituted by the absent plaintiff until he shall have entered
an appearance to any cross-action instituted by the defendant against
the absent plaintiff in respect of such claim, upon such terms as justice

requires.

Seal of Court.

XCVi.—Svery writ, summons, warrant, decree, rule, order, notice |'^aiing and

and other d rjament issuing from the Court shall be sealed with the seal Doovuneata.

of the Court, and be retarned for the purpose of being filed in Court.

Publication of J^otices.

XCVII.—In aU cases in which the publication of any notice is required, in Gooemment

the same may be made by advertisement in the Gazette, unless otherwise
provided in any particular case by this Code, or otherwise ordered by the
Court.

Forms.
XC VIII.—Until s lecial forms shall be prescribed for use under this .ippiioatvn of

Code, by any general rale or order of Court, a ! 1 so far as the same may F^rinj,

be incomplete, all forms at present in use in the tlnpi’eme Court, with su h
variations and additions as may be required to be made thex'ein, may be
used for the purpose of carrying out the provisions of this Code, and shall,

as regards the form thereof, be valid and sufficient.
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By Resoiutii n
of Council.

Proclamatiun.

Amendment of • ode.

XCIX.

—

Any amendment in the provisions of this Ordinance, whether
by way of repeal, variation, sribstitution, or addition, may, if deemed
ex ! edieih, be made by a resolution of the Legislative Council, to be published
in the Gazette

;
and every amendment so made and published shall have

the san e force and effec" for all purposes as if the same had been made
by Ordinance, and sl’all in like manner come into immediate operation,

subject to disallowance by Her Majesty.

Commencement of Ordinance.

C.—This Ordinance shall conimem r and take effect on such day as

shall hereafter be fi.^ed by proclamation under the hand of the Governor.

COURT FEES.
Scale peepaked in 1884, but not finally appeoved.]

OEIGINAL JEEISDICTION.
Schedule I.

On Sealing every Writ of Summons for commencement of :i Suit (except a concurrent,
renewed, or amended Writ), and on Sealing a Writ of injimetion, <?ertioran, Man-
damus, or Habeas Corpus

Interpleader Summons
Service on each Defendant
On Sealing a Concurrent, renewed, or amended Writ of Summons

„ a Subpoena
For each Witness in addition to the first

On Entering an Aiipearance (each Defendant)
Certificate of Non-Appearance
On Sealing a Warrant to Bailiff to arrest either a Person or a Ship, or to hold to Bail ...

Service of same
On Sealing a Writ of Execution (Interim Attachment of Property), or W’'rit of Possession...

„ a Prohibitory Order
Each Copy

„ under Seal
Bailiff for each Service

,, Withdrawing Same
On Sealing a Writ of Foreign Attachment

Settling Bond
Filing Same

Certificate of Cancellation of Memorial (Sec. XXXII, Sub-Sec. 9)
Registrar’s Order for Custody of Property ( Do., do. 14)
For Filing Petition and Sealing Copy

„ Amended Petition and Seal

,, Answer and Sealing Copy
„ Amended Answer and &al
„ Petition for leave to Appeal

„ a Petition of Eight or Special Case

„ issues for Settlement

„ issues under Sec. LXXXVII of Code
„ Agreement under Sec. LXXXVIII
„ Counterclaim and Copy (Sec. XXXVII)
,, Special Answer and Copy (Sec. XXXVllI)

For Striking and reducing Special Jury
„ ,, Common Jury

For Copy Panel and Sealing
(Service $1 on each Juror).

For Taking or Administering any Oath, Affidavit, or Declaration in the Su^ re Court

)

(Registry), including Filing )

Outside of the Court House
And in Addition for every Exhibit Referred to whether Annexed or not
For Settling every Bond as Security for Costs
For Every Report of Registrar or Certificate

Order of Reference under Sec. LXIV
Filing Same
Order of Reference under Sec. LXXXIX
Filing Same
For Every Witness Examined by Registrar or other Officer in the Supreme Court House

§ 3.00

2.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.50

1.00

1.00
10.00

1.00
10.00

5.00

1.00

2.00

1.00

1.00

10.00

2.00

1.00
3.00'

3.00

4.00

2 .00 .

4.00
2.00

10.00

5.00
2.00

10.00

20.00

4.00

4.00
5.00

5.00

3.00

1.00

5.00

0.50

5.00

5.00

5.00

1.00

5.00

1.00

2.00
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Taking Evidence outside the Registry, per day or part of a day $

Commission to examine Witnesses and Seal

For every attendance by the Registrar or other Oihcer outside of the Supreme Court House
Attendance of any Officer of Court to give Evidence in a Suit, or to produce any Record, )

file in Bankruptcy or Probate Matter )

For every examination of Judgment Debtor under (See. DXTXl
Order quashing Conviction of Magistrate (Appellate Jurisdiction)

Filing Notice to Admit Documents or Facts (See. LIXl
Notice of Withdrawal of a Suit (Sec. LX’''*!

Filing Motion Paper
For every Search in the Eegisti'y for each ' ie or Document Referred to or Required......

Filing every Bill of Sale including Affidavit

Petition to enter Satisfaction

Copy of any Document made in the Registry, certified per folio

If under Seal

On taking an account of a Receiver, Guardian, Consignee, Bailee, Manager, Provisional h
Official or Voluntary Liquidation ; or of an Executor, Administrator, Trustee, Agent, (

Solicitor, Mortgagee, Execution Creditor or other person liable to account. If the C

amoimt exceeds $4,000 for every hundred or fraction of a $100 received y

Where the amount received does not exceed .$4,000

Release of Ship imder Sec. XIX of Code
Release of Defendant or Property
Application for review of Judgment or for a new Trial

Piling Consent
Issuing Judges Summons, Interpleader Summons, Ex-parte Application, Notice to show 1

cause against Execution, Notice of Motion i

Trial Fee or Drawing up and Piling a Judgment or a Decree or Decretal Order whe- h
ther on the Orginal Hearing of a Suit or on further Consideration, including any (

Order of the Full Court and including Judgment in default of appearance, and C

entering for Hearing y

Drawing up and entering any other Order whether made in Court or at Chambers
For FiRng any Document not hereinbefore referred to

For Sealing any Document not hereinbefore referred to

Signing Appointment to Tax BUI of Costs
On Taxing every Bill of Costs, for every $100 aUowed
If Bill of Costs at $100 or under
Poundage.—

F

or every Arrest or Seizure in Execution, 2 per cent, on the first $500,

1

and 1 per cent, on every $100 or fractional part thereof above $500 )

Schedule II .—Fees in Bankruptcy.
Piling Debtors Petition and Sealing

„ Creditors ,, „ .'

„ Schedule, Oath and Sealing
Examination of Petition or Schedule
Report of Registrar
Fifing Twelve Months’ Account, including Affidavit

Hearing (in Court) Petition or Debtor
Order of Adjudication, including Seal and Copy
Any other Order of Court under Seal
Order of Discharge (2 Sealed Copies)

Extra Sealed Copy
Order AnnuBing Bankruptcy
n.ppointment of Assignee (each)

Filing and Swearing Assignee’s Account
„ Proof Debt and Exhibit

Possession, each man, per day
Service of Subpoena or Order
Subp:ena and Copy
Search
Certified Copy of Documents, per folio

Seal, if required to each Document
Registrar’s Order to Messenger to take Possession
Advertisement, Preparing
Commission of Official Assignee 5 per cent.

,, „ Consignment (including remitting) „

Schedule III .—Fees in Prolate,

Piling every Petition for Probate or Letters of Administration including Affidavit
For every Citation

15.00
5.00

5.00

3.00

5.00

10.00

1.00

1.00

1.00

0.50

1.50

1.00

0.25

1.00

0.25

10.00

5.00

2.00

2.00

1.00

2.00

10.00

2.00

0.50
1.00

1.00

0.50
2.00

10.00
5.00

3.00

2.00
2.00
2.00
2.00

10.00
2.00
10.00
5.00

10.00
3.00
2.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.50
0.25
1.00
1.00
1.00

2.00
1.00
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For every Caveat
Commission of Appraisement
For every Grant of Probate or Letters of Administration
Judges Order for same
Filing Bond
For every Exemplification of WUl, per folio

„ Translation „ „
Swearing Party to Account or Inventory

„ as to Claim
Every Aflida'vit

„ Exhibit Annexed thereto
For every Search
Commission of OfScial Administrator

„ of Appraiser on Money, Houses, Lands and Shares.

On Goods, (Furniture, &c),
If the Probate Matter is under $50

From $50 to $200
Frobate Duty

Do., under $500, exempt

5 per cent.

no Fees.

.half the above Fees.

2 per cent.

$ 1.00

1.00

5.00

2.00

1.00

0.25

0.25

1.00

0.50

0.50

0.50

0.50

SUMMARY JURISDICTION.

Schedule IV .—Fees in Cases at and under $50.
Writ of Summons (Claim not exceeding $10) $

Do., ( Do. do. $20)
Do., ( Do. do. $30)
Do., ( Do. do. $40)
Do.,

( Do. do. $50)
Interpleader Summons (same scale as above)
Subpcena and Copy
Decree or Order, including Hearing
Writs of Execution, Interim Attachment, and Warrant of Arrest
Order of Release from Gaol
Order of Reference, Arbitration or Be bene esse Examination
Filing Special Defence, Set Off or Affidavits

Ex-parte Apiffication

Order thereon

0.80

0.90

1.00

1.10

1.20

0.50

0.25

2.00

0.25

0.50

0.25

0.50

0.50

Fees in Cases above $50 and up to $100.
Writ of Summons 1.50

Do., if more than one Defendant, each Additional Copy 0.25

Interpleader Summons (same scale as above)
Subpcena and Copy 0.75

Each Witness over one 0.50
Decree or Order, including Hearing 0.50

Writ of Execution 3.50

Warrant of Arrest, Interim Attachment, Foreign Attachment 2.00

Prohibitory Order and Copy 2.00

Do. each Additional Copy 0.50

Order of Release from Gaol 0.50

Filing Special Defence, Set Off or Affidavit 0.50

Ex-parte Application 1.00

Judges Order thereon 1.00

Order for Costs, Dismissal, Reference, Arbitration or Be bene esse Examination 0.50

Copies of Proceedings, per folio 0.10

Judges Summons 1.00

For the Possession of Tenements of whatever value and up to $1,000, the above Fees to

be charged.
Filing Bond 0.50

Fees in cases over $100 and up to $500.
Writ of Summons and Copy 2.50

Do. each Additional Copy 0.50
Interpleader Siunmons (same scale as above
Subpoena and Copy 1.00

Each Witness over one 0.50
Filing Special Defence, Set Off or Affidavit 0.50
Ex-parte Application 2.00
Judges Order thereon 2.00

Do. Siunmons 2.00
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Hearing and Adiudicatins (Claim not exceeding $200) $ 1-00

Do. do. ( Do. do. $300) 2.00

Do. do. ( Do. do. $400) 3.00

Do. do. ( Do. do. $500) 4.00

Order for Costs, Decree, Dismissal, Reference or Be hene esse Examination 1.00

Writ of Execution, at and under $250 4.00

Do., do. $500 5.00

Warrant of Interim Attacliment of Property or Warrant of Arrest 2.00

Prohibitory Order and Copy 2.00

Each Additional Copy 1-00

Filing Award 1-00

Judges Summons 2.00

Filing Bond .' I'OO

Fees in cases over $500 and up to $1,000.

Writ of Summons and Copy 3.00

Do. each Additional Copy 0.50

Interpleader Summons (same scale as above).

Subpoena and Copy 1.00

Each Witness over one 0.50

Filing Set Off or other Defence 1.00

Filing every Affidavit 0.50

Decree or Order for Costs, Dismissal, Reference, Arbitration or Be hene esse Examination... 2.00

Hearing and Adjudicating (Claim over $500 and up to $750) 5.00

Do. do. ( Do. $750 do. $1,000) 6.00

Ex-parte Application 2.00

Judges Order thereon 2.00

Judges Summons 2.00

Writ of Execution (Claim over $500 and up to $750) 6.00
Do. ( Do. $750 do. $1,000) • 7.00

Warrant of Interim Attachment of Property, Warrant of Arrest 2.00

Prohibitory Order and Copy .'. 2.00

Each Additional Copy 1.00

Copies of Proceedings, per folio 0.10
Filing Award 1 .00

FUing Bond 1.00
When Pleadings Ordered, or any Document not provided in above Scale, half Pees of

Original Jurisdiction to be charged.
Foreign Attachment.

Affidavit and Filing 0.50
Order thereon 1.00
Filing Bond 1,00
Writ of Foreign Attachment and Copy (one Garnishee) 3.00

Each Additional Garnishee 1.00

Stamp Buty on Foreign Attachment Bonds.
In every Case at $500 and up to $1,000 5.00

Do. at $250 do. $500 2.50
Do. under $250 1.00

Bailiff.

When in Possession, per diem., (To be paid in advance) 1.00

Scale of Maintenance for Behtors in Gaol.
Chinese Debtors, per diem 0.12

|

Debtors other than Chinese 0.25



CHARTER OF THE COLONY OF HONGKONG.

Victoria, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,

Queen, Defender of the Faith,—To aU to whom these Presents shall come

—

Greeting

:

Know Ye—that we, of our especial grace, certain knowledge, and mere motion,

have thought fit to erect and do hereby erect our Island of Hongkong and its

dependencies, situate between twenty-two degrees nine minutes and twenty-two
degrees twenty-one mmutes north latitude, and the one hundred and fourteenth

degree six minutes and the one hundi'ed and fourteenth degree eighteen minutes
east longitude from the meridian of Green-svich, into a separate Colony, and the said

Island and its dependencies is hereby erected into a sepai'ate Colony accordingly, to

be known and designated as “ the Colony of Hongkong. ”

II.—And we do hereby further grant, appoint, and ordain that the Governor
for the time being of the said Colony, and such other persons as are hereinafter

designated, shall constitute and be a Legislative Council lor the said Colony : And
we do hereby direct and appoint, that in addition to the said Governor, the said

Legislative Council shall be composed of such public officers within the said Colony,

or of such other persons within the same, as shall from time to time be named or

designated for that purpose by us, by any instruction or instructions, or warrant

or warrants, to be by us for that purpose issued under our signet and sign manual,

and with the advice of our Privy Council, all of which councillors shall hold their

places in the said Council at our pleasure.

III.—And we do hereby grant and ordain, that the Governor for the time being of

the said Colony, with the advice of the said Legislative Council, shall have fuL ower

and authority to make and enact all such Laws and Ordinances as may from time to time

be required for the peace, order, and good government of the said Colony of Hongkong

:

And that in the making of aU such Laws and Ordinances, the said Governor shall

exercise all such powers and authorities, and that the said Legislative Council shall

conform to and observe all such rules and regulations as shall be given and prescribed

in and by such instructions as we, with the advice of our Privy Council, shall from
time to time make for his and their guidance therein : Provided nevertheless, and we
do hereby reserve to ourselves, our heirs and successors, our and their right and
authority to disallow any such Ordinances in the whole or in part, and to make and
establish from time to time, with the advice and consent of Parliament, or with the

advice of our or their Privy Council, aH such laws as may to us, or them, appear

necessary, for the order, peace, and good government of our said Island and its

dependencies, as fully as if these presents had not been made.
rV.—And whereas it is expedient that an Executive Council should be appointed

to advise and assist the Governor of our said Colony of Hongkong for the time being,

in the administration of the government thereof—we do therefore, by these our

Letters Patent, authorize the Governor of our said Colony for the time being to

summon as an Executive Council such persons as may from time to time be named
or designated by us, in any instructions under our signet and sign manual, addressed

to him in that behalf.

V.—And we do hereby authorize and empower the Governor of our said Colony

of Hongkong for the time being to keep and use the pubhc seal appointed for the

sealing of all things whatsoever that shall pass the seal of our said Colony.

VI.—And we do hereby give and grant to the Governor of our said Colony of

Hongkong for the time being full power and authority, in our name and on our

behalf, but subject nevertheless to such provisions as may be in that respect

•contained in any instructions which may from time to time be addressed to him by

us for that purpose, to make and execute in our name, and on our behalf, under the

public seal of our said Colony, grants of land to us belonging, within the same, to

private persons, for their own use and benefit, or to any persons, bodies politic or
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corporate, in trust for the public uses of our subjects there resident, or of any of

them.
VII.—And we do hereby authorize and empower the Governor of om’ said

Colony of Hongkong for the time being, to constitute and appoint judges, and, in

cases requisite, commissioners of oyer and terminer, justices of the peace, and other

necessary officers and ministers in our said Colony, for the due and impartial

administration of justice and for putting the laws into execution, and to administer,

or cause to be administered, unto them such oath or oaths as are usually given for

the due execution and performance of offices and places, and for the clearing of

truth in judicial matters.

VIII.—And we do hereby give and grant unto the Governor of our said Colony

of Hongkong for the time being, full power and authority, as he shall see occasion,

in our name, and on our behalf, to remit any fines, penalties, or forfeitures wliich

may accrue, or become payable to us, provided the same do not exceed the sum of

fifty pounds sterling in any one case, and to respite and suspend the payment of any

such fine, penalty, or forfeiture, exceeding the said sum of fifty pounds, until our

pleasui’e thereon shall be made known and signified to such Governor.

IX.—And we do hereby give and grant unto the Governor of our said Colony of

Hongkong for the time being, full power and authority, as he shall see occasion, in

our name, and on our behalf, to grant to any offender convicted of any crime, in

any Court, or before any judge, justice, or magistrate within our said Colony, a free

and unconditional pardon, or a pardon subject to such conditions as by any Law or

Ordinance hereafter to be in force in our said Colony may be thereunto annexed, or

any respite of the execution of the sentence of any such offender, for such period as

to such Governor may seem fit.

X.—And we do hereby give and grant unto the Governor of our said Colony of

Hongkong for the time being, full power and authority, upon sufficent cause to him
appearing, to suspend from the exercise of his office, within our said Colony, any
person exercising any office or place, under or by virtue of any commission or warrant

granted, or which may be granted, by us, or in our name, or under our authority,

which suspension shall continue and have effect only until our pleasure therein shall

be made known and signified to such Governor : And we do hereby strictly requii’e

and enjoin the Governor of our said Colony of Hongkong for the time being, in

proceeding to any such suspension, to observe the directions in that behalf given to-

him by our instructions, under our signet and sign manual, accompaiiying his

commission of appointment as Governor of the said Colony.
XI.—And in the event of the death or absence out of our said Colony of

Hongkong of such person as may be commissioned and appointed by us to be the

Governor thereof, we do hereby provide and declare our pleasure to be, that all and
every the powers and authorities herein granted to the Governor of our said Colony
of Hongkong for the time being, shall be, and the same are, hereby vested in such
person as may be appointed by us, by warrant under our signet and sign manual, to

be the Lieutenant-Governor of our said Colony; or in the event of there being no
person upon the jdace commissioned and appointed by us to be Lieutenant-Governor
thereof then our pleasure is, and we do hereby provide and declare, that in any such
contingency all the powers and authorities herein granted to the Governor or
Lieutenant-Governor of our said Colony shall be and the same are hereby granted
to the Colonial Secretary of our said Colony for the time being, and such Lieutenant-
Governor, or such Colonial Secretary, as the case may be, shall execute all and e^ery
the powers and authorities herein granted, until our further pleasure shall b-.*

signified therein.

XII.—And we do hereby require and command all our officers and ministers,
civil and military, and all other the inhabitants of our said Colony of Hongkong,
to be obedient, aiding, and assisting - to such person as may be commissioned and
appointed by us to be the Governor of our said Colony of Hongkong, or in the event
of his death or absence, to such person as may, under the provisions of t 'lese .jur
Letters Patent, assume and exercise the functions of such Governor.

4
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Xm.—And we do hereby reserve to us, our heirs and successors, full power
and authority from time to time to revoke, alter, or amend, these oui- Letters Patent,
as to us or them shall seem meet

:

In witness whereof, we have caused these our Letters to be made Patent.
Witness ourself, at Westminster, the Fifth day of April, in the Sixth year of

our Eeign. [1843].

By the Queen Heeself.

EDMUNDS.

SuPPLEMENTAEYt ChAETEE, 8tH JuNE, 1876.

Victoria, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland Queen, Defender of the Faith : To all to whom these presents shall

come. Greeting:

Whereas, by certain Letters Patent, under the great seal of our United Kingdom
of Great Britain and Ireland, bearing date at Westminster the fifth day of April,

1843, in the sixth year of our Eeign, we did erect our Island of Hongkong and its

dependencies (as therein described and set forth), into a separate Colony, to be known
and designated as the Colony of Hongkong, and did further provide for the govern-
ment thereof, as upon relation being had to our said Letters Patent vdll more fully

and at large appear: And whereas by our Order in our Privy Council, bearing

date the 4th day of F’ebmary, 1861, in the twenty-fourth year of our Eeign, it was
ordered that the Kowloon district, therein described, should be part and parcel of our
said Colony : And whereas, by our said Letters Patent, we did reseiwe to ourselves

full power and authority from time to time to revoke, alter, or amend the same

:

Now know ye that we do hereby revoke Article XI. of our said Letters Patent,

whereby provision is made for the administration of the government of our said

Colony, in the event of the death or absence of the Governor for the time being
thereof ;

and we do hereby declare our wiU and pleasure to be that in the event of

the death, incapacity, or absence out of our said Colony, of such person as may be
Commissioned and appointed by us to be the Governor thereof, all and every the

powers and authorities by our said Letters Patent, or by these presents, granted to

the Governor of our said Colony for the time being, shall be, and the same are

hereby vested in such person as may be appointed by us, by warrant under our sign

manual and signet, to be the Lieutenant-Governor of our said Colony, or in the event

of there being no person in our said Colony commissioned and appointed by us to be
Lieutenant-Governor thereof, then our pleasure is, and we do hereby provide and
declare that the said powers and authorities shall be and the same are hereby vested

in the Colonial Secretary, or person lawfully discharging the functions of Colonial

Secretary in our said Colony for the time being
;
and eveiy such Lieutenant-Go\emor

or such Colonial Secretary, or person lawfully discharging the functions of Colonial

Secretary for the time being, shall execute all and every the said powers and authorities,

until our further pleasure shall be signified therein, and according to such instructions

as our said Governor may have received, and such further instructions as such
Lieutenant-Governor, Colonial Secretary, or other person as a'^oresaid, may receive

from us, either under our sign manual aud signet, or by instructions under the hand
of one of our Principal Secretaries of State.

II.—And whereas, by our said recited Letters Patent, we have (amongst other

things) given and granted unto our said Governor full power and authority, as he

should see occasion, in our name and on our behalf, to grant certain pardons to

offenders in the manner and on the terms therein mentioned : And whereas it is

expedient to give our said Governor additional powers of gTanting pardons : Now we
do hereby authorize and empower our said Governor, as he shall see occasion, m our

name and on our behalf, when any crune has been committed within our said Colony,

to grant a pardon to any accomplice, not being the actual perpetrator of such crime,

who shall give such information and evidence as shall lead to the apprehension and
conviction of the princij)al offender
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III.—And we do hereby require and command all onr officers and ministers,

civil and military, and all other the inhabitants of our said Colony of Honghong, to

be obedient, aiding, and assisting to such Iverson as may, in the event of the death,

incapacity, or absence of the Governor of our said Colony of Hongkong, assume and
exercise, under the provisions of these our Letters Patent, the functions of such

Governor.
IV.—And we do hereby reserve to us, our heirs and successors, full power and

authority, from time to time, to revoke, alter, or amend these our Letters Patent as

to us or them shall seem meet.

In witness whereof we have caused these our Letters to be made Patent.

Witness ourself at Westminster, the Eighth day of June, in the Thirty-eighth

year of our Reign.

By Warrant under the Queen’s Sign Manual,
C. ROMILLY.

Supplementary Charter, 9th April, 1877.

Victoria by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,

Queen, Defender of the Faith, Empress of India; To all to whom these

Presents shall come. Greeting

:

Whereas we did, by certain Letters Patent (hereinafter called our said Charter)

under the great seal of our United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, beaiing

date at Westminster the fifth day of April, 1843, in the sixth year of our Reign,

erect the Island of Hongkong and its dejiendencies into a separate Colony, to be
known and designated as the Colony of Hongkong, and did make provision for the
government of our said Colony : And whereas by our Order in our Privy Council,

bearing date the fourth day of February, 1861, hi the twenty-fourth year of our
Reign, it was ordered that the Kowloon district therein described should be part and
parcel of our said Colony : And whereas we did, by certain other Letters Patent,

under the great seal of our United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, bearing
date at Westminster, the thirteenth day of February, 1872, in the thirty-fifth year of

our Reign, constitute and appoint our irusty and well beloved Sir Arthur Edward
Kennedy, Knight Commander of our most distinguished. Order of Saint Michael and
Saint George, Companion of our most honourable Order of the Bath, to be, durmg
our will and pleasure, our Governor and Commander-hi-chief in and over our said

Colony of Hongkong and its dependencies, and over all forts and garrisons which are

now or may hereafter be erected and estabhshed therein : And whereas we did, by
certain other Letters Patent, under the great seal of our United Kingdom of Great
Britain and Ireland, bearing date at Westminster, the eighth day of June, 1875, in

the thirty-eighth year of our Reign, amend our said Charter : And whereas we are

desirous of making effectual and peimanent provision for the office of Governor and
Commander-in-chief in and over our said Colony of Hongkong and its dependencies,

without making new Letters Patent on each demise of the said office : How know ye
that we have revoked and determined, and by these presents do revoke and determme
the said recited Letters Patent of the thirteenth day of February, 1872, and the eighth
day of June, 1875, and every clause, article, and thing therein contained, provided
that such revocation shall not extend to or affect the repeal of the eleventh clause of

our said Charter contained m the last-mentioned Letters Patent, but that the said

eleventh clause shall be and remain repealed : And further know ye, that we, of our
special grace, certain knowledge, and mere motion, have thought fit to constitute,

order, and declare, and do by these presents constitute, order, and declare, that there

shall be a Governor and Commander-in-chief (hereinafter called our said Governor)
in and over our Colony of Hongkong and its dependencies (hereinafter called our said

Colony), and that the person who shall fill the said office of Governor shall be from
time to time appointed by commission under our sign manual and signet : And we
do hereby authorize and command our said Governor to do and execute in due manner
all thmgs that shall belong to his said command, and to the trast we have reposed in

him, according to the several powers and authorities granted or appointed liim by
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virtue of our said Charter of the fifth day of February, 1843, and these present
Letters Patent, and of such Commission as may be issued to him under onr sign

manual and signet, and accordmg to such instructions as may from time to time be
given to him, under our sign manual and signet, or by our order in our Privy Council,
or by us through one of our principal Secretaries of State, and to such laws as are or
shall hereafter be in force in our said Colony.

II.—And whereas, by Article IV. of our said Charter, we did make jjrovision for

the constitution of an Executive Council for our said Colony of Hongkong : Now we
do hereby declare our pleasure to be that, henceforth, any person or persons may be
named or designated by us as members of our said Executive Council of our said

Colony by warrant, under our sign manual and signet, as well as by any instruction

or mstructions addressed by us to our said Governor, and that our said Governor
shall summon to our said Executive Council any person or persons so named or

designated.

III.—And we do hereby declare our pleasui’e to be that, in addition to the power
of granting pardons conferred upon our said Governor by Articles VIII. and IX. of

our said Charter, our said Governor shall be authorized, and he is hereby empowered,
as he shall see occasion, in our name and on our behalf, when any crime has been
committed within our said Colony, or for which the offender may be tried therein, to

.

grant a pardon to any accomplice, not being the actual perpetrator of such crime, who
shall give such information as shall lead to the conviction of the principal offender

;

and to remit any fines, penalties, or forfeitures whatsoever, which may become due
and payable to us, notwithstanding that the same may exceed the sum of fifty pounds
sterhng in any case.

IV.—And whereas, by Article XI. of our said Charter we did make provision for

the administration of the government of our said Colony, in the event of the death or

absence of the Governor for the time being thereof. And whereas we have revoked
that Article of our said Charter, and we do hereby further declare our will and
pleasure to be that in the event of the death, incapacity, or absence orrt of our said

Colony, of such person as may be commissioned andappomted by us to be the Governor
thereof, all and every the powers and authorities by our said Charter, or by these

presents, granted to the Governor of our said Colony, for the time being, shall be,

and the same are hereby vested in such person as may be appointed by us, by waiTant,

mrder our sign manual and signet, to be our Lieutenant-Governor in our said Colony,

or if there shall be no such Lieutenant-Governor in our said Colony, then in such

person or persons as may be appointed by us under our sign manual and si^et to

administer the government of our said Colony
;
or m the event of there being no

person in our said Colony commissioned and appointed by us to be such Lieutenant-

Governor or Administrator thereof, then our pleasure is, and we do hereby provide

and declare that the said powers and authorities shall be and the same are hereby

vested in the Colonial Secretary, or person lawfully discharging the functions of

Colonial Secretary in our said Colony for the time being
;
and eveiy such Lieutenant-

Governor or such Colonial Secretary, or person lawfully discharging the functions

of Colonial Secretary for the time bemg shall execute all and every the said jjowers

and authorities, until our further pleasure shall be signified therein, and according

to such instructions as our said Governor may have received, and such further

instiTictions as such Lieutenaut-Goveimor, Colonial Secretary, or other person as

aforesaid, may receive from us, either under our sign manual and signet, or by

instructions under the hand of one of our principal Secretaries of State.

V.—And we do hereby require and command all our officers and ministers, civil

and mihtary, and all other the inhabitants of our said Colony, to be obedient, aiding,

and assisting unto our said Governor, or in the event of his death, mcaj^acity, removal,

or absence, to such person or persons as may under the provisions of our said Charter,

and these Letters Patent, administer the govenmient of our said Colony.

VI.—And we do hereby reserve to ourselves, our heirs and successors, full

power and authority from time to time to revoke, alter, or amend these our Lettei's

Patent as to us or them shall s^em meet.
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VII.—And we do further direct and enjoin that these our Letters Patent shall be

read and proclaimed at such place or places as our said Governor shall think fit

within our said Colony of Hongkong.
In witness whereof we have caused these our Letters to be made Patent.

Witness ourself at Westminster, the Ninth day of April, in the Fortieth year

of our Reign.

Bv Warrant under the Queen’s Sign Manual,
C. ROMILLY.

Royal Commission, 7th March, 1884.

Victoria, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,

Queen, Defender of the Faith, Empress of India : To our Colonial Secretary of

our Colony of Hongkong, or to the Senior Military Ofiicer for the time being in

command of our regular forces in our said Colony, Greeting

:

We do by this our commission, under our sign manual and signet, appoint you,

the Colonial Secretary for the time being of our Colony of Hongkong, to administer

the Government of our said Colony during our pleasure, with all the powers, rights,

privileges, and advantages to the same belonging or appertaining, in the event of the

death, incapacity, or absence of our Governor of our said Colony, and of there being

no Lieutenant-Governor iu our said Colony.

II.—And if at any time when this our commission takes effect the office of our
said Colonial Secretary is also vacant, or he is incapable or absent from the Colony,

then we do appoint you the Senior Military Officer in command of our regular forces

in our said Colony, to administer the Government of our said Colony and its depen-

dencies during our pleasure, with aU the powers, rights, privileges, and advantages
aforesaid.

III.—And we do in any such event hereby authorize, empower, and command
you the Colonial Secretary, or you the said Senior Military Officer, to exercise and
perform all and singular the powers and directions contamed in any our Letters

Patent for the time being in force relating to our said Colony, according to such
orders and instructions as our Governor or Lieutenant-Governor hath already received,

or may hereafter receive from us, and to such further orders and mstructions as you
may receive from us.

IV.—And we do hereby command all and singular our officers, ministers, and
loving subjects in our said Colony and its dependencies, and all others whom it may
concern, to take due notice hereof, and to give their ready obedience accordingly.

Given at our Court at Windsor, this Seventh day of March, 1884, in the Forty-
seventh year of our Reign.

By Her Majesty’s Command,
DERBY.



STANDING ORDERS AND RULES
OF

THE LEGISLATIVE COUNCIL OF HONGKONG.

OrdinKry
Bieetings.

Bpecia)
meetings.

Notice of special
meetings.

Quorum.

Adjournments.

Suspension or
adjournment
of meeting.

Confirmation of
minutes.

Order ol

business.

I'etitions.

Governor's
Messages or
Minutes.

Notice of motion
at meeting.

Notice of motion
not given at a
meeting.

Meeting.

1.

—The ordinary meetings of the Legislative Council shall he held on
each Wednesday during the Session, at 4 p.m. : but ibis shall not prevent

the adjournment of the Council to any other day or hour.

2.

—Special meetings of the Council shall be held when summoned by
order of the Governor.

3.

—Notice of a special meeting shall he given by the Clerk to each

member of the Council, at least two clear days before the day of meeting;

excejit in case of emergency, when as long notice as possible shall be given.

4.

—If in addition to the Governor or Member presiding, five members
be not present at 4.30 p.m., the Council shall stand adjourned until the

next ordinaiw day of meeting.

5.

—At any time during a meeting, the Council may on motion to that

effect being carried, adjourn to any other hour or day
;
and, should the

adjournment be to another day, notice of such adjournment shall be given

to the members by the Clerk.

6.

—The 'President may at any time suspend or adjourn any
meeting.

7.

—When a quorum has been formed, the minutes of the previous

meeting shall he read, and the question of their confirmation shall he put

;

but no debate shall he allowed thereupon, except as to the accuracy of the

minutes.

8.

—The minutes having been confii-med, the order of business shall

be as follows :
—

(a.) Messages or mmutes of the Governor
;

(h.) Reports from Committees
;

(c.) Petitions and written observations
;

(d.) Notices
;

(e.) Questions.

After wliich the orders of the day shall be read by the Clerk, and business

shall be proceeded with accordingly.

9.

—Petitions addressed to the Council may be sent to the Clerk of

the Council, or they may be presented by any member of the Council.

No petition shall be received which is not properly and respectfully

worded, or which does not relate to matters of legislation.

It shall he the duty of the Clerk of the Council, or of the member
presenting a jietition, to inform the Council if there be any doubt as to a

petition coming under these prohibitions.

Petitions not coming within the above prohibitions shall be received

as of course without question.

Petitions relating to any hills before a Committee shall be referred

by the Clerk on receipt to the Committee, by whom they \riU be presented

to the Council with their report. Other petitions after being received, if

it be so resolved, may be read, or may he prmted, or may he referred to a

Committee for consideration and report.

10.

—Messages or minutes of the Governor may he read at any time

during a meeting.

11.

—A member may give notice of motion, during a meeting, men-

tioning the day or the meeting on which it is intended to bring forward

the motion.

12.

—Notice of motion, if not given at a meeting, must be sent in

writing to the Clerk of the Council at least three days before the meeting

at which the motion is intended to be brought forward.
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13.

—The follomng motions may be made without notice :— Motio ns without

(a.) Any motion for the confirmation of the minutes of the

Council, or for the adoption, modification, or rejection of the

report of any Committee.
(b.) Any motion that a petition, or other paper, do lie on the

table, or be printed.

(c.) Any motion for the adjournment of the Council, or ofa debate.

(d.) Any motion for the suspension of the Standing Orders.

(e.) Any motion for the reference of any matter to a Committee.

(/.) Any motion for the withdrawal of strangers.

(y.) Any motion made when the Council is in Committee.
(h.) Any motion the urgency of which is admitted by the Pre-

sident and two-thirds of the members present.

14.

—Notice of intention to ask a question of any member, if not given Notice of

at a meeting, must, at least three clear days before the meeting of the

Council at which such question is to be asked, be sent in writing to the

Clerk
;
who shall communicate the same to the President and to the mem-

ber of whom the question is to be asked two clear days before the question
is asked.

Rules op Debate.

15.

—Every member shall speak standing, and shall address himself
to the President.

16.

—No member shall refer to any other member by name.

17.

—No member shall internipt another when speaking, except by
rising to order. A member rising to order shall simply direct attention to

the point he desires to bring to notice, and submit it to the decision of the

President.

18.

—If two members rise to speak at the same time, the President
shall call upon one of them to addi’ess the Council first.

A member may not read liis speech, but he may read extracts from
written or printed papers ui support of his argument.

19.

—It shall be the duty of the President on his own authority to

enforce all these Rules : and when the President rises, any member
speaking shall immediately resume his seat.

20.

—No speech shall be made on presenting a petition, beyond such
as may be necessary to explain its nature and object.

21.

—When a question has been asked and answered, no further debate
thereon shall be permitted.

22.

—No member may speak more than once on any question, except
when the Council is in Committee.

The mover of any motion may, however, reply at the close of a debate

;

and any member may explain himself if he has been misapprehended in
any essential argument.

23.

—The mover of any motion or amejidment may speak m support
thereof

;
but no further debate shall be allowed, whether the Council be

in Committee or not, until the motion or amendment be duly seconded.

24.

—If any amendment be proposed and seconded, it shall be- con-
sidered before the original question.

If an amendment of a |)roposed amendment be moved and duly
seconded, it shall be coi-sidered as if siich previous amendment were an
origmal question.

25.

—Any amendment moved and seconded may be reqxiired by the
President to be committed to writing by the mover and delivered to the
Clerk.

26.

—When a bill is in Committee each clause shall be read by the
Clerk and shall then be put from the chair, without motion, by this ques-
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tion :
—“ That this clause shall stand part of the bill,” and the clause shall

be treated as a motion, except that a clause may be amended portion by
portion, the earher amendments having precedence of the later.

A decision on an earlier portion of the clause shall not bar an amend-
ment of a later portion, brit a decision on a later portion of the clause shall

bar all amendments of an earher portion.

And if an amendment of a later portion of a clause inconsistent with
any decision come to upon any earlier portion of the clause, be proposed,
such an amendment cannot he put.

And no amendment of a later clause in a hill can be put which may
be inconsistent with any earlier danse as it has been passed.

And if by inadvertency any such inconsistent amendment he put and
carried, it shall at any time he struch out by the President when discovered
and brought to the notice of the chair.

27.

—In fillmg up blanks in bills, and in putting questions of amend-
ment respecting amounts of money, or periods of time, the question of the
lowest amount of money or shortest period of time proposed shall he first

I^nt.

28.

—On a division, the votes shall he taken by the Clerk.

The roll of members present shall be read by the Clerk, beginning
with the junior member.

Each member shall in his turn declare whether he is for or against

the motion made.
The Clerk shall then read out the result, mentioning the total number

of votes for and against respectively.

29.

—If any member dissenting from the opinion of the majority wish
to have his dissent recorded, he shall state so forthwith

;
and the reasons

of his dissent may he laid on the table either at the same or at the follow-

ing ordinary meetmg.

30.

—After a question has been put by the President no further dis-

cussion thereupon shall he allowed.

31.

—The Standing Crders of the Council may he suspended by the

consent of the President and three-fourths of the members present.

32.

—The matter under discussion and any business not disposed of

at the time of any adjournment shall stand as an Order of the day for the

next meeting of the Council.

33.

—Strangers may be present in the Council Chamber during de-

bates
;
hut must withdraw when called ui^on to do so by any memlier.

Any stranger expressing approbation or disapprobation shall he im-

mediately required to withdraw.
Crdinances.

34.

—A pi’inted copy of every bill shall if possible be sent to each

member by the Clerk at least two clear days before it is read a first time.

35.

—After having been read a first time, every bill shall he published

m the Government Gazette for general information.

36.

—When a hill has been read a second time, the Council shall re-

solve itself into Committee to consider it clause by danse, and amend it

as deemed necessary.

37.

—If no alteration be made in any bill so committed, it may be read

a third time, and passed, at the same incepting, if no member object ;
hut,

if any alteration be made, or any member object to proceed immediately

with the third reading, it shall be jiostpoued till the next ensuing

meeting.

38.

—If, on the tlihd reading, any member deshe to omit or amend
any provision contained in the bill, or to introduce any fresh provision

thereinto, he may move that the hill he recommitted
;
and, if the motion

be carried, marginal notes of the different clauses of the hill shaU be read
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seriatim by tbe Clerk, and any alteration proposed sball be discussed in

its proper place
;
after wbicb the Council shall resume, and the third

reading may be moved.
39.

—A bill may be referred either to a Special Committee, or to a

Standing Committee at any stage of its progress.

40.

—When a bill has bee n read a third time, the question “ that this Passing of Bills,

bill do pass ” shall immediately be put.

Committees.

41.

—The members of Special Committees shall be chosen by the

Council. mittees.

42.

—Every Special Committee shall consist of at least three members. Se^bers”^

43.

—At the opening of every session, the president shall appoint the
com!

following Standhig Committees :— mittees."

(a.J A Finance Committee—consisting of the Colonial Secretary

(Chairman), the other members of Council except the Gro-

vernor.

(1>.J A Law Committee—consisting of the Attorney General

(Chairman), and four other members.

fc.J A Public Works Committee—consistmg of the Surveyor

General (Chairman), and four other members.

44.

—The Standino: Coimnittees of Council shall be open to aU mem- Pf^wer of voting
, ^ .ml ommittees,
bers.

45.

—No Special or Standing Committees shall be competent to act

unless at least tlii’ee of its members be present. stonaino Com-
init.tees

46.

—The report of every Committee shall be signed by the Chair- Kep rt by iviiom

man, or, in his absence, by the senior member present.
to be signed.

Private Eights.

47.

—In any case where individual rights or interests of property

may be peculiarly affected by any proposed bill, all parties interested may,
upon petition for that purpose, and on motion made, seconded, and car-

ried, be heard before the Council, or any Committee thereof, either in per-

son, or by counsel.

48.

—When it is mtended to examine any witnesses, the member, or Examiimtii.n or

the petitioner, requiring such witnesses, shall deliver to the Clerk a list
'

containing the names and residences of such witnesses, at least two days
before the day appomted for their examination. The evidence of every

such witness shall be taken down by the Clerk and be signed by the

witness.

49.

—Before any private bill, whereby the property of any private Nouiitiiiion of

person may be affected, is introduced, notification of the intention of the

parties to apply for such private bill shall be given by the parties, by
advertisements in the Gazette, and by publication of the proposed bill,

once at least in the Gazette.

Clerk of the Council.

50.

—The Clerk of the Council shall kee]j an Order Book, in which hi; Older Book.,

shall enter and number m succession the subjects intended to be brough'
under discussion at each meeting.

51.

—The Clerk of the Council shall also keep minutes of the pro- m;iui es i,f

ceedings of the Council; and shall tw^o clear days at least before each '

meeting, send a copy of the minutes of the previous meeting to each
member.

52.

—The Clerk shall so send to each member, two clear days a'^

least before each meeting, a cojjy of the Orders of the Bay for such meetings.

'

53.

—The Clerk of the Council shall attend upon any Special or Atieiidance on
Standing Committee if required to do so.

ComiuKtees.

Adopted 10th April, 1884.



TREATIES WITH CHINA.

GREAT BRITAIN.

TKEATY BETWEEN HEK MAJESTY AND THE EMPEEOE OF CHINA.

Signed, in the English and Chinese Langttages, at Nanking,

29th August, 1842.

Ratifications Exchanged at Hongkong, 26th June, 1843.

Her Majesty, the Queen of the United Kmgdom of G-reat Britain and Ireland,

and His Majesty the Emperor of China, being desirous of putting an end to the

misunderstandings and consequent hostilities which have arisen between the two
countries, have resolved to conclude a treaty for_ that purpose, and have therefore

named as their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say; Her Majesty the Queen of Great
Britain and Ireland, Sir Henry Pottinger, Bart., a Major-General in the service of

the East India Company, <fec.
;
and His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China,

the High Commissioners Ke-ying, a Alember of the Imperial House, a Guardian of

the Crown Prince, and General of the Garrison of Canton : and IHpoo, of the Imperial

Kindred, graciously permitted to wear the insignia of the lirst rank, and the distinc-

tion of a peacock’s feather, lately Alinister and Governor-G-oueral, &c., and now
Lieut.-General commanding at Chapoo—Who, after having communicated to each

other their respective full powers, and found them to be in good and due form, have
agreed upon and concluded the following Articles:—

Art. I.—There shall henceforward be peace and friendship between Her Majesty
the Queen of the United Kingdom of G-reat Britain and Ireland and His Alajesty the

Emperor of Chiua, and betsveen their respective subjects, who shall enjoy full security

and protection for their persons and property within the dominions of the other.

Art. II.—-His Majesty the Emperor of China agrees that British subjects, with

their families and establishments, shall be allovved to reside, for the purpose of carry-

ing on their mercantile pursuits, without molestation or restraint, at the cities and
towns of Canton, Amoy, Foochow-foo, Ningpo, and Shanghai; and Her Majesty the

Queen of Great Britain, &c., will appoint superintendents, or consular oihcers, to

reside at each of the above-named cities or towns, to be tliemediuii of commuuicatioii

between the Chinese authorities and the said merchants, and to see that the just

duties and other dues of the Ghiuese G-overnment, as hereafter provided for, are duly

discharged by Her Britannic Majesty’s subjects.

Art. Hi.—It being obvioasij- necessaiy u.iiu ucsiraoie t.-xa. British su’oj.‘ct-i -honld

have some port whereat they may careen and refit their ships when require- 1, a k1 keep

stores for that purpose. His iVIajosty the Emperor of China cedes to Her rAajesty the

Queen of Great Britain, &e., the Island of Hongkong, to be possessoi in perpetuity

by Her Britannic Alajesty, her heirs and successors, and to De gov-er.ie 1 by siicb laws

and regulations as Her Alajesty the Queen of Great Britain, Ac., shall see ht to direct.

Art. lY.—The Emperor of Chiua agre.is to pay the sum of six millions of dollars,

as the value of the opium which was delivered up at Canton in the month of Aiarch,

1839, as a ran.som for the lives of Her Britannic Alajesty’s Superintendent and sub-

jects who ha 1 been imprisou-e 1 nd thereatened with deam by the Chiiioso high oihcers.

Art. V.—Tlio Government of ChinahavingcompeliedtneBri ish merchants traiHng

at Canton to deal exclusively with certain Chinese merchants, caiie.i Hong merchants (or

Co-Hong), Avho had been licensed by the Chinese Government for that purpose, the

dEmperor of China agrees to abolish that practice in future at ail ports where British

merchants may reside, and to permit them to carry on their mercantile transactions

with whatever persons they please
;
and His Imperial Majesty further agrees to pay to

the Britisli Government the sum of three millions of dollars, on account of debts due
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to Britisn subjo jts by some of tbe said Hong merchants, or Co-Hong, who have become

msolvent, and who owe very large sums of money to svxbjects of Her Britannic Majesty.

Art. VI.—The G-ovemment of Her Britannic Majesty having been obliged to sen^

out an expedition to demand and obtain redress for the violent and unjust procee(^ge

of the Chinese high authorities towards Her Britannic Majesty’s officer and subjects,

the Emperor of Chma agrees to pay the sum of twelve mihons of dollars, on account

of expenses incurred
;
and Her Britannic Majesty’s plenipotentiary voluntarily agrees,

on behalf of Her Majesty, to deduct from the said amount of twelve milions of

dollars, any sums which may have been received by Her Majesty’s combined forces,

as ransom for cities and towns in China, subsequent to the 1st day of August, 1841.

Art. YII.—It is agreed that the total amount of twenty-one milions of dollars,

described in the three preceding articles, shall be paid as follows :—

•

Six millions immediately.
Six millions in 1843 ;

that is, three millions on or before the 30th of June, and,

three millions on or before the 31st of December.
Five millions in 1844

;
that is, two millions and a half on or before the SOth of

June, and two millions and a half on or before the 31st December.

Four millions in 1845
;
that is, two millions on or before the 30th of June, and

two millions on or before the 31st of December.
And it is further stipulated, that interest, at the rate of 5 per cent, per annum,

shall be paid by the Groveriiment of China on any portion of the above sums tiint aro

not punctually di.^charged at the periods fixed.

Art. VIII.—The Emperor of Chma agrees to release, unconditionally, all suEje''t3

of Her Britannic Majesty (whether natives of Europe or India), who may be in coutiiie-

ment at tliis moment in any jxart of the Chinese Empire.'

Art. IX.—The Emperor of China agrees to publish and promulgate, mider Ilis

imperial sign manual and seal, a full and entire amnesty and act of indemnitj’^ to all

subjects of China, on account of their having resided under, or having had deahr.ga

and intercourse with, or having entered the soiwice of Her Britaxinic Majesty, or -f

Her Majestj^’s officers; and His Imjxerial Majesty further engages to release all

Chinese subjects who may bo at this inoment in confinement for similar reasons.

Art. X.—His Majesty the Emperor of China agrees to establish at all the

ports which are, by Article II. of this treaty, to be thrown open for the resort o^

British merchants, a fair and regular tariff of export and import customs and othei'

dues, which tai’iff shall be publicly notified and promulgated for general information

;

and the Enperor fur.;ii8r engages that, when British merchandise shall have onca

paid at any of the said ports the regulated customs and dues, agreeable to the tariff

to be hereafter fixed, such inerchaxidise may be conveyed by Chinese merchants
to any province or city in the interior of the empire oi China, on paying a further

amount as transit duties, which shall not exceed per cent, on the tariff value of

such goods.

Art. XI.—It is agreed that Her Britannic Majesty’s chief high officer in China
shall correspond with the Chinese high officers, both at the capital and in the provinces

under the term “communication;” the subordinate British officers and Chinese hig.i

officers in the provinces under the term “ statement,” on the ])art of the former, ang
on the part of the latter, “ declaration, ” axid the subordinates of both countries on a
footing of perfect equality ; merchants and others not holding official situations, and
therefore not included in the above, on both sides to use the term “representation”
in all papers addressed to, or intended for, the notice of the respective governmen'‘.s.

Art. XII.—On the assent of the Emperor of China to this treaty bei'og "e-'eived,

and the discharge of the first instalment of money, Her Britannic Majesty’s forces

will retire from Xankuig and the Grand Canal, and will no longer molest or stop the

trade of China. The military post at Chinhae will also be withdrawn ;
but tlie islands

of Koolangsoo, and that of Chusan, will continue to be held by Her Majesty’s forces

until the money payments, and the arrangements for opening the ports to Brirish

merchants, be completed.
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Art. XIII.—The ratification of this treaty by Her Majesty the Queen of Great
Britain, &c., and His Majesty the Emperor of China, shall be exchanged as soon

as the great distance which separates England from China will admit ; but, in the

meantime, counterpart copies of it, signed and sealed by the plenipotentiaries on
behalf of their respective sovereigns, shall be mutually delivered, and all its provisions

and arrangements shall take effect.

Done at Nanking, and signed and sealed by the plenipotentiaries on board Her
Britannic Majesty’s ship Cormvallis, this 29th day of August, 1842 ;

corresponding
with the Chinese date, twenty-fourth day of the seventh month, in the twenty-second
year of Taou Kwang.

HENRY POTTINGER,
Her Majesty’s Plenipotentiary.

And signed by the seals of four Chinese Commissioners.

TREATY OF PEACE, FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION,
BETWEEN HER MAJESTY AND THE EMPEROR OF CHINA.

Signed, in the English and Chinese Languages, at Tientsin, 26th June, 1858.

Ratifications Exchanged at Pelcing, 24t/i October, 1860.

Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland
and Plis Majesty the Emperor of China, being desirous to put an end to the existing

mistinderstanding between the two countries, and to place their relations on a more
satisfactory footing in futuiu, have resolved to proceed to a revision and improvement
of the Treaties existing between them

;
and, for that purpose, have named as their

Plenipotentiaries, that is to say :

—

Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britam and Ireland, the Riglit Honourable the
Earl of Elgin and Kincardine, a Peer of the United Kingdom, and Knight of the
Most Ancient and Most Noble Oi'der of the Thistle

;

And His Majesty the Emperor of China, the High Commissioner Kweihang, a
Senior Chief Secretary of State, styled of the East Cabinet, Captain-General of the
Plain White Banner of the Manchu Banner Force, Superintendent-General of the
Administration of Criminal Law

;
and Hwashana, one of His Imperial Majesty’s

Expositors of the Classics, Manchu President of the office for the regulation of the
Civil Establishment, Captain-General of the Bordered Blue Banner of the Chmese
Banner Force, and visitor of the office of Interpretation

;

Who, after having communicated to each other their respective full powers, and
found them to be m good and due form, have agreed upon and concluded the followuig
Articles

:

Art. I.—The Treaty of Peace and Amity between the two uations, signed at

Nankmg on the tweiitj^-ninth day of August, in the year eighteen hundred and forty-

two, is hereby renewed and confirmed.

The Supjdementary Treaty and General Regulations of Trade havmg been
amended and improved, and the substance of their provisions having been incorpor-

ated in this Treaty, the said Supplementary Treaty -and General Regulations of

Trade are hereby abrogated.

Ai't. II.—For the better preservation of hannony in future. Her Majesty the
Queen of Great Britam and His Majesty the Emperor of China mutually agree that,

in accordance with the imiversal practice of great and friendly nations. Her Majesty
the Queen may, if she see fit, appoint Ambassadors, Ministers, or other Diplomatic
Agents to the Court of Peking

;
and His Majesty the Emperor of China may, in like

manner, if he see fit, appoint Ambassadors, Ministers, or other Diplomatic Agents
to the Court of St. James.
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Art. III.—His Majesty the Emperor of China hereby agrees that the Ambassador,.
Minister, or other Diplomatic Agent, so appointed by Her Majesty the Queen of
Great Britain, may reside, with his family and establishment, permanently at the
capital, or may visit it occasionally at the option of the British Government. He
shall not be called upon to perform any ceremony derogatory to him as representing
the Sovereign of an independent nation on a footing of equality with that of China.
On the other hand, he shall use the same forms of ceremony and respect to His
Majesty the Emperor as are employed by the Ambassadors, Ministers, or Diplomatic
Agents of Her Majesty towards the Sovereigns of independent and equal European
nations.

It is further agreed, that Her Majesty’s Government may acquire at Pelcing a
site for buildmg, or may hire houses for the accommodation of Her Majesty’s Mission,

and that the Chinese Government will assist it in so doing.

Her Majesty’s Representative shall be at liberty t(.) choose his OAvn servants and
attendants, who shall not be subjected to any kmd of molestation whatever.

Aliy person guilty of disrespect or violence to Her Majesty’s Representative, or to
any member of his family or estabhshment, in deed or word, shall be severely jjunished.

Art. IV.—It is further agreed that no obstacle or diuiculty shall be made to the
free movements of Her Majesty’s Representative, and that he, and the persons of his

suite, may come and go, and travel at their pleasure. He shall, moreover, have full

liberty to send and receive his correspondence lo and from any point on the sea-coast

that he may select
; and his letters and effects shall be held sacred and inviolable.

He may employ, for their transmission, special couriers who shall meet with the same
protection and facilities for travelling as the persons employed in carrying despatches
for the Imperial Government

;
and, generally, he shall enjoy the same privileges as

are accorded to officers of the same rank by the usage and consent of Western nations.

All expenses attending the Diplomatic Mission of Great Britaiu shall be borne
by the British Government.

Art. V.—His Majesty the Emperor of China agrees to nommate one of the
Secretaries of State, or a President of one of the Boards, as the high officer with
whom the Ambassador, Minister, or other Diplomatic Agent of Her Majesty the Queen
shall transact business, either personally or in writing, on a footing of perfect equahty.

Art. VI.—Her Majesty the Queen of Great Brttain agrees that the j^rivileges

hereby se- ured shall be enjoyed in her dominions by the Ambassadors, Ministers, or
Diplomatic Agents of the Emperor of Chma, accredited to the Court of Her Majesty.

Art. VII.—Her Majesty the Queen may aj^point one or more Consuls ui the
dominions of the Emperor of Cliina

;
and such Consul or Consuls shall be at liberty

to reside m any of the open ports or cities of China, as Her Majesty the Queen may
consider most expedient for the interests of British commerce. They shall be treated
with due respect by the Chinese authorities, and enjoy the same privileges and
immunities as the Consular Officers of the most favoured nation.

Consuls and Vice-Consuls m chai'ge shall rank with Intendants of Circuits
;
Vice^

Constils, Acting Vice-Consuls, and Interpreters, with Prefects. They shall have access
to the official residences of these officers, and communicate with them, either personally
or in writing, on a footing of equality, as the interests of the public service may require..

Art. VIII.—The Christian rehgion, as professed by Protestants or Romaja
Cathohcs, inculcates the practice of virtue, and teaches man to do as he would be-

done by. Persons teaching it or professing it, therefore, shall alike be entitled to the
protection of the Chmese authorities, nor shall any suclx, peaceably pursuing their
calling and not offending against the laws, be persecuted or interfered with.

Art. IX.—British subjects are hereby authorised to travel, for their pleasure or
for purposes of trade, to all parts of the interior, under passports which will be issued
by their Consuls, and coun-ersigued by ilie local authorities. These passports^ if
demanded, must be produced for exanmiation in the localities passed through. If
the passport be not irregular, the bearer will be allowed to proceed, and no oppositickB
shall be offered to his hiring persons, or hiring vessels for the carriage of his baggage-
or merchandise. If he be without a passport, or if he commit any offence against the
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law, lie shall be handed over to the nearest Consul for punishment, but he must not

be subjected to any ill-usage in excess of necessary restraint. No passport need be
apphed for by persons going on execnrsions from the ports open to trade to a

distance not exceeding 100 li, and for a period not exceeding five days.

The provisions of this Article do not apply to crews of ships, for the due restraint

of whom regulations will be drawn up by the Consul and the local anthoi’ities.

To Nanking, and other cities, disturbed by persons in arms against the Govern-
ment, no pass shall be given, until they shall have been recaptured.

Art. X.—British merchant-ships shall have authority to trade upon the Great
dBiver (Yang-tsze). The Upper and Lower Valley of the river being, however,

disturbed by outlaws, no port shall be for the present opened to trade, with the

exception of Chinkiang, which shall be opened in a year from the date of the signing

of this Treaty.

So soon as peace shall have been restored, British vessels shall also be admitted
'tn trade at such ports as far as Hankow, not exceeding three in number, as the British

Alinister, after consultation with the Chinese Secrctaiy of State, may determine shall

fee ports of entry and discharge.

Art. XI.—In additi ai to the ci*'ies and towns of Canton, Amoy, Foochow, Ningpo,
and Shanghai, opened by the Treaty of Nanking, it is agreed that British subjects

may frequent the cities and ports of Newchv/^ang, Taiig-chow (Chefoo) Taiwan
(Formosa), Chao-chow (Swatow), and IGung-chow (Hainan).

They are permitted to carry on trade with whomsoever they please, and to proceed

to and fro at pleasure wi^h their vessels ami merchandise.

They shall enjoy the same privileges, advantages, and immunities at the said

towns and ports as tliey enjoy at the ports already opened to trade, including the right

of residence, of buying or renting houses, of leasing laud therein, and of building

churches, hospitals, and cemeteries.

Art. XII.—British subjects, whether at the ports or at other places, desiring to

birild or open houses, warehouses, churches, hospitals, or burial grounds shall make
their agreement for the land or buildings they require, at the rates prevailing among
the people equitably, and without exaction on either side.

Art. XIII.—The Chinese Government will place no restrictions whatever upon
the employment, by British subjects of Chinese subjects, in any lawful capacity.

Art. XrV.—British subjects may hii’e whatever boats they please for the

:irans[-ort of goods or passengers, and the sum to be paid for such boats shall be settled

between the parties themselves, wdthout the interference of the Chmese Government.
The number of these boats shall not limited, nor shall a monopoly in respect either

of the boats or of the porters or coohes engaged in carrying the goods, be granted to

any parties. If any smugghng takes place in them, the offenders will, of course, be

punished according to law.

Art. XV.—All questions hi regard to rights whether of property or person, artsing

between Brttish subjects, shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the British authortties.

Ai’t. XVI.—Chinese subjects who may be guilty of any criminal act towards

British subjects shall be arrested and punished by Chinese authorities accordmg to

the laws of Chhia.

British subjects who may commit any crime m China, shall be tried and punished

by the Consul, or other puldic functionary authorised thereto, according to the laws

of Great Britam.
Justice shall be equitably and impartially administered on both sides.

Art. XVII.—A British subject, having reason to conq)lain of a Cliiuese, must
proceed to the Considate, and state his grievance. The Consul uill inquire uito the

merits of the case, and do his utmost to arrange it amicably. In like manner, if a

Chinese have reason to complain of a Brttish subject, the Consul shall no less listen

to his comiJaints, and end<'avour to settle it in a friendly manner. If disputes take

place of such a nature that the Consul cannot arrange them amicably, then he shall

rec|uest the assistam.-e of the Chinese authoiiti' S, that they may together examine
nto the mertts of t he case, and decide it equit:.'! I v.
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Art. XVIII. The Chinese authorities shall at all times afford the fullest.

protection to the persons and property of British subjects, whenever these shall have-

been subjected to insult or violence. In all cases of incendiarism or robbery, the

local authorities shall at once take the necessary steps for the recovery of the stolen

property, the suppression of disorder, and the arrest of the guilty parties, whom they

will punish according to law.

Art. XIX. If any British merchant-vessel, while within Chinese waters, be

plundered by robbers or pirates, it shall be the duty of the Chinese authorities to use

every endeavour to capture and punish the said robbers or pirates and to recover the

stolen property, that it may be handed over to the Consul for resioration to the

owner.

Art. XX. If any British vessel be at any time wrecked or stranded on the coast

of China, or be compelled to take refuge in any port within the dominions of the

Emperor of China, the Chinese authorities, on being apprised of the fact, shall

immediately adopt measures for its relief and security
;
the persons on board shall

receive friendly treatment, and shall be furnished, if necessary, with the means of

conveyance to the nearest Consular station.

Art. XXI.—If criminals, subjects of China, shall take refuge hi Hongkong or

on board the British ships there, they shall, upon due requisition by the Chinese

authorities, be searched for, and, on proof their guilt, be delivered up.

In like manner, if Chinese offenders take refuge in the houses or on board the-

vessels of British subjects at the open ports, they shall not be harboured or concealed,

but shall be delivered up, on due requisition by the Chinese authortties, addressed to

the British Consul.

Art. XXII.—Should any Chinese suluect fail to discharge debts incurred to a

British subject, or should he fraudulently abscond, the Chinese authorities will do thhr

utmost to effect his arrest, and enforce recovery of the debts._ The British authorities

will likewise do their utmost to bring to justice any British subject fraudulently

absconding or failing to discliarge debts incurred by him to a Chinese subject.

Ai-t. XXIII.—Should natives of China who may repair to Hongkong to trade,

incur debts there, the recovery of such debts must be arranged for by the Enghsh

Court of Justice on the spot; but should the Chinese debtor abscond, and be known

to have property, real or personal, within the Chinese territory, it shall he the duty of

the Chinese authorities, on application by, and in concert with, the British Consul,

to do their utmost to see justice done bet ween the pa,rties.

Aid. XXIV.—It is agreed that British subjects shall pay, on all merchandise

imported or exported by them, the duties prescribed by the tariff; but in no ease shall

they be called upon to pay other or higher duties than are required of the subjects

of any other foreign nation.

Art. XXV.—Import duties shall be considered payable on the landing of the

goods, and duties of export on the shipment of the same.

Art. XXVI.—Whereas the tariff fixed by Article X. of the Treaty of Hanking

and which was estimated so as to imjiose on imports and exports a duty of about

the rate of five per cent, ad valorem, has been found, by reason of the fall in value of

various articles of merchandise, therein enumerated, to impose a duty upon these

considerably m excess of the rate originally assumed, as above, to be a fair rate, it is

agreed that the said tariff shall be revised," and that as soon as the Treaty shall have^

been signed, application shall be made to the Emperor of China to depute a high

officer of the Board of Eevenue to meet, at Shanghai, officers to be deputed on behalf

of the British Government, to consider its revision together, sp that the tariff, as

revised, may come into operation immediately after the ratification of this Treaty.

Art. XXVII.—It is agreed that either of the high contracting parties to tins

Treaty may demand a further revision of the tariff, and. of the Commercial Articles of

this Treaty, at the end of ten years
;
but if no demand he made on either side within

six months after the end of the first ten years, then the tariff shall remain in force for

ten years more, reckoned from the end of the preceding ten years, and so it shall be

at the end of each successive ten years.
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Art. XXVIII.—Whereas it was agreed in Article X. of the Treaty of Nanking
that British imports, having paid the tariff duties, should be conveyed into the interior

free of all further charges, except a transit duty, the amount whereof was not to

exceed a certain percentage on tariff value
;
and whereas no accurate information

having been furnished of the amount of such duty, British merchants have constantly
complained that charges are suddenly and arbiti'arily imposed by the provincial

authorities as transit duties upon produce on its way to the foreigm market, and on
imports on their way into the ulterior, to the detriment of trade

;
it is agreed that

within four months from the signing of this Treaty, at all ports now open to British
trade, and within a similar period at all ports that may hereafter be opened, the
authority appointed to superintend the collection of duties shall be obliged, upon
apjilication of the Consul, to declare the amount of duties leviable on produce between
the place of production and the port of sliipment, and upon imports between the

Consular port in question and the inland markets named by the Consul
;
and

that a notification thereof shall be published in Enghsh and Chmese for general

infonnation.

But it shall be at the option of any British subject desiring to convey produce
purchased inland to a port, or to convey imports from a port to an inland market, to

clear his goods of all transit duties, by payment of a single charge. The amount of

this charge shall be leviable on exj^orts at the first barrier they may have to pass, or,

on imports, at the port at which they are landed
;
and on payment thereof a certificate

shall be issued, which shall exempt the goods from all further inland charges whatsoever.

It is further agreed that the amount of this charge shall be calculated, as nearly

as possible, at the rate of two and a half per cent, ad valorem, and that it shall be fixed

for each article at the conference to be held at Shanghai for the revision of the taidff.

It is distinctly understood that the payment of transit dues, by commutation or

otherwise, shall in no way affect the tariff duties on imports, or exports, which will

continue to be levied separately and in full.

Art. XXIX.—British merchant vessels, of more than one hundred and fifty tons

burden, shall be charged tonnage-dues at the rate of four mace per ton
;

if of one

hundred and fifty tons and under, they shall be charged at the rate of one mace per ton.

Any vessel clearing from any of the open ports of China for any other of the open
ports, or for Hongkong, shall be entitled, on aj^plication of the master, to a special

certificate from the Customs, on exhibition of which she shall be exempted from all

further payment of tonnage-dues in any open port of China, for a period of four

moutlis, to be reckoned from the date of her poid-clearance.

Art. XXX.—The master of any British merchant-vessel may, within forty-eight

hours after the arrival of his vessel, but not later, decide to depart without breaking
bulk, in which case he will not be subject to pay tonnage-dues. But tonnage-dues

shall be held due after the expiration of the said forty-eight hours. No other fees or

cliarges upon entry or departure shall be levied.

Art. XXXI.—No tonnage-dues shall be payable on boats employed by British

subjects in the conveyance of passengers, baggage, letters, articles of provision, or

other articles not subject to duty, between any of the open ports. All cargo-boats,

however, conveymg merchandise subject to duty shall pay tonnage-dues once in six

months, at the rate of four mace per register ton.

Art. XXXII.-—The Consuls and Siiperintendents of Customs shall consult together

regarding the erection of beacons or lighthouses, and the distribution of buoys and
hghtships, as occasion may demand.

Art. XXXIII.—Duties shall be paid to the bankers, authorized by the Chinese

Government to receive the same in its behalf, either in sycee or in foreign money,
according to the assay made at Canton on the thirteenth of July, one thousand eight

hundred and forty-three.

Art. XXXIV.—Sets of standard weights and measures, prepared according to

the standard issued to the Canton Custom-house by the Board of Revenue, shall be

delivered by the Superintendent of Customs to the Consul at each port, to secure

uniformity and prevent confusion.
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Art. XXXV.—Any British merchant vessel arriving at one of the open port*
shall be at liberty to engage the services of a pilot to take her into port. In like

manner, after she has discharged all legal dues and duties and is ready to take her
departure, she shall be allowed to select a pilot to conduct her out of port.

Art. XXXVI.—Whenever a British merchant vessel shall arrive off one of the
open ports, the Superintendent of Customs shall depute one or more Customs’ officers

to guard the ship. They shall either live in a boat of their own, or stay on board the
ship, as may best suit their convenience. Their food and expenses shall be sujjphed
them from the Custom-house, and they shall not be entitled to any fees whatever
from the master or consignee. Should they violate this regulation, they shall be
punished proportionately to the amount exacted.

Art. XXXVII.—Witliin twenty-four hours after arrival, the ship’s papers,
bills of lading, &c., shall be lodged in the hands of the Consul, who will within a
further period of twenty-four hours report to the Superintendent of Customs the name
of the ship, her register tonnage, and the nature of her cargo. If, owing to neglect
on the part of the master, the above rule is not complied with, within forty-eight
hours after the ship’s arrival, he shall be liable to a line of fifty taels for every day’s
delay

;
the total amount of penalty, however, shall Sot exceed two hundred taels.

The master will be responsible for the correctness of the manifest, which shall

contain a full and true account of the particulars of the cargo on board. For
presenting a false manifest, he will subject himself to a fine of five hundred taels

;
but

he will be allowed to correct, within twenty-four hours after delivery of it to the Customs’
officers, any mistake he may discover in his manifest, without incurring this penalty.

Art. XXXVIII.—After receiving from the Consul the report in due form, the
Superintendent of Customs shall grant the vessel a permit to open hatches. If the
master shall open hatches, and begin to discharge any goods without such permission,

he shall be' fined five handred taels, and the goods discharged shall be confiscated

wholly.

Art. XXXIX.—Any British merchant who has cargo to land or ship, must apply
to the Superintendent of Customs for a special permit. Cargo landed or shipped
without such ^icrmit, will be hable to confiscation.

Art. XL.—No transhipment from one vessel to another can be made without
special permission, under pain of confiscation of the goods so transhipped.

Art. XLI.—When aU dues and duties shall have been paid, the Superintendent
of Customs shall give a port-clearance, and the Consul shall then return the ship’s

papers, so that she may depart on her voyage.

Art. XLII.—With respect to articles subject, according to the tariff, to an ad
valorem duty, if the British merchant cannot agree with the Chinese officer in affixing

a value, then each party shall call two or three merchants to look at the goods, and
the highest price at which any of these merchants would be willing to purchase them,

shall be assumed as the value of the goods.

Art. XLIII.—Duties shall be charged upon the net weight of each article,

making a deduction for the tare, weight of congee, &c. To fix the tare on any articles,

such as tea, if the British merchant cannot agree with the Custom-house officer, then
each party shall choose so many chests out of every hundred, which being first

weighed in gross, shall afterwards be tared, and the average tare upon these chests

shall be assumed as the tare upon the whole
;
and upon this principle shall be the

tare fixed upon all other goods and packages. If there should be any other points in

dispute which cannot be settled, the British merchant may appeal to his Consul, who
will communicate the particulars of the case to the Superintendent of Customs, that

it may be equitably arranged. But the appeal must be made within twenty-four

hours or it wiU not be attended to. While such pomts are still unsettled, the

Superintendent of Customs shall postpone the insertion of the same in his books.

Art. XLIV.—Upon all damaged goods a fair reduction of duty shall be allowed,

jjroportionate to their deterioration. If any disputes arise, they shall be settled in

the manner pointed out in the clause of this Treaty having reference to articles which
pay duty ad valorem.
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Arf. XLV.—British merchants who may have imported merchandise into any of

the onen ports, and paid the duty thereon, if they desire to re-export the same, shall

he entitled to mate ai'plication to the Superintendent of Customs, who in order to

prevent fraud on the revenue, shall cause examination to he made by suitable officers,

to see that the duties paid on such goods, as entered in • the Custom-house books,

correspond with the representation made, and that the goods remain with their

xjriainal marks unchanged. He shall then make a memorandum on the port-clearance

of the goods, and of the amount of duties paid, and deliver the same to the merchant,

and shall also certify the facts to the officers of Customs of the other ports. AU which

beino done, on the arrival in port of the vessel in which the goods are laden, every-

thin” being found on examination there to correspond, she shall be peimitted to break

bulk” and land the said goods, without being subject to the payment of any additional

dutv' thereon. But if, on such examination, the Superintendent of Customs shall

detect pmy fraud on the revenue in the case, then the goods shall be subject to con-

fiscation by the CTiiuese Gfovernment.

British merchants desiring to re-export duty-paid imports to a foreign country

shall be entitled, on complying with the same conditions as in the case of re-exporta-

tion to another port in China, to a drawback-certificate, which shall be a valid tender

to the Customs in payment of import or export duties.

Foreign grain brought into any port of China in a British ship, if no part thereof

bas been landed, may be re-exported without hindrance.

Art. XLVI.—The Chinese authorities at each port shall adopt the means they

may judge most proper to prevent the revenue suffering from fraud or smuggling.

Art. XLVII.—British merchant-vessels are not entitled to resort to other than

ihe ports of trade declared open by this Treaty, :hey are not unlawfully to enter other

ports in China or to cany on clandestine trade along the coast thereof. Any vessel

violating this provision, shall, with her cargo, be subject to confiscation by the Chinese

Ooverinnent.

A.rt. XLVIII.

—

If any British merchant-vessel be concerned in smuggling, the

goods, whatever their value or nature, shall be subject t o confiscaticn 1 -y the Chinese

authorities, and the ship may be prohibited from trading further, and sent away as

soon as her account shall have been adjusted and paid.

Art. XLIX.—All penalties enforced, or confiscations made, under this Treaty,

shall belong and be appropnated to the public seiwice of the Govermnent of China.

L. All official communications, addressed by the Diplomatic and Consular

Agents of lier Majesty the Queen to the Cliinese authorities, shall, henceforth, be writ-

ten in English. They will for the present be accompanied by a Cliinese version, but it

is understood that, in the event of there being any difference of meaning between the

Eno-lish and Chinese text, the English Government will hold the sense as expressed in

the^English text to be the correct sense. This provision is to apply to the Treaty now

negotiated, the Chinese text of which has been carefully correctedby the English original.

Art. LI. It is agreedthathenceforward the character^ “I” (barbarian) shallnot

be apphed to the Government or subjects ofHerBritannicMajesty, in any Chinese official

document issued by the Chinese authorities, either in the capital or m the provinces.

Art. LII.—British ships of war coming for no hostile purpose, or being engaged

in the pursuit of pirates, shall be at hberty to visit all ports within the dominions of

the Emperor of China, and shall receive every facihty for the purchase of provisions,

procui’in<^ water, and, if occasion require, for the making of repahs. The commanders

of such ships shall hold intercourse with the Chinese authorities on terms of equabty

a .d courtesv.
. . . , , x- i £

Art. LIII.—In consideration of the injury sustained by native and toreign

commerce from the prevalence of piracy in the seas of China, the high contracting

parties agree to concert measures for its su2i[)ression.
i • n

Art. LIV.—The British Governnient and its subjects are hereby confirmed m all

privileges, immunities, and advantages conferred on them by previous Treaties
;
and

It is hereby expressb stipulated that the British Government and its subjects will be

allowed free and equal participation in all privileges, immunities, and advantages that
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may have been, or may be hereafter, granted by His Majesty the Emperor of China
to the Government or subjects of any other nation.

Art. LY.—In evidence of Her desire for the continuance of a friendly under-
standing, Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain consents to include in a Separate
Article, which shall be in every respect of equal validity with the Articles of thi s
Treaty, the conditions affecting indemnity for expenses incurred and losses sustained
in the matter of the Canton question.

Art. LYI.—The ratifications of this Treaty, under the hand o'’ Her Majesty the
Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, and His Majesty the Emperor of China, respec-
tively, shall be exchanged at Peking, within a year from this day of signature.

In token whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed and sealed this
Treaty. Done at Tientsin, this twenty-sixth day of June, in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight

;
corresponding with the Chinese date, the

sixteenth day, fifth moon, of the eighth year of Hien Fung.

(l.s.) ELGIN AND KINCAEDINE.
Signature of First Chinese Plenipotentiary. Sig^nature of Second Chinese Plenipotentiary.

Separate Article annexed to the Treaty concluded between Great Britain and China on the

twenty-sixth day of June, in the year One Thousand Eight Hundred and Fifty-eight,

It is hereby agreed that a sum oftwo millions of taels, on account of the losses sustain-

ed by British subjects through the misconduct of the Chinese authorities at Canton, and
a further sum of two millions of taels on account of the Military expenses of the expedi-

tion which Her Majesty the Queen has been compelled to send out for the purpose of ob-
taining redress, and of enforcing the due observance of Treaty provisions, shallbepaidto
Her Majesty’s Eepresentatives in China by the authorities of the Kwang-tung province.

The necessary arrangements with respect to the time and mode of effecting

these payments shall be determined by Her Majesty’s Eepresentative, in concert with
the Chinese authorities of Kwang-tung.

When the above amounts shall have been discharged in fuU, the British forces

will be withdrawn from the city of Canton. Done at Tientsin, this twenty-sixth day of

June in the year of our Lord one thousand eight himdred and fifty-eight, corresponding
with the Chinese date, the sixteenth day, fiifth moon, of the eighth year of Hien Fung.

(l.s.) ELGIN AND KINCAEDINE.
Signature of First Chinese Plenipotentiary. Signature of Second Chinese Plenipotentiary.

CONVENTION OF PEACE BETWEEN HEE MAJESTY AND
THE EMPEEOE OF CHINA.

Signed at Peking, 24th October, 1860.

Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, and His Imperial Majesty
the Emperor of China, being ahke desirous to bring to an end the misunderstanding
at present existing between their respective Governments, and to secure their relations

against further interruption, have for this purpose appointed Plenipotentiaries, that

is to say:

—

Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, the Earl of Elgin and
Kincardine; and His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China, His Imperial Highness
the Prince of Kung

;
who having met and communicated to each other their full

powers, and finding these to be in proper form, have agreed upon the following
Convention, in Nine Articles :

—

Art. I.—A breach of friendly relations having been occasioned by the act of the
Garrison of Taku, which obstructed Her Britannic Majesty’s Eepresentative when on
his way to Peking, for the purpose of exchanging the ratifications of the Treaty of

Peace, concluded at Tientsin in the month of June, one thousand eight hundred and
fifty-eight. His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China expresses his deep regret at

^he misunderstanding so occasioned.
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Art. II.—It is further expressly declared, that the arrangement entered into at
Shanghai, in the month of October, one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight,

between Her Britannic Majesty’s Ambassador the Earl of Elgin and Kincardine,
and His Imperial Majesty’s Commissioners Kweiliang and Hwashana, regarding the
residence of Her Britannic Majesty’s Representative in China, is hereby cancelled,
and that, in accordance with Article III. of the Treaty of one thousand eight hundred
and fifty-eight. Her Biitannic Majesty’s Representative will henceforward reside
permanently or occasionally, at Peking, as Her Britannic Majesty shall be pleased to
decide.

<-"^Art. III.—It is agreed that the sejiarate Article of the Treaty of one thousand
eight hundred and fifty-eight is hereby annulled, and that in lieu of the amount of
indemnity therein specified. His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China shall pay
the sum of eight millions of taels, in the following proportions or instalments, namely,

at Tientsin on or before the 30th day of November, the sum of five hundred
thousands taels

; at Canton, on or before the first day of December, one thousand
eight hundred and sixty, three hundred and thirty-three thousand and thirty-three
taels, less the sum which shall have been advanced by the Canton authorities towards
the completion of the British Factory site of Shameen

;
and the remainder at the

ports open to foreign trade, in quarterly payments, which shall consist of one-fifth
of the gross revenue from Customs there collected; the first of the said payments
being due on the thirty-first day of December, one thousand eight hundred and sixty,

for the quarter terminating on that day.
It is further agreed that these moneys shall be paid into the hands of an officer

whom Her Britannic Majesty’s Representative shall specially appoint to receive them,
and that the acciu'acy of the amount shall, before payment, be duly ascertained by
British and Chinese officers appointed to discharge this duty.

In order to prevent future discussion it is moreover declared that of the eight
millions of taels herein guaranteed, two millions will be appropi’iated to the
indemnification of the British Mercantile Community at Canton, for losses sustained
by them

;
and the remaining six millions to the liquidation of war expenses.

Art. IV.—It is agi’eed that on the day on which this Convention is signed, His
Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China shall open the port of Tientsin to trade, and
that it shall be thereafter competent to British subjects to reside and trade there,

under 'the same conditions as at any other port of Chma by Treaty open to trade.

Art. V.—As soon as the ratifications of the Treaty of one thousand eight hundred
and fifty-eight shall have been exchanged. His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of
China will, by decree, command the high authorities of every jjrovince to proclaim
throughout their jurisdictions that Chinese, in choosing to take service in British
Colonies or other jiarts beyond sea, are at perfect liberty to enter into engagements
with British subjects for that purpose, and to ship themselves and then families on
board any British vessels at the open ports of China; also, that the high authorities
aforesaid shall, in concert with Her Britannic Majesty’s Representative in China,
frame such regulations for the protection of Chinese emigrating as above as the
circumstances of the different open ports may demand.

Art. VI.—With a view to the maintenance of law and order in and about the
harbour of Hongkong, His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China agrees to cede to
Her Majesty the Queen of G-reat Britain and Ireland, Her heirs and successors, to
have and to hold as a dependency of Her Britannic Majesty’s Colony of Hongkong,
that portion of the township of Kowloon in the province of Kwang-tung, of which a
lease was granted in perpetuity to Harry Smith Parkes, Esquire, Companion of the
Bath, a Member of the Allied Commission at Canton, on behalf of Her Britannic
Majesty’s Grovernment, by Lau Tsung-kwang, Governor-General of the Two Kwang.

It is further declared that the lease in question is hereby cancelled, that the
claims of any Chinese to property on the said jiortion of Kowloon shall be duly
investigated by a mixed Commission of British and Chinese officers, and that
compensation shall be awarded by the British Government to any Chinese whose
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claim shall be by that said Commission established, should his removal be deemed

necessary by the British Grovemment.
Art. YII.—It is agreed that the provisions of the Treaty of one thousand eight

hundred and fifty-eight, except in so far as these are modified by the present

Convention, shall without delay come into operation as soon as the ratifications of

the Treaty aforesaid shall have been exchanged. It is further agreed, that no separate

ratification of the present Convention shall be necessary, but that it shall take effect

from the date of its signature, and be equally binding with the Treaty above men-

tioned on the high contracting parties.

Art. VIII.—It is agreed that as soon as the ratifications of the Treaty of the

year one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight shall have been exchanged. His

Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China shall, by decree, command the high autho-

rities in the capital, and in the provmces, to print and publish the aforesaid Treaty

and the present Convention for general information.

Ai-t. IX.—It is agreed that, as soon as the Convention shall have been signed,

the ratifications of the Treaty of the year one thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight

shall have been exchanged, and an Imperial Decree respecting the publication of the

said Convention and Treaty shall have been promulgated, as provided for by Article

VIII. of this Convention, Chusan shall be evacuated by Her Britannic Majesty’s

troops there stationed, and Her Britannic Majesty’s force now before Peking shall

commence its march towards the city of Tientsin, the forts of Taku, the north coast

of Shan-tung, and the city of Canton, at each or all of which places, it shall be at the

option of Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, to retain a force,

until the indemnity of eight millions of taels, guaranteed in Article III., shall have

been paid.

Done at Peking, in the Court of the Board of Ceremonies, on the twenty-fourth

day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty.

ELGIN AND KINCAEDINE.(l.s.)

Seal of Chinese Plenipotentiary. Signature of Chinese Plenipotentiary.

AGREEMENT IN PURSUANCE OE ARTICLES 26 AND 28 OF THE
TREATY OF TIENTSIN.

Signed at Shanghai, 8th November, 1868.

Whereas it was provided, by the Treaty of Tientsin, that a conference should be
held at Shanghai between Officers deputed by the British Government on the one part.,

and by the Chinese Government on the other part, for the purpose of detei’mining the
amount of tariff duties and transit dues to be henceforth levied, a conference has been
held accordingly

;
and its proceedings having been submitted to the Eight Honourable

the Earl of Elgin and Kincardine, High Commissioner and Plenipotentiary of Her
Majesty the Queen, on the one part : and to Kweiliang, Hwashana, Ho Kwei-tsing,
Ming-shen, and Twan Ching-shih, High Commissioners and Plenipotentiaries of His
Imperial Majesty the Emperor, on the other part, these High Officers have agreed
and determined upon the revised Tariff hereto appended, the rate of transit dues
therewith declared, together with other Rules and Regulations for the better explana-
tion of the Treaty aforesaid

;
and do hereby agree that the said Tariff and Rules—

the latter being in ten Articles, thereto appended—shall be equally binding on the
Governments and subjects of both countries with the Treaty itself.

In witness whereof, they hereto affix their Seals and Signatures.

Done at Shanghai, in the Province of Kiangsu, tliis eighth day of November in

the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and fifty-eight, being the third day of the
tenth moon, of the eighth year of the reign of Hien Fung.

(l.s.)

Seal of Chinese Plenipotentiaries.

ELGIN AND KINCAEDINE.
Signature of the Five Chinese Plenipotentiaries.
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CUSTOMS’ TARIFF, IN ENGLISH AND CHINESE.

ed upon at Shanghai in November, 1858, between the British Plenipotentiary

nd Chinese Commissioners, and accepted at the same time by the Plenipoten-

laries of France and the United States.]

I.—TARIFF ON IMPORTS.

i

Articles.

No. in

Chinese

Tariff.

Chinese Characters.

60 mm ^it,m
mwiAsafcetida 13

4

21

33

52

53

49

50

51

42

14

15

95

26

34

35

90

16

17

47

65

159

44

154

Beads
j

155

Beeswax, Yellow

Betel-nut

„ Husk

Beche-de-mer, Black .

.

„ White .

.

Birdnests, 1st quality..

„ 2nd „ .

.

„ 3rd „ or uncleaned

Buttons, Brass

Camphor, Baroos, clean

„ „ refuse.

Canvas & Cotton Duck,

not exceeding 50 yards >

long

Cardamons, Superior ....

„ Inferior, or 1

Grains of Paradise. . . . )

Cinnamon

Clocks

Cloves

„ Mother

Coal, Foreign

Cochineal

Coral

Cordage, Manila

Cornelians

mn
Ki

a7®

siis
T#

a*#

Duty.

t. m. c. c.

per 100 catties 0 15 0

„ 0 6 5 0

„ 10 0 0

„ 0 15 0

„ 0 0 7 5

„ 15 0 0

„ 0 3 5 0

0 5 5 0

0 4 6 0

0 15 0

0 0 5 5

13 0 0

0 7 2 0

per catty

per gross

per catty

per piece 0 4 0 0

per 100 catties 10 0 0

„ 0 5 0 0

„ 15 0 0

5 per cent, ad valorem.

per 100 catties 0 5 0 0

0 18 0

per ton 0 0 5 0

per 100 catties 5 0 0 0

per catty 0 10 0

per 100 catties 0 3 5 0

per 100 stones 0 3 0 0

per 100 catties 7 0 0 0



No.

27
28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

CHINESE CUSTOMS’ TAEIFF—IMPORTS. 181

Articles.

Cotton, Raw
Cotton Piece Goods,

—

Grey, White, Plain, &
Twilled, exceeding 34

in. wide, and not ex-

ceeding 40 yds. long..

Cotton Piece Goods,

—

exceeding 34 in. wide, &
exceeding 40 yds. long.

Cotton Piece Goods,

—

DrOls and Jeans, not

exceeding 30 in. wide,

and not exceeding 40
yards long

Cotton Piece Goods,

—

not exceeding 30 in.

wide, and not exceed-

ing 30 yards long....

Cotton Piece Goods,—
T-Cloths, not exceed-

ing 34 in. wide, and

not exceeding 48 yds.

long***:
Cotton Piece Goods,

—

not exceeding 34 in.

wide, and not exceed-

ing 24 yards long. . .

.

Cotton—Dyed, Figured,

and Plain, not exceed-

ing 36 in. wide, and not

exceeding 40 yds. long.

,

„ Fancy White Bro-
cades and White Spotted
Shirtings, not exceed-

ing 36 in. wide, and not

exceeding 40 yds. long.

„ Printed Chintzes and
Furnitures, not exceed-

ing 31 in. wide, and not

exceeding 30 yds. long.

„ Cambrics, not exceed-

ing 46 in. wide, and not

exceeding 24 yds. long.

,, Cambrics, not exceed-

ing 46 in. wide, and not

exceeding 12 yds. long.

„ Muslins, not exceed-'

ing 46 in. wide, and not

exceeding 24 yds. long.

No. in

Chinese

Tariff.

Chinese Characters. Duty.

t. m. c. e.

96 per 100 catties 0 3 5 0

97 isfefii per piece 0 0 8 0

98 every 10 yds. 0 0 2 0

99 per piece 0 10 0

100 „ 0 0 7 5

101 „ 0 0 8 0

102 „ 0 0 4 0

103 „ 0 16 0

0 10 0104 » X V V

105
„ 0 0 7 0

106 „ 0 0 7 0

107 mmw „ 0 0 3 5

108 „ 0 0 7 5



oz

No.

40

41

43

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

51

62

63

64

65

66

57

68

69

60

61

62

63

64

65

66

67

CHINESE CUSTOMS’ TARIFF—IMPORL'S,

Articles.

Cotton, M ’‘iliris, not ex-

ceeding 46 in. wide,

and not exceeding 12
yards long

„ Damasks, not exceed-

S

ing 36 in. wide, and not >

exceeding 40 yds. long. )

„ Dimities, or Quilt-

ings, not exceeding 40
in. wide, cud not ex-

ceeding ] 2 yards long.

„ Gingliams,not exceed-

S

ing 28 in. wide, and /

not exceed!) g 30 yards t

long . . ^
. j

„ Handken hiefs, not ex-

ceeding 1 yard square

,, Fustians, not exceed

ing 35 yards long .

.

„ Velveteens, notexceed

ing 34 yards long .

.

„ Threads

„ Yarn

Cow Bezoar, Indian.

Cutch

Elephants’ Teeth, Whole,

„ ,, Broken,

Feathers, Kingfishers’, 1

Peacocks’ f

Fishmaws

Fish-skins

Flints

Gambier

Gamboge
Ginseng, American, I

Crude J

„ American, Clarified ....

Glass, YVinuow. .

Glue

Gold Thread, Beal

„ „ Imitation...

Gum, Benjamin

„ „ Oil of.....

„ Dragon’s Blood. ..

.

177

57

59

40

20

72

22

23

158

71

1.21

132

6

7

38

No. in

Chinese

Tariff.

Chinese Characters. Duty.

t. TO. c. e.

109 mm per piece 0 0 3 5

110 ISfS „ 0 2 0 0

111 „ 0 0 6 6

112 „ 0 0 3 5

120 fw per dozen 0 0 2 5

118 per piece 0 2 0 0

133 „ 0 15 0

114 per 100 catties 0 7 2 0

115 IS# „ 0 7 0 0

18 per catty 15 0 0

19 per 100 catties 0 18 0

173 „ 4 0 0 0

174 „ 3 0 0 0

Sii
k'S

WMtr

per hundred 0 4 0 0

per 100 catties 1 0 0 0

2 0 0

0 3 0

15 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

boxoflOOsq.ft. 0

per 100 catties 0

per catty 1

» 0

per 100 catties 0

8 0 0 0

15 0

15 0

6 0 0

0 3 0

6 0 0

6 0 0

4 5 0



No.

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

?6

77

78

79

80

81

82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94
95

CHINESE CUSTOMS’ TAEIPF—IMPORTS. 183

Articles.

Gum, Myrrh

„ Olibaniim

Hides, Buffalo and Cow. .

„ Rhinoceros

Horns, Buffalo

„ Peer

„ Rhinoceros

Indigo, Liquid

Isinglass

Lacquered Ware

Leather

Linen, fine, as Irish or

Scoteh, not exceeding

50 yards long

„ coarse, as Linen N
and Cotton, or Silk and f

Linen mixtures, not C

exceeding 50 yds. long J
Lucraban Seed

Mace •

Mangrove Bark

Metals,—Copper, manu-

factured, as in Sheets,

Rods, Nails

„ Copper, unmanufac-

1

tured, as in Slabs. . . . J

„ Copper, Yellow Me-S
tal, Sheathing, and >

Nails )

„ Copper, Japan

„ Iron, manufactured,
as in Sheets, Rods,
Bars, Hoops

„ Iron, unmanufactured, 1

as in Pigs f

„ Iron, Kentledge

» » Wire

„ Lead in Pigs

„ „ in Sheets

„ Quicksilver..

„ Spelter (saleable only ')

under Regulation ap- >

pended) )

No. in

Chinese

Tariff.

25

24

161

176

160

37

30

69

70

43

162

116

117

39

26

73

141

140

151

148

143

142

152

153

144

149

31

150

Chinese Characters.

fL#

at®
t&fr

fc®

ai*

Duty.

t. m.
per 100 catties 0 4

„ 0 4

„ 0 5

„ 0 4

„ 0 2

„ 0 2

„ 2 0

„ 0 1

„ 0 6

„ 1 0

0 4

per piece 0 5

0 2

per 100 catties 0 0

„ 1 0

„ 0 0

1 5

„ 1 0

„ 0 9

„ 0 6

„ 0 1

„ 0 0

„ 0 0

„ 0 2

„ 0 2

„ 0 5

2 0

0 2

c. c.

5 0

5 0

0 0

2 0

5 0

5 0

0 0

8 0

5 0

0 0

2 0

0 0

0 0

3 5

0 0

3 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

2 5

7 5

1 0

5 0

5 0

5 0

0 0

5 0



184

No.

96

97

98

99

100

101

102

103

104

105

106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120

121

122

123

124

125

126

127

128

129

CHINESE CUSTOMS’ TARIFF—IMPORTS.

Articles.

Metals, Steel

„ Tin

„ Tin Plates

Mother-o’-Pearl Shell..

.

Musical Boxes

Mussels, Dried ......

.

Nutmegs

Olives, TJnpickled, Salt- 1

ed, or Pickled j
Opium

Pepper, Black .

.

„ White

Prawns, Dried

Putchuck

Eattans

Bose Maloes

Salt Fish

Saltpetre, (saleableonly ^

under Regulation ap- >

pended) )

Sandalwood

Sapanwood

Seahorse Teeth

Sharks’ Fins, Black ....

„ „ White

„ Skins

Silver Thread, Beal ....

„ „ Imitation..

Sinews, Buffalo & Deer..

Skins, Fox, large

„ small

Marten.

Sea Otter ! 163

Tiger & Leopard! 166

Beaver

Doe, Hare, &
Babbit ....

Squirrel ....

145

146

147

41

94

63

27

138

34

10

9

62

29

74

2

58

8

67

172

54

55

64

123

124

61

164

165

167

170

175

171

dfcfcj

•a:

Jim

m*.

mm Ik

t. m. c. c.

per 100 catties 0 2 5 0

„ 12 5 0

„ 0 4 0 0

„ 0 2 0 0

5 per cent, ad valorem.

per 100 catties 0,2 0 0

„ 2 5 0 0

„ 0 18 0

„ 30 0 0 0

„ 0 3 6 0

„ 0 5 0 0

„ 0 3 6 0

„ 0 6 0 0

„ 0 15 0

„ 10 0 0

„ 0 18 0

„ 0 5 0 0

„ 0 4 0 0

„ 0 10 0

„ 2 0 0 0

„ 0 5 0 0

„ 15 0 0

per hundi'ed 2 0 0 0

per catty 13 0 0

„ 0 0 3 0

per 100 catties 0 5 5 0

each 0150
„ 0 0 7 5

„ 0 15 0

„ 15 0 0

0 15 0

per hundred 5 0 0 0

„ 0 5 0 0

0 5 0 0



CHINESE CUSTOMS’ TAEIEF—IMPORTS. 1S5

137

138

139

140
141
142

143
144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

163
154

165
156

Skins, Land Otter,

„ Racoon.

Smalts

Snuff, Foreign.

Sticklac

Stockfish

Sulphur and Brimstone, "I

(saleable only under >

Regulation appended) )
Telescopes, Spy & Opera 1

Glasses, Looking Glas- >

ses and Mirrors
)

Tigers’ Bones

Timber,—Masts and
)

Spars, Hard-wood, not >

exceeding 40 feet . . .

.

)
not exceeding 60 feet .

.

exceeding 60 feet.

„ Soft-wood, not exceed- 1

ing 40 feet
)

„ not exceeding 60 feet..

.

„ exceeding 60 feet

„ Beams, Hard-wood,
not exceeding 26 feet

i

long, and under 12 in.

square

„ Planks, Hard-wood,")
not exceeding 24 feet /

long, 12 in. wide, and C

3 in. thick )

„ Planks, Hard-wood,")
not exceeding 16 feet (

long, 12 in. wide, and C

3 in. thick )

„ Planks, Soft-wood

„ Planks, Teak

Tinder

Tortoise Shell

„ „ Broken

Umbrellas

Velvets, not ^exceeding 1

34 yards long j"

Watches

„ emaillees a perles

93

36

76

77

78 i-

79

80

81 .

82

83

84

85

86

48 'XM,
156

157

45

137 mM,
91

92

t. m. 0. c,

per hundred 2 0 0 0

„ 2 0 0 0

per 100 catties 1 5 0 0

„ 7 2 0 0

„ 0 3 0 0

„ 0 5 0 0

0 2 0 0

5 per cent, ad valorem,

per 100 catties 15 5 0

each 4 0 0 0

6 0 0 0

10 0 0 0

2 0 0 0

4 5 0 0

6 5 0 0

0 15 0

per hundred 3 6 0 0

„ 2 0 0 0

fH,000sq.ft. 0 7 0 0

each cubic ft. 0 0 3 5

per 100 catties 0 3 5 0

per catty

each

per piece

per pair

0 2 5 0

0 0 7 2

0 0 3 5

0 18 0

10 0 0

4 5 0 0



CHINESE CUSTOMS’ TAEIFF—IMPORTS.

157

158

159

160

161

162

163

164
165

166

167

168

169

170

171

172

173

174

175

176

177

Wax, Japan .... .....

Woods, Camagon

» Ebony

„ Garroo ........

„ Fragrant......

„ Kranjee, 35 ft.

long, 1 ft. 8 in,

wide, and 1 ft.

thick .

,, Eaka ...... . . .

.

„ Eed
Woollen Manufactures,')

viz. : Blankets j
Woollen Broadcloth and
Spanish Stripes, Habit

and Medium Cloth, 51

to 64 in. wide

Woollen Long Ells, 31 )

in. wide
j

Woollen Camlets, Eng- i

lish, 31 in. wide. . .
. J

Woollen Camlets,Dutch, 1

33 in. wide
j

Woollen Camlets, Imi-

tation and Bomba-
zettes

Woollen Cassimeres, 'i

Flannel and Narrow >

Cloth 3
Woollen Bastings, 31 in. ")

wide 3

Woollen Eastings, Imi-

tation and Oiieans, 34

in. wide

Woollen Bunting, not

exceeding 24 in. wide

40 yards long

W^ooilen and Cotton 'i

Mixtures, viz. : Lustres, /

Plain and Brocaded, >

not exceeding 31 yards I

long )

Woollen, Inferior Span- ")

ish Stripes )

Woollen Tarn

No. in

Chinese

Tariff.

1

88

75

11

46

89

12

78

132

125

126

128

127

129

130

134

135

119

113

136

131

Chinese Characters.

»E#

mm
^ii

ft

Duty.

t. m. c. c.

per 100 catties 0 6 5 0

„ 0 0 3 0

„ 0 15 0

„ 2 0 0 0

„ 0 4 5 0

each 0 8 0 0

per 100 catties 0 14 5

„ 0 115
per pair 0 2 0 0

per chang 0 12 0

„ 0 0 4 5

„ 0 0 5 0

„ 0 10 0

„ 0 0 3 5

,,
0 0 4 0

„ 0 0 5 0

„ 0 0 3 5

per piece 0 2 0 0

„ 0 2 0 0

per chang 0 10 0

per 100 catties 3 0 0 0



No.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9
10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

CHINESE CUSTOMS’ TARIFF—EXPOETS. 187

II.—TARIFF ON EXPORTS,

Articles. Chinese Characters. Duty.

Alum

„ Green or Copperas..

Aniseed, Star t

„ Broken

Oil

Apricot Seeds, or Al-

1

monds •
j

Arsenic

Artificial Flowers. ...»

Bamboo Ware
Bangles, or Glass Arm- \
lets J

Beans and Peas

Bean Cake

Bone and Horn Ware .

.

Brass Buttons

,,
Foil

„ Ware

„ Wire

Camphor

Canes

Cantharides

Capoor Cutchery

Carpets and Druggets .

.

Cassia Lignea

„ Buds

,,
Twigs

„ Oil

Castor Oil

Chestnuts . . . .

1

2

12

14

3

156

18

62

44

43

168

169

88

104

64

103

105

17

108

32

16

104

19

20

23

4

9

172

aS
A:gS

-fcba

mm

t. m. c. c.

per 100 catties 0 0 4 5

„ 0 10 0

„ 0 5 0 0

„ 0 2 5 0

„ 5 0 0 0

„ 0 4 5 0

„ 0 4 5 0

„ 15 0 0

„ 0 7 5 0

„ 0 5 0 0

„ 0 0 6 0

„ 0 0 3 5

„ 15 0 0

„ 3 0 0 Q.

„ 15 0 0

1 0 0 0

„ 115 0

„ 0 7 5 0

per 'thousand 0 5 0 0

per 100 catties 2 0 0 0

„
'

0 3 0 0

per hundred 3 5 0 0>

per 100 catties 0 6 0 0

„ 0 8 0 0

„ 0 15 Q.

„ 9 0 0 0

„ 0 2 0 0

0 1 0 0



388

No.

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

'49

50

51

52

53

54

35

56

57

58

69

60

61

62

63

CHINESE CUSTOMS’ TARIFF—EXPORTS.

China Boot

Chinaware, Fine

„ Coarse

Cinnabar

Clothing, Cotton

„ Silk

Coal

Coir

Copper Ore . .

„ Sheathing, Old..

„ and Pewter Ware
Corals, False

Cotton, Raw

,> Rags

Cow Bezoar

Crackers, Fireworks.. .

.

Cubebs

Curiosities, Antiques. .

.

Dates, Black

„ Red

Dye, Green

Eggs, Preserved

Pans, Feather

„ Paper

„ Palm Leaf,trimmed

„ Palm Leaf, un -
')

trimmed )

Pelt Cuttings

„ Caps

Fungus, or Agaric

Galangal

Garlic

Ginseng, Native

„ Corean or Ja-

1

pan, 1st quality )

,, „ 2nd quality ...

Glass Beads

21

89

90

71

111

112

63

^7

106

107

91

45

123

121

31

46

22

55

173

174

80

154

47

53

56

57

61

116

159

164

171

37

27

28

49

mm

nmm

MK3

t. m. c. c.

per 100 catties 0 13 0

„ 0 9 0 0

„ 0 4 5 0

„ 0 7 6 0

„ 15 0 0

„ 10 0 0 0

„ 0 0 4 0

„ 0 10 0

„ 0 5 0 0

„ 0 5 0 0

„ 115 0

„ 0 3 5 0

„ 0 3 5 0

„ 0 0 4 5

per catty 0 3 6 0

per 100 catties 0 5 0 0

„ 15 0 0

5 per cent, ad valorem.

perlOO catties 0 15 0

„ 0 0 9 0

per catty 0 8 0 0

per thousand 0 3 5 0

per hundred 0 7 5 0

„ 0 0 4 5

per thousand 0 3 6 0

„ 0 2 0 0

per 100 catties 0 10 0

per hundred 12 5 0

per 100 catties 0 6 0 0

„ 0 10 0

„ 0 0 3 5

5 per cent, ad valorem.

per catty 0 5 0 0

„ 0 3 5 0

per 100 catties 0 5 0 0



No.

64

65

66

67

68

69

70

71

72

73

74

75

76

77

78

79

80

81
82

83

84

85

86

87

88

89

90

91

92

93

94

95

96

97

CHESTESE CUSTOMS’ TAETFF—EXPOETS. 189^

Articles.

Glass or Vitrified Ware.

Grasscloth, Fine

„ Coarse

Ground-nuts

„ Cake
Gypsum, Ground, or )

Plaster of Paris . . .
. J

Hair, Camels

Hair, Goats

Hams
Hartall, or Orpiment . .

.

Hemp
Honey.

Horns, Deers’, Young...

»

India Ink

Indigo, Dry

Ivory Ware

Joss-sticks

Kittysols, or Paper I

Umbrellas j

Lacquered Ware

Lamp wicks .

Lead, Eed, (Minium) .

.

„ WLite (Ceruse) .

.

,,
Yellow (Massicot),

Leather Articles, as 1

Pouches, Purses j

„ Green

Lichees

Lily Flowers, Dried

„ Seeds orLotusNuts

Liquorice

Lung-ngan

„ without Stone.

Manure Cakes, or I

Poudrette j

Marble Slabs

No. in

Chinese

Tariff

Chinese Characters.

48 fHI
118 asis
119

165

166

40

58 mm
60

153 km
24 ss
78 M
42

29

30

75

86 -tffi
93

15

50

94 mm
79 mm
65

69

70 nn
101

85

162

158

163

39 ttm
160 ^19
161 «iii^
87

51 9^

Duty.

t. m. c. c.

per 100 catties 0 5 0 0

2 5 0 0

f> 0 7 5 0

))
0 1 0 0

V 0 0 3 0

0 0 3 0

9 }
1 0 0 0

9> 0 1 8 0

» 0 5 5 0

99 0 3 5 0

99 0 3 5 0

99
0 9 0 0

per pair 0 9 0 0

per 100 catties 1 3 5 0

99
4 0 0 0

99
1 0 0 0

per catty 0 1 5 0

perlOOcattieisO 2 0 a

per hundred 0 5 0 0

per100 catties 1 0 0 0

99
0 6 0 0

99
0 3 5 0

99
0 3 5 0

99
0 3 5 0

99
1 5 0 0

99
1 8 0 0

99
0 2 0 0

99
0 2 7 0

99
0 5 0 0

99
0 1 3 5

99
0 2 5 0

99
0 3 5 0

99
0 0 9 0

99
0 2 0 0



190

No.

98

99

100

101

102

103
104

105
106

107

108

109

110

111

112

113

114

115

116

117

118

119

120
121

122

123

124

125

126
127

128

129

130

131

CHINESE CUSTOMS’ TARIFF—EXPOETS.

A rticles.

Mats of all kinds

Matting

Melon Seeds..

Motker-o’-Pearl Ware.

Mushrooms

Musk
Nankeen and Native
Cotton Cloths..

Nutgalls

Oil,asBean, Tea,Wood, ")

Cotton & Hemp Seed j
Oiled Paper

Olive Seed

Oyster-shells, Sea-shells

Paint, Green

Palampore, or Cotton")

Bed Quilts )

Paper, 1st quality. .....

„ 2nd „

Pearls, False

Peel, Orange

„ Pumelo, 1st quality

„ » 2nd „

Peppermint Leaf

Oil

Pictures and Paintings..

Pictures on Pith or 1

Rice Paper
)

Pottery, Earthenware .

.

Preserves, Comfits, 1

and Sweetmeats J

Rattans, Split

Rattan Ware
Rhubarb
Rice or Paddy,Wheat, 1
Millet, and other >

Grains )
Rugs of Hair or Skin .

.

Samshoo

Sandalwood Ware. . .

.

Seaweed

No. in

Chinese

Tariff.

Chinese Characters, Duty.

137

t. m. c. c.

per hundred 0 2 0 0

138 itfcSf roll of40 yds. 0 2 0 0

167 per 100 catties 0 10 0

99 wnmz per catty 0 10 0

157 per 100 catties 1 5 0 0

13 per catty 0 9 0 0

120 per 100 catties 15 0 0

41 „ 0 5 0 0

8 vtt „ 0 3 0 0

74 vftIR „ 0 4 5 0

155 „ 0 3 0 0

84 „ 0 0 9 0

33 ,. 0 4 5 0

122 per hundred 2 7 5 0

72 mtm per 100 catties 0 7 0 0

73 ., 0 4 0 0

54 „ 2 0 0 0

34 „ 0 3 0 0

35 „ 0 4 5 0

36 „ 0 1 5 0

38 „ 0 10 0

5 „ 3 5 0 0

68 each 0100
52 per hundred 0 10 0

102 St per 100 catties 0 0 5 0

141 11^ „ 0 5 0 0

109 „ 0 2 5 0

96 „ 0 3 0 0

25 :kn „ 12 6 0

170 0 10 0

139 each 0 0 9 0

151 m per 100 catties 0 15 0

97 per catty 0 10 0

152 mm per 100 catties 0 15 0



No.

132

133

134

136

136

137

138

139

140

141

142

143

144

145

146

147

148

149

150

151

152

153

164

155

156

157

158

159

160,

CniXSSE CUSTOMS’ TARIFF—EXPORTS. 191

Articles.

Sessamun Seed

Shoes and Boots, Lea-

1

ther or Satin
J

Shoes, Straw

Silks, Raw and Thrown..

„ Yellow, from Sze- 1

chuen ...... |

„ ReeledfromDupions

Silk, Wild Raw. .......

,, Refuse

,, Cocoons

„ Floss, Canton ....

„ from other Provinces

„ Ribbons and Thread

164 -Mr

t, m. c. (?,

per 100 catties 0 13 5

118

114

124

per 100 pairs 3 0 0 0

„ 0 18 0

perlOOcattieslO 0 0 0

129

130

125

136

135

134

133

126

minnm

ii

9}

if

>f

)9

>f

9>

ff

9f

7 0 0 0

5 0 0 0

2 5 0 0

10 0 0

3 0 0 0

4 3 0 0

10 0 0 0

10 0 0 0

„ Piece Groods,— \

Pongees,Shawls,
j

Scarfs, Crape, (

Satin, Gauzes, ?
Velvet and Em-

\
broidered Goods J

„ Piece Goods,—Sze-)

chuen, Shantungj

„ Tassels

„ Caps

Silk & Cotton Mixtures.

Silver and Gold Ware.

.

Snuff

Soy

Straw Braid

Sugar, Brown

„ White

„ Candy

Tallow, Animal

„ Vegetable

Tea (see Note at the 1

end of the Tariff .
. j

Tin Foil

Tobacco, Prepared ....

127

131

131

115

128

98

148

142

117

144

143

145

6

7

11

66

146

an

a its

12 0 0 0

4 5 0 0

10 0 0 0

per hundred 0 9 0 0

per 100 catties 5 5 0 0

„ 10 0 0 0

„ 0 8 0 0

„ 0 4 0 0

„ 0 7 0 0

» 0 12 0

„ 0 2 0 0

„ 0 2 5 0

„ 0 2 0 0

„ 0 3 0 0

2 5 0 0

12 5 0

0 4 5 0
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Jio. Articles.

No. in

Chinese

Tariff.

161 Tobacco, Leaf 147

162 Tortoiseshell Ware ...

.

95

163 Trunks, Leather. ...... 100

164 Turmeric 26

165 Twine, Hemp, Canton.. 81

166 „ t, Soochow, 82

167 Turnips, Salted 149

168 Varnish, orCrudeLac-

1

76
quer j

169 VorTnicfilli. ,, 150

170 Vermillion 67

171 Wax, White or Insect .

.

10

172 Wood—Piles, Poles, & 1 110
Joists j

173 Wood Ware 92

174
1

Wool 95

Chinese Characters, Duty.

t. m. c- c.

per 100 catties 0 16 0

per catty 0 2 0 0

perlOOcatties 15 0 0

„ 0 10 0

„ 0 16 0

„ 0 5 0 O'

„ 0 18 0

„ 0 5 0 0

„ 0 18 0

„ 2 5 0 0

„ 15 0 0

each 0 0 3 0

perlOOcatties 1 15 0

„ 0 3 6 0

TEA.

—

Coarse unfired Japanese Tea imported for local consumption.—Since Pebruary, 1861,
it has been the practice of the Shanghai Customs to charge duty ad valorem on Tea of this
description.

Tea importedfrom Japan for the purpose of being refired and re-exported to a Foreign country.

—

Since the Ist of April, 1861, Japanese Tea imported for re-exportation has been dealt with at
Shanghai according to the following rule :

—

“ Tea imported into this port from Japan for the purpose of being refired and re-exported to
a Poreign counti-y will be allowed a reduction on the actual weight imported of Twenty percent,
on the Import duty, and when re-exported a Drawback Certificate for the entire amount of duty
paid will be granted on application in the usual manner, provided that the terms of Article XLV.
of the Treaty between Great Britain and China be complied with, and that the weights, &c.,

&c. be correctly declared. ”

BricA: Tea.—In the Tariff appended to the Eussian Eegulations of 1862, the Export duty on
Brick Tea is fixed at 6 mace per picul.



RULES.

Rule I.— Unenumerated Goods.—Articles not enumerated in the list of exports,

but enumerated in the list of imports, -when exports, will pay the amount of duty
set against them in the list of imports : and, similarly, articles not enumerated in

the fist of imports, hut enumerated in the list of exports, when imported, will pay
the amount of duty set against them in the list of exports.

Articles not enumerated in either list, nor in the list of duty-free goods, will pay
an ad valorem duty of 5 per cent,, calculated on their market value.

Rule II.

—

Duty free Goods.—Gold and silver bulhon, foreign coins, flour, Indian
meal, sago, biscuits, preserved meats and vegetables, cheese, butter, confectionery,

foreign clothing, jewellery, plated-ware, perfumery, soap of all kinds, charcoal,

firewood, candles, (foreign), tobacco (foreign), cigars (foreign), wine, beer, spirits,

household stores, ship’s stores, personal baggage, stationery, carpeting, druggeting,
cutlery, foreign medicines, glass, and crystal ware.

The above pay no import or export duty, but, if transported into the interior

will, with the exception of personal baggage, gold and silver bullion, and foreign coins,

pay a transit duty at the rate of 2f per cent, ad valorem.

A freight, or part freight of duty-free commodities (personal baggage, gold and
silver bulhon, and foreign coins, excepted) will render the vessel carrying them, though
no other cargo be on board, hable to tonnage dues.

Rule III.

—

Contraband Goods.—Import and export trade is ahke prohibited in

the following articles ; Gunpowder, shot, cannon, fowhng-pieces, rifles, muskets,
pistols, and all other munitions and implements of war

;
and salt.

Rule TV.

—

Weights and Measures.—In the calcidation of the Tariff, the weight
of a picul of one hundred catties is held to be equal to one hundred and thirty-three

and one-third pounds avoirdupois
;
and the length of a chang of ten Chinese feet to

be equal to one hundred and forty-one Enghsh inches.

One Chinese chih is held to be equal to fourteen and one-tenth inches English

;

and four yards Enghsh, less three inches, to equal one chang.

Rule V.

—

Regarding certain Commodities heretofore Contraband.—The restrictions

affecting trade in opium, cash, grain, pulse, sulphur, brimstone, saltpetre, and spelter

are relaxed, under the following conditions :

—

1.

—Opium will henceforth pay thirty taels per picul import duty. The importer
will sell it only at the port. It will be carried into the interior by Chinese only, and
only as Chinese property

;
the foreign trader will not be allowed to accompany it.

The provisions of Article IX. of the Treaty of Tientsin, by which British subjects

are authorized to proceed into the interior with passports to trade, will not extend
to it, nor will those of Article XXVIII. of the same treaty, by which the transit-dues

are regulated. The transit dues on it will be arranged as the Chinese Government
see fit : nor in future revisions of the Tariff is the same rule of revision to be applied

to opium as to other goods.

2.

—Copper Cash.—The export of cash to any foreign port is prohibited
;
but it

shall be lawful for British subjects to ship it at one of the open ports of China to another,

on compliance with the following Regulation ;—The shipper shall give notice of the

amount of cash he desires to ship, and the port of its destination, and shall bind
himself, either by a bond, with two sufficient sureties, or by depositing such other
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security as may be deemed by the Customs satisfactory, to return, witbin six months
from the date of clearance to the collector at the port of shipment, the certificate

issued by him, with an acknowledgment thereon of the receipt of the cash at the port
of destination by the collector at that port, w’ho shall thereto afiix his seal

;
or fading

the production of the certificate, to forfeit a sum equal in value to the cash shipped.

Cash will pay no duty inwards or outwards
;
but a freight or part freight of cash,

though no other cargo be on board, will reader the vessel carrying it liable to pay
tonnage dues.

3.

—The export of rice and all other gi'ain whatsoever, native or foreign, no
matter where grown or whence imported, to any foreign port, is prohibited

;
but these

commodities may be carried by British merchants from one of the open ports of China
to another, rmder the same conditions in respect of security as cash, on pajunent at

the port of shipment of the duty specified in the Tariff.

No import duty wdl be leviable on rice or gi’ain
;
but a freight or part freight of

rice or grain, though no other cargo be on board, will render the vessel importing it

liable to tonnage dues.

4.

—*The export of pulse and beancake from Tung-chau and Newchwang, under
the British flag, is prohibited. From any other of the ports they may be shipped, on
payment of the tariff duty, either to other ports of China, or to foreign countries.

5.

—Saltpetre, sulphur, brimstone, and spelter, being munitions of war, shall not

be imported by British subjects, save at the requisition of the Chinese Government, or

for sale to Chinese duly authorized to j)urchase them. No pennit to land them will

be issued until the Customs have proof that the necessary authority has been given to

the purchaser. It shall not be lawful for British subjects to carry these commodities
up the Tang-tsze-kiang, or into any port other than those oj)8n on the seaboard, nor

to accompany them into the ulterior on behalf of Chinese. They must be sold at

the ports only, and, except at the ports, they will be regarded as Chinese property.

Infractions of the conditions, as above set forth, under which trade in opium,

cash, grain, pulse, saltpetre, brimstone, sulphur, and spelter may be henceforward

carried on, will be punishable by confiscation of all the goods concerned.

Eule VI.

—

Liability of Vessels entering Port.—To the prevention of misunder-

standing, it is agreed that the term of twenty-four hours, within which British vessels

must be reported to the Consul under Article XXXVII. of the Treaty of Tientsin,

shall be understood to commence from the time a British vessel comes within the hmits

of the port
;
as also the term of forty-eight hours allowed her by Article XXX. of the

same Treaty to remain in port without payment of tonnage dues.

The limits of the ports shall be defined by the Customs, with all consideration

for the convenience of trade, compatible with due protection of the revenue ;
also the

hmits of the anchorages within which lading and discharging is permitted by the

Customs
;
and the same shall be notified to tlie Consul for public information.

Rule VII.

—

Transit Dties.—It is agreed that Article XXXVIII. of the Treaty of

Tientsin shall be interpreted to declare the amounts of transit dues legally leviable

upon merchandise imported or exported by British subjects, to be one-half of the tariff

duties, except in the case of the duty-free goods liable to a transit duty of 2| per cent.

ad valorem, as provided in Article II. of these Rules. Merchandise shall be cleared

of its transit dues under the following conditions ;

—

In the case of Imports.—Notice being given at the port of entry, from which the

Imports are to be forwarded mland, of the nature and quantity of the goods, the ship

from which they have been lauded, and the place mland to which they are bound,

• NOTIFICATION.

British Consulate, Shanghai, 24tb Mnrch, 1862.

Newchwang. and ,dl other porta in China

charged at any Chinese port on payment ofh.df duty, with power to claim drawback of the half-duty if re-eiponed.

By order. W.i.IirER H. MEDHUBST, Consul.
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with all other necessary particulars, the Collector of Customs will, on due inspection

made, and on receipt of the transit-duty due, issue a transit-duty certificate. This

must be produced at every barrier station, and vised. No further duty will be leviable

upon imports so certificated, no matter how distant the place of their destination.

In the case of Exports.—Produce purchased by a British subject in the interior

will be inspected, and taken account o
' , at the first barrier it passes on its way to the

port of shipment. A memorandum showing the amount of the produce and the port

at which it is to be shipped, will be deposited there by the person in charge of the

produce
;
he will then receive a certificate, which must be exhibited and vised at every

barrier, on his way to the port of shipment. On the arrival of the produce at the

barrier nearest the port, notice must be given to the Customs at the port, and the

transit-dues due thereon being paid, it will be passed. On exportation the produce
will pay the tariff-duty*.

Any attempt to pass goods inwards or outwards, otherwise than in compliance
with the rule here laid down, will render them liable to confiscation.

Unauthorised sale, in transitu, of goods that have been entered as above for a
port, wiE render them hable to confiscation. Any attempt to pass goods in excess

of the quantity specified in the certificate wdl render all the goods of the same
denommation, named in the certificate, hable to confiscation. Pennission to export
produce, which cannot be proved to have paid its transit-dues, will be refused by the

Customs mitil the transit-dues shall have been paid. The above being the arrange-
ment agreed to regarding the transit-dues, which wEl thus be levied once and for all,

the notification required under Article XXVIII. of the Treaty of Tientsin, for the
information of British and Chinese subjects, is hereby dispensed with.

Eule VIII.

—

Peking not open to Trade.—It is agreed that Article IX. of the
Treaty of Tientsin shall not be mtei'preted as authorising British subjects to enter the
capital city of Peking for pui-poses of trade.

Eule TS..—Abolition of the Meltage Fee.—It is agreed that the percentage of one
tael two mace, hitherto charged in excess of duty payments to defray the expenses of

melting by the Chinese Grovernment, shall be no longer levied on British subjects.

Eule X.

—

Collection of Duties under one System at all Ports.—It being by Treaty
at the option of the Chinese Grovernment to adopt what means appear to it best
suited to protect its revenue accraing on British trade, it is agreed that one uniform
system shall be enforced at eveiy port.

The high officer appointed by the Chinese Govenament to superintend foreign

trade wEl, accordingly, from time to time, either himself visit, or will send a deputy
to visit the different ports. The said high officer wEl be at liberty, of his own choice,

and independently of the suggestion or nomination of any British authority, to select

any British subject he may see fit to aid him in the administration of the Customs’
revenue, in the prevention of smuggling, ui the definition of port boundaries, or in

discharging the duties of harbour master; also in the distribution of Eghts, buoys,
beacons, and the Eke, the maintenance of which shall be provided for out of the
tonnage-dues.

The Chinese Government wiE adopt what measures it shall find requisite to

prevent smugghng upon the Yang-tsze-kiang, when that river shall be opened to

trade.

Done at Shanghai, in the province of Kiang-su, this eighth day of Novembei’, in

the year of our Lord eighteen hundred and fifty-eight, being the third day of the
tenth moon of the eighth year of the reign of Hien Fung.

(l.s.) ELGIN AND KINCAEDINE.

Seal of Chinese Plenipotentiaries. Signature of Five Chinese Plenipotentiaries.

See Chefoo Conveatiou, Section III., Article 4.



RULES FOR JOINT INVESTIGATION IN CASES OF CONFISCATION
AND FINE BY THE CUSTOM HOUSE AUTHORITIES *

Agreed to and Promulgated by the British Minister at Peking, Slst May, 1868.

Rule I.—It shall be the Rule for all business connected -with the Custom House
Department to be in the first instance transacted between the Commissioner of

Customs and the Consul, personally or by letter
;
and procedure in deciding cases

shall be taken in accordance with the following Regulations.

Rule II.—Whenever a ship or goods belonging to a foreign merchant is seized

in a port in China by the Custom House officers, the seizure shall be reported without
delay to the Kien-tuh, or Chinese Superintendent of Customs. If he considers the
seizure justifiable, he will depute the Shwui-wu-sze, or foreign Commissioner of

Customs, to give notice to the party to whom the ship or goods are declared to belong
that they have been seized because such or such an irregularity has been committed,
and that they will be confiscated, unless, before noon on a certain day, being the sixth

day from the delivery of the notice, the Custom House authorities receive from the

Consul an official application to have the case fully investigated.

The merchant to whom the ship or goods belong, if prepared to maintain that

the alleged irregularity has not been committed, is free to appeal, within the limited

time, directly to the Commissioner, who is to inform the Superintendent. If satisfied

with his explanations, the Superintendent will direct the release of the ship or goods

;

otherwise, if the merchant elect not to appeal to the Customs, or if, after receiving

his explanations, the Superintendent still decline to release the ship or goods, he may
appeal to his Consul, who will infoi-m the Superintendent of the particulars of this

appeal, and request him to name a dr.y for them both to investigate and try the case

publicly.

Rule III.—The Superintendent, on receipt of the Consul’s communication, will

name a day for meeting at the Custom House
;
and the Consul will direct the merchant

to appear with his witnesses there on the day named, and will himself on that day
proceed to the Custom House. The Superintendent will invite the Consul to take

his seat with him on the bench
;
the Commissioner of Customs will also be seated to

assist the Superintendent.

Proceedings will be opened by the Superintendent, who will call on the Customs’
employes who seized the ship or goods to state the circumstances which occasioned

the seizure, and will question them as to their evidence. Whatever the merchant
may have to advance in contradiction of their evidence he will state to the Consul,

who will cross-examine them for him. Such will be the proceedings in the interest

of truth and equity. The Consul and Superintendent may, if they see fit, appoint

deputies to meet at the Custom House in their stead, in which case the order of

proceeding will be the same as if they were present in person.

Rule IV.—Notes will be taken of the statements of all parties examined, a copy

of which will be signed and sealed by the Consul and Superintendent. The room
will then be cleared, and the Superintendent will inform the Consul of the course he

proposes to pursue. If he proposes to confiscate the vessel or goods, and the Consul

dissents, the merchant may appeal and the Consul, having given notice of the appeal

to the Superintendent, they will forward certified copies of the above notes to Peking,

—the former to his Minister, and the latter to the Foreign Office, for their decision.

If the Consul agrees with the Superintendent that the ship or goods ought to be

confiscated, the merchant will not have the right of appeal
;
and in no case will the

release of ship or goods entitle him to claim indemnity for their seizure, whether they

be released after the investigation at the Custom House, or after the appeal to the

high authorities of both nations at Peking.

Rule V.—The case having been referred to superior authority, the merchu,nt

interested shall be at liberty to give a bond, binding himself to pay the full vahie of

buo'jtitated for the Rules agreed upon in 1H65 between the Chinese OoTernment and Her Brituunio

Majesty's Plenipotentiary,
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the ship or goods attached should the ultimate decision be against him; which bond

being sealed with the Consular seal, and deposited at the Custom House, the Super-

intendent will restore to the merchant the ship or goods attached
;
and when the

superior authorities shall have decided whether so much money is to be paid, or the

whole of the property seized be confiscated, the merchant will be called on to pay

accordmgly. If he dechne to give the necessary security, the ship or merchandise

attached will be detained. But whether the decision of the superior authorities be

favourable or not, the appellant will not be allowed to claim indemnity.

Rule VI.—When the act of which a merchant at any port is accused is not one

involving the confiscation of ship or cargo, but is one which, by Treaty or Regulation,

is punishable by fine, the Commissioner will report the case to the Supermtendent,

and at the same time cause a plaint to be entered in the Consular Court. The Consul

will fix the day of the trial, and inform the Commissioner that he may then ai^pear

with the evidence and the witnesses in the case. And the Commissioner, either

personally or by deputy, shall take his seat on the bench, and conduct the case on

behalf of the prosecution.

When the Treaty or Regulations afiix a specific fine for the offence, the Consul
shall on conviction give judgment for that amount, the power of mitigating the

sentence resting with the Superintendent and Commissioner. If the defendant is

acquitted, and the Commissioner does not demur to the decision, the ship or goods,

if any be under seizure, shall at once be released, and the circumstances of the case

be communicated to the SujDerintendent. The merchant shall not be put to any
expense by delay, but he shall have no claim for compensation on account of hindrance

in his business, for loss of interest, or for demurrage. If a difference of opinions

exist between the Commissioner and Consul, notice to that effect shall be given to

the Superintendent, and copies of the whole proceedings fonvarded to Peking for the

consideration of their respective high authorities. Pending their decisions, the owner
of the property must file a bond in the Consular Court to the full vahie of the pro-

posed fine, which will be sent to the Custom House authorities by the Consul, and
the goods or ship will be released.

Rule VII.—If the Custom House authorities and Consul cannot agree as to

whether certain duties are leviable or not, action must be taken as Rule V. directs,

and the merchant must sign a bond for the value of the duties in question. The
Consul will affix his seal to this document, and send it to the Custom House autho-
rities, when the Superintendent will release the goods without receiving the duty

;

and these two functionaries will respectively send statements of the case to Peking,

—

one to his Mmister, the other to the Poi-eign Office.

If it shall be decided there that no duty shall be levied, the Custom House
authorities will return the merchant’s bond to the Consul to be cancelled

;
but if it

be decided that a certaui amoixnt of duty is leviable, the Consul shall require the
merchant to pay it m at the Custom House.

Rule VIII.—If the Consul and the Custom House authorities cannot agree as

to whether confiscation of a ship, or a cargo, or both of them together, being the

property of a foreign merchant, shall take place, the case must be referred to Peking
for the decision of the Foreign Office, and the Minister of his nation. Pending their

decision, the merchant must, in accordance with Rule V., sign a bond for the amount,
to which the Consul will affix his seal, and send it for deposit at the Custom House.

As difference of opinion as to the value [of ship or goods] may arise, the

valuation of the merchant will be decisive
;
and the Custom House authorities may,

if they see fit, take over either at the price aforesaid.

If after such purchase it be decided that the property seized ought to be
confiscated, the merchant must redeem his bond by paying in at the Custom House
the origiual amount of the jxurchase-money. If the decision be against confiscation,

the bond will be returned to the Consul for transmission to the merchant, and the

case then be closed. The sum paid by the Custom House authorities for ship or

goods being regarded as their proper price, it will not be in the merchant’s power,
by a tender of the purchase-money, to recover them.



THE CHEiOO CONVENTION.

Signed, in the English and Chinese Languages, at Chefoo,

13th September, 1876.

Ratified hy the Emperor of China 17th September, 1876.

Agreement negotiated between Sir Thomas Wade, K.C.B., Her Britannic
Majesty’s Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary at the Oonrt of China,
and Li, Mmister Plenipotentiary of His Majesty the Emperor of China, Senior Grand
Secretary, Governor-General of the Province of Chih-h, of the First Class of the
Tliird Order of Nobdity.

The negotiation between the Ministers above named has its origin in a despatch
received by Sir Thomas Wade, in the Spring of the present year, fr -m the Earl of

Derby, Principal Secretaiy of State for Foreign Affairs, dated 1st January, 1876.

This contained instructions regarding the disposal of three questions, first, a satis-

factory settlement of the Yiinnan affair; secondly, a faithful fulfilment of engagements
of last year respecting intercourse between the high ofiicers of the two Govemments

;

thirdly, the adoption of a unifonn system in satisfaction of the imderstanding arrived

at in the month of September, 1876 (8th moon of the 1st year of the reign Kwang
Su), on the subject of rectification of conditions of trade. It is to this despatch that

Sir Thomas Wade has referred himself in discussions on these questions with the

Tsung-li Yamcn, farther reference to which is here omitted as superfluous. The
conditions now agreed to between Sir Thomas Wade and the Grand Secretaiy are as

follow :

—

Section I.—Settlement of the Yiinnan Case.

1.

—A Memorial is to be presented to the Throne, whether by the Tsung-li

Yamcn or by the Grand Secretaiy Li is immaterial, in the sense of the memorandum
prepared by Sir Thomas Wade. Before presentation the Chinese text of the

Memorial is to be shown to Sir Thomas Wade.

2.

—The Memorial having been presented to the Throne, and the Imperial Decree

in reply received, the Tsung-h Yamcn will communicate copies of the Mt morial and
Imperial decree to Sir Thomas Wade, together with copy of a l.'tter from the

Tsung-li Yamcn to the Proidncial Govemments, instmctuig them to issue a proclama-

tion that shall embody at length the above Memorial and Decree. Sir Thomas Wade
will thereon reply to the effect that for two years to come ofl&cers vdll be sent by the

British Minister to different places in the provinces to see that the proclamation is

posted. On application from the British Minister or the Consul of any port instructed

by him to make appHcation, the high officers of the provinces will depvite competent

officers to accompany those so sent to the places which they go to obseiwe.

3.

—In order to the framing of such regulations as will be needed for the conduct

of the frontier trade between Burniah and Yiinnan, the Memorial submitting the

proposed settlement of the Yiinnau affair wiU contain a request that an Imperial

Decree be issued dmecting the Governor-General and Governor, wlienever the British

Government shall send officers to Y iinrian, to select a competent officer of rank to

confer with them and to conclude a satisfactoiy arrangement.

4.

—The British Governmei'd will be free for five years, from the 1st January
next, being the 17th day of the illh moon of the 2nd year of the reign Kwang Su,
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to station officers at Ta-li Fn, or at some other suitable place in Yiinnan, to observe

the. conditions of trade
;
to the end that they may have information upon which to

base the regulations of trade when these have to be discussed. For the consideration

and adjustment of any matter affecting British officers or subjects, these officers will

be free to address themselves to the authorities of the province. The opening of the

trade may be proposed by the British Grovernment as it may find best at any time

vrithin the term of five years, or upon expiry of the term of five years.

Passports having been obtained last year for a Mission from India mto Yiinnan,

it is open to the Viceroy of India to send such Mission at any time he may see fit.

5.

—The amount of indemnity to be paid on account of the families of the officers

and others killed in Yunnan, on account of the expenses which the Yihinan case has

occasioned, and on account of claims of British merchants arising out of the action

of officers of the Chinese Government up to the commencement of the present year.

Sir Thomas Wade takes upon himself to fix at two hundred thousand taels, payable

on demand.

6.

—When the case is closed an Imperial letter will he written expressing regret

for what has occurred in Yiinnan. The Mission bearing the Imperial Letter will

proceed to England immediately. Sir Thomas Wade is to be informed of the

constitution of this Mission for the mformation of his Government. The text of the

Imperial Letter is also to be communicated to Sir Thomas Wade by the Tsung-li

Yamcn.
Section II .— Official Intercourse.

Fnder tliis heading are included the conditions of intercourse between high
officers in the capital and the provinces, and between Consular officers and Chinese

officials at the ports; also the conduct of judicial proceedings in mixed cases.

1.

—In the Tsimg-h Yamcn’s Memorial of the 28th September, 1875, the Prince of

Kung and the Ministers stated that their object in presenting it had not been simj)ly

the transaction of business in which Chinese and Foreigners might be concerned

;

missions abroad and the question of diplomatic intercourse lay equally within their

prayer.

To the prevention of farther misimderstanding upon the subject of intercourse

and correspondence, the present conditions of both having caused complaint in the

cai'ital and in the pirovmces, it is agreed that the Tsung-li Yamcn shall address a
circular to the Legations, inviting Foreign Representatives to consider with them a
code of etiquette, to the end that foreign officials in China, whether at the ports or
elsewhere, may be treated with the same regard as is shown them when serving

abroad in other countries and as would be shown to Chinese agents so serving abroad.
The fact that China is about to establish Missions and Consulates abroad renders

an understanding on these points essential.

2.

—The British Treaty of 1858, Aibicle XVI., lays down that “ Chinese subjects

who may be guilty of any criminal act towards British subjects shall be arrested and
pL nished by Chmese authorities according to the laws of China.

“ British subjects who may commit any crime in China shall be tried and punished
by the Consul, or any other pubhc functionary authorised thereto, according to the
laws of Great Britain.

“Justice shall bo equitably and impartially administered on both sides.”

The words “functionary authorised thereto” are translated in the Chinese text

“British Government.”
In order to the fulfilment of its Treaty obligations, the British Government has

established a Supreme Court at Shanghai, with a special code of rules, which it is

now about to revise. The Chinese Government has established at Shanghai a Mixed
Court; but the officer presiding over it, either from lack of power or dread of
unpopularity, constantly fails to enforce his judgments.

It is now understood that the Tsung-h Yamcn will wi'ite a circular to the Lega-
tions, inviting Foreign Representatives at once to consider with the Tsung-h Yamcn
the measures needed for the more effective administration of justice at the Ports
open to Trade.
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3.—It is agreed that, whenever a crime is committed affecting the person or

property of a British subject, whether in the interior or at the open ports, the British

Minister shall be free to send officers to the spot to be present at the investigation.

To the prevention of misunderstanding on this point. Sir Thomas Wade will

write a Note to the above effect, to wliich the Tsung-h Yamen will reply, affinnmg
that this is the course of proceeding to be adhered to for the time to come.

It is farther understood that so long as the laws of the two countries differ from
each other, there can be but one principle to guide judicial proceedings in mixed cases

in China, namely, that the case is tried by the official of the defendant’s nationahty

;

the official of the plaintiff’s nationality merely attending to watch the proceedings in

the interests of justice. If the officer so atten^ng be dissatisfied with the proceedings,

it will be in his power to protest against them in detail. The law administered will

be the law of the nationahty of the officer tryuig the case. This is the meaning of

the words hui t’ung, indicating combined action in judicial proceedings, in Ai’ticle

XVI. of the Treaty of Tientsin
;
and this is the course to be respectively followed by

the officers of either nationality.

Section 111.—Trade.

1.

—With reference to the area within which, according to the treaties in force,

leldn ought not to be collected on foreign goods at the open ports. Sir Thomas Wade
agrees to move his Grovernment to allow the ground rented by foreigners (the so-called

Concessions) at the different ports, to be regarded as the area of exemption from
lelcin; and the Government of China will thereupon allow I-ch’ang in the province

ofHu-pei; Wu-hu, in An Hui; Wen-chow, in Che-Kiang; and Pei-hai (Pak-hoi),

in Kwang-Tung to be added to the number of ports open to trade and to become

Consular stations. The British Government will farther be free to send officers to

reside at Ch’ung K’uig, to watch the conditions of British trade in Ssu Ch’uen.

British merchants will not be allowed to reside at Ch’ung K’ing, or to open establish-

ments or warehouses there so long as no steamers have access to the port.. When
steamers have succeeded in ascending the river so far, farther arrangements can be

taken into consideration.

It is farther proposed as a measure of compromise that at certain points on the

shore of the Great River, namely, Ta-t’ung and Ngan-Ching, in the province of An-
Hui

;
Hu-Kou, in Kiang-Si

;
Wu-such, Lu-chi kou, and Sha-shOi in Hu-Kwang

;

these being all places of trade in the interior, at which, as they are not open ports,

foreign merchants are not legally authorised to land or ship goods, steamers shall be

allowed to touch for the purpose of landnig or shipping passengers or goods ;
but in

all instances by means of native boats only and subject to the regulations in force

affecting native trade.

Produce accompanied by a half-duty certificate may be shipped at such points

by the steamers, but may not be landed by them for sale. And at all such points,

except in the case of imports accompanied by a transit duty certificate or exports

similarly certificated, which will be severally passed free of lelcin on exhibition of siich

certificates, lelcin will be duly collected on all goods whatever by the native authorities.

Foreign merchants will not be authorised to reside or open houses of business or

warehouses at the places enumerated as ports of call.

2.

—At all ports open to trade, whether by earlier or later agreement, at which no

settlement area has been previously defined, it will be the duty of the British Consul

acting in concert with his colleagues, the Consuls of other Powers, to come to an

understanding with the local authorities regarding the definition of the foreign

settlement area.

3.

—On Opium, Sir Thomas Wade will move his Government to sanction an

arrangement different from that affecting other imports. British merchants, when
opium is brought into port, will be obhged to have it taken cognisance of by the

Customs, and deposited in bond, either in a warehouse or a receiving hulk, until such

time as there is a sale for it. The importer will then pay the tariff duty upon it

and the purchasers the lelcin

;

m order to the prevention of evasion of the duty. The
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amount of lelcin to be collected •will be decided by the different Proviucial Grovern'

ments according to tlie circumstances of each.

4.

—The Chinese G-ovemment agrees that Transit Duty Certificates .shall be
framed under one rale at all ports, no difference being made in the conditions set forth

therein
;
and, that so far as imports are concerned, the nationality of the person

possessing and cainying these is immaterial. Native j^roduce carried from an Inland
Centi’e to a Port of Shipment, if hond fide mtended for shipment to a foreign port,

may be, by treaty, certificated by the British subject interested, and exempted by
payment of the half duty from all charges demanded upon it en route. If produce be
not the property of a British subject, or is being carried to a port not for exportation,

it is not entitled to the exemption that would be secured it by the exhibition of a
Transit Duty Certificate. The British Minister is prepared to agree with the Tsung-li

Yamen upon rules that will secure the Chinese Government agamst abuse of the

privilege as affecting produce.
The words nei-ti, inland, in the clause of Article VII. of the Rules appended to

the Tariff, regarding carriage of imports inland, and of native produce purchased
inland, apply as much to places on the sea coast and river shores, as to places in the

interior not open to foreign trade
;
the Chinese Government havmg the right to make

arrangements for the prevention of abuses thereat.

5.

—Article XLV. of the Treaty of 1858 prescribes no limit to the term within,

which a drawback may be claimed upon duty paid Imports. The British Minister

agrees to a term of three years, after expiry of which no drawback shall be clauned.

6.

—The foregoing stipulation, that certain ports are to be opened to foreign trade;

and that landing and shipping of goods at six places on the Great River is to be
sanctioned, shall be given effect to within six months after receipt of the Imperial

Decree approvmg the memorial of the Grand Secretary Li. The date for giving effect

to the stipulations affecting exemption of imports from lelcin taxation within the

foreign settlements, and the collection of lelcin upon opium by the Customs Inspec-

torate at the same time as the Tariff Duty upon it, will be fixed as soon as the

British Government has arrived at an understanding on the subject with other foreign

Governments.

7.

—The Governor of Hongkong havmg long comj)lained of the interference of

the Canton Customs Revenue Cruisers with the junk trade oT that Colony, the Chinese
Government agrees to the appointment of a Comiiussion to consist of a British Consul,

an officer of the Hongkong Government, and a Chinese official of equal rank, in order
to the establishment of some system that shall enable the Chinese Government to

protect its revenue without prejudice to the interests of the Colony.

Separate Article.

Her Majesty’s Government ha'ving it in contemplation to send a Mission of
Exploration next year by way of Peking through Kan-Su and Koko-Nor, or by way of

Ssu-Chuen, to Thibet, and thence to India, the Tsung-li Tamcn, having due regard
to the circiimstances, will, when the tune arrives, issue the necessary passports, and
will address letters to the high provincial authorities and to the Resident in Thibet.

If the Mission should not be sent by these routes, but should be proceeding across

the Indian frontier to Thibet, the Tsung-li Yamen, on receipt of a communication to

the above effect from the British Minister, wfill write to the Chinese Resident in
Thibet, and the Resident, -with due regard to the circumstances, -will send officers to

take due care of the Mission
;
and passports for the Mission will be issued by the

Tsung-li Yamen that its passage be not obstructed.

Done at Chefoo, in the pro'vince of Shan Tung, this Thirteenth Day of September,
in the year of Our Lord One Tliousand Eiglit Hundred and Seventy-six.

[L.S.] THOMAS FRANCIS WADE.
[L.S.] CHINESE PLENIPOTENITARY.
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lEEATY OF PEACE, EEIENDSHIP, COMMEECE, AND NAVIGATION
BETWEEN FEANCE AND CHINA.

Signed, in the French and Chinese Languages, at Tientsin, 27th June, 1858.

Ratifications Exchanged at Peking, 26th October, 1860.

His Majesty the Emperor of the French and His Majesty the Emperor of Chin.*'

Being desirous to put an end to the existing misunderstanding between the two
Empires, and wishing to re-establish and improTe the relations of friendship, com-
merce, and navigation between the two powers, have resolved to conclude a new
treaty based on the common interest of the two countries, and for that purpose have
named as their plenipotentiaries, that is to say :

—
His Majesty the Emperor of the French, Baron Gros, Grand Officer of the Leg-

ion of Honour, Grand Cross of the Order of the Saviour of Greece, Commander of

the Order of the Conception of Portugal, &c., Ac., Ac.

And His Majesty the Emperor of China, Kweiliang, Imperial High Com-
missioner of the Ta-Tsing Dynasty, Grand Minister of the East Palace, Director-

General of the Council of Justice, Ac., Ac., Ac.
;
and Hwashana, Imperial High

Commissioner of the Ta-Tsing Dvnasty, President of the Board of Finance, General
of the Bordered Blue Banner of the Chinese Banner Force, Ac., Ac., Ac. ;

Who, having exchanged their full powej's, which they have found in good and
due form, have agreed upon the following Articles :

—

Art. I.—There shall be perpetual peace and friendship between His Majesty the

Emperor of the French and His Majesty the Emperor of China, and between the

subjects of the two Empires, who shall enjoy equally in the respective states of the

high contracting parties full and entire protection for their persons and property.

'T Art. II.—In order to maintain the peace so happily re-established between the

two empires it has been agreed between the high contracting parties that, following

in this respect the practice amongst Yfestem nations, the duly accredited diplomatic

agents of His Majesty the Emperor of the French to His Majesty the Emperor of China
snail have the right of resorting to the capital of the empire when important affairs

call them there. It is agreed between the high contracting parties that if any one
of the powers having a treaty with China obtains for its diplomatic agents the right

of permanently residing at Peking, France shall immediately enjoy the same right.

The diplomatic agents shall reciprocally enjoy in the place of their residence,

the privileges and unmunities accorded to them by international law, that is to say,

that their persons, their families, their houses, and their correspondence, shall be
Inviolable, that they may take into their service such emi>loycs, couriers, interpreters,

servants. Ac., Ac., as shaU be necessary to them.

The expense of every kind occasioned by the diplomatic missions of France in

China shall be defrayed by the French Government. The diplomatic agents whom
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it shall please the Emperor of China to accredit to His Majesty the Emperor of

the French, shall he received in France with all the honours and prerogatives which
the diplomatic agents of other nations accredited to the court of His Majesty the

Emperor of the French enjoy.

Ai-t. III.—The official communications of the French diplomatic and consular

agents with the Chinese authorities shall he written in French, hut shall he accom-
panied, to facilitate the service, hy a Chinese translation, as exact as possible, until

such time as the Imperial Government of Peking, having interpreters speaking

and writing French correctly, diplomatic correspondence shall he conducted in this

language by the French agents and in Chinese hy the officers of the empire.

It is agreed that until then, and in case of difference in the interpretation, in re-

ference to the French text and Chinese text of the clauses heretofore agreed upon
in the conventions made by common accord, it shall always he the origmal text and
not the translation which shall he held correct. This provision applies to the

present treaty, and in the communications between the authorities of the two
countries it shall always be the original text and not the translation which shall be
held correct.

Art. IV.—^Henceforth the official correspondence between the authorities and the

officers of the two countries shall he regulated according to their respective ranks and
conditions and upon the basis of the most absolute reciprocity. Tliis correspondence
shall take place between the high French officers and the high Chinese Officers, in

the capital or elsewhere, by dispatch or communication
;
between the French sub-

ordmate officers and the high authorities in the provinces, on the part of the former
by statement, and on the jjart of the latter by declaration.

Between the officers of lower rank of the two nations, as above provided, on
the footing of a perfect equality.

Merchants and generally all persons not having an official character shall on both
sides use the form of rcpresenlation in all documents addressed to or intended for the

notice of the respective authorities.

Whenever a French subject shall have recourse to the Chinese authority, his

representation shall first be submitted to the Consul, who, if it appears to him
reasonable and propeiiy addressed, shall forward it

;
if it bo otherwise, the Consul

shall cause the tenour to be modified or refuse to transmit it. The Chinese, on their

part, when they have to address a consulate, shall follow a similar course towards
the Chinese authority, who shall-act in the same manner.

Art. V.—His Majesty the Emperor of the French may appoint Consuls or Con-
sular Agents in the coast and river ports of the Chinese empire named in Article YL
of the present treaty to conduct the busmess between the Chinese authorities and
French merchants and subjects and to see to the strict obseiwance of the stipulated
rules. These officers shall be treated with the consideration and regard which are
due to them. Their relations with the authorities of the place of their residence
shall be estabhshed on the footing of the most perfect equality. If they shall have
to complain of the proceedings of the said authorities, they may address the superior
authority of the province direct, and shall immediately advise the Minister Plenipo-
tentiary of the Emperor thereof.

In case of the absence of the French Consul, captains and merchants shall be
at liberty to have recourse to the intervention of the Consul of a friendly power, or,

if this be impossible, they shall have recourse to the chief of the Customs, who shall

advise as to the means of assuring to the said captains and merchants the benefits of
the present treaty.

Art. VI.—Experience having demonstrated that the opening of new ports to
foreign commerce is oiie of the necessities of the age, it has been agreed that the
ports of Kiung-chow and Chao-chow in the province of Kwangtung, Taiwan and
Tamsui in the island of Formosa (province of Fohkien), Tang-chow in the pro-
vince of Shantung, and Hanking in the province of Kiangsu, shall enjoy the same
privileges as Canton, Shanghai, Ningpo, Amoy, and Foochow. With regard to
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Nanking, tlie Frencli agents in Cliiua shall not deliver passports to their nationals

for this city until the rebels shall have been expelled by the Imjjerial troops.

Aj’t. VII.—French subjects and their families may establish themselves and
trade or pursue their avocations in all security, and without hindrance of any kind,

in the ports and cities enur^crated in the preceding article.

They may travel freely between them if they are provided with passports, but
it is expressly forbidden to them to trade elsewdiere on the coast in search of

clandestine markets, under pain of confiscation of both the ships and goods used in

such operations, and this confiscation shall be for the benefit of the Chinese Govern-
ment, who, however, before the seizure and confiscation can be legally pronormced,
must advise the French Consul at the nearest port.

Art. VIII.—French subjects who wish to go to iuteiior towns, or ports not open
to foreign vessels, may do so in all security, on the express condition that they are

provided with passports written in French and Chinese, legally delivered by the

di25lomatic agents or consuls of France in China and vised by the Chinese authorities.

In case of the loss of his passport, the French subject who camiot present it

when it is legally required of him, shall, if the Chmese authorities of the place refuse

him peimission to remain a sufficient time to obtain another j^assport from the

consul, be conducted to the nearest consulate and shall not be maltreated or insulted

in any way.
As is stipulated in the foimer treaties, French subjects resident or sojourning

in the ports o^jen to foreign trade may travel vithout passports in their immediate
neighbourhood and there pursue their occuijations as freely as the natives, but they

shall not pass certain limits which shall be agreed uj)on between the consul and the

local authority. The French agents in China shall deliver passjjorts to their

nationals only for the idaces where the rebels are not estabhshed at the time the

pass
2
)ort shall be demanded.
These jjassjiorts shall be delivered by the French authorities only to persons

who offer every desirable guarantee.

Art. IX.—All changes made by common consent with one of the signatoiy powers
of the treaties with China on the subject of amelioration of the tariff now in force, or

which may hereafter be in force, as also all rights of customs, tonnage, importation,

transit, and exjjortation, shall be immediately applicable to French trade and mer-

chants by the mere fact of their being jdaced in execution.

Art. X.—Any French subject who, conformably to the stipulations of Article

VI. of the j^resent treaty, shall arrive at one of the ports oj^en to foreign trade, may,
whatever may be the length of his sojourn, rent houses and warehouses for the

disposal of his merchandise, or lease land and himself build houses and warehouses.

French subjects may, in the same manner, establish' churches, hospitals, religious

houses, schools, and cemeteries. To this end the local authority, after having

agreed with the Consul, shall designate the quarters most suitable for the residence

of the French and the sites on which the above-mentioned structures may have

place.

The terms of rents and leases shall be freely discussed between the interested

parties and regulated, as far as possible, according to the average local rates.

The Chmese authorities shall prevent their nationals from exacting or requiring

exorbitant prices, and the Consul on his side shall see that French subjects use no
violence or constraint to force the consent of the

2
>i’oin’ietors. It is further under-

stood that the niimber of houses and the extent of the ground to be assigned to

French subjects in the ports open to foreign trade shall not be limited, and that they

shall be determuied according to the needs and convenience of the parties. If Chinese

subjects injure or destroy French churriies or cemeteries the guilty i)arties shall be

punished with all the rigour of the laws of the country.

Art. XI.—French subjects in the ports open to foreign trade may freely engage

on the terms agreed upon between the parties, or by the sole intervention of the

Consid, compradores, interpreters, clerks, workmen, wateimen, and servants. They
shall also have the right of engaging teachers in order to learn to speak and write
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the Chinese language and any other language or dialect used in the empire,

as also to secure their aid in scientific or literary works. Equally they may teach to

Chinese subjects their own or foreign languages and sell without obstacle French

books or themselves purchase Chmese books of all descriptions.

Art,. XII.—Property of any kind appertaming to French subjects in the Chmese
empire shall be considered by the Chinese inviolable and shall always be respected

by them. The Chmese authorities shall not, under any circumstances whatever,

place French vessels under embargo nor put them under requisition for any service,

be it public or private.

Art. XIII.—The Christian religion having for its essential object the leading of

men to virtue, the members of all Christian communities shall enjoy entire security

for their persons and property and the free exercise of their religion, and efiicient

protection shall be given to missionaries who travel peaceably in the ulterior

furnished with passports as provided for in Article VIII.

No hindrance shall be offered by the authorities of the Chmese Empire to the

recognised right of every individual in China to embrace, if he so pleases, Chris-

tianity and to follow its practices without being liable to any punishment therefor.

All that has previously been written, proclaimed, or published m China by
order of the G-overnment against the Christian rehgion is completely abrogated and
remains null and void in all provinces of the empire.

Art. XIV.—No privileged commercial society shall henceforward be established

in China, and the same shaU apply to any organised coalition havmg for its end
the exercise of a monopoly of trade. In case of the contravention of the present

article the Chinese Authorities, on the representation of the Consul or Consular
Agents, shall advise as to the means of dissolving such associations, of which they are

also bound to prevent the existence by the preceding prohibitions, so as to remove
all that may stand in the way of free competition.

Art. XY.—When a French vessel arrives in the waters of one of the ports open
to foreign trade she shall be at liberty to engage any pilot to take her immediately
into the port, and, in the same manner, when, having discharged all legal charges,

she shall be ready to put to sea, she shall not be refused pilots to enable her to leave

the port withoiit hindrance or delay.

Any individual who wishes to exercise the profession of pilot for French vessels

may, on the presentation of three certificates from captains of ships, be commissioned
by the French Consul in the same manner as shall be in use with other nations.

The remuneration payable to pilots shall be equitably regnilated for each parti-

cular port by the Consul or Consular Agent, who shall fix it having regard to the
distance and circumstances of the navigation.

Art. XVI.—After the pilot has brought a French trading ship into the port,

the Superintendent of Customs shall depute one or two officers to guard the ship and
prevent fraud. These officers may, according to their convenience, remain in their

own boat or stay on board the ship.

Their pay, food, and expenses shall be a charge on the Chinese Customs, and
they shall not demand any fee or remuneration whatever from the captain or consignee.

Every contraventioai of tliis provision shall entail a punishment proportionate to the
amount exacted, which also shall be retiimed in full.

Art. XVII.—Within the twenty-four hours following the arrival of a French
merchant vessel in one of the ports open to foreign trade, the captain, if he be not
unavoidably prevented, and in his default the supercargo or consignee, shall report
at the French Consulate aud place in the hands of the Consul the ship’s ])apers, the
bills of lading, and the manifest. Within the twenty-four hours next following the
Consul shall send to the Superintendent of Customs a detailed note indicating the
name of the vessel, the articles, the tonnage, and the nature of the cargo

;
rP, in

conseqxience of the negligence of the captain this cannot be accomplished within the
forty-eight hours following the arrival of the vessel, the captain shall be liable to a
penalty of 50 dollars for each day’s delay, to the profit of the Chinese Government

;

but the said penalty shaU in no case exceed the sum of 200 dollars.
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Immediately after the reception of the consular note the Superintendent of
Customs shall give a permit to open hatches. If the captain, before ha'^Ing received
the said permit, shall have opened hatches and commenced to discharge, he may
be fined 500 dollars, and the goods discharged may be seized, the whole to the profit
of the Chinese Government.

Art. XVIII.—French captains and merchants may hire whatever boats and
lighters they please for the transport of goods and passengers, and the sum to be
paid for such boats shall be settled between the parties themselves, without the
intervention of the Chinese authority and, consequently, without its guarantee in case
of accident, fraud, or disappearance of the said boats. The number of these boats
shall not be hmited, nor shall a monopoly m resj^ect either of the boats or of the
carriage of merchandise by porters be granted to any one.

Art. XIX.—Whenever a French merchant shall have merchandise to load or
discharge he shall first remit a detailed note of it to the Consul or Consular Agent,
who will immediately charge a recognised mterpreter of the Consulate to communicate
it to the Superintendent of Customs. The latter shall at once deliver a jjemiit for
shipping or landing the goods. He will then proceed to the verification of the goods
in such manner that there shall be no chance of loss to any party.

The French merchant must cause himself to be represented (if he does not prefer
to attend himself) at the place of the verification by a person possessing the requisite

knowledge to protect his interests at the time when the verification for the liquida-

tion of the dues is made
;
otherwise any after claim wiU be null and' of no effect.

With respect to goods subject to an ad valorem duty, if the merchant cannot
agree with the Chinese officers as to their value, then each party shall caU in two or

three merchants to examine the goods, and the highest price which shall be offered

by any of them shall be assumed as the value of the said goods.

Duties shall be charged on the net weight
;
the tare will therefore be deducted.

If the French merchant cannot agree with the Chinese officer on the amount of

tare, each party shall choose a certain number of chests and bales from among the

goods resj^ecting which there is a dispute
;
these shall be first weighed gross, then

tared, and the average tare of this shall be taken as the tare for all the others.

If during the course of verification any difficulty arises which cannot be settled,

the French merchant may claim the intervention of the Consul, who wiU immediately
brmg the subject of dispute to the notice of the Superintendent of Customs, and both
will endeavour to arrive at an amicable arrangement, but the claim must be made
within twenty-four hours

;
otherwise it tvill not receive attention. So long as the

result of the dispute remains pending, the Sujjerintendent of Customs shall not enter

the matter in liis books, thus leaving every latitude for the examination and solution

of the difficulty.

On goods imported which have sustained damage a reduction of duties propor-

tionate to their depreciation shall be made. This shall be equitably determined, and,

if necessary, in the manner above stipulated for the fixmg of ad valorem duties.

Art. XX.—Any vessel having entered one of the ports of China and which has

not yet used the [)ermit to open hatches mentioned in Article XIX., may, within two
days of arrival, quit that port and proceed to another without having to pay either

tomiage dues or customs duties, but will discharge them ultimately in the port where

sale of the goods is effected.

Art. XXI.—It is established by common consent, that import duties shall be

discharged by the captains or French merchants after the landing and verification

of the goods. Exjjort duties shall in the same manner be paid on the shipment of

the goods. When all tonnage dues and Customs duties shall have been paid in full

by a French vessel the Superintendent of Customs shall give a general qiiittance, on

the exhibition of which the Consul shall return the ship’s papers to the captain and
permit him to depart on his voyage. The Superintendent of Customs shall name
one or several banks, which shall be authorised to receive the sum due by French

merchants on account of the Government, and the receqjt of these banks for all

payments which have been made to them shall be considered as receipts of the
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Chinese G-overnment. These payments may be made in ingots or in foreign money*
the relative value of which to sycee shall be determined by agreement between tfie

Consul or Consular Agent and the Sii
2
)erintendent of Customs in the different

ports, according to time, place, and circumstances.
Art. XXIl.—*After the exj)iration of the two days named in Art. XX., and

before proceeding to discharge her cargo, every vessel shall pay tonnage-dues accord-
mg to the following scale :—Vessels of one hundred and fifty tons and upwards at
the rate of four mace per ton

;
vessels of less than one hundred and fifty tons mea-

surement at the rate of one mace j)er ton.
Any vessel clearmg from any of the ojjen ports of China for any other of the

open ports, or trading between China and such ports in Cochin-China as belong to
I'rance, or any port in Ja2>an, shall be entitled, on ai^plication of the master, to
a special certificate from the Sujjerintendent of Customs, on exhibition of which
the said vessel shall be exemj)ted from all further payment of tonnage-dues in any
open port of China for a period of four months, to be reckoned from the date of
her port-clearance

;
but after the exjfiration of four months she shall be required to

pay tonnage-dues again.
Small French vessels and boats of every class, whether with or without sails,

shall be I’eckoned as coming within the category of vessels of one hundred and fifty

tons and under, and shall pay tonnage-dues at the rate of one mace per ton once in.

every four months.
Native craft chartered by French merchants shall in like manner pay tonnage-

dues once in every four months.
Art. XXIII.—All French goods, after having discharged the Customs duties

according to the tariff in one of the ports of Cliina, may be transjiorted into the interior
without being subjected to any further charge except the transit dues according to
the amended scale now in foi’ce, which dues shall not be augmented in the futui’e.

If the Chinese Customs Agents, contrary to the tenour of the present Treaty,
make illegal exactions or levy higher dues, they shall be punished according to thQ
laws of the empire.

Art. XXIV.—Any French vessel entered at one of the ports oj)en to foreign
trade and wishing to discharge only a part of its goods there, shall pay Customs dues
only for the part discharged

;
it may transport the remainder of its cargo to another

jiort and sell it there. The duty shall then be paid.
French subjects,- having jiaid in one jjort the duties on their goods, wishing to

re-ex]3ort them and send them for sale to another port, shall notify the Consul or
Consular Agent. The latter shall inform the Superintendent of Customs, who, after
having veritied the identity of the goods and the perfect integrity of the packages,
shall send to the claim nits a declara'don attesting that the duties on the said goods
have been paid. Provided with this declaration, the French merchants on their

arrival at the other port shall only have to present it through the medium of the
Consul or Superintendent of Customs, wlio will deliver for this part of the cargo,

without deduction or charge, a iiermit for discharge free of duty; but if the autho-
rities discover fraud or anything contraband amongst the goods so re-exported, these

shall be, after verification, confiscated to the profit of the Chinese G-overnment.
Art. XXV.—Transhi2>m3nt of goods shall take place only by sjjecial permission

and in case of urgency; if it be indispensable to effect this operation, the Consul
shall be referred to, who will deliver a certificate, on view of which the transhipment

shall be authorised by the Superintendent of Customs. The latter may always

delegate an employe of his administration to be present.

Every unauthorised traushijiment, except in case of peril by delay, will e.itiil

the confiscation, to the profit of the Chinese G-overnment, of the whole of the goods

illicitly transhipped.

Art. XXVI—In each of the ports open to foreign trade the Superintendent of

Customs shall receive for himself, and shall deposit at the French Consulate, legal

• Substituted for the original artiole in 1865,
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scales for goods and silver, the weights and measures agreeing exactly with the
weights and measures in use at the Canton Custom-house, and bearing a stamp and
seal certifying this authority. These scales shall be the base of all liquidations of

duties and of all payments to be made to the Chmese Government. They shall be
referred to in case of ^spute as to the weights and measures of goods, and the decree
shall be according to the results they show.

Art. XXVII.—Import and export duties levied in China on French commerce
shall be regulated according to the tariff annexed to the present treaty under the
seal and signature of the respective plenipotentiaries. This tartff may be revised

every seven years in order to be in harmony with the changes brought about by time
in the value of the products of the soil or industry of the two empires.

By the payment of these duties, the amount of wliich it is expressly provided
shall not be increased nor augmented by any land of charge or surtax whatever,
French subjects shall be free to import into Cliina, from French or foreign ports, and
equally to export from China to any destination, all goods which shall not be, at the

date of the signing of the present treaty and according to the classification of the

annexed tariff, the object of a special prohibition or of a special monopoly. The
Chinese Government renouncing therefore the right of augmenting the number of

articles reputed contraband or subjects of a monojjoly, any modification of the
tariff shall be made only after an understanding has been come to with the French
Government and with its full and entire consent.

With regard to the tariff, as well as every stipulation introduced or to be in-

troduced in the existing treaties, or those which may hereafter be concluded, it

remains well and duly established that merchants and m general all French citizens

in China shall always have the same rights and be treated in the same way as the

most favoured nation.

Art. XXVIII.—The publication of the regular tariff doing away henceforth with

all pretext for smuggling, it is not to be presumed that any act of this nature may
be committed by French vessels m the ports of China. If it should be otherwise,

aU contraband goods introduced into these ports by French vessels or merchants,

whatever their value or nature, as also all prohibited goods fraudulently discharged,

Bhall be seized by the local authority and confiscated to the profit of the Chinese
Government. Further, the latter may, if it see fit, interdict the re-entry to China of

the vessel taken in contravention and compel it to leave immediately after the settle-

ment of its accounts.

If any foreign vessel fraudulently make use of the French flag the French
Government shall take the necessary measures for the repression of this abuse.

Art. XXIX.—His Majesty the Emperor of the French may station a vessel of war
in any principal port of the empire where its presence may be considered necessaiy to

maintain good order and discipline amongst the crews of merchant vessels and to

facilitate the exercise of the Consular authoiity
;

all necessary measures shall be taken

to provide that the presence of these vessels of war shall entail no inconvenience, and
their commanders shall receive orders to cause to be executed the provisions of

Article XXXIII. in respect of the communications with the land and the policing of

the crews. Vessels of war shall be subject to no duty.

Art. XXX.—Every French vessel of war cruising for the protection of commerce
shall be received as a friend and treated as such in all the ports of China which it

shall enter. These vessels may there procure the divers articles of refitting and
victualling of which they shall have need, and, if they have suffered damage, may
repair there and purchase the materials necessary for such repair, the whole without

the least opposition.

The same shall apply to French trading ships which in consequence of great

damage or any other reason may be compelled to seek refuge in any port whatsoever

of China.
If a vessel be wrecked on the coast of China, the nearest Chinese authority, on

being iufonned of the occurrence, slvall immediately send assistance to the crew,

provide for their pi’esent necessities, and take the ineasurcs immediately necessaiy
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for the salvage of the ship and the preservation of the cargo. The whole shall then

be brought to the knowledge of the nearest Consul or Consular Agent, in order that

the latter, in concert with the competent authority, may provide means for the

relief of the crew and the salvage of the debris of the ship and cargo.

Art. XXXI.—Should China be at war with another power, this circumstance

shall not in any way interfere with the free trade of France with China or with the
opposing nation. French vessels may always, except in the case of effective blockade,

sail without obstacle from the ports of the one to the ports of the other, trade in the
ordinary manner, and import and export every kind of merchandise not prohibited.

Ai-t. XXXII.—Should sailors or other persons desert from French ships-of-war,

or leave French trading vessels, the Chinese authority, on the requisition of the

Consul, or failing the Consul that of the captain, shall at once use every means to

discover and restore the aforesaid fugitives into the hands of one ortheother of them.
In the same manner, if Chinese deserters or persons accused of any crime take

refuge in French houses or on board of French vessels, the local authority shall

address the Consul, who, on proof of the guilt of the accused, shall immediately take
the measures necessary for their extradition. Each party shall carefully avoid
concealment and connivance.

Art. XXXIII.—When sailors come on shore they shall be imder special dis-

ciphnaiw regulations framed by the Consul and communicated to the local authority,

in order to prevent as far as possible all occasion of quarrel between French sailors

and the people of the country.

Art. XXXIV.—In case of French trading vessels being attacked or pillaged by
pirates Tsithin Chinese waters, the civil and military authorities of the nearest place,

upon learning of the occurrence, shall actively pursue the authors of the crime and
shall neglect nothing to secure their arrest and punishment, according to law. The
pirated goods, in whatever place or state they may be found, shall be placed in the

hands of the Consul, who shall restore them to the ovmers. If the criminals cannot
be seized, or the whole of the stolen property cannot be recovered, the Chinese officials

shall suffer the penalty inflicted by the law in such circumstances, but they shall not
be held pecuniarily responsible.

Art. XXXV.—When a French subject shall have a complamt to make or claim
to bifing against a Chinese, he shall first state his case to the Consul, who, after

having examined the affair, will endeavour to arrange it amicably. In the same
manner, when a Chinese has to complain of a French subject, the Consul shall

attentively hear his claim and endeavour to bring about an amicable arrangement.
But if in either case this be impossible, the Consul shall require the assistance of a
competent Chinese official, and these two, after having conjointly examined the affair,

shall decide it equitably.

Art. XXXVI.—If hereafter French citizens sixffer damage, or are the subjects of

any insult or vexation on the part of Chinese subjects, the latter shall be pursued
by the local authority, who shall take the necessaiw measures for the defence and
protection of French sxibjects

;
if ill-doers or any vagrant part of the poj^ulation com-

mence to pillage, destroy, or burn the houses or warehouses of French siibjects or
any other of their establishments, the same authority, either on the requisition of the
Consul, or of its own motion, shall send as speedily as possible an amied force to

disperse the I'iot and to arrest the criminals, and shall deliver the latter up to the
severity of the law; the whole without prejudice to the claims of the French subjects

to be indemnified for proved losses.

Art. XXXVII.—If Chinese become, in future, indebted to Frehcli captains or
merchants and involve them iir loss by fraud or in any other manner, the latter shall

no longer avail themselves of the combination which existed under the former state

of things
;
they may address themselves only through the medium of their Consul to

the local authority, who shall neglect nothing after ha’, ing examined the affair to
compel the defaulters to satisfy their engagements according to the laws of the
country. But, if the debtor cannot be found, if he be dead, or bankrupt, and is not
able to pay, the French merchants cannot claim as against the Chinese authority.
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In case of fraud or non-payment on the part of French merchants, the Consul
shall, in the same manner, afford every assistance to the claimants, but neither he
nor his Government shall in any manner be held responsible.

Art. XXXVIII.^—If unfortunately any fight or quarrel occurs between French
and Chinese subjects, as also if during the course of such quarrel one or more persons
be killed or wounded, by firearms or otherwise, the Chinese shall be arrested by the
Chinese authority, who will be responsible, if the charge be proved, for their punish-
ment according to the laws of the country. With regard to the French, they shall

be arrested at the instance of the Consul, who shall take the necessary measures that

they may be dealt with in the ordinary course of French law in accordance with the

forms and practice which shall be afterwards decided by the French Goveniment.
The same course shall be observed in all similar circumstances not enumerated

in the j)resent convention, the principal being that for the repression of crimes and
offences committed by them in China, French subjects shall be dealt with according
to the laws of France.

Ai-t. XXXIX.—Disputes or differences arising between French subjects in China
shall, equally, be settled by the French authorities. It is also stipulated that the

Chinese authorities shall not in any manner interfere in any dispute between French
subjects and other foreigners. In the same way they shall not exercise any authority

over French vessels
;

these are responsible only to the French authorities and the

captain.

Art. XL.—If the Government of His Majesty the Emperor of the French shall

consider it desirable to modify any of the clauses of the jjresent treaty it shall be at

liberty to oj^en negotiations to this effect with the Chinese Goveimment after an
interval of ten years from the date of the exchange of the ratifications. It is also

understood that no obligation not expressed in the present convention shall be

imposed on the Consuls or Consular Agents, nor on their nationals, but, as is

stipulated, French subjects shall enjoy all the rights, privileges, immunities, and
guarantees whatsoever which have been or shall be accorded by the Chinese Govern-

ment to other powers.
Art. XLI.—His Majesty the Emperor of the French, wishing to give to His

Majesty the Emperor of China a jjroof of his friendly sentiments, agrees to stipulate

in separate articles, having the same force and effect as if they were inserted in the

present treaty, the an’angements come to between the two governments on the

matters antecedent to the events at Canton and the expenses caused by them to the

Government of His Majesty the Emperor of the French.

Art. XLII.—The ratifications of the present treaty of friendship, commerce, and
navigation, shall be exchanged at Peking within one year after the day of signature,

or sooner if possible.

After the exchange of the ratifications, the treaty shall be brought to the

knowledge of all the superior authorities of the Empire in the provinces and in the

capital, io order that its publication may be well estabhshed.

In token whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the present treaty

and afiixed their seals thereto.

Done at Tientsin, in four copies, this twenty-seventh day of June, in the year of

Grace one thousand eight hundred and fifty eight, corresjjonding to the seventeenth

d.ay of the fifth moon of the eighth year of Hien Fung.

(Signed) [l.s.] BARON GROS.
»)

[L.S.] KWEI-LIANG.
fi

[l.s.] HWASHANA.
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Separate and Secret Articles completing the Treaty concluded between His Majesty the

Emperor of the French and His Majesty the Emperor of China, at Tientsin, in the

Province of Chihli, 27th June, 1858.

Art. I.—The magistrate of Si-lin Hien, guilty of the murder of the French
missionary Auguste Chappedelaine, shall be degraded and declared incapable hence-

forth of holding any office.

Art. II.—His Excellency the Minister of France in China shall be notified by
official communication of the execution of this measure, which shall also be duly
published in explanatory terms in the Peking Gazette.

Art. III.— A.n indemnity shall be paid to the Fi’ench subjects and others under
the protection of France whose property was pillaged or burnt by the jiopulace of

Canton before the taking of that town by the aUied troops of France and England.
This indemnity shall be divided amongst them pro rata to their losses.

Art. IV.—The expenses occasioned by the large armaments which the obstinate

refusal of the Chinese authorities to accord to France the satisfaction and indemnity
claimed has rendered necessary shall be paid to the Government of His Majesty the

Emperor of the French by the Customs at Canton.
These indemnities and mihtaiy expenses amount to a sum of about two million

taels (Tls. 2,000,000) ;
this amount shall be paid into the hands of the Mmister of

France in China, who shall give a discharge for it. This sum of two million taels

shall be paid in yearly instalments of one-sixth for six years to His Excellency the
Minister of France in China by the Canton Customs

;
payment may be made in money,

or in Customs bonds, which shall be received by that administration m payment of

export and import duties, and for a tenth only of the sum which may have to be
paid, that is to say, if a merchant owes, for example, 'to the Canton Customs a
sum of ten thousand taels, for import or export duties, he may pay nine thousand
in money and one thousand in the bonds.

The first sixth shall be paid during the course of the year following the signature
of the present treaty, counting from the date of signature.

The Customs of Canton will not, if they so desire, be bound to accept in payment
of duties more than the sixth of the bonds issued, that is, not more than a sum of

333,333 taels A mixed commission named at Canton by the Chinese authorities
and the Minister of France shall decide in advance the mode of issuing these bonds
and the rules which shall determine their form, value, and mode of destruction when
they shall have served their purpose.

Art. V.—The French troops shall evacuate Canton as soon as jDossible after the
integral payment of the sum of two million taels stipulated above

; but in order to
hasten the departure of these troops, Customs bonds may be issued in advance for
a series of six years and lodged vdth the Legation of France in China.

Art. VI.—The above Articles shall have the same force and value as if they
were embodied word for word in the treaty, of which they form a part, and the
respective plenipotentiaries have signed them, &c.

Done at Tientsin, 27th June, 1858.



CONVhNTION OF PEACE BETWEEN FRANCE AND CHINA.

SiGNHD AT Peking, 25th October, 1860.

Translated from the Chinese Text.

Their Imperial Majesties, the Emperor of China and the Emperor of the French,

being desirous to resume the amicable relations that of yore existed, and to effect a
peaceable settlement of the points in which their G-ovemments disagree, have for this

purpose appointed Plenipotentiaries, that is to say :—His Imperial Majesty the

Emperor of China, His Imperial Highness the Piince of Kung, and His Imperial

Majesty the Emperor of the French, Baron Oros, who, having communicated to each

other then* full powers, and finding the same to be m proper order, now append the

Articles of the Convention, as by them determined.

Art. I.—His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China deeply regrets that the

Representative of His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of the French, when on his

way, m 1859, to Peking, for the purpose of exchanging Treaty Ratifications, should

have been obstructed on his arrival at Taku by the soldiers that were there.

Art. n.—The Representative of His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of the French
when visiting Peking to exchange Treaty Ratifications, shall, whether on the way or

at the capital, be treated by all Chinese ofiicials with the highest consideration.

[Literally, “ shall receive from all Chinese ofiicials the most polite and most
considerate treatment due to an Ambassador, so that he may without prejudice assert

his position, authority, or rights.”]

Art. III.—The provisions of the Tientsin Treaty of 1858, and of the Supple-

mentary Articles, except in so far as modified by the present Convention, shall without

delay come into operation, as soon as the Ratifications of the Treaty aforesaid shall

have been exchanged.

Art. IV.—The fourth Article of the Treaty concluded at Tientsin in the year 1858,

by which it was provided that an Indemnity of Tavo Millions of Taels should be paid

by the Chinese Government, is hereby annulled
;
and it is agreed, in the stead thereof,

that the amount of the Indemnity shall be Eight Millions of Taels. [Of that sum]

the Canton Customs last year paid Three hundred and thirty-three thousand three

hundred and thirty-three Taels; the remainder (Tls. 7,666,666) shall be collected from

the various Custom Houses, Avliich shall pay quarterly one-fifth of the duties received

by them, and the first quarterly iiayment shall be due on the 31st December, 1860.

The payments may be in either Hai-kwan Sycee or foreign coin, and shall be made
to either the Representative of France resident in China, or the officer by him deputed.

But, on or before the 30th November, there sliall be paid at Tientsin a sum of five

hundred thousand Taels. The French Representative and the Chinese high ofiicers

shall hereafter respectively appoint deputies to consult together and arrange the

manner in which the instahnents are to be paid and receipts granted.

V.—The money to be paid by China is on account of French military

expenditm-e and losses sustained l»y French merchants and others under French

protection, whose hongs and chattels at Canton were burnt and plundered by the

populace. The French Government will at a future period divide the money in fair

proportion among such sufferers,—the amount to be appropriated for the losses and

injuries incurred by such French subjects and others protected to be one million of

Taels. The remainder will be retained for mili" ry expenses.
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Art. VI.—It shall be promulgated throughout the length and breadth of the

land, in the terms of the Imperial Edict of the 20th February, 1846, that it is permitted
to aU people in all parts of China to propagate and practice the “ teachings of the

Lord of Heaven,” to meet together for the preaching of the doctrine, to build churches
and to worship

;
further, all such as indiscriminately arrest [Christians] shall be

duly punished
;
and such churches, schools, cemeteries, lands, and buildings, as were

owned on former occasions by persecuted Christians shall be paid for, and the money
handed to the French Representative at Peking, for transmission to the Christians in

the locahties concerned. It is, in addition, permitted to French Missionaries to rent

and purchase land in all the provinces, and to erect buildings thereon at pleasure.

Ai*t. VII.—On the day on which the Ministers of the two countries affix their

seals and signatures, the port of Tientsin, in the province of Chih-h, shall be opened
to trade on the same conditions as the other ports. The provisions of the present

Convention shall take effect from the day on which it is signed, no separate ratification

of the same being necessary
;
they shall be observed and enforced just as if forming

part of the text of the Treaty of Tientsin. And on the receipt of Five hundred
thousand Taels as provided by Article IV., the French forces, FTaval and Military,

shall retire from Tientsin and occupy the two ports of Taku and Yen-tai (Chefoo),

where they are to remain until the payment in full of the Indemnity,—upon which
the French forces, at whatever places stationed, shall one and all be withdrawn from
Chinese territory

;
but the Naval and Mihtary Commanders in Chief may, if they

think necessary, winter their forces in Tientsin until the indemnity shall have been
paid in full.

Art. VIII.—On the exchange of the Ratifications of the Treaty of 1858, Chusan
shall at once be evacuated by the French forces now stationed there

;
and on the

payment in full of the sum of five hundred thousand Taels, for which this

Convention provides—with the exception of [that portion of] the force which being
about to winter at Tientsin, will remain there for a time, and which it is considered
inconvenient to at once withdraw, as is stated in the seventh Article, the various
forces occupying Tientsin shall be withdrawn from that city, and shall retire to the
Taku forts, the North Coast of Tang-chow, and the city of Canton, where they will

be stationed until the Indemnity of Eight Millions of Taels, g-uaranteed by this

Convention, shall have been paid in full
;
the occuj^ant forces, as above referred to,

shall be entirely withdrawn.
Art. IX.—On the exchange of the Ratifications of the Treaty of 1858, His

Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China wiU^ by Decree, notify to the High Autho-
rities of every Province, that Chinese choosing to take service in the French Colonies,
or other ports beyond the sea, are at perfect liberty to enter into engagements with
French subjects for that purpose, and to sliip themselves and their families on board
any vessel at any of the open ports of China

;
also that the High Authorities afore-

said shall, in concert with the Representative in China of His Imperial Majesty the
Emperor of the French, frame such regulations for the protection of Chinese
emigrating as above, as the circumstances of the different ports may demand.

Art. X.—A mistake having crept into the text of the 22nd Article of the Treaty
concluded at Tientsui in the year 1858, to the effect that Tonnage Dues would be
charged on French ships over one hundred and fifty tons burthen at the rate of Five
Mace per ton, it is now agreed that on vessels of more than one hundred and fifty

tons Tonnage Dues shall be levied at the rate of Four Mace per ton : on vessels of
less than one hundred and fifty tons. One mace per ton shall be collected. From
henceforth, French vessels entering port shall each and all pay Tonnage Dues in

accordance with the rates hereby fixed.

Signed and Sealed at Peking, by the Plenipotentiaries of Chuia and France, on
the 25th day of October, in the year 1860, being the 12th day of the 2nd month of
the 10th year of the reign of Hien Fung.

(Signed) [l.s.] BARON G-ROS.

” [l.s.] prince rung.



GERMANY.

TEEATY OF AMITY, COMMEECE, AND NAVIGATION BETWEEN
PEUSSIA AND CHINA.

Signed in the German, French, and Chinese Languages at Tientsin,
2nd September, 1861.

Ratifications Exchanged at Shanghai, I4iA January, 1863.

Treaty of Amity, Commerce, and Navigation, between tbe States of the German
Customs’ Union, the Grand Duchies of Mecklenburg-Schwerin and Mecklenburg-
Strelitz, and the free Hanseatic Towns of Lubeck, Bremen, and Hamburg on the one
part, and China on the other part.

His Majesty the King of Prussia, for himself, as also on behalf of the other
members of the German Zollverein, that is to say :—The Crown of Bavaria, the
Crown of Saxony, the Crown of Hanover, the Crown of Wurtemberg, the Grand
Duchy of Baden, the Electorate of Hesse, the Grand Duchy of Hesse, the Duchy
of Brunswick, the Grand Duchy ol Oldenburg, the Grand Duchy of Luxemburg, the
Grand Duchy of Saxony, the Duchies of Saxe Meiningen, Saxe Altenburg, Saxe
Coburg Gotha, the Duchy of Nassau, the Piincipahties Waldeck and Pyrmont,
the Duchies Anhalt, Dessau, Koethen, and Anhalt Bemburg, the Principalities

Lippe, the Principalities Schwarzburg Sondershausen and Schwarzburg Eudolstadt,

Eeuss the Elder Line, and Eeuss the Younger Lme, the Free City of Frankfort, the

Grand Baillewick Meisenheim of the Landgravate Hesse, the Bailewick Hamburg
of the Landgravate Hesse, also the Grand Duchies Mecklenburg-Schwerin and
Mecklenburg-Strehtz, and the Senates of the Hanseatic Towns, Lubeck, Bremen, and
Hamburg, of the one part, and His Majesty the Emperor of China of the other part,

being sincerely desirous to establish friendly relations between the said States and
China, have resolved to confirm the same by a Treaty of Friendship and Commerce,
mutually advantageous to the subjects of both High Contracting Parties, and for that

purpose have named for their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say :

—

His Majesty the King of Prussia, Frederick Albrecht Count of Eulenburg,
Chamberlain, His Majesty’s Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary,

Knight of the Eed Eagle, Knight of St. John, &c., &c., &c.
;
and His Majesty the

Emperor of China, Cheong-meen, a member of the Imperial Ministry of Foreign

Affairs at Peking, Director-General of Pubhc Supplies, and Imperial Commissioner

;

and Chong-hee, Honorary under-Secretary of State, Superintendent of the three

Northern Ports, and Depnty Imperial Commissioner, who after having communicated
to each other their respective full powers, and found the same in good and due form,

have agreed upon the following articles :

—

Art. I.—There shall be perpetual peace and unchanging friendship between the

contracting States. The subjects of both States shall enjoy full protection of person

and property.

Art. II.—His Majesty the King of Prussia may, if he see fit, accredit a diplomatic

agent to the Court of Peking, and His Majesty the Emperor of China may, in like

manner, if he see fit, nominate a diplomatic agent to the Court of Berhn.

The diplomatic agent nominated by His Majesty the King of Prussia shall also

represent the other contracting German States, who shall not be permitted to be

represented at the Court of Peking by diplomatic agents of their own. His Majesty

the Emperor of China hereby agrees that the diplomatic agent, so appointed by His

Majesty the King of Prussia, may, with his family and estabhshment, permanently

reside at the capital, or may visit it occasionally, at the option of the Prussian

Government.
Art. III.—The diplomatic agents of Prussia and China shall, at their respective

residences, enjoy the privileges and immunities accorded to them by international law.
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Their persons, their families, their residence, and their correspondence shall he held

inviolable. They shall be at liberty to select and appoint their own officers, couriers,

interpreters, servants, and attendants without any kind of molestation.

All expenses occasioned by the diplomatic missions shall be borne by the respective

governments.
The Chinese Government agrees to assist His Prussian Majesty’s diplomatic

agent, upon his arrival at the capital, in selecting and renting a suitable house and
other buildings.

Art. TV.—The contracting German States may appoint a Consul-General, and
for each port or city opened to foreign commerce, a Consul, Vice-Consul, or Consular
Agent as their interests may require.

These officers shall be treated with due respect by the Chinese authorities, and
enjoy the same privileges and immunities as the Consular officers of the most favoured
nations.

In the event of the absence of a German Consular Officer, the subjects of the

contractmg German States shall be at liberty to apply to the Consul of a friendly

Power, or in case of need, to the Superintendent of Customs, who shall use all efforts

to secure to them the privileges of this treaty.

Art. V.—All official communications addressed by the diplomatic agent of His
Majesty the King of Prussia, oi’ by the Consular officers of the contracting German
States, to the Chinese authorities, shall be written in German. At present and until

otherwise agreed, they shall be encompanied by a Chinese translation
;
but it is hereby

mutually agreed, that in the event of a difference of meaning appearing between the
German and Chinese texts, the German Government shall be guided by the sense

expressed m the German text.

In like manner shall all official communications addressed by the Chinese autho-
rities to the Ambassadors of Prussia, or to the Consuls of the contracting German
States, be written in Chinese, and the Chinese authorities shall be guided by this

text. It is further agreed that the translations may not be adduced as a proof in

deciding differences.

In order to avoid future differences, and in consideration that all diplomatists of

Europe are acquainted with the French language, the present treaty has been executed
in the German, the Chinese, and the French languages. AH these versions have the
same sense and signification

;
but the French text shall be considered the original

text of the treaty, and shall decide wherever the German and Chinese versions differ.

Art. VI.—The subjects of the contracting German States may, with their

families, reside, frequent, and carry on trade or industry, in the ports, cities, and towns
of Canton, Swatow or Chao-chow, Am oy, Foochow, Kingpo, Shanghai, Tangchow or
Chefoo, Tientsin, Kewchwang, Chinkiang, Kiukiang, Hankow, Kiungchow (Hainan),
and at Taiwan and Tamsui in the Island of Formosa. They are permitted to

proceed to and from these places with their vessels and merchandise, and within
these localities to purchase, rent, or let houses or land, build, or open churches,

church-yards, and hospitals.

Art. VII.—Merchant vessels belonging to any of the contracting German States

may hot enter other ports than those declared open in this treaty. They must not,

contrary to law, enter other ports, or carry on illicit trade along the coast. All vessels

detected in violating this stipulation, shall, together with their cargo, be subject to

confiscation by the Chinese Government.
Art. VIII.—Subjects of the contracting German States may make excursions in

the neighbourhood of the open ports to a distance of one hundred li, and for a time
not exceeding five days.

Those desirous of proceeding into the interior of the country must be provided
with a passport, issued by their respective Diplomatic or Consular authorities, and
countersigned by the local Chinese authorities. These passports must upon demand
be exhibited.

The Chinese authorities shall be at liberty to detain merchants or travellers^

subjects of any of the contracting German States, who may have lost their passport^
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until they have procured new ones, or to convey them :o the next Consulate
;
hut they

shall not be permitted to subject them to ill-usage or allow them to be ill-used.

It is, however, distinctly understood that_^no passports may be given to places at

present occupied by the rebels until peace has been restored.

Art. IX.—The subjects of the contracting German States shall be permitted to

engage compradores, interpreters, writers, workmen, sailors, and servants from any
part of China, upon a compensation agreed to by both parties, as also to hire boats for

the transport of persons and merchandise. They shall also be permitted to engage

Chinese for acquiring the Chinese language or dialects, or to mstruct them in foreign

languages. There shall be no restriction in the purchasing of German or Chinesebooks.

Art. X.—Persons professing or teaching the Christian religion shall enjoy full

protection of their persons and property, and be allowed free exercise of their rehpon.

Art. XI.—Any merchant-vessel of any of the contracting German States arriving

at any of the open ports, shall be at liberty to engage the services of a pilot to take

her into port. In like manner, after she has discharged all legal dues and duties,

and is ready to take her departure, she shall be permitted to select a pilot to conduct

her out of port.

Art. XII.—Whenever a vessel belonging to any of the contracting Geiman States

has entered a harbour, the Superintendent of Customs may, if he see fit, depute one

or more Customs’ officers to guard the ship, and to see that no merchandise is

smuggled. These officers shall live in a boat of their own, or stay on board the ship,

as may best suit their convenience. Their salaries, food, and expenses shall be defrayed

by the Chinese Customs’ authorities, and they shall not be entitled to any fees what-

ever from the master or consignee. Every violation of this regulation shall be

punished proportionately to the amount exacted, which shall be returned in full.

Art. XIII.—Within twenty-four (24) hours after the arrival of the ship, the

master, unless he be prevented by lawful causes, or iu his stead the supercargo or the

consignee, shall lodge in the hands of the Consul the ship’s papers and copy of the

manifest.

Witliin a ftirther period of twenty-four (24) hours the Consul will report to the

Superintendent of Customs the name of the ship, the number of the crew, her

registered tonnage, and the nature of the cargo.

If owing to neglect on the part of the master the above rule be not complied

with within forty-eight hours after the ship’s arrival he shall be hable to a fine of

fifty (50) dollars for every day’s delay
;
the total amount of penalty, however, shall

not exceed two hundred (200) dollars.

Immediately after the receipt of the rejx)rt, the Supermtendent of Customs shall

issue a permit to open hatches.

If the master shall open hatches and begin to discharge the cargo without

said permit, he shall be liable to a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, and the

goods so discharged without permit shall be liable to confiscation.

Art. XIV.—Whenever a merchant, a subject of any of the contracting German
States, has cargo to land or ship, he must apj.ily to the Superintendent of Customs
for a special permit. Merchandize landed or shipped without such permit shall be

subject to forfeiture.

Art. XV.—The subjects of the contracting German States shall pay duties on

all goods imported or exported by them at the ports open to foreign trade according

to the tariff appended to this treaty ;
but in no case shall they be taxed with higher

duties than, at present or in future, subjects of the most favoxired nations are liable to.

The commercial stipulations appended to this trea":)" shall constitute an integral

part of the same, and shall therefore be considered binding upon both the high

contracting parties.

Art. XVI.—With respjct to articles subject to an ad vahrinu duty, if the

German merchant cannot agree with the Chinese officers as to their value, then each

party shall call in two or three merchants to examine and appraise the goods, and
the highest price at which any of these merchants may declare himself willing to

purchase them shall be assumed as the value of the goods.
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Art. XVII.—Duties shall be charged upon the net weight of each article
;
tare

therefore to be deducted. If the German merchant cannot agree with the Chinese
officers on the exact amount of tare, then each party shall choose from among the

goods respecting which there is a difference a certain number of chests or bales,

which being first weighed gross, shall aftenvards be tared and the tare fixed accord-

ingly. The average tare upon these chests or bales shall constitute the tare upon
the whole lot of packages.

Art. XVIII.—If in the course of verification there arise other points of dispute,

which cannot be settled, the German merchant may appeal to his Consul, who will

communicate the particulars of the differences of the case to the Superintendent of
Customs, and both will endeavour to bring about an amicable arrangement. But
the appeal to the Consul must be made within twenty-four hours, or it will not be
attended to.

As long as no settlement be come to, the Superintendent of Customs shall not
enter the matter at issue in his books, in order that by such entry a thorough
investigation and the final settlement of the difference be not prejudiced.

Art. XIX.—Should imported goods prove to be damaged, a fair reduction of
duty shall be allowed, in proportion to their deterioration. If any disputes arise,

they shall be settled in the same manner as agreed upon in Art. XVI. of this treaty

having reference to articles which pay duty ad valorem.

Art. XX.—Any merchant vessel belonging to one of the contracting German
States having entered any of the open ports, and not yet opened hatches, may
quit the same within forty-eight hours after her aiTival, and proceed to another port,

without being subject to the payment of tonnage-dues, duties, or any other fees»or

charges
;
but tonnage-dues must be paid after the expiration of the said forty-eight

hours.

Art. XXI.—Import duties shall be considered payable on the landing of the
goods, and duties of export on the shipping of the same. When all tonnage-dues
and duties shall have been paid, the Superintendent of Customs shall give a receipt

in full (port-clearance), which being produced at the Consulate, the Consular officer

shall then return to the captain the ship’s papers, and permit him to depart ou
the voyage.

Art. XXII.—The Superintendent of Customs will point out one or more bankers,
authorized by the Chinese Government to receive the duties on its behalf. The
receipts of these bankers shall be looked upon as given by the Chinese Government
itself. Payment may be made in bars or in foreign coin, whose relative value to the
Chinese Sycee silver shall be fixed by special agreement, according to circumstances,
between the Consular Officers and the Superintendent of Customs.

Art. XXIII.—Merchant-vessels belonging to the contracting German States of
more than one hundred and fifty tons burden shall be charged four mace per ton

;

merchant-vessels of one hundred and fifty tons and under shall be charged at the
rate of one mace per ton.

The captain or consignee having paid the tonnage-dues, the Superintendent of
Customs shall give them a special certificate, on exhibition of which the ship shall be
exempted from all further payment of tonnage-dues in any open port of China which
the captain may visit for a period of four months, to be reckoned from the date of
the port clearance mentioned in Art. XXI.

Boats employed by subjects of the contracting German States in the conveyance
of passengers, baggage, letters, articles of provisions, or articles not subject to duties,

shah, not be liable to tonnage-dues. Any boat of this kind, however, conveying
merchandize subject to duty, shall come under the categoiy of vessels under one
hundred and fifty tons, and pay tonnage-dues at the rate of one mace per re j'ister ton.

Art. XXIV.—Goods on which duties have been paid in any of the ports open to
foreign trade, upon being sent into the interior of the country, shall not be subject to
any but transit duty. The same shall be paid according to the tariff now existing
and may not be raised in futui’e. This also ajeplies to goods sent from the interior
of the country to any of the open ports.
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All transit duties on produce brought from the interior to any of the open ports,

Or importations sent from any of the open ports into the interior of China, may be
paid once for all.

If any the Chinese officers violate the stipulations of this article by demanding
illegal or higher duties than allowed by law, they shall be punished according to

Chinese law.

Art. XXV.—If the master of a merchant vessel belonging to any of the
contracting German States, having entered any of the open ports, should wish to land
only a portion of his cargo, he shall only pay duties for the portion so landed. He
may take the rest of the cargo to another port, pay duties there, and dispose of

the same.

Art. XXVI.—Merchants of any of the contracting German States, who may have
imported merchandize into any of the open ports and paid duty thereon, if they desire

to re-export the same, shall be entitled to make application to the Superintendent of

Customs, who shall cause examination to be made to satisfy himself of the identity of

the goods and of their having remained iinchanged.

On such duty-paid goods the Superintendent of Customs shall, on application of

the merchant wishing to re-export them to any other open port, issue a certificate,

testifying the j)ayment of all legal duties thereon.

The Superintendent of Customs of the port to which such goods are brought,

shall, upon presentation of said certificate, issue a permit for the discharge and
landing of them free of all duty, without any additional exactions whatever. But if,

on comparing the goods with the certificate, any fraud on the revenue be detected,

then the goods shall be subject to confiscation.

But if the goods are to be exported to a foreign port, the Superintendent of

Customs of the port from which they are exported shall issue a certificate stating

that the merchant who exports the goods has a claim on the Customs equal to the

amount of duty paid on the goods. The certificate shall be a valid tender to the

Customs in payment of import or export duties.

Art. XXVII.—No transhipment from one vessel to another can be made without

special permission of the Superintendent of Customs, under pain of confiscation of

the goods so transhipped, unless it be proved that there was danger in delaying the

transhipment.

Art. XXVIII.—Sets of standard weights and measures, such as are in use at the

Canton Custom House, shall be delivered by the Superintendent of Customs to the

Consul at each port open to foreign trade. These measures, weights, and balances

shall represent the ruhng standard on which all demands and payment of duties are

made and in case of any dispute they shall be referred to.

Art. XXIX.—Penalties enforced, or confiscations made for violation of this

Treaty, or for the appended regulations, shall belong to the Chinese Government.
Art. XXX.—Ships-of-war belonghig to the contracting German States cruising

about for the protection of trade, or being engaged in the pursuit of jjirates, shall be

at liberty to visit, without distinction, all ports within the dominions of the Emperor
of China. They shall receive every facility for the purchase of provisions, the

procuring of water, and for making repairs. The commanders of such ships shall

hold intercourse with the Chinese authorities on terms of equahty and courtesy.

Such ships shall not be liable to the payment of duties of any kind.

Art. XXXI.—Merchant vessels belonging to any of the contracting German
States, from injury sustained, or from other causes, compelled to seek a place of

refuge, shall be permitted to enter any port within the dominions of the Emperor of

China without being subject to the payment of tonnage dues or duties on the goods,

if only landed for the purpose of making the necessary repairs of the vessel, and
remaining under the supervision of the Superintendent of Customs. Should any such

vessel be wrecked or stranded on the coast of China, the Chinese authorities shall

immediately adopt measures for rescuing the crew and for securing the vessel and
Cargo. The crew thus saved shall receive friendly treatment, and, if necessary, shall

be furnished with the means of conveyance to the nearest Consular station.
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Art. XXXII.—If sailors or other individuals of ships-of-war or merchant

vessels belonging to any of the contracting G-erman States, desert their ships and take

refuge in the dominions of the Emperor of China, the Chinese authorities shall, upon
due requisition by the Consular Officer, or by the captain, take the necessary steps for the

detention of the deserter, and hand him over to the Consular Officer or to the captain.

In hke manner, if Chinese deserters or criminals take refuge in the houses or on

board ships belonging to subjects of the contracting Oennan States, the local Chinese

authorities shall apply to the German Consular Officer, who will take the necessary

measures for apprehending the said deserter or criminal, and dehver him up to the

Chinese authorities.

Art. XXXTTT .—If any vessel belonging to any of the contracting German States,

while within Chinese waters, be plundered by pirates, it shall be the duty of the

Chinese authorities to use every means to capture and punish the said pirates, to

recover the stolen property where and in whatever condition it may be, and to hand
the same over to the Consul for restoration to the owner. If the robbers or pirates

cannot be apprehended, or the property taken cannot be entirely recovered, the

Chinese authorities shall then be punished in accordance with the Chinese law, but

they shall not be held pecuniarily responsible.

Art. XXXIV.—If subjects of any of the contracting German States have any
occasion to address a communication to the Chinese authorities, they must submit
the same to their Consular Officer, to determine if the matter be just, and the langu-

age be proper and respectful, in which event he shall transmit the same to the proper

authorities, or return the same for alterations. If Chinese subjects have occasion to

address a Consul of one of the contracting German States, they must adopt the same
course, and submit their communication to the Chinese authorities, who will act in

like manner.
Art. XXXV.—Any subject of any of the contracting German States having reason

to complain of a Chinese, must first proceed to the Consular Officer and state his

grievance. The Consular Officer, having inquired into the merits of the case, will

endeavour to arrange it amicably. In like manner, if a Chinese have reason to

complain of a subject of any of the contracting German States, the Consular officer

shall listen to his complaint and endeavour to bring about a friendly settlement. If

the dispute, however, is of such a nature that the Consul cannot settle the same
amicably, he shall then request the assistance of the Chinese authorities, that they
may conjointly examine into the merits of the case, and decide it equitably.

Art. XXXVI.—The Chinese authorities shall at all times afford the fullest

protection to the subjects of the contracting German States, especially when they are

exposed to insult or violence. In aU cases of incendiarism, robbery, or demolition,

the local authorities shall at once dispatch an armed force to disperse the mob, to

apprehend the guilty, and to punish them with the rigour of the law. Those robbed
or whose property has been demolished shall have a claim upon the despoilers of

their property for indemnification, proportioned to the mjury sustained.

Art. XXXVII.—Whenever a subject of His Majesty the Bmpei’or of China fails

to discharge the debts due to a subject of one of the contracting German States or

fraudulently absconds, the Chinese authorities, upon application by the creditor, will

do their utmost to effect his arrest and to enforce payment of the debt. In like

manner the authorities of the contracting German States shall do their utmost to

enforce the payment of debts of their subjects towards Chmese subjects, and to bring
to justice any who fraudulently abscond. But m no case shall either the Chinese
Government or the Government of the contracting German States be held responsible

for the debts incurred by their respective subjects.

Art. XXXVIII.—Any subject of His Majesty the Emperor of Chuia, having
committed a crime against a subject of one of the contracting German States, shall be
apprehended by the Chinese authorities and punished according to the laws of China.

In like manner, if a subject of one of the contracting German States is guilty of

a crime against a subject of His Majesty the Emperor of China, the Consular Officer

shall arrest him and punish him according to the laws of the State to which he belongs.
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Art. XXXIX.—All questions arising between subjects of the contracting Gennan
States in reference to the rights of property or person shall be submitted to the
jurisdiction of the authorities of their respective States. In like manner wiU the
Chinese authorities abstain from interfering in differences that may arise between
subjects of one of the contracting German States and foreigners.

Art. XL.—The contracting parties agree that the German States and their

subjects shaU fuUy and equally participate in aU privileges, immunities, and ad-
vantages that have been, or may be hereafter, granted by His Majesty the Emperor
of China to the government or subjects of any other nation. All changes made in

favour of any nation in the tariff, in the customs’ duties, in tonnage and harbour
dues, in import, export, or transit duties, shall, as soon as they take effect, imme-
diately and without a new treaty, be equally applied to the contracting German States

and to their merchants, shipowners, and navigators.

Art. XLI.—If in future the contracting German States desire a modification of

any stipulation contained in this treaty, they shall be at liberty, after the lapse of ten
years, dated from the day of the ratification of this treaty, to open negotiations to that

effect. Six months before the expiration of the ten years it must be ofiicially notified to

the Chinese Government that modifications of the treaty are desired, and in what these

consist. If no such notification is made, the treaty remains in force for another ten years.

Art. XLII.—The present treaty shall be ratified and the ratifications be exchanged
within one year, dated from the day of signature

;
the exchange of the ratifications

to take place at Shanghai or Tientsin, at the option of the Prussian Government.
Immediately after the exchange of ratifications has taken place, the treaty shall be

brought to the knowledge of the Chinese authorities, and be promulgated in the capital

and throughout the provinces of the Chinese Empire, for the guidance of the authorities.

In faith whereof we, the respective Plenipotentiaries of the high contracting

powers, have signed and sealed the present treaty.

Done in four copies, at Tientsin, this second day of September, in the year of

our Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-one, corresponding with the Chinese

date the twenty-eighth day of the seventh moon of the eleventh year of Hien Fung.

(Signed) [n.s.] COUNT EULENBUKG.
[L.S.] CHONG MEEN.
[L.S.] CHONG HEE.

Separate Articles.

Art. I.—In addition to a treaty of amity, commerce, and narigation concluded

this day between Pmssia, the other states of the German Customs Union, the Grand
Ducliies of Mecklenburg-Schwerin and Mecklenburg-Strelitz, the Hanseatic toums of

Lubeck, Bremen, and Hamburg of the one part, and China of the other part, which

treaty shall take effect after exchange of the ratifications within twelve months from

its signature, and which stipulates that His Majesty the King of Prussia may
nominate a diplomatic agent at the Court of Peking with a permanent residence at

that capital, it has been covenanted between the respective Plenipotentiaries of these

States, that, owing to and in considerationjof disturbances now prevailing in China,

His Majesty the King of Prussia shall wait the expiration of five years after the

exchange of ratifications of this treaty before he deputes a diplomatic agent to take

his fixed residence at Peking.

In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have hereunto set their signa-

tures and afiixed their seals.

Done in four copies at Tientsin, this second day of September, in the year of our

Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-one, corresponding to the Chinese date of

the twenty-eighth day of the seventh moon of the eleventh year of the reign of Hien Fung.

(Signed) [l.s.I COUNT EULENBURG.
„ [L.S.] CHONG MEEN.
,.

[L.S.] CHONG HEE.
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Art. II.—In addition to a treaty of amity, commerce, and navigation, concluded
between Prussia, the other States of the G-erman Customs Union, the grand Duchies
of Mecklenburg-Schwerin and Mecklenburg-Strelitz, and the Hanseatic towns of

Lubeck, Bremen, and Hamburg on the one part, and China on the other part.

It has been separately agreed that the Senates of the Hanseatic towns shall have
the right to nominate for themselves a Consul of their own at each of the Chinese
ports open for commerce and navigation.

This separate article shall have the same force and vahdity as if included word
for word in the above-mentioned treaty.

In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed this present
separate article, and affixed their seals.

Done in four copies at Tientsin, the second day of September, in the year of our
Lord one thousand eight hundred and sixty-one, corresponding to the Chinese date
of the twenty-eighth day of the seventh moon of the eleventh year of the reign of

Hien Fung.
(Signed) [l.s.] COUNT EULENBURO.

[L.S.] CHONG MEEN.
„ [L.S.] CHONG HEE.

SUPPLEMENTARY CONVENTION BETWEEN GERMANY AND CHINA.

Signed at Peeing, in the German and Chinese Languages, on the

31st March, 1880.

Translated from the German Text.

His Majesty the German Emperor, King of Prussia, &c., in the name of the
German Empire, and his Majesty the Emperor of China, wishing to secure the more
perfect execution of the Treaty of the 2nd September, 1861, have, in conformity with
Article XLI. of that Treaty, according to the terms of which the High Contracting
German States are entitled, after a period of ten years, to demand a revision of the
Treaty, decided to conclude a Supplementary Convention.

With this view they have appointed their Plenipotentiaries—viz., his Majesty
the German Emperor, King of Prussia, &c., his Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary, Max August Scipio von Brandt

;
and his Majesty the Emperor

of Chma, the Ministers of the Tsung-li Yamen, the Secretary of State, &e., Shen-
kui-fen

;
and the Secretary of State, &c., Ching Lien

;

Wlio, after communicating their full Powers, and finding them in due form,
have agreed upon the following Articles :

—

Art. I .—Chinese Concession .—-The harbours of I-chang, in Hupei
;
Wuhu, in

Anhui
;
WenchoAv, in Chekiang

;
and Pakhoi, in Kwangtung, and the landing-places

Tat’ung and Anking, in Anhui; Huk’ow, in Kiangsi; Wusueh, Luchikow, and Shah-
shih, in Hukuang, having already been opened, Gemian ships are in future also to
be permitted to touch at the harbour of Woosung, in the province Kiangsu, to take
in or discharge merchandise. The necessary Regulations are be drawn up by the
Taoutai of Shanghai and the competent authorities.

German Concession .—In the event of special regulations for the execution of
concessions vzhich the Chinese Government may make to foreign Governments being
attached to su‘ i concessions, Germany, while claiming these concessions for herself
and for her subjects, will equally assent to the regulations attached to them.

Art. XL. of the Treaty of the 2nd September, 1861, is not affected by this
regulation, and is hereby expressly confirmed.
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Should Grerman subjects, on the strength of this article, claim privileges, im-
munities, or advantages which the Chinese Government may further concede to

another Power, or the subjects of such Power, they will also submit to the regulations
which have been agreed upon in connection with such concession.

Art. II.—Chinese concession.—German ships, which have already paid tonnage
dues in China, may visit all other open ports in China, as well as all ports not Chinese,
wdthout exception, without being again obliged to j^ay tonnage dues, within the
given period of four months.

German sailing-vessels which remain in the same Chinese harbour for a longer
period than fourteen days shall only pay for time over and above this period half of

the tonnage dues stipulated by Treaty.
German concession .—The Chinese Government shall have the right of aijpointmg

Consuls to all towns of Germany in which the Consuls of other States are admitted,
and they shall enjoy the same rights and privileges as the Consuls of the most
favoured nation.

Art. III.

—

Chinese concession.—The Chinese Commissioner of Customs, and the
other competent authorities, shall, after agreeing upon the necessary regulations,

themselves take measures for the establishment of bonded warehouses in all the open
ports of China in which they are required in the interests of foreign comnrerce, and
where local circumstances would admit of such an arrangement being made.

German concession.—Geiman ships, visiting the open ports of Chma, shall

deliver a manifest containing an exact statement as to the quahty and quantity of

their cargoes. Mistakes which may have occurred in the manifests can be rectified

in the course of tweiity-foxu’ hours (Sundays and hohdays excejsted). False state-

ments as to the quantity and quality of cargo are punishable by confiscation of the

goods and also by a fine, to be imposed upon the captain, but not to exceed the sum
of Tls. 500.

Art. IV.—Chinese concession.—The export duty on Chinese coal, exported by
German merchants from the open ports, is reduced to 3 mace per ton. In those

ports in which a lower duty on the export of coal has already been fixed ui)on, the

lower duty remains in force.

German concession.—Any one acting as pilot for any kind of craft whatever,

without being furnished -with the regulation certificate, is liable to a fine not to

exceed Tls. 100 for each sej^arate case.

Regulations with a view to exercising a pro^^er control over sailors are to be
introduced with the least possible delay.

Art. V.

—

Chinese concession.—Gennan ships in want of repairs in consequence
of damages sustained within or without the port are not required to pay tonnage
dues during the period necessary for the repairs, which is to be fixed by the Inspec-

torate of Customs.
German concession.—Ships belonging to Chinese may not make use of the

Gennan flag, nor may German ships make use of the Chinese flag.

Art. Yl.-^Chinese concession.—In the event of German ships, no longer fit for

sea, being broken up in any open j^ort of China, the material may be sold without

any import duty being levied upon it. But if the materials are to be brought ashore

a “ Permit of discharge ” must first be obtamed for them from the Customs Inspec-

torate, in the same manner as in the case of merchandise.

German concession.—If German subjects travel into the interior for their own
pleasure without being in possession of a passport issued by the Consul and stamped

by the proper Chinese authority, the local authorities concerned are entitled to have

them taken back to the nearest German Consulate, in other that the requisite

supervision may be exercised over them. The offender is, in addition to this, liable

to a fine up to 300 taels.

Art. VII.

—

Chinese concession.—Materials for German docks are free of duty,

A list of articles which may be imported free of duty in conformity with this

stipulation is to be drawn up and published by the Inspector-General of Customs.
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German concession .—Passes issued to German subjects for conveying foreign

merchandise into the interior, as well as passports for the purpose of travelling

issued to Gennan subjects, are only to remain in force for a period of thirteen Chinese

months from the day on which they were issued.

Art. VIII.—The settlement of the questions relating to judicial proceedhigs in

mixed cases, the taxation of foreign merchandise in the interior, the taxation of

Chinese goods in the possession of foreign merchants in the ulterior, and intercourse

between foreign and Chinese officials is to become the subject of special negotiations,

which both Governments hereby declare themselves ready to enter upon.
Art. IX.—All the pinvisions of the former Treaty of the 2nd September, 1861,

which have not been altered by this agreement, are hereby confirmed anew, as both,

parties now expressly declare.

In the case of those articles, on the other hand, which are affected by the

present treaty, the .new interpretation of them is to be considered as binding.

Art. X.—The present Supplementary Convention shall be ratified by their

Majesties, and the ratifications exchanged at Peking, within a year from the date of

its signature.

The provisions of this agreement come into force on the day of the exchange of

the ratifications.

In witness whereof the planipotentiaries of both the High Contracting Poivers

have signed and sealed with their seals the above agreement in four copies, in the

Gennan and Chinese texts, which have been compared and found to correspond.

Done at Peking the 31st March, 1S80, correspondmg to the 21st day of the

second month of the sixth year Kwang Su.

(Signed) [l.s.] M. von BEAXDT.
” [l.s.] SHEN-KHE-FEN.
” [l.s.] CHING-LIEN.

Special Stipulations to the Supplementary Convention.

For the sake of greater clearness and completeness, it has seemed fitting to

append a number of special stipulations to the Supplementary Convention.
The following stipulations must be observed by the subjects of both the

Contracting Parties, in the same way as the stipulations of the Treaty itself. In
proof whereof the plenipotentiaries of the two states have thereto set their seals and
signatures :

—

1.

—In accordance with the newly granted privileges for the port of Woosung,
in the province of Kiangsu, German ships shall be at liberty to take in and to

unload there merchandise which is either intended for Shanghai or comes from
Shanghai

;
and for this purpose the competent authorities there shall have the right

of devising regulations in other to prevent frauds on the taxes and irregularities of

every kind
;
which regulations shall be binding for the merchants of both countries.

German merchants are not at liberty to construct landing-places for ships, merchants’
houses, or warehouses at the said place.

2.

—An experiment to ascertain whether bonded warehouses can be established

in the Chinese open ports shall first be made at Shanghai. For this purpose
the Customs Director at the said place, with the Customs Inspector-General,
shall forthwith draw up regulations suitable to the local conditions, and then the
said Customs Director and his colleagues shall proceed to the establishment of such
bonded warehouse.

3.

—If any goods found on board a German ship, for the discharge whereof a
written permit from the Customs Office is required, are not entered in the manifest,
this shaU be taken as a proof of a false manifest, no matter whether a certificate of
the reception of such goods on board, bearing the captain’s signature, be produced,
or not.
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—If a Geiman ship, in consequence of danaages received in one of the open
Chinese ports, or outside thereof, needs repair, the time required for such repair

shall be reckoned in addition to the term after the lapse of wliich tonnage-dues are

to he paid. The Chinese authorities have the right to make the necessary arrange-

ments for this purpose. But if it appears therefrom that this is only a pretext and
a design to evade the legal payments to the Customs chest, the ship therein concerned
shall be fined in double the amount of the tonnage-dues whereof it has tried to evade
the paj'ment.

5.

—No ships of any kind which belong to Chinese subjects are allowed to make
use of the German flag. If there are definite grounds for suspicion that this has,

nevertheless, been done, the Chinese authority concerned is to address an official

communication thereon to the German Consul, and if it should be shown, in con-

sequence of the investigations instituted by him, that the ship was really not entitled

to bear the German flag, the ship as well as the goods found therein, so far as they

belong to Chinese merchants, shaU be immediately delivered over to the Chinese
authorities for further disposal. If it be ascertained that Geiman subjects were
aware of the circumstances, and took part in the commission of the irregularity, the

whole of the goods belonging to them found in the ship are liable to confiscation,

and the people themselves to punishment according to law.

In case a German ship carries the Chinese flag without authority to do so, then,

if it be ascertained through the investigation made by the Chinese authorities that

the ship was really not entitled to bear the Chinese flag, the ship, as well as the

goods found therein, so far as they belong to German merchants, shall be imme-
diately dehvered over to the German Consul for further disposal and the punishment of

the guilty. If it be shown that German owners of goods were aware of the circumstance

and took part in the commission of this in-egularity, all the goods belonging to them
found in the ship shall incur the penalty of confiscation by the Chinese authorities.

The goods belonging to Chinese may be immediately seized by the Chinese authorities.

6.

—If, on the sale of the materials of a German shi]i which, from unseaworthi-

ness, has been broken up in one of the open Chinese ports, an attempt be made to

mix up with them goods belonging to the cargo these goods shall be liable to con-

fiscation, and moreover to a fine equal to doulile the amount of the import duty which

they would othei'wise have had to pay.

7.

—If Gemian subjects go into the interior with foreign goods, or travel there,

the passes or certificates issued to them shall only be valid for thirteen Chinese

months, reckoned from the day of their issue, and after the lapse of that term nuist

no longer be tised. The expired passes and certificates must be returned to the

Customs authorities in whose official district they were issued, in order to be

cancelled.

N.B .—If a pleasure excursion be undertaken mto regions so distant that the

term of a year appears insufficient, this must ! e noted on the pass by reason of an

understanding between the Consul and the Chinese authority at the time it is issued.

If the return of the passport be omitted, no further pass shall be issued to the

person concerned until it has taken place. If the pass l)e lost, no matter whether

within the term or after its expiration, the person concerned must forthwith make a

formal declaration of the fact before the nearest Chinese authority. The Chinese

official applied to will then do what else may be necess ly for the invalidation of

the pass. If tlie recorded declaration prove to be untrue, then, in case the trans|jort

of goods Tie concerned, they will be confiscated
;
but if the matter relate to travelling,

the traveller will be taken to the nearest Consul, and be delivered up to him for

punishment.

8.

—Materials for German docks only enjoy, in so far as they are actually

employed for the repair of ships, the favour of duty-free importation in open ports.

The Customs authority has the right to send inspectors to the dock to convince

themselves on the spot as to the manner and way m which the materials are being

used. If the construction of a new ship be concerned, the materials employed for

this, in so far as they are specially entered in the import or export tariff, will be
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reckoned at the tariff duty, and those not entered in the tariff at a duty of 5 per
cent, ad valorem, and the merchant concerned will be bound to pay this duty
subsequently.

Any one who wishes to lay out a dock is to get from the Customs Office a gratis

Concession certificate, and to sign a written undertaking, the purport and wording
whereof is to be settled in due form by the Customs Office concerned.

9.—Art. XXIX of the Treaty of the 2nd September, 1861, shall be applicable
to the fines established by this present Supj^lementary Convention.

Done at Peking the 31st March, 1880, corresponding with the 21st day of the
2nd month of the 6th year Kwang Su.

(Signed) [L.S.] M. VON BRANDT.
[L.S.] SHEN-KUE-FEN.

>> [L.S.] CHING-LIEN.

The Prince of Kung and the Ministers op the Tsung-li-Yamen

TO Herr von Brandt.

Kwang Su, 6th year, 2nd month, 21st day.

(Peking, March 31st, 1880).

With regard to the stipulation contained in the second Article of the Supple-
mentary Convention concluded on occasion of the Treaty revision, that, Gennan
sailing-ships which lie for a longer time than fourteen days in a Chinese port shall

only pay for the time beyond that term the moiety of the tonnage dues settled

by Treaty, the Plenipotentiaries of the two contracting parties have agreed and
declared that the said stipulation shall first of all be introduced by way of trial,

and that in case on carrying it out practical difficulties should arise, another stipula-

tion may be put in its place on the basis of a renewed joint discussion by both
parties.

(Prince Kung and the Ministers of the Tsung-li Yamenj.

Protocol.

The undersigned, who have been expressly empowered by their Governments to

make the following arrangement, have agreed that the term settled by the Pleni-

potentiaries of the German Empire and of China in the Supplementary Convention
concluded at Peking on the 31st March this year, for the exchange of the Ratifica-

tions of the Convention, shall be prolonged till the 1st December, 1881.

The other stipulations of the Supplementary Convention of the 31st March, this

year, are not affected by this alteration.

In witness whereof the undersigned have subscribed with their own hands, and
affixed their seals to this Agreement, in two copies of each of the German and
Chinese text, which have been compared with each other and found to correspond.

Done at Peking the 21st August, 1880, corresponding with the 16th day of the

7th month of the 6th year Kwang Su.

(Signed) [L.S.] M. VON BRANDT.
>> [L.S.] CHENG-KHE-FEN.

[L.S.] CHING-LIEN.
[L.S.] WANG-NEEN-SHOD.

,, [L.S.] LIN-SHH.

[L.S.] CHHNG-LI.



RUSSIA.

CONVENTION BETWEEN EUSSIA AND CHINA.

Signed, in the Russian, French, and Chinese Languages, at Peking,

ON THE 14th November, 1880.

Ratified at St. Petersburg, 20th December, 1860.

Translated from the Chinese Text.

Their Imperial Majesties the Emperors of China and Russia, having made
themselves fully acquainted with the terms of the Treaty concluded in the year 1858,

propose to establish certain regulations with a view to the consolidation of amity,

commerce, and alliance between the two States, and in order to provide against all

misunderstanding and disputes, for this purpose have appointed Plenipotentiaries,

that is to say :—His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China, His Imperial Highness
the Prince Kung

;
His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of Russia, His Excellency

Major-Ceneral Nicholas Ignatieff:—who, after communicating to each other their

full powers, have conjointly agreed upon the following convention.

Art. I.—In accordance with the first article of the Treaty concluded at Caehwan
(Ay-Kom, on the Amoor) on the 2ud of June, 1858, and the ninth article of the

Treaty concluded at Tientsin, on the 13th of June of the same year, it is agreed that

the Eastern boundaries, separating Russian from Chinese territory, shall be as

follows ;—From the junction of the rivers Shih-lih-ngih-urh (Songahi River and
Koona), that is to say, down the Amoor to its junction with the IJsuri, the country to

the North belongs to Russia, and that to the South, as far as the mouth of the IJsuri,

to China
;
from the mouth of the Usuri, southwards, to Lake Hin-Ka, the rivers

Usuri and Songatchan shall be the boundaries,—that is to say, the tract of country

east of the said rivers belongs to Russia, and that west of the same to China; from
the source of the Songatchan to the Pih-ling

;
and from the mouth of the Pih-lrng, it

shall follow the range of mountains to the Houptou’s mouth, from which it shall pass

to the mouth of the Toumen, running along the Houchun and the Hae-chung-keen
range,—that is to say, the country east of the boundary line thus indicated (from Lake
Hin-Ka to the mouth of the Toumen) belongs to Russia, and that lying to the west

thereof to China. From the point at which the frontiers of the two countries meet at

the Toumen to the mouth of the said river, there shall be neutral territory, separating

the Russian from the Chinese possessions, 20 li in width. Further, in accordance

with the ninth article of the Tientsin Treaty, it is agreed that a chart shall be made,
in which the portion coloured red shall indicate the frontiers, and on which shaU be

written the letters of the Russian alphabet, in order to facilitate accurate reference

;

and the said charts shall be duly authenticated by the seals and signatures of the

High Ministers of the two countries.

The tract of country above referred to is unoccupied waste land. Should Chinese

squatters be found in any part of it, or should any portions be used by Chinese as

fishing or hunting grounds, Russia shall not take possession of such, but the Chinese

shall be allowed to fish and to hunt as they have been wont to do.

From the time of setting up the boundary marks there shall never be any changes

made; and Russia engages not to encroach upon the Chinese territory in the vicinity

^of the frontiers, nor will ground be seized in any other part of China.
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Art. II.—FoUowing the range of hills along the Amoor’s course, the long

established Chinese frontier posts, and the marks put down in the 6th year of

Tung-ching’s reign (1728) at Sha-peen Ta-pa-ha, (in the vicinity oF Tarbagatai), it

is agreed that, where these marks terminate, the Western boundaries, not yet laid

down, shall commence
;
they shall extend westward to the Lake Tse-sang-cho-urh,

from which, after running in a south-westerly direction along the Tih-mih-urh
Too-choo-rh of the Tee-shan range, they shall go southwards to ^^okand.

Art. III.—Should there hereafter occur disputes or misunderstandings in respect

of frontier boundaries, it is agreed that they shall be determined by the two preceding

articles. With reference to the placing of boundary marks in the tracts of country
lying on the East, between Lake Hin-Ea and the Toumen, and on the West, between
Sha-peen Ta-pa-ya and Khokand, it is agreed that trustworthy officers shall be
appointed by the two governments for that purpose. For the placing of the marks
along the eastern frontiers the officers appointed shall meet at the mouth of the Usuri
in May, 1861

;
and for similar duty on the western frontiers, officers shall meet at

Tarbagatai, but the time of meeting it is unnecessary to fix. The officers appointed
for the above work shall act with all fairness and justice; and, as in accordance with
the boundaries indicated m the First and Second articles of this convention, they shall

make four charts, two ofwhich shall be Russian and two either Manchurian or Chinese,

and the said charts having been duly signed and sealed by the officers in question,

shall be deposited, two (one in Russian and one in Manchurian or Chinese) in Russia,

and two (one in Russian and one in Manchurian or Chinese) in China. On the inter-

change of these charts, they shall be api^ended hereto as forming part of this article.

Art. rV.—At all places along the frontier agreed upon in the First article of this

convention, Russian and Chinese subjects may hold intercourse at pleasure. There
shall not in any case be duties levied

;
and all frontier officers shall afford protection

to merchants quietly carrying on trade.

In order to greater precision, the substance of the second article of Gae-hwan
(Ay-Kom) is hereby again enunciated.

Art. V.—Russian merchants, in addition to trading at Kiachta, may, when
passing in the old established manner from Kiachta to Peking, dispose of sundries at

Koo-lun and Chang-kia-how. A [Russian] Consul with a limited retinue may be
stationed at Koo-lun

;
he shall himself supervise the building of a consulate, but

the site, the number of buildings, and the land for pasturage of cattle, shall all be
determined by the high officers stationed at Koo-lun.

Chinese merchants, desirous of so doing, are at liberty to repair to Russia, and
there carry on trade.

Russian merchants visiting the Chinese marts shall be under no restrictions,

whether as to the time at which they may visit such places or the duration of their

stay
;
but the number of merchants at any one place shall not exceed two hundred.

The Russian officers stationed on the frontiers shall supply each party of merchants
with a passport, in which shall be specified the name of the chief merchant, the number
of people that accompany him, and the place about to be visited by them for trade.

The merchants shall themselves provide funds for the expenditure attendant on their

business and for the purchase of food and cattle.

Art. VI.—In the establishment of trade, the same regulations shall be apphed at
Kashgar as at Hi and Tarbagatai. At Kashgar, China agrees to make a grant of land
whereon to build residences, warehouses, and churches, in order to suit the convenience
of such Russian merchants as may live there

;
ground shall likewise be granted for burial

purposes, and, as at Hi and Tarbagatai, a tract of pasture land for cattle. The high
officer stationed at Kashgar shall be officially directed to determine the amount of
ground to be granted for the purpose, and to make the other requisite arrangements.

Should persons from the outside enter the Russian concession at Kashgar, and
plunder the property of Russian merchants trading there, China will not take any
action in the matter.

Art. VII.—The merchants of both countries may trade as they please at the various
marts, and shall not be subjected to any obstructions on the part of the officials

;
they
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may cit pleasure frequent the shops and markets for trade and barter, and they may
there make ready money payments, or, if they trust each other, open credit accounts

;

and as to the time that the merchants of the one may sojourn in the other countnr,
the only limit shall be the merchants’ own pleasure and convenience.

Art. VIII.—Russian merchants in China, and Chinese merchants in Russia,
shall receive due protection from the government of the coiintry.

In order to the due control of merchants, and to provide against misunderstand-
ings and disputes, Russian Con.suls, &c., may be stationed at the various trading
marts

;
and, in addition to those at Hi and Tarbagatai, Consuls shall be appointed

for Kashgar and Koo-lun. China is at liberty to station Consuls at St. Petersburg,
or at such other places in Russia as she may see fit. Sn.ch Consuls, whether Russian
or Chinese, shall reside in houses to be built by their government

; but they may
likewise, without obstruction, rent houses belonging to the people of the places at
which they may chance to be stationed.

The Consuls and the local officials shall correspond and hold intercourse on terms
of equality, jjrovided for by the second article of the Tientsin Treaty. In matters
in wliich the merchants of both countries are concerned, the officers of the two
governments shall take conjoint action

;
criminals shall be punished in accordance with

the laws of their country, as directed by the seventh article of the Tientsin Treaty.
In all cases of disputes originating hi the non-i)ayment of money due in

mercantile transactions, the parties concerned shall themselves call in arbitrators

;

the Russian Consuls and the Chinese local officials shall merely take such action as
may tend to bnng about an amicable settlement, and shall not in any way be called
iqion or held resjjonsible for the jiayment of bad debts.

At the trading marts the merchants may register, at the offices of the Consuls
and local authorities, agreements in reference to j^i'operty and houses. In such cases
should either of the principals refuse to carry out the terms of the registered
agreement, the Consuls and officials shall euforc<' their fulfilment.

In cases other than those arising from mercantile transactions, as quarrels and
such like small matters, the Consitls and local officers shall act conjointly in the examina-
tion, and shall piinish the guilty parties respectively, as under their several jurisdictions.

Russians secreting themselves in Cliiuese houses, or absconding to the interior

of China, shall, on the requisition of the Consul, be sought for and sent back by the
Chinese authorities

;
and Russian officials shall act reciprocally in the event of Chinese

hiding in Russian houses, or escaping to Russian territory.

In such serious cases as murder, robbery, wounding, consinracy to kill, incen-

diarism, &c., &c., the guilty party, if Russian, shall be delivered for punishment to

the Russian authorities
;

if Chinese, he may be punished, as the laws direct, by the

Chinese authorities, either at the place where the crime was committed, or at such
other place as the Chinese officials may deem proper. In all cases, great or httle, the
Consuls and local officials shall each deal wdth their owm countrymen

;
they shall not in

an irregular manner arrest, detain, or punish [people not subject to their jurisdiction].

Art. IX.—As compared wdth former years trade is now much increased, and,

moreover, new boundaries have been laid down. Thus the condition of affairs differs

much from what it was at the times of making the Treaties of Nipchu* and Kiachta,

and the supplementary stipulations of succeeding years
;
and circumstances that gave

rise to disjmtes between the various frontier officers no longer remain the same. Such
changes in existing regulations as are necessitated [by the altered state of affairs]

are hereby included in newly drawn up stipulations.

Heretofore official communications treating of frontier business liave only passed

between the High Official at Koo-lun and the Governor of Kiachta, and between the

Governor-General of Western Siberia and the Tartar General stationed at Hi. For
the future, in addition to the officers just named, frontier business may be transacted

by the Governors of the Amoor and Tung-hae-poon (Eastern Sea-shore) provinces

in communication with the Tartar General stationed in Hih-lung-keang and
Kee-lin.
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Mattel’s in which Kiachta is concerned shall be attended to by the Commissioner

stationed on the Kiachta frontier, in communication with the officer of the board at

Kiachta. All [such communications, &c.] shall be in accordance with the provisions

of the eighth article of this convention.

The said Generals, Governors, and other officers shall correspond on terms of

equality, in accordance with the second article of the Tientsin Treaty. Moreovei', if

the despatches written refer to business that ought not to be entered upon, no attention

shall be paid to them.
In respect of frontier business of great importance, the Governor-General of Ec stern

Siberia shall communicate thereon with either the Privy Council or the Foreign Jffice.

Art. X.—All frontier business, whether of importance or otherwise, s- .11 be

managed by conjoint action on the part of the frontier officers, as laid down i the

eighth article of this convention; and, as provided for by the seventh article o. . ".e

Tientsin Treaty, offenders shall be tried and punished in accordance with the laws of

that one of the two countries to which they may belong.

Should cattle stray or be decoyed across the frontier boundaries, the officer of the

locality, on being informed of the fact by official communication, shall, without delay,

dispatch people to search for them
; they shall likewise give full information to the

soldiery at the frontier posts, who shall be bound to recover and send back such cattle,

whether straying or stolen, in accordance with the numbers reported in the original

communication
;
and who, should they fail to restore the property that is missing,

shall be punished, as the laws direct, in a manner proportionate to the value of what
is lost. No claim for compensation shall be entertained.

In the event of runaways crossing the frontier, measures shall be taken for their

discovery and arrest immediately upon the receipt of an official requisition to that effect

;

and on the arrest having been effected, the prisoners, with whatever property may be
found in their possession, shall be handed over to the nearest frontier officer, whose
duty it shall be to ascertain the i>lace from which such persons may have absconded.

The runav/ays, while on the return journey under arrest, shall be supplied with

food, and, if naked, with clothes
;
and they shall neither be maltreated nor insulted

by the soldiers. Runaways arrested prior to the receipt of any such official requisi-

tion, shall also be dealt with in hke manner.
Art. XI.—Answers shall be returned to communications transmitted through

intermediate officers by the High Officials on the frontiers. The despatches of the

Governor-General of Eastern Siberia and of the Governor of Kiachta shall be hanJ od
to the Commissioner of Kiachta for transmission to the officer of the board. The
despatches of the High Officer stationed at Koo-lun shall be handed to the officers

of the board for transmission to the Commissioner of Kiachta. The despatches of

the Governor of the Amoor province shall be foi’warded to the Tartar General at

Hih-lung-kea'ng through the Adjutant General, who shall Likewise transmit the

despatches of the Kee-lin General. Despatches passing between the Governor
of the Tung-hae-peen province and the General stationed at Kee-lin, shall be
transmitted through the officers at the frontier posts of Hongchun in the IJsuri

territory. Communications between the Governor-General of Western Siberia and
the General stationed at Hi shall be transmitted through the Russian Consul at

Hi. Whenever the business in question is of great importance, official messengers
shall be employed. The Governor-General of Eastern and Western Siberia and
the various Governors of Provincial Districts together with the High Officer at

Koo-lun, and the Tartar General stationed at Hih-luu-keang, Kee-lin, and Hi, in the
transmission of official communications, may entrust them to trustworthy Russian
officers.

Art. XII.—As was stipulated for in the eleventh article of the Tientsin Treaty,
the time allowed for the conveyance of official documents and parcels froJii Kiachta
to Peking is herein defined.

Letters shall be forwarded once a month, parcels and boxes from Kiachta to Peking
shall be forwax’ded once every two months, and quai’terly from Peking to Kiachta.
Official documents shall not be more than twenty, nor parcels more than forty days en
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route; and as regards parcels, there shall never be more than twenty packages for-

warded at a time, and no single package shall exceed 120 catties in weight. Letters

shall not be delayed, but shall be forwarded on the day they are handed in for

despatch. In the event of any delay or neglect the culpable parties shall be visited

with severe punishment.
Couriers in charge of letters or parcels between Kiachta and Peking shall call

at the Koo-lun Consulate, and deliver to the Consul aU letters or parcels to his

address, and they shall likewise take charge of whatever despatches or parcels the

Consul may hand to them.
Whenever parcels are despatched from Kiachta or Koo-lun, the High Officer at

Koo-lun must be supplied with a list of the same
;
in hke manner, when despatching

parcels from Peking, the Foreign Office shall be supphed with a list. Such list shall

specify the number and weights of the packages, as also the date of their being
despatched; and on the outside of each package shall be written, m Russian and
Manchurian or Chinese characters, its weight, &c.

Merchants forwarding letters and parcels for purposes or trade, if willing to hire

porters themselves and to make other arrangements, shall be at hberty to do so,

having obtained peimission, after the report of the circumstances, from the local

authorities, to obviate the [undue] incurring of expense by the Government.
Art. XIII.—Official communications passing between the Russian Minister for

Foreign Affairs and the Chinese Privy Council, or between the Governor-General of

Eastern Siberia and the Privy Council or Foreign Office shall be forwarded by the

regular post, and shall be under no restrictions in respect of time; and should any
delay or detention be apprehended, in cases of importance, trustworthy Russian
Officers may be charged with the speedy conveyance of svtch despatches.

While resident at Peking despatches on important business, for ('r from the

Russian Minister, may be transmitted by officers appointed by the Russiiin Govern-
ment. Officers conveying such despatches shall not at any place be delayed or detained,

and, in every instance, such bearers of despatches shall be Russians.
As regards the movements of such despatch-bearers, if travelling from Kiachta

to Peking, the Governor shall notify the officer of the Board on the day preceding
their departure. In hke manner, if starting from Peking, a day’s notice shall be
given to the Board of War.

Art. XIV.—Should any of the arrangements in respect of land commerce here-

after prove mconvenient to both parties, the Governor-General of Eastern Siberia

and the Chinese High Officers of the Frontiers shall consult together, and determine
the matter in accordance with the articles of this Convention

;
but new demands must

not be preferred. There shall be no further departure from the provisions of the

twelfth article of the Tientsin Treaty.

Art. XV.—On the termination of the present conference, the Chinese Minister
Plenipotentiary shall translate the original text of this convention into the Chinese
language, and shall furnish the Russian Minister Plenipotentiary with a copy of the

Chinese translation, duly authenticated by signature and seal, who, on his side, shall

likewise translate into Chinese the original text of the convention, and shall supply
the Chinese Minister Plenipotentiary with a copy of the same, in the manner duly
authenticated by seal and signature.

The articles of the present convention, without waiting for the ratification of the

same by their Imperial Majesties the Emperors of the two countries, shall be in

force, and for ever observed, from the day on which the translations into Chinese of

the original text shall have been interchanged by the Ministers Plenipotentiary, who
shall each forthwith issue whetevrr commands may be necessaiy for the carrying into

effect of the provisions of the convention.

Signed and sealed on the 2n(l day of the 10th moon of the 10th year of Hien Fung,
i.e., the 2nd day of November in tin' Christian year 1860 [14th November, I860,.

Russian style].

[i,.s.] PRINCE OP KUNG.
i.,.s.l NICHOLAS IGNATIEFF.
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AMENDED TEEATY BETWEEN EUSSIA AND CHINA.

Signed, in the Ettssian, Chinese, and French Languages,

AT St. Petersburg, I2th February, 1881.

Ratifications exchanged at 8t. Petersburg, 19th August, 1881.

Translated from the French Text.

His Majesty the Emperor and Autocrat of all the Eussias and His Majesty the
Emperor of China, desiring to regulate some questions of frontier and trade touching
the interests of the two Empires, in order to cement the relations of friendship
between the two countries, have named for their plenipotentiaries, to the effect of
establishing an agreement on these questions

:

His Majesty the Emperor of all the Eussias : His Secretaiy of State Nicholas
de Giers, senator, actual privy councillor, directing the Imperial Ministry of Foreign
Affairs, and his envoy extraordinary and minister plenipotentiary to His Majesty
the Emperor of China, Eugene de Butzow, actual councillor of state.

And His Majesty the Emperor of China: Tseng, Marquess of Neyong, vice-

president of the high court of justice, his envoy extraordinary and minister plenipo-
tentiary to His Majesty the Emperor of all the Eussias, furnished with special powers
to sign the present Treaty in quality of ambassador extraordinary.

The above named plenipotentiaries, furnished with full powers, which have been
found sufficient, have agreed upon the following stipulations :

—

Art. 1.—His Majesty the Emperor of all the Eussias consents to the re-

estabhshment of the Chinese Government in the country of Hi, temporarily occupied
since 1871, by the Eussian armies. Eussia remains in possession of this country,
within the limits indicated by Article Vll. of the present Treaty.

Art. II.—His Majesty the Emperor of China engages to decree the proper
measures to shelter the inhabitants of the country of lli, to whatever race and to
whatever rehgion they belong, from all prosecution, in their goods or in their persons,
for acts committed during or after the troubles that have taken place in that country.

A proclamation in conformity with this engagement will be addi-essed by the
Chinese authorities, in the name of His Majesty the Emperor of China, to the
population of the country of Hi, before the restoration of this country to the said
authorities.

Art. HI.—The inhabitants of the country of Hi will he free to remain in the
places of their actual residence, as Chinese subjects, or to emigrate to Eussia and
to adopt Eussian dependence. They will be called to pronounce themselves on this

subject before the re-establishment of Chinese authority in the country of Hi, and a
delay of one year, from the date of the restoration of the country to the Chinese
authorities, will be accorded to those who show a desire to emigrate to Eussia. The
Chinese will oppose no impediment to their emigration or to the transportation of
their moveable property.

Art. IV.—Eussian subjects possessing laud in the country of Hi will keep their
rights of property, even after the re-establishment of the authority of the Chinese
Government in that country.

This provision is not applicable to the inhabitants of the country of Ih who
shall adopt Eussian nationality upon the re-establishment of Chinese authority in
this country.

Eussian subjects whose lands are situated without places appropriated to
Eussian factories, in virtue of Article XIII. of the treaty of Kuldja of 1851, ought
to discharge the same taxes and contributions as Chinese subjects.

Art. V.—The two governments will appoint commissioners to Kuldja, who will

proceed to the restoration on the one part, and to the resumption on the other, of
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the administration of the province of Ili, and who will be charged, in general, with
the execution of the stipulations of the present Treaty relating to the re-estabhsh-

ment, in this country, of the authority of the Chinese Government.
The said commissioners will fulfil their commission, in conforming to the

understanding which will be established as to the mode of restoration on the one
part and of resumption on the other, of the administration of the country of Ili,

between the Governor-General of Turkestan and the Governor-General of Shansi
and Kansuh, charged by the two governments with the high direction of this affair.

The resumption of the country of Ili should be finished within a delay of three

months or sooner, if it can be done, dating from the day of the arrival at Tashkend
of the functionaiy who will be delegated by the Governor-General of Shansi and
Kansuh to the Governor-General of Turkestan to notify to him the ratification and
the promulgation of the present Treaty by His Majesty the Emperor of China.

Art. VI.—The government of His Majesty the Emperor of China will pay to

the Russian government the sum of nine millions of metallic roubles, designed to

cover the expenses occasioned bj"^ the occupation of the country of Ih by the Russian
troops since 1871, to satisfy all the pecuniary claims arising from, up to the present

day, the losses which Russian subjects have suffered in their goods pillaged on
Chinese territories, and to furnish rehef to the families of Russian subjects killed in

the armed attacks of which they have been victims on Chinese territory.

The above mentioned sum of nine millions of metallic roubles will be paid

within the term of two years from the date of the exchange of the ratifications of the

present Treaty, according to the order and the conditions agreed upon between the

two governments m the special Protocol annexed to the present Treaty.

Art. VII.—The western portion of the country of Hi is incorporated with

Russia, in order to serve as a place of estabhshment for the inhabitants of this country

who shall adopt the Russian dependence and who, by this action, will have had to

abandon the lands which they possessed there.

The frontier between the possessions of Russia and the Chinese province of Ili

will follow, starting from the mountains Bedjin-taou, the course of the river Khorgos,

as far as the place where this river falls into the river Ili, and, crossing the latter,

will take a direction to the south, towards the mountains Ouzoun-taou, leaving to

the west the village of Koldjat. Proceeding from this point it will follow, whilst

being directed to the south, the delineation fixed by the protocol signed at Tchugut-
chak in 1864.

Art. VIII.—A part of the frontier line, fixed by the protocol signed at Tchugut-
chak in 1864, at the east of the Lake Zaisan, having been found defective, the two
governments will name commissioners who will modify, by a common agreement,

the ancient dehneation in such a manner as to remove the defects pointed out and
to establish an effective separation between the Kirghiz tribes submitted to the two
Empires,

To the new delineation will be given, as much as possible, an intermediate direc-

tion between the old frontier and a straight line leading from the Kouitoun hill

towards the Saour hills, crossing the Tcherny-Irtysh.
Art. IX.—-The commissioners will be named by the two contracting parties, to

proceed to place posts of demarcation, as much on the delineation fixed by the

preceding Articles VII. and VIII., as on the parts of the frontier where posts have

not yet been placed. The period and the place of meeting of these commissioners

shall be fixed by an understanding between the two governments.
The two governments will name equally commissioners to examine the frontier

and to place posts of demarcation between the Russian pi’oviuce of Perganah and
the western part of the Chinese province of Kashgar. The commissioners will take

for the base of their work the existing frontier.

Art. X.—The right recognized by the treaties of the Russian Government to

nominate Consuls to Ili, to Tarbagatai, to Kashgar, and to Ourga is extended from
the present time, to the towns of Soutcheou (Tsia-yu-kwaiiJ niid of Turfan. In the

following towns : Kobdo, Uliassoutai, Khanii, Urumtsi, and Goutchen, the Russian
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(xovernment will establish consulates in proportion to the development of commerce,

and after an understanding with the Chmese Groveniment.

The Consuls of Soutcheou (Tsia-yu-kwan) and of Turfan will exercise consular

functions in the neighbouring districts, where the interests of Russian subjects

demand their presence.

The dispositions contained in Articles V . and VI. of the Treaty concluded at

Peking in 1860, and relative to the concession of land for the houses for the consulate,

for cemeteries, and for pasturage, will ap})ly equally to the towns of Soutcheou

(Tsia-yu-kwan) and of Turfan. The local authorities will aid the Consuls to find

provisional habitations until the time when the houses of the consulates shall be

built.

The Russian Consuls in Mongolia and in the districts situated on the two slopes

of the Tienshan will make use of, for their journeys and for their correspondence, the

postal institutions of the government, conformably to the stipulations of Article XI.

of the Treaty of Tientsin and of Article XII. of the Treaty of Peking. The Chinese

authorities, to whom they will address themselves for this purpose, will lend them
aid and assistance.

- The town of Turfan not being a locality open to foreign trade, the right of

establishing a consulate will not be invoked as a precedent to obtain aright analogous

to the ports of China for the provinces of the interior and for Manchuria.

Art. XI.—Russian Consuls will communicate, for affairs of service, either with

the local authorities of the town of their residence, or with the superior authorities

of the circuit or of the province, according as the interests which are respectively

confided to them, the importance of the affairs to be treated of, and their prompt
expedition shall require it. As to the rules of etiquette to be observed at the tima

of their interviews and, in general, in their relations, they will be based upon tha.

respect which the functionaries of two friendly powers reciprocally owe each other.

All the affairs which may arise on Chinese territory, on the subject of commer-
cial or other transactions, between those under the jurisdiction of the two states,

will be examined and regulated, by a common agreement, by the consuls and the

Chinese authorities.

In lawsuits on commercial matters, the two parties will terminate their differenca

amicably, by means of arbitrators chosen by one side and the other. If agreement
is not established in this way, the affair will be examined and regulated by tha

authorities of the two states.

Engagements contracted in writing, between Russian and Chinese subjects,

relative to orders for merchandise, to the transport of it, to the location of shops,

of houses, and of other places, or relating to other transactions of the same kind,

may be presented for legalisation by the consulates and by tha superior local

administrations, who are bound to legalize the documents wliich are presented to

them. In case of non-execution of the engagements contracted, the consul and the
Chinese authorities will consult as to the measures necessary to secure the execution,

of these obligations.

Art. XlI.—

R

ussian subjects are authorized to carry on, as in the past, trade
free of duties in Mongolia subject to China, as well in places and aimaks where there

is a Chinese administration as in those where there is none.

Russian subjects will equally enjoy the right of carrying on trade free of duties,

in the towns and other localities of the provinces of Ih, of Tarbagatai, of Kashgar,
of Urumtsi, and others situated on the slopes north and south of the chain of the
Tien-shan as far as the Great Wall. This immunity wiU be abrogated, when tha
development of the trade necessitates the establishment of a customs t.iriff, confor-
mably to an understanding to be come to by th e two governments.

Russian subjects can import into the above-named provinces of China, anil^

export from them, every description of produce, of whatever origin they may be.
They may make purchases and sales, whether in cash, or by way of exchange

;
^they

will have the right to make their payments in m r .mandise of every description.
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Art. XIII.—In the places where the Eussian Government will have the righ^

to establish consulates, as well as in the town of Kalgan, Russian subjects may-

construct houses, shops, warehouses, and other buildings, on the lands which they

will acquire by means of purchase, or which may be conceded to them by the local

authorities, conformably to that which has been established for Hi and Tarbagatai,

by Article XIII. of the Treaty of Kuldja of 1851.

The privileges granted to Eussian subjects, in the town of Kalgan, where there

will not be a consulate, constitute an exception which cannot be extended to any
other locahty of the interior provinces.

Art. XIV.—Russian merchants who may wish to dispatch merchandise from
Russia, by land, into the interior provinces of China, can, as formerly, direct them
by the to-wns of Kalgan and Tungchow, to the port of Tientsin, and from there, to

the other ports and interior markets, and sell them in those different places.

Merchants will use this same route to export to Russia the merchandise

purchased, as well in the town and ports above named, as in the interior markets.

They will equally have the right to repair, for matters of trade, to Soutcheou
(Tsia-yu-kwan), the terminal point of the Eussian caravans, and they will enjoy

there all the rights granted to Eussian trade at Tientsin.

Art. XV.—The trade by land, exercised by Russian subjects in the interior and
exterior provinces of China, wdl be governed by the Regulations annexed to the

present Ti’eaty.

The commercial stipulations of the present Treaty, as well as the Regulations

which serve as a supplement to it, can be revised after an inteiwal of ten years has

elapsed, from the date of the exchange of ratifications of the Treaty; but if, in the

course of six months before the expiration of this term, neither of the contracting

parties manifest a desire to proceed to the revision, the trade stipulations, as well as

the Regulations, will remain in force for a new tenn of ten years.

Trade by sea route of Eussian subjects in China will be subject to the general

regulations established for foreign maritime commerce in China. If it becomes

necessary to make modifications in these regulations, the two governments will

establish an understanding on this subject.

Art. XVI.:—If the development of Eussian overland trade provokes the necessity

of the establishment, for goods of export and import into China, of a Customs tariff,

more in relation than the tariffs actually in force, to the necessities of that trade,

the Russian and Chinese governments will proceed to an understanding on this

subject, by adopting, as a base for settling the duties of entry and exit, the rate of

five per cent of the value of the goods.

Until the establishment of this tariff, the export duties on some kinds of teas of

inferior quality, actually imposed at the rates established for the tea of superior

quality, will be diminished proportionately to their value. The settling of these

duties will be proceeded with, for each kind of tea, by an understanding between the

Chinese Government and the envoy of Russia to Peking, within the tenn of one year,

at tlie latest, from the date of the exchange of the ratifications of the present Treaty.

Art. XVII.—Some divergencies of opinion having arisen hitherto as to the

application of Article X. of the treaty concluded at Peking, in 1860, it is

established by these presents, that the stipulations of the above-named article,

relative to the recoveries to be effected, in case of theft and the harbouring of

cattle beyond the frontier, will be for the future interpreted in this sense, that at

the time of the discovery of the individuals guilty of theft or the harbourmg

of cattle, they will be condemned to pay the real value of the cattle which they

have not restored. It is understood that in case of the insolvence of the individuals

guilty of theft of cattle, the indemnity to be paid cannot be placed to the charge of

the local authorities.
. , n ^ ..i

The frontier authorities of the two States will prosecute, with all the rigour ot tlie

laws of their country, the individuals guilty of the harbouring of or theft of cattle,

and should take the measures in their power for the restitution, to whom has the

right, of cattle diverted or which may have passed the frontier.
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The traces of cattle turned aside or which may have passed the frontier, may be

indicated, not only to the guards of the frontier posts, but also to the elders of the

nearest villages.

Art. XVIII.—The stipulations of the treaty concluded at Aigoun the 16th May,
1858, concerning the rights of the subjects of the two empires to navigate the Amour,
the Sungari, and the Oussouri, and to carry on trade with the populations of the

riverine localities, are and remain confinned.

The two governments will proceed to the establishment of an understandmg
concerning the mode of application of the said stipulations.

Art. XIX.—The stipulations of the old treaties between Russia and China, not

modified by the present Treaty, remain in full vigour.

Art. XX.—The present Treaty, after having been ratified by the two Emperors,,

will be promulgated in each empire, for the knowledge and governance of each one.

The exchange of ratifications will take place at St. Petersburg, within a period of

six months counting from the day of the signature of the Treaty.

Having concluded the above Articles, the plenipotentiaries of the two contract-

ing parties have signed and sealed two copies of the present Treaty, in the Russian,

Chinese, and French languages. Of the three texts, duly compared and found in

agreement, the French text will be evidence for the interpretation of the present

Treaty.

Done at St. Petersburg, the twelfth of February, eighteen hundred and eighty-

one,

(Signed.) [l.s.] NICOLAS DE OIERS.

„ [L.S.] EIJOENE BUTZOW.
[l.s.] TSENG.

Protocol.

In virtue of Article VI. of the Treaty signed to-day by the plenipotentiaries of

the Russian and Chinese governments, the Chinese government will pay to the
Russian government the sum of nine millions of metallic roubles, designed to cover

the ex])enses of the occupation of the country of Hi by the Russian troops, and
to 'satisfy divers pecuniary claims of Russian subjects. This sum shall be paid
within a period of two years counting from the day of the exchange of the ratifica-

tions of the Treaty.

Desiring to fix the mode of payment of the aforementioned sum the undersigned
have agreed as follows

:

The Chinese government will pay the equivalent of the sum of nine millions of

metallic roubles in pounds sterling, say one million four hundred and thirty-one

thousand six hundred and sixty-four pounds sterling two shillings, to Messrs.

Baring Brothers and Co. in London, in six equal parts, of two hundred and thirty-

eight thousand six hundred and ten pounds sterling thirteen shillings eight pence
each, less the customary bank charges which may be occasioned by the transfer of

these payments to London.
The payments shall be scheduled at four months distance the one from the

other
;
the first shall be made four months after the exchange of the ratifications of

the Treaty signed to-day, and the last two. years after that exchange.
The present protocol will have the same force and value as if it had been

inserted word for word in the Treaty signed to-day.

In faith of which the plenipotentiaries of the two governments have signed the
present protocol and have placed their seals to it.

Done at St. Petersburg, the twelfth of February, one thousand eight hundred
and eighty-one.

(Signed.) [l.s.] NICOLAS DE GIERS.
[l.s.] EUGENE BUTZOW.

„ [l.s.] TSENG.
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EEGULATIONS FOR THE LAND TRADE.
Art. I.—A trade by free exchange and free of duty (free trade) between Russian

and Chinese subjects is authorised within a zone extending for fifty versts (100 li) on
either side of the frontier. The supervision of this trade will rest with the two
Governments, in accordance with their respective frontier regulations.

Art. II.—Russian subjects proceeding on business to Mongolia and to the

districts situated on the northern and southern slopes of the Tian-shan mountains
may only cross the frontier at certain points specified in the hst annexed to these

regulations. They must procure from the Russian authorities permits in the Russian
and Chinese languages, with Mongolian and Tartar translations. The name of the

owner of the goods, or that of the leader of the caravan, a specification of the goods,

the number of packages, and the number of heads of cattle may be indicated in the

Mongolian or Tartar languages, in the Chinese text of these permits. Merchants,

on entering Chinese territory, are bound to produce their permits at the Chinese

post nearest to the frontier, where, after examination, the permit is to be counter-

signed by the chief of the post. The Chinese authorities are entitled to arrest

merchants who have crossed the frontier without a permit, and to dehver them over to

the Russian authorities nearest to the frontier, or to the competent Russian Consul,

for the infliction of a severe penalty. In case of the permit being lost, the owner is

bound to give notice to the nearest Russian Consul, in oi der that a fresh one may be

issued to him, and to inform the local authorities, in order to obtain a temporary
certificate which will enable liim to pursue his journey. Merchandise introduced

into Mongolia and the districts situated on the slopes of the Tian-shan, but which
have found no sale there, may be forwarded to the towns of Tientsin and Sou-

tcheou (Tsia-yu-kwan), to be sold or to be sent farther into China. With regal'd

to the duties on such merchandise, to the issue of permits for its carriage, and to

other Customs formalities, proceedings shall be taken in accordance with the following

provisions.

Arti. III.—Russian merchants forwarding goods from Kiachta and theNertchinsk

country to Tientsin must send them by way of Kalgan, Dounba, and Toun-tcheou.

Merchandise forwarded to Tientsin from the Russian frontier by Kobdo and

Kouihoua-tcher is to follow the same route. Merchants must be provided with

transport peimits issued by the Russian authorities, and duly vise by the competent

Chinese authorities, which must give, in the Chinese and Russian languages, the

name of the owner of th« goods, the number of packages, and a description of the

goods they contain. The officials of the Chinese Custom Houses situated on the

road by which merchandise is forwarded wiU proceed, without delay, to verify the

number of the packages, and to examine the goods, which they will allow to pass

onwards, after fixing a visa to the permit. Packages opened in the course of the

Customs examinations will be closed again at the Custom-house, the number of

packages opened being noted on the permit. The Customs examination is not to

last more than two hours. The permits are to be presented within a term of six

months at the Tientsin Custom-house to be cancelled. If the owner of the goods

finds this term insufficient, he must at the proper time and place give notice to the

Chinese authorities. In case of the permit being lost, the merchant must give

notice to the authorities who delivered it to him to obtain a duplicate, and must for

that purpose make known the number and date of the missing permit. The nearest

Custom-house on his road, after having ascertained the accuracy of the merchant’s

declarations, will give him a provisional certificate, accompanied by which his goods

may proceed on their journey. An inaccurate declaration of the quantity of the goods,

if it be proved that it was intended to conceal sales effected on the road, or to escape

payment of duty, will render the merchant liable to the infliction of the penalties laid

down by Art. VIII. of the j^resent regulations.

Art. IV.—Russian merchants who may wish to sell at Kalgan any portion of the

goods brought from Russia must make a declaration to that effect to the local

authoritic's within the space of five days. Those authorities, after the merchant has
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paid the whole of the entrance duties, will furnish him with a permit for the sale of
the goods.

Art. V.—Goods brought by Eussian merchants by land from Russia to Tientshi
wll pay an entrance duty equivalent to two-thirds of the rate established by the
tariff. Goods brought from Russia to Sou-tcheou (Tsia-yu-kwan) will pay in that
town the same duties and be subject to the same regulations as at Tientsin.

Art. VI.—If the goods left at Kalgan, having paid the entrance duties, are not
sold there, then- owner may send them on to Toun-tcheou, or to Tientsin, and the
Customs authorities, without levying fresh duties, will repay to the merchant one-third
of the entrance duty paid at Kalgan, a note to that effect being made on the pei-mit

issued by the Kalgan Custom-house. Russians merchants, after paying transit dues,
i.e., one-half of the duty specified in the tariff, may forward to the internal markets
goods left at Kalgan which have paid the entrance dues, subject only to the general
regulations established for foreign trade in Cliina. A transport permit, which is to

be produced at all the Custom-houses and barriers on the road, -will be delivered for

these goods. Goods not accompanied by such permit will have to pay duty at the
Custom-houses they pass, and lekin at the barriers.

Art. VII.—Goods brought from Russia to Sou-tcheou (Tsia-yu-kwan) may be
forwarded to the internal markets under the conditions stipulated by Art. IX. of
these Regulations for goods forwarded from Tientsin destined for the intenial
markets.

Art. VIII.—If it be ascertained, when the Customs examination of goods brought
from Russia to Tientsin takes place, that the goods S23ecified m the permit have been
withdraivn from the packages and rei>laced by others, or that their quantity (after

deducting what has been left at Kalgan) is smaller than that indicated in the jiermit,

the whole of the goods included in the examination vdll be confiscated by the Customs
authorities. It is understood that packages damaged on the road, and which, con-
sequently, have been repacked, shall not be liable to confiscation, j^rovided always
that such damage Ijas been duly declared at the nearest Custom-house, and that a
note to such effect has been made by that office after it has ascertained the untouched
condition of the goods as at first sent off. Goods concerning which it is ascertained
that a portion has been sold on the road will be hable to confiscation. If goods
have been taken by bye-ways in order to evade their examination at the Custom-
houses established on the routes indicated in Art. III., the owner will be liable to a
fine equal in amount to the whole entrance duty. If a breach of the aforesaid

regulations has been committed by the carriers, without the knowledge or connivance
of the OAvner of the goods, the Customs authorities will take this circumstance
into consideration in determining the amount of the fine. This ^jrovision only apphes
to locahties through which the Russian laud trade passes, and is not apjfficable to

similar cases arising at the ports and in the interior of the provmces. When goods
are confiscated the merchant is entitled to release them by paying the equivalent of

their value, duly arrived at by an understanding with the Chuiese authorities.

Art. IX.—On the exportation by sea from Tientsin to some other Chinese port
opened to foreign trade by treaty of goods brought from Russia by land, the
Tientsin Customs will levy on such goods one-third of the Tariff duty, in addition to

the two-thirds already paid. No duty shall be levied on these goods in other ports.

Goods sent from Tientsin or the other jjorts to the internal markets are subject to

transit dues (i.e., half of the tariff duty) according to the general provisions laid

down for foreign trade.

Art. X.—Chinese goods sent from Tientsin to Russia by Russian merchants
must be forwarded to Kalgan by the route indicated under Art. III. The entire

export duty will be levied on these goods when they leave the country. Nevertheless,

reimported goods bought at Tientsin, as well as those bought in another port and
forwarded in transitu to Tientsin to be exported to Russia, if accompanied by a
Customs receipt for the export duty, shall not pay a second time, and the half

reimportation duty (coasting duty) paid at Tientsin will be repaid to the merchant
jf the goods u^pn which it has been paid are exported to Russia within a year from
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the time of such payment. For the transport of goods in Russia the Russian Consul
will issue a permit indicating in the Russian and Chinese languages the name of the
owner of the goods, the number of packages, and the nature of the goods they
contain. These permits will be vise by the port Customs authorities, and must
accompany the goods, for production when they are examined at the Custom-houses
on the road. The rules given in detail in Article III. will be observed as to the term
within which the permit is to be presented to the Custom-house to be cancelled, and
as to the proceedings in case of the permit being lost. Goods will follow the route
indicated by Article III, and are not to be sold on the road

;
a breach of this rule will

render the merchant liable to the penalties provided for under Article VIII. Goods
will be examined at the Custom-houses on the road in accordance with the rules laid

down under Article III. Chinese goods bought by Russian merchants at Sou-tcheou
(Tsia-yu-kwan), or brought by them from the internal markets to be forwarded to

Russia, on leaving Sou-tcheou for Russia will have to pay the duty leviable upon
goods exported from Tientsin, and will be subject to the regulations established for

that port.

Art. XI.—Goods bought at Toun-tcheou, on leaving that place for Russia by
land, will have to pay the full export duty laid down by the tariff. Goods bought at

Kalgan will pay in that town, on leaving for Russia, a duty equivalent to half the

tariff rate. Goods bought by Russian merchants in the internal markets, and brought
to Toun-tcheou and Kalgan to be forwarded to Russia, will moreover be subject

to transit dues, according to the general rules established for foreign trade

in the internal markets. The local Custom-houses of the aforesaid towns after

levying the duties wiU give the merchant a transport permit for his goods. For
goods leaving Toun-tcheou this permit will be issued by the Dounba Customs
authorities, to whom apphcation is to be made for it, accompanied by payment of

the duties to which the goods are liable. This permit will mention the prohibition

to sell goods on the road. The rules given in detail in Article III. relative to pennits,

the examination of goods, &c., will apply in hke manner to goods exportedTrom the

places mentioned in this Article.

Art. XII.—Goods of foreign origin sent to Russia by land from Tientsin, Toun-
tcheou, Kalgan, and Sou-tcheou (Tsia-yu-kwan) will pay no duty if the merchant
produces a Customs receipt acknowledging payment of the import and transit duties

on those goods. If they have only paid entrance duties the competent Custom-house
will caU upon the merchant for the payment of the transit dues fixed by the tariff.

Art. XIII.—Goods imported into China by Russian merchants, or exported by
them, will pay Customs duties according to the general tariff for foreign trade with

China, and according to the additional tariff drawn up for Russian trade in 1862.

Goods not enumerated in either of those tariffs will be subject to a 5 per cent

ad valorem duty.

Art. XIV.—The following articles will be admitted free of export and import
duty :—Gold and silver ingots, foreign coins, flom- of aU kinds, sago, biscuits,

preserved meats and vegetables, cheese, butter, confectionery, foreign clothes,

jewellery and silver plate, perfumery and soaps of all kinds, charcoal, firewood,

candles of foreign manufacture, foreign tobacco and cigars, wine, beer, spirits,

household stores and utensils to be used in houses and on board ship, travellers’

luggage, official stationery, tapestries, cutlery, foreign medicines, glass ware and
ornaments. The above-mentioned articles will pass free of duty on entering and on
leaving by land

;
but if they are sent from the towns and ports mentioned in these

regulations to the internal markets they will pay a transit duty of 2| per cent, ad
valorem. Travellers’ luggage, gold and silver ingots, and foreign coins wfil, however,

not pay this duty.

Art. XV.—The exportation and importation of the following articles is prohibited,

under penalty of confiscation in case of smuggling :—Gunpowder, artillery ammuni-
tion, cannon, muskets, rifles, pistols, and all fire-arms, engines and ammunition of

war, salt, and opium. Russian subjects going to China may, for their personal

defence, have one musket or one pistol each, of which mention will be made in the
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permit they are provided with. The importation by Russian subjects of saltpetre,

sulphur, and lead is allowed only under special license from the Chinese authorities,

and those articles may only be sold to Chinese subjects who hold a special purchaser-

permit. The exportation of rice and of Chinese copper coin is forbidden. On the

other hand, the importation of rice and of all cereals may take place duty free.

Art. XVI.—The transport of goods belonging to Chinese merchants is forbidden
to Russian merchants attempting to pass them off as their own property.

Art. XVII.—The Chinese authorities are entitled to take the necessary measures
against smuggling.

Done at St. Petersburg, the I2th-24th February, 1881.

(Signed) [l.s.] NICOLAS DE GIERS.
[L.S.] EUGENE BUTZOW.
[l.s.] TSENG.

Protocol.

The undersigned, Nicolas de Giers, secretary of state, actual privy councillor,

directing the Imperial Ministry of Foreign Affairs, and Tseng, Marquess of Neyong,
vice-president of the high court of justice, envoy extraordinary and minister
plenipotientiary of His Majesty the Emperor of China to His Majesty the Emperor
of Russia, have met at the hotel of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs to proceed to the
exchange of the acts of ratification of the Treaty between Russia and China, signed
at St. Petersburg, the 12/24 February, 1881.

After perusal of the respective instruments, which have been acknowledged tex-

tually conformable to the original act, the exchange of the act ratified by His Majesty
the Emperor of Russia the 4/16 August, 1881, against the act ratified by His Majesty
the Emperor of China the 3/15 May, 1881, has taken place according to custom,

In faith of which the undersigned have drawn up the present proces-verbal
and have affixed to it the seal of their arms.

Done at St. Petersburg, the 7th August, one thousand eight hundred and eighty^
one.

(Signed) [l.s.] NICOLAS DE GIERS.

„ [L.S.] TSENG.



UNITED STATES.

1REATY BETWEEN THE UNITEI) STATES OF AMERICA AND CHINA.

Signed, in the English and Chinese Eanguages, at Tientsin,

I8th June, 1858.

Batifications exchanged at Pehtang, I6th August, 1859.

Tli<? United States of America and the Ta-Tsing Empire desiring to maintain

hrm lasting, and sincere friendship, have resolved to renew, in a manner clear and

Dodtive hv means of a Treaty or general convention of peace, amity, and commerce,

tlie rules which shall in future he mutually observed m the mtercoupe t^eir

respective countries; for which most desirable object the President of the United

States and the August Sovereign of the Ta-Tsing Empire have named for their

Plenipotentiaries, to wit: the President oi the United States of Amenca, Willian^.

Rped Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary to China; and His

Maiestv the Emperor of China, Kweiliang, a member of the Privy Council and

Sunerintendent of the Board of Punishments; and Hwashana, Presidrat of the Boaid

of Civil Office and Major-General of the Bordered Blue Banner Division of the

rhine«e Bannennen, both of them being Imperial Commissioners and Plenipotentia-

ries • And the said Ministers, hi virtue of the respective full powers they have received

from their governments, have agreed upon the following articles

» X jA-Pliere shall be, as there has always been, peace and friendship between

the United States of America and the Ta-Tsing Empire, and between their people

resnectively. They shall not insult or oppress each other for any trifling cause, so as

to produce an estrangement between them
;
and if any other natimi should act

unjustly or oppressively, the United States will exert their good offices on l.emg

informed of the case, to bring about an amicable arrangement of the question, thus

showmg theii^rieuHyJeehng^^^^
friendship, on the exchange of ratifications by

the President with the advice and consent of the Senate of the United States, and

by His Majesty the Emperor of China, this Treaty shall be Irept and sacredly gmrded

in this way! viz. : The original Treaty, as ratified by the Presidmt of the United

States shaU be deposited at Peking, the capital of his Majesty the Emperor of Cffina,

in charge of the Privy Council
;
and, as ratified by his Majesty the Emperor of Ehi^>

shaU be deposited at Washington, the capital of the United States, in charge of the

Secreta
y order that the people of the two countries may know and obey the

Yirovisionsof this Treaty, the United States of America agree, immediately on the

exchange of ratifications, to proclaim the same and publish it by proclamation in the

GazStfs where the laws of the United States of America are published by authority

;

and His Majesty the Emperor of Chuia, on the exchange of ratifications, agiees

iSmeSately to dLct the pubhcation of the same at the capital and by the governors

IV.I^Hu^order further to perpetuate friendship, the Minister or Coi^s-

sioner or the highest diplomatic representative of the Umted States of Amenca in

China’ shall at all times have the right to correspond on teinis of perfect equality and

confidence with the officers of the Privy Council at the capital, or wirfi the Governor-

General of the Tnm Kwang, of Euhkien and Chelciang, or of the Two &ang
;
and

whenever he desires to have such correspondence with the Pnvy Council at the capital

he shaU have the right to send it through either of the said Governors-General, oi by

general post- and all such communications shall be most carefully respected. The

Pnvy cLncil and Governors-General, as the case may be, shall in all cases consider

and acknowledge such communications promptly and respecttully

.

Art V — The Minister of the United States of America in China, whenever he has

business, shall have the right to visit and sojourn at the capital of His Majesty the
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Emperor of China and there confer with a member of the Privy Council, or any other
high officer of equal rank deputed for that purpose, on matters of common interest

and advantage. His visits shall not exceed one in each year, and he shall complete
his business without unnecessary delay. He shall be allowed to go by land or come
to the mouth of the Pei-ho, into which he shall not bring ships-of-war, and he shall

inform the authorities at that place in order that boats may be provided for him to go
on his journey. He is not to take advantage of this stipulation to request visits to
the capital on trivial occasions. Whenever he means to proceed to the capital he
shall communicate in writing his intention to the Board of Rites at the capital, and
thereupon the said Board shall give the necessary directions to facilitate his journey,
and give him necessary protection and respect on his way. On his arrival at the
capital he shall be furnished with a suitable residence prepared for him, and he shall

defray his own expenses; and his entire suite shall not exceed twenty persons
exclusive of his Chmese attendants, none of whom shall be engaged in trade.

Art. VI.—If at any time His Majesty the Emperor of China shall, by treaty
voluntarily made, or for any other reason, permit the representative of any friendly
nation to reside at his capital for a long or short time, then, without any further
consultation or express permission, the representative of the United States in China
shall have the same privilege.

Art. VII.—The superior authorities of the United States and of China in

correspondence together shall do so on terms of equality and in form of mutual
communication (chau-hwui). The- Consuls and the local officers, civil and military,
in corresponding together shall likewise employ the style and form of mutual
communication (chau-hwui). When inferior officers of the one government address
the superior officers of the other they shall do so in the style and form of memorial
(shin-chin). Private individuals, in addressing superior officers, shall employ the
style of petition {pin-ching). In no case shall any terms or style be used or suffered
which shall be offensive or disrespectful to either party. And it is agreed that no
present, under any pretext or form whatever, shall ever be demanded of the United
States by China, or of China by the United States.

Art. VIII.—In all future personal intercourse between the representative of
the United States of America and the Governors-General or Grovernors the interviews
shall be had at the official residence of the said officers, or at their temporally resi-

dence, or at the residence of the representative of the United States of America,
whichever may be agreed upon between them

;
nor shall they make any pretext for

declining these interviews. Current matters shall be discussed by correspondence,
so as not to give the trouble of a personal meeting.

Art. IX.—Whenever national vessels of the United States of America, in cruising
along the coast and among the ports opened for trade for the protection of the com-
merce of their country, or for the advancement of science, shall arrive at or near any
of the ports of China, the commanders of said ships and the superior local authorities
of government shall, if it be necessary, hold intercourse on terms of equality and
courtesy, in token of the friendly relations of their respective nations

;
and the said

vessels shall enjoy all suitable facilities on the part of the Chinese Grovernment in
procuring provisions or other supplies, and makmg necessary repairs. And the
United States of America agree that in case of the shipwreck of any American vessel,
and its being pillaged by pirates, or in case any American vessel shall be pillaged or
captured by pirates on the seas adjacent to the coast, without being shipwrecked, the
national vessels of the United States shall pursue the said pirates, and if captured
deliver them over for trial and punishment.

Art. X.—The United States of America shall have the right to appoint Consuls
and other commercial agents for the protection of trade, to reside at such jdaces in the
dommions of China as shall be agreed to be opened, who shall hold official intercourse
and correspondence with the local officers of the Chinese Government (a Consul or a
Vice-Consul in charge taking rank with an intendant of circuit or a prefect), either
personally or in writing, as occasion may require, on terms of equality and reciprocal
respect. And the Consuls and local officers shall employ the style of mutual
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communication. If the officers of either nation are disrespectfully treated, or aggrieved

in any way by the other authorities, they have the right to make representation of

the same to the superior officers of the respective G-overnments, who shall see that full

inquiry and strict justice shall be had in the premises. And the said Consuls and
agents shall carefully avoid all acts of offence to the officers and i)eople of China.

On the arrival of a Consul duly accredited at any port in China, it shall be the duty
of the Minister of the United States to notify the same to the G-ovemor-General of

the province where such port is, Avho shall forthwith recognize the said Consul and
grant him anthority to act.

Art. XI.—All citizens of the United States of America in China, peaceably

attending to their affairs, being placed on a common footing of amity and good
will with subjects of China, shall receive and enjoy for themselves and everything

ajjpertaining to them the protection of the local authorities of Government, who shall

defend them from all insult or injury of any sort. If their dwellings or projierty be

threatened or attacked by mobs, incendiaries, or other violent or lawless persons, the

local officers, on requisition of the Consul, shall immediately despatch a military force

to disjjerse the rioters, apj^rehend the guilty indiriduals, and punish them with the

utmost rigour of the law. Subjects of Cliina guilty of any criminal act towards citizens

of the United States shall be punished by the Chinese authorities according to the laws

of China, and citizens of the United States, either on shore or in any merchant vessel,

who may insult, trouble, or wound the persons or injure the property of Chinese, or

commit any other improj^er act in China, shall be punished only by the Consul or other

pubhc functionary thereto authorized, according to the laws of the United States. Ai'rests

in order to trial may be made by either the Chinese or the United States authorities.

Art. XII.—Citizens of the United States, residing or sojourning at any of the

ports open to foreign commerce, shall be permitted to rent houses and places of

business, or hire sites on which they can themselves build houses or hospitals,

churches, and cemeteries. The parties interested can fix the rents by mutual and
equitable agreement

;
the proprietors shall not demand an exorbitant price, nor shall

the local authorities interfere, unless there be some objections offered on the part of

the inhabitants respecting the place. The legal fees to the officers for applying their

seal shall be paid. The citizens of the United States shall not unreasonably insist

on particular spots, but each party shall conduct themselves with justice and
moderation. Any desecration of the cemeteries by natives of China shall be severely

punished according to law. At the places where the ships of the United States

anchor, or their citizens i-eside, the merchants, seamen, or others can freely pass and
repass in the immediate neighbourhood; but in order to the preservation of the

jmblic peace, they shall not go into the country to the villages and marts to sell their

goods unlawfully, in fraud of the revenue.

Art. XIII.—If any vessel of the United States be wrecked or stranded on the

coast of China and be subjected to plunder or other damage, the proper officers of the

Government, on receiving information of the fact, shall immediately adopt measui’es

for its rehef and security
;
the persons on board shall receive friendly treatment, and

be enabled to repair at once to the nearest port, and shall enjoy all facihties for

obtaining supphes of provisions and water. If the merchant vessels of the United

States, while within the waters over which the Chmese Government exercises

jurisdiction, be plundered by robbers or pirates, then the Chmese local authorities,

civil and military, on receiving information thereof, shall arrest the said robbers or

pirates, and punish them according to law, and shall cause all the proi:)ei’tv which caii

be recovered to be restored to the owners, or placed in the hands of the Consul. If,

by reason of the extent of territory and numerous population of China, it shall in any

case hajjpen that the robbers cannot be appi’ehended, and the property only in part

recovered, the Chinese Government shall not make indemnity for the goods lost ;
but

if it shall be proved that the local authorities have been in collusion with the robbers,

the same shall be communicated to the superior authorities for memorializing the

Throne, and these officers shall be severely punished and their property be confiscated

to repay the losses.
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Art. XIV.—The citizens of the United States are permitted to frequent the ports

and cities of Canton and Chau-chau, or Swatow, in the province of Kwangtung
;
Amoy,

Foochow, and Tai-wan in Fonnosa, in the province of Fuhkien
;
Ningpo in the province

of Chekiang; and Shanghai in the province of Kiangsu, and any other port or place

hereafter by treaty with other powers or with the United States opened to commerce

;

and to reside with their families and trade there, and to proceed at pleasure with their

vessels and merchandise from any of these ports to any other of them. But said vessels

shall not carry on a clandestine andfraudulent trade at other ports of China, not declared
to be legal, along the coast thereof

;
and any vessel under the American flag violating

this provision shall, with her cargo, be subject to confiscation to the Chinese Glovern-

ment
;
and any citizen of the United States who shall trade in any contraband article

of merchandise shall be subject to be dealt with by the Chinese Government, without
being entitled to any countenance or protection from that of the United States : and
the United States will take measures to prevent their flag from being abused by the
subjects of other nations as a cover for the violation of the laws of the Empire.

Art. XV.—At each of the ports open to commerce, citizens of the United States
shall be permitted to import from abroad, and sell, purchase, and export all merchan-
dise, of which the importation is not prohibited by the laws of the Empire. The
tariff of duties to be paid by the citizens of the United States, on the expoi’t and
import of goods from and into China, shall be the same as was agreed upon at the
Treaty of Wanghia, except so far as it may be modified by treaties with other nations,
it being expressly agreed that citizens of the United States shall never pay higher
duties than those paid by the most favoured nation.

Art. XVI.—Tonnage duties shall be paid on every merchant vessel belonging to

the United States entering either of the open ports, at the rate of four mace per ton of

forty cubic feet, if she be over one hundred and fifty tons burden
;
and one mace per

ton of forty cubic feet if she be of the burden of one hundred and fifty tons or under,
accordmg to the tonnage specified in the register

;
which, with her other j^apers, shall,

on her arrival, be lodged -with the Consul, who shall report the same to the Commis-
sioner of Customs. And if any vessel, having paid tonnage duty at one port, shall

go to any other port to complete the disposal of her cargo, or, being in ballast, to

purchase an entire or fill up an incomplete cargo, the Consul shall report the same to

the Commissioner of Customs, who shall note on the port-clearance that the tonnage
duties have been paid, and report the circumstances to the collectors at the other
Custom-houses

;
in which case, the said vessel shall only pay duty on her cargo, and

not be charged with tonnage duty a second time. The collectors of Customs at the
open ports shall consult with the Constils about the erection of beacons or light-

houses, and where buoys and light ships should be placed.

Art. XVII.—Citizens of the United States shall be allowed to engage pilots to
take their vessels into port, and, when the lawful duties have all been paid, take them
out of port. It shall be lawful for them to hire at pleasure servants, compradores,
linguists, writers, labourers, seamen, and persons for whatever necessaiy service, with
passage or cargo-boats, for a reasonable conpensation, to be agreed upon by the
parties or determined by the Consul.

Art. XVIII.—Whenever merchant vessels of the United States shall enter a port,

the Collector of Customs shall, if he see fit, appoint Custom-house officers to guard
said vessels, who may live on board the ship or their own boats, at their convenience.
The local authorities of the Chinese Government shall cause to be apprehended all

mutineers or deserters from on board the vessels of the United States in China on
being informed by the Consul, and will deliver them up to the Consuls or other officers

for punishment. And if criminals, subjects of Chnia, take refuge in the houses, or on
board the vessels of citizens of the United States, they shall not be harboured, but
shall be delivered up -to justice on due requisition by the Chinese local officers,

addressed to those of the United States. The merchants, seamen, and other citizens

of the United States shall be under the superintendence of the appropriate officers of
their government. If individuals of either nation commit acts of violence or disorder,
use arms to the injury of others, or create disturbances endangering life, the officers of
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the two governments will exert themselves to enforce order and to maintain the
public peace, by doing impartial justice in the premises.

Art. XIX.—Whenever a merchant vessel belonging to the United States shall

cast anchor in either of the said ports, the supercargo, master, or consignee, shall,

within forty-eight hours, deposit the ship’s papers in the hands of the Consul or

person charged with his functions, who shall cause to be communicated to the Super-
intendent of Customs a true report of the name and tonnage of such vessel, the number
of her crew and the nature of her cargo, which being done, he shall give a permit for

her discharge. And the master, supercargo, or consignee, if he proceed to discharge

the cargo without such permit, shall incur a fine of five hmidred dollars, and the goods
so discharged without permit shall be subject to forfeiture to the Chinese Goveniment.
But if a master of any vessel in port desire to discharge a part only of the cargo, it

shall be lawful for him to do so, paying duty on such part only, and to proceed with
the remainder to any other ports. Or if the master so desire, he may, Avithin forty-

eight hours after the arrival of the vessel, but not later, decide to depart without
breaking bulk

;
in which case he shall not be subject to pay tonnage, or other duties

or charges, until, on his arrival at another port, he shall proceed to discharge cargo,

when he shall pay the duties on vessel and cargo, according to law. And the tonnage
duties shall be held due after the expiration of the said forty-eight hours. In case

of the absence of the Consul or person charged with his functions, the captain or

supercargo of the vessel may have recourse to the consul of a friendly power
;

or, if

he please, directly to the Superintendent of Customs, who shall do all that is required
to conduct the ship’s business.

Art. XX.—The Superintendent of Customs, in order to the collection of the

proper duties, shall, on application made to him through the Consul, appoint suitable

officers, who shall proceed, in the presence of the captain, supercargo, or consignee,

to make a just and fair examination of all goods in the act of being discharged for

importation, or laden for exportation, on board any merchant vessel of the United
States. And if disputes occur in regard to the value of goods subject to ad valorem
duty, or in regard to the amount of tare, and the same cannot be satisfactorily

arranged by the parties, the question may, within twenty-four hours, and not after-

wards, be refeiTed to the said Consul to adjust with the Superintendent of Customs.
Art. XXI.—Citizens of the United States who may have imported merchandise

into any of the free ports of China, and paid the duty thereon, if they desire to

re-exjmrt the same in part on in whole to any other of the said ports, shall be entitled

to make application, through their Consul, to the Superintendent of Customs, who,
in order to prevent fraud on the revenue, shall cause examination to be made, by
suitable officers, to see that the duties paid on such goods as are entered on the Custom-
house books correspond with the representation made, and that the goods remain
with their original marks unchanged, and shall then make a memorandum in the

port clearance of the goods and the amount of duties paid on the same, and deliver

the same to the merchant, and shall also certify the facts to the oflicers of Customs
at the other ports

;
all which being done, on the arrival in port of the vessel in

which the goods are laden, and everything being found, on examination there, to

correspond, she shall be permitted to break bulk, and land the said goods, without

being subject to the payment of any additional duty thereon. But if, on such

examination, the Superintendent of Customs shall detect any fraud on the revenue in

the case, then the goods shall be subject to forfeiture and confiscation to the Chinese

Government. Foreign grain or rice brought into any jjort of China in a ship of the

United States, and not landed, may be re-exi)orted without hindrance.

Art. XXII.—The tonnage duty on vessels of the United States shall be i)aid on

their being admitted to entry. Duties of import shall be paid on the discharge of the

goods, and duties of export on the lading of the same. When all such duties shall

have been paid, and not before, the Collector of Customs shall give a port-clearance,

and the Consul shall retuim the ship’s papers. Tlie duties shall be paid to the shroffs

authorized by the Chinese Government to receive the same. Duties shall be paid and
received either in sycee silver or in foreign money, at the rate of the day. If the
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Consiil permits a shij) to leave the port before the duties and tonnage dues are paid,

he shall be held responsible therefor.

Art. XXIII.—When goods on board any merchant vessel of the United States

in port require to be transhipped to another vessel application shall be made to the

Consul, who shall certify what is the occasion therefor to the Superintendent of

Customs, who may appoint officers to examine into the facts and permit the
transhipment. And if any goods be transhipped without written permits, they shall

be subject to be forfeited to the Chinese Government.
Art. XXIV.—Where there are debts due by subjects of China to citizens of the

United States, the latter may seek redress in law
;
and on suitable representations being

made to the local authorities through the Consul, they will cause due examination in

the premises, and take proj)er steps to compel satisfaction. And if citizens of the
United States be indebted to subjects of China, the latter may seek redress by
representation through the Consul, or by suit in the Consular Court

;
but neither

government will hold itself responsible for such debts.

Art. XXV.—It shall be lawful for the officers or citizens of the United States to

employ scholars and people of any part of China, without distinction of persons, to

teach any of the languages of the Empire, and to assist in hterary labours, and the

persons so employed shall not for that cause be subject to any injury on the part
either of the Government or individuals

;
and it shall in hke manner be lawful for

citizens of the United States to purchase all manner of books in China.
Art. XXVI.—Relations of peace and amity between the United States and China

being estabhshed by this treaty, and the vessels of the United States being admitted
to trade freely to and from the ports of China open to foreign commerce

;
it is further

agreed that, in case at any time hereafter China shoxxld be at war with any foreign
nation whatever, and should for that cause exclude such nation from entering her
ports, still the vessels of the United States shall not the less continue to pursue their

commerce in freedom and security, and to transport goods to and from the ports of

the belligerent powers, full respect being paid to the neutrality of the flag of the
United States, provided that the said flag shall not protect vessels engaged in the
transportation of officers or soldiers in the enemy’s service, nor shall said flag be
fraudulently used to enable the enemy’s ships, with their cargoes, to enter the ports
of China; but aU such vessels so offending shall be subject to forfeiture and confisca-
tion to the Chinese Government.

Art. XXVII.—All questions in regard to rights, whether of property or person,
arising between citizens of the United States in China, shall be subject to the
jurisdiction, and be regulated by the authorities of their own government

;
and all

controversies occurring in China between citizens of the United States and the
subjects of any other government shall be regulated by the treaties existing between
the United States and such governments respectively, without interference on the
part of China.

Art. XXVIII.—If citizens of the United States have special occasion to address
any communication to the Chinese local officers of Government, they shall submit the
same to their Consul or other officer, to determine if the language be proper and
respectful, and the matter just and right, in which event he shall transmit the same
to the appropriate authorities for their consideration and action in the premises. If
subjects of China have occasion to address the Consul of the United States they may
address him directly, at the same time they inform their own officers representing the
case for his consideration and action in the premises

;
and if controversies arise

between citizens of the United States and subjects of China, which cannot be amicably
settled otherwise, the same shall be examined and decided conformably to justice and
equity by the pubhc officers of the two nations, acting in conjunction. The extortion
of illegal fees is exjjressly prohibited. Any peaceable persons are allowed to enter
the Court in order to intei-pret, lest injustice be done.

Art. XXIX.—The principles of the Christian Religion, as professed by the
Protestant and Roman Catholic Churches, are recognized as teaching men to do good,
and to do to others as they would have others to do to them. Hereafter those who
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quietly profess and teach these doctrines shall not he harassed or persecuted on
account of their faith. Any person, whether citizen of the United States or Chinese
convert, who, according to these tenets, peaceably teaches and practices the principles

of Christianity, shall in no case be interfered with or molested.

Art. XXX.—The contracting parties hereby agree that should at any time the
Ta-Tsing Empire grant to any nation, or the merchants or citizens of any nation, any
right, privilege, or favour, connected either with navigation, commerce, pohtical or

other intercourse, which is not conferred by this Treaty, such right, privilege, and
favour shall at once freely enure to the benefit of the United States, its public officers,

merchants, and citizens.

The present Treaty of peace, amity, and commerce shall be ratified by the

President of the United States, by and with the advice and consent of the Senate,

within one year, or sooner, if possible, and by the August Sovereign of the Ta-Tsing
Empire forthwith

;
and the ratifications shall be exchanged within one year from the

date of the signatures thereof.

In faith whereof, we, the respective plenipotentiaries of the United States of

America and of the Ta-Tsing Empire, as aforesaid, have signed and sealed these

presents.

Done at Tientsin, this eighteenth day of June in the year of our Lord one
thousand eight hundred and fifty-eight, and the Independence of the United States

of America the eighty-second, and m the eighth year of Hien Fung, fifth moon, and
eitfhth dav.

[L.S.] WILLIAM B. KEED.
[l.s.] KWEILIANG.
[L.S.] HWASHANA.

[Appended to the foregoing Treaty ai-e a Tariff and Eules identical with those

annexed to the British Treaty of Tientsin.]

ADDITIONAL AETICLES TO THE TEEATY BETWEEN THE UNITED
STATES OF AMEEICA AND CHINA OF I8th JUNE, 1858.

Signed, in the English and Chinese Languages, at Washington,

28th July, 1868.

Ratifications Exchanged at Peking, 2Srd k ovemher, 1869.

Whereas, since the conclusion of the treaty between the United States of America
and the Ta-Tsing Empire (China) of the 18th of June, 1858, circumstances have
arisen showing the necessity of additional articles thereto: the President of the

United States and the August Sovereign of the Ta-Tsing Empire have named for

their Plenipotentiaries: to wit, the President of the United States of America,

William H. Seward, Secretaiy of State; and His Majesty the Emperor of China,

Anson Burlingame, accredited as his Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipo-

tentiaiy, and Chih-kang, and Sun-chia-ku, of the second Chinese rank, associated

high Envoys and Ministers of his said Majesty
;
and the said Plenipotentiaries, after

having exchanged their full powers, found to be in due and proper fonn, have agreed

upon the folloAving articles:

—

Art. I.—His Majesty the Emperor of China, being of the opinion that in making
concessions to the citizens or subjects of foreign powers, of the privilege of residing

on certain tracts of land, or resorting to certain waters of that Empire, for pui'poses

of trade, he has by no means relinquished his right of eminent domain or dominion
over the said lands and waters, hereby agrees that no such concession or grant shall

be construed to give to any power or party which may be at war with or hostile to
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the United States, the right to attack the citizens of the United States, or their

property, within the said lands or waters : And the United States, for themselves,

hereby agree to abstain from offensively attacking the citizens or subjects of any
power or party, or their property, with which they may be at war, on any such tract

of land or water of the said Empire. But nothing in this article shall be construed

to prevent the United States from resisting an attack by any hostile power or party

upon their citizens or their property.

It is further agi’eed that if any right or interest in any tract of land in China,

has been, or shall hereafter be, granted by the Government of China to the United
States or their citizens for purposes of trade or commerce, that grant shall in no
event be construed to divest the Chinese Authorities of their right of jurisdiction

over persons and property within said tract of land except so far as the right may
have been expressly relinquished by treaty.

Art. II,—The United States of America and His Majesty the Emperor of China,

believing that the safety and prosperity of commerce will thereby best be promoted,
agree that any privilege or immunity in resj^ect to trade or navigation within the

Chinese dominions which may not have been stipulated for by treaty, shall be subject

to the discretion of the Chinese Government, and may be regulated by it accordingly,

but not in a manner or spirit incompatible with the Treaty stipulations of the parties.

Art. III.—The Emperor of China shall have the right to appoint Consuls at

ports of the United States, who shall enjoy the same privileges and immunities as

those which are enjoyed by public law and treaty in the United States by the Consuls

of Great Britain and Bussia or either of them.
Art. IV.—The 29th article of the Treaty of the 18th June, 1848, having stipulated

for the exemption of the Christian citizens of the United States and Chinese converts

from persecution in China on account of their faith
;
it is further agreed that citizens

of the United States in Cliina of every religious persuasion, and Chinese subjects in

the United States, shall enjoy entire liberty of conscience, and shall be exempt from
all disability or persecution on account of their religious faith or worship in either

country. Cemeteries for sepulture of the dead, of whatever nativity or nationality,

shall be held in I’espect and free from disturbance or profanation.

Art. V.—The United States of America and the Emperor of China cordially

recognize the inherent aud inalienable right of man to change his home and allegiance,

and also the mutual advantage of the free migration and emigration of their citizens

and subjects respectively from the one country to the other for the purposes of cuidosity,

of trade, or as permanent residents. The high Contracting Parties, therefore, join in

reprobating any other than an entirely voluntary emigration for these purposes.

They consequently agree to pass laws, making it a penal offence for a citizen of the
United States, or a Chinese subject, to take Chinese subjects either to the United
States or to any other foreign country

;
or for a Chinese subject or citizen of the

United States to take citizens of the United States to China, or to any other foreign

countrjq without their free and vokmtary consent respectively.

Art. VI.—Citizens of the United States visiting or residing in China shall enjoy
the same privileges, immunities, or exemptions in i-espect to travel or residence as may
there be enjoyed by the citizens or subjects of the most favoured nation. And,
reciprocally, Chinese subjects visiting or residing in the United States shall enjoy
the same privileges, immunities, and exemptions in respect to travel or residence as

may there be enjoyed by the citizens or subjects of the most favoured nation. But
nothing herein contained shall be held to confer naturalization upon citizens of the
United States in China, nor upon the sulijects of China in the United States.

Art. VII.—Citizens of the United States shall enjoy all the privileges of the
public educational institutions under the control of the Government of China; and
reciprocally Chinese subjec" s shall enjoy all the privileges of the public educational
institutions under the control of the Government of the United States, which are

enjoyed in the respective countries by the citizens or subjects of the most favoured
nation. The citizens of the United States may freely establish and maintain schools
within the Empire of China at those places where foreigners are by treaty permitted
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to’reside
;
and, reciprocally, the Chinese subjects may enjoy the same privileges and

immunities in the ITnited States.

Art. VIII.—The United States, always disclaiming and discouraging all prac-

tices of unnecessary dictation and intervention by one nation in the affairs or domestic
administration of another, do hereby freely disclaim and disavow any intention or

right to intervene in the domestic administration of China in regard to the construc-

tion of railroads, telegraphs, or other material internal improvements. On the other

hand. His Majesty the Emi^eror of China reserves to himself the right to decide the

time and manner and circumstances of introducing such improvements within his

dominions. With this mutual understanding it is agreed by the contracting parties

that, if at any time I'.ereafter his Imperial Majesty shall determine to construct, or

cause to be constructed, worhs of the character mentioned within the Empire, and
shall make apphcation to the United States or any other Western Power for facilities

to carry out that pohcy, the United States will in that case designate or authorize

suitable engineers to be employed by the Chinese Government, and Avill recommend
to other nations an equal compliance with such applications

;
the Chinese Government

in that case protecting such engineers in their persons and property, and paying

them a reasonable compensation for their services.

In faith whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed this treaty and
thereto affixed the seals of their arms.

Done at Washington, the 28th day of July, in the year of our Lord one thousand
eight hundred and sixty-eight.

[L.S.]

[L.8.]

[L.S.]

[L.S.]

(Signed) WILLIAM H. SEWARD.
„ ANSON BURLINGAME.
„ CHIH KANG.
„ SUN CHIA-KU.

IMMIGRATION AND COMMERCIAL TREATIES BETWEEN
THE UNITED STATES AND CHINA.

Signed at Peking, in the English and Chinese Languages,
ON the 17th November, 1880.

The Immigration Treaty.

Whereas, in the eighth year of Hien Fung, Anno Domini 1858, a treaty of peace

and friendship was concluded between the United States of America and China, and
to which were added in the seventh year of Tung Chi, Anno Domini 1868, certain

supplementary articles to the advantage of both parties, which supplementary articles

were to be perpetually obseiwed and obeyed
;
and

Whereas the Government of the United States, because of the constantly in-

creasing immigration of Chinese labourers to the territory of the United States, and

the embarrassments consequent upon such immigration, now desires to negotiate a

modification of the existing treaties which will not be in direct contravention of their

spirit; now therefore, the President of the United States of America appoints James

B. Angell, of Michigan
;
John F. Swift, of California

;
and William H. Trescott, of

South Carolina, as his Commissioners Plenipotentiary
;
and His Imperial Majesty

the Emperor of China has ajipointed Pao Chun, a member of His Imperial Majesty’s

Privy Council and Superintendent of the Board of Civil Office, and Li Hung Tsao, a

member of His Imperial Majesty’s Privy Council, as his Commissioners Plenipo-

tentiary
;
and the said Commissioners Plenipotentiary, having conjointly exammed

their full powers, and having discussed the points of possible modifications in existing

treaties, have agreed upon the following articles in modification ;

—

Art. I.—Whenever, in the opinion of the Government of the United States, the

coming of Chinese labourers to the United States, or their residence therein, affects,
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or threatens to affect, the mterests of that country, or to endanger the good order of

anj locality within the territory tliereof, the Grovernment of China agrees that the

Groyerninent of the United States may I'egulate, limit, or suspend such coming or

residence, but may not absolutely prohibit it. The limitation or suspension shall be

reasonable, and shall apply only to Chinese who may go to the United States as

labourers, other classes not being included in the hmitation. Legislation in regard

to Chinese labourers will be of such a character only as is necessary to enforce the

regulation, limitation, or suspension of immigration, and immigrants shall not be

subject to personal maltreatment or abuse.

Art. II.—Chinese subjects, whether proceeding to the United States as traders

or students, merchants, or from curiosity, together with their body and household
servants, and Chinese labourers who are now in the United States, shall be allowed

to go and come of their own free will and accord, and shall be accorded all the rights,

privileges, immunities, and exemptions which are accorded to the citizens and subjects

of the most favoured nations,

Art. III.—If Chinese labourers, or Chinese of any other class, now either

permanently or temporarily residing in the territory of the United States, meet with
ill-treatment at the hands of any other persons, the Grovernment of the United States

will exert all its power to devise measures for their protection, and secure to them
the same rights, privileges, immunities, and exemptions as may be enjoyed by the
citizens or subjects of the most favoured nations, and to which they are entitled by
treaty.

Art. IV.—The high contracting Powers, having agreed upon the foregoing
Articles, whenever the Grovernment of the United States shall adopt legislative

measures in accordance therewith, such measures will be communicated to the
Grovernment of China, and if the measures, as effected, are found to work hardship
upon the subjects of China, the Chinese Minister at Washington may bring the
matter to the notice of the Secretary of State of the United States, who will consider
the subject with him, and the Chinese Foreign Office may also bring the matter to
the notice of the U.S. Minister at Peking, and consider the subject with him, to the
end that mutual and unqualified benefit may result. In faith whereof, the Plenipo-
tentiaries have signed and sealed the foregoing at Peking, in English and Chinese,
there being three originals of each text of even tenor and date, the ratification of
which shall be exchanged at Peking within one year from the date of its execution.

Done at Peking, this 1 7th day of November, in the year of our Lord 1880,
Kuang Sii, sixth year, tenth moon, &teenth day. Signed and sealed by the above'-

named Commissioners of both Governments.
The Commercial Treaty.

The following is the text of the commercial treaty signed at the same place and
time :

—

The President of the United States of America and his Imperial Majesty the
Emperor of China, because of certain points of incompleteness in the existing treaties
between the two Governments, have named as their Commissioners Plenipotentiary :

The President of the United States of America, James B. Angell, of Michigan; John
F. Swift, of California; and William H. Trescott, of South Carolina, as his Com-
missioners Plenipotentiary

;
and His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China has

appointed Pao Chun, a member of His Imperial Majesty’s Privy Council and Super-
intendent of the Board of Civil Office

;
and Li Hung Tsao, a member of His Imperial

Majesty’s Privy Council, as his Commissioners Plenipotentiary; and the said Com-
missioners Plenipotentiary, having conjointly examined their full powers, and having
discussed the points of possible modifications in existing treaties, have agreed upon,
the following additional articles :

—

Art. I.—The Governments of the United States and China, recognizing the
benefits of their past commercial relations, and in order to still further promote such
relations between the citizens and subjects of the two Powers, mutually agree to give
the most careful and favourable attention to the representations of either as to such,
special extension of commercial intercourse as either may desire.
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Art. II.—The Governments of China and of the United States mutually agree

and undertake that Chinese subjects shall not be permitted to import opium in any
of the ports of the United States, and citizens of the United States shall not be
permitted to import opium into any of the open ports of China, or transport from
one open port to any other open port, or to buy and sell opium in any of the open
ports of China. This absolute prohibition, wliich extends to vessels owned by the
citizens or subjects of either power, to foreign vessels employed by them, or to vessels

owned by the citizens or subjects of either Power, and employed by other persons
for the transportation of opium, shall be enforced by appropriate legislation on the

part of China and the United States, and the benefits of the favoured nation clauses

in existing treaties shall not be claimed by the citizens or subjects of either Power
as against the provisions of this article.

Art. III.—His Imperial Majesty the Emperor of China hereby promises and
agrees that no other kind or higher rate of tonnage dues or duties for imports or ex-

ports or coastwise trade shall be imposed or levied in the open ports of China upon
vessels wholly belonging to citizens of the United States or upon the pi’oduce, manu-
factures, or merchandise imported in the same from the United States or from any
foreign country, or upon the produce, manufactures, or merchandise exported in the

same to the United States, or to any foreign country, or transported in the same from
one open port of China to another, than are imposed or levied on vessels or cargoes

of any other nation, or on those of Chinese subjects. The United States hereby pro-

mises and agrees that no other kind or higher rate of tonnage duties and dues for

imports shall be imposed or levied in the ports of the United States upon vessels

wholly belonging to the subjects of his Imperial Majesty, coming either directly or

by way of any foreign port from any of the ports of China which are open to foreign

trade to the ports of the United States, or retuming therefrom either directly or by
way of any foreign port to any of the open ports of China, or upon the produce,

manufactures, or merchandise imported in the same from China, or from any foreign

country, than are imposed or levied on vessels of any other nations which make no
discrimination against the United States in tonnage dues or duties on imports,

exports, or coastwise trade, or than are imjjosed or levied on vessels and cargoes of

citizens of the United States.

Art. IV.—When controversies arise in the Chinese Empire between citizens of

the United States and subjects of His Imperial Majesty, which need to be examhied
and decided by the public ofiicers of the two nations, it is agreed between the

Governments of the United States and China that such cases shall be tried by the

proper official of the nationality of the defendant. The ju’operly authorized official

of the plaintiff’s nationality shall be freely permitted to attend the trial, and shall

be treated with the courtesy due to his position. He shall be granted all i:)roper

facilities for watching the proceedings in the interest of justice, and if he so desire,

he shall have the right to be present and to examine and to cross-examine witnesses.

If he is dissatisfied with the proceedings, he shall be permitted to jn-otest against

them in debate. The law administered will be the law of the nationality of the

officer trying the case.

In faith whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed and sealed the

foregoing, at Peking, in English and Chinese, there being three oiaginals of each

text, of even tenor and date, the ratifications of which shall be exchanged at Peking
within one year from the date of its execution.

Done at Peking, this 17th day of November, in theyear of our Lord 1880, Kuang
Sii sixth year, tenth moon, fifteenth day.

(Signed) JAMES B. ANGELL.

„ JOHN F. SWIFT.
WITUIAM H. TEESCOTT.

,. PAO CHUN.

LI HUNG TSAO.



PERU .

TEEATY OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION BETWEEN
THE REPUBLIC OF PERU AND HIS MAJESTY THE

EMPEROR OF CHINA.

Signed, in the Spanish, English, and Chinese Languages, at Tientsin,
26th June, 1874.

Ratifications exchanged at Tientsin, 7th August, 1875.

His Excellency the President of the Republic of Peru and His Majesty the

Emperor of China, being sincerely desirous to establish friendly relations between
the two countries, have resolved to confirm the same by a Treaty of Friendship, Com-
merce, and Navigation, with the view of laying the foundations of mutual intercourse

;

and, for that purpose, have named as their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say :

—

His Excellency the President of Peru, Don Aureho Garcia y Garcia, a Post-

Captain in the Peruvian Navy, Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary

of that Republic for the Empires of China and Japan; and
His Majesty the Emperor of China, Li, Minister Plenipotentiary, Imperial

Commissioner, Grand Guardian of the Heir Apparent, Grand Secretary, a President

of the Board of War, Governor-General of the Province of Chih-li, and invested with

the dignity of the second order of nobility

;

Who, after having examined and exchanged their resiiective full powers, have
together agreed upon the following Treaty for the benefit and protection of the

merchants and people of the two countries :

—

Art. I.—There shall be peace and friendship between the Republic of Peru and
His Majesty the Emperor of China. Their respective citizens and subjects shall

reciprocally enjoy in the territories of the High Contracting Parties full and perfect

protection for their persons and property.

Art. II.—In order to facilitate friendly intercourse in future, His Excellency

the President of Peru may, if he see fit, appoint a Diplomatic Agent to the Court of

Peking, and His Majesty the Emperor of Chma may in like manner, if he see filt,

appoint a Diplomatic Agent to the Government of Peru.

His Majesty the Emperor of China hereby agrees that the Diplomatic Agent so

appointed by the Government of Peru may, with his family and the persons of his

suite, permanently reside at Peking, or may visit if occasionally, at the option of the
Peruvian Government.

In like manner, the Diplomatic Agent of China may, with his family and the
persons of his suite, permanently reside at Lima, or may visit it occasionally at the
option of the Chinese Government.

Art. III.—The Diplomatic Agent of each of the Contracting Parties, shall, at

their respective residences, enjoy all privileges and immunities accorded to them by
international usages.

Art. IV.—The Government of Peru may appoint a Consul-General, and for such
open ports or cities of China where it may be considered most exjiedient for the
interest of Peruvian commerce. Consuls, Vice-Consuls, or Consular Agents. These
officers shall be treated with due respect by the Chinese Authorities, and enjoy the
same privileges and immunities as the Consular officers of the most favoured nation.
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His Majesty the Emperor of China may appoint a Consul-General, Consuls,
Vice-Consuls, or Consular Agents at any port or town of Peru where Consular
Officers of any other Power are admitted to reside. All of these Officers shall enjoy
the same rights and jjrivileges as those of the most favoured nation in Peru.
• It is further agreed that the aijjjointment of the said Consular Officers shall not
be made in merchants residing in the locality.

Art. V.—Peruvian citizens are at liberty to travel for their pleasure or for

purposes of trade in all parts of China under the express condition of being provided
with passports written in Spanish and Chinese, issued in •'iue foim by the Consuls of

Peru and vised by the Chinese Authorities. These passp' s, if demanded, must be
produced for examination in the locahties passed throu If the passport be not
irregular, the bearer will be allowed to proceed, and no o^ ;tion shall be offered to

his hiring persons, or hiring vessels or carts for the c.. age of his baggage or

merchandise, and the said merchandise shall be conveyet.. n accordance with the

General Regulations of Foreign Trade.
If the traveller be without a passport, he shall be hanc d over to the nearest

Consul in order to enable him to procure one. The above nrorision will in like

manner be applicable to cases of a Peimvian citizen committing any offence against

the laws of China. But he shall in no case be subjected by the Chinese Authorities
to any kind of ill-treatment or insult.

The citizens of Peim may go on excursions from the open ports or cities to a

distance not exceedmg 100 li, and for a period not exceeding five days, without being

provided with a passport.

The above provisions do not apply to the crews of ships, who, when on shore,

shall be subject to the disciphnary regulations dra^vn up by the Consul and the local

Authorities.

Chinese subjects shall have the hberty to travel at their pleasure throughout the

territory of Peru, as long as they behave peaceably and commit no offence against

the laws and regulations of the country.

Art. VI.—The Republic of Peru and the Empire of China cordially recognize

the inherent and inalienable right of man to change his home. Their citizens and
subjects respectively may consequently go freely from the one country to the other

for the purposes of curiosity, trade, labour, or as permanent residents. The High
Contracting Pai-ties therefore agree that the citizens and su., jects of both countries

shall only emigrate with their free and voluntary consent; and join in reprobating

any other than an entirely voluntary emigration for the said
p
urposes, and everj' act

of violence or fraud that may be employed in Macao or the ports of China to carry away
Chinese subjects. The Contracting Parties likewise pledge themselves to punish

severely, according to their laws, their respective citizens and subjects who may
violate the present stipulations, and also to proceed judicially against their respective

ships that may be employed in such unlawful operations, imposing the fines which

for such cases are established by their laws.

Art. VII.—It is further agreed that for the better understanding and more
efficient protection of the Chinese subjects who reside in Peru, the Peruvian Govern-

ment will appoint official Interpreters of the Chinese language in the Prefectures of

the Departments of Peru where the great centres of Chinese unmigration exist.

Art. VIII.—The merchant ships belonging to Peruvian citizens shall be pennitted

to frequent all the ports of China open to foreign trade, and to proceed to and fro at

pleasure with their merchandise, enjoying the same rights and privileges as those of

the most favoured nation.

In like manner, the merchant ships belonging to Chinese subjects may visit

all the ports of Peru open to foreign commerce and trade in them, enjoying the same
rights and privileges wliich in Peru are granted to the citizens or subjects of the

most favoured nation. •

Art. IX.—Peruvian citizens shall pay at the ports of China 0]>en to foreign trade,

on all the goods imported or exported by them, the duties enumerated in the tariff which
is now in force for the regulation of foreign commerce; but they can, in no case, be
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called upon to pay liigher or other duties than those required now or in future of the

citizens or subjects of the most favoui’ed nation.

No other or higher duties shall be imposed in the ports of Peru on all goods

imported or exported by Chinese subjects than those which ai’e or may be imposed
in Peru on the commerce of the most favoured nation.

Art. X.—The ships of war of each country respectively shall be at liberty to

visit all the ports withm the territories of the other to which the ships of war of other

nations are or may be permitted to come. They shall enjoy every facility, and meet
no obstacle in purchasing provisions, coals, procuring water and making necessary

repairs. Such ships shall not be liable to the payment of duties of any kind.

Art. XI.—Any Peruvian vessels, being from extraordmary causes compelled to
seek a place of refuge, shall be permitted to enter any Chinese port whatever, without
being subject to the payment of tonnage dues or duties on the goods, if only landed
for the purpose of making the necessary repairs of the vessels, and remaining under
the supervision of the Superintendent of the Customs.

Should any such vessel be wrecked or stranded, the Chinese Authorities shall

immediately adopt measures for rescuing the crew, and for securing the vessel and
cargo. The crew thus saved shall receive friendly treatment, and, if necessary, shall

be furnished with the means of conveyance to the nearest Consular station.

If any Chinese vessels be wrecked or compelled by stress of weather to seek a
place of refuge on the coast of Peru, the local maritime Authorities shall render to

them every assistance in their power
;
the goods and merchandise saved from the

wreck shall not be subject to duties unless cleared for consumption
;
and the ships

shall enjoy the same liberties which in equal cases are granted in Peru to the ships
of other nations.

Art. XII.—Peruvian citizens in China having reason to complain of a Chinese,
shall proceed at once to their Consular Officer and state to him their grievance. The
Consul will mquire into the case, and do his utmost to arrange it amicably.

In like manner, if a Chinese have reason to complain of a Peruvian citizen in

China, the Consular Officer shall listen to his complaint, and endeavour to come to a
friendly arrangement

.

Should the Consular Officer not succeed in making such arrangement, then he
shall request the assistance of the competent Chinese Officer, that they may together
decide the matter according to the principles of equity.

Art. XIII.—Chinese subjects guilty of a criminal action towards a Penivian
citizen m China, shall be arrested and punished by the Chinese Authorities, accord-
ing to Chinese laws.

Peruvian citizens in China who may commit any crime against a Chinese sub-
ject, shall be arrested and punished according to the laws of Peru, by the Peruvian
Consular Officer.

Art. XIV.—All questions in regard to rights, whether of property or person,
arising between Peruvian citizens in China, shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the
Peruvian Authorities. Disputes between citizens of Peru and those of other Foreign
Nations shall be decided in China according to the Treaties existing between Peru
and those Foreign Nations. In all cases, however, of Chinese subjects being con-
cerned in the matter, the Chinese Authorities may interfere in the proceeding
according to Ai’ticles XII. and XIII. of this Treaty.

Art. XV.—Chinese subjects in Peru shall have free and open access to the
Courts of Justice of Peru for the prosecution and defence of their just rights

; they
shall enjoy in this respect the same rights and privileges as native citizens, and shall

also be treated in every way like the citizens and subjects of other countries resident
in Peru.

Art. XVI.—The Contracting Parties agree, that the Government, Pubhc Officers,

and citizens of the Eepublic of Peru shall fully and equally participate in aU pri-

vileges, rights, immunities, jurisdiction, and advantages that may have been, or may
be hereafter, granted by His Majesty the Emperor of China to the Government,
Public Officers, citizens, or subjects of any other nation.
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In like manner, the Grovernment, Public Officers, and subjects of the Emi^u-e of

China, shall enjoy in Peru all the rights, privileges, immunities, and advantages of

every kind which in Peru are enjoyed by the G-overnment, Public Officers, citizens, or

subjects of the most favoured nation.

Art. XVII.—In order to prevent for the future any discussion, and considering

that the Enghsh language, among all foreign languages, is the most generally known
in Cliina, this Treaty is written in the Spanish, Chinese, and English languages, and
signed in nine copies, three in each language. All these versions have the same
sense and signification, but whenever the interpretation of the Spanish and Chinese
versions may differ, then reference shall be made to the English text.

Art. XVIII.—If in future the High Contracting Parties desire a modification

of any stipulation contained in this Treaty, they shall be at liberty after the lapse of

ten years, dated from the day of the exchange of the ratifications of this Treaty, to

open negotiations to that effect. Six months before the exjfiration of the ten years,

either of the Contracting Parties may officially notify to the other, that modifications

of the Treaty are desired, and in what these consist. If no such notification is made,
the Treaty remains in force for another ten years.

Art. XIX.—The present Treaty shall be ratified by His Excellency the Pre-

sident of Peru after being approved by the Peruvian Congress, and by His Majesty
the Emperor of China; and the ratifications shall be exchanged at Shanghai or

Tientsin, as soon as possible.

In token whereof, the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed and sealed this

Treaty.

Hone at Tientsin, this twenty-sixth day of the month of June, in the year of our
Lord One Thousand Eight Hundred and Seventy-four, corresj^onding to the Chinese
date, the thirteenth day of the fifth moon of the thirteenth year of Tung-Chi.

[l.s.] (Signed)

[L.S.]

AUEELIO OAKCIA Y OAECLY.
LI HUXG-CHANG.



SPAIN.

EMIGRATION CONVENTION BETWEEN SPAIN AND CHINA.

Signed, at Peking, in Spanish, Feench, and Chinese, 17th November, 1877

Translated from the Chinese Text.

His Majesty tlie King of Spain and His Majesty tlie Emperor of China, being
very desirous of establishing on a new basis the Emigration of Chinese subjects to the

Island of Cuba, and in order to avoid any further comphcation which might hereafter

arise, have nominated for their Plenipotentiaries, as follow :

His Majesty the Emperor of China, Their Excellencies Shen, Mao, Tung, Ch’uug,
and Hsion, Members of the Tsung-li Yamen.

His Majesty the King of Spain, Don Carlos Antonio de Espana, His Minister
Plenipotentiary to China, Aunam, and Siam, Grand Cross of the Royal Order of

Isabella the Catholic, etc., etc., who have agreed to all the articles which follow :—

•

Art. I.—The High Contracting Parties hereby agree that the emigration of

Chinese subjects as contained in Art. X. of the Treaty concluded in Tientsin on the
10th October, 1864, becomes and is hereby abrogate. Only the stipulation in the
said article concerning the delivery by the Authorities of those who are claimed as

deserters, criminals, and accused ones, remains in force.

Art. II.—The difficulties to which the application of the dispositions of the

Treaty of Tientsin regai’ding the emigration gave rise having been dispersed, the two
Governments renounce each for itself every pecuniary indemnity.

Art. III.—It is agreed between the two High Contracting Parties that the emi-
gration of their I’espective subjects, whether accompanied by their families or not,

shall be in future free and voluntary
;
they disapprove of every act of viol 3nce or

trickery which might be committed in the ports of China or anywhere else fir the
purpose of expatriating Chinese subjects agamst their will.

The two Governments engage themselves to pursue with all the rigour of the
laws any contravention of the preceding stipulation and to impose penalties

established by their respective legislatures upon the persons and ships who may
violate this stipulation.

The Government of His Majesty the King of Spain engages itself to that of China
to treat the Chinese subjects staying now in Cuba or who may come there hereafter

on the same footing as the foreigners there of the same category and subjects of the

most favoured nation.

Art. IV.—The Government of His Majesty the Emperor of China will authorize

the departure of the emigrants of both sexes at their own expense for the island of

Cuba irom all parts of the Empire open to foreign trade
;
they engage themselves

not to place any impediment to the free emigration of Chinese subjects and to forbid

the authorities of the said ports, and pi’incipally the Customs’ Taotais, to raise

difficulties, be it either towards the freight or placement of the ships under any flag

whatever destined to the transport of Chinese passengers, or towards the operations

of the shipowners, consignees, or agents, provided always that they confomi them-
selves to the stipulations of the present convention.

Art. V.-—It is well understood that the Customs’ Taotais and the Chinese
Authorities of the open ports will have the right to infonn themselves whether the

emigration is effected according to the spirit and the terms of the present convention^
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Tlie Customs Taotais will jjrepare printed passports, with which they will

provide every emigrant who has decided to ship himself. These passports have to
be vised by the Consul of Spain in the port of departure and will be handed over to
the Chinese Consul by the competent authorities of the island of Cuba on the
arrival of the ship carrying emigrants.

The Customs Taotai of the port of departure of the ship carrying emigrants will

moreover have the right to nominate Chinese delegates, who, together with those
chosen by the Consul of Spain, will go on board of the ships ready for departure in

order to ascertain that the passengers embarked leave by their own free will and
accord.

Those passengers who in the moment of departure are found not caiTying the
necessary documents are to be landed at once. In any case, on the arrival of a ship

at her destination, when passengers are found having no document, the Spanish
Authorities can, in accord w’ith the Consuls of China, adopt such measures as they
see fit for the occasion.

In order that the visit of the delegates aliove-mentioned can take place and have
an effective result, the captain or shipowmer wull be bound to declare in advance the

hour of the departure of the ship.

If the captain of a ship wdiich carries emigrants does not submit to this condition,

and if he declares his intention of leaving previously to the visit of the delegates,

the Consul of Sj^ain, after an official communication having been made to him to this

effect, must refuse to him the delivery of the ship’s papers, and the ship will be
detained and treated according to the laws of her country, until all the formalities

prescribed by the present convention have been duly complied with.

Art. VI.—The Government of His Majesty the Emperor of China will nominate
a Consul-General in Havana, and will have also the right to nominate Consular Agents
in all the towns where the Spanish Government admits those of other nations.

It is well understood that these nominations will be made according to the

conditions agreed upon by common accord between the high contracting parties.

The Spanish Government will gi’ant to the Chinese Consuls the same preroga-

tives as those which the Consuls of other nations residing in Cuba enjoy.

The local authorities in Cuba will accord to the Consul-General as well as to the

Consuls and Vice-Consuls of China all the facilities connected with the exercise of

their functions for placing them in communication with their nationals and for giving

them the means of affording protection to those who are entitled to it.

Art. VII.—Chinese subjects can leave the island of Cuba whenever they wish,

provided that they are not under judicial pursuance.

Moreover, in order to facilitate the free circulation and settlement of the Chinese
subjects in Cuba, and in order that they may enjoy the rights which are given to

them by Art. III. of the present convention, the Spanish Government, together with
the Chinese Representative m Madrid, or the Authorities in Havana, together with
the Consul-General of China, will establish regulations, which, without deviating

from the existing laws of the public good order and peace or from those which might
be established in future, will grant to the Chinese subjects treatment equal to

that of foreigners of the same category and subjects of the most favoured power.

The Spanish Authorities have besides to deliver to the Chinese subjects a pass

of circulation similar to those with which other foreigners are furnished.

Art. VIII.—Chinese subjects will have the faculty to appeal to the Spanish
tribunals in order to defend or pursue their rights

;
they will in this resjiect enjoy

the same rights and privileges as the subjects of the most favoured nation.

Chinese subjects will have the faculty to be accompanied to the tribunals by
lawyers and interpreters, be they Spaniards or foreigners, who according to the

Spanish law, are qualified to be present at the sitting of the tribunals and who could

be designated by the Chinese Consuls residing on the island of Cuba.
The complaints which Chinese subjects actually residing on the island of Cuba

have to forward in regard to ill-treatment, ivhich they pretend to have suffered

previously to the exchange of the ratifications of the present convention, will be
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examined by the Spanish tribunals and judged equitably in the same manner as it

is the practice to do in regard to the subjects of the most favoured nation.

Art. IX.—The Consul-General of China in Havana and the competent authorities

on the island of Cuba will establish, as speeddy as possible and in common accord,

the regulations which the Chinese emigrants actually residing in Cuba, and those
who may hereafter arrive, ought to observe in order to obtain a certificate stating

their entry in the register kept by the Chinese Consuls. The Chinese Consuls will

deliver to them a certificate of registration, which will be vised by the Superintendent
of Police, or any other competent authority in the district, town, or plantation of the

prefecture where the emigrant will establish his residence.

The authorities of Cuba will communicate to the Chinese Consuls all the in-

formation concerning the number and names of the Chinese subjects in the different

localities of the island and will enable them to obtain the means to personally ascer-

tain the state of the Chinese engaged as labourers on the plantations.

Art. X.—Ships of whatever nation wishing to cany Chinese emigrants must,
besides conforming themselves to the stipulations of the present convention, also

submit themselves to the regulations of their country regarding the carrying of

passengers, of provisions, and health.

If they do not obey these two conditions they shall then not be allowed to carry

emigrants.

Art. XI.—The Government of His Majesty the King of Spain desiring to give to

tlie Government to His Majesty the Emperor of China a proof of friendship and good
will, engages itself to send home at its own expense as soon as the pi'esent convention
shall be ratified, those Chinese who actually can be found on the island of Cuba, who
formerly made in China literary studies their vocation, also those who had an official

rank, and individuals who belong to families of these categories. Their repatriation

will be effected according to the information given by the Chinese Consular Agents
and duly verified by the Spanish Authorities.

Likewise will be repatriated old persons prevented by age from working and who
may ask to go back to China, also all Chinese female orphans not married and who
may wish to return to their country.

Art. XII.—The Spanish Government will order the masters of those Chinese
emigrants whose contracts have expired and who according to the terms of these

contracts have the right of returning home, to fulfil the obligations which they have
contracted with these emigrants.

Concerning those who have fulfilled their engagements but who have no right

to be sent home at the expense of their masters, and who are without means to

maintain themselves, the local authorities will together -with the Chinese Consuls in

Cuba adopt the measures which they think necessary for repatriating them.

The emigrants at present residing on the island of Cuba and whose contracts

are expiring, will receive, as soon as the present convention comes into force, a
certificate in which it will be stated that they have fiilfilled their engagements

;
by

this they will obtain the right of enjoying all the advantages secured to other Chi-

nese according to regulations mentioned in Art. VII. of the present convention, and
will be free either to remain on or to leave the island of Cuba.

Art. XIII.—The authorities of the island of Cuba can, if the circumstances

demand it, and regardless of the regulations already mentioned, oppose themselves

to the movements and the residence of Chinese subjects in all the localities Avhere

they think convenient, if for special reasons they find that the accumulation of the

individuals in the respective localities might be detrimental to the pi’eservation of

pubhc order. In such cases the local authorities will observe towards Chinese

subjects the same rules as towards other foreigners, and will communicate to the

Consul of Chiua the decision they have taken.

Art. XIV.—The labourers who have still obligations to perform according to

the terms of their contracts, must under any condition fiilfil the obligations, but they
will enjoy, regarding certificates, etc., the benefits which will be accorded to their

countrymen recently landed or to those whose engagements have expired.
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Likewise all the Chinese subjects who might have been detained in the Govern-
ment depots on the island of Cuba will be set at liberty as soon as the present
convention comes into force; they will be furnished with such documents as the
regulations provide for, and treated in the same way as other Chinese.

From the preceding clause are excepted aU those who are found in the Govern-
ment prisons either in consequence of a judgment or of an accusation.

Art. XV.—The Government of His Majesty the Emperor of China and the Go-
vernment of His Majesty the King of Spain agree that if hereafter one of them
thinks it convenient to make modifications of some of the articles of the present con-
vention or to cancel them, negotiations to this effect can only be opened at the expira-
tion of at least one year after the notification of such wish shall have been made by
one of the high contracting parties to the other.

It is also understood that, if hereafter the Chinese Government shall grant to
any other power advantages not mentioned in the present Convention regarding the

emigration of Chinese subjects, such advantages will also be acquired by the
Spanish Government.

Art. XVI.—The present convention will be ratified and the ratifications ex-

changed in Peking within a period of eight months, or sooner if possible.

The present convention is made in Spanish, French, and Chinese, in two copies,

which have been compared and found correct.

Signed and sealed, on the 13th day of the 10th moon of the 3rd year of Kwang
Su (17th November, 1877).



BRAZIL.

TREATY OF FRIENDSHIP, COMMERCE, AND NAVIGATION BETWEEN
BRAZIL AND CHINA.

Signed, in the Poetuguese, Feench, and Chinese Languages, at

Tientsin, on the 3ed Octobee, 1881.

Ratifications exchanged at Shanghai., Srd June, 1882.

His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil and His Majesty the Emperor of China,

'being sincerely desirous of affirming their mutual sentiments of friendship and
concord and of establishing relations of reciprocal utility between the two countries,

have resolved to conclude a treaty of friendship, commerce, and navigation, and have
for that purpose named as their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say :—His Majesty the

Emperor of Brazil, Senhor Eduardo Callado, gentleman of the Imperial Household,
Knight of the Order of the Rose and of the Imperial Turkish Order of the Medjidie,

His Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary on a special Mission to China.

His Majesty the Emperor of China, Li, Minister Plenipotentiary, Imperial
Commissioner, Grand Preceptor to the Heir Presumptive, First Grand Secretary of

State, President of the Board of War, Governor-General of the province of Chihli,

and Earl Sou-yi of the first rank, with the hereditary degree of Ki-tou-yi

:

Who, after having exchanged their plenary powers, found in good and due form,

have agreed upon the following articles :

—

Art. I.—There shall be perpetual peace and friendship between the Empire of

Brazil and the Empire of China, as well as between their respective subjects. These
can repair freely to the respective States of the High Contracting Parties and reside

there. They shall obtain there full and complete protection for their persons, their

families, and their property, and shall enjoy all the rights, advantages, and privileges

accorded to the snbjects of the most favoured nation.

Art. II.—In order to facilitate the amicable relations between the two States,

His Majesty the Emperor of Brazil can, if he thinks fit, appoint a diplomatic agent
to the Court of Peking, and his Majesty the Emperor of China can equally, if he
thinks fit, appoint a diplomatic agent to the Court of Rio de Janeiro.

The diplomatic agents of each of the High Contracting Parties can, with their

families and the members of their suite, reside permanently in the capital of the

other, or repair there temporarily, according to the desire of the respective Govern-
ments.

The diplomatic agents of each of the High Contracting Parties shall enjoy, in

their respective residences, all the prerogatives, exemptions, immunities, and privileges

accorded to the agents of the same category of the most favoured nation.
Art. III.—Each of the High Contracting Parties can nominate, in the ports and

towns of the other open to trade, where its interests require, a Consul-General,
Consuls, Vice-Consuls, and Consular Agents.

These shall not enter upon their functions before receiving the exequatur of the
Government of the country where they are to reside. This exequatur shall be given
gratuitously.

Merchants shall not be appointed to exercise Consular functions. Consuls should
be true functionaries, and they shall be prohibited from trading.
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In the ports and cities where a Consul has not been appointed, a foreign Consul
may fulfil the functions, proyided that he is not a trader. The local authorities, in

the absence of a Consul, shall provide the means of securing to the subjects of the
two States the benefits of the present Treaty.

The Consuls of the High Contracting Parties shall enjoy all the attributes,

exemptions, immunities, and privileges conceded to the Consuls of the most favoured
nation in each of the two States.

The Consuls shall not uphold the pretensions of their nationals should they be
vexatious or offensive to the authorities and the inhabitants of the locality.

If a Consul conducts himself in a manner offensive to the laws of the country in

which he resides, the exequatur n)ay be withdravm from him, according to the general

custom.
Art. IV.—Brazilian subjects shall be permitted to go into the interior of China

and to travel there, provided that they are furnished with a passport, issued, at the

request of the Consul, by the Customs Taotai. This passport, written in the two
languages, Portuguese and Chinese, must be exhibited upon the demand of the local

authorities, and shall be given up on return. No obstacle shall be raised to the hire

by the travellers of men, caiTiages, boats, &q., necessary for the transport of their

baggage.

If the traveller l)e found not to have a regular passport, or if he commits an
illegal act, he shall be delivered up to the nearest Consul to be dealt with. The local

authorities can, in this case, only arrest the traveller, and shall not insult him nor

subject him to ill usage.

Brazilian subjects may go on excursions in the neighbourhood of the open ports,

without being furnished with passports, to a distance of a hundred li, and for a time

not exceeding five days.

Tlie above stipulations are not applicable to the crews of ships, who shall be

subjected, when on sliore, to the regulations established by the Consuls and the local

authorities.

Chinese subjects shall have the liberty of travellmg in the whole of the territory

of Brazil, as long as they conduct themselves peaceably and do not contravene the

laws and regulations of the country.

Art. Y.—Brazilian subjects may travel with their merchandise and trade in all

tlie ports and places in China where subjects of other nations are peimitted to trade.

Chinese subjects may equally travel and trade in all localities of Brazil, on equal

terms with subjects of aU other nations.

It is understood that in the event of one of the High Contracting Parties

granting, hereafter, with its free consent, to any other nation, advantages submitted

to special conditions, the other Contracting Party may only profit by those advantages

by acceding to the conditions inherent thereto, or to equivalent ones, mutually agreed

upon.
Art. VI.

—

The subjects and merchant ships of either of the High Contracting

Parties, in the open ports of the other, shall be subjected to the commercial regula-

tions actually in force for all the other nations, or which may be established in future.

The subjects of the Contracting States shall not pay higher import and export

duties than those payable by subjects of the most favoured nation.

Art. VII.—The ships of war of the Contracting States shall be admitted into

the ports of the other where it is or shall be permitted to the ships of war of all other

nations to repair, and they shall be ti'eated there hke those of the most favoured nation.

They shall enjoy eveiy facility for the purchase of provisions, coal, &c., as well

as for the supply of fresh water, and for the repairs of which they may have need.

Ships of war shall be absolutely exempt from payment of duties either on

entering or leaving port.

The commanders of Brazilian vessels of war in China and the local authorities

shall treat each other on the footing of equality.

Art. VIII.—Merchant ships of each of the two nations may frequent the ports

of the other open to trade or which may be hereafter opened, and transport mer-
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cliandise to them. They shall be treated in all respects like those of all other

nations.

Ships of one of the High Contracting Parties, having had accidents at sea, near
the coasts of the other, and being obliged to seek a refnge in some j)ort, are to

receive from the local authorities all the assistance which it may be in their power
to render them.

Merchandise saved shall not be subject to any duty unless offered for sale.

These ships shall be treated on equal terms with those of other nations which
may be in similar circumstances.

Art. IX.—Brazilians, in China, who may have cause of complaint against

Chinese, should lay their grievance before the Brazilian Consul, who shall inquire

into the merits of the case and exert himself to arrive at an amicable solution.

In like manner if a Chinese have reason to complain of a Brazilian, in China,
the Brazihan Consul shall hsten to his complaint and endeavour to come to an
amicable solution. If the Consul cannot reconcile them, the case shall be judged,
in all equity, only by the authority to which the accused is subject, without considering

whether the accuser is Brazilian or Chinese.

Art. X.—Brazilian subjects, in Chma, who commit any crime against Chinese
subjects shall be arrested by the consular authorities of Brazil and punished confor-

mably to the laws of Brazil, by the authority entrusted with the execution of the

laws.

Chinese subjects guilty of a criminal act towards Brazilian subjects in China,

shall be arrested and punished by the Chinese authorities, confonnably to Chinese
laws.

In general, every action, civil or criminal, between sitbjects of the two States, in

China, can only be judged conformably to the laws and by the authorities of the

nation of the defendant or accused.
The High Contracting Parties shall not be bound to reimburse the sums stolen

or sums due by a subject of one of either State to a subject of the other. In case of
theft, proceedings shall be in conformity with the laws of the country to which the
culprit belongs, and in the case of debt, the authorities of the country of the debtor
shall do all in their power in order that the debtor shall satisfy his engagements.

If Chinese subjects, in China, principals or acconiphces in any crime, take refuge
in the residences, warehouses, or merchant ships of Brazilian subjects, the Cliinese
authority shall report the fact to the Brazdian Consular authority and the two
authorities shall depute agents to effect the arrest of the criminals, who must not
be protected or concealed.

Art. XI.—All questions of right, whether of person or of property, which may
arise between Brazilian subjects in China shall be subject to the sole jurisdiction of
the Brazilian authorities. Actions between Brazilian subjects and foreigners in
China shall be subject to the authorities only of their countries.

If any Chinese be involved in law suits, action shall be taken conformably to
the two preceding articles.

If in future the Chinese G-overnment shall deem it fit to establish, in accord
with foreign Powers, a Code to regulate the matter of jui’isdiction over foreign
subjects m China, Brazil shall also take part in the accord.

Art. XII.—In the case of persons, whatever be their condition, from on board
of the ships of one of the High Contracting Parties, in an open j^ort of the other,
going on shore, and causing disturbance there, they shall be punished conformably
to the usage followed, in such cases, in each of the two countries.

As regards actions arising from collisions between vessels of the two countries,
in the waters of China, sucb actions shall be heard by the authorities of the
defe;idant, conformably to the regulations about collision in force in all countries.

If the complainant will not conform to the sentence, the authorities upon whom
he is dependent may apply officially to the authorities to whom the defendant is

subject in order tliat they may re-hear the suit and pronounce definitively, in all

equity.
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Art. XIII.—Chinese subjects in Brazil shall have free access to the courts of

justice of the country for the defence of their just rights.

They shall enjoy, in this respect, the same rights and privileges as the Brazi-

lians and the subjects of the most favoured nation.

Art. XIV.—The High Contracting Parties agree to prohibit to the subjects of

each of them the importation of opium into the ports of the other open to trade, and
the transport of opium from port to port, whether for their own account or for the
account of subjects or citizens of any other nation, as well in ships belonging to

subjects of the High Contracting Parties as in ships belonging to subjects or citizens

of a third nation.

The High Contracting Parties further agree to prohibit to their respective

subjects the opium trade in the ports of the other open to trade.

The clause of the most favoured nation cannot be invoked against the provisions

of this article.

Ai-t. XV.—This Treaty has been drawn up in three languages, Portuguese,
Chinese, and French. Four copies have been prepared in each of these languages

;

the versions have been compared and found to correspond in all points, and free

from errors.

The Portuguese text shall be authoritative in Brazil, and the Chinese in China.

In case of divergence in the interpretation, the French text shall decide.

Art. XVI.—If in future the High Contracting Parties desire to make any
modifications in this Treaty, they shall have the liberty, after the lapse of ten years

to date from the exchange of the ratifications, to open negotiations with this object.

The official notification of the modifications which either of the High Contract-

ing Parties may intend to propose shall always be made six months in advance.

If no such modification be made, the Treaty shall remain in force.

Art. XVII.—The present Treaty shall be ratified by His Majesty the Emperor
of Brazil and by His Majesty the Emperor of China.

The exchange of ratifications shall be made, within the shortest possible time,

at Shanghai or at Tientsin
;
after which the Treaty shall be printed and pubhshed in

order that the functionaries and subjects of the two Empires may have full know-
ledge of it and submit themselves to it.

In faith whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the present Treaty

and have affixed their seals thereto.

Done at Tientsm this third day of the month of October, in the year of Grace
one thousand eight htmdred and eighty-one, corresponding to the eleventh day of

the eighth month of the seventh year of Ewang-su.



JAPAN.

TEEATY OF PEACE, COMMEECE, AND NAVIGATION BETWEEN
THE EMPIEES OF CHINA AND JAPAN.

Signed, in the Chinese and Japanese Languages, at Tientsin,

13th Septembee, 1871.

Ratified by the Emperor of China, September, 1871.

Ratified by the Mikado of Japan, with modifications,* Isi November, 1871.

The Empire of China and the Empire of Japan having been on terms of friend-

ship for a long period of years, now desire by common action to cement their ancient
relations, and to make the intercourse subsisting between the two countries more close.

To this end Li, by Imperial appointment. Minister Plenipotentiary of the Empire
of China for the management of commercial affairs. Senior Guardian of the Heir
Apparent, Assistant Grand Secretary, President of the Board of War, Governor-
General of the Province of Chih-li, and invested with the first degree of the third

order of nobility
;
and Ita, Minister Plenipotentiary of the Empire of Japan, &c. &c.

;

each acting in obedience to the Decrees of their respective Sovereigns, have conferred

together, and have agreed to articles for the reconstruction of relations, to the end
that they may be observed with good faith on both sides in perpetuity.

The Articles agreed upon are as follow :

—

Art. I.f—Eolations of amity shall henceforth be maintained m redoubled force

between China and Japan, in measure as boundless as the heaven and the earth. In
all that regards the territorial possessions of either countiy the two Governments
shall treat each the other with proper courtesy, without the slightest infringement or

encroachment on either side, to the end that there may be for evermore peace between
them undisturbed.

Art. II.—Friendly intercourse thus existing between the two Governments, it is

the duty of each to sympathize with the other, and in the event of any other nation
acting unjustly or treating either of the two Powers -with contempt, on notice being
given [by the one to the other], mutual assistance shall be rendered, or mediation
offered for the arrangement of the difficulty, m fulfilment of the duty imposed by
relations of friendship.

Art. III.—The system of Government and the penal enactments of the two
Governments being different from each other, each shall be allowed to act in entire

independence. There shall be no interference offered, nor shall requests for innova-
tions be obtruded. Each shall aid the other in enforcement of the laws, nor shall

either allow its subjects to entice the people of the other country to commit acts in

violation of the laws.

Art. IV.—It will be competent for either Government to send Ministers Pleni-
potentiary, with their families and suites, to reside in the capital of the other, either

* See Articles ll. and XI. It was also stipulated, on ratification of the Treaty by the Mikado of Japan, that its

commercial clauses should be held subject to modification on any future revision of the Treaties between Japan and the
European Powers.

t This Article was excluded from ratification by the Mikado of Japan, on the ground of its being unnecessary,
all needful obligations in respect of the matter to which it relates being embraced within the ordinary provisions of
international law.
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permanently or from time to time. Their travelling expenses, as they pass through
the country, will be defrayed by themselves. In the matter of their hiring ground or

buildings to serve as legations, of the passage of their baggage to and fro, of the

conveyairce of their correspondence by special couriers, and the like, due assistance

shall be rendered on either side.

Art. V.—Although the functionaries of the two Governments have fixed grades,

the nature of the offices confeiTed are different on either side. Officers of equivalent
rank will meet and correspond with each other on a footing of equality. When an
officer visits a superior, the intercourse between them will be such as is prescribed

by the rites of hospitality. For the transaction of piiblic business, the officials of the

two countries will address communications to officers of their own rank, who will

report in turn to their superiors. They will not address the superior officer directly.

In visits, cards with the official title of the visitor shall be sent on either side. All

officials sent on the part of either Government to the other shall present for inspection

a letter bearing an offi fial stamp, in order to guard against false personation.

Art. VI.—In official correspondence, China will use the Chinese language, and
Japan will either use the Japanese language accompanied by a Chinese version, or a
Chinese version alone, as may be found on her side preferable.

Art. VII.—Friendly intercourse having been established between the two
Governments, it will behove them both to appoint certain ports on the seaboard which
their mu’chants will be authorized to fre.quent for purposes of trade, and to lay down
.separately regulations of trade, that their respective mercantile communities may
abide by in perpetuity.

Art. VIII.—At the ports appointed in the territory of either Government, it will

be competent for the other to station Consuls for the control of its own merchant
community. All suits in which they (the Consul’s nationals) are the only parties,

the matter in dispute being money or projoerty, it will fall to the Consul to adjudicate

according to the law of his own state. In mixed suits, the plaint having been laid

before the Consul, he will endeavour, in the first instance, to prevent litigation by
friendly counsel. If this be not possible, he will write officially to the local authority,

and in concert with him will fairly try the case and decide it. Where acts of theft

or robbery are committed, and where debtors abscond, the authorities can do no
more than make search for and apprehend the guilty parties. They shall not be held

liable to make compensation.

Art. IX.—At any of the ports appoitated, at which no Consul shall have been
stationed, the control and care of the traders resorting thither shall devolve on the

local authorities. In case of the commission of any act of crime, the guilty party

shall be apprehended, and the particulars of his offence communicated to the Consul
at the nearest port, by whom he shall be tried and punished according to law.

Art. X.—At the ports named in either country, the officials and people of the

other shall be at liberty to engage natives' for service, or as artisans, or to attend to

commercial business. The persons so engaged shall be kept in order by the person

so engaging them, who shall not allow them to perpetrate acts of fraud under auj'

pretext. Still less shall he give rise to cause of complaint by giving ear to statements

advanced from illicit motives. In the case of any offence being committed by any
person employed in the manner above mentioned, the local authority shall be at

liberty to apprehend and punish the delinquent. The employer shall not favour or

protect him.

Art. XI.—^Whereas it is the duty of the subjects of either Power residing at the

ports declared open in either country to live on friendly terms with the native inha-

bitants, it is provided that they shall not be allowed to wear arms. Infraction of

this rule will be psinishable by a fine, accompanied by the confiscation of the arms.*

Residents as aforesaid shall attend peaceably to their own avocations, and whether
residing permanently or for the time being at a port, they shall submit to the autho-

rity of their Consul. They shall not be allowed to adopt the costume of the country

Biitification of the?e clauses, relating to the wearing of arms, refused by the Mikado of Japan.
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m which they may reside, nor to obtain local registration and compete at the literary

examinations, lest disorder and confusion be produced.
Art. XII.—If any subject of either Power having violated the law of his own

country, secrete himself in an official building, merchant vessel, or warehouse of the

other state, or escape to any place in the territory of the other, on official application

being made by the autliority of the state of which such offender is a subject to the

authority of the other, the latter shall imiuidiately take steps for the arrest of the

offender, without show of favour. Whilst in custody, he shall be provided with food
and clothing, and shall not be subjected to ill-usage.

Art. XIII.—If any subject of either Power connect himself at any of the open
j)orts with lawless offenders for purposes of robbeiy or other wrong doing, or if any
work his way into the interior and commit acts of incendiarism, murder, or robbery,

active measnres for his apprehension shall be taken by the proper authority, and
notice shall at the same time be given without delay to the Consul of the offender’s

nationality. Any offender who shall venture, with weapons of a inuvderons nature,

to resist capture, may be slain in the act without farther consequences; but the

circumstances which have led to his life being thus taken shall be investigated at an
inquest which will be held by the Consul and the local atithority together. In the
event of the occurrence taking place in the interior, so far from the port that the

Consul cannot arrive in time for the inquest, the local airthority shall coinmnnicate
a report of the facts of the case to the Consul.

When arrested and brought up for trial, the offender, if at a port, shall be tried

by the local authority and the Consul together. In the interior he shall be tried and
dealt with by the local authority, who will officially communicate the facts of tne

case to the Consul.
If subjects of either Power shall assemble to the number of ten or moi’e to

foment disorder and commit excesses in the dominions of the other, or shall induce
subjects of the other therein to conspire with them for the doing of injury to the
other Power, the authorities of the latter shall be free at once to arrest them. If at

a port, theii’ Consul shall be informed, in order that he may take part in their trial.

If in the interior, the local authority shall duly try them, and shall officially com-
municate particulars to the Consul. In either case capital punishment shall be in-

flicted at the scene of the commission of the offence.

Art. XIV.—Vessels of war of either Power shall be at liberty to frequent the
ports of the other for the protection of the subjects of their own country, but they
shall in no case enter ports not declared open by treaty, nor rivers, lakes, and streams
in the interior. Any vessels infringing this rule shall be placed under embargo and
fined. This stipulation shall not, however, apply to vessels driven into port by stress

of weather.

Art. XV.—If either State of the two should be involved in war with any other

Power, measures for the defence of the coast being thereby entailed, on notice being
given, trade shall be suspended for the time being, together with the entry and
departure of ships, lest injury befall them. Japanese subjects ordinarily established

in the appointed ports of China, or being in the seas adjoining China, and Chinese
subjects ordinarily established at the open ports of Japan, or being in the seas

adjoining thereunto, shall not be permitted to engage in collisions with subjects of a
hostile power, or to attack and plunder them.

Art. XVI.—No Consul of either Power shall be allowed to trade, or to act as

Consul for a Power not in Treaty relations with the other. In the case of any
Consul so acting as to render himself generally uuacceptable, on substantial proof to

this effect being produced, it shall be competent for the Government interested to

communicate officially with the Minister Plenipotentiary, who, when he shall have
ascertained the truth, shall remove the Consu\ i i order that the friendly relations of

the two Governments may not suffer detrimairt through the misconduct of a single

individual.

Art. XVII.—The flags carried by the vessels of either country are of a fixed

design. If a vessel of either having falsely assumed the colour’s of the other, shall
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do that which is contrary to law, the vessel and goods shall be confiscated, and if it

appear that the false colours were given by an ofiicial, he shall be denounced and
removed from his post.

The subjects of either country shall be at liberty to purchase the books of the

other, if desirous of studying its literature.

Art. XVIII.—The foregoing articles are agreed to by the two contracting Powers
in order to the prevention of misunderstandings, to the end that perfect confidence

and improved relations may subsist between them. In testimony whereof the

Ministers Plenipotentiary of the two contracting Powers do now accordingly sign

and affix their seals hereto. So soon as the present Treaty shall have been ratified

by their respective Sovereigns, and ratified copies of it exchanged, it shall be printed

and published, and circulated throughout the dominions of either Power, for the

information of the subjects of both countries, to the end that there may be a good
understanding between them for evermore.

Dated the 29th day of the 7th moon of the lOth year of Tung Chi, correspond-

ing to the 4th year of Mei Ji according to the Japanese reckoning (September I3th,

1871).

[L.S.] (Signed) LI HDNG-CHANG.
[l.s.] ,, ITA.



TREATIES WITH COREA.

GREAT BRITAIN.

TEEATY BETWEEN GREAT BRITAIN AND COREA.

Signed, in the English and Chinese Langdages, at Hanyang (Seoul)

ON the 26th November, 1883.

Ratifications exchanged at Hanyang on the 28th April, 1884.

Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,

Empress of India, and His Majesty the King of Corea, being sincerely desu’ous of

establishing permanent relations of Friendship and Commerce between their res-

pective dominions, have resolved to conclude a Treaty for that purpose, and have
therefore named as Their Plenipotentiaries, that is to say:

Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,

Empress of India, Sir Harry Smith Parkes, Knight Grand Cross of the Most
Distingtushed Order of St. Michael and St. George, Knight Commander of the Most
Honourable Order of The Bath, Her Majesty’s Envoy Extraordinary and Minister

Plenipotentiary to His Majesty the Emperor of China

;

His Majesty the King of Corea, Min Tong-mok, President of His Majesty’s
Foreign Office, a Dignitary of the First Rank, Senior Vice-President of the Council
of State, Member of His Majesty’s Privy Council, and Junior Guardian of the Crown
Prince

; ,

Who, after having communicated to each other their respective full powers,
found in good and due form, have agreed upon and concluded the following Articles :

—

Ai-t. I.—There shall be perpetual peace and friendship between Her Majesty
the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Empress of India,

her heirs and successors, and His Majesty the King of Corea, his heirs and succes-

sors, and between their respective dominions and subjects, who shaU enjoy full

security and protection for their persons and property within the dominions of the

other.

2.—In case of differences arising between one of the High Contracting Parties

and a third Power, the other High Contracting Party, if requested to do so, shall

exert its good offices to bring about an amicable arrangement.
Art. II.—The High Contracting Parties may each appoint a Diplomatic Re-

presentative to reside permanently or temporarily at the capital of the other, and
may appoint a Consul-General, Consuls, or Vice-Consuls, to reside at any or all of

the ports or places of the other which are open to foreign commerce. The Diplo-

matic Representatives and Consular functionaries of both countries shaU freely enjoy
the same facHities for communication, personally or in writing, with the Authorities

of the country where they respectively reside, together with all other privileges and
immunities, as are enjoyed by Diplomatic or Consular functionaries in other

coimtries.
2.—The Diplomatic Representative and the Considar functionaries of each

Power and the members of their official establishments shall have the right to travel

freely in any part of the dominions of the other, and the Corean Authorities shall

furnish passports to such British officers travelling in Corea, and shall provide such

escort for their protection as may be necessary.
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3.—The Consular officers of both countries shall exercise their functions on
receipt of due authorisation from the Sovereign or Grovernment of the country in

wliich they respectively reside, and shall not be permitted to engage in trade.

Art. III.—Juris(£ction over the persons and property of Britisl subjects in Core;i

shall be vested exclusively in the duly authorised British Judicial Authoiities, who
shall hear and determine all cases brought against British subjects by any British or

other foreig-n subject or citizen without the intervention of the Corean Authorities.

2.

—If the Corean Authorities or a Corean subject make any charge or complaint

against a British subject m Corea, the case shall be heard and decided by the

British Judicial Authorities.

3.

—If the British Authorities or a British subject make any charge or complaint

against a Corean subject in Corea, the case shall be heard and decided by the Corean
Authorities.

4.

—A British subject who commits any offence in Corea shall be tried and
punished by the British Judicial Authorities according to the laws of Great Britain.

5.

—A Corean subject who commits in Corea any offence against a British sub-

ject shall be tried and punished by the Corean Authorities according to the laws of

Corea.

6.

—Any complaint against a British subject involving a penalty or confiscation

by reason of any breach either of this Treaty or of any Regulation annexed thereto,

or of any Regulation that may hereafter be made in virtue of its prortsions, shall be

brought before the British Judicial Authorities for decision, and any penalty imposed,

and all property confiscated in such cases, shall belong to the Corean Government.
7.—British goods, when seized by the Corean Authorities at an open port, shall

be put under the seals of the Corean and the British Consular Authorities, and shall

be detained by the former until the British Judicial Authorities shall have given their

decision. If this decision is in favour of the owner of the goods, they shall be imme-
diately placed at the Consid’s disj)Osal. But the owner shall be allowed to receive

them at once on depositing their value with the Corean Authorities pending the

decision of the British Judicial Authorities.

8.—In all cases, whether civil or criminal, tried either in Corean or British

Courts in Corea, a properly authorised official of the nationaUty of the plaintiff or

prosecutor shall be allowed to attend the hearing, and shall be treated with

the courtesy due to his position. He shall be allowed, whenever he thinks it necessary,

to call, examine, and cross-examine witnesses, and to protest against the proceedings

or decision.

9.—If a Corean subject who is charged with an offence against the laws of his

couutiy takes refuge on premises occupied by a British subject, or on board a British

merchant vessel, the British Consular Authorities, on receiving an application from
the Corean Authorities shall take steps to have such person arrested and handed over

to the latter for trial. But, without the consent of the proper British Consular

Authority, no Corean officer shall enter the premises of any British subject without

his consent, or go on board any British ship without the consent of the officer in

charge.

10.—On the demand of any competent British Consular Authority, the Corean
Authorities shall arrest and deliver to the former any British subject charged with a

criminal offence, and any deserter from a British shij) of war or merchant vessel.

Art. IV.—The ports of Chemulpo (Jenchuan), Wonsan (Gensan), and Pusan
(Pusan), or, if the latter port should not be approved, then such other port as may be

selected in its neighbourhood, together with the city of Hanyang and the town of

Yanghwa Chin, or such other place in that neighbourhood as may be deemed desirable,

shall, from the day on which this Treaty comes into operation, be ojjened to British

commerce.
2.

—

At the above-named places British subjects shall have the right to rent or to

purchase land or houses, and to erect dwellings, warehouses, and factories. They shall

be allowed the free exercise of their religion. All arrangements for the selection,

determination of the limits, and laying out of the sites of the Foreign Settlements,
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and for the sale of land at the various ports and places in Corea open to foreign trade,

shall be made by the Corean Authorities in conjunction with the competent Foreign
Authorities.

3.

—These sites shall be purchased from the owners and prepared for occupation
by the Corean Government, and the expense thus incurred shall be a first charge on
the proceeds of the sale of the land. The yearly rental agreed upon by the Corean
Authorities in conjunction with the Foreign Authorities shall be paid to the fonner,

who shall retain a fixed amount thereof as a fair equivalent for the land tax, and the
remainder, together with any balance left from the proceeds of land sales, shall

belong to a Municipal fund to be administered by a Council, the constitution of which
shall be determined hereafter by the Corean Authorities in conjunction with the

competent Foreign Authorities.

4.

—British subjects may rent or purchase land or houses beyond the limits of the

foreign settlements, and within a distance of ten Corean U from the same. But all

land so occupied shall be subject to such conditions as to the observance of Corean
local regulations and payment of land tax as the Corean Authorities may see fit to

impose.

5.

—The Corean Authorities will set apart, free of cost, at each of the places open
to trade, a suitable piece of ground as a foreign cemetery, upon which no rent, land
tax, or other charges shall be payable, and the management of which shall be left to

the Municipal Council above mentioned.

6.

—British subjects shall be allowed to go where they please without passports

within a distance of one hundred Corean li from any of the ports and places open to

trade, or within such limits as may be agreed upon between the competent authorities

of both countries. British subjects are also authoi'ised to travel in Corea for pleasure

or for purposes of trade, to transport and sell goods of all kinds, except books and
other printed matter disapproved of by the Corean Government, and to purchase
native produce in all parts of the countiy und.er ])assports which will be issued by
their Consuls and countersigned or sealed by the Corean local authorities. These
passports, if demanded, must be produced for examination in the districts passed
through. If the passport be not irregular, the bearer mil be allowed to proceed, and
he shall be at liberty to procure such means of transport as he may require. Any
British subject travelling beyond the limits above named without a passport, or com-
mitting when in the interior any offence, shall be arrested and handed over to the

nearest British Consul for punishment. Travelling without a passport beyond the

said limits will render the offender liable to a fine not exceeding one hundred Mexican
dollars, with or without imprisonment for a term not exceeding one month.

7.

—British subjects in Corea shall be amenable to such municipal, police, and
other regulation’s for the maintenance of peace, order, and good government as may
be agreed r^pon by the competent authorities of the two countries.

Art. V.—At each of the ports or places open to Foreign trade, British subjects

shall be at full hberty to import from any Foreign ports or from any Corean oi^en

port, to sell to or to buy from any Corean subjects or others, and to export to any
Foreign or Corean open port, all kinds of merchandise not prohibited by this Treaty,

on pa}dng the duties of the Tariff annexed thereto. They may freely transact their

business with Corean subjects or others without the intervention of Corean officials

or other persons, and they may freely engage in any industrial occupation.

2.

—The owners or consignees of all goods impoi’ted from any Foreign port upon
which the duty of the aforesaid Tariff shall have been paid shall be entitled, on
re-exjjorting the same to any foreign port at any time within thirteen Corean mouths
from the date of importation, to receive a drawback certificate for the amount of such
import duty, provided that the original packages containing such goods remain intact.

These drawback certificates shall either be redeemed by the Corean Customs on
demand, or they shall be received in payment of duty at any Corean open port.

3.

—The duty paid on Corean goods, when carried from one Corean open port to
another, shall be refunded at the port of shipment on production of a Customs
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certificate shewing that the goods have arrived at the port of destination, or on
satisfactory proof being produced of the loss of the goods by shipwreck.

4.

—All goods imported into Corea by British subjects, and on which the duty
of the Tariff annexed to this Treaty shall have been paid, may be conveyed to any
Corean open port free of duty, and, when transported into the interior, shall not
subject to any additional tax, excise or transit duty whatsoever in any part of the

country. In like manner, full freedom shall be allowed for the transport to the open
ports of aU Corean commodities intended for exportation, and such commodities shall

not, either at the place of production, or when being conveyed from any part of Corea
to any of the open ports, be subject to the payment of any tax, excise or transit duty
whatsoever.

5.

—The Corean Government may charter British merchant vessels for the con-

veyance of goods or passengers to unopened ports in Corea, and Corean subjects shall

have the same right, subject to the approval of their own authorities.

6.

—Whenever the Government of Corea shall have reason to apprehend a scar-

city of food within the kingdom. His Majesty the King of Corea may, by Decree,

temporarily prohibit the export of grain to foreign countries from any or all of the

Corean open ports, and such prohibition shall become binding on British subjects in

Corea on the expiration of one month from the date on which it shall have been
officially communicated by the Corean Authorities to the British Consul at the port
concerned, but shall not remain longer in force than is absolutely necessary.

7.

—All British ships shall pay tonnage dues at the rate of thirty cents (Mexican)
per i-e^ster ton. One such payment will entitle a vessel to visit any or aU of the

open ports in Corea during a period of four months without further charge. All

tonnage dues shall be appropriated for the purposes of erecting lighthouses and
beacons, and placing buoys on the Corean coast, more especially at the approaches
to the open ports, and in deepening or otherwise improving the anchorages. No ton-

nage dues shall be charged on boats employed at the open ports in landing or ship-

ping cargo.

8.

—In order to carry into effect and secure the observance of the provisions of

this Treaty, it is hereby agreed that the Tariff and Trade Eegulations hereto annexed
shall come into operation simultaneously with this Treaty. The competent authori-

ties of the two countries may, from time to time, revise the said Eegulations with a
view to the insertion therein, by mutual consent, of such modifications or additions

as experience shall prove to be expedient.

Art. VI.—Any British subject who smuggles, or attempts to smuggle, goods
into any Corean port or place not open to foreign trade shall forfeit twice the value
of such goods, and the goods shall be confiscated. The Corean local authorities may
seize such goods, and may arrest any British subject concerned in such smuggling or

attempt to smuggle. They shall immediately forward any person so aiTested to the

nearest British Consul for trial by the proper British judicial authority, and may
detain such goods until the case shall have been finally adjudicated.

Art. VII.—If a British ship be wrecked or stranded on the coast of Corea, the

local authorities shall immediately take such steps to protect the ship and her cargo

from plunder, and all the persons belonging to her from ill-treatment, and to render

such other assistance as may be required. They shall at once inform the nearest

British Consul of the occurrence, and shall furnish the shipwi'ecked persons, if neces-

sary, with means of conveyance to the nearest open port.

2.

—All expenses incurred by the Government of Corea for the rescue, clothing,

maintenance, and travelling of shipwrecked British subjects, for the recovery of the

bodies of the drowned, for the medical treatment of the sick and injured, and for the

burial of the dead, shall be repaid by the British Government to that of Corea.

3.

—The British Government shall not be responsible for the repayment of the

expenses incurred in the recovery or preservation of a wrecked vessel, or the property

belonging to her. All such expenses shall be a charge upon the property saved, and
shall be paid by the parties interested therein upon receiving delivery of the same.
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—No charge shall be made by the Grovernment of Corea for the expenses of

the Government officers, local functionaries, or police who shall proceed to the wreck,
for the travelling expenses of officers escorting the shipwrecked men, nor for the
expenses of official correspondence. Such expenses shall be borne by the Corean
Government.

5.

—Any British merchant ship compelled by stress of weather or by want of fuel

or provisions to enter an unopened port in Corea shall be allowed to execute repairs,

and to obtain necessary supplies. All such expenses shall be defrayed by the master
of the vessel.

Art. Vni.—The ships of war of each country shall be at liberty to visit all the

ports of the other. They shall enjoy every facihty for procuring supphes of all kinds
or for making repairs, and shall not be subject to trade or harbour regulations, nor
be Hable to the payment of duties or port charges of any kind.

2.

—When British ships of war visit unopened ports in Corea, the officers and
men may land, but shall not proceed into the interior unless they are provided with
passports.

3.

—Supplies of all kinds for the use of the British Navy may be landed at the
open ports of Corea, and stored in the custody of a British officer, without the pay-
ment of any duty. But if any such supplies are sold, the purchaser shall pay the
proper duty to the Corean Authorities.

4.

—The Corean Government will afford all the facilities in their power to ships

belonging to the British Government which may be engaged in making surveys in

Corean waters.

Art. IX.—The British Authorities and British subjects in Corea shall be allowed
to employ Corean subjects as teachers, interpreters, servants, or in any other lawful
capacity, without any restriction on the part of the Corean Authorities

;
and, in like

manner, no restrictions shall be placed upon the employment of British subjects by
Corean Authorities and subjects in any lawful capacity.

2.—Subjects of either nationality who may proceed to the country of the other
to study its language, literature, laws, arts, or industries, or for the purpose of

scientific research, shall be afforded every reasonable facility for doing so.

Art. X —It is hereby stipulated that the Government, public officers, and
subjects of Her Britannic Majesty shall, from the day on which this Treaty comes
into operation, participate in all privileges, immunities, and advantages, espe-

cially in relation to import or export duties on goods and manufactures, which shall

then have been granted or may thereafter be granted by His Majesty the King of

Corea to the Government, public officers, or subjects of any other power.

Art. XI.—Ten years from the date on which this Treaty shall come into opera-
tion, either of the High Contracting Parties may, on giving one year’s jirevious notice
to the other, demand a revision of the Treaty or of the Tariff annexed thereto, ivith a
view to the insertion therein, by mutual consent, of such modifications as experience
shall prove to be desirable.

Art. XII.—This Treaty is drawn up in the Enghsh and Chinese languages, both
of which versions have the same meaning, but it is hereby agreed that any difference
which may arise as to interpretation shall be determined by reference to the Enghsh
text.

2.—For the present all official communications addressed by the British Autho-
rities to those of Corea shall be accompanied by a translation into Chinese.

Art. XIII.—The present Treaty shall be ratified by Her Majesty the Queen of
the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, Empress of India, and by His
Majesty the King of Corea, under their hands and seals

;
the ratifications shall be

exchanged at Hanyang (Soul) as soon as possible, or at latest within one year from
the date of signature, and the Treaty, which shall be pubhshed by both Governments,
shall come into operation on the day on which the ratifications are exchanged.

In witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries above named have signed the
present Treaty, and have thereto affixed their seals.
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Done in triplicate at Hanyang, this twenty-sixth day of November, in the year
eighteen hundred and eighty-three, corresponding to the twenty-seventh day of the
tenth month of the four hundred and ninety-second year of the Corean era, being the

ninth year of the Chinese reign Kuang Hsii.

[l.s.] HAERY S. PAEKES.
[L.8.] MIN YONG-MOK.

REGULATIONS UNDER WHICH BRITISH TRADE IS TO BE
CONDUCTED IN COREA.

I.

—

Entrance and Clearance of Vessels.

1.

—Within forty-eight hours (exclusive of Sundays and hohdays) after the

arrival of a British ship in a Corean port, the master shall deliver to the Corean
Customs authorities the I’eceipt of the British Consul showing that he has deposited

the ship’s papers at the Bi-itish Consulate, and he shall then make an entry of his

ship by handing in a written paper stating the name of the ship, of the port from
which she comes, of her master, the number, and, if required, the names of her

passengers, her tonnage, and the number of her creAv, which paper shall be certified

by the master to be a true statement, and shall be signed by him. He shall, at the

same time, deposit a written manifest of his cargo, setting forth the marks and
numbers of the packages and their contents as they are described in the bills of

lading, with the names of the persons to whom they are consigned. The master shall

certify that this description is correct, and shall sign his name to the same. When
a vessel has been duly entered, the Customs authorities will issue a permit to open
hatches, which shall be exhibited to the Customs officer on board. Breaking bulk

without having obtained such permission will render the master liable to a fine not

exceeding one hundred Mexican dollars.

2.

—If any error is discovered in the manifest, it m.ay be corrected within twenty-

four hours (exclusive of Sundays and holidays) of its being handed in, without the

payment of any fee, but for any alteration or post entry to the manifest made after

that time a fee of five Mexican dollars shall be paid.

3.

—Any master who shall neglect to enter his vessel at the Corean Custom-house

within the time fixed by this Regulation shall pay a penalty not exceeding fifty

Mexican dollars for every twenty-four hours that he shall so neglect to enter his ship.

4.

—Any British vessel which remains in port for less than forty-eight hours

(exclusive of Sundays and holidays) and does not open her hatches, also any vessel

driven into port by stress of weather, or only in want of supplies, shall not be required

to enter or to pay tonnage dues so long as such vessel does not engage in trade.

5.

—When the master of a vessel wishes to clear, he shall hand in to the Customs
authorities an export manifest containing similar particulars to those given in the

import manifest. The Customs authorities will then issue a clearance certificate and
return the Consul’s receipt for the ship’s papers. These documents must be handed

into the Consulate before the ship’s papers are returned to the master.

6.

—Should any ship leave the port without clearing outwards in the manner
above prescribed, tlie master shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding two hundred

Mexican dollars.

7.

—British steamers may enter and clear on the same day, and they shall not be

required to hand in a marrifest except for such goods as are to be landed or transhipped

at the port of entry.

11.—Landing and Shipping Cargo, and Payment oj Duties.

1.—The importer of any goods who desires to land them shall make and sign an

application to that effect at the Custom-house, stating his own name, the name of the

ship in which the goods have been imported, the marks, numbers, and contents of the

packages and their values, and declaring that this statement is correct. The Customs
authorities may demand the production of the invoice of each consignment of mer-
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chandise. If it is not produced, or if its absence is not satisfactorily accounted for,

the owner shall be allowed to land his goods on payment of double the Tariff duty,

but the surplus duty so levied shall be refunded on the production of the invoice.

2.

—All goods so entered may be examined by the Customs officers at the places

appointed for the purpose. Such examination shall be made without delay or injury
to the merchandize, and the packages shall be at once restored by the Customs
authorities to their original condition, in so far as may be practicable.

3.

—Should the Customs authorities consider the value of any goods paying an
ad valorem duty as declared by the importer or exporter insufficient, they shall call

upon him to pay duty on the value determined by an appraisement to be made by the
Customs appraiser. But should the importer or exporter be dissatisfied with that
a])praisement, he shall within twenty-four hours (exclusive of Sundays and holidays)

stale his reasons for such dissatisfaction to the Commissioner of Customs, and shall

appoint an appraiser of his own to make a re-appraistment. He shall then declare

the value of the goods as determined by such re-apjrraisement. The Commissioner
of Customs will thereupon, at his option, either assess the duty on the value deter-

mined by this re-appraisement, or will purchase the goods from the importer or
exporter at the price thus determined, with the addition of five per cent. In the
latter case the pui’chase money shall be paid to the importer or exporter within five

days from the date on which he has declared the value determined by his own
appraiser.

4.

—Upon all goods damaged on the voyage of importation a fair reduction of
duty shall be allowed, proportionate to their deterioration. If any disputes arise as

to the amount of such reduction, they shall be settled in the manner pointed out in

the preceding clause.

5.

—All goods intended to be exported shall be entered at the Corean Custom-
house before they are shipped. The application to ship shall be made in writing, and
shall state the name of the vessel by which the goods are to be exported, the marks
and number of the packages, and the quantity, description, and value of the contents.

The exporter shall certify in writii ^g that the application gives a true account of .ill the
goods contained therein, and shall sign his name thereto.

6.

—-No goods shall be landed or shipped at other places than those fixed by the
Corean Customs authorities, or between the hours of sunset and sunrise, or on Sundays
or holidays, without the special permission of the Customs authorities, who will be
entitled to reasonable fees for the extra duty thus performed.

7.

—Claims by importers or exportors for duties paid in excess, or by the Customs
authorities for duties which have not been fully paid, shall be entertained only when
made within thirty days from the date of payment.

8.

—No entry will be required in the case of provisions for the use of Bi i d.sh

shijis, their crews and passengers, nor for the baggage of the latter which m.:y be
landed or sliipped at any time after examination by the. Customs officers.

9.

—Vessels iieeding repairs may land their cargo for that purpose without the
payment of duty. All goods so landed shall remain in charge of the Corean Autho-
rities, and all just charges for storage, labour, and supervision shall be paid by the
master. But if any portion of such cargo be sold, the duties of the Tariff shall be
paid on the portion so disposed of.

10.

—Any person desiring to tranship cargo shall obtain a permit from the Customs
authorities before doing so.

III.

—

Protection of the Revenue.

1.

—The Customs authorities shall have the right to place Customs officers on
board any British merchant vessel in their ports. All such Customs officers shall have
access to all parts of the ship in which cargo is stowed. They sliall be treated with
civility, and such reasonable accommodation shall be allotted to them as the sliip

affords.

2.

—The hatches and all other places of entrance into that part of the ship where
cargo is stowed may be secured by the Corean Customs officers between the hours of
sunset and sunrise, and on Sundays and holidays, by affix’ng seals, locks, or other
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fastenings, and if any person shall, without due permission, wilfully open any entrance

that has been so secured, or break any seal, lock, or other fastening that has been
affixed by the Corean Customs officers, not only the person so offending, but the master
of the ship also, shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding one hundred Mexican dollars.

3.

—Any British subject who ships, or attempts to ship, or discharges, or attempts
to discharge, goods which have not been duly entered at the Custom-house in the

maimer above provided, or packages containmg goods different from those described

in the import or export permit application, or prohibited goods, shall forfeit twice the

value of such goods, and the goods shall be confiscated.

4.

—Any person signing a false declaration or certificate with the intent to defraud

the revenue of Corea shall be liable to a fine not exceeding two hundred Mexican
dollars.

5.

—Any violation of any provision of these Regulations, to which no penalty is

specially attached herein, may be punished by a fine not exceeding one hundred Mexican
dollars.

Note.—All documents required by these Regulations, and all other communications
addressed to the Corean Customs authorities, may be written in the English language.

[l.s.] harry S. PARKES.

[L.S.] MIN YONG-MOK.

PROTOCOL.
The above-named Plenipotentiaries hereby make and append to this Treaty the

following tiiree Declarations :

—

I.—With reference to Article III of this Treaty, it is hereby declared that the

right of extra-territorial jurisdiction over British subjects in Corea granted by this

Treaty shall be relinquished when, in the judgment of the British Government, the

laws and legal procedure of Corea shall have been so far modified and reformed as to

remove the objections which now exist to British subjects being placed under Corean

jurisdiction, and Corean Judges shall have attained similar legal quahfications and a

similar independent position to those of British Judges.
II.—With reference to Article IV of this Treaty, it is hereby declared that if the

Chinese Government shall hereafter surrender the right of opening commercial

estabhshments in the city of Hanyang, which was granted last year to Chinese subjects,

the same right shall not be claimed for British subjects, provided that it be not granted

by the Corean Government to the subjects of any other Power.
III.—It is hereby declared that the provisions of this Treaty shall apply to all

British Colonies, unless any exception shall be notified by Her Majesty’s Government
to that of Corea within one year from the date on which the Ratifications of this

Treaty shall be exchanged.
And it is hereby further stipulated that this Protocol shall be laid before the

High Contracting Parties simultaneously with this Treaty, and that the ratification

of this Treaty shall include the confinnation of the above three declarations, for which,

therefore, no separate act of ratification will be required.

In faith of which the above-named Plenipotentiaries have this day signed this

Protocol, and have thereto affixed their seals.

Done at Hanyang this twenty-sixth day of November, in the year eighteen hundred
and eighty-three, corresponding to the twenty-seventh day of the tenth month of the

four hundred and ninety-second year of the Corean era, being the ninth year of the

Chinese reign Kuang Hsii.

[L.S.]

[L.8.]

HARKY S. PARKES.

MIN YONG-MOK.
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IMPORTS.

Ad valorem Ad valorem
No. Ahticle. Kate of Duty. No. Abticlb. Rate of Duty.

Per cent. Per cent.

1 AgTictiltural implements Free 47 Dyes, colours, and paints, paint
2 Alum 5 oils, and materials used for

3 Amber 20 mixing paints 74
4. Anchors and chains 5 48 Earthenware 74
5 Arms, ammunition, fire-arms, fowl- 49 Embroideries in gold, silver, or sdk. 20

ing-pieces, or sidearms, impor- 50 Enamel-ware 20

ted under special permit of the 51 Explosives used for mining, &e., and
Corean Government for sporting imported under special permit... 10

ptu'poses or for self-defence 20 52 Fans, all kinds 74
6 Artificial flowers 20 53 Feathers, all kinds 74
7 Bamboo, split or not 5 54 Felt 74
8 Bark for tanning 5 55 Fire engines Free
9 Beans, peas, and pulse, all kinds... 5 56 Fireworks 20
10 Beer, porter, and cider 10 57 Fish, fresh 5

11 Beverages, such as lemonade, gin- 58 „ dried and salted 74
ger beer, soda and mineral 59 Flax, hemp, and jute 5

waters 7v 60 Flints 5

12 Birds' nests 20 61 Floor rugs, all kinds 74
13 Blankets and rugs n 62 Flour and meal, all kinds 74
14 Bones 5 63 Foil, gold and silver 10
15 Books, m.aps and, charts Free 64 ,, tin, copper, and all other kinds. 74
16 Bricks and tiles 5 65 Fruit, fresh, aU kinds 5

17 Bullion, being gold or silver re- 66 ,, dried, salted, or preserved... 74
fined Free 67 Furniture of all kinds 10

18 Buttons, buckles, hooks and eyes. 68 Furs, superior, as sable, sea otter.

&c n seal, otter, beaver, &c 20
19 Camphor, crude 5 69 Gamboge 74
20 ,, refined 10 70 Ginseng, red, white, crude, and
21 Candles n clarified 20
22 Canvas n 71 Glass, window, plain and coloured.
23 Carmine 10 all qualities 74
24 Carpets of jute, hemp, or felt, pa- 72 Glass, plate, silvered or unsBvered,

tent tapestry 7^ framed or unframed 10
25 Carpets, superior quality, as Brus- 73 Glassware, all kinds 10

sels, Kidderminster, and other 74 Glue 5
kinds not enumerated 10 75 Grain and corn, all kinds 5

26 Carpets velvet 20 76 Grass cloth, and all textiles in hemp.
27 Carriages 20 jute, &c 74
28 Cement, as Portland and other 77 Guano and manures, all kinds 5

kinds 74 78 Hair, all kinds except human . .

.

74
29 Charcoal 74 79 ,, human 10
30 Chemicals, all kinds 74 80 ,, ornaments, goldand silver. .

.

20
31 Clocks and parts thereof 10 81 Hidesand skins,raw and undressed.

.

5
32 Clothing and wearing apparel, all 82 ,, ,, tannedanddressed 74

kinds, hats, boots and shoes, &c. 74 83 H rns and hoofs, all kinds notother-
33 Clothing and wearing made wholly wise provided for 5

of silk 10 84 Incense sticks 20
34 Coal and coke 5 85 India-rubber, manufactured or
35 Cochineal 20 not 10
36 Cocoons 74 86 Isinglass, all kinds 74
37 Coins, gold and silver Free 87 Ivory, manufactured or not 20
38 Confectionaries and sweetmeats. 88 Jade-ware 20

all kinds 10 89 Jewellery, real or imitation 20
39 Coral, manufactured or not 20 90 Kerosine, or petroleum, and other
40 Cordage and rope, aU kinds and mineral oils 5

sizes 74 91 Lacquered-ware, common 10
41 Cotton, raw 5 92 ,, superior 20
42 Cotton maniifactures, all kinds... 74 93 Lamps, all kinds 74
43- Cotton and woollen mixtures, all 94 Lanterns, paper 5

kinds 74 95 Leather, all ordinary kinds, plain... 74
44 Cotton and sUk mixtures, all kinds... 74 96 ,, superior kinds, and stam-
45 Cutlery, all kinds 74 ped, figured, or coloured 10
46 Drugs, all kinds ... i 97 Leather, manufactures, all kinds... 10
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No.

98
99

100
101

102

103
104
106

106

107

Ad valorem
Abticlb. Rat© of Daty.

Per cent.

Lime 5

Linen, linen and cotton, linen and
woollen mixtures, linen and silk

mixtures, all kinds 75
Matches 5

Matting, floor, Chinese, Japanese,
coir, &c., common qualities ... 5

Matting, superior qualities, Japa-
nese “tatamis," &c 7-J-

Meat, fresh 5

„ dried and salted 7i
Medicines, all kinds not otherwise

provided for 5

Metals, all kinds, in pig, block,

ingot, slab, bar, rod, plate, sheet,

hoop, strip, band and flat, T- and
angle-iron, old and scrap iron... 5

Metals, all kinds, pipe or tube, cor-

rugated or galvanized, wire, tin-

plates, quicksilver, nickel, pla-

tina, German silver, yellow me-

No.

142
143
144
145
146
147

148
149

! 150
- 151

i

152

153

Abhcl».

Salt
Samples in reasonable quantities.
Sapanwood ...

Scales and balances
Scented wood, aU kinds
Scientific instruments, as physical,

mathematical, meteorological,
and surgical, and their ap-
pliances

Seals, materials for

Sea products, as seaweed, beche-
de-mer, &c

Seeds, all kinds
Silk, raw, reeled, thrown, floss or

waste
Silk manufactures, as gauze, crape,

Japanese amber lustrings, sa-

tins, satin damasks, figured
satins, Japanese white silk

(“ habutai ”)

Silk manufactures not otherwise

Ad valorem
Rate of Duty.

Per cent.

7^
Free

n
5

20

Free
10

n
5

7j

10

tal, tutenague, or white copper. provided for 7\
unrefined gold and silver 7? 154 Silk thread and floss silk in skein. 10

108 Metal manufactures, all kinds, as 155 Soap, common qualities 5
nails, screws, tools, machinery.

i

156 Soap, superior qualities 10
railway plant, and hardware ... 7J 157 Soy, Chinese and Japanese 5

109 Models of inventions Free 158 Spectacles 7 a

110 Mosquito netting, not made of silk
. .

.

n 159 Spices, all kinds 20
111 ,, made of silk ... 10 160 Spirits, in jars 7i
112 Musical boxes 10 161 Spirits and liqueurs, in wood or

113 Musical instruments, all kinds ... 10 bottle, all kinds 20

114 Musk 20 162 Stationery and wTiting materials.

115 Needles and pins n all kinds, blank books, &c.... 7i
116 Oil-cake . . 5 163 Stones and slate, cut and dressed. .

.

7^

117 Oils, vegetable, all kinds 1(54 Sugar, brown and white, all quali-

118 Oil, wood ( 'T‘ung-yu

)

5
1

ties, molasses, and syrups ... 7i
119 Oil, and floor-cloth, all kinds . .

.

7^ 165 Sugar candy 10

120 Packing bags, packing matting, tea- 166 Sulphiir 74

lead, and ropes for packing goods Free 167 Table stores, aU kinds, and pre-

121 Paper, common qualities 5 served provisions 7i
122 „ all kinds, not otherwise pro- 168 Tallow 71

vided for 7i 169 Tea 71

123 Paper, coloured, fancy, wall and 170 Telescopes and binocular glasses ... 10

hanging 10 171 Tobacco, all kinds and forms . .

.

20

124 Pearls 20 172 Tortoise shell, manufactured or not 20

125 Pepper, ixnground 5 173 Tooth powder 10

126 Perfumes and scents 20 174 Travellers’ baggage Free

127 Photf'graphic .apparatus 10 175 Trunks and portmanteaux 10

128 Pictiu-es, prints, photographs, en- 176 Twine and thread, all kinds, ex-

gravings, aU kinds, framed or cepting in silk 5

unframed 10 177 Types, new and old Free

129 Pitch and tar 5 178 Umbrellas, p.aper 5

130 Planks, soft 179 ,, cotton 71

131 ,, hard 10 180 ,, silk 10

132 Plants, trees and shrubs, aU 181 Umbirell.a frames ..." 71

kinds Free 182 Varnish 71

1,33 Plate, gold and silver 20 183 Vegetables, fresh, dried, and sal-

134 Platod-ware, all kinds 10 ted 5

135 Porcehain, common qu.alities 75 184 Velvet, silk 20

136 ,, superior qualities 10 185 Vermicelli 71

137 Precious stones, all kinds, set or 186 Vermilion 10

unset 20
j

187 Watches, and parts thereof, in com-
138 Rattans, split or not 5 mon metal, nickel, or silver... 10

1.39 Rhinoceros horns 20 1 188 Watches, in gold or gilt 20

140 Rosin 7i 189 Wax, bees’ or vegetable 71
141 Saddlery and harness 10 1 190 „ cloth 71
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Ad valorem
No. Abticls. Rate of Duty.

Per cent.

191 Wines in woodor bottle, all kinds... 10

192 Wood and timber, soft 7^
193 „ ,, hard 10

194 Wool, sheeps’, raw 5

195 Woollen maniifactures, all kinds. .

.

7i
196 Woollen and silk mixtures, all

kinds 7i
197 Works of art 20
198 Yarns, all kinds, in cotton, wool.

hemp, &c
All unenumerated ai'ticles, raw or

5

unmanufactured 5

All unenumerated articles, partly
manufactured

All imenumerated articles, com-
n

pletely manufactured 10

Foreign ships, when sold in Corea, wiU
pay a duty of 25 cents per ton on sailing

vessels, and 50 cents per ton on steamers.

Prohibited Goods.

Adulterated drugs or medicines.

Arms, munitions, and implements of wa r

as ordnance or cannon, shot and shell, firearms

of all kinds, cartridges, side-arms, spears, or

pikes, saltpetre, gunpowder, guncotton, dy-

namite, and other explosive substances.

The Corean authorities will grant special

permits for the importation of arms, firearms,

and ammunition for inirposes of sport or self-

defence, on satisfactory proof being furnished to

them of the bondfide character of the application.

Counterfeit coins, all kinds.

Opium, exeexst medicinal opium.

EXPORTS.
Class 1.

Duty-Free Fxport Goods.
Bullion, being gold and silver refined.

Coins, gold and silver, all kinds.
Plants, trees and shrubs,' all kinds.

Samples, in reasonable quantity.
Travellers’ baggage.

Class II.

AU other native goods or productions not

enumerated in Class I. will pay an ad valorem

duty of five per cent.

The exportation of red ginseng is pro-

hibited.

RULES.
I.—In the case of imported articles the ad valorem duties of this Tariff will be calculated on

the actual cost of the goods at the place of production or fabrication, with the addition of

freight, insurance, etc. In the case of export articles the ad valorem Unties will be calculated on
market values in Corea.

II.—Duties may be paid in Mexican dollars or Japanese silver yen.

III.—The above Tariff’ of import and export duties shall be converted, as soon as possible,

and as far as may be deemed desirable, into sjpecific rates by agreement between the competent
authorities of the two countries.

[L.S.] HARRY S. PARKES.

[L.S.] MIN YONG-MOK.



UiMlED STATES.

TEEATY OF PEACE AND FRIENDSHIP BETWEEN THE UNITED
STATES OF AMERICA AND THE KINGDOM OF COREA (CHOSEN).

Signed at Rensan, 22nd Mat, 1882.

Ratifications Exchanged at Seoul, 19th May, 1883.

Art. I.—There shall he jierpetual peace and friendship between the President of
the United States and the King of Chosen and the citizens and subjects of their

respective Governments. If other Powers deal unjustly or oppressively with either

government the other will exert their good offices, on being informed of the case, to
hrmg about an amicable arrangement, thus showing their friendly feehngs.

Art. II.—After the conclusion of this treaty of amity and commerce the high
contracting Powers may each appoint diplomatic representatives to reside at the Court
of the other, and may each appoint consular representatives at the ports of the other
which are open to foreign commerce, at their own convenience.

These officials shall have relations with the corresponding local authorities of

equal rank upon a basis of mutual equality. The Diplomatic and Consular repre-

sentatives of the two governments shall receive mutually all the privileges, rights, and
immunities, without discrimination, which are accorded to the same classes of repre-

sentatives from the most favoured nations.

Consuls shall exercise their functions only on receipt of an exequatur from the

government to which they are accredited. Consular authorities shall be bond fide
officials. No merchants shall be pei-mitted to exercise the duties of the office, nor
shall consular officers be allowed to engage in trade.

At ports to which no consular representatives have been appointed the consuls

of other Powers may be invited to act, provided that no merchant shall be allowed to

assume consular fimctions, or the provisions of this treaty may be, in such case,

enforced by the local authorities.

If consular representatives of the United States in Chosen conduct their business

in an improper manner their exequaturs may be revoked, subject to the approval,

previously obtained, of the diplomatic representatives of the United States.

Art. III.—Whenever United States vessels, either because of weather or by want
of fuel or provisions, cannot reach the nearest open port in Chosen, they may enter

any port or harbour either to take refuge therein or to get wood, coal, and other

necessaries or to make repairs
;
the expenses incurred thereby being defrayed by the

ship’s master. In such event the officers and people of the locahty shall display their

sympathy by rendering full assistance, and their hberality by furnishing the neces-

sities required.

If a United States vessel carries on a clandestine trade at a port not open to

foreign commerce, such vessel with her cargo shall be seized and confiscated.

If a United States vessel be wrecked on the coast of Chosen, the coast authorities,

on being informed of the occurrence, shall immediately render assistance to the crew,

provide for their present necessities, and take the measures necessary for the salvage

of the ship and the preservation of the cargo. They shall also bring the matter to

the knowledge of the nearest consular representative of the United States, in order
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that steps may be taken to send the crew home and save the ship and cargo. The
necessary expenses shall be defrayed either by the ship’s master or by the United
States.

Art. IV.—All citizens of the United States of America in Chosen, peaceably

attending to their own affairs, shall receive and enjoy for themselves and everything

appertaining to them the protection of the local authorities of the Government of

Chosen, who shall defend them from all insult and injury of any sort. If their

dwellings or property be threatened or attacked by mobs, incendiaries, or other violent

or lawless persons, the local officers, on requisition of the Consul, shall immediately
dispatch a military force to disperse the rioters, a2:)prehend the guilty individuals,

and punish them with the utmost rigour of the law.

Subjects of Chosen, guilty of any .criminal act towaid citizens of the United
States, shall be jjunished by the authorities of Chosen according to the laws o"

Chosen; and citizens of the United States, either on shore or in any mc-iL' oit

vessel, who may insult, trouble, or wound the persons or injure the property of the

people of Chosen shall be arrested and jmnished only by the Consul or other 2:>ublic

functionary of the United States thereto authorized according to the laws of ihe

United States.

When controversies arise in the kingdom of Chosen, between citizens of the

United States and subjects of His Majesty, which need to be examined and decided

by the 2)ublic officers of the two nations, it is agreed between the two governments of

the United States and Chosen that such cases shall be tried by the proper official of

the nationality of the defendant according to the laws of that nation. The 2ii’opeiiy

authorized official of the 2daintiff’s nationality shall be freely permitted to attend the
trial and shall be treated with the courtesy due to his position. He shall be granted
all proper facilities for watching the proceedings in the interests of justice. If he so

desire he shall have the right to be present, to examine and to cross-examine witnesses.

If he is dissatisfied with the 2)i'Oceedings he shall be permitted to protest against

them in detail.

It is, however, mutually agreed and understood between the high contracting

Powers that whenever the King of Chosen shall have so far modified and reformed
the statutes and the judicial procedure of his kingdom that, in the judgment of the
United States, they conform to the laws and course of justice in the United States,

the right of exterritorial jurisdiction over United States citizens in Chosen shall be
abandoned, and thereafter United States citizens, when within the limits of the
kingdom of Chosen, shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the native authorities.

Art. V.—Merchants and merchant vessels of Chosen visiting the United States

for the purpose of traffic shall pay duties and tonnage dues and fees according to the
customs regulations of the United States, but no higher or other rates of duties and
tonnage dues shall be exacted of them than are levied upon citizens of the United
States or upon citizens or subjects of the most favoured nation.

Merchants and merchant vessels of the United States visiting Chosen for purposes
of traffic shall pay duties upon all merchandise imported and ex[)orted. The authority

to levy duties is of right vested in the Government of Chosen. The tariff of duties

upon exports and imports, together with the customs regulations for the 2^revention

of smuggling and other irregularities, will be fixed by the authorities of Chosen and
communicated to the 2n’oper officials of the United States, to be by the latter notified

to their citizens and duly observed.

It is, however, agreed in the first instance, as a general measure, that the tariff

upon such imports as are articles of daily use shall not exceed an ad valorem duty of

ten per cent.
;
that the tariff upon such imports as are luxuries—as for instance foreign

wines, foreign tobacco, clocks and watches—shall not exceed an ad valorem duty of

thirty per cent., and that native produce exported shall pay a duty not to exceed five

per cent, ad valorem. And it is further agreed that the duty upon foreign imports
shall be paid once for all at the poid of entry, and that no other dues, duties, fees,

taxes, or charges of any sort shall be levied U23on such im2)orts either in the interior

of Chosen or at the 23orts.
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United States mercliant vessels entering the ports of Chosen shall pay tonnage
dues at the rate of five mace per ton, payable once in three months on each vessel,

according to the Chinese calendar.

Art. VI.—Subjects of Chosen who may visit the United States shall be permit-

ted to reside and to rent premises, purchase land, or to construct residences or

warehouses in all parts of the country. They shall be freely permitted to jjursue

their various callings and avocations, and to traffic in all merchandise, raw and
manufactured, that is not declared contraband by law. Citizens of the United States

who may resort to the ports of Chosen which are open to foreign commerce shall be

permitted to reside at such open ports within the limits of the concession and to

lease buildings or land, or to construct residences or warehouses therein. They shall

be freely permitted to pursue their various callings and avocations within the limits

of the port and to traffic in all merchandise, raAv and manufactured, that is not

declared contraband by law.

No coercion or intimidation in the acquisition of land or buildings shall be

permitted, and the land rent as fixed by the authorities of Chosen shall be paid.

And it is expressly agreed that land so acquired in the open ports of Chosen still

remains an integral part of the kingdom, and that all rights of jurisdiction over

persons and property within such areas remain vested in the authorities of Chosen,

except in so far as such rights have been expressly relinquished by this treaty.

American citizens are not permitted either to transport foreign imports to the

interior for sale or to proceed thither to purchase native produce, nor are they permit-

ted to transport native j)roduce from one open port to another open port.

Violations of this rule will subject such merchandise to confiscation, and the

merchant offending will be handed over to the consular authorities to be dealt with.

Ai’t. VII.—The governments of the United Spates and of Chosen mutually agree

and undertake that subjects of Chosen shall not be jiennitted to import opium into

any of the ports of the United States, and citizens of the United States shall not be

permitted to import opium into any of the open ports of Chosen, to transport it from
one open port to another ojien port, or to traffic in it in Cliosen. This absolute

pi’ohibition, which extends to vessels owned by the citizens or subjects of either Power,

to foreign vessels employed by them, and to vessels owned by the citizens or subjects

of either Power and employed by other persons for the tr.insportatiou of opium, shall

be enforced by appropriate legislation on the part of the United States and of Chosen,

and offenders again.st it shall be severely punished.

Art. VIII.—Whenever the Grovernment of Chosen shall have reason to ap-

prehend a scarcity of food within the limits of the kingdom. His Majesty may by

decree temporarily prohibit the export of all breadstuffs, and such decree shall be

binding upon all citizens of the United States in Chosen upon due notice having been

given them by the authorities of Chosen through the proper officers of the United

States; but it is to be understood that the exportation of rice and breadstuffs of

every description is prohibited from the open port of Yiu-Chuen.

Chosen having of old prohibited the exportation of red ginseng, if citizens of the

United States clandestinely purchase it for export it shall be confiscated and the

offenders punished.
Art. IX.—Purchase of cannon, small arms, swords, gunpowder, shot, and all

munitions of war is permitted only to officials of the Government of Chosen, and

they may be imported by citizens of the United States only under a written per-

mit from the authorities of Chosen. If these articles are clandestinely imported they

shall be confiscated and the offending party shall be punished.

Art. X.—The officers and people of either nation residing in the other shall

have the light to employ natives for all kinds of lawful work.

Should, however, subjects of Chosen, guilty of violation of the laws of the king-

dom, or against whom any action has been brought, conceal themselves in the

residences or warehouses of United States citizens or on board United States merchant

vessels, the Consular authorit'ies of the United States, on being notified of the fact

by the local au'liorities, will eicher permit the latter to despatch constables to make
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the arrests, or the persons will be arrested by the Consular authorities and handed,

over to the local constables.

Offlcials or citizens of the United States shall not harbour such persons.

Art. XL.—Students of either nationality who may proceed to the country of the

other in order to study the language, literature, laws, or arts shall be given all

possible pi’otection and assistance, in evidence of cordial goodwill.

Art. X [I.—This being the first treaty negotiated by Chosen, and hence being

general and incomplete in its provisions, shall, in the first instance, be put into opera-

tion in all things stipulated herein. As to stipulations not contained herein, after

an interval of five years, when the officers and people of the two Powers shall have

become more familiar with each other’s language, a further negotiation of commercial

provisions and regulations in detail, in conformity with international law and without

uneq[ual discriminations on either part, shall be had.
Art. XIIT.—-This treaty and futui’e official correspondence between the two

contracting goveru’.iiBnts shall be made on the part of Chosen in the Chinese language.

The United States shall either use the Chinese language, or if English be used

it shall be accompanied with a Chinese version in order to avoid misunderstanding.

Art. XCV.—The high contracting Powers hereby agree that should at any time

the King of Chosen grant to any nation or to the merchaaits or citizens of any nation

any right, privilege, or favour connected either with navigation, commerce, political

or other intercourse, which is conferred by this treaty, such right, privilege, and.

favour shall freely enure to the benefit of the United States, its peiblic officers,

merchants, and citizens : provided always, that whenever such right, privilege, or

favour is accompanied by any condition or equivalent concession granted by the other

nation mterested, the United States, its officers and people, shall only be entitled to

the benefit of such right, privilege, or favour upon complying with the conditions or

concessions connected therewith.

In faith whereof the repective Commissioners Plenipotentiary have signed and
sealed the foregoing at Ym-Chuen, in English and Chinese, being three originals of

each text of even te’ior and date, the ratifications of which shall be exchanged at

Tin-Chuen within one year from the date of its execution, and immediately thereafter

this treaty shall be, in all its provisions, publicly proclaimed and made known by
both governments in their respective countries in order that it may be obeyed by
their citizens and subjects respectively.

'

Chosen, May 22nd, 1882.

P. W. SHUFELDT,
Commodore United States Navy, Envoy

of the United States to Chosen.

SHIN CHEN,
CHIN HONG CHI,

Members of the Royal Cabinet of Chosen.



JAPAN.

TEEATY OF PEACE AND EEIENDSHIP BETWEEN THE EMPIRE OP
JAPAN AND THE KINGDOM OP COREA (CHOSEN).

Signed at Kokwa, 26th February, 1876.

The Governments of Japan and Chosen being desirous to resume the amicable
relations that of yore existed between them, and to promote the friendly feelings of

both nations to a still firmer basis, ha.ve, for this purpose, appointed their Pleni-

potentiaries, that is to say :—The Government of Japan, Kuroda Kiyotaka, High
Commissioner Extraordinary to Chosen, Lieutenant-General and Member of the Privy
Council, Minister of the Colonization Department, and Inoiiye Kaoru, Associate

Hi'!-’ Commissioner Extraordinaiy to Chosen, Member of the Genroiii
;
and the

Goiernment of Chosen, Shin Ken, Han-Choo-Su-Fu-Ji, and In-jisho, Fu-So-Fu,
Fuku-s6-Kwan, who, according to the powers received from their respective Govern-
ments, have agreed upon and concluded the following Articles :

—

Art. I.—Chosen being an independent state enjoys the same sovereign rights as

does Japan.

In order to prove the sincerity of the friendship existing between the two nations,

their intercourse shall henceforwau’d be carried on in terms of equality and courtesy,

each avoiding the giving of offence by aiTogance or manifestations of suspicion.

In the first instance, all rales and precedents that are apt to obstruct friendly

intercourse shall be totally abrogated, and, in their stead, rules, hberal and in general

usage fit to secure a firm and perpetual peace, shall be established.

Art. II.—The Goverument of Japan, at any time within fifteen months from the

date of the signature of this Treaty, shall have the right to send an Envoy to the

capital of Chosen, where he shall be admitted to confer with the Rei-sohan-sho on

matters of a diplomatic nature. He may either reside at the capital or return to his

country on the completion of his mission.

The Government of Chosen in like manner shall have the right to send an Envoy

to Tokio, Japan, where he shall be admitted to confer -with the Minister for Foreign

Affairs on matters of a diplomatic nature. He may either reside at Tokio or return

home on the completion of his mission.

Art. III.—All official communications addressed by the Government of Japan

to that of Chosen shall be written in the Japanese language, and for a period of ten

years from the present date they shall be accompanied by a Chinese translation. The

Government of Chosen will use the Chinese language.

Art. TV.—Sorio in Fusan, Chosen, where an official establishment of Japan is

situated, is a place originally opened for commercial intercourse with Japan, and

trade shall henceforward be carried on at that place in accordance with the provisions

of this Treaty, whereby are abolished all former usages, such as the practice of Sai-

ken-sen (jmik annually sent to Chosen by the late Prince of Tsusima to exchange a

certain quantity of articles between each other).

In addition to tlie above place, the Government of Chosen agrees to open two

ports, as mentioned in Article V. of this Treaty, for commercial intercoiurse with

Japanese subjects.

In the foregoing places Japanese subjects shall be free to lease land and to erect

buildings thereon, and to i-ent buildings, the property of subjects of Chosen.

^j-t. V.—On the coast of five provinces, viz. : Keikin, Chiusei, Jenra, Keisho,

and Kankio, two ports, suitable for commercial purposes, shall be selected, and the

time for opening these two ports shall be in the twentieth month from the second

month of the ninth year of Meiji, corresponding with the date of Chosen, the first

moon of the year Hei-shi.

Art. VI.—Whenever Japanese vessels either by stress of weather or by want of

fuel and provisions cannot reach one or the other of the open ports in Chosen,
^

they

may enter any port or harbour either to take refuge therein, or to get supplies of
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wood, coal, and other necessaries, or to make repairs
;
the expenses incurred thereby

are to be defrayed by the ship’s master. In such events both the officers and the

people of the locality shall display their sympathy by rendering full assistance, and
their liberahty in supplying the necessaries required.

If any vessel of either country be at any time wrecked or stranded on the coasts

of Japan or of Chosen, the people of the vicinity shall immediately use every exertion

to rescue her crew, and shall inform the local authorities of the disaster, who -will

either send the wrecked persons to their native country or hand them over to the

officer of their country residing at the nearest port.

Art. VII.^—The coasts of Chosen, having hitherto been left unsurveyed, are

very dangerous for vessels approaching them, and in order to prepare charts showing
the positions of islands, rocks, and reefs, as we’.l as the depth of water, whereby all

navigators may be enabled safely to pass ’'Ccv c .'ii the two countries, any Japanese
mariners may freely survey said coasts.

Art. VIII.—There shall be apjpointed by the Government of Japan an officer to

reside at the open ports in Chosen for the protection of Japanese merchants resorting

there, nrovided that such arrangement ^ ? deemed necessary. Should any question

interesting both nations arise, the said officer shall confer -with the local authorities

of Chosen and settle it.

Art. IX.—Friendly relations having been established between the two contrac-

ing parties, their respective subjects may freely carry on their business without any
interference from the officers of either Government, and neither limitation nor pro-

hibition shall be made on trade.

In case any fraud be committed, or payment of debt be refused by any merchant
of either country, the officer of either one or of the other Government shall do their

utmost to bring the delinquent to justice and to enforce recovery of the debt.

Neither the Japanese nor the Chosen Government shall be held responsible for

the payment of such debt.

Art. X.—Should a Japanese subject residing at either of the open ports of

Chosen commit any offence against a subject of Chosen, he shall be tried by the

Japanese authorities. Should a subject of Chosen commit any offence against a
Japanese subject, he shall be tried by the authorities of Chosen. The offenders

shall be punished according to the laws of their respective countries. Justice shall

be equitably and imjjartially administered on both sides.

Art. XI.—Friendly relations having been established between the two contrac-

ing parties, it is necessary to prescribe trade regulations for the benefit of the
merchants of the respective countries.

Such trade regulations, together with detailed provisions, to be added to the

Articles of the jjresent Treaty, to develope it meaning, and facilitate its observance,

shall be agreed upon at the capital of Chosen or at Kok’wa Fu in the country, within

six months from the present date by Special Commissioners appointed by the two
countries.

Art. XII.—The foregoing eleven aiTicles are binding from the date of the

signing hereof, and shall be observed by the two contracting parties, faithfully and.

invariably, whereby perpetual friendship shall be secured to the two countries.

The present Treaty is executed in duphcate and copies will be exchanged
betw^een the two contracting parties.

In faith whereof we, the respective Plenipotentiaries of Japan and Chosen, have
affixed our seals hereunto this twenty-sixth day of the second month of the ninth

year of Meiji, and the two thousand five hundred and thirty-sixth since the accession

of Jimmu Tenno
;
and, in the era of Chosen, the second day of the second moon of

the year Heishi, and of the founding of Chosen the four hundred and eighty-fifth.

(Signed) KUEODA KIYOTAKA,
„ INOUYE KAOEU.
„ SHIN EEN.
„ IN JI-SHIO.
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Whereas, on the twenty-sixth day of the second month of the ninth year Meiji,

corresijonding with the Coroci,n date of the second day of the second month of the

year Heishi, a Treaty of Amity and Friendship was signed and concluded between

kuroda Kiyotaka, High Commissioner Extraordinaiy, Lieutenant-General of H.I.J.M.

Army, Member of the Privy Council, and Minister of the Colonization Department,

and Inoiiye Kaoru, Associate High Commissioner Extraordinaiy and Member of the

Genro-In, both of whom had been directed to proceed to the city of Kokwa in Corea

by the Govemment of Japan; and Shin Ken, Dai Kwan, Han-Choo-Su-Fu, and In-

jisho, Fu-So-Fu, Fuku-so-Kwan, both of whom had been duly commissioned for

that purpose by the Government of Corea :
—

Now therefore, in pursuance of Article XI. of the above Treaty, Miyamoto

Okadzu, Commissioner despatched to the capital of Corea, Daijo of the Foreign

Department, and duly empowered thereto by the Govemment of Japan, and Chio

luki, Koshoo Kwan, Gisheifudosho, duly empowered thereto by the Government of

Corea, have negotiated and concluded the fol >wing articles:

—

Art. I.

—

Agents of the Japanese Govern.^ jut stationed at any of the open ports

shall hereafter, Avhenever a Japanese vessel has been stranded on the Corean coasts

and has need of their presence at the spot, have the riglit to 2)roceed there on their

informing the local authorities of the facts.

Art. II.—Envoys or Agents of the Japanese Government shall hereafter bo at

full libel ty to despatch letters or other communications to any jjlace or places in

Corea, either by jjost at their own exjjcnse, or by hiring inhabitants of the locality

wherein they reside as sjiecial coui'iers.

Art. III.—Japj.uese subjects may, at the jjorts of Corea oj)en to them, lease

land for the jjurpose of erecting residences thereon, the rent to be fixed by mutual

agreement between the lessee and the owner.

Any lands belonging to the Corean Government ma.y A)e rented by a Japanese on

his paying the same rent thereon as a Corean subject Avould jjay to his GoA^ernmeut.

It is agreed that the Shumon (Avatch-gate) and the Shotsuinou (harder) erected

by the Corean Government near the Kokwa (Japanese official establishment) in

Sorioko, Fusan, shall be entirely removed, and tliat a new boundary line shall be

established according to the limits hereinafter provided. In the other tAvo oijen ports,

the same steps shall be taken.

Art. IV.—The limits withm Avhich Jajjanese subjects may traA'el from the port,

of Fusan shall be comjjrised Avithin a radius of ten ri, Corean measurement, the

landing jdace in that ijort being taken as a centre.

Japanese subjects shall be free to go where they please Avithin the aboA'e limits,

and shall be therein at full liberty either to buy articles of local production or to sell

articles of Jajjanese production.

The toAvn of Torai lies outside of the aboA'^e limits, but Japanese shall have the

same privileges as in those places Avitliin them.

Art. V.-- Japanese subjects shall at each of the open ports of Corea be at liberty

to em^jloy Corean subjects.
• v

Corean subjects, on obtainmg permission from their Government, may visit the

Jajianese Empire.
Art. VI.—In case of the death of any Japanese subject residing at the open

ports of Corea, a suitable sjiot of ground shall be selected Asdierein to inter his remains.

As to the localities to be selected for cemeteries in the two open jiorts other than

the port of Fiisan, in detennining them regard shall be had as to the distance there

is to the cemetery already established at Fusan.
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Art. VII.—Japo^nese subjects sliall be at liberty to traffic in any article owned
by Corean subjects, paying therefor in Jaj)anese coin. Corean subjects, for purposes

of trade, may freely circulate among themselves at the open ports of Corea such

Japanese coin as they may have possession of in business transactions.

Japanese subjects shall be at liberty to use in trade or to cany away with them
the copper coin of Corea.

In case any subject of either of the two countries counterfeit the coin of either of

them, he shall be punished according to the laws of his own country.

Art. VIII.—Corean subjects shall have the full fruition of all and every article

which they have become possessed of either by purchase or gift from Japanese
subjects.

Art. IX.—In case a boat despatched by a Japanese surveying vessel to take

soundings along the Corean coasts, as provided for in Ai’ticle VII. of the Treaty of

Amity and Friendship, should be prevented from returning to the vessel, on account
either of bad weather or of the ebb tide, the headman of the locality shall accommodate
the boat party in a suitable house in the neighbourhood. Articles required by them
for their comfort shall be furnished to them by the local authorities, and the outlay

thus incurred shall afterwards be refunded to the latter.

Art. X.—Although no relations as yet exist between Corea and foreign countzies,

yet Japan has for many years back mainUiued friendly relations with them; it is

therefore natural that in case a vessel of any of the countries of which Japan thus
cultivates the friendship should be stranded by stress of weather or otherwise on
the coasts of Corea, those on board shall be treated with kindness by Corean subjects,

and should such persons ask to be sent back to their homes they shall be delivered

over by the Corean Grovernment to an Agent of the Japanese Government residing

at one of the open ports of Corea, requesting him to send them back to their native

countries, which request the Agent shall never fail to comply with.

Art. XI.—The foi’egoing ten articles, t,^, riier with the Regulations for Trade
annexed hereto, shall be of equal effect with jo Treaty of Amity and Friendship,

and tlierefore shall be faithfully observed by the Governments of the two cozmtries.

Should it, however, be found that a -y of the above articles actually causes embarrass-
ment to the commercial intercourse: of the two nations, and that it is necessary to

modify them, then either Government, submitting its propositions to the other, shall

negotiate the modification of such articles on giving one year’s previous notice of

theii’ intention.

Signed and sealed this twenty-fourth day of the eighth month of the ninth year
Meiji, and two thousand five hundred and thirty-sixth since the accession of H. M.
Jimrau Tenno

;
and of the Corean era, the sixth day of the seventh month of the year

Heishi, and the founding of Corea the fo Jiundred and eightj^-fifth.

(Signed) MIYAMOTO OKADZU,
Commissioner and, Dajio of the

Foreign Department.

(Signed) CHO IKKI,
Koshoo Kwan, I isheifudosho.



TREATIES WITH JAPAN.

GREAT BRiTAI.V.

TEEATT OF PEACE, FEIENDSHIP, AND COMMERCE, BETWEEN
HER MAJESTY AND THE TYCOON OF JAPAN.

Signed, in the English, Japanese, and Dutch Languages,

AT Tokio, August 26th, 1858.

Ratifications exchanged at Tohio, July IDA, 1859.

Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,

and His Majesty the Tycoon of Japan, being desirous to place the relations between
the two countries on a pennaneut and friendly footing, and to facilitate commercial
intercourse between their respective sul.jects, and having for that purpose resolved

to enter into a Treaty of Peace, Amity, and Commerce, have named as their Pleni-

potentiaries, that is to say :

—

Her Majesty the Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, The Right Honourable
the Earl of Elgin and Kincardine, a Peer of the United Kingdom, and Knight of the

Most Ancient and Most Noble Order of the T distle

:

And His Majesty the Tycoon of Japan, Madzuo Tsikfogono Kami; Nagai Gem-
bano Kami

; Inouwye Sinano no Kami
;
Hori Oribeno Kami

;
Iwase Higono Kami

;

and Isuda Hauzabro

;

Who, after having communicated to each other their respective fuU powers, and
found them in good and due form, have agreed upon and concluded the foUowing
Articles :

—

Art. I.—There shaU be pei-petual peace and friendship between Her Majesty the

Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland, her heirs and successors,

and His Majesty the Tycoon of Japan, and between their respective dominions and
subjects.

Art. II.—Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and
Ireland may appoint a Diplomatic Agent to reside at the city of Yedo, and Consuls
or Consular Agents to reside at any or aU the ports of Japan which are opened for

British commerce by this Treaty.

The Diplomatic Agent and Consul-General of Great Britain shall have the right

to travel freely to any part of the Empire of Japan.

His Majesty the Tycoon of Japan may appoint a Diplomatic Agent to reside in

London, and Consuls or Consular Agents at any or all the ports of Great Britain.

Tbe Diplomatic Agent and Consul-General of Japan shall have the right to travel

freely to any part of Great Britain.

Art. III.—The ports and towns of Hakodate, Kanagawa, and Nagasaki, shall

be opened to British subjects on the 1st of July, one thousand eight hundred and
fifty-nine. In addition to which, the following ports and towns shall be opened to

them at the dates hereinafter specified

Niigata, or, if Niigata be found to be unsuitable as a harbour, another convenient

port on the west coast of Nipon, on the first day of January, one thousand eight

hundred and sixty.

Hiogo on the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three.

In aU the foregoing ports and towns British subjects may permanently reside.

They shall have the right to lease ground, and purchase the buildings thereon, and
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may erect dwellings and warehouses
;
but no fortification, or place of military stren^h,

shall be erected under pretence of building dwellings or warehouses ;
and to see that

this Article is observed, the Japanese authorities shall have the right to inspect, froni

time to time, aiiy buildings which are being erected, altered, or repaired.

The place which British subjects shall occupy for their buildings, and the harbour

regulations, shall be arranged by the British Consul and the Japanese authorities of

each place, and if they cannot agree the matter shall be referred to and settled by

the British Diplomatic Agent and the Japanese Groveimment. No wall, fence, or gate

shall be erected by the Japanese around the jdaces where British subjects reside, or

anything done which may preveiit a free egress or ingress to the same.

Bi’itish subjects shall be free to go where they please, within the following

limits, at the open ports of Japan.
At Kanagawa to tlie River Logo (which empties into the Bay of Yedo, beewoen

Kawasaki and Sinogawa) and ten ri in any direction.

At Hakodate ten ri in any direction.

At Hiogo ten ri in any direction, that of Kioto excepted, which city shall not bo

approached nearer than ten ri. The crews of vessels resorting to Hiogo shall not

cross the River Enagawa, which empties into the Bay between Hiogo and Osaka.

The distance shall be measured by land from the goyoso, or town hall, of each

of the foregoing ports, the ri being equal to four thousand two himdred and seventy-

five yards English measure.
At Nagasaki, British subjects may go into any part of the Imperial domain in

its vicinity.

The boundaries of Niigata, or the place that may be substituted for it, shall be

settled by the British Diplomatic Agent and Government of Japan.
From the first day of January, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-two,

British subjects shall be allowed to reside in the city of Tedo, and from the first day

of January, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-three, in the city of Osaka, for the

purposes of trade only. In each of these two cities a suitable place, within which they

may hire houses, and the distance they may go, shall be arranged by the Brit-K.a

Diplomatic Agent and the Government of Japan.
Art. IV.—All questions in regard to rights, whether of property or person,

arising between British subjects in the dominions of His Majesty the Tycoon of

Japan, shall be subject to the jurisdiction of the British authorities.

Art. V.—Japanese subjects who may be guilty of any criminal act towards
British subjects, shall be arrested and punished by the Japanese authorities, accord*,

ing to the laws of Japan.
British subjects who may commit any crime against Japanese subjects, or the

subjects or citizens of any other country, shall be tried and punished by the Consul
or other pubhc functionary authorized thereto, according to the laws of Great Britain,

Justice shall be equitably and impartially administered on both sides.

Art. VI.—-A British subject having reason to complain of a Japanese must •

proceed to the Consulate and state his grievance.
The Consul will inquire into the merits of the case, and do his utmost to arrar^e

it amicably. In like manner, if a Japanese have reason to complain of a British

subject, the Consul shall no less listen to his complaint, and endeavour to settle “it in

a friendly manner. If disputes take place of such a nature that the Consul cannot

arrange them amicably, then he shall request the assistance of the Japanese Authorities^

that they may together examine into the merits of the case, and decide it equitably.

Art. VII.—Should any Japanese subject fail to discharge debts incurred to a

British subject, or should he fraudulently abscond, the Japanese authorities wiU do
their utmost to bring him to justice, and to enforce recovery of the debts

; and should
any Bi-itish subject fraudulently abscond or fail to discharge debts incurred by hini

to a Japanese subject, the British authorities will, in like manner, do their utmost to

bring him to justice, and to enforce recovery of the debts.
Neither the British nor the Japanese Government are to be held responsible for

the payment of any debts contracted by British or Japanese subjects.
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Art. VIII.—The Japanese Government will place no restrictions whatever upon
the employment by British subjects of Japanese in any lawful capacity.

Art. IX.—British subjects in Japan shall be allowed the free exercise of their

religion, and for this purpose shall have the right to erect suitable places of worship.

Art. X.— All foreign coin shall be current in Japan, and shall pass for its

corresponding weight in Japanese coin of the same description.

British and Japanese subjects may freely use foreign or Japanese coin in making
payments to each other. ? o

As some time will elapse before the Japanese will become acquainted with the

value of foreign coin, the Japanese Government will, for the period of one year after

the opening of each port, furnish British subjects with Japanese coin in exchange for

theirs, equal weights being given, and no discount taken for recoinage.

Coins of all descriptions (with the exception of Japanese copper coin), as well as

foreign gold and silver uncoined, may be exported from Japan.

Art. XI.—Supphes for the use of the British navy may be landed at Kanagawa,
Hakodate, and Nagasaki, and stored in warehouses, in the custody of an officer of

the British Government, without the jiayment of any duty
;

if any such supplies are

sold in Japan, the purchaser shall pay the proper duty to the Japanese authorities.

Art. XII.

—

If any Britieh vessel be at any time wrecked or stranded on the coasts

of Japan or be compelled to take refuge in any j ort within the dominions of the

Tycoon of Japan, the Japanese authorities, on being apprised of the fact, shall

immediately render all the assistance in their power; the persons on board shall

receive friendly treatment, and be furnished, if necessary, with the mieans of convey-

ance to the nearest Consular station.

Art. XIII.

—

Any British merchant vessel arriving off one of the open poids of

Japan shall be at liberty to hire a pilot to take her into port. In like manner, after

she has discharged all legal dues and duties, and is ready to take her departure,

she shall be allowed to hire a jnlot to conduct her out of port.

Art. XIY.—At each of the ports open to trade British subjects shall be at full

liinrty to import from their own or any other ports, and sell there and purchase

therein, and export to their ovn or any other ports, all manner of merchandise not

contraband, paying the duties thereon as laid down in Ihe Tariff annexed to the

present Treaty, and no other charges whatsoever. With the exception of munitions of

war, which shall only be sold to the Japanese Government and foreigners, they may
freely buy from Japanese and sell to them any articles that either may have for sale,

without the intervention of any Japanese officers in such purchase or sale, or in

making and receiving payments for the same, and all classes of Japanese may pur-

chase, sell, keep, or use any articles sold to them by British subjects.

Art. XV.—If the Japanese Custom-house officers are dissatisfied with the value

placed on any goods by the owner, they may i)lace a value thereon, and otter to take

the goods at that valuation. If the owner refuses to accept the offer, he shall pay

duty on such valuation. If the offer be accepted by the owner, the purchase money
shall be paid to him without delay, and without any abatement or discount.

Art. XVI.—All goods imported into Japan by British subjects, and which have

paid the duty fixed by this Treaty, may be transpoiied by the Japanese into any part

of the Empire, without the payment of any tax, excise, or transit duty whatever.

Art. XVII.—British merchants who may have imported merchandise into any

open port in Japan, and paid duty thereon, shall be entitled, on obtaining from the

Japanese Custom-house authorities a a^rtificate stating that such payment has been

made, to re-ex]>ort the same, and land it in any other of the open j'Orts, without the

payment of any additional duty whatever.

Art. XVIII.—The Japanese authorities at each poii, will adopt the means that

they may judge most proper for the prevention of fraud or smuggling.

Art. XIX.—All penalties enforced, or confiscations made under this Treaty, shall

belong to and be ajipropriated by, the Government of His Majesty the Tycoon of Japan.

Art. XX.—The Articles for the regulation of trade, which are appended to this

Treaty, shall be considered as forming part of the same, nnd shall be equally binding
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on both the Contracting Paries to this Treaty, and on their subjects. The Diplomatic
Agent to Great Britain in Japan, in conjunction with such person or persons as may
be appointed for that purpose by the Japanese Government, shall have power to mate
such rules as may be required to carry into full and complete effect the provisions of

this Treaty, and the provisions of the Articles regulating trade appended thereto.

Art. XXI.—This treaty being written in the Enghsh, Japanese, and Dutch
languages, and all the versions having the same raeanmg and intention, the Dutch
version shall be considered the original, but it is understood that all official

communications addressed by the Diplomatic and Consular agents of Her Majesty the
Queen of Great Britain to the Japanese authorities, shall henceforward be written in

English. In order, however, to facilitate the transaction of business, they will, for a
period of five years from the signature of this Treaty, be accompanied by a Dutch or

Japanese version.

Art. XXII.—It is agreed that either of the High Contracting Parties to this

Treaty, on giving one year’s previous notice to the other, may demand a revision

thereof on or after the first of July, one thousand eight hundred and seventy-two,

with a view to the insertion therein of such amendments as experience shall prove
to be desirable.

Art. XXIII.—It is hereby expressly stipulated that the British Government and
its subjects will be allowed free and equal participation in all privileges, immunities,

and advantages that may have been or may be hereafter granted by His Majesty the
Tycoon of Japan to the Government or subjects of any other nation.

Aid. XXIV.—The ratifications of this Treaty, under the hand of Her Majesty the
Queen of Great Britain and Ireland, and under the name and seal of His Majesty the

Tycoon of Japan, respectively, shall be exchanged at Tedo, within a year from this

day of signature. In token whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed
and sealed this Treaty.

Done at Tedo, this twenty-sixth day of August, one thousand eight hundred and
fifty-eight, corresponding to the Japanese date the eighteenth day of the seventh
month of the fifth year of Ansei Tsut sinon yemma.

(Signed) ELGIN AND KINCARDINE.

„ MIDZHO TSIKFOGONO KAMI.

„ NAGAI GEMBANO KAMI.

„ INOHWYE SINANO NO KAMI.
HORI OEIBENO KAMI.

„ IWASE HIGONO KAMI.

„ ISUDA HAHZABRO.



REGULATIONS UNDER WHICH BRITISH TRADE IS

TO BE conducted IN JAPAN.

I.—Within forty-eight hours (Sundays excepted) after the arrival of a British

ship in a Japanese port, the captain or commander shall exhibit to the Japanese

Custom-house authorities the receipt of the British Consul, showing that he has

deposited all the ship’s papers, the ship’s bills of lading, &c., at the British Consulate,

and he shall then make an entry of his ship, by giving a written paper, stating the

name of the ship, and the name of the pox*t from which she comes, her tonnage, the

name of her captain or commander, the names of her passengers (if any), and the

number of her crew, which paper shall be certified by the captain or commander to be

a true statement, and shall be signed by him : he shall, at the same time, deposit a

written manifest of his cargo, setting forth the marks and numbers of the packages

and their contents, as they are described in his bills of lading, with the names of the

person or persons to whom they are consigned. A list of the stores of the ship shall

be added to the manifest. The captain or commander shall certify the manifest to be

a true account of all the cargo and stores on board the ship, and shall sign his name
to the same.

If any error is discovered in the manifest, it may be corrected within twenty-four

hoxirs (Sundays excepted) without the payment of any fee ;
but for any alteration or

post entry to the manifest made after that time, a fee of fifteen dollars shall be paid.

All goods not entered on the manifest shall pay double duties on being landed.

Any captaui or commander that shall neglect to enter his vessel at the Japanese

Custom-house within the time prescribed by this regulation, shall pay a penalty of

sixty dollars for each day that he shall so neglect to enter his ship.

II.—The Japanese Government shall have the right to place Custom-house officers

on board of any ship in their ports (men-of-war excepted). All Custom-house

officers shall be treated with civihty, and such reasonable accommodation shall be

allotted to them as the ship affords.

No goods shall be rmladen from any ship between the hours of sunset and rnnrise,

except by special permission of the Custom-house authorities, and the hatcliwt. . s, and

ail other places of entrance into that part of the ship whex'e the cargo is stowed, niav

be secured by Japanese officers between the hoxxrs of sunset and sxmrise, by fixing

seals, locks, or other fastenings
;
and if any person shall, without due permission, open

any entrance that has been so secured, or shall break or remove any seal, lock, or

other fastening that has been affixed by the Japanese Custom-house officers, every

person so ofifendixig shall pay a fine of sixty dollars for each offence.

Any goods that shall be discharged or attempted to be discharged, from any

ship without havixig been duly entered at the Japanese Custom-house as hereinafter

provided, shall be liable to seizure and confiscation.

Packages of goods made up with axi intent to defraud the revenue of Japan,

by concealiixg therein articles of value which are not set forth in the invoice, shall be

forfeited.

If any Bi’itish ship shall smuggle, or attempt to smuggle goods, in any of the

non-opened harbours of Japaxx, all such goods shall be fox’feited to the Japanese

Government, and the ship shall pay a fine of one thousand dollars for each offexxce.

Vessels needing repairs may land their cargo for that purpose, without the

payment of duty. All goods so lauded shall x’emain ixi charge of the Japanese

authorities, and all jxxst charges for storage, labour, aixd sxxpervision, shall be paid

thereon. Bxxt if any portion of such cargo be sold, the regular duties shall be paid

on the portion so disposed of.

Cargo may be traixshipped to axxother vessel in the same harbour without payment

of duty, but all transhipment shall be made under the supervision of Japanese officers,

axid after satisfactox-y proof has been given to the Custom-house authoxaties of the

bond fide nature of the transactioix, and also under a permit to be gi’anted for that

purpose by such authorities.

The impoidation of opium being prohibited, arxy British vessel coming to Japan
for the purposes of trade, and having more than x ree catties’ weight of opium on
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board, the surplus quantity may be seized and destroyed by the Japanese authorities

;

and any person or persons smuggling, or attempting to smuggle opium, shall be
liable to pay a fine of fifteen dollars for each catty of opium so smuggled or

attempted to be smuggled.
III.—The owner or consignee of any goods, who desires to land them, shall make

entry of the same at the Japanese Custom-house. The entry shall be in writing, and
shall set forth the name of the person making the entry, and the name of the ship in

which the goods were imported, and the marks, numbers, packages, and the contents
thereof, with the value of each package, extended separately in one amount, and at

the bottom of the entry shall be placed the aggregate value of all the goods contained
in the entry. On each entry, the owner or consignee shall certify in writing that the
entry then presented exhibits the actual cost of the goods, and that nothing has been
concealed whereby the Customs of Japan would be defrauded, and the owner or
consignee shall sign his name to such certificate.

The original invoice or invoices of the goods so entered shall be presented to the
Custom-hoiTse authorities, and shall remain in their possession until they have
examined the goods contained in the entry.

The Japanese officers may examine any or all of the packages so entered, and for
this purpose may take them to the Custom-house

;
but such examination shall be

without expense to the importer or injury to the goods
;
and, after examiuation,

the Japanese officers shall restore the goods to their original condition in the
package:' (so far as may be practicable), and such examination shall be made without
any unreasonable delay.

If any owner or importer discovers that his goods have been damaged on
the voyage of imporiation before such goods have been delivered to him, he may
notify the Custom-iiouse authorities of such damage, and he may have the damaged
goods appraised by two or more competent and disinterested persons, who, after
due exanuiiation, shall make a certificate, setting forth the amount per cent, of
damagi^ on each separate package, describing it by its mark and number, which
certifi :te shall be signed by the appraisers, in presence of the Custom-house
authorities, and the importer may attach the certificate to his entry, and make a
corresponding deduction from it. But this shall not prevent the Custom-house
authorities from appraising the goods in the manner provided in Article XV. of the
Treaty, to which these Eegulations are appended.

After the duties have been paid, the ovmer shall receive a permit, authorizing the
delivery to him of the goods, whether the same are at the Custom-house or on
ship-board.

All goods intended to be exported shall be entered at the Japanese Custom-
house before they are placed on ship-board. The entry shall be in writing, and shall
state the name of the ship by which the goods are to be exported, with the mark and
number of the packages, and the quantity, description, and value of their contents.
The exporter shall certify, in writing, that the entry is a time account of all the
goods contained therein, and shall sign his name thereto.

Any goods that are put on board of a ship for exportation before they have been
entered at the Custom-house, and all packages which contain prohibited articles,

shall be forfeited to the Japanese Government.
No entry at the Custom-house shall be required for supplies for the use of

ships, their crews, and passengers, nor for the clothing, &c., of passengers.
IV.—Ships wishing to clear shall give twenty-four hours’ notice at the Custom-

house, and at the end of that time they shall be entitled to their clearance, but if it

be refused, the Custom-house authorities shall immediately infonn the captain or
consignee of the ship of the reasons why the clearance is refused

;
and they shall also

give the same notice to the British Consul.
British ships of war shall not be required to enter or clear at the Custom-house,

nor shall they be visited by Japanese Custom-house or police officers.

Steamers conveying the mails of Great Britain may enter and clear on the same
day, and they shall not be required to make a manifest, except for such passengers
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and goods as are to be landed in Japan. But such steamers shall, in all cases, enter

and clear at the Custom-house.
Whale ships touching for supplies, or ships in distress, shall not be reqidred to

make a manifest of their cargo
;
but if they subsequently wish to trade, they shall

then deposit a manifest, as required in Eegulation I.

The word “ ship ” wherever it occurs in these Eegulation, or in the Treaty to

which they are attached, is to be held as meaning a ship, barque, brig, schooner,

sloop, or steamer.

V.

—

Any persons signing a false declaration or certificate, with the intent to

defraud the revenue of Japan, shall pay a fine of one hundred and twenty-five dollars

for each offence.

VI.—No tonnage duties shall be levied on British ships in the ports of Japan, but

the following fees shall be paid to the Japanese Custom-house authorities. For the

entry of a ship, fifteen dollars
;
for the clearance of a shi]i, seven dollars

;
for each

permit, one dollar and a half
;

for each bill of health, one dollar and a half
;
for any

other document, one dollar and a half.

* VII.—Duties shall be paid to the Japanese Government, on aU goods landed

in the country, according to the following Tariff.

Class 1.—All articles in this class shall be free of duty

:

—
Gold and Silver corned or uncomed.
AVeariug apparel in actual use.

Household furniture and printed books not intended for sale, but the property

of persons who come to reside in Japan.

Class 2k—A duty of five per cent, shall be paid on the following articles ;

—

All articles used for the purpose of building, rigging, repairing, or fitting out of

ships. Whaling gear of all kinds. Salted provisions of all kinds. Bread and Bread-

stuffs, Living animals of all kinds. Coals, Timber for buildmg houses, Eice Paddy,

Steam machinery. Zinc, Lead, Tin, Raw Silk, Cotton and Woollen Manufactured

goods.

Class 3.—A .duty of thirty-five per cent, shall be paid on all intoxicating liquors,

whether prepared by distillation, fermentation, or in any other manner.

Class 4.—All goods not included in any of the precedmg classes shall pay a duty

of twenty per cent.

All articles of Japanese production which are exported as cargo shall pay a duty

of five per cent, with the exception of gold and silver coin and copper in bars.

Eice and wheat, the produce of Japan, shall not be exported from Japan as cargo,

but all British subjects resident in Japan, and British ships for their crews and

passengers, shall be furnished with sufficient supplies of the same.

Foreigir grain, brought into any open port of Japan iq a British ship, if no part

thereof has been landed, may be re-exported without hindrance.

The Japanese Government will sell, from time to time, at public auction, any

surplus quantity of copper that may be produced.

Five years after the opening of Kanagawa, the import and export duties shall be

subject to revision, if either the British or Japanese Government desires it.

(Signed) ELGIN AND KINCAEDINE.

„ MIDZUO TSIKFOGONO KAMI.

„ NAGAI GEIMBANO KAMI.

„ INOUWYE SINANO NO KAMI.

HOEI OELBENO KAMI.

„ IWASE HIGONO KAMI.

„ ISHDA HAHZABEO.

* Thie Tariff is abrogated uoder the Convention of 1966.



CONVENTION BETWEEN (JREAT BRITAIN, FRANCE, THE
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA, AND HOLLAND,

WITH JAPAN.

Signed, in the English, French, Ddtch, and Japanese Languages,
AT Tokio, 25th June, 1866.

The Kepresentatives of G-reat Britain, Prance, the United States of America,
and Holland, having received from their respective Governments identical instruc-

tions for the modification of the Tariff of Import and Export duties contained m the

Trade Eegulations annexed to the Treaties concluded by the aforesaid Powers with
the Japanese Government in 1858, which modification is provided for by the Seventh
of those Eegulations :

—

And the Japanese Government having given the said Eepresentatives, during
their visit to Osaka, in November, 1865, a written engagement to proceed imme-
diately to the Eevision of the Tariff in question, on the general basis of a duty of

five per cent, on the value of all articles impoided and exported :

—

And the Government of Japan being desirous of affording a fresh proof of their

wish to promote trade, and to cement the friendly relations which exist between their

country and foreign nations :

—

His Excellency Midzuno Idzumi no Kami, a member of the Gorojin and a
Minister of Foreign Affairs, has been furnished by the Government of Japan with
the necessary powers to conclude with the EepresenLatives of the above-named four

Powers, that is to say :

Of Great Britam,
SirHarry S. Parkes, Knight Commander of theMost Honourable Order of the Bath,

Her Britannic Majesty’s Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary in Japan:
Of Prance,

Monsieur Leon Eoches, Commander of the Imperial Order of the Legion of

Honour, Minister Plenipotentiary of His Majesty the Emperor of the French in Japan;
Of the United Unites .ff America,
A. L. C. Portman, Esquire, Charge d’Affaires ad interim

;

And of Holland,
Monsieur Dirk de Graeff van Polsbroek, Knight of the Order of the Netherlands

Lion, Political Agent and Consul-General of His Majesty the King of the Netherlands

;

The following Convention, comprising Twelve Articles.

Art. I.—The contracting jjarties declare in the names of their respective

Governments that they accept, and they hereby do formally accept, as binding upon
the subjects of their respective Sovereigns, and the citizens of their respective

countries, the Tariff hereby estabhshed annexed to the present convention.
This Tariff is substituted not only for the original Tariff attached to the Treaties

concluded with the above-named four Powers, but also for the sjiecial Conventions
and arrangements relative to the same Tariff, which have been entered into at different

dates up to this time between the Governments of Great Britain, France, and the
United States on the one side, and the Japanese Government on the other.

The New Tariff shall come into effect in the Port of Kanagawa (Yokohama), on
the first day of July next, and in the ports of Nagasaki and Hakodate on the first

day of the following month.
Art. II.—The Tariff attached to this convention being incorporated from the

date of its signatnre in the Treaties concluded between Japan and the above-named
four Powers, is subject to revision on the first day of July, 1872.

Two years, however, after the signing of the present convention, any of the
contracting parties, on giving six months’ notice to the others, may claim a re-adjust-
ment of the duties on Tea and Silk, on the basis of five per .;jnt. on the average
value of these articles during the three years last preceding. ( > the demand also
of any of the contracting parties, the duty on timber may be changed from an
ad valorem to a specific rate six months after the signature of this convention.
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Art. III.—The permit fee hitherto levied under the Seventh Regulation attached

to the above-named Treaties is hereby abolished. Permits for the landing or ship-

ment of cargo will be required as formerly, but will hereafter be issued free of charge.

Art. IV.—On and from the first day of July next, at the Port of Kanagawa
(Yokohama), and on and from the first day of October next, at the Ports of Nagasaki
and Hakodate, the Japanese Grovernment wiU be prepared to warehouse imported
goods on the application of the importer or owner, without payment of duty. The
Japanese Government will be responsible for the safe custody of the goods so long as

they remain in their charge, and will adopt all the precautions necessary to render
them insui’able against fire. When the importer or the owner wishes to remove the

goods fi’om the warehouses, he must pay the duties fixed by the Tariff, but if he should
wish to re-export them, he may do so without payment of duty. Storage charges will

in either case be paid on dehvery of the goods. The amount of these charges, to; ether

with the regulations necessary for the management of the said warehouLos, v. -.I . be
established by the common consent of the contracting parties.

Art. Y.—All articles of Japanese production may be conveyed from any place

in Japan to any of the Ports open to foreign trade, free of any tax or transit duty
other than the usual tolls levied equally on all traffic for the maintenance of roads
or navigation.

Art. VI.—In conformity with those articles of the Treaties concluded between
Japan and Foreign Powers which stipulate for the circulation of foreign coin at its

con'esponding weight in native coin of the same description, dollars have hitherto

been received at the Japanese Custom-house in payment of duties at their weight in

Boos (commonly called Ichiboos), that is to say, a rate of three hundred and eleven

Boos per hundred dollars. The Japanese Government being, however, desirous to

alter this practice, and to abstain from all interfei'ence in the exchange t)f native for

foreign com, and being also anxious to meet the wants both of native and foreign

commerce by securing an adequate issue of native coin, have already determined to

enlarge the Japanese Mint, so as to admit of the Japanese Government exchanging
into native coin of the same intrinsic value, less only the cost of coinage, at places

named for this purpose, all foreign coin or bullion, m gold or silver, that may at any
time be tendered to them by foreigners or Japanese. It being essential, however, to

the execution of this measure, that the various Powers with whom Japan has
concluded Treaties should first consent to modify the stipulations in those Treaties

which relate to the currency, the Ja2)aiiese Government will at once f)ro2)Ose to those

Powers the adoption of the necessary modification in the said stipulation, and on
receiving their concurrence will be prepared from tlie first of January, 1868, to carry

the above measure into efl’ect.

The rate to be charged as the cost of coinage shall be determined h^ after by
the common consent of the contracting parties.

Art. VII.

—

In order to put a stop to certain abuses and inconveniences ''umplained

of at the open Ports, relative to the transaction of business at the Custom-house, the

landing and shipping of cargoes and the hiring of boats, coolies, servants, Ac., the

contractmg i>arties have agreed that the Governor at each open i)ort shall at once

enter into negotiations with the foia;ign Consuls with a view to the establishment, by
mutual consent, of such regulations as shall effectually put an end to those abuses

and inconveniences, and afford all possible facility and security both to the operations

of trade and to the transactions of indiriduals.

It is hereby sti].)ulated that in order to protect merchandise from exposure to

weather, these regulations shall include the covering in at each port of one or more
of the landmg places \ised by foreigners for landing or shipping cargo.

Art. VIII.—Ay Jajjanese subject shall be free to purchase, either in the open

Ports of Japan or abroad, every descrijjtion of saihng or steam vessel intended to

carry either ]>assengers or cargo
;
but ships-of-war may only be obtained under the

authorization of the Japanese Goveniment.
All foreign vessels purchased by Japanese subjects shall be registered as Jajjanese

vessels on j>ayment of a fixed duty of three Boos per ton for steamers, and one Boo
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per ton for sailing vessels. The tonnage of each vessel shall be proved by the foreign

register of the ship, which shall be exhibited through the Consul of the party
interested, on the demand of the Japanese authorities, and shall be certified by the
Consul as authentic.

Art. IX.—In conformity with the Treaties concluded between Japan and the

aforesaid Powers, and with the special arrangements made by the Envoys of the
Japane'se Government in their note to the British Government of the sixth of June,

1862, and m their note to the French Government of the sixth of October of the same
year, all the restrictions on trade and intercourse between foreigners and Japanese,
alluded to in the said notes, hav.e been entirely removed, and proclamations to this

effect have already been piiblished by the Government of Japan.

The latter, however, do not hesitate to declare that Japanese merchants and
ti’aders of all classes are at hberty to trade directly, and without the interference of

Govei'ni;' .it officers, with foreign merchants, not only at the open ports of Japan, but
also in ail Foreign countries on bemg authorized to leave their country in the manner
provided for in Article X. of the present convention, without being subject to higher
taxation by the Japanese Government than that levied on the native trading classes

of Japan in their ordinary transactions with each other.

And they further declare that all Baimios or persons in the employ of Daimios,
are free to visit, on the same conditions, any foreign country, as well as all the open
ports of Japan, and to trade there with foreigners as they please, without the inter-

ference of any Japanese officer, provided always they submit to the existing Pohce
regulations and to the payment of the estabhshed duties.

Art. X.—All Japanese subjects may ship goods to or from any open Port in

Japan, or to and from the Ports of any Foreign Power, either in vessels owned by
Japanese, or in the vessels of any nation having a Treaty with Japan. Furthermore,
on being provided with passports through the proper Department of the Government
ill the manner specified in the Proclamation of the Japanese Government, dated the
twenty-third day of May, 1866, all Japanese subjects may travel to any foreign country
for purposes of study or trade. They may also accept employment in any capacity
on board the vessels of any nation having a Treaty with Japan.

Japanese in the employ of foreigners may obtain Government passports to go
abroad on application to the Governor of any open Port.

Art. XI.—The Government of Japan will provide all the Ports open to Foreign
trade with such lights, buoys, or beaco.iis as may be necessary to render secure the
navigation of the approaches to the said Ports.

Art. XII.—The undersigned being of opmion that it is unnecessary that this

Convention should be submitted to their respective Governments for ratification

befoj j it comes into operation, it will take effect on and from the first day of July,
one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.

Each of the Contracting Parties having obtained the approval of his Government
to this Convention, shall make known the same to the others, and the communication
in writing of this approval shall take the place of a formal exchange of ratifications.

In witness whereof the above-named Plenipotentiaries have signed the present
Convention, and have affixed thereto their seals.

Done at Tokio, m the English, French, Dutch, and Japanese languages, this

twenty-firth day of June, one thousand eight hundred and sixty-six.

[l.s.] harry s. parses.
Her Britannic Majesty's Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipotentiary, in Japan.

[l.s.] LEOX ROCHES,
Minister Plenipotentiare de 8. M. L’Empereur des Francais, au Japon.

[l.s.] a. L. C. PORTMAX,
Charge d' Affaires a. i. of the United States, in Japan.

[l.s.] D. de GRAEFF van POLSBROEK,
Politieh Agent en Consul-General der Nederlanden, in Japan.

[l.s.] MIDZHNO IDZHMI no KAMI.
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IMPORT TARIFF.
CLASS I.—SPECIFIC DUTIES.

No. Articles. Per. Boos. Cents.
1 Alum ... 100 catties. 0 15

2 Betel Nut ... 0 44
3 Brass Buttons Gross. 0 22
4 Candles 100 catties. 2 25
5 Canvas and Cotton Duck ... 10 yards. .0 25
6 Cigars ... catty. 0 25

7 Cloves and Mother Cloves ... 100 catties. 1 0
8 Cochineal... 21 0
9 Cordage 1 25

10 Cotton, Raw ... ... ... 1 25

Cotton Manufactures.

11 Shirtings, Grey, White, and Twilled; White,
Spotted, or Figured Drills and Jeans

;
White

Brocades, T-Cloths, Cambrics, Muslins, Lawns,
Dimities, Quilting, Cottonets ; All the above
Goods Dyed, Printed Cottons, Chintzes and
Fiu-nitures :

—

A. not exceeding 34 inches wide 10 yards. 0 74
B. „ 40 „ 0 8}
c. ,, 46 ,,

0 10

D. exceeding 46 „ » 0 lU
12 Taffachelass, not exceeding 31 inches 0 174

,, exceeding 31 in. and not exceeding
2543 inches >y 0

13 Fustians, as Cotton Velvet, Velveteens, Satins,

Satinets, and Cotton Damask, not exceeding
40 inches ... ... ... ... >> 0 20

14 Ginghams, not exceeding 31 inches 0 6

„ „ 43 „ 0 9

15 Handkerchiefs dozen. 0 5

16 Singlets and Drawers ... ... ... •- ... >> 0 30

17 Table Cloths each. 0 6

18 Cotton Thread, plain or dyed, in reel or ball ...

Cotton Yarn, plain or dyed
100 catties. 7 50

19 4
» 5 0

20 Cutch ... 100 catties. 0 75

21 Feathers (Kingfisher, Peacock, &c.) ... 100 in No. 1 50

22 Flints 100 catties. 0 12

23 Gambier ... „ 0
24 Gamboge 3 / 5

25 Glass, Window ... ... ... ... ...
j

box of 100
square feet. 1

^
35

26 Glue ... ... ... ... 100 catties. 0 60

27 Gum Benjamin and Oil of Ditto >> 2 40

28 ,, Dragons’ Blood, Myrrh, Olibanum... „ 1 80

29 Gypsum ... 0 8

30 Hides, Buffalo and Cow ... 1 20

31 Horn, Buffalo and Deer ,, 1
5"

32 ,, Rhinoceros ... ... ... 3 50

33 Hoofs 0 30

34 Indigo, liquid ... 0 75

35 „ fii’y 3 75

36 Ivory

—

Elephants’ Teeth, all qualities ... 15 0

37 Paint—as Red, White, and Yellow Load (Minium,
50Ceruse, and Massicot)—and Paint Oils ... 1

38 Leather ... ... ... ... ... ... 2 0

39 Linen, all qualities ... ... ... 10 yards. 0 20

40 Mangrove bark ... ... ... ,,, ... 100 catties. 0 15

41 Matting, floor ... ... ... ,,, ... roll of40 yds. 0 75
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29?

No. Metals, &c. Per. Boos. Cents.

42 Copper and Brass in Slabs, Sheets, Rods, Nails... 100 catties. 3 50

43 Yellow Metal, Muntz’s Metal Sheathing and Nails 2 50

44 Iron, Manufactured, as in Rods, Bars, Nails ... ,, 0 30

45 „ „ Pigs 0 15

46 „ „ Kentledge 0 6

47 „ „ Wire ,, 0 80

48 Lead, Pig ,, 0 80
49 „ Sheet ,, 1 0
50 Spelter and Zinc 0 60

51 Steel ... 0 60

52 Tin
box of not ex-

c’ding 90 cat.

3 60

53 „ Plates... ... ...
1 }

^ 70

54 Oil Cloth for flooring 10 yards. 0 30
55 „ or Leather Cloth for Furniture ... ,, 0 15

56 Pepper, Black and White ... 100 catties. 1 0

57 Putchuk ... 2 25

58 Quicksilver ... 6 0
59 Quinine ... catty. 1 50

60 Rattans ... ... ... 100 catties. 0 45

61 Rhubarb ... »> 1 0
62 Salt Fish 0 75

63 Sandal Wood 1 25

64 Sap.in „ ,, 0 40

65 Sea Horse Teeth... ,, 7 50

66 Narwhal or “Unicorn” Teeth catty. 1 0

67 Sharks’ Fins ... ... ... ... ... 100 catties. 7 50

63 Snuff ... ... ... catty. 0 30

69 Soap, Bar ... ,,, ... ,,, 100 catties. 0 50
70 Stick Lac ... ... ... ... ... >> 1 75

71 Sugar, Brown and Black 0 40
72 „ White ... , 1 , ... ... ... 0 75

73
,, Candy and Loaf >* 8 0

74 Tobacco ... ... ... ... ... ... 1 80

75 Vermillion ... ... ... >> 9 0

76
Woollen Manttfactxjres.

Broad, Habit, Medium, and Narrow Cloth:

—

not exceeding 34 inches... 10 yards. 0 60

„ 55 ,, ... ... ... 1 0

exceeding 55 „ ... ... ... ... >> 1 25

77 Spanish Stripes ... >y 0 75

78 Cassimeres, Flannel, Long Ells, and Serges }9 0 45

79 Bunting ... 9> 0 15

80 Camlets, Dutch ,, 0 75
81 ,, English >> 0 40
82 Lasting'S, Crape Lastings, and Worsted Crapes,

Merinos and all other Woollen Goods not
classed tinder No. 76;

—

A. not exceeding 34 inches 0 30
B. exceeding 34 ,, ... 0 45

83 Woollen and Cotton Mixtures, as Imitation Cam-
lets, Imitation Lastings, Orleans (plain and
figured). Lustres, (plain and figured) Alpacas,
Baratheas, Damasks, Italian Cloth, Taffache-
lass, Tassell Cords, Cassandras, Woollen
Fancies, Camlet Cords, and all other Cotton
and Woollen Mixtures :

—

A. not exceeding 34 inches... 0 30
B. exceeding 34 ,, y>

10 catties.
0 45

84 Blankets and Horse Cloths 0 50
So Travelling Rugs, Plaids, and Shawls... each. 0 50
86 Figm-ed Woollen Table Cloths 0 75
87 Woollen Singlets and Drawers dozen. 1 0
88 „ and Cotton Singlets and Drawers 0 60
89

,, Yarn, plain and dyed 100 catties. 10 0
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CLASS II.—DUTY FEEE GOODS.
All animals used for food or draught

;
Anchor and chain cables

;
Coal

;
Clotliing,

not being articles named in this Tariff
;
Gold and silver, coined and uncoined ;

Grain,

including rice, paddy, wheat, barley, oats, rye, peas, beans, millet, Indian corn
;
Flour

and Meal prepared from above; Oil cake; Packing matting; Printed books; Salt;

Salted meats in casks
;
Saltpetre

;
Solder

;
Tar and pitch

;
Tea-firing pans and bas-

kets
;
Tea lead

;
Travelling Baggage.

CLASS III.—PEOHIBITED GOODS.
Opium.

CLASS IV.—GOODS SUBJECT TO AN AD VALOREM DUTY OP FIVE
PEE CENT. ON OEIGINAL VALUE.

Arms and munitions of war
;

Articles de Paris
;
Boots and shoes

;
Clocks

;

watches and musical boxes
;

Coral
; Cutlery

;
Drugs and medicines

;
such as

ginseng, &c.
;
Dyes

;
European porcelain and earthenware

;
Furniture of aU kinds,

new and second-hand
;
Glass and crystal ware

;
Gold and silver lace and thread

;

Gums and spices not named in Tariff
;
Lamps ;

Looking glasses
;

Jewellery

;

Machinery and manufactures in iron or steel
;
Manufactures of all kinds in silk, silk

and cotton, or silk and wool, as velvets, damasks, brocades, &c.
;

Paintings and
engravings

; Perfumery, scented soap
;
Plated ware

;
Skins and furs

;
Telescopes and

scientific instmments
;
Timber

;
Wines, malt and spirituous liquors, table stores of

all kinds.

AND ALL OTHER TTNENTJMERATED GOODS.

Kote.—

A

ccording to the Vlllth Article of the Convention of Yeilo, a duty will be charged on the sale

of Foreign Vessels to Japan of 3 Boos per ton for Steamers and 1 Boo per ton for Sailing Vessels.

EXPOET TAEIFF.
CLASS I.—SPECIFIC DUTIES.

No. Article. Per Boos. Cents.

1 Awabi 100 catties. 3 00

2 Awabi Shells ... 0 08

3 Camphor 1 80

4 China Root (Bukrio) ,, 0 75

5 Cassia ,, 0 30

6 Cassia Buds ... ... ... ... ... 2 25

7 Coal 0 04

8 Cotton (Raw) 2 25

9 Coir ... ... ,, 0 45

10 Fish, dried or salted, Salmon and Cod >> 0 75

11 Fish, Cuttle ... ... ... fi 1 05

12 Gallnuts » 0 9i)

13 Chinang or Icio . .

.

>> 0 45

14 Hemp... *> 2 00

15 Honey 1 05

16 Horns, Deers’, Old ... ... ... ,, 0 90

17 Irico or Beche de Mer 3 00

18 Iron, Japanese 0 60

19 Isinglass ... 2 25

20 Lead ... ... » 0 90

21 Mushrooms, aU qualities » 5 00

22 Oil, Fish >y 0 30

23 do.. Seed ... a 1 05

24 Paper, Writing „ 3 00

25 Paper, Inferior >y 1 00

26 Peas, Beans, and Pulse of all kinds 0 30

27 Perny Bark (Botanpi) 3 75

28 Potatoes ... ... 0 15

29 Rags „ 0 12

30 Sake, or Japanese Wines or Spirits a 0 90-
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EXPORT TARIFF.

No. Abticie. Pee Boos. Cents.

31 Seaweed, Uncut 100 catties. 0 30

32 Seaweed, Cut )) 0 60

33 Seeds, Rape 33 0 45

34 Seeds, Sesamum ... ... 33 0 90

35 Sharks’ Fins ... 1 80

36 Shrimps and Prawns, Dried Salt ... ... ... 33 1 80

37 Silk—Raw and Thrown 33 75 00

38 Tama or Dupioni ... ... ... 33 20 00

39 Noshi or Skin Silk 7 50

40 Floss Snk ... ... • • •
20 00

41 Cocoons, Pierced 7 00

42 Cocoons, Unpierced... 33 12 00

43 Waste Silk and Waste Cocoons 33 2 25

44 Silk Worms’ Eggs ... Sheet. 0 071

45 Soy 100 catties. 0 45

46 Sulphur 0 30

47 Tea ,, 0 50

48 Tea, quality known as “ Ran cha ” (when ex-

ported from Nagasaki only) 33 0 75

49 Tobacco, Leaf 0 75

50 Tobacco, cut or prepared 1 50

51 Vermicelli 33 0 45

52 Wax, Vegetable ..

.

1 50

53 Wax, Bees ” 2 50

CLASS II.—DUTY FREE GOODS.
Gold and silver, coined, gold, silver, and copper, uncoined, of Japanese

production, to be sold only by tbe Japanese Government at Public Auction.

CLASS III.—PROHIBITED GOODS.
Rice, paddy, wheat, barley

;
Flours made from the above

;
Saltpetre.

CLASS IV.—GOODS SUBJECT TO AN AD VALOBDM DUTY OF FIVE
PER CENT. TO BE CALCULATED ON THEIR MARKET VALUE.
Bamboo ware

;
Copper utensils of all kinds

;
Charcoal

;
Ginseng and unenume-

rated drugs
;
Horns, deer, young or soft

;
Mats and matting

;
Silk dresses, maninfac-

tures or embroideries
;
Timber.

AND ALL OTHER UNENUMEEATED GOODS.

RULES.
Rule I.—Unenumerated Imports if mentioned in the Export list shall not pay

Duty under that list, but shall be passed ad valorem

;

and the same rule shall

apply to any unenumerated Exports that may be named in the Import list.

Rule. II.—Foreigners resident in Japan, and the crews or passengers of foreign

ships, shall be allowed to purchase such supplies of the grain or flour named
in the hst of Exports as they may require for their own consumption, but
the usual shipping permit must be obtained from the Custom House before

any of the aforesaid grain or flour can be shipped to a foreign vessel.

Rule III.—The catty mentioned in this Tariff is equal to one pound and a third

English avoirdupois weight. The yard is the English measure of three

feet,—the English foot being one-eighth of an inch larger than the Japanese
kaneshaku. The Boo is a silver coin weighing not less than 134 grains
Troy weight, and containing not less than nine parts of pure silver, and
not more than one of alloy. The cent is the one hundredth part of the
Boo.



TREATY BETWEEN JAPAN AND THE UNITED STATES.

Signed at Washington, 25th July, 1878.

Ratifications Exchanged at Washington, 8th April, 1879.

Convention revising certain portions of existing commercial Treaties and further

extending commercial intercourse between Japan and the United States.

His Majesty the Emperor of Japan and the President of the United States of

America, both animated with the desire of maintaining the good relations which have
60 happily subsisted between their respective countries, and wishing to strengthen, if

possible, the bond of friendship and to extend and consolidate commercial intercom'se

Ijetween the two countries by means of an additional Convention, have for that pur-

pose named as their respective Plenipotentiaries
;
that is to say :—His Majesty the

Emperor of Japan, Jushie Toshida Kiysnari, of the Order of the Rising Sun, and of

the Third Class, and His Majesty’s Envoy Extraordinary and Minister Plenipoten-

tiary to the United States of America; and the President of the United States,

William Maxwell Evarts, Secretary of State of the United States, who, after reci-

procal coinmumcation of their full powers, found in good and due form, have agreed

upon the following Articles :

—

Art. I.—It is agreed by the high Contracting Parties that the Tariff Convention

signed at Tedo on the 25th day of June, 1866, or the 13th of the 5th month of the

second year of Keio, by the respective representatives of the United States, G-reat

Britain, Prance, and Holland on the one hand, and Japan on the other, together with

Schedules of Tariff on imports and exports, and the bonded warehouse Regulations,

both of which are attached to the said Convention, shall hereby be annulled and

become inoperative as between the United States and Japan under the condition

expressed in Article X. of this present Convention
;
and all such prorisions of the

Treaty of 1858, or the fifth year of Ansei, signed at Yedo, as appertain to the

Regulations of Harbours, Customs, and Taxes, as well as the whole of the trade

Regulations which are attached to the said Treaty of 1858, or the fifth year of Ansei.

shall also cease to operate.

It is further understood and agreed that from the time when this present

Convention shall take effect, the United States will recognize the exclusive jiower

and right of the Japanese Government to adjust the Customs Tariff and Taxes and to

establish Regulations appertaining to foi'eign commerce in the open ports of Japan.

Art. II.—It is, however, further agreed that no other or higher duties shall be

imposed on the importation into Japan of all articles of merchandise from the

United States than are or may be imposed upon the like articles of any other

foreign country
;
and if the Japanese Government should prohibit the exporiation

from, or importation into, its dominions of any particular article or articles, such

prohiljition shall not be discriminatory against the products, vessels, or citizens of

the United States.

Art. III.

—

It is further agreed, that, as the United States charge no export

duties on merchandise shipped to Japan, no export duties on mercheudise shipped

in the latter countiy for the United States shall be charged after thi. Treaty shall

go into effect.

Art. IV.—It is further stipulated and agreed, that so long as the first three

sentences which are comprised in the first paragraph of Article VI. of the Treaty of

1858, or the fifth year of Ansei, shall be in force, all claims by the Japanese Govern-
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ment for forfeitiires of penalties for violations of such existing Treaty, as well as for

violations of the customs, bonded-warehouse, and harbour Eegulations which may,
under this Convention, from time to time, be establislied by that Government, shall

be sued for in the consular courts of the United States, whose duty it shall be to

try each and every case fairly and render judgment in accordance with the provisions

of such Treaty and of such Eegulations
;
and the amount of all forfeitures and fines

shall be delivered to the Japanese authorities.

Art. V.—It is understood and declared by the high Contracting Parties, that

the right of controlling the coasting trade of Japan belongs solely, and shall be
strictly reserved, to the Government of that Empire.

Art. VI.—It is, however, agreed that vessels of the United States arriving at

any port of Japan open to foreign commerce may unload, in comformity with the

customs laws of that country, such portions of their cargoes as may be desired, and
that they may depart with the remainder, without paying any duties, imposts, or charges

whatsoever, except for that part which shall have been landed and which shall be so

noted on the manifest. The said vessels may continue their voyage to one or more
other open ports of Japan, there to land the part or residue of their cargoes desired

to be landed at such port or ports. It is understood, however, that all duties,

imposts, or charges whatsoever, which are or may become chargeable upon the

vessels themselves, are to be paid only a.t the first port where they shall break bulk
or unload part of their cargo

;
and that at any subsequent port used in the same

voyage only the local port charges shall be exacted for the use of such port.

Art. VII.—In view of the concessions made by the United States in regard to

the Customs Tariff, and the Customs and other Eegulations of Japan, as above
stipulated in Art. I., the Government of Japan will, on the principle of reciprocity,

make the following concessions, to wit:—That two additional ports (whei’eof one
shall be Shimo-no-seki, and the other shall be hereafter decided upon by the
Contracting Parties jointly) from the date when the present Convention may go into

effect, shall be open to citizens and vessels of the United States, for the purposes of

residence and trade.

Art. VIII.—It is also agreed that, as the occasion for Article V. of the Treat

v

of 1868, or the fifth year of Ansei, between the two countries is considered to have
passed away, that Article shall, after the present Treaty shall have gone into effec t

be regarded as no longer binding.

Art. IX.—It is further agreed, that such of the jirovisions of the Treaties or
Conventions heretofore concluded between the two countries, and not herein expressly

abrogated, as conflict with any provisions of the present Convention are hereby
revoked and annulled

;
that the present Convention shall be considered to be and

form a part of the existing Treaties between the two countries
;
that the revision of

such portions of the said Treaties as are not modified or revoked by the present
Convention, as also the revision of the present Convention itself, may be demanded
hereafter by either of the high Contracting Parties

;
and that this Convention, as

well as the previous Treaties as modified thereby, shall continue in force until, upon
such a revision of the whole, or any part thereof, it shall be otherwise provided.

Art. X.—The present Convention shall take effect when Japan shall have
concluded such Conventions or Eevisions of existing Treaties with all the other
Treaty Powers holding relations with Japan as shall be similar in effect to the
present Convention and such new Conventions or Eevisions shall also go uito effect.

The present Convention shall be ratified and the ratifications shall be exchanged
at Washington as soon as may be within fifteen months from the date hereof.

In faith whereof the above named Plenipotentiaries have hereunto set their

hands and seals, at the city of Washington, this twenty-fifth day of July, one
thousand eight hundred and seventy-eight, or twenty-fifth day of the seventh month
of the eleventh year of Meiji.

[l.s.] william maxwell EVAETS.
[i.s.] TOSHIBA KIYONAEIj



TREATIES WITH SIAM

GREAT BRITAIN.

TEEATY OF FEIENDSHIP^AND COMMEECE BETWEEN HEE MAJESTY
^THE QUEEN OF THE UNITED KINGDOM AND THE

KINGS OF SIAM.

Batifications Exchanged at Bangkok, 5th Ajpril, 1856.

Art. I.—There shall henceforward he perpetual peace and friendship between
Her Majesty and her successors, and Their Majesties the Kings of Siam and their

successors. AH British subjects coming to Siam shall receive from the Siamese
Government fuU protection and assistance to enable them to reside in Siam in aU
security, and trade with every facility, free from oppression or injury on the part of

the Siamese, and all Siamese subjects going to an Enghsh country shall receive from
the British Government the same complete protection and assistance that shall he
‘granted to British subjects by the Government of Siam.

Art. II.—The interest of all British subjects coming to Siam shall be placed under
the regulation and control of a Consul, who wiU be appointed to reside at Bangkok

:

he will himself conform to, and will enforce the observance by British subjects of all

the provisions of this treaty, and such portions of the former treaty negotiated by Cap-
tain Burney, in 1826, as shaU stHl remain in operation. He shaU also give effect to all

rules or regulations that are now or may hereafter be enacted for the government of

British subjects in Siam, and conduct of their trade, and for the prevention of viola-

tions of the laws of Siam. Any disputes arising between British and Siamese subjects

shall be heard and determined by the Consul, in conjunction vdth the proper
Siamese officers

;
and criminal offences will be punished, in the case of English

offenders, by their own laws, through the Siamese authorities. But the Consul shaU
not inteiTere in any matters referring solely to Siamese, neither will the Siamese
authorities interfere in questions which only concern the subjects of Her Britannic

Alajesty.

It is understood, however, that the arrival of the British Consul at Bangkok shall

not take place before the ratification of this treaty, nor until 10 vessels owned by
British subjects sailing under British colours and with British papers, shall have
entered the port of Bangkok for the purposes of trade, subsequent to the signing of

this treaty.

Art. III.—If Siamese in the employ of British subjects offend against the laws of

their country, or if any Siamese having so offended, or desiring to desert, take refuge

with a British subject in Siam, they shaU be searched for, and, upon proof of their

guilt or desertion, shall be delivered up by the Consul to the Siamese authorities. In
like manner any British offenders resident or trading in Siam, who may desert, escape

to, or hide themselves in Siamese territory, shall be apprehended and deUvered over

to the British Consul on his requisition. Cliinese not able to prove themselves to be
British subjects, shall not be considered as such by the British Consul, nor be entitled

to his protection^

L
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—

Art. IV.—British subjects are permitted to trade freely in all the seaports of Siam,

but may reside permanently only at Bangkok, or within the limits ajsigned by this

Treaty. British subjects coming to reside at Bangkok may rent land, and buy or build

houses, but cannot purchase land within a circuit of 200 sen (not more than 4 miles.

English) from the city walls, until they shall have hved in Siam for ten years, or shall

obtain special authority from the Siamese Government to enable them to do so. But
with the exception of this limitation, British residents in Siam may at any time buy or

rent houses, lands or plantations, situated anywhere within a distance of twenty-four
hours’ journey from the city of Bangkok, to be computed by the rate at which boats of

the country can travel. In order to obtain possession of such land or houses, it will be
necessary that the British subject shall, in the first place, make application through the

Consul to the proper Siamese officers
;
and the Consul having satisfied himself of the

honest intentions of the applicant, will assist him in settling, upon equitable terms, the

amount of the purchase money, will mark out and fix the boundaries of the property,

and will convey the same to the British purchaser under sealed deeds. Whereupon
he and his property shall be placed under the protection of the Governor of the district

and that of the particular local authorities
;
he shall conform, in ordinary matters, to

any just directions given him by them, and will be subject to the same taxation that is

levied on Siamese subjects. But if through negligence, and want of capital or other

cause, a British subject should fail to commence the cultivation or improvement of the

lands so acquired withm a teiun of three years from the date of receiving possession

thereof, the Siamese Government shall have the power of resuming the property, upon
returning to the British subject the purchase-money paid by him for the same.

Art. V.—All British subjects intending to reside in Siam shall be registered at

the British Consulate. They shall not go out to sea, nor proceed beyond the hmita
assigned by this treaty for the residence of British subjects, without a passport from
the Siamese authorities, to be applied for by the British Consul

;
nor shall they leave

Siam, if the Siamese authorities show to the British Consul that legitimate objections

exist to their quitting the country. But within the hmits appointed under the

preceding article, British subjects are at hberty to travel to and fro under protection

of a pass, to be furnished them by the British Consul and counter-sealed by the proper-

Siamese officer, stating, in the Siamese character, their names, calling, and descriptions.

The Siamese officers at the Government stations in the interior may, at any time, call

for the production of this pass, and immediately on its being exhibited, they must
allow the parties to proceed

;
but it will be their duty to detain those persons who, by

travelling without a pass from the Consul, render themselves liable to the suspicion of

their being deserters
;
and such detention shall be immediately reported to the Consul.

Art. VI.—All British subjects visiting or residing in Siam, shall be allowed the
free exercise of the Chritian religion and liberty to build churches in such localities

as shall be consented to by the Siamese authorities. The Siamese Government will

place no restrictions upon the employment by the English of Siamese subjects as

servants, or in any other capacity. But whenever a Siamese subject belongs to or owes
service to some particular master the seiwant who engages himself to a British

subject without the consent of his master, may be reclaimed by him ;
and the Siamese

Government will not enforce an agreement between a British subject and any Siamese
in his employ, unless made with the knowledge and consent of the master who has a
right to dispose of the services of the person engaged.

Art. VII.—British ships of war may enter the river, and anchor at Paknam,
but they shall not proceed above Paknam, unless with the consent of the Siamese
authorities, which shall be given when it is necessary that a ship shall go into dock for

repairs. Any British ship of war conveying to Siam a public functionaiy accredited

by Her Majesty’s Government to the Court of Bangkok, shall be allowed to come up to

Bangkok, but shall not pass the forts called Pong Phrachamit and Pit-patch-nuck,
unless expressly permitted to do so by the Siamese Government

;
but in the absence

of a British ship of war, the Siamese authorities engage to furnish the Consul with a
force sufficient to enable him to give effect to his authoiity over British subjects, and^
to enforce disciphne among British shipping.
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Art. VIII.—The measurt meut duty hitherto x'aid by British vessels trading to

Bangkok under the treaty of 1826 shall be abolished from the date of this treaty

coming into oj,'eration, and British shipping and trade will henceforth be only subject

to the payment of import aid expoit duties on the goods landed or sbipi^ed. On all

articles of import the duties shall be three per cent., xayable at the option of the

importer, either in kind or money, calculated np'On the market value of the goods.

Drawback of the full am.ount of duty shall be allow'ed upon goods found unsaleable

and re-exported. Should the British merchant and the Custom-house officers dis-

agree as to the value to be set upon imported articles, srrch dispiutes shall be referred

to the Consul and proper Siamese c'fficer, who shall each have the power to call in an
equal number of merchants as assessors, rrot exceeding two orr either side, to assist

tbem hr coming to an equitable decision.

Oihum may be imported free of duty, but can only be sold to the opium farmer

or his agents. In the event of rro arrangement being effected with them for the sal«

of the ojjii m, it shall be re-exported, and no impest or duty shall be levied thereon.

Any infringement of this regrrlatiorr shall subject the opium to seizure and confisca-

tion.

Articles of export frerrr the time of piroduction to the date of shixment shall x^y
one impost only, whether this be levied i.nder the nt m.e of inland tax, transit duty, or

duty on exportation. The tax or duty to be
x
aid orr each article of Siamese xncduce

previous to or upon exportation, is sxecified in the tariff' attached to this Treaty
;
and

it is distinctly agreed that goods or xmcduce which pay any description of tax in the

interior, shall be exempted frem any further payment of tlie duty on exportation.

English merchants are to be allowed to pureliase directly frem the pnodneer the

articles in which they trade, and in like manner to sell their goods directly to the

prarties wishing to jmrehase the same, without the iuterderence, in either case, of any

other x^ersorr.

The rates of duty laid dow n in the tariff attached to this Treaty are those t^at are

now paid upon goods or x>roduce shipped in Siamese or Chinese vessels or junks; and
it is agreed that British shipping shall errjoy all the privileges now exerciaed by, or

which hereafter may be granted to, Siamese or Chinese vessels or junks.

British subjects will be allowed to build ships in Siam, on obtaining x^ermission

to do so from the Siamese airthorities.

"Whenever a scarcity may be apprehended of salt, rice, or fish, the Sianrese

Government reserve to themselves the right of prohibitiirg, by public proclamatiorr,

the exportatiorr of these articles.

Bullion or personal efi'ects may be improrted free of charge.

Arb. IX.—The cede of regulatiorrs ax)pended to this Treaty shall be enforced by

the Consul, with the co-oxieration of the Sianrese authorities; and they, the said

authorities and Consul, shall be enabled to introduce any further regrrlations which

may be found rrecessary in order to give effect to the objects of this Treaty.

All fines and penalties inflicted for infraction of the pu'ovisiorrs and regulations

of this Treaty shall be paid to the Siamese Government.
Until the British Consul shall arrive at Barrgkok, and enter upon his functions,

the consignees of British vessels shall be at liberty to settle with the Siamese

authorities all questions relating to their trade.

Ari. X.—The British Government and its subjects will be allowed free atrd ecpual

participjatioir in any privileges that may have been, or may hereafter be granted by

the Siamese Government to the governmerrt or sirbjects of any other nation.

Art. XI.—After the lapse of terr years from the date of the ratificatiorr of this

Treaty, rrporr the desire of either the British or Siamese Government, and orr twelve

morrtiis’ notice being given by either party, the x>resent and srrch portions of the

Treaty of 1826 as remain irnrevoked by this Treaty, together with the Tariff and

Regulations hereunto annexed, or those that may hereafter be introduced, shall be

subject to revision by Commissioners appointed on both sides for this purpose, who
will be empow'ered to decide on and insert therein such amendments as exxrernence

shall x>rove to be desirable.



GENERAL REGULATIONS UNDER WHICH BRITISH TRADE
IS TO BE CONDUCTED IN SIAM.

Art. I.—The master, of any English ship coming to Bangkok to trade must,
either before or after entering the river, as may be found convenient, report the
arrival of his vessel at the Custom-house at Paknam, together with the number of

his crew and guns, and the port from whence he comes. Upon anchoring his vessel

at Paknam, he will deliver into the custody of the Custom-house officers all his guns
and ammunition

;
and a Custom-house officer will then be appointed to the vessel,

and win proceed in her to Bangkok.
Art. II.—A vessel passing Paknam without discharging her guns and ammu-

nition as directed in the foregoing regulation, will be sent back to Paknam to comply
with its provisions, and will be fined eight hundred ticals for having so disobeyed.

After delivery of her guns and ammunition she will be permitted to return to

Bangkok to trade.

Art. III.—When a British vessel shall have cast anchor at Bangkok, the master,
unless a Sunday should intervene, will within four and-twenty hours after arrival

proceed to the British Consulate, and deposit there his ship’s papers, bills of lading,

&c., together with a true manifest of his import cargo; and upon the Consul’s
reporting these particulars to the Custom-house, permission to break bulk will at once
be given by the latter.

For neglecting so to report his arrival, or for presenting a false manifest, the
master will subject himself, in each instance, to a penalty of four hundred ticals

;
but

he will be allowed to correct, within twenty-four hours after deliveiy of it to the

Consul, any mistake he may discover in his manifest, without incurring the above-

mentioned penalty.

Art. IV.—A British vessel breaking bulk, and commencing to discharge, before

due permission shall be obtained, or smuggling, either when in the river or outside

the bar, shall be subject to the penalty of eight hundred ticals and confiscation of

the goods so smuggled or discharged.

Art. V.—As soon as a British vessel shall have discharged her cargo, and
completed her outward lading, paid all her duties, and delivered a true manifest of

her outward cargo to the British Consul, a Siamese port-clearance shall be granted
her on application from the Consul, who, in the absence of any legal impediment to

her departure, will then return to the master his ship’s papers, and allow the vessel

to leave. A Custom-house officer will accompany the vessel to Paknam; and on
arriving there she will be inspected by the Custom-house officers of that station, and
will receive from them the guns and ammunition previously delivered into their

charge. The above regulations, numbered from I to 5, are obligatory under the
treaty concluded between Great Britain and Siam

;
those which follow, numbered

from 6 to 14, are equally to be observed by masters of British vessels and their crews.

Art. VI.—Masters of British vessels, when reporting their arrival at Her Majesty’s
Consulate at the port of Bangkok, as directed by the fourth regulation above quoted,
shall notify ia writing the names of all passengers and persons not forming part of
the registered crew.

Notice must likewise be given of the number and names of persons, who, as
passengers or in any other capacity (seamen borne on the muster-roll excepted), in-

tend to leave Siam in a British vessel.

Art. VII.—Seamen, lascars, and others belonging to British vessels in the port
are strictly prohibited to wear side knives and other weapons while on shore.

Art. VIII.—Should any seaman or apprentice absent himself without leave, the
master will report his absence, if such exceeds twenty-four hours, at the Consulate
office.

Art. IX.—Any British subject who entices a seaman or apprentice to desert,

incurs, according to the Merchant Shipping Act, 1854, paragraph 257, a penalty not
exceeding ten pounds

;
or any such subject who wilfully harbours or secretes a person

deserted from his ship, incurs a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, if it be proved
that he had knowledge of his being a deserter.
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In default of the payment of such fines, the offender is to be imprisoned in the
Consular gaol for any term not exceeding three months, with or without hard labour.

Art. X.—All cases of death, and especially of sudden death, occurring on board
of British vessels in the port of Bangkok, must be immediately reported at the

Consulate.

Art. XI.—The discharge of guns from vessels anchored in the port of Bangkok,
wdthout notice having been previously given, and permission obtained through H.M.
Consul from the proper Siamese authority, is forbidden, under a penalty not exceed-

ing ten pounds.
Art. XII.—It is strictly prohibited to shoot birds within the precincts of the

Wats or Temjfies, either in Bangkok or elsewhere within the Siamese dominions, or to

injure or damage any of the statues or figures, the trees or shrubs in such localities

of Siamese worship
;
any British subject or seaman of a British vessel guilty of such

an act renders himself liable to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, or in default

thereof to an imprisonment in the Consular gaol for a period of not more than one
month.

Art. XIII.—When a vessel under the British flag is ready to leave the port of

Bangkok, the master wiU give notice at the Consulate office, and hoist a blue peter

twenty-four hours before her departure, which is to fly until she breaks anehoi'age.

Art. XTV.—Should any vessel take in or discharge cargo subsequent to the issue

of the Siamese port clearance, as directed by the fifth regulation above quoted, the

master, as in a case of smuggling, subjects himself to a penalty of 800 Ticals (equal
to .£100), and goods so taken or discharged will be liable to confiscation.

Art. XV.—Every fine or penalty levied under these regulations is (if not paid

in sterling money) at the rate of eight ticals Siamese currency for one pound.

Tariff of Export and Inland Duties to he levied on Articles of Trade.

I.—The undermentioned Articles shall be entirely free from Inland or other

taxes, on production of transit pass, and shall pay Export Duty as follows :

—

1. Ivory
Tical.
10

Saxung. Fuang.
0 0

Hun.
0 per picul.

2. Gamboge 6 0 0 0
3. Ehinoceros’ horns 60 0 0 0
4. Cardamons, best 14 0 0 0
6. Cardamons, bastard 6 0 0 0
6. Dried mussels 1 0 0 0
7. Pelicans’ quills 2 2 0 0
8. Betel nut, dried 1 0 0 0
9. Krachi wood 0 2 0 0

10. Sharks’ fins, white ... 6 0 0 0
11. Sharks’ fins, black 3 0 0 0
12. Lukkrabau seed 0 2 0 0
13. Peacocks’ tails ... 10 0 0 0 per 100 tails.

14. Buffalo and cow bones 0 0 0 3 per picul.

15. Ehinoceros’ hides ... 0 2 0 0
16. Hide cuttings 0 1 0 0
17. Turtle shell 1 0 0 0
18. Soft ditto ... 1 0 0 0
19. B6che-de-mer 3 0 0 0

20. Fish maws 3 0 0 0

21. Bird’s nests, uncleaned... 20 per cent.

22. Kingfishers’ feathers 6 0 0 0 per 100

23. Cutch ... 0 2 0 0 per picul.

24. Beyche seed (Nux Vomica) 0 2 0 0

26. Pungtarai seed 0 2 0 0 „
26. Gum Benjamin 4 0 0 0

27. Amgrai bark 0 2 0 0
28. AgUla wood ... ... ... 2 0 0 0
29. Eay skins 3 0 0 0
30. Old deers’ horns ... 0 1 0 0
31. Soft, or young ditto 10 per cent.
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32. Deer hides, fine ...

Tical.
8

Salung.
0

Fuang.
0

Hun.
0 per 100 hides.

33. Deer hides, common 3 0 0 0 per picul.
34. Deer sinews 4 0 0 0
35. Buffalo and cow hides 1 0 0 0
36. Elephants’ bones 1 0 0 0
37. Tigers’ bones 5 0 0 0
38. Bafialo horns. ... 0 1 0 0
39. Elephants’ hides ...

Tigers’ Skins ...

0 1 0 0 per skin.
40. 0 1 0 0 per picul.
41. Armadillo skins 4 0 0 0
42. Sticklac... 1 1 0 0
43. Hemp 1 2 0 0
44. Dried Fish Plaheng 1 2 0 0
45. Dried Fish Plusalit 1 0 0 0
46. Sapan Wood 0 2 1 0
47. Sait meat ... 2 0 0 0
48. Mangrove bark 0 1 .0 0
49. Eosewood ... ... 3 2 0 0
50. Ebony ... ... ... 1 1 0 0
51. Eice 4 4 0 0 per koyc.n.

II.—The undeiineiitioned Articles being subject to the Inland or Transit duties
herein named, and which shall not be increased, shall be exempt from export dutj.

Tical. Salung. Fuang. Hun.
52. Sugar White 0 2 0 0 per picul.

53. Sugar Eed ... 0 1 0 0
54. Cotton, clean and uncleaned . .

.

10 per cent.
55. Pepper

1 1 0 0 0
56. Salt fish, Platu . .

.

1 0 0 0 per 10,000 fisk.

67. Beans and Peas one twelfth
58. Dried Prawns . .

.

. . . one twelfth
59. TUseed • .« . • • one twelfth

Silk, raw... . . . one twelfth
•

61. Bees’ wax one fifteenth
62. Tawool ... »•> * 4 . ... 1 0 0 0 per picul.

63. Salt ... 6 0 0 0 per koyan.
64. Tobacco ... 1 2 0 0 per 1,000 bdlea.

III.—All goods or produce unenumerated in this Tariff shall be free of Export
Duty, and shall only be subject to one Inland Tax or Transit Duty, not exceeding
the rate now paid.

RULES AND REGULATIONS FOR THE PEACE, ORDER, AND GOOD

GOVERNMENT OF HER BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S

SUBJECTS IN SIAM.

Art. I.—Her Britannic Majesty’s Consulate-oflSce shall be open for the transac-

tion of public business from 10 o’clock a.m. to 4 o’clock p.m. daily, excepting Sundays
and those holidays upon which offices in England are closed.

Art. II.—British subjects intending to reside within the dominions of the Kings
of Siam, are required, in conformity with the 5th article of the Treaty concluded
between Her Majesty and the Kings of Siam, to enrol themselyes in the register of

British residents kept for that purpose at the Consulate. Failing to do so within
fourteen days after their arrival, without there is valid reason to account for the
omission, they are not entitled, conformably to the Order of Her Majesty in Council,

dated at the Court of Osborne House, Isle of Wight, the 28th day of July, 1856, to

protection under the Consul’s authority.
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British subjects on leaving Siam as a residence are equally required to report

themselves at the Consulate, at least forty-eight hours before their departure.

Seamen borne on the muster-roll of a British vessel are exempt from this obligation.

Art. III.—In comphance with the Order of Her Majesty in Council, dated the
1st of May, 1858, a register of all births and deaths occurring amongst British subjects

in Siam is kept at the Consulate. The registration free of each case is two shillings

and sixpence.

The period in which such registration can take place after the occurrence of the

event in foreign countries has been fixed by Her Majesty’s Government to be seven

years
;
this being the utmost limit that can be allowed for such registration.

Art. rV.—In the event of a sudden death, either by accident or otherwise,

amongst the subjects of Her Majesty residing here, it must forthwith be reported at

Her Majesty’s Consulate in order that such measures may be taken as the circum-

stances require.

Art. V.—British subjects in Siam desiring to trade beyond the limits stipulated

by the Treaty, must apply for a passport to the Con.^iulate a reasonable time before

their* intended departure
;
as that document must be countersigned by the proper

Siamese authority.

Persons travelling without a pass render themselves liable to be treated as

deserters, and will be detained at the government stations in the interior until the case

having been reported to the Consul, instructions on the subject have been received.

Art. VI.—In all cases of loss of British property by theft or fraud, assault or

felony, whether committed on shore or on board of a British vessel in harbour, the

occurrence must be forthwith reported at the Consulate-office, and in cases of theft,

peculation, or assault where British and Siamese subjects are both concerned, a
Siamese, if gniilty of any criminal act, may be conveyed to Her Majesty’s Consulate,

provided there is no responsible officer of his country at hand to whom the offender

might be delivered. But British subjects will not be permitted to use violence to

Siamese offenders, or take steps for the redress of their grievances, imder peril of

rendering themselves liable for the prosecution of an assault.

Art. VII.—It is strictly forbidden a British subject, whether permanently or

temporarily residing in Bangkok, or in any other part of Siam, to enter the precincts

of a Wat or Siamese Temple for the purpose of shooting pigeons or other birds
;
nor

is it permitted to injure the edifices, or the symbols of Siamese worship of their tombs,
or to damage any of the trees and shrubs within the last. Any infringement of this

rule will subject the offender to a fine not exceeding twenty pounds, or in default of

such payment, to imprisonment in the Consular gaol for a period not exceeding one
month, with or without hard labour.

Art. VIII.—No British subject residing in Bangkok or in any other part of Siam
may establish either a boarding or eating-house without the sanction of the Consul,

and unless security has been given not to harbour any seaman who fails to prove
that he has been legally discharged. Any person thus licensed as boarding or eating-

house keeper, must use every precaution that the inmates and frequenters of his

house do not conduct themselves in a riotous manner, or break the peace, otherwise

he will be rendered responsible, and his licence may be withdi’awn.

Art. IX.—Any British subject resident in Bangkok, who wilfully harbours or

secretes any seaman or apprentice who has dpserted from a British ship, knowing or

having reason to believe such to be the case, shall, conformal)ly to the “ Merchant
Shipping Act, 1854 ” (par^raph 257), incur a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds;
in default, he may be imp^oned in the Cqnsulnr gaol for any term not exceeding

three months, with or witliQut hard labour.

Art. X.—It is strictly forjaidden to British subjects to enter the houses of the

^mese people a^mst their will, or to create (Bsturbances' at their abodes. Any
infringement of wis rule subjects the offender, or if more than one, each of the

offenders, to a penalty not exceeding twenty pounds, or in default thereof to imprison-

ment in the Consular gaol for the period of not more than one month, with or without
hard labour.



TEEATT BETWEEN HEE MAJESTY AND HIS MAJESTY THE KING-
OF SIAM FOE THE PEEVENTION OF CEIME IN THE TEEEITOEIES

OF CHIENOMAI, LAKON, AND LAMPOONCHI, AND FOE THE
PEOMOTION OF COMMEECE BETWEEN BEITISH
BUEMAH AND THE TEEEITOEIES AFOEESAID.

Signed at Bangkok, 3rd September, 1883.

Ratifications Exchanged, 7th May, 1884.

Whereas the relations of Peace, Commerce, and Friendship happily subsisting

between G-reat Britain and Siam are regulated by a Treaty bearing date the 18th

April, 1855, and a Supplementary Agreement dated 13th May, 1856
;
and as regards

the territories of Chiengmai, Lakon, and Lampoonchi, by a special Treaty between
the Government of India and the Government of His Majesty the King of Siam,

bearing date the 14th January, 1874;
And whereas Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain

and Ireland, Empress of india, and His Majesty the King of Siam, Sovereign of Laos,

Malays, Kareans, &c., &c., &c., with a view to the more effectual prevention of crime

in the territories of Chiengmai, Lakon, and Lampoonchi, belonging to Siam, and to

the promotion of commercial intercourse between British Burmah and the teiTitories

aforesaid, have agreed to abrogate the said Treaty Special concluded on the 14th

January, 1874, and to substitute therefor a new Treaty, and have named their

respective Plenipolentiaries for this purpose, that is to say

—

Her Majesty the Queen of the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland,

Empress of India, William Henry Newman, Esquire, Her Majesty’s Acting Agent
and Consul-General in Siam

;

And His Majesty the King of Siam, Sovereign of Laos, Malays, Kareans, &c,,

his Excellency Chow Phya Bhanwongse Maha Kosa Thibodi, Grand Cross of the Most
Honourable Order of the Crown of Siam, Grand Cross of the Most Noble Order of

the Chula Chom Klao, Grand Officer of the Most Exalted Order of the White
Elephant, Member of the Privy Council, Minister for Foreign Affairs

;
Phya Charon

Eaj Maitri, Grand Officer, of the Most Exalted Order of the White Elephant, Knight
Commander of the Most Noble Order of the Chula Chom Klao, Member of the Privy
Council, Chief Judge of the International Court

;
and Phya Thep Prachun, Grand

Gross of the Most Honourable Order of the Crown of Siam, Knight Commander of

the Most Noble Order of the Chula Chom Klao, Grand Officer of the Most Exalted
Order of the White Elephant, Member of the Privy Council, Under-Secretary of State

of the War Department,
The said Plenipotentiaries, after having communicated to each other their

respective fuU powers, foimd in good and due form, have agreed upon and concluded
the following Articles :

—

Art. I.—The Treaty between the Government of India and the Government of

His Majesty the King of Siam, bearing date the I4th January, 1874, shall be and is

hereby abrogated.
Art. II.—The Siamese authorities in Chiengmai, Lakon, and Lampoonchi will

afford due assistance and protection to British subjects carrying on trade or business
in any of those territories

; and the British Government in India will afford similar

assistance and protection to Siamese subjects from Chiengmai, Lakon, and Lampoonchi
carrying on trade or business in British territory.

Art. III.—British subjects entering Chiengmai, Lakon, and Lampoonchi must
provide themselves with passports from the Chief Commissioner of British Burmah,
or such officer as he appoints in this behalf, stating their names, calling, and the
weapons they carry, and description. Such passports must be renewed for each
journey, and must be shown to the Siamese officers at the frontier stations, or in the
interior of Chiengmai, Lakon, and Lampoonchi on demand. Persons provided with
passports and not carrying any articles prohibited under the Treaty of the 18th April
1855. or the Supplementary Agreement of the 13th May, 1856, shall be allowed to
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proceed on their journey without interference; persons unprovided with passports

may be turned back to the frontier, but shall not be subjected to further interference.

Passports may also be granted by Her Majesty’s Consul-G-eneral at Bangkok
and by Her Majesty’s Consul or Vice-Consul at Chiengmai, in case of the loss of the

original passport or of the expiration of the term for w^hich it may have been gi’anted,

and other analogous cases.

British subjects travelling in the Siamese territoiy must be provided with passports

from the Siamese authoiities.

Siamese subjects going from Chiengmai, Lakon, and Lampoonchi into British

Burmah much prortde themselves with passports from the authorities of Chiengmai,
Lakon, and Lampoonchi respectively, stating their name, calling, description, and
the weapons they carry. Such passports must be renewed for each journey, and
must be shown to the British officer at the frontier stations or in the interior of

British Burmah on demand.
Persons provided with passports and not carrying any prohibited article shall be

allowed to proceed on their joiumey without interference. Persons unprovided with

passports may be turned back at the frontier, but shall not be subjected to further

interference.

Art. IV.—British subjects entering Siamese terrttory from British Burmah must,,

according to custom and the regulations of the country, pay the duties lawfully

prescribed on goods liable to such duty.

Siamese subjects entering Briti'^h terrritory will be liable, according to the

regulations of the British Govenimeiir, lo pay the duties lawfully prescribed on goods
liable to such duty.

Tables of such duties shall be published for general information.
Art. V.—His Majesty the King of Siam will cause the Prince of Chiengmai to

estabhsh and maintain guard stations, under proper officers, on the Siamese bank of

the Salween River, which forms the boundary of Chiengmai belonging to Siam, and
to maintain a sufficient police force for the prevention of murder, robbery, dacoity,

and other crimes of violence.

Art. VI.—If any persons accused or convicted of murder, robbery, dacoity, or

other heinous crime in any of the territories of Chiengmai, Lakon, and Lampoonchi
escape into British territory, the British authorities and police shall use their best

endeavours to apprehend them. Such persons when apprehended shall, if Siamese
subjects, or subjects of any third Power, accoi’ding to the extradition law for the

time being in force in British India, be delivered over to the Siamese authorities at

Chiengmai; if British subjects, they shall either be delivered over to the Siamese
authorities, or shall be dealt with by the British authorities as the Chief Commis-
sioner of British Burmah, or any officer duly authorized by him in this behalf, may
decide.

If any persons accused or convicted of murder, robbery, dacoity, or other heinous
crime in British territory, escape into Chiengmai, Lakon, or Lampoonchi, the Siamese
authorities and police shall use their best endeavours to apprehend them. Such
persons when apprehended shall, if British subjects, be delivered over to the British

authorities, according to the Extradition Law for the time being in force in Siam
;
if

Siamese subjects, or subjects of any third Power not having Treaty relations with
Siam, they shall either be delivered over to the British authorities, or shall be dealt

with by the Siamese authorities, as the latter may decide, after consultation with the

Consul or Vice-Consul.

Art. VII.—The interests of all British subjects coming to Chiengmai, Lakon,
and Lampoonchi shall be placed under the regulations and control of a British Consul
or Vice-Consul, who will be appointed to reside at Chiengmai, with power to exercise

civil and criminal jurisdiction in accordance with the provisions of Article II. of the

Supplementary Agreement of the 13th May, 1856, subject to Article VIII. of the

present Treaty.

Art. VIII.—His Majesty the King of Siam will appoint a proper person or
proper persons to be a Commissioner and Judge, or Commissioners and Judges, in
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Cliiengmai for the purposes hereinafter mentioned. Such Judge or Judges shall,

subject to the hmitations and provisions contained in the present Treaty, exercise

civiland criminal jurisdiction in all cases arising in Chiengmai, Lakon, and Lampoonchi,
between British subjects, or in which British subjects may be parties as complainants,

accused, plaintiffs or defendants, according to Siamese law
;
provided always, that in

all such cases the Consul or Vice-Consul shall be entitled to be present at the trial,

and to be furnished with copies of the proceedings, which, when the defendant or
accused is a British subject, shall be supphed free of charge, and to make any
suggestions to the Judge or Judges which he may think proper in the interests of
justice: provided also, that the Consul or Vice-Consul shall have power at any time,

before judgment, if he shall think proper in the interests of justice, by a written
requisition under his hand, directed to the .Judge or Judges, to signify his desire that
any case in which both parties are British subjects, or in which the accused or defendant
is a British subject, be transferred for adjudication to the British Consular Court at
Chiengmai, and the case shall thereupon be transferred to such last-mentioned Court
accordingly, and be disposed of by the Consul or Vice-Consul, as provided by Article

II. of the Supplementary Agreement of 13th May, 1856.

The Consul or Vice-Consul shall have access, at all reasonable times, to any
British subject who may be imprisoned under a sentence or order of the said Judge
or Judges, and if he shall think fit, may require that the prisoner be removed to the
Consular prison, there to undergo the residue of his term of imprisonment.

The Tariff of Court fees shall be published, and shall be equally bmding on all

parties concerned, whether British or Siamese.

Art. IX.—In civil and criminal cases in which British subjects may be parties,

and which shall be tried before the said Judge or Judges, either party shall be
entitled to appeal to Bangkok; if a British subject, with the sanction and consent of
the British Consul or Vice-Consul, and in other cases by leave of the presiding
J udge or Judges.

In all such cases a transcript of the evidence, together with a Report from the
presiding Judge or Judges, shall be forwarded to Bangkok, and the appeal shall be
disposed of there by the Siamese authorities and Her Britannic Majesty’s Consul-
General in consultation.

Provided always that in all cases where the defendants or accused are Siamese
subjects the final decision on appeal shall rest with the Siamese authorities

; an,d that
in all other cases in which British subjects are parties the final decision on appeal
shall rest with Her Britannic Majesty’s Consul-General.

Pending the result of the appeal, the judgment of the Court at Chiengmai shall

be suspended on such terms and conditions (if any) as shall be agreed upon between
the said Judge or Judges and the Consul or Vice-Consul.

In such cases of appeal, as above set forth, the appeal must be entered in the

Court of Chiengmai within a month of the original verdict, and must be presented at

Bangkok within a reasonable time, to be detei-mined by the Court at Chiengmai,
failing which the appeal will be thrown out of Court.

Aj:t. X.—The British authorities in the frontier districts of British Burmah, and
the Siamese authorities in Chiengmai, Lakon, and Lampoonchi, will at all times use
their best endeavours to procure and furnish such evidence and witnesses as may be
required for the determination of civil and criminal cases pending in the Consular
and Siamese Courts at Bangkok and in Chiengmai respectively, when the importance
of the affair may render it necessary.

Art. XI.^—British subjects desiring to purchase, cut, or girdle timber in the
forests of Chiengmai, Lakon, and Lampoonchi must enter into a written agreement
for a definite period with the owner of the forest. The agreement must be executed
in duplicate, each party retaining a copy, and each copy must be sealed by the
British Consul or Vice-Consul and a Siamese Judge and Commissioner at Chiengmai
appointed under Article VIII. of this Convention, and be countersigned by a compe-
tent local authority, and every such agreement shall be duly registered in the British

Consulate and in the Siamese Court at Chiengmai. Any British subject cutting or
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girdling trees in a forest -without the consent of the owner of the forest obtained, or
after the expiration of the agreement relating to it, shall be liable to pay such com-
pensation to the owner of the forest as the British Consular Officer at Chiengmai
shall adjudge.

Transfers of agreements shall be subject to the same formalities.

The charges for sealing, countersigning, and registration shall be fixed at a
moderate scale, and published for general information.

Art. XII.—The Siamese Judges and Commissioners at Chiengmai appointed
under Article VIII. shall, in conjunction with the local authorities, endeavour to

prevent the o-wners of forests from executing agreements with more than one party
for the same timber or forests, and to prevent any person from illegally marking or

effacing the marks on timber which has been lawfully cut or marked by another
person, and they shall give such facihties as are in their power to the purchasers and
fellers of timber to identify their property. Should the owners of forests hinder the
cutting, girdling, or removing of timber under agreements duly executed in accordance
with Article XI. of this Convention, the Siamese Judges and Commissioners of

Chiengmai and the local authorities shall enforce the agreement, and the o-wners of

such forests acting as aforesaid shall be liable to pay such compensation to the

persons with whom they have entered into such agreements as the Siamese Judges
and Commissioners at Chiengmai shall determine, in accordance -with Siamese law.

Art. XIII.—Except as and to the extent specially provided, nothing in this

Treaty shall be taken to affect the provisions of the Treaty of Friendship and Com-
merce between Her Majesty and the Kings of Siam of the 18th April, 1855, and
the Agreement supplementary thereto of the 13th May, 1856.

.^t. XIV.—This Treaty has been executed in English and Siamese, both
versions having the same meaning

;
but it is hereby agreed that in the event of any

question arising as to the construction thereof, the English text shall be accepted as

conveying its true meaning and intention.

Art. XV.—This Treaty shall come into operation immediately after the exchange

of the ratifications thereof, and shall continue in force for seven years from that date,

unless either of the two Contracting Parties shall give notice of their desire that it

should terminate before that date. In such case, or in the event of notice not being

given before the expiration of the said period of seven years, it shall remain in force

until the expiration of one year from the day on which either of the High Contracting

Parties shall have given such notice. The High Contracting Parties, however, reserve

to themselves the power of making, by common consent, any modifications in these

Articles which experience of their working may show to be desirable.

Art. XVI.—This Treaty shall be ratified, and the ratifications exchanged at

Bangkok as soon as possible.

In -witness whereof the respective Plenipotentiaries have signed the same in

duplicate, and have affixed thereto their respective seals.

Done at Bangkok, the third day of September, in the year one thousand eight

hundred and eighty-three of the Christian Era, corresponding to the second day of

the waxing moon of the tenth month of the year of the Gloat, one thousand two
hundred and forty-five of the Siamese Era.

(l.s.) W. II. NEWMAN.
(l.s.) (Signatures of the Siamese Plenipotentiaries.)

Annex.
List of heinous crimes appeiided to the Treaty made between Great Britain and

Siam Avith regard to Cliiengmai, Lakon, and Larapoonchi, this 3rd day of September,

1883, in connection -with the provisions of Article VI. of that Treaty -with regard to

the extradition of offenders :

—

Murder, Culpable homicide, Dacoity, Robbery, Theft, Forgery, Counterfeiting coin or Gov-
ernment stamps. Kidnapping, Rape, Mischief by fire or by any esplos.ve substance.



THE SIAM OEDER IN COUNCIL, 1884.

At the Court at Windsor, the 26th day of June, 1884.

Present :

—

THE QUEEN’S MOST EXCELLENT MAJESTY IN COUNCIL.

Whereas Her Majesty the Queen has power and jurisdiction within the dominiona
of the Kings of Siam and the territories of Chiengmai, Lakon, and Lampoonchi,
belonging to Siam

:

Now, therefore. Her Majesty, by virtue and in exercise of the powers in this

behalf by the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, 1843 to 1878, and the Act of the Session of
the 20th and 21st of Her Majesty, cap. 75, and otherwise in Her vested, is pleased,

by and with the advice of Her Privy Council, to order, and it is hereby ordered a?
follows :

—

1. This Order may be cited as the “ Siam Order in Council, 1884.”

2. Words in this Order have the same meanings (unless the subject or context
otherwise requires) as in the Siam (Foreign Jurisdiction) Order in Council of 1856.

The expression “ the Siam Orders in Council, 1856 to 1876,” or the expression^
“ the said Orders in Council,” means the Siam (Foreign Jurisdiction) Order in Coun«
eil of 1856, the Orders in Council relating to Siam, dated respectively the 12th Septem^
her, 1863, and the 10th November, 1866, and the Siam (Foreign Jurisdiction) Order
in Council of 1876, and the said Orders in Council and this present Order are includeii
in the expression “ the Siam Orders in Council.”

For all the purposes of any of the Siam Orders in Council, the expression “ Siam,”
or “ the dominions of the Kings of Siam,” or any equivalent expression, includes the
said territories of Chiengmai, Lakon, and Lampoonchi.

The expression “ the Consul-Q-eneral ” means Her Majesty’s Consul-General
Bangkok.

The expression “ a Secretary of State ” means one of Her Majesty’s Principal

Secretaries of State.

3. The Consul-General shall, on receipt of this Order, cause a printed copy
thereof to be affixed and publicly exhibited in his Court during one calendar month,
and this Order shall come into operation on the expiration of one calendar month
from the time when such copy is first so affixed and exhibited, hut proof shall not in

any proceeding or matter be required that the provisions of this Article have beeii

complied with nor shall any act or proceeding be invalidated by any failure to comply
with any of such provisions.

4. A Consul or Vice-Consul holding Her Majesty’s Commission for Siam or any
part thereof, or any person acting temporarily with the approval of a Secretary of
State, or in case of emergency appointed temporarily by the Consul-General in writing

as and for a Consul or Vice-Consul as aforesaid, shall in and for such district as may
be assigned by his Commission, or by any direction of a Secretary of State, hold and
form a Consular Court, hereinafter called a District Court, and shall have a sea^l

bearing the name or description of such district, or of the place at which the Couils
is held.
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Every such District Court shall, subject to the provisions of this Order, have and
exercise within its district aU the powers and jurisdiction which can be exercised by
the Consul-Greneral under the Siam Orders in Council, and the Treaties or Agreements
for the time being in force between Oreat Britain and Siam.

6.

An appeal may be brought from a Judgment or Order of a District Court to
the Consul-Oeneral in the like cases and in the like manner, and subject to the hke
regulations in, and subject to which an appeal can under the said Orders in Council
be brought to the Supreme Court of the Straits Settlements

;
and for the purposes of

this Article the provisions of the said Orders in Council shall have effect as if such
District Court were therein mentioned instead of the Consul-Gleneral, and as if the
Consul-General were therein mentioned instead of the said Supreme Court.

For the purposes of hearing and determining any such appeal the Consul-General
may proceed in the same manner and shall have the same powers as if the appeal
were an original proceeding instituted in his Court, and he shall certify his decision

to the District Court, which shall give effect thereto.

6. Where an appeal is brought under this Order to the Court of the Consul-
General a further appeal shall lie to the Supreme Court of the Straits Settlements in

the hke cases and manner and on the like grounds and conditions in and on which
an appeal can under the said Orders in Council be brought from the Consul-General
to the said Supreme Court.

7. In every case in which, under the said Orders in Council, a report of any
proceedings. Order, Judgment, or sentence is directed to be made to Her Majesty’s
Principal Secretary of State for Foreign Affairs, such report, if made by a District

Court, shall be transmitted through the Consul-General, who shall transmit therewith
his observations and recommendation (if any) in the matter.

8. The power of deportation under the said Orders in Council shall not be
exercised by a District Court without the approbation in writing of the Consul-General.

9. Any Eules,. Eegulations, Eules of Practice, or Tables or Eates of Fees made
by a District Court under this Order shall not have any effect unless approved in

Writing by the Consul-General, and shall also be subject to the provisions of , the said

Orders in Council with respect to allowance or disallowance by a Secretary of State,

in the same cases and manner as Eules or Eegulations made by the Consul-General.

10. Every Court acting under the Siam Orders, in Council shall have power ta
rehear any civil matter, and to review its Judgments or Orders in any case in which,,

in the opinion of the Court, justice so requu’es, on such terms as to costs and other-

wise as the Court thinks just.

11. In any matter in which an appeal lies as of right or otherwise from any
Court acting ruider the Siam Orders in Council to the Supreme Court of the Straits

Settlements, it shall be lawful for that Supreme Court, by special leave, to enlarge

the time for appealing or to permit an appeal to be brought on such terms as to costs

or otherwise as it thinks fit, although the time limited for appeal has elapsed, or any
Other formal requisite for an appeal has not been comphed with.

12. The Governor in Council of the Straits Settlements shall have power, in the

name of Her Majesty, to remit in wEole or in part any sentence passed by a Court
exercising criminal jurisdiction under the Siam Orders in Council, and every such

Court shall give effect to any such remission.

13. Every Court acting under the Siam Orders in Council (including the Supreme
Court, of the Straits Settlements in the exercise of concuri'ent jurisdiction under the

Siam Orders in Council) shall be a Court of Bankraptcy, and as such shall, so far as

circumstances admit, have with respect to British subjects and to Siamese subjects

or foreigners submitting to the jurisdiction of the Court any such civil jurisdiction in

bankruptcy within the district of such Court as can be exercised by any Court
exercising bankruptcy jurisdiction in the Straits Settlements.

14. With the consent of the Government of the King of Siam, and at the re-

quest of the Consul-General, a .ludge of the Supreme Court of the Straits Settle-

ments may exercise at Bangkok or elsewhere within Siam any such civil or criminal

jurisdiction as can, under the Siam Orders in Council, be exercised in Siam by the
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Consul-General or a Consul or Vice-Consul, or as can, under the said Orders in

Council, or the Foreign Jurisdiction Acts, or any Acts of Parliament relating to Siam
or to the Straits Settlements,- be exercised at Singapore or elsewhere in the Straits

Settlements by the Supreme Court of the Straits Settlements in relation to crimes

committed or matters arising in Siam
;
and a Judge acting in Siam in pursuance of

this Article may pass any sentence or give any judgment or make any order which
could be passed, given, or made by the said Supreme Court in relation to the same
offence or matter, and for the purposes of the 5th section of “ The Foreign Jurisdic-

tion Act, 1843 ” (or any enactment for the time being in force amending or sub-

stituted for that section) in relation to the execution of sentences, the Colony of the

Straits Settlements is hereby appointed as a Colony in which any sentence so passed

may be executed.

An Appeal may be brought from a Judgment or Order of a Judge acting under
this Article in the like cases and in the like manner (mutatis mutandis) in which an
appeal might be brought if such judgment or order were given or made by the

Consul-General.

16.

Where in pursuance of the IXth Ai’ticle of the Treaty between Great Britain

and Siam, dated the 3rd September, 1883, an appeal is brought to Bangkok from any
Siamese Judge or Judges, Commissioner or Commissioners, the Consul-General shall

take such steps as may be necessary or as may be directed by a Secretary of State in

order that the final decision on appeal may be recorded at Bangkok and duly trans-

mitted to the Court from which the appeal is brought, and in order that effect may
be given thereto by such Court.

16. Where, by virtue of the Siam Orders in Council or otherwise, any Imperial

Acts are apphcable in Siam, or any forms, regulations, or procedure prescribed or

established by or under any such Order or Act in relation to any matter are made
applicable to any other matter, such Acts, forms, regulations, or procedure shall be
deemed applicable so far only as the constitution and jurisdiction of the Courts acting

under the Orders and the local circumstances permit, and for the purpose of facilita-

ting their application they may be constimed or used -with such alterations and
adaptations not affecting the substance as may be necessary, and anything required

to be done by or to any Court, judge, ofiicer, or authority may be done by or to a

Court, judge, ofiicer, or authority having the hke or analogous functions
;
and the

seal of the Court may be substituted for any seal required by any such Act, form,

regulation, or procedure.

17.

—(i.) In cases of murder or manslaughter, if either the death or the criminal

act which wholly or partly caused the death happened within the jurisdiction of a
Court acting under this Order, such Court shall have the hke jurisdiction over any
British subject who is charged either as the principal offender or as accessory before

the fact to murder, or as accessory after the fact to murder or manslaughter, as if

both such criminal act and the death had happened within such jurisdiction.

(ii.) In the case of any crime committed on the high seas, or within the Admiralty
jurisdiction, by any British subject on board a British ship, or on board a foreign

ship to which he did not belong, a Court acting under this Order shaU have jurisdic-

tion as if the crime had been committed within the district of such Court.

(iii.) In cases tried under this Article, no different sentence can be passed from
the sentence which could be passed in England if the crime were tried there.

(iv.) The foregoing provisions of this Article shall be deemed to be adaptations,

for the purposes of this Order and of “ The Foreign Jurisdiction Act, 1878,” of the

following enactments described in the first schedule to that Act (that is to say) :

—

“ The Admiralty Offences (Colonial) Act, 1849.”
“ The Admiralty Offences (Colonial) Act, 1860.”
“ The Merchant Shipping Act, 1867,” section 11.

And the said enactments shall, so far as they are repeated and adapted by this

Article (but not further or otherwise) extend to all places to which this Order applies.

18. “The Fugitive Offenders Act, 1881,” shall, with respect to British subjects,

apply to all places to which this Order applies, as if such places were British posses-
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sions, and for the purpose of Part II. of the said Act and of this Article, all the places

to which this Order for the time being apphes, and the Straits Settlements, shall, for

the purposes of Part II. of the said Act, be deemed to be one group of British posses-

sions, and the Consul shall, as regards any place within his jurisdiction, have the

powers of a Governor or Superior Court of a British possession.

19. Rules and forms of procedure in civil and criminal matters in any Court
acting under the Siam Orders in Council may, from time to time, be made and
prescribed by the Consul-General, subject to the provisions of the said Orders ;

but
no such rules or forms shall come into operation until they have been approved, with
<or without alteration, by a Secretary of State

;
provided that

—

(i.) Any such rules or forms, if and as provisionally approved, with or without
alteration, by the Chief Justice of the Supreme Court of the Straits Settlements, shall

have effect pending approval or disapproval by the Secretary of State.

(ii.) Until rules and forms have been made and approved, or provisionally ap-

proved, under this Article in relation to any matter, any rules or forms heretofore in

£oree or use in the Court of the Consul-General, or in the Supreme Court of the

Straits Settlements, or in the Consular Courts of Shanghai or Japan, may be observed

and used in any Court acting under this Order, with such modifications as circum-

stances require.

20, For aU the purposes of the Siam Orders in Council the expression “British

subject” includes every person for the time being properly enjoying Her Majesty’s

protection in Siam, in so far as by Treaty, capitulation, grant, usage, sufferance, or

other lawful means. Her Majesty has jurisdiction in Siam in relation to such persons.

And the Eight Honourable the Earl Granville and the Eight Honourable the

Eati of Kimberley, two of Her Majesty’s Principal Secretaries of State, and the Lords
Commissioners of the Admiralty, are to give the necessary directions herein as to them
may respectively appertain.

C. L. PEEL.



FRANCE AND CAMBODIA.

TREATY BETWEEN THE KING OF CAMBODIA AND THE
EMPEROR OF THE FRENCH.

Signed at IJdong, August 11th, 1863.

This Treaty having been duly considered and concluded between the Admiral, on
the part of the Emperor of the French, and the King of Cambodia, in order that
Cambodia may be in peace and prosperity [with Lower Cochin-China], and as the two
nations are contiguous, the Cambodians must not be on unfriendly terms with the
French. For this reason the Emperor of the French has instructed thfe Commander-
in-chief, Vice-Admiral de la Orandiere, Governor of Saigon, to consult with the King
of Cambodia, and make it publicly known that the Emperor of the French will assist

to protect Cambodia. For carrying into effect this object the Commander-in-chief,
Admiral de la Grandiere, Governor of Saigon, and the Somdetch Phra Mala IJperat,

Governor of Cambodia, have concluded the following treaty ;

—

Art. 1.—The Emperor of the French will assist and protect Cambodia.
Art. II.—The Emperor of the French will appoint a French officer as Consul to

reside near the King of Canibodia, to enforce the observance of this treaty by both
nations. This French officer will be under the orders of the Commander-in-chief at

Saigon. The King of Cambodia will appoint a Cambodian Officer to reside with the

Commander-in-chief as Consul.

Art. ni.—If a French officer reside in Cambodia in the above-mentioned capacity,

h.e is to be considered as a noble of high rank, and to be respected and feared as such.

Art. rV.—If any other Foreign nation desire to appoint a Consul in Cambodia,
the King of Cambodia and his chief nobles will consult with the French Commander-
in-chief at Saigon, and if all agree, then that Foreign nation can appoint a Consul.
If the King of Cambodia and his nobles will not consent to allow any foreign nation

to appoint a Consul in Cambodia the Admiral Commander-in-chief at Saigon will also

refuse his consent.

Art. V.—If any French subjects desire to travel about for the purposes of trade,

or to build houses in Cambodia, they must inform the Cambodian authorities, who
will provide them with documents to enable them to do so.

Art. VI.—If any Cambodian subjects go to the French territories, they shall

have like privileges and powers.

Art. VII.—If French subjects and Cambodians have disputes together, they must
complain to the French Consul, and if after investigation the case is not settled, the
Consul and the Cambodian officers will consult together and arrange the matter
justly. If Cambodians have disputes, the French Consul will not interfere in the

matter. If French subjects have disputes among themselves the Cambodian officer

will not interfere. If foreigners, natives of Europe, have disputes with the French,
the French officers will settle the case. If a French subject, having committed an
offence, fly to Cambodia, the Cambodian authorities will assist the French Consul to

convey the defaulter to the Commander-in-chief at Saigon for judgment. If there be
nb French Consul or Officer in Cambodia, the French Commander-in-chief will have
power to act for the Consul in arranging such matters.

^ Art. Vin.—If a French subject wish to reside in Cambodia he will register

himself at the French Consulate, and the French Consul will inform the Cambodian
authorities of the circumstance.

Art. IX.—If a Cambodian wish to reside in French territory, and there is no
impediment to his doing ^o, hte will be registered by the Cambodian authorities

themselves, or by the Cambodian officer appointed by the King of Cambodia to

reside at Saigon.
' Art. X;—-If traders bring merchandise of any description from foreign ports, with

the exception of opium, for sale in Cambodia, and they have a pkss from the Saigon
authorities permitting them to come, the Cambodiah Cuttom-hohse must not levy any
duty, but if the traders bring opium, the Cambodian authorities can levy a duty on it.
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Art. XI.—AU articles of commerce whicli traders take from Cambodia to Cochin-

Chiua, if the Cambodian Custom-house officers have already collected the duty on
them and the “Tangkau” has a pass from the Cambodian authorities, which will be

countersigned by the French Consul, will be permitted to be sold in the French
territory free of duty.

Art. XII.—If any French subject in [lursuit of science come to Cambodia, he

must inform the Cambodian authorities, who yull render assistance and provide for

his safe conduct.

Art. XIII.—l!' French ships or junks be jilundered by pirates anywhere within

the Cambodian territory at any time, and the Cambodian authorities of that place are

informed of the circumstance, they will examine into the matter, seize and punish the

robbers according to law, and the property recovered will be restored to the owners
or to the French Consul, who will deliver it over to the owners. If the robbers be
not found, and no property recovered, and if the Cambodian authorities have made
every search without success, the said authorities will not be held responsible. The
above is also apphcable to the property of French subjects in Cambodia.

Art. XIV.—If Cambodian ships or junks be plundered by pirates in the French
dominions, the French authorities of the nearest place on being informed thereof will

search for the robbers, seize and punish them according to law, and the property

recovered will be restored to the owners
;

if the owners be absent, to the Cambodian
officers for transmission to them. If after making search for the robbers and property

the French officers do not find them, they are not to be held responsible. If Cambodian
officers in French territory be plundered of any kind of property the above is also

applicable to them, and if the French officers have done their utmost to find the

robbers and property, but without success, they will not be held answerable.

Art. XV.—All French Bishops have authority to teach rehgion throughout the

territories of Cambodia, and the Cambodians will offer no impediment to their doing

so. If the missionaries wish to build churches, schools, or hospitals, they shall inform

the Cambodian authorities, whose consent will be necessary.

Art. XVI.—The Emperor of the French recognises the King of Cambodia as a

legitimate Prince, and agrees to assist him in preserving peace and friendship, and to

protect Cambodia from her enemies and from the oppression of other countries. The
Emperor of the French will honestly assist the King so as to enable him to collect

duties from the traders and to enable them to proceed to sea.

Art. XVII.—In order that the foregoing article may be easily carried into effect,

the French Commander-in-chief, Governor of Saigon, desires some land at “Charvey
Chung,” to build godowns for coals and rice for the French vessels. The King
of Cambodia agrees to give the said land at “Charvey Chung,” viz., from the

north of the fort and stockades of 15 sen (1,800 feet). If any Camboffian temple ground
intervene it must be avoided, and such ground shall continue to remain and belong to

the said temples. If the French Commander-in-chief desires any more land anywhere,

the King and his nobles, if after consideration they find a piece suitable, will grant

it on the same conditions as at “Chaiwey Chimg.”
Art. XVIII.—In order to show their gratitude for the protection afforded by the

Emperor of the French for the purpose of promoting the peace and prosperity of the

country, the Cambodians agree that if the French wish to cut timber in the Cambodian
forests for the purpose of building the ships of the Emperor of the French, they shall

be permitted to do so, upon informing the Cambodian authorities, who will send in-

structions to the Governors of the Interior to that effect. On the part of the French
they agree to pay all expenses incurred. If the French wish to buy any merchandise
in Cambodia they shall be permitted to do so with facility, the price of such merchan-

dise to be arranged between the purchaser and seller.

Art. XIX.—This treaty being concluded, requires only the consent of the

Emperor of the French by placing his seal on it. Three copies have been made. The
King of Cambodia, Somdetch Ong Phra Norodom, has signed and sealed thejm,

together with the French Commander-in-chief.
Dated Udong, 11th August, 1863.



CONVENTION BETWEEN FRANCE AND CAMBODIA.

Signed at Phnom-penh, 17th June, 1884.

Between His Majesty Norodom I., King of Cambodia, of the one part
;
and M»

Charles Thomson, Governor of Cochin-China, acting in the name of the French
Republic, in virtue of the full powers conferred upon'him, of the other part ; it has
been agreed as follows :

—

Art. I.—His Majesty the King of Cambodia accepts all the administrative,
judicial, financial, and commercial reforms the adoption of which the Government of
the French Republic may hereafter think useful in order to facilitate the protectorate.

Art. II.—His Majesty the King of Cambodia shall continue, as in the past, to
govern his states and to direct their administration, saving the restrictions which
follow from the present Convention.

Art. III.—Cambodian functionaries shall continue, under the control of the
French authorities, to administer the provinces, saving in all that concerns the
establishment and collection of taxes, customs, and indirect contributions, publie
works, and, in general, those services which require unique direction or the employment
of European engineers or agents.

Art. IV.—Residents or Assistant Residents, appointed by the French Govern-
ment and entrusted with the maintenance of public order and the control of the local

authorities, shall be placed in the chief towns of the provinces and wherever their
presence may be thought necessary.

They shall be under the order of the Resident, whose duty it is, according to th«
terms of Article II. of the treaty of the 11th August, 1863, to assure, under the high
authority of the Governor of Cochin-China, the regular exercise of the protectorate,

and who will take the title of Resident-General.
Art. V.—The Resident-General shall have the right of private and personal

audience with his Majesty the King of Cambodia.
Art. VI.—The expenses of the administration of the kingdom and those of the

protectorate shall be at the charge of Cambodia.
Art. VII.—A special arrangement shall be made, after the definite establishment

of the budget of the kingdom, to fix the civil hst of the King and the allowances of
the Princes of the Royal Family.

The civil list of the King is provisionally fixed at three hundred thousand dollars ^

the allowance of the Princes is provisionally fixed at twenty-five thousand dollars,

the division of which shall be made according to arrangement between His Majesty
the King of Cambodia and the Governor of Cochin-China.

His Majesty the King of Cambodia undertakes not to contract any loan without
the authorisation of the Government of the French Republic.

Art. VIII.—Slavery is abolished throughout Cambodian territory.

Art. IX.—The land of the kingdom, until now the exclusive property of the
Crown, shall cease to be inalienable. There shall be framed, by the French and
Cambodian Authorities, a constitution of proprietary rights in Cambodia.

The Christian churches and the temples shall preserve, as their absolute property,
the lands actually occupied by them.
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Art. X.—The town of Phnom-penh shall be administered by a Municipal Com-
inission composed of the Resident-General or his delegate, President

;
six French

officials or merchants appointed by the Governor of Cochin-China ; three Cambodians,
one Annamite, two Chinese, one Indian, and one Malay appointed by His Majesty the

Kmg of Cambodia from a list presented by the Governor of Cochin-China.
Art. XI.—The present Convention—of which, in case of dispute and agreeably

to international usage, the French text shall be considered the original—confinns and
completes the treaty of the 11th August, 1863, the Royal Ordinances, and the Con-
ventions between the two Governments so far as they are not contrary to the preceding
provisions.

It shall be submitted for the ratification of the Government of the French Re-
public, and the ratification shall be delivered to His Majesty the King of Cambodia
with as brief delay as possible.

In faith whereof His Majesty the King of Cambodia and the Governor of

Cochin-China have signed the present act and affixed their seals thereto.

Done at Phnom-penh the 17th day of June, 1884.

CHARLES THOMSON. NORODOM.



FRANCE AND ANNAM.

TREATY BETWEEN PRANCE AND THE KINGDOM OF ANNAM.

Signed at Saigon, 15th Makch, 1874.

His Excellency the President of the French Republic and His Majesty the
King of Annam, wishing to unite their countries by ties of lasting friendship, have
resolved to conclude a treaty of peace and alliance replacing that of 5th June, 1862,
and for that purpose have named as their plenipotentiaries, that is to say :

—

His Excellency the President of the French Republic; Rear-Admiral Dupre,
Governor and Conamander-in-Chief of Lower Cochin-China, Grand OfiBcer of the
National Order of the Legion of Honour, Officer of Public Instruction, etc.

; and His
Majesty the King of Annam: Letuan, Minister of Justice, fii’st ambassador, and
Nguyen-van-tuong, First Coimcillor of the Ministry of Rites, second ambassador; who,
after communication of their respective powers, found in due form, have agreed to

the following articles :

—

Art. I.—There shall be perpetual peace, friendship, and alliance between France
and the kingdom of Annam.

Art. II.—His Excellency the President of the French Republic, recognising

the sovereignty of the King of Annam and his entire independence of every foreign

power whatsoever, promises him aid and assistance, and engages to give him, on his

demand and gratuitously, the necessary means for maintaining order and tranquility

in his state, to defend it against all attacks, and to destroy the piracy which desolates

a portion of the coasts of the kingdom.
Art. III.—In recognition of this protection. His Majesty the King of Annam

engages to conform his foreign policy to that of France and in nothing to change his

present diplomatic relations.

This political engagement does not extend to treaties of commerce, but in no case
shall His Majesty the King of Annam make with any nation whatsoever a treaty of

commerce in disaccord with that concluded between France and the kingdom of

Annam, nor without having previously informed the French Government.
His Excellency the President of the i'rench Republic engages to make to His

Majesty the King of Annam a gratuitous gift;

—

1.

—Of fiye steam vessels of five hundred horse power, in perfect condition, with
their boilers and engines, armed and equipped in conformity with the provisions of

the rules of armament.

2.

—Of one hundred 7-lb. guns of sixteen centimetres in diameter, provided with
two hundred rounds per piece.

3.

—Of one thousand breech-loading rifles; and five hundred thousand cartridges.

These boats and arms shall be delivered free in Cochin-China within the space
of one year from the date of the exchange of the ratifications.

Art. IV.—His Excellency the President of the French Republic likewise promises
to place at the disposition of the King a sufficient number of militari'^ and naval
instructors to reorganise his army and fleet; of eng>:.et:’s and chief artizans

capable of directing the works which it shall please His Mr-jesiy io undertake; of
men expert in finance to organise the excise and customs sewicea in the kingdom;
of professors to establish a college at Hue. He promises also to furnish to the
King the war vessels and the arms and munitions which His Majesty shall judge
necessary to his service.
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The equitable remuneration for the services thus rendered shall be fixed by com-
mon consent between the high contracting parties.

Art. V.—His Majesty the King of Annam recognises the full and entire
sovereignity of Prance over the whole of the territory actually occupied by her, and
comprised within the following boundaries ;—On the east, thie China Sea and the
Kingdom of Annam (province of Binh-thuan)

; on the west, the Oulf of Siam ;
on

the south, the China Sea
;
on the north, the Kingdom of Cambodia and the Kingdom

of Annam (province of Binh-thuan).
The eleven tombs of the family Pham, situated on the land of the villages of

Tannien-dong and of Tan-quan-dung (province of Saigon) and the three tombs of the
family Ho, situated on the laud of the villages of Lin-chun-tay and of Tan-may
(province of Bien-hoa) shall not be opened, dug, violated, nor destroyed.

There shall be assigned a lot of ground of one hundred maos in extent to the
tombs of the family Pham, and a lot of equal extent to those of the family H6. The
revenues of tiiese lands shall be devoted to the keeping of the tombs in repair and
the subsistence of the families charged with their conservation. The lands shall be
exempt from taxes and the men of these families shall be equally exempt from
personal imposts, from military seiwice, and from forced service (corvees).

Art. VI.—Prance remits to the King of Annam the whole of the former war
indemnity still remaining due.

Art. VII.—His Majesty formally engages to repay, through the French
Government, the remainder of the indemnity due to Spain, amounting to one million
dollars (at Tls. 0.62 per dollar), and to devote to this repayment the half of the net
revenue from the Customs at the ports open to European and American commerce,
of whatever it may be the product.

The amount shall be lodged each year in the public treasury of Saigon, which
shall be charged with the remittance of it to the Spanish Government, to take a
receipt, and to transmit this receipt to the Annamite Government.

Art. Vin.—His Excellency the President of the French Republic and Hi*
Majesty the King grant a general Amnesty, full and entire, with all sequestration*

placed on their goods, to those of their respective subjects who previously and up to

the time of the conclusion of the treaty have been compromised in the service of the

other contracting party.

Art. IX.—His Majesty the King of Annam, recognising that the Cathohe religion

teaches men to do good, revokes and annuls all prohibitions issued against that religion

and accords to all his subjects permission to embrace and practise it freely.

Consequently, the Christians of the kingdom of Annam may assemble in churches
in unlimited numbers for the exercise of their worship. They shall not be compelled,

under any pretext, to commit acts contrary to their rehgion nor be subject to special

registration. They shall be admitted to all assembhes and to the public employ
without being compelled to commit any act prohibited by their religion.

His Majesty agrees to destroy the census registers of Christians compiled during
the last fifteen years and to treat them, as regards registration and taxes, exactly like

his other subjects. He further engages to renew the prohibition, so wisely made by
him, of the employment in language or writing of terms insulting to religion, and to

cause the articles of the Thap Dien in which such terms are employed to be corrected.

Bishops and missionaries may freely enter the kingdom and travel in their

dioceses with a passport from the Governor of Cochin-China vise by the Minister of

Rites or by the Governor of the province. They may everywhere preach the Cathohe
doctrine. They shall not be subject to any particular surveillance, nor are the

villagers required to notify the mandarins of their arrival, presence, or departure.

Annamite priests may freely exercise, like the missionarif-s, their ministry. If

their conduct be reprehensible and the fault committed render them liable according

to law to corporal punishment this shall be commuted to an equivalent mnishment.
The bishops, missionaries, and Annamite priests shall have the right of

purchasing and renting lands and houses, and of building churches, hospitals, schools,

orphanages, and all other edifices intended for the service of their religion.
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The property of Christians confiscated on account of their religion and still under
sequestration shall be restored to them.

All the preceding provisions without exception shall ajjply to Spanish as well as
to French missionaries.

Immediately upon the exchange of the ratifications the liberty accorded by .His

Majesty to his Christian subjects shall be proclaimed by royal edict in all the
communes.

Art. X.—The Annamite Government shall have the right of opening at Saigon
a college, to be placed under the surveillance of the Director of the Interior, and in
which nothing contrary to morality and the exercise of the French authority may be
taught. Eeligion in it shall be entirely free.

In case of contravention the professor who shall have committed a breach of
these prescriptions shall be sent back to his country, and even, if the gravity of the

’ case require it, the college may be closed.

Art. XI.—The Annamite Government engages to open to commerce the ports
of Thin-nai, in the province of Binh-dinh

;
of Ninh-hai, in the province of Hai-

dzuong; the town of Hanoi, and the passage by the river Nhi-ha from the sea to
Yunnan.

A convention, additional to the treaty and having the same force with it, shall
fix the conditions under which this commerce shall be carried on.

The port of Ninh-hai, that of Hanoi, and the transit by the river shall be opened
immediately after the exchange of the ratifications, or sooner if possible

;
the port of

Thin-nai a year afterwards.
Other ports or rivers may be afterwards opened to commerce if the number and

importance of the relations established show the utility of this measure.

Art. XII.—French or Annamite subjects of France and foreigners in general
may, while respecting the laws of the country, establish themselves, hold property,
and freely carry on commercial or industrial operations in the above-named towns.
The Government of His Majesty shall place at their disposal the lands necessary for
their establishment.

They may in the same way navigate and trade between the sea and the province
of Yunnan by the river Nhi-ha, paying the fixed dues, and on the condition that all

traffic is interdicted along the banks of the river between the sea and Hanoi and
between Hanoi and the frontier of China.

They may freely select and engage for their service compradores, interpreters,

clerks, workmen, boatmen, and servants.

Art. XIII.—France shall appoint in each of the ports open to trade a Consul or
agent, assisted by a sufficient force, not exceeding one hundred men in number, to
assure his security and cause his authority to be respected, and to act as police for
foreigners until all fear on this subject shall be dispelled by the establishment of the
good relations which cannot fail to be brought about by the loyal execution of the
treaty.

Art. XIV.—The subjects of ithe King may, on their side, freely travel, reside,

hold property, and trade in France and in the French colonies while conforming to
the laws. To assure their protection His Majesty shall have the right of appointing
agents to reside in the ports or towns which he may choose.

Art. XV.—When French subjects, European or Cochin-Chinese, or other
foreigners shall desire to establish themselves at any of the places above specified,
they shall register themselves with the French Eesident, who shall advise the local
authority.

Annamite subjects wishing to establish themselves on French territory shall be
subject to the same provision.

Frenchmen or foreigners wishing to travel in the interior of the country can only-
do so when provided with a passport delivered by a IVench agent and with the consent
and visa of the Annamite authorities. AH trade is forbidden to them under penalty
of confiscation of their goods.
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As travelling may be attended with some danger in the present state of the

country, foreigners shall not avail themselves of this privilege until the Annamite
Government, in accord with the representatives of France at Hue, shall judge the

country sufficiently quiet.

If French travellers wish to traverse the country as savants, declaration of this

fact shall be made
;
under this title they shall enjoy the protection of the Government,

who shall give them the necessary passports, aid them in the accomplishment of their

mission, and facilitate their studies.

Art. XVI.—All disputes between Frenchmen or between Frenchmen and foreigners

shall be tried by the French Resident.

When French subjects or foreigners shall have disputes with Annamites or some
complaint to make or claim to lodge they shall first state the matter to the Resident,

who shall endeavour to bring about an amicable arrangement.

If such arrangement be impossible, the Resident shall request the assistance of

an Aimamite judge commissioned to that effect, and these two, after having examined

the affair conjointly, shall determine it according to the rules of equity.

jn like manner, if an Annamite have a dispute with a French subject or foreigner;

tlj.fc former shall address himself to the Magistrate, who, if he cannot reconcile the

oarties, shall request the assistance of the French Resident and decide with him.

But all disputes between Frenchmen or between Frenchmen and foreigners shall

be decided by the French Resident alone.

Art. XVII.—Crimes and misdemeanours committed by Frenchmen or foreigners

on Annamite territory shall be tried at Saigon by competent tribunals. On the

requisition of the French Resident the local authorities shall use all their efforts to

arrest the criminals and deliver them to him.

If a crime or misdemeanour be committed on French territory by a subject of

His Majesty, the Consul or agent of His Majesty shall be oflficially informed of the

proceedings instituted against the accused and placed in a position to assure himself

that all legal forms are duly observed.

Art. XVIII.—If any wrong-doer, guilty of disorder or robbery on French territory,

shall seek refuge on Annamite territory, the local authorities, on being advised of the

fact, shall endeavour to cai)ture the criminal and deliver him to the French authorities.

In like manner, if robbers, pirates, or criminals of any description, subjects of

the King, shall take refuge on French territory, they shall be searched for immediately

advice is received, and, if possible, arrested and given up to the authorities of their

country.

Art. XIX.—In case of the decease of a French subject or foreigner on Annamite

territory, or of an Annamite subject on French territory, the goods of the deceased

shall be delivered to his heirs, or, in their absence or default, to the Resident, who

shall be charged with the delivery of them to those entitled thereto.

Art. XX.—To assure and facilitate the execution of the clauses and stipulations

of the present treaty, one year after its signature His Excellency the President of the

French Republic shall appoint a Resident, having the rank of Minister, at the court

of His Majesty the King of Annam. The Resident shall be charged with the main-

tenance of amicable relations between the High Contracting Parties and to see to the

conscientious execution of the articles of the treaty.

The rank of this envoy and the honours and prerogative ^ to which he shall be

entitled shall bo subsequently settled by common accord and ou ;he footing of perfect

reciprocity between the High Contracting Parties.

His Majes+ '- tlse King of Annam shall have the right to appoint Residents at

Paris and at tlaigon.

Theexpenses attending these journ of these Residents with the allied Governments

shall be borne by their respective Governments.

Art. XXI.—This treaty replaces the treaty of 1862, and the French Government

undertakes to obtain the consent of the Spanish Government. In cases where Spain

does not accept the modifications of the Treaty of 1862 the present treaty shall have
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effect only as between France and Annam, and the former stipulations concerning

Spain shall continue in force. France, in this case, will charge herself with tho

payment of the Spanish indemnity and will substitute herself for Spain as the creditor

of Annam to be reimbursed according to the provisions of Article VII. of the present

treaty.

Art. XXII.—The present treaty is made in perpetuity. It shall be ratified and
the ratifications shall be exchanged at Hue within the space of one year, or sooner if

possible. It shall be published and put in force as soon as the exchange of ratifica-

tions shall have taken place.

In witness whereof the respective plenipotentiaries have signed the present treaty

and aflBxed their seals thereto.

Done at Saigon, at the Palace of the Government of French Cochin-China, in

four copies, on Sunday, the 15th day of March, in the year of Grace 1874, correspond-

ing to the twenty-seventh day of the first month of the twenty-seventh year of Tu-Duc.

(Signed) CONTEE-AMIRAL DUPRE.
(Signed) LE-TUAN.
(Signed) NGUYEN VAN-TUONG.

TREATY OF COMMERCE BETWEEN FRANCE AND ANNAM.

Signed at Saigon, SIst August, 1874.

Art. I.—In accordance with the stipulations of Art. XI. of the treaty of the 15tk
March, 1874, the King of Annam opens to foreign trade, -without distinction of flag

or nationality, his ports of Thin-nai in the province of Binh-dinh, of Ninh-hai in the
province of Hai-dzuong, the town of Hanoi, and the river Nhi-ha from the sea to the
Chinese frontier.

Art. II.—In the open ports trade shall be free after the payment of a tax of five

per cent, on the value of merchandise entering or leaving. This tax shall be ten per
cent, on salt.

Arms and munitions of war, however, shall neither be imported nor exported by
way of trade. Trade in opium shall be subject to special regulations established by
the Annamite Government.

The importation of grain shall always be permitted subject to a tax of five per
cent.

The exjiortation of grain shall only be permitted by -virtue of the temporary
authorisation of the Government of Annam. Such authorisation shall be com-
municated to the French Resident at Hue. Grain shall, in this case, be subject to a
duty of ten per cent.

The importation of silk and of go-liem shall always be permitted.
The exportation of silk and of go-Uem wood shall be permitted each year only

after the villages which pay their imposts in these tAvo commodities shall have fully
paid their imposts, and after the Annamite Government shall have purchased such
quantities as are indispensable to its own use.

The import and export tariff on these articles shall be, as on all other merchan-
dise, five per cent.
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When the Annamite Government shall intend to avail itself of this right of

suspe tiding the exportation of silk and go-liem wood, it shall notify, at least one
month in advance, the French resident at Hue

;
it shall in the same manner notify

a month in advance the time at which the exportation of these commodities shall be
again allowed.

Ho interdictions, with the exception of those affecting arms and munitions,
which cannot be transported without special authorisation by the Annamite Govern-
ment, shall apply to merchandise in transit to or from Yunnan

;
but the Annamite

Government may take measures of precaution to prevent prohibited articles being
landed on its territory.

Merchandise in transit for Yunnan shall only pay Customs dues on their entering
Annamite territory when they arrive by sea or across the frontier of China (proArince

of Yunnan).
No supplementary or accessory dues shall be levied on goods regularly introduced

on their passage from one province or town to another.

It is understood that goods imported from abroad into the open ports, or ex-

ported to other countries from the oj^en ports, in Chinese vessels or those belonging
to Annam, shall be subject to the same interdictions and to the same duties as those
imported from or exported to foreign countries under any other flag

;
and that these

duties shall be collected by the same employes and lodged in the same ofiices as those
on goods imported or exported under foreign flags.

Art. Ill —Light and anchorage dues are fixed at three-tenths of a tael per

registered ton for vessels entering and leaving with a cargo, and at fifteenth-hundredths

of a tael per ton for vessels entering in ballast and leaving with a cargo, or entering

with a cargo and leaving in ballast.

Vessels are considered as being in ballast when the cargo is less than one-twentieth

part of their tonnage and of less value than five francs per ton.

Vessels entering in ballast and leaving in ballast shall pay no light or anchorage
dues.

Art. rV.—Goods sent from Saigon to one of the open ports of the kingdom of

Annam, or to the province of Yunnan via the Nhi-ha, and those sent from one of

these ports or from the province of Yunnan to Saigon, shall be subject only to one-

half the dues paid by goods coming from elsewhere or having any other destination.

In order to avoid all fraud and as proof that the goods come from Saigon, vessels

shall there show their papers to the captain of the port of commerce and they shall

be there signed by the Annamite Consul.

The Customs may require vessels leaving Saigon to give security for the half of

the dues from which they ai'e exempt by virtue of paragraph I of the present

Article, and if the security does not appear valuable, the Customs may require the

deposit of this half of the dues at the depot, which shall be returned upon justifica-

tion.

Art. V.—Trade by land between the province of Bien-hoa and that of Binh-

thuan shall remain provisionally under the existing conditions, that is to say, no new
dues shall be established nor shall any modification of the existing dues be esta-

blished.

In the year following the exchange of the ratifications of the present treaty a
supplementary convention shall regulate the conditions to which this trade by land

shall be subjected.

In any case the exportation of horses from the kingdom of Annam to the province

of Bien-hoa shall not be subjected to heavier taxes than those now in force.

Art. VI.—To assure the collection of the dues and in order to avoid disputes which
might arise between foreigners and the Annamite authorities, the French Government
shall place at the disposal of the Annamite Government the ofiicials necessary for

the direction of the Customs service, under the supervision and authority of the

minister charged with this branch of the public service. It shall also assist the Anna-
mite Goveimment to organise on the coasts an eflicient service for the protection of

trade.
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No European nor Frencliman shall be employed in the Customs at the open
ports, before the full payment of the Spanish indemnity, without the consent of the
Consul for France or of the French Resident at the Court of Hue.

This payment teimiinated, if the Annamite G-overnment thinks that its Customs
officers can dispense with the assistance of French functionaries, the two goveimments
shall consider such modifications as this determination shall render necessary.

Art. VII.—The Customs of the open ports shall be directed by an Annamite
functionaiy resident at Ninh-hai

;
a French functionary placed at the disposal of the

Annamite Government, and bearing the title of “ Chief of the Eurojjean service,”

shall reside at the satue port in order to arrange with him all matters of detail having
for their end the good organisation of the service.

All Europeans employed in the Customs service shall hold office directly from
the Chief of the European service. He shall have the right to correspond on the
affairs of Customs and of commerce with the French Consul and the French Resident
at Hue.

The Chief of the European service and the Chief of the Annamite service shall

agree upon the reports to be addi'essed to the Minister of Finance. In case of dissent

each of them may directly address this high functionary.

A.rt. VIII.—The rank of the ^personnel placed at the service of His Majesty,
their official relations with the authorities of the country, as well as their emoluments,
shall be arranged by common consent between the two Governments.

Art. IX.—The accounts of the Customs shall be kept in duplicate, in the offices

of the European service and in the financial establishments designed by the Annamite
Government for that purpose.

Receipts for the dues shall bear the signatui'e of the French functionary and that

of the Annamite functionary. The same formality shall be observed when money
shall be drawn from the Customs treasury to be paid to that of the state.

The accounts and registers shall be compared every month.
Art. X.—There shall be charged to the product of light and anchorage dues,

and in case of their insufficiency to the product of the Customs dues, always provided
the charge does not exceed one-half of the revenue derived from the latter, the follow-

ing, in the order stated :

—

1.

—The pay of the Europeans employed in the Customs at the open ports of

Annam
; that of the Annamite or other employes of the same service.

2.

—The construction and maintenance of the Customs houses.

3.

—The construction and maintenance of light-houses, light ships, and buoys.

4.

—The works of sounding and dredging.

Lastly, all the' recognised necessary expenses for facilitating and promoting the
development of commercial enterprise.

Art. XI.—The tariff of duties established by the present convention shall be in

force for ten years from the date of the exchange of the ratifications
;
during this

period it shall be modified only by the common consent of the High Contracting
Parties and within one year at least from the time that the proposition shall have
been made by one of them.

Art. XII.—All disputes between foreigners and the Customs officers as to the
application of the Customs regulations shall be decided by the French Consul and an
Annamite magistrate.

Art. XIII.—A French or foreign vessel arriving in the waters of one of the ports
open to foreign trade shall have the right of engaging such pilot as is required to take the
vessel immediately into port, and likewise a ship having paid all legal charges and being
ready to leave shall not be refused pilots to enable the ship to leave without delay.

Any individual who may -wish to exercise the profession of pilot for foreign vessels

shall, on the presentation of three certificates from shipmasters, be commissioned by
the French Consul and Captain of the Port.

The remuneration to be paid to the pilots shall be equitably regiilated at each
port by the Consul or Consular Agent and the Captain of the Port according to the
distance and difficulties of the navigation.
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Art. XIV. As son as the pilot shall have brought a foreign merchant ship into
port the Chief of Customs shall send one or more officers to inspect the vessel and
prevent fraud. These officers shall, according to their convenience, remain on their
own boats or on board the vessel.

TJie cost of their maintenance and their salaries shall be charged upon the Cus-
toms and they may not demand any remuneration whatever from the captain or the
consignees. E^ery contravention of this regulation shall entail a punishment propor-
tionate to the amount of the exaction, and the latter shall be returned in its entirety.

Art. X .—Within twenty-four hours following the arrival of a foreign merchant
ship at one of the open ports, the captain, unless he be unavoidably prevented, and,
failing him, the supercargo or the consignee, shall present himself at the French
Consulate and place in the hands of the Consul the ship’s papers and the manifest.
Within the following twenty-four hours the Consul shall send to the Chief of Customs
a hst of the crew and a detailed note of the name of the ship, her legal tonnage, and
the nature of her cargo. If in consequence of the negligence of the captain this last
formality shall not have been accomplished within the forty-eight hours following
the arrival of the ship, the captain shall be liable to a fine of fifty dollars for each
day of such delay, such fine to go to the Custom-house, but the whole amount of suck
penalty shall not exceed two hundred dollars.

Immediately after receipt of the note from the Consulate, the Chief of Customs
shall give a permit to open hatches. If the captain, before having received such per-
mit, shall have opened hatches and commenced to discharge he may be condemned in a.

penalty not exceeding five hundred dollars and the merchandise so discharged may
be confiscated, the whole to the profit of the Custom-house.

The arms and munitions of war which merchant vessels may have on board for
their own protection shall be enumerated on the ship’s papers and declared at th*
same time as the description of the cargo.

If the officers of the Annamite Government deem it necessary, these arms shall

be placed in depot on shore in the hands of the Captain of the Port and the Consul,
or in the frontier post, to be returned only on the departure of the vessel, either for
the high sea or Chinese territory. In the latter case the quantity of arms and muni-
tions to be carried shall be determined by the Consul and the Chief of Customs
according to circumstances. Contraventions shall be punished by the confiscation of
the arms to the profit of the Annamite Government and also a fine not exceeding five

hundred dollars.

If a vessel have clandestinely discharged arms or munitions on Annamite territoy,

these arms, if they are in small number, shall be confiscated and the offenders shall .

in addition be punished by a fine not exceeding five hundred dollars, but if the quant-
ity of arms or munitions of war so discharged be considerable and constitute a danger,
the vessel may be seized and confiscated, as well as the whole or part of the cargo.

The confiscation of a European or American vessel shall be decreed only by the
two governments.

Art. XVI.—Captains and foreign merchants iniy hire such boats or lighters as

they wish for conveyance of merchandise and passengers, the am emit to be paid for

them being arranged- between tliemselves by the parties interested, without the inter-

vention of the Annamite authorities and consequently without their guarantee in case

of accident, fraud, or the disappearance of such boats. The number shall not be
limited and m mopoly shall not be conceded to any one; neither shall there be a mo-
nopoly of the conveyance of merchandise by street porters.

Art. XVII.—A foreign merchant having goods to load or discharge shall first

send a detailed note of them to the Consul or Consular Agent, wli.) will communicate
it to the Chief of Customs. The latter shall at once give a p.uinit to load or dis-

charge. He will then proceed to the vei'ification of the goods in the form most con-

venient to prevent loss to any of the parties.

The merchant must cause hiinseli to be represented at the place of verification

(if he does not attend hi'ftself), by a person possessing the requisite qualifications.
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order to watch his interests when the verihcation is proceeded with for the liquida^

tion of the dues, in default of which, any s''b8oquent claim shall be null and of no
effect.

If the merchant cannot agree with the Annamite employ^ on the value to be
fixed each party shall call in two or three merchants to examine the goods, and the
highest price which shall be offered shall be considered the value of the said goods.

The dues shall be calculated on the net weight, tare beic;'' deducted. If the
mei’chaut cannot agree with the Annamite employe as to tb'j auount of tare, each
party shall select a certain number of the bales or cases

;
these s’^ail be first weighed

in gross, then tared, and the lot on which there is the least tare shall be taken aa
fixing the amount of tare on the others.

If during the course of the verification any difficulty arise which cannot b®
decided, the merchant may claim the intervention of the Consul, who shall imme-i
diately submit the matter to the Chief of Customs, and these two shall endeavour to
arrive at an amicable arrangement

;
but the claim must be made within the twenty-

four hours or it cannot entertained. While the dispute remains unsettled, the Chief
of Customs shall not enter the subject of it in the books, in order to afford every
latitude for the examination and solution of the difficulty.

Goods which shall have been subjected to damage shall enjoy a reduction of due#
proportionate to their depreciation. This shall be equitably determined and, if it i«

necessary, by experts on each side, as hereinbefore provided for.

Art; XVIII.—A vessel having entered one of the open ports of Audc. and not
having then taken out the permit for discharge mentioned in the precedixig article,

may, within two days after its arrival, leave and go to another port without paying
either anchorage or customs dues, which shall be ultimately discharged at the port
where the sale of the goods is effected.

Art. XIX.—Import dues shall be paid by the captains and merchants as soon
as the goods shall have been discharged and verified. Export dues shall be paid in
the same way upon the loading of the goods. When the tonnage and customs due#
payable by a vessel shall have been paid in full, the Chief of Customs shall give a
general clearance, on the exhibition of which the Consul shall return the ship’s papers
to the captain and allow him to leave.

It shall, however, if the captain consent, be lawful for the Customs administra-
tion (in order to facilitate the operations of trade) to calculate the dues according te
the bills of lading without its being necessary to discharge the goods in order
ascertain their value and quantity.

Art. XX.—-After the expiration of the two days mentioned in Art. XVIII., aud
before proceeding to discharge, each merchant vessel shall pay in fuU the light and
anchorage dues fixed by Article III. No other due, fee, or surcharge shall be required,
under any pretext.

On the payment of the aforesaid dues the Chief of Customs shall deliver to the
captain or the coiisignee a receipt in form of certificate stating that the light and
anchorage dues have been fully paid, and on the exhibition of this certificate to the
Chief of Customs at any other port to which it may be convenient for him to go, the
captain shall be free from payment again of these dues for his vessel, each foreign
vessel being liable to these only once on each voyage from a foreign country to Annam,

Art. XXI.—A foreign vessel entering one of the open ports and wishing to

discharge a part only of its cargo shall pay Customs dues only on the part discharged

;

the rem.ainder of the cargo may be carried to another port and there sol 1. The dues
shall then be paid.

In cases where foreigners, having paid in one port the dues on their goods, wish
to re-export them and send them for sale to another port, they shall notify the Consul
or Consular Agent; the latter shall inform the Chief of Customs, who, after having
verified the identity of the goods and the [lerfect integrity of the packages, shall

give to the applicants a declaration attesting that the dues leviable ou such goods
have in fact been paid.
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Provided with this declaration, the foreign merchants on their arrival in the other
port shall only have to present it through the Consul to the Chief of Customs,
who shall deliver for this part of the cargo, without delay or cost, a permit to dis-

charge it free of dues
;
but if the authorities discover fraud or contraband articles

among the goods thus re-exported, these shall be, after verification, confiscated to the

profit of the Custom-house.
Art. XXII.—No transhipment of goods can take place except under special

permit and in case of urgency. If the operation be indispensable, it must be referred

to the Consul, who will deliver a certificate, on view of which the transhipment will

be authorised by the Chief of Customs. The latter may always delegate an employe
of his administration to assist in it.

Every unauthorished transhipment, except in cases where there may be peril in

delay, shall entail the confiscation to the profit of the Custom-house of the whole of

the goods illicitly transhipped.

Art. XXIII.—In each of the ports open to foreign trade the Chief of Customs
ehall receive for himself and shall deposit at the French Consulate legal balances

for goods and for money, in order that the weights and measures may exactly conform
to the weights and measures in use in Annam, and they shall bear a stamp and seal

attesting this conformity. These standards shall be the basis of all liquidation of

dues and payments to be made. They shall be referred to in case of dispute as to

the weights or measure of goods, and the dispute shall be settled according to the

results which they show.
Art. XXIV.—All merchandise imported or exported in a contraband manner by

foreign ships or merchants, whatsoever may be their value and nature, as also every

prohibited commodity fraudulently discharged, shall be seized by the local authority

and confiscated. The Annamite G-overnment may also, if it thinks proper, interdict

the vessel taken in contravention of this from entering its ports and compel it to

leave immediately after settlement of its accounts. If any foreign vessel shall

fraudulently sail under a flag to which it is not entitled the French authorities shall

take the necessary measures for the repression of this abuse.

The total proceeds of the sale of confiscated articles shall go to the Custom-
house. The results of fines for contravention of the Customs regulations in the open
]ports shall also go to the Custom-house.

Art. XXV.—-His Excellency the President of the French Republic may station

a ship of war in the open ports of the Emflire where its presence may be judged

necessary to maintain good order and discipline among the crews of merchant vessels

and to facilitate the exercise of the Consular authority. All necessary measutes shall

be taken in order that the presence of these ships of war may not entail any incon-

venience. Ships of war shall not be subject to any dues.

Art. XXVI.—Every French ship of war cruising for the protection of trade

•hall be received and treated as a friend in all the ports of Annam where it may
present itself. These ships may there procure the divers articles of refitment and
revictualling which they need, and if they have met with damage may repair, and

to this end purchase the necessary materials, the whole without the least opposi-

tion.

The same shall apply to trading vessels, French or foreign, which, in consequence

of serious damages or for other cause, are compelled to seek refuge in any port of

Annam. But these vessels shall remain only temporarily, and as soon as the cause

of their distress shall have ceased, they shall set sail and shall not be allowed to pro-

long their stay or to trade.

If a vessel be wrecked upon the coast, the nearest authority, upon receiving in-

formation, shall at once send assistance to the crew, provide for their immediate wants,

and take the necessary measures for the salvage of the vessel and the preservation of the

Siierchandise. The authority shall then acquaint the nearest Consul or Consular Agent

Vrlth the disaster, in order that the latter, in concei’t with the competent authorities, may
arrange means for assisting the crew and saving the remains of the ship and cargo.
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The port of Thuan-an, on account of its situation on a river leading to the capital

and its proximity to the capital, shall be an exception, and no foreign ship-of-war or

trading vessel may enter it.

Nevertheless, if a French ship-of-war be charged with a pressing mission for the

Government of Hue or for the French Eesident it may cross the bar after having

asked and obtained the express authorisation of the Annamite Government.
Art. XXVII.—Annamite trading vessels may enter any of the ports of France

or of the six French proArinces of LoAver Cochin-China to trade there, and shall in

/every respect be treated as those of the most favoured nation.

Art. XXVIII.—The French Government renews its promise made to the Anna-
mite Government in Art. II. of the treaty of the 15th March to use every effort for the

destruction of the land and sea pirates, particularly in the neighbourhood of the

toAvns and ports open to European trade, in order to render the operations of trade

as secure as possible.

Art. XXIX.—The present convention shall have the same force as the Treaty of

the 15th March, 1874, to which it shall remain attached
;
it shall come into force imme-

diately after the exchange of the ratifications, which shall be made at the same time

as those of the Treaty of the 15th March, 1874, if possible, and in any case before

the 15th March, 1875.

In Avitness whereof the plenipotentiaries have signed it and affixed their seals.

Done at Saigon, in two copies in each language, compared and agreeing, the

31st August, 1874.

(Signed) CONTEE-AMIEAL KEANTZ.
„ NGITYEN-VAN-TUONG.
„ NGIJYEN-TANG^DOAN.

In order to a,void difficrilties in the interpretation of sopie passages of the, new
treaties, the plenipotentiaries of the two High Contracting Parties have agreed to

add to the present treaty an ad^tional Article which shall be considered as forming
an integral part of it.

Additional Article.
It is understood that the town of Hanoi itself is opened to foreign trade, and

that there shall be in this toAvn a Consul Avith his escort, a Custom-house, and that

Eiuropeans niay have warehouses and dwelling-houses there as well as at Ninh-hai
and at Thi-nai.

If it is found by experience that the Custom-house of Hanoi is useless and that

that of Ninh-hai is siifficient, the Custom-house at Hanoi may be closed, but there shall

always be in this town a Consul and his escort, and Europeans may continue to have
warehouses and dAvelling-houses there.

The lands necessary for building the houses for the Consuls and their escorts

shall be ceded gratuitously to the French Government by the Annamite Government.
The extent of these lands shall be m each of the open towns or ports five mans,
Annamite measure (about two hectares and a half). The lands necessary for

Europeans to build their dwelling-houses or warehouses upon shall be purchased by
them from the proprietors

;
the Consuls and the Annamite authorities shall inteiwene

in these purchases to see that they are transacted with equity. The warehouses and
dwellings of the merchants shall be as near as possible to the dwelling of the Consul.

At Ninh-hai the Consul and his escort shall continue to occupy the fort as long
as it may be judged necessary to assure the police and the security of commerce.
Later he shall reside on the five mans of ground which shall have been conceded
to him.

Pagodas and tombs shall be respected, and Europeans shall buy lands on which
habitations exist only Avith the consent of the proprietors and on paying a just price.

European merchants shall pay the land tax according to the tariffs in force in the

locality they inhabit, but they shall pay no other tax.

(Signed by the Plenipotentiaries.)
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Signed at Hue, 6th June, 1884.

Ratifications not yet exchanged.

The Q-overnment of the French Republic and that of His Majesty the King of

Annam, being desirous of for ever preventing the recurrence of the recent difficulties,

and of strengthening the bonds of ./iendship and good neighbourhood (hon voisinage)

have agreed upon the following C , cntion :

—

Art. I.—Annam recognises and accepts the protectorate of France.
France will represent Annam in aU her foreign relations.

Annamites abroad will be placed under the protection of France.
Art. II.—A French military force shall permanently occupy Thuan-an. All th*

forts and military works of the Hu4 river shall be razed.

Art. III.—From the frontier of Cochin-China to the frontier of the province of

Ninh-Binh Annamite functionaries shall continue to administer the provinces com-
prised within these limits, save as regards the Customs, Public Works, and in general

all matters which require unique direction in the employment of European engineers

or agents.

Art. IV.—Within the limits above mentioned the AnnaTiite Government shall

declare open to the trade of all nations, besides the port of Quinhon, those of Turoa
and Xuan-Day. Other ports shall be subsequently opened in accordance with am
understanding to be previously arrived at. The French Government shall at these

ports appoint agents placed under the orders of its Resident at Hue.
Art. V.—A Resident-General, representing the French Government, shall preside

over the foreign relations of Annam and shall assure the regular exercise of the pro-

tectorate without interfering with the local administration of the provinces comprised
within the limits fixed by Article III.

He shall reside in the citadel at Hue with a military guard.

The Resident-General shall have the right of private and personal audience with

His Majesty the King of Aunam.
Art. VI.—In Tonquin Residents or Assistant Residents shall be placed by the

Government of the Republic in such chief places as their presence may be deemed
desirable at. They shall be under the orders of the Resident-General.

They shall reside in the citadel and, in every case, in the same enclosure as is

reserved for the mandarin. They shall be given, if necessary, a French or native

guard.

Art. VII.— The Residents shall not occupy themselves with the details of the

iuterual administration of the provinces. Native functionaries of all ranks shall

contimie to govera under their control ;
but they shall be removed on the demand of

the French Authoritu 3.

Art. VIII.—French functionaries and employes of whatever category shall com-
municate with the Annamite Authorities only through the Residents.
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Art. IX.—A telegraph line shall be established from Saigon to Hanoi and worked
by French employes.

A part of the receipts shall be assigned to the Annamite Government, who, in

return, shall concede the land necessary for the stations.

Art. X.—In Annam and Tonquin foreigners of every nationality shall be placed

under French jurisdiction.

The French Authority shall decide disputes of every kind which may arise

between Annamites and foreigners, the same as between foreigners.

Art. XI.—In Annam proper the Quan-Bo shall collect the estabhshed taxes

under the control of French functionaries and for the account of the Court of Hue.
In Tonquin the Residents shall centralise, with the concurrence of the Quan-Bo,

the service of the same taxes, and shall supervise the collection and employment of

the taxes. A commission composed of Frenchmen and Annamites shall deter nine
the sums to be applied to the various branches of the administration and the public

service.

The surplus shall be paid into the treasury of the Court of Hue.
Art. XII.—Throughout the kingdom the reorganised Customs shall be entiredy

confided to French Administrators. There shall only bo maritime and froi tier

Custom stations, placed wherever the need thereof shall make Itself felt.

No claim in respect to the Customs on account of the measures taken up to the

present time by the military authorities shall be admitted.

The laws and regulations concerning indirect taxes, the Customs tarilf and rules,

and the sanitary regulations of Cochin-China shall be applicable m the territories of

Annam and Tonquin.
Art. XIII.—French citizens and proteges may, throughout the whole extent of

Tonquin and in the open ports of Annam, freely travel, trade, and acquire and dispose

of property, moveable and immoveable.

His Majesty the King of Annam expressly confirms the guarantees given by
the treaty of the Ist March, 1874, in favour of missionari<,3 and Christians.

Art. XIV.—Persons wishing to travel in the interior of Annam can only do so

on obtaining authorisation therefor through the Resident-General at Hue or the

Governor of Cochin-China.
The authorities shall furnish them with passports, which shall be presented for

the visa, of the Annamite Government.
Art. XV.—France engages to guarantee henceforth the integrity of the states of

the King of Annam, and to defend this sovereign from aggressions from without and
rebellions within.

With this object the French Authority may causeci to be militarily occupied such
places on the territory of Annam and Tonquin as m : t ha deemed necessary to assure

the exei'cise of the protectorate.

Art. XVI.—His Majesty the King of Annam shall continue, as in the past, to

direct the internal administration of hie states, saving the restrictions which result

from the present convention.

Art. XVII.—The actual debts of Annam to France shall be discharged by means
of payments to be made in manner to be hereafter determined upon. His Majesty
the King of Annam shall contract no foreign loan without the authorisation of the

French Government.

Art. XVIII.—Further conferences shall regulate the li nits of the open ports

and of the French Concessions in each of them, the establishment of lighthouses on
the coasts of Annam. and Tonquin, the regulations for the working of mines, coinage

regulations, and the -mount to he allotted to the King of Annam from the receipts

from Customs, exeice, teleg’'apb rates, and other revenues not mentioned in Article IT,

of the present trestj'

The present Convention shall be submitted for the approval of the Government
of the French Republic and of His Majesty the King of Annam, and the ratifications

shall he exchang^ as soon as possible.



SPAIN AND ANNAM.

TREATY OF COMMERCE BETVrEBN SPAIN AND ANNAM.

Signed at Hue, 27tu January, 1880.

Ratifications Exchanged, 26th September, 1880.

His Majesty the Ehng of Spain and His Majesty the Emperor of Annam, desiring

to strengthen and promote commercial relations between their respective subjects,

and thus cement more closely the bonds of friendship which happily exist be^een
the two countries, have decided to conclude a Treaty of Commerce, and have named
their Plenipotentiaries for that purpose, that is to say. His Majesty the King of

Spain, Don Melchor Ordonez, Naval Lieutenant of the first class. Colonel of Marine
Infantry, &c., &c., and His Majesty the Emperor of Annam, Do Dang De, Minister
of Rites, Director of the Academy, and Subdirector of the Imperil Historiogra-

phical Department, and Huyuh-Dien, first Chancellor of the Ministry of the Interior,

who, having exchanged their full powers, and found them in good and proper form,
have agreed upon the following Articles :

—

Art. I—In conformity with the provisions of Art. XI of the Treaty of Peace
concluded between His Majesty the Emperor of Annam and His Excellency the
President of the French Repubhc on the 15th March, 1874, the Annamite Govern-
ment has opened to European and American Commerce the following ports, viz.,

Thi-nai, in the province of Binh-dinh
;
Ninh-hai in the province of Hai-dzfiong

;

the city of Hanoi, and the passage by the Nhi-ha (Song-koi) from the sea to thfe

frontier of the Chinese province of Yunnan. According to Article XXI. of the said

Treaty, and on the invitation of the French Government to that of Spain, the latter

has become a party to the said Treaty, accepting it from the Ist June, 1874, aii

replacing that concluded in the year 1862. Spanish subjects may reside in the afore-

said ports and cities for the purposes of trade and industry, abstaining from all

traffic on the banks of the river. OfiEenders against this provision shall suffer a*
penalty the confiscation of the merchandise, which will be forfeited to the Annamita
Authority.

Art. II.—His Majesty the King of Spain concedes to Annamite subjects the
^ht of travelling, residing, possessing property, and freely engaging in trade,

industry, and every class of work, in Spain and her territories beyond sea, the said

Annamite subjects confoming to the laws of the country in which they shall be.

His Majesty the Emperor of Annam will place no obstacle in the way of such
Annamite subjects as shall desire to go to Spain or its provinces beyond sea ia

pursuit of any description of work. They shall be protected by the local Spanish
Authorities in accordance with the provisions of the Regulation on Asiatic Emigration
of 6th July, 1860, to which regulation the workmen and those who engage them shall

submit. This regulation has been submitted for the consideration of the Annamite
Government, who have accepted it and it shall have force from the date of the

ratification of the present Treaty, The Spanish Plenipotentiary has delivered to the

said Government two copies of the aforementioned regulation, certified and sealed

with his seal, the one written in the French language and the other in Annamite.

Emigration shall take place only from the three ports opened to trade. Thd
chief authority of the province shall be informed of the number of emi^ants, and also

of their contracts, a copy of which shall be forwarded by the captain of the Ship.

The said Authority shall appoint a person to verify, in comparing with the Captain
of the Port, the accuracy of the particulars furnished, and the vessel shall not be
allowed to leave the port until such examination has taken pla<5e. In th6 event ‘d€
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its being found necessary to frame other regulations for the protection of contract

labourers, the two High Contracting Parties shall agree upon them.

Art. III.—His Majesty the Emperor of Annam concedes to Spanish subjects

liberty to enter and reside in the cities and ports opened to trade as above mentioned.

In these places they may possess land, build houses, and follow any commercij^l

or industrial pursuit. They shall enjoy the same protection as the French or the

subjects of other nations, and the Government of His Majesty the Emperor shall

place at their disposal the land necessary for their estabhshment.
As regards the purchase of land and the payment of the price, they shall submit

to the conditions contained ui Art. XII. of the Treaty concluded between Franco
and Annam on the 15th March, 1874. The Annamite Government may open other

ports hereafter should it be deemed advisable or if the importance of the trade

renders it necessary.

Art. IV.—His Majesty the Emperor of Annam may, if he think proper,

establish in Spain and in all ports and cities of its dominions Consuls charged
with the protection of his subjects. His Majesty the Kmg of Spain may also, should

he think ht, estabhsh at Thi-nai, Hinh-hai, and Hanoi, Consuls charged with the

protection of Spanish subjects. These agents shall not exercise their consular funcf

tions until the exequatur of the sovereign of the nation to which they are accredited

shall have been received, but as soon as the said exequatur shall be received they

shall freely discharge their functions and enjoy the same constdar privileges a,s the

agents of other nations. The jurisdiction of the Consuls m Annam shall not extend

beyond the open ports to which they have been appointed. This Treaty does npt
modify in any respect the provisions of Art. IX. of the Political Treaty of the I5th
March, 1874, between France and Annam, relative to Spanish Missionaries, who shall

continue in the enjoyment of the privileges accorded by the said Article.

Art. V.—All questions between Spaniards, or between Spaniards and Foreigners,

shall be tried by the Spanish Consuls, or in default of these shall be submitted to the

French Agents.
When Spanish subjects have any dispute with Annamites, or any claim against

them, they shall lay the matter before the Spanish Consul, who wiU endeavour to
settle the matter amicably. If such settlement he impossible, the Consul shall request

the assistance of an Annamite Judge commissioned to that effect, and these two
officers, shall, after a joint investigation, decide the matter according to the rules pf
equity.

Equally, when Annamites have a difference with Spanish subjects, they shall lay

the matter before the Annamite Authority, who, if the matter cannot be arrangod
amicably, will ask the assistance of the Spanish Consul, in order that they may try

it together.

Art. VI.—The preliminary proceedings upon offences or crimes committed by
Spanish residents in the cities and open ports shall be heard before the Consul for

Spain
;
in his absence before the Consul for France, and shall be sent, together with the

accused, as soon as possible, to Manila, that judgment may be given according to the

laws of Spain.

If the accused take refuge in Annamite territory the local authorities shall, on
requisition being made, use all possible means to arrest him and dehver him to tho

Consul for Spain.

If an Annamite subject resident in Spanish territory commit any offence or
crime he shall be tried, according to the laws of the country, by the Spanish Autho-
rities, but the Annamite Consul shall be officially informed of the proceedings taken
against the accused.

Annamite subjects guilty of a criminal action against Spanish subjects in

Annam shall be detained by the Annamite Authorities and punished according to

the laws of the Empire.
Art. VII.—If any criminal being a Spanish subject, accused of misdemeanour

or robbery, shall fly to Annamite territory, the local authority, as soon as it shall b^
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Uiformed thereof, sLall take all possible means to arrest the fugitive and deliver him
to the Spanish Consul, or, there being no Spanish Consul, to the French Consul.

Equally, if criminals of whatever class, subjects of His Majesty the Emperor of

Annam, shall fly to Spanish territory, they shall be pursued as soon as advice of

their flight is received, taken if possible, and delivered to the authorities of their

country.

Art. VIII. -The property of Spaniards dying in Annamite territory, and of

Annamites dying in Spanish tt rritory, shall l>e handed over to their heirs. In the

absence of the latter, the property shall be placed with the Consul of the nation to

which the deceased belonged to hold for the legal heirs. In the absence of a Consul
the Government of the country shall send it to the Government of the nation to which
the deceased belonged.

Art. IX.—In the ports open to 1 race Spanish subjects shall be subject to all

the clauses relative to commercial operations contained in the Treaty of Commerce
between Annam and France of the SIst August, 1874. They shall enjoy all the

privileges already conceded or which may be hereafter conceded to the merchants of

the most favoured nation, with the exception of the privilege conceded to France
with reference to merchandise imported cr • x))orted by vessels proceeding from or to

' Saigon, according to Ait. IV. of the said treaty.

Art. X.—In the ports open to trsfle the importation and exportation of all

merchandise is permitted, v ith the exception of the articles already prohibited, which
are found enumerated in the treaty concluded with France on the 31st August, 1874.

Grain and silk are articles of which the Annamite Government has need. Their im-

portation shall always be permitted, but the exportation of grain shall only take place

in virtue of a temporary authorisation by the Government, of which information will

be given to the French Resident at Hue and to the Spanish Consuls. The exporta-

tion of silk shall only be permitted each year after the districts which pay their taxes

in this article shall have paid them in full and after the Annamite Government shall

have purchased the quantities indispensable to their use. When the said Government
shall intend to authorise or suspend the exportation of these two articles they shall

give information of their intention, at least two months in advance, to the French
Resident at Hue and to the Spanish Consuls ;

that is to say, if the concession or

luspensioD is to take place on 1st March, information thereof shall be given to the

said Agents on the Ist January.

Art. XI.-=-The present treaty shall remain in force for ten years from the date

of the exchange of the ratifications. During this period it cannot be modified except

by the common consent of the two High Contracting Parties, and after at least one

year’s notice rball have becTi given by the one to the other. At the termination of

the ten yea?' ,
f neither party expresses a desire for the modification of the treaty, it

shall continue ‘
'le retime, being obligatory on both parties.

Art. XII.— Tiiis treaty shall be ratified, and the ratificasiona exchanged at Hue
within one year from the date of signing, or earlier if possible. It shall have effect

from the date of the exchange of the ratifications.



AN ACT OF THE AMERICAN CONGRESS

RELATING TO TREATIES.

AN ACT to carry into efect certain Provisions in the Treaties between the United States,

China, Japan, Siam, Persia, and other Countries, giving certain Judicial Powers to

Ministers and Consuls, or other functionaries of the United States in those Countries,

or for other purposes.

Published for their information by the Department of State, Washington, July 2, 1860.

Note.—Treaties were negotiated with China, July 3rd, 1844; and June 18th, 1858 ;
and a

Convention, November 8tb, 1858.*

Treaties were negotiated with Japan, March 31st, 1854 ; June 17th, 1857 ; and July 29th,

1858. t

A Treaty was negotiated with Persia, December 13th, 1858.

Treaties were negotiated with Siam, March 20th, 1853 ; and May 29th, 1856.

Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the United States of
America in Congress assembled. That to carry into full effect the provisions of the
treaties of the United States with the empires of China, Japan, and Siam, respectively.

Ministers and Consuls of the United States, duly appointed to reside in each of

the said countries, shall in addition to other powers and duties imposed upon them
respectively, by the provisions of such treaties respectively, be invested with the
judicial authority herein described, which shall appertain to the said office of Minister
and Consul, and be a part of the duties belonging thereto, wherein the same is allowed
by treaty.

Sec. 2.

—

And be it further enacted. That in regard to Crimes and Misdemeanours
the said public functionaries are hereby fully empowered to arraign and try, in the
manner herein provided, all citizens of the United States charged with offences against
law, which shall be committed in such countries, respectively, and upon conviction, to

sentence such offenders in the manner herein authorized, and the said functionaries,

and each of them, are hereby authorized to issue all such processes as are suitable

and necessary to carry this authority into execution.

Sec. 3.

—

And be it further enacted. That in regard to civil rights, whether of

property or person, the said functionaries are hereby invested with all the judicial

authority necessary to execute the provisions of such treaties, respectively, and shall

entertain jurisdiction in matters of contract at the port where, or nearest to which,

the contract was made, or at the port at which, or nearest to which, it was to be ex-

ecuted ;
and in all other matters at the port where, or nearest to which, the cause of

controversy arose, or at the port where, or nearest to which, the damage complained
of was sustained :—and such port above-named being always one of the ports at

which the United States are represented by Consuls
;
which jurisdiction shall embrace

all controversies between citizens of the United States, or others provided for by such

treaties respectively.

* Immigration and Commercial Treaties were also negotiated November 17tb, 1880.

t A Treaty was also negotiated July 36th, 1878.
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Sec. 4.—And he it further enacted. That such jurisdiction in ci'iminal and civil

matters shall, in all cases, be exercised and enforced in conformity with the laws of

the United States, which are hereby, so far as is necessary to execute such treaties,

respectively extended over all citizens of the United States in the said countries (and
over all others be the extent that the terms of the said treaties, respectively, justify or

require), so far as such laws are suitable to carry the said treaties into effect: but in

all cases where such laws are not adapted to the object, or are deficient in the provisions

necessary to furnish suitable remedies, the common law, including equity and admiralty,

shall be extended in like manner over such citizens and others in the said countries

;

and if defects still remain to be supplied, and neither the common law, including

equity and admiralty, nor the statutes of the United States, furnish appropriate and
suitable remedies, th& Minister, in the said countries respectively, shall, by decrees and
regulatit)ns which shall have the force of law, supply such defects and deficiencies.

Sec. 5.—And be it further enacted, That in order to organize and cany into effect

the system of jurisprudence demanded by such treaties, respectively, the said Ministers

with the advice of the several Consuls in each of the said countries, respectively, or so

many of them as can be conveniently assembled, shall prescribe the forms of all

processes which shall be issued by any of the said Consuls
;
the mode of executing, and

the time of returning the same
;
the manner in which trials shall be conducted and how

the records thereof shall be kept
;
the form of oaths for Christian witnesses, and the

mode of examining all other witnesses
;
the costs which shall be allowed to the pre-

vailing party, and the fees which shall be paid for judicial services to defray necessary

expenses
;
the manner in which all officers and agents to execute pi’ocess, and to carry

this Act into effect, shall be appointed and compensated
;
the form of bail-bonds, and

the security which shall be required of the party who appeals from the decision of a

Consul
;
and, generally, without further enumeration, to make all such decrees and

regulations from time to time, under the provisions of this Act, as the exigency may
demand

;
and all such regulations, decrees, and orders shall be plainly drawn up in

writing, and submitted, as above pi’ovided, for the advice of the Consuls, or as many
of them as can be consulieJ without prejudicial delay or iaconveiiience, who shall each

signify his asseui or- dissent in writing, wi.h his name subscribed there''o; and after

taking such advice, and considering the same, the Minister, in the said countries

respectively, may nevertheless, by causing the decree, order, or regulation to be published

w'ith his signature thereto, and the opinions of his advisers inscribed thereon, make it

to become binding and obligatory until annulled or modified by Congress
;
and it shall

take effect from the publication, or any subsequent day thereto named in the Act.

Sec. 6.

—

And he it further enacted. That all such regulations, orders, and decrees,

shall, as speedily as may be after publication, be transmitted by the said Ministers,

with the opinions of their advisers, as drawn U
2
) by them severally, to the Secretary

of State, to be laid before Congress for revision.

Sec. 7 .—And be it further enacted. That each of the Consuls aforesaid, at the port

for which he is ap^iointed, shall be competent, under the authority herein contained,

upon facts within his own knowledge, or which he has good reason to believe true, or

ujiou complaint made, or information filed in writing and authenticated in such way

as shall be jjrescribed by the Minister, to issue his warrant for the arrest of any citizen

of the United States charged with committing, in the country, an offence against law

;

and, when arrested, to arraign and try any such offender
;
and upon conviction to

sentence him to punishment in the manner herein prescribed
;
always meting out

2
)unishment in a manner pro

2
.)ortioned to the offence, which jiunishment shall, in all

cases excej)! as is hei’ein otherwise jjrovided, be either fine or iinjirisonment.

Sec. 8.

—

And he it further enacted. That any Consul, when sitting alone for the

trial of offences or misdemeanours, shall finally decide all cases where the fine imjjosed

does not exceed one hundred dollars, or the term of imprisonment does not exceed sixty

days; and there shall be no appeal therefrom, excejit as provided in Section 11

of this Act. But no fine im^^osed by a Consul for a coutemjff committed in the presence

of the Court, or for failing to obey a summons from the same, shall exceed fifty

dollars, nor shall the imiwisonment exceed twenty-four hours for the same contempt.
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Sec. 9.

—

And be it further enacted, That when sitting alone, he may also decide

all cases in which the fine imposed does not exceed five hundred dollars, or the term
of imprisonment does not exceed ninety days ; but in all such cases, if the fine exceeds

one hundred dollars, or the term of imprisonment for misdemeanour exceed-^ ninety

days, the defendants (or any of them, if there be more than one) may take the case by
appeal before the Minister of the IJnited States, if allowed jurisdiction, either upon
errors of law or matters of fach under siich rules as may 1)# prescribed by the Minister
for the prosecution of appeals in such cases.

Sec. 10.—And he if further enacted, Th.at whenever, in any case, the Consul shall

be of opmion that, by reason of the legal cpiestions which may arise therein, assistance

will be useful to him, or whenever he shall be of opinion that a severer punishment
than those above specified will be required, he shall in eithei’ case summon one or

more citizens of the United States, not exceeding four in n\imber, taken by' lot from a
list of individuals which shall have been submitted previously to the Minister for his

approval, but in capital cases not less than four, wdio shall be j)ersous of good repute
and competent to the duty, to sit with him in trial, and who, after so sitting upon
the trial, shall each enter upon the record his judgment and opinion, and sign the

same. The Consul shall, however, give judgment in the case
;
but if his decision is

opposed by the opinion of one or more of his associates, the case, without, ftirther

proceedings, together with the evidence and opinions, shall be refened to the Minister
for his final adjudication, either by entering uj) judgment therein, or ivmitting the
same to tlie Consul, with instructions how to proceed therewith

;
b\it in all such cases,

except capital offences, if the Consul and his associates concur in opinion, the decision

shall be final, except as is provided in Sec-ion 2 of this Act.
Sec. 11.

—

And he it further enacted, 'f’ii -.i Consuls aforesaid, and each of them, at

the port for which he is a^jpointed, shall have jurisdiction as is herein provided, in

aU civil cases arising under such treaties, T'espectively, wherein the damage demanded
does not exceed the sum of five hundred dollars

;
and if he see fit to decide the same

without aid his decision thereon shall be final
;
but if in his judgment any case

involves legal perplexities, and assistance will be useful, or if the damage demanded
exceed five nuud’ed dollar.*, in cither such case it sliaP. b- l)is d liy to summo'.i to his
aid, from a list of individuals which shall have been nominated for the jmrposes of
this Act to the Minister and received his approval, not less than two nor more than
three citizens of the United States, if such are residing at the port, of good repute
and competent to the duty, who shall with him hear any such case

;
and if the Consul

and his associates concur in opinion, the judgment shall be final
;
but if the associates,

or any of them, differ from the Consul, the opinions of all shall be noted on the
record, and each shall subscribe his name to his assent to, or dissent from the Consul,
with such reasons therefor as he thinks jiroper to assign, and either party' may
thereupon appeal, under such regulations as may exist, to the Minister

;
but if no

appeal is lawfully claimed, the decision of the Consul shall be final and conclusive.

Sec. 12.—And be it further enacted. That hi all cases, criminal and civil, the
evidence shall be taken down in writing hi open Court, under such regulations as may
be made for that purpose

;
and all objections to the competency' or character of

testimony shall be noted down, with the ruling in all such cases, and the evidence
shall be part of the case.

Sec. 13.—And he it further enacted. That the Minister of the United States in the
country to which he is appointed shall, in addition to his power to make regulations
and decrees as herein provided, be fully authorized to hear and decide all cases,

criminal and civil, which may come before him, by appeal, under the provisions of
this Act, and to issue all processes necessary to execute the power conferred upon
him

;
and he is hereby fuUy empowered to decide finally any case upon the evidence

which comes up with it, or to hear the parties further, if he thinks justice will be
promoted therebv

;
and he may also prescribe the rules upon which new trials may

be granted, either by the Consuls or by himself, if asked for upon justifiable grounds.
Sec. 14.—And be itfurther enacted, That in all cases, except as is herein otherwise

provided, the punishment of crime provided for by this Act shall be fine or
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imprisonment, or both, at the discretion of the functionary who decides the case, but
subject to the regulations herein contained, and such as may hereafter be made. It
shall, however, be the duty of each and eveiy functionary to allot punishment accord-
ing to the magnitude and aggravation of the offence

;
and all who refuse or neglect

to comply with the sentence passed upon them shall stand committed until they do
comply, or are discharged by order of the Consul, with the consent of the Minister in
the country.

Sec. 15.

—

And he it further enacted. That murder and insurrection or rebellion
against the government of either of the said coruitries, with intent to subvert the
same, shall be capital offeiices, punishable with death

;
but no person shall be convicted

of either of said crimes, unless the Consul and his associates in the trial all concur
in opinion and the Minister also approves of the conviction

;
but it shall always be

lawful to convict one put upon trial for either of these crimes, of a lesser offence of a
similar character if the evidence justifies it

;
and when so convicted, to punish as for

other offences, by fine or imjjrisonment, or both.

Sec. 16.

—

And be it further enacted. That whenever any one shall be convicted of

either of the crimes punishable with death, as aforesaid, in either of the said countries,

it shall be the duty of the Minister to issue his warrant for the execution of the convict,

appointing the time, place, and manner
;
but if the said Minister shall be satisfied

that the ends of public justice demand it, he may from time to time postpone such
execution, and if he finds mitigatory circumstances which may authorize it, may
submit the case to the President of the United States for pardon.

Sec. 17.

—

And be it further enacted, That it shall be the duty of the Minister in

each of the said countries to establish a tariff of fees for judicial services, which shall

be paid by such parties and to such persons as said Minister shall direct
;
and the

proceeds shall, as far as is necessary, be applied to defray the expenses incident to the
execution of this Act

;
and regular accounts, both of receipts and expenditures, shall

be kept by the said Minister and Consuls, and transmitted annually to the Secretary

of State.

Sec. 18.—And be it further enacted. That in all criminal cases which are not of a
heinous character, it shall be lawful for the parties aggrieved or concerned therein,

with the assent of the Minister in the country or Consul, to adjust and settle the

same among themselves, upon pecuniary or other considerations.

Sec. 19.

—

And be it further enacted, That it shall be the duty also of the said

Ministers and the Consuls to encourage the settlement of controversies of a civil

character by mutual agreement, or to submit them to the decision of referees agreed
upon by the parties, a majority of whom shall have power to decide the matter. And
it shall be the duty of the Minister in each country to prepare a foim of submission
for such cases, to be signed by the parties and acknowledged before the Consul

;
and

when parties have so agreed to refer, the referees may, after suitable notice of the

time and place of meeting for the trial, proceed ex parte in case either party refuses

or neglects to appear
;
and, after hearing any case, may deliver their award, sealed,

to the Consul, who, in Court, shall open the same
;
and if he accept it, he shall

endorse the fact, and judgment shall be rendered thereon, and execution issue in

compliance with the terms thereof : Provided, however, That the parties may always

settle the same before return thereof is made to the Consul.

Sec. 20.

—

And be itfurther enacted. That the Ministers afojesaid and Consuls shall

be fully authorized to call upon the local authorities to sust;;; < and support them in

the execution of the powers confided to them by said treaty, and on their part to do
and perform whatever is necessary to carry the provisions of said treaties into full

effect, so far as they are to be executed in the said countries respectively.

Sec. 21.

—

And be it further enacted, That the provisions of this Act, so far as the

same relate to crimes and offences committed by citizens of the United States, shall

extend to Turkey, under the treaty with the Sublime Porte of May seventh, eighteen

hundred and thirty, and shall be executed in the Ottoman dominions, in conformity

with the provisions of said treaty and of this Act, hy the Minister of the United States,

and the Consuls of the Uni:ed States [appointed] to reside therein, who are hereby
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e* officio invested with the powers herein conferred upon the Minister and Consuls in

China, for the purposes above expressed, so far as regards the punishment of crime,

and also for the exercise of jurisdiction in civil cases wherein the same is permitted

by the laws of Turkey, or its usages in its intercourse with the Franks and other

foreign Christian nations.

Sec. 22.—And he it further enacted, That the word Minister, when- used in this

Act, shall be understood to mean the person invested with, and exercising, the prin-

cipal diplomatic functions in each of the countries mentioned in the first section of

this Act. The word Consul shall be understood to mean any person invested by the

United States with, and exercising the functions of. Consul-general, of Vice-Consul-

general, Consul, or Vice-consul, in any of the countries herein named. And if at any
time there be no Minister of the United States in either of the countiies hereinbefore

mentioned, the judicial duties which are imposed by this Act upon the Minister,

shall devolve upon the Consul-general or Consul residing at the capital of the country,

who is hereby authorized aud required to discharge the same.
Sec. 23 .—And he it further enacted. That all such officers shall be responsible for

their conduct to the United States and to the laws thereof, not only as diplomatic or

consular functionaries, respectively, but as judicial ofiicers, when they perform judicial

duties, and shall be held liable for all negligencies and misconduct as public ofiicers.

Sec. 24.—And he itfurther enacted. That capital cases for murder, or insurrection

against the government of either of the countries hereinbefore mentioned, by citizens

of the United States, or for offences against the public peace, amounting to felony

under the laws of the United States, may be tried before the Minister of the United
States in the country where the offence is committed, if allowed jurisdiction, and it

shall be competent for each of the said Ministers to issue aU manner of writs, to

prevent the citizens of the United States from enlisting in the military or naval service

of either of the said countries to make war upon any foreign power with whom the

United States are at peace, or in the service of one portion of the people against any
other portion of the same people

;
and he may carry out this power by a resort to such

force as may at the time be within his reach belonging to the United States.

Sec. 25.—And he it further enacted. That the President be, and he is hereby,
authorized to appoint Marshals for such of the consular courts in the said countries
as he may think proper, not to exceed seven in number, namely, one in Japan, four in

China, one in Siam, and one in Turkey, who shall each receive an annual salary of
one thousand dollars per annum, in addition to the fees allowed by the regulations of

the said Ministers, respectively, in the said countries
;
and it shall be the duty of the

said Marshals, respectively, to execute all processes issued by the Minister of the United
States in the said countries, respectively, or by the Consul at the port at which they
reside, and to make due return of the same to the officer by whom the same was issued,

and to conform, in all respects, to the regulations prescribed by the said Ministers,
respectively, in regard to their duties. And the said Marshals shall give bonds for
the faithful performance of the duties of the oflice, before entering upon the same,
which bond shall be in a penal sum, not to exceed ten thousand dollars, with two
sureties to be approved by the Secretary of State of the United States

;
and the said

bond shall be transmitted to the Secretary of the Treasury, and a certified copy thereof
be lodged in the office of the Minister. And in case any person, aggrieved by the
misconduct of any of the said Marshals, should desire to bring suit upon any of the
said bonds, it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Treasury, or the Minister having
custody of a copy of the same, to furnish the person so applying with a certified copy
thereof, upon which copy so furnished and certified suit may be brought and prosecuted
with the same effect as could be done upon the original : Provided, that upon a plea
of non est factum verified upon oath, or any other good cause shown, the Court, or the
Consul, or Minister trying the cause may require the original i ; be produced; and
when so required, it shall be the duty of the Secretary of the Tieasury to forward the
original bond to the Court, or Consul, or Minister requiring the same

;
And provided

further, that before a copy of any such bond shall be furnished for suit, it shall be the
duty of the Secretary of the Treasury, or the Minister to whom the application is
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made, to require prima facie jiroof, to be judged of by the Secretary or the Minister

having charge of the copy, that there is probable cause of action against the Marshal
making the bond; And provided further, that all rules, orders, writs, and processes

of every kind which are intruded to operate or to be enforced against any of the said

Marshals, in any of the countries named in this Act shall be directed to and executed

by such person as may be appointed for that pui-pose by the Minister or Consul
issuing the same.

Sec. 26.—And he it further enacted, That the President be, and is hereby
authorised to allow in the adjustment of the accounts of each of the said Ministers or

Consuls, the actual expenses of the rent of suitable buildings to be used as prisons

for American convicts in the said countries, not to exceed in any case the rate of six

hundred dollars a year
;
and also the wages of the keepers of the same, and for the

care of offenders
;
not to exceed in any case the sum of eight hundi’ed dollars per

annum ;
and provided that no more than one ]mison shall be hired in Japan, four in

China, one in Turkey, and one in Siam, at such port or ports as the Minister, with

the sanction of the President, may designate.

Sec. 27.—And he it further enacted. That the jurisdiction of the respective

Ministers in the countries hereinbefore named, where the same is allowed by treaty,

in all matters of civil redress or of crimes, except in the cases mentioned in the

twenty-fourth section, shall be appellate only, and be exercised wherever in the said

countries they may be, res^^ectively, except also in cases where a consular officer shall

hapjjen to be interested either as party or witness, in which case original jurisdiction

is vested in the said Ministers, respectively.

Sec. 28.—And he it further enacted, That the jirovisions of this Act be, and the

same are hereby, extended to Persia in respect to all suits and disputes which may
arise between citizens of the United States tlierein

;
and the Minister and Consuls who

may be appointed to reside in Persia are hereby invested, in relation to the said suits

and disputes, with such powers as are by this Act conferred upon the Minister and
Consuls in China. And all suits and disputes arising in Persia between Persian

subjects and citizens of the United States, shall be carried before the Persian tribunal

to which such matters are usually referred, at the place where a Consul or Agent of

the United States may reside, and shall be discussed and decided according to equity,

in presence of an employe of the Consul or Agent of the United States
;
and it shall

be the duty of t’ e Consular Officer to attend the trial in person, and see that justice

is administered. And all suits and disputes occurring in Persia between the citizens

of the United States and the subjects of other foreign powers, shall be tried and

adjudicated by the intermediation of their respective Ministers or Consuls in accord-

ance with such regulations as shall be mutually agreed upon by the Mmister of the

United States for the time being, and the Ministers of such foreign powers, respectively,

which regulations shall, from time to time, be submitted to the Secretaiy of State

of the United States.

Sec. 29.—And he it further enacted. That the provisions of this Act, so far as the

same are in conformity with the stipulations in the existing treaties between the

United States and Tripoli, Tunis, Morocco, and Muscat, respectively, shall extend to

those countries, and shall be executed in conformity with the provisions of the said

treaties, and of the provisions of this Act, by the Consuls appointed by the United

States to reside therein, who are hereby ex officio invested with the powers herein

delegated to the Ministers and Consuls of the United States appointed to reside in

the countries named in the first section of this Act, so far as the same can be exercised

under the provisions of treaties lietween the United States and the several countries

mentioned in this section, and in ai-cor- lance with the usages of the said countries in

their intercourse ivith the Frank.s or c.tber foreign Christian nations.

Sec. 30.—And he it further enacted. That the Consuls and Commercial Agents of

the United States at islands or in countries not inhabited by any civilized ]ieople,

or recognised by any treaty with the United States, be, and the same are hereby

authorized to tiy, hear, and' determine all cases in regard to civil right.s, whether

of person or property, where the real debt and damages do not exceed the sum
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of one thousand dollars, exclusive of costs
;
and upon full hearing- of the allegation

and evidence of both parties, to give judgment according to the laws of the TJnited

States, and according to the equity and right of the matter, in the same manner
as justices of the peace are now authorized and empowered where the United
States have exclusive jurisdiction. And the said Consuls and Commercial Agents,

respectively, are hereby invested with the powers conferred by the provisions of the

seventh and eighth sections of this Act for trial of offences or misdemeanours.
Sec. 31.

—

And he it further enacted, That all marriages in the presence of any
Consular officer in a foreign countiw, b tween persons who would be authorized to

marry if i-esidiug in the district of Columbia, shall have the same force and effect,

and shall be valid to all intents and purposes, as if the said marriage had been
solemnized within the United States. And in all cases of marriage before any
Consular officer, the said Consular Officer shall give to each of the parties a certificate

of such marriage, and shall also send a certificate thereof to the Department of State,

there to be kept
;
which certificate shall specify the names of the parties, their ages,

places of birth, and residence.

Sec. 32.

—

And he it further enacted. That all Acts and parts of Acts inconsistent

with the provisions of this Act shall be, and the same are, hereby repealed.

Sec. 33.

—

And he it further e7iacted. That this Act shall take effect on the first

day of July, eighteen h-undred and sixty.

Approved June 22nd, 1860.

REGULATIONS FOR THE CONSULAR COURTS OP THE
UNITED STATES OE AMJ-iRICA IN CHINA.

In pursuance of Sec. 5th of the Act of Congress, approved 22nd June, 1860,
entitled “ An Act to carry into effect certain provisions in tire Treaties between the

United States, China, Japan, Siam, Persia, and other countries, giving certain judicial

powers to Ministers and Consuls, or other fun c' ionaries of the United States in those
countries, or for other purposes,” I, Anson Burlingame, Minister Plenipotentiary

and Envoy Extraordinary of the United States to the Empire of China, do hereby
decree the following rules and regulations, which shall have the force of law in the
Consular Courts of China.

1.

—Every citizen of the United States residing within the limits of the ports open
to foreign trade in the dominion of the Empire of China, is required to be enrolled

in the Consular register, and shall apply in person at the Consulate within thirty

days after the pubhcation of this decree. Every American citizen who may arrive

within the hmits of the port, save and except any one who may be borne on the
muster-roll of an American vessel, shall apply within ten days at the Consulate to be
enrolled. An American citizen neglecting to be so enrolled will not be entitled to

claim the protection or intervention of the authorities, unless he can furnish a valid

reason for not so doing.

2.

—In all cases where an applicant to be enrolled cannot furnish a passport or
other legal proof of his citizenship, he shall make oath that he is a citizen of the
United States

;
and if the Consul deem desirable, be required to bring such further,

evidence as he shall consider satisfactory.

ANSON BURLINGAME.
Legation of the United States,

Peking, 22nd April, 1864.

I. Ordinary Civil Procedure.

1.

—How commenced.—Civil proceedings between American citizens must com-
mence by written petition, verified by oath bef' re the Consul.

2.

—Three classes of action.—O. dinary personal civil actions are of tlu-ee classes,

viz.: Contract, comprising all cases of contract or debt
;
Wrong, when damages are

claimed for a wrong; Replevin, when jiossession of a specific article is claimed.
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—Demand necessary in Contract and Replevin.—In contract, the petition must
aver that payment, or a performance of the conditions of the contract, has been
demanded and withheld

;
and in replevin, that the articles to be replevined have been

demanded.

4.

—Petitioner must deposit money.—The petitioner shall be required to deposit a
reasonable sum to defray the probable expenses of court and defendant’s costs

;

subsequent deposits may be required if found necessary.

5.

—Notice to Defendant.—Upon deposit of the money, the Consul shall order
notice of the petition, in writing, directing defendant to appear before the court at a
given day and hour to his written answer on oath.

b.

—

Service.—Notice must be served on each defendant at least five days before
return day, by delivery of an attested copy of the petition and order, and of any
accompanying account or paper.

7.

—Personal service should always be required when practicable.

8.

— Default.—On proof of due notice, judgment by default shall be procured
against any defendant failing to appear and file his answer as required

;
but the de-

fault may be taken off for good cause within one day after, exclusive of Sunday.
9-

—

Damages.—But in actions of wrong, and all other where the damages are in
their nature unliquidated and indefinite, so that they cannot be calculated with
precision from the statement of the petition, the amount of the judgment shall be
ascertained by evidence, notwithstanding the default.

10.

—

Answer.—If defendant appears and answers, the Consul, having both parties
before him, shall before proceeding further encourage a settlement by mutual
agreement, or by submission of the case to referees agreed on by the parties, a majority
of whom shall decide it.

11-

—

Amendments.—Parties should, at the trial, be confined as closely as may be
to the averments and denials of the statement and answer, which shall not be altered
after filing except by leave granted in open Court.

12.

—

American witnesses compelled to attend.—On application of either party and
advance of the fees, the Consul shall compel the attendance of any witness within hit
jurisdiction before himself, referees, or commissioners.

Parties are witnesses.—Each party is entitled, and may be required, to

14.-—Decrees to he obeyed.—^Judgment may be given summarily against either
party failing to obey any order or decree of the Consul.

Ifi-

—

Attachment and arrest.—For sufficient cause and on sufficient security, the
Consul, on filing a petition, may grant a process of attachment of any defendant’s
property to a sufficient amount, or of arrest of any defendant not a married woman,
nor in the service of the United States, under commission from the President.

16-

—

Dissolution of attachment.—Defendant may at any time have the attachment
dissolved by depositing such sum, or giving such security, as the Consul may require.

17.

—Sale of perishable property.—Perishable property or such as is liable to
serious depreciation under attachment, may, on petition of either paroy, oe sold by
the Consul’s order, and its proceeds deposited in tue Consulate.

18.

—Release of Debtor.—Any defendant arrested or imprisoned on civil petition
shall be released on tender of a sufficient bond, deposit of a sufficient sum, or
assignment of sufficient property.

19.

— Debtor’s disclosure.—Any person under civil arrest or imprisonment may
have his creditor cited before the Consul to hear a disclosure of the prisoner’s affairs

under oath, an 1 to question thereon
;
and if the Consul shall be satisfied of its truth

and thoroughness, and of the honesty of the debtor’s condn ;t tvwvards the creditor,
he shall for ever discharge hiin from arrest upon tint deb.

;
provided that the

prisoner shall offer to transfer and secure to his creditor th > property disclosed, or
sufficient to pay the debt, at the Consul’s valuation.

20.

—Debtor’s board.—The creditor must advance to the jailer his fees and pay-
ment for his prisoner’s board until the ensuing Monday, and afterwards weekly, or
the debtor will be discharged from imprisonment and future arrest.

testify.
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21.—Execution.—On the second day after judgment (exclusive of Sunday)

execution may issue, enforcing the same with interest at 12 per cent, a year, against

the property and person of the debtor, returnable in thirty days and renewable.
22.

—Seizure and sale of property.—Sufficient property to satisfy the execution

and all expenses may be seized and sold at public auction by the officer, after due
notice.

23.

—Property attached on petition, and not advertised for sale within ten days
after final judgment, shall be returned to the defendant.

24.

—Finaljudgmentfor defendant.—When final judgment is given in favour of the
defendant, his person and property are at once freed from imprisonment or attachment
and all security given by him discharged. And the Consul may, at his discretion,

award him compensation for any damage necessarily and directly sustained by reason
of such attachment, arrest, or imprisonment.

25.

—
Offset.—In action of contract, defendant may offset petitioner’s claim by a

counter claim, filing his own claim, under oath, with his answer. Petitioner shall be
notified to file his answer seasonably, on oath, and the two claims shall then be tried

together, and but one judgment given for the difference, if any be proved in favour
of either party, otherwise for defendant’s costs.

26.

—Costs.—Except as hereinafter provided, the party finally prevailing recovers

costs, to be taxed by him and revised by the Consul.

27.

—Trustee process.—In contract, the Consul may order defendant’s pi-operty or

credits in a third party’s hands to be attached on the petition, by serving hmi with
due notice as trustee, provided petitioner secures trustee his costs by adequate special

deposit.

28.

—Trustee’s costs.—If adjudged trustee, the third party may retain his costs from
the amount for which he is adjudged trustee, if sufficient

;
otherwise the balance of

trustee’s costs must be paid out of petitioner’s special deposit, as must the whole of
his costs if not adjudged trustee.

29.

—Demand on trustee upon execution.—The amount for which a trustee is

charged must be inserted in the execution, and demanded of him by the Officer

within ten days after judgment, or aU claim ceases. Process against the property
or person of the trustee may issue ten days after demand.

30.

—Beht must be at least ten dollars.—If petitioner recovers judgment for less

than ten dollars, or if less than ten dollars of the defendant’s property or credits is

proved in the party’s hands, in either case the third party must be discharged with,

costs against petitioner.

31.

—Replevin.—Before granting a writ of replevin, the Consul shall require
petitioner to file a sufficient bond, with two responsible sureties, for double the value
of the property to be replevined, one an American citizen, or petitioner may deposit
the required amount.

II.

—

Tender, &c.

32.

—Before a creditor files his petition in contract, his debtor may make an,
absolute and unconditional offer of the amount he considers due, by tendering the
money in the sight of the creditor or his legal representative.

33.

—Deposit.—If not accepted, the debtor shall, at his own risk and paying the
charges, deposit the money with the Consul, who shall receipt to him, and notify the
creditor.

34.

—Demand or vjithdrawal.—It shall be paid to the creditor at any time if
demanded, unless previously withdrawn by the dejjositor.

35-

—

Costs.—If the depositor does not withdraw his deposit, and upon trial, is

not adjudged to have owed petitioner at the time of the tender more than it.s amount,
he shall recover all his costs.

36.

—

Off'er to he defaulted.—At any stage of a suit in contract or ^suong defendant
may file an offer to defaulted for a specific sum and the costs up to that time; and
if petitioner chooses to proceed to trial and does not recover more than the sum,,
offered and interest, he shall pay all defendant’s costs arising after the offer, executioij,
issuing for the balance only.
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III.

—

Reference.37.

—When parties agree to reference they shall mimediately hie a rule, and the
case be marked “referred;” a commission shall then issue to the referees, with a
copy of all papers hied in the case.

38.

— tvard and acceptance.—The referees shall report their award to the Con-
suls, who shall accept the same, and give judgment, and issue execution thereon,

unless satished of fraud, j.er jury, corruption, or gross error in the jmoceedings.

39.

— W]te7i transmitted to Minister.—In cases involving more than hve hundred
dollars, if his acceptance is withheld, the Consul shall at once transmit the whole
case wi'h a brief statement of his reasons, and the evidence thereon, to the Minister,

who shall give jiidgment on the award, or grant a new trial before the Ccmsul.

IV.

—

Appeal.

40.

—Must be unthiu one day.—Aj^peals must be claimed before three o’clock in

the afteruooi. of the day after judgment (excluding Sunday)
;
but in civil cases, only

Upon sufficient seeiu-ity.

41.

—To be perfected within five days.— Within live days after judgment, th®
appellant must set forth his reasons by petition hied with the Consul, which shall be
transmitted as soon as may be to the Minister, with a copy of docket entries and of

all pa]>ers in the case.

V.—New Trial.
42.—Because of 2 erjvry.- On prooi oi tho perjury of any important .witness of

the prevailing ])arty, upon a material jioint, affecling the decision of a suit, theCt nsnl

who tried it nirsy, within a year after hnal judgment, grant a new trial on such tenns
as he may deem jus-.

43.

—Generally - AVithin one year after hnal judgment in any suit not involving

more than hve hundi'ed dollars, tlie Consul who tried it, or his successor, may, upon
sufficient secun'^y, grant a new iiial where justice manifestly requires it

;
if exceeding

hve hundred dollars, with the concurrence of the Minister.

VI.- ' Habeas Corpus.
AAt.—Sloyes not to be held.—No Consul shall recognize the claim of any American

citizen arising out of a violation of the provision of the Act of Congress approved

February 19th, 1862, relating to the “ coolie trade ” so called, for any claim which
involves the holding of any person in slavery.

45.

—Habeas Corpus.—IIpou apphcation of any person in writing and under oath,

representing that he or any other person is 'enslaiaal, unlawfully imprisoned, or

deprived of his liberty by any American citizen witliin the jurisdiction of the Consul,

fiuch Consul may issue his writ of Habeas Corpus, direcdng such citizen to bring

said person if in his custody, or under his control, befoiv him, and the question shall

be determined summarily, subject to appeal.

VII.

—

Divorce.

46.

—Libels for divorce must be signed and sworn to before the Consul, and on

the trial each party may testify.

47.

—Attachment.—The Consul, for good cause, may order the attachment of

the libeller’s property to such an amount and on such terms as he may think proper.

48.

—Husband to advance money. — He may also, at his discretion, order thehusband
to advance his wife, or ]iay in Court, a reasonable sum to enable her to defend the

libel, wdth a reasonable monthly allowaiuce for her support pending the proceedings.

49.

—Alimony. -Alimony may lie awar.le-l or denied the wife on her divorce at

his discretion.

50.

—Custody of the minor chil lren may be decreed to sudi paidy as justic'.' and
the children’s good may require.

51.

—Release of both

.

—Divorce releases both parties, and tin y shall not be re-

married to each other.

52.

— Costs .

— Costs ar<“ at the discretion of the Consul.

VIII. -Marriage.

53.

—Record and /•?//</•/<.- -Eadi Consul .shall record all marriages solemnized by

him or in his official jn’csence.
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IX.

—

Births and Deaths.54.

—The birth and death of every American citizen within the limits of his

jurisdiction shall Hkewise be recorded.

X.—Bankruptcy, Partnerships, Probate, &c.

55.

—Until promulgation of further regulations. Consuls will continue to exercise

their former lawful jurisdiction and authority in bankruptcy, partnerships, probate

of wills, administration of estates, and other matters of equity, admiralty, ecclesiastical

and common law, not especially provided for in previous decrees, according to such

reasonable rules, not repugnant to th ;' Constitution, treaties, and laws of the United

States, as they may find necessary or convenient to adopt.

XI.

—

Seamen.

56.

—In proceedings or prosecutions instituted by or against American seamen,

the Consul may, at his discretion, suspend any of these lu’.es in favour of the seamen,

when in his opinion, justice, humanity, and public pohcy require it.

XII •

—

Criminal Proceedings.

57.

—How commenced.—Complaints and informations against American citizens

should always be signed and sworn to before the Consul when the complainant or

informant is at or near the Consul’s port.

58.

—How authenticated.—All complaints and informations not so signed and
sworn to by a citizen of the United States, and all complaints, and infoimations in

capital cases, must be authenticated by the Consul’s certificate of his knowledge or

belief of the substantial truth of enough of the complaint or information to justify

the arrest of the party charged.

59.

—Copy of accusation.—No citizen shall be a,rrai,gned for trial until the offence

charged is distinctly made known to him by the Consul in respondent’s own language.

In cases of magnitude and in all cases when demanded, an attested copy (or

translation) of the complaint, information, or statement authenticated by the

Consul, shall be furnished him in his own language, as soon as may be after his

arrest.

60.

—Presence of accuser.—The personal presence of the accuse)' is indispensable

throughout the trial.

61.

—Ma,y testify.—He shall be informed of his right to testify, and cautioned

that if he choose to offer himself as a witness, he must answer all questions that may
be propounded by the Consul or his order, like any other witness.

62.

—American witnesses compelled to attend.—The Government and the accused
are equally entitled to compulsory process for witnesses within their jurisdiction; and
if the Consul believes the accused to be unable to advance the fees, his necessary

witnesses shall be summoned at the expense of the United States.

63.

—Fine and costs.—When punishment is by fine, costs may be included or

remitted at the Consul’s discretion. An alternative sentence of thirty days’ imprison-
ment shall take effect on non-jiayment of any part of the fine or costs adjudged in

any criminal proceeding.

64.

—Any prisoner, before con'riction, may be admitted to bail by the Consul
who tries him, except in capital cases.

65.

—Capital cases.—No prisoner charged with a capital offence shall be admitted
to bail where the proof is evident, or the presumption of his guilt great.

66.

—After conviction.—After conviction and appeal the prisoner may be admitted
to bail only by the Minister.

67.

—American hail.—Any citizen of the United States offering himself as bail

sliall sign and swear, before the Consul, to a schedule of unincumbered property of a
value at least double the amount of the required bail.

6.3.

—

Foreigu hail.—Any other proposed bail or security shall sign ami swear
befoi'c the Consul, to a similar schedule of unmeumbeved personal property within
the local jurisdiction of the Consulate, or he may be required to deposit the amount
in money or valuables with the Consul.

69.— The sureties.—Unless such sufficient citizen becomes bail, or siu li deposit

is made, at least two sureties shall be required.
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70.

—Surrender.—Any American bail may have leave of tbe Consul to surrender
his principal on payment of aU costs and expenses.

71.

—Prosecutor may he required to give security.—Any complainant, informant, or
prosecutor may be required to give security for all costs of the prosecution including
those of the accused

;
and eveiy complainant, &c., not a citizen of the United States,

shall be so required, unless, in the Consul’s opinion, justice will be better promoted
otherwise

;
and when such seciirity is refused the prosecution shall abate.

72.

—Honourable acquittal.—When the innocence of the accused, both in law and
in intention, is manifest, the Consul shall add to the usual judgment of acquittal, the
word “ honourable.”

73.

—

Costs.—In such case judgment may be given and execution issued sum-
marily against any informer, complainant, or prosecutor for the whole costs of the
trial including those of the accused or for any part of either or both, if the proceeding
appears to have been groundless and vexatious, originating in corrupt, mahcious, or
vindictive motives.

74.

—Minor offences.—Consuls will ordinarily encourage the settlement of all

f»r«;>secutions not of a heinous character by the parties aggrieved or concerned.

XII.

—

Oaths.
76.—Oaths shall be administered in some language that the witness understands.

76.

—Not Christians.—A witness not a Christian shall be sworn according to his

religious belief.

77.

—Atheist.—An avowed atheist shall not be sworn, but may affirm, under the
pains and penalties of perjury

;
the credibility of his evidence being for the considera-

tion of the Consul.

75.

-~Affiri/iaiion.—A Christian conscientiously scrupulous of an oath, may affirm

under the pains and penalties of perjury.

XrV.—

D

ockets, Records, &c.

79.

—Civil docket.—Each Consul shall keep a regular docket or calendar of all

civil actions and proceedings, entering each case separately, numbering consecutively,

to the end of his term of office, with the date of filing, the names of the parties in

full, their nationality, the nature of the proceeding, the sum or thing claimed, with

minute and dates of all orders, decrees, continuances, appeals, and proceedings, until

final judgment.

80.

—Criminal.—He shall keep another regular docket for all criminal cases, with

sufficient similar memoranda.

81.

—Filing papers.—All original papers shall be filed at once and never removed

;

no person, but an officer of the Consulate or Minister, should be allowed access to

them. All papers in each case must be kept together in one inclosure, and numbered
as in the docket with the parties’ names, the nature of the proceeding, the year of

filing the petition, and of final judgment, conspicuously marked on the inelosure, and
each year’s cases kept by themselves in their order.

XV.

—

Limitation of Actions and Prosecutions.

82.

—Criminal.—Heinous offences, not capital, must be prosecuted within six

years; minor offences within two.

83.

—Civil.—Civil actions based on written promises, contract or instrument,

must be commenced within six years after the cause of action accrues
;
others within two.

84.

—Absence
;
fraudulent concealment.—In jirosecutions for heinous offences not

capital, and in civil cases involving more than $500, any absence of respondent or

defendant for more than three months at a time from China, shall be added to the

limitations; and in civil cases involving more than $100, the period during which the

cause of action may be fraudulently concealed by defendant, shall likewise be added.

XVI.—General Provisions.

85.

—Trials public.—All trials and proceedings in the UniLd States’ Consular
Courts in China shall be open and public.

86.

—Interpreting and translating.—Papers and testimony in a foreign language
shall be translated into English by a sworn interpreter, ap^iointed by the Consuls, in
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civjl cases to be paid by petitioner. Oaths and questions shall be translated by the
interpreter from the English for any witness who does not understand English.

87.

—Testimony.—Parties may be required to file their petitions, answers, com-
plaints, informations, and all other papers addressed to the Court, in Enghsh

;
or

they may be translated by the interpreter at the Consul’s discretion. All testimony
must be taken in writing in open Court by the Consul or his order, and signed by
the witness, after being read over to him for his approval and correction, and it shall

form part of the papers in the case.

88.

—Adjournment.—The Consul may adjourn his Court from time to time, and
place to place, within his jurisdiction, always commencing jiroceedings and giving
judgment at the Consulate

89.

—
Officer.—All processes not served by the Consul personally must be executed

by an officer of the Consulate, who shall sign his retmm, specifying the time and mode
of service, and annexing an account of his fees.

90

—

Copies on appeal.—On appeal, copies of all the papers must be paid for in

advance by the appellant, except in crimmal cases where respondent is unable to pay.

91.

—Copies.—Any person interested is entitled to a copy of any paper on file, on
prepayment of the fee.

92.

—Eeasonable clearness, precision, and certainty should be required in the
papers

; and substantial justice and aU practicable dispatch are expected in the decisions.

93.

—Definition of Consul.—The word “ Consul ” is mtended to include the Consul-
G-eneral, and any Vice-Consul or Deputy-Consul, actually exercising the Consular
power at any Consulate, unless the sense requires a more limited construction.

94.

—Associates.—Each associate in a Consular trial shall, before entering on his

duties, be sworn by his Consul. Before taking the oath, he may be challenged by
either party, and for sufiicient cause excused, and another drawn.

95.

—Contempt.—-Consuls will always preserve order in Court, punishing sum-
marily any contempt committed in their presence, or any refusal to obey their lawful
summons or order, by imprisonment not exceeding 24 hours, or by fine not exceeding
fifty dollars and costs.

96.

—Attorney.—Every party to a civil or criminal proceedmg may be heard in

person, or by attorney of his choice, or by both
;
but the presence of counsel shall

be under the exclusive control and discretion of the Consul.

97.

—Acco^mts .—The accounts of the Consular Courts shall be kept in TTiiited

States’ currency
;
and eveiy order of deposit, decree of costs, taxation of fees, and

generally every paper issuing originally from the Court, shall be expressed in dollars

and cents, and satisfied in United States’ metalhc currency, or its equivalent.

XVIT.—Fees.

98.

—In Consular Court .

—

In all cases whera the amount in question is not more than S500 1 5.00
In all cases where it is over |500 15.00
In all cases where no specific damages are sought the fee shall be |5 for minor and $15 for

greater casi s.

99.

—Clerk’s Fees .

—

For issuing all writs, warrants, attachments or other compulsory process 1.50

For docketing every suit commenced 1.00

For execution 1.00

For summonses and subpoenas 0 50
For all records at the rate of, for each hundred words 0.20
For drawing every notice, paper, order, or process, not o.therwise provided for 2.00

And if it exceed 200 words, for every additional hundred words 1-00
For every seal to process issued 1 -00

For filing each paper U] on the return of the Marshal, and all papers filed in Court 0.10

100.

—Marshal’s Fees .

—

For apprehending a deserter, and delivering him on b ard the vessel deserted from, to be paid
by the vessel before leaving port 6.00

For searching for the same, and if not found, to be certified by the Consul, and on his order to
be paid by the sai^i ship $2.00

For serving any writ, warrant, attachment, or other compulsory process, each person 2.00
For serving summons 1.00
For returning all writs, attachments, and summonses, each 0.50
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For each bail-bond
For every coram tment or discharge of prisoner
On subpoenas, for each witnes 5 summoned
For returning subpoena
For each day’s attendance upon Court
For levying execution
For advertising property for sale
For releasing property under execution by order of plaintiff
For selling

'

property under execution, when the amount collected does not
$1,000 '

If over $1,000, and not exceeding $5,000
If over $5,000

exceed
..5

3
2

per

For mating collections under $200 in cases where no adjudication has taken place 5

If the amount exceed $200 2^
For travelling fees in serving all processes, each mile
For serving every notice rot heretofore provided for, in addition to the usual travelling foes

101 —Interpreter's Feen .

—

For each day’s attendance upon Court
For making translations
If more than 200 words, for each additional hundred

102.— Witnesses’ Fees.—
For every day’s attendance at Court
For each mile travelled in going to and returning from Court

106.

—

Crier’s Fees .
—

On trial of every suit
134.

—

Associate’s Fees.—
For each day’s attendance

105.— Costs for prevailing party.—
All necessary Court fees paid out.

$1.Q0
2.00
0.50

0.20
3.00

1.50

2.00

3.00

cent.

$6’.15

0.50

3.00

2 00
1.00

1.50

0.15

1.00

3.60

XVIII.

—

Pkoviso.
106.—All decrees heretofore issued by authority of the Commissioners and

Mmister of the United States to China, which are inconsistent in whole or in ])art with

the jirovisions of this Decree, are hereby anmdled, and those portions are henceforth

void and of no effect
;
and the promulgation of these rules abrogates no authority

hitherto lawfully exercised by Consids in China not inconsistent herewith.

ADDITIONAL REGULATIONS.
These regulations which have been decueed, as having the force of law in the

Consular Courts of the United States in China, by James B. AngeU, Envoy Extraor-

dinary and Minister Plenipotentiary of the United States, are dated May 26th, 1881.

They have been assented to by the various United States Consuls in China and are

as follow :

—

1.

—In civil proceedings between American citizens i)i the Consular Courts in

China, the service of summons upon the defendant, if he is found within the Empire
of China, shall be personal. That is, the copy of the complaint and summons duly

certified by a Marshal of any Consular Court in China shall be delivered into the

hands of the person to be served. The officer so sei-ving the summons shall certify

the same to the Consul before whom the suit is brought.

2.

—When the defendant has removed from or is absent from the Em]>ire, or

conceals himself therein to avoid the service of summons, and the fact appears by

affidavit to the satisfaction of the Consul, and it also appears by such affidavit or by
the verified complaint on file that a good cause of action exists against the defendant,

or that he is a necessary party to the action, such Consul may make an order that

the seiwice be made by pubheation of the summons. Such order shall direct the

publication to be made in a newspaper of general circulation (to be named) for such

length of time as may be reasonable, in not less than six issues of such paper, if a

daily, and in not less than foui’ issues, if a weekly. Such i^ublication shall be made
in a newspaper published nearest to the Consulate where the suit or proceeding is

pending, at least five months before the time fixed for the trial by the Consul. In

case of publication, when the residence of a non-resident or absent defendant is

unknown, the Consul shall direct a copy of the complaint and summons, duly

certified, and addressed to the person to be served at his supposed place of residence,

to be deposited in the Post Office by the Marshal of the said Coui-t.



BRITISH EMIGRATION.

OBINESE PAS3ENGEKS' ACT, 1855.

28 AKD 29 VicTORi.', Cap. 10 1-.

An. Act for t'l.e Herjulat'on of Chinese P nsetujer Shijps.

Whereas almses have occurred in conveying Emigrants from ])orts in the Chinese
Seas : And whereas it is expedient to prevent such almses ; Be it enacted by the

Queen’s most Excellent Majesty, by and with the advice and consent of the Lords
Spiritual and Temporal, and Commons, in this present Parliament assembled, and
by the authority of the same, as follows;—

I.—In the Construction of this Act, the Term Chinese Passenger Ships shall

include every ship carrying from any port in Hongkong, and every British ship

carrying from any port in China or within one hundred miles of the coast thereof,

more thaii twenty passengers, being natives of Asia
;
the word Colony shall mclude

all Her Majestj^’s Possessions abroad not being under the Grovernment of the East
India Company; the word G‘>vernor shall signify the person for the time being
lawfully administering the G-nvenunent of such colony; the term Legislature of
Hongkong shall signify the Governor and Legislative Council or other legislative

authority of the same for the time being; the word Ship shall include all seagoing
vessels

;
the term.s Coinin'inder and Master of any ship shall include any person for

the time being iii command or charge of the same
;
the term Emigration Officer shall

include every person lawfully acting as esnigration officer, immigration agent, or

protector of emigrants, and every person authorized by the Governor of any British

colony to carry out the Provisions of this Act; and the term British Consul shall

include every person lawfully exercising Consular authority on behalf of Her Majesty
in any foreign port.

II.—It shall be lawful for the Legislature of Hongkong by any ordinance to be
by them enacted for the purpose, to make regulations respecting Chmese passenger
ships, and, in the case of British ships, respectmg the treatment of the passengers
therein while at sea; and until such enactment, the Regulations contained in schedule
A to this Act annexed shall be in force : Provided always, that no such ordinance
shall come mto operation until Her Majesty’s confirmation of the same shall have
been proclaimed in Hongkong by the G-overnor thereof.

III.—It shall be lav^ul for the Governor of Hongkong to declare, by proclamation,
for the purposes of this Act and of the said regulations, what shall be deemed to be
the duration of the voyage of any Chinese passenger ship, and by such proclamation
to alter the scales of dietary, medicines, and medical comforts contained in the
aforesaid schedule (A).

IV.—No Chinese passenger ship shall clear out or proceed to sea on any voyage
of more than seven days’ duration until the master thereof shall have received from
an emigration officer a copy of the aforesaid regulations, and a certificate in the

form contained in schedule B to this Act annexed, or in such other form as may be
prescribed by the said Legislature, which copy and certificate, with any documents to

be attached thereto (hereinafter desisnated as emigration papers), shall be signed by
the said emigration officer, nor until the master shall, with two sufficient sureties, to
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be approved by the said emigration officer, have entered into a joint and several bond
in the sum of one thousand pounds to Her Majesty, her heirs and successors, in the
form contamed in schedule C to this Act annexed, or in such other form as shall be
prescribed by the said Legislature.

V.—The said penal sum of one thousand pounds shall be due and recovei-able,

notwithstanding any penalty or forfeiture imposed by this Act or by the aforesaid
regulations, and wffiether such penalties or forfeitures shall have been sued for and
recovered or not.

VI.—It shall be lawTul for commanders of any of Her Majesty’s ships of war or
for any emigration officer. Custom-house officer, or British Consul, to enter and search
any Chinese passenger ship (being a British vessel or within British jurisdiction) so
long as such ship shall have any passengers on board, and forty-eight hours afterwards,

and in case such ship shall be engaged on a voyage of more than seven days’ duration,

to require the production of the emigration papers of such ship, and to examine all

persons on board of the same, in order to ascertain whether the provisions of this

Act, and of the regulations aforesaid, have been complied with ; and any person who
refuses to allow, attempts to avoid, or obstructs any such entry, search, or examination,
or who knowingly misleads or deceives any person lawfully making any such search
or examination, or who, being the master of the ship or having the emigration papers
in his custody, fails to produce the same when required as aforesaid, shall be deemed
guilty of a misdemeanour.

VII.—In case of any neglect or refusal to comply with any of the provisions of

this Act or any of the regulations aforesaid, or to perfomi any stipulation in any of

the contracts made with the passengers, the master of the ship, and any other persons
who may have been guilty of, or have aided or abetted such neglect or refusal, shall

each be deemed for each offence guilty of a misdemeanour.
VIII.—If any Chinese passenger ship clears out or proceeds to sea on any voyage

exceeding seven days’ duration wdthout such emigration papers as aforesaid, or if the

emigration papers of any Chinese passenger ship are forged or fraudulently altered,

such ship shall, if she is a British ship, or if, not being a British ship, the offence is

committed and the ship is seized in Her Majesty’s dominions or in the territories of

the East India Company, be forfeited to Her Majesty.

IX.—Every person who commits or aids or abets in committing any act or defaiilt

by which any Chinese passenger ship may become liable to forfeiture shall be hable
to a penalty not exceeding one hundred pounds for each offence.

X.—It shall be lawful for any commissioned officer on full pay in the militaiy or

Daval service of Her Majesty, or any British officer of customs, or any British Consul,

to seize and detain any ship which has become subject to forfeiture as aforesaid, and
bring her for adjudication before the High Court of Admiralty in England or Ireland,

or any court having Admiralty Jurisdiction in Her Majesty’s dominions or the

territories of the East Lidia Company, and such court may thereupon make such order

in the case as it thinks fit, and may award such portion of the proceeds of the sale of

any forfeited ship as it thinks right to the officer bringing in the same for adjudica-

tion, or to any persons damaged by the act or default which has rendered the ship

liable to forfeiture.

XI.—No such officer as aforesaid shall be responsible, either civilly or criminally,

to any persons whomsoever in respect of the seizure or detention of any sliip that has
been seized or detained by him m pursuance of the provisions herein contained,

notwithstanding that such ship is not brought in for adjudication, or, if so brought
in, is declared not to be liable to forfeiture, if it is shown to the satisfaction of the judge
or court before whom any trial relating to such ship or such seizure or detention is

held, that there are reasonable grounds for such seizure or detention, but if no such

grounds are shown, such judge or court may award payment of costs and damages to

any party aggrieved, and make such other order in the premises as he or it thinks just.

XII.—It shall be lawful for the court before which any ship liable to_ forfeiture

"under this Act is proceeded against, to impose such a pecuniary penalty as to the

same court shall seem fit, in lieu of condemning the ship, and in such case to cause
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the ship to be detained until the penalty is paid, and to cause any penalty so imposed
to be applied in the same manner in which the proceeds of the said ship, if condemned
and sold by order of the court, would have been applicable.

XIII.—All misdemeanours and other criminal offences punishable under this

Act shall be dealt with, tried, and judged of in the same manner as misdemeanours
and other offences punishable imder the Merchant Shipping Act, 1854, and all the

rules of law, practice, or evidence applicable to the last mentioned misdemeanours
and offences shall be applicable to misdemeanours and other offences under this Act.

XIV.—Any court, justice, or magistrate imposing any penalty under this Act for

which no specific application is herein provided, may, if it or he thinks fit, direct the
whole or any part thereof to be applied in compensating any person for any wrong or

damage which he may have sustained by the act or default in respect of which such
penalty is imposed, or in or towards payment of the expense of the proceedings

; and
subject to such directions or specific application as aforesaid, all penalties recovered

in the United Kingdom shall be paid into the receipt of Her Majesty’ Exchequer in

such manner as the Treasury may direct, and shall be carried to and form part of the

consolidated fund of the United Kingdom
;
and all penalties recovered in any British

possession shall be paid over into the public treasury of such possession, and form
part of the public revenue thereof.

XV.—In any legal proceedings taken under tliis Act, or in respect of the bond
hereinbefore required, any document purporting to be the written declaration of any
British Consul, or of the commander of any of Her Majesty’s ships of war, or to be a
copy of proceedings of any court of justice, shall without any proof of signature

be received in evidence, in case it shall appear that such copy or declaration, if

produced in the United Kingdom, was officially transmitted to one of Her Majesty’s
principal Secretaries of State, or if produced in any colony, was officially transmitted

to the Governor thereof. Provided always, that no person making such written

declaration as aforesaid be capable of receiving a share of any penalty or forfeiture

which shall be procured by such written declaration.

XVI.—This Act may be cited for any purpose whatever under the name of the

Chinese Passengers' Act, 1855.

SCHEDULE A.

Regulations respecting Chinese Passenger Ships.

I.—No Chinese passenger ship shall clear out or proceed to sea on any voyage of

more then seven days’ duration without a certificate from an emigration officer, and
such certificate shall be in the form provided by the Chinese Passengers’ Act, 1855.

II.—No emigration officer shall be bound to give such certificate in respect of

any Chinese passenger ship till seven days after receiving notice that the ship is to

carry passengers, and of her destination, and of her proposed day of sailing, nor unless

there are on board a surgeon and interpreter approved by such emigration officer.

ITT .—After receiving such notice, the emigration officer shall be at liberty at aU
times to enter and inspect the ship, and the fittings, provisions, and stores therein,

and any person impeding him in such entry or inspection, or refusing to allow of the

same, shall be liable to a fine of not more than one hundred pounds for each offence.

rV.—The emigration officer shall not give his certificate unless he be satisfied,

—

1.

—That the ship is seaworthy, and properly manned, equipped, fitted, and
ventilated

;
and has not on board any cargo likely, from its quality, quantity, or mode

of stowage, to prejudice the health or safety of the passengers.

2.

—That the space appropriated to the passengers in the between decks contains

at the least twelve superficial and seventy-two cubical feet of space for every adult on
board

;
that is to say, for every passenger above twelve years of age, and for every

two passengers between the age of one year and twelve years.

3.

—That a space of five superficial feet per adult is left clear on the iipper deck
for the use of the passengers.
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4.—That provisions, fuel, and water have been placed on board, of good quahtj,
properly packed, and sufficient to supply the passengers on board during the declared
duration of the intended voyage to the following scale;

—

DIETAEY SCALE.
Proclamation of 1st November, 1872.

Eice It) l.J per diem.

Salt Pork . ,

Salt Fish (
*“ 1 on alternate days.

Fresh Beef, or Mutton in tins )
Salted Vegetables
Pickles V It) on alternate days.
Fresh Vegetables, as Yams, Pumpkins, &c )
Water Imperial qts. 3 a day.
Firewood lbs. 2 a day.
Tea oz. 1 a day.
Lime or Lemon Juice and Sugar oz. 2 a week.

Note.—Fresh Vegetables to be issued during the first month of the voyage only,

unless the master shall obtain a fresh supply en route, when these articles may be
again supplied in the above proportion.

6.—That Medicines and Medical Comforts have been placed on board according
to the following Seale:

—

SCALE OF MEDICINES AND MEDICAL COMFORTS,
I or every 100 Passengers, and in like Proportion for any greater or less Number :

—

Calomel 3 oz. i Senna Leaves 8 oz.

Blue Pill 2 oz.

Rhubarb Powder 2 oz.

Compound Jalap Powder 12 oz.

Ipecacuanha Powder 12 oz.

Opium 2 oz.

Dover’s Powder 2 oz.

Magnesia 2 oz.

Epsom Salts 6 lbs.

Chloride of Lime 20 lbs.

Tartar Emetic 4 drains.

Quinine 2 oz.

Antimonial Powder 0| oz.

Extract of Colocynth, C’pound 1 oz.

Garbonate of Ammonia IJ oz.

Assafcetida 1 oz.

Camphor 1^ oz.

Camphorated Liniment 16 oz.

Catechu 2 oz.

Prepared Chalk 2 oz.

Tincture of Opium 8 oz.

Turpentine 16 oz.

Blistering Plaister 8 oz.

Sulphur Sublimed 16 oz.

Sulphur Ointment 12 oz.

Linseed Flour 4 lb.

Country Soap 24 oz.

Castor Oil 6 bottles.

Oil of Peppermint 2 oz.

Adhesive Plaister, spread 2 yards.

Simple Ointment 16 oz.

Ringworm Ointment 16 oz.

Jeremie’s Opiate 2 oz.

Aromatic Spirit of Hartshorn 4 oz.

Cholera Pills in phial 12 drams.
Cub bs Powder 4 lb.

Sweet Spirits of Nitre 16 oz.

Copaiba 16 oz.

Sulphate of Copper 2 oz.

Sulphate of Zinc 1 oz.

Lunar Caustic 4 drama.
Lime Juice 36 quarts.

Rum or Brandy 36 quarts.

INSTRUMENTS. &c.
1 Set of Amputating and other Surgical

Instruments (if there be any person on
board competent to use them).

1 One Ounce Glass Measure.
1 Minim Glass Measure.
1 Pestle and Mortar (Wedgewood).
1 Set of Weights and Scales (Grain in box).

1 Set of common Splints.

1 Set of Bleeding Lancets.
1 Silver Catheter.

1 Spatula.

1 Dressing Scissors.

1 Infusion Box.
1 Quire of Country Paper.
1 Penknife.
2 Metal Bed Pans.
2 Trusses for Hernia, right and left.

2 Small Syringes.
4 Ounces prepared Lint.

2 Pieces Cloth for Bandages.

V.—The master of any Chinese passenger ship being a British ship and proceed-
ing on a voyage of more than seven days’ duration shall, during the whole of the
intended voyage, make issues of provisions, fuel, and water, according to the aforesaid

dietary scale, and shall not make any alteration, except for the manifest advantage of

the passengers, in respect of the space allotted to them as aforesaid, or in respect of

them (except in case of necessity) to help in working the vessel
;
and shall issue
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medicines and medical comforts, as shall be requisite, to the best of his judgment,
and shall call at such ports as may be mentioned in the emigration officer’s clearing
certificate, for fresh water and other necessaries; and shall carry them without
unnecessary delay to the destination to which they have contracted to proceed.

VI.—The emigration officer shall not give his certificate until he shall have
mustered the passengers, and have ascertained to the best of his power that they
understand whither they are going and comprehend the nature of any contracts of
service which they have made

;
he shall also take care that a copy of the form of such

contracts, or an abstract of their substance, signed by himself, is appended to the
said certificate. If any of the passengers are in bad health or insufficiently provided
with clothing, or if the contracts are unfair, or if there is reason to suspect that fraud
or violence have been practised in their collection or embarkation, he may detain the
ship, and if he shall think fit, may order all or any of the passengers to be re-landed.

SCHEDULE B.

Emigration Officer’s Certificate, &c.
I hereby authorize the Chinese passenger ship to proceed to

sea for the port of in
;
and certify that the said ship

can legally carry adults, and that there are on board
passengers making in all

adults, viz, :— men, women, male
children, and female children, such children being between the ages
of one and twelve years

;
that the space set apart and to be kept clear for the use of

such emigrants is as follows : On the upper deck superficial feet, being [here
describe the space']

;

that the ship is properly manned and fitted, and that the means of
ventilating the part of the between-deck appropriated to passengers are as follows,
[here describe the means of ventilation] ; that the ship is furnished with a proper
quantity of good provisions, fuel, and water for days’ issues to the passengers,
according to the* annexed dietary scale, and with a proper quantity of medicines,
instruments, and medical comforts according to the* annexed scale of medical
necessaries

;
that I have inspected the contracts between the emigrants and their

mtended employers (the terms of which are annexed to this certificate), and consider
them reasonable

;
that no fraud appears to have been practised in collecting tha

emigrants : and that there are on board a surgeon f [and interpreter] approved by
me, and designated [respectively and ] J [the master of the ship
IS to put into and for water and fresh vegetables].

(Signed)

Emigration Officer.

Dated this day of 18

SCHEDULE C.

Form of bond to be given by the Masters of Chinese Passenger Ships.

Know all men by these presents. That we are held and firmly bound unto our
Sovereign Lady Queen Victoria, by the Grace of God, of the United Kingdom of
Great Britain and Ireland, Queen, Defender of the Eaith, in the sum of one thousand
pounds of good and lawful money of Great Britain, to be paid to our said Sovereign
Lady the Queen, her heirs and successors

;
lo which payment, weU and truly to be

made, we bind ourselves and every of us, jointly, and severally, for and in the whole,
our heirs, executors, administrators, and every of them, firmly by these presents.

Sealed with our Seals.

Dated day of 18
Whereas, by the Chinese Passengers’ Act, 1855, it is enacted, that before any

Chinese passenger ship shall clear out or proceed to sea on a voyage of more than
seven days’ computed duration, the master thereof shall, with two sufficient sureties

* The scales must be those prescribed by the Kegulation in Schedule A.

t In case the ship has been authorised to proceed without an Interpreter, omit the part between brackets, and
add, “ and that the ship has been authorized to proceed without an Interpreter.”

t The part between brackets is to be inserted or not as may be required.
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to be approved by an emigration officer, enter into a bond to Her Majesty, her heirs

and successors, in the sum of one thousand pounds.
Now the condition of this obligation is this, that if (in respect of the ship

, whereof is master) all and every of the requirements of the said

Chinese Passengers’ Act, and of the regulations contained in Schedule A. to the said

Act annexed, or enacted by the Legislature of Hongkong, shall be well and truly

observed and performed [§ in like manner as the same ought to be observed and
performed in case the said ship were a British ship, and the said a British

subject], then this obligation to be void, otherwise to remain in fuU force and effect.

Signed, sealed, and delivered by the above-bounden and ,
in the

presence of

PASSAGE FROM HONGKONG TO THE UNDERMENTIONED PLACES FOE
SHIPS PROPELLED BY SAILS IN THE MONTHS OF—

(Proclamation of January 26th, 1856._^
October to April to 1 October to April to

March. Septem ber
[both inclusive.]

New Zealand 75 days. 90 days.

Manila 20 days. 20 days.
Singapore 20 days. 46 days.
Batavia 30 days. 60 days.

Ceylon 46 days. 70 days.

Madras or Calcutta 50 days. 75 days.
Bombay 60 days. 80 days.

Mauritius or Bourbon 60 days. 80 days.
Cape of Good Hope 65 days. 85 days.

168 d.j,.

Great Britain or Europe 162 days. 184 days
Siam 20 days. 45 days

COMPUTATION OP LENGTH OP VOYAGE IN ANY CHINESE PASSENGER SHIP PROM
THE NORTHERN POETS OF CHINA TO THE UNDERMENTIONED PLACES.

(Proclamation of March l'2th, 1857.)

March. September.
Lboth inclusive.]

California or West Coast of)
America, North of the > 100 days. 75 days.
Equator )

West Coast of America, >
South of the Equator... )

’^O^^.ys. 120 days.

Sandwich Islands '. 75 days. 56 days.
New Caledonia and New)

Hebrides, Fiji Islands, f
Tahiti, Society orFriend- 1

^ ^

ly Islands )
Sydney, Melbourne, or 1 , oo
South Australia...,. j

GO days. 80 days.

Western Australia 45 days. 60 days.
Tasmania 65 days. 80 days.

To

From
Shanghai anc

Ningpo.

From
Foochow.

From
Amoy.

Oct. to

Mar.
Apr. to
Sept.

Oct. to

Mar.
Apr. to

Sept.

Oct. to

1

Mar.
Apr. to

Sept.

Both inclusive. Both inclusive. Both inclusive •

California or West Coast of America, North of)
the Equator )

90 70 95 73 97 74

West Coast of America, South of the Equator... 100 100 115 115 117 117

Sandwich Islands 70 52 73 54 74 55

New Caledonia,New Hebrides, Fiji Islands, Ta-

1

hiti. Friendly Islands j
105 125 103 113 102 107

Sydney, Melbourne, or South A ustralia 65 100 62 90 61 85

Western Australia 50 80 47 70 46 65

Tasmania 70 100 67 70 66 85

New Zealand 80 110 77 100 76 95

Manila 15 40 12 30 11 25

Singapore 25 66 22 55 21 50

Batavia 35 80 ;i-’ 70 31 t)5

Ceylon 50 90 47 80 46 75

Madras or Calcutta 55 95 52 85 51 80

Bombay 65 100 63 90 62 85

Mauritius or Bourbon 65 100 63 90 62 85

Cape of Good Hope 70 105 67 95
1

66 90

West Indies or East Coast of America 152 188 150 178
;

148 173

Great Britain or Europe 167 204 16.3 184
i

163 190

Siam 25 65 33 55 22 50

§ Thifl clause to be inserted only in the case of a Foreign Chinese Passenger Ship.
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EMIGEATION.
The following information is supplied to Masters of vessels about to carry Chinese

Passengers under The Chinese Passengers' Act, 1855, and Local Ordinances :

—

1. Imperial Chinese Passengers' Act, 1855.—Any vessels clearing with more than
twenty Asiatics on a voyage of more than seven days’ duration is a Chinese Passenger
ship.

2. Proclamation of 26th January, 1856, and 17t^ November, 1858.—Declare the

length of certain voyages.

3. Ordinance No. 5 of 1874.—Section III. gives the legal definition of a short

voyage.

Part I.

4. Section IV.—Notice of ship being laid on as a Chinese Passenger ship to be

given to Emigration Officer.

5. Section V.—No Chinese Passenger ship shall clear out, unless the Master of

such ship shall be provided with a Licence. [See Ordinance 5 of 1876.]

6. This Section describes the mode of application for a Licence, and it also

empowers the Governor in Council to remove any Ofiicer from an Emigrant ship who
is unfit for the proper discharge of his duties.

7. Section VI. prohibits any persons from the sale or letting of passages in any
Chinese Passenger ship, unless such person shall have procured a Licence.

8. Section VII.—Every Chinese Passenger ship, except ships clearing under the

provisions of Section VIII., shall be provided with a Hospital, properly fitted with
Heds, Bedding, and Utensils.

9. Par. 4.—All the Passengers and Crew shall be medically exanoined before

the departure of the ship.

10. Par 8.—Chinese Medical Practitioners may be Surgeons of Chinese Pas-
senger ships.

11. Section VIII. contains modified regulations for ships clearing out on voyages
of not more than thirty days’ duration.

12. Section IX. treats of vessels about to convey Emigrants under contract of

service.

13. Par. 2.—Emigrants under contract of service shall lodge at least three clear

days in a depot, approved of and under the supervision of the Emigration Officer.

14. Section X.—Orders of Her Majesty the Queen in Council relating to the
quantity of water to be carried by Passenger ships having a certain description of

Condensing Apparatus shall apply to Chinese Passenger ships.

15. Section XI.—No sailing Chinese Passenger ship bound to any port westward
of the Cape of Good Hope, or to any port in Australia, New Zealand, Oceania, or
Tasmania, is permitted to clear between the months of April and September inclusive.

Part II.

16. Section XIV.—Notice is to be given to the Emigration officer of intention
to fit any vessel for the conveyance of Chinese Emigrants to be embarked at any port
or place out of the colony.

17. Par. 2.—The Master of any ship arriving within the waters of the Colony,
and which is fitted for the conveyance of Chinese Emigrants, is to report the same
to the Emigration Officer.

18. Par. 3.—All Fittings are subject to the approval of the Emigration Officer.

19. Par. 4.—No sliip fitting or fitted under this Section shall proceed to sea
without the Emigration officer’s Certificate.

20. Par. 5.—Barricades and Gratings are prohibited.
21. Section XV.—No Chinese Emigrant ship within the provisions of this

Section shall be fitted, manned, or equipped, unless the Master thereof shall have
procured a Licence from the Governor.
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RULES.
The Master of a Chinese Passenger ship enters into a Bond of One Thousand

Potinds that every and all the Requirements of the Chinese Passengers’ Act, and
of the Regulations issued under the Act, or by the Legislature of Hongkong, shall
be well and truly obseiwed.

2. These Regulations apply more especially to the accommodation, medical
attendance, and regular daily issue of provisions, fuel, and water. It is, therefore,
the Master’s interest, and he should make it his especial care, to see that the fittings
are strong, and that the full quantity of provisions, medicine, and medical comforts,
fuel and water, are on board

;
and, that after these articles are on board and have

been passed by the proper Officer from this Office, they are carefully and securely
stowed away.

3. When the articles above-mentioned are stowed away, the Emigration OfiBcer
will, if necessary, canse the hatches, <fec., to be sealed down. These seals must not
be broken until the ship is beyond the waters of the Colony.

4. Emigration under contract of service is prohibited, miless the ship shall be
proceeding to a British Colony.

5. When a ship is about to convey Chinese Passengers, the Master is to notify
the Emigration Officer, in writing, to that effect, naming the Licensed Passage Broker
authorised to issue Passage Tickets, and forwarding, at the same time, a copy of the
Government Surveyor’s Certificate of Measurement.

6. The vessel will then be inspected by the Emigration Officer, who will pass or
reject her as he shall see fit.

7. When the vessel is passed, the Agent or Charterer will make the usual
application for a Licence, on a fomi to be obtained at this office, and, if granted, the
Master, with two approved Sureties, must attend at the Emigration Office and
execute the Bond reqnired under Section IV. of The Chinese Passengers’ Act.

8. When the ship’s voyage is approved, she is to be fitted with such berths,

booby hatches, ladders, hospital, jmvies, &c., as may be directed by the Emigration
Officer.

9. If the vessel is to carry Female Passengers, a place separated from the Male
Passengers must be appropriated to their use, conveniences for them being placed
aft.

10. Between the bunks of married couples there must be a division board not
less than 22 inches high.

11. When the provisions are taken in, they must not be stowed away without
the sanction of the Emigration Officer, who will not pass (in vessels about to proceed
on voyages of over thirty days’ duration) any Chinese preserved Beef or Pork, nor
Fish cured with their entrails remaining in them.

12. The water should be taken on board at an early period to admit of the

casks taking up.

13. The Master will make ai'rangements with his Passage Broker for providing^

his vessel with properly qualified Surgeons and Intei’preters, one of each being
required for every Two hundred Passengers, but in the event of an European or

American Surgeon being engaged for the voyage, only one Surgeon is needed.

Chinese doctors must xmdei go an examination at Canton as to their qualifications.

14. If the vessel is a Steamer, she must be supplied with such quantity and
quality of Coals as the Emigration Officer shall direct, and a certificate must be pro-

duced that the Enguies and Boilers are in good condition for the contemplated voyage.

15. If the vessel is fitted with an approved Distilling Apparatus, she may carry

a reduced quantity of water in casks or tanks.

16. When the ship is ready to receive the Passengers on board, the Passage

Broker will bring a writen notice to that effect from the Master, when a time will

be fixed for the attendance of the Passengers at the Emigration Office to have their

Contracts or Passage Tickets (as the case may be) signed and explained to them by

the Emigration Officer.
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17. The Passengers will then embark, and when the Master shall have satisfied
himself that they are all on boai'd, he'is to report to that effect. The Emigration
Officer will muster the Passengers and make a final inspection of the ship.

18. The papers to be lodged with the Emigration Officer before Clearance will
be granted, are :

—

(a.) Government Surveyor’s Certificate of Mensiirement and Seaworthiness.
(6.) When required. Engineer Surveyor’s Certificate as to condition of Boilers and Engines,

quantity and quality of Coals on board, desi ription of Condensing Apparatus and
quantity of fresh water it is capable of producing daily. The Condensing Apparatus
miisl be of such a description as the Board of Trade may, from time to time, approve.

(c.) List of Provisions and Medicines in duplicate. This list will contain a declaration to
be made by the Master that the several articles therein mentioned are on board and
securely and safely stowed.

(d ) Certificate of Medical Inspector of Emigrants that he has examined Crew, Passengers,
and Medicines.

(e ) Passengers’ List in duplicate, with summary attached, specifying the numbers
respectively of Passengers and Crew.

(f.). If the vessel is proceeding on a voyage of over thirty days’ duration. Certificate from
Colonial Surgeon, vouching for the competency of the Surgeon or Surgeons.

{g.) Master’s Certificate relative to Chinese Doctor (provided he fails in securing an
European or American Surgeon for a reascuable remuneration).

Note.

—

Chinese Cooks, Stewards, Interpreters, and Doctors are included in the
total number of Passengers which the ship is certified to carry. Four Cooks and
Stewards are required for every 100 Passengers.

19.—Ships with full Complements of Passengers must carry Boats as follows :

—

Less than 200 tons register 2 Boats.
200 to 400 tons register 3 Boats.
400 to 600 tons register 4 Boats.

600 to 1,000 tons register 5 Boats

.

1,000 to 1,500 tons register 6 Boats,

1,500 and upwards tons register 7 Boats.

Note.

—

In every case, one Boat must be a properly fitted Lifeboat and one a
Long-boat. The sizes of the Boats will be in accordance with the number of
Passengers carried.

20. Each ship shall carry one Life buoy for eveiy one hundred Passengers, also
Eire Engine or Force Pump, with sufficient Hose to reach fore and aft, and three
dozen Buckets.

SMALL STOEES.
Brooms 24 for every 100 Passengers. Wood Chopper 8for every 100 Passengers.
Lanterns with Locks 2 for every 100 Passengers. Eicif Baskets lOforevery 100 Passengers.
Cooking Spades 3 for every 100 Passengers. Iron Dishes, 18 inch.lO for every 100 Passengers.
Meatchopper 3 for every 100 Passengers. Rubbish Tubs 4for every 100 Passengers.
Chopping Board 3 for every 100 Passengers.

A Bed, Blanked, and Pillow for each person the Hospital can accommodate.
18 Blue Lights and 18 Eockets.

DIETARY SCALE.
For Voyages of not more than 30 days’ duration.

For every Passenger per diem :

—

Rice or Bread Stuffs
Dried or Salt Fish
Chinese Condiments and Curry Stuff
Fresh Vegetables which will keep for short voyages, such as Sweet

Potatoes, Turnips, Carrots, and Pumpkins
Firewood
Water (to be carried in tanks or sweet casks)

lb.

lb. Oi.
oz. 1.

lb. li.

lb. 2.

gallon 1.

For Voyages over 30 days’ duration.
Rice
Salt Beef, Salt Pork, Salt Fish, French Beef, or Mutton in

tins

Salted Vegetables, Pickles, Fresh Vegetables, as Yams, Pump-
kins, &c

Water
Firewood
Tea
Lime or Lemon Juice and Sugar

lb. II per diem,
lb. I on alternate

days.
lb. I on alternate

days.
Imperial qts. 3 a day .

lbs. 2 a day.
oz. I a day.
oz. 2 a week.



COLONY OF HONGKONG.

POET ESaULATIONS, Ac.

Absteact of Oedinance 8 of 1879.

III.—No British owned vessel without an Imperial Register to use the waters
of the Colony.

IV.—British ships to be provided with boats and hfe-buoys.
2 & 3 Penalties for non-compliance : not exceeding five hundred dollars.

V.—British and Foreign steam-ships of 50 tons and upwai’ds carrying more
than 12 passengers to possess Survey Certificates.

VI.—Harbour Master may refuse clearances to ships carrying more passengers
than allowed by certificate.

2.

—Penalty for taking excess of passengers : not exceeding two hundred dollars,
in addition to a penalty not exceeding five dollars for every passenger in excess of
the number permitted to be carried by port clearance. Penalty for proceeding to
sea without a port clearance five hundred dollars.

3. Grovemment may prohibit conveyance of deck passengers.
4. Section VI. does not apply to vessels which come under the Chinese

Passengers’ Acts.

VIII.—Licences may be granted to River steamers, limiting number of

passengers to be carried.

IX.—Power to detain unsafe ships, and procedure for such detention.

X.—Application to foreign ships of provisions of Ordinance as to detention.

XI.—Sending or taking unseaworthy ships to sea a misdemeanour.
3. Prosecution under this section not to be instituted without consent of the

G-overnor.

XII.—If any person sends or attempts to send by, or, not being owner or master
of the vessel, carries or attempts to carry in any vessel, British or foreign, any
dangerons goods, that is to say: aquafortis, vitriol, naphtha, benzine, gunpowder,
lucifer matches, nitro-glycerine, petroleum, or any other goods of a dangerous nature
without distinctly marking their nature on the outside of the package containing the
same, and giving written notice of the nature of such goods and of the name and
address of the sender or carrier thereof to the master or owner of the vessel at or

before the time of sending same to be shipped, or taking the same on board the
vessel, he shall for every such offence incur a penalty not exceeding five hundred
dollars : Provided that if such person show that he was merely an agent in the

shipment of such goods'aud had no reason to suspect that the goods shipped by him
were of a dangerous nature, the penalty which he incurs shall not exceed fifty dollars.

2. Penalty for misdescription of dangerous goods: not exceeding two thousand
five hundred dollars.

3. The master or owner of any vessel, British or foreign, may refuse to take on
board any package or parcel which he suspects to contain goods of a dangerons
nature, and may require it to be opened to ascertain the fact.

4. Where any dangerous goods, as defined in paragraph I of this section, or any
goods which, in the judgment of the master or owner of the vessel, are of a dangerous
nature, have been sent or brought aboard any vessel, British or foreign, without being

marked as aforesaid, or without such notice having been given as aforesaid, the

master or owner of the vessel mry cause such goods to be thro vn overboard, together
with any package or receptacle in which they are contained; ani neither the master
nor the owner of the vessel shall, in respect of such throwing overboard, be subject
to any liability, civil or criminal, in any Court.

5. Dangerous goods improperly sent may be forfeited.

6. The Court may proceed in absence of the owners.
7. Saving as to Dangerous Goods Ordinance.
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XI

V.

—If a ship owner feels aggrieved :

—

(a.) By a declaration of a Government Surveyor or Surveyors under sub^

section 8 of section V. of tliis Ordinance, or by the refusal of a Surveyor

to give the said declaration
;
or

(}).) By the refusal of a certificate of clearance for an emigrant ship under

the “ Chinese Passengers’ Act, 1855, or the Ordinances relating

thereto”; or

(c.) By the refusal of a certificate of clearance under this Ordinance,—the

owner, charterer, master, or agent may appeal -in the prescribed manner

to the Court of Survey.

XV.—Examinations shall be instituted for persons who intend to become masters,

engineers, or mates of foreign going ships.

3.

Applicant to give notice to Harbour Master.

6. Every applicant for a certificate of competency shall, upon lodging his

application, pay to the Harbour Master a fee, if for a master’s or first-class engineer’s

certificate, of twenty dollars, and if for any other certificate, of ten dollars.

8. Any applicant who shall have passed a satisfactory examination, and shall

have given satisfactory evidence of his sobriety, experience, and general good conduct

on board ship shall be entitled to receive a certificate of competency.

XVI.—The name of a master, first, only or second mate, or first or second

engineer shall not be attached to the register, or articles of agreement, of any Bi’itish

or Colonial ship unless such master, mate, or engineer shall possess a certificate of

service or competency issued by the Board of Trade or by the proper authority in any
British Possession.

2. No British or Colonial ship shall leave the waters of the Colony unless tb®

master thereof, and the first and second or only mate have obtained and possess vali(^

certificates of competency or service appropriate to their several stations in such ship

or of a higher grade, and no such ship, if of one hundred tons burden or upwards,

shall leave the waters as aforesaid, unless at least one ofiicer, besides the master, has

obtained, and possesses a vahd certificate appropriate to the grade of only mate
therein, or to a higher grade.

3. Every British steamship, or steamship registered under section III. of part I,

of this Ordinance, of one hundred nominal horse power or upwards, leaving the waters

of the Colony shall have as its first and second engineers, two certificated engineers,

the first possessing a “first class engineer’s certificate,” and the second possessing a
“ second class engineer’s certificate,” or a certificate of the higher grade, and every

British steamship, or steamship registered as aforesaid of less than one hundred
nominal horse power, shall have as its only or first engineer, an engineer possessing a
“ second class engineer’s certificate,” or a certificate of the higher grade.

4. Every person who, having been engaged in any of the capacities mentioned in

sub-sections 2 and 3 in any such ship as aforesaid, goes to sea in that capacity without

being at the time entitled to and possessed of such certificate as is required by this

section
;
and every person who employs any person in any of the above capacities in

such shijj without ascertaining that he is at the time eutitled to or possessed of such

certificate as is required by this section, shall, for each offence, incur a penalty not

exceeding two hundred and fifty dollars.

5. No seaman shall, except with the Harbour Master’s sanction, be shipped to

do duty on board any merchant ship whatever elsewhere than at the office of the

Harbour Master, who shall charge for every seaman shipped a fee of one dollar, such

fee to be paid, in the first instance, by the master of the ship shijjping su -li seaman

;

and such master shall deduct the same from tlie wages of the seaman sliioped; and
the Harbour Master shall require such seaman to lodge with him his i.'ertificate of

discharge from the last ship, and failing the production of such certificate, such
seaman shall be bound to give satisfactory explanation to the Harbour Master of the

cause of the non-production thereof. The above mentioned fee shall be accounted fqu
by the Harbour Master to the Treasury.
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6. Whenever any seaman shall be disehar^cd from any ship within the Colony’
the master of such ship shall give at the time of such discharge to such seaman a

written certificate of discharge, specifying the time and natirreof service, and the time
of dischai’ge of such seaman, signed by himself; and if such seaman require it, shall

further give him, within twenty-four hours after demand, a true account in writing

of the wages of such seaman, and of all deductions therefrom.

7. No seaman shall be discharged from a British ship, or any foreign ship whose
flag is not represented by a Consular officer resident in the Colony, elsewhere than at

the Harbour Master’s office, and every seaman discharged from a foreign ship so

represented, shall, within twenty-four hours of being discharged at the office of his

Consul or Vice-Consul, produce to the Harbour Master or some person deputed
by him, a certificate of his discharge, signed by such Consul or Vice-Consul, under a
penalty not exceeding twenty-five dollars

;
in default, imprisonment not exceeding

twenty-one days.

8. No master of any ship shall discharge or force therefrom, or Avilfully or
negligently leave behind him, in this Colony, under a penalty not exceeding twenty-

five dollars, any seaman shipped on board thereof unless on a certificate from the

Harbour Master or his deputy, or from the Consul or Vice-Consul, if any, representing

the nation to which the shij) belongs
;
and the Harbour Master or his deputy, and

the Consul or Vice-Consul are empowered to withhold or grant his ceidificate upon
such conditions for the subsistence of the seaman as he shall think fit, and if any
seaman shall wilfully or negligently remain in the Colony after the departure of the

vessel in which he shall have shipped, such seaman shall, on conviction, be subject

to a penalty not exceeding twenty-fivf> dollars, or be imprisoned for a term not

exceeding one month with or without hard laboiir.

XIX.—British and Colonial Ships to carry medicines, medical stores, &c., in

accordance with scale issued by Board of Trade.

3.

Health Officer to approve of lime or lemon juice.

XX. Seamen deserting may be apprehended and put on boai’d the vessels to

which they belong, or may be confined in gaol.

2. Ships or houses may be searched for deserters from ships.

3. Penalty on persons harbouring deserters from ships : not exceeding two
hundred and fifty dollars, or imprisonment with or without hard labom- not exceeding
six months.

4. Harbour Masters may require master of ship' to searcli for suspected deserters,

5. Whenever any seaman engaged in any foreign ship commits any of the

following offences within the waters of the Colony, he shall be liable to be punished
summarily by a Stipendiary Magistrate as follows, that is to say ;

(a.) For wilful disobedience to any lawful command, he shall be liable to

imjjrisonment for any period not exceeding four weeks, with or without
hard labour, and also, at the discretion of the Court, to forfeit, out of

his wages, a sum not exceeding two days’ pay
;

(h.) For continued wilful disobedience to lawful commands, or continued

wilful neglect of duty, he shall be liable to imprisonment for any
period not exceeding twelve weeks, with or without hard labour, and
also, at the discretion of the Court, to forfeit, for every twenty-four

hours’ continuance of such disobedience or neglect, either a sum not

exceeding six days’ pay, or any expenses which have been incurred in

hiring a substitute

;

(c.) For combining with any other or others of the crew to disobey lawful

commands, or to neglect duty, or to impede the navigation of the ship

or the progress of the voyage, he shall be liable to imprisonment for

any period not exceeding twelve weeks, with or wit I out hard labour:

Provided that when there is a Consul, Vice-Consul, or Consular Agent resident at

Hongkong of the nation to which the ship belongs, the Court shall not deal with the

case unless thereto requested by such officer in writing.
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6. All expenses incidental to the apprehension, confinement, and removal of any

seaman, under this section, shall be paid by the master of the ship to which such

seaman may belong, and be recoverable from him at the suit of the Captain

Superintendent of Police, as a debt due to the Government of this Colony
;
and the

subsistence money for every such seaman confined in gaol shall be paid in advance

to the keeper of the gaol, and in default of such payment, the gaoler may release

such seaman: Provided that every seaman im]3risoned under this chapter may be

sent on board his ship prior to her departure from the waters of the Colony by

direction of the committing magistrate.

XXI.—In the event of the death of any of the passengers, or other person,

occurring on board of any merchant vessel in the waters of the Colony, or in case of

the death, desertion, or removal of any of the crew, the master of such vessel shall

forthwith report the same to the Harbour Master, under a penalty not exceeding

twenty-five dollars for every death, desertion, or removal which he shall neglect to

report.

XXII.—Any seaman, and other person, who shall give a false description of his

services, or show, make, or procure to be made, any false character or shall make
false statements as to the name of the last ship in which he served, or as to any other

information which may be required of him by any person having lawful authority to

demand such information, shall incur a penalty not exceeding fifty dollars.

Regulation and Control of the Waters op the Colony and op
Vessels navigating the same.

Regulations.
Duties of Master.

XXrV.—Every master of a merchant ship shall hoist her national colours and
number on entering the waters of the Colony

;
and shall keep such number flying

until the ship shall have been reported at the Harbour Master’ office.

2. Every such master shall, within twenty-four hours after arrival within the

waters of this Colony, report the arrival of his ship at the Harbour Master’s office,

and in the case of a British ship, or of a ship which shall not be represented by a

Consul, shall deposit there the ship’s articles, list of passengers, ship’s register, and
true copy of manifest if required. In the case of a foreign ship represented by a

Consul, the said papers shall be lodged by the master at the proper consulate. Any
master offending against the provisions of this sub-section, shall incur a’^ienalty not

exceeding two hundred dollars.

3. Every such master arriving in the waters of the Colony shall take up the

berth pointed out by the Harbour Master, or by any person sent on board by him for

that purpose, and shall moor his ship there properly, and shall not remove from it to

take up any other berth, without his permission, except in case of necessity, to be
decided by the Harbour Master, under a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars

;

and he shall remove his vessel to any new berth when required so to do by the Harbour
Master, under a fine not exceeding twenty dollars for every hour that the vessel shall

remain in her old berth after notice to remove under the hand of the Harbour Master,

or his deputy, shall have been given on board of her.

4. Every such master shall immediately strike spars, clear hawse, or shift berth,

or obey any other order which the Harbour Master may think fit to give, and any
master wilfully disobeying or neglecting this regulation, shall incur a penalty not
exceeding two hundred dollars.

5. Every such master about to proceed to sea shall hoist a blue peter twenty-four
hours before time of intended departure, and shall give notice thereof to the Harbour
Master who, if there is no reasonable objection, ndll furnish a port clearance, and
attest the manifest, if necessary

;
and any master having obtained such clearance and

not sailing within thirty-six hours thereafter shall report to the Harbour Master his

reason for not sailing, and shall redeposit the ship’s papers if required. Any master
wilfully neglecting or disobeying this regulation, or going to sea without having
obtained a port clearance, shall incar a penalty not exceeding fifty dollars.
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Quarantine.

XXV.—Whenever the G-overnor in Council has reasonable cause for beheving
that any country or place is infected with any infectious or contagious disease, he may
make such regulations concerning vessels arriving from such country or place as he
thinks necessary for preserving the public health of the Colony.

2. Every commanding officer of any ship-of-war, or master of a merchant ship of

whatsoever nation who m'ay arrive in the waters of the Colony having small-pox or
any other disease of a contagious or infectious nature on board, shall hoist the proper
quarantine flag, and shall hold no communication with any other vessels or boat, or

with the shore, until permission be given by the Harbour Master; and the boarding
officer on nearing such ship shall be informed of the nature of such disease. Any
person offending against any of the provisions of this sub-section shall incur a penalty
not exceeding two hundred dollars for each offence.

3. Every such commanding officer of a ship-of-war, or master of a merchant ship,

having any such disease on board shall forthwith remove his ship to any berth which
shall be pointed out by the Harbour Master, and there remain and keep the

quarantine flag flying until a clean bill of health shall be granted by the Colonial

Surgeon; and shall afford free access and render every assistance to the Colonial

Surgeon or other officer of health who may be directed by the Governor to visit such
ship. Any person offending against the provisons of this sub-section shall incur a
penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars for each offence.

4. Every such commanding officer of a ship-of-war, or master of a merchant
ship, in all cases where such ship has last touched or stayed at any port or place,

immediately preceding such ship’s arrival in the water- of the Colony, and any
contagious or infectious disease has, to such commanding officer’s or master’s

knowledge, been prevalent at such port or place at the time of his so touching or

stapng there, shall report the prevalence of such disease to any health officer of the

port upon being boarded by such officer, and in default of so reporting the same
shall incur a penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars.

5. The Governor in Council may, from time to time, make such regulations

concerning vessels arriving in the waters of the Colony with any infectious or

contagious disease on board as he think necessary for preserving the public health

of the Colony.
6. AlTregulations made under this section shall be published in the Government

Gazette, and when so published shall have the force of law, and any person offending

against any such regulation shall, on conviction by two Stipendiaiy Magistrates

sitting together, incur a penalty not exceeding two thousand dollars, or imprisonment
with or without hard labour for any period not exceeding twelve months, or at the

discretion of the Court, both penalty and imprisonment as aforesaid.

Steamers' Fairway.
XXVI.—No vessel or boat of any description shall be allowed to anchor within

any fairway wliich shall be set apart by the Harbour Master for the passage of

vessels, and the master, or other person in charge of any vessel or boat dropping

anchor in or otherwise obstructing such fairway shall for each offence incur a

penalty not exceeding fifty dollars, and in default thereof, imprisonment with or

without hard labour not exceeding three months.
. Regulations concerning the Safety of Ships and Prevention of Accidents.

XXVII.—Every master of a ship, hulk, or other vessel, not being a boat

propelled by ours, being at anchor in the waters of this Colony shall, from sunset to

sunrise, cause to be exhibited a bright white light at the place where it can be best

seen, but at a height not exceeding twenty feet above the hull, and in default, shall

incur a penalty not exceeding one hundred dollars.

2. In case of lire occurring on board any ship or vessel in the waters of the

Colony, if at night, three hghts shall be hoisted in a vertical position at the highest
masthead, and a single light at the peak, and guns shall be fired in quick succession
until sufficient assistance shall be rendered; if during the day the ensign Union down
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with the signal NM, “I am on fire,” shall be hoisted at the highest masthead and
guns fired as above provided for night time.

3. If on board any ship or vessel in the waters of the Colony a disturbance or

riot shall occur which the master or his officers are unable to quell, if by day, the
ensign Union down shall be hoisted at the peak and the signal PC, “want assistance;
mutiny" shall be hoisted at the highest masthead or wherever practicable under the
circumstances

;
guns may also be fired as in sub-section 2 ; if by night, three lights

shall be hoisted at the peak and a single light at the masthead, and guns may also be
fired as before stated.

Offences in the Waters of the Colony.

[See also “The Dangerous Goods Ordinance, 1873,” and Regulations'].

XXVIII.—Every person who within the Colony or the waters thereof shaU
commit any of the following offences, shall incur a penalty of not more than fifty

dollars, or imprisonment for any term not exceeding three months, with or without
hard labour.

Every person who shall cast or throw any dead body, baUast, rubbish, or other
substance either from shore or from any vessel, into the waters of the Colony, or
shall neglect within a reasonable time to remove any sunken vessel or other obstruc-
tion in the said harbour belonging to him or in his charge or in his keeping.

Every person who not being in Her Majesty’s service and not being duly
authorised by law for the purpose, goes on board any ship within the waters of the
Colony, without the permission of the master or officer in charge

;
and the master or

person in charge of such ship may take any such person so going on board as aforesaid

into custody and dehver him up forthwith to any constable to be dealt with according
to law.

Every person not being in Her Majesty’ service who shall make fast to or cause
to be made fast to a ship under way within the waters of this Colony, any boat, junk,

or other vessel, without the sanction of the master or officer in charge of such ship.

2. Except as is hereinbefore directed by sub-section 2 and 3 of section XXVII.,
or with the sanction of the Harbour Master, no cannon, gun, or fire-arm of any
description shall be discharged, within such portions of the waters of the Colony as

the Governor may from time to time by regulations prescribe, from any merchant
vessel or boat, under penalty not exceeding two hundred dollars.

Removal of Obstructions.

XXIX.—The Harbour Master may, by written notice, require any person to

remove within a reasonable time, to be specified in such notice, any obstruction in the

waters of the Colony caused by such person or belonging to him or in his charge or

keeping
;
and if such person fail to remove the obstruction within the specified time,

the Harbour Master shall cause the obstruction to be removed, and may recover the

expenses of removal from the person named in the notice.

Mooring.
XXX.—No person shall place moorings in the waters of the Colony except, with

the sanction of the Harbour Master, and such moorings shall be of such nature as

the Harbour Master shall approve, and the Harbour Master may, upon giving such
sanction, attach such conditions to the use and employment of such moorings as he
shall think fit.

Lighthouses, Buoys, or Beacons.

Light Dues.

XXXIV.—The owner or master of every ship which enters the waters of the
Colony, shall pay such dues in respect of the said lighthouses, buoys, or beacons as

may, from time to time, be fixed by order of the Governor in Council, to such officers

as the Governor shall, from time to time, appoint to collect the same, and the same
shaU be paid by such officers into the Colonial Treasury.
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Importation and Storage of Gunpowder.

[See also “ The Datigerous Goods Ordinance, 1873,” and B,egidations\

XXXVII.—The Governor is hereby empowered to provide, at the expense of the

Colony, all necessary vessels and buildings for the storage of gunpowder, and no
gunpowder andviug m this Colony shall be stored in any other building or vessel

except as provided by sub-section 10, and subject to the observance of the rules and
regulations to be made under sub-section 12 of this Ordinance.

2. Such vessels or building shall for the purposes of this chapter be termed a

government depot or government depots for the storage of gunpowder, and shall be
under the control and management of the Harbour Master, subject to such orders as

may from time to time be received from the Governor
;
and such vessel or vessels

shall be fitted and manned in such a manner as the Harbour Master with the approval
of the Governor shall deem expedient.

^
3. Tlie master of every vessel arriving in this Colony having on board thereof

any quantity of gunpowder exceedhig two hundred lbs. shall immediately, upon the

arrival thereof, and before the discharge from the ship of any such gunpowder, furnish

the Harbour Master with a copy of the manifest of such gunpowder, the marks of all

the packages wherein such gunpowder shall be contained, and the names of the

consignees of such gunpowder, if he shall know the same.

4. The master of every such vessel as in the last preceding section mentioned
shall as soon as possible take the same to the place which shall be pointed out to him
by the Harbour Master or his deputy, and the said vessel shall not be removed
therefrom without the permission in writing of the Harbour Master.

5. When any quantity of gunpowder exceeding two hundred lbs. is about to

be conveyed out of the Colony, the master of the vessel about to convey the same
shall, on producing the written authority of the owners thereof or their agents, receive

from the Harbour Master a permit to take on board the packages mentioned in such
authority, and the master of such vessel shall thereupon move the same into such
anchorage as the Harbour Master may deem expedient, and from such anchorage the

master of such vessel shall not remove the same except for the purpose of proceeding

on his voyage or for some other sufiicient cause to be approved by the Harbour
Master.

6. The master of every vessel having on board more than two hundred lbs. of

gunpowder, or whilst engaged in the transhipment of gunpowder, shall exhibit a red

flag at the highest masthead.

7. It shall not be lawful for the master of any vessel to tranship any gun-

powder between the hours of 6 p.m. and 6 a.m. from October to March inclusive, nor

between the hours of 7 p.m. and 5 a.m. from April to September inclusive, without

the written permission of the Harboui* Master.

8. It shall not be lawful for the master of any vessel, without the written

permission of the Harbour Master, to anchor such vessel within five hundred yards of

any government depot for the storage of gunpowder.
9. It shall not be lawful for the master of any vessel having on board gun-

powder exceeding in quantity two hundred lbs. to anchor nearer than five hundred
yards of any other vessel.

10. It shall not be lawful for any person without the permission in writing of

the Governor to keep for any time, however short, within any house, store, godown,

or other place on land, a larger quantity of gunpowder than fifteen lbs.

11. It shall be lav^ul for any justice of the peace, or Police officer duly authorized

by warrant, to enter, and if necessary to break into, any house, store, godown, vessel,

or place either on land or water, within which such justice of the peace shall be

credibly informed on oath, or shall have reasonable grounds of his own knowledge to

suspect and believe, that gunpowder is kept or carried, or is on board of any vessel

contrary to the provisions of this chapter.

12. The Governor in Council is hereby empowered to make rules and
regulations for the proper carrying out of the provisions of this chapter, including
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storage of gunpowder on land, or its carriage within the waters of the Colony, and

to fix and vary from time to time the sums chargeable for the storage of gunpowder

as h 3reinbefore prescribed, and every violation or neglect of any such rules or

regulations shall render the party so offending liable to the penalties imposed by

sub-section 14 of this section for offences against any provisions thereof.

13. The sums charged in respect of such storage shall be paid monthly by

the party claiming to be entitled to such gunpowder, and in the event of the same
not bemg paid within twenty-one days after the same shall have become due and
payable, it shall be lawful for the (Governor to direct the said g-unpowder to be sold,

in order to defray the expense of storage, and the proceeds thereof, after deduction of

all government charges and the expense of sale, shall be paid to the party who shall

prove himself entitled thereto to the satisfaction of the Governor.

14. Every person who shall violate or refuse or fail to comply with the

provisions of this chapter shall incur a penalty not exceeding three hundred dollars,

or imprisonment for any period not exceeding six moirths.

15. hTothmg in this chapter contained shall apply to Her Majesty’s ships of war
or to the ships of war of any foreign nation, or to hired armed vessels in Her Majesty’s

service or in the service of any foreign nation, or to Government stores.

Licensing, <^c., op Boats, Cargo Boatmen, <fcc.

Ghrain Cargoes.

XLI.—No cargo of which more than one-third consists of any kind of grain, com,
rice, paddy, pulse, seeds, nuts, or nut kernels, hereinafter referred to as grain cargo,

shall be carried on board any Colonial ship, unless such grain cargo be contained in

bags, sacks, or barrels or secured from shifting by boards, bulkheads, or otherwise.

The penalty provided by section 22 of the “Merchant Shipping Act, 1876,’’ for'

knowingly allowing any grain cargo or part of a grain cargo to be shipped on any
British ship contrary to the provisions of the said section, may likewise be recovered
upon summary conviction before any Stipendiary Magistrate.

General.

6. Where under this Ordinance a ship is authorised or ordered to be detained,

if the ship after such detention or after service on the master of any notice of or order

for such detention proceeds to sea before it is released by competent authority, the
master of the ship, and also the owner or agent and any person who sends the ship

to sea, if such owner or agent or person be party or privy to the offence, shall forfeit

and pay to Her Majesty a penalty not exceeding five hundred dollars.

7. Where a ship so proceeding to sea takes to sea when on board thereof in the

-execution of his duty any officer authorised to detain the ship, or any Surveyor or

officer appointed by the Governor, the owner and master of the ship shall each be
liable to pay all expenses of and incidental to the officer or Surveyor being so taken
to sea, and also a penalty not exceeding five hundred dollars, or, if the offence is not
prosecuted in a summary manner, not exceeding fifty dollars for every day until the

officer or Surveyor returns, or until such time as would enable him after leaving the

ship to return to the port from which he is taken, and such expenses may be recovered

in like manner as the penalty.

16.

Whosoever, with intent to defraud, shall forge, or alter, or shall offer, utter,

dispose of, or put off knowing the same to be forged or altered, any certificate, ticket,

document, matter, or thing named in this Ordinance, or any regulation made there-

under, shall be guilty of felony, and being convicted thereof, shall be liable, at the
discretion of the Supreme Court, to be kept in penal servitude for any term not
•exceeding seven years, and not less than three years, or to be imprisoned for any
term not exceeding two years,, with or without hard labour.



COLONY OF MACAO.

POET REGULATIONS.

I.—Any vessel wanting a pilot should, on nearing the Macao roads, hoist the
jack or national flag at the fore topgallant masthead.

II.—No notice will be taken at the Harbour Master’s Ofiice of any damage
occurring to vessels piloted by pilots unlicensed by the Harbour Master.

III.—Only duly qualified pilots shall be employed by the Harbour Master.

1.

—To be a qualified pilot an examination must be passed at the Harbour
Master’s Ofiice.

2.

—Macao anchorage comprises the outer roads, the inner harbour, and the
port of Taipa.

3.

—Vessels anchoring in the roads will be required to pay one-half of the
amount stipulated for the inner harbour and Taipa.

IV.—The captain of a vessel, or his agent, shall report his vessel at the Harbour
Master’s Ofiice within twenty-four hours of the vessel’s arrival, and in default pay a
fine of one hundred dollars to the Pubhc Exchequer.

V.—Captains of vessels shall on landing deliver the ship’s papers to the Harbour
Master, such papers to be kept till the departure of the vessel, provided there be no
Consulate of the nationahty of the vessel at Macao.

The register or passport of Portuguese vessels shall be taken to the Government
Secretary’s office.

VI.—It is incumbent on the Harbour Master to take the necessary steps for the

apprehension of deserters, when required to do so. Such deserters may be captured

even after the ship’s departure on the requisition of the respective Consuls.

VII.—Captains of vessels are forbidden to discharge part or the whole of their

crew without the sanction of the Harbour Master or of the Consul.

VIII.—The captain of a vessel desiring to send to the Hospital any one of his

crew, must first apply to the Harbour Master and be answerable for any expense

IncTirred.

IX.—It is forbidden to cast off invahds in Macao ;
such invalids can only be

landed by permission of the Harbour Master. A breach of this Article of the

Regulations shall be visited with a fine of one hundred dollars, revertible to the

Pubhc Exchequer.

X.—Vessels are not permitted to change moorings in the inner harbour without

the sanction of the Harbour Master.

XI.—Merchant vessels are not permitted to enter the inner harbour with gun-

powder on board ;
such gunpowder shall be previously deposited in the Barra Fort

and received back after the vessel’s clearance from the inner harbour.

XII.—It is forbidden to throw ballast, ashes, or rubbish in the inner harbour

and at the Taipa anchorage, under penalty of one hundred dollars.

XIII.—Anchorage dues to be henceforth paid by vessels in the harbours of

Macao are fixed in annexed Table A. .

1.

—A written receipt shall be given for all dues levied at the Harbour
Master’s Office, and shall specify the heads under which such dues may
have been recovered.

2.

—All dues recovered at the Harbour Master’s Office on account of other

public departments, shall be sent to such departments by the Harbour
Master under the prescribed legal forms.

XIV.—All fees payable at the Harbour Master’s Office are designated in Table B.

XV.—Pilotage for vessels entering the inner harbour and Taipa to be paid

accor<5ing to Table C.

1 .—From the total amount fixed, one dollar will appertain to the Harbour
Master and the remaining four dollars to the pilot.
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XVI.—The duties of pilots will be taken in turns among those qualified by the
Harbour Master. On the 1st of each month a distribution is to be made of the fees,
received.

XVII. A fall of the barometer, indicative of bad weather, will be announced by
the firing of a gun and the hoisting of a white flag -^vith a red square in the centre
at the staff on the Canton wharf. The flag will be replaced by two green lights,
hoisted perpendicularly, during the night.

XVIII. Shipmasters are specially recommended to see that a clear hawse is
always kept, have their sheet anchors ready to lot go, and take all other usual precau-
tions to insure their vessels against bad weather. The signals made by the Harbour
Master are merely precautionary and indicative of a coming storm, the force of which
as well as its pas.sag’e over this port can never be predicted.

XIX.—All fishing and tanca boats are to be registered at the Harbour Master’s
Office and have their number and designation clearly affixed.

.XX. These Regulations shall be printed, and a copy given to captains of vessels
coming to Macao.

Government Secretary’s Office, Macao, 11th June, 1872.

(Signed) 11ENRIQUE HE CASTRO.
Secretary General.

RE.MARKS RESPECrJNG THE TIDES BETWEEN ( ANTON,
HONGKONG, AND MACAO.

In the absence of a complete tide table, the following table and remarks may be
found serviceable:

—

PLACES. LATITUDE NORTH.
LDNGITUDE

EAST OP GK’WICH.
TIME OF

HIOH WATER.
BISB OF TIDB.

30//
hrs. min. feet.

Macao 22“ 11/ 113” 32/ 30/' 10 10 8

Lankeet 22 41 30 113 38 15

Aiiuughoy 22 48 15 113 36 30 2

Second Bar Creek 22 58 30 113 32 15 2 15
[

6 to 8

Whampoa 23 5 45 113 24 0 2 30 ;
Canton 23 7 0 113 15 0 ^ 3 50 4i to 5

Lintin 22 24 30 113 48 0 12 0 8

Hongkong 22 21 0 114 18 0 10 20 n
The flood tide, when regular (which is seldom), runs round Cabreta Point towards

the town of Macao
;
but a little outside of the Point it sets along the land to the north,

across the bay, until it meets the tide from Capsing-moon (or Capshui-moon, “ the

swift water passage”), above Lintin, when it flows in a direct channel towards the

Bogue. The velocity of the flood tide in Macao Roads is about 2| miles in the north-

east monsoon and moderate weather; but when it blows strong from the northward
there is no apparent flood. The ebb then runs at the rate of 3 to 3| and 4 miles

when the water is falling by the land. The ebb tide sets out from the town of Macao
much in the same way as the flood comes in, with the dilference of running a little

more to the westward along the shore, before it takes the southerly direction
;
the

latter part of this tide is therefore the best time for boats to start for Lintin or
Canton, with a contrary wind, as they then get out far enough to have all the flood

to work to the noi’thward with.

The tides at Lintin run north and south, or nearly so. The velocity of the ebb,

in the north-east monsoon when blowing strong is much the same as in Macao
Roads

;
but there is always a perceptible flood of 1 or miles. During the height

of the south-west monsoon, the ebb runs at times at the rate of 6 and 6^ miles, after

heavy rains
;
at that season the floods are very weak.

* The flood ceases rising at this hour, but the stream in ’he middle of the river runs up a considerable liraelonger.



PORT CONSULAR, CUSTOMS, PILOTAGE, SAILING, AND
HARBOUR REGULATIONS, &c., FOR THE TREATY

PORTS OK CHINA.

GENERAL PORT REGULATIONS FOR HER BRITANNIC MAJESTY’S
CONSULATES IN CHINA.

The undersigned. Her Britannic Majesty’s Envoy Extraordinary and Minister
Plenipotentiary and Chief Superintendent of British Trade in China, acting under the
authority conferred upon him by the 85th Section of the China and Japan Order in

Council, 1865, hereby declares the following Regulations, made, in pursuance of the

above Order hi Council, to secure the observance of Treaties and the maintenance
of friendly relations between British subjects and Chinese subjects and authorities,

to be apphcable to all ports which are, or may hereafter become, open to British

trade :

—

I.—The British Consulate offices at the several open ports shall be opened for

public business from 10 o’clock a.m. to 4 o’clock p.m. daily, excepting Sundays,
Christmas Day, Good Friday, Queen’s birthday, Easter Monday, those holidays
upon which public offices hi England are closed, and Chinese New Year’s day, and
such Chinese holidays as the Chinese Customs authorities may obseiwe.

II.—On the arrival of any British vessel at the anchorage of any of the open
ports, the master shall, within 24 hours, deposit his ship’s papers, together with a
summary of the manifest of her cargo, at the Consulate office, unless a Sunday or

holiday shall intervene.

III.—Every British vessel must show her national colours on entering the port or

anchorage, and keep them hoisted until she shall have been reported at the Consulate
and her papers deposited there.

lY.—No British vessel or any vessel the property of a British subject unless

provided with a certificate of registry, or provisional or other pass from the Super-
intendent of Trade at Peking, or from the Colonial Government at Hongkong, shall

hoist the British ensign within any port or anchorage, or any flag similar to the

British ensign or of a character not to be easily distinguishable from it. Nor shall

any registered British vessel flying the Red ensign hoist any other ensign or flag

(except she be entitled to fly the Blue ensign) in use by Her Majesty’s vessels of war,

or the national ensign of any foreign State or any ensign or flag not plainly dis-

tinguishable from the ensigns used by Her Majesty’s ships of war or from those

flown by ships of foreign States.

V.—Should any seaman absent himself from his ship without permission, the

master shall forthwith report the circumstance at the Consulate office, and take the

necessary measures for the recovery of the absentee, and it shall be lawful for the

Consul, if circumstances shall require it, in his discretion to prohibit leave being

given to seamen to come ashore, and any master who shall violate such prohibition

shall incur the penalties hereinafter declared.

VI.—The discharge of guns or other firearms from vessels in harbour is strictly

prohibited, unless permission shall have been granted by the Consul.

VII.—Masters of vessels when reporting their arrival at a port shall notify in

wxiting the names of all passengers and persons not forming part of the articled

crew on board, and previous to leaving, notice must be given of the names of all

persons, not forming part of the articled crew, intending to leave the port on board

any vessel.

VIII.—All cases of death occurring at sea must be reported to the Consul within

24 hours of the vessel’s arriving in port or harbour, and aU cases of death on board
vessels in harbour, or in the residences of British subjects on shore, must be imme-
diately reported at the Consulate office, and in the event of sudden or accidental
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death the fullest information obtainable should he given. It is strictly [»rohibited to

throw overboard the bodies of seamen or other persons dying on board of a vessel in

harbour. Except in case of urgent necessity, no burial should take place on shore or

from any ship in harbour without the license of the Consul first obtained.

IX.—Stone or ballast shall not be thrown overboard in any port or harbour,

unless permission shall have been first obtained from the local authorities through
the intervention of Her Majesty’s Consular otficer.

X.—All cases of loss of property by theft or fraud on board ships, as well as of

assault or felony requiring redress or involving the public peace, must be immediately

reported at the Consulate office.

If any Chinese subject guilty of, or suspected of, having committed a mis-

demeanour on shore or afloat be detained, information must in such cases be forthwith
lodged at the Consulate office, and im no instance shall British subjects be permitted
to use violence towards Chinese offenders or to take the law into their own hands.

XI.—Any vessel having in the whole above 200 lbs. of gunpowder or other

explosive material on board shall not approach nearer than a distance of one mile

from the limits of the anchorage. On arriving at that distance, she must be forthwith

reported to the Consular authority.

Special anchorages or stations will be assigned for such ships in the neighbour-
hood of the ports.

XII.—No seaman or other person belonging to a British ship may be discharged
or left behind at any port or anchorage without the express sanction of the Consul,
and not then until sufficient security shall have been given for his maintenance and
good behaviour while remaining on shore, and if required, for the expenses incident

to his shipment to a port in the United Kingdom or to a British Colonial port,

according as the seaman or other person is a native of G-reat Britain or of any British

Colony.

If any British subject left at a port or anchorage by a British vessel be found
to require public relief prior to the departure of such vessel from the dominions of
the Emperor of China, the vessel will be held responsible for the maintenance and
removal from China of such British subject.

Xin.—When a vessel is ready to leave a port or anchorage, the master or con-
signee shall apply at the Chinese Custom-house for a Chinese port clearance, and on
his presenting this document, together with a copy of the manifest of his export
cargo, at the Consular office, his ship’s papers will 'be returned to him, and he will

be furnished with a Consular port clearance, on receiving which the vessel will be at

liberty to leave the port. Should any vessel take in or discharge cargo subsequent
to the issue of the Customs’ clearance, the master will be subject to a penalty, and
the ship to such detention as may be necessary to the ends of justice.

XIV.—When a vessel is ready to leave a port or anchorage, the master shall

give notice thereof to the Consul, and shall hoist a Blue Peter at least 24 hours
before the time appointed for her departure. The Consul may dispense with the
observance of this regulation on security being given that claims presented within
24 hours will be paid.

XV.—No British subject may establish or carry on an hotel, boarding or eating-
house, house of entertainment, or shop for the sale of hquors within the Consular
district without the sanction and license of the Consul, and payment of such fees
in respect of such license, yearly or otherwise, as may be duly authorised. The
Consul shall require every person so licensed to give security for the good conduct
of aU inmates and frequenters of his house, and also that he will not harbour any
seaman who is a runaway or who cannot produce his discharge accompanied by a
written sanction from the Consul to I’eside on shore.

Every person so licensed will be held accountable for the good conduct of aU
inmates and frequenters of his house, and in case of their misconduct may be sued
upon the instrument of security so given.

XVI.—Any British subject desiring to proceed up the country to a greater
distance than thirty miles from any Treaty port, is required to procure a Consular
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passport, and any one found witliout such a passport beyond that distance will be
liable to prosecution.

XVII.—The term Consul in these Eegulatious shall be construed to include all
and every officer in Her Majesty Consular service whether Consul-General, Consul,
Vice-Consul, or Consular Agent, or other person duly authorized to act in any of the
aforesaid capacities within the dominions of the Empei’or of China,

XVIII.—-British vessels are bound as to mooring and pilotage to act in accord-
ance with the Harbour and Pilot Regulations authorized in eacli port by Her
Majesty’s Minister for the time being, and any infraction of the same shall render
the party offending liable to the penalties attached to these regulations.

XIX.—No loading or discharging of cargo may be carried on except within the
limits of the anchorage defined by the Consul and the Chinese authorities of each
port.

XX.—Any' i'ofriiigemeut of the preceding General Port Regulations or of the
Special Regulations referred to in Regulations XVIII. and XIX., shall subject the
offender, for each offence, to imprisonment for any term not exceeding three months,
with or vdthout hard labour, and with or without a fine not exceeding 200 dollars,
or to a fine not exceeding 200 dollars, without imprisonment, and with or without
further fines for continuing offences not exceeding in any case 25 dollars for each
day during which the offence continues after the original ^e is incurred

; such fines
to be inflicted, levied, and enforced in accordance with the Order of Her Majesty in
Council, dated the 9th day of March, 1865.

And in consideration of the urgent necessity for those Regulations, the under-
signed hereby further declares that they shall have effect unless and until they shall
be disapproved by Her Most Gracious Majesty, and notification of such disapproval
shall be received and published by me or other Her Majesty’s Minister in China.

Note.

—

All fines levied by virtue of or under the General or Special Port Regula-
tions are to be applied, as directed by the China and Japan Order in Council, 1865,
in diminution of the public expenditure, unless otherwise specially ordered.

(Signed) THOMAS FRANCIS WADE.

Peking, 28th of March, 1881.

GENERAL PILOTAGE REGULATIONS.

Agreed to and published by the British Minister, Srd November, 1868.

1.

—Bye-Laws and Local Rules.—1.—Bye-laws and Rules necessary for the better

ordering of Pilotage matters at the Ports are to be dra v.’ up by the Harbour
Masters in consultation with the Consuls and Chambers of Commei’ce, with whom
also it rests in the same way to fix the number of Pilots, tariff of charges, and define

the limits of the Pilotage ground.

2.

—The number of Pilots for the Port of shall be

3.

—The Pilotage ground for the Port of- shall be

defined as follows, viz. :

—

4.

—The Pilotage charges shall be as follows, viz,—
Steamers, or Sailing 'N'essels in tow, per foot

Sailing Vessels, per foot
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II.—Pilots; individuals eligible.—Tlie subjects, citizens, or proteges of Treaty
Powers shall, equally with natives of China, and without distinction of nationality,

be eligible for appointment, when vacancies occur, by the Board of Appointment,
subject to the General Regulations now issued, and the Bye-laws to be under them
enforced at the several Ports respectively.

III.—Board of Appointment : how to be constructed.—The Board of Appointment
shall consist of the Harbour Master as President, the (or a) Senior Pilot, and two
persons whose names shall be drawn by lot, by the Harbour Master, from a list

prepared and published by the Harbour Master in consultation with the Consxils and
Chambers of Commerce.

lY.

—

Vacancies : how to be filled up.—1.—Whenever there maybe a vacancy
among the Pilots, it shall be duly notified in the local prints

;
and eight days

afterwai-ds the Board of Appointment shall proceed to fill it up by a competitive

examination.

2.

—The Be a d may refuse to admit to the exammation any one who, having

once been a Licensed Pilot, has had his License withdrawn, and also any candidate

who is unable to produce Consular certifications as to character, &c.

3.

—The exammation shall be public and gratuitous, and the vacancies shall

be given to the most competent amo ig the candidates without distinction of

nationality, provided always the competency of the first on the list be not relative

but absolute.

4.

—The Consul concerned may in person, or by deputy, be present and take

part in the examination of candidates.

5.

—The majority of the votes of the Members of the Board shall decide the

admission of candidates for Pilot Licences, each Member having one vote in the

ballot
;
but in the absence of the Consul concerned, the Harbour Haster shall have a

casting vote.

V.

—

Pilots’ Licence: by whom to be issued.—I.—Pilots’ Licences shall be issued

by the Commissioner of Customs in the name and on behaK of the Chinese Govern-
ment. Licences issued to Pilots not being natives of China shall subsequently be
vised and registered at the Consulate concerned.

2.

—On the first day of July each year, every Pilot shall pay the sum of Ten
Haikwan Taels for the renewal of his Licence.

3.

—Every Licensed Pilot shall be given a printed copy of the General Regula-
tions and Local Rules, and shall produce the same, as well as his Licence, when
required.

YI.

—

Apprentice Pilots: how to be taken.—1.—It shall be allowable for each
Licensed Pilot to take an Apprentice, for whom be shall be responsible. On the

application of Pilots, the Harbour Master will supply Apprentices with special

ceidificates.

2.—Wlien the circumstances of the Port appear to demand it, the Harbour
Master may authorise Apprentices to act temporarily and within certain limits,

as Pilots
;
provided they have received certificates of competency from the Board of

Appomtment.
YII.

—

Licensed Pilots: to whom subordinated: Unlicensed piloting, t&c.—1.—Licen-

sed Pilots may carry on their business either singly or in companies. They must
pay due respect to the wishes and instimctions of the Harbour Master under whose
orders and control they are placed, and who is invested with power to suspend or

dismiss, subject to an appeal to the Consul concerned. YYhen the Pilot is a
Foreigner the appeal to be lodged within three days.

2.—If guilty of any misconduct for which Consular punishment has been in-

flicted, or if proved to have committed any oflence against Revenue Laws, the
individual concerned may be suspended or dismissed by the Harbour Master, subject
to an appeal to his Consul. If a Foreigner the appeal to be lodged within three
days.

3-—Any one piloting without a Licence, or making use of another’s Licence,
shall be subject to prosecution before his own authorities, who will deal with the
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offender in accordance with the laws of his country. Any Pilot lending his Licence
to another will be proceeded against and dealt with in the same way in addition to

forfeiting his Licence.

4.—Any Commanding Officer employing an unlicensed person to pilot his vessel

will be liable to be fined in the sum of One Hundred Taels by the Authorities to

whose jurisdiction he is amenable.

VIII.—Pilot Boats: regulations to he ohserved.~-\.—Pilot Boats shall be regis-

tered with their crews at the Harbour Master’s office, where each boat wiU be given

a certificate and number. The words, “ Licensed Pilot Boat,” shall, with the num-
ber, be legibly painted at the stern, and on the head of the mainsail

;
and a flag, of

which the upper horizontal half shall be yellow and the lower green, shall be flown.

Such registered Pilot Boats shall deposit their national papers with their Consul or

the Customs
;
they shall be at liberty to move freely within the limits of the Port

and Pilotage ground, and shall be exempt from Tonnage Dues. On the requisition

of the Harbour Master or his deputies, it will be obligatory on registered Pilot Boats
to convey, from place to place within the limits, employes belonging to either Customs’

or Harbour Master’s dej^artment, with such stores as may be wanted for either

Light-houses or Light-ships.

2.

—Every li -ensed Pilot Boat shall pay a fee of Twenty Taels for renewal of

licence on the first of July each year.

3.

—In case of a Pilot going off in an unregistered boat, he will be authorized to

carry the Pilot Boat Flag during the time he is on board
;
but no pilot is authorized

to cruise in an unregistered boat, without special permission from the Harbour
Master.

4.

—The owner or hirer of an unregistered boat making use of a Pilot Flag, and
not having a licensed pilot on board, shall be prosecuted before the autnoiities to

whom be is amenable, or v/hose flag or national ensign he has the right to use.

5.

—A registered Pilot boat is not permitted to fly the Pilot flag, save when
there is either a licensed pilot or certificated ajjprentice on board.

IX.—Flags to he exhibited on arrival.—When nearing anchorage, the Pilot shall

cause to be exhibited

—

A Bed and White Flag (Xo. 3—H) if the vessel is from Hongkong, Japan, or

any Chinese Port.

A Blue and White Flag (Xo. 2—J) if from any Foreign Port.

A Yellow and Blue (Xo. 10—K) if the vessel is in ballast.

A Red Swallow Tail (Xo. 5—B) if the vessel has gimpowder or other com-

bustible on board.

X.—TTarhour Pilots; Vessels in Harbour, Berthing &c.—1.-—The duties of the

Harbour Hilots, where such exist, will be to take charge of vessels at the outer limit

of the anchorage, berth them in accordance with the orders received from the

Harbour Master’s Department, take charge of vessels shifting berths, going in or

out of dock, or to and from a wharf or out of the anchorage, and to assist and report

to the Harbour Marter’s office all matters concerning the shipping in Port, amd the

conservancy of the river or harbour.

2.

—In berthing vessels, the Harbour Master will, as far as possible, meet the

wishes of Commanding Officers and Consignees, and the entrance, working, or

clearance of vessels taking berths not assigned to them shall be stopped by the

Customs until the Harbour Master’s orders are complied with.

3.

—Vessels are to moor in accordance with orders received from the Harbour

Master, and are not to remove from the anchorage without his permission.

4.

—The Harbour Pilotage Fees payable to the Harbour Master are as follows :

—

F'or berthing a vessel, or taking her out of port

Docking, undocking, mooring, &c
Shifting a vessel’s berth

Taking a vessel to or from a wharf

The above Rules and Regulations are pi’ovisional and may be amended, or added

to, according to circumstances,
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SPECIAL LOCAL EEOLLATIONS.

CANTON.

CUSTOMS EEOULATIONS.
I.—Masters must deposit their shij/s papers and manifest with their Consul (if

they have no Consul, with the Customs) within 48 hours after entering the port.

II.—The import manifest must contain a true account of the nature of the cargo
on hoard and must be handed to the Customs before any application to break bulk
can be attended to.

III.—The import manifest having been recci-^^ed and ship’s papers duly lodged
with the Consul or the Customs, permits to land goods will be granted, on the receipt

of appheations specifying the number of packages, with their marks, weight, quantity,

and such hke particulars.

IV.—Before shipment of goods, permits to ship must in like manner be obtained.

V.—Cargo for which a permit has been issued, but which cannot be received on
board, must be brought to the Custom-house jetty for examination before being

re-landed.

VI.—When a vessel has received on board the whole of her outward cargo, the

Customs must be furnished with an export manifest.

VII.—After examination of goods, consignees or shippers will be supplied with

a memo., for which early application should be made, of the duties payable. They
may then pay in the account to the Hai Kwan Bank or receiving olhee, when they
will be furnished with a duty receipt m Chinese, which they must bring to the

Customs. Import duties are due upon the landing of the goods, and export duties

on their shipment. Amendment in respect of weight or value must be made within

24 hours after the lauding or shipment of the goods.

VIII.—On application being made for the Customs’ clearance, if the Customs
are satisfied that the import and export manifests are correct, and that all dues and
duties have been paid, the clearance will be issued.

IX.—In all cases of transhqunent, application must be made for a tranship per-

mit. G-oods transhipped before receipt of such permit are liable to confiscation.

X.—Cargo boats conveying goods from Canton to Whampoa for shipmeiit there,

must be taken for examination to the Customs’ jetty, before the goods can be put on
board the -ship. On arrival at Whampoa, their permits must be exhibited at the
Floating Custom-house for countersignature: .in like manner the permit of cargo
boats conveying goods to Canton from ships at Whampoa must be countersigned at

the Whampoa Floating Custom-house, and on arrival at Canton they must repair to

the Cnstoms’ jetty for examination.

SWATOW.

EEGULATIONS FOE COASTINO STEAMEES.
I.—The agent or agents of each British steamer or line of steamers engaged in

the Coasting Trade between Foochow and Hongkong and intermediate ports, will be
reqtii/red to give a bond as guarantee for the due observance by them of the Treaty and
Local Eegulations.

II.—After any such steamer has been reported at the Consulate office, and her
papers lodged according to the usual form, it will not be necessary (unless she has
to renew her tonnage dues certificate) that she should again be formally reported for
four months

;
but whenever she enter.s the port her arrival must be notified at the

Consulate. It will not, however, be required that her papers should be shown or a
clearance obtained.

III.—A manifest will have to be handed in, at the expiration of every month,
of all cargo and treasure imported into or exported from the port.

IV". —The fee for every entry as a “ coa.^ting steamer” shall be .$12.
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V.-—It -will be incumbent on the agent or master of a “ coasting steamer,” under
a penalty of $25, to notify at the Consulate office within one hour after her arrival

should it be during daylight, or before 8 a.m.should it be dark, the hour at which it

is intended to despatch every such steamer. And should any steamer engaged in the

coasting trade depart previous to the hour for which she has been circulated (such

time to be taken from the clock in the Consulate office) a fine of §50 will be inflicted.

A M 0 Y .

CUSTOMS’ EEGULATIOhTS.
I.—The Umits of the port are defined within lines drawn from the Southern-

most point of Amoy island South-eastward to the nearest island; and thence in the

direction of the high pagoda, to the point of Lam-tae-hoo Hill; and from the North-
ernmost point of Amoy island to the opposite point on the mainland.

II.—The shipment and discharge of cargo can only be carried on in the inner

harbour between Kulangsoo and Amoy: Northern and Southern limits. The
authorised Customs’ jetties for the examination, landing, and shipment of goods, are

those known as the Kang-ah-kow and Custom-house wharves.
III.—Masters of merchant vessels must deposit their ship’s papers and import

manifest with their Consul (if they have no Consul, with the Customs) within 48
hours after entering the port.

IV.—The import manifest must contain a true accoimt of the nature of the

cargo on board, and must be handed to the Customs, signed by the master, before

any application to break bulk can be attended to.

V.—The landing and discharging of cargo must be carried on within the limits

of the inner anchorage, as defined in Kule II.
;

it can only take place between sunrise

and sunset, and cannot go on, without special permission, on Sundays and holiday.

Cargo-boats employed for the shipment or landing of merchandise cannot make use

of other jetties than those specified in Rule II.

VI.—When ready to discharge cargo, the consignee must send to the Customs
.an application in Chinese (and English), giving full particulars of the cargo to be

discharged, when he will be furnished with a permit to remove his consignment from
the ship by which it is imported, and to place the same in a cargo-boat. The cargo-

boat must then repair to one of the authorised jetties, in order that the goods may be
examined and assessed for duty. A “Customs’ memo. ” will there upon be issued, to

be taken to the bank by the consignee, who, upon payment of the duty therein noted,

wiU be supplied with a “ Duty Receipt.” Upon the presentation at the office of

Customs of the duty receipt, a “Duty-paid Order” will be issued. The goods

imported may then be removed from the Customs jetty and placed in the merchant’s

godown.
VII.—In the case of goods to be shipped, the shipper must send them to one of

the authorised jetties for examination, with an apphcation in Chinese (and English)

for a permit to ship, containing all necessary particulars. The goods will then be

examined, and a “Customs’ memo.” issued, and on the production at the office of

the “Duty Receipt,” a “Duty-paid Order” will be issued, authorising the shipment.

VIII.—Cargo for which a shipment permit has been issued, but which cannot be

received on board, must be brought to one of the authorised jetties for examination

before being relanded.

IX.—No transhipment can take place without special written permission.

X.—Drawback, exemption, or coast trade duty certificates will be issued simul-

taneously with the permit for the shipment of the goods co'. ercd by them. Exemp -

tion or coast trade duty ccrtiticates for goods imported musi be pi’eseuted simul-

taneously with the consignee’s application for the permit to land.

XI.—Before application is made for the “Customs’ clearance,” the export

manifest, signed by the master, must be handed in. All dues and duties having

been paid, the cleai’ance will be issued.
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HAEBOUE EEGELATIONS.
The following Eegulations are approved by the Consuls representing Treaty

Powers at the port, and are instituted for the order and security of foreign shipping:—
I.—Vessels on entering the harbour must stop above or below the shipping, until

the Harbour Master has assigned them a berth. Masters to moor their vessels with

as little delay as possible.

II.—Each vessel will moor in the berth allotted to her, with from thirty to forty

fathoms of chain on each cable, or more, if the Hai'bour Master thinks necessary.

III.—Vessels shall rig in jib and spanker booms, and top or brace \ip lower a\rd

top-sad yards.

IV.—No ballast to be thrown overboard in the harbour without special permission,

from the Harbour Master.
V.—No pitch, or other inflammable substance, to be boded on board any ship in

the harbour. Spirits or other inflammable liquids to be drawn off by daylight. The
use of artificial light for such purpose is forbidden.

VI.—Vessels unprovided with a fire engine must have a bucket fitted with a
lanyard for each man on board, before a berth can be assigned to them.

VII.—Vessels to keep a clear hawse, and to have more chain on deck when bad
weather is apprehended.

VIII.—No boats, warps, or lines to be made fast to any of the beacons or buoys.

No warps or lines to be run out from dusk till daylight; and when such are in use

during the day, a look out must be kept to slack or let go when passing vessel# or
boats require it. Boats moored astern of ships to be within a reasonable distance of

the vessel, so as not to hinder passage.
IX.—Light# to be carried on the extreme starboard fore-yard-arm, if required

by the Harbour Master.
X.—Vessels not to anchor in that part of the harbour kept clear for steamers.

XI.—No fire-arm to be discharged within the limits of the harbour without
special notification from the Consul to the Customs

;
and if the vessel has no Consul

to refer to, without express permission from the Commissioner of Customs.
XII.—Power is vested in the Harbour Master to make bye-laws, which, in hia

experience of the requirements of the port, he may think desirable,—publicity to which
bye-laws will be given by posting them in the Custom-house for general information^

XIII.—The Eegulations do not modify or affect any obligation or right of vessels,

under the laws of seas and rivers, recognised by civihzed nations.
XIV.—A breach of any of these regulations shall be visited with a penalty not

exceeding one hundred dollars, which shall be inflicted on the offender by the Consul
of the nation to which such offender belongs, provided such a nation be a Treaty
Power, otherwise by the Superintendent of Customs.

SHANGHAI.

HAEBOUE EEGULATIONS.
The following Eegulations have been agreed to, and sanctioned by the Treaty

Power Consuls at this Port :—
!•—The anchorage for foi’eign vessels is between the East Gate Creek and the

Creek below the British Naval Yard.
II-—Vessels entering the anchorage will, when they come abreast of the British

Naval Yard, be boarded by the Assistant Hirbour Master, who will direct them to
proper berths. In the case of a vessel being towed, the tug steamer mist stop,
before passing the Hirbour Mister’s Lowsr Stcition, at Pootuug, to be boarded.

III-—Eiver, Coast, and Mail Steamers h-aving determined berths are allowed on.

arrival to proceel to them without stoppage, u I'-ss they have dangerous or explosive
cargo on board, in which case they are to be governed by Clauses 11, 12, aal 14 of
these Eegulations.

IV.—Eour berths in the Upper E aidi of the Harbour will be kept op.M for thoi
use of men-of-w ir.
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V.—Vessels are to moor in accordance with the orders received from the Harbour
Master, and not to shift their berths or remove from the anchorage without a
special Permit.

VI.—Applications for berths, or for permission to shift, must be made to the

Harbour Master’s Office or to the Lower Station by the Shipmaster, the First Officer,

or Pilot in .charge, when the necessary instructions respecting the berth will be
given.

VII.—All vessels are required to beep a light burning bright and clear at the

starboard yard-arm, or starboard fore-rigging when vessels have no yards, from dark
until daylight.

VIII.—No vessels except men-of-war may use svdngiug booms. The swinging
booms of men-of-wa,r shall be rigged in from sunset to sunrise.

IX.—Vessels are required to keep their chains clear, especially towards the full

and change of the moon, and not to have lines out from one vessel to another any
longer time than necessary. Boats towing astern are to have short lines, in order

not to block up the passage.

X.—Merchant vessels shall not fire off cannon or small arms within the limits

of the Port, withorrt written permission from the Harbour Master.
XI.—Vessels arriving at this port and having on board, as cargo, any number

of Loaded Shell, or more than One Hundn d pounds of G-unpowder, or more than
Thyenty Thousand Rounds of Rifle, Sporting, Gatling, Mitmilleuse, Pistol, or Revolver'

Cartridges, shall anchor not less than one mile below the lower limit of the Harbour
and fly a red flag [“No. 5 ” Marryat’s or “B” Commercial Code] at the fore during

the daytime and shall abide by the instructions received from the Customs concerning

the discharge of the same.
XII.—Vessels arriving at this jiort and having on board, as cai'go, in ichaiever

quantity, any of the following mentioned articles, viz. :—Nitro-glycerine or Glonoin

Oil, Gun Cotton, Fulminating Mercury, Dynamite, Lithofracteur, or any other

substances: used for Blasting purposes shall be subject to the same conditions as to

anchorage, &c., as are laid dovm in Clause II of these Regulations.

XIII.—Vessels shall not be allowed to take on board", as cargo, any of the articles

mentioned in Clauses II and 12 of these Regulations in weight or number exceeding

‘what is therein specified, without first proceeding to an anchorage not less than one

mile below the lower limit of the Harbour, from which, while having such cargo on

Ward, they slialbonly depart for the purpose of proceeding outside of Woosimg.
XIV.—Vessels arriving with Kerosine Oil or Petroleum on board as cargo shall

be berthed on the Pootung side of the' 9th Section of the Harbour and must remain

there until all such cargo has been discharged.

XV.—A vessel arriving with a contagious disease on board, shall not come nearer

the lower limit of the Harbour than one mile, shall fly at the fore a yello^v flog, and

shall not allow any one to disembark or come on board, without permission from the

Harbour Master’s Office.

XVI.—Masters of vessels shall not permit ballast, or ashes, to be thrown

overboard.

XVII.—All vessels in Port must keep on board a sufficient number of hands

to clear and pay out chain, &c., when required.

XVIII.
—

"Vessels on arriving in Port, must, as soon as possible, rig in their jib-

booms, and must not subseqiiently rig them out, while within the Harbour limit-s,

without I ermission from the Harbour Master.

XIX.—No Buoy may be laid down without the sanction of the Harbour Master

and his approval of the moorings by which it is to be held in position. Unoccupied

Buoys must be lighted from sunset to sunrise.

XX.—Buoys that are already laid downai’e subject to thecoutro. of the Harbour

Master, and where they are so placed as to obstract the passage of vpsels through

the Harbour or are not moored in such a way as to economize berthing space, the

Harbour Master will be at liberty to order them to be shifted. In case of refusal or

neglect on the part of Hr* owners of a Buoy to shift its position, as directed by the
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Harbottr Master, the latter may cause it to he removed at the risk of the owners
thereof.

XXI.—In case of fire occurring on board a vessel in Port, the bell must be rung
immediately by that vessel and by those above and below her, and the signal 2109
Marryat’s or BTP Commercial Code (“ Ship on fire”) hoisted by the burning vessel,

if possible, and by those above and below her during the day, or the yard-arm light

lowered and hoisted continually during the night. Notice should be sent immediately

to the River Pohce Hulk, Harbour Master’s Station, or Pootung Signal Tower, and
to the nearest Municipal Police Station.

XXII.—Vessels infringing Clauses II and 12 of these Regulations, by coming
within the Harbour limits with dangerous or explosive cargo on board in excess of the

quantity the>"ejo allowed, will be notified by the Harbour Master to proceed to an
anchorage ?iot less than one mile below the lower limit of the Harbour, and their

Entrance, Working, and Clearance wdl be stopped by the Customs until this notice

is complied with. All other vessels not occupying the berth assigned to them, as

-required by the 2nd, 5th, and 6th Clauses of the above Regulations, are likewise liable

to have their Entrance, Working, and Clearance stopped by the Customs until the

Harbotir Master reports them as berthed in a' cordance with his directions.

Masters of vessels committing bre.^ches of the other Regulations will be dealt

Avith by the Consular authorities.

Notice.
I.—On approaching the anchorage vessels should shoAv their number in order

that the same may be signalled from the Harbour Master’s Signal Stations.

II.—Masters of vessels are requested to furnish the Assistant Harbour Master,

Pilot, or Harbour Pilot, Avith any information they may possess, relative to the dis-

coveries of rocks, shoals, islands, wrecks, or distressed vessels, vessels signalled and
their positions, state of weather during the voyage, special information with details of

Typhoons, time of leaving last port, time of arrival. They are also requested to

report if any change has taken place in the position of Buoys, or if any of the Lights
are out of order.

III.—Masters of vessels having fault to find Avith Pilots, whether as regards

professional competency or personal conduct, are especially requested to report the

same in writing to the Harbour Master, from whom such cases will receive immediate
attention.

IV.—At the Harbour Master’s office wiil be found a board, on which all notices

pertaining to the department will be exhibited, also any information received from
Shipmasters of interest to shipping. It Avill also show the names of Pilots, &c.

V.—Vessels are recommended not to sail or steam through the shippmg with
the tide, it being highly dangerous to do so, especially durmg spring tides. Vessels

so doing Avill incur responsibility for all damages.
VI.—The Master of a vessel may refuse to pay inward pilotage, until a certificate

is produced from the Harbour Master or his deputies, that the vessel is properly

moored. (Pilotage Reg-ulations, General Rule VII., Local Rule XTV.).

HARBOUR REGULATIONS FOR WOOSUNG.
The following Regulations have been agreed to, and sanctioned by the Treaty

Power Consuls at Shanghai :

—

I.—The anchorage for foreign vessels at Woosung is between Woosung Creek
and the White Cottage above the Chinese Camp.

II.—Inward bound vessels having to anchor at Woosung must hoist the
Rendezvous Flag (Marryat’s Code) at fore when passing the Woosung Spit Buoy,
and tliey will then be boarded, between the Woosung Creek and the Harbour
Master’s Station, by the Berthing Officer, who Avill direct them where to anchor.

Tlie Pilot or Officer in charge of every such vessel shall see that proper facilitie*

are afforded the Berthing Officer to enable him to come on board.
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III.—No vessel is allowed to anchor in the line of the Fairway Marks acros*
the Bar, or within three hundred feet above or below said line.

IV.—The Officer in charge of the Harbour Master’s Station at Woosujig is

authorized to keep a clear channel from the Inner Bar as far out as the VIoosung
Spit Buoy, and to notify any vessel which may be anchored in such a position as to

obstruct or endanger the navigation of this channel, to remove to such berth as he
may point out.

V.—Should the Commanding Officer of a vessel refuse to move her, after the
Berthing Officer has informed him that he considers the vessel to be obstructing or

endangering navigation, such vessel will be held presumptively responsible for all

damage which may be caused by other vessels colliding with her.

V.—No vessel will be allowed to discharge or take on board cargo at Woosung
until she is moored in a berth approved by the Berthing Officer.

VII.—The management of vessels when taking up the berths to which they are

directed, will, in all cases, be left in the hands of the Pilot or Commanding Officer.

VIII.—The officer in charge of the Harbour Master’s station at Woosung will

board all inward bound sailing vessels between the Woosung Creek and the Station,

for the purpose of receiving their reports, and, in case of a vessel being towed, the

tug must slow down or stop while the vessel is being boarded.

Masters of vessels committing breaches of the foregoing Regulations will be
dealt with by the Consular authorities.

N.B .—Permit to discharge or load cargo at Woosung can only be obtained by
special application to the Commissioner of Customs at Shanghai.

Shanghai, January, 1879.

CUSTOMS’ REGULATIONS.
I.—The port is limited by a line drawn from Paou-shan Point to the Battery on

the right bank of the river below Woosung.
II.—Customs’ officers wiU board ships entering the port, and examine them after

clearance outwards.

III.—The anchorage is between the Teen-how Temple and the new or lowei

Dock.* No vessel must move from her berth without express permission.

IV.—Masters must deposit their ship’s papers and manifest with their Consul

(if they have no Consul, with the Customs) within forty-eight hours after entering

the port. For failing to do this, they are liable to fine.

V.—The manifest must contain an account of the marks, numbers, and contents

of every package on board. For exhibiting a false manifest, the master is liable to

fine, Errors must be corrected on the day on which the manifest is landed in to the

Customs. If any portion of the cargo be for re-exportation, it must be so entered

upon the manifest
;
goods found on board not specified in the manifest are liable to

confiscation.

VI.—Neither cargo nor ballast can be shipped or unshipped, except within the

limits of the anchorage, and between s\inrise and sunset on all days, Sundays and

holidays excepted.

VII.—When a vessel is entered and her manifest received, the consignees of her

cargo shall hand in to the Customs their Applications to Land. Tliese must give the

number of packages, with their marks, weight, quantity, and other such like parti-

culars, and be accompanied by their delivery orders. The delivery orders will be

stamped and returned to the consignees, who may then land their consignments. If

cargo be unslnpped without such delivery order duly stamped, it is liable to confis-

cation, and the master to fine.

VIII.—"Wh * the whole of the inward cargo is discharged, the vessel is examined

bv a Customs’ officer. Shippers may then liand in to the Cnsi<'.:i' . their Application

to sliij'. which must, as in the case of the Application to LanU, e full particulars,

and be accompanied by their shipping orders. The shipping orders will be stamped

• The outer liiuit has been enlarged to the Harbour Master's hulk Ngaptthi. The inner limit has been en'.irged to a

line running nest to east from the house under the city wall formally occui.ud by Mr. Culbertson.
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by the. Customs and returned to the shippers, who may then ship their goods. Goods

shipped, or water-borne to be shij^ped, without such shipping order duly stamped,

are liable to confiscation, and the master of the vessel recemng them on board is liable

to fine.

IX.—Cargo which cannot be received on board must not be re-landed \mtil it

has first been examined at the Custom-house jetty.

X.—When the loadmg of a vessel is completed, a manifest of her outward cargo

must be handed in to the Customs by the master or consignee. It must contain an

account of the particular marks, numbers, and contents of every package on board.

For exhibiting a false manifest, the master is hable to fine.

XI.—Goods cannot be placed in a cargo-boat, or leave the shore, or be landed,

except at the authorized jetties between sunrise and sunset on all days, Sundays and
holidays excepted.

XII.—Goods transhipped without special permission are liable to confiscation,

and the masters to fine.

XIII.—All cargo-boats must be registered at the Custom-house, and must have

their respective numbers conspicuously painted on them, in English and Chinese

characters. Without special permission no cargo can be landed or shipped, except

in a cargo-boat duly registered and numbered.
XIV.—Consignees or shippers should apply as early as ].)Ossible for Customs’

memo, of the duties payable by them. When they have paid the amount into the

Hai-kwan bank or Receiving office, a duty receipt in Chinese will be given them,

which they must exchange at the Custom-house for a printed receipt in English
;
the

latter must bo returned to the Custom-house by the consignee of the vessel when he

desires to clear her.

Import duties are due upon the landing of the goods
;
Export duties on the

shipment of the goods. Amendment in respect of weight or values must be made
within twenty-four hours after the landing or shipment of the goods.

Tonnage dues are payable when the ship has been forty-eight hours in port, or

when any cargo has been shipped or unshi|)ped.

XV.—When a vessel’s clearance is applied for, her stamped delivery and shipping

orders are examined, and if they are found in order, and the Customs are satisfied of

the cori’ectness of the inward and outward manifests, and that the whole of the dues
and duties have been paid, the clearance is issued, and the vessel is entitled to receive

back her papers, and to leave the port.

XVI.—Exemption certificates are granted on foreign goods re-exported to a

Chinese port.

XVII.—Drawback certificates are granted on foreign goods re-exported to a
foreign country within twelve months from their importation upon the production of

satisfactory evidence as to their port of destination.*

XVIII.—The Custom-house is opened for the receipt and issue of all necessary

papers from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on all days, Sundays and hohdaysf excepted.

All applications whatever regarding Customs’ business should be addressed to

the Commissioner of Customs, Office of Maritime Customs, Shanghai.

TIENTSIN.

GENERAL REGULATIONS.
I.—The Consular Regulations for the port of Tientsin, published by Acting

Consul Gibson on the 27th October, 1863, are hereby repealed, such of their provisions

as are not intended to be abrogated being embodied in the pi-esent general regulations,

and the said general regulations apply to the whole Consular District of Tientsin,

including the outport of Taku, and shall be binding upon all British subjects residing
or being within the said Consular District of Tientsin.

* Drawback certificates are also granted, when applied for, instead of Exemption . certificates, on foreign goods
re-exported to a Chinese port.

ft The Holidays which it has hitherto been the custom to observe, are—The Foreign (Gregorian) New Year’s day
;

the Chinese New Year’s day, the day preceding, and the two days ffilowing ; Good Friday
;
and Christma- day.
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II.—Any British subject desiring to rent land from a Chinese proprietor outside

the limits of the British settlement, shall in the first instance apply to H.B.M. Consul
officially in writing, stating the name and surname of the Chinese proprietor, and
specifying by plan the locality, boundaries, and measurements in mow and square
feet of the said land; and the said Consul will thereupon enquire whether any
impediment exists to the renting of the said land, and if it be ascertained that no such
impediment exists, the applicant may then settle with the Chinese proprietor the price

and conditions of sale. Said applicant shall thereupon lodge with H.B.M. Consul
the Chinese proprietor’s deed of sale, in duplicate, accompanied by a plan clearly

marking the boundaries of the said land, and containing a statement of the amount
of land tax payable annually to the Chinese Government upon the said land.

H.B.M. Consul shall then transmit the deeds to the Chinese local authorities for

examination, and, if the sale be regular, the said deeds will be returned to the

Consul, duly sealed by the Chinese local authority, and the purchase money can then
be paid.

If there ai’e graves or coffins on the laud rented, their removal must be a matter
of separate agreement.

III.—All such conveyances or leases of land so purchased as aforesaid shall be
registered at the British Consulate, within one month from the time of the com-
pletion of sale, under a penalty not exceeding $100 ;

and all charges by way of

mortgages made in the Consular district of Tientsin, whether of a legal or equitable

character, shall be registered as is provided in Clause III. of the Local Land Eegula-

tions
;
otherwise such mortgage deed will not be allowed precedence over judgment

or simple contract debts contracted before the execution of the said deed.

IV.—All transfers of land purchased l)y British subjects within the Consular

District of Tientsin, but outside the limits of the British settlement, shall 1 c.iade

by the parties to the transfer, or their duly authorized representatives, in the
j
ictence

of an officer of H.B.M. Consulate at Tientsin, or H.B.M. Vice-consulate at Taku, and
shall be registered at the said Consulate, or Vice-consulate, within one month of such

transfer, under a penalty not exceeding $100.

V.—No British subject shall be allowed to establish any tavern, public-house,

boarding house, or house of entertainment at Tientsin or Taku, or in the Consular

district of Tientsin or Taku, without a hcence from H.B.M. Consul, or Vice-consul,

and without paying the annual licence fee in such behalf payable, and said licence

shall be granted subject at any time to revocation, should it be proved that such

house or tavern is improperly conducted, or that the inmates or frequenters thereof

misconduct themselves or act in a disorderly manner. Persons convicted of a breach

of this regulation shall be liable to a fine not exceeding $100.

VI.—All British vessels entering port shall anchor at Taku or Tientsin only in

such places as the harbour-master, or other person duly authorised by the Custom-

house authorities, shall appoint, and whenever any one of the said vessels is about

to leave port, shall hoist the blue peter at least 24 hours before the time appointed

for her departure. Each breach of this regulation shall be jmnishable by a fine not

exceeding $50.

VII.—Every British vessel shall show her colours on entering port, and keep

them hoisted until she has been reported, and her papers have been lodged at either

the Vice-Consulate at Tabu or the Consulate at Tientsin
;
and the master of every

British vessel arriving at Taku, a steamer bound up the river or to Tientsin excepted,

shall deposit his ship’s papers, together with a summary of the manifest of the cargo,

at H.B.M. Vice-Consulate of Taku, within 48 hours if in the inner anchorage, and

within 72 if in the outer, unless a Sunday or holiday should intervene. Masters

shall be liable to a penalty not exceeding $200 for each breach of this regulation.

VIII.—Every British sailing vessel, whether intending to pass up the river to

Tientsin or not, shall report at the Vice-Consulate at Taku, and lodge her papers

there. Provided that, if a sailing vessel passes up the river to Tientsin, she shall

take up with her the “ ship’s articles,” and deposit said document at the Consulate

at Tientsin. Said articles shall be handed back to the master, when the vessel is
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about to return to Taku, where she shall receive her other papers and port clearance

at the Vice-Consulate.

IX.—British steamers bound for Tientsin shall not be required to report and
lodge their papers at Taku, but may report and clear at Tientsin. Provided that if

a steamer bound for Tientsm remain for more than three hours at Taku, unless she

can show reasonable cause for so doing, she shall repoi’t and lodge her papers at

H.B.M. Vice-Consulate there, under a penalty not exceeding $200 for each breach of

this regulation.

X.—Should any vessel, the property of a British subject, but not provided with

a certificate of registry or other recognized pass, hoist the British ensign within the

anchorages, or should she exhibit witliin such hmits any flag so similar to the British

ensign as not to be clearly distinguishable from it, the master of such vessel shall be
hable for every such offence to a penalty not exceeding $100.

XI.—The discharge of guns and other firearms from British vessels in the

anchorage is prohibited under a penalty not exceeding $50 for each oflence.

XII.—No British vessel laden with gunpowder, or other dangerous combustible

materials, shall be allowed to anchor within one mile of the British settlement at

Tientsin, under a penalty not exceeding $200.

XIII.—Stones, ballast, or cinders shall not be thrown overboard from British

vessels at Tientsin anchorage, under a penalty of $50 for every such offence, nor
shall the bodies of seamen, or other persons dying on board British vessels in either

the Tientsin or Taku anchorage, be thrown overboard, under a like penalty of $50
for every such offence

XI V.—AU masters of British vessels shall, so far as English law permits, be
held accountable for the conduct of their crews on shore, and shall not give their

mates, engineers, or men leave to go into the country either at Taku or Tientsin,

without the express sanction of H.B.M. Consul or Vice-Consul. Masters convicted

of a breach of this regulation shall be liable to a fine not exceeding $100 for each
offence, and should any such mate, engineer, or other member of the crew of a
British vessel go into the country without the permission of the said Consul or Vice-

Consul he shall be liable to a fine of $100, or one month’s imprisonment.
XV.—-No seaman or other person belonging to a British ship shall be discharged

or left behind at this port without the express sanction of H.B.M. Consul or Vice-

Consul, nor mitil reasonable security shall have been given for his maintenance and
good behaviour while remaining on shore. If any such person aforesaid, being a
British subject, be left at this port by a British vessel and be found requiring public

rehef prior to the departure of the said vessel from the dominions of the Emperor of

China, then the owners of the said vessel shall be held responsible for the maintenance
and removal of the said British subject; Provided said owners should be within the

jurisdiction of any of H.B.M. Consulates in China. Provided always, that nothing
in this clause shall be held to limit the responsibility of shipowners or shipmasters in

respect of seamen or other persons which is or may be incurred under the Merchant
Shipping Act.

XVI.—All fees and penalties leviable under these general regulations, and under
any additional general regulations which may hereafter be framed by H.B.M. Minister
for the peace, order, and good government of British subjects residing or being within
the said Consular District of Tientsin, shall be summarily recoverable by H.B.M
Consul either by distress or imprisonment, and the amoxmts so recovered shall be
carried to the credit of H.B.M. G-overnment, and shown in the quarterly account of
H.B.M. Consulate or Vice-Consulate.

XVII.—The provisions of Rule 23 of the Local Land Regulations shall in hke
manner be available for the purpose of convicting any person committing an offence

against any of the general regulations.
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POET DUES.
any of the open ports pay 8 cents per ton.

j>ayal-le on the Spanish equivalent of the registered tonnage, which

All vessels entering

The dues are
is as follows :

—

Br tish & Amtrican...lCO ton£=123 Sj anish.
German lOO tons= 29 Spanish.
French 100 tons= 184 Spanish.

Belgian and Dutch ... 100 tons=163 Spanish.
Erssian ICO tons==332 Spanish.
Korwfgian & Danish. .100 toi s=333 Spanish.

OENEEAL ADMINISTEATION OF CUSTOMS.
I.—Masters of national or foreign vessels arriving at these islands from a

foreign jjort will deliver their manifests to the visiting officer of the Customs on his

arrival on board, under penalty of a fine of two hundred dollars. For all manifests
not certified or attested to by the Spanish Consul of the poii of their de])arture, a fine

of one hundred dollars will be imposed
;
and if the manifests are not extended in

comformity with the first Eule of the Eoyal Order of the 1st July, 1859, a fine of

twenty-five dollars will be demanded.
II.—The master or supercargo of every vessel is enjoined to be present at

all the visits wdiich may be made on board by the preventive service of the port, on
entering or leaving, and on loading or discharging, and he must sign the document.,
or certificate of such visit as well as the commander of the carbineers who makes the
visit and his accompanying witness. Should it not be possible for such master or

supercargo to go through this formality, it will devolve on the officer next in rank to

act in his stead.

III.—Masters of vessels arriving from foreign ports with any cargo on board
are allowed 30 hours at Manila, and 48 at Cavite, after the entrance visit, to send
in to the collector of Customs a manifest in triplicate, written in Spanish on plain

paper and of ixnifonn size, containing the name of the master, that of the ship, the

number of Spanish tons burthen, the place whence the ship comes, a description by
marks and numbers both in writing and in figures of each package of goods on board,

the names of the consignees, the weight, measurement, and kind of goods stowed in

bulk, their names, with every distinctness, those of the goods to remain in transit on
board and those to be discharged; specifying if possible the articles to be left in bond
and those for consumption, the provisions, spare stores, armament, and coals, in case

the vessel be a steamer, and, finally a note stating that the vessel does not carry any
other goods, and that none of those manifested are prohibited from fear of contagion.

After which the master will affix his signature, making himself answerable to the

Custom-house for the correctness of the manifest.

IV.—If from stress of weather or other extraordinary cause, the master of a
vessel may have been obliged, during the voyage, to throw overboard part of the

cargo, a declaration to that effect must be made, and a specification will be required

of the marks, numbers, and quantities, as far as possible, of the cargo so jettisoned,

and, if the Custom authorities demand it, the Log Book sh ill be presented to prove

the facts.

V.—Every master and supercargo subscribing a manifest is allowed four days

after its delivery to augment or otherwise rectify the same, in case there be any
omission or other error: this must also be done in tripheate. Should any omission

be notic<M in the manifest after this period and the one allowed, jiackages found to

be omitted shall be seized, and the subscriber of the manifest fined an amount eqixal

to the value of the goods omitted, provided such value does not exceed four hundred
dollars, and in case it does, and should the goods omitted belong or be consigned to

the subscriber of the manifest, the fine wll then he quadrujfied. If on the contrary it

should be found at the completion of the discharge that the number of packages noted

in the manifest and in the subsequent corrections be in excess of cargo actually

on board, the master shall be fined one hundred dollars for each jnickage found shorty

unless the same should be cargo in bulk, in which case the duties thereon will bg
quadrupled. Finally, if on visiting the vessel any piackage be found which is no ^
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declared and included in the manifest, it shall be confiscated, and the captain fined iii

a sum quadruple that of the duties which the said goods should pay to the Customs.
VI.—The captains of vOssels affivihg froih aiiother Spanish poi’t-, and duly

provided with a freight list from the Custoiii-house of that port, will deliver this

docritnent to the collector here immediately On his arrival, and will Oiily manifest

such, the above freight list explaining the reasons that have caused its omission, and
specifying, moreover, the provisions and stores existing on board, unless the ship

should have called in at a foreign port and there received cargo, in which case

manifests shall be presented and the same formalities observed as laid down in the

preceding rules for all documents in proof from the Spanish Consul at the port

toiiched at.

VII.—Whatever may be the nationality Of a vessel, and whericesoever she

comes, "either laden Or in ballast, her captain, crew, aiid passehgers are riot allowed on
coming ashore to take with them anything withorit a special permission frOiil the

Collector of Customs, except a writing case, srich wearing apparel as can bo
carried in an open travelling bag or bundle, which is to be examined by the carbineer

on board and by the one at the Captain of the Port’s Office.

VIII.—The masters of national of foreign vessels wlio neglect to obey the

provision made by Rule II. of theSe Regulations, shall forfeit fifty dollars, rinless

they can prove to the satisfaction of the Collector the causes which prevented it, arid

the master who shall present a manifest with ariy of the afor'e-lrientioned reqiiisitesi

Wanting shall remedy the same as soOn as the Collector of Customs orders it, other-

wise the person who presents such manifest shall forfeit twenty-fife doilai'S.

IX.—Should the master of a vessel omit to include in the mariife# the
quantity of gold and silver, in coin or bullion, that may be on board, whatever its

origin may be, or to give private information of it and its amourit to the Collector of

Customs, he will be fined one per cent, on its value, always supposing the 'owners

may not have declared it.

X.—Any produce, goods, articles Of use on board, or cargo of any kind
whatsoever transferred from one ship to another in the bay, without permission of the
Cpllector of Customs, will be liable to seizUre, as well as the lignfer, launch; or

other boat in which such transfer may be made, and the master of each vessel shall

be fined five hundred dollars when the value of the merchandise or articles transfferre d
does not exceed two hundred dollars

5
exceeding this sum,- the fine will be one thousand

dollars each, if the vessels are not the property of the masters, but being their

property they will be confiscated, and the same course will be pursued when mer-
chandise or goods of any description are discharged without permission; and moreover
the captains of vessels from which the merchandise or other effects are discharged
shall be liable to the fine and penalties above named,

XI.—The master of every national of foreign ship entering a port open to
trade in these Islands, in ballast or with cargo, in distress or in transit, and those
who may be obliged to pUt into a port not open to trade, are bound to produce their
manifest or register as provided by the preceding Rule, and to fulfil the same duties
as required by the Custom-house of Manila.

XII.—Except in cases in which wrecks or unavoidable damage riray occur,
any foreign or national ship coming from sea discharging or loading any quantity of
goods at a port not open to' trade,, will incur the confiscation of such goods, and in
the contrary case he will incur the penalty provided by Rule X. for cases of fraudulent
transhipment.

XIII.—Masters of all vessels are obliged to supply the Custom-house officers

during their stay on board with suitable lodgings and allow them to have their meals
at the second table,- in compliance with the decree of the government of these Islands,
dated 26th August, 1851.

^

Note.

—

On the 2nd October, 1878, it was notified that the Director Genei’al of
Finance had been pleased to a])prove of vessels eonsigned to the Philippine Island-
for the purpose of loading timber touching at any other fit port of Luzon in pres
ferenee to Manila sliould it suit their interest to do so.
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EULES TO BE OBSEKVED AT THE ANCHOEAGES.
Captains must be careful when anchoring not to. allow their anchors to become

entangled with those of other vessels, and to leave these plenty of'roomfor swinging;
vessels infringing these rules will at once be required to change their berths.

Vessels occupying insecure- or inconvenient berths must immediately change same
on receiving notice to that effect from the Captain of the Port.,

Vessels once at anchor must not change their berths without previous permission

from the Captain of the Port, unless in cases of urgent necessity,, in which case notice

of and reasons for same must be given to the Captain of the Port as soon afterwards

as possible,.

Boats proceeding from vessels at the anchorage to the shore should be provided

vrith an anchor ready for use, in case it should be required.

No vessel is allowed ta enter the Eiver without previously obtaining permission

from^ the Captain of the Port, who has to- give the necessary instructions for the

purpose and pi-ovide Pilots and any other assistance that may be required.

A fine of $10 in each case will be imposed ui^on the captain of any vessel

leaving the Eiver for Cavite without permission, and for not presenting himself at

once on his arrival at, or before leaving, the anchorage of Cafiaco.

Vessels at the anchorage- or entering the Bay in want of assistance may make
use of the following Signals, which will be attended to, if practicable, by the

consignees or by the Captain of the Port. The National flag should be used, and
in case of two being required, any other will answer the purpose. When guns are

fired as signals a proper interval should be allowed to elapse between each dis-

charge ;

—

Signals.
Assistance

required.

A calile

Au anchor

An anchor and a cable

A launch
Mutiny on board
Fire on board

Flags.

...1 on the bowsprit

...1 in the fore-rigging ....

( 1 in the bowsprit
1 in the fore-rigging ....

...2 at the foremast-he.ad ,

...1 in the main rigging...,

..2 at the mainmast-head,

Number
of Guns.

1

1

1

1

1

2

3

EULES TO BE OBSEEVED BY VESSELS ENTEEING THE BAY
OF MANILA AND ITS POETS.

I.—All vessels entering tl\e Bay are to hoist their national flags at the Cor-

regidor, and immediately heave to should a Government barge make for them. The
captain who, weather permitting, shall refuse to heave to on being signalized so to do

by a gun or otherwise, shall pay a fine equal in amount to double the cost of the

ammunition expended. (N.B.—Vessels are not visited here in ordinary times).

All vessels sailing in sight of the Port of Manila or Cavit shall display their

National flags, under a penalty of $8.

II.—Until a vessel shall have been visited by the Port and Health Authorities,

the captain will be held strictly responsible for all the consequences that may arise

from allowing any one to board his vessel. Until admitted to free pratique he shall

keep a quarantine or other flag at his foremast-head, and, for the mere act of allowing

anyone on board before being so admitted, he shall pay a fine of $250. Vessels

alreadv admitted to free pratique that may afford assistance to vessels arriving will

be in the same category, must hoist the flag at the foremast-head, be re-admitted to

free i)ratique, and be liable to the same fine and penalty for the infringement of this

Eulc.

III.—On the arrival of the Port Authorities the captain shall present his Bill

of Health from the last poiT he may have sailed from, and in (Ase he should not have

one, will have to extend a certificate in which he must declare if any contagious

disease existed at that port on the date of .sailing, as also the state of health of all on

board.
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Passengei’s with their baggage should bo I’cady on arrival to be exaiuin 'd by
the medical officer of the Port if considered necessary, and answer any questions that

may be put to them.
The captain will also be required to present his register in order that the name,

nationality, captain, tonnage^. &c., may be noted, and he will also be required to state

his port of sailing, ports of call, dates of sailing,, destination^ armament, cargo*

consignees, and anything remai'kable that may have occurred on the voyage. He
will deliver a list of'liis crew and passengers,, giving the professions and destinations

of the latter,, and whether or not they have passports, which must be given to the
Police Officer who will be at hand to. receive them, and any information the captain

can affiord respecting them.
For all inaccuracies in the health certificate, number of crew and passengers,

and for any false declaration as to the professk>ns of the latter, the captain shall pay
a fine of $250 for each offence, be hold responsible- for the result, and his vessel

shall not be admitted to free pratique until he shall have complied with this

E’egulation.

The captain shall deliver any letters he may have brought to the Post-Offi-ce

authorities.

IV.—All vessel's not admitted to free pratique, or that may be put in quarantine,
will abide by the laws, which will be explained to the captain, who will see that tl\e

yellow or other flag be kept at his fore-topmast-head,, and any infraction of this

Regulation will subject the captain to an immediate fine of $600,. and to be tried
judicially for the- offence.

V.—The first duty of the captain on landing is,, under a penalty of $5, to

present himself to the Captain of the Port, who will direct him and his passengers to

the proper authorities. Passengers of distinction are exempted from accompasnying
the captain, and will be- advised of the custom of the Port on board..

VI.—^At the anchorages no, vessels are allowed to> keep their guns loaded, and
no firearms of any kind can be discharged witliout previous permission,, except when
done to ask for assistance as explained in the Anchorage Regulations. Captains will

pay a fine of $20 for each discharge, besides the expenses, occasioned by sending off

assistance, &c., in response from the shore.

VII.—All vessels mrtst have a consignee, who will guarantee the fulfilment of
these Regulations to the extent of $500, and the captain must give in the name of
such Agent within 30 hours of his arrival in Manila,, or 48 hours if in Cavite or
Canaco, otherwise pay a fine of $50 and be admonished.

VIII.—To take in or discharge ballast, captains; must first obtain permission
from the Captain of the Port, and will pay a fine as expressed in the Tariff No. 1
should said permission not be applied for and obtained before doing so, as also for
discharging ballast in unauthorized places and throwing it or any kind of rubbish
ovei’board.

IX.—Any individual found boarding a vessel before it shall have been admitted
to free pratique shall pay a fine of $25, and the captam of any vessel who shall

allow his boats to be used for such a purpose shall be fined $50, and be liable for
any other penalty the act may subject him to.

X.—From 11 p.m. till daytueak no boats or bancas are allowed to traffic at the
anchorages unless with previously obtained permission, or in case of urgent necessity.
The captain of the vessel whose boats shall be so used, and passengei’s by, or owner
of, a banca so offendmg sliall pay a fine of $25.

Vessels at anchor are at liberty to stop and detain all suspicious looking boats
or bancas that may be found infringing this Regulation.

Sailors found on shore loafing, between 10 o^'clock at night and daybreak, will

bo detained and punished in accordance with the laws and be held responsible for
any disturbances they may caaso.

XI.—Vessels entering the river must deliver up for safe Iceeping any gunpowder
they may have on board, and for every pound of powder they may retain on board
in ojiposition to this regulation, a fine of $1 will be imposed.
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XII.—After 8 o’clock at night no fires or naked lights will be allowed on board
vessels in tlie river, under a penalty of $i5.

It is absolutely prohibited to heat pitch, tar, tallow, or any other inflammable
substance on board vessels^ launches, or boats inside the river, and any person found
infringing this Regulation will be fined $25.

XIII.—The armaments of TCssels or any part of them, and cannons, when
brought as ballast, cannot be landed, and he who shall attempt to infringe this

Regu^tion will be fined and punisked in proportion to the gravity of the offence.

XIV.—’the Captain of the Port being the projier authority for the chastisement

of delinquents, any otker person wko shall inflict punishment on a native or other

resident of the country for faults committed on board, shall be fined in favour of the

sufferer in proportion to the amount of punishment inflicted.

XV.—No native can be detained on board against his will, and no contract

entered into for the purpose of securing the services of a deserter or covering his

retreat shall be considered binding.

XVI.—A fine of $100 in each case will be imposed upon any captain who shall

introduce or carry awAy a passenger without a passport.

No one is allowed to exchange from one vessel to another without authority

from the Captain of the Port, and each person found infringing this Regulation will

be fined $10, and be liable for the damages caused to the vessel he may have left.

The Consignees or Agents of vessels are responsible for any of the crew, who,

on account of illness or any other cause, remain iu the country without permission.

The captains of vessels are bound, under a penalty of $10 for each case, to

notify the Captain of the Port of any desertions that may take place on board, in

oi'dcr to their arrest, and should such notification be made on the eve of the departure

of the vessels, the Consignees or Agents become responsible for all expenses incurred

for their arrest and transportation from the country.

XVII.—In case of the death of any individual on board a vessel, the captain is

bound to notify the Captain of the Port, state the cause of death, and ask j)ormission

for interment. A fine of $24 will be imposed for the burial of a body without

permission, and a like fine for throwing a body overboard, and the captain will

likewise be held responsible for the consequences such an act may lead to.

XVIIl.—The Captain of the Port will not despatch any vessel until he shall know
that the Regulations of the Custom-house and Post-office have been attended to.

Any vessels leaving port without being properly despatched shall pay a fine of

$2 per ton.

Vessels about to sail must indicate the intention in anticipation by hoisting a

flag at the main-topmast-head, under a penalty of $5.

XIX.—Captains of vessels shall answer personally any summonses for their

attendance that they may receive from the civil authorities.

XN.—All vessels are bound to keep their anchor hghl.s burning from sunset to

sunrise, and delinquents will be fined $5 and held responsible for the damages their

<‘arel(;ssness in this respect may (^ause,

XXI.—After a vessel’s departure, the general intent of these Regulations will

remain in force as against the Consignees or Agents, who may have guaranb'd their

fulfilment: the amount guaranteed will be collected and distributed in projiortion

to the amount of claims arising, and claimants will retain their action against,

delinquents should they return to this country-

XXII.—The penalties imposed under these Regulations will bo doubled in case

of a repetition of the offence, and offenders will be liable for all ox])im.ses incurred and

be subject to indictment should aggravating circumstances render sm-h a course

necessary.

XXIII.—All former Regulations and Tariffs not in accordance with the present

are hereby abrogated.

Manila. 1st Mav. 1874.



HONGKONG STAMP OFFICE RULES1.

—OfBee hours, 10 to 3; Mail days, 10 to 5; Saturdays, 10 to 1.

2.

—Applications for Impressed Stamps must be made on a requisition supplied gratis,

whether the Stamps are to be paid for in cash, or are applied for in exchange for spoiled Stamps.
The requisition in either case to be on a separate paper.

3.

—Payment must be made on requisition.

4.

—Requisitions will be execut d as received.

5.

—All goods and change should be examined before being removed. No question as to
wrong counting or of weight or goodness of money will be entertained afterwards.

6.

—Spoiled Stamps on unexecuted Instruments.

a.—Allowance will be made for Stamps upon Instruments spoiled by error in the
writing

:

b.—Or defaced by accident :

c.—Or rendered useless by unforeseen circumstances before completion.

7.

—The claim for such Stamy s must be made within Six Months after spoiling.

8.

—Spoiled Stamps on executed Instruments.

a.—Allowance will be made for Stamps on Instruments found unfitted for the
purpose originally intended by error therein :

b.—Or which cannot be completed in the form proposed because of the death of
any person :

c.—Or because of refusal of signature.

9.

—Claims for Stamps on execut^'d Instruments must be made within Six Months after
signature, the substituted Deeds, if any, being produced duly stamped.

10.

—Stamps on Bills of Exchange or Promissory Notes when signed by the drawer or maker
will be allowed if they have not been out of his hands, and have not been accepted or tendered
for acceptance.

11.

—Rills. &c., wherein any error has been made will be allowed though accepted or tendered
f r acceptance, provided the claimant produces the Bills substituted within oix Months after the
date of the spoiled ones.

12.

—Applications tor allowances may be made on Tuesday or Friday from 11 to 3.

13.

—No allowance for Spoiled Stamps is made on i iansiers o’ Sh ires.

14.

—Docume ts spoiled in stumping will be destroyed, the applicants providing the addi-
tional paper, &c.

15.

—Stamps will be impressed upon any part of the Documents where practicable with
security to the Revenue, a point to be decided t y the Collector.

16.

—Forms may be left at the Office to supply deficiencies in counting, or to replace those
spoiled in stamping.

17.

—All Imi ressed Stamps will be dated.

18.

—Bills of Lading or Ship’s Receipts are liable to Stamp Duty, although a Bill of Lading,
duly stamped, may have been issued for the same goods as far as an intermediate Port.

19.

—Memoranda for Charter ravtics, if signed, are liable to duty as agreements.

20.

—No Bills of Exchange in sets will be stamped in which the words First and Second, or
First, Second, and Third are h it blank. The words. Second of the same tenor and date being unpaid,
or the like, must also be wholly filled in on each one.

DIGEST OF PENALTIES UNDER THE STAMP ORDINANCE, 1884.

Sect. 6.—For neglect to stamp sufficiently, and fornegotiating, &c., insuffic-

iently si amped documents
Sect. 6.—For not obliterating Adhesive Stamp
Sect. 7.—For not driiwing the whole number of whii h a s^t of Bills pur-

ports to consist ...

Sect. 7.—For untrue statement under ad ycilorcm stamp )
Sect 10.— Pena'iies on stimping after execution, where there was no fr.iudulent intention :

—

Within ne mon h, double d
Within two months, 10 times > the deficient duty.
After two u onths, 2u times '

Not’ exceeding.
$100

$500

TABLE OP THE PRINCIPAL AD VALOREM DUTIES UNDER THE
STAMP ORDINANtlE, 1884.

Average Statement
Charter Party
Conveyance
Lease

One year
Three years
Thirty years
Over 30 years ,,, ,

10 cents.'!

...10

30

10
...25

50
...75

Mortgage
Transfer, &c. ...

Reassignment
Probate
Servant’s Security
Settlement
Transfer of Shares

.,,10 cents.'

. 5 „
... 1 cent.

. II.
...lO cents.

. 30 „
...10 „



SCHEDULE.
List of Stamp Duties undee Oedinance No. 15 of 1884.

Non.—A document containing or relating to several distinct matters is to be separately and distinctly charged with

duty in respect of each of such matters. Any document liable to Stamp duty under more than one article

of this Schedule shall be charged under that article which imposes the highest duty.

50 cents.

1.

—Adjudication as to the amount of stamp duty to be levied on any I

document 5
2

.

—Agebembnt, or any minute or memorandum of an agreement, not'
being under seal, or of the nature of an obligation for the payment
of money, and not specially charged with duty under this schedule,
whether the same be only evidence of a contract, or obligatory on
the parties; or in the case of letters offered in evidence to prove an
agreement, any one of such letters _

Noth. —Agreements as to letting or tenancy are in all cases chargeable as leases. See articles 22 and 21.

Agreement or Contract accompanied with the deposit of Title Deeds I

to any immovable property, or for securing the payment or repay-
^

See Mortgage, 26.

ment of any money or stock )
Exemptions.—Label, slip, or memorandum containing the heads of any Insurance to be effected by means of a duly

stamped Policy or Eisk Note.
Memorandum, letter, or agreement made for or relating to the sale of any goods, wares, or merohandisej-op to the

sale of ai y shares in any public company, not being a Broker’s note or documtnt given by a Broker.
Seaman’s advance note, or memorandum, or agreement made between the master and mariners of any ship for

wages.
Emigration Contract.
Passage Ticket.

3.

—Arbitration Award $1.

4.

—Articles of Clerkship, or Contract whereby any person shall first )

become bound to serve as a clerk in order to his admission as an > $50.
Attorney or Solicitor J

Assignment, by way of security, or of any security See Mortgage, 26.

Upon a sale See Conveyance, 14.

5.

—Attested Copt ofany Document chargeable with Stamp Duty under
this Schedule )

*

Average Statement See Bond, 10.

6.

—Bank Cheque payable on demand to any person, to bearer, or order 2 cents.

p
Two-thirds per cent per annum

7.—Bank Notes, or other obligations for the payment of money issued

by any Banker or Banking Company in the Colony for local circula-

tion and payable to bearer on demand

L
8,—Bills or Exchange payable on demand 2 cents.^ ^ r Under ^10..

I Sso..
8250.

.

on the average value of such
notes in circulation. To be
collected monthly on a state-
ment thereof to be furnished

^ each Banker or Banking
Company to the Collector of
Stamp Revenue at the end of
each month, and to be signed
by the Banker, or Manager, or
Agent, and Accountant of such
BankerorBankingCompany.

Bill OF Exchange, Promissory Note, or other obligation for the pay-
ment of money, not otherwise specially charged with duty under
this Schedule, or if bearing no date of making or payment

Free.
. 03 cent!.
05 „

goOO 10 „
Ai.oai 20 „
Mooo 50 „
#3,000 .ai.oo.

H5,000 #1.50.

# 10,000 #2.00.

#15,000 #3.00.
Every additional #5,000 1 an en

or part thereof ....
/«0.60.

NoTB. When Bills of Exchange or other such documents are drawn in sets of two or more, nidf the above duties

to be charged on each part of a set. If the Duty be 5 cents the first part of the set shall bo charged 3 cents,

and the other parts 2 cents each.

Exemption.—Bill or Promissory Note for $10 and under. BiB on the owners of ony vessel for wages due to any

seaman of such vessel.

9.

—Bill of Lading, or ship’s receipt where bills of lading are not used,

'

for each part of every set ,

Exemption.—Bill of Lading for goods shipped by any Government Officer on account of Government.

1

0.

—Bond, or other obligation concerning Respondentia and Bot-
tomry, and Average Statement, or Bond where no statement is

|

drawn up
Bond for securing the payment or repayment of money not otherwise

10 cents.

10 cents for every

$100 orpart thereof

ID for securing the payment or repayment of money not otherwise "j

provided for, or for the transfer or re-transfer of stock, or accom- V

panying the deposit of Title Deeds to any immovable property ... )

Bond ^

11.

—Broker’s Note, or any document having reference to the sale or")

purchase of any merchandise, given by any Broker )

12.

—Charter Party, or any Agreement or Contract for the charter or \

hiring of any sea-going ship or vessel, to be charged on the esti- y

mated freight J

See Mortgage, 26.

See also Articles 4,

20, 21, 33.

50 cents.

10 cents for

$100 or

thereof.

every
part
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30 cents for every
$100 or part thereof.

$25.

13.

—Copt Charter

—

Vessel under 200 tons, each copy $1.

„ over 200 „ „ $2.
Collateral Security See Mortgage, 26.

Contract See Agreement, 2.

14.

—Conveyance or Assignment on sale, to be levied on the amount or

value of the consideration money, such consideration money to in-

clude any sum payable by the purchaser in respect of any mort-
^

gage or other debt remaining upon the property purchased, or
released by such purchaser to the vendor. (See also article 17) ...J

EiBMPTioif .—Transfer hy mere endorsement of a duly stamped Bill of Exchange, Promissory Note, or other negotiable
Instrument, or of a Bill of Lading, Bill of Sale for Chinese Junk.

15.

—Copartnership, Deed or other instrument of $2.

16.

—Declaration of Trust $10.

17.

—Deed or other instrument of Gift or of exchange where no money )

consideration, or a merely nominal money consideration, passes. ... j
Deposit of Title Deeds See Mortgage, 26.

18.

—Duplicate or Counterpart of any Document chargeable with duty
under this Schedule, to be afSxed on the production of the original

Document bearing its proper Stamp, and not otherwise. If the
original duty is

—

Under $ 1 Same duty.
From $ 1 to $10 $1.

„ $10 to $20 $2.
Over $20 $3.

NOTB.—An entry that the document is a duplicate or counterpart is to be made beneath the Stamp and signed by the

collector.

19.

—Emigration Fees, under the Emigration Consolidation Ordinance,
1874—

Application for a certificate $1.
Certificate $1.

Equitable Charge '. See Mortgage, 26.

20.

—Foreign Attachment Bond, in the Supreme Court, either Juris-

diction

—

For every $10o or part thereof up to $1,000 $1,
Exceeding $1,000 $10.

Guarantee See Agreement, 2.

21.

—Every Instrument in writing under seal, not otherwise spe-

I

cially charged with duty under this Schedule j
® ’

Note,—

T

he impressions of Chinese names, shop names, or trading names, commonly called chops shall not be taken
to be seals within the meaning of this Article.

22.

—Lease or agreement for a Lease, made for a terra of years, or for

a period determinable with one or more life or lives or otherwise
contingent, in consideration of a sum of money paid in the way
of premium, fine, or the like, if without rent

23.

—Lease, executed in' pursuance of a duly stamped agreement for 1 »-
the same, on production of such agreement )

® ’

Note.—^An entry to the above effect is to be made beneath the Stamp, and signed by the collector.

24.

—Lease or Agreement for a Lease of any Land, House, Building or
Tenement, at a rent, without payment of any sum of money by way
of fine or premium, to be levied on the Annual Kent, for a term
not exceeding :

—

One year 10 cents. A For evei7
Three years 25 „ ( $100 or
Thirty years 50 „ C part
Exceeding thirty years 75 „ ) thereof.

Note.
—

'Wlieu both rent is paid and there is a fine or premium the duty is to be the total of that due under both articles
22 & 24 . ,

Exemption.—

A

ll rentals tmder $50 per annum.

25.

—Letter or other instrument of Hypothecation accompanying n
deposit of documents of title to any moveable property, or bond, f
or other instrument of guarantee in respect of such property or t

documents of title j _
Letter op Guarantee See Agreement, 2.

26.

—Mortgage, orAgreement for a Mortgage, Bond, Debenture, Covenant,
Warrant ofAttorney to confess and enter up judgment, and Foreign
security of any kind not specially charged with duty under this Sche-
dule, to be levied on the amount or value of the principal sum secured.

(i.) Being the only, or principal, or primary security, and also where I 10 cents for every
any further money is added to the money already secured j $100 or part thereof.

30 cents for every
$100 or part there-

• of.

Eeferring to part-
icular property, $ 1

.

Duplicate, 10 cents.

General, $2.
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6 cents for every $100
or part thereof.

1 cent for every $100
or part thereof.

10 cents.

$1 for every $100 or
part thereof.

(ii.) Being a collateral or auxiliary or additional or substituted')
security, other than a Mortgage executed pursuant to a duly
stamped agreement for tl:e same, or by way of further assur-
ance for the abovementioned purpose where the principal or
primary security is duly stamped, and for every extension of
the time of an Original Mortgage endorsed on such Mortgage. ^

(iii.) Transfer, assignment, disposition or assignation of any Mort-
gage, Bond, Debenture, Covenant, or Foreign security, or of
any money or stock secured by any such instrument, or by any
tVarrant of Attorney to enter up Judgment or by any Judg-
ment ; to be levied on the amount transferred J

(iv.) Eeassignment, release, discharge, surrender, resurrender, war-
rant to vacate, or renunciation of any such security as aforesaid,

or of the benefit thereof, or of the money thereliy secured
(v.) Mortgage executed in pursuance of a duly stamped agreement

^
for the same, on production of such agreement )

Note.—

A

n entry ti> the above efifret is to be made beneath the Stamp and signed by the Collector.

27.

—Any Notarial Act whatsoever not otherwise charged in this)
Schedule j

28.

—Note oit Protest by any Commander or Master of a vessel, or )
with regard to any Promissory Note or Bill of Exchange j

cents.

29.

—Policy or Eisk Note of Marine, Fire, Life or other Insurance, for )
each copy, and every renewal j

30.

—Power of Attorney

81.

—Probate, or Lcters of Administration, with or without the Will')
annexed, to be calculated upon the value of the Estate and Effects
for or in respect of which such Probate or Letters of Administration
shall he granted, exclusive of what the deceased shall have been
possessed of, or entitled to as a Trustee for any other person or
persons and not beneficially

Exemption.—

A

dministration Bond. Estate under $250.

Promissory Note See Bill of Exchange, 8.
Eeassignment See Mortgage, 26.

82.

—Eeceipt or Discharge given for the payment of money, or in I

acquittal of a debt paid in money or otherwise, when the sum i- Scents.
received, discharge<l, or acquitted exceeds .$10 j
EIEM^IIO^s.—Letter acknowledging the arrival of a currency or Promissory Note, Bill of Exchange, or anv security for

money. Receipt or Debit Aotc for the Premium on a duly sliimped Policy on Insuranee,

83.

—Servant’s tiEcuRiTY Bond. Any Instrument in writing undei
seal by which any domestic or oilier Servant or Clerk or Com-
pradore shall give security for the due discharge of his duties, or
of the duties of other persons to be employed by him, or for the
safe custody of money or property to be ei trusteil to him, or for
the propir carrying on of busines.s to be conducted by him, or for
the discharge of his responsibil ties arising from sucli busine.‘-s,

whether such security shall be givi n by the binding of other
persons, or by the deposit of mon. y or valuable property or by de-
posit of the Title Deeds to any property or by any assignment... J

34 .—SiTTLEMENT. Any instrument, whether voluntary or upon any")
good or valuable consideration, other tlian a bond fide pecuniary I

consideration, whereby any definite and certain principal sum of
j

money (whet lier charged oi chargeable on lauds or other hcredita- 1

ments or heritable suhj cts or not, or to be laid out in the
j

purchase of lands or other hereditaments or heritable subjects or I

not) or any definite and ci rtaiti amount of stool;, or any security,
|

is setlh d or agreed to be settled in any manner whatsoev<>r J
Exemption.—luslrument of appoinfnieiit reliiting tn any property in favour of persons especially named or descritied as

the ohjecis of a power ol appointment cr ated liy a previous Si ttleun nt stamped witli utlurem duty io resucct of
1he same propeity, or hy will, wliere probate duty lias been paid iu respect of tlie . me projieny as persoual estate of

10 cents for every $100
or part thereof np
to $ 1 0,000.

Exceeding $10,000,

$10.

30 cents for every
$100 or part there-
of of the amount
or value of the pro-
perty settled or
agreed to be set-

tled.

tlie testator.

86.

—

Transfer of Shares or Stock in any I'ublic Companv ... f
<^61118 for every $100

„ „ ^or part thereof.
Exemption.— Scrip (Certificate.

Genbbai, Exemptions.
Any Document made or executed Iiy or oil behall of Her Majesty or of any Departmentof Her Majesty’s Service, or wherebvmy property or interest is translcrred to, or any contract of any kind whatsoever is made witli Her Majesty or any person for or

on otlmlf ot Iier Majesty or any such Department as alortsaid.
*

But this exemption dots not extend to any Document executed Iiy the Rcgisliar of the Supreme Court as Official Adraini-nrator or hy a Rtcuver appointed hy any Court, or to any Document rendered necessary by any Ordinance or by the order ofmy Court
; neither does it extend to a sale made for the rec very of an arre.ir ot Revenue or Kent, or in satislaction of a Decree

the pu V *“ purchaser shaU he required to pay the amount of the requisite Stamp in addition t«



HONGKONG POSTAL GUIDE

This reprint supersedes all previous issues of the Postal Guide, and is the

only authorised complete summary of Postal regulations Whilst always willing to

supply information in other ways, the Department declines responsibility for errors

in replies to verbal applications (especially if addressed to Chinese) or notes ’o sub-

ordinate officers The Chinese Shrolfs at the windows are placed there to sell Jamps,
not to decide what is correct post;ige, which they often do not know>

Hongkong, January 1st, 1885.
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1.

—The Head OflSce for British Postal business in Chinn, is at Hongtong; there is a Post
Office also at Shanghai, and Agencies at the follotvi g places

Canton, Hoihow (honorary). Swatow, Amoy, Foochow, Ningpo, Hankow, and Tientsin.

2.

—All complaints, or representations of matters which cannot be adjusted locally, should be
addressed to the Postmaster General, Hongkong, and, if marked On Postal Business, will be
forwarded free by any Postmaster or Agent (see also paragraphs 141, 142).

(h.) The cover of any correspondence about which complaint is made should if possible be
forwarded with such complaint. Neglect of this generally renders enquiry impossible.

( c.) When coirespondence has been missent or delayed (both of which are liable to happen
occasionally) all that the complainant need do is to write on the cover. Sent to

or Delivered at or Not received till the ...th instant, or as the case may be, and
forward it, without any note or letter whatever, to the Postmaster General.
Attention to this would save much writing and needless trouble.

{d.) O, en a cover about which you intend to complain by cutting along the top, rather
than by tearing it at random.

Dimensions, Weights, and Contents of Correspondence.

3.

—No articles of correspondence, unless to or from a Government Office, must exceed the
following measurement :—2 feet long, 1 foot wide, 1 foot deep. There is no limit to the weight
of letters, but the weights of other articles (except official correspondence) are limited as follows

To British Offices. To other Office*

Books or Papers 5lb... 4lti.

Patterns 5li3 tioz.

Pattern P.xckets for non-British offices must not exceed these diuieusions, 8 inches by 4 inches
by 2 inches.

4.

—No lettev or packet, whether to be registered or nnregist-.. -.•od, can be received for
Postage (e.xcept by local parcel post) if it contains gold or silver money, jewels, precious articles,

or anything i.hat, as a general rule, is liable to Customs duties. T.ds Rcculition prohibits the
sending of Patterns of dutiable articles, unless the quantity sent be so small as to make the
sample of no value.

5.

—The following articles cannot be sent by post at all: glass, liquids, giinoowler, niatches,
indigo, dye-stuffs, sugar, soap, candles, wax, or whatever is dangerous to the mails, or offensive
or injurious to persons dealing with them.

How to Address Correspondence.

6.

—The address arid the Postage stamps should always be on the same side of the corres*
pondence—the side opposite to the seal or fastening.
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—A Newspaper should be addressed on the paper itself, as well as on any loose cover or
wrapper in which it may be enclosed. Should the wrapper be lost the paper can then still be
sent on.

8.

—Every letter, book, or pattern packet should bear the sender's name outside as well as
inside. In case of non-delivery it can then be returned without being opened.

9.

—Those who provide printed envelopes for their local correspondence would do well to
add the addresses in Chinese.

10.

—The word London alone is not a sufficient address for a letter, however well known may
be the person or firm to whom it is directed. Number and street should be added, together with
the proper distinguishing letters, E.C. ; W. ; &c., as the case may be. Letters addressed without
street and number are Not Delivered in London, but are returned.

1

1

.—Similarly, residents in China should have their correspondence directed fully. A letter

directed W. Jones, Esq., Honglcong, would not improbably be put aside by the marine officer for
enquiry in the Hongkong office, and thus be delayed. But if it were directed W. Jones, Esq.,

Messrs. B. C. ^ Co., Hongkong, no difficulty could arise.

12.

—There is no objection to Telegraphic Code addresses if they are registered at the Post
Office expected to deliver the Telegrams.

Sates of Postage.

13.

—

There are uniform Rates of Postage to all countries of the Postal Union -by whatever
route, but with certain exceptions given below. No extra charges can be made on delivery.
Se-directed Union Correspondence* may be re-posted ivithout further payment.

14.—A list of the countries of the Postal Union is printed on the Table of Rates of Postage
(see page 15) to be had at the various Post Offices and Agencies free. They may be said to
include all the civilised world except the Australasian and South African groups of colonies, and
a few countries in Central and South America.

16.—The general Rates of Postagef are as follow :

—

Letters, per ioz 10 cents.
Post Cards, each 3 „
Books and Commercial papers, per 2 oz 2 „
Newspapers and Prices Current, each 2 „
Registration 10 „

Do with return receipt 15 „

16.

—But all packets of Commercial papers (Papers other than letters, any part of which is

written by hand) weighing four ounces and under are charged 5 cents, which is the minimum
charge for this class of correspondence.

17.

—Exceptions. For Non-Union Countries see page 16. The following are the Local and
Town Bates :

—

LETTEES
PEE i oz.

POST
CARDS,
BACH.

BOOKS,
PABCEI.8 &
PATTERNS.
PEE 2 02.

NEWS-
PAPERS &
PRICE CUB-

BVNTS
EACH.

EBGIS-
TRATION.

General Local Rates for Hongkong, Macao, China, Japan,')
Siam direct faj^ Cochin CAiwa, Tonquin, and the>...
I^hilippines j

cents.

6

0>)

cents,

1

cents,

2

cents.

2

cents,

10

faj Via Singapore, 10 cents. CbJ Between Hongkong, Canton, and Macao, or between Shanghai and Ningpo, 2 cents

18.

—Official Letters may be sent unpaid to certain iiublic offices in London, as to which
further information may be had on application.

Weighing Correspondence.

19.

—In weighing letters it is better to leave a little margin, or add postage for the next
half-ounce, as scales are apt not to be quite exact, and if the true weight be exceeded to the
smallest extent the letter is treated as short-paid. Especial care should be taken to fully prepay
Letters posted with late fee, as insufficient prepayment of this class of correspondence leads to

much inconvenience.

20.

—Letter scales are very apt to get out of order, and the derangement almost always leads

to their allowing too much weight in letters rather than too little. It is, however, easy both to

test and to adjust them. Equal weights being placed in either scale, say half an ounce in each,

the balance should be exactly even (each scale hanging free) and should turn with a bit of

paper about the size of two postage stamps, otherwise it is wanting in sensibility. If not exact,

some of the metal should be scraped or filed from the pan on the heavier side until the balance
is perfectly accurate. If this has to be done often, however, the scales should be replaced with
new ones.

• Union Correspondence means that exchmged between any two countries of the Postal Union. The above rule does not
apply to Local Correspondence the original payment on which was not sufficient for the second transit. Thus a letter from
^moy to Uongkoii", paid 5 cents only, and redirected to Paris, would be liable to a further charge.

T It does not follow that the Rates of Postage/rom any Union Country are necessarily the same as the above.
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21.

—No Postal OflScer is bound to weigh correspondence, but he ought not to refuse to do so
unless pressed for time.

Routes and Opportunities.

22.

—All ordinary correspondence is sent on by the first opportunity of which the prepayment
admits, unless especially directed, or apparently prepaid for some other route.

23.

—First opportunity is taken to mean the steamer which may reasonably be expected to
arrive first, but does not signify a sailing ship, as no correspondence is forwarded by that means
unless specially so directed, or to a place to which few steamers run.

24.

—Correspondence specially directed for any particular steamer is sent by her (failing any
request to the contrary) however many times her departure may be postponed, unless it is post-
poned sine die, in which case the correspondence is sent on by the next opportunity.

25.

—Correspondence from the Coast marked vio, Brindisi or md Naples is kept for the eoxtth
INDICATED even though that may involve a fortnight’s detention. Unless this is intended,
therefore, the safest direction is By first mail.

(h.) No late fee is ever charged on Coast correspondence, at whatever hour it may reach
the Hongkong Office.

26.

—Firms at Coast Ports who wish to be sure that their Correspondence has caught the mail,
should enclose with the letters a local Post Card addressed to themselves. On receiving this back
again they may ccmclude that the letters were in time, unless the Card be marked too late.

27.

—it is not necessary to pay postage on covers from the Coast containing stamped cor-
respondence for the homeward mails. Letters &c., intended to be registered should be enclosed
in a red envelope marked Letter for Registration in Hongkong, Please return the receipt to

This envelope should of course be inside the general parcel. Its contents are not regarded as
Registered till a receipt is actually issued.

28.

—It is sometimes possible to overtake the French packet at Singapore by means of a direct
private steamer. When this can be done Coast correspondence which arrived too late is so sent on.

29.

—Mails may also be forwarded to London and Ports of call by the Tea steamers leaving
Foochow and Hankow, either direct, or to catch the next contract mail at Singapore.

30.

—Except by special request, only letters are sent in these mails. No unpaid or short paid
matter is forwarded by them under any circumstances.

31.

—Newspapers for China posted in the United Kingdom and paid only Id. each instead of
Ijd., which is the proper postage, are sent out by private steamers instead of by the contract
mails.

Australia.

32.

—There are two routes to Australia, viz., via Torres Straits, and via Colombo. The Torres
Straits route is the best for Eastern Australia as far as Sydney, for New Zealand, Tasmania,
and Fiji. All correspondence for these places is thus sent unless otherwise directed. Correspon-
dence for Adelaide and Perth may be sent by this route.

33.

—The route via Colombo is best for Western and Southern Australia. Each homeward
French Packet connects at Colombo with the P. & O. steamer which leaves that port for King
George’s Sound, Adelaide, and Melbourne. There is obviously no advantage in forwarding corres-
pondence to Galle by intermediate steamers.

Batavia.

34.

—The Netherlands India Packets leave Singapore fortnightly, and are fitted to the
arrival of the outward P. & O. Mail from Europe. The French Packets for Batavia wait at Sin-
gapore for the Packets from China and run fortnightly.

Cape, Natal, Mauritius, <^c.

35.

—Each alternate homeward French Packet forms the best opportunity of forwarding
correspondence to Aden for the Mauritius jjacket. The other French packet carries mails for
Zanzibar, Mozambique, Natal and the Cape via Aden. As the packets for these places leave
Aden only once in every four weeks, there is little advantage in forwarding the correspondence
by intermediate steamers.

India.

36.

—Correspondence for India is despatched by each British and each French Packet, as also
by the direct steamers for Calcutta which leave about the 16th of each month. The route is chosen
in each case so as to ensure the quickest possible delivery. Paid correspondence for Bagdad,
Bassora, Bunder Abas, Bushire, Cabul, Gwadur, Kashmir, Ladak, Linga, Mandalay, Muscat, and
Persia may be forwarded via India at Union Rates.

Malta, Gibraltar, Cyprus.

37.

—Correspondence for the above stations is forwarded weekly, by either British or French
Packet . that for Malta and Gibraltar is sent via Brindisi or Naples as the ease may be.

The San Francisco Route, Canada, t^c.

38.

—The route by San Francisco can be freely used for ordinary or registered correspondence
for Union or Non-union countries. The making up of mails via San Francisco at Shanghai is left
to the United States and Japanese Post Offices.

39.

—M hen it is desired to forward letters to the United States by a sailing ship not notified
as carrying a mail, all that is necessary is to post the letters in the ordinary way, marked with
the name of the ship, and prepaid 10 cents per half ounce as usual.
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—The Post Office then undertakes the duty of obtaining notice of departure and despatch-
ing the correspondence. Such letters should be posted il possible at least one day before sailing.

Posting.

41.

—Boxholders are allowed to post their correspondence in sealed boxes, which should be
closed with some recognisable seal. The safest plan is to seal on the box itself, without tape or
string, the old wax being removed before more is applied. Locked boxes cannot be allowed.

43.

—A receipt book should be seut with each box, but as the receiving officer cannot under-
take to count the correspondence sent, no only gives a receipt for One Box.

415,—No attention is promised to anything written in the book. To be Registered, for instance.

44.

—Loose receipts give much extra trouble, and are not recommended.

45.

— i'he back leaves of the Receipt Book should be fastened down, as coolies not infrequently
waste some minutes in endeavours to hud the place.

4ti.— Contrary to general usage the Hongkong Post Office will give a receipt of this kind for
an ordinary letter, to assure the sender his correspondence has not been stolen on the way to the
Post. Hut this receipt is not intended to be used against the Post Office in case the correspondence
goes astray. Some lew Offices grant acknowledgments of posting on payment of a halipenny or
so for each letter acknowledg. d, and even then they decline to admit that any such acknowledg-
ment refers to any particular letter. Others have abandoned the practice of giving receipts even
on payment. It is obvious therefore that this Office can hardly allow its free reccipt.s^o be used
to lound complaints on. If that is intended the correspondence should be Registered.

47. —It IS strongly recommended that oiiic books Uoed for sending to the Post Office should
be set apart for that special duty, and kept distinct Irom others used for general intercnauge of

notes, &,c. This greatly facilitates enquiry in case of correspondence being missed, delayea, &c.
Sucli chit books suould be ruled with wide lines.

4t).— t he Post Office will not give a receipt lor the amount of Stamps put on any correspond-
ence (except for j^iurposes of account), cor undertake to see that servants affix the correct amount,
nor receive unstamped correspondence in covers with the money enclosed, nor cnarge outward
postage to any person’s account, except as provided by the Local Postal R.'giilations, paragraph
15Uc. There is no objection to receipting a chit-book for the correspondence of a nou-Doxnolder
if brought to the proper window, but chit-books in cases or ba^s should not be sent.

49 —It is particularly requested that circulars, prices current, or newspapers be not mixed
up with letters. They should be seut to the Post in bundles, the addresses all one way.

5u.—Large quantities of newspapers should not be dropped through the letter slits, bat
passed into the office (in a box or bag) through the proper window.

of.— The Post Olfice undertakes no responsibility with regard to correspondence posted in

moveable boxes on board Packets. These boxes are established for public conveuie\ice, but the

correspondence must be regarded as at the sender's risk until it actually reaches a PPst Office.

63.—As to posting correspondence for the United States by sailing ship see paragraph 39.

53.—Any article of correspondence once posted becomes the property of the addressee, and
cannot be returned to the sender, nor can it be detained, without the written authority of the

Governor of Hongkong or of tier Majesty’s Consul at the Port, on an application stating fully

the reasons of the request.

Registration.

54.—Every descripti-m of paid correspondence may be registered, except such as is addressed
to initials or fictitious names, or is not properly fastened and secured. The fee is 10 cents. No
unpaid or short-paid correspondence can be registered except official letters. The sender of any
Registered article may have a receipt sent with it for signature by the addreosee and return, on
paying an extra fee of 5 cents. As to Registry of correspondence sent from the Coast see par. 37.

65.—Letters to be registered should not be dropped into the box, but should be handed to

the receiving officer at the proper window, and a receipt obtained. Tue hour oi registry will be
marked on the receipt if specially requested. Whoever presents an article for Registry must
ASK. FOB A BKCEIPT. It Seems uecessaty to explain that a.sking for a receipt means saying, “ I

want a receipt.” Nothing written on the letter or elsewhere can replace this indispensable

precaution.
5'>.—Registration c mn .t be carried on up to the very moment of closing the mail. The

time fixed for its cess itu>.. varies from five minutes up to an hour before that time.

57.—The Tost Office is not legally respon.sible .or the safe delivery of Registered Correspond-
ence, but will be prepared to make good tne coii .s of sucn correspondence lost wnile passing

through the Tost, to the extent of *10, in cer..am cases, provided :
—

('aj 'That the .sender duly observed all tne coiidiL.ons of Registration required.

(OJ 'Tli.it the correspoiiden e was securely enclosed in a reasona dy stro.ig envelope.

(cj 'That application was made to the Tostmaster General of Houg.voug immediately

the loss was discovered, and within a year at tne most fro.ii '.ne date oi posuing

such corres, on.lem e, the enveh pe being invariably lorwarded with tne application

unless it also is lost.

(d) Tuat the Tostmaster Gener.al is satisfied the loss occurred whilst the correspondence

was in the ciiO*^i)dy of the British Tostal adininistr.ilioii in China; tuat it was not

causid by ..ay tault on the part of the sender; by destruction by tire, or shipwreck;
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nor by the dishonesty or negligence of any person not in the employment of the
Hongkong Post OfSce.

58.

—No compensation can be paid for mere damage to fragile articles such as portraiti,

watches, handsomely bound books, &c., which reach their destination, although in a broken Of
deteriorated condition.

59.

—A moment’s reflection will shew that, if an ordinary letter or packet be once lost, there

is almost no chance of its being traced. A registered article, however, is practically beyond risk

of lo.ss (except from casualty) and may be looked on as absolutely safe.

60.

—The Post Ofiice declines all responsibility for unregistered Letters containing Bank
notes, &c.. and, where Eegistration has been neglected, will make no enquiries into alleged losses

of such letters.

61.

—It is particularly recommended that packets of photographs, collections of postage
stamps, &c., be regi.sterod. These objects offer temptations to theft, and frequently attract

attention from the way in which they av; packed.

62.

—A redirected Eegistered crtic’ should not be dropped into the box or sent to the Post
Office without remark, but the a.ttentio i f the receiving officer should be called to the fact that
it is registered, and the receipt origin il.'j signed for it should be obtained and destroyed.

Letters. Unpaid and Loose.

63.

—As a general rule, unpaid correspondence bears the mark T. Nothing can be sent
wholly unpaid except letters. The addressee is charged double the deficient postage, unless
the despatching office have omitted to indicate it, when he is charged a double union rate. Per-
sons receiving unpaid letters w’nich they suppose to be wrongly charged, should pay the postage,

and keep the cover for the purpose of obtaining a refund (see paragraph 2). No letter can be
treated as Eefused if it has been opened.

64..—Letters arriving loose on board ship (i.e. not in the Mails) are treated as unpaid, no
credit being given for any foreign Postage Ftamps they may bear (see paragraph 162). As &
general rule, a loose letter may be distinguished by its bearing only one Postmark, viz., that
of the office of delivery, and this on the ad'lress side, not on the seal side.

65.

—Consignees’ letters, being privileged by law, need not be sent to the Post Office at all,

but if they are sent they, are liable to ordinary rates of postage.

66.

—A shfirt-paid loiter, directed for a route by which prepayment is compulsory, is returned
to the writer (being opened, if necessary, for that purpose) unless there is some other route by
which it can be sent.

67.

—It is not undertaken that such letters will be returned in time to be reposted for the
mail. If the v. riter cannot be found, the letter is advertised as detained for postage and a notice
sent to the addressee.

Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Letters.

6S.—Privates in H. M. Army or Navy, Non-commissioned Officers,* Bandmasters, School-
masters (not Superintending or First Class) Writers, or School-mistresses may send HALF-oUNCg
letters to the United Kingdom by th(* English Mail at the rate of two cents (one penny) each,
or by the French Mail at the rate of four cents (two pence) each. The postage may be prepaid
either in Impeidal or in Hongkong Stamps, but not by both kin s on the same letter.

(h.) To other places not beyond Great Britain, such as India, Malta, &c., the postage i(

2 cents (one penny).

69.

—Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Letters are, however, charged as Ordinary Letters if they do not
conform to the following regulations :

—

1.

—Not to exceed half an ounce. No double letters are allowed.

2.

—If from a soldier or sailor, his class or description must be stated in full on the
letter, and the commanding officer must sign his name, with name of regiment, or
ship, &c., in full.

3.

—If to a soldier or sailor, his class or description must be stated in full, with name of
regiment, or ship, &c., in full.

Post Cards.

70.

—Two values of Post Cards ai-e issued by the Hongkong Office, as follows :

—

For local circulation, i.e., anywhere within the limits of China, Japan, Siam 1
, gent

divi'Ct, Cochin-China, Tonqiiin, or the Philippinesf j
To Union Countries generally 3 cents.

71.

—Nothing til -,1 he written or printed on the stamped side of the card but the address.
Any communication whatever, whether of the nature of a, letter or not, may be written or printed,
or partly w'rittm and t artly printed on the other side. But no card will he forwarded on which
anything' libellous, in'iulting, or indecent has been written, printed, or drawn.

72 —Nothing must be attached to a Post Card, nor may it be folded, cut, or otherwise altered.

If so, it will be charged as a letter. Thin
^
aper, smaller than the card, may, however, be gummed

smoothly on it.

73.—No other kind of card can be forwarded through the Post except at letter rates, or at
Book rate if the card bears no commii.iication of the nature of a letter.

* But not warrant olfioera, viz., conductor, gunner, boatswain, or carpenter,
t As to using these cards for the purpose of obtaining acknowledgments of posting, see par. 26.
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—In regard to Lours for posting, late fees, &c.. Post Cards are submitted to the same
rules as letters.

75.

—A card of insufScient value may be fully prepaid by the addition of an adhesive stamp
of proper amount.

76.

—The oflBcers of the Post Office have strict instructions not to repeat or talk about
anything they may see on Post Cards.

Boolcs and Patterns.

77.

—Books apd patterns are charged at so much per two ounces. The Union rate is 2 cents.

78.

—The term books includes all kinds ofprintedX literary matter, with whatever is necessary
for its illustration or safe transmission, as maps, rollers, binding, &c., but a book must contain
no communication whatever of the nature of a letter. Stamps of any kin.i, whether obliterated
or not, or any papers representing monetary value, such as coupons, drafts, lottery tickets, &c.,

must be sent at letter rates,

79.

—A book may contain an inscription presenting it, notes or marks referring to the text,

or such writing as With the author’s compliments, &c.

80.

—Proofs, or corrected proofs, with or without manuscript attached, may also be forwarded
at Book rates, but press copies (made with the copying press) come under the heading of
Letters or Commercial.Papers according to the nature of the subject-matter.

''

81.

—

A Postmaster may open any book packet. The packet must be open at the ends, and
the contents visible, or easily to be rendered visible. Packets which are sealed are treated as
letters even though the ends may be open.

82.

—

It is absolutely necessary that the wrappers of books sent through the post be stout
aud W'ell fastened, otherwise the books w'ill probably never reach the addressees. No hand-
somely bound book should be sent throtigh the post, (unless its being spoiled is of no consequence)
except protected by stout wooden boards, larger than the book itself, and firmly tied with strong
string. Books to the value of §1 and upwards, when addressed to the United States, are gene-
rally liable to Customs duties.

83.

—There is no such thing as Parcel Post to Europe, ^'c. Trouble and disappointment are
caused by attempts to send small valuable trifles through the post otherwise than in Letters.

Letters containing presents should always be registered. Presents weighing over 7 or 8 ounces
are best sent through a parcel agency *. No refund can be made on such parcels of the value of
stamps obliterated before the nature of the contents was discovered (see also paragraph 4). As
to Local Parcel Post see paragraphs 101 to 103.

84.

—Some difficulty is experienced in obtaining a general understanding of u hot is a pattern.
It is a bond fide sample of goods which the sender has for sale, or of goods which he wishes to
order. It is to consist of the smallest possible quantity compatible with shewing what the goods
are, and must have no intrinsic value.

85.

—Pattern packets must be open at the ends. As to opening them see paragraph 8l.
Tea, seeds, drugs, &e., maybe sent in boxes, or in transparent bags. There must be no writing
or jirinting on or in the packet except addresses, trade marks, numbers, and prices. For a list

of forbidden articles see paragraphs 4 and 5; for weight, dimensions, &c., paragraph 3.

86.

—Muster tins, when sent in any number, should be flat, not round, and without sharp
corners.

Commercial Papers.

87.

—The distinction betw' prs Books and Commercial Papers (papiers d’affaires) is, that whilst

Book Packets are to consist of printed matter. Commercial Papers are wholly or partly teriffen

ly hand. They must not be of the nature of an actual or personal correspondence.

88.

—Commercial Papers are such papers as the following:—printers’ copy, authors’ manu-
script ;

diaries intended for publication or circulation, but not letters in diary form
;
press copies

»f any documents not letters ; law papers; deeds; bills of lading ; invoices; insurance papers ;

copied music; &c. The rate is the same as for Books, but no packet of commercial papers,
whatever its weight, is charged less than five cents. Stamps of any kind, whether obliterated

or not, or any papers representing monetary value, such as coupons, drafts, lottery tickets, &c.,

must be sent at letter rates.

89.

—Any one Commercial Paper in a Book Packet exposes the whole packet to the above
rule as to minimum charge. With this exception all kinds of Printed matter and Patterns may
he enclosed in one packet and forwarded at Book rates.

90.

—Commercial Papers are subjected to all the conditions of Hook Post as to the ends of

the Packet being open, liability to examination, hours of closing, late fees, &c.

Newspapers.

91.

—A newspaper is a printed paper containing news. It must not exceed four ounces in

weight, or it is liable to an additional rate of postage. It may be prepaid as a book at the option
of the sender. The union rate of postage is 2 cents each.

X Copying from a gelatine pad is taken to he printing, but press copying is icrtfinff.
* A parcel agency is conducted by Messrs. Lane, Crawford i Co, Hongkong and Slianghai.
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(b.) The postage of a newspaper/rom the United Kingdom is Igd., and if only Id. be paid
(or the weight of 4 oz. be exceeded) the paper is sent out by Private Steamer, not by
the Mail.

92.

—A bundle of newspapers may be prepaid at so much each (and each one must count,
however small) or the whole may be paid at book rate.

93.

—Two newspapers must not be folded together as one, nor must anything whatever be
inserted except bond fide supplements of the same paper, and same date. Printed matter may,
however, be enclosed if the whole be paid at book rate.

94.

—A supplement must consist of matter generally similar to that of the newspaper, be
published with it, and have the title and date of the paper at the top of each page.

95.

—A newspaper must be open at the ends. If it contain any written communication
whatever it will be charged as a letter. It should be folded with the title outwards.

96.

—The direction should be written on the paper itself, as well as on the cover, in case of

the loss of the latter.

Prices Current and Circulars.

97.

—A circular is a communication of which copies are addressed, in identical terms or nearly

so, to a number of persons. It may be either written or printed, or partly written and partly

printed, A price current or circular may be paid as a newspaper or as a book.

98.

—A bundle of prices current or circulars may be paid as so many newspapers (each one
counting) or the whole may be paid at book rate. The Union rate of postage is 2 cents each.

For Natal and the Cape, 5 cents.

99.

—Prices Current or Circulars forwarded in closed envelopes with the corners cut off, or

with notched ends, are charged letter rates, as they are not really open to inspection.
10(>.—Circulars and Prices Current should not be sent to the Post Office mixed up with,

letters or newspapers, but in bundles, with the addresses all one way.

Local Parcel Post.

101.

—Small Parcels may be sent by Post, at Book rates, between Hongkong, China, or Japan,
as well as to Macao, Pakhoi, Siam, the Straits Settlements, Ceylon, and India. They must not
exceed the following dimensions : 2 feet long, 1 foot broad, 1 foe t deep, nor weigh more than 51bs.

Packets smaller than 3 inches, by 2 inches, by 2 inches will not be accepted. The parcels

may be wholly closed if they bear this special endorsement. Parcel, containing no letter, but any
parcel may be opened by direction of the Postmaster General. Registration of parcels for India
and Ceylon is compulsory.

102.

—The following cannot be transmitted : Parcels insufficiently packed or protected, or
liable to be crushed (as bandboxes, &c.), Opium, Glass, Liquids, Explosive substances. Matches,
Indigo, Dyestuffs, Ice, Meat, Fish, Game, Fruit, Vegetables, or whatever is dangerous to the
Mails, or likely to become offensive or injurious in transit. There is no objection to parcels

containing jewellery. Declarations of contents (made out on a printed form which is supplied
gratis) will be required with Parcels for India.

103.

—Parcels will as a general rule be forwarded by Private Ship, not by Contract Mail
Packet. To India they are forwarded by the P. & O., and Indian Mail packets only; to Ceylon
by P. & O. packet only. The Post Office reserves the right of selecting the opportunity for

transmission, and of delaying delivery in case the number of parcels is such as to retard other

correspondence. No responsiMlity (beyond $10 if Registered) is accepted with regard to any
parcel.

Bequests for Redirection.

104.

—Requests for the redirection of correspondence, or to have it stopped in Hongkong,
must be in writing. The precise address of the correspondence must be given. It is useless to
give such vague addresses as “ letters addressed to me at Hongkong or elsewhere.”

( 6.) Requests should also state whether private letters or those for the writer’s firm are

required, and to how many mails the request applies.

(c.) When the correspondence is required in Hongkong an address must be given to

which it may be sent. Under no circumstances mil it be delivered at the Post Office

windows. If the applicant persists in applying for it instead of waiting till it is sent

to him his reque-it will be cancelled.

(d.) No notice is taken of requests sent in after any Mail is signalled with reference to
that particular Mail.

105.

—The business of the Post Office is to deliver correspondence as directed. All detentions
and diversions of it, therefore, must be looked upon as matters of favour, to be granted,

when the business of the department allows of it, and when there has been time to communicate
with the marine officer, &c.

( b.) Telegrams must be paid for by applicants.

(c.) Requests of a complicated nature cannot be entertained.

(d.) Correspondence directed to care of boxholders in Hongkong must, without exception,

be delivered as addressed (see paragraph 147).

(e.) Every request is understood to refer to letters only; papers will not be intercepted
unless special reasons be shewn to the satisfaction of the Postmaster General.
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(/. ) There is no charge forre-diiection of paid Union correspondence* to Union Countries.

(g.) The marine officers are not allowed to deli\rer correspondence at Singapore.
{h.) Letters for a firm will not be intercepted without the written authority of that firm.

(i. ) Intercepted correspondence can never be delivered until at least two hours after the
local delivery.

(j.) As a general rule, whatever can be done by a friend outside will not be done in the
Post Office.

106.

—Correspondence from the Continent for Northern Ports by French packet cannot bo
intercepted, nor can that for Yokohama by any Mail.

107.

—No request is acted on for more than three months, at the end of which time tho
correspondence resumes its usual course.

Postage Stamps.

108.

—Hongkong Postage Stamps of the following values can be purchased and are available
st any British Post Office or Agency in Hongkong or China :

—

2 cents, or Id. 30 cents, or 1/3. i 3 Dollars, or 12/6.

4 ,, „ 2d. 48 „ ,, 2/t). Post Cards

—

5 „ „ 2H- 96 cents, ,, 4/0. 1 cent.

10 „ „ 5d. 2 Dollars, ,, 8/4. I
3 cents. ^

109.—These Stamps are not available at British offices out of Hongkong or China.

110.

—Postage must be prepaid in Stamps, not in money. The Stamps must be whole, clean,

and placed on the addre^^s side of the letter.

111.

—No refund will be made of any e-Ktra charge resulting from stamps placed on the seal

side being overlooked.

112.

—Postmasters and Agents are allowed (but not required) to purchase Hongkong Postage
Stamps from foreign residents.

113.

—The Stamps tendered for sale must not -exceed $30 in value, must be perfectly clean,

and in good condition. They must be presented personally or accompanied by a note.

114.

—The Postmaster or Agent may postpone purchasing if his public fund.s in hand are not

sufficient, and he will refuse to purchase in any case which appears doubtful or suspicious. He
is allowed to charge a commission of one per cent, on all stamps purcha ed.

1 13.—Letters containing Stamps should be Registered, and the stamps should be secured

from observation.

116.

—Boxholders (but boxholders only) are at liberty to mark their Postage Stamps on the

back or face, or by perforation, so as to prevent their being stolen. If the mark be on the face,

it must be such as not to interfere with the clean appearance of the stamp.

117.

—Postage Stamps are sold for cash only. Correspondence will not be stamped at the

Post Office and charged to a boxholder’s account, except as provided by the Local Postage regula-

tions (see paragraph 159c).

118.

— The shroffs who sell stamps are not allowed to affix them, even if requested to do so.

This must be done by the purchaser.
1

19.

—Specimen Stamps cannot be supplied to the public except on receipt of their full value.

A complete set of the stamps in use (seepai-. 108) costs $1.99, or with the $2 and $3 stamps, $6.99.

No obsolete stamps can be supplied.

120.

—The officers of the Post Office cannot undertake to collect obliterated Postage Stamps.

121.

—All persons are recommended to keep Postage Stamps under Ch ii)o lock aud key, and in

posting large quantities of correspondence to send it in a box carefully sea. • I (see paragraphs 45

and 46).
Money Orders and Postal Notes.

122.

—Money Orders are issued at Hongkong and Shanghai on the foll-iwing countries and

places :

—

Amoy. India.

Canton. Japan.
Ceylon. New South Wales.

Foochow. Ningpo.
Hankow. Port Darwin.
Hoihow. Queerislcnd.

Hongkong. Shanghai.

123.—The commission charged on Money Orders is as follows (accordiug to the currency tho

Order is drawn in) :

—

Up to £2, or $10 or 20 Rupees 20 cents. Up to JIO or $50 or 100 Rupees 80 cents

Up to £3 or .$25 or 50 Rupees 40 cents. Up to — — 150 Rupees $1.00.

Up to £7 or $3 ’ or 70 Rupees 60 cents.
. . i- •i.\

124.—No Ordermust exceed .£lo or$5o(un!tS3 drawn on India, when 1.50 Rupees isthe limit).

12 '.—No more than two such Orders will be issued to the s-.ime person, in favour of tlie same

payee, by the same mail.

* Union correspondence means tliat cxclianffed between any two eountries of the Postal Uni.:-!. The above rule does

not apply to £oca] correspondence the original payiuent on wliicli as not sutticicut tor tn second transit. lUusa
letter Ironi Amoy to Hongkong, paid 5 cents only, and redirected to Paris, would be lO to a turtlier charge.

South Australia.

Straits Settlements.

Swatow.
Tasmania,
united Kingdom.
'. ictoria.

W^estern Aust'-alia.
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126.

—Sums not exceeding $o0 may be remitted between the Ports of China by means of

Postage stamps, subject to a charge of one per cent, for cashing them.
127.

—Postal Notes of the values named below, payable within three months at any Post
Office in the United Kingdom, at Gibraltar, or at Constantinople, can be oHained at Hongkong
or at any British Post Office in China (except Hoihow and Tientsin) at the following prices,

which include commission :

—

1/— 30 cents.

1/0 45 „
5/— $1.45.

10/— $2.85.

20/— $5.60.

All money orders on the United Kingdom for sums not exceeding £o applied for at Hongkong
or Shanghai are granted by means of these Notes.

128.

—The purchaser of any Postal Note should keep a memorandum of its date and number.
He must fill in the Payee’s nam'» before parting with it He may also fill in the name of the
Office where payment is to be made. If this is not don*' the note is payable (within three months)
anywhere in the United Kingdom, at Gibraltar, or at Constantinople. Any Postal Note may be
crossed to a Bank.

129.

—Postal ^’otes should always be forwarded in Registered Covers. If this precaution is

not taken no enquiries whatever can be made as to the loss or alleged loss of any Note. No
refund can be made in any case.

13 '.—Postal Notes issued in the United Kingdom are not payable in Hongkong or China.
Miscellaneous Suggestions and Regulations.

131.

—It is most desirable that every letter, hook, or pattern packet .=’hould bear the sender’*

name and address, as well outside as inside. If every letter were marked outside with the name
and address of the sender, no letter need ever be opened under any circumstances.

132.

—Letters addressed to clubs, hotels, mercantile houses, &c., to be called for, should be
returned to the Post Office as soon as it becomes evident they will not be called for. No refund
of postage will be made after three months.

133.

—Unclaimed h tters are advertised for 2 months (or 3 if for sailing ships) after which, if

still unclaimed, they are returned to the country where they originated. Local letters are kept
one month. Iclegrams are returned to the office which posted them after three days. Dead
Letters (i.e those returned from other countries to Hongkong) are returned at once to the writers,

if their addresses be discoverable on the outsides. If not, they are advertised for 20 days, then
opened if still unclaimed, and returned to the writers if they can be found. If not they are
destroyed.

134.

—The Post Office is not responsible for loss of, or injury to correspondence, even if regis-

tered. (See, however, paragraph 57).

135.

—No Postmaster or Agent is allowed to give any information as to correspondence
passing through his hands.

136.

—Sealing wax ought never to be used on the outside of correspondence unless covered
with tissue paper : as a means of securing the safety of the correspondence it is worthless.
There is probably only one way of closing up correspondence so that it cannot be opened with-
out detection, that is to use thin but tough envelopes (the thicker the envelope the easier it is

to open) closed wit'i gum, over which a stamp is applied in aniline or other soluble colour, which
will (i.e., spread abnut) if moisturi or steam be applied to it. Sealing wax in this climate
simply becomes a flat cake, the impression entirely disappearing.

137.

—As a general rule, only clean Mexican dollars, or other current tender, can be taken at
the Post Offices and Agencies, nor can chang ; be supplied. At the Hongkong office, sovereigns
are taken on request and chang is geuerally to be had, but copper cash are not taken, nor are
servants allowed to pay sums often cents or more in copper without a uole from their employers.
No po.stal officer is bound to give change, or to weigh correspondence, but he ought not to refuse
to do the litter unless pres.sed for time.

13S.—When correspondence is missing, time maybe saved by at once sending information to
the Postmaster-G' neral, Hongkong, in the followi..g form, or as near it as possible. If full

information be not given, enquiries cannot be made.
Example.

Description 1 ordinary* letter.

Containing Bill of Exchange for £1)5.
Addressed Messrs. Saddler and Thompson, 75, Great Tower Street, London, E.C.
Posted at Foochow, on the bth August, 1875, to go via Brindisi.

Sender’s Name and Address. William Green, Foochow.

139.

—Any complaint as to overcharge, delay, missending, &c., must be accompanied by the
cover of the correspondence.

140.

—When correspondence has been missent or delayed (both of which are liable to happen
occasionally) all that the complainant need do is to write on the cover. Sent to , or Delivered

* Or Eegiitered as the case may be. Or 1 Neicepaper, Sook-packet, or Pattern Packet, according to the nature
of the correspondence missing,
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at , or Not received till the —th instant, or as the case may be, and forward it, without any
note or letter whatever, to the Postmaster General. Attention to this would save much writing
and needless trouble.

141.

—Open a cover as to which you intend to complain by cutting along the top rather than
by tearing it at random.

142.

—The public would do well to bear in mind that Overland Envelopes become quite
rotten after about two years in this climate, and not infrequently fall to pieces in transit, thus
leading to complaints that the letters have been opened.

Private Boxes.

143.

—Private Boxes may be rented in the offices at Hongkong and Shanghai. The fee is

$10 a year pa3’able in advance.

144.

—Each boxholder is supplied with an account book free, but must himself provide at

least two stout bags (Shanghai firms require four) marked with his name in English and Chinese
on both sides. Chinese Nankin makes the best bags for this purpose. They should be without
strings, but have a couple of iron rings at the mouth for suspending. Boxholders should insist

on their coolies returni7ig these bags to the Post Office as soon as emptied, or at any rate not later

than next morning. The only safe way to empty a bag is to turn it inside out.

145.

—Each boxholder’s coolie must be provided with a stout ticket or badge of wood, metal
or pasteboard, bearing his employer’s name in English and Chinese. This will enable him to

obtain letters whenever a mail arrives.

146.

—The advantages of renting a box are many. It secures a quicker and more accurate
delivery of correspondence. Unpaid letters are delivered to boxholders without the delay of

demanding payment, change, &c., as they are charged to his account. The boxholders of Hong-
kong and Shanghai send bags down in the mail steamer to be filled by the marine officer. Box-
holders are allowed to post their letters in sealed covers or boxes, and to mark their Postage
Stamps (see paragraph 116). They receive free copies of all notices issued by the Post Office,

tables of rates, &c. Many inconveniences are saved to them by the facility for charging their

accounts with small deficiencies of postage, when there is no time to return a short-paid letter.

This, however, is only done as an exception, when the letter cannot go on unpaid, no boxholder
being allowed to make a practice of sending short-paid correspondence, or letters to be stamped
(see paragraph 117). Boxholders are also allowed certain privileges as to posting local corres-

pondence unstamped (see paragraph 159c).

147.

—As a general rule, requests to keep the letters of one individual out of the box of the
firm to which he belongs or belonged cannot be complied with so long as his letters are directed

to that firm. Otherwise the whole correspondence of that firm would be subject to delay. The
same rule applies to complimentary boxes, which are set apart to facilitate the delivery of letters

to a whole set of addressees, whose correspondence should not be delayed for the convenience of

one person.

148.

—Boxholders’ books are sent out for settlement on the first day of each month, and
should be returned promptly. As a general rule no information can be given as to the corres-

pondence charged in these accounts, where it. came from, &c. There is only one way to obtain
such information, and that is to file the covers of all unpaid correspondence received. Entries
On Board are for unpaid correspondence dealt with by the Marine Officer on his way up from
Singapore.

149.

—A box cannot be jointly rented by two or more persons or firms.

Hongkong Office.

150.

—The Hongkong Office is open from 7 a.m. till 5 p.m. on week days.

(b.) Mails arriving are distributed up to 8 p.m. (Sundays, 6 p.m.), or in the ease of the

Contract Mails outwards, generallj’ at any hour of the day or night, but if there be

no steamers leaving early, the delivery of a Contract Mail may be postponed till

daylight.

(c.) The hour at which delivery of a Contract Mail was begun is notified in the publie

papers as a check upon servants. Those who are at the windows when they are

opened are always served within ten minutes at most.

(d.) Short paid correspondence arriving by the French Mail is not dealt with till th*

general sorting is over. Prices current and Trade circulars arriving by that mail

in considerable numbers are also allowed to stand over until the more important

work of the mail is finished.

(e.) The Money Order Office is open from 10 to 4, or 10 to 5 on French mail days. It

closes at 1 on Saturdays.

151

.

—The Office is closed on Sundays and Public Holidays, unless there are steamers leaving,

when mails are made up from 8 to 9 a.m. Should any one of the outward Contract Mails arrive

on Sunday, or in the night, the office is kept open only long enough to get the necessary work

done (from one to two hours) and is then closed, all the correspondence being sent out either at

once, or the first thing next morning as the case may be.
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152.—The following are the hours for closing the Contract Mails to Europe, &c.;

—

English Mail.
Day of Departure—

Noon.

—

Money Order Office closes.

2 p.M.—Registry of Letters ceases. Posting of all printed matter and patterns ceases.
3 p.M.

—

Mails closed, except for Late Letters.

3.10 p.M.—Letters may he posted with late fee of 10 cents until

3.30 p.M.—when the Post Office closes entirely.

3.40 p.M.—Late Letters may be posted on hoax'd the packet with late fee of 10 cents until
time of departure.

Feench Mail.
Day before Departure—

5 P.M.—Money Order Office closes. Post Office closes, except the nightbox, which ia

always open out of office hours.
Day of Departure—

7 A.M.—Post Office opens.

10 A.M.—Registry of Letters ceases. Posting of all printed matter and patterns ceases,
11 A.M.—Mails closed, except for Late Letters.

11.10 A.M.—Letters may be posted with late fee of 10 cents until
11.30 A.M.— when the Post Office closes entirely.

11.40 A.M.—Late Letters may be posted on board the packet with late fee of 10 cents until
time of departure. If insufficiently paid, or without Late Fee, they will not be
forwarded, but will be returned from Saigon.

153.

—Supplementary mails are also closed on board the American packets. The Late Fee
is 10 cents. There are moveable boxes on board the British and French Packets for Shanghai
and Yokohama* which may be used without late fee. The Post Office undertakes no responsibility
as to correspondence so posted.

154.

—All other mails are closed half an hour before the time of sailing, except the Contract
Mails for Shanghai, which close an hour before, half an hour being allowed for the reception of
correspondence with late fee of 11 cents. A list of Mails is circulated twice every week day,

155.

—Correspondence can be registered for the American, Indian, Torres Straits, Shanghai,
or Yokohama Contract Mails up to a quarter of an hour before the time of closing ; for all private
ship mails up to five minutes before.

156.

—Whilst making up the Contract Mails for the British, French, American and Torres
Straits Packets, it is necessary to keep the office wholly closed for at least ten minutes.

157.

— Whilst sorting the outward Contract Mails the Post Office is closed to the Public
except for the sale of Stamps. Enquiries, &c. cannot be attended to, nor can correspondence be
registered.

158.

—On mail days two windows are set apart for the sale of Stamps. Large quantities of
newspapers, &c., should be brought to the boxholders’ window, not dropped through the Letter
Slits. Registry is effected in the Money Order office.

159.

—The charge for delivery of a letter, newspaper, book, or pattern within Victoria is 2
cents. No delivery is guaranteed to ships lying in the harbour. Local delivery is governed by
the following general rules :

—

(ci.) All correspondence posted before 5 p.m. on any week day for addresses in Victoria

will be delivered the same day, and generally within two hours, unless the delivery

should be retarded by the contract mails. Information can always be obtained as

to when a delivery will take place.

(b.) Where an establishment is wholly closed on Sunday or at night, a letter box for the
delivery of correspondence should be provided, and should be regularly cleared.

(c.) Invitations, &c., can generally be delivered within Victoria at the private houses of

the addressees rather than at places of business, if a wish to that effect be expressed
by the sender, otherwise all correspondence is invariably delivered at the nearest
place of business.f No local delivery is attempted outside Victoria, nor within
Victoria at houses where ferocious dogs are kept loose.

(d.) Boxholders who desire to send Circulars, Dividend Warrants, Invitations, Cards, &c.,

all of the same weight, to addresses in Hongkong, Bangkok, or the Ports of China,
may deliver them to the Post Office unstamped, the postage being then charged to

the sender’s account. Each batch must consist of at least ten. Such local letters

may exceed ^ oz. in weight, and are charged 2 cents per ounce. Special accounts
can be opened (even with non-boxholdersj for the delivery of considerable numbers
of unstamped local letters (such as Invitations, &c.) all of the same weight.

* There is generally a Post Office Agent on board the ITrench packet for Yokohama, who makes up a Supplementary
Mail. It sliould be remembered that he does not go on board till nearly the last moment, and if he is not found there,

senders of correspondence should await his arrival.

t This applies also to letters directed to Kowloon, the Peak, Aberdeen, &o.

t Correspondence brought to Post Office just too late for any mail is returned that this may be done. The
sender is of course at liberty to po.st it again should he wish to do so.
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(e.) Boxholders may also send Patterns to the same places in the same way. Envelopes
containing Patterns may be wholly closed if the nature of the contents be first ex-
hibited or stated to the Postmaster General, as he may consider necessary, and
approved by him. Printed Circulars may be inserted in such Pattern Packets.

(f.) The addresses of covers posted under Rules d and e m ust be complete. That is to
say, on such covers as are not addressed to beads of houses, the addressee’s residence
or place of business must be added. If this be not done the correspondence will be
returned to be fully addressed.

160.

—As to excepting the correspondence of individi’als from the general delivery, see para-
graph 147. Letters for persons whose addresses are known will not be kept Paste Restante except
by special permission of the Postmaster General and for satisfactory reasons.

161.

—Registered letters cannot be delivered with the same promptitude as ordinary corres-
pondence, though in the case of the British mail the delay is made as short as possible by means
of completing the registration at sea. Still, the postman who delivers them has to wait at each
house whilst a receipt is signed. When registered correspondence is required in great haste, the
best way is to call for it.

162.

—By the Post OflSce Ordinance (No. 10 of 1876) all transmission of correspondence from
or delivery of correspondence in Hongkong, except through th - Post Olfice, is illegal ahd subject

to heavy penalties. Loose correspondence duly stamped may, however, be put on board vessels

after the mails are closed at the Post Office.J The Stamps should be cancelled by the sender.
If the Port of destination be one where there is no Hongkong Agency, further Postage will, of
course, he charged (see paragraph 64). Tlie Stamps affixed here should nevertheless be cancelled,

as, if left clean, they may endanger the safety of the letter. This does not apply to letters

posted in recognised moveable boxes. A supplementary mail may be closed on board at the
•iscretion of the Postmaster General. The penalty for not giving proper facilities to make it

Up and to quit the vessel is $500.

163.

—Shipmasters must deliver any mails or correspondence which may be on board to the
Post Office without delay, and make a declaration that they have done so, under penalty of $500.
There is always some person at the Post Office to receive mails, which need not, however, be landed
later than 9 p.m., or earlier than 5.30 a.m., excepting, of course, the Contract Mails.

164.

—Any person or firm about to despatch a vessel to any place out of the Colony must send
the notice to the Post Office. In regard to sailing ships, the rule practically is that if notice

be not specially asked for it is not requii’ed.

165.

—A shipmaster is bound to take mails and sign a receipt for them, under a penalty of

$500, which sura may also be recovered for their non-delivery at destination.

166.

—The master of a ship is beyond doubt the person responsible for the due delivery of

mails. Every ship should be fitted with a locker or chest for mails, and nothing else should be
put in it. As soon as a mail comes on board, whoever receives it should place it in the mail
locker, and before arrival at any port this locker should be examined.



RATES OF POSTAGE
IN HONGKONG AND AT BRITISH POST OPFICES IN CHINA.

I.-TO COUNTRIES OF THE POSTAL UNION.

BOOKS, PATTIENS NEWSPAPEE3
LETTEES, POST CAED3, & COMMEECIAL & PEICES CITE-

PEE i OZ. EACH. PAPEES, PEE 2 OZ. EEKT, EACH. EEGISTEATIOH,

General Kates Of Postage to the 11 jr, I 3 I 2 cents. I 2 cents I

10 Cents.
Countries of the Postal Union. / 1

J-U cents.
|

O cents.
|

|

.scents.
|

The Countries op the Postal Union are as follow:

—

Aden
Africa, West Coast
Algeria
Angola
Annobon
Argentine Eepublic
Austria
Azores Islands
cBagdad
Balearic Islands
Barbary
cBassora
Batavia
Belgium
Bermuda
Borneo
Brazil

British Columbia
British Guiana
Buenos Ayres
Bulgaria
cBunder Abas
cBushire
cCabul
Canada
Canary Islands
Cape Verde Islands

Cayenne
Ceylon
Chandernagore
Chili

Colombia, B.S. of

Costa Rica
Demerara
Denmark and Colonies
Dutch Guiana
Ecuador
Egypt
Falkland Islands
Faroe Islands
Fernando Po
Finland
France and Colonies
French Guiana
Gaboon
Gambia

Germany
Gibraltar

Goa
Gold Coast
Greece
Greenland
Guatemala
cGwadur
Hawaiian Kingdom
Holland
Honduras
Hongkong and Agencies

(Local Bates)

Hungary
Iceland
India
Italy

Japan (Local Bates)

Karikal
cKashmir
Labuan
Lagos
cLadak
Liberia
cLinga
Low Islands
Luxemburg
Madagascar
Mahd
Madeira
Malta
Manila (Local Bates)

cMandalay
Marian Islands
Marquesas Islands
Mauritius
Mayotte
Mexico
Mozambique
cMuscat
Netherlands and Colonies
Netherlands India
New Brunswick
New Caledonia
Newfoundland
Nicaragua

Norway
North Borneo (gj
Nova Scotia

Panama
Paraguay
Patagonia
Persia
Perm
Philippine Islands (Local)
Pondichery
Portugal and Colonies
Prince Edward’s Island
Reunion
Roumania
Russia
Saigon (Local Bates)

Salvador
Senegal
Senegambia
Servia
Seychelles

Sierra Leone
Spain and Colonies
St. Pierre et Miquelon
Straits Settlements
Surinam
Sweden
Switzerland
Tahiti
Tangiers
Terra del Fuego
Tetuan
Timor
Tripoli

Tunis
Turkey
United Kingdom
United States
Uruguay
Vancouver’s Island
Venezuela
West Indies
Tanaon
eZanzibar

[References, see nearf paffo.
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II.-TO NON-UNION COUNTRIES.

NON-T7NION COUNTRIES.

ii
».4f,

« H
P4

A,
2 0
^ S
« <

i*

NEWS-
PAPERS.

BOOKS
&c.,

per 2 ox.

cents.

101

cents. cents. cents.

/VAustralia, Kew Zealand, Tasmania, Fiji,-^

25}
10 2 2

25 10 5 6

X

Ill.-LOCAL POSTAGE.

LETTERS
PEE 7 oz.

POST
CARDS,
EACH.

BOOKS,
PARCKLS &
PATTERNS.
PER 2 OZ.

NEWS-
PAPERS &
PRICES
CURRENT,
EACH.

REGIS-
TRATION.

General Local Rates for Hongkong, Macao, China,*)
cents. cents. cents. cents. cents.

fdj, Japan, Siam direct {e). Cochin Chinas Ton- (cj
quin, and the Philippines, )

5

CO
1 2 2 10

(tj

Parcel Post.

—

Parcels containing no letters may be forwarded at Book E-ates to India,

Ceylon, the Straits Settlements, and to all Local Ports except those the names of which are printed
in Italics. Parcels are forwarded to India by P, & O. and Indian Packets only, to Ceylon by
P. & O. packets only, to all other places by Private Steamers only. For Eules see Postal Guide,
par. 101-103.

Revebbnces.— ('(ij Commercial Papen are documents wholly or partly written by hand, not being letters, such as
lUToices, Deeds, Copied Music, &c. Ail packets of and under 4 oz. weight are charged 5 cents each, (bj A receipt can
be aent with any Registered Article, for return to the Sender when signed by the Addressee. Extra fee, 5 cents, (ej
Prepayment is compulsory, (d) Correspondence can be Registered to Hoihow, Canton, Swatow, Amoy, Foochow,
Aingpo, Shanghai, Hankow, and Tientsin only. CeJ FtaSing-ipAre, 10 cents, (f) Between Hongkong, Canton, and Macao,
or between Shanghai and Ningpo, 'I cents, (g) Not'yet in the Postal Union, but treated as a Union Country.
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WEIGHTS AND MEASURES, MONEY.
CHINESE.

Weights.
Chinese weights are mostly decimal. Although English weights and measures

are used to a consideraule extent in trade with foreigners, being legalised in Hongkong
for that purpose, the following are also recognised by Ordinance 22 of 1844 :

—

1 li or cash

10 li =1 fan, or candareen
10 fan = 1 tsin, or mace
10 tsin = 1 leung, or tael

16 leung = 1 kan, or catty

lOQ kan =1 tam, or jpicul

Iz'J kan = 1 shek, or stone

— '0013 oz. avoir.
_ '0133 oz. avoir.
= -1333 oz. avoir.

= H oz. avoir.*
= 11 lb. avoir.

= 1331 lb. avoir.

= 160 lb. avoir.

The words candareen, mace, tael, catty, picul, are not Chinese. '

Almost all commodities, even liquids, are sold by the above weights amongst
Chinese.

Measures.
English measures are legal,' but so are also the following Chinese :

—

10 fan = 1 tsiin, or inch = about 1.41 English inch.

10 tsiin = 1 chek, or foot = about 14.1 English inch.
10 chek = 1 ch'eung or fathom = 4 yards (nearly).

The Treaty of Tientsin fixes the ch'eung at 141 English inches.
1 li, or mile = \ mile English.

10 li — I p6, or league = 3 miles English (about).

Land is measured by the mau or acre, equal to about of an English acre.

Monet.
This is almost entirely represented by weights of silver, accounts being kept in

leung, tsin, fan, and li (taels, mace, and candareens) as given above. Their values

may be taken to be the following ;— ,

1 li or cashf = .06d. or -j^d. I 1 tsin or mace — 6d.

1 fan or candareen = .6d. or ^d.
|

1 leung or tael — 5s.

Not one of these weights is represented by any coin, unless we may take the cash

to represent the value of a li of silver.

Silver is used uncoined, in ingots or shoes, .'^ometimes called sycee

;

small sums
are paid in what is called broken silver. At the Ports this generally consists of the

fragments of Mexican or Spunish dollars, hammered to pieces by the Shrofifs in their

process of chopping. This broken silver is weighed by means of small steel-yards

called li-tang.

Cash may be said to be the only coin of China. The Chinese call them tsin.

They are bronze coins, not unlike thin fartliings with a square hole in the centre for

stringing together. The Hongkong Government cash or mils are smaller, and the

hole is round. The value of cash fluctuates greatly, and is very much a matter of

bargain. About 1,200 to a Mexican dollar is an average quotation.

Hongkong Monet.
A legal tender in Hongkong consists of Hongkong or Mexican dollars

; 20, 10,

or 5 cent silver pieces to an amount not exceeding two dollars; or bronze cents or

mils to an amount not exceeding one dollar. Spanish and South American dollars

are also in circulation, as well as Spanish quarter dollars, American half and quarter

dollars, shillings, sixpences, francs, the Japanese silver coinage (at present at a discount

of about ten per cent, on that of Hongkong), and the 10 and 20 cent pieces of the

Straits Settlements, which are accepted indifferently with those of Hongkong.
The value of the dolin' during 1883 was from 3s. 7d. to 3s. 9d. sterling.

Mexican dollars weighed at 7.1.7. mean coins which contain 7 mace, 1 candareen,

and 7 li of silver (see weights given above). Clean coins of this weight command a

premium, lighter ones are taken at a discount.

• The Tael actnally in use is 1.361 o*.

t The li when repreMuting vetyUu never spekeu ofai » cash, but probably the original value of a cash wse 1 U ofpureailver.
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The Hongkong bronze coinage is always more or less at a discount, which has
somjtiines been as high as 30 per cent, in the case of cents, and 50 per cent, in the

case of cash. Servants avail themselves of this discount to make a profit whenever
they are entrusted with silver for purchasing anything that can be paid for in copper.

SIAMESE.

4 P’eis make
2 Fu’ang „
4 Salu’ngs „
4 Bats „

20 Tamlii’ngs „
50 Ch’angs „

100 Haps „

Money.
1 Fu’ang
1 Salii’ng

1 Bat or Tical

1 Tamlii’ng
1 Ch’ang
1 Hap
1 Tara

Weights.

y>

3i

>>

a

$0 076.
0-150.

0-600.

2-400.

48-000.

2,400-000.

24,000-000.

The standard of weight being the coin of the country, weights are designated
by the same terms. A Tical weighs 236 grains Troy.

The Siamese standard of weight is just double that of the Chinese, and goods are
bought and sold in Bangkok more by the Chinese than the Siamese standard.

Measures.

LONG MEASURE.
1 Niw = inch.

12 Niws make 1 K’u’p == 9f „
2 K’li’ps „ 1 Sawk „ 19^ „
4 Sawks ,, 1 Wah „ 78 „

20 Wahs „ 1 Sen „ 130 feet.

400 Sens ,, 1 Tot ,, 9i statute miles.

'Note .—Timber is bought by the Yok, which is 64 Sawk in length, by 1 Sawk in

width=36,864 Siamese inches, being equivalent to 169 square feet.

DRY MEASURE.
1 Tanan = IJ pints. I 25 T-anans make 1 Sat
20 Tauans make 1 Tang „ 15 „ |

100 Tangs or 80 Sat 1 Keean (Coyan.)

'Note .—A Keean is 20 Piculs. A Picul is 133^ lbs. avoirdupois.

TABLE OF EXCHANGE.

SALUNGS
PBR DOLLAR.

FOB $100 .

CENTS TO
BACH TICAL.

SALUNGS
PER DOLLAR.

FOE $100 .

CENTS TO
EACH TICAL,

6- = 150- Tls. or 66-66 qp- Tl. 6 6 = 165- Tls. or £0-60 Tl.

6 025 150-62^ 66-39 6-625 165-621 60-37
6-050 151-25 66-11 6-650 166-25 60-15
6-075 151-87^ 65-84 6 675 166-871 59-92
6-1 152-50 65-57 6-7 1 67-50 59-70
6-125 153-12-J- 65-30 6-725 168-12i 59 48
6-150 153-75 65-04 6-750 168-75 69-27
6-175 154 37^ 64-71 6-775 169-371 59-04
6-2 155- 64-51 6-8 170- 58 82
6-225 155-62^ 64-26 6-825 170-62^ 58 61
6-250 156-25 64- 6-850 171-25 58-.39

6-375 156-87J . , 63-74 6-875 171-87^ 58-18
6-3 157-50 63-50 6-9 172-50 57-97
6-3-25 158-12i 63-24 6-925 173-12i 57-76
6-350 158-75 62-99 6-950 173 75 57-53
6-375 159-37i 62-74 6-975 174-37i 57-34
6-4 160- 62-50 7* 175- 57-14
6-425 160-62^ 62 26 7-025 175-62d 56 94
6-450 161-25 62- 7 050 176-25 56-73
6-475 161-87^ 61-77 7-075 176.871 56-54
6-5 162-50 61-53 7-1 177-50 56-33
6-525 163-I2i 61-30 7-125 178-12d 56-14
6-550 163-74 61-07 7-150 178-75 55-94
6-575 164-37i 60-83 7-175 179-371 55-74

7-2 180- 55-55



SCALE OF COMMISSIONS ADOPTED BY THE HONGKONG GENERAL
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

Purchasing Tea, Raw Silk, Opium, and Cotton ...

Purchasing Tea, Raw Silk, Opium, and Cotton if as returns for Good
Purchasing all other Goods and Produce, Ships, and Real Estate

Purchasing Bullion ...

Selling Tea, Raw Silk, Opium, and Cotton

Selling all other Goods and Pr-dnce, Ships, and Real Estate

Inspecting Silk or Tea ...

Guaranteeing Sales and Remittances when required...

Guaranteeing Sales alone

Drawing or indorsing Bills of Exchange
Drawing or negotiating Bills of Exchange without recourse ..

Realizing Bullion or Bills of Exchange
Remitting the proceeds of Bullion or Bills of Exchange
Paying and Receiving Money in current account ...

Paying Ships’ Disbursements

Collecting Freight ... ...

Obtainiin; Freight or Charter ...

Obtaining Freight or Charter' and collecting'same freight ...

Adjusting Insurance Claims

Effecting Insurance; on the insured amount...

Prosecuting or defending successfully claims either at law or by arbitr

Prosecuting or defending unsuccessfully

Managing E.statcs and Collecting Rents... ... ... ..

Transbippiug and Forwarding Jewellery and Bullion

Lauding or Tianshipping Cargo ...

Transhipping and Forwarding Opium ...

Goods withdrawn or re-shipped ...

Granting letters of credit

Brokerage on Bills and Bullion, buying and selling

Brokerage on Produce and general Merchandise
Ship Brokerage ...

Brokerage on Shares, on subscribed capital of up to $250...

„ j, >, over $250

old

io

The foregoing Rates to be exclusive of Shroffage at the Rate of $1 per mil, and Brokerage whenpaid.

... 3 per cent.

... 5

1

... 3

5

... 1

3i
... 2^

2i
... 1

1

... I
I

1

... 2i
2i

... 5

6

... 2i
Oi

... 5

2i
... 5

Oi
... 1

$3 per chest,

half commission.

1 per cent,

i per cent, from seller.

i >1 »
I per cent, from consignees,

i per share from each party.

$1

SCALE OF COMMISSIONS ADOPTED BY THE AMOY GENERAL
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

Purchasing Tea ...

Purchasing all other Goods and Produce, Ships, and Real Estate ...

Selling Cotton and Goods

Selling Opium ... ...

Selling. all other Goods and Produce, Ships, and Real Estate

Inspecting Tea ... ...

Guaranteeing Sales and Remittances when required ... ...

Guaranteeing Sales alone

Drawing or indorsing Bills of Exchange... ... ... ... ..

Drawing or negotiating Bills of Exchange without recourse

Realizing Bullion or Bills of Exchange ... ... ... ... >

Remitting the proceeds of Bullion or Bills of Exchange ...

Paying and receiving Money in current account ... ...

Paying Ships’ Disbursements ... ... ... i.. ...

Collecting ITeight

Obtaining Freight or Charter ... ... ... ... ...

Adjusting Insurance Claims ...

Effecting Insurance; on the insured amount... ... ...

Prosecuting or defending successfully claims either at law or by arbitratio

Prosecuting or defending unsuccessfully ...

Managing Estates and Collecting Rent ... ... ... ... .

Landing or Transhipping Cargo

Transhipping and Forwarding Opium ...

Goods withdrawn or re-shipped ... ... ...

Granting letters of credit ... ... ... ... .i. .i

Brokerage on Bills and Bullion, buying and selling

,, ,. Produce and general Merchandise ... .

The foregoing Rates to he exclusive of Shroffage at the Rate of $1 per mi

2^ per cent.

5 „
3

$10 per chest.

5 per cent.

I

Bi

2i
I

I

I

I

2*

2i
5

2i
Oi
5

2i
0

1

$3 per chest,

lalf comraissiom^

1 per cent

i per cent, from seller..

I II II
^

and Brokerage when paid.



EEVISED SCALE OF COMMISSIONS, BROKEEAG-ES, AND CHAEG-ES
ADOPTED BY THE SHANOHAI OENEEAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

At the Annual G-eneeal Meeting held 8th Apeil, 1878 .

Purchasing Tea, Raw Silk, Opium, and Colton

Do. do. do. if as returns for gooes sold

Do. all other Goods and Produce, Ships, and Real Estate

Do. Bullion

Do. Stocks, Shares, Debentures, and other Public Securities

Selling Tea, Raw Silk, Opium, and Cotton

Do. all other Goods and Produce, Ships, and Real Estate

Do. Stocks, Shares, Debentures, and other Public Securities

Inspecting Silk or Tea

Guaranteeing Sales or Remittances, when required

Do. do. alone

Do. Native Bank orders received in payment for Goods

Drawing, indorsing, or negotiating Bills of Exchange, on approved Bills secured by Credits or

Documents
Realizing Bullion or Bills of Exchange

Remitting the proceeds of Bullion or Bills of Exchange
Paying and receiving Money in current account

Do. Ships’ Disbursements

Collecting inward Freight

Obtaining Freight or Charter, inclnding Brokerage

Do. do. and collecting same Freight, including Brokerage

Entering and/or Clearing

(No charge if the commissions exceed Tls. 100)

3

2i
5

]

1

3

5

1

1
oxoa
21
1

per cent.

H

n

i»

}}

3)

33

33

1

6

Tls. 100.

Adjusting Insurance Claims 2-2- percent.

Effecting Insurance; on the insured amount 0^
Taking up Bottomry Bonds 5 ,»

Prosecuting or Defending, successfully. Claims, either at Law or by Arbitration, on amount
claimed 5

Prosecuting or Defending unsuccessfully, on amount claimed 21 „
Proving claims, collecting and remitting Dividends on amount proved 2^ „
Managing Estates and Collecting Rents 5 ,,

Transhipping and Forwarding Jewellery and Bullion OJ „
Landing or Transhipping Cargo 1 „
Selling Cargo ex Ships put into port Damaged .'. 5 ,,

Transhipping or Forwarding Opium Tls. 3 per chest.

Goods withdrawn or re-shipped half commission.

Granting Letters of Credit 1 per cent.

Interest on cash advances i 12 „
The foregoing rates to be exclusive of Shroffage, 1 per mil., and Bioktrage, when paid; unless otherwise stated,

BROKERAGES.
Brokerage on Bills and Bullion

Do. selling Produce, Metals and General Merchandize*

Ship Brokerage for negotiating and completing Charters

Do. procuring cargo

Brokerage on Shares, Stocks, Debentures, and other Public Securities

J per cent, from seller.

X
2 33 33

I „ from consignees.

* Brokerage to be paid only on Goods actually delivered.

INVOICE CHARGES.

TEA.

—

Black.—Rattans, Mending and Marking
Do. do. and Matting ...

Boat and Coolie Hire

Godow'n Rent
Green

—

Boat an . Coolie Hire
Godowii Rent
Marking, Mending, Matting and Rattaning

SILK.—Packing and Marking, per hale

Boat and Coolie Hire „
Godown Rent „ i

Fire Insurance

Postages and Petties

Municipal Dues, as charged by the Municipal Council.

Chests. J-chests. Boxest
.Cands. 10 6 4
• W 40 25 15

10 6 4
5 4 3

8 4— 8 4
• » — 25 15
.75c.')

,25c. > or for all Tls. 1.2.6

,25c.;

i per cent.

1 » mille



REVISED CHARGES ADOPTED BY THE SHANGHAI GENERAL
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE,

At the Annual General Meeting held 8th April, 1878.

l_Conti:,ued.']

ACCOUNT sales CHARGES.

Cotton and Fancy Goods, per bale of 50 pieces.

Drills, „ „ 30 „ .

Spanish Stripes and Camlets

Long Ells, Lustres, Orleans, and Eastings

Velvets and Velveteens

Wines and Stores

Lead, Iron, and other Metals

Sugar, Rice, Paper, Pepper, and Seaweed

Sapanwood and Sandalwood

Coals and I Landing Charges and storing

Flints j not exceeding 1 month, per ton

Exceeding 1 month, per ton,

Fire Insurance, j per cent, for first month.

Municipal Dues, as charged by the Municipal Council.

.per piece.

Landing Charges,
Boat and

Coolie Hire.

Godown
Keut

Ist month.

After
1st month
per month.

Cauds. 35 25 15

» 4 3 H
.. „ » 2i 2 ' 1

,.per case ,. 50 25 15

„ 25 10 5

„ 6 3 2

6 3 2

6 3 2

» 5 5 3

» 10 5 3

» 6 4 3

„ 20

j
3 mace.

15 10

per month.

SCALE OF COMMISSIONS ADOPTED BY THE NEWCHWANG
CHAMBER OF COMMERCE.

ON IMPORTS.

Landing charges, boat and coolie hire, labour and storage in Godowus,
and Wharfage

On Cotton Goods—15 pieces and under per bale, per piece

On Cotton Goods—50 pieces and under per bale, per piece

On Woollens

Sugar, Iron, Straits, Japanese, and Chinese produce, and Glass, per pieul or I

equivalent J
Coal per ten

Coal per ton, open air

Tea i-chest

Tea 1 -chest

Paper small packages, per picnl

Paper large packages, per picul

Commission on sales of all Imports, except Opium, 3 per cent

Opium,—Taels 20 per chest, including all chirges

ON EXPORTS.

Boat and coolie hire for 10 pieces Beancake

Boat and coolie hire for 1 shee (8 pieces) Peas

Chow-chow cargo in proportion.

Commission 5 per cent, on gross amount of Invoice, in all cases except where goods are sent as a remittance,

in such cases 3 per cent.

Procuring Freight, 5 per cent.

Advancing funds to vessels, 5 per cent.

Collecting freigh’ on account of Charters, 1 per cent.

Remitting freight on account of Charters,
1 per cent.

For transacting business for vessels on Chinese charter.

—

Cargo to Captain, Taels 25.

Cargo to Native, Taels 50 for vessels under 5,000 piculs capacity—Taels 100 for above that capacity, but it

is understood that cu]>tains of vessels seeking a freight here choose a consignee, and that no final settlement

of charter-party shall take place except through that consignee.

Including
One Month’s

Each
Succeeding

Storage. Month.

T. C. T. c.

if U ft Oi

>1 ItV f) OJ

>• 4 >> u
» 10 » 5

1 75 » 88

1 50 s) 75
10 5

12 >} 6

}> 3 H
5 it 2i

20 >> n ft

») 18 it if

i> 18 ft »»



LEGALISED TAEIPF OP PARES POR CHAIRS, CHAIR BEARERS, JINRICKSHAS,
AND BOATS IN THE COLONY OF HONGKONG.

Chairs.
Half hour 10 cents. 1 Three hours 50 oente.

Hour 20 cents.
|
Six hours 70 centa.

Day, from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m One DoUar.

To Victoria Peak.
Single Trip.

Four Coolies |1.00
Three Coolies 0.85
Two Coolies 0.70

Return Direct.

Four Coolies $1.50
Three Coolies 1.80

Two Coolies I.OO

By Pokfalam.
Four Coolies $2.00
Three Coolies 1.60
Two Coolies 1.30

Return.
By Aberdeen, Shortest Road.

Pour Coolies $2.50
Three Coolies <4.00

Two Coolies 1.60

By Wantsai Gap.
Four Coolies $1.75
Three Coolies 1.40
Two Coolies 1.20

Four Coolies
Single Trip. Return Direct.

Three Coolies
. 50 cents. Three Coolies...

Two Coolies
. 40 cents. Two Coolies ...

Four Coolies..
Return by Pokfulam. Return by Aberdeen, Shortest Road.

Four Coolies $2.00
Three Coolies 1.60
Two Coolies . Two Coolies ... 1.20

By Wantsai Gap.
Four Coolies $1.15
Three Coolies 0.95
Two Coolies 0.80

To the Peak Church, and houses in vicinity of Mount Kellet and Mount Gough.

-n, ri T Smgle Trip.
Four Coolies 65 ^ents.
Three Coohes 55 cents.Two Coolies 45 cents.

Return Direct.

Pour Coolies $1.00
Three Coolies 0.85

^ , . ,
..Dijuo. Two Coolies 0.70

Th I’y other routes will be the same as from Gap.
Tne return fare embraces a trip of not more than three hours except returning by Aberdeen, when

three hours and a half will be aUowed.
tiour or part of an hour above three or three and a half, each Coolie will be entitled tnn aaditional payment of five cents,

TT Licensed Bearers (each).
10 cents.

35 oente,

50 cen%.,

Jinrickshas.
Quarter hour 05 cents.
Half hour 10 cents.

For every hour or part of an hour over 7 , „
two hours

j
to cents.

To Pokfulam or Quarry Bay 20 cents
Return 35 cents.
It an extra Coolie is employed, the fare will be

Hour 15 cents.

Two hours 25 cents.

To Shaukiwan 35 cents.

Return 50 cents,'

To Aberdeen 35 cents.

Return 60 cents,

double.

1 i. ^ Boats.
1st Class Carlo Boat of 800 or 900 piculs, per day $3,00

o j
Class Cargo Boat of 800 or 900 piculs, per load 2,00

o j
Class Cargo Boat of 600 piculs, per day 2.50

Q j
Class Carg'o Boat of 600 piculs, per load 1.7&

o j
Class Cargo Boat or Ha-kau Boat of 300 piculs, per d-xy 1-50

Q ^
Cargo Boat or Ha-kau Boat of 300 piculs, per load .. l-OO

ora Glass Cargo Boat or Ha-kau Boat of 300 piculs, half-dxy 0.50

/-.-on T. Sampans
RhUaway Boat, pir day .$1.00 I Or Pullaway Boat, half an hour 0.10

Ur Iruilaway Boat, oiie hour 0.20
|

A-fter 6 ?.m 10 ce.xts extra.

^ , Scale oe Hire for Street Coolies.
Cne day 33 oents. I Three hours 12 cents.
Halt-day 20 cents.

J
One hour 5 cents.

Half-hour 3 cents.

Nothing in the above scale is to affect private agreements.
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LANE, CRAWFORD & Co.,
HOITO-ICOITO

STOREKEEPERS, SHIPCHANDLERS, AND GENERAL IfflPORTERS
OF

EUROPEAN AND AMERICAN GOODS.
Tlie following departments are always well stocked with new and well selected goods :

—

Groceries and Provisions.—This department is supplied monthly with fresh tinned

Provisions from Crosse and Blackwell and other first-class preservers, also American Canned
Stores by each American Mail; fresh English and American Cheese; Irish, Wiltshire and Suffolk

Bacon and Prime York Hams. (Special Price List sent, post free, on application.)

Wines and Spirits.—Cutler and Palmer’s Sherries, Clarets, Ports, Burgundies, and •

Hocks, also Brandies and Whiskies ;
Adet Seward’s celebrated Bordeaux Wines. Deutz and Gelder-

mann’s, Heidsieck’s, Ayala’s, and Gustave Collin’s Champagnes ;
Saccone’s Sherries

;
Brandies,

Gin and Rum of various first-class brands. Our own special SBH Whiskey. Guinness’s Stout

and Bass’s Ale, bottled by Poster, Burke, and Cameron and Saunders; Anglo Bavarian Co.’s

Beer
;
Bass’s Draught Ale and Whitbread’s Stout in Hogsheads; Bitters and Liqueurs ofaU kinds.

Outfitting and Hosiery.—Christy’s andEllwood’s Pelt Hats, Calcutta Pith Sun Hats;

Shirts of all kinds in stock or made to measure
;
Undershirts and Drawers in all materials

;
Half-

hose, Cholera-belts, Bathing-drawers, and Bathing Costumes ;
Ties and Scarves in allleading novel-

ties, Handkerchiefs and CoUars ;
Umbrellas, TravellingRugs and Gentlemen’s Sundries of all kinds.

Tailoring Department.—This department is imder the management of two first-class

London Cutters, and a large stock of materials, suitable for all seasons, is always on hand. The
newest styles and a perfect fit guaranteed.

Boots and Slioes.—Por walking, evening. Shooting, Cricket, or Lawn Tennis. A large

and well selected stock in all sizes for gentlemen.

Glass and China-ware.—Every description of table or ornamental glassware kept in

stock. Dinner, Dessert, and Breakfast Sets in Chinaware of various qualities ;
Earthenware and

Porcelain utensils of all kinds.

Tinware and Household Sundries.—AU kinds of Pots, Pans, Jelly and Cake
Moulds, Kettles, Saucepans, Toilet Sets, &c., &c.

Ironmongery.—Every description for Purnishing or Builders’ use
;
Chubb’s and Hobb’s

Locks, English and American Locks and fittings, Chubb’s and Chatwood’s Eire Proof Safes
;
Hooks,

Hinges, Bolts, Bells, Garden Tools, and Hardware sundries of aU kinds.

Gamps.—Kerosine and Colza Oil Reading Lamps ; our own special pattern Windtproof

Lamps fitted with Hinks’ duplex burners. Nursery Lamps, Hand Lamps, &c., &c.

Furnishing and Household Drapery.—This department has been lately opened,

and is well stocked with new goods, including Brussels and Tapestry Carpets, Velvet and
Sheepskin Hearth Rugs, English and Prench Tapestries, Cretonnes, Bedsteads, Spring Mattresses,

Bedding, Household Linen and Purniture-Coverings.

Pianos and American Organs.—By Broadwood, Collard and CoUard, ChappeU,
and Clough and Warren.

New Music.—New parcels monthly.

Saddlery.—Horse-gear, Leather-goods, Rug-straps, Travelling Trunks, Portfolios, Saddles.

SportingSundries.—Guns, Pistols,Ammunition, Tennis Bats and BaUs, Cricket Bats and
Balls, Pencing Foils andMasks, &c., &c. A large stock of sundries for various games always onhand.

Stationery.—Por office or private use, office sundries. Account Books, Inks, New Books,

Works of Reference, Presentation Books, WinsorandNewton’s Colours and Artists’ Sundries, &c.

Fancy Department.—This department is always well stocked with novelties suitable

for Presents and School Prizes.

Electro-plated Ware.—The largest stock and best assortment in China, both English
and American manufacture.

Shipchandlery.—All kinds of stores and fittings for Ships’ use. Ships supplied with
water. Estimates given for rigging and sails.

LANE, CRAWFORD & Co.’s SPECIALITIES.
Parcel Agency.—Delivering goods to any part of the world.

News Agency.—English and American Newspapers, &c., &c.

Agents for Hall & Holtz Artistic Furniture.

Agents for Letts’s Diaries, Chubb’s Safes, Teacher’s Whiskey, (blended for Lane, Crawford
& Co )

Agents for Eastwood’s Portland Cement, and Pigou and Wilks’ Gunpowder.

LANE, CRAWFORD] & Co.,
Queen’s Road and Praya, Hongkong. No. 59, Yokohama.
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TRAS4
(LATE A. LOPEZ & CO.) *

SPANISH ROYAL MAIL.
UNDER CONTRACT WITH H.C.M. GOVERNMENT.

BETWEEN

MANILA, SPAIN, AND LIVERPOOL,
CALLING AT

SINGAPORE, ADEN, SUEZ, AND PORT SAID.

One of these magnificent Fiest Class Steamers will leave MANILA with H.C.M. Mails, on
the First of every month at 9 a.m., calling as above for Barcelona, Valencia, Cartagena,
Cadiz, Vigo, Corunna, and LIVEEPOOL.

On the Outward Voyage the Steamers leave LIVERPOOL about the 15th of each month,
calling at all the above Ports, and finally sailing from Barcelona on the First of every
Month, with the Mails, etc.

INTERMEDIATE LINE.
A non-contract Steamer will be despatched from MANILA on 15th of each month for

LIVERPOOL, calling at Barcelona, Cadiz, and Santander, and on the outward voyage one
will leave LIVEEPOOL about the First of each month, calling as above, and sailing from
BARCELONA on the 1 5th.

All these Splendid Steamers have EXCELLENT PASSENGER ACCOMMODATION, and
carry a Surgeon and Stewardess.

Through Bills of Lading granted to all Ports in Europe, and to the Atlantic Ports of

the U. S. of America.
For Rates of Freight, Passage, and all other information, apply to

THE PHILIPPINE GENERAL TOBACCO COMPANY,
(COMPANIA GENERAL DE TABACOS DE PILIPINAS),

REMEDIOS & CO., E. & H. HINNEKINDT,
HONGKONG. SINOAPOEE.

OR TO

i-..A.z^z^znsrjLC3-^ & aa.,
^4, J'curtes Street,

LIVERPOOL.
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WEEKLY COMMUNICATION BETWEEN

YOKOHAMA, KOBE, SHIMONOSEKI, NAGASAKI,

AND

SHANGHAI.
In Connection with, the Steamers of the Pacific Mail and Occidenta.1

and Oriental Steam Ship Companies.

Through Bills of Lading and PASSENGrER TICKETS issued

to America and Europe.

Tri“weekly Between
NAGASAKI AND VLADIYOSTOCK.

.1, ii, i|»-|g™gg;f «frgraraL«-~-

In addition to the above-named, the following are the more

important Lines on which the Steamers of

this Company are plying; 7'"

KOBE—YOKOHAMA— OGINOHAMA—H AKODATE. YOKOHAMA^
NOBIEO—HACIHNOHE. YOKOHAMA—YOKKAICHI, KOBE — SHIMO-
NOSEKI— SAKAI—EUSHIKI— NIIGATA—FUNAKAWA. HAKODATE^
YOKOHAMA. KOBE— KOCHI. KOBE —KAGOSHIMA— LOOCHOO IS-

LANDS. NAGASAKI— GOTO — TSUSHIMA— FU SAN . HAKODATE —
OTARU. HAKODATE—AWOMORI.

Yokohama, January, 1885.
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HONGKONG AND SHANGHAI BANKING

COEPOEATION.
PAID DP CAPITAL $7,600,000.
BESEBVE FDND 4,400.000>
EESEBVE FOB EQUALIZATION OF DIVIDENDS 400,000.
BESEBVE LIABILITY OF PBOPEIETOBS 7,500,000.

COUET OF DIEECTOES

:

CHAIRMAN-A, P. McEWEN, Esq.
DEPUTY CHAIEMAN—Hon. E. D. SASSOON,

C. D. BOTTOMLEY, Esq.
H. L. DALEYMPLE. Esq.
W. H. FOEBES, Esq.
M. OEOTE, Esq.

H. HOPPIUS, Esq.
Hon. W. KESWICK,
A. McIVEE, Esq,
M. E. SASSOON, Esq.

BRANCHES AND AGENCIES

:

HONGKONG
SHANGHAI
YOKOHAMA
BOMBAY
CALCUTTA
FOOCHOW
HIOGO
SAIGON
HANKOW
AMOY

MANILA
SAN FEANCISCO
NEW YOEK
SINGAPOEE
LYONS
TIENTSIN
ILOILO
PENANG
BATAYIA

LONDON OFFICE—31, LOMBARD STREET.

HOIVO^KOTVO.
.A.XjI_.OWEID

On Current Deposit Accounts at the rate of 2 per cent, per annum on the daily balance

On Fixed Deposits:

—

For 3 months, 3 per cent, per annum

LOCAL BILLS DISCOUNTED.
Credits granted on approved Securities, and every description of Banking and

Exchange business transacted.

Drafts granted on London, and the chief commerci d places in Europe, India,

Australia, America, China, and Japan.

T. JACKSON,
Chief Manager,

Hongkong, 1st January, 1885.
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HONGKONG & WHAMPOA DOCK
COMPANY, LIMITED.

OFFICES, IMo. 14, PRAVA, HONGKONG.

BANKERS

:

HONGKONG AND SHANGHAI BANKING CORPORATION.

BOARD OP DIRECTORS:
Wm. H, FOEBES, Esq., Chairman.

A. McIVEE, Esq., Vice-Chairman.

C. D. BOTTOMLEY, Esq. F. E. FOSTEE, Esq.

M. GEOTE, Esq. H. HOPPITJS, Esq.

The Hon. W. KESWICK.
D. GILLIES, Esq., Secretary.

T
he COMPANY’S DOCKS at Abeedeen, Kowloon, and Tai-kok-tsui are in fiiU working

order, and the attention of Captains and Shipowners is respectfully solicited to the advantages
which these Establishments offer for Docking and Eepairing Vessels. The Company’s Six
Geanite Docks are the largest in China, capable of docking vessels 450 feet in length, and 23 feet

draft of water, and they are fitted with every appliance in the way of Caisons, powerful Steam
Pumps, &c., to ensure safety and despatch in work.

WORKSHOPS.
The Workshops at Aberdeen, Kowloon and Tai-kok-tsui possess every appliance necessary

for the Repairs of Ships or Steam Machinery. The Engineers’ Shops are supplied with Lathes,
Planing, Screwing, and Punching Machines, &c., &c., driven by steam, and capable of executing
work on the largest scale. The Shipwrights’ and Blacksmiths’ Shops are equally well supplied,

and are under the Supervision of experienced Europeans.
__ A large Saw Mill, fitted with every modern improvement, is now in working order. This

New Machinery enables the Campany to undertake the building of vessels and execution of all

kinds of ships’ work at Lower Rates, and with greater despatch than any establishment in the
East.

Powerful Lifting Shears at all their Establishments stand on a Jetty, alongside which
vessels can lie drawing 24 feet of water, and take in or out boilers, &c.

The Company, in addition to executing Repairs, are prepared to tender for the construction
of New Vessels, either in Iron or Wood; and for supplying new Boilers to Steamships, for

executing which they have great facilities.

FOUNDRY.
Iron and Brass Castings, either for Ships or general pm-poses, are executed with the utmost

despatch.

STORES.
The Company’s large and well selected Stores of Materials necessary for Ship-work will be

supplied, when required, at the lowest possible rates.

The Company’s Steam Tug Fame is always in readiness to berth Vessels, and Tow them to
or from Sea at moderate Charges.

For further particulars, apply to the Offices of the Company, 14, Praya, Honglcong.
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CHIU WDERS’
CAPITAL SUBSCRIBED $2,000,000.
CAPITAL PAID-UP $ 600,000.
RESERVE FUND $ 600,000.

BOARD OP DIRECTORS:
A. McIVEE, Esq. (Chairman)
M. E. SASSOON, Esq
L. POESNECKEE, Esq

J. THURBUEN, Esq

H. C. ERDMANN, Esb
W. H. RAY, Esq,

.Superintendent, P. & O. S. N. Co.

.Messrs. E. D. Sassoon & Co.

. „ Abnhold, Kabberg & Co.

Manager, Chartered Mercantile Bank
of India, Lon(^n and China.

Messrs. Carlowitz & Co.
Secretary.

SHANGHAI BRANCH.
COMMITTEE :

J. M. RINGER, Esq Messrs. Dbtsdale, Ringer & Co.
P. ARNHOLD, Esq ,, Abnhold, Kaebebg & Co.
J. G. PURDON, Esq „ Maitland & Co.

J. E. REDING, Esq Agent.

LONDON BRANCH.
10, Cornhill, E.C.

COMMITTEE :

J. A. MAITLAND, Esq Messrs. Maitland & Co.
DAVID REID, Esq Merchant.
SUETON D. GRANT, Esq Messrs. Sueton D. Grant & Co.
W. M. MOLLISON, Esq ,, Peacock, Mollison & Co.

WALDEMAE SCHMIDT, Esq Manager.

SUB-AGENCY, MANCHESTER.
A. BRAY, Esq ? Agent.

MELBOURNE BRANCH.
Phoenix Chambers, Market Street.

B. GOLDSMITH, Esq. .Manager,

Adelaide J. Ford Tuill, Esq.
Amoy Messrs. Boyd & Co.
Amsterdam. J. Herman Schroder, Esq.
Bangkok Messrs. Windsor, Rose & Co.
Batavia

,, Tidman, Balfour & Co.
Bombay

,, Evfabt, Latham & Co.
Brisbane ... ,, Gibbs, Bright & Co.
Calcutta „ Apcar & Co.
Canton ,, Deacon & Co.
Chefoo Geo. F. Maclean, Esq.
Chinkiang ...William Bean, Esq.
Colombo Messrs. Bosanquet & Co.
Foochow „ Galton & Co.
Hamburg ... ,, W. A. Lepper & Co.
Hankow

,, Drtsdale, Ringer & Co.
Hiogo „ Paul Heinemann & Co.
Kiukiang ... „ Dbtsdale, Ringer & Co.
Lyons

,, Ulysse Pila & Co.
Madras

,, Abbdthnot & Co.
Manila „ Smith, Bell & Co.
Mauritius ... „ Pipon, Adam & Co.
Marseilles ... „ Rabaud Freres & Co.

China and Japan Trading Co.,
Limited.

Newchwang... Messrs. Bush Bros.
New York ... „ Hayward, Perry, & Ryer.
Ningpo „ Wadman & Co.
Odessa A. J. Oborin, Esq.
Paris P. Bechet, Esq.
Penang Messrs. Boustead & Co.
Rangoon ,, W. Strang Steel & Co.
Rotterdam ... ,, E.&S.&C.St.MARTiN&Co.
Saigon „ Wm. G. Hale k Co.
Samarang ... ,, McNeill & Co.

San Francisco. „ Williams, Dimond& Co.

Singapore ... „ Boustead & Co.

Sourabaya ... „ Fraser, Eaton & Co.

Swatow „ Bradley & Co.

Sydney H. E. Russell, Esq.

Takao Messrs. Boyd & Co.

Tamsui ,, Boyd & Co.

Tientsin Wm. Forbes, Esq.
Vladiwostock. M. G. Shevelepf, Esq.
Yokohama ...Messrs. Paul Heinemann & Co.

AGENTS.
Nagasaki
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THE

CHINA FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY, LIMITED.

C^ZPZT^L-S ZDOZjZ_.^Z^S,

PAID-UP CAPITAL 400,000 DOLLARS.
RESERVE FUND, 1884 516,978 DOLLARS.

DIRECTORS.
The Hon. P. RTKIE, of Alessrs. Turner & Co. (Chairman.)

A. McIVER, Esq., of The P. &. O. Company.
H. L. DALRTMPLE, Esq., of Messrs. Birley, Dalrymple & Co.
W H. F. DARBY, Esq., of Messrs. G-ibb, Livingston & Co.

W. H. FORBES, Esq., of Messrs. Russell & Co.

H. HOPPItrS, Esq., of Messrs. Siemssen & Co.

M. GROTE, Esq., of Messrs. Melcbers & Co.

AUDITORS.

J. Melville Matson, Esq., Hongkong.
J. H. Cox, Esq., Hongkong.

BANKERS.

THE HONGKONG AND SHANGHAI BANKING CORPORATION.

HEAD OFFICE AT HONGKONG.
AGENTS.

CANTON Messrs. DEACON & Co.

SWATOW Messrs. BRADLEY & Co.

AMOY Messrs. RHSSELL & Co.

FOOCHOW Messrs. GIBB, LIVINGSTON & Co.

NINGPO Messrs. DAVIDSON & Co.

SHANGHAI Messrs. GIBB, LIVINGSTON & Co.
KIUKIANG Messrs. R. ANDERSON & Co.

HANKOW Messss. JERDEIN & Co.

CHEFOO Messrs. FERGHSSON & Co.

TIENTSIN Messrs. PETHICK, MACLAY & Co.
HAKODATE Messrs. HOWELL & Co.

NAGASAKI Messrs. WRIGHT & Co.

YOKOHAMA Messrs. MOHRILYAN, HEIMANN & Co.
KOBE Messrs. MOHRILYAN,HEIMANN & Co.
SAIGON Messrs. Wm. G. HALE & Co.
BANGKOK Messrs. WINDSOR, ROSE & Co.
SINGAPORE Messrs. GILFILLAN, WOOD & Co.
PENANG Messrs. A. A. ANTHONY & Co.
MANILA Messrs. PEELE, HHBBELL & Co.
MADRAS Messrs. BINNY & Co.
SOHRABAYA Messrs. MARTIN, GREIG & Co.
BATAVIA, &c., Messrs. THE BORNEO Co., Ld.

JAS. B. COUGHTRIE,
Secretary,

45, Queen’s Road, Hongkong, 1st January, 1885.
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SITN FIRi: OFFICE.

The Undersigned are prepared to Grant Policies of Assurance against FIRE to
tlie fextent of ^10,000 at the following rates :

—

GODOWHS, OFFICES, and SHOPS, with the D’WELLINGS connected
THEREWITH, whether detached or adjoining other Buildings other than those
occupied by Chinese, and their contents.

1st Class i per cent, per Annum
2tjd Class I per cent, per Annum

Not exceeding Four days.... -^g- of the annual rate.

Above Four Days and not exceeding Ten Days

„ Ten Days „ One Month
„ One Month „ Three Months ..

,, Three Months „ Six Months
„ Six Months

but not less than Is. per cent.

I of the annual Rate.
X
4 ff
1
2
S
4 »
The full annual Rale.

AGENTS,
LINSTEAD & DAVIS,

HONGKONG.
Hongkong, 1st January, 1885. •

PHCENIX FIRE INSURANCE
COMPANY.

LIVERPOOL AND LONDON AND GLOBE
INSURANCE COMPANY.

T
he Undersigned, having been appointed Agents to the above Com-

panies at this Port, are prepared to

GRANT POLICIES AGAINST FIRE
To the extent of £1 5,000, Avith Liverpool and London and Globe

Insurance, and £10,000 with Phoenix Fire ^Insurance

Company, on Buildings oi on Goods stored therein.

DOUGLAS LAPRAIK & CO.
Hongkong, 1st January, 1885.
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CAPITAL—TWO MILLIONS STERLING.

T
he Undersigned, having been appointed Agents for the above Com-

pany at this port, are prepared to

GRANT POLICIES AGAINST

To the extent of £10,000, on Buildings or on Goods Stored

therein,

AT CURRENT RATES.

Hongkong, 1st January, 1885,

NORTON & CO.,
Agents.

THE MAN ON INSURANCE COMPANY,
(LZIMIITED.)

CAPITAL 1,000,000 DOLLARS.

^mctors.

LUM SIN SUNG. Y BUN HUP.

YOW CHONG PENG. CHAN LI CHONG.

QUAN HOI CHUNE, Managing Director.

StcrHarn.

WOO LIN YUEN.

QUEEN’S ROAD WEST, HONGKONG.
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OOMPAlSTY, LIMITED.
DIRECTORS.

Hon. W. KESWICK

—

Chairman.
A. McIver, Esq. Hon, P. Ryrie.
E. R. Belilios, Esq. E. A. Gomes, Esq.

SECRETARY.
T. Arnold, Esq.

AGENTS.
Messrs. De Mello & Co., Macao. I Messrs. Deacon & Co., Canton.

Bankers—HONGKONG & SHANGHAI BANKING CORPORATION.

.
STEAMERS.

KiuJciang leaves Macao for Hongkong every morning, at 8 a.m. ;
Returning,

• leaves Hongkong at 2 p.m.

Honam leaves every alternate day for Canton at 8 a.m. ;

Returning, leaves Canton at 9 a.m.
Powan leaves every alternate week day for Canton at 5.30 p.m. ;

Returning, leave Canton at 5 p.m.

White Cloud leaves Macao for Canton, and vice versa, on alternate days,

starting from Macao at 7.30 and Canton at 8 a.m.

Kiungchow Reseiwe Boat.

HONGKONG AND CHINA GAS

COMPANY, LIMITED.

WORKS AND OFFICE,

Gas Fittings and Gas Cooking Stoves of all

descriptions for Sale or on Hire, at Rates that

can be ascertained on application at the

Company's Office.
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STAG HOTEL,
QUEEN’S ROAD CENTRAL, HONGKONG.

J. COOK, PROPRIETOR.

THE HOTEL IS CENTRALLY SITUATED AND WITHIN A FEW MINUTES WALK
FROM THE PRINCIPAL LANDING PLACES.

AGmmmmmm wm wisitoes .

CHARGES MOHERATE.
TIFFIN at 1 o’clock. DINNER at 7.30.

WELL VENTILATED BILLIARD ROOM.
ENGLISH AND AMEEICAN TABLES.

WINES, SPIRITS, AND MALT LIQUORS OF THE VERY BEST QUALITY ONLY.

TEA DEALER,
73, QUEEN’S EOAD,

H:O UNT <3- 0 1ST G-

.

Finest qualities of Teas constantly on hand, for Sale wholesale and retail.

WING KEE & CO.

COMPRADORS/
Nos. 34 and 35, CENTRAL MARKET, RRAYA,

HONGKONG.

(3

^ ^^omprahre aatr Qieiteral Storekeeper,

Q, CENTRAE MARKET,
HONGKONG. m

SHIPS km mimiE ¥kmmE$
^ SUPPLIED WITH

THE BEST PROVISIONS.
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Clje ponghoitg '^ublir Srl^aot.

T
he Hongkong Public School offers a sound Public School Education for European boys, thus

obviating the heavy expenses formerly incurred by residents and other’s in sending their
sons to school in Eugland. The School is Protestant in character, and instruction is given in
the Holy Scriptures.

Boabdees are received from the Coast Ports of China, Japan, the Straits Settlements, &c.

Teems.—Board, residence and tuition, $30 per month (in advance).
Tuition only, $36 to $48 per annum.

Applications for admission to be made to the Secretary.

St. Paul’s College,
Hongkong, 1st January, 1885.

D. NOWROJEE,
HONGKONG STEAM BAKERY,

ESTABLISHED 1858,

H.M. ]KfA¥¥ COHTBACTOB,
MOJVGKOIVG.

Family and Fancy BREAD, ROLLS, &c., &c. Wedding and Assorted

CAKES and PASTRY. Cabin, Ship, and Assorted BISCUITS. Flour,

&c. of the best guaranteed quality.

AT THE GROUND FLOOR, VICTORIA HOTEL BUILDINGS, QUEEN’S ROAD.

AFONG,
moTOO-K/A.iFHrEii?/,

Has always a Largee, Choicer, and more Complete COLLECTION of VIEWS than
any other in the Empire, Copies of which are only to he purchased at his Studio or at
Messrs. Kelly & Walsh’s Store.

Also,

A Complete Set of Photographic Views of Macao, with the “Great Procession” in

honour of the God of War. Also some Views of the late Grand Parade on Queen’s Birthday.
Ivory Miniatures of superior excellence and high finish, painted under careful

supervision.

Instantaneous Views, Groups and Portraits of different sizes taken daily.

STUDIO, ICE HOUSE LANE,
Behind New Oriental Bank,

MONGKOXG.

J^. Co.,
PLUMBERS,

BEACONSFIELD ARCADE, HONGKONG.
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Eastern ®^lcitST0it, ^xtslraksia ixnb C^htnc C^legraplj

CnmpiinjT, yimitctr.

CHAIRMAN.—JOHN PENDER, Esq., M.P.

DIRECTORS.
Sir JAMES ANDERSON.

FRANCIS A. BEYAN, Esq.
CHARLES W. EARLE, Esq.

Sir THOMAS PAIRBAIRN^ Bart.

' The Right Hon. VISCOUNT MDNCK.
Sir WILLIAM McARTHUR, K.C.M.G., M.P.

GEORGE G. NICOL, Esq.

The Most Hon. the MARQUIS OF TWEEDDALE.
SECRETARY.—Mr. F. E. HESSE.

For Particulars of Rates, etc., apply to Company’s Offices, 17, Marine House, Hongkong.

O O ^ L

.

We are now in a position to supply steamers passing Labuan with COAL eitheij

at the Mines, at Muara, or at Labuan.
The following vessels are now using MUARA COAL : Borneo, Hong Ann, Banecb^

and Royalist, and several Steam Launches in North Borneo waters.

H.B.M.’s vessels of war also use it. BORNEO MUARA COAL can compai’Q

favourably with Australian, and is reported to be equal to English West Hartley.

It forms no clinker, and is entirely free from mud, as it comes from 24 and 2d
feet seams.

For Further Particulars, apply to

Messrs. A. L. JOHNSTON & Co ,
Agents at Singapore,

COWIE BROTHERS.or direct to

nEALER IJV SIEKS,
Canton and Shanghai Gauzes, GrapeShawls, Lacquered and Ivory Ware, Curiosities,.

Ghinaware Ornaments, Inlaid Chairs and Tables, &c., &c.,

GOLD A.WD BIL¥Efi JIWELLEK,
ENSEAVER ON STAMPS, SEALS, &o., &c.,

IVo. T'O, Colleen’s Hong’kong*,

SHOW ROOMS^UP^STAIRS.

A. m

1 ug ,1,

shipchandlers, sailmakers,
CONTRACTORS, STOREKEEPERS,

41'»' A
JVo. 68, ^rctyct Central.

HONGKONG.
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KELLY & WALSH,
HAVE BEEN APPOINTED SOLE AGENTS IN

HONGKONG, CHINA, JAPAN, AND THE PHILIPPINES,
FOR SiGOIM

BRINSMEAD’S PIANOS.

a
BHESE Instruments are specially prepared for the

^ Climate and are offered for Cash at London
Prices; no charge being made for Packing, Freight,
or Insurance.

To meet the demand for a really Good Piano at a moderate price,

arrangements have been made with Messrs. Brinsmead for the manufacture

of a special instrument to suit this market. A Pine Upright Piano in

solid Mahogany or Walnut, with iron frame and all the latest improve-

ments is offered for

$300.00 Net Cash,
or it may be had on hire on the

TWO YEAES SYSTEM,
at $15.00 per month, at the expiration of which period, all instalments

having been duly paid, the instrument becomes the absolute property of

the Hirer.

We are also prepared to let out on the Two Years System the

Organs of the Mason and Hamlin Organ Co. These instruments

have had a very large Sale in China, and are in every respect thoroughly

adapted to stand the most severe tests of climate. Illustrated Catalogues

and Price Lists on application.

KELLY & WALSH—HONUIKONCI AN© SHANGHAI,

KELLY & CO.—YOKOHAMA.
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G. FALCONER & CO.,

AND

CHRONOMETER MANUFACTURERS
AND

JEWELLERS.

NAUTICAL INSTRUMENTS, CHARTS, AND BOOKS.

QUEEN’S ROAD, HONGKONG.

THE COLOMBO HOTELS COMPANY, LIIVIITED.

THE GRAND ORIENTAL HOTEL,
COLOIMIBO.

THE LARgEST AND BEST APFOmTED HOTEL IN THE EAST.

The Hotel is situated in the Fort, and commands a Magnificent View of the Hab«
BOEB, and coast. It is in the immediate vicinity of the Landing Jetties and Custom

House, Post and Telegraph Offices, Banks, P. & O., M. M,, and British India
Company’s Offices, &c., and within a few minutes’ drive of the Bailway Stations, and
the beautiful Cinnamon Gardens.

The Hotel contains 89 Cool and Airy Bed Booms, fitted up with every regard to the
comfort of visitors, and has also commodious Beading and Drawing Booms.

Thelarge and handsome Dining SAliOOS of this Hotel isjustly admiredby all Strangers
and Visitors. There is also a commodious Billiard Boom containingfour Billiard tables.HOT ^IVH OOLH H^THS.

Breakfast from 9.30 a.m. to 12 o’clock

Tiffin from 2 p.m. to p.m.
Dinner at 7.80 p.m.

SPECIAL DINNEES TO OEDEE.

EXCELLENT CUISINE: CHARGES MODEHATE: ICE FREE,

CARRIAGES ALWAYS IN ATTENDANCE.
ICI ON PARLE FRANCAIS.

W. A. ARCHBALD, Manager^
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THE ASTOR HOUSE HOTEL,
SHANGHAL

Proprietors—A. BIELFELD <SrM. F. PATTERSON.
This FIRST CLASS HOTEL faces the River and has the

FINEST ACCOMMODATION
FOR VISITORS TO THE FAR EAST.

AH the Rooms are Commodious and have Private BATH ROOMS attached.
Public and Private DINING and RECEPTION ROOMS.
WINES and LIQUORS of the BEST QUALITIES and BRANDS only, supplied.

HOTEL DES COLONIES,
HUE 3IONTAUBAN, Nos. 51

,
53

,
and 55

,

SHANGHAI.
THIS ESTAHLISHMEHT has been entirely renovated and affords

FIRST CLASS ACCOMMODATION TO VISITORS,
SECOND TO NONE IN THE EAST.

The Proprietors have added to the above Establishment a

FAMILY HOTEL,
Which is completely separated from the Public Building.

TERMS MODERATE.

S. FOSTER ~&Cro
.

,

IMPORTERS AND WHOLESALE DEALERS IN

GROCERIES AND PROVISIONS,
AND

PURCHASING AGENTS,
26 and 28,

California Street,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.

Special attention paid to selecting and packing
Goods on Foreign Orders.

Careful attention given to all commissions.
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(ESTABT^ISHED 1864.)

CllilEM, HlEIIReijOB k nil.
(Z-.^TE C3-EO. SDVnZTS: &; OOJ

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

WINE, SPIRIT, AND BEER MERCHANTS,
SHANGHAI—7, FOOCHOW ROAD.

LONDON; MACGREGOR, CALDBECK & CO., 101, LEADENHALL STREET.

HONGKONG, AMOY, FOOCHOW, CHINKIANG, HANKOW,
TIENTSIN, NAGASAKI, KOBE, AND YOKOHAMA.

NORTON & CO.,
QUEE N’S ROAD CENTRAL, HONGKONG AGENTS.

kiodcTunyu kaisha
M®adl s— @HI@,

Branch Office :-HONCHIO, YOKOHAMA.

EEGTJIiAR COMMUNICATION BEWEEN

YOKOHAMA, KOBE, HAKODATE, EHSHIKI, NIIGATA, SHIMONOSEKI,
AND ALL POETS IN THE

HOKKAIDO (YEZO), YOKKAICHI, KAGOSHIMA, NAGASAKI,
AND OTHER JAPAN POETS.

STOREKEEPER, BAKER, NAVY CONTRACTOR,

AND PURVEYOR,FOOCHOW.
PHOTOGRAPHS! PHOTOGRAPHS!!

Imported direct from the Continent. Artistic Studies from Life, Classical and Mythological
TJndraped Figures, Statuary, Sacred and Secular Photographs, Portraits of Celebrities, Pretty
Women, English and French Actresses. Selections sent out on approval on receipt of deposit of

10/ and upwards. Price Lists and complete Catalogues post free. Address

CONTINENTAL NOVELTY COMPANY,
106, Strand, LONDON, ENGLAND.

THE TRADE SUPPLIED.
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COOK’S TOURS.
THOMAS COOK SON,

Onginators of the European Tourist System,

EoTABLISHED 1831.
Beg to inform Gentlemen and others contemplating a visit to Europe, that they have extend-

ed their Tourist System to India, and are now prepared to quote through fares, and to issue

tickets to all parts of the GRbe by any route.
They make special a~i’a I’gements for escorting Native Gentlemen through Europe, enabling

them to travel quite ind..>>eudently and comfortably. They reserve best cabins on the P. & 0.

Mail Steamers, Saloon Carriages on all Railways, engage Rooms at the Hotel, and so arrange

that no departure need be made from their modes of living, &c. &c.
No commission chf "ged for securing berths in steamers, sleeping cars, coupes, &c., and pas-

sengers with Cook’s Tickkts are entitled to the free services of their interpreters in uniform at

Brindisi, Naples, Turin, Paris &c.
SPECIAL REDUCED RATES for through tickets to London, via the Continent, vid India,

and vid Japan, United States, and Canada.
Pamphlet of Routes, with two maps, post free, 8 annas.

Address—THOMAS COOKS & SON.
Bombay: 17, HORNBY-ROW. Cadcutta: 10^ OLD COURT HOUSE-STREET.

THE^D^y ANOTANi^^
CIGAR AND CIGARETTE COMAPNY.

UNDER THE PATRONAGE OE HIS EXCELLENCY^

GOVERNOR OF THE STRAITS SETTLEMENTS,
AWARDED DIPLOMA WITH ORDER OF MERIT.

MELBOURNE EXHIBITION, I880-I88I.

FIRST CLASS CERTIFICATE AND SILVER METAL,
CALCUTTA EXHIBITION 1880-1884,

J. H. LUMBERG,
Manager.

Z. P. MARUYA & CO.,

PRINTERS, PUBLISHERS, BOOKSELLERS, STATIONERS
AND

IMPORTERS.
Dealers in books published by the Educational Department, Tokio University, Educa-

tional Museum, and Tokio Museum.

T O K I O
{Head Office') No. 14 15, Nihonbashi Dori SancJiome, and

YOKOHAMA
(Branch Office) No. 62, Benten Dori Shichome.

(LIMITED.) %
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THE CEYLON PAPER EOH ABROAD.
THE “WEEKLY CEYLON OBSERVER,” AND MAIL SUMMARY OF

CEYLON INTELLIGENCE.

A GENERAL RESUME OP THE DAILY “ Ceylon Observer,” is publisbed weeUy
on the day upon which every Overland European Mail is despatched, and contains

an Epitome of occurrences in Ceylon, including" Governmental, Civil, Military, Mercantile,

Planting" and Religious Affairs
;
Domestic, Shipping, and General Intelligence.

In copies sent to the Straits, China, and Australia, Supplements with our Special

Telegrams, the Week’s Telegrams from Reuter, and our London Ocr'-i spondent’s Letters

"with the other foreign news are included, making the paper a capital summary of Indian and

European, as well as Local Intelligence, and the medium of the latest telegraphic neios from
Europe.

The “ Weekly Ceylon Observer,” to the United Kingdom R24 00 20 00
To Australian Colonies, South Africa, or West Indies 2d 00 22 00
To India, China, Japan, Straits, Mauritius, Aden, &c 23 00 19 00
With local postage 21 00 17 00
Without postage 20 00 16 00
London Agents :—Messrs. John Haddon, & Co., 3, Bouverie Street, Fleet Street ; and

Street & Co., 30, Cornhill, London.
Agents in Hongkong; DAILY PRESS OFFICE.

CEYLON (ILLUSTRATED.)
BY J. FBRaUSON.

BEING SECOND EDITION, ENTITLED

'^ciB-Y'XjOnsr iisr
Altogether 18 Enghavinos (finely executed) and a coloured Aokicultitbal Map of the Island,

PUBLISHED BY SAMPSON LOW & CO.

The work contains the latest trade and other Statistics
;
with a number of press cor-

rections on the first edition ; an enlargement of the appendix, and an explanation of
the Map.

Price :—Credit R6, Cash R5 ($2.50) ; by inland post to England and all Postal Union
Countries R6 66.

A few copies very handsomely bound in Morocco for Prize, Presentation, or Gift purposes
can be had :— In full Morocco

;
price R14"00 each.

In medium „ „ RIO'OO „
Ceylon Observer Office, Colombo.

1^^ Reduced Price for remaining- Copies of this Edition R8"50—post paid—Cash Order, E7"50 (|3.00),

FERGUSON'S CEYLON HAPBOOK AND DIRECTORY,
A COMPENDIUM OF USEFUL INFORMATION:

TO WHICH IS PREFIXED A REVIEW OF THE
Planting Enterprize and Agriculture of the Colony,

REFERRING TO THE PLANTING ENTERPRIZE IN OTHER COUNTRIES.
A. M. & J. FERGUSON, ‘"Observer” Office, COLOMBO.

THE “TROPICAL AGRICULTURIST.”
Published monthly at the “ Ceylon Observer ” Office, Colombo.

All about Tea, Coffee, Cinchona, Cacao, Sugar, Cardamoms, Liberian Coffee, Indiarubber, Cig-
namon, Cassia, Cocoanut, Palniyra and other Palm trees

; Aloes, and other Fibre plants
; Rice,

Fruit trees, Vegetables, Citronella Oil and other Grasses yielding Essential Oils ; Gums, and other
Tropical Products.

YOLUME, 1881-2, Second Volume, 1882-83, and Third Volume, 1883-84, each includ-
ing 1^-13 Monthly Numbers, making over 1000 pages, are available, with an exhaustive index, title, &o.,
handsomely bound in cloth, gold lettered . Priee £1 2s. or R13"50 credit

; and ^ t or R12 cash. Postage 66c.A f^-page London Price List for New and Old Products, each month, in a feature in the T. A.
now, much imormation is being given in reference to Fruit-growing and Horticulture, as well as
to Native Agriculture and New Products, generally. The “ Tropical Agriculturist ” is the recognised,
organ of Tropical planters, and is an unequalled advertising medium. Annual subscription $5.50.

Agents in Hongkong: DAILY PRESS OFFICE.
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QUICK TIME AND CHEAP FARES
FROM

AUSTRALASIA, CHINA, AND JAPAN
TO

NEW YORK, GALVESTON, NEW ORLEANS
AND EUROPEAN PORTS.

The Great Trans-continental all-rail Lines, vi& the

AND LEASED LINES, INCLUDING THE

SOUTHERN PACIFIC RAILROAD,
Are now in complete running order from San Francisco to the Atlantic Sea-board.

Through Express Trains leave San Francisco daily, making prompt connection with the

several Railway Lines in the East, for all Cities of the

UNITED STATES AND CANADA,
CONNECTING AT

NEW YORK and NEW ORLEANS
With the several Steamer Lines to

ENGLAND, FRANCE, AND ALL EUROPEAN PORTS.

PULLMAN PALACE BUFFET SLEEPING CARS,
Second to none in the world, are run daily from SAN FRANCISCO to the ATLANTIC

COAST. These Drawing-room Cars by Day, and Sleeping Cars by Night, are unexcelled for

comfort and convenience to the passenger while en route—combining the elegance of a private

parlour, and all the accommodations pertaining to a well-furnished sleeping apartment, with

Comfortable Couches, Clean Bedding, etc. These ears also contain conveniencies for eating

(called a “buffet”); and passengers may obtain tea, coffee, chocolate, bread and butter, raw
Cysters, and cold meats of many kinds, from early in the morning until late at night.

Children not over Twelve (12) years of age. Half-fare; under Five (5) years of age. Free.

150 lbs. Baggage per full-fare passenger, Free. 75 lbs. of Baggage per

half-fare passenger. Free.

Through Ticket Office: No. 613, Market Street, under Grand Hotel,

San Francisco,' California.

A. N. TOWNE, Gen. Manager. T. H. GOODMAN, Gen. Pass. <& Ticket Agent,

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA.
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W. T. GARRATT,
BRASS AND BELL FOUNDRY,

Church,

Fire Alarm,

and

Ship Bells,

Gongs.

Globe" Yalves,

Steam and Hydraulic

Gauges,

Steam Whistles,

Water Gauges.

ALL KINDS OF SHIP WORK,
BRASS CASTINGS AND BRASS GOODS OF EVERY DESCRIPTION.

MACiiii All mimmuG wiiES,
HOOKER'S PATENT STEAM AND DOUBLE ACTING

Plunger

Pumps,

Fire Pump,

Fire

Engines,

Boiler and
Steam Pump
Combined.

The best

Pump in

use for

Supplying

Garratt’s

Jack Head
Mining
Pumps,
Oil Well

Pumps,
Hand Pumps
for Farm Use,

Babbit Metals,

Eubber
Packing,

Hemp Packing,

Sheet Copper,

Copper Bolt,

Brass Tubes,

Sheet Brass.

CITIES AND TOWNS WITH WATER AND FOR GENERAL PURPOSES,

MILL, MINERS’ AND ENGINEERS’ SUPPLIES.
HAERiTT’S FATIIT FIEl

WATER AND GAS VAL7ES OR GATES,
WATER, GAS AND STEAM PIPE AND FITTINGS. AIR COMPRESSION ROCK
DRILLS. ROCK ROTARY BLAST BLOWERS. ANDERTON’S SUPERIOR TANK.

Hooker Pumps, awarded Gold Medal as the best Steam Pump on the
Pacific Coast, by Mechanics Institute, San Francisco.
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ALEX. WILSON & GO., Engineers,
VAUXHALL IBONWOBKS, WAND8W0BTH BOAD,

LONDON.
Manufacturers of Single and Double Cylinder, High Pressure, Screw Engines, Compound

Engines, with or without Jet or Surface Condensers, Twin Screw and Paddle Engines of

all Types. Greater variety of Pattern than any other maker.

Illustrated Price Lists mailed on application.
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ALEX. WILSON & CO., Engineers.
VAUXHALL IRONWORKS, WANDSWORTH ROAD, LONDON.

Manufacturers of the Celebrated Vauxhall Donkey Pumps for feeding Boilers, over 9,000 now

in use Excelsior direct acting Steam Pumps
;

Centrifugal Pumps, and Pumps of all descriptions.

Illustrated Price Lists mailed on application.
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FRANCE
TRADE y MARK.

A. LECOMTE & Co.,
lOSICAl ISSTRUIEIT HIKERS.

1^, rtj:e sjlijvt aiLLRS

,

1=^ JLK/I S.

All Instruments warranted of perfect make, as well as
in good Pitch and Tone.

m
The Official Report of the International Board of Examination for

the Paris Exhibition of 1867 (reporter, Mr. Eetis) speaks highly of the
Instruments manufactured by this Firm, as can be seen by the follow-

ing extracts from the second volume of said Report ,

—

“ FRENCH HORNS.—The best Instruments of the kind seem
to be those of and A. Lecomte & Co.”

“ CORNETS.—The Board has noticed, amongst the most satis-

factory for sound and good tune, the Cornet of as well as those of

A. Lecomte & Co.”
“ TROMBONES.—The best Trombones, with slides, in the Ex-

hibition are those of A. Lecomte & Co.”
“ BIJCrLES OK SAXHORNS.—The best Saxhorns or Bugles of

soprano, tOc.es, contralto, tenor, baritone, bass and contrabass, either

for force of sound, or for good tune and purity of tone, are those

of A. Lecomte & Co.”
CLARIONETS.—Very good Clarionets, large and small, have

been exhibited by A. Lecomte & Co.”
“ Such extracts, better than any emphatical speech, explain the

increasing success of the firm, who, established only since 1860, spare

no expense or trouble in order to obtain always the most perfect

musical instrument.”

All kinds of MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS in Brass, Wind, Wood and Stringed; Strings,

Fitttings, and accessories for Makers, such as Valves, Bells, &c., all of the finest workmanship.

THE HIOHEST AWAED AT THE CENTENNAL EXHIBITION OP PHILADELPHIA.
Prize Medal and diploma awarded lor the powerful and pure Tone, and good

Workmanship of the Instruments exhibited by A. LECOMTE & Co.

Melbourne Exhibition, 1881. Two First Prizes.

CROSS OF THE LEGION OF HONOUR.
Full Catalogue with Drawings on application.

Medals at the International Exhibitions of Paris, 1867, Lyons, 1872 ; Lima, 1872
Philadeiphia, 1870; Paris, 1878 (Silver Medtil).
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a. EIFFEL,
Mechanical Engineer,

46, RUE FOUQUET, 46, AT LEVALLOIS-PERRET, near PARIS;

If

GRAND PRIZE AT THE UNIVERSAL EXHIBITION OF 1878.
Diploma of lionour at the Bordeaux Exhibition 1852.

DIPLOMA OP HONOUR AP THE AMSTERDAM INTERNATIONAL EXHIBITION 1883.

Diploma of honour at ihe Nice International Exhibition 1883-84.

BUILDER OF THE GRAND GALLERY AND OF THE DOMES OF THE FACING OF T HE EXHIBITIO’
OF 1878, ALSO OF THE BRIDGE OVER THE DOURO, AT OPORTO,

and of the VIADUCT OF OAEABIT (CANTAL) in course of erection.

Length of the work: 5C4'in.—Height above the valley: 124in.—0} en of the main arch: 165in.

For spanning divers widths wiih the aid of similar elements. (Patented S. G. D. G.)

Applicable to Colonial Oonstrttctioms.
In use by the Military 1 noinkers and by the Service op Vicinal and Rural Roads.

These bridges,'of very’rednced prices, are composed of a small number of similar pieces of steel, the
heaviest of which do not weigh more than 145 kilogs.

The can be easily and r-apidly mounted by ordinary navvies.
They have rigid articulations, and can hear the weight of a cart amounting to 4,000 kilog., with

ahuttments varying from G to 21 metics.
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ANGIENS ETABLISSEMENTS GAIL
JOINT STOCK COMPANY, CAP.TAL 20,000,000 FRANCS.

SUCCESSORS TO CAIL & CO.
HEAD OFFICE AND CHIEF WORKSHOP:

Paris, Quai de Grenelle, No. 15, Paris.

BRANCHES AT DENAIN AND'DOUAI (NORD),
Agencies—HAVANA, PORTO RICO, GUADELOUPE, MARTINIQUE,

REUNION, MAURITIUS, JAVA, AUSTRALIA, ARGENTINE
REPUBLIC, BRAZILS, MEXICO, CHINA, SPAIN, PORTUGAL,

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC.

Numerous awards at the Universal Exhibitions of Paris, London, Holland,
and Belgium, from 1841 to 1878.

Amsterdam Exhibition for 1883.
A Gold Medal, 3 Diplomas of Honour, one of which for Artillery (on the “ de
Bange ” System) with a special mention for superiority on all competitors.

The only Exhibitor having obtained 3 Diplomas of Honour and 1 Gold Medal.

MECHANICAL CONSTRUCTIONS—PUBLIC WORKS.
Complete setting up of Cane Sugar factories, of Beet Sugar factories, of Refineries,

Distilleries, Breweries, Flour Mills, &c., &c.

CANE MILLS with Iron supports and foundation plates (patent system).

CANE MILLS on the multiplied pressure (system Brissonneau Bros, and
B. Lahaye’s patent). •

CANE DEFIBREUR (Lamhert and Ferron’s system) patented in France
and other countries.

Continuous Presses, Diffusing Apparatus, Filtering Presses, Triple Effects, Air
Pumps, Suspended Centrifugals (Westou patent), Godellot’s Kilns.

PRESSION REGULATORS (Call’s system) for distilling and rectifying apparatus.

STEAM ENGINES (Corliss’s patent).

STEAMBOAT ENGINES. Portable Steam Cranes, Steam Hammers.
Locomotives, Steam Generators, Coining Presses (Thonnelier’s system.

mAii.wA¥ wmmr.
Locomotives of every power formain lines. Hearthless Locomotives (Franc’s system).

Locomotives for Contractors, Traction Engines.

Locomotives for Agricultural and Mining Works, Railroads, Passenger Wagons,
Sugar Cane and Beetroot Wagons, Switches, Turning Plates.

IRON CONSTRUCTIONS.
Cast and wi-ought Iron Bridges, Hydraulic Lifts (Cl irke’s system),

Markets and Iron buildings. Iron fittings for buildings. Hydraulic

Machines for Sea port works, &c., &o.

mmmcc plaiktt. 7
Borers, Excavators for carrying away earth. Blowing Machines for blasting furnaces,

ORBI^ANCI!.
Canuous, and Guu Carriages for laui or sea Artillery (ou the “Bange” system).
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SIXTEEN MEDALS at the^Universal Exhibit! J 2i.

First Prize Medal for Progress at the Vienna Exhibition, 1873.

Medal, Philadelphia Exhibition, 1876.

Grold and Silver. Medals, Paris, 1878.

Grand Gold Medal, Arnhem (Holland) 1879,

Gold Medal, Amsterdam, 1883.

F. ARBEY ET FILS,
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS,

41, Cours de Vincennes,

PARIS (FRANCE.)
MANEPACTUREE OF

SAWS AND BACIiir S IMPLEMENTS FOR WOODWORK,
For Arsenals, Railways, Engineers, Wood Merchants, Forest Cultivators, Wagon Makers,

Carpenters and Joiners, Coachbuilders, Wheelwrights, Steam Saw Mills, Coopers.

Note.

—

The Catalogue of Saws and Machine Implements (138 figures), in French and Foreign

Languages, will be forwarded for 3 fr. in French or Foreign postage stamps. Current prices,

post free.

12 DIPLOMAS OP HONOUR AND MEDALS.

PARIS, 69, 71 and 73, Rue Beaubourg, 69, 71 and 73, PARIS.

Contractors to the State, the City of Paris, the Ministries, the Bank of France, Railway

and Navigation Companies.

Complete sets of Furniture for Dining Rooms,
Drawing Rooms, Bed Rooms, &e., &c.

Tapestry, Seats, Bedding.

Furniture for OfiSees, for Administrations,
Banks, Trade, Notaries, &c., &c.

Fitting up of Shops.

Furniture for Kitchens, Offices, Stables, &c. School Furniture.
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GOLD MEDALS AT THE UNIVERSAL EXHIBITIONS OF 1867 & 1878.

4 McDALS IN 1878.

EORMEELY THE HOUSE OF

E . Xj E C O Q,

.

E. EAYASSB, J Successor.,
MECHANICAL ENGINEER, BREVETE S.G.D.G.,

303 & 305, RUE LAFAYETTE, 308 & 305,
sjlle rooms,

56, RUE D’ARQOUT & RUE MONTMARTRE, 61,

PARIS.
MACHINES for all kinds for Public Offices, Railways, Financial

Establishments, Printers, Bookbinders, and Stationers.

STAMP MACHINES, wet and dry simultaneously for the manufacture of Stamped Papers, Postage Stamps;
MACHINE for printing, numbering an ! dating Uaiiway. O i nibus and Tramway Passengers’ Tickets; MACHINE for

numbering and stamping Share and Bund Coupons, Lottery Tickets. &c.; MACHINES for signing Bank Notes;
MACHINE l >r paging Account Books

;
i’rin ing DEBT JR and CREDITOR (70,000 folios of copies of letters per day)

;

TREADLE MACHINES for printing heading to Letters, Envelopes, Carte-de-Visite and Addresses, Bags, LabelSi

&c. ;
MACHINES for perforating Postage Stamps. Moveable Stamps, Receipt Books.

COPYING PRESSES IN WROUGHT AND CAST IRON AND STEEL.

PAPER AND CARDBOARD CUTTING 3IAC1IINE.
The only Machine which obtained the G Id Medal at the Universal Exhibition of 1867.

Chases and Numbering MACHINES adapted for fixing to either ordinary or rotary
Printing Machines.

CHAMPAGNE.

THEOPHILE ROEDERER & C*

MAISON FONDEE EN 1.164
REIMS, FRANCE.

GOLD MEDAL AT ALL THE EXHIBITIONS
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CONTRACTORS

to the French

Navy and

Merchant

Marine.

t>ol-e^cj-o

Formerly CHATEL Junior.

CONTRACTORS
to the Array,

the Artillery,

French and

Foreign

Railways,

R^OXJX -Sc OO.,
MECHANICAL ENGINEERS,

Successors to Messi's. F A U C O N Bros.
PARIS, 24, Rue de la Douane, 24, PARIS.

Laws of 18S0.

MARINE.

Light-house beacons.

Optics, Way lights.

Side lights, W atch
lights.

Beglementary signal
exacted by tbe in-
ternational agree-
ment of 1880 .

Lighting apparatus

for the interior of

steamships, of sail-

ing vessels, of tra-

ding vessels and
yachts.

RAILWAY.

Lighting of lines of
Locomotives, of

Waggons, patent-
ed s.G.D.G. of Trains
and Stations.

Apparatus for burn-
ing oil, petroleiira,

or gas.

Lighting apparatus
for mines and
factories.

The catalogue will be r, , w? of i ' 8ii.

forwarded on demand.

33, Rue de Malte, 33, PARIS.
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ERECTION OP FACTORIES.

INSTALLING OF MACHINERY.

STUDIES AND LEADING OF WORKS BY CONTRACT.

Incombustible ground floors or storied buildings at Cheap Rates.

102 FACTORIES BUILT SINCE 1866.

New system of Tubes for heating purposes, with a large

heating surface, patented S.G.D.G-.,

Having^much energy and a most eeonomiealfirst cost.

DEYING STOVES, DRYING ROOMS, HEATING OF WORK ROOMS,
OFFICES, &c., &c.

E. & F. Sl^E, Mechanical Engineers.

400 APPLICATIONS IN 18 MONTHS.

PLANT
FOE

TllEf^l BRKK MMm.
LACROIX £r

Manvifacturing Engineers,

28,iRUE DBS ECLUSES St.-MARTIN, 28,

St PRIZE, GOLD MEDAL AT THE PARIS
EXHIBITION 1878.

The illustrated Catalogue will he sent

Ilpost free on demand hy a

Repaid letter.

Machines of aU sorts, for the manufacturing
of TUes of every form, Divers Bricks for
flooring, solid and hallow Bricks, Draining

r ITubes’ Water Pipes.

CRUSHING AND AGGLOMERATING MACHINES,

COMPLETE FITTING UP OF FACTORIES,
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FORMER FIRM OP ANDRE LEPEBVRE
ESTABLISHED IN 1846.

VIOTOR LINE,
SUCCESSOR (AT ALBERT, SOMME.)

Speciality of TOOL-ENGINES for building yards. COO WHEEL LATHES.
LATHES with cones and pulleys, cbarriot supports. SLIDE LATHES. SCKEW
MANDRELLS. FLYING LATHE, with dented plates automatic disengaging gear.

DRILLING MACHINES of all sorts. GROOVING MACHINE ANVILS.
VICES. FILING MACHINES. MORTESING MACHINES. DIVERS

PUNCHING MACHINES.

MANUFACTURE OF WEIGHING INSTRUMENTS,
OF EVERY SYSTEM.

SPECIALITY OF WEIGH BRIDGES, OFfSTEEL YARDS,

MOUNTED OF MASONRY OR WITH TIMBERINGS IN CAST IRON

PORTABLE BALANCES.

BABONAUX FBEBES,
COMTRACTORS TO THE MINISTRY OFiWAR, PATENTED S.G.D.G.

VALENCIENNES (FRANCE).

WHOLESALE MANUFACTURE
OF

HORSE SHOES,
FORGED AND STAMPED

BY PATENT MECHANICAL PROCESSES, S.G.D.G.

100 Nos. of different sizes, in 20 series of different sorts.

SIBUT Senior & Co.,
AT AMIENS (SOMME.)

1 Medal (G) 1875. (G) and (S) 1876. (G) Universal Exhibition, Paris 1878.

2 Medals (G) and 3 (A) 1879. 1 Medal (G) and 1 (S) 1884.

(G) gold. (S) silver.
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THE BEST SEEDS.
ORIGINAL DESIGN.

BEWARE OF lailTATIONS.

COLLECTION ofvfcETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS
Specially arranged for the Climate of China, packed in hermetically closed ornamental boxes.

VEGETABLE SEEDS'. FLOWER SEEDS.
Collections at 5/-, 7/6, 10/6, 21/-, 42/-, 63/-, Collections at 5/-, 7/6, 10/b', 21/-, 31/6, 42/-,

84/-, 105/-, and 210/- each. 63/-, 84/-, and 105/- each.

COMPOSITE COLLECTION OF VE ^ETABLE & FLOWER SEEOS, |0/6

A LIBERAL UISCOUiNT ALLO'.VED TO LARGE IM'.'Olt ^ KKS.

Piiced Cescriptive List? post free to all paits o

TH

QUEEN’S
SEEDSMEN

the World, from

PRIKCE OF WALES’
SEEDSMEN

READING & LONDON, ENGLAND.
ALL COMMUWIC 4.TIONS SHOULD BE ADDRESSED TO READING.

sasriis

N'sic

s^Noxxns

oir

ctacciHVAiv
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CONTRACTORS TO THE GOVERNMENTS OF
PRANCE, RUSSIA, &c., &c.

SPECIALITY of APPARATUS for tLe mamitention of BURDENS, TOOL-

ENGINES, PRECISION TOOLS, Complete Plant for MINES and

QUARRIES, RAILWAYS.

Ad. PARIS, Junior,
MECHANICAL ENGINEER,

PARIS, 116, Boulevard Voltaire, 116, PARIS.
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GOLD MEDAL, PARIS, 1878.

iBOTjnsriD ^oxjTjdvles
OF THE

China ©htrlanh Crak ^tnart
POR THE YEAR 1884. PRICE $10.

(( HONGKONG DAILY PRESS” OFFICE,
WYNDHAM STREET.
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NOW ON SALE.
IMPERIAL QUARTO.

WITH THE

PUBLISHED AT THE “DAILY PRESS” OFFICE, HONGKONG.

F
or scope and practical service this Work stands unrivalled. All

the new words which the Chinese have of late years been com-
pelled to coin to express the numerous objects in machinery, photography,

telegraphy, and in science generally, which the rapid advance of foreign

relations has imposed upon them, are here given in extenso. Each and
every word is fully illustrated and explained, forming exercises for students

of a most instructive nature. Both the Court and Punti pronunciations

are given, the accents being carefully marked on the best principle hitherto

attained. The typography displays the success of an attempt to make
the Chinese and English type correspond in the size of body, thereby

effecting a vast economy of space, achieving a clearness not previously

attained, and dispensing with those vast margins and vacant spaces which

have heretofore characterized Chinese publications.

The scope of the work is so great, and its utilitarian purposes so

eomplete, that a reference to its pages enables a person who understands

English to communicate effectively with natives who understand nothing

but Chinese. In this respect the work will be found indispensable to all

Europeans residing in China, and to the natives themselves it explains

subjects fully with which very few indeed of them are perfectly acquainted.

To parties resident in England and interested in China it cannot but be

invaluable occasionally.

It comprises upwards of two thousand large quarto pages.

L O isr D O N":
TRxJbNER & CO., 6 0, PATERNOSTER ROW;

' HONGKONG:
"DAILY PRESS” OFFICE, WYNDHAM STREET.
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THE “DAILY PRESS.”
A DAILY MORNING PAPER,

HAVING A LARGER CIRCULATION THAN ANY OTHER
PAPER IN CHINA.

$2| per Month—Payable Quarterly in Advance, exclusive of postage

;

Extra Copies 25 Cents.

Orders for Subscriptions and Advertisements received by the

folloioiny AGENTS:—
MACAO Messrs. A. A. be Mello & Co.

SWATOW Messrs. Qublch & Co.

AMOY AND FORMOSA Messrs. Wilson, Nicholls & Co.

FOOCHOW Messrs. Hedge & Co.
SHANGHAI and RIVER and ) , . l •

NORTHERN PORTS or CHINA j
& Walsh, Shanghai

JAPAN Messrs. Kelly & Co., Yokohama..
MANILA Messrs. Diaz Puertas & Co.

SAIGON Messrs. Ckettiee & Co.
SINGAPORE Messrs. Sayle & Co.

BANGKOK Messrs. A. Bjurling & Co.

LONDON Mr. F. Algar, II and 12, Clement’s Lane, E.O.
LONDON Messrs. Geo. Street & Co., 30, Corn hill, E.O,
LONDON '....Messrs. Bates, Hendy & Co., 4, Old Jewry, E.O,
LONDON Mr. W. M. Wills, 151, Cannon Street, E.O,
SAN FRANCISCO Mr. L. P. Fisher, 21, Merchants’ Exchange

“CHUNG NGOI SAN PC,”
CHINESE ISSUE OF THE “DAILY PRESS,"

PUBLISHED EVERY MORNING, WITH A

SUBSCRIPTION:
Reckoned by the Chinese Calendar, $5 per Annum.

T/iis Taper is in large circulation among the Chinese, not only, in

HONGKONG, CANTON, AND MACAO,
BUT ALSO AT

ALL THE PORTS AND IN THE INTERIOR,
And will be found an excellent Advertising^Medium. t

MANAGER, NG CHAN, “DAILY PRESS’’ OFFICE.
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BOOK BINDING.
BOOKS BOUND TN ALL STYLES AND TO ANY PaTTERN:

In RUSSIA.
• In MOROCCO, Various Colours.

In PLAIN CALF.
In COLOURED CALF.

In BASIL, Various Colours.
In CLOTH, Various Colours.

Publishers can have CLOTH CASES made of any size up to
Demy Quarto, at London prices.

OF HAND OR MACHINE MADE PAPER,
EULED TO SAIvIPLE AND STKONGLY BOUND.

IN FULL OR HALF CALF.

FOEMS EULED TO ANY PATTEEN.

OFFICE CHIT BOOKS MADE.

LABIIS’ CHIT BaOaO ES MAB'l.

MUSIC BOUND.

THE “ HONGKONG DAILY PRESS” OFFICE,
WYNDHAM STREET.

The only completely furnished Bookbinding establishment in

the Far East, and the only one in which the workmen
have been thoroughly taught the European methods.
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PRINTING
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION

AT

THE “DAILY PRESS” OFFICE,

HONGKONG.

BOOKS.

PAMPHLETS.

MARKET REPORTS.

CIRCULARS.

PRICE LISTS.

BILL HEADS.

MERCANTILE FORMS OF EVERY KIND.

LAW REPORTS.

PROGRAMMES.
BALL PROGRAMMES.

VISITING CARDS.

LABELS.

DOCUMENTS TRANSLATED AND PRINTED IN CHINESE.
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.

China Overland Trade Report,
A BI-MONTHLY SUMMAEY,

Published on the departure of the English Mails, containing all the intelligence

of the fortnight,

POLITICAL, COMMERCIAL, GENERAL, AND MARITIME.
iLL MARKET INFORMATION, AND PRICES CURRENT FROM ALL

THE PORTS OF CHINA AND JAPAN.
SUBSCRIPTION

:

For Ten Copies or over, $71 per Annum, each ; Under
that Number $9, each; if posted from the ofllce $1

each additional; Single copies 50 cents each.

OFFICE /—

WYNDHAM STREET, HONGKONG.
AGENTS IN LONDON;

Frederic Algar, 11 and 12, Clement’s Lane, E.C.
Geo. Street & Co., 30, Cornhill

;
Bates, Hendy & Co., 4, Old Jewry, E.C.

AGENT IN SAN FRANCISCO:
L. P. Fisher, 20 and 21, Merchants’ Exchange, California Street.

THE TOURISTS’ GUIDE,
IN CONVENIENT EORM.

C
ONTAINING the nauies of all the articles of Trade, objects of Natural History,

Furniture, &c., &c., with tlie Punti and Mandarin Pronunciation. Price $1.00-

Also a few copies of the GPAMMAR of the Chinese Language, in two Parts.

Daily Press Office, Hongkong, 1st January, 1885.

STUDENT’S FIRST ASSISTANT.

By be. devan, with many Additions and Corrections, and Dr. Williams
Orthography. Price: In Paper Wrappers, $1,50. Neatly Bound, |2.

Daily Press Office, Hongkong, 1st January, 1885.

L. P. FISllE^
ADVERTISING AGEWCY.

ROOMS 20 & 21, ATeTiCHANTS’ EXCHANGE,
CALIFORNIA STREET, SAN FRANCISCO.
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N EW - Y O E K
LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY,

346 & 348, Broadway,

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

STATEMENT for year ending December 31st, 1883.

ACCUMUUTEO FUNDS, - - - - , jeil,379,944

Sui-pIus over all Liabilities and E.esei’ve Fund,
according to valuation made by tbe Govern-
ment ,£^,139,338

Income for the year 1883 - - . . 2,717,599

DEPARTMENT OF THE EAST:
C. SETON LINDSAY,

Resdent Manager,
CALCUTTA.

AGENCIES FOB THE EAST.
CALCUTTA ...E. S. Fubeong, Esq., No. 1 Clive Street
HONGKONG. ..Messrs. Birlet, Dalrymple & Co.
SINGAPORE. ..Messrs. Putte.arcken, Eheiner & Co.
PENANG Messrs. Mansfield, Bogaardt & Co.
CANTON Messrs. Birlet & Co.
SAIGON Messrs. W. G. Hale & Co.
CHEFOO Messrs. Fergitsson & Co.
AMOY Messrs. Fearon, Low & Co.
MANILA Messrs. Peele, Hubbell & Co.
TIENTSIN William Forbes, Esq.
SHANGHAI ...Messrs. Fearon, Low & Co.
HANKOW Messrs. Drtsdale, Ringer & Co,
KEWKIANG...Alexander Campbell, Esq.
FOOCHOW ...Messrs. Odell & Letburn.
NINGPO Messrs. Davidson & Co.

LIFE ASSURANCE ONLY. PURELY MUTUAL.
ALL PROFITS BELONG TO POLICY-HOLDERS,

AND APPORTIONMENTS ARE MADE ANNUALLY.

CONDUCTED UNDER THE OFFICIAL SUPERVISION OP
THE INSURANCE DEPARTMENT OF THE GOVERNMENT OP

THE STATE OF NEW YORK. REPORTS DEPOSITED
ANNUALLY WITH THE BOARD OF TRADE IN GREAT BRITAIN,

IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE LIFE ASSURANCE
companies’ ACT, 1870.”
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STE-A-IM:

AERATED WATER MANUFACTORY.

SODA WATER, LEMONADE,
TONIC WATER, GINGERADE,

SARSAPARILLA WATER,
SELTZER WATER,

and Waters to special medical prescription, of a very superior quality,

manufactured under European supervision, and supplied in any

quantity, at prices bearing favourable comparison witb Home rates.

GOUNTER-FOIL ORDER BOOKS ARE SUPPLIED FREE ON APPLICATION.

The Water used is the best the Island affords, and
there is none better anywhere.

EXPORT ORDERS PROMPTLY ATTEIED TO.

No credit given for bottles that look dirty or greasy, or that appear

to have been used for any other purpose than that of containing

AEK-ATED WATER, as such bottles are never used again by us.

No allowance can be made for breakage, ullage, or plunder in transit

to or fro, the prices charged not covering such, or any risk.

WA.TSO]X Sc Oo.
The Hongkong Dispensary, Hongkong.
The Shanghai Pharmacy, 24, Nanking Road, Shanghai.
Botioa Inglesa, 14, Escolta, Manila.
The Canton Dispensary, Canton.
The Dispensary, Foochow
The Dispensary, Hankow.
The Dispensary, Tientsin,
London OflEiee, 106, Fenchurch Street, E.C.




